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KOTEX and KIMLON are trader
Free to do as you please . . . now that you're protected so much longer
Whatever your favorite fun, you enjoy it even more when you're comfortably protected
by new Kotex napkins. These softer, more gentle napkins with the Kimlon center protect
better, protect longer — even on your most active days. So, when confidence is really
important, count on new Kotex napkins — most girls do.
New Kotex napkins — choice of most girls
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Germs in mouth and throat cause most
bad breath. You need an antiseptic to kill
germs, and no tooth paste is antiseptic.
No tooth paste kills germs the way
Listerine Antiseptic does . . . on contact,
by millions, on every mouth and throat
surface. That's why . . .
Listerine stops
4 times "better

811560

your
for

teeth

9

Listerine

YOU KILL GERMS
ON 4 TIMES AS MUCH ORAL SURFACE
THE LISTERINE WAY*
The Listerine way
T::th
paste reaches L!
OI
kills germsthroat,on palate,
teeth,
tongue.
everywhe

"bad breath
than tooth paste !
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FEMICIN
TABLETS
Hospital-tested, prescription-type
formula provides total
treatment in a single tablet I

JANUARY. 1960

STORIES
20 An Ave Maria for Mario
by Ed DeBlasio
22 "Errol
Flynn
Died
In
My
Arms"
by
George
EXCLUSIVE photos by BILL C RE SPIN EL Carpozi.
from Jr.
COMBINE
Debbie Reynolds 24 Cool It, Debbie!
Annette
Funicello
Pool Anko
26 The Thrill Of First Love
by '
Steve Kahn,
Marshall
Deborah
by
28 Troy
Troy Donohoe
Jimmie Rodger*
30 "We Were Afraid We Couldn't Have A Baby"
by Colleen Rodgers as told , to Helen
Elizobeth Toylor
„ _Weller
Eddie Fisher
32 Eddie's Love Cured Me!
by Doug Brewer
Betle Davis
Gary Merrill 34 Home For Christmas by Hugh Burrell
Kingston Trio
51 Introducing The Kingston Trio Sextette
by Kirtley Baskette
A SPECIAL 16-PAGE REPORT
35 The Fabulous Fifties

Mario Lanza
Errol Flynn

Grela Chi
Louello Parsons

Worked even when others failed!
Now, through a revolutionary discovery of
medical science, a new, prescription-type tablet provides total relief from periodic complaints. When cramps and pains strike,
FEMICIN'S exclusive ingredients act instantly to end your suffering and give you
back a sense of well-being. If taken before
pain starts-at those first signs of heaviness
and distress — further discomforts may never
develop. No simple aspirin compound can give
you this complete relief. Get FEMICIN at
your drugstore today! It must give you
greater relief than you have ever experienced
or your purchase price will be refunded.
For
booklet, "What
You samples
Should andKnowinformative
About Yourself
As a
Woman!",
send
1W
for
postage
and handling.
Box 225, Dpt. Di3,ChurchSt.Sta.,N.Y.8,N.Y.
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When that lady walks in.
all restraint flies out!
Enjoy love among the
adults as it's never been
loved before ... with even
the FBI unable to find
a law to stop it!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
TONY

CURTIS

• DEAN

MARTIN

• JANET

LEIGH

Wivr mi -tkaZ^i/?
Co-starr;ng JAMES WHITMORE - JOHN MclNTIRE • BARBARA NICHOLS
Written ond Produced b, NORMAN KRASNA
• t^^^^^^a^^l^l%^y0i^^
by GEORGE SIDNEY
AN ANSARK-GEORGE
SIDNEY PRODUCTION

JANUARY
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in January, your
birthstone is the garnet and your flower is
the carnation. And here are some of the
stars who share it with you:
January l — Dana
CharlesAndrews
Bickford
January 3 — Ray Mi I land
January 4 — Jane
BarbaraWyman
Rush
January 5 — Jean-Pierre Aumont
January 6— Loretta Young
January 7 — Terry Moore
January 8 — Jose
Elvis Ferrer
Presley
January 9 — Fernando Lamas
January 10— Paul
Judy Garland
Henreid
Sal Mineo
January 1 3— Jeff
Judy Morrow
Busch
Robert Stack
January 14— William Bendix
January 15— Margaret O'Brien
January 16— Ethel Merman
January 17— Sheree North
January 18— Cary
Danny Grant
Kaye
January if— Guy Madison
January 20— Patricia
Alex NicolNeal
January 21— John
Agar Naish
J. Carrol
January 22— Ann Sothern
January 23— Dan Duryea
January 24— Ernest Borgnine
January 25— Dean Jones
January 26— Paul
Mary Newman
Murphy
January 27— Katy
Jurado
Donna Reed
January 29— John
Victor Forsythe
Mature
January 30 — Dolores
Dorothy Michaels
Malone
John Ireland
Hugh Marlowe
January 31— Jean Simmons

David Way
4 January 30

Joanne Dru
January 31

Want the real truth? Write to IIVSIDE STORY, Modern Screen.
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
For vital statistics and biographical information about the stars
get Modern Screen's SUPER STAR CHART. Coupon, page 57.
Q. What made Jennifer Jones consider 9. What happened to cause the John
U.S. Marshal)
studying
with LeeoverStrasberg
been in pictures
fifteen when
years she's
and Bromfield's (of —TV's
F.D., Trenton, N.J.
already has an Oscar?
split?
— R.H., Hewlett, L.I. A. The marriage allegedly struck out
when John suspected foul play between
A. The reviews of her last movie.
his wife and a famed baseball figure.
friends, however, feel that Larri
Q. Is it true that John Wayne has gone Their
(his wife)
on the wagon because his doctor warned home
base. made an error by leaving
him his health would be seriously impaired ifhe continued drinking?
— P.W., Pittsburgh, Pa. <J>. I read conflicting reports about Ice
A.out.Wayne
advised before
to cat dinner
down —now,
not heart-interest.
Palace newcomer
McBain's
He haswasa martini
One Diane
paper says
Richardbig
Burton, istheit? other Troy Donahue. Which
a couple of drinks afterwards.
fellow
Madison, Wis.
Q. I have heard our darling Elvis will A. Since Burton— isR.Y.,
married, it is obviously Troy.
give upturns trock
'n' rollandsinging
when heonly
reo his career
concentrate
on straight ballads. What about this?
saw the Jeff Chandlers together
— T.W., Butte, Mont. atQ. aI sports
here in Los Angeles.
A.his Elvis
won't
give He'll
up rock
'n'
roll
as Does this meaneventa possibility
of a reconbread
V
butter.
try
out
a
few
cil ation ?
extra ballads however to insure his future when the fad fizzles.
— S.F., Los Angeles, Calif.
A. No — merely the fact that Jeff had an
extratheticket
9- Now that Eva Gobor has married see
game and his ex-wife wanted to
for
the
'"Xth"
time,
exactly
how
many
husbands have the Gabor gals chalked
up amongst themselves?
what were inLizButterfield
Taylor's 8de-—
— C.H., Orlando, Fla. 9- Exactly
mands for appearing
and why, after al) the hassles, did MGM
A. Including mama — thirteen.
finally agree to them Staten
? Island, N.Y.
Q. Whatever
happened staged
to thebetween
recon- A. Clean up —theR.D.,
plot, The
re-write
ciliation sodramatically
shoot
in
New
York.
grossesthe ofscript,
Cat
Cornfor Williams
Jr.
the sake ofandtheirJohnson?Barrymore On A Hot Tin Roof caused the studio
— P. A., Litchfield, Conn.
wanted.it. She's a
draw,LizandwhatMGMshe knows
A. John went off to France. Cara went tobig give
off to the out-of-town tryout of her new
play,
How much money is Bobby Darin
window.the reconciliation went out the 9.
getting for his first movie? How much
did Fabian
son rate? get? How does Ricky NelQ.DayAlthough
Leo that
Durocher
Larainein
have denied
there and
is trouble
— Q.W.,
Dallas.
A. Bobbv's getti.ig
$45,000,
FabianTexas
got
atheir
rift?marriage, in vour opinion is there $35,000.
Ricky wants $100,000.
— WT.R., Washington, D.C.
A.we Where
there's smoke there's fire and 9- Is it true that Dick Clark is annoyed
following after the riot
out. think this marriage has burned itself atthathiswasteen-age
caused when he made a personal appearance in Kansas City recently, and that he secretly referred to
9- Now that Binq Crosby has reconciledtweenwithhim and
his Gary
sons, and
be- the rioters as a bunch of juvenile deagain,alldoisyouwellthink
linquents?
— K.C.. Reno. Nev.
this will change
less-than-friendly
attitude
toward Gary's
step-mother
Dick referredMostto the
rioters as "adult
—hisL.D.,
Portland,Kathy?
Ore. A.delinquents."
tort v vears old o1 them were over
A. No.

GARY
GRANT
* TONY
CURTIS
submerged with 5 Girls. ..no wonder
the S.S. SEA tiger was called

co.starring JOAN O'BRIEN-DINA MERRILL -GENE EVANS., DICK SARGEN
T ART
OCO
NNE
LL
BLfiKE EDWARDS • Screenplay by STANLEY SHAPIRO and MAURICE RiCHLIN Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR HUR
• A GRANART PRODUCTION
• A UNIVERSAL
INTERNATIONAL
RELEASE
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THE BEST OF EVERYTHINGHope Lange
Stephen Boyd
career qirls versus love JoanMartha
Suz2Crawford
Pa*he5
Hyer
■ If anything good ever happens to a career
girl
Newshould
York, ever
it's meet
sheer aaccident.
If a
careerin girl
man in New

York who is not amoral, immoral, married or
drunk,
an absolute
miracle. inNoherworking
woman it's
in New
York believes
work;
she only turns to it in despair. That, at least,
is the forlorn message of this movie. Go
ahead, take editor Joan Crawford — no man
ever did (for a wife, that is). She's too clever,
too cold, too efficient; she's the example that

none oflishing
the Company
prettywantu'.'rlsto atlivetheup Fabian
to. WhatPub-do
these pretty girls do? One of them (Diane
Baker) dreams of playboy Robert Evans as
the father of her child. But that's no minister
he's driving her to (in his foreign sportscar) :
that'sself anat theatrical
abortionist.director
Suzy Louis
Parker Jourdan;
throws her-he
ducks — and she goes out the window. Martha
Hyer has nervous hysterics over art editor
Donald Harron (he won't divorce his wife).
Hope
her wearing
fiance tohats
an oil-well
heiress —Lange
so shelosesstarts
to the
office, andcouragegets
a
promotion.
The
diseditor Brian Aherne from hats
pinching
her fanny, but they worry editor Stephen
Boyd. Boyd's afraid that if the wind stops
blowingCrawford.
through Tired
Hope'sbuthairtrue,
she"llStephen
turn coldis
like
available for love. If these girls get the worst
oftheireverything
no wonder.
Considering
emotional it's
capacities
the wonder
is they
:an hold on to a job. — Cinemascope, 20thFox.
Webb
- 30 WilliamJack Conrad
David Nelson
life in the city room
Whitney
Blake
Louise Larimer
■ You may think that things are happening
outside — that is, out in the world where people
are. Well, that may be where some things
happen, but the most important things happen inside. Inside a newspaper office where
Jack Webb is. Where he is the editor. Tell
you what happens there. Nothing. Never have
so many reporters and copyboys and city
editors and lady editors done so much talking
about so little. (Mention the weather in there
and you'll get a discourse on the nature of
realitv — with a two column head.) I'll tell

Jpss by kiss the time ran out

FRANK

SINATRA
He was one of the forgotten few,
fighting a forgotten war

in CinemaScope and METR0C0L0R
i63mVk Co-starring
*
- nnr

you some of the things that are happening
outside, which this newspaper notes in passing: a three-year-old girl wanders into a
sewer without her glasses; an ace pilot (relat
i
v
e
editor)
makes Jack
a testWebbflight:strolls
it's
raining.of aButladyinside
I Inside.
from desk to desk, curbing his mounting turmoil. He has mounting turmoil because his
wife (Whitney Blake) wants to adopt a
child — and
he doesn't
Inside,
editor
William
Conrad want
drinks to.forty
cupscityof
coffee, writhes in agony at the sight of David
Xelson
copyboy).
reels offfor witticisms
as though(he'she a were
auditioning
the part
of a city editor and Elia Kazan were hiding
under his desk. Inside, heiress Nancy Valentine indulges in nasalized tirades trying to
prove she can so be a girl reporter even
though she went to Smith (the college, not
the cough-drop company). Inside, all is
drama of the sort that never gets into a newspaper— and never should. — Warxers.
Deborah Kerr
BELOVED INFIDEL
Gregory
Peck
Eddie
Albert
a novelist and a lady
Karin
Booth
John Sutton
■Graham
Last year.
wrote Hollywood
a book aboutcolumnist
her life.Sheilah
In it
was the story of her romance with F. Scott
Fitzgerald, one of the outstanding novelists
of our time. The book was a natural tor a
movie — and here it is. With Deborah Kerr as
Sheilah and Gregory Peck as F. Scott Fitzgerald. It opens on an ocean liner with Deborah sailing for Xew York from London, her
home. Lord John Sutton doesn't want her to
go. He wants her to stay and marry him —
even if his mother cuts him off without a cent.
Deborah's
too ofpractical,
ambitiousafterto her
accept this sort
proposal.too Shortly

arrival in the States she becomes a reporter,
is sent to Hollywood where she attracts attention by sniping at movie stars, notably at
the glamour
— KarinBenchley)
Booth.
Eddie
Albert girl
(as ofthethelatehourRobert
befriends Deborah and, at one of his parties,
she
Gregory
Peck's foronce-beloved
wife meets
has been
in a Peck.
sanitarium
years, his
reputation as a novelist is at a low ebb, he
drinks too much. He and Deborah fall in love.
Their romance is gay. tender, touching. During this period he begins, but never finishes,
what critics later consider his most mature
novel. But for him happiness comes too late
to save him; for Deborah it comes in time
to make a real woman of her. — 20th-Fox.
Peter Parrish
Palmer
LI'L ABNER
Leslie
Stubby Kaye
Howard
St.
John
Dogpatch. U.S-A.
Julie Newmar
■ Just imagine all those beautiful girls from
Dogpatch in Technicolor. Imagine Sadie Hawkins" day when the(Stella
girls Stevens)
chase theputs
fellows
and Appassionata
the
'whammy' on Li-1 Abner (Peter Palmer) thus
clearing the field of Daisy Mae (Leslie Parrish). Daisy is loved by Earthquake McGoon
(Bern Hoffman) — the world's 'champeen dirty
wrassler'
steal
her awaywhofromis dirty
Abner.enough
But tothewantfolksto have
even bigger problems brought on by the
government's
use Dogpatchaccording
as an
atomic testingdecision
ground.to Dogpatch,
to the government, is the '"most useless town
intonic
America."
Uselessapes
! Whenintoit matinee
can produce
that turns
idols?a
When, under the statue of Jubilation T. Cornpone, is found a tablet signed Abraham Lincoln ? Abner takes the town's fight to Washington and before he's through, Dogpatch be-

. and never so few were the moments

comes a national shrine. Lots of songs and
lively dancing. — Vistayjsion. Paramount.
THE WRECK OF THE MARYGaryDEARE
Charlton Cooper
Heston
Emlyn Redgrave
Williams
adventure at sea Michael
Virginia McKenna
■ There's a gale blowing in the English Chanwhen twothey
shipscollide.
don't pass
each the
other Seain
the nelnight:
Aboard
Witch, a salvage boat, are Charlton Heston
and Ben Wright. Aboard the Mary Deare is
no one — or so it seems when Heston boards
her. Only one lifeboat is left, a fire is raging
and the ship is heading toward a rocky graveyard. Suddenly Heston is seized from behind
by Gary Cooper, the captain himself, a man
who
looks
and actsTheas question
if he's been
violent nightmares.
is: howhaving
did
the Mary Deare deteriorate into practically a
ghost ship? The answer is: sabotage, mutiny
— even murder. Cooper begins the story which
ends in a London Court of Inquiry where he
must defend himself against wild accusations.
It's an adventure story in the salty old sense
— full of blood, thunder and a heavy air of
my sterv . — M GM .
THE WONDERFUL COUNTRY
Robert
Julie Mitchum
London
north of the Rio GrandePedro Gary
Merrill
Armendariz
Albert Dekker
■ Robert Mitchum fled to Mexico as a boy —
after killing a man who murdered his father.
In Mexico he works for Pedro Armendariz
who, with his brother, is rich and ambitious
for power. This makes Mitchum a hired killer
(Continued on page

left for love!

The
and

Opposite

Ybur

Sex

Perspiration

Q. Do you know there are two
kinds of perspiration?
A.
It's bytrue!workOneor isexertion;
"physical."
caused
the
other is "nervous," stimulated by
emotional
excitement.
It's mothe
kind
that comes
in tender
ments with the "opposite sex."

Q. Which
perspiration is the
worst offender?
A. The "emotional" kind. Doctors say it'sstains
the big
underarm
and offender
odor. Thisin
perspiration comes from bigger,
more
glands — odor.
and it
causes powerful
the most offensive

Q. How can you overcome this
"emotional" perspiration?
A. Science says a deodorant needs
a special ingredient specifically
formulated to overcome this
emotional perspiration without
irritation. And now it's here . . .
exclusive Perstop*. So effective,
yet so gentle.

Q. Why
arrid cream
America's
most iseffective
deodorant?
A. Because of Perstop*. the most
remarkable anti-perspirant ever
developed, ARRID CREAM Deodorant safely stops perspiration
stains and odor without irritation to normal skin. Saves your
pretty dresses from "Dress Rot."

"Why be only Half Safe ?
use Arrid to be sure .'
It's more effective than any cream, twice as
effective as any roil-on or spray tested! Used
daily, new antiseptic arrid with Perstop* actually
stops underarmodordresscompletely
stains, stopsfor"Dress
Rot" stops
perspiration
24 hours.
Get
ARRID CREAM Deodorant today.
•Carter Frcducts Tr.->d« iv.,, k 'or >- o. ii * «? i.y. ■>-. . . .icn -urfaetants
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new movies
(Continued jrom page 7)
— unloved in any country. One day he crosses
the Rio Grande with an oxcart full of smuggled pesos. Pedro sent him to buy guns.
Unfortunately. Mitchum breaks his leg when
his horse falls. There he lies, north of the
border, wanted for an old murder. Albert
Dekker, Captain of the Texas Rangers, is
willing
to forget
pastonly
if heof joins
the Rangers.
Julie Mitchum's
London thinks
their
future. The present is what's bothering her:
she's
to dedicated
MajorhasGaryto
Merrill.married
Because
of Julie,Army
Mitchum
shoot a man. Back to Mexico he runs. Unfortunately, Pedro never got the guns be
sent pesos for and he blames Mitchum (actually, the Apaches
stole ifthem).
Pedro'sagrees
willingto
to forget
the guns
Mitchum
assassinate his — Pedro's — brother. Nothing doing, says Mitchum. Back to the Rio Grande
he gallops, trailed by a would-be executioner.
En route Mitchum comes upon a patrol led
by a dying Merrill and his chief officer LeRoy
"Satchel'' Paige; they're fighting Apaches.
There is no end to the action around Mitchum who, underneath everything, is looking
for
Uniteda little
Artists.peace of mind. — Technicolor,
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
A SUMMER PLACE (Warners): This is the place
where flames.
old passions
rekindled,
ones burstare
into
Amongare those
with andold newmemories
Richard Egan and Dorothy McGuire, who knew
each
ago on(Constance
this summerFord)island:
has aotherfrigidlongwife
and heshe,nowa
Kennedy).
The andvictims
ofdrunken
all thesehusband
triangles,(Arthur
who build
a new life
love
together, are Troy
unfortunate
and Donahue
unmarriedand Sandra
egnant Dee.
stateSandra's
brings
troubles crashing down on "thi
THE LAST ANGRY
who MAN ummer place."
Dr. Pa
presently stumped over an idea
Betsv 1 ewaimershow.and Muni
s nephew Joby Baker has
anirl, account
of
Uncle's
of a badlythe
left
atan hisinspiring
door byTVtreatment
hoods. The
ilds
into
and way
the way
David ' rhanged by Muni's noble show
character make a
CAREER
Anthony Franc
acknowledgedI Pi
struggle.
It
al
company
(on
.1,11c
Dean Robert
Martin,
lass
like
1
last).
Then Ma and orgets
Blackmanas (ita doesn't
friends
big-shot
in
Hollywood
Fi
marries
s daughter
lush in loveMiddleton
with Martin).
CarolynShirley
Jones,MacL
Fra
agent, is the last member of this complicate
It s good therapy for would-be actors.
ON
BEACHafter (Unit,
end of the
worldTHEis near
an & 1 Ai War The
Gregory
Peck,
aire
are
part
Anthony
Perkins
and
Fr
ubmarine headedof the
for
crew of an American At
Australia,Anderson,
the onlyis safe
place Ava
left. Gardner
Perkins' iswife.in
Donna
pregnant:
love
(who finds
remembers
and with
child);PeckAstaire
nothingonlylefthistodead
him wife
but
suicide
auto-racing.
The
banner
in
Melbourne's
savs "There's still time, brother." Find outsquare
how
THE MOUSE THAT ROARED (Columbia): The
Grand Duchy of Fenwick is full of people who look
like Peter Sellers (he plays the roles of Duchess.
Prime foMinister
a Calirnia firm comes andout Field
with a Marshal).
cheap wine When
that imitates
the
product
Fenwick
going,Sellers
the Duchy
declares
war that
on thekeepsU. S..
and wins!
takes
Professor David Kossoff (inventor of the terrible
Q-Bomb),licemen ahis
daughter,
Jean
Seberg,
and
four
s prisoners of war. A funny clever satire.po-

by
MODERN
SCREEN'S
8 PAGE GOSSIP
EXTRA

HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST
COLUMNIST

Bob Neal was Debbie's escort for the lavish Thalian benefit.
$55,000 teas raised that night for the Thalian children's clinic.

Dick Powell and June Allyson. Dinah
The Thalian Wingding
Debbie Reynolds and Hugh O'Brtan
Shore, and George Montgomery,
to "The Outstanding ConThis is an annual wingding, with Debbie Frances and Edgar Bergen and Kitty made the traward
ibution by anAbbey
Outside
(the
nominees were
Rents, Industry"
Home Savings
Reynolds, and the others active in this and Mervyn Le Roy. Dinah is certainly be- ning).
and Loan, and Instant Sweat — Sweat wincharity
for
the
mentally
retarded
children's
coming
one
of
the
world's
best
dressed
clinic, always working very hard to think of women — her new gown was of rose silk —
original skits and to put it over with a flourish. and really fabulous.
the Roof.
"Best Prop"
the bed inMarx
Cat Onawarded
A Hot Tin
This year the theme for the show was those
The party was held in the ballroom of the to Groucho
This was followed by a skit based on
lost twenty minutes out of the Academy Beverly Hilton Hotel and immediately followAward Show. As emcee Dick Powell
ing dinner the show went on. Believe me, the Cat with Shirley MacLaine Ernie Koand Louis Nye playing the parts
'awards' were plenty crazy — here are some vacs
stated,
"This showof isthebeing
presented
created by Liz Taylor, Paul Newman
the cooperation
Motion
Picture without
Acad- of them:
and
Burl
Ives. (A bit risgue if you ask me.)
June Allyson and Rory Calhoun preof Arts andabout
Sciences"
But everyone seemed to have a good time
awful emy drubbing
being (which
twenty took
minutesan
s
e
n
t
i
n
g
t
h
e
award
to
"The
Outstanding
New
short on the last televised awards program). Personality of the Year" in Hollywood. The and applauded long and loud when Debbie
announced 355,000 had been raised.
Jimmy McHugh and I sat at the table with winnah — The Fly'.

Eddie Cantor has
Liz backstage at

held 8 was rewritten to suit her. with much of
the salaciousness taken out. And she was
Everything's Going
given permission to do Cleopatra as well!
for Eddie
Ifthisyoubelle.)
think Elizabeth Taylor isn't a plenty
Elizabeth Taylor, looking slim and her smart business woman you've under-estimated
glamorous self again after losing all that unBut at this time, she didn't know she was
becoming weight, sat with us during Eddie
to get her way. "If I can only accept
Fisher's show at the Desert Inn. As usual, going
Cleopatra aI'lltrusttakefundthe formoney
I receivewhich
and
establish
my children
when
Eddie
is
performing,
Liz
didn't
take
her
eyes off him. And, he still directs all his love will insure their security for life," she told me.
"I suppose MGM thought if I got the milsongs ways
straight
"Mrs. Fisher," as Eddie alintroducesto her.
lion for Cleopatra I would retire without doLiz was wearing a black lace cocktail gown
ing the movie I owe them on my old conand even after the lights were lowered for
trasact," she collateral
went on. "Ito offered
the
prove myto put
goodupfaith
Eddie's act, a lot of people kept watching million
and that I would keep my word to MGM. I
Elizabeth — particularly the women.
It was the first time I had spent an evening
go back on my word," she said firmly.
with Elizabeth since the start of all the Liz- never
Eddie's
Liz to
hisAfter
dressing
roomshow,
wherewewe went
had with
champagne
Eddie-Debbie
fuss.
It's
typical
of
Liz
that
she
made no reference to this interim. Poised and and toasted old times — and new. Eddie was
a wonderful humor and I meant it when
sure of herself as always, she sort of 'picked Iin told
him he was singing better than I had
up,'At asthisit were,
where
we
left
off.
time, she was terribly upset that
heard him. I've always liked him, and
MGM was going to suspend her for refusing ever
so close
used to Icallam meso happy,"
"Mom."
to do Butterheld 8 which would kill her we "I'mweresinging
betterhe because
chances of doing Cleopatra and picking up a he said, putting his arm around "Mrs. Fisher."
cool million dollars offered her by 20th. He drew Liz close and kissed her on the
(Later, Elizabeth won every point she had cheek, "I've got everything going for me.
demanded in this battle. The script of Butter- Mom," he whispered.

I nominate for
STARDOM
Diane Baker:
I don'tpressedknow
when I've than
been I more
imwith a newcomer
am with
Diane in The Best of Everything. What a
socko performance she gives as the pretty
little secretary whose love is betrayed by a
rich young cad. With her heart-shaped face,
•wideishazel
completely
natural beauty,
she
unlikeeyes,
any a other
star personality.
At first meeting, she strikes you as a demure, rather strait-laced little person with a
formal manner. One of the 20th press agents
:old me he was in daily contact with Diane
dor
and itthatwasn't
untileight
the weeks
last daymaking
of theBestpicture
she
called him by his first name!
Also, she stated quite firmly in her polite
way
thatcheesecake
she didn't art.thinkNor shewouldwouldshe like
pose for
attendto
movie premieres or parties with young actors
she didn't know, just to be seen at the right
places.
A native of Los Angeles, her parents live
here,
doesn't atlivethewith
them. MarShe
has a butsmallDianeapartment
Chateau
mont where she lives alone — and likes it.
single-minded
careera day,
and
I"I'mstudyso drama
so manyaboutlongmyhours
it's best that I have my own place so I
don'tDianeupsetwasthe born
routinein Hollywood
of my family,"Presbyterian
she says.
Hospital during a terrific flood. Her mother is

Dorothy Harrington Baker who used to play
in Marx Brothers movies; her father is
Clyde Baker, former USC star athlete. Diane
attended local grade schools until her family
moved to Laguna and it was in the little
beach resort town that she became interested

in school plays. Later, at Van Nuys High
school, Diane was the star of the drama class.
The rest of her way to a studio contract is
almost
routine — modeling,
contests,
TV commercials
in New Yorkbeauty
and then
thp
proverbial talent cout for 20th.
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they
TV show
which hadBingbeenand taping
Dean Frank's
made guest
appear-on
ances. But like all the rest of us they headed
for Mr,
O'Malleyteamto ofgetallthetime'inside'
the month
onstraight
how the
Cinderella
won
the World Series.
I overheard Mrs. Kirk Douglas telling
I always get a kick out of the way movie Mrs. O'Malley that she is such a Dodger fan
stars lionize sports figures when they meet she is going to become an American citizen!
Next to baseball, the Stork was the imthem in person — the stars are really the biggest fans in the world.
portant topic and a pretty group of mothersAt the party Kitty Le Roy gave honoring to-be compared nursery notes. Among them
Dana Wynter (Mrs. Greg Bautzer)
Mervyn's birthday, at the beautiful home of was
who looked so beautiful in a maternity gown;
the Le Roys
in Bel
Walter O'Malley,
president
of the
WorldAir.Champion
Dodgers, also Mrs. Dick Shawn (her husband has a
was there as was his charming wife. And top role in Mervyn's new movie Wake Me
expectinc,
Mr.
had word
more hemovieuttered
stars than
hanging
though who
their isfirst
child istheir
not secyet
avidlyO'Malley
on every
the When ond,It'seven Over)
original Pied Piper had children on his trail. a year old. and Los Angeles' Councilwoman
Rosalind
Wyman.
The biggest Dodger fan, of course, is
Gloria and Jimmy Stewart sat at our
Mervyn, and he was as delighted as a kid
when the
regu- table and Gloria and I told Mary (Mrs.
lationO'Malleys
Dodger baseballgiftedsuithimwithwithhisa lucky
Jack)tiful Benny
that Itbeaudress of herswe'drightlikeofftohertakeback.
was
number,
Franksixty-two,
Sinatra,written
Bingon it.Crosby and a flowered satin with two shades of red
Dean Martin arrived late, after dinner, as roses — a knockout.
PARTYo/

Frankie, Bing, and Dean arrived late
because they'd been taping a TV shoiv.

George's Royal Rolls
A handsome young man who asked me to
go riding offered and produced a conveyance
much to my taste. George Hamilton, the
new white hope at MGM, invited me to dine
with him and called for me in a Rolls-Royce.
Such style! When I asked George, who has
made only one or two films, how he came
by such a swanky car he said:
"The Rolls originally belonged to King
George
VI andhandsome
Queen Elizabeth,"
this tall,
dark and
twenty-six-year-old
charmer said. (He hails from a wealthy and
social family of Florida and had money before he entered pictures.)
Royalso family
useHethecontinued,
car during"The
the war
it was couldn't
shipped
to America. It's the first car I've bought for
myself
Unlike— and
manyI love
of theit." new young bachelors
on their way up the movie ladder, George
didn't
discussing
his dates.
WhenHomehe
was inmind
Mississippi
on location
making
From The Hill he had met Lynda Lee Meade.
He escorted her to a couple of parties.
"When she later won the 'Miss America'
contest. I called her to congratulate her,"
George
very Inicego
girl and told
I hopeme.to "She's
meet herreally
againa when
East again
—
or
South."
He
doesn't
exactly when that will be as he is soonknow
starting
Cimarron and it has a long shooting schedBut George it.likes Lynda Lee and doesn't George Hamilton, MGM's new white hope, drives a swanky 1938 Rolls-Royce
mind ule.admitting
that used to belong to England's King George VI and Queen Elizabeth.
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Debbie on the Paar
Show:

She said, "Jack told me not to be serious —
tc live itsounded
up and actreally
like Ichastened
was havingas fun."
Debbie
she
added, "I'm sorry if some people got the
impression."
Debbie Reynolds telephoned tc ask me wrong
Chcnging
subject,
"At least
have thecalled
me IthisSaid,morning
sayingsix
and Jimmy McHugh to be her guests at the people
Thalian party and while I had her ear I that Harry Karl has just paid S400,000 for an
asked, "What got into you to go on such a estate next to Dinah Shore's and that he
rampage on Jack Paar's TV show — tear- bought the house for a honeymoon home
ing off his shirt and all that nonsense?"
you. time,
True Debbie
or false?"really laughed. "You
Debbie'snotantics
stirred up a lot of forThis
rcmment,
all of had
it complimentary.
know it isn't true. I like Hcrry. He's a nice

man andlutely noathought
thoughtful
one. But there's
of marriage
betweenabso-us
and"How
never are
has those
been." wonderful babies?" I
asked, meaning adorable little Carrie Frances
and Todd.
"I sent them up to be with Eddie in Las
Vegas
week much
end," I Debbie
said, them!
"and
I never over
knewthe how
could miss
But it is only right that Eddie should have
some time with Carrie Frances and Todd. Believe me, though, I was the happiest mother
in town when they got home this evening."

France Nuyen hasn't apologized for her inexcusable behavior when photographers
who report her conversation equally torrid.
Surprisingly, Marlon stood by mere or less
I'm on my
calmly — havmaybe
he was so hetakendecided
with theto be-let
SOAP BOX
ior of his companion
her handle affairs for the two of them.
France kept yelling something about her
privacy — which is a laugh. When a young
lady who is the star of a hit New York show,
. . tc say I think the conduct of France Nuy- The World of Suzie Wcng, decides to take a
en (who may be the next Mrs. Marlon trip with a young man who is probably one
Brando} at the Miami airport when she and of the most famous actors in the world, she
Marlon flew back from a little vacation in may expect many things — but privacy isn't
Haiti, was inexcusable. Miss Nuyen saw fit one of them!
True, Marlon and France assumed Icke
to strike out at reporters and photographers

tried to snap her and Marlon Brando.
names, even to changing initials on their
luggage — but where in the world did they
think they could go, except on a rocket to
the moon, and not be recognized?
One of the prices of rather unorthodox behavior is some completely orthodox publicity.
You can't have your fame — and be nobodies
too.As France intends to resume her film career
(she debuted in South Pacific} at 20th Century-Fox after the run of her play, it might
behoove her to improve her relations with
the press. Her boyfriend is a big star — but
13
she isn't, yet.

continued

The great crowd of three hundred fans ivho tvaited outside the chapel
at E rrol Flynn's funeral behaved with decorum and respectful tribute.

The Crosby Rift
Is Healed
Had quite a nice talk with Bing Crosby
who. the very next night, patched up his
long standing feud with son Gary by dropping by the Moulin Rouge to catch the act
ofhas thebeenCrosby
glad this andrift
healed.Boys.
It wasI'mso sodistressing
disillusioning to all the Crosby fans and
friends.
Bing was happy, too, about his first little
daughter, Mary Frances. He was every inch
the proud father, bustin' his buttons with
pride,
"She'sa the
little dollwhenyou heevertoldsawme,— such
littledaintiest
beauty
andI have
with thea feeling
loveliest that
hands."
not only will her
famous dad spoil Missy Crosby, but so will
those big brothers of hers. Lindsay, the
youngest, stood up as godiather when Mary
Frances was baptized and he presented her
with a tiny cross of diamonds.
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The Funeral
Wiser men than 1 have puzzled over the
workings of the mass mind. In other words,
who knows what the public is going to do?
When six hundred people showed up for
the funeral of Errol Flynn — only three
hundred of them friends (inside the Chapel at
Forest Lawn) and the others, fans and curious
mourners — they behaved with such decorum
and respectful tribute to the late great swashbuckling stfuneral.
ar, I couldn't help but recall another recent
At the funeral of Tyrone Power, who
lived,
breathedcrowd
and died
like alikegentleman
a boisterous
behaved
hoodlums.—
They screamed and yelled, and tore flowers
off the WTeaths to stick in their hair and
brought box lunches to munch beside his
grave. Hysteria marked the whole shocking
proceedings.
Yet, the general deportment at the last
rites for Errol — that gay scalawag — was as
dignified as though a statesman was being
laid to rest.
I'm notThegoing
the angles
of Errol's
death.
less intosaidall about
the Aadland
girl,I prefer
the better.
to remember Errol as the gay
charming, devilishly handsome man he was
at the height of his stardom. He was a deconenemy. lightful friend,verswitty,
ationalist. He waswellalsoread,
his aownfineworst
The last time he came to town, he called
me, as he always did. and we talked over
the telephone. The papers were full of his
arrival here with his "protege."
I remember I said to him, "Errol. I don't
approve of you. But I like you — and I always
And I always will.

will."

the Moulin Rovgi
Bing thought his sons
right are Philip, Lindsay, Gary (with his arm around his dad) , Bing and Dennis.

Predictions for 1960
you'llfungoatalong
I'll have
a IIlittle
this with
seasonme ofI think
the year
and
look into my private crystcl ball to predict
what I thin > is coming up in Hollywood news
during
I thinkwill— become the bride of
Kim 1960.
Novak
director Richard Quine. . . .
Marlon Brando will marry France
Nuyen (see SOAPBOX)
Hope Lange will be the bright new star
of 20th pictures. In The Best of Everything
Hope gives premise of beina a new Grace
Kelly'...
The David Nivens' reconciliation will
stick
Elvis Presley will return to his careerand even greater popularity than he enjoyed
before serving his stint in the Army in Ger
many
(and are
believe
me that's
plentyto popular)
Producers
already
battling
get first
call on Elvis after his Hcl Wallis movie, par
tially completed
Shirley MacLaine will get quite tern
peramental until she comes to her senses,
and the level-headed girl she really is, and
realizes being "a ferninine Frank Sinatra
doesn't pay.

G.I. Eli
the St

No Motor Scooter
for Louella

Louella predicts that the recent reconciliation of handsome
David Niven and his lovely ivife Hjordis is going, to stick.

This has been my month for invitations
from
good-looking
young menof tovehicles.
go riding
with them
in an assortment
Edd "Kookie" Byrnes and I hit it off
great
we met
at Dino'slater
at dinner
one
night. when
A few
afternoons
he came
a'cclling
his
hair! at my home and didn't once comb
"Kookie," who has sent the teenagers into
their loudest squeals since the advent of
Elvis Presley, flattered me by saying he
hed
beenjealous
dying to meet
me. Nowme girls,
get too
he invited
to takedon'ta
ride
on his motorbut scooter.
"You must be kidding," I gasped.
— it's issafe,"
he laughed. The
"It has
side"Oh.car nowhich
very comfortable.
studioa
(Warners) won't let me drive it except
around
lot — so I there's
I told the"Kookie"
would notakedanger."
this into consideration, but you can bet your last dollar
I'm taking no rides in that contraption — •
Kcckie" or no "Kookie."

A fan predicts Audrey Hepburn will Kay Kendall has left a ivonder- The Tuesday Weld controversy
get an Oscar for "The Nun's Story." ful legacy-magnificent courage. rages; some like her ortgnwhty.
Silence where he is concerned. Isn't he as
talented as pearances
ever?have been
Yes. better
althoughthanTab'shis TVrecent
apmovies. Tab was lost in That Kind of Woman.Hollywood need look no more for next
The Tuesday Weld controversy rages year's Oscar winner among the women stars,
and rages! Enid DeVore, Atlanta, represents opines Clarissa Burnside, East Detroit.
one school: Hurrah for Tuesday who dares Mich. Audrey Hepburn will get it hands
to be herself in convention-ridden Hollywood! down for her superb performance in The
She has courage and guts to defy those who Nun s Story. Audrey thanks you, I'm sure,
would mold every young girl on the screen Clarissa.
Kay Elizabeth Dietz, Mt. Prospect. III..
into another Sandra Dee. So Tuesday goes
barefoot? So her hair looks like a mop? So writes a beautiful letter about Kay Kendall.
How
terrible the loss of her gaiety, her beauty
she sounds like a beatnik? She's different — and her
talent. But what a wonderful legacy
she's
she's Bobherself!
Now original,
comes Mrs.
Beers, Los Angeles: she left us with — her magnificent courage.
Hans J. Ring, New Haven. Conn., writes a
Never have I seen anything on TV as disgusting as Tuesday Weld on Paul Coates most intelligent letter in excellent English.
TV show. Looking like nothing ever seen be- / have been in this country for only two
fore
(wasn't
she wearing
a nightgown?),
her months, having come over from Germany to
answers to intelligent
questions
were as fuzzy
make my permanent home here. My first impres ion on movies and movie magazines is
asHer-Name
her eyes.before
Can'tother
someone
silly stop
youngthisgirlsWhat'sstart there is too much emphasis on teenagers and
acting like her?
their preferences. Write please about June
Blinky Champagne, Covington, La., (is Ally son (where is she hiding?}. Jessie
that a real name, Blinky?). writes: Shame Roy ce Landis and Thelma Ritter. June
has her own TV show. Hans. Jessie Royce
ondownyou,asLouella.
let Tab
much asYou hishavefickle
fans. Hunter
Two or Landis is very good in North By Northwest
three years ago your Modern Screen news and Thelma is all over the screen and TV.
Will Peasl Johnston, Arlee. Montana,
was filled with Tab and his doings. Now —
LETTER
BOX

who wrote the lovely poem in memory of
Ritchie Valens (I piinted a part of it in
this department) please send copies of the
entire poem to Mary Anne Manff, 3807 VerRd., Atlanta
19, Ga..Memorial
(she is Club
presidentmontof the
Ritchie Valens
and also to Lois Teller. 630 Pasadena Ave..
St. Petersburg, Fla.?
Did William Holden leave this country
to live in Switzerland fo deliberately avoid
paying income taxes in the U.S.A.? indignantly inquires Lillian V. McMasters. New
York. N.Y. He says not, Mrs. McV.— Bill says
he can keep his eye on his business interests
( Japan and Africa) better if he locates in
Europe.
At least,
that's what
man says.
Maureen
Cassiday,
Ft. the
Worth,
Texas.
says she is just sixteen years old, but pretty
smart, in her own words: J can tell producers
they won't start making big money again
until
they Isagain
start Splendored
making loveThing
storiesor
like Love
A Many
The Best of Everything which 1 have just
seen.
stories.
Westerns,
etc., doMen's
not draw
in the
women. war
Hurrayyarns,for
The Best of Everything and wonderfu
Diane Baker and Hope Lange.
That's all for now. See you next month.

■
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Is it true . .
blondes
have

more

fun?
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Just for the fun of it, be a blonde and see ... a Lady Clairol
blonde with shining, silken hair ! You'll love the life in it ! The
soft touch and tone of it ! The lovely ladylike way it lights up
your looks. With amazingly gentle new Instant Whip Lady
Clairol. it's so easy ! Why, it takes only minutes !
And New Lady Clairol feels deliciously cool going on, leaves
hair in wonderful condition— lovelier, livelier than ever. So if
your hair is dull blonde or mousey brown, why hesitate?
Hair responds to Lady Clairol like a man responds to blondes
— and darling, that's a beautiful advantage! Try it and see!

Your hairdresser will tell you
a blonde's best friend
s NEW INSTANT WHIP* Lady
Clairof
)1959 Clairol Incorporated,
Stamford, Conn. Creme
Available ; Hair Lightener

GIFTS, $1 TO $25
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PHILADELPHIA— 1921: The midwife
wrapped the baby in a soft white blanket
and placed
it inturned
its weary
mother's
arms.
Then she
to the
dark,
good-looking man who sat in the
wheelchair alongside the bed — the new
baby's father, wounded badly, permanently, in the Great War that
had ended only a couple of years before— and she asked, "Now it is
the time for the three of you to be alone —
v

you and your wife and your new one, eh?"
The man nodded.

.

"And for me," the midwife continued, "it is time to go and make myself a nice big cup
of coffee."
She left the bedroom of the apartment and went to the kitchen. It wasn't long
after, as she sat at the table, sipping from her cup, that she heard a knock on the door.
"Yes?" she called out.
A neighbor woman poked her head in.
"I heard the screaming, from upstairs ... Is it born yet?" she asked, excitedly.
"Yes," the midwife said, "it is born."
"A boy. like they wanted?" (Continued on page 70)

BY GEORGE CARPOZI, JR.

■ Enrol Flynn died the way he lived, surrounded by the things he
liked best — good liquor and a beautiful young girl.
He died in the arms of that girl, a shapely, sexy blonde who professed
her love openly and unabashedly, more so than any other woman who
shared the moments and years with the erratic playboy-aetor during
his stormy life.
Moments before death took Errol Flynn at the age of fifty in Vancouver, B. C, last October 15, he looked up into the eyes of his
seventeen-year-old sweetheart, Beverly Aadland. He saw tears streaking down her cheeks. A wan smile broke on his lips as he studied the
anxiety and grief on her face.
Errol's lips trembled. He seemed to be trying to speak. He looked
as if he wanted to reassure Beverly —
"I have no complaints about my life. I"Ve enjoyed every minute of it."
But Beverly, her hair wildly tangled and with {Continued on page 58)

COOL

DEBBIE!

■ DEAR DEBBIE:
We watched you on the Jack Paar Show.
We stayed up past midnight just to see you.
There is a running gag on the show about what Jack Pam is
really like.
And we felt the candidness of this late-hour program would
give us an idea of ivhat Debbie Reynolds is really like these days.
You see, Debbie, reports have been coming into our office about
the way you have changed. Reports on (Continued on page 66 )
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■ Running across the meadow hand in hand with
Paul Anka, Annette Funicello is living one of the
most delicious moments of her romance with Paul.
But anguish as well as beauty has marked their
tender affair. And when night falls, Annette's mind
will be clouded
thosegirl
"special
doubts
torments
known with
to every
who has
fallenandin
love for the first tune. And then, in the midst of
her doubting, s1& will remember, poignan'tjj, jhat «
day shfe first knewj,he sweetness of love.
KkSESK?"

<Continued on par.? 7 -7 1

■ On a day when he was
fourteen, he put his childhood behind him.
He walked out of the bare,
white-tiled hospital that
smelled of carbolic acid and
fear into a fall afternoon, grey
sky, and a brightness in the
leaves, and children screaming
on roller skates, but the life of
the street washed around
him blurrily. The only reality
he knew was back in that high
white bed where his father
lay. He's going to die, the
boy thought, he's going to die,
and he pressed a round gold
watch to his cheek in a queer,
half -hunching gesture.
He had been eleven years
old, when the sickness hit his
father. Eleven years old,
and a junior high school kid.
He and the other guys were
crazy about sports, they hung
around the drugstore drinking
cokes and teasing girls, and
they dreamed of racing hot
rods, diving for treasure
in the south seas, playing
big-league baseball, flying jet
planes. Merle Johnson, Jr., had
one other dream, though. The
big one. To be an actor.
At home on Long Island he
was exposed to plenty of
theater. His mother, Edith
Johnson, had been an actress;

^Mw. ansl tjft&b. ^im/mie
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(Continued on page 56)

■ To those of us who know Liz Taylor— who've seen her recently, been
with her these past few weeks — one
fact is extraordinary :
Never in her life has she been happier, healthier, more content, more
calm, than since her marriage to Eddie Fisher.
This includes the short, supposedly-fabulous period of time she was
married to Mike Todd.
Certainly this includes the years
she spent as the wife of Michael
Wilding.
And Nicky Hilton.
The years of her childhood, when
she was the most beautiful and the
most spoiled young girl in all of
Hollywood. . . .
Most of you have been reading
about
Liz for
about some
of theyears.
downsYou've
in her read
life.
But mostly you've read about the
ups, the good times, the gay times,
the marvelous times that have been
bestowed on this loveliest of all
movie princesses.

Let us say, right here and now,
that those accounts of the good, gay,
marvelous times were very much
exaggerated.
For here is a girl who, until now,
has not been very happy.
Who has, indeed, suffered.
Who has suffered physical pain.
Heartbreak.
And an emotional instability so
terrible that, more than once, she
has been on the verge of a serious
nervous breakdown. . . .
Those of us who know Liz Taylor
see the bright look in her eyes today,
and we remember the times when
those eyes were filled with tears.
The tears, for instance, brought
on by the awful pain her back condition would cause her.
"An imagined condition, purely
psychosomatic
, ' ' some people have
shrugged.
"A very real condition," others
have said, "a slipped disc that has
required
afteronoperation."
Real oroperation
(Continued
page 69)

Bette Davis's little girl
lives very far away . . .
in a world no normal person
has ever entered.
She comes home only once a year . . .

■ The beautiful blue-eyed girl, nine years old, will sit at the table in the big
Hollywood house this Christmas afternoon to come.
She will talk a little, as well as she can talk.
She will eat a little.
But she will, mostly, just sit there at her place at the large table, looking
at the others.
And the others will smile at her.
And they will say nice things to her.
And they will pretend that nothing is wrong, that she does not have to leave
them, soon, that the place from which she came — to which she must return —
is far away. They will pretend for the few hours they are together.
These short and very precious hours.
These blessed hours of Christmas Day. . . •
It all began at another Christmastime, a night in December of 1951, as
Bette Davis opened the door of her daughter Barbara's bedroom, to see if the
child was still asleep.
She wasn't, and Bette turned on a lamp and smiled.
"Beedee," she said, "your daddy and I have a surprise for you."
The five-year-old sat up in bed. "Is Santa Claus here already?" she asked,
rubbing her eyes.
(Continued on page 67)
Christinas 1951. Bette and Gary did not realize baby Margot (right) was ill.

In the fabulous
we

learned

fifties

that
fairy

tales could

come

true

April 19, 1956, Grace Kelly and her parents kneel beside Prince Rainier at royal wedding.

T
_M_his afternoon, while our two small children were napping, my wife
and I went down to the basement to see if we could ferret out the three (or
was it four?) boxes of Christmas tree ornaments we had stored away last
January. If your basement is anything like ours, then you can probably imagine what happened to us — at least the beginning of it. We hadn't been there
five minutes when the only light in the place blew its brains out, plunging
us into total darkness. While I fumbled about in vain for a flashlight, my wife
(the practical member of our family) made her way cautiously towards the
steps, intent on getting a new bulb upstairs. Fate, however, had a detour
planned, and instead of guiding her foot onto the first step, it guided it onto
a collapsed old baby-stroller. From where I stood at the far end of the cellar
all I heard was a dull thump and then a long relentless moaning. Somehow,
despite the pitch blackness, I was suddenly able to make things out quite
clearly. Maybe my eyes had adjusted to the dark, or maybe there is, after all,
some extra candle-power within us which, in times of extreme necessity, casts
its own ray of light. Whatever the explanation, I reached my wife in a flash to
find her lying motionless, flat on her face. I bent down.
"Can you get up?" I whispered.
"Of course I can!" she said, leaping to her feet and dusting herself off.
"You mean you aren't hurt? From the way you were moaning I thought — "
"I wasn't moaning," she said, looking at me sheepishly. "I was cursing.
You know I never curse out loud. Now let's get a
light down here
so we can see what we're doing. If it hadn't been for that pile of old magazines
I might really have conked myself."
That pile of old magazines that had broken her fall against the hard concrete floor, those wonderful soft old paper magazines (which I had been too
lazy to burn) were, we discovered when we came back with a light bulb five
minutes later, movie magazines — a bunch of old Hollywood Yearbooks, Hollywood Romances, Screen Albums, and a complete collection of Modern
Screens going back to 1950. All of which proves what I've been saying ever
since I became an editor: If you want to stay healthy, happy and safe in this
dark cruel world buy lots and lots of Modern Screens1. They saved my wife,
and they might save you.
But seriously, when we'd pulled ourselves together, Astrid insisted we put
the baby-stroller in a safe place (the garbage), and straighten out the magazines, which were scattered around like cards in a game of 52-Pick-Up. I got
a cardboard carton and we started piling them in when suddenly she turned
to me out of the blue and said, "Guess when Eddie walked out on Debbie?"
"In the morning?" I said.
"C'mon, really, when?" she insisted.
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Let me explain at this point that my wife, who is otherwise normal, does
have one special form of madness — a tendency at certain times to believe
she's a quizmaster and I'm a contestant. After years of marriage I've found
that if I play along seriously for five or ten minutes the madness passes and
she resumes her role as a housewife again. So, I furrowed my brow, wiped
some imaginary sweat off it with a handkerchief, and tried to come up with
the answer. This quiz was definitely not fixed and I was in deep trouble. I
tried to visualize the hundreds of photos I'd seen of Liz and Eddie in NewYork when they spent their first notorious week end at Grossingers. Was it
last vear, or the year before? Were they wearing overcoats? Was it March
or September? Lives and loves change so quickly in Hollywood it's almost
impossible to keep track, and yesterday usually seems like a million years
ago. For the life of me I couldn't remember.
"Your time is up," she said, handing me a dusty copy of Modern Screen
which had a picture of Debbie and Eddie on the cover and, in large black
type, the historic words WHY EDDIE WALKED OUT ON DEBBIE. The
date on the magazine was July, 1955.
"Seems like walking out on Debbie wTas an old established custom with
Mr. Fisher." said my wife. "Even before thev wTere married. Look."
She opened to the article and there it was — all the postponed wedding
plans, the hassles with business managers, the problems, the uncountable
problems that Debbie and Eddie, not yet married, were already facing — or
perhaps I should say running awTay from. "The seeds of future tragedy,"
I intoned in my most philosophical voice, "were planted from the very
beginning."
"Well, I don't know about seeds," said Astrid, "but I do know1 we've got
to find those Christmas decorations. Now hurry up and start looking. I hear
the kids." And off she ran to the children's room, leaving me sitting there
alone marveling at the supernatural ability mothers have to hear the cries
of their children no matter how far away they are or how many doors and
walls are shut between them. The ability to listen with their hearts. I found
myself wondering whether trained baby nurses (w?e'd never had one) could
also listen with their hearts, and I decided that probably they couldn't, and
then I found myself thinking of all those mothers in Hollywood who, like
Debbie, had to hire nurses to bring up their children, competent efficient
nurses who could do everything for the children except, perhaps, listen with
their hearts.
Suddenly the top of my head began to itch. Now when the top of my head
begins to itch, it always means (except in mosquito season) that I've got what
the Italians call "a bad thought." I tried to figure it out. I'd been thinking
about Debbie, or, more specifically, about her children Carrie Frances and

Todd Emanuel. I had probably been feeling a little sorry for them, feeling
that my own kids, David and Erika, who are just about the same age as
Debbie's, were more fortunate because at that moment they were being
diapered and dressed by their own mom. I guess, to be perfectly honest, I
was congratulating myself that, though Debbie was rich and famous and
talented, somehow our house was better than their house. And the more I
kept thinking of this the harder my head kept itching away, obviously trying
to tell me something.
"Okay, Head," I said finally, "what's bothering you — I mean me?"
To which my Head calmly replied, "That thought we just had about being
better off than someone else is just what causes so much tragedy for so many
people in Hollywood. If I may quote from the Bible, Pride goeth before a
fall. Whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased. Now you see those old
magazines, well, they're not exactly Bibles but they make the same point.
They're filled with pictures of the most beautiful, rich, exalted, proud people
in the world, and what happens to these people? Pull over an orange-crate,
make yourself comfortable, and take a look. . . ."
For more than an hour I sat there in the chilly cellar turning through hundreds of dusty pages of Life in Hollywood in the decade that is almost over
now — the decade of the Fifties. I heard again Ingrid Bergman's anguished
cry, "I'm not a saint, I'm human!" as she carried the baby of Roberto Rossellini safe in her womb against the outrage of a shocked world. I looked
again at the joyous faces of "perfect couples" like Liz Taylor and Nicky
Hilton uniting in "ideal marriages" doomed to wither and die overnight.
I read again all the sad sordid details in the lives of Rita, Lana, and Ava,
the triple goddesses of the post-war years, the most envied women in the
world, setting their feet on paths leading to heartbreak, murder, and lonely
exile. I shuddered again as Judy Garland in her twenty-seventh year, the
girl I had fallen in love with when she was Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz,
put a knife to her throat and slashed herself in an agony of unknown despair.
And again and again I paused at pictures of a girl who really had everything, not only fame, fortune, beauty and a distinguished husband but the
rarer advantage of having been born into a home of taste, culture and
refinement, a girl named Gene Tierney who in 1950 was acknowledged by
Modern Screen as the best-dressed star in Hollywood and who this past
October was discovered (at the age of 37) working as a sales clerk in a
clothing shop in Topeka, Kansas. I looked and nodded, beginning to understand, when suddenly my head began to itch again.
"Here we go, with that same old bad thought," said my Head, "congratulating ourselves that, though we've had our little problems, we've never
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In 1958, the world worried about a murder by Lana Turner's daughter Cheryl.

really hit bottom. It's almost Christmas and we're forgetting one of the
profund truths He left us — that suffering is ennobling, that He who
would save his life must first lose it. Do you see that picture of Frank
Sinatra on page 45?"
I turned to page 45. The year was 1951. The picture was a pitiful one,
of a shell of a man walking along a desolate beach in autumn, his trousers
rolled up, his head hanging down wearily as a flower at the end of autumn
hangs its head on a thin dry stem.
"How does he look?" asked my Head.
"Awful," I had to admit.
"Weight: 112. Identifying marks: razor scars on wrist. Marital status:
lousy. Mental attitude: extremely lousy. Career: a total washout. Future?"
"Absolutely, positively brilliant," I answered. "But if you're trying to
tell me that Frank Sinatra suddenly became a great actor and a great singer
because he had fallen so low, well. . . ."
"What's the matter with you?" said a strangely familiar, high-pitched
voice, and I looked up to see my wife standing on the cellar stairs, staring at
me incredulously and scratching her head.
"Do you know why your head itches?" I said.
"Now I know you're crazy. Do you realize I've been standing here for
ten minutes and all you've been doing is mumbling to yourself? As a matter
of fact, what have you been doing?"
"It so happens," I smiled, "that I've been making a study of life in
Hollywood in the 1950's, so that the next time you start in with one of your
ridiculous quizzes you won't be dealing with any lunkhead — at least in that
category. Go on," I said, "ask me a question. Anything."
I knew I had her then. Her frown disappeared, that well-known madness lit up her eyes gaily, she came down the steps and, using an old broom
for a microphone, said, "Your first question is state the important events in
Hollywood by years, beginning with the year 1950. You have exactly

six minutes."
Well, with an unorganized bean like mine that couldn't even remember
when Debbie married Eddie, I knew she'd stumped me again. Then sudthat in the inside pocket of my jacket was a carbon copy of
I
denly realized
an excellent, informed article Louella Parsons had just written for Modern
Screens Hollywood Yearbook, in which Louella had, among the many
interesting things she had to say, listed the important events of the Fifties
came upon me. "It just so happens," I lied,
year by year. A wild thought
that I knew you were going to ask that question and so, for the sake of
time, I've written down my answers." At which point I took out the article,
moved back aways so she could not see that it was a typed carbon, and
coolly began to shoot the answers to her.
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1950. The world ostracized Ingrid Bergman
when she fell in love with Roberto Rossellini.
But when she came to claim her Oscar in 1956, a forgiving public welcomed her back.
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1950: The Ingrid Bergman- Roberto Rossellini love story set the world
on fire — particularly after the birth of their love child, Robertino.
No. 2 Passion was Ava Gardner and Frank Sinatra, so explosive in their
romance that Nancy Sinatra was forced to file for divorce.
Whispers were strong that Rita Hayworth and Aly Khan were tired of
marriage and — each other.
Shirley Temple admits she is in love with San Francisco business man
Charles Black and will marry him following her disillusioning divorce
from John Agar.
Elizabeth Taylor says "I Do" to hotel scion, Nicky Hilton Jr., in what
the newspapers hail as. "a story book" wedding in Beverly Hills.
Clark Gable elopes with Lady Sylvia Ashley.
Cary Grant and Betsy Drake marry.
The Oscars were won by Judy Holliday in Born Yesterday and Jose
Ferrer for Cyrano de Bergerac.
1951: Dawns sadly with the death of Dixie Lee Crosby from lingering
malignancy.
Elizabeth Taylor and Nicky Hilton end five months of marriage.
Lana Turner and Bob Topping divorce.
Frank Sinatra marries Ava Gardner.
Carlton Carpenter is the "teenagers' delight."
Anne Baxter and John Hodiak welcome daughter, Katrina.
Errol Flynn marries Patrice Wymore.
Marlon Brando, little known actor from Broadway, arrives to start his
film career.
Oscars are won by Vivien Leigh in Streetcar Named Desire and by Humphrey Bogart in African Queejn.
1952: Pia Lindstrom breaks heart of mother Ingrid Bergman with
headline statement: "I do not want to go to my mother. I do not love her.
I love
my between
father." Ava Gardner and Frank Sinatra hit all gossip columns.
Battles
Shirley Temple nearly dies in birth of son at Bethesda Naval Hospital.
Maryland, where Lt. Charles Black is stationed.
Asphalt Jungle in general release has made a new star of a blonde, pouty
girl who plays just a bit — Marilyn Monroe.
Olivia de Havilland and Joan Fontaine continue un-sisterly feud.
Oscars are won by Shirley Booth in Come Back, Little Sheba and by Gaiy
Cooper in High Noon.
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Some snickered, but Jayne Mansfield and her muscleman, Mickey Hargitay, were made for each other.

1953: Rita Hayworth marries Dick Haymes in Las Vegas. Says,
"This marriage will stick."
Rumors out of Africa are that Clark Gable (divorced from Lady Ashley)
and pretty newcomer Grace Kelly are "in love" on location on Mogambo.
Olivia de Havilland marries Paris magazine journalist Pierre Galante.
Beautiful Suzan Ball saddens hearts of fans by having a leg amputated
because of cancer.
Elizabeth Taylor and new husband Michael Wilding on Stork's list.
The Gregory Pecks end their marriage. Rumors that Greg will marry
Veronique Passani.
Bing Crosby's dates with Mona Freeman stir up much talk. But everyone
convinced Bing will never marry again.
Big news of the Oscars this year is that "best support" is won by Frank
Sinatra, launching him on brilliant acting career.
1954: Debbie Reynolds gives up dating Robert Wagner and starts
dating Eddie Fisher. (Heaven help us all!)
Marilyn Monroe and Joe di Maggio in bombshell divorce after short
marriage. Marilyn starts kicking up heels on contracts.
Pier Angeli and Vic Damone marry despite belief that Pier was very
much in love with new rage, James Dean, of East of Eden fame.
Beloved Lionel Barrymore passes.
Robert Taylor marries Ursula Theiss after a divorce and 13 years of
marriage to Barbara Stanwyck.
Peter Lawford, new "teenagers' delight," marries Patricia Kennedy,
daughter of former Ambassador to England, Joseph Kennedy, and sister of
Senator John Kennedy.
John Wayne and Pilar Pallette wed in Honolulu.
Tyrone Power and Linda Christian divorce. Ditto Susan Hayward and
Jess Barker, both couples with much bitterness.
Grace Kelly soars to stardom in The Country Girl for which she wins an
Oscar. Marlon Brando wins for the males in On the Waterfront.
Hottest box office attractions in Hollywood: Marlon Brando, Grace
Kelly, and James Dean.
1955: Liberace, the rage of the TV screen, makes his screen debut in
the financially disastrous Sincerely Yours, proving that the public won't
pay to see what it can get free on TV.
Mario Lanza starts a series of explosive headlines having nervousbreakdown tantrums at the New Frontier Hotel in Las Vegas. His entire
career is imperiled.

1952: Brando is first beat.

1955: Jimmy Dean, the loneliest beat, dies in a race car crash.

1959: Sixteen-year-old Tuesday's Queen of beats.
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Joan Crawford elopes with soft drink tycoon Al Steele to Las Vegas.
Clark Gable marries Kay Williams Spreckles.
John Hodiak dies suddenly of heart attack in home. His divorced wife
Anne Baxter and their child, griefstricken.
Warner Bros, and Columbia Studios start own TV productions. Warners
producing such top Westerns as Maverick with sensationally popular James
Garner and Columbia sets up successful Screen Gems productions.
Rock Hudson marries Phyllis Gates in Santa Barbara.
Mike Todd, brash young producer, signs up such top stars as Ronald
Colman, Marlene Dietrich for his Around The World In 80 Days which he's
filming in his new Todd-AO process.
James Dean tragically killed in race-car accident setting off a mass
hysteria of juvenile mourning. And the influence of this moody, introspective young idol is to live on after him. He was perhaps the first of 'the
angry young men' and the 'beatnik' type.
Oscars won by Ernest Borgnine in Marty and Anna Magnani in Rose
Tattoo.
1956: The year Elvis Presley arrives in Hollywood to make his first
picture Love Me Tender for 20th Century-Fox.
Business world startled when major companies begin to sell backlogs
of old films to arch rival TV. Most spectacular deal — Warner Bros, sale
of 750 motion pictures to TV for $21,000,000. Later, Paramount and
MGM follow this lead — which I feel was one of the big mistakes of film
history. Old movies on TV became the greatest rival of new movies in
theaters!
Biggest romantic news of years: Grace Kelly announces engagement to
Prince Rainier of Monaco.
Pregnant Debbie Reynolds (now Mrs. Eddie Fisher) sings Tammy
and sets off the biggest record sale in years.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis explode as a comedy team and part in
bitterness.
Marilyn Monroe marries Arthur Miller in White Plains, New York.
Debbie and Eddie welcome a daughter, Carrie Frances.
Elizabeth Taylor tells world she's passionately in love with Mike Todd
and will marry him when free of Mike Wilding!
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1957: Howard Hughes, all-time bachelor prize, marries Jean Peters so
secretly (I have the world scoop on this) that no one yet has been able to
find out where or when it even occurred.
Humphrey Bogart dies early in year — and his likes won't be seen again
soon.
A Princess born to former Grace Kelly and Prince Rainier. Tne arrival
of Princess Caroline the most publicized birth of any baby next to Prince
Charles, son of Queen Elizabeth.
Liz Taylor and Mike Todd marry in Acapulco, Mexico, with Eddie
Fisher serving as best man and "Liz's best friend, Debbie Reynolds,"
also present.
Lana Turner and Lex Barker divorce.
Frank Sinatra and Lauren Bacall rumored "engaged."
Roberto Rossellini, Ingrid Bergman's husband, in scandal with East
Indian charmer, Sonali das Gupta.
Marlon Brando marries Anna Kashfi.
The Gene Kellys part after 17 years of marriage.
Marie MacDonald kidnapped! (?)
Surprise of Surprises: Bing Crosby marries Kathy Grant in Las Vegas!
Film tycoon L. B. Mayer dies.
1958: Knife stabbing of underworld figure Johnny Stompanato by Lana
Turner's 14-year-old daughter, Cheryl, shocks world.
Mike Todd's plane crashes in fiery blaze over New Mexico widowing
Elizabeth Taylor.
Son born to Kathy Grant and Bing Crosby. Also to Marlon Brando and
Anna Kashfi.
Joanne Woodward and Paul Newman wed in Las Vegas.
Rita Haywortn marries Jim Hill in Las Vegas.
French Brigitte
Bardot's
filmsa rock
Debbie
and Eddie
welcome
son. American box offices.
Tycoon (Columbia) Harry Cohn dies.
Rock Hudson and Phyllis Gates separate.
Tyrone Power marries Debbie Minardos, dies 6 months later in Spain.
Marlon Brando-Anna Kashfi separate.
Deborah Kerr and Tony Bartley end marriage of many years sensationally
with Bartley charging his wife's affections "pirated" by scripter Peter Viertel.
Ingrid Bergman scorns Rossellini — tells world she will marry Lars
Schmidt.
(Continued on page 72 )
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INTRODUCING
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Dave Guard

Gretchen Guard

Friday, the thirteenth of last
March, tailed off with a storm
over the town of Goshen, Indiana. Late season blasts from
Lake Michigan whipped a murky
sky and batted a chartered Beechcraft plane around like a badminton bird. Inside, while the
pilot fought the controls, three
fairly beat rah-rah types, named
Dave Guard, Nick Reynolds and
Bob Shane, rattled around,
among a jumble of guitars, banjos and bongo drums like beans
in an over-sized maraca.
The Kingston Trio was fresh
from a swing-ding at Notre
Dame University, headed for

Bob Shane

Louise Shane

their next one-nighter, and the
situation was normal— which is
to say— desperate.
In this clutch, two of the
striped-shirted troubadours relaxed :Stubby, needle-nosed Nick
("the Runt of the Litter")
closed his baby-blue eyes, curled
up and snored peacefully. Brainbusy, stringbean Dave ("Our
Acknowledged Leader") fended
off flying missiles with one hand
and thoughtfully polished a new
routine with the other. Only the
usually jolly boy, curly mopped
Bobed it("Our
out. Sex-Symbol") sweatEvery minute or so he leaned

Nick Reynolds

Joan Reynolds

over the pilot, breathing hard
down
"How weBobdoin'?'"
"In his
thisneck.
weather?"
got a
glance almost as dirty as the
clouds. "Just great— gas low, generator out, visibility zero— and
South Bend says we can't come
got
down," said Bob.
back"I
in !"to get
"Doesn't
everyone? You took
the words right out of my
They got down— blind. They
ticked power lines, skimmed
!" clipped trees, finally
roofs
mouth and
skidded toscattering
a stop in aa farmer's
pasture,
flock of
frozen {Continued on page 52)

turkeys like ten-pins. "Now, Buster,"
sighed the flyboy, "Tell me — what's your
bigBobby
sweat?"Shane grinned. "Well, tomorrow"— he glanced at his watch — "yeah,
tomorrow, I'm getting married in Washington,tions,D.C."
grunted congratulathe factThethatpilotWashington
was almost
a thousand miles away and he sincerely
hoped Bob made it.
the hi-balling
TrioIf he'd
better known
that skeptical
crack wasKingston
hardly
worth the breath it took to utter. Bobby
Shane made it to the altar on time, of
course, and with him Dave Guard and
Nick
who wouldn't
the funReynolds,
for anything.
To get have
theremissed
from
the turkey patch they hiked to town, commande red a car, drove all day, played
their date that night, then hopped for the
Capital, arriving at 3:00 a.m. That afternoon all were sharp for the joyous rites.
But
the groom
roustedoff
out ofnexthismorning
nuptial— bed
at six was
to take
once more. And his pretty Dixie bride
didn't
on himTrio,
for asuch
full risks
month!and
For lay
the eyes
Kingston
rigors of big time barnstorming, mixed
with richer rewards, have been par for
the course
— evera little
sinceoverToma year
Dooleyago.sent
them
winging
Going for broke with a dream
In that
time they've
hustledfor over
miles
to meet
the demand
their150,000
clean
cut folk-and-rhythm harmonies, witty
cut-ups
and
quips.
They've
played
over
hundred college campuses, almost as manya
clubs, fairs and theaters, and missed only
one train,
date. plane,
To makeboat,it, they've
scrambled
by
bus, truck,
hack,
and — as Dave Guard puts it— "If they'll
bring over some coolies we'll go by rickshaw." Along
way, they've
and frozen,
sleptthe standing
up andsweltered
gulped
vitamins like jelly beans to keep going.
Often
they've
worked
eighteen
hours
out
of twenty-four and started all over again
after a couple for shut-eye.
But hours
they'veto also
wait
three
hear hadthempacked
sing, houses
after something broke down, as happened last year
in Lawrence, Kansas. At Indiana U., just
the other day, tickets vanished one hour
after they went on sale for a date two
months solid
ahead.untilRightnextnowMay.
they're
ahead
Whatbooked
with
albums, gold records, TV, clubs and one
nighters, Nick, Bob and Dave will rack
up a cool million this year for their pipes
andYet,
pattertheir
and really
they'll top
that in '60.
important
payoffand—
which Dave
Guard, Nick
Reynolds
Bob Shane gratefully recognize — is someyou can'tA measure
in tax
brackets
or ficklething fame.
good sample
is just
what
happened
15th Louise
in Washington
when Bob that
made March
beautiful
Brandon
his bride, with his pals standing by. That
day playboy Bob, last bachelor of the
bunch, snugged down meaning, at last,
for
his young
life — and the
KingstonToday,
Trio
became
the Kingston
Sextette.
three wives named Gretchen Guard, Joan
Reynolds and Louise Shane are helping
build three purposeful lives with three
once aimless, knockaround guys. But that
wouldn't
teamed uphavefirsthappened
and goneif the
for boys
brokehadn't
with
a dream. And that's not all —
"There's no doubt about it," states Bob
Shane
flatly.By "We've
been good
for
each other.
getting alltogether
this Trio
has solved the emotional problems of three
fairly
guys." Dave Guard. "We
"Faceamixed-up
it," confirms
were
bunch
of
hairs into
pointing
directions until wild
we tied
this inchal-all
lenge."
"Yes,fellows
sir," argues
Nick Reynolds.
many
really know
what they "How
want
52 to do when they get out of school? None

of us did. Mostly, you want to make a
living
whatit you
big
dream doing
is to do
with like,
your andpals.theMan,
we got that dream! Whatever happens
later on, these two years have filled a gap
with
something
we'll goofed
always off,
prize,
when
we might
have just
fumbling
around
alone."reflections, of course, refer to
All these
the daysNick
— only
spellfresh
ago —outwhenof
Dave,
and aBobbriefwere
Stanford University and Menlo College,
respectively, wondering what next. At
that point, about all they owned in common was an education, good looks, plenty
of pizazz and obvious talents for making
music. Now and then they did, and as
long as people cheered and gave them
plenty
of beer
to drinkButtheyunderneath
were happyeach—
or so they
pretended.
nursed a And
private
that you'd
suspect.
all puzzler
were putting
off thenever
answers.
Take big Dave Guard: Then, as now,
dapper Dave seemed to have the world
right some
by andthe
handsmarttail.as Six-foot-three,
a whip, Dave trailed
nothing but honors, accomplishments and
popularity in his wake. Talents? You
name them; Dave had them. Athlete, judo
expert, honor student, campus activity
leader, money maker, top musician and
dynamite
with Dave
the girls,
say graduate student
was you'd
Stanford's
man
most likely to smell sweet success. "Of
course, I'm prejudiced," sighs his pretty
blonde wife, Gretchen, today, "but I think
Dave's
to beingthata way.
genius." She isn't
the firstclose
to figure
Says
Bobby
Shane,
who
with
Dave in Hawaii and went grew
to theup same
school,
Punahou,
"Dave
was
always
two
jumps ahead of everyone in everything.
He was a natural brain. His grades were
always terrific and so was everything else
Dave him."
had a degree in Business Adminabout
istration. "But what business? I didn't
tM ! I I I I I ! ! ! I ! I I 1 I I I I I M I I I t
; Steve
I don't
■numbly. McQueen:
People listen
mumbly.talk SidneyYorkSkolsky
in the New
Post ~n 1111111111111111 111111111
know," heword.
admits.I wanted
"Businessto ismakesuchthea
nebulous
right move because, you see, I've always
wanted security." That's not too original
an urge
these way
days,back.
but in Dave Guard's
case
it traces
When hewentwas uponlyin seven,
literally
smoke.Dave's
Thatworld
was
Sunday,
December
planes buzzed
down7. 1941.
to theRed-balled
rooftops ofJapa
new housing tract at Hickam Field and,
as he watched in terror, sprayed bullets
all around him and set the place on fire.
Dave, an only child, lived there because
his dad was a reserve colonel who worked,
and still does, for the Army Engineers.
After
the Dave
Pearl and
Harbor
evacuated
his debacle
mom to they
the
States.
That gave a jolt to his security, for sure,
but even after he came back, "wearing
shoes," young
around
HonoluluDonald
prettyDavid
muchGuard
on hisrattled
own
without a normal home life. His mother,
Marjorie, was secretary to the Commander
of Military Air Transport and away all
day. Dave was placed in private school
and "my parents gave me carte blanche
long ingago."
He used his
pokinto everything
and independence
every place, often
with his classmate, Bob Shane.
One favorite spot was Waikiki Beach,
where every Island kid bangs a ukelele
between rides on the rollers. "You get an

awful good crack at musical styles
Hawaii," says
Japanese,
ChineseDaveand today.
good old"South
Amer
jazz
—
the
whole
melting
he was sopping it all uppot."
and With
sendin ]
out, kidto style,
and somewha
after set
which
Dave summers
soon became
a bore. At Punahou High he ran the
880 and hurdles, played end on the f
ball team, starred in a variety show
banged out his island folk songs.
"I liked all that," he remembers. "It
a bid forDave
popularity."
brilliant
Guard wasButtooclasswork
easy to 1
his interest. "I figured nothing was I
penins,"
says. to"I the
wanted
aw;
specificallyhe back
States.to get
Honolv
fine
Island.but I it's
stillonly
get eighty
nervousmiles
whenaround
I sta;
one place
more whythanthisthree
Dave.
"That's
life weeks,"
I've got g]
is my dish. Travel's exciting to me."
Dave's deal with the folks
In his
juniorwithyearhis atfolksPunahou,
made
a deal
to earn E !
his expenses if they sent him State
to Menlo Park prep. He piled up his
—and$1000
— greaseballing
in aatservice
diving
for coral. But
Menlo, stapi
ping for Stanford, it was the same
story. Bored with work that came
easy,months
Dave before
startedgraduation,
messing around
six
got boun i
out of school for "an incident involvin
bottle ofParkvodka."
But he service
stuck aroi
Menlo
with another
stai
job
and Hetheygraduated
let them come
finals.
in a back
breezefor
walked right into Stanford.
Now, Stanford University is no joyi
for anyone, not even a brain like D
Guard. But to show you what a real (
head can do: Dave fell out of a sea
story
window
frat broke
house his
the bi
confused
week ofendhis and
on the pavement below. They shipped 1
to Honolulu and he lost his whole f
year. Even with that setback, he gra<
ated in three years, taking sometimes
units
A's andhashing
B's. He atworlgi
all hisand wayhittingthrough—
dorms,
gardening,
janitoring
in the j
brary, moving
furniture
and pumping
But he still had time to staff on the hur
magazine,
Chapparal.winwritethesongs
Stanford Gaieties,
Sigmafor
Award for "greatest contribution to
house" and pin a collection of cam]
It's no wonder Dave Guard took on
queens!
graduate School of Business with
greatest confidence although he had o
$3 to start. By that time, he had anoti
more interesting racket to earn his cal
With Bobby Shane, only a mile away
Menlo Business College, he harmoni
for $15 a night at parties and Stanf<
off-campus
like still
Rossotti's
The
Cracked hangouts
Pot. But Dave
packed i
one big nagging question mark: Where
Isays.
really"I headed?
"I had
real idea,"
I'd
just notry
play c;i
cards
rightfigured
and something
wouldto take
of me. How vague could you be?"
Bob's a real Kamaaina
By then Bob Shane had an equa
opaque view
differ*
reasons.
Bobbyof hisknewfuturewhatbutheforwanted
do and had for a long time. But it did
figure
with himhe— orsays,his "and
family. "S(
sort
ofoutrebelled,"
mixed-up,
acted pretty bad for Ia gotwhi
Like— only
Dave,moreBobby's
born a
bred
so. HisHawaiian
great-grandfath
came over as a missionary back in Ki
Kamehameha's
day, or,so asBob's
generation Islander
they asayfourtov
there, a real Kamaaina. The Shanes are)
Irish; they're German and it started o

hoen, which means beautiful — "and
it's
why we thechanged
chuckles
bby.justAnyway,
Shanesit,"prospered
d when Bobby came along twenty-five
ars ago, just like Dave — Art Shane, his
the flourishing
firm. AthicI, ran
Supply
of Hawaii.family
Curiously,
that
•ned
out
to
be
Bob's
trouble
—
;m at least. He was expected orto onecarryof
the business, but he just didn't fit
: inpattern.
vlaybesomehow
he'd eaten
muchBobpoi liked
as a kid
jut
easy toogoing
the
■laka
idea of and
letting
life ripple
through
a pleasantly,
no sweat.
At Punahou
was good in track, basketball, the glee
b and school operettas, but his sad re•tne.card
usually kicked
up aBobby
rumblelikedat
preference
books,
: sunIn and
surf attoWaikiki,
the native
.us, plunking a guitar and singing. And,
en grown up a bit, he too frequently
ed a cool can of beer. Long before Dave
Nick
turnedaround
pro Bobby
Shanenight
was play5 singles
Honolulu
spots,
6 having himself a ball.
Jot a while his folks didn't get too nervs.er thinking
he'd that
settle
brother. And
was down,
anotherlikething:his
b's
brother
liked
business,
worked hard
in finally
of his built
own. upThea booming
contrast electronics
hatched a
emotional bug: Bobby sensed his pars'
disappointment
in
him
and
unted. But it didn't blow off untiltension
later
?oth
BobbyandShane's
parents tohadMenlo.
gone
Stanford
his brother
ey hoped Bob would follow in their
tsteps and shipped him off to Menlo
-k prep, after Punahou. But it was
tty rate
obviousStanford.
that Bobby's
marks hewould
•er
Each time
flew
ne for Christmas or summers, the outk seemed grimmer and sometimes there
re scenes. It let his folks down someat when he enrolled in Menlo College
:t, but at least he took on Business Adlistration. A dim hope flickered that
d>.r wind
all. up running the Athletic Supply
■ut even studying business was a drag
Bob. "I was a pretty bad boy all
DUgh that school," he confesses. "Had
ot of eight o'clock classes, but some9m. I The
couldn't
get up in thing
time that
to make
most important
haped to me there was getting together
singing
with
Dave
and
Nick,"
obby kicked
missedaround
graduating
by a fewa
iits,
San Francisco
le trying to latch on as a single in one
the clubs with no luck and finally —
ted — took out for home, Dad and the
jpe
— a prodigal's
But,"
sighs Bob. return.
"I lasted at the Ath: Supply just one week. It just wasn't
me.
I
couldn't
take
it." stormy
That's arguwhen
and Shane, Sr. had some
tts and Bob blasted off. But he hugged
uilt complex that lasted, underneath
the Kingston Trio's success
.ly,ed until
him right.
laughs from himself
:>r a while, Bobby Shane sharpened
style
Honolulu's
Pearl around
City Tavern,
The night
Cloudsclubs,
and
Yee Chai's,actwith
comedy
ersonation
takinga song
off onandBelafonte,
s Presley and the other greats. He
e good money and he got laughs from
-yone,
reallyasked
from Bobhimself.
letimes, but
whennot people
how
tabbed his own singing voice, he'd
hk cynically, 'A whisky baritone"—
wasn'ttoofarmuch,
from gambling
the truth.and"I
\ that
drinking
ing
around,"
Bobby
admits.
"Clear
:he track."
hat switched him back on was a nagnostalgia for the swinging camaraderie

he used to enjoy with Dave Guard back
around Palo Alto. With a clever guy like
Dave, you could really work up a team
and go places, or maybe expand to a trio.
Automatically,
thoughts
flashed Stateside Bob
to thisShane's
great little
guy
named
Nick atReynolds
played with
Menlo. he'd
Nickpalled
could anddo
anything — harmony, guitar, bongos and
congas. Only trouble was — Nick probably
wouldn't
He
was in buy.
a rut.He had things too easy.
Back on Coronado Island, California,
Nicholas Reynolds was in a rut, but nobody had called it to his attention. Alhe'd been
carted
over dad,
the
world as though
a kid
with his
Navy allcaptain
Coronadooccurred
was always
never
to Nickhome
that port
his and
futureit
lay anywhere
a cozy,
sleepy
resort, aelse.
ferryCoronado's
jump from
San
Diego's fleet base. Retired sea-dogs, like
Nick's
dad,
crowd
the
place.
The
life's
routine: sports, home life, cocktails when
the sun dips under the yardarm. The best
business is hotels. After snagging his
Business Administration B.S. at Menlo,
Nick had returned like a homing pigeon.
He found a job in a hotel and took up
where
High. he'd left off after leaving Coronado
Nick liked it there — why not? He knew
everybody. He was close to his parents.
His
sisters,
had married
homes next
doorBarbara
to each andotherJane,in
Coronado and everybody in the family
got along
As forhe sports
beat
all ofgreat.
the ones
loved— herightcouldat
home. Nick Reynolds was a whiz at most
every sport.
Small but mighty, championhe'd won
tennis
shipstournaments
at Coronado, andand theskeet
U. of Arizona,
too.
at San Fiat
DiegoSpecial,
State, until
he'd
road Later,
raced while
his Crosley
a pal got killed on the Torrey Pines run.
To top all this, worries about future security never wrinkled Nick's brow. A great
uncle
him will)
a fortune,
he'd
come had
into willed
(and still
by hiswhich
thirties!
But deep inside, Nick Reynolds still felt
restless and unfulfilled. Was he just set
tothegonation?
down theWhat
draintroubled
in his cozy
Nickcorner
was anof
unexpressed
talent.
He
was
musical
nature. His mother and his sisters by
all
sang. His Aunt Ruth had been with the
Metropolitan Opera. Even Captain Steward
Reynolds, USN, off duty, thrummed "a
real swingin' guitar."
Ferment of discontent
Nick had the hotel business in mind
when he tailed off his training at Menlo
Business College. But, like Bob, his rosiest
campus memories were those free riding
harmonies at Stanford parties and spots
with Dave and Bob. Something made him
keep in touch with Dave, up North, and
Bobby in the Islands. When he ran on to
aandgood
heartune,
what he'd
they write
were them
workingabout
up. it,
"I loved nothing better than the life I
was leading," Nick sums it up today. "But
I couldn't forget what Dave, Bob and I
might
be doingShane
together."
he learned
that Bobby
had When
suddenly
flown
back from Hawaii to join Dave, the sun
didn't
seem
quite
so
bright
over
Coronado.
That was the ferment of discontent that
brewed the fabulous Kingston Trio. Ingredients: three variously gifted, attractive, high-type
guys.offButflat— for
or another
— fizzing
on one
theirreason
own.
They
needed
a
swizzler
to
mix
up —
and Frank
luckilyWerber.
one came along. them
His name
was
Frank's the Trio's manager today. To
the
he's 'Black grins
Bart' smart,
or 'Thebeatnik,
Whip.'
"Ibearded
runboysinterference,"
Frank. Actually,
he runs the
whole Kingston show and nursemaids the
Kingstons wherever they go. It was Frank
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The
Top Discto seeJockeys
seriesNation's
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if youposeknowa
your record stars.
1. this
You maestro'
certainlys music
couldn't
Rock call
Roll. Hoivever,
his music
toxicating and very
square.is Heinhad a gal singing for him by the
name of Alice Lou.
2m She's
small, ballad.
intense Her
and sponsings
a beautiful
sorlet.forCapitol
a longRecords
time zcas
Chevrojust
signed
her, and her fi Ibum
on this label, YesisIndeed.
called
3. gave
The Steve
Show
this Allen
little
her big break
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ducing her singing to mi
lions of viewers. She m
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married.and 6hesoonnowthevrecords
shoie
were 5RPerk,J?;
Bradenton,WTRL.Fla.
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, Station
Her
for
ount.
trolatest
On
Stage. album is
4. His
name
lias
something
do with the beach. He madeto
his name through Rock V Roll
type recordings
just
announced
that hebut hashas given
up this style of singing. Only
beautiful songs will he sing
. from nozo on.
M 5. His latest
is Heaviin Seymour.
on theof album
Columbia
Station
WKMH,Mich. He enly
is one
the finest label.
new
Dearborn,
singers to come along during
past few years. One of his
first
Are. great hits wasthe Chances
$. His
hobby is the drum.
is acknowledged
as one Heof
the best popular dancers ever
seen. He makes his first nanindancing
screen
version
On
dramatic
movieof role
ThetheBeach.
7. warmHe's a appealing
top singer with
voice.a
His hobby is songwriting.
One of his compositions is
That HisChick's
7 just
Fry.
latest Too
albumwas
released
by Lion
Records.and
and
it features
his name
photo on the cover.
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who pulled the Trio together, whipped
them breaks.
into shape
shoe-horned
first
Only,and when
Werber their
first
spotted them they weren't a Trio, but a
quartet — and their tag was "Dave Guard's
Calypsonians."
Dave and Bob had started that combo
with a bass fiddler and a girl singer, while
Nick
dragging
his feet
nado. was
They still
played
the party
circuitin Coroagain,
still around Stanford, with a steady home
at The tioned
Cracked
Pot.
Off
nights
they
San Francisco at famous clubsaudilike
the Hungry i and the Purple Onion. "Okay
lor
college — they
but usually
too unprofessional"
was
the verdict
got.
But during one tryout at the Purple
Onion, a waiter hustled upstairs to the
two-by-four office where Frank Werber
squeezed out a living as a night-club
press agent. "Catch these kids downs," he advised.one "They
ain't atbad."
Frank staircaught
song — but
first he
didn't get the message at all. Used to prohe thought
"Calypsonians"
were strictlyfes ionals,for
amateurthe night.
Then, on
a hunch, he gambled the gas to Palo Alto
to hear them in their natural rah-rah setting.
Cracked hePot,thought
with theheStanford Atkidsthewhooping
saw
something. "But the fiddler and the girl
are drags," he told Dave. "Know anyone
one
who might
work Reynolds
into a trio?"
Did
they!
night Nick
got a wire:
GREATThatTHINGS
ARE COOKING.
GET
UP HERE FAST. DAVE AND BOB.
Wake up and live, man
Nick got there fast enough, but the great
things, he learned even faster, were mostly
a lot of wild hopes jazz. As he wobbled
indecisively, Dave unleashed the hard sell.
"Wake up and live, Nick," he plugged.
up andthere?
go toCome
seed
in"Youthat want
sunnyto ratshrivel
race down
on,That
Man,night
let's they
get some
beer
and
talk."
tried to drink all the
brew in San Francisco and wound up
climbing statues in Golden Gate Park.
But by dawn Nick was persuaded. They
rented a one-room San Francisco apartment,hearsed
all slept
the until
one bed
renight andin day
the and
landlord
threatened to call the cops. A week later
they they
walked
Frank's
officethem
and
said
wereintoready.
Frankattic
wedged
in downstairs
for one week's tryout. They
stayed
seven months.
Of course, Dave Guard, Bob Shane and
Nick
Reynolds Trio
didn'tviaCinderella
the
slick Kingston
one easy into
stanza.
It took work, seasoning and discipline to
turn
that trick.
Frank talent,
Werber,enthusi"What
the boys
wasSaysnatural
asm, sharphadhumor
and a fresh,
intelligent
slant on songs. But to them it was still
mostly a ball and they were plenty rough
around
the thing,
edges." all three were singing
For one
themselves hoarse each night. Frank
routed them to Judy Davis, a professional
voice coach, who taught them how to relax
and spread it out. For another, the boys
were tossing their rapid fire wit around
ad libitum and forgetting the good ones.
Frank camped each night with a notebook
jotting the best down, then turned Dave
Guard tine.loose
write rehearse
a crisp patter
He madeto them
six daysrou-a
week before the show and then a couple
of hours afterwards, polishing this and
that. Most important, "I made them take
the
signedpledge,"
on thechuckles
line not 'Black
to take Bart.'
a drink"They
for
six months — and I guess that really hurt.
If they backslid or acted up — no paycheck.
I After
figuredseventhatmonths
could athurt
even more."
the Purple
Onion
the Kingstons had got to believing they
owned the joint. Frank took them down
several pegs by booking them into Holiday
54 Hotel, a gambling lounge in Reno. Up

there, if you started drawing attention
from the gambling play the dealers hollered, "Shutanyway.
up!" andBy the
was awful
the normal
time theyclatter
left
Reno,
Bob, facts
Nick and
and Dave
few
more hard
tricks knew
about a show
business. All this polished a raw college
combo into a smooth team of pros.
They went to Hollywood next, to make
their first album, The Kingston Trio,
for Capitol. In it was a haunting lament they'd always scored big with at
the
Dooley.score.
TheyIndidn't
dreamPurple
how Onion,
big thatTomwould
fact,
for the next few months, in Chicago and
MHHVHMWMUHMHMVUMWMW
j! Erin O'Brien figures a sensible j!
J[
girl'stoonelookwhosensible.
has sense enough <!J[
«' not
I!
l>
ii, the NewEarlYorkWilson
Post ',<>
^wwvwvvwwwwwwwwwwwvw^
next in New York, at the Blue Angel and
Village Vanguard each one was still living
on $60 a week, and Frank Werber was
chronically floating loans to keep them
going.
They joints.
floppedThein money
crummy looked
hotels,good
ate
in one-arm
—Whenever
but a trio's
expenses
swallowed
it
up.
Bob, Nick or Dave would ask
Frank, swer"How's
album doing?" the anwas,
"It theain't."
the
Trio came back
to San Appropriately
Francisco playing
theA Hungry
i.
That
was
the
summer
of
'58.
disk jockey in Salt Lake City flashed
the good news first. He called Frank at
the
"All theyfromwantthatto Kingston
hear up
here Hungry
is Tom i.Dooley
album," he complained. "Can you bring
those— same
guys tothing.
town?"Frank
Seattle
d.j.'sCapitol
called
next
buzzed
Records in Hollywood. They shot out a
singletionofworksTombehind
Dooley
and putthe the
it. When
Triopromorolled
into Seattle a few weeks later it was behind a police motorcade. They cleaned up
$3000 in two nights.
Since then, the Kingston Trio has rolled
in triumph almost any place you can
name — except Kingston, Jamaica. This
winter they fly to Australia, next spring
to
Europe.
down soon.
four
movies,
but They've
the rightturned
one comes
Three hotlishing selling
albums,
their
own
pubfirm and TV make the Kingston
Trio, Inc., big business. Off hand, you
wouldn't
say
thetheyboyshavehadone.a problem
theDave,
world.NickButand
Homehappy
life.in
Bob all owe their
marriages to the Trio. Gretchen Ballard,
for instance, first laid eyes on Dave Guard
when he sang at a Stanford football rally.
Afreshie
tall, tailored
Gretchenand,wasalthough
a mere
there attype,Stanford
she
rated
Dave
"dreamy"
right
off,
prospects seemed slim. Dave dated her her
big
sis, Sarah,
and Creveling.
after that When
pinned heherfinally
best
friend,
Cordie
got around to Gretchen, Dave was heating
up Theher Cracked
that'sFrom
wherethenhe
took
on theirPot,
firstsodate.
on all Dave's songs were beamed at
Gretchen.
bride,"female
as Nick
and
Bob call her,"Thewas child
the first
to crack
the Kingston club.
Thating their
happened
in September
of '57at durfirst paid
engagement
the
Purpleof Onion
whenUniversity
the wholetraveled
crew andto
half
Stanford
San Marino, California for a full dress
wedding, with Nick best man and Bob
head usher. Gretchen's
dad hired
champagne-stocked bus es to haul
the wedding
party away and pour them on trains and
planes. Life afterwards wasn't so plush.
"We spent our honeymoon in Dave's
bachelor
apartment"He— a went
slum, believe
sighs
Gretchen.
work me,"
the
next night
and I stayed awaketo until
3:00

a.m.,
scaredto ithalfthough
to death."
Mrs.sheGucvi
got used
and until
pregnant,
scooted
around
wherever
boys went. But Dave bit his nails ale1
in New York waiting to hear he was
father. Their daughter, Cappy, is n<
eighteen months old and they're expect;
again
May. "Cappy's
smiles inGretch.
"I tell himwildit'sabout
becauseDav ?
Nickstrangers."
Reynolds tumbled next for cu
likes
bouncy
JoanShirley
Harriss,MacLaine.
who's almost
double for
In ii.
Joan, a San Francisco girl, was a corner
enne,
too,
"set
to
be
the
biggest
thi
ever to hit night clubs, sex and all tha
she admits, "when I got hooked on tl
Reynolds
man."too.That
at t
Purple Onion,
Joan happened
was just arou
the corner
at Ann's
440, where
she v
giving
out songs
and satirical
sketches.
"Nick started it all by dropping ir
Ann's after his show for a beer and pee
ing
half atmyme,"
life relates
waiting Joan.
for a "Now,
peek atI spe
hir
The romantic switch took a little lonj
to come about than Gretchen and Dave
although from point of contact, Joan 1
been in on the Kingston act as long. A
she's
only Frank
wife who's
payroll.the When
Werberbeenfirston tot
the
boystoo)away,to run
he hired Joan (who's
typist,
offi
Then
she took off forhisNewpublicity
York, hopi
to crash Broadway, but ended up a hosti
inlage.Verney's
restaurant
in the VaV
Guess who
was at down
the Village
guard, nearby — and who picked her
every
after work?
That's right.
Nil
"It night
just kind
of gradually,
inevital
happened,"
says
Joan.
"When
the
T:
went
the Coast,
said 'Nuts
career'backandto went,
too. IWhen
they to|
booked in Hawaii next — well, that seem
awfully
far away
from Nick."
through
Trio's last sorr
ni|
at Half
the way
Hungry
i, Nickthe whispered
thing to Bobby Shane right before intt
mission and the pair ducked out. Wh
they came back, late for their show, Jo
was with them, her face as pink as r
nuptial dress. The orchestra struck
the Wedding March, best man Bob
hopped
on the
announcechaiii
and the upplace
wentstand
wild todrinking
pagne on the house and smashing t
glasses. Joan flew with the Trio to Hawj
aslastMrs.Kingston
Nicholas hold-out
Reynolds.began
That'stowhere
weak 1
Bobby
Shane didn't
it, but atalki
dar
eyed Atlanta
belle know
was already
about him aboard a boat steaming i
Diamond Head.
Louise Brandon certainly would ne\
have
Dooley.metNotBobthatif she
Louisehadn't
was heard
a cool Tt<
particularly. On the contrary, soft spok<
queenly Louise
educated
sel<
seminaries
as befitswasa gentle
youngin Sout
ern lady and had made her debut. B
grandfather was on the Board of Gene]
Motors, her dad a successful Atlar
lawyer.
Louise and
had liked
been itto soHawaii
weeks before
much a trf<
she was going back to stay with a frie
for a year. Her cabin mate was a deligr
ful, sixtyish lady named Miss Evel;
Shane.
"Those Kingston brothers"
Theyin discovered
a love
music
common (Louise
playsforthe classic
pian<
"But when I left Atlanta," she remark*
"all youTom
heardDooley
aroundbythere
a so
called
thosewasKingst
Brothers." Miss Evelyn nodded unde
standingly.
heard itBob
plenty
she allowed. She'd
Her nephew
was herse
one
the
Trio
—
only
they
weren't
brothers
all.
Bob's
dad,
Art,
met
his
sister
at i
boat.
Bobby him
Shaneabouthad thetwobeautif
fami
membersSo telling

girl who'd just arrived. Next morning
'ouise found a note at her hotel, "Please
rail Bobby Shane." She didn't; she's not
bold."to But
Bobbyhis called
invitnghat her
a party
dad wasback,throwing
lext night at the Royal Hawaiian when
he Trio opened there. Shane, Sr., playing
:upid, picked Louise up.
"There were three other single girls at
he table,"trying
says toLouise.
spent girl
the
■veriing
figure "Bob
out which
le'd talked to on the phone."
"I knew
it was the prettiest one," says
Bob.
gallantly.
"He doesn't see very well without his
jlasses," explains Louise.
Anyway,the they
miss anAndevening
ogether
rest ofdidn't
that month.
when
he Kingstons
hopped
Francisco, Bob called
the back
minuteto San
he landed
^egging Louise to come back, too. When
he Leilani sailed next day Louise was
m it. She traveled down to Hollywood
vith
Joan forthere
a TVanddate,it
net Bob,
Dave Nick
and and
Gretchen
eemed
like
they'd
always
been
3ack in Atlanta the Brandons together.
got the
vord: "We're having a visitor for Christnas." Bob met the folks and slipped on
^ouise's engagement ring Christmas Eve.
"hey
marriedlast after
that Washington
wild plane
ide inwereIndiana
March.
;ot
the
nod
because
it's
Louise's
iome. Her grandfather owns a hotel second
there.
Vlso, it was closer for the Trio. When
hey left at dawn, Joan Reynolds helped
fry Francisco
Louise's tears
her month,
out to
?an
for theandnexttooklonely
just like a sister."
Actually,
aboutother
how bythe now.
Kingston
vives
think that's
of each
Nor
vas Louise too wild when she called Bob,
sick and Dave "the Kingston Brothers."
"It's amazing," ponders Gretchen Guard,
peaking backgrounds,
for the girls.we"We're
all from
lifferent
live differently
Jid in different places. We never knew
ach other before. But we've never had
ven an argument."
"There's never been a reason," explains
oan
in the same
>oat. Reynolds.
Same crazy"We're
time alldemands,
same
Toblems, same waiting at the garden
ate. . . ."
". . . And the same wonderful thrill
>hen
inane. they all come in!" adds Louise
That same one-for-all — all-for-one spirit
lues Nick, Dave and Bob together. "We're
olid,"
aren't
ivals. says
We Shane.
all make"Whythenot?
sameWe money,
.ork the same hours, have about the same
ilent and stand or fall together. Besides,
.e're all pals from away back."
"Things wig us now and then — sure,"
the way
.dmits
ork, weDave.
could "Sometimes,
wind up a bunch
of neu-we
yelling
at each
But turns
we don't.
Yeoticsplay
it silly.
And other.
a hassle
into
] laugh. We know each other so well
hat nobody has to pretend. On one-night;rs sometimes we don't speak to each other
;nce we're off. Just hit for the sack. All
p all we keep the whole thing a gas."
he only time they missed
That one time the Trio missed a playate found them in Minneapolis boarding
plane for the Universit y of Montana at
lissoula. But a blizzard swooshed down
nd they spent three hours right there on
ie ground. Things were getting gloomy
hen Bob Shane had an idea. "This is
ne champagne
stewardess. flight,
"Well —isn't
?" it?" he asked
So they talked her into unlocking the
ar. As the snow howled outside they had
bash, finally unlimbering the guitars
nd bongos.
"This be!"
is for you, Dave
Missoula,
/herever
and
ney warmedyou itmay
up all by cried
themselves — with

ambassador to Switzerland) and
her mother German. When she was
little she studied ballet and by the
time she was nineteen, she had apin many operas, French and
German pearedplays.
When Audrey and Mel saw Greta,
they suggested that she go to Hollywood. Greta decided their suggestion was an excellent one and came
to the United States and enrolled in
La Jolla Playhouse. She appeared
in Skin of Our Teeth and she was
very good— so good in fact that several studios were ready to give her
her start in the movies right then
and there.
But her agent wanted her start
to be the best possible beginning
and he advised her to hold off, keep
studying and wait for the right role,
the role that would launch her career successfully.
Greta did just that— but nothinghappened.
All those offers just seemed to
disappear.
Greta's work visa would expire
on June 18, and that day was getting terribly close— with no work in
sight. Sadly, she began to pack to
go There
home. was nothing else to do.
On the morning of June 18, Greta
was ready. Not ready in her heart,
but ready with her luggage and her
passport. She was making a few
last good-bye phone calls, when her
phone rang.
It was her agent, not saying
good-bye, but with the incredible
news that 20th Century-Fox wanted
her for a leading role in Five Gates
to Hell.
What timing!
There was not a moment to lose.
Negotiations had to be made quickly because
if that
weren't
signed
within
the contract
very next
few
hours, her work visa would still expire and she'd have to go back to
Switzerland
without even taking
the
job!
Greta Chi is a beautiful young
girl who lived, not long ago,
in Switzerland, very near to Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer. She
had a wonderfully exotic face. Her
father was Chinese (he was China's

But the contract was signed in
time, and the film was made.
And the outcome?
Greta proved to be a girl of unusual talent as well as beauty, and
you can see for yourself soon in
20th's absorbing new drama, Five
Gates to Hell.

baby due in April, Joan and Nick have
given
up forin antheoldkitchen,
artist's perched
studio,
with athat
skylight
on a hill with a view of all San Francisco,
over the Golden Gate Bridge.
Nick and Joan love Sausalito, never
plan to leave. Their dreams rest right
there. "Someday," says Nick, "maybe
we'll have our own bar and night club
here.
We'd other
like hand,
that." once skittery Dave
On the
Guardtoisknow.
now asDave
solid and
a citizen
as you'd
care
Gretchen
rent
awagon
placewithin aPalo
Alto,
drive
a
'53
Ford
dent in the door, play tennis
and go to movies just like any exurbanite
pair. With one child and another due,
maybe Dave's more of a worry wart than
the rest. He and Gretchen don't stop a
minute building for a solid future: "You
see," says Dave, "I've still got problems
of security that Bob and Nick don't have.
My goal's $400,000, and I'm getting on the
way there.
Danishlast furniture apieceWe'reat abuying
time, sogoodit will
the
race. One of these days I'll get a RollsRoyce
and
drive
it
the
rest
of
my
life."
Moreover, Dave has leveled down on

what he really wants to do if or wher
the
plays out."Somedaj
"I knov.
now Kingston
Imove
want totobonanza
write,"
we'll
Big
Sur he(a says.
remote beaut}
spotBobon andthe Louise
Pacific Shane
shore) areand already
dig in."du|
in atbaya innewTiburon
modern-Oriental
pad poodle
acros:
the
with their toy
Trinket. No stork signs have shown ye'
but they'rewheelinghoping.
Just down
the same,
Bob haspattern
settled
to a freecon-H<
tented domestic
with Louise.
sends money to Honolulu where he ha;
set up an investment company with hi;
dad. dow,There's
always
a light
in the wintoo, at the
Athletic
Supply.
But right now, all things considered, jus'
what
Kingston
suits Dav«
Guard,theBob
Shane,Trio's
Nickdoing
Reynolds
anc
their
wives
right
down
to
a
living
"T." al
"The
truth
is,"
agrees
Dave,
"we're
having even more fun than we did ir
school
and we're
getting
for it!"
But —Nick
Reynolds
hits paid
nearest
to th<
heart of the matter: "We've been loadec
with
luck.
But
so
what
if
we'd
flopped:
We'd have kicked ourselves all our live:
if we hadn't given it a try." EN I

We Were Afraid We Couldn't Have a Baby
(Continued jrom page 30)
months went by and there was no sign of taken, more dead than alive, to the hosthe
we longed
I began
to bemea
pital. The accident left me with internal
littlechild
concerned.
Jimmiefor,would
comfort
injuries that were later to stand in my
I wanted to have a baby.
and say, "But honey, lots of couples don't wayMostwhencouples
a baby.one ButmoreI think
have a family right away; don't worry that Jimmie andwant
I wanted
than
abouttor to it,"
and he'd
a doc- most. Jimmie is the
kind of man who was
reassure
me suggest
that theregoingwasto nothing
wrong. But I did worry about it, and made for roots. Although he didn't have
finally Jimmie was beginning to wonder a dime when we got married, shortly afthis big break with
too. At last I Iwent
a gynecologist
"for HoneycomberwardsandJimmiewegotknew
we could afford
reassurance."
was tocrushed
when he said
that home and family we both wanted so
there
was
a
great
possibility
that
I'd
not
be
able to have a child of my own, but Jimmie much.
Once our hearts and minds were made
kept up my courage by insisting that this
was just one doctor's opinion, and besides, up, we naively assumed that we'd have
he
say there
could our
baby, sodifficulties
we weren't
enormous
thatprepared
lay ahead.for the
be didn't
a baby,actually
just maybe
not. never
Thus began
a series of visits to doctors, each one
Five months, six months, seven months
gone by — and noto sign
a baby.on our
more discouraging than the last. I didn't hadI was
get ofstarted
want towords
go to condemning
another, didn't
hear family, soimpatient
those
us want
to an toempty
when we were in New York
existence. I felt that I had let my beloved
a personal
Jimmie's,
up anappearance
obstetriciantourandofasked
him
Jimmie down. It was because of an injury onI looked
to me, the doctors — all of them — had why I hadn't become pregnant yet. I
wasn't heprepared
the answer he gave me
told me,
a baby.
examinedfor me.
Then
one that
day wewe couldn't
heard ofhave
a very
fine after
As the doctor talked to me. his words
gynecologist and obstetrician, a leading struck
like a blow.
specialist in his field. There was still room
for hope. With a prayer in our hearts, we
Rodgers,
you you
should
that
due"Mrs.
to your
accident,
are know
not strong
went acle. to
. . . this doctor, expecting a mir- enough
internally
to
conceive,"
he
said.
We ous,entered
office,ofsmiling
but nerv- "Even
believe ifyouyouwouldwerebe toableconceive,
to carry Ia don't
baby
to get thehisresult
my examination,
through to a complete term. Your back
hoping. . . .
And then: "You may never have a was so badly twisted in the accident it's
weak to stand up under pregnancy."
baby
own. . .and
." hoped — and lost tooWhen
We ofhadyourdreamed
shaking. Jimmie came home he found me
again.
That night, Jimmie tried to comfort me.
"Don't carry on like that, darling," he
"Darling, we can adopt a baby, you said. "There are other doctors. Remember
know,"
he
began.
"Plenty
of
couples
do."
there
some after
doctorsyourwhoaccident,
said you'd
walk again
and
Plenty of people had adopted babies never were
and had been very happy. But it was a look at you now. New York is full of
little different with me. Jimmie had given specialists. We'll find one who can
me so much.
I wanted totogive
give him
him a sometoo. I wanted
baby
But us."
we and
didn't.
I went
to oneanddoctor
that wasthing, his.
another
finally
Jimmie
I hadafterto
help
face it. My chances of giving birth were
The effect of the terrible accident
very dim.
Althoughhis Jimmie's
heart, was
like tomine,
was
was myIt allfaultwentthatbackI couldn't
first thought
comfort
giveI felthimthathis itbaby.
to that broken,
accident in 1956, before I married Jimmy.
"If we can't have one of our own,
The car I was riding in that night had me.
adopt onone.earth,
The and
goodnotLordall
56 rammed head-on into another, and I was darling,
put manywe'llchildren

ofa baby
them havethis parents
and homes.
There';
world
waiting
for
us.'
I wasswer.inWewilling
to accept
thisjust
asadopting
the
an- <
made inquiries
about
baby
but
soon
found
we
couldn't
ever
file yet. I believed Jimmie and I woulc
make the best possible parents. What mon
could
love andanyone
care? give a baby than bountifu
Even adoption was out
But after checking, I discovered then
would be plenty of objections: Our cai
was mortgaged; Jimmie was a singer anc
had
we didn't
home;no westeady
were income;
constantly
on the own
road «
we were too young. In our minds all thi;
was
rubbish
compared
to
the
real
thing!
we could give a baby.
"Suppose our car is mortgaged," I remember pleading. "Lots of babies ridt
in mortgaged cars. So we haven't a hom<
of
our own
yet. are
We responsible.
will. And we'rt
young,
but we
Anc
Jimmie's
singer, make
but there
isn't devotee
a mar
alive who a would
a more
We were more determined than ever t<
have a baby of our own. I traveled witl
Jimmie on his hectic one-night stands, anc
father." the outstanding gynecologists in alvisited
most every big city we hit. In Miami,
asked the doctor there to give me the tes;
to determine if I was pregnant. He lookec
at me kindly and said, "Mrs. Rogers, \
won't even bother with the test. I'm goinf
to tell signs
you right
you aren't
pregnant
These
that now
you think
indicate
pregnancy are merely signs that you're overtired. Youthoughts
must rest."
All our
were centered on trying toriblehave
a baby.
night theI feltdoctor
terpains and
JimmieOnecalled
It was a recurrence of my accident injuries, and the doctor wanted to operate
immediately.
I remember
seeing Jimmie's
face,
drained white,
and hearing
him tell
the doctor:
tor. Do what"Take
you good
think care
you ofhaveher,todocdo
butI was
take frightened
good care offor Colleen."
another reason. 1
was afraid
operation
might becoming
cut off for-a
ever my this
chances
of ever
mother. So while Jimmie pleaded with
the doctor to save me, I pleaded with the
doctor
save my that
chancestheof surgeon
motherhood
When toI learned
was
planning to remove a vital organ necessary
for pregnancy, I became hysterical and
begged him not to. I wouldn't even sign

the stewardess joining in. "Luckily," says
Nick, "we didn't get there that night at
all.HalfLuckily,
that— when
is, for the
the boys
customers."
the year
make
— Gretch,
Jothoseand frantic
Lou areone-nighter
widows. If dashes
the gang
lights
anywhere near for as long as a week
they'rerooms
all onto make
hand, them
fussing
the
motel
seem around
like home.
when the
heat'sandoff,Shanes
even briefly,
theButReynolds,
Guards,
scatter
tothe separate
and togetherness
stay there. until
"On
road we set-ups
all practice
it's frightening," laughs Gretchen Guard.
"ButTheirat home
wives, three
homes— it'sarethree
all around
San lives."
Francisco,
but
not
one's
alike.
Nor,
that
matter, are the three designs forforliving.
Conservative
Nick
Reynolds,
for
intance, isnow Nick
the bohemian
the bunch.
For a swhile
and Joanof lived
on a
houseboat anchored off the picturesque
art colony of Sausalito, where about anyand nobody
the
house thing
gotgoesdusty
you justcares.
opened"When
the windows and the breeze blew it out," says
Joan. "You dumped the garbage out the
door and the tide took it away." With a

leirmrelease
permitting the doctor to perthe surgery.
Although the doctor saved my chances of
;coming a mother, as the months went
i there still was no sign that a baby
as on the way. We moved into a big,
;autiful modern style home on top of a
11 in a California suburb called Granada
ills, Ibutexpected.
it didn't I bring
the happi;ss
foundmemyself
going
om room to room and crying. The lovegarden, the open feeling of the house,
ie den with the practical cork floors and
special
built-in
1 cried yellow
out forroom
the with
presence
of ashelves
child.
Jirnmie had even consented to taking
sts himself, but the results proved that
reasonthatlayI was
with a me,
not ashim.a woman,
Ie felt
failure
became
self-reproachful
and sad.
felt
iat I had failed Jimmie. What
goodI was
as his wife if I couldn't give him a child?
t the agency
Jirnmie was wonderful. He would take
e in his arms and tell me he loved me.
e'd
maintain
somehow,
day,
e would
have that
a baby.
And some
one night
; suggested that we go down to the
doption Institute of Los Angeles and
5Jimmie
ply again.was like a little boy the morning
e were to go to the adoption offices and
eet the investigators. He went through
s closet a dozen times to try to decide
i just the right thing to wear to impress
em. "If I wear this sport jacket I might
okis dark
too young,"
he said.
if I wear
suit I might
look "And
too dressed
up.
ou
honey, Iasdon't
think asI Iever
snt know,
to an audition
flustered
am
)W." walked into a great, big room that
We
asIves,filled
couples,
ourwho with
wantedother
babies.
Jimmielikelooked
rious in a grey suit and navy tie, and
e that
cowlick
that he'd
to slick
he would
look tried
dignified
was down
mis•having
and
had
sprung
up,
giving
at boyish look he wanted to avoid. him
We filled out reams of papers and then
e went home to wait. Every day we
dted for the phone to ring telling us we
Duld have our baby. We were approved
our lovely home, our paid-up cars, the
Dney
in thenowbank
Jimmie's
lich was
on aandstable
level — career
made
e picture completely different than it had
en a year ago. It was only a matter of
'ne.
With some justification, I began to get
at nursery ready. And then another
dw erred
fell. Jimmie's
TV show
msf
to New York
and wewas hadbeingto
ck up and leave. This meant that the
option proceedings had to be canceled.
'Jirnmie was as disappointed as I was,
it he was still a pillar of strength. "Who
'es inwe store
to question
the "Maybe
good Lord
us?" that
hewhatsaid.
this
part of Hisfor plan,
we wait
a while
"iger."
"Jimmie
always
religious
n, and sohashave
I. Itbeenwas a our
faith perthat
"rried
us through
latest setback in
r attempt
to have athebaby.
i unfruitful stay
r.We
on an apartsnt intookNewa six-month
York, whichleaserepresented
the
If rimie
igest we'd
ever
stayed
in
one
and I sat down and place.
talked Then
and
[ cided that since we were going to be
rtled for a while in one place I should get
iether with a specialist and go through
! the tests to try to get at the root of
." trouble.
! The doctor was a kindly man who unr stood our frantic desire for a baby.
I v/ent to him regularly and took every
id of test that might help me. When I

underwent the Rubin test, which is a
rather painful test to blow out the tubes
in case there is any obstruction that would
prevent
pregnancy,
whenwasit
was discovered
that Ionewasof elated
the tubes
closed. I felt that now that something
tangible was discovered, and could be
corrected, maybe I would become pregnant.
The desire to have a baby had almost
become a fetish. I was becoming tense
and nervous. I took a hormone
pills regutemperature
chart
beside ourlarly. I followed
bed.
After several months of this, Jimmie
came home and announced that we would
be
for a tourshowin was
Australia
soontaking
as hisofftelevision
finishedas
for the season. I was so disappointed that
our stay in New York had come to an
unfruitful end that I blew my top. I tore
up the chart, threw the thermometer
against the wall and tossed the pills in
awailed.
basket. "Nothing has helped me," I
Jimmie laughed. "The heck with all this,
honey. If the pills don't give us a baby,
theThoroughly
good Lord discouraged
will."
by this time, I
decided to forget about having a baby
for thetraliatime
being.
I
would
to Auswith Jimmie, have fun andgo when
we
returned we would re-open our adoption
proceedings. For the first time in a long
time I felt relaxed and let go of my feelLearn Some Answers
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ings of inadequacy and anxiety.
The typhoid and smallpox shots that I
had to take before going overseas made
me
very sick.
hai-dlyof get
up for
breakfast
and I Iwascoulddrained
all energy.
When I complained to my doctor that the
overseas shots were not agreeing with me,
he gave me a blood test.
A little rabbit
I had just returned home when my
phone rang.
fully.
"Guess what?" the doctor said cheer"I can't guess," I replied miserably.
"You no,"
can't gosaid,
to Australia
with
Jimmie."
"Oh
slumpingshots
into made
a chair.
You
mean Ithose
overseas
me
"No," said the doctor firmly. "I mean a
little
just thetoldworld.
me you
traipsing
around
Not can't
in yourgo
too
ill?"rabbit
"In my condition?" It took a minute.
condition."
"Oh,"Exactly,"
you meansaidin themy doctor.
condition?"
I was reeling.
"Can I tell Jimmie?"
"Well," replied the doctor, "it's customary for the was
wife rehearsing
to break thehisnews."
Jimmie
TV show
at the theater on Broadway. I wanted him
to savor the full joy of the news. I called
Western Union and blurted: "Send this
wire toING TOJimmie
GOBE A Rodgers:
FATHER. YOU
HOW AREABOUT
THAT? I LOVE YOU. COLLEEN. And
please
send itsaid
as quickly
as possible."
"Ma'am,"
the Western
Union
operator, "if I could leave my desk I
would
take
it
to
him
myself."
I found Jimmie, an hour later, stretched
out on his dressing room couch, a cup of
hot bouillon in one hand, the wire in the
other. He was staring up at the ceiling.
I'd
face.never seen such a look of bliss on his
The director tore in. "Your husband
is in a daze. We haven't been able to get
him to do a thing for the past hour. What's
in Itthathasn't
blamed
anyway?"
been telegram
clearand sailing.
Manyto times
since then Jimmie
I have had
turn
to God to save our baby. Only a short
while ago, after we were settled back in
our home in Granada Hills, I awoke in the
middle of the night with sharp abdominal
pains.
Jimmie's Ashand
shook asfor hethedialed
for the
doctor.
waited
doctor to arrive,
we bothwe prayed.
We became even more frightened when
Dr. Kaplan
orderedsurgery.
me into
pital for immediate
Againthe it hoswas
a throwback to my accident. A tumor had
formed and was pressing against the
uterus. All I could think of was the baby.
"Dr. Kaplan, whatever you do, please
don't
baby."to be wheeled down
As touch
I was theabout
the corridor into surgery, Jimmie leaned
over to kiss me. He pressed something
into my Guide
hand. Our
It wasDestinies
our little isSt.inscribed
Genesis
medal.
on it. In the past, any time anything very
big has faced us, we have kissed the
medal. And then we would be relieved,
knowing
in God'sForce.
hands, our
destinies that
guidedwe bywerea Divine
Jimmie held the medal to my lips. I
kissed it. He took the medal and held it
up to his lips. He had been on the verge
of tears, but now his face looked serene.
"God slowly.
will watch over our baby," said
Jimmie
I was operated on that night and I was
told I was in surgery three hours. When
I opened my eyes I saw Jimmie's face in
a foggy
"Is theworld.
baby all right?" I asked.
"Our baby is all right," said Jimmie. "Our
baby is all right."
END 57

"Errol Flynn Died in My
(Continued from page 22)
no make-up on, could only sob as death
stepped in and took away "the only man
I Asreally
from rang
her embrace.
the loved"
final curtain
down on one
of the last of the gallant screen greats, the
dreams of the future that Errol and Beverly had shared for themselves suddenly
went into oblivion, too.
were asgoing
marriedgot and
in "We
Jamaica
soonto asbe Errol
his live
divorce," Beverly sobbed after she recovered
from
of Flynn's sudden
death the
frominitial
a heartshock
attack.
"We weretogether.
going toIt live
a housebeen
we
designed
wasin into
the
most beautiful house
all have
the British
West Indies. But now ... all those plans
are gone forever.
"I stillif 1can't
death. I don't
know
everaccept
will. Errol's
I had promised
him
if anything happened I would go ahead
and face
up to and
life inhavethe aFlynn
traditiontime—
live
for today
wonderful
doing
it.
He
always
said:
'No
tears,
break
open a bottle, and toast me in pink cham"I
can't
do
that.
I
never
will.
He
told
me
pagne.'
also: 'If anybody comes to my funeral I'll
cut them out of my will.' But I can't help
the way
I feelyears
about him. I can't ever fortwo
happyget thetimes
we had.we spent together — the
"Errolheart andwas
more I towas meto marry.
than a Hesweetthe man
was
my everything — my father, my mother, my
lover, my companion, my advisor, my idol."
Fifteen and forty-eight
When Beverly met Errol, she was just a
wide-eyed
girl of fifteen.
eight.
His greatness
for the Hemostwaspartfortywas
intophislover
past.— atHe least
was not
no longer
Hollywood's
on
screen.
In
past few years, freewheeling Errol had the
led
a nomadic life, wandering from Europe to
Jamaica, to Cuba, to New York, and back
tobe Hollywood,
could find it.picking up work wherever
For twenty-five years he had been the
epitome
of the who
suave,builtlove-'em-and-leaveVm Lothario
his reputation on
h heap of broken hearts. He had made
women dolphforget
Douglas
Fairbanks
and RuValentino.
Flynn was built for the part. He had
the vigor, good looks, charm, and animal
magnetism that drew women like moths
to the flame. And they all got burned.
Now, that flame — still flickering even
thougherly Aadland.
not as bright — had attracted Bev"You might ask what I saw in a man
thirty-three years older than I," Beverly
tell you that
insaid.Errol"I —willeverything
in theI sawworldeverything
for me.
"I
always
had
been
always wanted to be starved
hugged for
and love.
loved.I
Even as a little girl, I wanted my father
to hug
love me.
he never
gave
me
the and
attention
and But
devotion
I wanted
from him.
"Perhaps
is whyBy Ithestarted
when
I was that
twelve.
time dating
I was
fifteenengaged
— when four
I finally
been
times! met Errol — I had
"But mostTheyof the
shallow.
wereboysafterI hadone known
thing —were
and
oneFatethingdestined
only." Beverly to meet Errol on
the Warner Brothers lot in Hollywood in
October, 1957. Beverly had a dancing part
in Marjorie
Morningstar.
ing in Too Much,
Too Soon.Errol was work"I noticed someone staring at me," Bevrelated. about
"I didn't
who init some
was.
58 I haderlyread
ErrolknowFlynn

Arms"
magazines and had seen his pictures. But
Ithough,
didn't recognize
at first. Finally,
I realized him.
who Not
it was.
"I
was
instantly
afraid
of
of the things I had read about himhim because
— about
thatBeverly
rape trial
thingstolike
was and
referring
the that."
sordid
case
in 1943 that
had threatened
to wreck
Errol's movie career. Two young girls,
Betty
and with
Peggyrape.Satterlee, Hansen,
sixteen, seventeen,
charged Flynn
It was Flynn who was seduced, his
lawyer Gerry Geisler shouted at the trial.
Peggy, a chorus girl, said Flynn lured
her below decks in his yacht "to show me
the
moon through
porthole."
star-struck
waitress, a claimed
ErrolBetty,
serveda
her
a
"greenish"
drink
at
a
Hollywood
party, then took her to a bedroom when
she became ill, and seduced her.
A jury of nine women and three men
acquitted
him. Two It ofwasthea close
men had
out for conviction.
call. held
The case which shocked Hollywood had
come the year of his divorce from actress
Lili
the fieryinFrench
ErrolDamita,
had married
1935. delight
Lili toldwhom
the
court
Errol
wanted
to
be
free
—
want
a wife and child. They had one didn't
son, Sean,
whoAndwasat athatyear-old
at theBeverly
time. was only
time, 1943,
two years old!
The intense magnetism
Yet when Errol gazed over at Beverly
on the Warner lot that October day in
1957,
the feel
shapely, blonde starlet couldn't
help
lured but
women tothehim.intense magnetism that
"When he looked at me I felt somesaid. "I know
it alwaysat
was likething,"
thatBeverly
— whenever
Errol looked
a girl she felt it!
the Warner
it "For
went four
like days
that —there
Errolonwatching
me. lot
"Then Errol sent someone over — it was
Orry Kelly, the big dress designer — to tell
me: 'Mr. Errol Flynn would like to meet
"My that.
heartA started
poundinside
whenme.I
heard
warmth toglowed
Butterflies fluttered in my stomach."
There was no hesitation on Beverly's
"Take
me to him," she told Kelly impatiently.
part.you.'
Kelly
escorted
Beverly to Errol's dressing room.
"I was shaking when we were introBeverly said.
was so
nice that duced,"
I began
to feel " But
at easeErrolsomewhat.
Still and all I couldn't help being flustered
Errol
noticed you,of
my
dear.started
I thinkby yousaying,
have "Ipossibilities
inside."
becoming
a
great
actress."
At first Beverly thought Errol was "just
"We kind."
talked a while and he asked me
being
acamelot the
of zinger.
questions about myself. Then
"
'I'd
like
Errol told me.you to come to my house,'
" 'Wow!' I told myself. 'This guy really
has earned his reputation. He certainly is
could " see the apprehension in
a Errol
fast worker.'
Beverly's
"I want face.
you to read a part of Jane Eyre
for me," Errol said. "I'm very tired now
and I don't want to do any more work
here"I couldn't
at the studio.
figure Will
out you
if itcome
was up?"
the old
line, 'Come up and see my etchings,' "
Beverly
said.
She
couldn't
tell
if
Errol
really was sincere.

"Errol could see me hesitate and he
quickly Heassured
that we would
wouldn'tbe beat
alone.
said hisme secretary
the house, too. He asked me to dinner
first, and told me his lawyer would accompany us to the resist
restaurant.
"I couldn't
the invitation
longer.
There was something
about any
the
way Errol talked — he had a flair, a manner, a style that completely disarmed
Beverly was voicing the sentiments that
were
many had
timeswooed
beforeand
— bywon,
the
womenexpressed
whom Errol
then
impulsively
dropped
like
hot
potatoes.
Halfway round the world warning signals
rose
from the wreckages
of Errol's past
romances
that
could tolie tell
ahead.Beverly of the danger
But Beverly was blind to these signals.
She"After
accepted
Errol'swork,"
invitation.
I finished
she related. "I
you."
rushed
homelived
to dress
date." and
Beverly
with forhermy mother
father in Ingle wood, just outside Hollywood.
on to Errol
them Flynn.
that night
I "Ihaddidn't
a datelet with
And thatas
things
turned
out,
I'm
glad
I
didn't."
Beverly hurried out and met Errol and
his lawyer in a restaurant. After dinner.
Errol took Beverly to his house "up on a
Beverly was overcome
"I was awed by the sight, its magnificence and by
splendor,"
Beverly surroundings,
said. "I was
overcome
the beautiful
the landscaping, the house itself, and by
the breathtaking furnishings. It was so
exquisitely decorated.
"But most of all I was overwhelmed by
Errolhill."himself — by his charm and glamAs Errol had promised, his secretary
was there. Errol took Beverly into the
living room
to talk about his interest in her andas anbegan
actress.
"He told me again he thought I had
great
possibilities.
He wanted
to makeof
Jane
he said,
thinking
me forEyre,
the lead
role. and
I waswasthrilled
at the
idea our."
part Joan
had
inof theplaying
earliertheversion
of thatFontaine
film. I
could
hardly talked
believe on,my Beverly
ears." suddenly
As Errol
became conscious of a small development.
The secretary was not in the room any
longer. Beverly and Errol were alone.
"Errol
closer to me and said,
'Let's
sit onmoved
the rug.'
"It wassented anda wewhite
rug.onI itcon-in
threwbearskin
ourselves
front of the fireplace. We talked some
more and
mouth
as ansmoked.
ashtray. We used the bear's
"As Errol
I forgot
about things
Jane
Eyre.
I begantalked,
to think
aboutallother
— like love. I could tell the way Errol
began to look at me now that he loved me.
And I knew about myself — I loved him.
"Therefoundwerein any
thingsotheraboutman.him that I
never
"He
was
the
first
ever really
listened to what Iperson
said. who
I could
think
about all the unhappiness at home and
about
my
social
and
love
life
of
the
and of the bores I used to date. This past,
was
so different.
"My dates had been so dull and simple.
IAbout
would thego most
to drive-in
excitingmovies
thing with
they them.
could
do was sneak a bottle of liquor into the
car. It was disgusting.
"As these things ran through my mind,
Errol took my hands and pulled me close.
" 'I don't usually kiss girls,' Errol told
have a reputation,
ame.very'I dangerous
man. Butyouwithknow.
you, I'm
my
dear Beverly, I have a sudden great desire
to "He
kiss put
you.'his arms around me and drew

e in close embrace. Then he kissed
take a qreat writer...
e. It was spine-tingling.
kissed like
beforethis.by The
other others
men.
tit"I had
it wasbeennothing
ere so empty, so meaningless, so cold.
"MyI heart
a mile a min-all
:e.
felt allbegan
chokedto race
up. Everything
once
became
so
unclear,
so misty — so
eamy.
"In the next instant. Errol swept me up '
his arms. was
I didn't
care and
what happened
•.ymore.
in love
knew this
he
Endore
ved me. II felt
since
we both Ishared
Guy
eling
for
each
other
it
didn't
really
matr what happened. Anything that did
distinguished author of the
.ppen would be worth it.
"I had
sheerdescribe
heavenit with
best-selling KING OF PARIS
m.
The anbesthour
way ofI can
is to
yyou
that ne\er
Errol have
made seen
mad him
love make
to me in— love
;
any
ovie role. And I made mad love back.'" and an all-time favorite story...
er parents would worry
When it got late. Beverly told Errol she
id to go home because her mother and
-her would be worried about her.
wantthatme way
to —go,atbutleastI told
m"Errol
it haddidn'tto be
for
eErrol
present.
He
understood."
called his chauffeur and told him
take Beverly home.
Ben-Hur
"As ofI gotfunny
in the atcar,me.the Ichauffeur
a tale of the Christ
nd
guess helooked
was
inking
that"
Errol
had
made
another
■nquest.
But
I
didn't
care.
I
knew
he
by Lew Wallace
ould find out soon enough that I was
it justsomething
another special.
girl in Errol's life — that
was
Then I began to think as the car drove
E. Suddenly I began to cry. I cried be- put them together...
ase I didn't know whether I had done
e right
thing. ifI Icried
low
for certain
wouldbecause
ever seeI didn't
Errol BEN-HUR became a popular classic almost overnight when
ain. Even though I believed he was in it
was originally published 80 years ago. It was an exciting
s e with me, he never did come out and
y "I kerlove
you.' all.Perhaps I was just an- story . . . written in the ornate, slow-moving, elaborate style
date, after
" But most of all I cried because it had
en such
evening.
popular in the 1880's.
>nal
impacta spinning
was terrific
on me.TheI emocried Xow
BEN-HUR is back on every tongue because M-G-M
the waywent
home."
has turned it into one of the colossal movies of all time.
Beverly
to bed that night without
eing her mother or father. The next
Dining
the To tie in with the film, Guy Endore has modernized this
om to when
awakenherhermother
at six came
so sheintocould
t to work at the studio. Mrs. Aadland
19th-century classic. He has taken the same dramatic mate:e.ticed a strange expression on Beverly's
rial— the barbaric splendor of Ancient Rome and the heroic
Tve never seen you look quite like
.5 before." Beverly's mother told her. beginnings of Christianity* — and completely re-written it.
."ho are you in love with?" she asked. Picked it up. Paced it fast. Translated it into the quick, colorErrol Flynn." Beverly
ful language of today.
-Mrs.
laughed. replied.
She thought
: verly Aadland
was still dreaming.
-:-.vn
Waketo earth."
up!" she told her daughter. "Come
3everly
try toSheexplain
she
.3 telling didn't
the truth.
knew that
it would
hard to explain everything. She went
the studio and worked all day. But
2 didn'tnightsee Beverly
Errol. had a date with a
Ihat
y named Jim. Beverly wanted to cancel
r date but there was no way she could
: in touch with Jim. So she kept her
pointment.
When Jim took me out I had lost all
;ire for his company. When I compared
nthing
with atErrol
Flynn
why Ithere
was just
all tonever
Jim.—have
And
realized,
too,
mt I could
fallen
in love
:h him.
took me.
me toI had
a drive-in
and for
triedJimto
i 'He
:k with
no feeling
y more and I pushed him away. Jim
:ldn't understand me because we'd been
r ng steady for some time and I'd never
: edanylikeother
this man
before.touchBut meI just
now couldn't
that I
=w
what
it
was
to
be
loved
by Errol '.
nan."
m took Beverly home early that night. READ THE DELL EDITION BEFORE YOU SEETHE MAGNIFICENT M-G-M MOVIE

When erlyshe
in, her call
mother
toldinBevshe hadcamea phone
earlier
the
evening.
"It was Errol Flynn," Mrs. Aadland told
her daughter. "I guess you weren't kidding this morning,
Beverly
dashed forwerethe you?"
phone with her
heart
skipping
call the
Errol.
told
her he wanted beats
to seeto her
nextHenight.
No one-night thing
"That was what I had been dying to
hear.a Now
I knewthingforbetween
certain Errol
it wasn't
just
one-night
and
me. I knew now that we'd be together
forever."
And it began to look like Beverly was
right. From then on Errol and Beverly
seemedthingtotogether.
go everywhere and do every"That was our story — togetherness,"
Beverly
"Errol
everyplace— to said.
all the
big and
citiesI went
in America,
Europe,
and
to
Africa
and
Cuba."
The gossip columnists had a field day.
"Another young girl in Errol Flynn's
clutches," they wrote. "How long will she
last with him until she's burned?" they
asked.
But Beverly didn't seem to care.
knewandwhatvibrant
they love
could that
not Errol
know —andof
the"I real
I shared.
'I love Heyou'hadwereuseddifficult
for"The
Errolwords
to express.
them
first when he met his first love, Lili Damita,
whom
he
married
twenty-five
years
ago. And he never spoke them again in
realThatlifehappened
— until he inwhispered
to me."
Paris whilethemErrol
was
making
Roots
of
Heaven
for
Darryl
Zanuck.
"I was the happiest woman in the world
thatAfter
day."that. Errol and Beverly were seen
more and more together.
"People who knew Errol would stop and
ask him, 'Isn't Beverly too young for you?'
"But Errol
had awould
ready answer
them.
His eyes
twinkle forandall heof
would reply in that clipped way of his,
'I may be too old for her, but she is not
too"Inyoung
truth,forhe me.'
was not too old for me.
Believe
him. it or not, I felt like a mother to
watching
over.wayAndI acted
that
was"Hemyneeded
job. That
was the
toward him — as a sort of guardian.
"There wasif hea very
young quality
Errol
yearsabout
old
and I even
only fifteen.wasHeforty-eight
was in many
ways
a child — a daredevil and a pixie.
felt I was Ihisfeltstabilizer.
Physically
and"I emotionally
ten years older
than
Errol. Yet, I was never too aware of his
age. He preswas
the
kind
of
man
who
imed me as being ageless.
"He
needed
a
young
girl
like
me.
An
older woman could never have understood
Errol."
As Beverly got to know Errol better,
she began to know more about his ways
and his interests. She saw the real Flynn.
"He was asnotmost
just people
a zany, knew
happy-go-lucky
individual
him. There
were
manygenerally
sides to saw
ErroltheFlynn."
People
three sides of
Flynn — the lover, the drinker, and the
adventurer.
"It's true that Errol loved those three
things the most — wine, women, and adhe also
was a manventure,"
of Beverly
greatexplained.
polish and"Butbrilliance.
There were many other sides to his nature.
There was
was Errol
not only
Errol who
the loved
lover, life.
but
there
the man
And there was Errol the man who loved
culture,
the teacher."
BeverlyandalsoErrolfound
out that Errol was
a sincere and loyal person with a strong
60 distaste for hypocrisy.

gavebeing
a hang for theand critics.
He "Heknewcizednever
was
forhebeing
seen ridiculed
with me. Butcriti-he
would
say
to
me,
'Don't
let thatas talk
get
you down. I want to do exactly
I please
— and being with you is what I want most
in Errol
the world.'
"
'swasattachment
Beverly
reflected inandthe fondness
nickname for
he
gave
her
—
'Woodsie'
for
'Woodnymph.'
"He was
told like
me Ithat.
was Helikecould
a woodnymph.
Errol
never see
people as people. His imagination soared
too high for that. To him people were
symbols — or delightful animals, or coarse,
crass
But never
Errolobjects.
also devised
anotherpeople."
nickname.
"He'd call me his 'S.C This meant
'small companion.' But most of the time
I was
'Woodsie.'came
" into Errol's life,
Whenhis-raising
Beverly
his
part hellbehind
him.days
But were
that for
onlythewasmostby
contrast to the Flynn of old. To Beverly,
it wasn't exactly so.
"There was still a lot of hell in Errol
even
I knewBeverly
him," often
she said.
Errolas and
talked about
those days of yesteryear, of the early
'30's
when
Flynn
shot
up
like
a meteor
on the Hollywood scene. There were
some
bitter, some scandalous episodes.
■M ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! I ! I I I ! I ! I I ! I ! I ! ! ! *
~- begin
Tennessee
ot 40Ernie
for Ford:
those Lifewhodoesn't
went Z- like 60 when they wereSidnc\20. Skolskv
in the New York Post ~
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"ErrolHe never
mind feelings
talking about
past.
had nodid bitter
about theit.
But our talks of the old days never lasted
long.
We lived
in the
Beverly
recalled
the present."
happy days she
spent in New York with Errol.
"We
had
such
wonderful
between us. We would sitcommunication
for hours by
the window
at thepotsky-of
scrapers andand
the look
great outmelting
humanity below, the city with its endless
traffic jams and grinding noises.
"We couldor sit
together
like thatthein most
any
situation
place
and share
trivial experience together, as we shared
the biggest moments.
" 'We're like ham and eggs.' Errol would
say.Beverly
'I'm thecanhamnever
— we forget
go together.'
"
one winter
morning in New York.
"Errol got me up at four o'clock in the
morningmuneand
said. 'Let'sI get
out think
and comwith nature.'
didn't
the
idea went
was wild
at all.him.I simply
got dressed
and
out with
CentralandParkso
in "We
the went
snow.walking
It was through
so peaceful
beautiful. You can't imagine what it was
like unless you've done the same thing . . .
and you've
it with
evendone
sat
the Errol
hotel Flynn.
room floor
and"Wewatched
a flyoncrawl.
"And if that sounds crazy, it isn't at all.
ThatThenwasErrol
part took
of ourBeverly
togetherness."
to Europe.
"It
was
there
Errol
chance
to show me his great had
depth.his Hefirsttook
me
to the museums in London and Paris;
then I learned the side of Errol that was
the teacher, the man who loved culture.
"Hesidealso
took memeto the
the castles.
English countryand showed
He spun
tales of English lore that fascinated me.
"In
Paris,
I
learned
more
about
the fun-lover. I remember we sat inErrol
the
hotel balcony overlooking the street. We
had green almonds and started to spit
them down on the gendarmes below.
"We'dhitmade
franc first.
bets on
would
the 1,000
gendarmes
Afterwhoa

few tries. I made a direct hit on a gen
darme's
face. It really stung him. H<
came thecharging
into
room. up the stairs and storme<
"We threw the almonds under the sof;
and sat on the balcony pretending we wen
gazing
at the
We left
laughed
lik<
the deviloutafter
the view.
gendarme
our suit*
disgusted because he couldn't prove anyErrol also took Beverly to many brilliant parties in Paris. It was there she go
to
know
bon
vivant.still another side of Errol — th<
thing."
"Womenadored
practically
fell at were
his feet.
simply
him. They
awedThe}bj
hisThen
charmthereandwaspersonality."
the trip to Africa. Erro
had to go on location in French Equatoria
Africa for the shooting of Roots of Heaven
Beverly could not make the entire trip t<
the Dark Continent with him, but wai
able to spend a few days together then
with Errol. And now Beverly had a chanc<
to see Errol's adventurous side.
"We went on small game hunts and w<
did
thingsliketogether
like we'd
before,
swimming
with never
hardlydon«:
Beverly
back to New Yori
stitch
on.And. then
. here
." came
alone.
she learned of still another
Flynn
—
the
Pygmalion
— a man
by some compulsion to remold
his driver
younf
sweetheart. From the fetid, forsaken regioi
ofseries
the ofEquatorial
jungles
Errol
penned
letters to Beverly, spouting ari
array of poetry, passion, concern for hii
young thbeloved,
ing of her. and a desire to make somePresumably. Errol wrote to Beverly in
one letter, you have never delved intc
anything
in theon Sunday
literary
sense
than more
readingprofound
the funnies
morning.
Why
don't
you
try
reading
a
book. . . .
He suggested that Beverly read George
Bernard
myth of Shaw's
a king Pygmalion,
and sculptortheof classical
Cyprus
who carved an ivory statue of a maiden
who suddenly came to life. Shaw adapted
this ancient tale to forge his own modern
allegory of a wealthy scholar who changes
a poor, ragged girl into an electrifying
articulate
societyin song
woman.
story
now celebrated
in MyIt'sFairtheLady.
And to Flynn, Beverly was his own Fair
Lady. This passage from another letter
clearly dress:
showed Errol's concern about Beverly"s
I just bought you some lovely
African
cloth
so we canMoorish
designembroidered
something quite
different
for
dresses
for
you
and
have it made up.
Yet even when Errol was being serious
still another of his many sides seemed to
pop up — this one the pixie. In that very
samewrote
letterher:that talked of Beverly's attire
he
Following are the matters on the
agenda I will now take up with ■ I
you(1). . Your
. note: extreme precocity
(your adolescence is no excuse) is
funny.
(2) Your almost hedonistic delightmeinntsany
pretense
to the rudi-of
of culture
or acquisition
the basic ladylike behaviorism (I
think we shall avoid this subject;
if I ever find you being ladylike
I'll clip you over the side of the
ear)
deplorable.
In this isnext
letter to Beverly. Flynn
shattered the traditional conception of him
as
the
insouciant
took romance on thelover
wing.— the man who
In my throat there is a sort of
lump— nothing
emotion.
I guess,physical
when — Ijust
thinkpureof
Andyou.there
. . . was more of Flynn's emo

mal
outpouring in this letter of March
th. 1958:
Woo^sie — what a funny adorable
little idiot you are, do you really
think I can iust pick up a 'phone
here
call foryou?the Iboycan't
even
screamandor yell
to bring
me orange juice in the morning.
I loved your two letters. They
reachedFeb. me23. the
hereothertogether
one
dated
March— 3rd.
It's
the 18th.
I feelthings
like telling
you now
so many
human
but I
can't read by this lamp what I'm
saying.
knowmy onerealsure
thatButmyI doheart,
heart,thinggoes—
out to you as I write this. . . .
Woodsie
I just —gotyou're
backhooked.
from the hunt.
Didn't
shoot
a
thing, thank
God. Every time living
we sneaked
up on
the
'game'
I'd
fire
a
big
and make sure I would fatmissbullet
— so
that the animal escaped unharmed,
and I selfcursed
loudly
and
called
mya lousy shot and everyone
agreed and I was secretly so happy
not to have killed some poor thing
— You
in Africa
kill. Lousy!
shouldyoujoinmust
me here
... or
Paris,
won't
you
love
that?
will.
I have much to tell you — so Imuch
— but this lamp is fouling up my
prose.
( The lamp Errol is referring to is a
rricane lamp, used in the primitive
untry where the film was being made.)
Dear, very dear little girl. I
think of you constantly. When I
say that there is one constant image
in my mind and heart it seems
strange. Strange indeed.
Both your letters gave me the
very strange, very strong, vibrant,
vital feeling that you really care
for me and I can hardly credit this,
but hope mented,
and empty,
longcalloused
with this heart
torthat it is true. Is it? True, I mean,
that what you write, you mean?
That you really love me? It seems
incredible.
I don'tto think
I'm by that
any
means
gullible
the degree
one is overwhelmed by a mere expres ion of something deep between twothe
people
— oneand soa much
older than
other
h
of a lot of other things. . . .
Oh, well, go to sleep, little one.
Remember that this heart has for
you a strong fierce beat which
you can easily wreck if you treat
it
lightly.read— Errol.
3everly
these passages and there
re tears in her eyes.
'Now Errol
do youand seeme?whatNowthere
een
do was
you besee
:rs deep
love we
was and
a lovedevoted
that would
haveshared?
lasted
i lasted . . ."
There were many other letters — letters
which Errol poured out his love for
verly in beautiful prose, like this pasWords, mere words cannot conI vey what I feel for you in this
crusty heart of mine. . . .
But time heals all wounds and the tem-ary
of Errol's ofanddistance
Beverly's
arts byhurts
the separation
was
n to end, and they'd be together again.
We
met
again
in
Paris,"
said
Beverly,
lose moments of seeing Errol again
fer his long absence I shall cherish for"\here
decided
v wouldin Paris,
make aErrol
picture
with that
him. BevAnd
*as to be another overseas venture — to
ba. And what a time to be there — when
country was being swept by revoluLn! The picture was Cuban Rebel Girls.

"We'dErrolhardly
been in Jackson
Havana Mahon
a day
wb<m
and producer
ard Iters were
hauled
into
police
headquarto answer questions about why we
hadn't
submittedgovernment
the scriptforof review
the movie
to the Cuban
and
apm-oval.
But
things
were
straightened
out.
"I hated
in Cubain Havana
because while
most ofErrol
the
time
I was itsafely
went
the Castro.
hills plaving
being
a rebeloutwithintoFidel
He wasat where
the guns were firing real bullets, and it
was no place to be. It was pretty terrifying
for me.
probably
he finally
got"And
hurt. asA you
Batista
plane read,
flew over
while
Errol
in a bullets.
jeep and Errol
starteddoveto
stitch was
the riding
road with
into a ditch. He escaoed getting shot but
he hurt his knee and hip.
never andso glad
as when
was"I was
finished
we left
Cubathetopicture
go to
NewWhenYork."
got back.
was
giving himtheytrouble
and heErrol's
enteredkneeHarkness Pavilion at Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center for treatment. He was confined there for a number of days — but it
must calhave
years disrupted
to the medidirector.seemed
Errol likealmost
the
hospital's
routine.a rumor Errol tried
Someone entire
had started
to induce the nurses at Harkness to wear
only bikinis while he was there.
Errol denounced the rumor to a reporter, saying: "That's a shocking he and
a canard.
Mac." added thoughtfully: "BeThen Errol
s againsthe thewasrules."
It wassides, it'while
in the hospital that
Errol received the galley proofs from the
publishers of the book he had written.
MyErrol
Wicked,
Wicked
screamed
whenWays.
he saw what the
publishers had done to some of the parts
on
sex.
It
was
Errol's
autobiography,
he had wanted the story printed just asandhe
had written it— bluntly and accurately.
"I've been working on that stupid book
a whole the
year,"
Errol since
complained.
gathered
material
I was six."I'veIt
just gives me prostration to see what
those stupid publishers did to the parts
about
One sex."
reporter who interviewed Errol in
the hospital asked him about a poem he
hadErrol
written
to the recite
book.
smiledwhich
and gave
said title
he would
it. It went like this:
Come, all you young men, with
your wicked, wicked ways.
Sow all your wild, wild oats in
your younger days,
So that you may be happy when
grow theold.reporter wrote the inLater,youwhen
terview, he commented:
"By those standards, the poem was written by a happy, happy man."
"How
Beverly. right that reporter was!" said
was awhoveryhadhappy
like"Errol
someone
just man.
takenHeoutwasa
new lease on life. I don't want to seem
presumptuous
it wasI had
all ona little
account of me. ButandI say
do think
something to do with Errol's happiness —
new-found
happiness,
you might
The months
that followed
aftersay."
Errol
got out of the hospital continued to be
heavenly ones for Beverly.
had"Errol
eludedfilledme myso life
long.with
And thehe love
kept that
me
laughing. He was so unpredictable.
"Errol
loved
children
and
animals.
We
talked about children as something that
would come in the future — when we were
married and had gone to live in the fabumaica.lous house Errol planned to build in Ja"But animals were something Errol and
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I could share in the present. And we did.
Aside from the alligators, Errol bought me
a rabbit called 'McTavish,' a spider monkey
named
'Agnes
the secretary
in Auntie
Mame,Gootch,'
and aafter
mynah
bird and
a cat
which
we
called
'Dagmar.'
" up in
Errol
and
Beverly
finally
ended
Hollywood late last Summer.
When Beverly got home to Inglewood,
she was shocked to find her parents had
been separated. Her father had left home.
fatherandhadhe notblamed
liked mymy mother
association
with"My Errol
for
not stopping it. My father is a very hardheaded man. He is a German-Norwegian
and, although he never showed his feelhe loved
And
that isings forwhyme, heI'mtooksureit out
on my me.mother.
He had to blame someone, I guess.
"MamaBut tried
to talkI wasme determined.
out of marrying
Errol.
she saw
She
knew that I was very much in love with
Errol and she wanted me to be happy. She
could see that I was happier than I'd ever
been
life."
Whilein myin Hollywood,
Errol decided to
throw a party for Beverly. That was last
September 16 when Beverly turned sevenwas inincluding
Francati's.his Errol
invitedondteen.wife,
a Thelotparty
secNoraof people,
Eddington
Haymes, who
was escorted to the party by songwriter
Dok Stanford. After the party was over,
Beverly wished she'd never come.
"A lot me
of unpleasantness
broke about
out. Nora
accused
of making remarks
Errol
being
elderly.
She
said
to
me, Errol
'You
are very lucky to have a man like
interested in you.'
"I told her I never spoke of Errol's age
orremember
ever saidmyanything
don't
language,against
but ithim.
was Ipretty
strong,
and
it
shut
her
up."
Later, Dok hit a man named Otto on
the jaw
becauseon Nora.
he was lavishing too
much
attention
In what was considered a remarkable
feat, Errol — although the center of the
controversy
— managed
out of the
rhubarb without
throwingto stay
a punch.
His invitation to Nora to attend a party
for his new sweetheart was part of the
unpredictablea young
nature girl
that was she
Errol's.
loveNorawithwasErrol.
She had when
read aboutfellhimin
and his trouble in 1943 and came to Los
and got awhere
job at Errol
a cigarette
inAngeles
the courthouse
was on stand
trial
just to be near him. Errol spotted her
and they fell in love.
That same year, as soon as his divorce
from Lili Damita was finalized, Errol marriedriageNoraendedEddington
in Mexico.
The marin 1949. Nora
complained
that
she and Errol hardly were ever together.
Errol was always off making pictures or
sailing the seas.
Their two daughters, Deirdre and Rory,
went to live with Nora. And ten days after
the divorce, she married singer Dick
Haymes.
Incidentally,
daughter,
Rory, Beverly
who is nowresembles
fourteen Errol's
years
old!
The day after the birthday party, Errol
had a look of solemnity. Beverly wanted to
know what was wrong.
"Are you angry with me?" she asked.
he replied.
"It'sandjustfound
that
I've"No,comedarling,"
back from
the doctor
outErrolthattoldI'veBeverly
got totheslowdoctor
downhad a given
bit."
him an electro-cardiogram and it showed
his"But
heartErrol
wasn'tdidn't
in thetellbest
ofthatshape.
meattacks
had
suffered
two
earlier
heart
—hebefore
we had met.
veryit worried
and I pleaded
him"I towastake
easy. I begged
him to with
stop
drinking,
told mewasheinwould."
The nexttoo.dayHe Errol
excellent
62 spirits again. He took Beverly swimming

at a Beverly Hills hotel pool. While they
were
poolsidewitha reporter
for ansitting
interview
Errol. came over
Errol lit a cigarette and sipped a drink.
He stroked
blond about
tresseshimself.
as he
started
to tellBeverly's
the reporter
It seemed then Errol might have suspected
he
live. But
He spoke
his didn't
life inhavethe long
past totense.
he wasof
cheery about it. He admitted he'd been a
scalawag,
he'dto never
change
thing if he but
had said
his life
live over
again.a
"I have every
no complaints,"
Errollife.said. "I've
enjoyed
minute of my
"I have a great
spending.during
I've
squandered
more talent
than for$7,000,000
my career. The public expects me to be a
playboy,
and II was
don't want Itodidn't
let people
down. me.
When
let it
worry
And until broke
now I have managed
to hang onto my yacht Zaca no matter
how badly things went.
"But I guess I need the money now, old
bean. That
is why
I'm
up toShe's
Vancobaby,
uver to see
can going
sellup her.
$100,000
andif Isomeone
there wantsa
to buy her.
"I guess I'll be criticized for a long time
for
carrying
on with
it's toa
question
of living
the Beverly.
life you But
see fit
live. I've been careless of other people's
K Mamie Van Doren: I wear extreme
# low-cut dresses because they help
4)
my
dresses, one
mU
slouchposture.
would Inbethose
fatal.
W.
in the Sidnev
New YorkSkolskv
Post

V.
f
AA
#K

opinions. I never thought the public would
be interested in my so-called antics.
"Yearsroadago toit travel.
was a matter
of choosing
which
After all,
there is
only
one roadalong
to hell,
and there aren't
any"I'vesignposts
the
way.
taken the human disasters in the
same strideto asthethe many
good times,"
Errolhesaid,
referring
highpoints
hit
in life and the numerous plunges to the
depths which invariably followed.
"I hope I managed to face it all with a
brave
You them
shouldn't
friends front.
or have
feelingdistress
sorry. your
The
worse the disaster, the braver the front.
"I've lived hard, spent hard, and behaved as I damned well chose. You'd think
I'd
ready years
for theofwheelchair
last betwenty
hell-raising.afterButtheI
never
felt better.
"I like
to travel,
that'sno what
I'm
going
to keep
doing. and
I have
intention
of Beverly
slowing down
. . ."believed everything
said she
Errol
said except that last part — about
slowinghaddown.
"If he were being honest with me when
hesake,promised
downputting
for hison health's
I know heto slow
was just
a front
for the reporter.
"Errol didn't want his millions of fans
finding
he wasshe a was
sick beside
man." herself
Beverlyout said
trying to figure it all out. Errol had spoken
of his life in the past tense. At the moment,
Beverly thought it was very significant.
doctor might
have
told"I thought
him hisperhaps
heart the
condition
was more
serious than Errol was letting on. But I
really never got
to know."
Beverly's
concern
he Whatever
quickly made
her forget
it. for Errol,
"We're going to Vancouver," he announced unexpectedly. "Up to George
Caldough's place. He's interested in buyBeverly
and Errol flew to Vancouver. It
the yacht."
was ingtheir
first trip to Canada — but just
another country on their rapidly-building-

up "Our
itinerary
travel. was wonder
visit ofin world
Vancouver
ful,"
Beverly
said.
"The
delightful hosts. I had a Caldoughs
thoroughly mad.
en
joyable
time,
and
so
did
Errol. I wa
sorry
its sixthwhenday.our visit came to the end oi
started for
to fly then
bacl
to "We
Hollywood.
We the
were airport
being taken
by George and his wife in their car whei
Errol complained of pains in his back.
mentioned
for the two
first hear
tim<
to "He
George
that he then
had suffered
attacks in the past, and thought perhap
this might be another. That was the firs
I knew of the other attacks.
see"George
a doctorsaidand hehe thought
drove theErrol
car shoulc
to Di
Grant
A. Gould's
in Vancouver.
As Dr.
Gould apartment
began examining
Erro
there was no immediate diagnosis of aj
emergency condition. Errol told the docto:
he hadlaria suffered
recurring attacks of mawhile in Vancouver.
Then Errol drifted into how he contracted malaria in the South Seas. Tha
started him talking, and he rambled abou
his experiences in Hollywood.
As Errol spoke, music and voices fron
an apartment next door could be hear<
in
the doctor's
office.
was there
a cocktai
party.
Somehow,
wordItDr.got
Errol
Flynn
was visiting
Gould. tha
One by one the guests began to floa
into the
physician's
office uninvited
listen
to Errol
in fascination
as he spuit<
his stories of the golden days. He proppec
himself against the door and spoke endles ly— for a solid two hours!
"He Dexter,
talked about
W. C. Fields,...theallartisth<
John
John Barrymore
greats,"
Beverly
recalled.
up as he stood
thereimitatinj
waving
his"His
armseyesin lit
magnificent
gestures,
these movie greats. It was a beautiful performance. His stories were thrilling — h<
wasSuddenly,
a wonderful
teller."to tire. H(
Errolstory
seemed
bowed gracefully and said:
"I think
I might steadily
lie down."
Then
he walked
to a bedroorr
inthe thedoor,doctor's
apartment.
As he ofreachec
he
turned
in
a
gesture
moci
heroics and declared grandly:
"But
I
shall
return.
.
.
."
Errol went into the bedroom and laj
on the bed. Dr. Gould followed him ii
and examined Errol there. A momeni
later
room. the doctor came running out of tht
"Concern was plainly written on th«
doctor'swas face,"
Beverly
Errol
seriously
ill. said. "I knew
"I went into the bedroom and saw Erm
gasping for breath. I sat on the bed anc
put
arms around
A fewbreathing
seconds
latermyI noticed
he washim.barely
"But
I
saw
a
smile
on
Errol's
lips,
were trembling. He was trying towhich
say
something
— perhaps
that didhe speak.
loved me. FB
never know.
He never
had a that
feelingErrol
this was
end. man
I had]
a "Ifeeling
Flynn,the the
loved so very much, had died in my
The door into
opened
and Drgot
Gould
the suddenly
room. Beverly
arms. . came
. ."
up and
the
way. went to the door to be out ol
Dr. Gould and George took Errol from
the bed and placed him on the carpet.
Errol
wasn't
breathing ofanymore.
Dr
Gould took
a hypodermic
adrenalin and
plunged
it directly
into Errol's
trying to shock
it into action.
Then heart,
the doctor
stepped
He saidback.
he hoped the Fire Department
inhalator squad would get there in time
He had
he had gone
out
of thephoned
bedroomthemthewhen
last time.
In desperation, Caldough asked Dr
Gould if nothing couldn't be done to saveI

irol. "Mouth-to-mouth breathing might
elp."
Dr. Gould
said.to his knees and beCaldough
dropped
an to breath into Errol's mouth.
"He must have kept it up for ^someting said.
like twenty I orknow
thirtyis minutes."
Bev:ly
it seemed
a eternity "All
until the inhalator
squad like
got
lere."
The squad then took over. The mask
asIn put
Errol'stheface.ambulance arrived.
a fewoverminutes,
stretcher was brought into the room
id Errol was lifted gently on to it. Then
5:ice.was carried downstairs into the ambuT wasdownstairs.
desperate,"
Beverly
ished
I tried
to get said.
into the"I
ack of the ambulance with Errol. But
ley wouldn't
let me. The>- told me I
juld
river. ride up front in the cab with the
T watched as they put Errol into the
nbulance. The inhalator crew got in
ith him. still administering oxygen to
rrol."
As the doors were closed. Beverly ran
o front and got in beside ambulance
iver Al Gowan. Dr. Gould followed beCaldough's
as the ambulance
axtednd in up
for its car
seventy-mile-an-hour
^■ee-mile
dash
to
Vancouver
Hospital.
Beverly was weeping hysterically
now.
Gowan tried to comfort Beverly.
Please don't worry," he told her. "They
iow what they're doing. Everything will
;Asalltheright."
ambulance
the hostal. Beverly
leapedpulled
out upandat ran
over
intently
attendantsErrolhoisted
ewatch
stretcher
out asandthe carried
into
e emergency room.
Beverly then started to pace the long
rridorGould
outside
emergency
Dr.
and the
the other
doctorsroom.
on the
•spital
staff
took
over
again
in the efforts
revive Errol.
"I diedrelated.
a thousand deaths waiting,"
sverly
As11. the
she clock
pacedon uptheandwalldown
tickedtheoff long
the
mutes . . . five . . . ten . . .
It was 8:30 p.m. when the door of the
-.ergencydistraught,
room opened slowly.out.Dr.Beverly
Gould,
asDiting
at the far end ofwalked
the corridor and she
rinted the full length to him.
How is he. Doctor?" she asked pleadgly.
•ht. hoping to hear Errol would be all
He is simply.
dead," Dr. Gould told Beverly
-ectly.
-he words
hit Beverly like a ton of
ieks. She let out a soft anguished sigh,
an collapsed on the floor in a dead faint.
;:he was picked up and carried into the
largency room, in a section apart from
lere Flynn's body lay. She was given
sedative.
When I came to they drove me to the
■orge
place. Errol
I waswasin dead,
deep
ack. ICaldoughs'
wouldn't believe
kept crying. "There's nothing wrong
th Errol. He's just sick. He's got to
y in the hospital. He'll be all right in
: ew days, and he'll be back in my arms
"Ijain.'
couldn't believe Errol had died — in
arms.
ybed.the Caldough home Beverly was put
They kept me under sedatives for nearrwenty-four hours because of the way
ook
Errol'sloved
death.— theThemanonlyI person
2r really
was toI
iry — was dead. It was an incredible
»ck." Beverly regained her composure
\fter
i her full senses, she began to plan
funeral.said he wanted to be buried
Heol's always
his plantation in Jamaica. I had prom-
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love
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vorce Patrice to marry Beverly, Patrice
ised him that if anything happened to
him, I would see to it that his wish was was still Flynn's legal wife.
And about
through
all of Patrice
Errol's romantic runfulfilled."
But that was not to be. Patrice Wymore, seemed
Beverly,
towithkindle
the flame ofsomehow
love in still
her
Errol's
third
wife
and
now
estranged
from
heart
for
Errol.
him,
stepped
into
the
picture.
Patrice,
who
had married Errol in Monte Carlo in 1950,
Just
before
Errol's
death,
Patrice
had
was in Washington, D. C, appearing in a said: "I wish I could hate him but I can't."
nightclub act. She flew West immediately the
Which
world proved
loves aagain
lover.the old saying — all
to makewoodher
burial.own funeral plans for a HollyBeverly took the defeat philosophically.
Even though Errol was planning to di'All that really matters to me now is

that
lost Errol. heart.
I have Itlostwillthetakemai |
IlonglovedI've
timewithfor allthe mywound
to heal.
"But I must accept his death. And
must
live
by
my
promise
ifahead
anything
to himto IErrol
would— thafogi
in thehappened
Flynn tradition,
living
today and having a wonderful time do
ing it.
"That and
is what
I muststardo.in. .Cuban
." RebeEN
Errol
Beverly
Girls, Exploit Films.

was a demon athlete, too, winning letters
for football, basketball and track.
He and his mother finally agreed that he
should try out for West Point. He passed
his first test, then fell and broke his knee
in a track meet. The injury automatically
disqualified
for acceptance
Point,of
and he foundhim himself
breathingat the
a sigh
relief. "It's fate," he believed. "Now maybe I can ofdoliving
what aI life
wantsomebody
to do — " else had
Tired
figured out for him, he went to his
mother one last time. "I want to be an actor. You still don't approve?"
"That's
don't.''to hurt
"Okay," right,"
he said.she "Isaid.
don't"Iwant
you, but I can't lie any more. I'm going
to the city and try my luck. I won't ask
Sheforwatched
up the stairs, she heard
you
help of— "him
the thump
the suitcase being lugged
down out of the closet, perhaps she even
remembered her own youth, and that no
one could have stopped her, or told her.
"You've
fail onroom,
yourpermitting
own terms,"
she said togotthetoempty
her
son, at last, his freedom.
In New York City, Merle Johnson.
Junior,alismwasclassesa atbusyColumbia
boy. HeUniversity,
took journ-he
studied acting with Ezra Stone, and he
worked, worked, worked. He was a messenger with a commercial film company —
you picked up the can of film from one
place and delivered it to another, and it
didn'tit taught
do muchyouforhowyourto voice
and speech,
but
tell uptown
downtown,
and which subways
got from
you
where. He took a job as a laborer on a
road construction project in Jersey, and
he waited on table in Sayville, Long Island
(the first was good for his muscles, the
second taught him to be comfortable in
those stiff shirt fronts), and he sang with
a dance band, and did a little summer
stock, and he never went near his mother.
Not that he didn't phone, just that he
knew
she'd press
him, andif hehe visited,
was determined
not tomoney
be sup-on
ported by her.
He'd
"Mom?"anxious. "How
She'd calltry hernot up.to sound
are"Fine,
you, fine,"
darling?"
say, hearty
tone belyingon
the fact that thehe'dlandlord
was pounding
the door.
Dodging eviction
He lived in eight different rooms in New
York, and was evicted from two of them.
The process
was veryand simple.
lord would appear
demand Thethe landrent.
Merle would look innocent. "I'm terribly
sorry,
sir, I justit don't
have it." it didn't.
Sometimes
Twice
they gave worked,
him backtwice
the same innocent stare he'd turned on them, and said
politely,
out."starvation is the main
Between"Getjobs,
problem
actors, and
this was oforiginal.
He'd Merle's
get up solution
at seven foror
eight
o'clock
in
the
morning,
go
to awould
onearm joint and eat a hot dog. This
queasy enough
didn't want
tomakefacehimnourishment
againsotillhe night.
Lots of days there were parties where

people served food; occasionally somebod;
got married, or had a graduation, and th
spreads would be sumptuous; even whei
you well,
didn'tyouknow
principals
too
could thealways
squeezeinvolvei
by th
door-keeper if your shirt was clean, an<
youHe hadfella ingoodlovecrease
in
your
trousers.
for the first time whei
his fortunes
were atparty
their thrown
lowest ebb.
He'i
gone
to a cocktail
by som
in-the-chips
pals,
and
he'd
no
sooner
set
tied himself in a chair, than the most beau
tiful girl in the world walked into th
room. She was almost buried in a mini
coat,
whichtoward
she removed
she crosseith
the floor
him. Sheas dropped
coat in his lap. "Watch it for me. wi]
you?"
she said. believe it had happened
He couldn't
Out
of
the people
there,custody
she'd decidei
to honorall him
with the
of he
wrap. Watch it for me, watch it for m(
It was like a song. Someone to watch i
for me.
He sat there, hand protectively stretchei
across the silky, precious fur, and the part;
built up around him. He never moved, h
didn't even go over to where the food wa:
though
been later,
famished
before.came bad
Half anhe'dhour
the girl
laughing. "You really are watching ii
"Hmm."
said. He remembers it wa
aren't
you?"hebrilliant
something
like that.
"Look," she said. "Why don't you tak
meHeto began
dinner?to stammer.
This bash Somebody
isn't much stud
fun.
a"Well?"
paperit hat
on thea look
girl'sof head,
shepink
brushed
off with
irritatioran
"I can't," he said. "I have no dough."
Her smile was dazzling; her voice ha<
been
writtenoffering
by Mozart.
"I'll sotakethatyou,h
she said,
her back,
could slip the mink onto her shoulders.
Troy and the model
For threebut months,
couldn't
anything
the girl.he First
thingthink
in thc
morning,
night. money.
She wasHi
model, andlastshething
was atcoining
career
beengotsaidgoingto infalteith
since it couldn't
had neverhavereally
first place, but it sure looked dead.
Probably the girl was fond of him, bu
she was ambitious, and a lot of guys wit!
heavy
suits bus>
wer
ringing wallets
her bell,andandcustom-made
she started being
He
got
the
"Troy,
honey,
I
just
have
break
date"to once
too often,
and inwenhit
marchingour over
her place
with fire
eyes, and of course her headache turne
out
be tall,wasdarkturned
and diamond-studdec
and toMerle
away from th
premises
It was ahismuchfirstsadder
brokenboy.heart, and h
didn't know how to handle it, so he did i
all wrong.
There'd
calls.again,
He'i
yell,
"I'm never
goingbe tophone
see you
and her silvery laughter would float acros
the wire, and she'd say, "All right, honey,
andForhe'dthreebe months
suddenlyhe frightened.
hung around, re
duced to taking any crumb of time tha
she would spare him. Finally he wen
away to play in stock. At summer's em

Troy
(Continued from page 28)
older person. He carried the burden of his
father's
it never death,
showed butin he
his had
eyes. to make sure
Merle Johnson, Senior, failed slowly.
Eventually pitalized.
he was
bed-ridden,
later,ofhosDuring the
final months
his
illness, he was almost entirely paralyzed.
Merle Junior was fourteen, then, and he
went to the hospital every day to visit.
Toward the end, Mr. Johnson, by now
pitifully weak, contracted pneumonia. The
last time dicathis
son watch
saw him,on Mr.
ined the gold
the Johnson
table beside
his bed. session,Theand hewatch
was
his
favorite
poshad kept it always near
him.The "Take
it home,"
he saidbutnow.no words
boy tried
to speak,
would come. He shook his head, finally
got his voice. "You'll need it— "
"No," his father said, keeping the tone
light. "There's no sense having it around;
please
take itthewhen
go." startled, and
He knows,
boy you
thought,
a wave of love and pity flooded through
him, and his throat ached with feelings he
didn't
understand.
He walked
down the street clutching the
gold watch which had ticked away the
minutes
of
his
father's
into a luncheonette
wherelife,a and
bunchhe ofturned
kids
he knew could generally be found driving
the waitress crazy. They were all there,
and over the jukebox Louis Armstrong was
growling A Kiss To Build A Dream On.
The gang talked about the football
schedule, and whether you could ever get
any homework done in study period, and
who was taking whom to the Bayport High
School sophomore dance, and at one point
Merle
lookedin the
up doorway.
and his family's
maid wasJunior
standing
"Go home right away," she said. "Your
father's passed on — "
The day Troy became a man
He expecting
didn't cry.it, Itbutwashisasfingers
thoughclosed
he'd
been
around the gold watch in his pocket, and
all the way to his house he caressed that
cool, smooth surface. He was saying goodhis father, something
he was saying
good-byein
to hisbye tochildhood;
had broken
him,
he
would
never
be
the
same
any
more.
If his father had lived, young Merle
Johnson might have had the courage to
fight for his idea of becoming an actor.
As it was, he felt an obligation to try to
make
she had.his mother happy, since he was all
After two years at Bayport High he
transferred to the New York Military
Academy
at one
Cornwall-on-the-Hudson,
with his future
huge question mark.
He'd
agreed
to
turn
his were
back allon that
theater,
but theater
and
sports
interested him. Scholastically,
he was close
to awful; he never enjoyed studying, but
what he recting
didthem,enjoy
was parts
writingin plays,
playing
them. diHe

he came home again, the wound healed.
That fall, he took a good, long look at
himself.tered Swell,
you wantBut toright
act. he
into his mirror.
now mutthe
only thing that's getting any action is your
feet. You're
another
pounding
idiot, just
in a city
full ofpavementso many
pavement-pounding nuts that some joker
left
a
fund
to
Actors'
Equity
for
the new
sole
purpose of providing said nuts with
shoes. Merle didn't want new shoes; he
didn't want
wanted
work. any kind of handout. He
A man who'd been a friend of his
father's, athat
fellow
Brady,
suggested
Merlenamed
come Darryl
to Hollywood.
He had a job for him — not acting, but he
wasn't acting in New York either.
Holl}rwood.
where drivers
they picked
shipping
clerksThat's
and truck
and co-up
eds
and
turned
'em
into
stars,
wasn't
He could be a shipping clerk as good it?as
anybody, so maybe stardom was a mere
3.000 miles away.
he hadn't
become
a Several
star, butmonths
he waslater,
working
steadily
for
Mr.
Brady,
and
he'd
put
all
his
into a second-hand MG, and a little money
shack
at the beach, and he was reasonably happy.
One night he was eating at a place
called The Green Pheasant in Malibu, and
all of a sudden, the whole scene turned
into something out of a Lana Turner movie.
Two menselves. Onecame
up and introduced
themnamed William
Archer, the wasothera producer
was a director
named
James Sheldon, and they didn't waste
words. "We'd like to give you a screen
testFiguring
at Columbia,"
it was athey
gag said.
a buddy had set
up, he grinned at them wisely. "Sure you
would. And I'll bet you want me to play
theTheKingofferof Rumania."
turned out to be a real one,
a fact of which he was ultimately convinced, and then began several weeks of
cramming so he'd be good enough.
Just when life looked good . . .
day before
test wason scheduled,
he Therehearsed
and his
rehearsed
the scene
he'd
been
given.
He
workedthenhimself
the
point
of
exhaustion,
took intoa
breather, went to visit some friends
town. By the time he started back to his
Malibu shack, he was bone-tired.
It was very late, and he fought against
an overpowering sleepiness. It went
through his mind to pull the car off the
road and take a nap. No, he told himself.
You'll never wake up in time, and then
you'll
be
rotten
He
drove
on, infell
asleepshape
at thetomorrow.
wheel, the
:ar hurdled
an embankment.
He doesn't remember how he got out
ji the wreckage,
he doesn't
rememberhe
crawling
up the road,
but somehow
Tiade it, and a terrified motorist, appalled
at the sight of a bloody, weaving giant,
.oicked him up and took him to the nearest
nospital.
Luckyhisto fractured
be alive, heskull,
didn'this complain
;about
bruised
spinal column. The thing that bothered
11m was that they'd shaved his head, and
-"taturally nobody was going to screen test
!;ome
bald boy.
on his back
for
vhat seemed
like He
years,laypondering
the odd
jvays of destiny, and one day while he
.".-as
had Bennett
a visitor.
An
ictresspondering,
friend namedhe Fran
dropped
By, and she brought with her an agent
lamed Henry Willson. Merle knew Willon'sArthur
name. Gelien,
He'd created
Tab Hunter
out
•f;erald
and turned
into Rock Hudson.
NowRoyhe Fitzwas
ooking contemplatively at Merle.
When Merle Johnson, Junior, finally got
ip>oyoutDonahue,
of bed, he'dhebeen
was re-christened
his way.
Willson got himanda contract
atonUniversal-

International.
was 6' 3" astall,
blond
and
blue-eyed, Heas handsome
anything
they'd
seen
around
there
in
a
long
time,
and they put him into seventeen movies
in two years, though no one seems to recall
any of them with excitement.
While he was at Universal -International,
he met Judi Meredith, who was also under contract.
In fact,
they'd
together. Judi was
the first
girl tested
since the
lady in mink who'd really knocked Merle
— or Troy, as we'll call him — out.
says,whole
still thing.
not pretending
to "'Ibe flipped,"
cool abouthe the
He was
scared, of course. He was a burnt child,
and it had been his experience that if
you selfliked
girl tookicked
much inyou
open toa being
the left
teeth,yourbut
Judi
him up.
could tore
do about
it. There was nothing he
Another romance
Actually,kindthe ofromance
wasn't awassweet,
boy-girl
too
much
Hollywood affair.
in it. There
Premiers, date
layouts, and always the photographers
saying.booming
"Kiss her again,his.Troy," and her
career
Then she fellbutinnotlove
with Wendell
Niles.
Jr. Wendell
and neither
he nor wasJudia friend
wantedof toTroy's,
hurt
Troy, so they lied.
There was the night Judi told Troy she
had to go to the Ice-Capades alone.
Troy phoned Wendell. "How about us
having a guy evening? Let's wander
around
place — "I" don't know. I'll call
Wendellsomehedged.
After dinner, Troy, still restless, rang
you later — " "He's in the shower." said
Wendell
Wendell's back.
mother. "But Judi's here. Do
youHe want
to her?"
felt toas talk
though
he'd been punched
in the upstomach.
"No thanks,"
he said,
hung
the phone.
He turned
off and
the
lights in his room, and walked over to
the window. The ocean had a lonely
look tocenceit,etching
withthethatwaves,
strangeandphosphoresthe moon
half
gone.
It
doesn't
seem orto Hollywood.
matter, he
said to himself. New York
MyNextgirlsday,justhedon't
me.
facedever
Judi.belong
"Why,to why,
why.
Why didn't yousorry,
tell but
me?"unable
She why?
was embarrassed,
to giveit,"himshe anysaid,satisfactory
answer. "We've
had
and while
that was
...
About a year ago,
he wasthat.making
Imitation of Life, Troy met another girl.
This time, she wasn't an actress. He liked
her
a lot,shebut was
he'd beginning
learned caution.
he felt
to careWhen
too
much, he told her the truth.
They were sitting in a diner, garish
lights, and tired faces all around them, and
he thought later, what funny places you
play out the most important moments of
your life.
"I don't feel I'm really ready for marsmoothedriage." he said,
out and
againherallfacein crumpled,
the space andof
an instant, and he was stricken. "I don't
want
you, shebaby,"
"I'm tonothurthurt,"
said, hein said.
a funny, low
voice, and she stood up abruptly. "I want
to Now
go home.
Let's
get
out
of
here
— " and
that relationship is finished,
Troy concentrates on his career. Warner
Brothers, impressed by Imitation of Life,
cast him in A Summer Place (he co-stars
with Sandra
and he'd
finished that thanDee),
he went
into noThesooner
Crowded
Sky. Warners is absolutely sold on him —
"he's
got nowhere
but up" — and he's
determined
to be atobiggo star.
Fourteenr-year-old Troy is a man now,
finding
what he's always wanted, after
all.
...
END
Troy's
in A both
Summer
Crowded Sky.
WarnerPlace,
Bros. and The
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Cool It, Debbie
{Continued from page 25)
how the gay and charming girl the world
had taken to its heart for ten years had
turned into a hard, cynical tres-gai playgirl.We felt if this was true we would spot it
in a minute through the penetrating eye
of the TV close-up.
But what
we didn't
expect totospot
guess
we expected
see that.
was aI
mature and bright young woman handle
herself with taste, decorum and intelligence.
But we were wrong.
You came on like gangbusters, a three
alarm fire and the blare of 76 trombones —
all off-key.
Beforebling andyoujumping
even sat
down,caused
your astumaround
few
raised eyebrows. You made anything but
a dignified entrance.
You looked lovely, all right. Your hairdo was perfect. Your flower-printed dress
was
the most
seen oneyou ofwear.
Yourcharming
make-upwe've
was ever
just
right. You were quite a contrast from
the girl
in
pig-tails
and
blue
jeans
everyone recalls. Yet the loveliness and subtlety
ofactions.
your appearance was destroyed by your
You Debbie.
didn't give the world a chance to
know
You came on. And you were phony.
And we and everyone else who loves you
were upset.
Fantastic performance
Oh, friend
we thought
your imitation
of your
close
Eva Gabor
was brilliant
and
your Genevieve
showedtheremarkable
perception
and
certainly
fact
that
you
made an effort to entertain was not to be
censured. But we were embarrassed when
you tried to force Jack, against his will,
to dance bywith
you, you
and we were
the way
fun ofembarsome
of his rassed
clothes.
And it made
was obvious
that
he was embarrassed too.
Halfway through the program you got
serious. You began to talk of Khrushchev
and world problems — and you made sense
—Yougoodspoke
sense.
phoniness
gone.
like The
a mature
youngwaswoman.
A woman
of
twenty-seven
who
is
genuinely concerned about what is going on
in the world — because current events seriously affect the lives of her children. The
audience was interested in what you had
(o say, too.
Then you
a commercial andwere
by theinterrupted
time the byannouncer
finished extolling the virtues of the latest
deodorant or headache remedy your mood
had changed again. You were back on the
bandwagon
as explosive and as volatile
as ever.
Maybe Jack was annoyed that you were
running away with the show. Maybe his
nerves had had just too much. Or maybe
he
just But
didn'the think
whata heremark
was
saying.
came about
out with
that stunned us. "Is this what Eddie had
to Wego went
through?"
throughhe asked.
the floor with embarr
a
s
m
e
n
t
would handlefor you.
it. We wondered how you
it. Well, you went to the floor — not through
And as the two of you remained under
the desk — strange
out of things
sight ofbegan
the toviewing
audience,
come
into
sight:
Jack's
tie
and
coat
and shoes
and handkerchief — and your shoes.
It was funny all right. The audience
roared. In the same way people roar when
they see someone slip on a banana peel.
66 It seemed like an eternity before you

finally
cameandup disheveled
for air withPaar.
a somewhat
undressed
He was
obviously
unhappy.
But
you
still
wouldn't
stop. You threw his tie around his
neck,
began to tuck his shirt back into his pants
— and while all this was going on Paar
continued
you.to "Eddie
must
have
felt heto wasneedle
married
an Olympics
champion," he commented. But you still
wouldn't
whenoff Paar
not-too-by
gently triedstop.to And
get you
the show
stating that "we are running a half hour
late and I'm sure you are in a hurry to get
someplace,"
you ignored
"I haven't anyplace
to go."the hint and said
Prize-fighters
who
for You,
the
count are often saved goby down
the bell.
Debbie,cial. Bywere
saved
by
another
commerthe time it was over you got the
message. You said good night, but you
didn't exit gracefully. One of your shoes
had
gotten
in that
act and
you misplaced
had to hobble
off the'strip-tease'
stage.
The studio audience obviously loved
your act. that's
We didn't! we care about you
tooMaybe
much. We because
felt Paar, intentionally or
unintentionally, had humiliated you. We
know that every TV network has offered
sums ranging up to a quarter of a million
dollars to appear in an hour spectacular.
Paar got you for his usual minimum of
$320.
were willing
on 'forever.'
Yet heYoubrushed
you off toin stay
a manner
which
would have been humiliating to even a
publicity-mad starlet.
He
the with
"showit was
running
We said
stayed
to see
what late."
was so
important
to make
'expendable.'
Scheduled after
you you
was anso old
Benchley
short subject, filmed maybe twenty years
ago that could have been run anytime.
And to add insult to injury, Paar ended
his show with the words: "Goodnight,
Debbie Reynolds, whatever you are!"
J.M J ! I I ! ! I I I I ! I ! I ! I ! I I ! ! ! I II
- John Drew Borrymore: I love this ~Z business,
but it breeds ulcers and _~
gray hair.
Sidne\YorkSkolsky
in the New
Post ~~
:I1I11I1II111I111I1I111I111r
We pondered that statement well into
the early hours of the morning. Whatever
you are. What are you Debbie?
Are you
tionist we really
saw onthetheover-active
Paar show?exhibiThe
personality whose actions were more
grammar-school-girlish than feminine and
professional?
That girl's actions are belied by her
words: many
"I don'tmorethinkyears
I'm mature yet.than
That
takes
have had. But
I know ofmoreliving
about lifeI
than
have before.
And good,
I've had
more Iexperiences
— some
some many
bad.
However
I
don't
worry
much
because
know that any minute some one
couldI
push a button that may end the whole
world. When I get unhappy about something, I just picture that button and a
bomb coming down on us and I don't fret
anymore. It's good just to be alive."
good totoappreciate
be alive. But
you'veof living.
got to
slowIt isdown
the joys
The Debbie we all know told a reporter
a couple of months ago: "As a bachelor
motherat I'm
happy.
I come
home
night very
I really
come When
to a home
and
not anmuchempty
I don't
have
time house.
to date.TheI getfacthomeis around
6:30. I play with the children until they
go to bed.
week My
ends first
I don't
have theis
desire
to goOnplaces.
obligation
still to my children. Then comes my own
life, my career, my charities. I'm planning
my
now. with
I havemy tofamily.
be sure I'm
able life
to beahead
at home
"But as a bachelor girl I'm very un-

happy. Goinginvolvements
out with someone
twice means
here in once
Hollyo
wood
and
I
don't
want
to
be
involved.
Als
I made a habit of not dating estrange
husbands. It's all too complex. I'd rathe
go That's
to thewhat
moviesyou alone."
Debbie.
sai<
itandlateafter
last that
fall. remark
Butsaid,yourseemed
actionstoYou
— negat
befor
the words.
The new Debbie
Instead of giving in to yourself am
what you really needed, you took lesson
in how to be a "gay divorcee" — the phras
you beg reporters not to call you — fror
Eva
Gabor.
Eva's topersonal
philosophy
wa
exactly
opposite
what yours
had beer
"Marriage is not for me," she has toll
Louella Parsons. "I have found out tha
careers
and tomarriage
to be free
travel todon't
any mix.
part Iofwanth
world when a motion picture assignmen
takes
me there,
and been
a husband
interferes.
I have
marriedcertainl;
oftei

The jobto she
did to transform your warn
enough
know."
beauty
into
a sizzling
was thano
half
so
charming
thecome-on
news
drifted back to us.asItems
like: items
Aceordini
tothe folks
on theupscreen
set — woe bi
man present
who Gabor
wound
R. and
Eva
on awithdate.bothTheDebbh
tvM
beauties did nothing but concentrate oi
making life miserable for the poor guy
They made him jump through hoop
throughout the evening. If he balked, the]
gathered up their things and walked out
Debbie,gotevenherself
Eva doesn't
ownBut.advice:
married follow
again. he:
In any
tion, evencase,
for allowing
outright for
lies,gross
it hadexaggerato be ;
new kind
that thoughts.
inspired a reporter evenofto Debbie
think such
You wouldn't
Debbiedea( <
chance.
Not even give
whentheyourealfainted
away in aouthotel
yourself
at aroom
party.after you'd knockec
For ingmonths
up speedbachelor:
by datthe two youmostpicked
ineligible
available — Bob Neal and Harry Karl. Fron
Neal
two unsavory
gifts of diamond
in two youweekscollected
and some
publicity
that
made
you
mad.
But
it
wasn't
lon|
ago that you yourself would have disapproved of a girl's accepting diamonds front
"just a friend,"
and inyouwhat
wouldn't
hav«
indulged
with Neal
the newspapers
called
"a
necking
session
ringside
at Ciro's." Not unless you were engaged
But why
Harry
Karl get
was engaged
waiting toto Neal
invite wher
you
your mother, your children and a nurst
to a friend's house in Honolulu. We know
that you, not Karl, paid the rent and thai
if there'd been any more chaperones there
wouldn't
down
But
what have
kind ofbeen
gameroom
were toyousitplaying
Debbie? Especially when Bob Neal showec
up and, according
Let
Mortimer,
you slept tomosttheof Mirror's
the day and
spent most of every night at Don the
Beachcomber's
holding
hands
with
either
Harry or Bob.
When Karl upped and married Joan
Cohn (for all of 25 days as it turned out),
you merely shrugged your shoulders and
went out lionaire:
and Walterfound
yourself
Troutman
— whoa new
gave milyou
the champagne and El Morocco treatment.
No one ously.
tookThe the
'romance' seriNewTroutman
York cafe-society
set
knew Walter very well. After your second date a columnist wrote: Debbie Reynolds who has been taking too many vitalately and areman-about-New
Walter minsTroutman
a little prematureYorkin
the dating department, despite the billing
and cooing, to be called a romantic item
yet. .movie
. . Walter
professional
and
stars isarea old
hat to him.bachelor
Still you seemed to glow in the El Mor-

•codiamond
treatmentbrooch
and there
even when
you Neal
lost
that Bob
i given you a couple of months before,
a couldn't have been less concerned.
heart too hurt to feel
Behavior like this confuses us and the
sole
love Paar
you show.
as much as your
.aviorwhoon the
77 e know you are a devoted mother,
t in one breath you say you value your
Zdren more than any career and in the
iteeryouI won't
add, be"ButableI'mto sobe busy
with with
them myas
ch
as
I
like."
Ve know you are a devoted actress,
hough
you worked
exior
shooting
for The all
Rat day
Race,longyouonspent
ir evenings at the Majestic Dance Hall,
iking
incognito
as a dime-a-dance
you would
be able
to understand girl,
the
i whom you are playing. Yet during
t same week you allowed your acting
get out of hand on the Paar show.

You are aware of the rumors linking
your name romantically with Glenn Ford;
both you and Glenn have denied therri —
but still
can't
look
into they
your have
heart continued.
and find anWeanswer.
But
wonderin ifloveit isn't
you
to havewe fallen
with possible
Glenn. Weforwonder
if
perhaps
you
aren't
trying
to
hide
or deny that love through your actions.
And if you are — unless in some way you
have been hurt again — why?
We're
trying you
to preach
to you,
bie. Or tonotcriticize
or knock
you. DebBut
we
are
knocking
the
new
kick
you're
on.
The hard work and harder play kick that
leaves no time for real living or loving.
Come off it, Debbie. Cool down. How
can you 7tot want love. And how can you
imagine that being true to yourself will
stop you from getting it?
end

ome for Christmas

thing you're due for, young lady, and right
now,
too." Barbara said, " — excepting for
"Okay,"
one thing.
to say my
over
again I've
now.gotBecause
I leftprayers
out oneall
thing
before.
All
right?"
Without waiting for an answer, she
jumped out of the bed, kneeled, closed
her eyes, and said, quickly:
Thank You for the world so sweet.
Thank You for the food we eat.
Thank You for the birds that sing.
Thank You, God, for everything —
especially for my new little sister.
She paused. Then:
Oh
And I'd
just yesto —show
YoulikehowYougladto know,
I am,
that
when
Christmas
comes
I'm
going
to
give
her
all
my
presents.
Thank You, God. Amen. . . .

zntinued from page 34)
Bette,with"even
sIna afewway,"dayssaidearly
this though
particularhe
•sent."
.he turned towards the door.
Gary," she said, " — all right."
iarbara's
widened walk
as she
rym. Merrill, eyes
her stepfather,
into saw
the
Daddy,"
Barbara
shouted,
gleefully,
en she saw what he was cradling in his
is, "you've brought me a baby!"
A little girl," said Gary. He approached
bed. "And just for you."
Oh Daddy
oh Mommy,"
Barbara cried
she
looked— down
at the wide-eyed
int. "Oh she's so beautiful . . . and pink
. and wonderful!" She looked up again.
dw old is she?" she asked, excitedly.
Exactly
a year,"
said Gary.
And what's
her name?"
Margot."
And
-bara can
asked.I hold her, please, please?"
ler mother took the baby from Gary's
is and placed her in Barbara's.
Careful now, she's so tiny," Bette said.
I know," said Barbara. She made a
ny little-girl's face. The baby gurgled.
ier.vs likes
me," Barbara
me already,
and shesquealed.
likes me "She
...
Daddy. Mommy. Can she stay with us
long, forever?"
pf sitting
course shedowncan," alongside
Bette said, Barbara,
nodding
irgot's
sir
daddyyourand new
I justsister,
got hersweetheart,
from an
hanage, a place where little babies
hout any parents have to live until
pie come along and take them home
h them, as we have done, tonight."
■^nd she will stay?" Barbara asked.
She'll
stay," Bette
"as long
you remember
you went
must on,
always
love
and help take care of her and protect
and do all those things good big sisters
for their little sisters — as long as you
'.ember that she is one of us, from this
nent on, one of our very own family."
She's
tically. my sister," Barbara said, emYes" said Bette.
And I do love her," said Barbara.
3ood."
And"
giggledwith— "can
nere, —inthethisgirlroom
me?" she sleep
-ater on," Bette said, "when she's
jr. But for now" — she picked up the
y — "Margot sleeps in your old nursery,
which . .is. And
wherethatshe'sis somegoing
it. ournow.crib,to sleep

Debbie's
latestRatfilms
The Gazebo,
MGM.
and The
Race.areParamount.

The terrible things about Margot
Barbara was crying this day two years
later,
house. as she stood outside the neighbor's
to She
comecouldn't
and pickwaither forup. her mother's car
And when it did come, and she had
climbed inside, she cried even more.
"What's the matter — is this the way
birthday parties affect you all of a sudasked, puzzled, trying lamely
to makeden?"aBettejoke.
Barbara
shook
home," she sobbed.her head. "I want to go
"What happened?" Bette asked, taking
herFordaughter's
a moment,hand.
Barbara was silent. And
then, looking
she said,some
"It was
terrible, Mommy,down,
the things
of those
girls were saying . . . about Margot."
Bette took a deep breath. "And what
did"That
they Margot's
say, Beedee?"
asked.said. She
sick," she
Barbara
looked andbacktwoup ofat them
Bette.came
"I wasoverstanding
there
to me
and
one
of
them
said,
'How's
your
adopted
brother and sister — the boy your parents
just adopted and the girl they adopted
that time? And I said, "Their names are
Woody and Margot and we don't call them
"adopted" like that in our house.' And
the girl said, 'Don't get so smart, Barbara;
itthenjustsheso said,
happens
they areI just
adopted.'
'Anyway,
wantedAndto
find
if yourwassister
said
that out
Margot
neveris still
sick.sick.'
And I they
laughed.
They
said
they'd
heard
their
own
mothers say that she is, that Margot walks
funny, always falling and walking into
things,
that — she
doesn't
right yet likeof
she girls
should
she's talk
sick.
the
said that
her mother
was toAndour one
house
once and that she saw Margot sitting on
the floor for an hour, holding her teddy
bear, not doing anything but just holding
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it and looking at it. And when this girl
told me this, she and the other one began
to laugh. And I got mad and I said, 'My
sister loves her teddy bear, that's why she
was holding
it so long.
It's atoveryhavespecial
teddy
bear which
J used
and
which J gave her.' I said, 'Besides, besides,
she doesn't walk funny really, and she
does talk a little. You see, if it's any of
your business,' I said, 'she happens to be
still only a baby. Three years old, that's
only a baby still,' I said . . . And it is.
Mommy,
isn't itit?is,"Isn't
course
Betteit?"
She opened
her"Ofpurse
and reached
forsaid.
a handkerchief
and wiped some of the tears from her
daughter's eyes. "Some children develop
more slowly than others," she said. "Some
—"
children
She stopped.
"Barbara,"
she said,meafter
moment,
want you to promise
one athing.
I want"I
you to be a big girl and strong and listen
to what I have to say. To promise me this
— that if we ever do find out that something is wrong with Margot . . . that you
won't love your sister any less than you
do now. That you'll love her even more, if
that's possible. And that you won't cry,
the way you're crying now . . . And that
you'll
Theing tounderstand."
girl
looked at what
her mother
tryunderstand
she wasnow,saying.
And then, as if she did — even a little —
she said, softly: "All right, Mommy . . .
all right. . . ."
The awful diagnosis
The doctor examined the child, thoroughly, carefully.
When he was finished, he called in a
nurse.
"Stay with her outside," he said, "and
send
Betteinhim.Mrs.
sat, aMerrill."
few minutes later, across
from
"Is
it
bad?"
she
The doctor nodded.asked.
"Margot is retarded," he said.
Bette clutched her hands together. "Red," she said, slowly,
after— four
him. and a
He had tardeexamined
the child
half years old now — this past hour, the
doctor went on, and during the examination he had even called the orphanage
from which she'd come. The people at the
orphanage
had had
checked
little girl'sof
records. There
been the
no mention
anything unusual regarding her medical
historyever,forthere the
year of inher herlife.records
Howwas first
a notation
stating that, at birth, delivery had been
difficult and that there had been a "minor
injury."
Bette
now, it Obviously,
had been the
moredoctor
than told
a minor
injury, a concussion perhaps.
"What will happen?" Bette asked.
think,"
said tothesenddoctor,
"that it...would
be "Ibest
for you
her away
to a
home. She is a very sad little girl, a lost
little girl. They can help her there, at
a Bette
home."pursed her lips.
"And then?" she asked.
"There is always hope," the doctor said.
"But for now it's clear that only one-half
ofbest,herBette,
brain foris the
functioning
. . . It's
child, forandeverybody,
if you send her away."
"I don't want to," Bette said. "I can't
. . st. Can't
we get
and keep
heiour home,
witha nurse
the other
children,
where she belongs? Certainly we could
afford that, and would want to do that.
Certainly
— " it's more serious than that,"
"I'm afraid
said the doctor. Then, again: "It's best
thisHe way,
lit a Bette."
cigarette and handed it to her.
She took a quick puff.
"Would she be able to come home week

the doctor said.
"We find
it's best,
at "No,"
the begiiming,
at least,
to keep
the
children in the home, away from what
they've known. Holidays, maybe — after a
while. But not weekends . . . It's just better all around
Bette
looked that
overway."
at the doctor. She
wanted to talk to him more, as if by talking things might
become suddenly, miracsolved. that
But sheulously,knew
that would not be so.
And so, putting out her cigarette, she
asked,
"Whenas does
she have
to go?"
"As soon
said the
doctor.
Betteoutpossible,"
said
and"Yes,"
walking
of therising,
office. and turning,
In the anteroom she saw little Margot,
sitting on a long wood bench.
She walked
to the child.
She
took heruphand.
' Come on, darling," she said, "we've got
tolowered
go home
now."
The
girl
her looked
eyes. up at her. Then she
And then, slowly, she slipped off the
bench as Bette held to her hand, tightly....
Home for Christmas
It was Christmas morning, 1955.
Margot had been away for two months.
Bette and Gary and Barbara got into the
car, to visit her, this first time these past
two
months,homeand with
to pick
and take
her back
themherforup Christmas
dinner.
The institution, they saw when they got
there,
gaily-decorated,
big tree
near thewasdoor,
big wreaths onwiththe awindows,
a giant papier-mache Santa Claus in the
garden,
circled by awith
fort ofsledfakeandsnowreindeer,
in whichallgiant,
live poinsettias grew. It would have been
a fine place for children to play, they all
thought
ways, except
that
there— inweretheirno separate
children around.
A nurse, a tall woman, met them at the
door, and began to write out their pass.
"The children are all in the assembly
room, opening
said.
"You'll
have to their
wait presents,"
just a few sheminutes
. . . Now, the name of the child you've
come
to fetch?"
"Margot
Bette.out the pass.
The
nurseMerrill,"
finished said
writing
And then she said, "Would you like to see
Margot's
room, meanwhile?"
They followed
the nurse as she led them
to the room, and opened the door.
It was a small room, they saw. with a
little bed, a bureau, a tiny blue rocking
chair — nothing more.
It struck them all — Bette and Gary and
Barbara — as the saddest, loneliest little
room they had ever seen.
And they were glad, very glad, that in
a few minutes they would be able to take
Margot away from it, this room, this place,
and
bring her back home for a few hours
at least.
"Now," the nurse said, looking efficientlydown at her watch, " — the assembly room's
back this way. Why don't we go there and
wait
the rear.
. . ."a few minutes later,
Theyin stood
there,
trying
to
single
Margot
fromcircle
the
dozens
of children
sat inouta large
in the middle
of thewhoroom.
"There she is," Barbara said, softly, excitedly,looked
pointing. "Look."
They all
now and they saw her.
Margot
. . . She
sat, inlikeherthe chair,
others,holding
leaning forward
a little
a small toy in one hand, a big candy stick
in thein other,
listening
the
man
the center
of thewide-eyed
circle whoto was
dressed as Santa Claus and who was in
the midst of a rousing refrain of Jingle
Bells.
her —joined
as, likein
theThey
othercontinued
children, watching
she listened,
on the final chorus, clapped and then rose

to leave.
Barbara
over"Margot,"
to her now,
past called
some out.
of thejuso
children,
grabbing
her,
hugging
her. "'.
are"I you?
. . . How said,
are you?"Barbara."
Shefine,"
smiledMargot
a big smile" —suddenly.
As
smiled,
Bette her.
and Gary c
over and too,
bentwhen
and kissed
Then, after a few moments, the n
stepped forward and said, "All right, S
got,Theyou've
get ready
to goThenow,s
little gotgirlto looked
at her.
began
to
leave
her
face.
"Go?"
she as
She
looked
at
them
all.
"Go?" she asked, again.
The other nodded.
"Don't — don't you want to come h
with us?" Barbara asked, confused.
The she
littleturned
girl didn't
answer.around
But
stead
and looked
big
room,
at
some
of
the
other
still there, some of them playing withchil<t
new toys, some of them sucking t
candy sticks, some of them just stani
there, looking back at her.
"What's wrong. Margot?" Barbara as
approaching her.
Margot's gift
The
girl didn't
move,
nor her
look mot
at
Barbara
lookedshe
upasked.
at
"What's
wrong?"
"Wrong?" said the nurse, standing ]
to them. She shook her head. "Five
even wrong.
four weeks
ago,"wasshe assaid,unhappy
"sometl 1
was
Margot
as the day she arrived. She missed
all, so much. She cried lots, she woul
eat more than a few mouthfuls of
food, she sat alone in her room mos
the time, on that rocking chair you
there, just rocking away, and staring, rc
ing and staring all the time . . . And tl
as it happens with most of the chile
here, something changed suddenly. Ma
made a friend. Don't ask me exactly ]
itonehappened,
I don'tanother,
know. But
friend, then
then sheanotm
And suddenly she was happy here . . .
she missed you all still. She always a
I'm
. . . Butchildren
this hashave
become
her i
home.sureThese
become
new family. And. strange as it may se
you must explain to her now that si
othersbacklooked
at the nurse.
beThe
coming
And
then they here."
turned again to Mar
The little girl had her back to tl
still; she had not moved and she was :
watching the other children in the ro
Bette stooped, after a moment,
gently,began
she picked
girl upslowly,
in hersoftlar
She
to talk the
to her,
explaining
to
her
about
how
they
wanted to take her with them now,
dinner, for just a little while; how, a
dinner, they would all get back into
car and come back . . . "here," she s:
"right back here."
She
into the little
girl's eyes.
"All looked
right, girl
Margot?"
asked.
The
little
smiled sheagain,
as she )
before, and she nodded. "All right."
said."Good," said Bette. "Good."
And then, still carrying Margot. Be
took"Youher see,
daughter
Barbara's
hand. "h
Beedee,"
she and
asked,
things work out
in strange
beaut
ways sometimes? We came, thinking
gift to Margot would be to take her he
for
a few hours.
We for
didn't think
would
did any
we?Marol1
she has.have
The any
most gift
wonderfulus, gift
will ever receive . . . She is happy, final
They
Margot
home tothatcomeday
As theybrought
will this
Christmas
for a few short and very precious hoi
Bette Bros.,
appearsand inTheJohn
Paul MCI
Jo:
Warner
Scapegoat.

Eddie's Love Cured Me!
Continued from page 33)
endless moments of discontent for Liz.
nagined.
whatever This
the condition
as. Liz suffered.
we know. actually
So that her face — when she was away
For we have seen the tears of a woman from
the camera,
public'sa cause
glare —of
a studyor inthedistress,
r.mistakably in pain. We saw them in her often became
. es that night, four or five years ago. at a increasing worry to all of us who knew her.
Who can forget the look on her face
irty in Beverly Hills when suddenly,
jiile dancing. Liz stopped and turned pale that day on the set of Giant, when word
"_d reached
her back fell
withweeping
her rightto came that James Dean had just been
;nd
and then,forhelplessly,
killed — the stunned look, followed by the
ieexico.
floor. when
We sawshethemmarried
the day.Mike
in 1957.
weeping, the shouted cries of
Todd,in hysterical
disbelief, the stumbling walk from the
hen towards the end of the reception . . . sound-stage,
the collapse in the dressing
room?
~er the
champagne
and the
Who can forget the look on her face the
ere
finished,
after most
of thewedding
guests cake
and
\ the photographers had left . . . Liz night, minutes after he'd left a party at her
hilltop home. Montgomery Clift smashed
to Mike
idrnedthrew
herselfandin mumbled
his arms something
and then his
car into
a treerushed
— the down
look ofthe fright
in
as she
:ed out. helplessly. "It hum. it hurts, oh her
the eyes
car. the
look of terror
as sheroadkneltto
od.
it
hurts
so
much.'"'
We
saw
them
in
it eyes a little over a year ago when we alongside Monty and lifted his bleeding
head into head
her lap,
beganandto moan
sway
sited her in the hospital, following an her
back asandshe forth
.-eration on her spine, when we walked and own
chant and cry, louder and louder and
tos and
that sunlight
S40-a-dayand room
filled
with
flowlouder, until she was in a state of nearlying rigidly
1 her stomach, her sawbackher covered
with shock?
People who knew Liz vaguely wondered,
and and
tape, tell
looking
us. trygndage
to smile
us thatoversheat felt
fine both these times, why the act?
id that everything was all right, but with What Liz could not control
=rs in her eyes, nonetheless, tears she did
It was no secret around Hollywood that
•tYes.evenwe have
have theseenstrength
the tearsto ofwipeher away.
pain.
hadn'tof gotten
well allDean
duringandthe Lizmaking
Giant. along
That
And we tell you now. happily, that those James
irs are gone — now that Liz Taylor is Mrs. Dean had once told a reporter, "If you
idie
Fisher
—
gone
for
good.
Since
Eddie
don't
think
this
gal
is
much
on-screen,
you
s come into her life, there has never should get to know her off." That they
en a recurrence of her back trouble.
had fought on more than one occasion. That
Just
that lookthatof agonized
confusion.
had made it a point to avoid each
inneras torment,
would come
across they
other as much as possible.
About the Monty Clift incident, it should
r face much too often, is gone now too.
have been obvious to Liz — certain people
said
on hearing
— that
She is member
emotionally
unstable,
realthough
her dearwhat
friendhadhadhappened
been injured,
someone writing
back inwe 1952.
he was in no great danger. That her
And
why
shouldn't
she
be?
At
eight
vears, an actress. At fourteen, a star. A
"raving'thatat somebody
the scene had
of thejustcrash
seem
been made
killed.it
*;eird home life — with an aggressive
■iama taking over the reins of her
That Monty was "—after all. still very
t.oung
upbringing
and
So spoke
much
alive."
areer, a daughter's
quiet and ignored
papa sitBut
those the
of uscynics.
who knew Liz. knew
ting in the background, watching,
her well, understood that these were not
wondering, not daring to say anything.
4rhe fifteen,
have
That these were inevitable outlets of exbody ofthea perplexed
woman andcry:the'I emo"acts.*'
pres ion for a fortortured
al■ ons
of
a
child.'
At
seventeen,
a
long
most to wait
tragedygirlsowhothat seemed
she could
id desperate run from home — marfree herself — even for a short while — of her
■ eckless
age toplayboy
Nicky— Hilton,
young
and
own
burden of recurring pain, of growing
and disaster, culmidiscontent.
nating in divorce. More running then,
< ild and free, from man to man, party
There are no outbursts now. Today, we
o party, thrill to thrill, sensation to
see Liz miraculously changed — happy,
ensation. Till now, barely in her
healthy, content, calm, at peace with herwenties,
the
news
that
she
is
in
Engwith life.
In self,
short,
cured. . . .
and, her outrageous flirtation with
Liz was cured by Eddie Fisher.
ortyyear
-old
Michael
Wilding
having
y.cceeded. that they will probably be
For well over a year now. millions of
narried by the time you read this.
people
these two.all over the world have scorned
You yourself have heard the cracks,
d.'motionally unstable, the writer had maybe
even made some of them.
ind much as we hated to agree — we had
"Lizexcept
Taylor?a lot What's
she got
offer
him
of trouble
. . .toHome'ust as we had to shake our heads, as the wrecker . . Husband-snatcher . . . Miss
:t few years passed, over her marriage Big Movie-Star . . . Money spender . . . j
Wilding,
of them
the other How long is she going to last with him?
eh good, neither
and admit
that doing
her emotional
to offer
oility was going from bad to serious to her"Eddie
exceptFisher?
his old What's
records he. .got
. Has-been
ive.
.
.
.
Mike
Todd's
best
friend,
ha
ha
were the fine bright moments Sucker . . . Weakling . . . Deserter .. .. ..
.Jh,Liz,there
all right.
How
is he even
going less
to last
with her?"
^ Somelong
people,
impressed
with
"hat
January
morning when little EMie
:nael Jr.
was born,
than
with Liz, went
on to wonder:
hat February afternoon when little "What does she want with such an ordiistopher was born.
anyway?
Nicky Michael
Hilton — Wilding
at least II
and money.
laybe
other moments; good. pure, he hadnary guy,looks
utiful some
moments.
—at least he had class. Mike Todd — he had
ut. mostly, there were Ions, seeminslv- everything
to give her; glamour, wealth. ;
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with a happy ending

david grubic is three months
old. This is the first time his
mother has held him. She went
to the hospital with TB six
months before he was born,
and has just returned home.
Her tuberculosis story ended
happily.
Your Christmas Seal contribution can help write happy endings for 60,000 other families
struck by TB each year. Please
send a check today.
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me that I will never forget:
'Liz,' allhe kinds
said, of'I've
botchedso my
life
up" with
problems,
I guess
I'm
not
really
the
guy
who
should
around offering
— but over
if youanything,
ever needgoif
anything,
want help
to talk
. . . going
you're going
through
now through
. . . you what
find yourself
faced
with
problems
you
can't
solve
yourself,
alone, please — please, Liz, get in touch
with
me."I loved
For what
I might
be . . .of.'
Eddielittleforhelpthat.
Hundreds
people had gotten in touch with me
those pastsolation,
fewsolace.days,
offering
help, conI knew
theyme would
take
me to dinner, if I liked. I knew they
would take the children for a drive, out
of the house for a while, for some fresh
air, if I wanted that. Invite us all out
somewhere for a week end. I knew they
meant well, that their offers were genuine.
"But something about Eddie — about what
he hadsadjustfeeling
said, the
the
lost,
and way
soundhe'dofsaid
his it,voice
— made me feel that here was the only person alive I would really want to call on if
the days ahead became any blacker than
they already were.
" 'Thank you, Eddie,' I said. 'I may
just"Anddo then
that —I give
hung you
up. a ring some day.'
"And grew
it wasdarker,
the nextthatday,I found
as the myself
lonely
hours
thinking
about
him,
what
I'd
said
...
as I found myself staring at the phone,
wanting to talk to him again, wanting so
much
to talk
him —again."
Liz did
phoneto Eddie
a few days later.
"There were moments during that call,"
Liz
recalls,the"whentwo there
long silences
between
of uswere
— when
neither
Eddie nor I said anything . . . Other people
might have cleared their throats during

those pauses and made one excuse or an
other
and and
finally
for now,'
hungsaidup.'Well . . . good-by
for us, aevenwonderful
in those warmth,
pauses therth
was"But,warmth,
beginnings of our love.
began
to realize
during that
tall
and"I the
meetings
that —inevitably
followe
—understand,
that I was who
with could
a human
being Ime.coul
understand
"Whatme wasfeelitthis
aboutway?Eddie, exactly, tha
made
"Well, let's put it this way, simply:
"I learned to share life with Eddie,
learned — me, someone who had been wa;
up on a special pedestal all her life, wh
had been on the receiving end of life a]
these years with
— thatwhomthere
was exist
soraeont
somewhere,
I could
on ai
equal
level,
someone
I
could
give
to whil
I received.
"I had
before.
don'
know
that Inever
had evergiven
thought
about Igivinf
It had been comfortable, convenient, to b
clothed in a warm blanket of security, sur
rounded by people who wanted to d
things for me, and only for me.
"But now I realized that what I hai
thought
was not tothatbe atcomfort
all. . . . convenience . .
"That all my life I had really wanted
person I could comfort, who needed m;
giving as much as I needed his.
"This has been the special beauty of ou
love,
mine and
"I needed
him. andHe Eddie's.
needed me.
"Together, we have shared life. . . .
"I have
learned
to give.I will
And always
for this, bti
God,
to my
husband,
grateful.
Liz stars. .in."
Suddenly Last Summer. CoEN
lumbia. Butterfield 8, MGM. and Cleo
patra. 20th-Fox.

"A boy."
Caruso!' . . . But, believe me, this guy I've
ing. waiting outside does."
"And what are they naming it, do you got
"Does what?" the producer asked, yawnknow?"
"Mario,
after
the
mother,
Maria,"
said
theThemidwife.
"Mario
Lanza
Cocozza."
"Sings,"
the agent said, for the tenth
neighbor woman listened as the time those past
he
sings.
Likefiveanminutes.
angel. "Like
Like Caruso,
nobody
baby,
in
the
next
room,
began
to
cry
suddenly.
you've
ever
heard
before."
"Same guy I saw you walking with be"Listen
noise,"likeshethat,
said,he "You
sure,
with toa that
big voice
was asked.
fore, near the commissary?" the producer
only
just
born?"
"Yes," the agent said.
The midwife smiled. "I told the father,"
"He's too fat for pictures, you should
she said, "as soon as I heard that loud
voice, that
moment
said,little
'If anythat," the producer said. "He must
thing, youfirst
should
name— Ithis
one know
weigh
300 pounds."
The
agent
"He offweighs
Enrico,
in
honor
of
Caruso.'
"
240
right
now.shookBut hishe head.
can cut
fifty
"Ah," the neighbor woman said, shaking
her head, "it's a sin, isn't it, what hap- of 'em easy. He's a nervous type. He
needs poor
a jobas now.
Caruso?" the midwife asked.
eats
is,When
heup,eatshe's
andnervous
eats and
andhe
"Whatpened tohappened?"
gets— fat.
Signhe him
relax
him
"He died,"
the other
night.
In Italy.
I justwoman
heard said.
it on"Last
the you'll see how fast he loses."
radio . . . He was singing. His throat beThe fellow
producerof shrugged.
he said,
gan to bleed. And he went, just like that. "this
yours, he's"Look,"
got some
test
You didn't know?"
recordings
he's
made,
hasn't
he?"
"S"re," the agent said.
"No," theappearing,
midwife
her smile that
dissaddened bysaid,
the knowledge
"Well, mail me a few of them and I'll
the greatest tenor voice of all time had
been silenced, and feeling foolish inside listen when I have some time . . . I'm
He right
yawnednow."again, and started to turn
herself that — even in jest — she had com- away.
busy
pared a tiny
his voice.
. . . newborn baby's crying with
"Nossir,"
said, "it's
never. You the
hear agent
him today,
live, now
or youor
HOLLYWOOD— THE WINTER OF 1949: "I don't
hear
him
at
all.
Not
at
this
studio."
big producer turned back to look at
know,
I know,"
agent,witha smaii
and theThelittle
enthusiastic
man, the
agreed
the MGM
agent again. Little agents, he
knew,
didn't
talk were
this way
big proproducer,
a
big
man,
a
bored
man,
"they
ducers
unless they
prettytodamn
sure
say it about any guy who can open his trap of themselves.
and reach a high C — 'He sounds just like

"In exactly
forty-five
minutes," the
went
on, at"I U-I.
have
an interview
withagen
boy over
This
afternoon we
go m;tx
Warner's.
I
brought
him
here
first
cause I think you people can put him beb
best use. But if you don't even want b
"All right," the producer said, bringinj
uphear
hishim
hand,
"waithisa phone
minute."and dialed ai
He
picked
up
— "number.
inter-office
"Joe?" he asked, talking now to Josepl
Pasternak, another Metro producer, th<
most music-minded of all the Hollywooc
brain-trust, "got a kid here, young tenoi
from toPhilly.
He's with
supposed
be goodse<
Want
hear him
me? . .to. Okay,
youHe onhungStageup 12andin rose.
ten minutes."
"Come on," he said then, to the agent
"let's pick up this marvel of yours anc
get"Itthis
over unbelievable
with!" .... moment oi
was thing
the most
my
life,"
Joe
Pasternak
has since
got to the soundstage a little
late. said.
He had11
already begun to sing. I recognized th«
song as the tenor aria from The Girl c\
the Golden West, by Puccini. I stood there]
at the door, listening for a few moments,
If he had stopped right then and there,
I'd
have known
that this
the mosl
beautiful
male voice
I hadwas ever
been
privileged to hear. But he did not stop
He sang on and on, other Puccini arias
Verdi arias, popular tunes, Neapolitan
street songs and sea chanties his parents
had taught him. The voice grew more
and more beautiful as he sang. I was
awe-struck. I even wept a little. I have
since wept over him — over what eventu
ally happened to him as the next year
passed. But
at that
moment,
standing
theremoment,
at that that
door, firs
m
tears were only for his voice, strong, an<
pure, and beautiful, that voice that h

excitement, the biggest of the big time."
"Well, tically
theyeverybody
deserve
each other,"
sneered,
the daypraclast
May when Eddie and Liz were married.
Everybody except those very few people
who realized the truth. And who said,
"They need each other, desperately, don't
For these are the people who saw behind
they?"
the titillating newspaper headlines, who
sensed the real truth of this couple.
What Eddie had to offer
"We got to know each other," Liz has
said, indied.private,
to friends,
Mike
We had
seen each"soon
otherafter
for
years,
Eddie
and
I.
We
had
been
the
same room a thousand times. Hein had
been best man when I married Mike. But
it wasn't
night,called
not melongthatafter
the
funeral, till
whentheEddie
we
actually got to know one another.
"Lotszine people
of writers
—
newspapers
and
maga— have written about this call.
They say itThey
cameindicate
at fourthat
o'clock in and
the
Imorning.
talked about Mike
for a whileEddie
and that
then Eddie asked me what I was doing the
next night. They wrote what lots of
their readers wanted to read — about these
two bad people plotting their future, evilly,
clandestinely, while the rest of the world
was fast asleep.
"Actually,
call came
shortly this
before midnightEddie's
that night.
I remember
because I was just about to go to bed
when the phone rang.
"Yes,waswe alltalked
aboutabout,
Mike, inoffact.
course.
Mike
we talked
For
ten minutes,
fifteen, twenty — I don't remember exactly.
that Eddie
I do remember,
just beforeto
we"Except
hung up,
saying something
An Ave Maria for Mario
(Continued from page 21)

as 'a and
giftfeeling
given
neiselfby was
God toso describe
that its sound
ht
be
passed
on
to
others.
.
.
."'
,'ithin
that tonext
ozza (soon
drop hour,
his lastMario
name)Lanza
was
his way.
[idway during the audition. Pasternak
the other producer had summoned
e Scharv. then talent and production
d of MGM. to Stage 12 to hear the
jig man sing.
chary
came, tolistened,
io to come
his officeandforthen
a talk,asked
"hen the talk was over. Mario rushed
n. the
Schary's
office — past his
Schary.
agentPaster—where
to a
sing
lotother
just producer,
outside the studio,
wife of four years, Elizabeth Hicks.
lovely
945.
whendark-eyed
he was ingirl
the he'd
Army,married
sat in
mall rented Chevy- waiting for him.
3etty," he called, as he apnroached her,
nade
in. ...
he girlit. in. . .theFm car
smiledIt happened."
nervously,
excited to say anything.
'. sang for them." Mario said, opening
%door
— and andtheygetting
took inme alongside
to their her.
offices"I
they said. 'Man. we want you for
ores, lots of pictures.* And to show
meant it, they gave me this."
ethey
a reached
check. into his pocket and pulled
[Ten
he said.
it? thousand
. . . Just dollars,"
to sign with
them, "You
and
1e nobody
handed else."
his wife the cheek.
jo ahead," he said. "Take it in vomers. Feel it. It's real. It's good. Betty,
i;n bad.
as good. . as. the
we've Betty.
known The
has
It's bad
a house.
anyway.
. . . And but
it's good
food
>fI.n-payment,
out-of-cans
food
anymore,
call-the-butcher- and -ask -for -steak
i of food. . . . And it's a family for us,
:y;
kids, like
always
wanted.
Ie atookcareer.
And we've
a wholefrom
newhis life!"
a handkerchief
pocket,
dere," he said, laughing through his
tears, " — don't cry. . . . This is the
nningfor. of everything we've wanted,
ring
3on't
he said,
putting
his
aroundcry,her.Betty,"
"You'll
get tears
on the
:k,
and itHsome
blur."more.
£it laughed
she did not.
Don't
cry, come on," the
he end
said.of"People
someg.supposed
And thisto iscrytheat beginning,
"he beginning. . . ."

for"Yes."
them?he'dLooknodded,
at all I've done
for them!
what?
They have fired"they
me forget.
and FmButfreeso
now, free to make the kind of pictures I
want to make. For other studios. They all
want me — Paramount. Warners. UniverHe'dsal. They
goneall on.wanthis me!"
voice lowering a little.
"Most of you people here know me pretty
well, right?" he'd asked. "For five years
now you'd been writing about me in your
newspapers
written aboutandtheyour
goodmagazines.
things thatYou've
have
happened
to me — mylifesuccess,
popularity, my wonderful
with mymy wife
and
children. You've written, too. about the
not-so-good
the trouble
I've had
with my studiothings
and— some
of the stars
out
here,
the
trouble
I've
had
with
my
weight,
the trouble with false friends who've misled me and who've squandered most of the
money
I've
"WelL
now earned.
I want you to write this in
your
word: newspapers and magazines, word for
are"The
false.rumors that Mario Lanza is through
"The
his
voice too rumors
far. and that
that he
it is has
going,pushed
are false.
■"The rumors that he is a troublesome
no-good who enjoys making life hard for
anybody
he works
He'd raised
a glasswithhe are
was false."
holding.
"To the future." he'd said. " — right here
in "To
Hollywood."
the future — in Hollywood." the reporters who'd been listening said back.

me standing there behind you. the children
sitting around listening if they want — and
me, I would sing, just singing for the love
He stopped.
"Someday
maybe." he said,
"when
we
— " money
have
Fve paid
for
of it. some
these
debts
I owe. again,
we canwhen
do that.
hah.

"And for now?" his wife asked.
"For"They
now well mego forto some
Europe."
Mario
sal-*.
pictures
Italy. There want
they still do want me.
. . . Wein
Betty?"
canBetty
five nodded
in Rome.— this
. . . All
right?"
woman
about whom
itappreciated
has been Mario
said: as"Sheno understood
one else in and
the
world ever could. Through good times
and bad. she rode right along with him.
this wife, sweetheart, manager and mother
Mario asked again.
to "All
a bigright?"
lost boy."
"Of course,"
sheAnd
said,Betty
"if vounodded
think again.
it's best."
Mario
sighed.
"Who knows what's best anymore?" he
said.
ROME — 1958 — FROM AN INTERVIEW WITH
MARIO:again.
"Everything
fine. I am
high
Hollywoodis counted
me riding
out. I
took
the
long
count
—
three-and-a-halfyears, no work. I cried on the ropes. But I
got up and started belting out songs and
pictures again, and I am going back to the
top
Man. I'm
want oftothego heap.
on forever.
On. living.
On. On.AndGo.I
Go.
Don'tforever.
ask me. . .why.
I would I
like Go.
to live
Maybebut because
and my wife and my family have never
NEXT MONTH:
been so happy!"
ROME— THE CLINIC OF SANTA GIULIA— OCWatch for
TOBER 7, 1S59: He had lied to Betty, that
day that
a littlethe over
a week
He'd told
her
dieting
he'd earlier.
beenhad undergoing
LOUELLA'S
these past couple
of months
weakened
him. that he was coming down with a bad
big story
cold, that the doctor had suggested a rest
on DEBBIE!
in the tohospital.
He'd said
nothing
ofweakthe
truth
— that
dieting
ened himher
to the
pointthewhere
he had
was feeling
pains around his heart, that the doctor had
examined his heart and suggested a long
And laughed.
they had all drunk.
And
period of tests and observation.
And
slapped
his
back,
wishing
him
luck.
He the
had least
lied sobit well
that Betty
been
concerned
abouthadn't
him
And then, after a while, they had gone
"It's all over." Mario said now. the big these past days, other than that he was
smile no longer on his lips, the room away
in
the
hospital,
and
that
she
and
the
children missed him.
quiet,
empty.
"I'm
finishedhishere.
Betty."
He had lied so well that even now, this
"Why
do
you
say
that?"
wife
asked,
shaking her head.
Wednesday morning, as she sat there
his bed. holding his hand, as she
"Who
am into
I kidding?"
Mario
said.convince
"I try alongside
to
talk
it
myself.
I
try
to
listened toancholyhimwords,speak
the strange
mel,lgVENING
IN
1954:
It
s
all
over,"
he
said,
back, despondently.
she found
herself andsmiling.
"Everybody
wantshis me.'
Isaid,
brag"the
—"
» looked around the room. The room. others.
"You
won't
like
what
I'm
going
to
talk
"Your
fans
want
you,"
wife
room, was only one-twentieth of the
now.I Betty-,"
said.I "Idie,know
that. But
must. . Mario
. . When
my
pe=d— the
the house
most lavishly
"But want
not you."
the studios," Mario said. about
and biggest,
furnished
in Bel- decAir; people
"They're wan- of me. All of them. They're
castle," the rest of Hollywood called tiger
"Yes, forty years from now." Betty said,
afraid toto them,
take auntamed
chance with
me. I'm a
and dangerous.
years, when
die — "said, "I want
aroundandthehisroom,
"Whenever
I die."youMario
of me . . . They're business- "fifty
!pt■ looked
for himself
Betty,empty now, They'remen, afraid
problems.
an artist, — 'And
I want that
you
to
do
certain
How can
we everI'munderstand
had been crowded, just a little while with mine.with their
is?" Betty asked.things for me."
Betty— "of all,"
er. with reporters, with a butler servsaid. "Ime want
champagne and Scotch, with three oneHisanother?"
to "First
be very brave, Mario
to promise
that you
you
wife said nothing for a while.
isnvres.
passing
'round
the
heaps
of
hors
Then,
softly,
she
asked,
"What
do
you
won't
too much."
with Mario standing near the want to do, Mario?"
"I'll cry
probably
be too old to raise a tear
3.y smiling
away asmaking
if he didn't
"Buy a ranch," he said, quickly, nod- by "That
that time."
Betty said.
in the world,
fight ofhave
whata
youto will
the children,
and lonely
far continue
take take
carecareof ofthem,
with as
■ened that day.
away, ding,in"a beautiful
Montana maybe,
or inranch,
Arizona.
And work hard all day. out in the open, much
3 Metro fired me this afternoon," his for
love
and
care
as
you
always
have."
Mario
went
on.
you
and
for
our
children.
And
then
at
!mehadlax.boomed,
" — so what?
imtrustworthy.
becauseSo I they
cost
when the sun goes down, come back have"They'll
all beenough
married."
Bettyownsaid,to "and
children
of their
take
money holding up their Student night,
to
the
house
for
a
big
supper,
with
no
wor?e while I tried to lose some weight,
riesting asabout
my weight
— intended
just eatingmeandto getthey wanted, insisted on. and while I
heavy
as
God
get.
"And."
Mario
said.
"I
want
—
"
to get some other affairs in order. with no worries about the cameras, the
that's enough." Betty said,
care"Mario,
of." his
squeezing
producers,
the tape
directors,
the around
wardrobe
'hemforget
at past
Metrofivetheyears?
moneyTheyI made
now.
nearly gone.hand, her smile tentative
men
with
their
measures
my
these
fort-iat The Great Caruso alone made waist . . . And then, after supper. I would
at my funeral." he said, "you will
een-million dollars in its first -ear. sing. In the living room, you at the piano. ask"That
the priest if he'll give permission to

have one of my records played in the morning. "I have spoken to the Bishop.
The idea of the recording, though it was
church,
duringhis the
He closed
eyes.Mass."
your
husband's
last wish,wasmustnot bea vetoed.
Betty said nothing.
Schubert,
composer,
is a thematter
of ecclesiastics . Catho. . We
"The Ave Maria" Mario said. "My voice, knowlic. Ithow
you grieve right now. Anything
II 'want
it
to
ring
through
the
church
as
lie there. I want it for you and the else in our power, within sanction, we will
children — so you will know that a part doThree
. . . Butthousand
this we Romans
cannot. . stood
. ." in the
of His
me, eyes
at least,
is still alive, and with you." square outside
opened.
The Church of the Sacra
Cuore della Madonna later this sun-filled
"Will you do that for me?" he asked.
morning, watching, silently, as the coffin
"Yes," Betty said, suddenly afraid.
was lifted from the black-draped hearse,
and carried inside — followed by the
FOURpriest
DAYS said,
LATER:
"I amLanza
sorry, villa,
Signora,"
the
at the
that stunned widow and her four small chil-

dren, and by the others who had arri
with them.
The
peoplethe outside
waited,
throughout
Mass. Till,
towardsstillthesili€
the
bells
of
the
church
began
to toll i
till someone, an old woman, weeping,
gan
to
pray
aloud
for
the
repose
of
soul of Mario Lanza.
Ave Maria, she prayed, chanting, si
ing,Ave,
almost,
Ave.
Dominus tecum
Benedicta
teDominus,
in mulieribus
Et benedictus fructus ventris.
Mario's
MGM. last film is For The First Ti

A few days later, in almost the same
manner, in the arms of his wife, Jan
Sterling, Paul Douglas suffered a fatal
heart seizure; lovable little Edmund
Gwenn, that fine actor and comedian who
had been tops with American audiences
since his touching
formance in MiracleandOnprize-winning
34th Street, peralso
passed away.
1959
brought
an
end
to
the
short
violent
life of Mario Lanza. And to the rich, full
and daring life of swashbuckling Errol
Flynn, whose death seemed to epitomize
the end wood's
of history.
the gay romantic era in Holly1959 saw film personalities having their
usual share of accidents and illnesses, the
most
Bob Hope's
eye trouble
(he hasserious
now being
permanently
lost partial
sight
in hisfallleftfrom
eye).a horse
And Audrey
Hepburn'sa
bad
while shooting
scene
Mexico. for The Unforgiven in Durango,
Also, Hollywood was electrified by two
widelyrising
divergent
Fast
young developments
actress Dianeduring
Varsi.'59.a
smash in her first big role in Peyton Place
— walked out flat on her career to enroll
as a college student in Bennington College
inwas far"I'moff through
Vermont.withDiane's
partingandshotits
Hollywood
Want
to
bet?
false face."
Another
life" out
shocker
the
family
feud "private
which broke
betweenwas Bing
Crosby and his four grown sons after Bing
was quoted as saying
"I'm a bad
Unfortunately,
Gary agreed
with father."
him —
all this to the tune of some pretty disillusioningfind
and unhappy
headlines.
Let's hope
1960
will
this
family
clan
devoted
and
united again.
The outstanding MOVIE GIRL OF THE
YEAR was that redheaded pixie Shirley
MacLaine — with blonde Lee Remick of
Anatomy
behind. of a Murder fame not very far
And if you think I am going to close
this fascinating chapter on the fascinating
year of 1959 without mention of that great
day in my own life, June 7th, when I was
presented with an honorary Doctor of
Letters Degree at Quincy College, Quiney,
111. — youporter. .just
. don't know your girl re-

me."Your what?" Astrid almost screamet
"Here, let me see what you're read
away.
Stealthily, like a cornered rat, I bad
But, quick
as a cat, she leaped, :
anyway."
snatched
the article.
She flipped to the front page wh
Louella had typed her name, cast a I
cold Ieyethought
at me I'dandmarried
said. "So!a genius,
Two secoam
ago
turns
out
he's
nothing
but
a
crook!"
Redemption
my head toinsay.
shame.
II hung
had nothing
"Nothing
but
a
crook,"
she repeated.
"The crooked shall be made
straight
replied
weakly.
"It
says
so in the
the dis
Bi
I'll redeem myself. I'll wash

The Fabulous

Fifties

(Continued from page 50)
And, toward the end of the year, in late
September — that seemingly never-to-end
story starts,
which began
with theDATES
headline: ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
HUSBAND
OF
"BEST
FRIEND"
DEBBIE
REYNOLDS IN NEW YORK. EDDIE
FISHER CONFIRMS HE WILL ASK
DEBBIE FOR A DIVORCE.
1959: Ingrid
Bergman,
most controversial lady, was
invitedthatto return
for
her first visit in years as a special guest
of the Academy. Accompanied by her
bridegroom, Lars Schmidt and daughter
Pia, Ingrid
accepted
manyshould
debates pro andbeen
coninvited.
as —toleading
whetherto she
ever have
The Hayward
coveted Oscars
of '59Towere
Susan
for / Want
Live won
and by
by
David Niven in Separate Tables.
MOVIE MARRIAGE OF THE YEAR—
naturally was that of Elizabeth Taylor and
Eddie Fisher in a Jewish ceremony in Las
Vegas on May 8th.
MOVIE DIVORCE OF THE YEAR— just
as obviously
Debbie
Reynolds'
the
way
for the
marriage
above —tofreeing
andhopethank
heavens,
at last,
we began
we
could take a breather from this triangle!
Next to Debbie's divorce the most starsuit wasafterEleanor
Powell's
against
Glenn tlingFord
16 years
of marriage.
"I've had it!" Eleanor told the Judge on
MayLess 2ndstartling
— incidentally
birthday.
partings Glenn's
were: Anita
Ekberg's
from
Tony
Steele
on
April
the
not surprising action filed by Mrs.28th:Peter
Viertelband tpaving
the
way
for
her
writer
huso marry Deborah Kerr when she is
free
— and student
May Britt
her youthful
Stanford
socialiteandbridegroom
of a
year, Ed Gregson.
BABY NEWS: The birth of a DAUGHlast—Kathy
to Bing
Crosby
his
actressTER—atwife
Grant,
theirandsecond
child,
after
five
sons
for
Bing!
An earlier birth to make news was the
arrival of a much desired son to the late
Tyrone
and his widow, Debbie Minardos,
onPower
January
DEATHS
of 195922nd.
were numerous and
shocking starting with the loss of that
master showman, Cecil Blount De Mille.
great creator of screen spectacles, on January 21st.
A severe loss to Hollywood.
Joan Crawford's
Steele,
high-salaried
head of husband,
a soft drinkAlcompany
died in their New York apartment in April.
Another top directorial name, Charles
Vidor, was lost to us while directing Magic
Flame (the Franz Liszt story) in Vienna.
Then early September brought those
three tragic deaths of superstitious belief
— beautiful,
tured al our gay
heartsKayin Kendall
Les Girls who
and capwho
had
so
much
to
live
for
—
died
at
age
of 32, of leukemia, in the arms the
of her
grieving husband Rex Harrison.
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"It's bad enough that you've lied i
broken my faith in you," she said, gu
ing
down a and
giggle;
comedisli
tonight."
my kitchen
break"don't
all the
"I'll
you what
will do then."questi
Ia
"I'll tell
answer
your I impossible
"Not in six minutes, but tonight. 1
very
it alla wh
do'
all by night
myself,I promise
all aboutI'llthewrite
Fifties,
long article that I might even print
Modern
Screen,
steal nota wce^
not
a single
word,andfromI won't
anybody,
Louella.
"And
you know
what it'll
about?h;
"Thetoo."really
wonderful
thingbe that
pened in the entertainment world
the Nineteen Fifties — Youth. Vitar
Y-O-U-T-H.
"A greatandbigTommy
shot inandthe Connie
arm of and
ElvisRicc
Frankie
and Fabian, all turning loose on the w;
weary old world of the Fifties a wh
circusdancing.
wagon full of old-time joyful sing
and
"And it'll be about the moody, qu
ones Jimmy
too, theDean
strange
ones — allWeld
the Mk
from
to Tuesday
said to the tired old world of the Fift
"Listen,
we maybe. not
be you
the nv
you
thinkWorld,
kids should
in fact
think we're kookie as Kookie, but in <
own way we're serious, World, and you
got"Sooner
to dig usorsooner
later. . cut
. ." in,
later,"or Astrid
appreciate
listenyouto me.
one
second.it ifNowyou'dbefore
get too.
can
away (and
do mean
the man
white
coat)I will
you byplease
find inth
Christmas
Stick arounddecorations?"
Well, to make a long story just a t
bit
haven't
the yeth
(or longer,
was itI still
four?)
boxeslocated
of last
colored
tinsel,forandModern
I still hav
written lights
that and
article
Scr
about
Hollywood
in the
but I would
at least
like Fabulous
to say toFifial
you
New Y
and Merry
stick Christmas.
around forHappy
the Sensatk
Sixties.

first Love
'ontinued from page 27)
That day began with a song, a sad song,
mette was staying in bed late that mornf,olaintive
listeningtune
to herof loneliness
record player spinning
f about the
date she would andhavedreamwith
ul Anka that evening. She had often
nired his singing, often thought about
n, always wanted to meet him. Then
t-xpectedly.
: to thinking Irv
that Feld,
these Paul's
two kidsmanager.
would
it off beautifully, and he arranged a
iner
date
for
them.
Tonight
was
the
;ht.
ohe
lay
in
bed,
listening
to
Paul's
voice,
;amily imagining what their date would
like, what Paul would be like.
That would come of their meeting?
mid they meet, be stiffly cordial and
n never see each other again? Or would
•rein betheira spark
and would
would they
the lights
eyes and
want goto
each other again and again and again?
innette, one of the more fickle young
ies in this world, had gone out with and
■nwasattracted
But though
sixteen 10andmany
had boys.
often been
kissed,
le of her romances had been lasting.
Tie one serious crush she'd had was
'older man'
twentyworked
-six, a camera
nan named
Jackof who
for herdio, whowas hadfifteen
promised
her.
nette
then. toButwaitthisfordream
5 shattered when he upped and married
ly this year . . . leaving Annette broken
j-ted.
he had never fallen into the tender
p of love with a boy her own age, but
he bait were attractive she was willing
h, so willing — to be captured.

Perhaps
tonightto would
be the
nette was going
surrender
her night
heart. An...
I'm
just
a
lonely
boy
.
.
.
Lonely
and
blue. . . .
Paul's song
interrupted
and
Annette
smiledPaul
to Anka
herselfher
andreverie
promised
herself that
would
not be
lonely tonight . . . !
That first date
But they
this promise
keep.shy.
At
first,
were bothwasn't
lonelyeasy. .to. and
Whenever
their
eyes
met,
Paul
and
Annette would smile softly at each other and
then quickly shift their attention to the
tablecloth. Both nervously fingered the
silverware and both were looking around
the room for familiar faces they never
found.
Dick attempt
Clark great?"
Paul, in
a "Isn't
desperate
to get aasked
conversation
going.
"I'm inin alove
answered
Annette,
rush with
of reliefDick,"
at having
anything to talk about. "He's wonderful and
I'll never be able to thank him for everyhe's done
I can'tto wait
he getsthingout
here forthisme.summer
make until
his
film. You know, Paul, my secret ambition
is "I'll
to bebein here
that picture."
then, too," Paul said enthusiastical y, "to make my first film. I
wonder
what
it
will bea slow
like?"beginning, but
It may have been
they soon found they had a lot to discuss
with each other — the movies, the record
industry,
Irv house
Feld, the
weather,
Fabian,to
food, the new
Annette
was about
move
rock They
'n' roll,
the Los
Angeles into,
Dodgers.
stoppedandlooking
for
other faces and began to concentrate on
oneIf Ianother's.
get my way, dreamed Annette in the
semi-darkness of the restaurant, this lonely boy is never going to be lonely again.

Too wistfully
bad I've got
to leaveThistowngirlso issoon.
Paul
thought.
too
good
to
leave
behind.
. . . led Annette up
And all too soon Paul
the short walk to her front door. The
evening drew to a close. Without saying a
word, they both knew instinctively that
they would be seeing a lot more of each
other. Paultionship didn't
want dinner
to end engagement
their relawith just
and Annette
was oneanxious
to see Paul
under more informal circumstances.
Annette leaned expectantly against the
door. Paul edged closer and murmured,
"Thanks for a wonderful evening. I'll call
he silently
youThenas soon
as I can."turned away, headed
back to his car, and drove off, rememberof Annette's shining
smile.ing .the. sweetness
.
Up in her room, Annette tossed about
inmoments
her bed,of wondering
aboutPaul.
the She
last was
few
her date with
certain he had been about to kiss her, but
had hesitated at the last moment. She
wondered why. She was perfectly willing
to kiss a boy on a first date, if the boy
meant something to her. And though she
hardly knew Paul, she was certain that
he was going to mean a great deal to her.
She really suspected that he liked her
too was
. . . maybe he shedidn't
want her to think
he
decided
wished hetoo hadfast,kissed
her. . . .. . . But she
Perhaps her guess
wrong theand cuePaul's
sweet
had was
just
for
a hastygood-bye
exit? Perhaps
she been
was drawing too
many conclusions
from
just
one
brief
encounter? Perhaps she ought to turn over,
she told herself, shove her head under
the
pillow
Paul. . . and forget she ever met
But those doubts need not have worried
her. For Paul had been completely captivated by Annette; he found her so nat-

s150
FOR
YOU!
in
the
form
below
(or
a
reasonable
facsimile
thereof)
as
soon
as
you've
read
all the
us right
away,
'romptness counts. Three $10 winners will be chosen from each of the following areas
— onstories
a basisin this
of theissue.
dateThenand mail
time it onto your
postmark:
:astern states; Southern states; Midwestern states; Rocky Mountain and Pacific states; Canada. And even if you don't earn $10, you'll
glad you
sent thisstation,
ballot in—n.because
s>erand
central
y. 17, n.you're
y. helping us pick the stories you'll really love. MAIL TO: MODERN SCREEN POLL, BOX 2291,
Please circle the box to the left of the one phrase which best answers each question:
I. I LIKED MARIO LANZA:
I READ: JJ all of her story [JJ part JJ none
JJ more than almost any star [JJ a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
T fairly well [JJ very little [JJ not at all
UJ completely JJ fairly well JJ vary little
TJ am not very familiar with him
JJ not at all
I READ: JJ all of his story J] part J] none
T HELD MY INTEREST: [TJ super-completely
Tj completely J] fairly well [TJ very little
4. I LIKE ANNETTE FUNICELLO:
TJ not at all
JJ more than almost any star JJ a lot
l I LIKED ERROL FLYNN:
JJ fairly well JJ very little JJ not at all
JJ am not very familiar with her
TJ more than almost any star [JJ a lot
Tj fairly well [JJ very little TJ not at all
TJ am not very familiar with him
READ: [TJ all of his story [TJ part [JJ none
I LIKE PAUL ANKA:
T_ HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
JJ more than almost any star JJ a lot
U completely JJ fairly well [JJ very little
TJ not at all
UJ fairly well JJ very little JJ not at all
JJ am not very familiar with him
I READ: JJ all of their story JJ part JJ none
i. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completeiy
JJ more than almost any star (JJ a lot
J] completely JJ fairly well [JJ very little
JJ fairly well [JJ very little JJ not at all
J] not at all
U am not very familiar with her

5. I LIKE TROY DONAHUE:
JJ more than almost any star [JJ a lot
UJ fairly well JJ very little JJ not at all
J] am not very familiar with him
I READ: JJ all of his story JJ part JJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
UJ completely J] fairly well JJ very little
JJ not at all
6. I LIKE JIMMIE RODGERS:
JJ more than almost any star JJ a lot
J] fairly well JJ very little JJ not at all
JJI READ:
am not
him JJ none
JJ allveryof familiar
his storywith
[JJ part
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
J] completely JJ fairly well JJ very little
JJ not at all
(see other side)

ural and unpretentious, yet so grown up.
Courting time
From then on, whenever Paul flew into
Hollywood,
wouldintorushthe down
the airandhe dash
boothlinetoramp buzz
Annette and nearest
tell herphone
that
he was on his way over. Suddenly Annette's time became Paul's time. She looked
forward though
to therePaul's
visits, her
alwere infrequent
moments when
happiness
would that
evaporate
the sudden realization
their with
romance
was
existing almost by remote control.
The rare dates they managed to share
were
the made
night
at thememorable,
Palladium though.
Ballroom.LikeWhat
that occasion so special was that they were
able to dance all night unrecognized in a
crowd of over a thousand. If they were
noticed, they just seemed like any other
young couple in love.
Then there
the exciting
tour'
evening
Paul was
planned
when he'grand
got back
to Hollywood after a long absence.
This night to remember began with a
multi-course
at Paul's rented house.
This time,
in dinner
contrast
awkward meeting,
neither toPaultheirnorfirstAnnette
was
self-conscious.
No
spoons
rattled
no knees shivered. They just basked in and
the
enjoyment of being together again.
After dinner, on an impulse, they
changed into bathing suits. They splashed
incamePaul's
swimming
pool for an hour and
gay whisked
and light-hearted.
ThenoutPaul
Annette to a local
amusement park. Riding anything which
moved, throwing at anything which stood
still and laughing at anything at all, they
emerged from the park at closing time
happier than they had ever been together.
The next morning Annette told a girla fabulous
has. He friend,
sure"What can
show a personality
girl a good Paul
time

. .Her
. andfriend
can hewaskissconvinced
. . . !" that Annette
was finally shedding her fickle nature.
The romance begins to cool
But even as Annette was bubbling over
about
a marvelous
had,
she waswhat
already
beginning time
to feelshe'da slight
change in her feelings about Paul. They
certainly had fun times together, no one
could deny that, but that magic something
that had put stars in her eyes when they
first met was beginning to dim a little
each time they were together. She was
beginning to see Paul with clearer eyes
now and in a different image.
'Perhaps," a doubtful Annette began to
realize,
destined Itocanbecome
platonic "Paul
friend. isSomehow
picturea
him more as my brother than my boyIt wasfriend. .a."painful realization and it took
courage for Annette to admit it but the
pain
would be nothing compared to
a laternowheartbreak.
And Annette did not want to hurt Paul.
She was determined to make the change
subtly. For a while nothing seemed to be
any different than before.
Then, without warning, they had an
argument, the same silly sort of problem
that so often manages to push a wedge
into a teenage romance.
The argument took place not in California but in New York. Paul was opening in a Syracuse nightclub the same week
that
Annette
was appearing
a rock had'n'
roll revue in nearby
Albany. inAnnette
promised to commute to the club to catch
Paul'sing heractvisit.
and he was anxiously anticipatBut Annette never arrived. Her show,
which co-starred Frankie Avalon, had run
an hour overtime
responsehadto decided
an enthusiastic crowd andin Annette

that it wouldn't be fair to arrive only
timeBut toshecatch
smallfrom
portion
of Paul's p«a
was atired
the grueling
formance
and When
put offshecalling
the morning.
finally Paul
did, urPi
was angry but willing to accept her e
planation.
repeated her promise
show up thatShenight.
But fate and another enthusiastic a
dience combined to prevent her from gi
ting
to Syracuse.
was upset
about tr,i
incident
and for Paul
a couple
of weeks,
keptFinally
out ofthey
each mutually
other's way.apologized a
picked
their friendship
nei
had beenupinterrupted.
But as asfar ifas itAnne
was
concerned,
that's
just
what
it
friendship. Those weeks of being aww;
from Paul only reinforced her feeling tl
for her, the romance was dead. She lit
Paul very much, yes, but definitely a:
friend; she could never think of him a:
sweetheart again.
But before she had found the right n
ment to break the news to Paul, fate
tervened again. Both were signed for D
Clark's national
musical caravan
road showseven-week
cross-country
wh
thrust them together in daily contact.
Reports
from
the
just-concluded
indicated that the embers are still smot<
dering and that Paul is trying to far
spark where a flame once blazed. Tl
are
their off-hours
together, critav
from spending
the watchful
eyes of potential
If they should beat the odds and man;
to rekindle the glory of their first love
mantle of doubt will nevertheless have
shroud their romance; a carbon copy ne
is as genuine as the original. I
Annette's in Walt Disnev's Shaggy E
MGM,Warner
The BiP
vatePaul's
Livesin ofGirl's
Adam Town,
and Eve,
Permission
to
quote
Paul
Anka's
Lonely Boy given by Spanka Music Ccs<

7. i LIKE ELIZABETH TAYLOR:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with her

8. i LIKE BETTE OAVIS
CO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with her

] LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at al!
GO am not very familiar with him
3 READ: CO all of their story 00 part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely GO fairly well Gil very little
G[] not at all

I LIKE GARY MERRILL:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
1 READ: GO all of their story GO part GO none
3T HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely GO fairly well GO very little
GO not at all

9. I LIKE THE KINGSTON TRIO:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GOI READ:
am not
familiar
them GO none
GO allveryof their
storywithGO part
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
Q0 completely 00 fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
10. I READ: HO all of the FABULOUS FIFTIES
INTEREST: 00 completely GO fairGOIT HELD
part 00MY none
ly well GO very little GO not at all
11. I READ: GO all of LOUELLA PARSONS
INTEREST: GO completely 00 fairGOIT HELD
part GOMY none
ly well 00 very little GO not at all

.2. The stars I most want to read about are:

(3 5
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AGE ...... NAME .
ADDRESS
CITY

U).
(2) .
(3) .

PAUL ANKA Co-Star of "GIRLS' TOWN," an MGM release
"You can always tell a Halo girl. . .you can tell by the shine of her hair1

Revive the satiny sparkle of your hair
with today's liquid gold Halo
So rich even layers of dulling hair spray disappear
With the first SUdsing ! You'll find today's Halo instantly
bursts into lush, lively lather. Refreshes the beauty of your hair
so completely, you'll never go back to heavy, slow-penetrating
shampoos. Yet, rich as it is. liquid gold colored Halo rinses
away quickly, thoroughly . . . revives the satiny sparkle of your
hair and leaves it blissfully manageable.

A FABULOUS
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package,
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this great offer — LTDDoubleday
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At last...in sunshine or in star
YOUR POWDER WILL STAY COLOR-TRUE TO TO!
New Dream Stuff by Woodbury. In any light . . . with any costume you wear . . .
this velvety, fragrant powder-plus-foundation stays completely true to your natural coloring.
The secret? An exclusive new ingredient, '"Dreamlite". . . yours only with Woodbury!
Try long-lasting, lovely new Woodbury Dream Stuff today and see your natural
beauty come alive! Five warm and glowing shades. . .one perfect for you!

FEB 2G 19
Every
finish

time
you "brush
the job... reach

your teeth,
for Listerine

Germs in mouth and throat cause most bad
breath. You need an antiseptic to kill germs, and
no tooth paste is antiseptic. No tooth paste kills
germs the way Listerine Antiseptic does . . .
on contact, by millions, on every oral surface.
No wonder more American families use Listerine
than all other mouthwashes combined ! . > . ■ ,
Listerine stops bad breath
4 times better than tooth paste !
*TUNE IN "THE GALE STORM SHOW" ABC-TV NETWORK

YOU KILL GERMS ON
4 TIMES AS MUCH ORAL SURFACE
THE LISTERINE WAY*

Tooth
paste reaches germs
Listerineon tongue
way killpa
only
line.
Andteeth,it'sgumNOT ate.
all ovs
antiseptic.
mouthtonsils,
and throat.

modern
FEBRUARY. 1960

AMERICA'S GREATEST MOVIE MAGAZINE
STORIES

Beverly Aadland
Errol Flynn
Tuesday Weld
John Ireland
Debbie Reynolds
Crash Craddock
Cathy Crosby
Bob Crosby
Evy Norlund
Jimmy
Gia Scala Darren
Don Burnett
Jean Simmons
Stewart Granger
Annette Funicello
Sammy Davis, Jr
James Amess
Dick Clark
Sandra Dee
Evelyn Rudie
Troy Donahue

habits
Today's
smart girlswithneverfunletandtime-of-themonth interfere
freedom.
Why do you? Why do you insist on
clinging to old, uncomfortable, undainty
ways of sanitary protection? Choose the
modern way — the Tampax way.
Tampax never chafes or binds. Never
betrays itself. Never causes odor. Made
of pure surgical cotton, its special shield
never lets your fingers touch it. What
could be daintier for changing and disAnd, it's so easy
to learn
use. So posal?convenient
to carry
extras.how to
It's time you grow up to the idea of
Tampax® internal sanitary protection.
Try it this month. Choose from three
absorbencies : Regular, Super and
Junior. Wherever drug products are sold.
Made only by Tampax Incorporated,

2

Jimmy
Durante
Bing Crosby
HughJamesO'BrianGarner
Dinah Shore
Paul Anka
Louella Parsons

20 At 17, My Life Is Over
by Hugh Burr ell
22 At 16, I Know I'll Never Have A Husband Or Children
24 Me, My Kids And Glenn Ford by Louella Parsons
26 Introducing Crash Craddock by Ed DeBlasio
28 The House Of Terrified Women
30 Intimate Thoughts Of A Bride-To-Be by Terry Davidson
34 Death Opened Our Hearts by Doug Brewer
36 A Visit With Jean Simmons And Stewart Granger
38 I Believe I Heard The Voice Of Jesus
by Annette Funicello as told to George Christy
40 We Have A Right To Be Married
42 The Story Of A Hollywood Wife
44 Dick Clark, IbyLoveMyrna
You—Horowitz
No Matteras told
What toYou've
Done!
Ed DeBlasio
46 Let Sandra Dee Be A Warning!
by Louella Parsons
48 Little Girl Lost
by Helen Wetter
50 The Two Faces Of Troy Donahue by Robert Peer
FEATURETTES
52
...AndA His
Nose"Hot Money
64 "Forever
A Cool Cat
74 Maverick Rescues Wyatt Earp In The Shower
77 The Day Dinah Was Almost Shot
80 Paul Anka's Tommy Gun
DEPARTMENTS
9 Eight-Page Gossip Extra
4 The Inside Story
6 New Movies
56
Disk Jockeys'
Quiz
70 February
Birthdays
83 $150 For You
Cover Photograph from Topix
Other Photographers' Credits on Page 80
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SAM BLUM, managing editor
HELEN WELLER, west coast editor
SHIRLEY LAIKEN, promotion director
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M. SHAW, asst. art editor
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LINDA OLSHEIM, production editor
LUPITA
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photo research
ED DeBLASIO, special correspondent
SHELDON BUCHANSKY, reader service
BEVERLY LINET, contributing editor
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ERNESTINE R. COOKE, ed. assistant
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GENE HOYT, research director
FERNANDO TEXID0R, art director
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CO-STARRING CARL REINER
with JOHN McGIVER
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FEMICIN
TABLETS
Hospital-tested, prescription-type
formula provides total
treatment in a single tablet I

Worked even when others failed!
Now, through a revolutionary discovery of
medical science, a new, prescription-type tablet provides total relief from periodic complaints. When cramps and pains strike,
FEMICIN'S
ingredients
act you
instantly to endexclusive
your suffering
and give
back a sense of well-being. If taken before
pain starts — at those first signs of heaviness
and distress — further discomforts may never
develop. No simple aspirin compound can give
you this complete relief. Get FEMICIN at
your drugstore today! It must give you
greater relief than you have ever experienced
or your purchase price will be refunded.
For
booklet, "What
You samples
Should andKnowinformative
About Yourself
As a
Woman!",
for postage
Box
225, Dpt.sendD 1104^Church
St. Sta.,andN. handling.
Y.8,N.Y.
THAYER] ...a
SETTER PRODUCT
T WHO VSR RESEARCH '
©1959

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
Is he still as hot with the
Q I've been reading a great deal about Booneas lately.
ever? Or is he fading out now
Cary Grant's date with young Las fans
that Fabian, Bobby Darin, etc., are
Vegas
chorines,
air-stewardesses,
etc.
Has
Cary
his owneverage?considered dating a woman of leading the field? — S.F., Woodmere, L.I.
— J.W., Tallahassee, Fla.
A Pat'sIt popularity
is at aof nice
steadyin
A Not for the past twenty years.
stage.
is the consensus
opinion
the
music
business
that
he's
passed
the
teen-age
idol
stage,
and
will
develop
9 What's
the scoop threatened
behind theto report
that
Kirk Douglas
walk into a sure and steady Perry Como type.
out
the movie
We
Meet ofbecause
Kim Strangers
Novak andWhen
director
9 I saw
Gregory
Beloved In-as
fidel. As Greg
Peck, Peek
he wasin gorgeous;
RichardsonalQuine
kept
carrying
their
perproblems onto the set?
F. Scott Fitzgerald, he was a bust. Since
— J.L., Rocky Mount, N.C. Peck always seems to fight for his rights
with directors, why didn't he insist that
Abecause
Kirk couldn't
walk out
of the Hepicture
the disintegratof contractual
demands.
was Fitzgerald
ing man hebewasplayed
in hisas later
years?
upset at any delays which might have
—S B., Cairo, III.
kept him working overtime since he had
other projects demanding his attention. A Greg did fight for his rights. His director, who wanted a less strong and
9 Is it true that Lauren Bacall was virile character,
went down for the count.
finally
able Sinatra
to get over
her infatuation
with Frank
by strictly
adhering 9 Why has Alan Ladd put his foot down
to the adage that time heals all wounds ? about his son David working in any
— S.M., Butte, Mont. more films? Is it because David was
getting too much publicity?
— C.S., Steubenvtlle, Ohio
A Her friends say Miss Bacall's philosophy was 'time wounds all heels.'
A
No
—
not
formal schooling.
9 Ising the
Roger weather?
Moore marriage head- Alan will allowenough
David to make films —
for stormy
— C.C., Newtown, Conn. but only during the summer months.
A The rains came. But, the Moores are 9 DidsonalLizinfluence
Taylor
any ofFisher
her perto getuse Eddie
the
reconciled — for now.
role
of
her
piano
player
in
Butterfield
or is this casting an added publicity8
9 There was a great to do in the papers —gimmick
for the picture?
about Happy Anniversary not being able
— A.M., Johnstown, Pa.
to get a production code seal unless the
words, "It was wrong. I shouldn't have A All her influence.
taken
Alice
to
that
hotel
room,"
were
added to the finished print. I saw the
9 I read
story inontheBeverly
picture
— and somehow
Whatyour
do those
know inAadthe
voice sounded
different David
when heNiven's
said land.
them. What caused this difference?
movie sional
industry
feel allwillthebe Errol
her profesfuture,
after
Flynn
— F.E., New York, N.Y.
publicity has —beenB.H.,forgotten?
Pleasantvtlle, Mo.
A "Niven's voice" sounded different because Niven refused to do his own dub- A Oblivion.
bing on the principle that the addition
of lines dience
was intelligence.
juvenile and insulting to au- 9 Why did Janet Leigh accept a tiny
part in Psycho? What is the reason for
9 I read that Ray Anthony, Mamie her feud with Vera Miles, who is in the
same picture?
Van ingDoren's
"ex," hisis intent
upon mak— G.L., Albuquerque, NJMex.
Turner
next bride.
Any
truth toLanathis?
— E.C., Richmond, Va. A Although Janet gets killed off in the
second reel, her role up until then is a
A Ray is intent,
bothidea.
amused and meaty one. No feud, just some dissension
uninterested
in theLanawhole
as to who would get top billing — Janet,
with the bigger name, Vera, with the big9 I haven't read too much about Pat

James

Garner

Natalie

Wooa

Big Charm. . Big mii&ions..
THE GlSU NOT EVErt A UTTlE k.ss

This fellowhe's a zillionaire...
But this girl -she
keeps giving
him the air...!
Why should it
be? People, you
gotta see !
It's the new year's
big bright
romantic delight!

FROM THE BIG BEST-SELLER BY THE AUTHOR OF EXECUTIVE SUITE
a WARNER BROS, picture • TECHNICOLOR* Produ
ced by lyivMh,
~_
L_
S:reer.p,3,- ty
WBM-jmW

J

new
by florence
epstein
I I L*

ARLEEN KAITIS, Junior, St. Angela
Hall Academy, Brooklyn, N. Y. says:
"Whenthingmyafterfaceanother,
broke out,
I tried
one
but nothing
seemed to help, until I found Clearasil.
With Clearasil I noticed improvement right away, and in a short time,
my face was clear again."
Scientific Clearasil Medication . . .
GETS

INSIDE

PIMPLES
to Clear Them Fast!
You see only the top of a pimple. The real
trouble is inside because a pimple is actually
a clogged, inflamed pore. That is why Skin
Specialists agree the vital medical action you
need is the Clearasil action, which brings the
scientific medications down inside pimples,
where
to clearantiseptic
them fast.and drying actions are needed
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
1. Gtli Intide Pimpfoi — 'Keratolytic' action
dissolves pore
and opens
pimple cap so
can canclearafl'ected
: medications
getquickly
inside. . . . and
2. Stops Bacteria. Antiseptic medication
penetratesof bacteria.
to any lower infection,
stops
growth
of healthy, smooth Encourages
skin. quick growth
3. Dn'ejtion worksup toPhnplet
— Oil-absorhing
upFailpimples
fast, pimples.
removeaclat candry clog
pores, cause
Helps prevent further outbreak.
Skin-colored . . . hides pimples while it works.
clearasil also softens and loosens blackheads,
so they 'float' out with normal washing.
Proved by Skin Specialists. In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of 10 cases
completely cleared up or definitely
improved while using clearasil.
Guaranteed to work for you or
money back. In Tube 69f! and 98c\
Lotion squeeze-bottle only
.11.25 (no fed. tax).
At all drug
counters.
SPECIALaddress
OFFER:and For15c 2to weeks'
supply of clearasil
send
name,
Box 9-BT
or Box2/29/60.
9-BU
(for Lotion). Eastco,
Inc. .White
Plains.(forN. Y.tube)Expires

Charlton
StephenHestort
Boyd
Haya
Jack Harareet
Hawkins
Sam Jaffe
■ From the very first moment of Ben Hur the
view is dazzling. Indeed, the prologue — scenes
accompained by narration of the birth of
Christ — is of breath-taking, overwhelminp
beauty. Immediately after begins a story
which, although it is nearly four hours long,
rarely drags and never lets you down as far
as emotional excitement, suspense or climax
are concerned. Ben Hur (Charlton Heston),
scion ofcomesathe rich
welnew Jewish
Roman family
Tribuneof toJudea,
his city.
The Tribune, Messala (Stephen Boyd), is his
boyhood friend and Heston hopes that the
tyrannical hand of Rome will soften under his
rule. But Boyd believes that Caesar is divine;
Heston believes with the Jews that there is
only one God. Conflict between these former
friends is inevitable. Although this is the
story of Heston's conversion to Christianity,
BEN HUR
a tale of the Christ

it is, on the surface, an adventure story packed
with action. Boyd, to teach other Jews
submit, condemns Heston to a galley and
throws his mother (Martha Scott) and sistei
(Kathybly, it seems,
O'Donnell)
a dungeon.
Incredi-or
Hestonintosurvives
three years
the galley. Then during a sea battle he rescue
Commander Jack Hawkins who takes him to
Rome and a new life of splendor. Filled with
hatred for Boyd and lust for revenge, Heston
can't
Returning
to Judeatheyhe both
meetsenteShis
enemy rest.
in the
arena where
the chariot race. It is a brutal, highly exciting
event. Afterward Heston is still unsatisfied;
he has yet to discover the whereabouts of hig
mother and sister. An ex-slave, the girl he
now loves (Haya Harareet), knows that they.
are lepers living in a valley of Untouchables
and she tries to spare him by saying they are;
dead. On the same day that Christ is to ba
crucified Heston leads them out of the valley]
This movie cost a fortune to produce and ifj
looks it. It is a magnificent spectacle. — MGMl
(Continued on page 72n
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The swinging purse . . . the swaying hips . . . the sensuous body against the lamp-post
. . .then, the sudden glint of a knife ... a choked scream . . . fleeing footsteps
and over and over he would repeat his brutal, compulsive act of killing!
THE MOST DIABOLICAL MURDERER IN ALL
THE ANNALS OF CRIME! HE BAFFLED
THE GREAT SCOTLAND YARD, THE CELEBRATED
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE AND
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON ...THE FILE ON
JACK THE RIPPER HAS NEVER CLOSED.
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JOSEPH E. LEVINE presents JACK
JPtVlt THE
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Ft I ■ ■ k It starring LEE PATTERSON • EDDIE BYRNE • BETTY McDOWALL • EWEN SOLON
Screenplay by JIMMY SANGSTER • From an original story by PETER HAMMOND and COLIN CRAIG • Produced, Directed and Photographed by ROBERT S. BAKER and MONTY BERMAN
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n this issue:
'arties, Parties, Parties
i Talk With Lana Turner
ookie's Bank Account

David Janssen is so much fun at a party, and Louella
diets he'll soon be as big in motion pictures as he is on

continued

Zsa
Hal
Hayes,Zsawas Gabor's
without aescort,
place card.

Poor Martha Hyer (here with
Aly Kahn flew from New York
Richard Burton) was robbed!'.
especially for Merle's party.
his
girlfriend
nothing to be jealous of
up, every eye was on this interesting "three- any more than had
when Aly danced with Rita.
Almost all the women were arrayed in th«
Strangely enough, the suspense did not last
long. Aly and Rita chatted like old and good most fabulous gowns from such designers a:
some."
friends and when the dancing started after Sophie, Mainboc-her, Fontana, Dior and others
So I was really amazed when one of the pret
the
danceformal
with sit-down
him. dinner, Aly asked Rita to tiest women, wearing one of the lovelies
Martha Hyer, beautifully gowned in a gowns and coats, Mrs. David Janssen. told
long picture-portrait black velvet dress, had a me she made every stitch of her ensemble!
(Incidentally, everyone is crazy about th(
ball — until
she been
returnedrobbed
homeof that
nightworth
and
found
she had
$80,000
Janssens TVandshowI admit
a fan ofEllie
David'anc
of priceless paintings, jewelry and furs! Poor popular
RichardI'mDiamond.
Martha collapsed when she found out that David are so much fun and she gets a laugl
among the looted treasures were her prize when some friends call her "Sam," the sexi
Renoirs and Utrillo oils.
on David's
words, Davidgal will
soon be show.
as big Mark
in motioi
Meanwhile, back at the party (to para- telephone
phrase the TV westerns) there was never a Gable.)
pictures
as
he
is
on
TV.
He's
a young Clark
dull moment even up to midnight when Senator
John Kennedy arrived and immediately was
As usual was
— it'sonea habit
— Cyd
the center of a circle of friends and relatives, Charisse
of the with
most herbeautiful
women present and Tony Martin is always^
including
his
sister
Pat
(Mrs.
Peter
Lawford Pete, and Frank Sinatra.
of her.
Aly Khan was also noted dancing with Kim so Itproud
was really a party of parties and the '
Novak — which brought to mind that they had young
Henry Fords, who had come to the j
also —been
spark init each
lives was
at onein Coast to be the godparents of Merle and
time
last asummer
was, other's
when Kim
Pagliai's adorable little adopted son.
Europe. But the flame seemed to be banked Bruno
got anthis interesting
evening wasclose-up
over. of Hollywhen Kim and Aly danced and chatted, and certainlywood before

Merle Oberon (holding son) and husband (right)
hosted the lavish party for the Henry Fords.
PARTYo/
the month
Merle Oberon s party, in her Bel Air
home, honoring the Henry Fords was not only
one oi the largest and most lavish of the
season — itcitemenwas
t from startpacked
to finish.with drama and exin a about
cave,
youUnless
must you've
have readbeenthe hibernating
headline stories
how Zsa Zsa Gabor arrived with Hal Hayes
(whom Merle had not invited) and for whom
she had no place card. Nor did she write one.
When Zsa Zsa and her escort later departed
in a huff — it hit the headlines. But enough of
this. It's been argued pro and con by ;he
experts
friend notof toMerle's
a guest —inand
her ashomea close
I promised
discussandit.
But this was just one of several eventful
happenings of this eventful evening.
Aly Khan had flown out from New York with
his current girl friend, Gwinella Riva (a
Swedish beauty but she makes her home in
Paris) especially for Merle's party. So when
Aly's former wifa Rita Hayworth showed

Lovely Cyd Charisse and (right) Dano
Wynter in fabulous maternity gown.

'Just Good Friends"
it Las Vegas
Debbie Reynolds stuck to her code of
never dating a married man until he is dirrced"
told me24 inof mythis interview
with
=r, which(asis sheon page
issue) before
le appeared with millionaire Harry Karl as
Br escort in Las Vegas. It was about a week
:-.er Joansced Karl(thethatformer
Harry) theCohndatesdiDebbieMrs.resumed
19 was having with him before his surprising
znd
chn. short) twenty -five day marriage to Mrs.
Debbie was in Las Vegas at the invitation
Shirley MacLaine to take part in the
g Operation Typhoon charity affair staged Congratulations, Dorothy and. Jacques,
,- Steve Parker and his Japanese Revue stars i Dorothy is expecting the Stork.)
the New Frontier to aid Japanese sufferers
the recent typhoon. With their usual genosity. many Hollywood stars including Bob
Lucille
saope.ZsaDonald
Gabor O'Connor,
and others, flew
up toBall,
take
jrt in the show and buy many of the fine
izes auctioned off from the stage.
Looking cute as a button arrayed in white
; and tails and top hat, Debbie did a dance
rmber for which Mr. Karl applauded loudest
all. Later, Harry bought a chinchilla coat
hich was auctioned off for sweet charity,
id presented it to Debbie! She keeps insisting
me that she and Karl are "just good friends"
id I think she means it. But I'm beginning
deeper herthanmindthat— heon will.
his side
.dbelieve
if he canit'schange
I thinlf a special bow goes to Lucille Ball
letting back to the show for Operation Tyloon) who almost stole the evening with her
perb clowning. Lucille is not a happy girl
=se days. There is trouble between her and
si Arnaz, although both half-heartedly deny
But she put her personal problems aside to
me up to Vegas and help Shirley and Steve
ise money for this worthy cause. She's a
e girl, this "Lucy" — and here's hoping Desi
iikes up before it's too late.

Kookie had. a funny a

"A Baby Is Coming"
I kepttainlysaying
that Dorothy
Malone kept
cerlooked pregnant.
And Dorothy
denying that she and Jacques Bergerac
are expecting a baby. We kept up this jolly
little game for about two weeks.
Then, one morning, to my desk came a beautiful large white orchid to which was attached
a white satin streamer with ABC printed in
gold letters
and a note
Dear — Loueila:
You reading:
are quite right,
Jacques and I are happily expecting a
baby in May- In case you are curious,
the ABC printed on the streamer
means.
'A babyDorothy
is coming.'
Congratulations,
and Jacques. And
thank you for the charming way you verified
my story that Dorothy is expecting the Stork.

questioned about mo/t riage and Asa Maynor.

get along on his S284-per-week taice-home
salary. That may seem like a good salary —
and it is outside of the acting profession. But
with all the expenses even a young actor is
heir
to, and the front he is expected to put up,
Never let it be said that Edd "Kookie" it'sEddsmallhas pickings.
really been up against it financially
Byrnes
hasn't troubles
kept his atsense
of humor
his suspension
Warner
Bros, through
(which speaking. For one item alone, his tuxedo, cost
this).
I'm sure will be settled by the time you read himJackS240,Warner,
almost aa week's
salary.offered to up
fair man,
"Kookie" to S750 weekly which is okay with
When
I
asked
"Kookie"
if
he
planned
to
marry Asa Maynor any day now, he Edd and his agents. But "Kookie" is also hopcracked:
ing the studio
to keep and
50 °oper-of
being permits
offered him
for nightclub
"The answer is — no. I can't afford two what hesonalisappearances.
This, my friends, is as high
Edd is very grateful to Warners, the studio as S10.000 weekly.
that discovered him and gave him his big
'cs a fine girl, this "Lucy," and combs."
Not bad for that cute "parking attendant"
e's hoping Desi wakes up to it. chance on 77 Sunset Strip. It's just that he can't at 77 Sunset Strip!

ie Can't
Kookrd
Affo
Two Combs

Kim was there with Dick Quine (right)
and she made up with Kirk Douglas.

Bob Stack and Rosemary Bowe sat with Louella.
More Parties, Parties,
Parties :
I needed a scooter to get around to all the
social events of the month. Come to think
of it, maybe I should have taken up Edd
"Kookie" Byrnes' offer to ride on his motor
scooter (remember I told you about that last
month) to cover all the ground.
There were rhree big ones on the same
night — and that takes a bit of doing even for
me First
— but doorbell
I made we'em! rang was at Anne and
Kirk
Douglas'
their home
for Simone (Roombig atwingding
the Top)at Signoret
and Yves Montand, her husband, a fine
French entertainer making his Hollywood debut
at the Huntington Hartford Theater a few nights
later.
Everybody but everybody was there — but
I'll
admit I wasthat surprised
see had
Kim been
Novakreconsidering
she and toKirk
ported
feuding
all
during
the
making
of
Strangers When We Meet.

The Danny Thomases stop to chat with Louis Prima and Keely Smith.
attractive wife Pat. The Nixons are always
said, "Come
justKimto prove
there werewithnome,bad Louella"
feelings,— and
she welcome visitors — if you can call them visitors.
marched up to Kirk and gave him a big kiss! They hail from nearby Whither, California.
you our Vice President has a very
Mr. Douglas didn't mind in the least. Of goodI canandtellmost
flattering memory. He said to
course,
with her 'heart' (also her
director)KimDickwasQuine.
last Waldorf
time I sawTowers
you was
in theYork.
elein New
Anne Douglas had decorated her house in me, "Thevator in the
red, white and blue flowers in honor of her Do you remember?" I certainly remembered —
approaching American citizenship. This set but I hardly expected he would.
But time was ticking on, as much as we
Tony Curtis off to drumming Yankee Doodle
would have liked to linger on at this intereston theamusement
toy drum ofof Janet
the Douglas'
the
Leigh,child,
who much
lookedto
ing affair, we were due at the WAIF Imperial
stunning in red chiffon. In the crowd I saw Ball, one of the big charity affairs of every
Steve Allen and Jayne Meadows, Judy season with proceeds going to the fund for
Garland and Sid Luft, Dinah Shore and orphaned children of Europe. Jane Russell
a guiding light.
George Montgomery (Dinah in one of her is When
we arrived at the ballroom of the
long Paris gowns). Gene Kelly with Jeanie
Coyne
(methinks
this
is
a
new
romance
—
Beverly
Edd Dorothy
"Kookie" Johnson,
Byrnes
leanie is his former dance assistant); the with his Hilton,
date, pretty
Gregory Pecks and Jean Simmons the Bob Stacks, Donna Reed, Tony
and Stewart Granger. I told you every- Owen and the Danny Thomases were al
body was there.
ready seated at our table.
The guest of honor was her Imperial HighHated to tear ourselves away from the Dougness Princess Marie Cecilie of Prussia, a very
lases, but on to the dinner Jack Warner gave
for Vice President Richard Nixon and his so pretty seventeen-year-old blonde whose par-

A most amiable and easy-to-know young
man, George gets hot under the collar about
only one thing: the criticism leveled at young
actors
the way (particularly
they dress in the
jeans,'method'
denims group)
and sweatfor
shirts.
Even his MGM bosses were impressed when,
"I often wore jeans to interviews with profollowing the sneak preview of Home from
ucers for thesuit!
goodAndreason
the Hill (stars Bob Mitchum and Eleanor buy a dgood
this Iiscouldn't
true of aftoid
the ma-to
Parker) 221 preview cards out of the 300
j
o
r
i
t
y
o
f
young
actors
struggling
for
a
break
distributed, read A new srar is born in George including some girls like Diane Varsi. When—
Peppaid — or words to that effect.
we first start making money, we need it for
The good-looking blonde graduate of Mar- our
studies, not for flashy wardrobes." So
there!
lon Brando's alma mater, Lee Strasberg's
Actors' Studio in New York, was waylaid by
George
Peppard is his real name and he
eager teenage fans who told him, "You are was born in Detroit, Michigan, the son of a
(late) pard,building
contractor
Pepnow"No,"
a bigsaidmoviethe star."
a former opera
singerandand Vernelle
voice coach.
flabbergasted George, "I'm After
graduation from Dearborn High School,
just
an
actor."
I
say
some
actor
—
to
make
such
a splash in his first important screen role even in his native city, and several years at Purdue
if he has made his mark on Broadway in such
George headed for New York and
hits as Girls of Summer, The Pleasure of His University,
Actors' was
Studio.his Shelley
play heGirJsis
Company and on TV in Little Moon ot Alban, the
of
Summer
kick-off Winters'
hit. Yes, girls,
the Alfred Hitchcock shows and several married. Helen Davies
has been Mrs. P. since
1954.
U.S. Steel Hour presentations.
I nominate for
STARDOM

ookie found the Princess charming.

Charming date, too— Dorothy Johnson.
nts accompanied her to Hollywood and perlitted her to make her bow to society at this
/orthy occasion.
had ofmade
arrangements
eI one
the young
men to for
dance"Kookie"
with theto
rincess. He was a bit nervous about it— but
erne, and they made such an attractive couple
n the floor that the cameramen kept their
cshbulbs popping all during the dance.
When "Kookie" returned to the table he told
ie the Princess was a charming and vivacious
irl and a good dancer — and "What a handnake
has!"when
I knewI metwhatherheandmeantshe agave
few
momentsshe later
ly hand such a hearty grip it nearly took me
ff my feet.
I was also very much impressed with the
rincess' mother. Grand Duchess Kira, who
egged those of us who were presented to
er to sit and talk with her a moment. I asked
er if she and her family were movie fans.
"We see few motion pictures," the Grand
uchess replied tactfully, "but we like those
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continued

Lana Turner likes Fred May (left) better than any other man she knows, but
neither of them is thinking in terms of marriage— not right now, anyhow.

A Talk With Lana—
I asked Lana Turner just how serious she
is about Fred May. the good looking and reputedly wealthy businessman whom she is
dating constantly. "I like Fred better than any
man
I
know.
divorceof won't
final
until February —Butandhisneither
us is bethinking
in "He
termshasof two
marriage,"
told means
me. oblichildren Lana
— which
g
a
t
i
o
n
s
—
and
so
do
I."
I said.with
"Youallcertainly
have nocoming
financialin
worries
those millions
from Imitation oi Life, Lana."
She laughed, "So far I haven't seen any
of those millions, but I'm told I'll get the
money. When it comes it will be very wel-

come."
Marilyn's
Husband and

14

Marilyn's Script
No matter how politely Gregory Peck
worded his reasons to me for walking out of
The Billionaire with Marilyn Monroe before
the picture started at 20th, the truth is:
He was burned
with the
playwright
husbandupArthur
MillerwaywasMarilyn's
rewritthe script,
up Marilyn's role with
each ingclick
of hisbuilding
typewriter.
But, behaving like a gentleman, Greg told
me,
"I read
Norman
Krasna's
and that
is what
I signed
to make.original
I havestory
not
seen the rewritten version.
"What upI object
to is date
that which
the rewriting
holding
the starting
was sup-is
posed to be November 1st. Three quarters of
the month is gone and we still are not into
production. I have signed a contract to star
in The Guns oi Navarone in Greece late in
December — and I can't wait any longer for
The Billionaire."
were on their
Spoken like a gentleman, Mr. P. — and very Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Miller script
changes.
way to Hollywood here— and to those
nice, except that I don't believe a word of it.

Childhood is for laughter, as one reader poignantly reminds us, but even Evelyn
Rudie's mother and father admit that "Eloise" is not like other children.

Interesting problem-the similarity of the names of Bobby Darin and Jimmy Darren. Do you get them mixed up?
LETTER
BOX
What a heart-breaking thing that nine-yearold Evelyn Rudie should be so worried
about her career that she landed in that silly
publicity stunt and trip to Washington, writes
Mrs. E. Dekringer, Tacoma. Childhood is tor
laughter
or tears.
me orof
wanting —tonotputfears
my little
girl inIt'sthecured
movies
TV. Wise words, Mrs. D. . . .

Cleo torVanbothZandt,
has and
an idea:
crazy
BobbyMiami,Darin
JimmyI'm
Darren. But the similarity ol their names, I
think, is bad for both of their careers. Before
they go on and become even more famous —
one change
Particularly
aswhybothdoesn't
are now
actors inhis thename?
movies,
as well
as singers. Does everyone get these boys as
mixed up as Cleo thinks . . . ?
I saw Pillow Talk with my sixteen-yearold boyfriend and it made both of us blush,
postcards Evelyn Greer, Madison, Wis. Well,
Evelyn, if this amusing comedy makes you
blush — keep away from the French movies

now on display. . . .
Dee Dee, Atlantic City, asks: Do you feel
asGarJbo?
I do that
No. May
. . . Britt is the next Greta
Personal to Ptjrveen, Karachi, Pakistan —
Thank you for your kind words about this department and about Modern Screen, written
in excellent English for which I compliment
you. I am sorry if you, such an ardent movie
fan, are not receiving replies to your letters to
Elizabeth Taylor, Pier Angeli, Hope
Lange and Susan Hayward. Perhaps
they
will read
your andisappointment
and write
to you,of such
interesting fanherefrom—

continued

One fan thinks Rock is slated for marriage in 1960,
but it's doubtful— he was badly burned the first time.
such a far away country. . . .
Why do you of the press pick on Ava
Gardner? snaps Bob Weill, Boston. If you
ask
Bob, — it's asAvashepicking
on usit inof her
the
press,me.particularly
now has
contract that she can walk off her new movie
set if any reporter shows up.
I worked out
future by
numerology,
pensRock
PeggyHudson's
Brown, Cleveland,
and the numbers say he will be married again
in 1960. Want to bet? Rock was badly burned
in his firsttrimonymarriage.
again so soon.I doubt
. . . if he'll try maTony Randall is just wonderful! One ot
the fewmanticactors
can enthuses
be amus'ng
at the samewhotime,
Mrs. and
Vivyanro-

Tony Randall is an actor who can be
amusing and romantic at the same time.

Oldfield,
Dallas.
isn't heMrs.a star?
The
next time you
look atWhy
the billing,
O., Tony
mayOdessa
jolly well
be
a
star.
.
.
.
McDaniels, Duluth, writes: I cried
my eyes out when I read that Bob Hope is
completely blind in one eye now and is losing
the sight ot the other. Wait a minute — Bob
himself says that report is greatly exaggerated.
He has lost about 50 percent vision in one
eye and the other has not been affected
Sally Phillips, Homestead, Florida, begs
the fans not to forget the great Mario Lanza.
Though he did some things at the height ot his
fame that seemed wrong, his was a great
talent. I believe all admirers of Mario can
best express their sympathy to his bereaved

family by buying, and then buying more, of
his wonderful records. That is a very fine idea,
Sally.
..
Has .somebody
in authority clamped down
on Tuesday Weld? postcards Jimmy Steiger,
Brooklyn.
Haven't
read muchMaybenonsense
about ihis wild kid this month.
some
latent good sense came to her rescue. But
don't count on it. Where Tuesday is concerned,
she can erupt again any minute. . . .
That's all for now. See you next month.
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On the next 4 pages
Modern Screen brings
you the real truth
about two Hollywood
teenagers— Beverly Aadland
and Tuesday Weld —
who learned about love
from men three times
their age— and lost... —
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LIFE
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The girlfriend really wanted to say, "Look, Errol Flynn is dead.
The funeral was two weeks ago. He's gone, Beverly. Sad, tragic,
heartbreaking as it is, the man you loved and lived with for two
years is gone. And it's time you realize that now, and try to
pull yourself together."
But aloud she said, instead, "You've barely touched your salad,
honey. Here I take you to lunch at — ahem, excuse me for bragging —
one of the most expensive restaurants in Hollywood.
And what do you do? You sit and look at your food like it was a
decoration, a display . . . Now come on. Perk up and eat a
little. This isn't on any expense account, you know. This is on me,
jm
your old hard-working chum!"
Seventeen-year-old Beverly Aadland looked up from her plate,
ik*
"I'm sorry," she said. "I'm just not too hungry."
'Til makesaid,youlaughing.
pay for your share of this if you don't eat,"
her girlfriend
-^X
pay, away.
if you want," Beverly said.
She'Tillooked
There were tears in her eyes.
Her girlfriend stopped laughing and sighed and reached
across the table for Beverly's hand.
'I was teasing you — " she started to say. "Hey, what's
happened anyway to the gal who used to be able to
take a joke and who could — " {Continued on page 79)
Beverly Aadland thought she was
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■ Actually, Tuesday and John met on the set of Spartacus
at U-I Studios. Tuesday, wearing one of her famous beatnik outfits
that day, levis, sweat shirt, sandals and mix-master wig, was visiting the set with a friend, Marsha. John, in the picture, was
doing takes on a scene with Kirk Douglas and Laurence Olivier.
The introduction was made between a pair of takes by Marsha,
who had known John for several years.
It was a very uneventful-seeming introduction, short and sweet.
John said hello, Tuesday said hi, John turned to talk to
Marsha for a few minutes, and then he went back to work.
As he did, Tuesday sighed. "He's the (Continued on page 54)

I Weld was shattered when John Ireland said good-bye...
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(Continued on page 53)

He was alone now. The
who'dminutes
been
with people
him a few
earlier — the press agent,
the man from the record
company, the musician
or two — had gone to their
own rooms. What laughter and talk and congratulations there had been
about the show he'd done
that night were over.
The hotel room was emp-

ty. And he was lonely,
so terribly lonely ... He
was nineteen years old
and far away from home
and from the girl he
loved and he wondered
what he was doing here,
anyway. In this strange
room. In this strange
city. This night. Far
from Greensboro, North
Carolina, and the life he
knew. Far from the

great, big, beautiful, glorious future everybody
had been predicting for
him. Smack in the middle
of what, he wondered —
of what?
He walked over to the
phone. He wanted to call
May. He wanted to say,
"Honey, this is Billy. I'm
comin' home. I'm tired
of being Crash Craddock.
I want to be Billy again,

your husband again. I
miss you, honey, and I
love you and I'm comin'
But his hand left the
home
receiverto you."
before he even
picked it up.
Without looking down
at his watch, he knew
that it was late — well after midnight. That May,
busy working all day at
(Continued on page 63)

Crosby
220 N# Layton Dr«

THE

HOUSE

OF

TERRIFIED
WOMEN

A few miles away
• from the big house
at 220 N. Layton Drive,
Beverly Hills, the beautiful girl sat up in her
bed.this
It was
:40 o'clock
of
mild10 and
lovely
Saturday evening, November 7th, 1959. The
others, in the rooms
flanking hers, in the
stretch of rooms down
the long and silent hallway— they were fast
asleep by now. But she
was not. She was sitting up, and she was
{Continued on page 70)

Evy

Norlnnd

and

Jimmy

Dar

ren

A young engaged girl, her heart bursting
with happiness, can have a strange problem.
You see, Evy Norlund has no one near to share her joy;
she has no one with whom to share the

Evy's oirtfit

Ballerina Bridal . . . a Maurer Original

Mrs. Jimmy Darren, Mrs. Jimmy
Darren. . . . These words, like an
unforgettable melody, keep singEvy plans
Norlund's
as she
makesing inher
for hermind
coming
marriage. All the while she is thinking of important things, big things,
like her trousseau ("So many
lovely new clothes ... I want to look
beautiful for him always. . . .")
and furniture ("Our bedroom will be
the sweetest, most romantic room
in the whole world. . . .") and silverware ("We'll eat dinner by candlelight. .. .") and how she'll make
Jimmy's favorite dishes ("I hope I
can learn to cook the way his mother
does. . . .") in a sparkling new
kitchen — in the midst of all her
planning, these precious words, Mrs.
Jimmy Darren, keep coming back,
and Evy hugs them close.
Her heart is bursting to tell someone how happy she is, how
(continued on next page)

Evy's in The Flying Fontaines
and Jimmy's in The Gene Krupa Story
and Because They're Youngall from Columbia.

3 pc. silk suit . . . Sacony

wonderful he is, how much in love she
is . . . and yet how apprehensive
she sometimes is. . . . But these are
intimate thoughts to share with
a girlfriend,
best
friend isa best
6,000friend,
miles and
awayEvy's
from Hollywood, back home in Denmark. If Evy were home, she
would be confiding now in Hanne
Blarke, the girl she grew up with, the
girl she promised would be her
maid of honor someday.
At home, getting married would
mean walking down the aisle on her
father's arm, in the dear old
church where her childhood priest,
Jack Stenberg, had confirmed her,
and a lavish wedding reception
at the smart Europa Hotel in
Copenhagen with everybody there,
all her family, her three sisters
and her two brothers, her sixteen
aunts and uncles, her thirty cousins,
and the kids she'd gone to school with.
Evy misses all this, not having her
family and friends with her to
(Continued on page 82)
Knitted Sheath . . . Sacony
Handbags by Etra
Jewelry by Cora

Dress by Kay Windsor
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■ Don Burnett lay down
the newspaper, this summer
night a little over a year ago.
And as he did his mother,
setting the table in the
dining room a few yards away,
called out, "Almost ready
for dinner?"
Don shook
his head. "I'm
not"Don't
hungry,
Mom,"
bother
abouthe mesaid.
His mother walked into the
living right
room, now."
confused.
"Don," she said, smiling,
"I've got the roast almost
ready . . . You said you were
famished when you called
{Continued
on page
before. And
I— " 66)

DEATH

OPENED

OUR

HEARTS
The strange
love story of
Gia Scala
and her husband
Don Burnett . .

A

A

Modern

Screen

Photo

Scoop!

VISIT

WITH

JEAN

SIMMONS

AND

STEWART

GRANGER

Jean stars in Universale Spartacus and ivill
soon appear hi United Artist's Elmer Gantry.

(Opposite) Lined up
on the horses from left
to right: Lindsay.
Stewart, Jean, and
Jamie. (Above) Stewart tries to keep the
barbecue under control.
(Above right) Tracy
smiles good-night to
her mommy. (Right)
Stewart lends a hand to
his pretty passenger.
(Below) Stewart proudly shows off a prize
Charolais bull calf.

■ Everyone in Hollywood has some method
of getting away from it all. Some eat,
some drink . . . but some just get up and
go ! Take Stewart Granger and
Jean Simmons. They head south to their
own 10,000-acre ranch named Yerba
Buena on the Mexican border. There with
their three-year-old daughter Tracy
and Stewart's thirteen-year-old daughter
Lindsay and fifteen-year-old son Jamie,
they ride herd, milk cows, try to
forget about Hollywood — and guard their
privacy. That last is the important
matter. When they invited us out, we
were
very ? shy
we .bring
a camera
You about
know asking,
. . . our "May
readers
..
your fans. . . ." Jean laughed and
said, "Of course," and we were almost
at
a (rare
for us)youlossthese
for pictures
words. We've
wanted
to bring
for so
long, we take great pride in presenting the
first picture story anywhere
on the life of "The Granger Rangers."

In my

agony

I kissed
I heard

the Cross.

a Voice

"I am

say,

with

you."

i Beueve
IH671RD
TH€

voice

of

jesus

told to George Christy

i

Even the doctor didn't suspect. He told us everything was all
right. It just turned out to be one of those nightmares you
hear about and never think can happen to you.
Nobody expected it.
My brother, Joey, was six and I was nine when
we had our tonsils removed in St. Joseph's
Hospital in Burbank, California. It was during
the Christmas holiday because my mom and
dad didn't want us to miss any school. My
tonsils had bothered me from the day we
moved to California from Utica, New York,
was born.
The where'
doctor Iagreed
it was a good idea to peri^^f
form adouble operation. Joey and I could keep each other company
in the hospital — and at home — while we got well.
Two days after the operation we were released by Dr. King, the kind, softvoiced surgeon who patted me on the arm and said, "Now, keep up the
good spirits. You're going to be all right."
Dr. King walked down the long hospital corridor with us to the
front entrance. Both Joey and I carried our overnight plaid suitcases
with our pajamas.
At the door, Dr. King said, "Don't they look fine?" as he patted us
on the back. My mom and dad smiled. Mom was pregnant with Mike then,
and she was wearing maternity clothes. When we got home that
December afternoon, we celebrated with vanilla ice cream and fresh orange
juice, and I was allowed to play with my Christmas doll in bed until
I fell asleep . . .
Mom and Dad were having coffee in the kitchen when Mom decided to
take a look into the bedroom to make sure I hadn't kicked off my blankets.
After an operation like that, you fall into deep sleeps where you feel so
warm you're uncomfortable. So you toss and turn and push
the blankets away.
All I can remember is my mother yelling and the hallway light shining into
the bedroom. She was standing above me, and I heard her cry
out, "Joe . . . Joe . . . Joe!"
"What's the matter?" my father called back from the kitchen.
"Joe," my mother sobbed, the shiver of distress in her voice. "It's Annette!
She's bleeding!"
My father rushed into the room. He snapped on the overhead light, I tried to
speak. I wanted to sleep. Why were they bothering me? But I couldn't talk.
My mouth tasted of blood. My pillow was moist and clammy. I looked
at it in the light and I saw it was red, dark red, soaked with blood.
I was hemorrhaging.
"Oh, my baby." my mother cried as she took me in her {Continued on page 78)
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■ Sammy Davis Jr.'s
heart wasn't in this cocktail party. He was tired
after the long trip from
Hollywood to Montreal,
tired just thinking about
his opening tomorrow
night at the Bel Vue
Casino, here in the
French-Canadian city.
He shook hands with
most of the hundred-orso guests. He laughed at
their jokes. Because it
was expected of him, he
told some jokes of his
own.
"I've got to get out of
here and grab some shuteye," he told one of his
managers, "or I'm just
gonna sit down in that
chair over there and
this town's gonna know
me as Sleepin' Sam."
"Sure, sure, Sammy,"
the manager said, laughing and taking his arm
and leading him through
the crowd, to a corner
way across the room.
"But these kids, they're
dying to say hello. Show
kids, from some club
down the street. And
just a few minutes, just
(Continued on page 60)

■ "I thought I would die when Jim told me he didn't ever want to come back to
me. I wanted to die. I could no more live without him than I could live without my
right leg.
"I had gone on a trip around the world to forget him. But I couldn't. Wherever
I went, I saw Jim's face before me. In Honolulu, on my way home, great, black
waves of emptiness overwhelmed me. Years before, Jim and I had been in Honolulu
together. I wanted nothing more in the world than to have Jim with me again.
Frantic, I called him on the phone. 'Jim,' I said, 'I love you. I can't live without you.
Please come back to me.'
"There was a pause. It was agony waiting for him to reply. Finally it came.
'No,' he said, and his voice was like ice. 'No, Virginia, I can't. It's all over.' And he
hung up.
"I shivered. In my distraught state I thought, 'There is nothing to lire for
any longer.' I was so tired.
The

Story

of

a

Hollywood

Wife

"I went into the bathroom and took a razor. I lay down in the bathtub and ran
the razor over one wrist. There was a terrible sting. Then, with my bloodied hand, I
took the razor and slashed my other wrist. I began to black out. I closed my eyes
and waited to die."
This is what Jim Arness' wife, Virginia, said. The tragedy of Virginia Arness is
the tragedy of a woman who loved her man too much. Divorce is an almost daily
occurrence in Hollywood, with heartache its companion. But what would make a
woman so despairing on knowing she had lost her husband that she would try to take
her life, as Virginia Arness had tried to do? Here is Virginia's own story:
"Jim and I were desperately poor when we got married ten years ago. But we were
very much in love, and we were very happy. It was only after Jim had a taste of
success as the star of TV's Gunsmoke that things began to go very wrong with our
marriage. It was when that crazy thing called Hollywood (Continued on page 68)

n
As we go to press, Dick Clark appears to be on the brink of
possible trouble. The newspapers are full of the word Payola
(trade jargon for bribes). The intimation is that Dick and
other deejays might have accepted money or gifts to plug
certain records and singers. There are some people around
who think Dick is guilty of this charge, and that he has
betrayed the teenagers of America. We went to see one of
these teenagers— Myrna Horowitz— whom you have undoubtedly seen dancing on The American Bandstand. We wanted tc
know how Myrna really felt about Dick since the headlines
broke . . .

Wo

■ Myrna is a Philadelphia girl, seventeen
years old. When she
was six, she was struck
■ down by polio. It was
a serious attack, the
worst kind of polio. It
left her with a permanent scar — an abnor-

mal y-thin left leg, still
encased in a large steel
brace. For years it left
a scar on her heart,
too; in her spirit.
Myrna felt she was not
like other girls. Other
girls walked. She
limped. Other girls ran.

She limped. Other girls
played. She limped. In
Myrna's own words,
"I lived in a kind of
shell, I guess, a little
lonely, afraid, ill at
And then, one day,
she met Dick Clark.
ease."

And things began to
change for her.
Myrna told us about
these changes when we
visited her recently in
Philadelphia. It was
night, a Friday, about
7:30 p.m. We sat on
(Continued on page 82)

AN

IMPORTANT
TO

ALL

MESSAGE
DIETING

FROM

LOUELLA

TEENAGE

PARSONS

GIRLS

| ■ I want to say that if the shocking example of seventeen-year-old Sandra Dee's being rushed to the
1 hospital in an ambulance to have her stomach pumped from an overdose of Epsom Salts (to keep her weight
I down) isn't a lesson to you girls who go in for 'crash diets' — then go ahead, ruin your health!
1 Frankly, I'm surprised at Sandra, whom I know and like very much. She's always seemed so level headed.
1 I was aghast when I learned that she had been rushed to the hospital as an emergency case suffering from
|| a dangerous attack of gastritis.
I investigated and found out that Sandra had been taking Epsom Salts over a period of a long time to
I keep her weight down. And after a particularly large dose brought on unbearable stomach pains, she became
I frightened, particularly as she also suffers from a chronic inflamed appendix, a condition made dangerous
j by potent laxative.
How many times is it necessary to say to you dieting youngsters — and to Sandra — that these extremes
are not necessary!???? Put yourself in the hands of a reputable doctor who will give you a sensible diet.
Far too many of you read of where some glamour girl or social belle has lost 'pounds and pounds' on
something silly like eating nothing but boiled chalk or — worse — going with no food at all. Then you go
ill ahead and try to do the same thing.
|; It's a crime against your good health — and I say stop it. Don't be little fools! Without good health—
!' all the fame in the world is worth little. I think Sandra has learned her lesson the hard way. I hope you
t will be as wise. END.
Ill

LET

BE
46

SANDRA

A

DEE

WARNING!

LITTLE
GIRL
LOST

At seven Evelyn Rudie
played Eloise on television.
It made

her a star.

But at nine
Evelyn stamped

her foot,

said, "I'm a has-been

and

I won't stand for it,"
broke into her piggie bank
and flew off to see Mamie

Eisenhower.

Cute?
Not the story behind it !
We

think it's tragic.

■ The most wonderful — and probably the most
awful — thing that happened to a little girl with a pixie face,
turned-up nose and agile mind was when
she became the star of a big Playhouse 90 spectacular at the
age of seven and was — briefly — an acclaimed
child star.
When Evelyn Rudie Bernauer — her
name shortened to Evelyn Rudie — became Eloise,
she and her parents thought she was going to be another
Shirley Temple. Her whole world
began to spin in high-tensioned glamour. She could never ever
change into a little girl again. She could never ever become a child whose world revolved around
Girl Scouts, dolls and simple birthday parties. She was, at
the age of nine, to feel she was a has-been,
bored with the ordinary things that give other youngsters
a charge, unable to build slowly but
(Continued on page 56)

The

TROY
■

two

faces

of

DONAHUE

"Troy Donahue/' said Sandra Dee's mother, "is one of the
nicest, best behaved boys in Hollywood. I have
complete trust in him. There are few boys I'd rather see take Sandra
out than Troy."
"Every time I hear what a nice guy Troy is supposed to be, it makes me
burst out laughing," said a former girlfriend of his. "And it's
not just because of what happened to me. Since we broke up, he's been
going with Nan Morris for two years. (Continued on page 73)
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Win

a free

New

York

fashion

fling
Nothing to buy,
nothing to write!
15 GRAND PRIZES
sl,500.00
WARDROBES

each with a fabulous trip
1 to New York City for shopping
200 SECOND PRIZES
17 jewel, 14 carat white gold
GRUEN WATCHES
(worth $79.50)
FREE from Kotex napkins
RULES
I. Nothing to buy, nothing to do but
fillalsoin available
entry blankwhere
below.Kotex
Entry isblanks
sold.
2. Entries must be postmarked not
later than midnight March 31, 1960
and received by April 8, 1960.
Only
3. Eachoneof entry
the 1 5pergrandenvelope.
prizes
consists of a $1,500 wardrobe
and a 5 day all-expense paid
trip for two to New York City.
Winnersrobeswillfrom aselect
wardspecialtheirshowing
of the internationally famous
Estevez line. Any winner who
prefers
may substitute
cash award
for grand $1,000
prize.
4. The 1 5 grand prizes and
200 second prizes will be
awarded on the basis of a
drawing by name, under
the direction
of anhouseauthorized handling
whose selections are
final. All winners will be
notified by mail.
5.Continental
Any residentUnited
of the
States may enter except employees of
Kimberly-Clark Corpvertising
oration, theiagencies
r adand immediate
families, residents
of Florida, Nebraska, New Jerareassey, andwhere
other
prohibited.
Fashion Fling Entry
Sponsored by the makers of Kotex napki
Fill out and mail to: Fashion Fling,
Box K, St. Paul 4, Minnesota
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE

Today it's chic to be comfortable — in fashion and in your perwhyThese
more gentle
and more
choose sonalnewprotection.
Kotex That's
napkins.
napkinssmart
are women
softer,
smoother than ever. And with the special Kimlon center, Kotex
always protects better— more comfortably, hour after hour.
New Kotex napkins — choice of most women
<IMLON are trad

! Kimberly-Clark Corporatio

The nation's foremost nose is going to the nation's foremost museum.
What more fitting subject for a
monument
than more
Jimmyfitting
Durante's
nose, and what
place
for such a monumental nose than
the Smithsonian Institution?
The make-up men at NBC took
aliquid
moldrubber
of Jimmy's
material.noseTheywiththena
made a cast of synthetic stone,
which later will be covered with
bronze spray and when dry will be
mounted on a bronze plaque.
The stone nose, standing by itself, looked about twice the size of
the original.
"Holy smoke!" exclaimed Dunte, "is itschnozzola,
really that measured
big?" for
The raold
the first time during the molding
operation,
millimeters,
or a
little
more isthan77 three
inches from
the superior (topi to the inferior
(bottom). It is nearly four inches
from one nostril to the other, going across the bridge.
Although Durante had little to
say during the whole operation, he
is. nevertheless, very proud to think
that his nose, of all the noses in the
nation, will be sitting there among
all those famous heads in the Institute.
Said Durante:
"It'll overshadow everything else

be ahead

in beauty

in the joint."
"FOREVER

INSTANTLY

U4
IMAGINE, beautiful, natural-looking hair color in an
instant ... a woman's dream come true! A color
rinse that requires no patch or strand tests
That's NOREEN . . . "INSTANT" because
there is no waiting for color to develop
...a TRUE HAIR RINSE In -cause it add" >|. Pf 39C and 69c (plus tax)
just the right amount of safe, temporary ^^K^^
At cosmetic counters
color to beautify all shades of hair, or blend-in
scattered gray. Color can be removed only by shampooing. Actually,
all hair colorings fade and become dull in a week or so, and should
be refreshed after each shampoo. NOREEN gives your hair
that lustrous, fresh-looking color instantly . . . without rub-off.
Noreen of Denver, distributes
Noreen Color Hair Rinse and new Liqui Color,
the instant liquid color hair rinse.
INSTANT
COLOR
HAIR
RINSE

A

NOSE"

Debbie
(Continued from page 25)

'

I
I

;
|i

made
together."talkDebbie
Reynolds
told me,
"and
am inme love
him — all
or this
he is in that
love I with
— is with
just
plain stupid.
"I,
better
than
anyone
else,
know
what
it means to have another woman break up
a marriage.
"Do beyou secretly
for oneseeing
minuteGlenn
thinkwhile
that heI
would
is having trouble with Eleanor Powell? I
know him very well professionally and I
know her scarcely at all. But even though
Glenn and I are friends, my only contact
with him has been as co-star of the movies
we were making. I like Glenn very much.
He is very pleasant to work with and a
very good actor.
"But as for a hidden romance — well,
that just isn't my code of behavior."
Enough men around
She went on. the words spilling out on
top of each other in her indignation, "I
won't
see Harry
he is
divorced,evenalthough
I didKarl
see until
him before
he married Joan Cohn. There are enough
men around without dating some other
woman's husband!"
I hadn"tdown
interrupted
Debbie during
this
hurling
of thea gauntlet
because
would have
taken
combination
of anit
earthquake
baby moment.
typhoon She
to interrupt Debbieandat a this
was
angry and she was disgusted.
and I were
lunching
at Romanoff's
thisDebbie
particular
Saturday
— Saturday
being
a 'dayDebbie
off forlooked
both ofveryus. chic
As usual
these
days.
in a bright
blue suit she had bought in Spain, a tiny
matching hat and veil, and shorty white
gloves — the whole fashion bit! Believe me.
this gal has come a long way from her pigtails and blue-denim
But the subject
of clothes
was not on days.
her mind.
Just that morning, before we met at
noon, she had read a story in another
fan
magazine
with theWILL
startling
title.
DEBBIE
REYNOLDS
MARRY
GLENN FORD. Wowie!
Even before we ordered. Debbie was off
and running.
who
wrote
it must She
have said.
been "The
out ofperson
his mind.
The whole thing is sheer insanity. How
dareAndtheythenprintshe such
went complete
on to tellfalsehoods!"
me heatedly the comments which lead off this
story. In fact, she was in such a huff and
a puff both the waiter and I wondered
when she would give her order. And as so
much emotion
is hardly
conducive
digestion, Isuggested
we get
on withto our
diet
meal
—
and
change
the
topic,
at
least
temporarily.
to do because
hadThatjustwasn't
signedharda contract
for a Debbie
million
dollars for a series of TV spectaculars and
ifmagazine
it hadn'tstory,
been she
for that
distressing
fan
would have been
jubilant. In fact, she it as jubilant.
I couldn't help
wondering made
if thepublic
fact
that
that Elizabeth
she is toTaylor
receivehad ajustmillion
dollars
for making Cleopatra didn't add to Debherself?bie's delight in grabbing off a million for
Isn't it angles
the ironyof ofthefatemostthatpublicized
the two
feminine
Hollywood triangle in years are in line
for a million dollars apiece — everybody
but
Oh, well — he still
time.
He'sNowEddie?
never
better.has" mood
thatlooked,
she wasor insung,a financial
Debbie told me. "I get S300.0C0 and five
percent
each of I've
my four
shows. she
It's
the mostfor money
ever TVearned,"
smiled happily. "It means so much security

for Carrie Frances and Todd." she added.
"I'm really a completely happy woman
now."
said my
with work,
sincerity.
my
children,she and
and "Imyhavehealth
andI laughed.
I manage "That
to haveI'lla not
good deny!
time, How
too."
you've changed from that stay-at-home
girlThen
you she
used said
to be."
something rather surprising. "Perhaps the change isn't as deep
as And
you Ithink
outwardly."
knew— except
what she
meant. I think in
the
Eddiebeginning,
Fisher cameafterouttheandfirst
saidblow,
he didwhen
not
love her. that he loved Elizabeth Taylor.
Debbie
went allas out
to prove she wasn't
as badly
knew
her hurt
to be. all of us who love her
Laughter a little too forced
Perhaps, in her confusion and hurt.
Debbie went overboard. One day when I
went out to MGM to visit her on the set
ofa bit
It Started
WithatA the
Kiss,wayI'll Debbie
admit I was
surprised
was
clowning around.
Between rehearsals she was putting on
the hat of director George Marshall and
doing tap dance steps. She was kidding
with everyone and cracking jokes. And her
laughter
to be a little too loud
and a littleseemed
too forced.
Nor did she seem to mind the splash of
publicity she rated when, on a visit to New
York. Bob Neal gifted her with a diamond
More recently she surprised her fans, including TV star Jack Paar and th's viewer,
pin.
by
coat off. staging
makingsomehim
dancepulling
with herJack's
and generally
thing of a roughhouse.
When I spoke with her about this later
Debbie
was a not
bit tosheepish.
"Oh.
Jack
stuffyShe
or said.
straightlaced, told
to letme myself
gobe and
clown
it up a
bit.NoI'monesorryknows
if it was
bettermisunderstood."
than I that at
heart
is not an exhibitionist — it is
not in Debbie
her nature.
Actually she is a shy and retiring girl
except when before the camera — or perhaps putting on a show when the Thalians
whoop it up for her favorite charity
(mentally disturbed children and the new
clinicSinai
beingHospital).
built for their treatment at
Mt.
But when a girl is as bitterly hurt as
Debbie
was —notit'swant
easy the
to understand
how
she would
world to know
how deep the wound went and to keep up
a big front.
Nowthatthatis what
the big
is allI gone
least
the hurt
lady says.
doubt— atif
we'll get much more of this play acting
(for that's just what it is) from Debbie.
The men in her life
Getting back to the men in her life, I
said, "Well, if Glenn isn't the one — and I
believe
— who is?"
Debbieyousighed
over her Sanka, then
laughed. "We've been over this so often
it's beginning
to sound
know
better than
anyonelikethea record.
way I You
feel.
IButdon'tI won't
plan tosaymarry
anyone
I
know
now.
Being
happy in marriage I'llis never
the onlymarry.
completely
happy life for a woman — and that goes
forI said.
a movie
star."Bob Neal, that rich young
"I think
Texan, would
marry you in a minute if
you
wouldpinsayof yes."
I looked aton that
diamond
his glittering
her famed
lapel.
"He
showers
you
with
gifts
and
whenever
his sister and her husband come to town —
youDebbie
are the
only "I've
girl hesaidinvites
nodded.
so manyout."times
how
much
I appreciate
Bob's friendship.
He
is
one
of
the
most
thoughtful
know. When I was in New York hemen
went I
out of his way to get good tickets to shows
I hadn't seen. And when he drove me to

WAIST- IN
Gentlv vet firmly will whittle your
waist. Tuck in tummy too. White
breathable feathernap — adjustable
supporters. Sizes 22-36. S2.95.

the put
airport,
just before
he
a jewelry
box I ingotmyon the
hand.planeTold—
me not to open it until I got on the plane.
It was this beautiful pin. What girl wouldn't
beIfpleased
you askwithme,thisas kind
much ofasattention?"
she likes
Bob
—
I
don't
think
Debbie
is oneit little
in love with him. In Hollywood,
is neverbit
safe to venture a guess (look at all the
'smart'
guysBingwhoCrosby
wouldandhaveKathybet Grant
their
shirts that
would
never
marry)
but
I'm
willing
to
bet
my bankroll that Debbie and Bob will
never marry.
I'll makeHarry
the Karl,
same even
flat statement
wealthy
if Debbie about
does
start dating him again after he is divorced
from Joan (Mrs. Harry) Cohn to whom he
stayed
a brief twenty-five
Both of married
these gentlemen,
the younger days!
Bob
and the more mature Harry, come under
the heading of playboys, whether they like
the label or not. Another strike against
them, — they
not actually of Debbie's
world
show arebusiness.

take atan itsoracle
predictwhere
that
withIt doesn't
her career
very toheight,
she can command and get $1,000,000 for
her services, her work will become more
and more important to Debbie. And show
people
a language
their her
own.several
When talkI had
talked ofwith
months previous to our luncheon date
Debbiethings
had turned
told meoutfrankly,
way
for us, "Despite
Eddie andtheI
shared years
happiness
tentment. Iwasof sorealproud
of him and
whencon-he
began to soar to the top and was in such
demand
for TVandandif, she
nightclubs."
And, when
marries again, my
money actlysays
Debbieof happiness.
will be looking
for ex-of
this kind
Someone
her own world, in her line of work, has
the best chance of winning her hand.
"When I think of marriage again — it will
be different from the first time," she said
seriously
"Then are
theremy waschildren.
just Eddie and
me. Now there
"Every man I am ever serious about
again I shall judge by just one considera-

At 16 I Know I'll Never Have a Husband
(Continued from page 23)
ultimate,"
said, "theagree
absolute
"Lots ofshewomen'll
withultimate."
you on
that," said Marsha.
"Who is he?" Tuesday asked. "I mean,
he's got me all with a pepped-up heart
andMarsha
everything
already."
gave her
a quick run-down on
the tall,
rugged-looking,
tive actor.
John Ireland,strangely-attracshe said, had
the reputation of being (one) a hyperindividualist and (two) a ladies' man.
Regarding
the former,
Marsha said:
a free-thinking,
free-talking
guy, "He's
very
salty, very sophisticated, very wild, who
does exactly what he pleases, when he
pleases." Regarding the ladies — "He's been
marriedlotstwice,"
Marsha
said.Just
"But last
there've
been
of other
loves.
year
it was Kim Novak. They were crazy about
each
other.
and one
day—Buthe her
was studio
visitingdidn't
her onliketheit
set,
you
see,
and
he'd
been
warned
away
— andpicked
on thishimparticular
twoto keep
men
actually
up fromdayunder
the
armpits and threw him out, right onto the
sidewalk on Gower Street. John got up
and said, 'No woman is worth this.' And
thatTuesday
was thegiggled.
end of that love affair."
"He sounds wonderful," she said.
Marsha nodded. "He is," she said. "Also
—I forgot to tell you— he's forty-five years
"Oh heryes?"
from
friendTuesday
and backsaid,at looking
the actionawayon
old."
the set. . . .
To the bitter end
It was two hours later — about 7:00
p.m.
he came walking over to where
she —waswhenstanding.
"You still here?" John asked.
"Yes," Tuesday said. "Marsha had an
appointment and had to go. But I— I felt
like"We're
staying,goingto the
end." till midto bebittershooting
night," John said.
"That's would
good," besaidthe Tuesday.
mean,us
midnight
perfect time"I for
to "What?"
meet — really
meet
—
alone."
John asked.
"Would you come home with me after
you're
finished?"
Tuesday
like
to be with
you. To
talk toasked.
you ."I'd
. . You
see,
you
fascinate
me.
And
I
hear
we're
quite kindred in spirit — just like one an54 other."
John cleared his throat.

tion: will he be patient and loving an i
kind to my Carrie Frances— who is stil
so little, just going on three, and to Todc
who hasn't yet reached his second birth
day." She laughed, "It's a case of — lov
I had
just
one more question to poi
me,
love Reynolds
my kids."
tocheck
Missy
before we called for th
for our luncheon.
"Debbie,"
I
asked,
afte:
Glenn is divorced and "when
he is a and
free man
would you accept some dates with him?
She gave me a sharp little sidelong
glance. "That's not a fair question," she
laughed.
"He can'tlaw,
possibly
free for
year — California
you beknow.
Whcs
knows
what
a
year
will
bring?"
It will bring a lot of success and mone\
toit Debbie
Reynolds,
sure. Will
also bring
a newthat's
love?for Thafs
the
question
en:
Debbie stars in The Gazebo, MGM, and
The Rat Race, Paramount. Glenn also
stars in The Gazebo, and Cimarron, MGM.

or Children

"How old are you, Tuesday?" he asked.
"Fifteen," she said. " — Sixteen in Au"Do
Johnmonths
said, "that
a son —youlet'sknow,"
see — six
olderI have
than
"Well, how about that!" Tuesday said.
Then:
John
lookedyouat come?"
her, incredulously, for a
gust.""Will
moment.
The next moment, he was laughing.
"You're quite a little character," he said.
"I you."
guess I am," Tuesday said, not laughleast again:
I'm an honest one."
Thening. "Butsheatasked
"Will you come? I'd like you to come
home with me, for just a little while, toJohn found himself nodding.
"Yes, I'll come," he said. . . .
night."
"My own place"
"I can scream, play hi-fi as loud as
II'vewant,
anything.
the first timeas
had domy John
own around
place,"It'sTuesday
she showed
the new said
Hollywood Hills apartment. "It's a divine feel"You live alone?" John asked.
said. "That
my"Practically,"
mother has Tuesday
an apartment
upstairs.is,
But she lets this be my place. . . . And we
geting."
along better this way. We usually get
along okay. But we fight sometimes about
some of the boys I date, my smoking . . .
She awalked
John
drink. over to a small bar to pour
things."
John, meanwhile, sat on a long couch
and feepicked
a scrap-book
table in upfront
of him. from the cofIt was titled Me! and was crammed with
newspaper and magazine articles on Tuesday,wood
al written
her arrival
only a fewsincemonths
earlier.in HollyJohn was scanning the fourth or fifth
article when Tuesday walked over to him,
handed
him. him his drink and sat alongside
She looked down at the book and
pointed to a line that read: Says director
Rod Amateau — Tuesday Weld has been
around for centuries. That's why she
knowskeptso running.
much. She cut Samson's hair
and
She
smiled.
"That's cute," she said,
"isn't it?"
"Yeah, sure is," said John, taking a

swallow from his drink. Tuesday reached
over andthe took
turned
page. the book from him and
"I ingthink
this is cute,else.too,"Sheshe read
said, aloud:
pointto something
" '1 know it looks like I bite my fingernails,' says Tuesday
'But come
it's notin
true. Actually.
I haveWeld.
someone
and"Didbiteself?"youthem
for me.'"
say that, all by yourJohn actually
asked.
"Yes, I did," Tuesday said.
John began to laugh.
Tuesday looked at him, quizzically.
"Are you teasing me?" she asked.
said folder
John. "Now
let's. get
back
to "Athislittle,"
publicity
of yours.
. . What
else"Well,"
do yousaid
thinkTuesday,
is cute?" turning another
page,
"this,haswhata Saturday
Sheilah Graham
wrote:
Tuesday
sophistication.
She turned still another page.
I like
"But that."
this." she said, "She's a combination of Shirley Temple and Jezebel — I
don't
care
muchmore
for that."
She turned
pages, continuing to
read aloud from here and there and smiling
as
she
did:
'"I hate clothes,' Tuesday Weld will tell
you. 'I'd never wear underwear if I didn't
have
sometimes I Idon't.'
" 'I'mto —a andkleptomaniac.
like to take
things
things,since
little I things.'
"'I've— notbeenbigdating
was twelve.
Now that I'm fifteen, I guess I know a
lot more about men and boys than most
"Quoth
the wild
'I haven't
girls
my"Lolita"
age.'
read
yet. Miss
But Weid:
everyone
keeps
" 'I'm part
mentioning
her little
to me.' girl — bigger part
'"Everybody's trying to make me dignified— and I'm rebelling. My motto is: Obey
woman.'
A nice sipses!'
of scotch
your impul up " from the scrap-book and
overShe atlooked
John.
"My impulse right now," she said, "is
to John
have shifted
a nice sip
your heScotch."
the ofglass
was holding
into his other hand, away from her.
"No, ma'am," he said.
"Why not?" Tuesday asked.
"Because you're a child." John said.
"And children don't drink Scotch."

L
'.
.
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child?"
asked,disappearing.
the smile
at"A had
been Tuesday
on her face
V child?"
John
nodded, and shrugged.
Tuesday reached forward onto the table
id lifted a cigarette from a box that sat
ere. and lit it and took a long drag.
am not
not been
a child.likeI that
am notof the
normal,
my
e"I has
average
rl." she said then, her voice even, almost
ird. re"Itresponsibilities
so happens since
that I"ve
knowna child
maI was
three, when I started modeling. . . .
mat s ngnt. at three.
She took another drag on the cigarette.
Her face began to flush.
"Whoa." John said. "Take it easy."
"I "because
began modeling
at three." Tuesday
said,
Because my fatherwe wasneeded
dead theand money.
my mother
had three
children
to
bring oneup month
and be-to
cause we never knew from
another if we could even pay the rent on
that stinking cold water flat we had to
live in. So I was pretty and I went to
work. everAt since.
three. Working.
And that'sWorking.
the way Getit's
been
ting up for assignments at seven, growing
upSheat ten.
elevenand— "shook her head.
stopped
She looked as if she might begin to cry.
suddenly.
"My life has never been like the average
girl's," she whispered. "And I am not a
child."
John sat for a moment, staring at her.
He put his hand on her shoulder.
And then he removed it and he put down
his half-empty glass and he rose.
"Fve got to go now. Tuesday,'" he said,
gently. "It's getting late."
too."Yes. I guess it is." Tuesdav said, rising
She tried to smile again.
hope "II haven
"t ruined
your once
evening."
she"I said.
get like
this even.in a
while. . . . I'm sorry."
"You
haven't
ruined
anything,"
said
John.
Tuesday walked him to the door.
you toagain.
as "Will
he wasI seeabout
leave.John?" she asked,
"I don't think so,"' said John.
you say," Tuesday told
him."Whatever
...
Some sort of spell
"He phoned her two days later," says a
friend
John's.sort"Itof was
Tuesday
had castof some
spellasonif him,
and
he hadn't
shake him
it. Anyway,
he
phoned been
and able
she toinvited
over to
dinner — chili con carne and salad — and
they spent the rest of the evening sitting
out in the garden, talking.
"The next belieday.
Johnis told
me: It's
unvable. This girl
so sharp,
so brilshe's today.
the mostShe fascinating
person liinant. Ithink
Hollywood
loves life,
and
she has the
herself.I know
She's
lots brighter
thangutslotstoofbewomen
two and three times her age."
was together
obvious that
to anyone
ever
saw"Itthem
Tuesday who
was wild
about John. I. for one. think that by the
time summer came around (Tuesday was
sixteentoo. by now) . John was in love with
her.
"Theirfor fling
was Actually
a surprisingly
secret
thing
a while.
quiet might
be a better word. Except for a few friends
and the inevitable under-the-counter gossip set who find out all. there were relapeople who
knewDuring
w-hat was
going tively
on few between
Them.
this
period. Tuesday and John were two supremely happy people.
Tuesday,
the girldating,
who had
loved to
brag"Forabout
her early
her constant
dating,fife.thisShewas convinced
the first real
romance
her
herself
that ofit
vould be first, last and forever. She idol-
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BY- LYLB KENYON EISTGELThe
Top Diskto seeJockeys
seriesNation's
of questions
if youposeknowa
your record stars.
1. Her
real She
name was
is Clara
Fowler.
bornAnnin
Oklahoma, sang on local radio,
became a top band singer. Biggest novelty Her
was latest
DoggierecordIn
The Window.
on
Charlie
Goodbye
"
Murdock,
Charlie
Station WQAM, 2. His second name isMercury.
also the
Miami, Fla- bornnamein ofHouston,
a car. He'sTex.,
18, was
has
leading role In the film
Take a Giant Step. One
of hisfor singles
Not
Me. was But
3. He is the son of a
Baptist Minister.
There isHe royalty
in his
name.
has recorded
for Capitol Records for at
Donahue,
17 years,
withtypehit song.
rec- Tom
Station WIBG,
ords on every
His new record album is Philadelphia, Pa.
spirituals.
4. This trio is composed of
19-year-olds, boy-girl-boy.
They metgether foratthea first
party,time;
sang then
toformed the trio. A hit single
was
To Me.
Their Come
latest isSoftly
Mr. Blue.
5. His home town is Philadelphia. He started
reer with Art
Mooney hisasca-a
vocalist and then became a
winner on the Arthur Godfrey
Show. His two big record hits
were Here In My Heart and I
Can't Get You' Out of My
Heart.
6. He's
a movie
star. GelHis
real
name
is
Arthur
ien and his musical interest
is Jazz. lease
Hisbecame
firstarecord
rerecord seller.
The millionrecord
was Young Love.
7. She collects
stuffedstarted
animals. Her career
as a child TV singer. Accordion and piano are her favorBuddy Deane,
ite instruments.
songwriter
and isShe's
one ofalsooura Station
Baltimore,WJZ-TV,
Md.
current top vocalists. One
ofYourher Collar.
hits was Lipstick On

wouldn't be that easy in the long runfor either of them."
people toinsist
that John didn't eve
saySomegood-bye
Tuesday.
Others will tell you that he phone'
her that he'd
tostarted
Europeto —tellimmediately,
and decided
that he tohur.g
up on her when she started to cry an
plead with him to let her see him again.
At any rate, he left.
And everyone waited to see how Tues
day would take the shock of his leaving. . .
That television interview
It was two nights later when, a fev
minutes before program time, she showec
up at the television studio.
the again.
interviewer, looked a
herPaul
once,Coates,
and then
The girl was barefoot, her hair was uncombed, she wore a low-cut dress tha
has since been described as a "burlap
nightie";
appeared
a trance ofshesome
kind. to be lost, as if ir
"Miss Weld?"
Coates asked.
"Yes,"
said Tuesday.
"Is this a joke?" asked Coates.
"What do you mean?" Tuesday asked.
"Do you always dress this way for TV
Tuesday
shook
her
slowly.
"No,''
said.I "Iwas
waswearing.
home.head,ItThisgot
appearances?"
isshewhat
islate.
the This
way
I decided to come . . . You look upset.
YouOn are.
I hope
it's while
not mylater,
fault.Tuesday
. . ."
the air,
a little
upset Coates even more.
She stuck a piece of hard candy in her
mouth as the program began, and she
sucked on it throughout.
andShehemfiddled
of her endlessly
dress. with the straps
She
spoke
softly,
and, more than once mumbled
she took her
up toanswers
a full
minute to decide that "I really didn't understand that question."
At one
whentheTuesday
stand the point,
question,
dialogue didwentunderlike
this:
COATES— "Would you ever like to settle
down and get married?"
COATES— "Why
TUESDAY—
"No." not? Don't you want
to TUESDAY—
have children"Huh-uh.
someday?"I don't want kids.
I don't
like them.began
Not me."
And Tuesday
to smile strangely
. . . for deep in her heart she knew she
was telling the truth, that somewhere
along the line something had happened
to her that had destroyed the basic instinct
of womanhood for a mate and children.
She knew, in her heart, that whatever else
— whatever kicks were in store for her —
she would always remain unfulfilled. .END. .
Tuesday's
seen andin The
Because
Young,
Columbia,
PrivateThey're
Lives
of Adam and Eve, U-I.

"

ius) than other babies. Special, indeed.
Their little baby arrived and she was
everything
of. Evelyn was
always verythey'd
bright,dreamed
very precocious.
She
did
everything
faster
and
better
thansooner,
other
babies.
She
walked
sooner,
talked
firmly
in the completely adult world
children.to a secure, normal future like other ofandtworaised
older and rather intellectual parHer parents believe that Evelyn may
ents,
she
had
chancesheto develop
this prehave been born with some magic about cociousness. aAlso,
was thoroughly
her. Her parents are Edith and Emery worshiped by her parents.
Their
lives
now
revolved around her.
Bernauer,
and Evelyn
born twentyfour years after
they werewasmarried.
At first
Emery
Bernauer's
father,
Rudolf
(from
got her name), was a big
it was probably
shockwere
to thegoing
middle-aged
i3pmH qi>£ .g couple
to learn athey
to have whom Evelyn
owner, had been a writer of stage
their first baby. Then they remembered theater
spoomtJJij 3ifx
hits,
among
them
The
Chocolate Soldier andtheMaylibrettos
Time. ofEmery
that very tooften
of life'other
babies
are Bernauer
supposed
be set'change
apart from
babies.
was
a
writer,
producer
and
3dVJ 11)0 j -J These babies were often more beautiful, director of musical shows in Europe. An
more brilliant (even with a touch of gen- uncle of Evelvn's is Desmond Leslie, a

3
Paul Brenner,
) Station
Newark, WNTA,
N. I.

ized John — his looks, his brain, his spirit.
My thought is that in John she had found
not only the one man in the world with
all the strong physical attractions and the
powerful individual personality that she
could so easily fall in love with — but that
she hadwho found,
too,taken
unconsciously,
father
had been
from her asthea
child,
whom
she'd
always
been
seeking.well,
Johnfunduring
period,
he "As
was for
having
again, this
for the
first time
in a long time Career-wise, finance-wise,
things hadn't been going too well for him
these past few years, and he'd been deTuesday,him,he'dcheer
foundhima
girl who pressed.
couldNow, instimulate
up. She was, very often, full of mischief,
full of kooky ideas — and John went along
with them, happily. He learned how it
felt to really laugh again. He began to
get the had
same gone
kick from
out it,
of for
life good.
that he'd
thought
For
this reason alone, an observer could see
how
he
might
easily
have
fallen
in
love
with Tuesday.
Interestingly,
Aileen
Weld, was Tuesday's
fully awaremother,
of what Mrs.
was
going on between her daughter and John,
and she gave her unqualified approval.
"He's
the"John's
kind ofverya manprotective,"
a young she
girl said.
like Tuesday can look up to. He's enough like her
so that she can feel as though he's one of
her own — yet he's old enough to know
howAnd to sohandle
it went,her."all happy and well for
all concerned, right through the spring
and summer of last year.
Swipes at Tuesday
But then, in September, the whole thing
was ended suddenly — by John.
"He did it to protect Tuesday," says one
friend.
"You wraps
can't keep
like
theirs under
forevera relationship
— and gradually
word of them began to get into the papers.
The writers all seemed to think that John's
position
'amusing,'(A but
theybitallof took
swipes atwasportage:
Tuesday.
typical
reTuesday WeldCinema.
is becoming
name in the American
She seemsa
to have everything it takes to make it
big on modern
— good
drinker,
lives itHollywood
up and standards
is only sixteen.
Now if the kid can only get in a real good
scandal, she'll want
be one toof see
our great
stars.)
John
her imporcareer
wrecked.didn't
He knew how
basically
t
a
n
t
i
t
was
to
her,
this
girl
who'd
known
little else but work since the time she
was a baby. So he decided to get out of
her"Itlifedawned
— pronto."
on John one day," says anotherthefriend,
"that muchdifference
as he loved Tuesday,
thirty-year
their
ages was too great a difference.in There
was athetimehellhe'dwhattalked
of marrying
the
girl,
anybody
might say.
"But now he realized that it probably
Little Girl Lost
(Continued from page 49)

British novelist. The woman who became
Evelyn's
godmother
Fay Wall,
once aa
child actress
herself,is who
had been
movie actress in Germany.
In uedHollywood,
continto write, but Emery
had notBernauer
been anywhere
near the success he was in Germany.
Evelyn's early years
At a very early age. EveljTi was given
dancing lessons,
"dramatic
lessons, singing
lessons,
attended
Shakespeare
classes
(called the Strolling Players) and ice skating
lessons.
She
performed
all
the
time —to
an elfin, graceful little child who loved
mimic and act. and whose every move was
noticed and doted upon by her parents. Her
parents enjoyed having Evelyn show off
for everyone.
""She was
a ham,"
they
recall lovingly.
Whenalways
she was
four
years poold,
skating
club wasSquare,
supsed to putheron ice
a show
in Pershing
downtown Los Angeles, for a convention.
When
showed
it was Evelyn
discovered
that up.
not with
one her
of theparents,
other
kids in the club was there. Some had stage
fright, some had runny noses, some were
not allowed to perform by their parents.
But Evelyn was all dressed up in a short,
red velvet skirt, white angora sweater,
looking like a doll. All the people were
waiting for the ice show. This possibility
~Az'~~ have friglvrsr.er.Sheanygotother
year-old.
on:ourthe
ice as the NotsoloEvelyn.
performer and out
performed
for one and one half hours. She spun and
spiralled and threw kisses to the crowd.
She'd come off the ice for a moment, tell
her parents cagily. "That man over there
is not laughing, Mommy. I'll make him
laugh. I'veshegotwent
to getout them
me."
again, allblewtoandwatch
kisses
to theAndman.
him happy.
laughing
applauding andhad
she was
•""That showed me," says her father, "that

she sure had that theatrical something.
Shortly afterwards
brother-in-law.
DesmondEmery
Leslie,Bernauer's
came in
from
Littleentranced.
Evelyn showed
for himLondon.
and he was
Leslie wasoff
invited to the home of Henry Koster, a
friend
his who
a big director
here,
and he ofasked
the isBemauers
if he could
take Evelyn. They said yes.
When Evelyn
at Koster's
knowing
he was awasdirector,
she puthouse,
oninda
and Kos
mis Kid nas to oe m
5.;kedand Evelyn
Evelyn ifreplied,
"More than
she'd
g allelseright
in thewithworld,
Mi-. Koster.
my
perfectly too.all
daddv."withIt D^
idcourse,
with Mommy,
right
iires.with the thought of
Svelyn
Throusb
cer. Evelyn got an audition
at 20th forCentury-Fox,
looking
a child to playwhere
Lesliethey
Caronwereas
a child in the picture Daddy Long Legs.
Her parents brought Evelyn, all dressed
up. to Fox. formaEvelyn
her pernces. She also went
bears into
a remarkable
resemblance to Leslie Caron. same tiny
nose, same pouting lips, same petite figure.
They changed
signed Evelyn
later
the scriptforso the
that pan.
there then
was
no child in the picture. Evelyn was very
put out at not doing the part, but the
producer
in the inpicture
anyway, as oneput ofEvelyn
the children
it. Evelyn
sang
a
song
with
Leslie
Caron
and
she
floated for days.
The movie bug
This gave Evelyn the bug. The child was
terribly movie-struck! Her parents were
also movie-struck. They remember that
neoDle on the set said of Evelyn. "She's a

trouper.
is talented; she's
areal
mimic
and a The
quicktookkidstudy."
The Bernauers
Evelyn's
seriously.
They saw
that
Evelynacting
was job
all
wrapped
up
in
acting,
and
they
encouraged her. The mother took Evelyn aside
once and told her something like this:
"You have world
talent and
you theater.
can be inShow
the
wonderful
of the
business is a profession. If your talent is to
act. you are blessed with a special magic.
It is the greatest thing. Show business can
takehadEvelyn
yourmother
life." began
tobe Herthe
studios.
The tochild
madearound
a hit
at 20th. she did show genuine ability as
an actress, and she had a terrific love of
acting. Never at any time did Evelyn go
to a professional
she always
attended the Gardner school
Street— School
in Hollywo d, apublic school: when she was workshe'd haveto the
a tutor
she'dingreturn
school.on the set. Then
The —kids
actress
later,there
whenhaveshe known
becameshe's
Eloise,an
she was known as Eloise. Some of the kids
there, she said, were jealous of her. They
didn't
like Girl
her. Scouts
She neverin had
a chance
to joinall the
school.
She
didn't
join
the
usual
class
clubs,
she
was
always
too
busy
-with
dancing,
singing,
dramatic lessons, and going to the studios.
School work was easy for her. she got
good marks, but her mind was always far
away from the classrooms, always at the
studios.
Getting back to her career: her mother
was always
taking that
her wanted
around awhen
hear
of a studio
childshe'd
actress.thougFayh sheWall
wouldgirlfriends
coach Evelyn.
Alhad some
in school,
she felt most at home with her parents,
with Fay Wall, with the adults she met at
the studios. Once she invited fifty-five
children to her house for her eighth birth-
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climate. inYourCanada.
druggist uring.
has them
boxes ofand12 they
and keep
24. inAlsoanyavailable
Same reliable product
— new gold and
Formative Norforms booklet
white package!
iiishannaca]
coupon Co.,to Dept.
Norwich,MS-02N.Y.

Draw
Lincoln!
You May Win A
$430.00 Scholarship in
Commercial Art
Winner gets a complete art
course — free training for a
career in advertising art, illustrating or cartooning. You are
taught, individually,
professional artists on theby staff
ofart world's
largest
home
study
school. As winner you also
get
a drawing
and art
textbooks.
Enteroutfit
this contest!
ART INSTRUCTION, INC., studio 1690
500 South 4th Street, Minneapolis 15, Minn.
Please enter my drawing
your draw-a-head contest.
(please inprint)
ome
AGE
Address Apt City Zone_
County Stofe Occupation
day party. A lot of kids — most mothers
would tohave
— but Mrs.
Bernauer
likes
give objected
in to Evelyn
on everything.
When bledthethem kids
were
there,
Evelyn
all together and put on aassemshow
for them. They were her friends but they
were
her
audience.
That's
the
way
she
regarded most kids.
Evelyn
was
asked
to
appear
in
Hollywood parades with all their hoopla. More
and more she craved the glamour and
excitement of Hollywood; school work
was simple and unexciting.
Fame approached
Then came her greatest opportunity.
Kay
to go Thompson's
on Playhousefamous
90. ThisEloise
was was
two going
years
ago and the biggest acting plum of all for
a child. Eloise — the precocious, sophisticated youngsterHotelwho— had
livedbecome
in Newa big
York's
inelegant
book Plaza
form and in recordings.
She washit
an unusual type of child; not a pretty
Shirley Temple child but, well, Eloise. It
was going on TV as a spectacular. A big
cast
linedTheup —search
Ethel went
Barrymore,
Monte
Wooley.
on for Eloise.
Evelyn's
parents
submitted
Evelyn's
The NBC studios and Kay Thompson photo.
auditioned two hundred kids. Evelyn's father
told me, "Evelyn wanted the part very
much. She's a real pro. It meant everything to her.
When She
she'sstarts
waitingcombing
for a role,
she gets
nervous.
her
hair, getting jumpy. She has to be working to be happy."
Kay Thompson saw Evelyn's picture,
said, "Well, this one looks like Eloise."
Kay
went and
to the
Hollywood
met Bernauers'
Evelyn. Thehome
parentsin
played
a
recording
of
Evelyn's
on
tape
for Kay to hear. It was a Shakespeare
reading intalent.
Evelyn's
voice, butNo-it
indicated
Kay childish
was impressed.
ticing how the parents hovered over the
child,
Kay wanted
be alone
She asked
if she tocould
take with
her Evelyn.
for the
day, to get acquainted with her. The
Bernauers beamed. Kay and Evelyn went
Kay child.
came We
backhadshea said,
"This
isoff.a When
delightful
wonderful
time
together."
The
Bernauers
knew
that
Evelyn was going to be Eloise.
They were right. Shortly afterwards,

DRAW LINCOLWS HEAD
5ingsinches
Use pencil. contest
Drawforbe high.
February
must
received by1960
February
29. Nonefied.
returned.
Wanner
notionly.MailOur your
students notAmateurs
eligible.
drawing of Lincoln today.

the studio called and told them that they
wanted to sign Evelyn for the role.
Evelyn was thrilled. She worked with
aforcoach
extensively.
It was was
a difficult
role
a child
to do. Eloise
the whole
show; she was in every minute of the
story.
It wasexperienced
live television
that makes
actors— something
crack. It
was ninety minutes. And she was in bigtime company — Barrymore, Wooley, etc.
And Eloise, by this time, had become such
a well-known figure to America, that the
child who played her just had to be perfect. Someit.forty million people<were going
to watch
Evelyn
wasn'tNever
frightened.
She love
beganshowto
live the part.
did a child
business and love the experience of getshe
did. tingAndup andthisperforming
was a toughas much
job, foras Kay
Thompson had made many stipulations of
was1 doing
supposed
toheronlyown.act Atout first,
Eloise,Evelyn
with Kay
the
talking for Eloise. This was what Kay
wanted,
was toKay's
the studioand hadsinceto this
adhere
this.property
It was
very difficult for Evelyn to act Eloise and
mouth the
Kay's Butvoiceshe was
dubbed
in. Itlines,
was while
an ordeal.
did
it. Then, three days before the show was
to go on, the director, John Frankenheimer, called Evelyn's father, late at
night,
to do the
whole and
showsaid,
with"We're
Evelyngoingspeaking
the
lines, instead of Miss Thompson speaking
the
lines.
This
doesn't
give
Evelyn
much
time to learn the lines. Do you think she
it?"performer.
said, "You
iswillThe
a dorealfather
If youask askEvelyn.
her toShedo
it, she will. It will be an even greater
challenge
her."
Praise for toeveryone
Next morning, Frankenheimer asked
Evelyn if she was willing to take on the
job of learning all the lines in three' days.
Evelyn
She all
was thethrilled
with it. said,
She "Why,
got up sure."
and spoke
lines
in the whole play. People watching her
were dumbfounded. Ethel Barrymore' said,
"If I hadn't seen it with my own eyes, I
wouldn't have believed it. This child is
theAnother
greatestbigfind."
shot on the set watching

said,
anotherdo wht
littl i
Mozart."Now,
I've we've
never just
seen seen
an actor
Evelyn
was
a
hit
as
Eloise.
She
ws
this child did."
raved about, written about, interviewee ;
cuddled, chin-chucked, adored. There wer
Eloise dolls, Eloise make-up kits, Elois
dresses. (Incidentally, none of this mone;
went to Evelyn — but to Kay. But Evelyi
was so closely identified with Eloise, tha
she revelled in the fact that her name wa: <
becoming a household word.) All sorts o
wonderful, beautiful, fairy-tale thing:
were happening to Evelyn Rudie. Sh<
was a real, honest-to-goodness child staj
first magnitude.
ofof Shirley
Temple. It was like the day.<
Fan clubs sprang up in her name. Proudly she signed
her name
to thousands
anc
thousands
of cards
and letters
to her fans
When she ticuwalked
down
the
streets
—
"parlarly in New York," she recalls with
was — recognized.
—glistening
adults aseyeswell— she
as kids
surrounded Fans
her.
swarmed around her; yelled after her. It
might have been inconvenient to be stared
at, called at and mobbed, but Evelyn absolutely gloried in it. So did her parents.
This was what they had dreamed of. She
received an Emmy nomination. She was
being referred to as the "most important
child
Temple."
She star
was since
sent toShirley
New York
on four occasions in connection with Eioise. She stayed
at the Plaza Hotel — the swank hotel where
the fictional Eloise resided — and all without charge. The Plaza was very delighted
to have her. Delighted — they absolutely
kow-towed
her! Presidential
As she says,
they
gave meto their
Suite,"Once
the
second time the Royal Suite, and once
they even gave me the Bridal Suite. It
was wonderful. They treated me like
Evelyn used
also remembers
that Plaza
she andHotel
her
mother
to eat in the
dining
room,
and
everyone
would
come
toroyalty."
her table — and how once there were
so many people crowding around her that
she couldn't
her day
lambbecause
chop. "I
just
didn't crowding
eateven
at alleataround.
that
the people
But I loved ofit.
I wasn't food
one any
bit angry
I'd do
without
day towith
have them.
fans recognize me," she said.
Child star
After Eloise, Evelyn was still going
around with the giddy sensation of being a
child star. She appeared as guest on The
Dinah Shore Show, The George Gobel
Show, The Red Skelton Show, on Aljred
Hitchcock Presents, on Omnibus. She
worked hard, but as she said then, "I want
tocomebreathe
of the
to lifethewhenair she
set studios."
foot insideShe'd
the
studio. She worked hard — but where most
people would
lose weight
working
Eloise
eat twicewhen
as much
whenhard,
she
worked.
The
child
was
absolutely
ated when working. She had to stayexhilarout of
regular
never activities
for one minute
did she school,
miss thebutnormal
of the
kids in school. She was a child star. Everyone felt itordwas
ained for her.exactly what had been foreShe had a co-starring role at 20th in a
picture
Gift ofand Love.
costars werecalled
LaurenThe Bacall
RobertHerStack.
But, turealthough
laid an egg.she did a good job, the picWhile Evelyn and her parents felt that
she might be going along on this big surge
of Eloise popularity and be another Shirley
Temple, what had actually happened was
that Evelyn's advent into pictures happened at a different
time in Hollywood's
history
Temple's
Shirley than
was aShirley
child star,
it washad.the When
thing
then for studios to sign up large numbers
of
actors
to
long-time
contracts.
When
Evelyn made her big splash, studios were

reluctant to offer long contracts. "'Ten
years
ago." Mrs.
explained
"the studios
wouldBernauer
have given
a childsadly,
like
Evelyn
a
contract.
Today,
they
don't"
So,
where
Shirley
Temple
had
a
long-term
contract and a studio that was anxious to
put her in one picture after another, and
where Shirley had the rights and royalties
to all the Shirley Temple products, the
case was
different contract
with Evelyn. had
She todidn't
have
a long-term
get
one role
after another by— sheherself.
She
didn't
get
any
money
from
the
sale
of
the Eloise
products,
was. actually, Evelyn
Rudie because
and notshe Eloise,
and
Miss Kay Thompson was getting the money.
And since she had no contract, there
was no particular studio who felt they just
had to get a story property for this bright,
precocious little moppet. And TV was
suddenly going Western. And a pilot that
Evelyn had made hadn't sold. And for
nineNo months,
Evelyn
didn't do mail
any pourwork.
ing longer
in at thewere
framestacks
houseof fan
on Hollywood
Boulevard where they lived. No longer
were
fantastic invitations
coming
invitations
other would
child, dream
noto her
other—of
child but athatchildno star,
receiving. Like the time, two years ago,
when sheand hadhadbeen
"the White
House
met invited
Mamie toEisenhower.
Evelyn had made a Savings Bond short
film ton,andand had
was been
invitedinvited
on a tour
Washinginsideof the
White
House. She had walked right into the
White House (other kids her age read
about the White House, but she was actually inside it), and she had met Mamie
Eisenhower. Mrs. Eisenhower had been
so warm and friendly. She had told her
that she and her grandchildren had enjoyed Evelyn in Eloise on TV.
She became listless at home. "I want
to act again,"'
she told They
her parents.
Her
parents
were helpless.
begged Evelyn's
agent
to
find
her
a
job.
The
agent
told them that Evelyn had a certain salary
level that she had to stick to, and they
couldn't help it if there just were no calls
atfamethis and
time salary
for a child
actress
of Evelyn's
stature.
Evelyn
missed
the thrills of acting and the excitement.
She was nine years old. and the ordinary
things a nine year old has in her life bored
her. How could she be thrilled at doing
a schoolteacher
play asin •'Cinderella"
the
English
charge, when with
she had
done a picture with Alfred Hitchcock in
charge. She tried to be excited about
school and ordinary normal living, but
she
couldn't.
just couldn't.
does
a child
star She
suddenly
turn intoHowa little
girl again? Evelyn Rudie found that she
couldn't.
No wonder she was restless and unhap y. Al she talked about at home was
the fact that she wanted to act again. She
recalled those glorious, golden days when
she
star was
and ahadreal,methonest-to-goodness
Mamie Eisenhowerchildin
person.
"Maybe
Mrs.
Eisenhower
can help
me get a job in pictures
or television
again?" said Evelyn. (This is the account
Evelyn and her parents give). "Yes, yes,
darling,"assuresaid
Mummy lifeandwasDaddy,
"reher. Because
prettyto dull,
comparatively speaking, Evelyn and her
parents began to live in a world of makebelieve. "We'll travel all over Europe —
we'll go youto again,"
the White
they'll allto
acclaim
said House
Mrs. —Bernauer
her sad little daughter.
The Bernauers say they were only making-believe. Evelyn says she took them
seriously when they said "Yes, darling,
youMr.mayBernauer
go to thebecame
White House."
very ill with
pneumonia and was taken to the hospital.
He wasn't
to reassure
more.
Evenaround
her mother,
whose Evelyn
whole any
life
and attention was wrapped around Evelyn,

now had to spend some of her time with
the father. Evelyn loved her father and
was
he became
was frightened
also desolatewhenbecause
of lackill.of She
the
assurance from her parents. At least it
was
all sit and
together
on thesomething
couch inwhen
the they'd
living room
talk
about the
Evelyn's
gift star
and since
how she
had
been
greatestgreatchild
Shirley
Temple, wood's
and changing
how. pattern,
if it weren't
for
Hollystill
be the biggest child star, she
and would
how sure
they were that if she were given another
part she would come back as a child star.
"This time
as adramatic
comedienne
Eloise,
but not
as aonlygreat
actressin
capable
of
playing
tragedy,"
Mr.
Bernauer
hadWhen
said Mr.
very Bernauer
earnestly many
came times.
home from
the hospital, he was very weak. They still
talked
about
going
to
the
White
but Mr. Bernauer was too weak toHouse,
make
any kind of trip.
Evelyn was afraid they might change
their minds. She was getting more and
more restless. Evelyn told me. "I felt I
had
parents'Wepermission
to goabout
to theit
Whitemy House.
had talked
many times. Maybe they were pretending,
but I was sure they meant it. If I asked
their permission again, they might not give
it to me. One night I decided I must get
to the White House to see Mrs. Eisen-

hower. Iwas sure that the First Lady of
theThelandrestcould
get me a job."
is newspaper
set
her alarm for
6:00 a.m., fact.
pickedEloise
up the
ticket,fied thegotpolice,
on theetc.,plane,
her
parents
notiWas it on the leveletc.or a hoax?
The Bernauers say it was not a pub"People child.
forget Anthatordinary
Evelyn
is not licityanstunt.ordinary
child would not get on a plane and go to
the
White
House
to
try
to
see
Mrs.
Eisenhower. It never occurred to herMamie
that
what she was doing in trying to get to
see Mamie Eisenhower again, was unDid Evelyn get a spanking for running
off? it"No,"
"We her
felt
that
was said
our the
faultBernauers.
in encouraging
to think that we approved of her going.
We
had gone along with her thoughts on
usual."
this,
never dreaming that she might do
Evelyn said she had written a note to
her
parents when she ran off, but had
it herself."
forgotten
Evelyn tois leave
back init, school again. She is
also upthings.
for a Warner's
for
other
She still TV
wants,show,moreand than
anything else, to be what she once was:
a child star.
She
wants
fame
and
the
excitement ofthe camera. She will never be
an ordinary nine-year-old girl. END

You want to be

We Have A Right To Be Married
(Continued from page 41)

a few words— it means so much to them,
youSammy
know saw
Sammy."
her at that moment, even
before he reached the corner where she
stood with others. She looked familiar,
this loveliest-looking of girls — tall, pale
green-eyed.
popular- blonde,
sheInstinctively,
smiled back.Sammy smiled at her. And
You grieve when
Of the
group, she was the last to introduce herself.
Joan Stuart," she said, when her
turn"I'mcame.
"Hi," Sammy said, shaking her hand.
aren't- he "Ahem,"
failed to she
let itsaid,
go. embarrassed, when
you
But can you
Sammy laughed nervously, jerking his
hand back to his side. "Excuse the old
worn-out line," he said, "but haven't we
recognize
metJoanbefore?"
nodded. "Sort of, in Toronto, a
few
she said,
"at CBC
when
you months
did your ago,"
television
show.
I was— doing
a show, too. My parents came to visit me
one day. We passed you in the hall and
WHO IS THE
said"Well!"
hello."
laughing
ly again, Sammy
and thensaid,turning
backnervousto the
others.
POPULAR GIRL?
For the next ten minutes, excitedly, the
others asked him all sorts of questions;
about himself, show business in America,
Hollywood, Vegas, about friends of his
like Sinatra, Dean Martin, Tony Curtis.
And then, suddenly, a waiter sang out
"Last call foranddrinks!"
and they excused
IT CAN BE
themselves
were —gone.
"Some
friends
you've
got,"
Sammyto Joan
said,
lightly, smiling, turning again
Stuart, the only one of the group who'd
remained behind. "Very polite, I mean."
YOU!
"They're just excited," Joan said. "It
isn't often
we get
invited fancy
to parties
like
this,
with big
celebrities,
canapes,
drinks, everything. It's a little hard knowing where uneasy
to turn first."
Find out how in
Strangely
How asked.
come you didn't go with them?"
Sammy
"I've
had
said Joan.
"I haveis
two shows toa drink,"
do tonight.
One drink
enough
"You for
sing?me."Dance?" Sammy asked.
"Dance," Joan said. "Right now I'm
working
a club
down the
"I'd like
to come
and street."
see you some
night,"
Sammy
said.
"Would you?" Joan asked.
Sammy reached into his pocket for a
cigarette He was feeling strangely uneasy. "Sure," he said, "you just name
manager came over to them now,
theHisnight."
before
Joan had a chance to speak again.
"Sammy," said the manager, whispering
hoarsely,
this
blast, they"thewantpeople
you who're
to go tothrowing
dinner with
them tonight. I've been telling them
how
won'tyourself
listen.
Will pooped
you go youoverare,andbuttelltheythem
Sammy lit his cigarette, briskly.
— "Pooped?"
please?"
asked. at"Who's
His
managerhe looked
him, pooped?"
stunned.
INGENUE (Ari-je-noo)
"Well, it ain't me who's been doing the
complaining,"
he
said.
"You're
the guy
the magazine for teen-age gir
who"Listen,"
was justSammy
— " said, cutting in. "I've
got a great idea. If it's dinner we've got
to have, why don't we have it at the — "
BUY IT NOW
He looked over at Joan. "Where'd you
Andre," Joan said.
say"The
you Chez
worked?"
35*
"Chez Andre, that's it," Sammy said.
"We can watch Miss Stuart's show first," he

went Stuart,
on, "andshethen,
it's usall for
rightdinner
with
Miss
can ifjoin
after the show ... Is that all right with
hesitated
a moment.
you,She
Joan?"
ThenMiss
sheStuart?
nodded.
"See," Sammy said to his confused
manager, "it's all settled. Now go tell the
After dinner that night, Joan did a
second show and then went with Sammy
people.
. ."faroffrom
and
the small
party to a coffee
housethenot.rest
the club.
Sammy remembers
"We sat next to each other," Sammy remembers, "andright
we talked.
felt close
to each other
from theWe beginning.
Joan told me about herself. She was
twenty-one, from Toronto. Her folks were
conservative
people, whobutdidn't
to enter showbusiness,
who want
gave herin
after a while, after they saw how much
she loved dancing, how it meant practically everything to her. She'd led a pretty
sheltered life, she said. She hadn't gone
out onboyfriend.
dates much,
ever hadthea
real
Whensheshehadn't
was fifteen,
age most other girls start going out with
Next M 072 th I77
MODERN

SCREEN:

Scoop . . .
life
LANAloveTURNER'S
Exclusive report of
LIZ TAYLOR'S
fight for her life
boys,Canadian
Joan wasBallet.
beginning
with
the
This towasdance
a rugged
life,
a
strict
life,
with
little
time
for
having
fun. Now that Joan was out of the
ballet and doing club work, she had more
time to herself, she said. And she spent
most of her free time reading, or taking
long
up andordown
walkedwalksbefore,
goingstreets
to ashe'd
parknever
and
sitting and watching the other people
there, the kids mostly. She loved kids,
she said.
when I began
to Joan.
felt
like"Me,a different
person.to talk
I found
that I this
was the first time I ever sat with a girl
and was myself — talking about myself as
I reallyclub am,
Sammy Davis
Jr., nightstar. Inotwasas serious.
For once,
with
this girl, I felt I could let go of the clown
face
I've
had
to
wear
all
the
time,
clown face people always expect me theto
wear.
I didn't
have to feeling,
be flipmeandtalking
cute.
Boy, it was
a wonderful
to her, her talking to me. Once we got
started, we didn't seem to ever want to
was dawn when he and Joan finally
didIt stop.
They
looked hadaround.
The others
all gone.

The place
empty who
exceptsatforsnoozing
themselves and awasdoorman,
on a chair near the entranceway.
"Hey/' Sammy said, "what time is it,
anyway?"
Joan looked down at her watch. "A
quarter after six," she said.
"What do you say we go grab some
breakfast?" Sammy asked.
"Oh no," Joan said. "You open in a
show tonight, remember? You're tired,
Sammy,
and youhe need
"Awwwww,"
started.some sleep."
"Don't be a little boy now," Joan said,
gently. "Tonight's a big night for you.
An opening. Tonight's important."
"Tonight's important," Sammy said,
quickly, "only if I know I'm gonna be
seeing you again."
"I'd like to see you again, Sammy,"
Joan said. "This was fun, such fun."
"Better than your books, your walks,
your parks?" Sammy asked, winking.
"A little,"
said and
Joan,heldwinking
They
got up,
hands,back.
and left
the place.
And as they did the doorman, still
sitting inthem,
his andchair,
one . .eye,.
watched
shookopened
his head.
How can one man be so lucky?
They met that night. And the day and
night after. And the day and night after
that. They had a great time together, a
fabulous time. They drove out to the
country. They saw the famous sights of
the city. They went searching for outof-the-way restaurants in the Old French
Town. They took a river boat-ride down
the St. Lawrence. They climbed to the
top of the Hill, and looked down at the city,
the river, the fields beyond. And all the
time they talked and were together, and
got to know each other more and more. . .
The fifth night was different somehow,
right from the beginning. Joan, walking
with Sammy down Victoria Street, away
from her club, noticed that he was quiet,
unusually quiet, that he seemed to be
worried about something.
"How'd
show go, Sammy?" she
asked,
afteryour
a while.
"Not too hot," he said.
"Are you feeling a little sick?" Joan
asked.
"No," Sammy said.
"Then what was wrong?" Joan asked.
said."I had something on my mind," Sammy
"What?" she asked.
"Never mind," he said.
"Please,JoanSammy,
what?"
asked. won't you tell me
"I said never mind!"
The words
walking
and came
faced like
him. a slap. Joan stopped
"If you'd rather not go anywhere, I
can take a cab and go home," she said.
Sammy took a deep breath. "Look,
Joan,"
he said,during
his voice
softer,all"what
was thinking
the show,
duringI
the show — it was funny."
"Funny?" she asked.
"I mean you'd laugh at me if you knew
what I was thinking," Sammy said. "See?"
"No," Joan said, "I don't see."
mean," I Sammy
said, "you'd
laughandif
you"I knew
was thinking
about you
me, about us being married, about you
being my wife."
"Why
I laugh?"
asked.it hard.
Sammy would
took her
hand. Joan
He held
"Hey," he said, "hey . . . hey . . . this is
all backwards, all cockeyed backwards."
Again, he breathed in deeply. "Let me
start from the beginning," he said. He
shrugged. "I love you, Joan, and I want
to marry you," he said.
want to marry
said.
She"I brought
her freeyou,handSammy,"
up to hisshecheek,
and held it there. "I love you more than

(Advertisement)
Let's talk frankly about
internal
cleanliness
Day before yesterday, many women
hesitated to talk about the douche
even to their best friends, let alone to
a doctor or druggist.
Today, thank goodness, women are
beginning to discuss these things freely
and openly. But — even now— many
women don't realize what is involved
in treating "the delicate zone."
They don't ask. Nobody tells them.
So they use homemade solutions
which may not be completely effective,
or kitchen-type antiseptics which may
be harsh or inflammatory.
It's time to talk frankly about internal cleanliness. Using anything that
comes to hand . . ."working in the
dark". . . is practically a crime against
yourself, in this modern day and age.
Here are the facts: tissues in "the
delicate zone" are very tender. Odors
are very persistent. Your comfort and
anything
I'm
with
you. inI'mlife.aliveI feel
when good
I'm when
with you.
Alive fore and
happy,night,
like Sammy,
I've neverafterfeltI be. . . Last
left
you, I went to bed and prayed for only
one thing. That the night would go
quickly and that morning would come,
so I could see you again . . . Oh Sammy,
I love
much." back his
"My you
God,"so hemuch.said, Sothrowing
head, looking up, "how can one man on
thisHe here
earth now
be asandlucky
as I Joan
am?" and
laughed
grabbed
kissed her
And then, after the kiss, he took her
hand and they began to walk again.
Problems bigger than most
"We must have walked a couple of
hours,"things
he remembers.
"There
many
to talk about.
Realwere
things.so
Problems.
goingmanto
be any bed Ioftold
rosesJoanfor itus,wasn't
a colored
married to a white girl. She said she
knew that. I told her there were going
to be lots of uncomfortable moments in
her life from now on, that she was going
to get a lot of criticism and ridicule and
dirty looks, lose a lot of her friends. She
said"Besides
she knewthe that,
too, and didn't
care.
the difference
incolorour problem,
religions:there
Joanwasis
Catholic,
I'm aago.
Jew.We I talked
became about
a convert
several years
that,
about how strongly I felt about being
Jewish, and Joan said that while she would
not
changeraised
her asfaithJews.she would have our
children
"I remember Joan saying, 'These problems, Sammy — they're bigger than most
people's,
we can
lick them,
Sammy. yes.
Love But
can lick
anything.
And
that'sus what
with,. .to.
last
throughwe'vethe got,
rest toof start
our lives

well-being demand a special preparation for the douche. Today there is
such a preparation.
This preparation is far more effective in antiseptic and germicidal action
than old-fashioned homemade solutions. Itis far safer to delicate tissues
than other liquid antiseptics for the
douche. It cleanses, freshens, eliminates odor, guards against chafing, promotes confidence as nothing else can.
This
modern woman's
way to
internal iscleanliness.
It is the personal
antiseptic for women, made specififor "the Complete
delicate zone."
It is
called cally
Zonite®.
instructions
for use come in every package. In
cases of persistent discharge, women
are advised to see their doctors.
Millions of women already consider
Zonite as important a part of their
grooming as their bath. You owe it
to yourself to try Zonite soon.
They walked on, holding hands, talking.
Till, at one point, they came to an allnight drugstore and Sammy said, "You
know
I'm going
to do,inhoney?
I'm
going what
to phone
my Mom,
Hollywood,
andTheytell went
her the
intonews."
the drugstore, and Joan
waited outside the phone booth while
Sammy
He was called.
all smiles when he came out.
"What
did she'Shesay?"mustJoanbe asked.
"She said:
very nice,
Sammy, for you to want to marry her in
spite of what the consequences might be,' "
Sammy told Joan. "Then she said: 'I'm
glad
You'rehardthirty-four
years for
old. you,
You'veson.worked
all your
life,
since
you
were
five
years some
old. perIt's
about time you started getting
happinesstoo,
out now.
of this life.' "
Joansonalsmiled,
she"She
said.sounds like a beautiful woman,"
"Mom?" Sammy asked. "You'll be crazy
about
her. Just wait till you meet her."
He paused.
"Joannie," he said then, "about your
parents — are you going to call them, tell
He watched the smile begin to disappear,
slowly,
from hershe face.
"Of
course,"
said.
"Now?"
Sammy asked.
Joan
shook
her
head.
not right
them?"she said. "It's . . ."No,
now,"
It's after one
already.
fast especially,
asleep. I'd
hate
to getThey're
them up.probably
My father,
he'sSammy
such laughed
a sound and
sleeper
and — " her.
interrupted
"So you'll call them tomorrow," he said,
"same thing." He pointed to a counter, on
the
side
of theof drugstore.
on, >
let'sother
have
a cup
hot coffee "Come
for now,
huh?"
he asked.
Joan followed him, but didn't answer this 61

time. She seemed, suddenly, to be thinking
about something else. . . .
"We have a right . . ."
It was 6:00 p.m. the following day. Joan
was in her room, alone. She sat staring at
the telephone
been now,
sitting this way forbeside
moreher.thanShe'd
an hour
staring at the phone, wanting to pick it up,
not picking it up.
Finally she brought her hand over to the
receiver, and lifted it and dialed.
She ondsheard
later: her mother's voice a few sec"Joan, how are you, darling? It's been
days since you've called. Is everything all
Joanthingsaid
she was fine; that yes, everyright?"
For thewas allnextright.minute or so she asked
about from
her father
how was he; had he got
home
work — yet?
"Just
now,
he
got
in this second," her
mother said.
"Mother,"
Joan
said,
suddenly, urgently.
"Yes?" her mother asked.
"I'm getting married," Joan said.
"You're — " Her mother stopped and began to laugh. "Joan.
wonderful.
a wonderful
surprise.HowWhen
did allWhat
this
happen?
Who,
who's
the
man?"
"You met him once, mother, at CBC, a
few months ago," Joan said. "The day you
came to visit the studio."
"That nice director?" her mother asked,
" — The one from Winnipeg with the deep
blue eyes? Him, Joan?"
"No," Joan said. "His name is Sammy
Davis. He's an entertainer. Sammy Davis,
There was a long, a very long, pause.
Jr." her mother said, finally, a trem"Joan,"
or in her voice, "are you talking about
the"Yes,"
American
the colored singer?"
Joan —said.

"And you're what?" her mother asked.
" — You're going to marry him?"
"I love him, Mother," Joan said. "And
yes, I'm going
marry Stuart
him."
a joke,to Joan
idea"Is ofthissomething
funny, calling— ismethisup your
and
telling
me —something
like this?"
"Mother
" Joan started
to say.
"Is this something you're doing for publicity?" her get
mother
shouted.
one of
those agents
you into
this, for"Didpublicity,
for"Mother,"
some disgusting
publicity?"
Joan what
said, you
"I justfeelwant
know, no matter
rightyounow,to
that I am deeply in love with this man and
that I want to marry him. I'd like your
approval, yours and Dad's. Your blessings.
Again her mother cut in. "Approval?
Blessings?" she asked. Her voice rose. "Are
youJoanserious?
you — " scream, suddenly,
heard Are
her mother
andBut—"
call for her father. She heard her repeat some of the facts she had just told
her — "Sammy Davis," she heard her say,
"Negro . . . our baby . . . marry . . . Negro
. . . Negro . . . Negro!"
Finally,
heardheard
her dad's voice.
"Joannie,"shenow,
she
twenty-one
on your himown.say,You"you're
make
your own decisions. But just let me tell
you this: I've raised you, daughter, and I
know you're a good girl. Just take your
time.
And Joan
don'tsaid,
do anything
"Dad,"
"I know foolish."
exactly what
I'm doing. Believe me. Please believe me
.am. .onYou're
right,
Dad.
I
am
twenty-one.
mycisions forown
to make
de-I
myself.now.AndI dothishaveis my
decision.
Sammy and I— we have a right to be marNow she began to cry.
"
ried.sayWe—Joanie,"
"Joan,
she heard her father's
voice
She tried to answer, to talk.

Beforesheshecouldn't.
knew it, she had hung up.
But
She rose from her chair, and walked
across the room, to a window there. She
looked
streetby.below, at the
stream ofdown
peopleat the
walking
"Please, please," she found herself sob"give usa aknock
chance.on Won't
Therebing, was
the dooryou?"
then.
It opened, and Sammy walked in.
He knew immediately what had hap"Yes,"
said Joan.
"You called
your folks?" he asked.
pened.
"Theyried?"don't
Sammy want
asked. it, us, together, marJoan shook her head.
Sammy walked to a chair and sat. He
looked at Joan, near the window, crying.
"Joannie," he said, after a while, softly,
"maybe
best.ownMaybe
it's what
good
you
learnthisnow,is for
fromtheyour
family,
partHe ofpaused.
your future would be like."
Joan said nothing.
"Maybe it's best you find out now, at the
beginning," he went on then, " — in time
for"Iyoucan'tto change
your mind."
say I won't
mind, Joannie," he
"Don't, Sammy, don't," Joan shouted,
suddenly.
talk
said,
"but —"Don't
"
you start
talking
like like
thatthat
now.. . Or. Don't
else
I'll
die.
Right
here,
on
this
spot,
I'll wither
up and die ... I love you, Sammy.
I love
"And you still want to marry me?" he
asked.
Joan ran from the window, and threw
herself in his arms.
This was
her answer — her final, neverending
answer.
end
Sammy lumbia,starred
Bess, Co-11,
and will inbe Porgy
seen inand Oceans
Warner Bros.
you."
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Introducing Crash Craddock
page
the Burlington Mills, tired after working
and coming home from work and making
supper and doing the dishes and some
washing or sewing, was probably asleep
now.
He
to wake
her. to talk to.
Muchdidn't
as hewant
needed
her. now.
he would not wake her.
"Tomorrow mornin". Til call first thing
and tell over
her," tohe thethought
as heflopped
turneddown
and
walked
bed and
on it.
"That Fm comin' home. back, where I
belong."
He reached and turned off the lamp.
But sleep would not come.
"May."theheloneliness
whisperedinside
to thehimsilentgrowing
hotel
room,
by the moment. "Why'd I leave you in the
. . Why'd
think I without
wanted
tofirsttryplace
for . any
kind Iofevena success
youHe near
me?"
remembered the night two weeks
earlier away.
when he'd told her that he was
going
"Columbia Records, honey." he'd said,
happily, triumphantly. "One of the biggest
outfits
the world.
They've
up
and nowin they
want me
to go signed
out onmetour.
They want to build me into something big."
He remembered the look on May's face
as he what
explained
what the word "tour
meant,
it involved.
"Boston. New York. New Haven. Detroit.
Chicago and lots of other places,'' he'd
said.
wherelikethey
to sing"That's
in cities
those.want me to go . . .
"Now."
he'd
gone
on.
"of course
Til have
to go alone May. I mean,
tours like
this
cost them companies plenty of money and
they sure can't pay for the two of us.
even what
thoughthiswe'llcould
miss mean.
each other,
just"Butthink,
That
maybe IH be on my way to makin' the
big-time.
Thatrealmaybe
makin'
some money,
money,fll forstarta change.
That maybe in a couple of years, even less,
we can buy ourselves a house instead of
this
tiny youli'l allapartment
we liveclothes
in andandI
can buy
kinds of pretty
we can even go on that honeymoon we
always wanted."
That dreams might come true
He'd andwatched
wife both
as she'd
smile
as she his
d cried,
at thetriedsameto
time.
"Well."' he'd said, "maybe now. this way.
all those dreams of ours can come true."
He'd
watching
her as bigger.
the tears
in hercontinued
eyes seemed
to become
"Come
on.
May,"
he'd
said,
taking
his arms and holding her close toherhim.in
"'You knoic that this is what Tve wanted
all my life. Don't you know that. May?
Don't you?"
He'd felt her head against his chest
nodding.
He'd heard
herIt'ssay.wonderful.
"Yes. of course,
darlin'.
know.two
that . . .Iafter
years with you It's... just
all
theAndtimenow.
... mthismiss
much."her. So
night,you.he Somissed
much.
After and
onlytossed
a week.in the bed.
He turned
Again, he closed his eyes and tried to
sleep.
But still the sleep would not come.
And then, opening his eyes again, he
saw the outline of his guitar case, sitting
on
the ofbigtheoverstuffed
chair in the far
corner
darkened room.
And he thought of the dreams he used
tobeenhave,
as a boy —then
the dreams that had
sosented sbeautiful
o much now. . . .and that he re-

And, in the dark, out of his loneliness
and need for her, he began to speak to
May of those dreams. . . .
''Other boys I knew back home, they had
other ambitions.'' he whispered. "They
were
goin' But
to be me,
cops ever
and flyers
like that.
since and
I canthings
remember. Iwas goin' to be a record star,
playin' records,
on my guitarlikeandHanksingin'
and
makin'
Williams
and all my other just
favorites.
"That guitar
we hadClarence.
at home.ButIt Ireally
belonged
to brother
was
the one who used to play it most of the
time. I used to go out behind the barn
with it, in the big tobacco field there, and
give mying: The•performances."
start Opry
by shoutfamous GrandI'd Ole
now
pre-sents its most famous and most favorite
enter-tainer
.
.
.
Billy
Craddock.'
Then, liftin' my guitar. I'd strum out an
introduction
I'd begin
to sing.
all the songs Iandknew.
And then
whenI'dI sing
was
finished Fd bow and listen to the applause
— which never got much louder than the
tobacco leaves clappin' against each other
if there happened to be a wind blowin', or
maybe
away if
they stilla couple
happenedof tocowsbe mooin'
out to pasture.
"But to me, this was all applause. And
I'd bow. And while I'd be bowin' sometimes I'd saymake
a prayer
I'm
big. please
it all and
comesay:
true"When
. . . with
real"There
peoplecamelistenin'.
I
mean."
a time. this
I don't
mindof tellin'
you. when I thought
career
mine
was
started.goin' to be over before it even
"That — was
day — I was
I guess
whentheClarence
cameabout
over twelve.
to me
while I was settin' on the porch of our
house,
had
to have stxummin'
his guitar away,
back. Iandaskedsaidhimhe why.
He said 'cause he had to take it to a hock
shop. I the
askedmoney,
him hewhysaid:that.he 'Cause
he
needed
had a big
date this comin' Saturday night, he said,
and
he didn't have
with ...
whichI
to accomplish
this any
date funds
otherwise
played dumb. "Gee. Clarence." I said, "Why
don't you ask Daddy or Ma for the
money?"
— Dretendin'
forget that
our
daddy and
ma had tento children
to raise
and that they couldn't spare the money,
good as they were,
anybody's
dates.
Clarence
even hefor
bother
answerin'
me
on this one.didn't
Instead
just picked
up the
guitar
from
out
my
lap
and
high-tailed
it
for the hock shop.
"I high-tailed it there the very next day.
There was a real grouchy-lookin' man behind the counter. I pointed up to Clarence's
guitar, the
settin'manhighhowup much
on a shelf
now. cost
and
asked
it would
for meandto heget turned
it back.away.
Twenty bucks.' he
said,
almostI handed
to the
day."Well,
I was four
back mouths
in that later,
hock shop.
the man behind the counter a heavy bag
Ithere,
was carryin".
Mistuh.' There's
I said. Itwenty
pointeddollars
to thein
guitar.
"Now
can
I
have
it.
please?'
"The man.
grouchy-lookin'
mumbled
something,
opened the asbag ever,
and
countedters, afewthe dollar
money bills.
— nickels, dimes, quar" "How'd you get all this?' he asked me.
after
he was lawns
throughall countin'.
" "Mowed
summer, all over
town.'
I
told
didn't
movie Saturdays,him.not'And
a once.
And goI toevena
worked
at
the
A&P
helpf-'
Oliver
coupleme ofI weeks
. The —employee
sman for
thereina
told
was the. .youngest
the history of the A&P. ever." I added,
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BING

CROSBY
A COOL CAT
and
his HOT MONEY

Some
casual
just a pose.
thosefolks
who think
reallythatknowBinghimCrosby's
will tell
you air
thatis nothing
could Butbe
farther from the truth.
There's
the fire
timeandBing's
colonialBinghouse
in North
wood caught
burnedtwenty-room
to the ground.
got word
of itHollyfrom
his friend and lyricist, Johnny Burke, who had been phoning all
over town trying to locate him. Burke finally caught up with him at
the Brown Derby where Bing was lunching after a round of golf.
Breaking the news gently, Burke said: "Listen, Bing, before I
say anything, I want you to know everyone's okay."
Bing had shot a 74 that morning, and was in good humor. "Isn't
thatBurke
nice, tried
Johnny,"
said this
amiably.
how'sno your
again,he and
time "And
he made
effortfamily?"
to soften the
blow. "Look, Bing, your house just burned down!"
There was a moment's pause, then Bing drawled :
"Huh, that old barn! Did they save anything?"
Somewhat
Burke away
told and
him: see
"You'dfor
better
hurry exasperated.
out here right
yourself!"
"But I just ordered my lunch!" Bing protested. Andwas
he wasn't
the family
safe, hekidding,
saw noeither.
reasonSince
to
skip
his
lunch.
After
all,
he'd
had
quite
a
workout on the golf course, and he was
real hungry.
When Bing finally did drive out to
look at the pile of smoking embers, he
started to poke around the ashes until
he came upon one of his shoes. It
was charred but still intact. Nonchalant as you please, Bing stuck in a
hand and fished out what he was
looking itfor—
He*i
placed
there$1500
to takein tobills.
the racetrack next day.
As it turned out, this hot money
was all that had been saved from
the flames!

A

" 'Did all that work just so's you could
get
the back
man that
askedbattered
me. ole guitar up there?'
" 'Sure,' I said, '— how else am I gonna
practice to become a famous enter-tainer
if "I 'Well,'
ain't gottheno man
guitar?'
said, 'well, son, you
know, the price on this guitar is up to
now.'
twenty-two
" 'What?' Idollars
said. 'Why?'
" 'Interest, son,' the man said. 'It's hard
to explain; but it's a fact. A fifty-cent a
month fact in this here business.'
"I began to cry like a baby, I was so
disappointed.
" 'But,' the man behind the counter said,
after listenin' to my cryin' and wailin' for
a little
that into
some-an
day Iwaswhile,
gonna'I'vehavealways
to be said
sobbed
exception in the matter of interest. And I
guess
for me,to eh?'
"Withtoday's
that, that
he unlucky
climbed day
a ladder
the
high shelf,
took hold
over
and handed
it toof me.the guitar, leaned
" 'Nowsurescatyouout practice
of here,' hard
he said,
make
on 'and
this
danged thing. Or I'll haunt you from my
very"I took
grave the
afterguitar
I'm gone.'
and I touched the
man's hand, just to show him how much I
"'Scat!'
he
hollered
appreciated what he'd again.
done.
"And I scatted, all right.
"And I went back home and I began to
play and practice and sing — till I was
hoarse
nights from
and tillsome
my fingers
got redsingin'
and sorawmuch,
and
nearly bleedin' at the tips sometimes from
pluckin'
away
so
much
at
those
strings.
"But I didn't care.I got.
Didn't bother me how
hoarse
"I hador anbruised
ambition.
there. .was
hard"AndworkI knew
involved.
. to be lots of
"I
had
lots
of
luck
along
too.
When I was about thirteen themy way,
brother
Ronald and I formed a duo and entered a
contest on a Greensboro TV station. We
won, and stayed on that show for fifteen
consecutive weeks. Then, in high school, I
organized a quartet called The Rebels and
we did lots of singin' together, all through
those four
singin'
away. years. Just singin', singin'
"Of
course,
my life
wasn't oil music.
managed to study
my schoolwork
some. II
played
football
—
which
is
where
I
my
nickname, Crash. Because I could got
always
use
the
extra
money,
I
even
got
a
parttime job with the Lorillard company in
Greensboro,
liftin'intobacco
fromfields
the and
big
boxes that came
from the
dumpin'
this
tobacco
into
the
machines
it
was supposed to go in.
"No, I didn't spend all my time with my
music
with tomymakethinkin'
about in theit.
future Iandwanted
for myself
"But
I've
got
to
tell
you
that
sure way.
did
manage to spend most of my time I this
"There was only one period, I remember,
when
I didn't
care what
happened
my music,
or about
anything,
in fact.about
"That
was
the
time,
four
years
ago, when
Ma died.
"Not
only
was
Ma
a
hard-workhv
woman at home — what with ten children
to raise and take care of — but she worked
at the mill, too, the same mill where
Daddy worked, till practically the end of
her life, just to help out. She was such a
wonderful
woman.last She'd
you And
her last
dime
— the very
dime give
she had.
she
was a very religious woman. I went to
church as a kid, but I guess you could
never call me over-religious that way.
Anyway, when Ma was sick I knew it
would please her if I went and got baptized, something she had always wanted
and that
I had kept puttin' off. It pleased
her,
all right.
"She died of cancer. You know how

that is.heard
Well, her
all the
she had
itpainful
we never
hollertimeonce.
We
used to have to take her for treatments,
and carry her from the house to the car. I
used to help carry her. I used to see the
expression of pain on her face. But never
once didthingIabouteverherhearpain.her moan or say any"Anyway,
she died,
I didn'tagain.
care if
I ever
sang orafterplayed
the guitar
"But
then,
one
day,
I
had
a
talk
with
relative of ours, someone who saw whata
was goin' on with me.
"And he said, 'No sense givin' up your
music, Billy. First of all, you won't be
cheatin'
your ma nobody
— if shebutwasyourself.
here toAndtellsecond,
you —
she'd tell you that she didn't like this
nohow, you givin' up what's always been
the most important thing to you.'
"And so, after a while, I picked up my
guitar
again and I re-started
my singin'.
"And
been in allme thecameambition
back toformemusic
again.that. . had
.
was at about this time that I met
you,"It May.
was sixteen
old the firstcenter
time inI
saw"I you,
over at years
the recreation
Greensboro, remember, May? I had just
been in the pool for a swim and you were
walkin' around near the pool, and let me
tell you,
had
ever, you
everwere
seen. the prettiest li'l girl I
beento known
be a
bold"Now,
type I'd
whennever
it came
girls. Butto when
I saw you that first time, I just slid myself
up out of that pool and I went up to you
and introduced myself and asked you the
first
thata came
could thing
buy you
soda. to my mind — if I
"You were very shy then, as you still
are today,
and it took
lot ofthistalkin'
part
to convince
you athat
was onall myon
the up-and-up.
"But Iwedid hadit, someways.
"And
our soda.
"And we started goin' out together.
"And,
after
a
while,
we realized that we
were
married.in love, and so we decided to get
"TheWedatewereof our
June old.
22,
1957.
bothmarriage
seventeenwasyears
We eloped to South Carolina for the marriage— withelseourknowing
parents' about
consent,it—butbecause
with
nobody
there
were have
too many
people,
knew,us
who would
criticized
us andwe told
we were too young, too immature.
"But we didn't really care what anybody was sayin'.
We figured
just knewthat,weeven
lovedif
each other.
And we
we were a little on the young side, it was
a good
two people in love to grow
up
withthing
eachforother.
thewithdayme wein were
married, toMay,
you"From
stuck
my ambition
become a singer.
"You never
minded when
myselfhomein
a corner
and practiced.
When I sat
I came
late, way after suppertime, from an audisomeplaceup . my
. . You
even mind
when tionI gave
job didn't
at Lorillard
so I
could study and be able to audition even
more.
"And May, you know, the dreams started
coming true last New Year's Eve, when I
sang for theClub
first time
at Mr. Fred Koury's
Plantation
in Greensboro.
"After
that
one
show,
Mr. Koury hired
me and became my manager.
"Through
him,
the
big
from New York City came record
down topeople
hear
me. And, finally, one day not too long ago
the Columbia people signed me up to cut
my
record — Don't Destroy Me — and
to gofirst
on tour.
"May,ments oitf mywaswhole
one life.
of the. . happiest
mohe thought
lay." here hotel
now,
onExcept,
the narrow
bed in asthehe darkened
room, this night, a week after the tour had
begun — except that he was alone, and May
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was not with him.
Was it right . . . this way? Crash wondered.
Was it fair to the girl who loved him,
and whom he loved — to make her wait
behind while he went off and made his
bid for success?
Was it worth the maybe of that house
they'd talked about, of that money in the
bank, of that honeymoon they'd never
had — here,
if May,now,hisright
wife,now?couldn't be with
him,
"No," he thought aloud. "And tomorrow ,
first
thing,
to home."
phone and say I'm
comin'
backI'm.on. goin'
.thebackdoor
The knock
awakened Crash.
He got out of bed, groggily, and opened
the door.
"Good morning, Mr. Craddock," said a
bellhop,
"Letter for
Crash standing
could seethere.
immediately,
fromyou."
the
handwriting on the envelope, that it was
from May. . . .
It was the first letter Crash had gotten
from
left home
before.MayAnd since
it washe'da long
letter. the week
She wrote how she had been visiting
relatives
nights —which
both hisnephew
and hers;
and she most
told about
and
niece had just gotten over a cold, which
ones were just getting one . . . who had
saidAndwhat,
what. the end of the letter,
then,done
towards
she wrote this: I miss you. as you must
know. And I am lonely for you. As I know
you must be for me. But, as I have figured

it since that night last week when you left,
this being separated is a sacrifice we have
both got to make in order that all the
got than
aheadtheof two
us can
beyearsevenwe've
happier
happypossibly
years
we have had already.
It is easier for me to make this sacrifice
than it is for you. I am here, in our home,
with all our memories around me, so close.
You, on the other hand, are far away.
It must be very difficult for you. There are
times you must want to give it all up and
come home, I know.
darling, this:
when those times come —
justBut,remember
We
miss
each
yes — and
but aI lot
knowof
that it takes a lotother,
of time
courage toto go.try to get where you've always
wanted
And the fact that you've always tried
and
tryingwife
so hard
me that
the you're,
proudest
in now,
the makes
whole
Crash
read
this
portion
of
May's
letter,
over and. . over
again.
world.
Till the ."phone beside him rang, and
he picked up the receiver.
It was
calling from a
room
downhisthepress-agent,
hall.
"Ready
for
some
breakfast?
. . Gotta
eat and then get ready to make .that
plane
forCrash
Chicago
...
Be
ready
soon?"
looked
down
at
May's
letter
now.
Then he smiled, and nodded.
"I'll
be
with
you
in
twenty
minutes,"
he said. . . .
end

Gia Scala
(Continued from page 35)
"I'm not hungry, Mom," Don said, abruptly, interi-upting her. "I'll help myself
to His
something
mother'slater."smile lessened. "What's
wrong,
son?" answer.
she asked.
Don mother
didn't
His
looked down at the newspaper in his lap,GRABBED
at the big FROM
headlineBRIDGE
there:
GIA SCALA
WALL— LONDON CABBIE FOILS ACTRESS' SUICIDE TRY.
"Do you know her?" Mrs. Burnett asked.
Don "Weshrugged.
"A times
little, onI guess,"
said.
met a few
the set, heat
Metro, when I was doing Don't Go Near
The Water."
girl"Ofwhocourse,"
playedhisthemother
native.said,So "the
lovelyItalian
she
was, too. . . . Now why would a lovely girl
like that ever want to go and do a thing
like this, try to take her own life?"
Again Don shrugged. "I don't know,"
he said. "The paper says something about
her being depressed over her mother's
death."
"Tsk," said his mother. Then she sighed.
"Well,cabdriver
at least grabbed
the girl'sher,allitright
The
says, now.
and
she's obviously all right."
"I hope she is," Don said.
"I'm sure," said Mrs. Burnett. She
smiled again. "And I do wish you'd come
eat your dinner now."
"I inghope
she is,"butDonthinking
repeated,about
not ahearhis mother,
girl
far away, whom he barely knew but whom
he remembered very well, a girl alone and
in distress, a girl he wished very much he
could be near right now. . . .
Gia's return
It was early November by the time Gia
Scala returned to Hollywood from Europe.
It was a day and a half after her return
when Don phoned her.
"Yes,"noticed
she said,
I remember
you."
He
that "yes,
her voice
was different
than it had been those few other times
they'd very
talked; tired-sounding instead of
alive,
askedhim.tired-sounding.
her if she would like to go
outHewith
"Yes," she said, without any enthusiasm,
"that would be very nice."
"I guess you're all booked up the rest
of this week," Don said.
There
was a pause.
Gia said,
I have nothing
to do Then
this week
..."No,or
next week. You tell me the evening — "
"Well," Don said, "tomorrow night
there's
dance,
for The
Helpers, aover
at thea charity
Hilton. ball
I bought
two
tickets. I didn't expect to use them. But
if "That
you'd would
like — " be nice," Gia said. "I will
seeAndyou shetomorrow
hung up.night
. . . then."
"I'll never in my life forget how beautishe looked,"
that
next fulnight,
their firstDonfewrecalls
minutesabout
together.
"Gia
wore
a
green
gown,
matching
the
green laceofwithheran eyes.
a plainin the
gold center.
neckitalianAndcameo
Her hair was combed back very simply.
She was practically without make-up. She
looked like a goddess, freshly-arrived on
earth. She was the most beautiful-looking
girl I had ever seen. And the saddest,
too.The. .ball
." at the Hilton was a lovely affair.
For the few hours they were there, Don
and Gia andsat their
at a table
friends
dates. with some of Don's
Once in a while, they danced.
Throughout it all, Gia was quiet, speak66 ing only when spoken to, smiling rarely,

barely joining in on any of the fun-doings.
her,"Why
softly,theatfar-away
one point.look?" Don asked
Gia's face reddened a little. "I don't
know,"
Andtheythatwentwasto alltheshenearby
said.
After she
the said.
dance,
Trader
Vic
for a bite
to eat.
"What'll you have?" Don asked.
"Just coffee," Gia said.
"Well," Don said, winking, "me, I'm a
growing boy, and I'll have to have a little
more
than that."
specialties,"
he said,
the"Korean
menu and
trying hard
not toreading
make
it look as if he were forcing any conversa"No,"tion.Gia"You ever
said. been there — Korea?"
"Then you've never had the pleasure of
trying
any ofhertheir
Gia shook
head.specialties," Don said.
Don began to tell her about something
that had happened to him while he was
there, with the Army.
"I was riding around in this jeep one
day," walking
he said, up"andtheI road.
came across
this oldso
lady,
She looked
tired that I stopped and asked if I could
give
her way
a lift.butOh she
no, shestillsaid,hadshe'd
a long
an come
even
longer way to go. 'How far?' I asked her.
About forty miles,' she said. Well now, I
sure wasn't going to have this little old

ELINOR
DONAHUE

I've just read a
terrific
in
INGENUEstory
Magazine
called "Give a
Weekend." Tells
about teen-agers
doing volunteer
work in the Philadelphia slums . . .
not glossy charitytype work, but real
'get your hands
dirty'
What ahelping.
great job
they do!

lady walking down that road another
couple
was you
I? Soand I get
said,you'Hophomein,
Grandma,of days,
I'll drive
Gia began " to smile a little.
"So chop!'
there we were, the two of us. riding
chop
away
Don went
on,
"when aalllittle
of a while
suddenlater,"
the woman
reached
into a bag she was carrying and said to
'Here,she young
soldier, Iteat.'
atme,what
was holding.
was I alooked
dried
red
pepper,
this
long
and
this
red.
'Eat?'
I asked, '— that?' 'You honor me with your
politeness,' the old lady said, 'now I must
honor
hospitality.'
"Well,youandletwith
memy tell
you.to Gia
" Don
stopped
laughed,
happy
see— that
she
was
really
beginning
to
smile
now.
"— I
took one bite of that hospitality of hers
"Gia!" a voice interrupted him, suddarling!"
They denly.
both"Giiiiiia,
turned
to look.
A girl
— young, pretty, bleary-eyed — was
approaching
and — " their table.
"Gia, sweet-heart," she said, finally
reaching
the Itable,
was sitting
there
. . . and
turned"Iaround
to look over
...
and I saw you. I couldn't believe it. I
didn't
"I am,"knowGia you
said.were back in town."
"And you
look soup terrif
The girlto
brought
her hand
to her— " mouth,
hide a hiccup. "Terrific!"

"Thank you," said Gia.
"I was worried," the girl said, her face
turning suddenly
boy, it,I was
worried,
ever sincesomber.
I heard"Ohabout
you
on that bridge — just thinking about you
staring down into that awful, awful water
and . . . Gia, I'm so glad you're all right.
AndThe here.
Back with
girl turned
to Don,us."for the first time.
"Life, life, it's wonderful, isn't it?" she
asked.
Don atdidn't
back
Gia. answer.
He saw Instead
the tearshe aslooked
they
began to come to her eyes.
"I
mean,
where'd
we
be
without
life?"
he heard the girl say and giggle.
He reached
Gia's
hand. across the table and touched
It was cold.
"Come on." he said, rising from his
chair,
"let's too.
get out of here."
Gia rose,
Don away.
took her arm. and they began to
walk
"Well . . . pardon me for trying to be
so concerned!" they heard the girl say as
they left. . . .
A little spunk
They'd
And it driven
was onlybackwhenin silence.
they got to the
door
of
Gia's
Don forspoke
and
asked if he couldhousecomethatinside
a while.
"Why," Gia asked, "haven't I made your
Don nodded.
evening
unpleasant enough?"
"Yep," he said, smiling, "you've been
pretty
I mean,
been Girls
out with
friendlierbad.girls
in myI'vetime.
who
talked
to
me,
at
least."
"I'm
sorry
about
that,
about
everything."
"Too late." Don said, continuing his
tease. "But there is one thing you can do
for me." He brought his hands up to his
stomach. "You can give me something to
eat. Because I'm starving. And a guy's
"Oh,"eat Gia
said, "yes . . . Won't you
gotta
sometime!"
Don infollowed
her through the foyer and
come
then?"
living room and into the kitchen.
"You'll wait outside the kitchen, please,"
Gia said. "This is one room that is for
theDonwomen
didn't and
move.only the women."
"Nowinside
go ahead,
vatene."yourself
Gia said.
"Go
back
and make
a little
drink if you'd like. I will have something
ready
youaround.
in a took
little Don's
while." arm and
Withforhim
that,
she
turned
"Okay, okay."
said, very reluctantsounding,
but gladDon
she was. . .
finally beginning
to deep-down
show a littlethatspunk.
Don had
put
some
records
on
the
phonograph and Sinatra
was singing
moody
ballad when
Gia walked
into the aroom.
"Dance?"
Don
asked,
walking
over
to
her.
Gia
nodded.
"If
you'd
like,"
she
said.
They began to move around the floor.
few"What's
moments.cooking?" Don asked, after a
"Cosa?"
"What?"good coming
"Smells Gia
like asked.
something
from
the
kitchen,"
Don
said. "Yes, I hope
"Oh, the calzone," Gia said.
"Cal — who?" Don asked.
an Italian dish." Gia said.
it "I"It's
is couldn't
good."
have guessed," said Don.
"It's very good," Gia said. "You'll see.
It's
a
dough
crust
and inside
is the
two cheeses — the ricotta
and there
the mozza"And?" Don asked.
"And
"And?"a little pepper and salt." Gia said.
"And
glass of wine,
if you'd
"For a a hungerin'
man like
me — alike."
couple
ofrella."
slices
of
cheese
and
some
asked, holding back his smile.dough?" Don

"There is"who
manyhasa hungerin'
Italianto man."
Gia
notmadebeenyouable
one said,
calzone. I have
three. finish
Just
wait. You will like it ... I do."
what aredoesa lot
that ofmean?"
bet"Sothere
things Don
that said.
I like"I
and you don't."
"Maybe,"
Gia said.
"For instance?-'
They stopped
dancing.
"Well," Don said, thinking for a moment.
" — do you like a foggy day at the beach,
for instance?"
"No," Gia said. "I like a sunny da}- at
the beach. Much sun. Much."
"Do you like your windows open way
up."No,"
all the
Gia way.
said, at"I night?"
like them shut. I am
afraid
when they
"Mmmmm."
Don are
said.open."
"Do — do you like
sports
cars?"prefer," said Gia, "if I could
"I would
do all my traveling on a bicycle."
"See?" Don said. "You don't like anything Ilike. But still you expect -me to
go "Calzone."
wild over Gia
your said.
—"
"Yeah
.
.
.
cal-zo-ne,"
to imitate her deep accent.Don said, trying
"Awful." Gia said. "Your pronunciation,
it And
is so then,
awful."suddenly, she began to laugh
— a happy, heart}-, open laugh.
"I am sorry, Don," she said, after a few
moments,
is impolite,
think,Butfor ita just
girl
to laugh so"itmuch
and so Iloud.
struck me very funny — " she lowered her
eyes, and
not
laughed
like paused
this for a" —longandtime,I have
for a very
longDontime."
took her chin in his hand and lifted
her face to his.
"Like the fly-boys used to say: Mission
Accomplished,"
said.
""What?" Gia heasked.
"It's good to see you laugh, Gia — that's
what toI said,"
whispered.
you
want
know Don
something?
. . . "And
You look
moreTheybeautiful
than
ever
when
you
laugh."
looked at one another now.
And then Don kissed her, lightly, on
the forehead first, then on the lips.
And they began to dance again. . . .
The need to be needed
Those next two months were the best
either of them had ever known.
When Don
they onweren't
— Gia on a
picture,
some working
TV assignments—
they
They'don
drive were
to the together,
beach, on constantly.
foggy days and
days
of
much
sun.
They'd
weekend
with
friends at Lake Arrowhead or up in Carmel.
They'd
take
long
walks,
out
in
the
country sometimes, right through the
streets of Hollywood other times, and
they'd
and laugh
and hold hands, as
they gottalkto know
one another.
"I
love
you,
Gia,"
Don
said suddenly
one afternoon in late December,
as they
wereThe outsmile
walking.
"I
want
to
marry
you."
that
had
been
on
Gia's
lips
began to fade.
"Don't
say
that,"
she
whispered,
" — please."
"Why not?" Don asked. "I love you,"
he said. 'T love you."
"And I think I love you, too." Gia said.
"Yes, already
I think— I Itdo.is too
. . .soon,
But
toShetalknodded.
of marriage
Don. We haven't known each other long
enough,
She tooknot areally."
deep breath.
"And,"say Giayes said,
"I must
sure, bebefore
I ever
to you,
Don, beI must
sure
that you need me."
"But I do need you," Don said. "That's
why
I'm asking
you asks
to marry
That's
the reason
any guy
a girlme.to marry
him, isn't it?"
Gia faced him again. "I mean need me,"
she said.
meanis need
me. I mean
the
kind
of need"I that
not satisfied
in enjoy-

ing my company, in kissing my lips, in
talking
me like orthis.walking
I mean orthebeing
kind together
of need with
that
is satisfied in knowing that I will be the
most important part of your life, forever
and ever. In knowing that I must be the
person to share everything with you. to
help
you. ...
to comfort
you. very
to be close
with toyoume—
forever.
A person
once said. Don, that there is nothing more
difficult in life than finding the person
who"We'll
trulygiveneeds
you.then,
I b ehwon't
eve this."
it time
we?" Don
said, taking
hold
of her hand
again.
"Yes," said Gia. "if you will be patient
with me. For one way or another, someday, Iwill passed
know. .during
. ." which Don and
Months
Gia grew closer and closer, and yet as
though they mysteriously understood that
the right time had not come for them,
neither mentioned marriage again. Then
one afternoon in March Mrs. Burnett
phoned Gia at her studio and invited her
to dinner that night. At 6:30. Gia pulled
up to the house, reached for a little present
forDonDon'smet mother
car.
her at and
the got
dooroutof ofthethehouse.
He was very pale.
His hand seemed to tremble when it took
hold"What's
of Gia's.
the matter?" Gia asked.
"It's Mom." Don said. "She was in the
kitchen, just a little while ago, fixing
dinner. Suddenly she had a heart attack.
It Hewasledso Giaquick.
doctor'sroom,
with where
her."
into The
the living
Don's
was whispered
sitting. Gia something
walked overto
to Mr.father
Burnett,
him and then she sat beside him and
across from Don.
They sat. the three of them, in silence,
those next fifteen minutes.
Finally a door opened and the doctor

"Mr. Burnett," he said, his voice grim,
The two men rose and followed him
"Don—"out of the room.
back
Gia sat alone now.
She waited.
And as she did. she closed her eyes and
remembered
the hours
phone earlier.
call from Mrs. Burnett just a few
"I'm making lamb," the woman had said,
"and potatoes nice and brown, just the
wayGia youremembered
and Don like
how 'em."
she'd said no at
first,
couldn'ttwiceaccept
"Twicethatlastshe week,
the theweekinvitation.
before.
You're going to too much trouble, Mrs.
And sense,
howGia. Dad
the woman
and I likehadyousaid,so "Nonmuch,
Burnett."
and
and we
we like
just the
wish fact
we that
couldDonsee likes
even you
more—
"Lamb, you say?" Gia remembered asking, and laughing. "And browned potatoes?"
the way youMrs.and Burnett
Don likesaying.
'em,"
she
remembered
of "Just
you."
"Now be sure to tell those producers of
yours that you have to be here early, 6:30
eyesand
opened
theGia's
— " backsuddenly.
Donlatest,
had
come
into the room.
She could tell, immediately, from the
look on his face, that his mother was dead.
She watched him as he walked over to
where she sat, as he sat alongside her.
She watched his fists clench in his lap.
"Gia," he said, staring at the floor, "Help
me.DonI need
and you."
Gia were married in a quiet
and beautiful ceremony in Los Angeles.
California, on August 22. 1959. END
Gia will be seen in Battle Of The Coral
Sea, I Aim At The Stars, both Columbia. 67
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The Story of a Hollywood Wife
(Continued from page 43)

&LOAIDES/
fame came in that I began to lose Jim.
I first met
like
a "When
beachcomber
and Jimhis helifewaswasliving
aimless
5/,amp
oo| and lonely. He'd come out of the war and
didn't know what he wanted to do with
himself
I was
lonely,marriage
too. I'd and
just hadgonea
through an
unhappy
little
boy.
I
wasn't
aware
of
it,
I
guess,
but
I was looking
me.
someone
whomforI someone
could lovewhoandneeded
someone
who would make me feel like a woman
Takes only a minute — washes hair shades again
after my marriage failure.
lighter, gives it a wonderful shine!
I had done some acting at the Pasadena
IfBLONDEX
your blondeCREME
hair isSHAMPOO.
growing darkContains
or faded,lanolin,
try newto Playhouse
and had studied theater at
give aspun
vital, gold,
lively prevent
lustre, newdryness
highlightsor and
a shine UCLA. A friend told me about a young
like
brittleness.
veteran
who
seemed to show some rough
BLONDEX removes the dull, dingy film that makes
talent as an actor, but who didn't know
blonde
hairbrings
darkbackand flattering,
old-looking.
Itscolor"Miracle"
ANDIUM
golden
—
gives
how
to
develop
'He's living
hair extra highlights and shine. BLONDEX CREME like a drifter,' saidthatmy talent.
friend. 'Maybe you
SHAMPOO
. use andit fordept.children's
hair. Get a jaris absolutely
today — at safe
1 Otf,. .drug
stores. can"SohelpI met
him.' I was both shocked and
fascinated by Jim.
him. He was a tall, scowling
string bean. He wore dirty old blue jeans,
he
needed
a
shave, he needed a good
LIVING FENCE
meal. And he needed someone to care for
him.
"His home was a broken-down car
which motehe'd
the near
sand San
in a Cleresectionparked
of the onbeach
mente. He'd sleep in the sleeping bag on
the beach; when it was too cold he'd sleep
in thefrom
back theof his
car. Toandeat,go he'd
farmers
into steal
the
Amazing Fast Growing Red Rose food
post
office
once
a
month
to
pick
up his
small
GI
check.
See the sensational Red Robin Living Fence (Gloire
Des Rosomanes)
that's with
sweeping
the country!
Sur- "I didn't think of falling in love when I
round yourasproperty
protection
to meet him. I thought only that
for as little
12cFence
a foot.bursting
Plantbeautythiswithand
spring,
havereda asked
vigorous
Living
fragrant
perhaps I could help him get started as an
roses thisKeeps
summer.
Grows up noise.
to 6 feet.
Not a mulactor, by sharing with him some of the
tiflora.
out
intruders,
Available
only
from Ginden Nursery. Send name, address for free things I had learned, and this in itself
full-color NURSERY.
landscape Dept.
book, 3021.
prices,Sanguarantees,
etc. would give me something to do to fill my
GINDEN
Bruno, Calif.
own empty life.
He had nothing then
MATERNITY CATALOG
"Like world,
a true hermit,
he wasI met
angryhimat thehe
and when
Catalog niaik-d in plain . n- whole
looked down at his feet and wouldn't talk.
IV_rfraurfjris0ept26, 1015 Walnut St Kansas City 6, Mo. Then
I asked His
him faceif wesuddenly
couldn'tlit upreadanda
play together.
he began to come alive. We talked and I
MONEY
in
DONUTS
Make NewSell Greaseless
Start
in kitchen.neces-No ness,
discovered
once he'd lostcharm.
his sullensmoke.
stores.
CashDonuts.
daily.obligat
No experience
he hadthata tremendous
sary.
FREE
RECIPES.
No
ion.
Write 7,mdav
"We began to see each other first as
ANDREW RAY CO., 3605S.I5th AVE.. MINNEAPOLIS
MINN
'teacher'gether,and
'pupil.'on We
readAndplays
towe worked
scripts.
we fell
inat love.
He
didn't
have
a
cent
and
nobody,
that time, would have bet a nickel on
his chances of ever becoming an actor. But
I saw something in him. Maybe it was
JUST
OUT
through the eyes of a woman in love. I
tried to tell myself that I was looking at
The sensational NEW
him
a 'pupil.'
was thekidding
myself.onlyTheasmore
I was But
with Ihim,
more
story about the town
deeply in love I fell. Once I penetrated the
hostility and crudeness on the surface I
that shocked a nation!
discovered a great magnetism that ran like
a deep well. He began to become my whole
life.
weremarried
married life
in Santa
and
I "We
started
with Barbara
a man who
RETURN
TO had
nothing except the dreams we shared.
My father let us live in an old flat in a
huge Victorian house he owned. To save
Jim's
pride,fixed
we uppaidourmy first
fatherhome$20 together.
a month
PEYTON
rent. We
Jim steamed off the old, ugly wallpaper
and we painted and papered the rooms
ourselves.
of our workOften
just we'd
to holdstopeachin the
othermiddle
close
PLACE
and kiss. We scrimped but we were very
happy because we were doing everything
together.
by Grace Metalious
"Jim wasandgetting
occasional
roles in
Westerns,
producers
were beginning
A DELL BOOK
• 50<t
toseensee— the
same
thing
in
him
that
I'd
always
a vital personality and a rugged

talent. I was thoroughly dedicated to him
and was happy to be so involved in his
life. Those first years of our marriage,
when piweest of our
didn'tlives.have a dime, were the hap"When
we learned,
firstI year,
that we were
going to during
have athebaby,
gave
up a job I had in my father's company. My
parentsin thought
it wasn't
rightandto raise
baby
a cramped
little flat
boughta
us a small house in the Pacific Palisades,
with a backyard that faced the ocean.
The beginning of the end
"By the time our second baby, Rolf,
came along, seven years ago, Jim was begin ing to do well
as an Wayne
actor. Heandwasit
under contract
to John
looked as though now, with Jim finally
getting recognition, we would be heading
for certain paradise. But it didn't turn out
at all. Icame
didn'tintoknowhis itownthen,as butan
asthatmywayhusband
actor,
I
was
beginning
to lose him. And
lose myself.
"When
Jim
was
asked
go on were
location
in Honolulu for Wayne, theto wives
inv
i
t
e
d
t
o
go
along.
I'd
just
finished
nursingit
our second baby, and Jim and I agreed
I've
neverI'mreally
I guess
lucky.
been a "wallflower:
But I do have
some advice for
any
girl who
like one;
read feels
the
article
called
"The
Girl Who Hunted
Popularity"
in
the
new INGENUE
Magazine.
would be a wonderful second honeymoon.
I went off to the Islands with Jim joyously,
never dreaming that this was to start a
disastrous turn in our marriage. . . .
"It was
first experience
as a Itmovie
actor
in anJim'simportant
production.
was
my first experience as the wife of a leading pman.
The
social
life
with
this
film
comy in Honolulu
was fast
hectic.very
Up
until annow,
Jim and
I hadand lived
simple, almost elemental lives. In our
home
in theandPalisades,
and
gardened
cooked we'd
and worked
had been
wrapped
up
in
our
three
youngsters
—
Jim
treated my son, Craig, like his own.
we were
up inIt
a "Now
social suddenly
life that was
wild wrapped
and intense.
was
a
round
of
parties
that
lasted
dawn. Beautiful women began to gountilon
the faithfulness
make for mythenhusband.
his
— I couldI didn't
see thatdoubt
Jim
was often flustered by the attention he
received.
He
didn't
know
how
to
take
This was the first taste of sophisticatedit.
living Jim had ever had. He didn't know
how
handlea it.party
Neither
I'd begto
Jim toto leave
and did
comeI. back
the hotel with me. But he was eating it all
up like a child at his first Christmas party.
He'd henever
had
any ofhis this
kind
of fun,
and
was been
enjoying
importance.
There had
no otherownwoman
in his
life before myself, and it flattered him to
see the way beautiful women fell over him.
"But I wasn't enjoying these parties. I'd

;ust had two babies in a row. and I would
ore
quickly.
couldn't
up with
this Besides,
fast crowd.I just
I would
beg keep
Jim
:o take me home, but he didn't want to
leave
any
of
the
parties.
Once,
I
couldn't
Take a certain party any longer. Everyone
vas ing
drinking,
wereouthangaround Jimseveral
and Iwomen
was left
and
miserable. Finally, after asking Jim for the
dozenth time to take me home, he turned
to me, annoyance on his face, and said.
Don't be a kill-joy. I'm having fun. If you
want
to go. youllfromhavethe toparty
go by yourself.'
Z walked
crying all thehome
way. It was our first myself,
big quarrel.
"From
that
time
on,
I
began
to
lose
husband. But at the time I was blind tomyit.
Jim was set for Gunsmoke. and I had a
feeling that this would make him a star.
I was glad for him. and I think a little
frightened, too. For the first time, when
he'd come
home with
he wouldn't
discuss his work
me. We want
had toshared
everything
stand this. before, so I couldn't underWives are not welcome
was women
like to
be "Ithebegan
wife toof know
a star. what
To so itmany
outside of Hollywood who lead what they
think are humdrum lives, it may come as
learn creature.
that the 'Hollywood
wife"
isa shock
a very toforlorn
In this industry,
wives are not welcome. Usually, the wife
of a star is an irritant to those surrounding herated,husband.
She isopenly
often merely
pushed aside,
informedtoler-by
producers and press agents how much
better it would have been for her husband's career if he had no wife in tow.
"As Ievensawmore
Jim attractive
drift from
seemed
than me,
ever.heI
had fallen in love with him when he was
shabby, penniless and hostile. Now, added
to the natural magnetic personality which
began to emerge, was a swagger and a
self-confidence that made him more attractive than ever. I had a great yearning
to be with him. A yearning that became
frustrating because I couldn't have him.
"I tried
to win
my husband
again.
At night
I would
dress up all
for over
him.
look my best as though waiting for a
lover. But after sitting up until late, and
Jim still not home, I'd doze off. Or else,
I'd be so upset that when he did come
home he'd find me red-eyed and nervous,
and less desirable than I'd ever been.
slippingwasawayslipping
from away.
me, I
felt"AsthatI saw
part Jim
of myself
I found myself crying during the day. Poor
Jim, it probably was hard on him. too,
to come home to a woman who was upset.
I couldn't contain my fears any longer. "I
want to be part of you,' I remember once
saying, my voice rising hysterically. 'I
want to and
be part
of you:'
me
coldly,
walked
out. JimOurlooked
houseat was
Elled with cold, empty silences. And inside
of me heart
thatagain.great
be Jim's
God,longing
I lovedto him
so. sweetCouldn't live without him
"He sokeptunhappy.
telling me to geta simple
a divorce if
i[::onwas
for him, but notIt was
for me. I was solutied
:dunderstand
him body that
and Isoul.
I couldn't
couldn't
divorcemake
him him
because I couldn't five without him.
"The
silences
were
interrupted
only
luarrels. One night there was a terribleby
:uarrel. I said, merely as a bluff, 'I guess
:ne
time thinking
has come— for
me hoped
to get a divorce.'
kVishful
I and
had
:ecome
frightened
hold mehe inwould
his
arms
say, he
'No, seemed
I don't relieved
want to lose
• ou/ and
Instead,
and
'Okay.out.A divorce. It's best." And
.eaid,walked
"I couldn't
How does
woman
orget
the mantakesheit.loves?
How adoes
she
earn to live without the man who's been

her whole
ten There
years? followed
I couldn'tlong,
get
Jim
out of life
my formind.
black nights that even sleeping pills
couldn'tI mostly
shorten,layandin long,
grey I days
which
a stupor.
beggedin
Jim to come back. His voice was final: "No.
PERMANENT DARKE NER
I "My
don't love you..'
FOR LASHES AND BROWS
They
urged mefamily
to takeworried
a trip about
around me.
the world
' lor the hairs to which app
to forget. Forget! Paris, London. Vienna
were six thousand miles away, but when I
was
there I was
saw Jim's face inI wanted
the crowds.
Hong
to be Kong
with Jim. a Itblurwas— allworst
of allwasin 'Dark-Eyes" goes <
replaced by ne
Honolulu. This was the last stop on my :osreapply!
two
global
very nervous
whenmonths'
I got off
the trip.
plane.I wasA heavy,
warm •Dark-Eyes" colors . . . doesn't coat.ightNo forsticky,weeks,beadylasreslook, andno
JRALLYsmear,
soft, dark
wind brought back a thousand old mem- "Dark-Eyes" doesn't
doesn'tluxuriant—
wash off!withoutYou mascaral
can rub
time,been
sevenhereyears
the rain,
before,ories— memories
when Jim ofandtheI had
to- your
movies—eyes,yetswim,
retain walkthat in"born
beau e.en enjoy a good cry at the
Contains
no
aniline
dyes.
"Darkgether.
True,
misunderstandings
had
beEyes"
now
in
26th
year!
Three
gun to arise
us had
then,notbutturned
Jim shaoes: black, brown, light brown.
had been
with between
me. his love
to coldness and there was still a magic
about our
Memories
whelmed me asmarriage.
I stared out
at the tall,overold
palms that lined the streets as the taxi
drove me to the Royal Hawaiian Hotel. I
broke down and cried in the taxi, feeling
unbearably lonery. I left my bags in my
room and walked down the beach myself,
headwaves.
throbbing.
I sobbedIn
tomy the
I ran "Jim
back. .to. Jim."
the hotel.
my
I putto through
The
25*
wallsroom
seemed
close in aon callme toas him.
I waited
for
Jim
to
get
on
the
phone.
'Jim,'
I
cried,
I 25 at leading
'let's try again. I'm so lost without you.
go on.'
in on me
"DARK-EYES"
asI can't
I heard
his The
words,roomslowpressed
and deliberate.
3319
W. Carroll Ave.,COMPANY,
Chicago 24,Dept.
III. A-20
'No. Virginia. No. You'd better forget it.' I enclose 25c (coin or stamps, tax included} for TRIAL
I fellthecompletely
pieces.
SIZE pkg. of "Dark-Eyes" with directions.
I "That's
stumbledwhentoward
bathroom.to Things
check
shade □ Light Brown □ Br<
NAME
didn't
appear
veryreal
any
more.
I
looked
□ 3:
for the razor. I curled up in the bathtub,
ADDRESS
my headlivion.onWhena Itowel,
and
I
waited
for
obTOWN
STAT
felt the razor against my
wrist, I relished the hurt. I thought the
physical pain would stop my other pain.
"I hadme almost
whenin someone
shook
and Ipassed
heard out
voices
a foggy
world
say,
'She'll
be
okay.'
the
drive to the emergency hospitalDuring
I was told
that Jim had become alarmed at the desperation in my voice and had notified the
Just to get acquainted, we will make
police in Honolulu to look in on me. My
you atraitbeautiful
Silvertone
cuts were treated, my wrists bandaged at
enlargement5x7of your
favoritepor-2
the hospital. And then, my body drained
photos,
or colorof slides.
sure to negatives
include color
hair, eyesBe
of blood, my heart drained of hope, I got
and
our bargain
on the plane for home. . . .
offer clothing
for havingandyourget enlargements
V>mounted
beautifully
hand colored
inandoil gold
and
a foolish
I did.lucky
I lostI
in
handsome
ivory
my"Yes,
head.it was
Friends
tell metningI was
tooled frames. Limit 2. Enclose
lOfi
didn'tandlosefindmy happiness
life. They again.
say I'llThere
get over
for handling
each
enlareement.
Origithis
are
nals
returned.
We
will
pay
S100.00
three children who need me. I forgot
childrens or ActadultNOW.
picturesU.S.A.used only.
in ourfor
everything and everyone in the pain of
advertising.
loving just one man. Now I know I have HOLLYWOOD F1LM STUDIOS, Dept.B-14
lost him, and I must learn to five without
oniea Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
him. Dear God, please show me how." END 7021 Santa M
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FEBRUARY
The House of Terrified
BIRTHDAYS
{Continued from page 28)
If your birthday falls in February, your dreaming, with her large blue eyes wide
birthstone is the amethyst and your flow- open, peering through the darkness, and
er is the violet or primrose. And here are
that darkness . . . dreaming back
some of the stars who share your birthday: tobeyond
an actual night in her life, nine years
ago, when she was eleven.
She remembered it so well, so vividly,
February 1— - Clark Gable
her first night in show business. Her
parentstion.hadHer uncle,
driven Bing,
her tohadthe taken
radio staFebruary 4— -Ida Lupino
her
hand and led her into
the studio and over
February 5- -Red Buttons
to
the
microphone.
"And
now
folks,
I'd
Van Dorei
February 6- -Mamie
like
introduce,"
had my
said,niece
"a brand
Zsa-Zsa
new tosinger,
a sweethe kid,
...
John LundGabor
Miss Cathy
There Then
had been
apRonald Reagan
plause, sheCrosby!"
remembered.
silence.
And
then
she
had
begun
to
sing
her
song,
-Lana
Turner
February 8Dear Hearts and Gentle People.
Remembering,
dreaming
February 9- -Kathryn Grayson
gan to hum that same
song back,
now. she beShe
stopped
suddenly
when
she heard
Durante
February 10- -Jimmy
Robert Keith
the footsteps outside her door.
She figured that it was probably a night
Robert Wagner
nurse, making her rounds, listening at
doorways to see if you were asleep.
February 11- -Leslie Nielsen
So she stopped her singing, and she
February 12- -Forrest Tucker
waited, in the darkness, staring vacantly
at
a shadow on the wall ahead of her,
-Kim
Novak
February 13until the footsteps — having stopped, too —
Lyle Bettger
moved on down the long and silent hallFebruary 15- -Kevin McCarthy
way of this
place, people
this hospital,
stitution, as some
called it.this inKing
February 16— -Peggy
And then, once again, still sitting up in
Vera-EIIen
her bed, the beautiful girl with the large
blue eyes continued with her song. . . .
February 18- -Jack Palance
Preying on his mind
February 19— -Lee Marvin
It was a few minutes after 10:40 that
Moore
February 20- -Norma
night when Bob Crosby entered the big
Patricia Smith
house at 220 N. Layton Drive. He parked
the golf clubs he was carrying in a foyer
Dane Clark
February 21— Guy
Mitchell
closet Vice
(he'dPresident
been playing
afternoon
with
RichardthatNixon
and
actors Robert Sterling and George MurFebruary 22- -Robert Young
phy)
and
he
walked
into
the
living
room.
February 23— -Race Gentry
His wife, June, was upstairs at the time,
Lawrence
in her eight-year-old
daughter
February 24- Barbara
bedroom.
had day,
been sheMalia's
sufferMarjorie Main
ing from aThe
bad little
cold girl
all that
had
February 26 — Betty
Hutton
aJune
slighthadfever
she with
couldn'ther sleep,
and
beennow,sitting
this past
Peter Lorre
hour or so reading to her.
Tony Randall
When
June
heard
her
husband
enter,
Bennett
she
the tobook,
February 27 — Joan
chairlayanddown
walked
the got
door.up from her
Elizabeth Taylor
Reginald Gardiner
"Bob,"
she
called,
when
she saw him.
She waited for him to answer.
February 29 — Arthur Franz
Instead,tionles ,she
saw,
he
stood
there room
mointhe center of the living
for a moment, mumbling to himself; and
then
he
began
to
walk
towards
the
big
mirrored cabinet at the far end of the
room, the cabinet where the whisky was.
June turned now, too, and walked back
into Malia's
behind
her. room, leaving the door open
"What's
matter?"
the littlethegirllook
asked,of
softly, fromthe her
bed, seeing
worry,
and fear,
her mother's eyes.
"Nothing,"
Junein whispered.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke Thelma Ritter
"Is Daddy
February 9
February 14
June
nodded.home?"
over intohers.
the little girl's
bedThenand shetookwalked
her hand
It
was
preying
on
his
mind,
preying on his mind, terribly.JuneSheknew
could—
tell by the way he had looked a moment
before. She could tell by the way he had
looked that morning, when they'd gone to
have a talk with Cathy's doctor.
"What do he'dyouasked
meanthea complete
breakdoctor
thought down?"
she only needed
a weekthen.here."I
And
now it's
a month
she's stillbreakhere.
Ann Sheridan
Adolphe Menjou
. . . What
do you
mean anda complete
February 21
70 February 18
down, a mental breakdown?" he'd asked

Women
the doctor.
June's
hand, still
gan to tremble
now. clutching Malia's, be"Mommy," the little girl asked, "are you
all"Yes,"
right, June
Mommy?"
said. from
"Yes. Shhhhh. Yes."
She looked
away
towards
the door
again. her daughter and
She wished that her sons, Chris and
Bobby and Steve, were back home from
thatSheparty
they'dwith
gone allto. her heart, that
wished,
Cathy were home, too, instead of in that
place.
. . . is wrong
Something
got out
her bedandandsat.rushed to
a Cathy
chair near
the ofwindow
The feeling of faintness had overtaken
her suddenly. She'd been singing one.
moment,
nice hadtune,begun
the '
nice night.remembering
And then herthehead
to spin and the tightness had grabbed at
herSomething
stomach and
she'd felt
sick.
is wrong,
thought,
ting on the chair
now, she
looking
out sitthe
window, at the night. Somewhere, somehow,
something
is
wrong.
She closed her eyes, tight.
She
trouble.
The didn't
doctor want
had totoldthink
her about
that she
was
here to rest, that she must rest as much
as possible, and think pleasant thoughts,
especially at night, at bedtime.
She had tried, too. Tried very hard.
Every
pasttrying
long month.
But itnight
was this
no use
now.
Because she knew, deep down inside
herself, that there was trouble.
And she thought of her father.
She saw him very clearly, though her
eyes
were standing
still closed.
He
in front of her, looking
at her.wassaying
nothing.
He stood there for what seemed to be
a very long time. And then he stepped
back,
back in time,
and intobackthe away
den offrom
theirher,
house.
He'd yelled at her mother that night.
Cathy He'd
remembered.
yelledthatlongCathy,
and
loud.
yelledthen,soHe'dlistening
much
nine years
old
from the
staircase, had run over to him and begged
him to stop. He'd ordered her up to her
room instead. And she'd gone. And for hah
an hour
more,continue.
an hour Till
more, she'd itheard
the
endedyelling
and her
mother had finally
come to had
her
room
sat andDaddy
cried.fights
"Doesandit they'd
mean .both
. . when
with you . . . does it mean he doesn't love
you anythatmore?"
mother
night. Cathy had asked her
"Of
course
he wiping
loves me,
her
mother had said,
away baby,"
her tears.;
and her daughter's. "This was just anargument. He's nervous about his work.
She'd paused.
Something
happened today and — "
"Today
he
got booking
a wire," agent
she'd insaidAtlantic
then.
"It was from this
City.
This
man
said
he'd
just
heard
Daddy doesn't like any mention of that
his .
brother
he and thein any
band advertising,
are scheduledfor toanydo. showAnd
this man. he wired that either he be alas 'Bingto come.
Crosby's
brother,'lowed to advertise
or else notdaddy
to bother
And"Andhe sohad Daddy
to pickwason nervous
somebody.tonight.
And
he picked on me.
"It's all happened before. It'll happen
again ... I guess that's just the way it's
"And the fights you have," Cathy had

asked, when her mother was finished explaining, "they don't mean that Daddy
doesn't
love you
'"Of course
not,"anyJunemore?"
had said.
"Because if he doesn't love you," Cathy
had said, "how could he love me — or anybody ....?"
"He loves us, you and me," her mother
had said. "Very much. . . . Believe me."
"I hope so, Mommy," Cathy had said. "I
hope so. . . ."
"I wish we were closer . . ."
"Oh, Inow,
hopedsitting
so, sothere
much,"
she hospital
said to
herself
in that
room, alone, remembering.
And as she said that, she saw his face
again, in front of her, pale and angry.
This time he was yelling at her.
"Who were you out with tonight?" he
asked.
"Dino," Cathy said.
"I told you to stop seeing him," he said.
"I love him, Daddy," Cathy said.
"I don't care," he said. "He's too old for
you, for just one thing."
"Thirteen years difference isn't that
much," Cathy said.
"He's divorced," her father said. "Doesn't
that mean anything to you as a Catholic?"
"I love him," Cathy said. "That's all
thatHermeans
to me right
father'sanything
voice became
louder.now."
"Have I denied you anything, before,
ever, inother
yourseventeen-year-old
life?" he asked. ".girls
. . have
How
many
gotten all the things I've given you?"
"Not many,"looking
Cathy down.
whispered, almost
methodically,
"You have a convertible, pink and black,
just"Yes."
the way you like it?"
"You have pretty clothes? Closets of
them?"
"Yes."
"Have you gotten everything from me
you've ever wanted?"
This
timeheCathy
didn't answer.
"Well?"
asked.
Cathy looked
up and stepped towards
him and put her arms around him. "Somesaid, have
"sometimes,
Daddy,to each
I've
wished wetimes," shecould
been closer
other. been
Sometimes
I've wished
have
fewer fights
betweenthere
us. could
Like
now, Daddy. I know you're thinking about
me. Itfs for her own good — I know that's
what
saying
yourself
throughtimes,all
this. you're
Just like
you tosaid
the other
with any other boyfriends I ever had,
when you told me to get rid of them. 'It's
for her" own good' you're telling yourself,
andBut— her father didn't seem to be listening to her.
"I don't want you to see this Dino Castelli anymore," he said, interrupting.
"I love him," Cathy said.
"I don't want you to see him," he said,
"and, for the time being, I don't want you
getting
in anyone
. . . You're
still justinterested
a baby, Cathy.
Remember
that.
You
don't
know
what
you're
doing.
like most kids today. With crazyYou're
ideas
about life,
everything.
fangled ideasromance,
about morality.
Bad Newideas.
You take the Ten Commandments, and if
there's one of them you don't like — "
He stopped,
and his
he waist.
removed Cathy's
hands
from around
"Now get to bed," he said.
"Something I'm not guilty of . . ."
Cathy didn't move.
"Did you hear me? Get to bed," he said.
'And
from this
moment onHeI want
start acting
respectable."
shoutedyou theto
word. "Respectable!"
"I haven't
anything wrong," Cathy
said,
still not done
moving.
"Oh Daddy, oh Daddy," Cathy said,
fighting back the tears. "What do you

want from me? What do you expect me
to do? Do you want me to go upstairs and
lock myself in my room and stay there
the rest of my life? Do you want me to
get on my knees and beg your forgiveness
forShesomething
gasped. I'm not guilty of?"
do yousuddenly.
just want me to go away?"
she"Orasked,
He turned back to her.
"Is that what you really want to do," he
asked,
away?"
Cathy"goshook
her head. "I don't know.
... I don't know what I want any more,
Daddy,"
she
said.
"I've said what I"I'm
have sotoconfused."
say," he told
her. "Now you do what you want."
"Please, Daddy — " Cathy started to say.
"And if you do go," he cut in, "be sure
to And
leave with
your that
car he
keys.leftI'llthecallroom.
you a. .cab."
.
The memories of what had happened
after that
through
Cathy's
mind
now. moment
The cabrushed
that came
to pick
her
up the next day. The flight to that tiny
apartment on Dohany Drive. The two
years on her own, making ends meet with
the money she got from a few scattered
nightclub and TV appearances. The breaking off with Dino in that time. The complete
— broken
by occasional loneliness
secret visits
with heronlymother.
The
attempt at a reconciliation with her father
last April, arranged and prayed for by her
mother. The dinner at home again that
night. The smiles from her dad. The hugging and the kissing and the tears of joy.
And then — a few weeks later — the fights
again, the bitter tears again, the bad words
all over again, just like the old days. Until
there was another flight, another apartment, another period of terrible loneliness
and confusion.
Until there came that night, last month,
when
cope with it no longer.
And sheshe could
collapsed.
And she was brought here, to this
place.
.opened
. . her eyes and rose from her
She and
chair
walked across the dark little
room to a sink.
She
filled
it to her lips.a glass with water and brought
There's Itrouble
—tonight.
know. again, she thought,
The house of terrified women
At the big house, at that moment, Bob
Crosby put down the glass he'd been holding, rose and towent
room.is what
According
June,tohisMalia's
wife, this
happened next:
"He walked into the room and I could
see he thingwaswas wrong.
feeling Ibelligerent,
suppose hethat
had somebeen
drinking quite a bit. He usually does
drink.
I
wanted
to
ask
him
where
he'd
been since his golf game ended. Except
that
I'm
not
supposed
to
ask.
He
has
persecution complex. He thinks everyonea
is against him.
"Yes, byI could
wrong,
the wayseehe that
was something
still talkingwasto
himself, by the look in his eyes. I didn't
want
trouble
inand
the went
baby's toroom.
So
I ■ got any
off
her bed
another
room.
I called
our doctor
and asked
him
if there was anything I could do. The
doctor said no, just to keep quiet and not
to get into an argument with him.
he "Iwaswentstillback
there.to HeMalia's
was. room,
As soonto see
as heif
saw me this time he began to shout. It was
something about where were the boys and
why weren't they home yet. I know it
was
Cathy's onbeing
the hospital
that mostly
was preying
his inmind.
But he
didn't mention that.
"Then,he began
suddenly,
in the
Malia,
to walk
over presence
towards meof
and he began to beat me. He beat me
unmercifully. He hit me about the head
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new movies
(Continued from page 6)
Fabian
HOUND-DOG MAN
Carol Lynley
Stuart Whitman
country living
Arthur Betty
O'Connell
Field
■ Fabian wants to go hunting with the hounddog man (Stuart Whitman). Fabian's dad,
Arthur
convinces
that
their sonO'Connell,
is old enough
to let Betty
go of Field
her apron
strings. Off he and his kid brother trot. They
don't go far before they meet Carol Lynley
and friend.
Whitman,
believein
much
in marriage,
(and who
who doesn't
would take
all those hounds?) should never have set
eyes on Carol. He and the boys turn up at
her
turkeykicked
and some
sassyfamily's
behaviorfarmthatwith
getsa them
right
back onto the trail again. There they find
one of their pals lying helpless in a ditch
(broken leg) and Fabian rides into town for
the
After the
there's comes.
a big
partydoctor.
to which
the leg-setting
whole county
Fabian sings, everybody dances in the barn.
Fabian stops singing when he sees his girl
(Dodie Stevens) snuggling up to another fellow. All the music stops when a jealous husband
tries to blast Whitman out of a hayloft.
Fabian's father is the only man in the crowd
who'll stand up to the bully. Makes Fabian
decide home isn't such a bad place after all,
not with a man like his father in it. It's a
homespun, happy kind of movie. — Cinemascope, 20th- Fox.
David Gaynor
Niven
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Mitzi
Carl Reiner
a husband confesses Monique Van
Vooren
Patty Duke
■ For nearly thirteen years David Niven and
his bride (Mitzi Gaynor) have been living in
Gramercy Park. It's been swell. He's successful,
she's
kids (KevinAndCoughlin,
Duke) chic,
are the
understanding.
a TV setPatty
has
never crossed the threshold. Until tonight, the
eve of their 13th anniversary. The TV set
crosses,andfollowed
by its
— Mitzi's
mother
father. David
tries todonors
control
himself all through a champagne dinner. Finally
he letslegally
the cat
out ofthirteen
the bag.
been
married
years,Yes,he we've
says.
But illegally? Ha-ha. Fourteen. The thought
of that first, illegal year sends his. in-laws
home in a helpless rage. Niven kicks in the
TV screen. Mitzi locks the bedroom door.
Patty goes on a TV show to discuss her
pre-marital
before aTVpanel
ofparents'
her peers.
By thisproblems
time, a second
set
has arrived in the Niven home. Just in time
for Niven to kick in the screen. So much for
his marriage. He's through. His in-laws are
through,
too. aNiven's
business Monique
partner (Carl
Reiner) and
client, divorcee
Van
Vooren, are in and out trying to patch things
up. It's much ado about not very much, but
the acting's pleasant.- — United Artists.
THE FLYING FONTAINES Michael
Joan Callan
Evans
,
Roger
Perry
daring
young men
Evy
Norlund
Joe de Santis
■ Out of the Army, Michael Callan returns to
the
'big top'
he was a star onhis theoldflying
trapeze.
Firstwheredisappointment:
girl
(Joan Evans) has married his old catcher (on
the trapeze) Roger Perry. Second disappointment: Mike thinks he's found a new girl (Evy
Norlund)
but Mike
she's engaged
to Rian
who replaced
in the air.
Third Garrick
disap-

pointment: Mike's father (Joe de Santis)
hasn't
changedtraining
a bit;before
he still
thinksjoinMike
needs more
he can
the
biggest circus of all, Ringling Brothers. Well,
all of this could drive a boy to drink. But when
a boy's drunk he shouldn't try to fly. In an attempt to savea Mike's
neck which
Rian Garrick
and breaks
few bones,
makes falls
him
afraid ever after of trapezes. Rian becomes a
bitter clown; he's bitter because his girl, Evy,
likes Mike more and more. Mike, the show-off,
does good deeds — such as not handing Rian
over to the cops when Rian cuts a rope that
holds up the trapeze, such as telling Joan to
go back to her husband when Joan decides
to make a play for him. If only Rian would
stop seeking revenge everything would be
okay. The
picks upitself.whenever
it's focused on movie
the circus
— Technicolor,
Columbia.
A TOUCH OF LARCENY
Vera Miles
Sanders
outrageous comedy George
Harry Fleming
Townes
Robert
■ Once a war hero, never a husband, James
Mason is the freest soul in the British
Admiralty. That is, he is the freest with
women. Women adore him, even married
women, even women who ought to know
better. Like American widow Vera Miles. Vera
has come to London to marry George Sanders
who has a rather stilted charm but, considering his vast wealth and potentialities as
a diplomatsador), it sits
(he's well
abouton tohim.
becomeWhenan ambasGeorge
dashes off to Brussels (duty calls) James
spirits Vera onto a sailboat. Marry you? she
says,
don'thebelacks
silly.is money
James but
admitshe
that theshakily,
only asset
has a fantastic scheme to get some — loads
of some. His idea is to overstay his naval
leave, after hiding a top secret file, and to
shipwreck forthimself.
is sitting
comably on a littleWhile
islandhe the
newspapers
will accuse him of delivering information to
a rival power. Then he has only to return,
prove his innocence and sue the press for
defamation of character. You wouldn't, you
couldn't
course he— says
wouldVera,andcompletely
he could enchanted.
and he does.Of
He is a terrible fraud. And the worse he behaves the more delightful this movie gets. —
Paramount.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
THE
: Point
One: BEST
All the OFmen EVERYTHING
in New York are(20th-Fox)
either immoral,
amoral,
married
or
drunk,
and
they
all
seem
work at the Fabian Publishing Co. Point two: allto
the
appealing
ladies Lange,
(Joan Crawford,
DianewhoBaker,
Suzyfor
Parker,
Marthainvolved
Hyer)
also
toil
Fabian Hope
become hopelessly
with these
no-goods.
The
somewhat
forlorn
message
here
seems
to be that true love and careers do not always mix
well.
BELOVED
INFIDEL
(20th-Fox)
Fitzgerald, outstanding
American
novelist,: F.hadScotta romance
with urSheilah
Graham,
Hollywood
columnist.
natal for a movie? You bet! Gregory Peck andA DebKerr, asAlbert
the lovers,
Peck's
friendorahEddie
(playingare theintroduced
late Robertby Benchley).
Peck'shismuch-loved
wife hasnil.been
ill forromance
years,
bewhichdrinks,
nearly
begins onwriting
this isdoomed
note But,
bringsthehappiness
too late for Peck, just in time for Deborah.
THE WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE (MOM):
There's
a collide
gale blowing
the English
and
two
ships
in thetheinnight.
CharltonfindChannel
Heston
and
Ben
Wright,
aboard
Sea
Witch,
the
Mary
Deare in flames, with one lifeboat and sailing to a
rocky
Gary Cooper,
the almostmad solegraveyard.
survivor, Captain
grabs Heston
from behind.
When
the
the strange
storyCaptain
that endscalmsin down,
a Londonhe finally
Court begins
of Inquiry.

and nose and he broke one of my ribs.
was hitting
me I Then
saw Malia,
in "While
her bed,hewatching,
terrified.
I saw
this letter opener on the bureau. I picked
it up. I erately
didn't
mean
to
hurt
him.
I
delibtried to inflict as minor damage as
possible
to scare him and make him stop
beating me.
"When I saw the blood on his shirt, I
dropped the letter opener to the floor and
rushed to the phone again. This time I
called the Beverly Hills police. I was in a
panic. band,'
I said,asked
'I've them
just stabbed
to send myoverhus-an
ambulance,and fast.
he waslater.
gone, out of the house, a
few"Butminutes
"Later I was to find out that he went
tothere.
his brother
and spent
night
That he Bing's,
was to pass
off thetheincident
by saying,
T
really
don't
think
June
intended to do anything. She just got mad,
so mad she didn't know what she was doing. We've had family arguments before.
I guess
this too,
one just
"He said,
'I'm exploded.'
not a wife-beater. I
didn't lay a finger on my wife. If my wife
use force
tois hurt,
take it's
the only
letterbecause
openerI had
awayto from
her.
I'm"It's
the true.
one whoI'm gotnotstabbed,
her.' got
the onenotwho
stabbed. Not with a letter opener.
"But this,
for twenty-one
yearsarguments,
now I've been
taking
stant fights.these
If youconstant
live with
Bob on conthe
inside
you
know
he's
not
the
Crosby that the public imagines easy-going
him to be.
. . . This has been going on for twenty-one
years.
I've thehadsake
it, finally.
I've put
up withAndit for
of the children.
Twice — once in 1943 and once in 1956 — I
started divorce proceedings against Bob.
Both times I changed my mind. I took
him back both times. But after everything
now, this night, I've had it. I'll never take
him back.
is the end."
What
could This
be wrong?
At 12:05 that night, the nurse heard a
report of the Crosby incident on the radio.
At 12:20, while making her rounds of the
hospital, she decided to have a look in
Cathy's
She wasroom.surprised to see Cathy, not in
bed.Shebutwasstanding
sink.
about tonearsaythesomething.
But before she had a chance, Cathy
turned towards her and asked, "Is something wrong? Is that what you've come
The nurse shook her head.
to "Of
tell course
me?"
said. I "Nothing's
wrong. Nothingnot,"at she
all ...
was just
checking
the room
and — to"
She stopped
as shedown
saw the
Cathyhallbegin
lean against the sink, hard, and grab it
with her hands, as if she might fall. She
rushed over to the girl, put her arm around
her waist and began to lead her to the bed.
"Is it a bad dream you've been having
tonight?" the nurse asked.
Cathy shrugged,
"I ...intoI don't
know."
the bed,
and
thenThe shenurse
liftedhelped
a sheetherover
her.
"Well," she said, "the dream is over and
done with and now you're ready for a
good
eh?"
Cathynight's
didn'tsleep,
answer.
"My, what a lovely night it is," the nurse
said, suddenly, turning towards the window and lookingtomorrow
out. "Just
And tomorrow,
shouldlovely.
be just. .as .
nice. I hope so, anyway. Because tomorafter onbreakfast,
we're And
all going
to takerow, right
a walk
the grounds.
pick
She had walked to the door and snapped
off the light when she heard the girl ask,
"And
flowers."
She nothing's
forced a wrong?"
great big smile.
"Really, child — what could be wrong on
such a lovely night as this?" she said, end

The Two Faces of Troy
(Continued from page 50)
And what happened? When she caught
him making love to another girl in his
apartment — while they were still going
steady for two years — and demanded an
explanation,
bodilyTroy
— !"
Could this hebe threw
one andher theout same
Donahue?
It is!
But how could a fellow like Troy have
such a wonderful reputation with some
people, and create such a strong antipathy
with others? Why has it never been
brought to the surface before? And what
turned
guy heyoung
is—
which ishima farintocrythefromkindthe oftypical
Hollywood leading man type of the Tab
Hunter,
tion? Rock Hudson. Edd Byrnes tradiThose who know him closely agree that
there
is in Troy
temper,in adirect
fire, contrast
a drive,
an ambition
that aseems
to the easy-going, pleasing mannerisms
that ershasand daughters
endeared him
alike.to Hollywood mothMuch haviorof canthebe answer
befound into Troy's
his owntwinbackground.
Troy's father was the head of General
Motors'
His mother was amotion
stage picture
actress, division.
who retired
after
her
JohnsonsJr.— Troy's
real
name marriage.
was MerleTheJohnson.
until agent
Henrychanged it home
to Troyin Donahue— hadWillson
a fashionable
Long
Island, and an equally fashionable aparton New York's
Side.of the best
Troymenthimself
attendedEastsome
schools in the country, including the New
York Military Academy at Cornwall-onthe-Hudson in upstate New York. And if
it hadn't during
been fora track
a severemeetkneein his
injurysuffered
seniorhe
year, he would have continued to the
United States Military Academy at West
Point. Undoubtedly he had all the adAnd thisvantages of ais rich
whereman'shis son.trouble started.
He remembers being sent to first grade
in flannel slacks, jacket, white shirt and
imported
and were
expensive
moccasins tie,
which
in direcustom-made
contrast to
the dungarees and tee shirts worn by the
other boys. Right away they treated him
like Little Lord Fauntleroy.
During the very first recess, Troy found
himself at the bottom of the heap of six
boys who were beating up on him, and
tearing his clothes to shreds. Yet when
he came home he would not tell his parentsafter,whathe tried
happened,
and why. inButhisthereto assimilate
own
way. On the way to school he would mess
up his clothes by rolling in the dirt, by
tearing his shirt, by ripping off buttons.
In wanting
to lookoverboard
like the toothersuchboys,an
however,
he went
extent that the teacher finally sent a note
to his parents, demanding to know why
they sent him to school looking like a little
tramp. As a result, he got it from the
other side too. They could not understand
how a erness,
boy couldlike
raised byabout
a govfeel Troy,
so indifferent
his
own appearance!
Troy*s
attempts
to
be
like
others
con:inued to get him in trouble.
He was twelve when he snitched his
father's double-barrelled shotgun out of
--he
glass -enclosed
sneaked
out of thecabinet
house into themeetden,a and
pal,
with whom he went on a hunting expedition.
They stalked through the swampy area
near
the thing
Johnsons'
home, some
but
Jie only
they Long
could Island
find were
crows. It was good enough for them. Troy

Donahue
fired two shots in quick succession before
he reloaded and handed the gun to his
friend, who managed to get off just one
more shot before they heard someone call
out.
"Wouldn't
it be funny if this were a
cop?-'
Troy giggled.
''Sure
would
his friend
It was! A fewbe,"seconds
lateragreed.
they were
whisked to the nearest station, and booked
on
six
counts
—
hunting
out
of
hunting without a license, huntingseason,
in a
residential area, trespassing, walking
around with a loaded gun, and carrying a
gun while being under age!
Needlessmood
to say,whenhis he
father
cheerful
had wasto not
bail inouta
his son.
It wasn'tof long,
however,
the
restraint
his father
was till
gone.evenMerle
Johnson died when Troy was barely fourteen. Yet if by
anything,
Troy'sto ambition
be accepted
the group,
be one ofto
them, to be important in his own rights,
grew with age.
At fourteen,
for his family's
wealth
— whichthings
heexcept
there
were
other
hetriedfelttoheignore
could— boast
about to raise his importance, such as
the famous people he met at his house,
and the trips he had taken. But instead
of
winning their
his jealousies.
fellow students' respect,
he earned
The situation changed for the better in
the next couple of years, when Troy shot
up
nearly hisandpresent
six-foot
three.
Tall,towell-built,
strong,athletic
he became
member
of almost every
team ina
school, and was instrumental in winning
victory after victory for it. And with it,
the adulation
low students. and admiration of his felTroy wanted more than just to prove
himself on the football, baseball and basketball field. He wanted to be accepted so
badly that he went to any length to achieve
being a "regular" guy. This often ran
counter
to Mrs. Johnson's
The relationship
betweenwishes.
Troy and his
mother had become strained already durhis father's
long illness.tremendous
Looking back,
he ingnow
recognizes
responsibility she took onthewhen
her husband
became incapable of making decisions, and
it was entirely up to her to raise Troy
and his younger sister, Eve, who is now
fifteen.
Yet Troy began to resent more and
more
what heHeconsidered
over-concern.
was afraidhisshemother's
would
make a sissy out of him, by keeping him
from doing what the other boys did. And
so he rebelled — never realizing that the
other boys' parents were often just as opwas. posed to their offsprings' actions as she
For instance, after ball games the other
boys would frequently sneak off to a little
beer joint, strictly off-limits to them.
When
motherherheard
she
promptlyTroy's
forbade
son about
to go it,along.
He did anyway. When he was seen by a
friend of the family, who told his mother,
she bawled him out right in front of his
classmates when he came home. This
made him feel all the worse.
Thereafter he would often sneak out
after his mother was asleep, usually
through the bedroom window.
Troy got away with it till he attended
ahadsenior
night,thanwhere
a lot party
more one
to drink
was everyone
good for
them. Troy himself drank so much that
he felt ill, and scared. All he wanted was
to get
He
neverbackmadeto it.his house, and his bed.
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It's hardly a secret that little hoys practically worship two-gun heroes like
Hugh zona,(Wyatt
Earp) areO'Brian
Jim and
(Maverick)
— especially
Ariwhere Indians
a dime anda dozen
cowboys Garner
still ride
the desert inrange.
Hugh tells this one on himself, in connection with a benefit he did for the
Scottsdale
Boys'wasClubstaged
near atPhoenix.
The benefit
the swank Paradise Valley Racquet Club, and
small-fry sons of the members pestered the daylights out of their dads to get
them Wyatt Earp autographs. The most insistent fan was Tommy Woods, aged
seven.
Hugh was just emerging from a shower in the Racquet Club locker room
when
bargedchummy
in, eluding
his father's
grasp. evening,
The boy'shastily
father,performed
who had
becomeTommy
somewhat
with Hugh
the previous
an embarrassed introduction.
"Tommy, this is Wyatt Earp," he said. "Mr. Earp — my son, Tommy."
"How are you, Tommy?" Hugh said cordially, extending a dripping hand.
"Okay," replied the lad, staring up at the naked hero, whom he had a hard
lime recognizing. "If you're Wyatt Earp, where are your guns?"
"I don't wear them in the shower," said Hugh, somewhat taken aback.
"I . . . uh . . . I left 'em in my locker."
"I'll wait," Tommy said suspiciously "You don't look like Wyatt Earp to me.
You know Annie Oakley?"
"Sure do."
"Can you shoot better'n she can?"
Hugh hedged. "Never met the lady in a contest," he said.
"Any man that can let a woman shoot better ain't much," the boy said critically. "If you're really Wyatt Earp I gotta see your guns."
think Fellow
of it," named
said Hugh,
thinkingGoesfast,by "Itheletname
a fellow
borrowGarner
those
guns"Come
for ato spell.
Maverick.
of James
sometimes."
"DO YOU KNOW JAMES GARNER?"
"Personal friend of mine. Taught him how to shoot."
"Gee," Tommy said faintly. "Gee." He obviously thought Jim Garner is The
Greatest. "You must be all right, then. I guess you really are Wyatt Earp.
What did Mr. Garner borrow your guns for?"
Still dripping from his shower, Hugh had an inspiration. Bending down, he
put an arm around the little boy and whispered, "Can you keep a secret, son?"
His erstwhile skeptic nodded. "Don't let this get out," Hugh said, "but that
fellow Garner is on the warpath. Some Arizona Indians crossed him."
"Apaches!"
"Right," said Hugh grimly. "Now if you'll excuse me, before this air-conditioning gives me pneumonia."
"Sure,
He madeMr.hisEarp,"
father said
take Tommy
him homerespectfully.
immediately in order to inform his mother,
in sworn secrecy, that no Arizona woman need fear those diehard Apaches any
more. Two-Gun Garner was on the warpath! And Wyatt Earp sent him!
MAVERICK
RESCUES
WYATT

EARP
(in
the
shower)

A friend drove him back to his place
atwasthree
o'clock
in the himself
morning.up AstoTroy
trying
to raise
the
porch,
he
fell
over
the
lawna big
furniture
which, in turn, collapsed with
bang.
"I can still see my mother come running
out ofing that
theifhouse,"
remembers,
I couldhe stay
out this "shoutlate, I
might as well stay out a little longer, and
slammed the door in my face. I crawled
back on the lawn and fell asleep. It was
ten
nexttomorning
when stop
I wokeon
up— o'clock
just inthetime
see people
their
way
to
church.
I'll
never
those expressions as they saw me onforget
the
front lawn, still dressed in a tuxedo, obvisleeping off the
a hangover
The ously
unruliness,
rebellion— "continued.
Troy
just about
licensewasat sixteen,
whento hegetwashis outdriver's
with
adrive
grouphis ofcar.friends,
of whom
him
He gotonecaught
by theletpolice
for going through a red light. The offense,
in itself, was not too serious. But when
the officer found out he only had a stuand next
was not
allowed
to drive
withoutdent'sanlicenseadult
to him,
he promptly
called cameTroy's
mother.
Mrs.
Johnson
bethat although
he was
posedsotoupset
have gotten
his license
two supdays
later — and a car with it — she told him he
would have to wait a full year before she
would allow him to get his own car.
Again her strictness had the opposite
effect.
To show his independence, one night
Troy sneaked out of the house and headed
for the garage. With all the strength he
could muster he rolled out the family car
and drove off, to pick up a girlfriend.
As bad
it, about
an
hour
later luck
his would
mother have
decided
to visit
some
Troy's
room tofriends.
see if heShewasdidn't
still check
there, asleep.
! When she realized her car had disapi peared, she naturally presumed it was
stolen,
and promptly
notified theputpolice.
alert was
out An
via all-car
police
short wave, giving the license number and
description
of
the
'stolen'
car,
a
brand
new Cadillac convertible.
A cop finally found it parked in front
ofCadillac?"
a drugstore.
"Who's been
the
he demanded
in a driving
loud
voice
when he walked
in. Without
hesitation,
Troy — who was having a soda with his girl,
and another couple — admitted it was he.
To hiscuffedhumiliation
the him
policeman
handhim, and dragged
to the nearest
police station to book him for theft. Not
fill his mother was notified was the mysup, and
Troythat
released.
Mrs.tery cleared
Johnson
hoped
a military
school would straighten out her boy. For
a while it looked like she was right.
Troy rather enjoyed his life at the New
York
Military HeAcademy
the-Hudson.
did so atwellCornwall-on— both academical y and in sports — that he became
a student
officer.
Yet even
this couldn't
keep
him out
of trouble,
indefinitely.
In hisnamed class
nickGato, the was
Cat. aHeCuban
was a boy,
tall, quiet,
strange
sort
of
boy
who
didn't
associate
with others,
and a While
fanatic other
about students
cleanliness and health.
would get out of bed at 5:40 in the morning, he got up at 4:30 to do calisthenics
on
brushedin his
his
teeththetenparade
times ground.
a day. ToHe sneeze
presence
was
a
sin
to
him.
His behavior caused the other fellows
to constantly
play was
tricksnoton considered
him, particularly since Gato
too
bright.
One
day,
Troy
remembered,
one
of the cadets told him that if he would
stick his finger into a light socket, he
would light up. He did. And got knocked
out. It was a miracle he wasn't killed!
Gatocauseparticularly
like inTroy
betwo ofjumping
them didn't
had
been
tition ftheor high
for some
time,compewith

mmm
Troy, the top athlete of the school, always
outdoing him.
One day as the cadets were sitting
around the high jumping pit, looking at
all the earthworms crawling around in it,
one of the boys got an idea. Why not take
a handful of these worms and put them
onEveryone
Gato's pillow?
thought it was a hilarious
joke, but who would do it?
Troy
volunteered.
He picked
up a handful of the earthworms
and carried
them
to Three
Gato's minutes
pillow. later the dormitory door
flew open, and Gato rushed out and across
the parade grounds straight to the commandant's of ice. had a hard time conThe commandant
taining himself, but had no choice but to
promisetion.the
disciplinaryof the
acDuringboy
the proper
final inspection
day, Gato was permitted to step forward
and ask his officer — Troy — for permission
to speak up. "As all of you know, someone put wormsdidon itmyis pillow,"
"If whoever
not too hemuchshouted.
of a
coward,
I
want
him
to
admit itBefore
now." he
Troy took a step forward.
knew what had happened, Gato had hit
him like a freight train. It took half a
dozen
men to pullfromthemtheapart
bloody
and exhausted
briefagain,
but violent
encounter. The commandant promptly told
them that if they wanted to fight, they
should do it with gloves on, in the gym.
They agreed.
spite ofwasthe probably
gloves' cushioning
theIn result
the longesteffect,
and
most brutal fight in the history of the
military academy, with Troy getting the
better of Gato but, as he admits, not much
better.
Yet whenHeit was
was over,
anger
was satisfied.
willingGato's
to shake
hands,
the bestandof eventually
friends. he and Troy became
Troy learned a very fundamental lesson
that day. If anything has to be done, good
or bad, it should be done promptly and
openly, and not held back. If he hadn't
steppedcion might
forward
have that
grownday,to Gato's
where suspithey
could never have made up.
By the time he came to Hollywood, Troy
felt he had outgrown any tendency to
be hurt. He soon found out differently.
What's tmore,
a crisis
inued to resortwhento his
fists arose,
to settlehe it.conShortly after he arrived in California,
he
a group ofSunset
friendsStrip.
to Gogi's,
a
coffeetook
In contrastshop
to a lot onof the
other customers,
Troy
was
extremely well dressed. Furthermore, he
still had enough money left to pay the bill
for the five of them — which caused a disgruntled beatnik at one of the tables to
make a crack about the big, tall. New
York
like a show-off
Christmas who
tree. was all dressed up
Troy turned for an appropriate reply.
Before
toward hehim.got very far, the beatnik stormed
Troy was tall and strong enough to have
held the man at bay. But his temper blew
up
four well-laid punches, he
was and
laid with
out flat.
Five minutes later he found himself in
a police car, bound for headquarters. Only
an
influential
to cover
up thefriend's
incident.influence managed
Yet behind this aggressiveness, there
is another side to Troy, equally, if not
more powerful — a sensitive, understanding
maturity far beyond his years. And contradictory as it may sound, his early environment wasticularesponsible
rly the death of for
his this,
father.too. ParTill Troy was twelve years old, he could
never remember a single day that his
father was sick. In fact, he was probably
the ever
healthiest,
type of man
he
knew. most
The athletic
first indication
that
something was wrong occurred the after-

noon they playfully wrestled on the front
lawn. To the surprise of both of them,
Troy
rather easily to pin his
father managed
on his back.
For days after, the older man began to
feel Columbia
weaker and
weaker,
the
Medical
CentertillinheNewwentYorkto
City,
for
a
complete
check-up.
Nothing could be found wrong at the
time.
As the weeks went by, he grew weaker,
without any apparent reason. A painful
ripple developed in his muscles, which
made it continually harder for him to
move, till he finally decided to go to Johns
Hopkins'land, forHospital,
near Baltimore,
MaryThistrouble
time
the doctors another
quickly check-up.
discovered the
— hopeless, acute sclerosis, which would
paralyzedraw
him life
progressively
it would
finally
out of him until
completely.
Only they didn't tell him, because obviously he didn't itwant
to be told.
they described
as a disease
with And
similarso
symptoms,
and
hopes
of
complete
recovery.
But someone had to be told the truth,
and that's how it came about that Mrs.
Johnson
and tillTroyhis were
sharetwothe years
awful burden
death.to For
Troy lived with the knowledge that his
father would die without anyone being
able to do anything about it.
"At first I couldn't believe it myself,"
Troy
remembers.a feeling
"To make
it worse
I
was plagued
guilt
whenever I visitedby him.
I didofthings
which
weren't
yet mother
never him
told him.
On the right,
contrary,
she assured
how
wonderfully
behaved
was,howwhichI wished
made
me feel all the
worse.I Oh
the things she told him about me were
true
it seemed
the more
glowing
terms— yet
she used,
the stronger
my reaction
to do the opposite — the worse I felt about
it.Every
It was time
an uncontrollable,
Troy visited hisvicious
father circle."
at the
hospital, the old man was a little bit more
paralyzed,
to
where
finally
he
could
make known what he wanted with only
the
help of a chart on the wall. Only six
people — Troy included — would be able to
point ingtoto the
one way
of theMerle
drawings,
and accordJohnson
blinked
his eye, knew what he wanted, whether
it was ever toit was.eat, to rest, to get a bath, whatspite from
of everyone's
keep
theIn truth
him, Merleattempts
Johnson tofinally
realized he was dying. But then he had
but one day of life left in him.
Troy found
out whenMerle
he visited
his
father
that this
afternoon.
Johnson
somehow managed to tell him to take his
gold watch from the night-stand. "It was
his most
Troy re-he
calls withcherished
sadness inpossession,"
his voice. "When
gaveTroyit towasme,sitting
I knewin anhe'dicelostcream
hope.parlor
. . ."
with two friends the next day when the
maid ran in breathlessly. "Come home
right
Troyaway!"
looked sheat shrieked.
her with quiet compoShe sure,
broke
into tears. He knew the an"Dad?"
swer.
The other fellows were surprised that
Troy
didn't seemheshocked,
or hurt.andQuietly
and dutifully
went home
then
helped his mother make the necessary ar-
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rangements for the funeral and after.
"My immediate feeling was one of relief
that Dad'sto find
suffering
was over.
took lost
me
months
out what
I had Itreally
when
he
passed
away."
Yet aftermore
his dependent
father's death,
becoming
on hisinstead
mother,of
his own feeling of independence grew.
Partly he was still afraid to become a
mama's heboyfelt ifthathe hecouldn't
partly
was nowassert
the himself,
man in
the family who, in spite of his young age,
should have a voice in determining at
least his own future. And so, when it
came to a most important choice — which
career to pursue — he found himself opposed to hishermother's
wishes. in showbusiThrough
own career
ness,
as
well
as
her
husband's
position foras
head of the motion picture section
General Motors, Mrs. Johnson had been
close enough to the entertainment business
to be aware of the disappointments it
could
bring.of doubts
She didn't
Troy to face
a life full
and want
insecurities.
From riches to rags
On the other hand, once his knee injury
prevented his appointment to West Point,
Troy had made up his mind to become
an actor anyway. He took up dramatics in
school and when he still couldn't get his
mother's
support,
saw no choice
but toafter
walkhisoutgraduation,
of the familyhe
home, almost penniless.
For almost two years he subsisted on
whatever he could make as a messenger
boy, construction
waiter,
selor at boys camplaborer,
and other
odd counjobs
which enabled him to study acting under
Ezra
Stone
and
get
further
experience
summer stock. He lived in cold waterin
walk-up
the YMCA.
He often gotto
along on flats,
one meal
a day, determined
succeed without asking his mother for
help. Once he was so broke that he had
tosubway
walk seventy-six
blocks to save a dime
fare.
It was Darrell Brady, an old friend of
his
father's who
Hollywood
by offering
him brought
a job withhimhisto commercial
film company. It was another friend,
actress Fran Bennett, who introduced Troy
to her agent, Henry Willson, who in turn
was responsible for getting Troy a test at
Universal-International, which eventually
led
to the Place,
lead opposite
Summer
and as Sandra
a resultDeeof init, Aa
starring part in The Crowded Sky.
Once Troy was on his way to becoming
established — professionally, personally, and
financially — his relationship to his family
changed abruptly. Troy suddenly became
so conscious of his responsibilities as head
of the family, that he was determined to
do something about it. He sent for his
mother and younger sister. He found
them a place to stay. When his mother
neededcomefinancial
assistance, when
infrom her investments
did nothercome
in on time, he was always ready to assist.
He now attends P.T.A. meetings for his
sister, Eve, and has adopted other parental
prerogatives — without giving her a chance
to rebel, as he once did. "I won't tell her
whather,to and
do. then
I simply
best
for
let hersuggest
make upwhat's
her own
mind,"
he insists.she used to date quite a
For instance,
wise guy, at upset
least when
in Troy's
He that
was
particularly
Eve eyes.
told him
he always carried a bottle in his car, and
tried
to talk her
a drink.
"Had
I forbidden
Eve intoto taking
see him,
she might
have done it behind my back," he rea"So we just the
had trouble
a heart-to-heart
talk. I soned.
emphasized
she could
get into with this boy, then left the decision
upWhereas
to her. atSheonestopped
seeingwould
him." leave
time Troy
the house under almost any pretense, he
now makes a point of getting together

with
likes his
it. family several times a week — and
Looking back at the last few years, Troy
still feels that his abrupt decision to leave
home was best for all concerned. It helped
establish
man out ofhishim.independence — and made a
He wayfeelsmeasures
constant
halflead compromises
to nothing butandtrouble
in anyson he relationship
—
which
is
also
the
had earned both the good and reabad
reputation with women!
Nan Morris was by no means his first
love. When he was nineteen, he got engaged to a beautiful New York model.
But as she grew more successful, Troy's
meager
earnings more
couldn't
provide tastes,
her with
her constantly
expensive
till
the gulf between them grew to a point
where it split them apart. "I saw it coming for atolong
didn't have
the
courage
admittime,it yet
to myself.
Luckily
one evening she made it quite clear what
was
happening.
was ofhurt
the time,
it was Although
best for Iboth
us atto
recognize realities. It would have been
much harder on both of us if I'd played
theHishurt
indefinitely!"
next lover
infatuation
was for a girl under
contract
the
same time tohe Universal-International,
was tied to the studio. Her
success came about much faster than his,
and the New York episode repeated itself
almost verbatim when she told him quite
frankly
one day anythatlonger.
they weren't right
for
one another
Again Troy preferred the abruptnness
that wrote 'finis' to their romance to a
long, dragged
affair.
is, he told
himself,
how heoutwould
finishThisa relationship
if he were ever caught on the other end
of the line — which is exactly what happened with Nan Morris.
Although
theygoneweresteady
not officiallyyears.
engaged, they had
When Troy
became interestedfor intwoanother
girl, hesible.tried
to telltoNanbelieve
as gently
She refused
it. as posThe woy it looked!
One evening, not long ago, he took out
this other girl. But he was so tired after
aif she
long minded
day atdriving
the studio
herselfthathomehe inasked
his
car, after dropping him off at his house.
SheThedidn't
mind.
next day was Sunday. When she
returned
Troy's toPorsche,
just
asandhe sister
got ready
leave to she
meet arrived
his mother
for church.
She too was tired from the night before,
and asked if she could rest on his couch
tillTroy
he came
back.twoHe hours
didn'tlater.
object.He was
returned
just
taking
off
his
coat
and
loosening
his
tie when Nan arrived unexpectedly, says
Troy.
Through
a
peephole
in
his
door,
she could see a girl lying on the couch,
coveredoffbyhis Troy's
bathrobe,
taking
jacket and
looseningandhisTroy
tie.
"She put two and two together, and made
twenty-five
out
of
it,"
Troy
said.
Nan frantically knocked on the door.
The other girl hastily put on her coat, and
ran out of the apartment, right past her.
Nan started to yell. When she kept it
up, Troy
took shoulders,
her insidetillandsheshook
her
hard
by the
stopped.
When she refused to believe what he told
her,
angrily
her tothem!
leave, insisting
it washe all
over asked
between
While this seemed abrupt and ungentlemanly to Nan, under the circumstances
Troy felt it was the only sensible thing
toweeks
do. later
Apparently
he uneasily,
was right,andforasked
two
Nan called
toof see
him.
He
agreed,
though
still
fearful
another scene. Instead she wanted his
advice
on aweeks
professional
matter. since then.
Several
have passed
Today, Nan and Troy still get together
occasionally. They are no longer a ro-

mantic item. But they have managed to
these are thefor twosomething
faces of like
Troy.this."So
re-establish a friendly relationship in spite oneSo responsible
different,
yet
so inter-related
that one
of what has happened, or maybe because could
not
be
without
the
other.
of ft And even if Nan's closest friends one likes or dislikes him for whatWhether
he is,
don't counts
understand,
whether one agrees or disagrees with the
what
for Troy.she does — and that's way
he
manages
himself,
and
others,
one
Still, he's embarrassed about the inci- has to admit there's nothing wishy-washy
"This sortandof thing
happened
to me dent.before,
I hopenever
it never
will about him.
Thank heavens — Hollywood has foundENDa
again,"byhe a insists.
much torather
jilted
girl than"I'dappear
be thebe man again. A real man!
RIGHT

the
was

day

almost

Dinah
SHOT

It happened in France, during World War II. just a few hundred
yards from the enemy lines. But the biggest threat that day was not
the German guns. . . .
Dinah Shore was entertaining our servicemen on an improvised
stage in an open field. More than 6.000 GI's were crowded around that
afternoon — sitting, squatting, lying on the grass.
Once Dinah had sung a couple of numbers she asked for requests.
After she finished the fourth or fifth, a GI, tall, rugged-looking and
obviously unsteady-on-his-feet. got up and shouted, "Sing Paper Doll!"
It was a man's song. Dinah knew her presentation just wouldn't be
what it should be. But there was no time for explanations. "I can't
singThethatGI,one."
she hollered
weaving
unsteadily,back.tore his .45 automatic out of his holster
and kidding.
released the
first the
and soldiers
Dinah, thought
was
Aftersafety.
a few Atweeks
in theotherline,GI's.
combat
are apt heto
have peculiar ways of having fun. "Paper Doll!" he yelled again.
men."I can't sing it!" Dinah called back over the heads of several hundred
When the drunken GI started to push his way through the crowd
toward the stage, everyone quickly realized that this was no joke. They
also knew better than to argue with a guy who was intoxicated and
wildly swinging a loaded gun. Nobody dared touch him. . . .
When he reached the podium, he stared up at Dinah, his eyes
blood-shot, his voice hoarse, his right hand still gripping the gun — which
was now pointing straight at Dinah's heart.
"I ask you for the last time — are you or ain't you goin' to sing that
song?"
Dinah's legs grew weak, but if she lost her composure, she didn't
show it. "I guess I'll have to.'" she smiled. Then she gently took the
soldier's
and tohelped
him on stage.
his
waist, andhand
led him
the microphone.
His She
right put
handherwasarmstillaround
gripping
bis gun.
"All right'?"' she asked quietly.
"Just sing!" he demanded.
Dinah nodded to her accompanist and began to sing — softly at first,
then louder and louder till a wave of applause rose from the audience
who knew she was singing to save her life.
Dinah thewasGI.half-way
when ontwohimMP's
up
behind
One got through,
a tight grip
and carefully
the other sneaked
twisted his
arm till the automatic dropped to the floor.
Dinah had tears in her eyes when she watched him walk down the
podium steps between the MP's, looking more bewildered than dangerous. Then she turned back to the audience, and asked. "All right boys,
what's next?"'
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I Believe 1 Heard the Voice of Jesus
(Continued from page 39)
arms. "My baby . . . my own baby. . . ."
"Virginia," my father's voice was sharp.
"Quick,"
he said.
I swallowed
and "Call
it was theas ifdoctor.*'
a thousand
needles were stuck in my throat. My
father brought me a small white wash
basin and he held it in front of me as I
coughed blood into it.
When my mom returned to the room
after telephoning the hospital, she said,
"They'll send an ambulance, but I told
them you would drive her there. It'll be
faster.
save totime.
Dr. KingWe'll
to rush
the They're
hospital notifying
immediI have never seen my mother look so
worried. Tears ran from her eyes, and, as
ately."
my father wrapped me in a dark blanket,
I remember hearing my mother's voice
whispering, "Hail Mary, full of grace,
blessed
art Thou
women
."
My father
lifted amongst
me into his
strong. .arms,
and I looked at his round face, his warm
brown eyes and dark wavy hair, and
suddenly he looked fuzzy. I squinted to
try to see, and I fainted.
I bled all the way to the hospital, my
father told me. Mom stayed home with
Joey. Dad drove me to the emergency
entrance
of St.wereJoseph's
says,
two
internes
waiting.where,
I was hecarried
to the emergency room where Dr. King
gave me a shot in my arm.
When I came to, I was lying on a long
hospital table, wrapped in the blanket
from home I looked up into Dr. King's
kind eyes, and he said, "There, there now.
we're
goingso togentle,
do everything
we can."that
He was
so sure of himself
I was calmed, although I continued to
bleed. The internes placed towels around
my neck to catch the hemorrhaging blood
that dribbled down my chin.
In a few minutes, Dr. King inserted
silver rods in my mouth, and I lay back
while he stroked my forehead and soothed
me. There was a strong smell of alcohol
in the room that gagged me. The internes
assistedtions.Dr.
King stood
as hebycalled
out instrucMy father
me crying.
When
your father stands beside you with tears
brimming over in his eyes, you know
something's
wrong.to cry, my life had to be
my father
in For
danger.
All I could do was pray
I closed
eyes. And
My mother's
prayer
came
into mymy mind.
I began reciting
the
prayer inwithmy thehead.
speakin
or whisper
silverI couldn't
rods stuck
my throat. But I said the prayer over and
over again in my mind until the white
emergency struments
roomand snow-white
with its shinywalls
silvercame
inrushing toward me, overpowering me.
But the words stayed with me. Hail
Mary, andfull atof the
gracehour. . . ofprayourfordeath.
us sinners
now
With
all mying then
heartin my
I prayed.
There
was
a thumpbrain, and I blacked
out.
I remained unconscious all through my
stay in the hospital and the return home.
The first thing I saw when I opened
my eyes was the wooden crucifix on the
blue
wall ofwithmy allmother's
I prayed
my might.bedroom.
I prayed to
the Virgin Mary, whose own Child had
suffered when He was hung on the Cross.
Ha l Mary, full of grace . . . pray for us
sinners now and at the hour of our death.
When I opened my eyes again I saw the
soft ruffled
rosy light
dawn filtering
thi-ough
the
whiteof curtains
at the window.
My mother, sitting on a chair beside me.
her eyes daik and baggy and her hair

pulled back in a knot, caressed my cheeks
with
with her
me warm
throughhand.
the She
night.had stood vigil
I
couldn't
see
my
mother
too well,away,
but
the
further
seemedcrucifix,
like it which
was nextwasto me.
The small
Cross of dark wood with the figure of
Jesus, crowned with thorns, was right in
front of me, and I kissed it.
"IAllamthatwithdayyou,"
a Voice
I wasI heard
delirious
with saying.
fever.
And that same night, my head was dizzy
and I craved ice-water every time I
woke up. My mother kept a lamp lit in
the room while I slept, and whenever I
awakened, I would see the pink wool
blanket on the bed and I would finger it
lovingly before I dozed off, thinking,
Someday.
goingremember
to have one
an all-pink
bedroom. I'm
I still
of the
strange ldreams
I had asI saw
I laya there
deirious. In the dream
beautiful
pink, satin-covered bed, a vanity dresser
with a mirrored top and a wide pink-net
skirt. Onomizersthe
dresserof perfume
were sparkling
atand bottles
with sweet,
flowery scents. I dreamed I sniffed all the
perfumes,
then sat cross-legged
on the
pink
satin bedspread
in my pink pajamas
while a white bedside radio serenaded me
with dance music and I ate a hot fudge
sundae.
morning
woke upMyI
sawThatthe next
crucifix
again,when
and II prayed.
brother
Joey,
chubby
and
brown-eyed,
bounced into the room in good spirits and
said he was going to read me a poem from
his first-grade book.
Getting better
I sat up in bed and my mother served
me a warm broth. Joey asked Mom if he
could
another andpoem,
she told
him toread
be careful
not and
to strain
his
throat.
He leaned over and kissed me on the
cheek
and said,
to be sick.
I want"Annette,
you to Igetdon'tout want
of bedyou—
Then Mom told him to let me rest, and
as I me."
lay there in bed, I could hear the
like
kids on the block, playing and laughing.
Some of the girls were skipping rope to
jump-rope
rhymes,
and hear
others thewereclackplay-of
ing hopscotch.
I could
the slate against the sidewalk as they took
hopscotch turns. One of the neighbor
girls, Mary Jo, bounced a ball to the tune
of For
One,theTwo,
firstIThree
time O'heary.
sinceto goI'd out
beenandin play
bed
I felt lonely.
wanted
with them.
When the doctor came that afternoon,
he asked
wanteda few
anything.
him
if I me
couldif Ihave
visitorsI asked
for a
little while. I wanted some company.
I could have them, he said. But, only if
I promised not to talk.
Three of my girlfriends came at five
o'clock.ord andThey
broughtbracelet
me presents
reca charm
and —a aPeter
Rabbitmas hand
stocking.puppet made out of a ChristThey sat by the side of my bed on the
kitchenAllchairs
my father
them.
of them
were brought
dressed in
up forin
pretty Christmas dresses, and they told me
they wanted me to get well.
I wanted to reach over and hug them all.
My mother
servedcookies,
them and
cupswhenof hot
chocolate
and anise
the
sun started going down they left and said
they'd
tomorrow.
They come
visitedbackme and
everyseedayme until
I was
completely
well. We played
and Old
Maid
and sometimes
Mary Jacks
Jo would
tell

us a ghost story her old sister Rosie had
readThenin came
a grown-up
the day magazine.
when mother cooked
spaghetti
and
said I Icould
to the table totheeatdoctor
it. I knew
was come
well.
My sickness was over.
That
next
Sunday
we
went
to
Mass
St. Charles Roman Catholic Church onat
Moore Park Boulevard, and as I knelt to
pray ingtoafterHim,me,I also
thanked Himoverformelook-all
for watching
through my crisis.
That roomnight
I wentat into
my mother's
and looked
the figure
of Jesusbed-on
the
kissedwooden
it. Cross, and I leaned over and
I have never forgotten my faith since. I
pray every day.
At 17 My Life is Over
(Continued from page 20)
"I think
I'm pregnant,"
softly,
still looking
away. Beverly said,
Her girlfriend squeezed her hand now.
said. I"I'll
for sure
in "Yes,"
just a Beverly
little while.
haveknow
an appointment
with
the
doctor.
At
two
o'clock."
She pulled her hand back from her
friend's
it upwere
to her
wipe awayand thebrought
tears that
there.face to
"There," she said, "I've told you. What
I*ve told nobody else . . . Are you surHer friend nodded.
prised?"
"IBeverly
am," she
"Yes."
smiledsaid.
a little.
"It's
funny,"
she
said.
"I'd thought
would be so different ... I mean,
here it is,it
the middle of the day, a bright and sunny
day, in a restaurant, over lunch, a cold
chicken salad, me in my black dress, my
eyes still burning from all the crying, looking like I-don't-know-what because I
haven't looked in a mirror for two weeks
now — looking like I-don't-know-what and
caring
even less
. . . andThe
— " smile was gone
She shook
her head.
from her lips already. The muscles in her
slender white neck seemed to be pushing
hard against her skin.
"And what, Bev?" her friend asked.
"And I'd just thought," Beverly went
on,
straining
get the .words
out, "that
it She
would
be sotoupdifferent
picked
a glass. .ofthat's
waterall."and
took a sip.
She held up the glass for a long minute,
looking into it, at the insipid and colorless
water
silently, neither she nor her friend
saying— anything.
"I And
wantthen,
this talking
baby . again,
.
almost as if to
herself,
she
said,
"For
two be,
years
I'd
thought exactly how it would
if and
when
this
moment
ever
came,
when
came time for me to tell ... It would beit
night, I'd thought.
would Ibewould
wearingbe
something
new, and Ispecial.
beautiful. And I'd joke with him for a
while.
then I'd and
run into
to the And
refrigerator,
grab theholdkitchen,
of a
bottle
of
champagne
I'd
had
icingcontainer
all that
day, hidden, behind a big milk
or something.
run backtheto chamwhere
he
was sittingAndand,I'dholding
pagne up high, I'd say, 'It's time for a little
celebration,
my darling.'
of course — 'And
what is itHe'dwe askhavewhy,to
celebrate now, Woodnymph?' he'd ask.
And I'd make him try to guess. Till he did
guess. And then we'd both begin to
laugh.
he'd getme,up hard,
and kiss
me that
and
hug me And
and squeeze
so hard
I'd have to remind him to be more gentle.

I thank Him for protecting me. And for
letting me see my dreams come true.
For, not long afterward, the day came
when I appeared on television, in my short
skirt and cheerleader sweater, as one of the
Mouseketeers on the Mickey Mouse Club
TV show. And, later on, when we moved
into our new house, my bedroom wish
came satin
true. bedspread,
It's all pink,andandin thethe bedcorner
has aI
pink
have my mirrored vanity dresser with the
ruffled fumepink
collection
perbottles,skirt
eachandof athem
with aofsweet
heavenly scent.
God never forgets those who trust ENDin
Him.
Annette's
Shaggy Dog.last picture was Walt Disney's
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that I was very fragile now, that I was
different now and had to be treated very
tenderly.
And 'you're
he'd not
stop.a little
'Yes,girlthat's
right,' he'd say,
any
PHOTO BILLFOLD
more,
Woodsie,
are
you?
You're
woman I'll be marrying someday soon, theas
PHOTOS*
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the
2V4 x ble3Vi weight,
in. size
douwoman
my wife,You're
and the
silk
>ilk
portrait
. . finish, 25c ndiing
rage for paper
exchanging
mother of my child. Aren't you?' And as
friends,ing cardsenclosing
in letters
I would
yes, happily,
take gently
me in
with
■or greetor jobnging
applications.
his
arms sayagain,
only muchhe'd more
nal returned.
Order
in units
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;i
pose).
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STUDIOS
champagne,
everything. Every336, 211 W. 7th St., Des Moines 2, Iowa.
thing but us.all. .about
.
"I had it all figured out, dreamed out,
if and when," she said, putting down the
water
glass.Except
"It would
wonderful.
that he have
died, been
before soI
everyone
who nolikesI toFREEdraw
should have.
It is free;
even knew about the baby myself, or had
obligation. Simply address book
a She
chancesmiled
to tellagain,
him." a small and bitter
EXCHANGE
smile this time.
rARTOONISTS' Pleasant Hill, Ohio
"It's all what I guess some people would
Dept. 432
call"Beverly,"
ironic, isn'therit?"girlfriend
she asked.asked, "are
you"Pretty
sure? sure,"
AboutBeverly
the baby?"
said. "I wake up
sick. I hurt up here . . . I'm pretty sure."
"And
do
you
feel
all
right about it?"
her friend asked.
Songs or Poems may
"Do
you
mean
how
do
I
feel about
it in
my heart, a young, husbandless,
loverless,
MONEY FOR YOU!
broken-up girl like me?" Beverly asked
Songs Recorded — Royalties Paid
back.
"Do
you
want
to
know
if
I'm
FREE EXAMINATION
happy or sad about this? Ashamed or
proud? Is that what you mean? Honestly. Mail to: STAR-CREST RECORDING CO.
Is Her
that girlfriend's
what you mean?"
Dept. C-4, 1350 N. Highland, Hollywood, Calif.
face toreddened
tried to say something
explain. and she
"This baby — " Beverly said, after a
moment,
this has
is alleverI'vemeant
got leftanything
of the
only
man " —who
to me, or ever will ... I want this baby
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said then, "it's about time for me to be
going.
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It's GRACE HOLMES CLUB PLAN
nearly that
. . . Dotheyoudoctor
mind said.
if I go?
Dept. 512, Ashton, Rhode Island FREE
WRITE
"No, not rose
at all,"fromsaidherher chair
friend.and began Address
COMPLETEFOR
Beverly
toNow?"
reach into her purse.
CATALOG
State
"Forget about splitting anything," her City

■ The hotel detective raced for the elevator lobby.
"Woman just told me about three guys walking in here with
tommy guns," he said. "Who were they?"
The elevator boy — new on the job — shrugged. "Don't know," he
said. "I just took them where they told me — twelfth floor."
"Get me up there," the house dick said, "and quick!"
The corridor of the twelfth floor was quiet — for a moment.
Then the detective heard the voices, loud and lusty, from a room
a few yards away.
It sounded like trouble, all right.
The detective rushed over to the door.
"Open uptheindoor
there,"did heopen.
shouted. "Come on . . . Open up!"
Slowly,
A pair of mischievous eyes looked up into the detective's.
"Hi," a voice said, softly.
"Paul Anka!" the detective said, recognizing the culprit, who
happened to be drenched with water from head to toe. "What's
going
here?" "Sir," he said, pointing into the room, "my
Paulon explained.
buddies
and
town fortoa do.
few but
days nothing,
to cut somewe records
and because I,wewe'rehad innothing
decided . to. .
have a li'l ole water fight ... so we went out a little while ago to
buyHe some
—"
went water
on andguns,on and
explaining,
until the detective put up his
hand and sighed.
"All ifright,
Paul, toall. .right,"
he said,try"fool
more,
you have
. But please,
not toaround
get tooa little
much bitof
thatHe juice
the walls
turnedon and
began orto anything."
leave the room.
He was just about out, in fact, when he felt a dash of something— strangely water-like — hit him in the neck.
"Whothree
did boys
that?"stared
he asked,
back around.
The
at him,turning
the picture
of angels.
"What
.
.
.
who
.
.
.
how?"
they
asked,
their guns planted firmly
at their sides.
The
couldn'tout help
laughing. this time.
And detective
then he walked
— backwards,

Paul

Tommy
Anka's
Gun

friend said. "I told you I was only kidLunch wasBeverly
on me."said.
"Thankding. you,"
Then she bent and kissed her friend,
quickly.
"Excuse me if I was — " she started to say.
"Never mind," her friend said. "I know
away.
howBeverly
you must
feel right
now." to walk
turned,
and began
And her girlfriend, watching her,
thought: "God, protect this poor lost
All
man she loved
kid.Thethat's
. .doctor
." left wasof the
a busy man. He minced
no words. "Miss Aadland," he said, after
he'd
completed
his examination,
no way
of telling
immediately "there
whetheris
you're
pregnant
or
not.
We
just
don't
know yet. It takes a laboratory report
and
that won't Tomorrow
be back here
in thisat office
till tomorrow.
morning
nine.
Now
don'tme youa ring
go then?
home and
try to
relax why
and give
Tomorrow
— nine o'clock. That's all I can say to you
now.
Good-bye,
Aadland.
Beverly
stood Miss
at the
door .of. ."Errol
Flynn's
She weeks
hadn'tearlier,
been when
here
since that house.
night, three
they'd
left
for
Vancouver,
together.
She'd
thought,comewhen
he died, that she would
never
Not without back
him. to this house. Not alone.
But she did not feel alone now.
Inside her, she knew, somewhere deep
inside her, lay the little germ of the baby
thatIt didn't
was hers
and toErrol's.
matter
her that the doctor
she'd
seen
a
few
had Baby
been
evasive about thehours
wholeearlier
matter.
doctors, for all the humanity they tended,
were men of science, she figured. They
never said yes or no to anything, she
knew, their
till they'd
test
tubes,
blood checked
specimens,withtheirtheirrabbits
and mice, their laboratory reports: till
they'd
their and
graying
and
studied scratched
these reports
comeheads
to their
'conclusions.'
Well, she thought now, let the men of
science do their scratching, their checking.
But
she — she was a woman.
tively.
And women knew these things, instincAs she knew now.
That inside her, somewhere, lay that
child
of hers
As she
knew, andtoo, Errol's.
that, though her lover
and husband-to-be was dead and gone, she
was no longer alone. . . .
She opened the door and entered the
house.
She flicked a switch that turned on all
theShelightswalked
downstairs.
through the foyer, past
the living room to the right, past the
raised
dining
room
left, —to the
the room
sunroom in the rear oftothethe house
that had been their room, complete with
shining
checkered
stocked bar
and big linoleum
fat TV andandviewwell-of
the pool, and with the old soft couch.
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She reached for it and took it from its
shelf.
She struggled for a moment with the
wiring and silver foil around its neck, and
finally she opened it.
"My darling,"
as sheof
reached
for a glasssheandsaid,
pouredaloud,
in some
the champagne, " — it's time for a little
She lifted the glass to her lips, and took
acelebration."
sip.
She shuddered.
"It's how
warm,youmuchliketooit warm,"
said.you"I
know
iced . . she. but,
see, I've been so busy today, at the docbecause,
see, mywe'redarling
going— toA
have tor'sa. . .baby
— Yes,youyes,
baby.
And
it's
certain.
Oh
yes,
of
course
it'sHercertain.
. ." to tremble.
hand .began
She let the glass she was holding fall.
It crashed to the floor, the wine splashagainst herback
ankles.
Sheing walked
to the couch.
She sat once more.
She closed her eyes.
"'Darling,"
her tovoice
breaking
as sheshemadewhispered,
her confession
the
silent
room,
"
—
it's
almost
certain."
She
brought up her hand and ran it through
her long blonde hair. "Only a phone call,"
she said. "I have only to phone the doctor,
tomorrow, and he has only to say 'Yes, it's
true' . . . And then everything will be all
right with me again. And I'll know that my
"My life won't be over . . ."
isn'tfellover."
back on the couch.
Among all the bottles there, a small split lifeShe
"I'll me,
have andat least
of champagne had caught her eye.
that"Our... child,"
It willshegrowsaid.inside
then
it will come. It will get big. I will take such
care
of
it,
such
loving
care.
And
one
day
I
Learn 4810 facts about
will tell our child about its father — about
the stars!
how good and glorious a man he was. And
when I am finished telling our child, he
will
smile,evenproudly
and he you,
will his
ask father.
me to
tell him
more— about
Which actress' husband
And
I
will.
And
so
you
will
always
still
be
wrote the music for
withShe usnodded.
— with me, with our child."
"My Fair Lady"?
She brought her hand up to her stomach.
Which actress writes
"Little baby," she whispered, "I want
children's stories?
Andso then,
desperately, she tried to fall
you
Which male star once
asleep, much."
so that the morning would come
that much more quickly. . . .
wrote articles
Too hard from here on in
on fox-hunting?
It was exactly 9:00 asn.
Beverly picked up the receiver and
Find the answer to these
dialed
the doctor's office.
"Hello?"
and other interesting
voice
ask. she heard the busy-sounding
questions in
"This is Miss Aadland," she said. "BevMODERN SCREEN'S
Aadland ... I wondered — " she started
to say,erlynervously.
SUPER STAR
"The report, yes," the doctor said. "It
should
be herethe— among
papers."
She heard
rustle my
of the
papers; the
CHART
short silence that followed; then the doctor's impatient
calling out, "Nurse!"
Another
silencevoice,
followed.
Just mail 25 cents in coin
Till, finallv, the doctor spoke up again.
with the coupon below.
"Miss
Aadland?"
Box 515
"Yes," Beverly said.
"Now. the report," the doctor said, "yes.
Super Star Information Chart
Times Square P. O.
It'sBeverly
negative."
repeated the word after him.
New York 36, N. Y.
"That's right," said the doctor. "You're
Enclosed please find 25 cents in
not"That
pregnant."
can't be," Beverly said. "There
coin. Please rush my copy of
must
bedoctor
a mistake."
The
told her that the report was
MODERN
SCREEN'S
SUPER STAR INFORMATION
conclusive. "The nausea, the other sympCHART
toms that you told me about," he said,
"are probably the result of the tension
Name . .
you've been undergoing these past few
Address
"Buthandthatclutching
can't be,"hardBeverly
again,
her
at thesaidreceiver.
weeks."
City....
"There must be a mistake!"
"Miss Aadland," the doctor said — there
where they used to sit — so close, so much
of She
the time—
just couch
like always.
walkedstilloverthere,
to the
now, and
she sat.
After a moment — the room was quiet,
too
quiet —thatshe satreached
TV
switcher
on the forend thetablelittleto the
right, blew off some of the dust that had
gathered on it, and pressed a button.
The television, across from her, lit up.
A man said something to her about a
1960 car. '"Big, beautiful and roomy; a
totally new idea in automobile styling,"
he Beverly
said. "Made
you!" button.
pressedforanother
A girl in a ruffled dress sat at a piano,
playinglight something
playing on her Schubert-like,
face. She lookedcandleover
at a man, who stood listening to her,
watching her. He began to approach her —
Beverly pressed another button.
This time she got a Western, two men in
big hats arguing, slurringly.
She
pressed
another button.
Another
western.
Another button.
AAnother
cartoonbutton.
lady, advertising bread.
Another.
Another.
Till she rose from the couch, suddenly,
the room quiet once more, the television
off.
over to the bar, in the far
cornerand ofwalked
the room.
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was a different tone to his voice now; softer, friendlier
— "let I meknowtellmost
you ofsomething,
please
... I think
the facts
of this case, more than the medical facts.
And I think I should tell you this. There is
nothing
beautiful
a woman, thanmore
to have
a childin bylife,thefor man
she
loves. This I know. I have delivered many
babies in my time, seen the expression on
the faces of many new mothers right after
the deliveries . . . But I have seen, too, the
faces of mothers whose children arrived
fatherless, girls who thought that this was
what they had wanted — thought. And these
girls
like you —moment
they didcame.
not For
smileit
when— girls
the important
was as if they had realized suddenly that
it would be too hard from here on in — not
for terthem
—hadbutjustfor given
the little son orAs daughrealizedthey that
from here onbirthin to.
it wouldif they
be a
life of continual explanations, of terrible
incompleteness,
of foisting
memories
on a child
who knowsa mother's
only the
present, and does not, never will, understand adistant and far-removed past. . . .
"Do you understand, Miss Aadland, what
I amBeverly
tryingdidto not
say, answer.
to tell you?"
"Miss Aadland? Do you understand?"
"No," Beverly said, finally.
"I know, I know," the doctor said. "It
doesn't make much sense to you now, does
it?HeButsaidsomeday
it will. Believe me. . . ."
good-bye.
Dick Clark, I Love You
(Continued from page 45)
the sun-porch of the house where she lives
with her parents and her twenty-threeyear-old
brother,
We were
Her
mother,
Essie,Marty.
had just
clearedalone.
the
supper dishes and was in the living room,
reading the Evening Bulletin. Her father,
Samuel,stairsa dressing,
publicgetting
relations
upreadyman,to was
go visit
some relatives.
"Whensaid,didin Ianswer
first meet
Clark?"
Myrna
to our Dick
first question.
"It
all
started
on
a
Monday,
I
remember,
during school lunch, two and a half years
ago. I heard from somebody that Tab
Hunter, my then most favorite of all the
stars, was going to be on the Dick Clark
Bandstand that coming Friday. I wanted
to seeI thought
him in person, for
so much,
that ofthat's
all
the Irest
theto
afternoon. Thenabout
after school
decided
go to the Bandstand studio, only four
blocks from the school, to see if I could
get a ticket in advance maybe. I went.
I got on a line. And before I knew it,
somehow, I was following the line right
into the studio and up to Dick Clark who
was saying hello to everyone as we passed,
saying, 'Welcome to today's show. I hope
you have a good time.' I thought to myself, 'My gosh, am I going to be seeing a
realTheTV first
show?thingOh Myrna
my gosh!'
did " inside the
studio was to look for a seat, a good place
from
to watch
She
found which
one, and
for thethenextgoings-on.
few minutes
she kept her eyes glued on Dick, busy now
talking
withtechnicians.
his director,Thenproducer
and a
few of the
she watched
him as he walked up to his podium, called
the crowd to order and gave his pre-show
speech. to"You
know,"
Myrna on,
says,for "for
the
fellows
their jackets
everyone to lookkeep
his pleasantest,
directions
as to
how to get to the boys' and girls' rooms
justAfter
in case,
and things
like was
that."surprised
the speech,
Myrna
toand seewalkDickoverstepto down
from
the podium
her.
She was nervous, so nervous that she
82 found herself speaking even before he did.

DIANE
BAKER

I was once a model
so I know that
models work just
as hard as gals in
Hollywood
—
maybe
even doharder.
That's why
I got
such a kick out oj
that article in the
new INGENUE Magazine called "Beauty
Tips From
Top
Teen Models." That
ev ery -hair-in-its
place look is an
around-the-clock

And they hung up.job.
And Beverly, looking around the room
she and Errol had shared, felt cold sudand she sherose,hadlooked
downpicked
at the
wrinkleddenly,dress
slept in,
up
her
purse
and
walked,
slowly,
alone
towards the door. again,
END
Beverly stars in Cuban Rebel Girls, Exploit Films.

"Hi," she said, "this is my first time
"I know," Dick said, "I just wanted to
check ... to see if you'd signed the guest
book.
here." Everybody does that the first time
they
comeshook
on theher show."
Myrna
head, I'Isdidn't
it in even
the
see the book," she said,
"That's right," Dick said 'You can do
Myrna started to rise.
lobby?"
"Never mind," Dick said,
it later, on your way out."
As Myrna sat again, he said, "I hope you
enjoy
this Myrna
afternoon."
"I'm the
sureshow
I will,"
said.
"You know," Dick said, "most of the
fun"Ohfor yes,"
our kids
is
the
dancing
Myrna said. "I've— "seen the
show watching
. . . and Ithethinkkidsthat's
the and
best have
part,
too,
dance
"You going to dance, Myrna?" Dick
asked.
She
said.fun." shrugged. "Gee, I don't know," she
"Do you like to dance?" Dick asked.
"I guess," Myrna said. "I've danced a
few
school.
But, gee,
don't
know.times
Here.at On
television
and Ieverything ... I really don't think so, Mr.
"Well," Dick said, after a moment, "I'm
not
going to toaskdo.you Butto dolet'swhatjustyousay don't
Clark."
really
one
of
the want
fellows here comes over to you
later and asks you to take a few turns
around the floor — will you think it over
before
you say shrugged.
no to him?"
Again,
"Please?"Myrna
Dick asked.
He smiled now.
And then he walked away. . . .
A few minutes later — at exactly 3:30 —
the show began. And it wasn't long after
that,
swingin'overR&Rto
number,in the
that middle
a boy ofdida come
Myrna and ask her to be his partner.
Myrna took a deep breath.
"Gee, I— " she started to say, looking

Intimate Thoughts of a Bride-to-Be
(Continued from page 33)
share her joyful plans. "I have to keep
all the plains
excitement
myself,"
Evy comwistfully — butto only
to herself.
She
does not want to tell Jimmy. "I want to
be everything for him," she says to herself,
"everything
goodsadness
... I .do. .notBecause
want ofto
bring him any
Jimmy, I am happier than I ever dreamed
possible. I want him to be as happy beThencause ofEvy
looking forward to
me." smiles,
the wonderful
honeymoon they will have
in Europe soon, and that very special day
when her husband will meet her family.
These are the intimate thoughts ofENDa
bride-to-be.
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away from the boy. Her eyes shot over to
the podium.
this.She hoped that Dick wasn't watching
But he was.
She tried to smile at him.
He grinned a big grin, and he winked.
Myrna's head felt hot, suddenly. I don't
want
to . . .to,Butshehe'sthought.
been so No.
niceI todon't
me — want
She looked back at the boy. "I thought
it over," she said, rising. "And yes, I'd like
very much to dance. . . ."
It was fun after all . . .
At the end of the show, Dick came over
to her. He put his arm around her shoulder. "How was it. Myrna — fun?" he asked.
"I felt a little shaky at first, I've got to
admit,"
said. soon
She nodded.
was funMyrna
— at least,
as I got"Butoverit
thinking that there were a couple of thousand people watching me on their sets."
"A couple
thousand?"
He
stepped
back offrom
her andDick
gaveasked.
her that
famous mock-shocked look of his. "Miss
Horowitz,"
said, "don't
you realizemillion
that
at last counthe there
were eighteen
—"
who
people
"Eighteen million?" Myrna interrupted
him.
She closedasherif eyes.
"Oh a no,"
she
said,
she had
sudden
stomachmoaning,
ache.
"If it was that bad — well, you don't have
tosaid.come back any more, you know," Dick
Myrna opened her eyes, quickly.
"Or do you think," Dick asked, "that
maybe you'd like to come back?"
I would,"
the"Ohreason
I cameMyrna
in thesaid.
first "You
place see
was . so. .
I could come Friday. I wanted to make
sure I'd see Tab Hunter, I mean. And he's
going
be hereintoFriday."
Dick toreached
his pocket and handed

Myrna
a ticket. "This'll
get youhe insaid,
Friday,"
he
fact,"
ticketsaid.will" —getMatter
you inof tomorow,
too, if "this
you
decide you'd like to come then . . .
Would
you?"so sure at that exact moment,"
"I wasn't
Myrnaas Irecalls.
the myself
next morning,
soon
woke up,"But
I found
thinking
how
I reallyAndwould
to goAndbackI
that much
afternoon.
so Ilikewent.
went the next day. And the next. And
each better
day I'dtime,
find and
myselfdancing
havingmore
a better
and
and
more, too. I went so much, in fact, that
after a while one of my teachers at school
stopped calling me Myrna and started refer ing to me as 'Bandstand.'
"Boy, things
like that.
So
peoplereally
begangot tofunny
recognize
frommany
the show.
I remember
once I was mein
Atlantic City, walking down the boardwalk, and an old lady came rushing over
to me and pinched my cheek and said, 'I
watch
you the
on TV
cute.'in And
there was
time— you're
I was sositting
the
trolley and two little kids saw me and
asked me for my autograph. That was the
first
time since.
that happened.
of times
Oh I've It's
had happened
the time lotsof
my
show.life ever since I've been going on the
"Like the people I've met, for instance.
Other allPhiladelphia
girls
who"Friends
come tofirst.
the show
the time. Joyce
Shafer and Carole Higbee and Mary Ann
Cuff and Lois and Barbara Trott, the twins.
You should hear the phone ringing all the
time
My fatherExchange
says it
soundsin our
like house
a Bellnow7.
Telephone
office.
How life has changed
"And stars! I've met Roger Smith on the
show — he's
so cute,
such a Johnny
doll. And
Pat
Boone.
Annette
Funicello.
Mathis.

Connie Francis. James Garner. The Teddy
Bears
Fabian.— Phil,
I evenMarshall
danced and
with Annette.
Fabian. And
"And,
of
course,
there's
Dick.
"And how can I tell how great I think
he"Like
is, allthethattimehe'sI went
doneto forthe me?
hospital, for
instance.
.
.
."
December.
1958. Myrna's
badThelegtime
was wasbeginning
to bother
her. onA
doctor
recommended
corrective
surgery
the knee-cap. Myrna's first question was,
"How long will I have to be in bed?" The
doctorpital— then
told her,
few weeksat home,
in the hosa few"A months
two,
That afternoon,
after the show, Myrna
maybe
even
three."
told Dick about the operation.
He took her into his office, behind the
studio, and closed the door.
"When's the operation?" he asked her.
tomorrow,"
said. the"I
go "Day
to theafter
hospital
tomorrow,Myrna
and then,
nextDickmorning,
the
doctor
operates."
took her hand. "I guess this is the
time
for"Well
a nice. .speech
he said,
softly.
. But
I'm let
notfrommegoodme,"
speeches, Myrna.
tellatyoumaking
this:
I wish you all the luck in the world. I
know
you'll
come
through
with
everything
all right. I have faith. I want you to have
He leaned over, and kissed her on the
cheek.
faith,
too."
"Good luck," he said, again, " — and
The back
next today,us."on the air, Dick told a
hurry
nationwide
audience about Myrna and the
operation.
"She'll be away from us for a little
while,"
you'dherlikea postcard
to keep
in touch hewithsaid,her,"butjustifdrop
every once in a while. I think she'd
"And do you
appreciate
that. know
. . ." what happened, just
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1. I LIKED ERROL FLYNN:
EI READ:
am not
E allveryof familiar
their storywithE himpart E none
rj] more than almost any star E a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
E fairly well E very little E not at all
E completely E fairly well E very little
am not very familiar with him
I READ: E all of his story 0 part E none
E not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: T super-completely
4. I LIKE CRASH CRADDOCK:
E completely E fairly well [JJ very little
GO not at all
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
2. I LIKE TUESDAY WELD:
EI READ:
am notE very
with Ehim part E none
all offamiliar
his story
E more than almost any star E a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
E fairly well E very little Jl! not at all
E completely E fairly well E very little
ID am not very familiar with her
I READ: E all of her story E part E none
E not at all
ITE HELD
MY
INTEREST:
S
super-completely
5. I LIKE CATHY CROSBY:
completely IT] fairly well E very little
E not at all
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
3. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
E am not very familiar with her
I READ: E all of her story E part E none
E more than almost any star (TJ a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
E fairly well S very little E not at all
E completely E fairly well B very little
[J] am not very familiar with her
E not at all
I LIKE GLENN FORD:
6. I LIKE EVY NORLUND:
E more than almost any star [JJ a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
E more than almost any star E a lot

E fairly well E very little [JJ not at all
E am not very familiar with her
I LIKE JAMES DARREN:
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
EI READ:
am not
familiarstorywithE part
him E_ none
Lii allveryof their
IT_
HELD
MY
INTEREST:
T
super-completely
E completely E fairly well E very little
all SCALA:
7.E InotLIKEat GIA
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
am no_tE very
IE READ:
all offamiliar
her storywithjier
[JJ part E none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
E completely _3i fairly well E very little
E8. InotLIKEat JEAN
all SIMMONS:
E more than almost any star E a lot
fairly well j_i very little E not at all
E am not very familiar with her
I LIKE STEWART GRANGER:
E more than almost any star E a lot

from what Dick said?" Myrna asked us.
"I didn't only
get postcards,
hundreds
of them,
from peoplehundreds
all over and
the
country. But I got fancy cards, bought and
homemade. And I got things like bracelets
and necklaces. And handkerchiefs, handhow many ofkerchiefs,
thosehandkerchiefs
I got. — I don't know
"I
was
in
the
hospital
for aEve,
couple
weeks. Then, on Christmas
I wasof
sent home.moreI was
home,I watched
recuperating,
for
fourteen
weeks.
the show
on TV every day. Boy, came 3:30 and you
knew
whatandI turn
was ondoing
everything
the —setit .was
. . Allstopof
the shows were great, I thought. But there
was a best show for me, a special show.
That was on February 25. It was after five
o'clock and nearly the end of the show.
All
of a everything
sudden — I'llandnever
forgetforit —a Dick
stopped
reached
cake
somebody was holding. It was a beautiful
cake, all lit with candles. 'Today,' Dick
said,
'is Myrna
Horowitz'
birthday.'
he looked
straight
into the
camera Then
and
'Happylying
Birthday,
I felthaving
kind
ofsaid,funny,
there inMyrna.'
my bed,
Dick talk to me. I even felt kind of funny
crying in a room, all alone. But as I kept
looking
at thatsat cake,
Dick,and,I didn't
care. I just
up inandmy at bed
as if
I were right there in the middle of the
studio,
I
said,
'Thank
you,
Dick'
—
just
like
that.
Dick's been wonderful
"Another time I'll never forget," Myrna
goes
partyday Dick
the kidsto
gave on,
for "was
me thethefirst
I wasandallowed
get out oftaurant. Itwas
bed. a Itsurprise.
was at There
Palumbo's
reswas dinner
at
Palumbo's.
And
then,
later,
Dick
took us all to the movies, to see Ricky
Nelson in Rio Bravo ... At first, at
Palumbo's, I thought it was just the kids
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
I READ: (JJ all of their story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
00 not at all
9. I LIKE ANNETTE FUNICELL0:
GQ more than almost any star 00 a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with her
1 READ: GO all of her story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 00 super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
00 not at all
10. I LIKE SAMMY DAVIS, JR.:
GO more than almost any star 00 a lot
00 fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 00 all of his story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
16. The stars I most want to read about are:

who were giving the party for me. But
then, through the main door, in walked
Dick. He made believe he didn't see me
at first. 'What's this all about,' he asked,
keeping
a straight
face, you
'who's here?'
One
ofHorowitz.'
the girls
said, 'Oh,
— Myrna
'Myrna
Horowitz,'knowDick
said,
'who'shethat?
such andperson?'
And
then
lookedThere's
over noat me
he started
to laugh and to say something like,
'Myrna,I started
it's so togoodcry —to I seecry you
— .'
And
veryagain
easily,
you see; at the movies and on TV, in
plays,
I evensuchcryemotion
at happybetween
endings.us And
there was
that
Myrna paused
for a moment as she remembered that night.
"There
are
so
many
other things I can
night."
tell
she saidI then.
he's youdoneaboutfor Dick,"
me, reasons
love "Things
him so
much ... I just wouldn't know where to
now.Her father walked into the sun -porch
"Phone
call, his
Myrna,"
he said.
begin."
He
watched
daughter
as she rose to
leave.
"I tell you," he said, "just like the TeleThen phone
he Exchange,
turned this
to ushouse."
and smiled.
"Dick like
Clark,another
Dick Clark."
"He's
become
member heof said.
the family
these past couple of years ... I guess you
could tell by now that our daughter is
crazy about him. And, you know. I like
him, too, very much, very much. To me,
he's
I'd callin athemoral
He
keepswhat
morality
kids.therapist.
He speaks
softly to them, kindly. But, from what I
understand, he's a hard taskmaster when
he doesn't like something the kids might
do.
I hear,kidsfor cutting
instance,school
that just
he won't
put
up with
to come
to the show. Some of the kids tried to get
11. I LIKE JAMES ARNESS:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GOI READ:
am notGO very
all offamiliar
his storywith00himpart GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
[i] completely GO fairly well 00 very little
00 not at all
12. I LIKE DICK CLARK:
GO more than almost any star 00 a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO1 READ:
am not00 very
all offamiliar
his storywith00 himpart Gil none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
13. I LIKE SANDRA DEE:
00 more than almost any star 00 a lot
00 fairly well GO very little GO not at all
00 am not very familiar with her
(!)
(2) .
(3) .

(3)
AGE NAME .
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

away with this. But when he found out
he banned them from the show, for
good.
He means
He's like aa good
teacher.
Well, business.
you remember
good
teacher
long
after
you've
and
grown up and got married graduated
and had kids
ofit's your
own.
And
that's
the
way
I
feel
going ofto the
be with
Dick generation
Clark and who
the
children
present
have
got
to
know
him
.
.
.
Like
Myrna."
Myrna returned to the sun-porch now.
"That was Joyce Shafer, one of the girls
I"We're
told yougoing
about,to the
from movies
the show,"
she said.
together
in a
She
sat
again.
little
while." she said, "on the way to
the"You
phone,know,"
and back, I was thinking that
everything
I've beenreadsaying
so far is to
make
people
what I think who
of Dick. this story know
"Andprobably
I thought:
himself
now,
sitting There's
at home Dick
and looking
through some newspapers right now, readthe things
they've
abouting more
him ofthese
past few
days,been
and writing
feeling
just"Andawful.I thought I'd like to say something to him,
to maybe
makewhilehim I'mfeeltalking;
better. something
"I'd say it to him in person, at the studio,
except
I guess I'mI'dtoolikeshytothat
tell way,
him still.
nowno
that"But,
I, foranyway,
one, am behind Dick
Clark,
matter
what.
And
I'd
like
to
tell
him
the
same thing he told me when I went to the
hospital last December: I wish you all the
luck in with
the world.
I know
you'll 1 come
through
everything
all right.
have
faith. I want you to have faith, too.
"All right?" Myrna asked. "Would you
please
print that that
in your
magazine?" END
We promised
we would.
Dick stars in Because They're Young.
Columbia.
I READ: GO all of her story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 00 super-completely
00 completely GO fairly well 00 very little
00
14. not
I LIKEat allEVELYN RUDIE:
GO more than almost any star 00 a lot
00 fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO1 READ:
am not00 very
all offamiliar
her storywith00 herpart 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 00 super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
00 not at all
15. I LIKE TROY DONAHUE:
GO more than almost any star 00 a lot
GO fairly well 00 very little GO not at all
am not
veryof familiar
him 00 none
IGOREAD:
GO all
his storywith00 part
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 00 super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
00 not at all
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eye lines
flaky patches
Overnight...a beauty lift in 5 danger zones
Here are 5 clanger zones where dry skin can rob you of youthful beauty.
Now you can help prevent it— easily, quickly!
Soften and Beautify Dry Skin the Woodbury Way: Tonight, and every night,
smooth luxurious Woodbury Dry Skin Cream into the 5 danger zones. Use circular,
upward strokes, leave on overnight. Woodbury's special moisturizing ingredients
carry moisture deeper, soften and soothe dry skin as no other cream can.
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Every
time
yoxx "brush
yoixr "teeth,
finish
the job...
reach

for

Listerine

Germs in mouth and throat cause most bad
breath. You need an antiseptic to kill germs, and
no tooth paste is antiseptic. No tooth paste kills
germs the way Listerine Antiseptic does . . .
on contact, by millions, on every oral surface.
No wonder more American families use Listerine
than all other mouthwashes combined !
Xiisterine stops "bad. breath
4 times "better than tooth paste !
-fc-TUNE IN "THE GALE STORM SHOW" ABC-TV NETWORK

YOU KILL GERMS ON
4 TIMES AS MUCH ORAL SURFACE
THE LISTERINE WAY*
;e— .;:n::n;te
only
teetl
s
NOT
ate.
tonsils,
line.
And
mouth
and throaall
antiseptic.
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THEY

WANTED-SO

MUCH-TO

LOVE

EACH

OTHER

BUT BETWEEN THEM, LIKE A WALL, WAS A FATHER'S
SHAMELESS PAST AND A MOTHER'S POSSESSIVE LOVE

1

AND A BOY, WHOSE STRANGE SECRET
THE WHOLE TOWN KNEW... TOO WELL!
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents

mm
R0RER1 'MITCHUM- ELEANOR PARKER
GEORGE PEPPARD-GEORGE HAMILTON *EVERETT SLOANE-LUANA PATTEN
Screen Play by HARRIET FRANK, Jr. and IRVING RAVETCH • in C nemaScope And METSOC0L0R
Directed by VINCENTE Ml NNELLI • Produced by EDMUND GRAINGER
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FEMICIN
TABLETS
Hospital-tested, prescription-type
formula provides total
treatment in a single tablet!

igff: ho pHuvup&Bw vadtd. !
Worked even when others failed!
Now, through a revolutionary discovery of
medical science, a new, prescription-type tablet provides total relief from periodic complaints. When cramps and pains strike,
FEMICIN'S
ingredients
act you
instantly to endexclusive
your suffering
and give
back a sense of well-being. If taken before
pain starts — at those first signs of heaviness
and distress — further discomforts may never
develop. No simple aspirin compound can give
you this complete relief. Get FEMICIN at
your drugstore today! It must give you
greater relief than you have ever experienced
or your purchase price will be refunded.
For
booklet, "What
You samples
Should andKnowinformative
About Yourself
As a
Woman!",
send
10$
for
postage
Box 225, D pt.Dl5, Church St. Sta.,andN. handling.
Y.S,N.Y.
I BETTER tSODVCT

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
9 Aside from the comedians and the A Bob's eye has improved — but doctors
older character actors, are there any top feel
be a their
permanent
unmale stars in Hollywood who have stayed down.itlesscould
he follows
orders malady
and slows
married to the first and only woman in
their
more than either?
ten years — and 9 I read that Gary Merrill left the tour
withoutlifeanyfor separations
on with Bette Davis because he
— T. R., Staten Island, N. Y. hehad wasa picture
Is this really
A NotdontooMacRae,
many.JoelBut McCrea,
Bill Ho/den,Richard
Gor- so — or are therecommitment.
other reasons?
—
D.
D.,
Sioux
City, Iowa
Widmark, James Stewart, James
Gary who had to report for The
Cagney, Gene Barry, Van Johnson, APleasure
of
His
Company
was
Burt Lancaster, Van Heflin, Louis
edly not enjoying the pleasure reportof his
Jourdan, Arthur Kennedy, Robert
Ryan, Wendell Corey, MacOonafd wife's company. The marriage is shaky
Carey,
Jerry
Lewis,
Lloyd
Bridges
and Clint Walker fit into this category. again.
Other old marrieds like Gary Cooper, 9 Is it true that 20th Century-Fox
Danny Kaye, Ray Milland, Spencer wouldn't give Stephen Boyd the lead
Tracy
Mitchum—have
Marilyn
in Let's atMake
Love because
they Monroe
were so furious
him
marriedandbut Bobskirted
the divorce stayed
courts opposite
for walking out on —R.The K.,StoryMuncie,
of Ruth?Ind.
on several occasions.
A Partially.
9 Could
you tellsuchmebeautifully
Zsa Zsa groomed
Gobor
secret
of having
9 Could
youthe tell
movie stars
hair?
I've
never
seen
her
with
a
wisp
list meofthis
thewhich
ten best-dressed
out of place. _r p., Odessa, Texas have
womenmadein America
vear?
A Wigs. Zsa Zsa has a dozen.
— B. T., Albany, N. Y.
9mostWhohusbands
hold Hollywood's
record for the A None.
and/or wives?
9 How Allyson,
are such Robert
stars as Taylor,
Henry Fonda,
—A. S., Reno, Nev. June
Betty
Hutton,
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Alimes.Martha
Roye
has
said
"I
do"
six
Clark Gable leads the men with TV? Popularity-wise? etc , doing on
5 marriages to his credit.
—P. D., Washington, D. C.
Late Show. Their series
9 Will you tell me who is the wealthier AhaveFinefailedon totherecapture
their golden days
— Liz Taylor or Debbie Reynolds?
— E. F., Cincinnati, Ohio on the big screen.
A Liz — by virtue of her share of the late 9 What makes a movie or TV star fight
with his studio for a new contract and
Mike Todd's estate.
more money the minute he achieves any
9 Is dancer
it serious
betweenProwse?
Frank IsSinatra
and
Juliette
there kind of popularity — when, just a year
ago,
he'd ofhavea break?
given his right arm for
any possibility— G.theyA.,will
marry
?
Birmingham, Ala. any kind
Hardy. Ark
A As villi all Frank's romances — serious A Short memories —— S.bigB..heads!
atall the
shortmoment,
lived. but Frank's moments are
It's been a whole year since Rock
9 Is Lee Farr, co-star of Robert Tay- 9Hudson
made Pillow Talk. Since he's the
lor's TheFelicia
Detectives,
tress
Farr? any relation to ac- most
popular star inworking?
Hollywood — what's
— L. J., Encino, Calif. keeping him from
—P. G., Oak Ridge, Tenx.
Adaughter.
He's theFelicia
fatherdivorced
of her Lee
nine when
year she
old A .-1 difference of opinion with UniversalInternational.
leave the lot forTheythe won't
picturesallowandhimplaysto
got her first film break.
9 If Esther Williams is dating that scripts
he wants
to
do
—
he
they want him todoesn't
do. like the
Doctor LaScola as reported — where does
this leave Jeff Chandler
?
Ava Gardner has gotten
— M. N., Tacoma, Wash. 9suchNowgoodthat
for On The Beach,
has
she
softenedreviews
her
A Sitting at home nights.
the press?
— P.hostile
K. D., attitude
Trenton,toward
N. J.
9 Is Bob Hope completely cured of that
eye-ailment that bothered him most of A Only toward the critics that gave her
last year — or is it a— permanent
conditionPa.? the fine notices. Interviews and photogB. S., Scranton,
raphers are still on her "get lost" list.

£ThO
Bramble

WAS
WRITTEN
IN TH & BLISTER-HEAT
OF
FEELINGS
AND
EXCITATIONS ... IT COULD
COME
TO THE SCREEN
IN NO OTHER
WAV !

STARRING
Richard

Burton

Barbara

Rush

Dunn
Jack Carson Angie
(The" sensationalDickinson
'Feathers' of 'Rio Bravo'!) James
OR®
TECHNICOL
picture
BROS, RRI
A WARNER
ALSO
STA
NG
I^SS
HENRY JON ES- Screenplay by MILTON SPERLING and PHILIP YOR DAN- From the novel by CHARLES MERGENDAHL RjffiM
Music Composed and Conducted by LEONARD ROSENMAN • Produced by MILTON SPERLING • Directed by DANIEL PETRIElfcal
j WARNER BROS. First in Motion Pictures, Television, Music and Records"]
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UNDER-ALL
Don't make a move without your
"guardian angel"— the dress shield
that keeps you confident in comfort! Elasticized to stay put; $2.75.

ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING
Yul Brynner
Kay Kendall
music and madness Geoffrey
Gregory
Ratoff
Maxwell Toone
Shaw
■ Yul Brynner is a marvelous symphony conductor, but he is an impossible person. If it
weren't
for tantrums
his wife (the
Kendall)his
his
temper
wouldlatehaveKay ruined
career long ago. She smooths the way, faints
at appropriate moments, is unfailingly charming. OneRatoff,
day while
she managing
and Yul's hismanager,
Gregory
are out
career,
Yul prepares to hear a 12-year-old child
prodigy (Shirley Ann Field). Shirley, it seems,
was
the victim
error.to She's
21. This
delights ofYul,a typographical
who knows how
turn
a private concert into a personal conquest.
Unfortunately, when Kay comes home she
kicks him out of the house. His career plunges
while Kay is falling in love with a college
(she's lover,
teachingandmusicorchestra
at the college).
Apresident
rich music
sponsor
(Grace Newcombe) agrees to sign Yul to a
contract if he can prove that he and Kay
have reconciled. Kay arrives at the right time
and place
(Yul's house)
for thea divorce.
wrong
reason.
She announces
that but
she wants
The catch is, they were never legally married.
Now Kay wants to get married so that she can
get a divorce so that she can marry the president without having to seem like a fallen
woman.
what youColumbia
call this. film, and
fun , too . —Zany's
Tec h nicolorJanet
Leigh
WHO WAS THAT LADY?
Tony Curtis
how to save your marriage BarE N-Tchois
James Whitmore
■ When Janet Leigh sees Tony Curtis kissing
another
girl time
she's she
off thought
to Reno —sheor wassaysmarried
she is.
And all this
to a simple college professor! Tony calls on
his old college pal, Dean Martin, now a TV
writer, to save him. He convinces Janet that
Tony is an undercover FBI agent. Furthermore, says Dean, Tony knows the names of

all professors working on secret projects. And.
of course, he was kissing that girl in the line
of duty. Didn't enjoy it a bit. Janet swallows
this whole;
particularly
has card
provided Tony with
a revolversinceandDean
an FBI
(props from CBS). But, the prop man unwisely notifies the FBI. Now that Tony's in
Dean's
power,with
Deana ropes
spending
an evening
couplehimof into
chorus
girls
(Barbara Nichols, Joi Lansing). Loyal Janet
runs after Tony (into a Chinese restaurant)
to give him his revolver. Janet is accompanied by FBI agent James Whitmore who
plays it cool. In the powder room Janet
hears what she considers a plot to assassinate
her husband (it's the chorus girls discussing
one of Dean's 'proposals') and starts a
scuffle with the revolver. A cruising TV-newsunit truck drifts by and Janet tells the world
about her brave husband. In the world are
some real foreign agents who come after him
in the morning. Well, that's marriage for
you. — Columbia.
AllisonBergerac
Hayes
Jacques
ijTHE
looksHYPNOTIC
couldu kill
.EYE
. . Marcia
MerryHenderson
Anders
■t
7.:;i
Joe Patridge
■ One would think that Jacques Bergerac
didn'ttize have
to usebutanyherehocus-pocus
the ladies,
he is as tothehypnoGreat
Desmond who has an eyeball throbbing with
light (not his eyeball but a prop he uses on
stage). Ladies come to see the show and then
they go home arid do all kinds of terrible
things to themselves. (One girl wen4, home and
washed her hair in a gas burner — the burner
was lit.) Detective Joe Patridge takes his girl.
Marcia Henderson, and her friend, Merry
Anders, to a Bergerac performance. It looks
harmless; Merry volunteers to be hypnotized
on stageHayes,
and assists
Bergerac's
Allison
her. beautiful
That nightassistant.
Merry
douses herself with acid. Next night Marcia
goes back to the theater and pretends to be
hypnotized. Bergerac isn't fooled. Anyway,
there's a monster in this picture who hates
beautiful girls. Is it Bergerac? — Allied Artists.

SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER
Katharine
ElizabethHepburn
Taylor
violent death abroad
Montgomery
Clift
Albert
Dekker
Mercedes MacCambridge
■ Grief has turned Katharine Hepburn into an
elegant recluse. She lives in a mansion in New
Orleans surrounded by memories of her brilliant son, Sebastian, who died suddenly last
summer in Italy. With him when he died was
her niece Elizabeth Taylor. Now Elizabeth
is in a sanitarium, apparently insane. Miss
Hepburn has asked young psychiatrist, Montgomery Clift, to perform a frontal lobotomy
on Elizabeth in a last attempt to relieve her
misery (a lobotomy is a brain operation that
kills the disease but renders the patient more
or less infantile). As payment Miss Hepburn

offers to build a hospital for Clift and his
superior, Albert Dekker. It's not that a lobotoillegal, it's
that the it.patient
must anbe
reallymy ishopeless
to undergo
Clift, being
ethical physician, wants to be sure. The trouble
is that Elizabeth, despite the fact that she was
badly shocked by her cousin Sebastian's death
and overwrought by being confined to a sanitarium, ismore or less sane. However, Miss
Hepburn is insistent, Albert Dekker wants his
hospital and Montgomery Clift must make up
his mind. As the mystery of Sebastian's horrible death unfolds, it's much easier for Clift
to separate the insane from the merely neurotic. The movie is beautifully written, exotically imaginative, and essentially the story
of a twisted relationship between a mother
and her son. — Columbia.
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NEVER SO FEW
in the Burmese hills

Frank
Sinatra
GinaPeter
Lollobrigida
Lawford
Steve
Paul McQueen
Henreid

■lessCaptain
FrankotherSinatra's
do moreWarwithII.
than any
troops men
in World
They
are
a
small
group
of
Allied
stationed in the hills of Burma. soldiers,
No medical supplies, no doctor (until Peter
Lawford is drafted), no artillery support,
not even orders. They just keep killing
Japanese who nightly raid the camp.
Well, Sinatra, being a rugged individualist,
is very successful at the sport. However,
he must necessarily take a great deal into
his own hands and this is what gets him
into trouble with the higher-ups. When
one of his Burmese soldiers is mortally
wounded Sinatra kills him rather than prolong his death agony. When a Chinese convoy
is slaughtered by other Chinese (working for
War Lords) Sinatra leads an unauthorized
raid into bandit headquarters. This provokes
an international incident and Sinatra faces
hanging by his own government (us).
Also, in Burma proper, is Gina Lollobrigida, looking luscious as the constant
companion
of richcoldPaulshoulder
Henreid. She and
giveshouseguest
Sinatra the
(once she gives it to him from the bathtub) but it's worlds,
obviously
from different
she love.
keeps They
telling come
him.
Never mind. Sinatra is an old hand at making
it all one world. This movie hops rapidly
along to its exciting climax. Metrocolor,
MGM.
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used. Norforms are deodorant — they eliminate (rather than cover up)
embarrassing
themselves. odors, vet have no "medicine" or "disinfectant'" odor
3. Convenience! These small vaginal suppositories are so easy
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white package
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booklet,
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new movies (Continued from page 7)
THE GENE KRUPA STORY sal Mineo
Kohner
Sal Mineo at the drums Susan
'sSS^au
^
Yvonne Craig

If you hocked
you couldn't

your jewels
buy finer fit!

Now you can breathe easy. . . because every
time you inhale, this bra expands as you do!
(And some women expand up to two inches.)
It's done with bias-cut panels, a fabric that
really gives! And look: extra-wide shoulder
straps for extra comfort. Yes, of course you can
afford it — even with no jewels to hock. The
price is just $2.95. Get ETERNAL
BEST

YOUTH®

FORM

b^

■(Sal
Well,Mineo)
it beginswants
in Chicago
'20's. Gene
to be ina the
drummer,
but
when he brings home a set of drums his father
destroys them; his father wants him to be a
priest. Sal rebels, plays in a jazz band organized by his friend James Darren and is
much admired by girls (especially Yvonne
Craig and Susan Kohner). When his father
dies,
a seminary.
It isn't
for him.dutiful
DespiteSal theenters
bitterness
and disappointment of his mother (Celia Lovsky), he takes
his drums to New York and, with driving amway upwithto Susan
the big-time.
Success bition,
ruinsworkshishisromance
Kohner
and, temporarily ruins him (girls, girls, girls —
parties,men findparties,
parties)
!
And
one
day
policemarijuana in his overcoat pocket.
After ninety days in jail and months without work, Sal makes a comeback — looking
startlingly unchanged. YouH hear some good
music, and swinging singing by songstress
Anita O'Day. — Columbia.
DebbieGlenn
Reynolds
THE GAZEBO
Ford
Carl Reiner
corpse in the house
McGiver
MabelJohn Albertson
■ Broadway star Debbie Reynolds once made
the mistake of posing for photos in the nude.
Now her husband, TV director Glenn Ford,
is paying for it. Blackmail. Ford would do
anything to protect his wife's reputation; he'd
even
That'shigh-pitched
where the hilarity
gazebo
comes commit
in and murder.
where the
of this movie goes distinctly off-key. A
gazebo is a round open-air platform with a
high roof. Ladies like to put one in the
garden and serve tea there. Ford would drink
there ifis heburied
weren'tunder
upsetit.byHethe buried
fact thatit.
ateacorpse
This witwhole
nitattemptsmovie
first revolves
to pay around
off the Glenn's
blackmailer
without making Debbie suspicious, and secondly to turn that blackmailer into the aforementioned corpse. Everybody's so gay about
it you'd think murder was almost as good a
game as Monopoly. — MGM.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES
BEN-HUR (MGM): The magnificent spectacle of
Ben-Hur
with aof prologue
scenes of opens
the birth
Christ — ofanddazzling
moves beauty
into the—
conflict
between
the
Judean
prince
Ben-Hur
(Charlton
Heston) and Roman Tribune Messala (Stephen
Boyd).ery, Boyd
slavputs hisfinally
mothercondemns
(MarthaHeston
Scott)to galley
and sister
(Kathy
O'Donnell)
into
a
dungeon.
Jack
Hawkins,
as a Roman Commander who rescues Heston, and
Haya Harareet,thisan story
ex-slave
loves him,
prominently
of thewhotriumph
of thefigure
new
kind of love intaught
by Christ.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY (United Artists) : David
Niven and Mitzi Gaynor are successful, chic, proud
parents (of Kevin Coughlin, Patty Duke) and happily
married.a 13thHappily,
that is, until David's
them
anniversary
a TV in-laws
An giveenraged David tells
how it allpresent
really— began
inset.a happily
unmarried state fourteen years ago. Well! AM that
follows is complicated but good fun.
HOUND-DOG MAN (Cinemascope, 20th-Fox) :
Fabian wants to go hunting with hound-dog man
Stuart
Whitman. finally
Fabian's him
folks,go,Arthur
O'Connell
and
with misgivings.
The Betty
huntersField,
meet Carol letLynley
(bachelor
Whitman
likes her), find a pal, on the trail, with a broken leg.
After the leg-setting, there's a barn party where
Fabe'sto Fabian
father proves
and
that hometo everybody
isn't such he's
a badpretty
place, brave,
after
all. This is Fabian's first picture.
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HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST
COLUMNIST

Sam Spiegel (standing), producer of Suddenly, Last Summer, stops to
congratulate Liz Taylor (center) on her wonderful performance. Louella,
Jimmy McHugh, Liz' mother, and Eddie Fisher also consider it a triumph.

continued

That charmer, Rock Hudson, was attentive t(
Doiis Vidor, ividow of the late Charles Vidor
Though they seldom go to Hollywood parties,
the Clark Gables attended the one for Suddenly.

So in love, Jimmy Darren and
Evy Norlund, will wed soon.

Comedians Milton Berle and
Danny Kaye amuse Mrs. Kaye.

Liz Taylor's
Happiest Night
The most star-glittery night of the Hollywood holiday season was the turn-out of big
names
for theat 'dressy'
Suddenly,
Last Summer
the Screenshowing
Directorsof Guild,
followed
by
supper
at
Chasen's.
Although she had been a very sick girl in
New York with pneumonia, Elizabeth Taylor was able to fly out for her picture, with
Eddie Fisher, of course.
And what a radiance Liz gave off, arrayed
instones
a cloth-of-gold
sprinkled around
with rhineand with gown
real diamonds
her
neck and wrists.
At Chasen's, we sat with Elizabeth's mother
and father and later Liz and Eddie joined
Jimmy McHugh, Joseph Levine, myself and
her parents.
On closer look, Liz was still very pale from
her serious illness and it was hardly a sur-

Although Liz teas still weak from he r recent
pneumonia, she gave off a wonderful r adiance.

prise that she also had her doctor, Dr. Rex
Kennamer,
was -ery gracious and with
pleasedher. atButtheshecompliments
she
received on her really wonderful performance.
(Right here I'd like to say the Tennessee
Williams' story. Suddenly, Last Summer, which
Sam Spiegel produced, is one of the best-acted
films I've ever seen, a triumph for Liz, Katharine Hepburn and Monty Clift— but oh,
oh, oh — the subject matter! It's a shocker!)
to me,and"I sitcanin hardly
to Elizabeth
get to PalmsaidSprings
the sun wait
and
rest. I feel quite weak. But as soon as I get
my strength back, Eddie and I will return to
York Eddie
for BufterfieJd
inNewwhich
has a big8."roleThiswithis thehis movie
wife.
At both the showing and the supper I saw
Rosalind Russell, that always effervescent
stunner — wearing the latest fashion, a real
dog-collar choker of pearls and diamonds —
and
greeting
severalhaving
monthsa ball
in New
York. old friends after
Two other
Gable,
just back'returnees,'
from Rome,Kaywereandvery Clark
much

present — although The King and his Queen seldom show up for social affairs.
Had quite a chat with Rock Hudson (he
was with Doris Vidor, widow of the late
director Charles Vidor) and Rock told me he
was a very disappointed boy that his studio,
Universal-International, wouldn't let him costar
Marilyn
MonroeI wanted
in Let'sto Fall
Love. with
He said.
"Of course
do thisin
picture with Marilyn — and I am so sorry I
can'tMaryget Benny
permission."
looked like a fashion plate
in a stunning red dress, and she was with
Sylvia and Danny Kaye. Gary Cooper and
Rocky, with their daughter Maria, dropped by
Chasen's just
long were
enoughplaning
to congratulate
Elizabeth,
as they
out at the
crack of dawn the following morning for the
debut of the Henry Fords' daughter at Grosse
Pointe.
The Milton Series, the Mervyn Le Roys
— oh, just everybody was there for what must
have
been Elizabeth
in Hollywood
in a longTaylor's
time. happiest night

Mickey Rooney ever pergo on if he ivas 'loaded?'

The TV Mess of
Mickey Rooney
I'm onRooney-Jack
sort of a sub-Soap
theAnd,
Mickey
Paar BoxTV about
show
debacle. Don't think I'm taking Mickey's part.
He had no business showing up when he'd
been 'celebrating' a marriage anniversary —
orance.anything else — to make a public appearBut if he was as 'loaded' as Paar insists —
for heavens sake, why was Mickey ever permit ed to step in front of a camera? It was
certainly
on someone's part to let
Mickey go'careless'
on.
My final thought is that the whole thing was
a mess — which might have been avoided with
just
an iotaif ofthatcommon
part.
shoe fits,senseMr. onPaar,somebody'
you cans
wear And
it.

A
to Tony Franciosa
Take: it easy. Slow down — Stop — Look — and
Listen
You are at a stage in your screen career,
with two hits in release. Career and Story on
Page One — which could see you as the new
big movie rage of 1960. After a slow start, you
are now breathing the rarefied air.
It is also a very dangerous and unsettling
spot to be in. Important things in your life —
for instance your marriage to Shelley Winters— are sure to be affected. In fact, I have
heard disturbing rumors about you and Shelley which I hope are not true. Or, if true, that
you will evaluate what may seem today like
bigFrankly,
problems.Tony, you have always been a
bit of a problem boy since your advent into
Hollywood from a successful stage career. You
have had several headlined fights (literally)
with the press — one that had serious consequences. You are not given to easy friends
h
i
p
s
o
r
to
point of view.understanding the other fellow's
But, believe me, you are a fine actor. From
here on in you are sure to reap all the good
things that
success.
portant to notcome
reap with
too many
of theIt'sbadjustones.imPeople who know you well are a bit afraid
you may be becoming a little off balance in
your perspective. Taking it big, in other words.
But please forget that chip on your shoulder
and make sure your hat band still fits that
handsome head of yours. You have so very
much
in the clip
line onof talent
— don't give
yourselfto give
a personal
the chin.
In the most friendly feeling may I repeat —
take it easy — stop — look — and listen.

Debbie's a dear where Glenn Ford is concerned— but he feels more like patting
her head than holding her hand. To him, she's the 'little girl next door.'
seems
like athelittleslightest
girl to romantic
me. There'sflarenever
Hard-to-Kill Rumor
been even
between us. I would feel foolish. Like getting
Don'tolds andgetGlenn
excitedFord
because
Debbie
Reynwalked into a Thalian romantic ideas about the little girl next door
club meeting at the Beverly Hills Hotel arm whom you've watched grow up from grade
in arm. They met accidentally in the lobby, school
to highwords,
school."Debbie's a dear where
Debbie having driven herself from her home
In other
alone — and ditto Glenn.
Glenn
is concerned
— but he feels more like
He has steadfastly refused to discuss either patting her head than holding her hand.
Debbie, as well, has persistently denied any
his divorce from Eleanor Powell (for which
I admire him) or all the rumors which have flame between herself and her co-star of several gay comedies.
linked his name with Debbie's.
That chip on Tony's shoulder may afBut not long ago, Glenn, feeling that he
But it's
one ofupthein our
hardest-to-kill
fect his marriage to Shelley Winters.
rumors
that really
ever cropped
town.
was speaking off the record said, "Debbie
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A Name

Personally, he is a most gracious and polite
young man with excellent manners. After I
had written a glowing tribute to him in my
newspaper column, he called to ask if he
might drop by to thank me.
Even more handsome off-stage than on, Jimmy arrived bearing a beautiful bouquet of
gardenias
and violets from his native Hawaii.
James Shigeta
"These
are inadequate to express my appreci. . . which may come as a bit of a suration," he said, "but I am deeply grateful for
prise. But not since the days when the young the interest
you have shown in my career —
Sessue Hayakawa completely charmed American movie fans has a Japanese actor regis- andOh,in what
me." a charmer this boy is!
tered as compellingly as this tall, dark and
As we talked, I discovered he has a wonderful sense of humor in addition to his other
handsome Japanese.
I caught Jimmy first when he was appear- assets. He also loves music, American vaplaysin atheband.piano as though he
ing in Las Vegas in the revue Shirley Mac- had beenriety, andborn
Lai lie's
husband,
from
Honolulu
to theSteve
New Parker,
Frontier.imported
I was
"I
want
to
make my home in Hollywood,"
amazed at the way Shigeta scored as a singer
told me before he left, "everyone here is
and dancer but I was even more amazed when sohe kind
and
helpful."
He'll have to go travelI saw his Columbia picture The Crimson Kiing,mounthowever,
he role
finishes
Paramono to see what a fine dramatic actor he
, for he hasaftera big
with atMarlon
is. His second Hollywood picture will be Walk Brando coming up in The Ugly American
to be shot in the Near East. Look out, Brando,
Like
starred.a Dragon for Paramount and he will be you'll have your work cut out for you.
I nominate for
STARDOM

for Audrey

and Mel's Baby
If you can think of a name for a baby that
goes well with Ferrer, Audrey Hepburn
and Mel Ferrer will be glad to listen! I
was very amused when the Ferrers came
calling on me so happy and excited about
that
long-desired baby that they're having
one
life ofoverthe a fewname.disagreements of their married
These two who are known as a couple of
love birds who never argue (as a matter of
fact, Mel treats Audrey like a treasured child
or a delicate piece of Dresden China) are
pretty definite about this name business — and
pretty
If 'it'faris apart.
a girl, Audrey is holding out for
Kathleen (her middle name). Mel's solid for
Maria.
If
'it'
for her brother.is a boy — Audrey wants Ian —
"I don't like Kathleen — and I don't like
Ian,"
"Well,laughed
I don'tMel.like"This
Maria,"is getting
kidded serious.'
Audrey
so slender she looked like anything but an
expectant mother in a bright red suit from
Paris.
But one point the Ferrers meet on is they
want this baby more than anything else in
the world, Audrey particularly, as Mel has
four children by two previous marriages.
Audrey was brokenhearted last year when
she lost an expected baby. She and Mel were
in Switzerland at the time and when Deborah
Kerr returned
to Hollywood
she told didme, when
"I've
never
seen anyone
cry as Audrey
she lost that baby. My home in Switzerland is
near hers and I went to be with her during
this difficult time. She tried so hard to be brave,
but unexpectedly, she would just burst into
tears.tor toldAndher this
until thereason
docthat went
there onwasfor nodaysphysical
thatThesheFerrer
might not again
expect
will bewill
borngo inato baby."
the
USA first
although Mel andbabyAudrey
Europe
Italy.
where Mel will direct Blood and the Rose in

Sonja opened her beautiful Beverly Hills home
and gardens.
The home is so luxurious and the landscapthan ingaso beautiful,
residence. it's more of a minor palace
And what a day and evening Sonja had
for her fete. Although it was mid-winter, the
weather was so warm that roses were bloomThere's queens
one department
in which
glamour
of the screen
have the
it allformer
over
ing everywhere, mingling with the December
the present day crop — and that is in giving poinsettias. As late as 8:30, the beautifully
parties. Proof of this was brought vividly to gowned feminine guests were sitting around
mind when Sonja Henie returned to Holly- the swimming pool without wraps.
wood after a year in Europe and gave one of
Sonja's jewels, of course, are famous and
those all-out parties for which she, and other fabulous — but on this occasion she was much
movie queens of several years past, used to be more proud of the new paintings she has acquired. On exhibition were a Rouault, several
Picasso, and others of the modem school,
We don't hardly 'git them kind' no more, nc by
more.
which she and her handsome husband Niels
For the cocktail party (from six to nine\ Omstad just recently purchased.
PARTY of
the month

Against the musical background of a strumming Reagan
Hawaiian and
orchestra,
I chatted
Ronald
his wife.
NancywithDavis,
who confided the music made them homesick
for Honolulu
they had
vacationed. Normawhere
Shearer
lookedrecently
as beautiful
as when she herself was a top screen star, in
a bright red dress. Mildred and Harold
Lloydplace.
were there from their neighboring
show
Virginia
Mayo, in whom
not seendress.in
ages,
looked lovely
a greenI'vecocktail
Jeanne Crain (Mrs. Paul Brinkman), who
is again expecting, wore a blue maternity
suit.
Although there were about 150 guests present, Sonja wailed, "Everybody changes his
telephone number all the time. I didn't get
half the people I wanted."

Reginald
story-telling
found Reagai
a reall
receptive Gardiner's
audience 'deadpan'
in Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald

Norma Shearer (left) wore a glamorous satin dress
and hostess Sonja Henie displayed her famous jewels-.

Jeanne
man are Crain
happi

band
their Paul
sixth Brinkchild!

Love in Capital
Letters
How guickly these youngsters grow up to
marriageable age! But it still comes as a
shock to me when one of these 'little girls'
calls
to tellLuana
me she's
gettingcavorting
married. in pigPretty
Patten,
tails such a short time ago, sounded so
grown up and happy when she telephoned
that she and young actor John Smith were
tying the knot within a few weeks.
John Smith's real name is Robert Van Orden
and I've never been able to riddle why he
changed such a high-sounding name (and a
very good one for an actor) to plain John
Smith. When I commented on this in my newscolumn, Smith'
John called
say,it's"I almost
did it
becausepaper'John
is so toplain
startling
for anLuana
actor."when I asked her, "Will
I kidded
youSo call
yourself Mrs.
Van Orden or Mrs.
"Oh, Mrs. Smith," she laughed. "John has
changed
his name
Both these
younglegally."
people are doing very
well in their careers, John on the Laramie TV
show
Smith?"and Luana working with Harriet and
Ozzie Nelson.
"I'll remember this as one of the most wonderful years of my life," Luana enthused.
"Everything good has happened in my work —
and then along came iove." and believe me
she
put thatvoice.
word "love" in capital letters in
her happy
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Russ Tamblyn was thrilled at being able to play a role in Cimarron,
even though it means serving three extra weeks of his Army duty.
Maria Schell will be added to his disI'm on my
charge date — meaning Russ will serve three
weeks at the end of his term of Army duty.
SOAP BOX
Secondly, if any young boy deserves a hand
for the way he has overcome initial difficulties
in the service, it is Russ. When he was first
3.
inducted, it is no secret that the discipline and
training was rough on him. He became ill
I'm really burning over these criticisms of hard
on several occasions. It was feared for a time
some people
the that
he might have a nervous breakdown.
facts
straight who
— or haven't
to get bothered
facts at toallget
— over
Russ, himself, insisted on remaining in
'getting out of the Army' theButservice
toRUSS
play Tamblyn's
a role in Cimarron.
and doing his stint of duty just as
One woman, who states she is speaking for doing.
other young men in his age bracket were
six mothers, writes that their indignation knows
no bounds that a movie star can get out of As time went along, he was no longer
the service for a mere motion picture, when troubled with nervousness or bad health. His
their sons can't. And some TV commentators commanding officers expressed themselves as
who should know better have popped off along very pleased with his conduct and his effort
the same lines.
to serve.
Now here are the tacts: Russ is nof out of
anything — Russ deserves commendation It was not long ago that pretty Luana
the Army. Nor has he received preferential andIf praise
for from
the extra
— not
criticism
thoseeffort
who hedo made
not know
treatment. The three weeks he was given off to snide
Patten was cavorting around in pigmake the MGM picture with Glenn Ford and the truth.
tails. Now she's engaged to John Smith.

Sandra, Tony, and
the Diet

Even
didn't
like thethough
script,Katharine
she may Hepburn
get an Award.

No high school freshman co-ed was ever as
thrilled as Sandra Dee over her 'blind date'
with Tony Perkins. "We've never met," the
pretty blonde Sandra confided, "and, well,
what girl wouldn't be excited about going out
with Tony?" In Sandra's set, I guess Mr. Perkins rates as an 'older man.'
I didn't
to catch
on thisI
date,
but happen
Tony must
have them
liked outSandra.
saw them on a 'repeat' at Kathryn Grayopeningsmitten.
at the Moulin Rouge and Tony
looked son's
quite
P.S. — Sandra told me that never, never again Sandra Dee was thrilled when Tony
would she over-dose herself with Epsom Salts
toandkeepshe her
figure.withI scolded
that — Perkins phoned her for a 'blind date.'
agreed
me that her
she about
was wrong.

Superstitious Kim Novak may not be sure of it herself,
but the odds are that she'll marry Dick Quine in 1960.

Sid Luft says that his wife Judy Garland is going to
come out of her current illness a 'very slender girl again.'

mer. Katharine didn't like Tennessee Williams'
story,
didn't likeTaylor
working and
with Montgomery
the other actors
(Elizabeth
Clift), nor being directed by Joe Mankiewicz.
Wonder why she ever accepted the part —
which jolly
Award.
. . . well may win her the Academy
Winters is an unhappy girl. Not
Don't get the idea that it was Rock Hud- onlyShelley
is she having her problems with Tony
son who turned down Let's Fall in Love with
Marilyn Monroe. Rock was very upset — Franciosa, but she deeply misses her little
he told me so — when his U-I bosses nixed the girl who remained in school in the East while
picture at 20th even though Marilyn had prom- Shelley was making Reach for Tomorrow
(formerly Let No Man Write My Epitaph) in
ised to makeget ahim.movie. . . for Rock's company if Hollywood.
she could
On top of everything she fell very
What a bit of irony it will be if Katharine ill with a near attack of pneumonia. . . .
What
a
lot
of illnesses! Elizabeth TayHepburn is up for an Oscar for her outstanding performance in Suddenly, Last Sumlor's personal physician. Dr. Rex Kennamer,
PERSONAL
OPINIONS

who flew East when Liz was hospitalized with
pneumonia, told me that this was one of the
most critical illnesses of her life. . . .
Judy Garland is another victim of sickness. She and Sid Luft planed East to see
some shows and have a good time when Judy
was unexpectedly stricken with a bad case of
hepatitis and was in a hospital for two months.
One favorable thing about it— Sid says Judy
is going to come out of this illness a "very
slender
again. a . .very,
." very superstitious
Kim girl
Novak,
girl,
lost
two
'prop'
wedding
Sfrangers When We Meet and rings
worriedmaking
that
this might be a "subconscious resistance to
marriage"! Even so, I bet she marries Dick
Quine in 1960. . . .

continued

Even when Mickey Rooney asks,
Zsa Zsa isn't telling her age.

Millie Perkins
doesn'ther like
pecially concerning
Deanpublicity,
Stockwell.es-

The Fabian-Elvis controversy rages. Who's cutest?

A thirty-nine-year-old fan from Switzerland believes she speaks for people in her age bracket ichen slu
makes a request to hear about {left to right) Karl Maiden, Alec Guinness, Henry Fonda, Fred Astaire
Connie Van der Voors, Duluth, asks: Last
take in cafering so much to the preferences of
teenagers. I am 39 years old and there are year Millie Perkins was receiving more
LETTER
many fans in the world in my age bracket. publicity than any newcomer in Hollywood.
We want so much to read about Fred As- In Diary of Anne Frank she proved she
BOX
taire, Eli Wallach, Karl Maiden, Alec rated all the fuss. Now nothing about Millie?
Guinness, Henry Fonda. But all we get What's happened? Is she being temperamenare Debbie and Liz and Eddie and Ricky
tal? No. Millieparticularly
is a shy girl
and herdoesn't
like
How can Hollywood be so careless of real Nelson and some character named 'Hook- the spotlight,
where
romance
talent? asks Roy Hehberger, Williamsville, ie.'
with Dean Stockwell
is concerned.
But
Why
not
a
department
in
the
magazine
New York. What has happened to George devoted to actors — nof rock n' rollers? How 20th is biding its time about her next picture,
. . . ° and shocked feeling Millie is a future big star and must
Nader?
Is heidea?
on a George
'black list'?
did about
Neverit, David
was I Myers
more ashamed
you get that
is busyWhereon TVeverthese
have just the right story. . . .
How old is Zsa Zsa Gabor? is Mrs.
days having gone into a new series Man and than I was at Anatomy Of A Murder, writes
the Challenge following Ellery Queen. But Mrs. J. J. Brown, San Diego. Nothing but sex, Vera Session's loaded question from Dallas.
where movies are concerned, George is hold- sex, sex! I don't agree with you. While I Even if I knew (which I don't) I wouldn't
there was some ultra frank dialogue, I answer that one, Mrs. S. Zsa Zsa is really in
ing out for
boilers. . an. important picture. No more pot- grant
do not think this picture catered to sensational- the 'ageless' bracket. . . .
Your glasses must have been smudged with
ism. Its approach was almost clinical. Hollyfrom "Missy"
Detroit.
smog when you said that Fabian is more
wood films cannot stay forever in swaddling whoA cute
wantsletterto know
if movie Tangier,
stars spank
their
handsome than Elvis Presley, snaps Vir- clothes. . . .
children.
(I
gather
from
the
printing
that
ginia Minger, Pottstown, Pa., (and at least
I'm
sick
of
the
names
Liz
and
Debbie,
Missy
is
about
seven
to
ten
years
of
age).
ten other fans made a similar complaint!) Mrs. snaps Theresa Townes, Chicago, III. Let's Well, Missy — all I can say is that some stars
Roy Pine. Chesapeake, Ohio, is even more hear about the talent. Don't be quite so snippy, spank their children (but never too hard) and
indignant: Presley is Prince, the others just Theresa. You may be sick of Elizabeth Tay- some don't. But on the whole, the stars insist
Phonies — incJuding Phabian! All right, I agree
youngsters
that Elvis looks great with his new army hair shortlor andon Debbie
talent. Reynolds
Liz was —upbutfordon'tan sell
Oscarthemin on
arounddiscipline
the house.and. .well-behaved
.
cut in his photos from Germany. . . .
Cat On a Hof Tin Hoof and Giant (and may be
That's
all
for
this
month.
From Zurich, Switzerland, comes a most up for another in Suddenly, Last Summer^.
intelligent letter in excellent English (and And Debbie is proving herself a deft light
typewritten) from Leni Egli: Both you, Miss comedienne in all her films or haven't you
Parsons, and Modern Screen make a big mis- read the critics . . . ?

Michael Landon's TALE

Woman's 'Difficult
and Her

OF

THE

CAT

Dodie and I met on a blind date.
All I knew about her was that she
was a widow with a young son, and
that I wanted to see her again. When
I arrived for the date. I got my first
shock — Dodie likes cats.
At that moment she had six. They
ranged from a large elderly Siamese
named Pogo through various halfbreeds to a stray named Dormouse.
As cats go. they were nice: well-bred,
friendly. But I detested cats.
I did like Dodie. though, so I kept
my sentiments to myself at first.
Later on it became a terrible problem— because I wanted to marry her.
I never was able to get up the
courage
to tellalong
her Ihaving
didn't dat°s
like cats,
so we drifted
and
falling in love. Finally, we had a
terrible argument over something
I quite unconnected with cats I . and
we split up.
I was dreadfully unhappy, and as
it turned out, so was Dodie. She
stood it for a week. Then when it
began in.to seem
that Iaction.
wasn't Igoing
give
she took
got toa
telegram saying POGO VERY ILL
COME AT ONCE, signed Dormouse,
Of course, I thought it was only a
gag. but my pride had been saved by
her making the first move, so I
hustled over at once — and you know
what? Pogo really was ill! He was
in the Small Animal Hospital and
not allowed any visitors!
Once Dodie got me back by a
clever excuse, she never let me go
again. Pogo was pronounced 'convalescent'— sothewe carpiled
the cats into
and thetookrestthemof
tostaythewith
kennels,
son offto
friends,sentandDodie's
we took
for Mexico where we were married.
We got back. Pogo was well. What
miracles love can work: and I was
glad to have him. I complicated
things more, gave Dodie a new Siamese for a wedding gift, and bought
a puppy for my new son.
Today we have eleven cats, plus
the
in Dodie's eye
that puppy,
says noandend a islookin sight!

Perspiration

Days'

Problems

Doctors tell why her underarm

perspiration

problems increase during monthly cycle.
What can be done about it?

Science has now discovered that a thing called
"emotional perspiration" is
closely linked
'"difficult
days."to Soa woman's
much so
that during this monthly
cvcle her underarm perspiration problems are not
onlv greater but more embarrassing.
You see. "emotional perspiration"
is caused by special glands. They're
bigger and more powerful. And
when they're stimulated they literall}- pour out perspiration. It is this
kind of perspiration that causes the
most offensive odor.
New Scientific Discovery
Science has found that a woman
needs a special deodorant to counteract this "emotional perspiration" and
stop offensive stains and odor. And
now it's here ... a deodorant with an
exclusive ingredient specifically
formulated to maintain effectiveness
even at those times of tense emotion
. duringlikely
"difficult
days" when she
is. . more
to offend.
It's wonderful new ARRID CREAM
Deodorant, now fortified with amazing Perstop,* the most remarkable
antiperspirant ever developed! So
effective, vet so gentle.

Used daily, ARRID with
Perstop* penetrates deep
into the pores and stops
"emotional perspiration"
stains and odor . . . stops it
as no roll-on. spray or stick
could ever do !
You rub ARRID CREAM
in . . . vou rub perspiration out. Rub
ARRID CREAM in . . . rub odor out.
Twice as effective as roll-ons
Doctors have proved ARRID is more
effective than any cream, twice as
effective as any roll-on or spray
tested. And yet ARRID CREAM
Deodorant is so gentle, antiseptic,
non-irritating . . . completely safe for
normal underarm skin.
So ... to be sure you are free of
the embarrassment of "emotional
perspiration,"
use this
specialwithkindPer-of
cream deodorant.
ARRID
stop* stops perspiration stains . . .
stops odor too. not only during the
"difficult days" but every day.
Remember, nothing protects you
like a cream, and no cream protects
you like ARRID. So don't be half safe.
Be completely safe. Use ARRID
CREAM Deodorant with Perstop* to
be sure. Try it today. Buv a jar at
anv drug or cosmetic counter.

-Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.
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hardworked
hands

■ Glamorous Joan Crawford often likes
to do her own housework, and when she
does, she dispenses with make-up and puts
on an inexpensive house dress.
One day when she was cleaning the sink
in her palatial Hollywood home, the doorbell rang. She was alone so she answered
it herself. A neatly dressed young man
stood there, smiled timidly at the besmudged woman before him and said, "I
know it's presumptuous of me. but for ten
years I've had just one ambition: to meet
Miss
Crawford."
He hesitated,
you think
she would
just say "Uh.
hello doto
"I'm sorry, but she's in New York on
business."
me
. . . ?" said the lady in the house dress.
The visitor's face fell. "Darn it. just my
luck," he said. "Probably the only time in
my life I'll ever be in Los Angeles and
she's away."
Joan Crawford:

heal

twice

as

with

t

*
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fast

new

heavy-duly
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TRUSHAY
withsilicones
—
III
9

Kitchen tests prove it... with women just like you I
Hard-worked hands heal twice as fast with new
heavy-duty Trushay with silicones. Try new Trushay.
What happened to these hands can happen to you.
And new Trushay helps protect your hands against
detergents and through every single chore you do.
TRUSHAY.. .the heavy-duty lotion for hard-worked hands

The

Visitor

"I'm so sorry," she said sympathetically
and started to close the door.
He smiled again. "Sorry enough to do
me a Ifavor?
she's not
— do you
1 think
could Ifpossibly
just around
look around
her
! house? Just see how she lives ... I mean,
II if Joan
it wouldn't
get you
in any Then,
trouble.smiling.
. . ."
Crawford
hesitated.
| "I've been her housekeeper for many
1 years. She won't mind whatever I do. Come
§ For an hour, they explored the house.
1 In the kitchen they had a companionable
I cup of coffee. The young man sighed hap| pily. "This has been the greatest day of my
I life.
I in."I hope one day I'll meet Miss Craw| ford in person, but you've been the most
| wonderful hostess. I can't thank you
{ "That's perfectly all right," she told
| him. "I — I'm glad you like Miss Crawford
ugh." She'll be happy to hear it."
I| soenomuch.
| The caller got up and said. "I must go
|I now."
accompanied
him to and
the front
door. She
Suddenly
he grinned
said.
1 "Thanks for everything — Miss Crau ford.''

FRUSTRATI

ft can

be

a

divorcee's
young
perplexing
most
problem..

[TurrTthe page for Debbie Reynolds' explanation o
jhow and why she is able to live a life without frus
itration - - - without

the need

for romance

Can a woman
love of a man?
and

live without

Debbie

that is what

she

private heart-to-heart
dressing

room.

heart-to-hearts
directly and
started

She

Reynolds
admitted

we

and

had

the

thinks

so,

to me

in a

recently in her

I* have

been

for several years. We

honestly with

love -

each

having

can speak

other— so, I

off right at the heart of the problem:

"Is the breakneck
a substitute

schedule

you've been leading

for love?" "Perhaps

mitted, "ifyou

mean

romantic

so," she adlove. I don't

think I'm ready for that. I'm not interested
romantic
it, and

love right now.

in

I don't have time for

I don't care about

it. Even

if I wanted

to, I couldn't do any steady dating. I leave the
house

at six in the morning, work all day at the

studio and return home
time

I get cleaned

at seven-thirty. By the

up, have

dinner

and

play

with the kids, it's nine o'clock and I have to go
page 67)
to bed. I'm an eight-hour sleep girl;{Continued
and Ion can't

FROM

ELVIS!

*(P.S. Why not give Elvis a chance to find out?
Send him your own valentine picture % Modern Screen)

I DON'T

LEAVE

WANT

YOU,

TO

EDDIE

When Elizabeth Taylor resisted going to the hospital a few
weeks ago, even though she got double pneumonia as the result of her delay,
people psychiatrically inclined claimed this was more than
just a beautiful wife being stubborn.
They maintained that Liz was determined not to leave Eddie
Fisher alone while he was fighting his comeback battle;
that he was now her man and that she wasn't going to leave him for love,
money — or pneumonia.
. .
Too vividly in her mind was engraved (the amateur psychologists and philosophers believed ) the memory
of the time she permitted Mike Todd to board an (Continued on page 56)

Gir

clutched the suitDIANE case BAKER
and looked over at the small
house. Her plane had been delayed, itwas late and she'd wondered
till now if anyone would still be up.
There was, she noticed, a light on downstairs, in the parlor. She didn't know
whether to be glad or sad about this,
whether it wouldn't have been better
just to be able to sneak up to her room
now and face the family in the morning
— her mother, her dad, her sisters
Cheryl and Patricia. She sighed. Well,

someone was still up, and there was
nothing she could do about it. And,
nervously, she began to walk towards
the house.
Reaching the front door, she knocked, lightly.
Her mother answered.
"Diane," Mrs. Baker called out,
stunned. "Diane, what on earth — ?"
She stared at her daughter for a moment, and then she began to laugh and
she threw her arms around the girl.
"This is [Continued on page 64)

Maynard
(Daddy-O) Krebs
Dobie
(Girl-Crazy) Gillis
and Judi
(Best-Friend) Meredith

THROW

■ "It's so wonderful to be engaged," sighed Pamela
dreamily. "And a long one — well, I guess I'm
old-fashioned, but I wouldn't have given up those
ten months Darryl and I were formally engaged for
anything. We figured if marriage is for a
lifetime, why not an engagement of at least a few
months . . .? Why rush into marriage? It's
something you do only once."
"And," Pamela added with a twinkle in her eye, "one
of the nicest things about being engaged
is that you give your friends {Continued on page 32)
Silver— Young Love in Heirloom Sterling by Oneida; China— King sley by
Lenox; Fry Pan— a Toastmaster Automatic; Luggage— a Silhouette Beauty
Case by Samsonite ; Clock Radio— from Westinghouse; Ekco Kitchen Appliances.

A

REAL

%ing//Vg

shower

for Dobie's lovely new
sister-in-law
Pamela

(I'm-oid-Fashioned) Lincoln

But on the big day, poor Maynard (l-forgot-to-wear-my-tie) Krebs couldn't
Anyhow, he was happy for he knew that a

HAVE

THE

DREAMIEST

parents. (Below) That's some kiss for a new brother-in-lai

(Continued from page 30) a chance to toss
a shower for you, like Judi Meredith did for
me .
Pamela Lincoln and Darryl Hickman's closest
friends are Judi, and Darryl's brother Dwayne —
he plays the girl-crazy Dobie in The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis on CBS-TV, and Bob
Denver, the boy who plays the beatnik, Maynard Krebs, in the same series. The three friends'
got together and decided to throw a real swinging shower for the bride-to-be — only Judi made
the boys promise they wouldn't show up at- the
party, at least not until it was over.
The way it worked out, it really was an honestto-goodness surprise for Pam. Judi phoned her
one day and suggested they have lunch on
Saturday at the Sheraton West Hotel and then
go shopping together.
When Pamela got there (Continued on page 53)

get into the church or the reception afterwards.
real Daddy -0 and Mommy -0 wanted Pamela and Darryl to

OLD-FASHIONED

WEDDING

LANA TURNER SPEAKING
AND SHE AND I HAD bI
enYlKING
^STHIS MARRIAGE, LANA?" I fl<w
rn uC„ „,^

INTIMATELY FOR

KNOW. I DO KNOW
HE IS THE

A

Louella

Parsons'

Scoop

LANAIN

LOVE!

^SEVERAL HOURS ON THIS EAR
LY WINTER DAY WHEN SHE CAM
E TO My'hOME~

f NEST MAN I HAVE EVE
R KNOWN. HE IS SELF

■ This is a story about Pat and Shirley Boone. But it's more than just
a story: it's a plea ... a plea for understanding from Pat
Boone to you. And it's a chance to tune in on the wave-lengths of Pat
and Shirley's hearts, and to hear how they really feel about the
stars who have not been as lucky as they have; the stars who have been overtaken
by the tragedy of separation and divorce. . . .
It starts a little while ago when Pat and Shirley did something
they rarely have a chance to do any more. They took a weekend trip, alone,
like a couple of newlyweds without kids or any responsibilities at ail.
Pat was to race in the annual Soap Box Derby at Akron,
Ohio, in the special 'celebrity' part of the event. And so, their hearts

Pat Boone

confides:

pounding with the fun and excitement of a weekend stolen from a busy life full of work and responsibilities., they ran off,
as free and as gay as birds.
It was a golden weekend ... at first. It started off with a glow. Pat
won the Derby against a field of such stalwarts as
, Jimmy Stewart and Guy Madison. At the end of the race there
was a ceremony before the seventy-five
thousand people in the stands, who had come from fifteen countries to watch
the ramshackle, careening soap-box cars.
As soon as the ceremony was over, Pat ran to Shirley
and held up the trophy award: a big, chromium plated oil can. Shirley
embraced him and said, laughingly but with pride: "I'll bet the
kids will try to drink out of it."
"How about that?" Pat said, pleased in spite of himself, at (Continued an page 66)

Strangers think she owns the big white house,
but Diane lives in the little annex on the right.

PHOTOS.

OF

Diane showed us DIANE
the countryside
where she'd
found peace.

The living room
had little besides
a couch, a chair.

■ The photos of Diane Varsi on these pages are the last that
you may ever see in any publication. They were taken at her
Bennington, Vermont, home one day last December when we
visited the runaway actress. We had not been invited to visit
Diane. We went on our own because, as old friends from her
Hollywood days, we were worried about her and had a message
for her. . . . We were worried because we (Continued on next page)
m

Though she is
poor and lonely
in Vermont,
Diane will probably
never go back
to Hollywood

Last Photos of Diane Varsi continued
felt, in our hearts, that Diane — one
of the saddest and most confused
girls in all movie history — was not
happy in Vermont. The message
we took with us was this : //, Diane,
it is true and you are not happy,
don't be too proud to admit it.
Come back to Hollywood, to tvork.
There are producers who still want
you, fans who still want you. You
left our toivn a year ago. You said
some pretty nasty things about our
town in leaving. Well, all that is
forgotten now. So forget your own
pride, Diane — and come on home.
Our fears for the girl. Our message.
With these two bits of baggage
— and one light suitcase and a
camera — we took off by plane one
day for Bennington.
We arrived there late in the
afternoon.
We had no idea about the kind
of reception we would get.
In fact, the first indication we
had that the reception might not
be too pleasant came from a cabdriver, a small and old and bony
Vermonter, whom we approached
outside the airport. . . .
"Yup," he said, removing a
toothpick from his mouth, looking
jis over, "sure I know where she
lives. But before you get in that
cab, maybe I can save you your
fare . . . You happen to be from
theWenewspapers
or the
magazines?"
worked for
a magazine,
we
told him.
"Well," he said. "I know for a
fact that that actress don't talk to
nobody from the press. Some big
magazine came up here little while

ago. Offered her $20,000, just to
talk to them and pose for some pictures. But she said no and she said
git-and-skedaddle to both of them,
that's what she said."
We told the old man we were
friends of Diane's, as well as being
from the press.
"Well," he said, eyeing us suspiciously, "that's what some of the
others said. But I seen what happened to them when they got to
her door. It was git-and-skedaddle
He interrupted himself, when he
saw us begin to shiver from the
unaccustomed cold.
"All right, all right," he said,
" cab 'fore you freeze to
"getandin— the
death.
But
just throughout
mark my words
— "
He was silent
the rest
of the trip, as he drove from the
station through the town — a pretty
town, larger than we'd thought it
would be, and warm-looking, many
of its store windows festooned
with Christmas lights — and then
as he drove out into the countryside, the countryside that must
have been pretty in the summer,
we knew, but that was cold now,
gray, all frosted earth and chillswept sky and sleeping trees and,
here and there, silent houses.
And it was only when he pulled
up a long roadway leading to one of
the houses that the cabdriver spoke
again.
"See that big place ahead?" he
asked. "Well, that ain't her place
— not all of it. Big house to the
left belongs to a professor at our
college here. And she, the actress,
she lives (Continued on page 70)

Jimmy Clanton: I went steady when I was seventeen with a
home-town girl, and I wanted to marry her. In fact, we
rented a two-room apartment for $65 a month, furnished,
and we had planned to elope because my parents did not
like her and did not want me to marry.
We broke up when she objected to my pushing my career
as a musician and singer. When I told my father about the
bust-up of our year-long romance, he said he was glad and
reminded me, "You've got a career in music at stake, and
you've got plenty of time for marriage."
I'll be twenty next June 20th, and I'm glad I went steady,
but I'm even more glad I didn't marry then. Now I'm
dating a nineteen-year-old brunette who looks like Diana
Dors. A great gal.
Dick Caruso: Yes, I've steady dated, but with poor results.
When I was five, I was in love with Roberta, also five,
who lived next door until we were nine. And then my family
moved away. Then there was Barbara, my steady when I
was fourteen. She left me for another guy, and I was so
bitter I ate too much and got fat, and refused to talk to
my friends. I sulked and practiced piano and wrote love
songs, one of them being I'll Tell You (Continued on page 62)

Edd Byrnes

Kimm Charney
Edd Byrnes: I steady-dated once for about a year, back in 1952.
and she told me that she had fallen in love with another fellow.
Well, it took me about half a year to get over it. I kept busy by
working in a defense plant and driving an ambulance, while
fiddling around, on the side, with acting.
When she called me again, hinting she'd like to resume with
me, I had become interested in acting too deeply and didn't
w7ant to steady date any more. I'm glad I didn't many when I
was
life. a teenager ... and I'm glad I had a broken heart early in

Andy Williams

For me, steady dating was unpleasant. (Continued on page 62)

■ E
M 3
Michael Callan
Pp
Frankie Avalon
Bl ~ dH

Bobby Rydell

MAYBE
Fabian: Who am I to say that going
steady is right or wrong? I don't
think I have the right to make a
statement either wav.

0
lentinoadvantages
Going steadyDann
hasy Vamany
and disadvantages.
Advantages include: You are always going to be with the person
you want to be with. You never have
to worry about getting a date for
this or for that. You're pretty sure of
being remembered on your birthday or on (Continued on page 62)

Johnny Restiv

The story of the private Curtis' family album... by Janet

Leig

■ Quite a few people seem to be under the impression
that we moved to a larger house because the
family was expanding. That is not entirely true. The
real reason is that my camera-happy husband refuses to stop taking pictures of the children,
and we had to make room for the hundreds of photo
albums that kept piling up.
I exaggerate not. We have without doubt one of the
greatest-if not the greatest-collections of fatherdoesn't
If Tonyfrom
world.hanging
in the
takenhavephotographs
three or four
cameras
his
neck, he feels positively naked. Around our
house we call him Tony, the Picture Taker.
In most homes I know of when the husband arrives in
the evening, the first thing he wants to know is
what time dinner will be ready. Tony no sooner
sets foot in the door than he casts hungry eyes around 49
for something warm or unusual- (Continued on page 68)

/^ENE BARRY came to, lying on the field. The crowd was roaring
y his name, shrieking his praise, but all he noticed was that his
right arm had another elbow.
He looked at the football there on the green grass of the field and
wondered how it had happened. Seconds before, he had been carrying
that ball. Then a ton of bodies fell on him and the lights went out.
How long he had been unconscious he did not (Continued on page 51)

know. But it had been enough time for
his teammates to circle around him and
stare at him with grim faces as he lay
sprawled on the ground.
Now a doctor pushed his way through
the ring of players. He took one look at
the youth's arm and, with a professional
sight, said, "You are not only out of the
game,
lad, youa surge
are out
of the season."
Suddenly
of vicious,
excruciating
pain
shot
up
the
boy's
arm like inaudibly
a bolt of
lightning. He gasped, groaned
and gritted his teeth.
A broken wing
"Go ahead and holler, son," the doctor
said
gently,kind"notof even
man lifting
should thekeeparm your
agonya
inside."
seventeen-year-old
looked
at The
the faces
of his team andboyknew
it wasup
the
one
thing
he
could
not
do,
no
matter
how much he wanted to. So instead of
screaming, he fainted.
Only vaguely did he hear the wild young
voices from the bleachers shouting, in
unison,
Barry!
. Yay!in Barry!"
When "Yay!
he came
to he. . was
the locker
room on a table. The doctor was in the
midst of wrapping his throbbing arm in
a splint.
"We're taking you to the hospital," the
doctorphysician
said, "where
put boy,
on ahalfcast."in
The
lookedwe'll
at the
sympathy, half in admiration. "You're all
right,"tougher
he said,men
with than
a faint
"I've
seen
you smile.
wail their
heads
off
with
broken
arms
like
yours."
Gene closed his eyes. If only the pain
would go away.
the way,"
we"Bycarried
you offcontinued
the field theyoudoctor,
mumbled"as
something
about
a
violin.
Isn't
that
strange talk for a young man just hurt
in a football game?"

Oh, God, thought Gene, the violin! My
arm!
? Hehead.
swallowed hard and
slowlyWhat
turnedif— his
"Doctor, I play the violin. Will I be able
sure," the doctor replied lightly,
to "Oh
after--?"
"you'll play. Good hobby, too. Relaxing,
music. 'Course if you'd been planning to
bedoctor
a concert
— " Theon
neededviolinist
only toyou'd
see never
the look
Barry's face to realize what he had said.
"I'm serious
sorry, Gene,
I didn't
it wasas
that
with you.
But know
you might
well know now. Your arm will heal, but
it will never stand seven hours' practice
every
me, Gene,
hope."he
Ten day.
yearsBelieve
of learning.
The don't
ragging
had taken from the kids, as only Brooklyn
kids can rag! Gene thought bitterly of all
the money his parents had hoarded for
the lessons and the best violin they could
buy for him. Their dreams and his,
cracked into eternity by a hard-charging
left tackle on a teen-age football team.
A shattered dream
"Don't hope,"
Genedo repeated
himself
bitterly.
But what
you do toinstead?
Gene's
depression
over
his
broken
arm
and his lost dream of being a concert
violinist, however, lasted only as long as
it took for him to get well. His parents,
familiar with the uncertainties of life, were
disappointed, but the unfortunate incident
was
dismissed
Gene'sfootball,
dad with,young
"As men
long
as young
men by play
willGenebreaksoontheirdiscovered
arms." that he had a
hangover from his hard study of music.
And:
"One morning while exhaling," says
Gene,
"my breath
caughtatin memy inlarynx.
The whole
familygotlooked
surprise. Iwas singing! I asked a teacher if
she thought I had enough mellow vibrato
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RADIANT

to think about a singing career. She
thought I might make it with study. Well,
I By
was theoff end
to out-Caruso
of his seniorCaruso."
year Gene was
good enough to win a scholarship at the
Chatham
Square
School
of
Music in New
York City.
But it was Gene himself who soon
realized that although he was surprisingly
good as a pop and operetta vocalist, he
didn't want a career as a singer of serious
music.
Still,
appealing
voice bygota him
ly radiohisshow,
followed
shorta weekgo as
a band vocalist in nightclubs.
And then,
auditioned anprophetically
d was chosen toperhaps,
play Thehe Bat
in a Broadway musical Rosalinda. The
show
ran twoto years.
thenButGenethe knew
he wanted
be an By
actor.
best
he could get was a character part in a
White
Way
production
of
The
Merry
Widow.
was sittin'
Gene remembers.
"I "Iwasn't
shootingpretty,"
to stardom,
but I was
working
and
getting
good
ter parts. I played around pay,
a lot,getting
dated betthe
prettiest girls I could find, learned what
angry.
made women happy and what made them
Mae"AndWest!then one night I went out with
date decided
exactly. toI have
was inanherevening
show
and"Notthea cast
at the Copacabana after the performance.
Some was
of thethe guys
brought dates. I didn't.
Mae
official escort. hostess, and I was her un"It
was
pretty
Copa
and we bunched upcrowded
aroundattwothe tables.
Suddenly I found myself squeezed in between Mae and a girl I'd never seen before. Ilearned later she was another guy's
date.
But after
call a veryI
unexpected,
but what
intimateyou'dassociation,
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discovered her name was Betty Kalb. And
for the next few days I just couldn't get
her out of my mind. That's when I diswasn'tI
easy, butcovered Ihad
afterto aseelotherofagain.
doubleIt talk
think I confused Betty into a date.
"I sometimes
much
as I thoughtthink
aboutI didn't
women, know
becauseas
now that I recall, Betty never did say no.
She justit adidn't
say ofyes.times,
I've asked Betty
about
smiles
and couple
looks very
wise. but she just
we gotafterto leaving
dating her
prettyat thesteadily
and"Well,
one night
door
I walked home in one of those woozy
trances.
As
the
lady
says,
I
wasn't
sick,
I was in love.
"Lucky for me, Betty felt the same way.
"Marriage?
Why ofnot?partsI had
it made.
There
werelove.plenty
around.
And
I was
"We inwere
married.
"Three days later I lost my job, as the
showstage
closedfor suddenly.
the
a year. I didn't work on
"A month
later II used
was desperate. how
Our
money
was
gone.
a man could love a womanto sowonder
much and
yet provide her with nothing but failure.
You see, auditioning, for an actor, is both
expensive
he tries-he
out
during andthetime-consuming.
day and works Ifnights
looks like hell the next morning from lack
of sleep. Casting directors want you fresh,
clear-eyed and full of energy. And you
can't fool them. They know all the angles.
"Finally
I gave up auditioning
and took
adecided
job selling
in a store.
boss
I wasjewelry
no diamond
in theTherough.
Then, odds-and-ends salesman in a department store.actors.
The floorwalker
didn't
understand
Then I soldjuststove-oil
from a truck. I swear I don't know how
our
to survive.
wasn't
the marriage
sad state managed
of our finances
— andIt let
me
were really
sorrowful.
ittellwasyouthethey
frustration
that was
eating But
my
insides. I was nothing unless I was up
there making an entrance from stage left.
And
I knewBettyit. That's
me. And
knew it.what was tearing at
"I discovered it was tearing at her, too.
A woman in love
"Onea.m.morning I woke up and it was
10:00
" Tor crying out loud," I bellowed at
Betty, I'm two hours late for work. Why
theIt devil
get methatup?'Gene" Barry
was atdidn't
this you
moment
discovered what a wise and wonderful
woman he had taken for a wife.
Betty sat down next to him. She looked
positively grim.
"Gene," she began, "you're going to be
angry when I tell you. But please, hear
me
out before you splash all over the
ceiling.
"I've
taken stand
a job. at(Sitthedown!)
got
the hatcheck
Copa. I've
(Honey,
let
me
finish.)
We've
got
to
accept
one
thing about you because you are the kind
of man you are. You don't belong in a
store and
you don't
on an
truck.
You belong
on thebelong
stage, you
belongoil
before an audience. Any audience, even
iftheyoulastonly
a spear.
watched
few carry
months.
If youI'vecould
see
what'sWhat
happening
with
me.
I want totoyou,
do you'd
is this.agree
I intend
to work for about four months. We can
live on my salary somehow. Maybe even
save
a little.
important,
have the
days. But
You more
can sleep
at nightyou'll
and
look
the
way
you're
supposed
look theat
auditions, well-rested and eagerto for
part. Don't argue, Gene, please. I've made
"But my mind's made up too," Gene
exploded.
"What kind of oaf do you think
up
my mind."
I am? Whv do vou insist?"

"I'll tell"Because
you whyI loveI insist.'"
Betty said
evenly.
you.it And
you
love usme. I And
is thatI know
way
between
want because
to do something
for
you.
"Don*t
denyForme thea chance
have
again.
rest of I mymay lifenever111
need you. Gene. And I'll like that. But
right
I can athelp.
me do that
it."
Genenowlooked
his Please,
wife andlet knew
she meant every word she had spoken.
Suddenly he put his arms around her and
for a ness,
moment
hugged
the happilove and they
sadness
that alla man
and a
woman can have for each other.
"Besides," Betty7 said with the hint of
sniffle, "you may have a son this Fall — or a
daughter."
In the next few weeks Gene tried harder
than ever. He took any job he could get
as long as it was before an audience. He
emceed clubs.programs
and nightHe performedin intheaters
New York
towns
where they still had vaudeville shows. He
sang at State fairs. He took small-paying
parts in off-Broadway plays.
said Gene,
'"I toyed But
withBetty
the
idea"Once,"
of becoming
an auctioneer.
put her foot down.
A man named Mike Todd
"Finally
quit her asjob.I was
You'dat
think
that Betty
a man hadas todesperate
that time would stumble onto something,
anything.
I don'ttheknow.
Somehow Itwe didn't
made happen.
it. Because
day
my son was born I got a call from a man
named Mike Todd. He had a job for me.
My
son's onname
is Michael. AndNothing
from that
moment
sationalthings
. But I did improved.
a number of plays senand
finally got a bid from Paramount where
I did Red Garters and a couple of other
pictures. In between I did a lot of TV
work, about a hundred shows.
"Still,to Betty
close
the vest.and I played our dollar bills
"One day my agent called me and asked
if I'd like to do a Western TV series.

said." "Me? A cowboy? Not on your life,' " I
"It mayto sound
but I've
wanted
be a strange,
super-actor.
Whatalways
this
actually
is
I
don't
know.
But
think about getting a chanceI used
at anto
Academy Award. Winning an Oscar. It
was a big dream with me. Then one day
Ijustthought
asked that
myself.you 'Barry,
supposeit over
for aandmoment
never
dobut win
an
Oscar?
What
then?"
funny,
after all that yearning, the onlyit's answer
I could think of was a brilliant 'So what?'
that asked
longing mewasabout
still
in 'Tmeguesswhena little
the ofagent
the
Western.
It's
why
I
said
no.
I
felt
there was nothing grand about a Western.
'""But
then
he
asked,
'Is
it
still
no
if
tell you that the character you play wearsI
a derby hat and carries a gold-headed
" 'It is now yes.' I said, very distinctly.
That
sounded elegant. Til do it. What's
cane?'
the"Batcharacter's
name?'"
Masterson."
Today. Gene Barry, as the famous welldressed Western play-boy marshal, is
easilytelevision.
one of the best-known personalities
on
Gene and Betty have built a house in
Hollywood's
semi-exclusive
Benedict
Canyon. It is a big
house. 4.500 square
feet.
It is exactly the kind of house the Barrys
wanted, principally because Gene built
most of it himself. They have another son
now. Frederic, age five. Betty needs Gene,
just
as she
saidsaid
she she
wouldwould.
— and And
she likes
it, just
as she
they
are a warm, wonderful, happily married
couple
because
they
still
like
to
do
things
for each other.
But Gene's life is not quite complete.
"There's just one thing I wish Bat
Masterson did. But I've checked and he
never
What gotwasaround
that? to it."
played
with"He a never
long soft
look thebackviolin."
at theGene
past. says
...
END

A Real Swinging Shower
(Continued from page 32)
—but
let hermy tell
it: "When
you some
shouldn't
but
and found
girlfriends
there.I walked
I thoughtin Iliant.
foundlikethere'Oh.were
tears have
in my— 'eyes
I'd
keel
over!
I
was
just
flabbergasted.
that
got
in
the
way."
When I saw them there, all dressed up.
Judi hurried over to me and put
Elinor Donahue, Gigi Perreau. Jennifer her"But
aroundthisme isandgoing
teasedto beme,a "Come
on in.armsPamela:
happy
West,
Danny
Thomas'
daughter
Margaret,
calling out Surprise, Surprise.' and saw all party7, honestly it is."
"And
we
did
have
fun.
Lots
of
girl
talk
—
those
pretty
packages
...
I
don't
know
why, but suddenly I found myself kind of and lots of teasing too. . . .
"Judi
was
a
riot.
She
said
she'd
been
choked
up
and
for
a
moment
I
couldn't
say anything. I tried to cover my confu- engaged three times so far but never had
sion and say something off-hand and bril- a shower like this. 'Next time I get enlike this
one forof me.
you Then
girls
to arrangegaged.' shae said,
shower'I'd like
I'll just have to marry the guy!'
wantedI met.
me when
to tellwe(again)
PHOTOGRAPHERS' CREDITS
how"Everyone
Darryl and
were
'finally' getting married, what 'that apartment' of ours was like. . . .
The photographs appearing in this issue
the Igirls
the it.story
they
are credited below page by page:
also"Allknew
lovedknewtelling
HowbutDarryl
and
I
met when we were both doing a
9Dsrlene
— DarleneHammond
Hammondof ofPictorial
Pictorial Parade.
Parade: Dave
10 —
in a little theater in Hollywood. How
Sutton
of Galaxy,
Wide Parade.
World: Nat12-13Dallinger
— Darleneof play
our romance grew when we were in The
Hammond
of Pictorial
Tingler together.
Gilloon:
14-15
—
UPI.
Globe.
Jacques
Lowe.
Wide World.
Orkin:
16of— Topis:
Al Morch19-20of love"Andandhow,
once towegetknew
we were
married,
we satin
Pictorial
Parade.Frances
Curt
Gunther
——Galax:.-:
Zinn Arthur
of
Topix:
22
—
Larrv
Schiller:34-3524 down one wanted
evening and talked it over. We
26-27
—
Wagner-International:
believe that couples who rush into mar—World.
Globe:Paris36 Match.
— Topix: 45-47 — Topix.48-49Wide—
missing
an experience
Tony
Curtis: 50 — EarlEuropres-Gilloon:
Leaf of Galaxy.
never beriage areable
to recapture.
Darryl they'll
and I
had all the fun. the parties and the special
kind of excitement that only engaged cou-
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freedom! Comfort, in anything you do!
Freedom, to do what you like — even
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belts, pins
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■ About thirty years ago, when Babe Ruth was at the height of his glory, a
chunky little boy named Billy was batboy for the New York Yankees.
Billy grew to love Babe Ruth with a fierce loyalty. He was almost a slave to
all
batboy
wherever heboy.went.
He the
ran great
errandsman's
for wants.
him. HeThatshined
his followed
shoes. HeBabewas Ruth
his messenger
his
servant;
he
was
the
keeper
of
Babe
Ruth's
bats.
When
Babe
Ruth
had
a
good
day
in a ballgame, Billy would be the happiest youngster in the world. When Ruth
had one of those bad days on the field, he would feel worse than the Babe himself.
That chunky little batboy wanted to be just like Babe Ruth. He would say to
Ruth, "Babe, would you teach me to play ball? There's nothing I want more
thanBabeto become
a major-league
like and
you."say,
Ruth would
put his arm ballplayer
around him
"Son, you can be anything you want, if you want it bad enough, and try hard
enough."
Ruth encouraged him to stick around and learn all the baseball he could. He
told him to practice, practice, and then practice again.
"Stickthere
to the
rules,"Ruth,
Ruth himself,
would advise,
life." He
But
weretraining
times when
did not"and
followlivehisa clean
own advice.
stayed up late at nights. He stuffed himself with food at all hours of the day
without any regard for training rules. Many of his foolish acts made newspaper
headlines, as did his home runs. But to that batboy, the great Babe Ruth could
do no wrong.
One afternoon, before a ballgame, Babe Ruth decided to have a little snack.
He told his loyal batboy to go fetch him a couple of hot dogs and some soda
pop.
Billyandrushed
to doof Babe
Ruth'sAndbidding.
He brought
back hot
a dozen
hot dogs
a dozenawaybottles
soda pop.
Babe Ruth
ate all those
dogs

and drank all that soda pop. Of course, no one knew about this except Babe and
the batboy.
That afternoon the million-dollar ballplayer came down with a bellyache
heard 'round the world.
He collapsed, and had to be rushed to a hospital.
Newspaper headlines all over the world blazed with the shocking news that
Babe
was dying.
the Yankees'
manager found out who had fed the
Babe, Ruth
he promptly
firedWhen
that unhappy
batboy.
Very soon Babe Ruth became well again and went on to even greater glory.
Billy never did become a big league ballplayer. Being fired from his job and
not being near his idol, crushed him.
His baseball dreams were dead.
His whole world crashed about him.
As the years drifted by, that chunky little batboy looked back upon his
baseball dreams and considered himself a failure. But he did go on to become
famous,
not ina famous
baseball.motion
He followed
Ruth's advice,
time,
went on though
to become
picture Babe
and television
actor.and,Youin know
him now as William Bendix.
However, the strangest part of the story is that William Bendix was the actor
chosen to play the part of Babe Ruth in the motion picture story of his fabulous
life — The Babe Ruth Story.

pies can share. And we had a chance to
know each other as we really are, to iron
out problems
that there
wouldn't be
any
unpleasant sosurprises
or disillusioning
discoveries after we're Mr. and Mrs. . . .
"We
took
our
time
about
planning
the details of our wedding and it was theall
most wonderful
kind wedding
of planning.
decided on a formal
at anWe early
nuptial mass with Dwayne as best man.
"In those months we had together, planning our future together, I made an important decision — to give up my career
and be a full-time wife. Our engagement
period made me know that what I wanted
most out of life was to be Mrs. Darryl
Hickman, wife, homemaker, mother.
"Andwe because
rush,
could takethere
all thewastimeno weparticular
wanted
finding our first home. That was so much
fun, looking at model rooms, model homes,
dreaming and planning. We looked at
houses and apartments both and finally
agreed that we'd rent an apartment. Then
when
childrenshopping
arrived, took
we'd usbuyto aantique
house.
"Furniture
shops, quaint out-of-the-way stores, exauctions What
where a we'd
the rightcitingpiece.
thrill bid
it wasfor tojustgo
to the apartment that would soon be our
very own and rearrange the furniture each
time something new was delivered. We
were going to have a lovely place that was
truly our home, furnished leisurely just
the way we both wanted it, to move into
right
after ourthehoneymoon.
. . ."the teasIn ing,
between
questionsto and
Pamela did manage
open all her
gifts. Then Judi stood up and made a little
"We hope the gifts we gave you are
speech:
just what you need, Pam, but there is
something that every bride-to-be needs
most
— and that?"
I'm afraid
it hasn't
yet."
"What's
Pamela
askedarrived
innocently.
"A husband!"
Judi
laughed.
At
that
moment the door opened and in came Darryl.
followed
by
'Dobie'
and
'Maynard.'
Pam's lightedhusband-to-be
was was,
justwhich
as de-is
with the gifts as she
a good thing since the loot got piled in
his strong arms, and he left the party
loaded down with all their packages. . . .
Not long after the shower, Pamela had
a luncheon party for her bridesmaids —
Darryl's
sister Lou
Dierdre, Judi
Martin)
Anna
and (Mrs.
Diane
—Milner,
and her
matron Kent,
of honor,
Ruth Miller
(Mrs.
Jerry) Paris. Pam had her heart set on an
all white wedding, but she wanted the girls
to have a say in what style their gowns
would be. They decided on something that
would look lovely and appropriate for the
wedding and yet could be worn later on for
I' parties.
choseneckline,
a simply-cut
dress withThey
a scoop
bell skirtwhite
and
three-quarter
with itroses.
they'd
carry deep red sleeves,
AmericanandBeauty
Pamela's
was for
flyingthe towedding,
Hollywood from mother
Connecticut
but
she
couldn't
get
there
in
time
to beof
with her daughter for that crucial time
getting ready for the ceremony and easing
pre-ceremony jitters. But her landlady,
Mrs. Brown, was a kind and motherly
woman and offered her own home for the
bridal
to dress
in. When
the Mrs.
girls
arrived,party
at 8:00
in the
morning,
Brown had fruit cake and coffee waiting.
Pamela was too trembly to button buttons properly; however with the help of her
bridesmaids and her landlady, she managed to get into something old, something
new, something borrowed, something blue.
An
old lace hoop
handkerchief
of her mother's,
a borrowed
petticoat,
and
her new wedding
gown.a blue
She garter
looked—
very sweet in her beautiful wedding gown,
but she kept asking the girls nervously,
"DoSomehow
I look allthey
right.gotDotoI look
all right?"in
the church,
plenty of time and all in one piece. It

wasn'thushed,
yet 10:00.
church
and
and and
the the
heavy
scentwasof cool
the
flowers and the candles hung in the air.
The organ was playing softly and the
guests were already beginning to arrive.
But Darryl
there! toRuth
husband
Jerry wasn't
was supposed
driveParis'
him
to the church, and now Ruth groaned, "Oh
dear, Jerry
getting
lost. Heis alirays
was two late.
hoursHe's
late always
at his
own
wedding."
Poor
Pam,
she
was
nervous
enough
as it wasup.— however, before Pam
They showed
collapsed, Jerry muttering vaguely something
gettingLos West
Hollywood
fused withaboutWest
Angeles.
. . . conAt last everyone was in place and ready .
The organist waited, poised for the cue to
begin the wedding march. Suddenly the
little
girL five-year-old
becameflower
involved
with a butterflyTinathatHillie.
had
flown into the waiting room. She just
couldn'tgirlbeandpersuaded
walkpetals
out like
good
strew theto rose
alonga
the aisle. Finally one of the bridesmaids
promised
to
help
her
find
another
butterfly after the wedding and Tina consented.
Pamela is a very sentimental girL The
excitement of the Most Important Day in
her life and the strain of all the delays
were too much for her. and as she walked
down the aisle on the arm of her Uncle Ed
Hillie. shehermanaged
smile was
very attremulous
—
when
to smile
all.
Deirdre and Dwayne knelt with Pamela
and Darryl before the altar as the vows
were recited. By now Pam was a little
weepy.ceptItFather
affected
everyone,
fact, seen
exODonnell
(whoin had
many a weepy but happy bride). The
bridesmaids'
and even
Darryl began eyes
fishingwere
for hiswet,handkerchief.
Pam's
hands
were
shaking
so
she could
hardly put the ring on DarryFs finger,
but
Father O'Donnell
couragement, leaned
and helpedover,
her. smiled enPam may have been terribly nervous at
the church, but at the reception at the
Beverly Hills Hotel she was like a new
woman. Well, she was — she was the brand
new Mrs. Darryl Hickman, and a radiant
bride. She laughed and chatted with the
guests and thoroughly enjoyed herself.
She tossed her bouquet. Deirdre caught it.
She handed her blue garter to Darryl to
toss to the ushers. Dwayne caught it.
Said Pam's new sister-in-law: "I think
I'll put ried."
thatSaidbouquet
and get marPam's tonewworkbrother-in-law:
"'So I'm supposed to be next. Hmm, we'll
see."
Said Pam's new father- and mother-inlaw: wedding
"Let's get
this
beforeoverwe the
haveexcitement
another oneof
in the family!"
end
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Let s talk frankly about
internal
cleanliness
Day before yesterday, manv women
hesitated to talk about the douche
even to their best friends, let alone to
a doctor or druggist.
Today, thank goodness, women are
beginning to discuss these things freely
and openly. But— even now— manv
women don't realize what is involved
in treating "the delicate zone."
Nobody tells
them.
So They
theydon't
use ask.
homemade
solutions
which may not be completely effective,
or kitchen-type antiseptics which mav
be harsh or inflammatory.
It's time to talk frankly about internal cleanliness. Using anything that
comes to hand . . ."working in the
dark". . . is practically a crime against
yourself, in this modern dav and age.
Here are the facts: tissues in "the
delicate zone" are very tender. Odors
are very persistent. Your comfort and

well-being demand a special preparation for the douche. Today there is
such a preparation.
This preparation is far more effective in antiseptic and germicidal action
than old-fashioned homemade solutions. Itis far safer to delicate tissues
than other liquid antiseptics for the
douche. It cleanses, freshens, eliminates odor, guards against chafing, promotes confidence as nothing else can.
This
modern woman's
way to
internal iscleanliness.
It is the personal
antiseptic for women, made specifically for "the delicate zone." It is
called ZoniteS. Complete instructions
for use come in every package. In
cases of persistent discharge, women
are advised to see their doctors.
Millions of women already consider
Zonite as important a part of their
grooming as their bath. You owe it
to yourself to trv Zonite soon. n
only
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I Don't Want to Leave
(Continued from page 26)
airplane one fatal day without her. . . .
"When I opened at the Waldorf-Astoria
Empire Room in November," Eddie explained to me recently,
already
had temperature
and "Elizabeth
a cruel hacking
cough. But she knew how important this
opening
was totomythe career,
hear of going
hospital.and wouldn't
"Elizabeth
just
hates
hospitals,"
added, meshaking
his head
indicate
puzzle-he
nt, as we rode
up totoDoctors
Hospital
— where
Liz had finally
go
on Thanksgiving
day. been forced to
"Elizabeth's been in so many hospitals,
—reeling
about offfifteen
in all,"
Eddiebackcontinued,
mentions
of her
ailment
that had kept her in a cast . . . her throat
operations . . . and the birth of her
daughter
Liza when she was married to
Michael Todd.
"Elizabeth" — that's what Eddie always
calls her — "had that Caesarean against the
advice of twelve doctors," he said.
"And to make it worse, she resists anesthetics— they can't seem to knock her
out. She sleeps two hours and she's
conscious
again." how her attack of pneuI askedmonia hadEddie
come about, and he, knowing
Liz' revulsion to discussing details of
her illness, replied, "You're not going to
get medical, are you?"
Eddie let himself get 'medical' enough
to say, "Actually, all we know is that
for a long time she's had spasms of
coughing that she can't control — accompaniedwasby veryespecially
painful headaches."because
no Eddie
one seems
to know bothered
what caused the
coughing. "I'm sure it's not due to smoking,"
he
said.
"Elizabeth's
not a heavy
smoker. She never starts smoking
until
5:00 in the afternoon. She says she doesn't
like the taste of cigarettes in the daytime."
Those six-month presents
When I had interviewed the Fishers in
their five-bedroom apartment at the Waldorf shortly
Empire
Room
opening,
Lizbefore
had Eddie's
been less
concerned
about her illness than about keeping her
husband's
mother. spirit up — and being a dutiful
Eddie was holding hands with Liz, who
was watching the two dogs, and Do-do the
Siamese cat which was on my lap biting
my pencil, and baby Liza, who was on
my lap biting Do-do.
It was the six-month anniversary of
their wedding, and Liz had brightened
the occasion by giving him a gift of
diamond-studded cufflinks, the diamonds
in X's, and
with endearment.
some very
personal
(andengraved
unprintable)
(They wouldn't even let me peek.)
Eddie's reaction was, "Oh, they're beautiful . . . marvelous."
"Tell him," Liz directed Eddie, "what
you"A gotminkme!"sweater," Eddie smiled bashfully.
"Something their
everyfuture
girl needs,"
Liz said.
Regarding
plans, Eddie
announced,
"We
plan
to
live
here
nently. The kids are going to permaschool
here."
and did
stayed
home
the"Michael
other daywas
— andsick
actually
his homework in bed," Liz added. "I don't see
howEddie
he could
be a childas ofa little
mine." boy when
was tickled
he revealed that Liz had helped him get
a part in her new movie, Butterfield 8.
"I'm gonna
a piano
Eddie.
Elizabethplayplays
a ... player
a ... named
a lady
56 of the evening. I never acted before."

You, Eddie
Eddie seemed to say this emphatically.
I asked, "Didn't you act in Bundle of
Joy?"Debbie
(whichReynolds)
you'll . remember he did
with
"No!
I
looked
Now I'm—
in the hands of like
a verya gook.
good director
and directress
wife."Mrs.He Fisher.
smiled littleboyishly
at the— mypretty
Eddie was also joyous about his new
recording arrangement — heading his own
company,
with Liz
can straighten
that also
out. heading it— if you
I
couldn't
get
clear
frompresident.
them whoEachis
president and who is vice
said the other was president. Regardless,
the moneybags, the angel, is Canadian
multimillionaire Lou Chesler, of General
Development fame.
I "Why
asked. don't you do a TV spec together?"
"What would Elizabeth do?" Eddie
asked.
"Don't "She
knockcan't.
her,". . I."warned him. "I
happen
like her.""She can't sing. She
Eddie tolaughed.
started
singer. LizShe's
terrible.""I can't
"That'sas aright,"
nodded.
Eddie
was
hurt
about
a
few stories in
even croak."
the
papers
— especially atonethethatLas implied
that
his
engagement
Desert Inn had been a failure. Vegas
"That's as true as we're not sitting here,"
he said. "It was a wonderful engagement.
In fact, we're going to work there eight
Liz
and athatyear."
baby
weeks
"By the way," I suddenly burst in,
"are you expecting?"
"Expecting
what?" Liz shot back, playing it innocently.
"To become a mother," I exclaimed.
"IThen
am alaughingly,
mother," she
she reminded
stood upme. and
showedslacks.
how lean she was in her skyblue
"No, we're not expecting — and if we
were, we'd be delighted to tell the whole
As for
at thedoubly,
Waldorf, LizEddie's
did herengagement
wifely duty
world."
quadruply!
Eddie's
opening
night
the Empire Room was the most glamorousin
I've sure
seenthatthiseven
decade
New York
— I'm
not
Frankin Sinatra
attracted
more big names when he opened there.
It was Liz, the promoter, the public
relations wizard, who made it all possible.
Word spread around midtown New
York that Liz was in the Empire Room
for both the dinner and supper shows,
and plethein it Waldorf
soon had more
peothan whenlobbyKhrushchev
was there.
Aly Khan squeezed through, along with
Jack Benny, Edie Adams, Mrs. Milton
Berle, man,Composer
Jule Styne,
MerSandra Church,
Gloria Ethel
Vanderbilt,
Audreytons,Meadows,
Phil
Silvers,
Red
ButIngemar Johansson, Arthur Loew
Jr., and Johnny Mathis.
A famous columnist left muttering that
he'd
reservation
they forgotten
were goingto make
to seata him
behind and
the
orchestra. They dragged him back and
gave
him
a
table
right
in
front
of
the
other front tables.
The maitre d'hotel, Louis, was retainundering hisfire.equanimity as well as he could
And at the side of Aly Khan, surveying
it all, was Liz Taylor wearing quarts and
quarts
wrap. of diamonds and a long chinchilla
One table of twelve which had seen

Eddietheir
at dinner tabwouldn't
so Liz
had to
pay
get go,them
to depart.
At first $450
we of theto press
wondered
just
how it happened that there was such a
fabulous
outpouring
of celebrities — and
then the truth
came out.
Liz had invited them as her guests,
meaning that they had, of course, paid
no checks. She had literally invited
seventy people — her excuse being that in
addition
it being
Eddie's— six
opening,
was
theirto first
anniversary
monthsit
married.
Some buttinsky asked Liz about her
generosity. She bristled a little.
"Can't a girl invite a few guests in if
sheThewants
to?" figures
she demanded.
Waldorf
about $20 a throw
for
a
party
in
the
Empirecame
Room,to around
so Liz'
tab for her "few guests"
It was worthwhile, however, for never
$1500.
has
there been such a discussed, writtenabout and photographed opening . . . and
Eddie's
smashing vital
start.engagement was off to a i
Eddie sang many love songs that seemed
personally aimed at Liz, and in a closing
speech
said,
"Thisthewouldn't
possible
without
greatest have
little been
lady
in the world.
"I'd like to have her take a little bow
— not too big a one — she really is Mrs.
Another party
Eddie Fisher."
Afterward, Liz gave Eddie another
party — for allThatthe started
same V.I.P.'s
restaurant.
at 2:00— ata.m.Leone's
The champagne was plentiful. It was
still a.m.
going strong when I arrived— about
4:00
"Do you know," somebody said, "that
there's
probably
one other
in recent
show only
business
historyperson
who
would have thought of such promotion
is that?" I asked.
for"Who
an opening?"
"Who was that?" the party commented,
correcting
Maybe Lizme.had"Mike
learnedTodd!"
it from him. . . .
Liz appeared in good health at the
Waldorf opening, but as Eddie later told
me, her cough had been getting worse
and her temperature rising, and by delaying her trip to the hospital, she was
making herself sicker.
A week later she was in Doctors Hospital, with two doctors in attendance diagmonia. nosing her condition as double pneuAnd the lavish Thanksgiving dinner
she had arranged was left uneaten.
Liz' hospitalization
a trialasking
for Eddie
because
people were wasalways
him
how"Somebody
she was — even
and shestopped
wasn't megood.and said
they'd seen her on the street — right while
she"Who
was was
at herit sickest,"
said. street
they sawEddie
on the
who"I doubt
looked iflike
her?"
I
asked.
there's anybody who really
looks
he said
Her like
firsther,"
visitor
whenloyally.
she began to
recoverliams,was
playwright
Wilwho wrote Cat on Tennessee
a Hot Tin Roof
— the movie that won her an Academy
Award nomination — and followed it up
with Suddenly, Last Summer.
Her second visitor was director Joseph
Manckiewicz,
who
dueroleto
win
Oscar,film.
long claims
delayed, she's
for her
in thatan new
didn'ta room
countat asthea hospital,
visitor."
AtEddiefirstsaid,
Eddie"I had
adjoining Liz' — "but the hospital needed
the room, and I got dispossessed," he exHe raced uptown to see her in a cab
plained.
between shows — toting some pizza.
"Every night, pizza she's got to have,"
laughed Eddie. "We try different res-

taurants, hunting the best pizza for her.
She really keeps me on my bicycle. Last
year after her throat operation — and she
had
toughcor.throat
— shechilehad conto
have a chile
carne.operation
Real hot
came!"
Eddie
held
his
throat
thinking
about it.
Eddie considered her rapid recovery
quite remarkable.
was about
hardlygoing
coughing
and
was"Shetalking
out to attheall,desert
to Eddie
get some
rest, toandobtain
some delivery
sun," heofsaid.
managed
the
mink sweater while Liz was hospitalized.
"Did Eddie.
it measure up to expectations?" I
asked
"Yes — and it's pretty hard for anything
to measure
swer d. . . up to Elizabeth," Eddie anWhat Liz has done for Eddie
The mutual adoration of Eddie and the
girl sometimes called the most beautiful
one
the world seems to have given Eddie
someof confidence.
For instance, one night he appeared at a
Waldorf benefit for Mayor Robert Wagner
and Mrs. Wagner. Former President Harry
S. Truman made a surprise appearance
there and played the piano.
Eddie came on the dais just as Truman
left, with his accompanist, Eddie Samuels,
coming along with him.
The toastmaster, Harry Hershfield, after

introducing Eddie, said, "What's the name
of "Harry
your accompanist?"
Truman," joked Eddie. After the
first
told itEddie
wouldsong,
haveEddie
played
in a Samuels,
better key"Harry
than
The audience gave him a tremendous
ovation Eddie
when told
he sang,
You that
Gottahe Have
Heart.
the crowd
was
that."
always easy to get out for such events.
"All available.
they had toI dohavewas aasktuxedo
me," —heandsaid.I
"I'm
have
another
tuxedo.
.
.
."
To close observers, it seemed that Eddie
someLiz.lingering
criticism
ofwas hisunmindful
romance ofwith
Columnists
and
other feelers-of-the-public-pulse are aware
that some of this feeling still exists.
Any mention of either of them by a
columnist is sure to bring a trickle of
protest mail — some of it bitter — often
anonymous.
don't
have much toButsay those
exceptwhothatprotest
they think
Debbie Reynolds was made unhappy. To
those who have watched Debbie lately, she
seems
much tothehaveopposite.
Eddievery,
and very
Liz seem
licked most
of the complaints, but as Eddie says in the
song, You Gotta Have Heart. END
See Liz now in Suddenly Last Summer,
for Columbia, and soon in Cleopatra, for
20th-Fox,
and Eddie later in Butterfield 8, forLizMGM.

Special Report From Liz'
At Harkness Pavilion, Elizabeth Taylor
was only a fair patient. For years Liz had
been in and out of hospitals and had built
up a resentment against them. She thinks
of She
hospitals
as "white
prisons."
instructed
nurses
and doctors on
where to place strategic needles and demanded to know every other half-hour
when she would be able to leave, leave,
leave.
Eddie took an adjoining suite. He
showed the harrowing effects of worry and
sleepless nights. His eyes had dark circles.
He was losing weight. He read to her.
watched television with her between his
own shows and after midnight. He tried to
keep her spirit up by talking about what
they would do on her release.
On the third day of Liz' hospitalization,
the doctors called him up and said: "Eddie, your wife has the worst case of double
pneumonia
the past filled,
ten years.
Both of herwe've
lungsseenare invirtually
her
general condition is not strong and the
fever and cough have taken their toll of
whatever reserve she may have had to battle this. She is a stoic and seems unperturbed over the seriousness of her condition, but she will need constant care and a
minimum of four weeks here."
To break the bad news gently, Eddie
ordered some of Liz' favorite foods from
Lindy's.
He called
her her
on the
the
Waldorf
and asked
for phone
a date. from
She
played along and said. "Wonderful, darling.
Why don't we just stay here at my place
and we'll have a cozy dinner for two?"

White Prison
Eddie arrived, stopped in the hospital
florist shop for a moment, then went right
up to the fifth floor. He helped the nurse
goodies,
aprepare
velvetytheredtrayroseof Lindy's
in a paper
cup stuck
and
wrote a little note on the paper place mat.
On the edge of the tray he propped a
little doll, a gift from Liza.
Liz, propped up on pillows, in a white
hospital gown, broke into a wide smile
and sniffed hungrily. She did her best to
eat but barely managed to nibble as Eddie passed each plate to her. She made an
effort to chat between coughs. Eddie
hushed her by touching a kiss from his
lips to hers.
At 2:00 a.m. he was back. Liz' nurse said
the doctor had just been there and her
fever had gone down one degree. She had
also slept in snatches without the racking
cough. The nurse said that there was a
definite improvement in her attitude.
Eddie sat in the chair till she awakened
and greeted her: "I came to give you a
good-night
good morning.'*
She askedkiss;
aboutnowtheit'schildren,
recalled
their sad voices on the phone. ("Mommy,
we miss you." "When are you coming home.
Mommy?" "Mommy. I'm making a get-well
present for you in school. All the children
are"Tell
helpingthem,"
me.") she whispered to Eddie,
"that I'm ' coming home sooner than anybody thinks." On December 13th, Elizabeth Taylor, smiling, leaning gently on the
arm of her husband, walked out of her
"white prison," a free woman again. END
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The Truth About

Brigitte Bardot's Marriage

(Continued from ■page 46)
many clothes on, and they told reporters
they were
marriedtheywhen
they atweren't
married, and then
looked
each other,
suddenly charmed by the whole idea. Why
not get married?
The wedding was part of the game, too,
no rules, no penalties, just two golden
movie stars imitating life. Brigitte giggled
in Jacques'
and Brigitte's
fought
with aarms,
photographer,
and itfather
was
more
mony. a comic opera than a sacred cere"Do you want me to bash your face in?"
Brigitte's father asked a cameraman, bitthe fellow's
hand and
to prove he wasn't
just ingempty
threats,
attacked by Monsieur
Bardot thefor Mayor,
not having
provided more police, nearly walked off
in a huff. "I'm not going to act like a
prizefighter,"
bellowed
Mayor Guillaume,
nervously stroking
his tri-colored
sash.
"Let's do it quickly," said Brigitte, and
there
in theelectric
Mayor's bulb,
privateBrigitte
office, under
dangling
Bardota
Vadim became Mme. Jacques Charrier.
The reception was private, with the
guests drinking champagne, while Jacques
nibbled
bare summer
toes. months
And soon theBrigitte's
languorous
drifted by, with love, oh, love, oh, careless
love, and no end to the wine and the
kisses, and music and dancing and shopping sprees, and buying twenty-five cashmere sweaters at a clip — "You like them
all?
Let's
themJacques
all" — andtrying
crazyto nights
at the beachtakewith
abash
nosy neighbors by brandishing a toy pistol.
Minor annoyances marred the idyll,
from time to time. Pregnancy rumors
started a week after the wedding, and
separation rumors started almost as soon,
and Jacques had appendicitis and lost
twelve pounds, and then it was Fall.
The game was ending
Cold weather and cold facts descended
on the Charriers. Brigitte was dunned for
back taxes by her government — one of
France's like
biggest
assets wasShe now
being
treated
a step-child.
developed
skin trouble,
in the house,
wil ing to showandherhidblemished
face to unthe
public. Then it turned out, she was pregnant, and she was afraid to have a baby —
can
a baby have
a baby? — and to top it
off, Jacques
was drafted.
All
at
once,
the
wasn'teachfun other
any
more. The Charriersgame
regarded
anxiously. Only a little time ago, they'd
frolicked irresponsibles,
in the sun, the
world's
most
beautiful
and now
suddenly
the sun had gone in, and they were here
in this grey place wondering how to cope.
What would she do without him? Jacques
Charrier must have asked himself, glancing from the army orders to his frightened
wife. She, who'd never been able to stay
alone,
usedthescreaming
roll
records whoto fill
void of rock
silence,'n' who
fondledman being
stuffed
teddy bears when no huwas near.
Even her career was cut off now, until
the baby should arrive. Jacques Charrier
shook his
head, a aboymature
who man.
neededHeto took
become, overnight,
his bride on his lap, and smoother! the
wild hair, the frowning forehead. "I'll be
very good,"promising
she said to
seriously,
like ato fiveyear-old
remember
use
his handkerchief. "I'll stay home and be
quiet
and
think
of
names
for
the
baby."
And then she kissed him, trembling.
"Will
you phone?6th,Willnotyoufivephone?"
On November
months after
their marriage, Brigitte saw Jacques off on
58 the train to the induction center. At the

station she cried, and he turned away so
he
wouldn't
see hisunderstand
pregnant little
wife
who times
couldn't
wheregirlall
her good
had gone.
You wonder what Jacques Charrier
thought when he learned that Brigitte had
gone to the theater the evening of that
very first
day
he'd soleft.bare,Theirso full
Paris apartseemed
shadowsmentandhadechoes,
and her father hadof called,
andA she'd
grasped
at
his
invitation.
man could be only grateful to his
father-in-law for looking after his lonely
wife. But what about the next night? And
the next? Who would companion Brigitte
through
the nights
of thewould
twenty-seven
and a halfallmonths
Jacques
be gone?
A man beside her
You remember — and surely Jacques remembers— when Brigitte was in love with
actor
Trintignant.
left
her firstJean-Louis
husband, Roger
Vadim, She'd
for JeanLouis,
and
she'd
even
turned
domestic
for him — decorating, cooking — but when
he'd
been called
up for
military service,
the romance
had not
survived.
She'd told the press about it later, in a
sad little voice. "I don't hold anything
against Jean-Louis," she'd said. "He was
noa man
longerbeside
besideme me,
And toI need
all that's
the timeall. ...
conWere these words ringing in Jacques
sole me." ears as he approached the army
Charrier's
postWithat Orange?
It's hard toofficer,
know. Jacques
his commanding
behaved very well. "I expect to be treated
just
else," into
he said,
but that
was like
beforeeveryone
he walked
the barracks
and saw a pinup of his wife over almost
every bunk. Jacques had been willing to
share the other soldiers' work, but he
hadn't figured on the other soldiers sharing Brigitte. "It's bad enough to leave her
tomoaned,
join the"butarmy,"
have
to seehe'sher reported
like thatto above
every
bed
—
it's
just
a
nightmare!"
Less than a week after induction, Jacques was hospitalized with "a bad case of
nerves," though army doctors said Charrier
havinglaterhis he"eyeswas checked."
Threewas days
back in Paris
with Brigitte
been given
emergency leave) (he'd
and, when
it wasan printed
that inghe'd
spentmovie,
some allof hell
this broke
leave loose.
shoothis latest
Jacques returned, not to his barracks,
but to the military hospital of Val de Grace
for psychiatric treatment of his "nervous
depression,"
memberhe offeltParliament
took
exceptionand toa what
were the
unusual goings-on.
"What I want to know," cried Deputy
Roland
Boudet, to"is the
whether
recruits
are submitted
same allobligations
when they enter their regiments, even if
theyOthercomedeputies
from thechimed
arms in,
of ayelling
movie "Very
star!"
good!"
"Bravo!"
the army
ministerof
looked andpained,
and andwithin
a matter
hours, the Bardot-Charrier family doctor
had got into the act.
He — one Dr. Duprouy — wrote to the
newspaper Paris Jour, condemning stories
about the couple. He said Brigitte and
Jacques
that "putting
forward were
doubtsbothon ill,
the and
importance
and
gravity
of
Charrier's
health
so excessive that it is grotesque.had become
Because this is also doubting the honesty
of the doctor who is taking care of him,
Duprouy went on, and whose name you
put in your articles. I sent a telegram to
Jacques
his wife Charrier's
was in badcolonel.
shape. ItIf was
I havebecause
sent

Jacques Charrier to the hospital, it was
because his health was also alarming ... I
am disgusted that someone, anyone, can be
that partial, that unjust and that hateful,
and do so much harm to those who have
only
one thing tooagainst
have succeeded
well. them, that they
Brigitte
followed
the
letter Paris
with
a message of her own doctor's
to the same
Jour: My husband is really sick and is
now under treatment at Val de Grace, she
wrote. He has only one desire, which I
share with him: that is, that as soon as he
gets well, he will go back to do his military
service as anyone else. Never would he
accept special treatment, nor would his
family.
has a army.)
father and
brothers (Jacques
in the French
If I two
can
formulate one wish, Brigitte wound up,
itsoldier
is thatamong
the the
publicothers
consider
him
as
and stop beinga
ironic toward him when misfortune causes
him to fall sick. . . .
Behind barred doors set in the great,
keyhole shaped stone wall of Val de Grace
Hospital, Private Jacques Charrier paced
like an animal, head down, shoulders
hunched,
back . . . thoughts pulling back, back,
What did he know, after all, about the
woman he had married? Try to sort the
truth from the fiction, try to understand
the future by examining the past . . .
"Bribri," that was what her sister
Mijanou had called Brigitte. "We were
both very romantic as children," Mijanou
had said.
"Andhadthea Prince
stories Charming
Brigitte would
write
always
who
never
failed
to
love
and
marry
the heroine."
During the war, it was Brigitte
who
clung to her fuzzy bears, her dolls when
the air raid sirens sounded, because the
real world was too scary, but in an imaginary world, peopled with soft velvet animals, alittle girl didn't
have tosucked
be afraid.
At twenty-three,
her
thumb,
and ate tooBrigitte
much still
chocolate, and
was terrified of airplanes, and hated the
cold, and admitted she owed everything she
was to Roger Vadim.
him when assistant
she was sixteen,
he She'd
was met
an ambitious
directorandin
French movies, and he invented her, the
professional her. The tousled hair, the
nakedness,
the sex-kitten label, all were
Vadim's ideas.
He even
made
publicityworkout boomeranged
of their marriage, but his hard
when Brigitte, herself beginning to believe
the stories about how she was just a child
of nature, proceeded to fall in love with
her leading man.
Instructions from a husband
There are film technicians who rememday it hanpened,
the sethot,of And
God ber theCreated
Woman. Iton was
and
Jean-Louis Trintignant hovered over a
bedded Bardot, covered only by a thin
sheet.
"Caress Vadim.
her "Softly.
hair," called
Brigitte's
husit, very
Closei\band,Jean-Louis.
GetThat'scloser.
And softly.
now
you
standher,it any
You Stronger,
grab her,
you can't
squeeze
you more.
kiss her.
Jean-Louis
more
violently!"kissed Brigitte. The long,
passionate embrace went on in the quiet
until finally Vadim stirred in his canvas
chair, raising hisstopped,
hand. "Cut!"
called.bed,
but, onhe the
theThekisscameras
continued.
It was the end of a marriage which had
lasted four years. Vadim had succeeded in
fulfilling his ambitions for himself and
Brigitte, but
also succeeded in destroying theirhelifehadtogether.
"Why don't you at least wait until we
finish the
picture?" you
he asked
night.
"Afterward,
can doBrigitte
what that
you
"Thanks for your permission " Brigitte

said"Jean-Louis
sharply. "I'll
is auseniceit."guy," Vadim said.
"That's right, said Brigitte. "So long."
criticism leveled
at There's
Brigittebeen
for plenty
her airyof disregard
of her
marriage vows; there's been plenty of sympathy for Vadim, who's always been a glib
talker. "I suppose I should have slapped
her when she looked at another fellow,"
he's said breezily, "but how could I? She
hasStill,
always
had such
an innocent
perhaps
Brigitte
was morelook."
to be
pitied than
Picturea heavy
a gawkysweater,
adolescent in a scorned.
pleated skirt,
soft brown hair, being transformed by a
brilliant promotor into a sex symbol — "the
unattainable
dream of every married
man."
And upsheatloved
wake
night thejustpromoter.
so I could"I used
look atto
him."
But Vadim
who
cared more
about was
her asa sophisticate
a property than
a wife. "He wasn't even jealous," Brigitte
said wistfully. "How could he have loved
meWith
if heJean-Louis
wasn't even(though
jealous?"
he was already
married), Brigitte moved into a duplex,
furnished it with Empire-style couches, and
hi-fi sets and animal-skin rugs. She gave
Jean-Louis an allowance, and he gave her
a few insights into herself.
"The first scene we shot together," he
said,ter"Iwiththought
to myself,
that little
mouse What's
there? theAt matfust.
I felt pity for you. You must forgive me,
but I said to myself, This girl is lost. They
have put a mask on her face and told her
it is her face, and now, without realizing
it, she is trying to live up to the mask."
"Say you love me," said Brigitte.
"I love you,"
"And isyour
caprices,
your said
bad Jean-Louis.
side, all that
not
really you. At heart, you are afraid of
being judged as you are. You are afraid
someoneterior asilly
will little
find beneath
vamp ex-at
girl who that
is ashamed
being
a
silly
little
girl."
For a while, Brigitte and Jean-Louis
were happy.
VadimandhadBrigitte
been aloof,
JeanLouis
was warm,
felt safe.
As though a desperate old woman . . .
But Jean-Louis was called into military
service, and Brigitte, ever-needing, unable
totookbe up
satisfied
calls,
with bya long-distance
Spaniard calledphoneGustavo
Rojo who had movie ambitions and saw
Brigitte as a logical means to his end.
Rojo gitte,
announced
they'd marry,
and Brioutraged, promptly
announced
she
was going to marry Jean-Louis, which surprised
Jean-Louis'
wife,
who
had
refused
him a divorce.
In theon end,
didn't Brigitte
matter. Jean-Louis,
home
leave,it found
in the arms
of a singer named Gilbert Becaud, and
made
his
final
exit,
after
throwing
bowl at his love and her new friend.a salad
Becaud also had a wife, and gave Brigitte
up when the going got public. Brigitte took
sleeping
pills, ascollapsed
ered as soon
she met briefly,
Italian butactorrecovRaf
Valone.
fine.andThechildren
only
trouble wasRafhe liked
liked her
his wife
even
soon that
was fini.
She better,
seemed anddefeated.
The amour
most desirable
girl in the world, reduced to picking up
pretty pboys
as though she'd been a deserate old woman.
In 1958, she had a mild fancy for a youth
named
and sheThegotWoman
him an andextra's
job in Lhote,
her picture,
the
Puppet, and after the movie was finished,
she moved him into the villa at St. Tropez.
Dressed
in a kissing
bikini, him,
seatedsheinreceived
Lhote's vislap,
occasionally
itors. Asked about her new love, she reacted with a male kind of frankness. "He's
not my love," she said. "He's my flirt."
Cruelly, she gestured toward him. "He's
cute,
But oh,
how herstupid.
." bad
One no?writer,
calling
a bad. .little
girl, saw Brigitte destined to continue

down the long road Vadim set her on,
without
love. guidance, without loyalty, without
Brigitte might have been the first to
agree with that writer. Shifting between
fits of elation and dejection, sometimes
kind, sometimes mean, she cared more for
her dog Froufrou than for anyone in the
world inuntil,
late in 1958, she met Sacha
Distel
St. Tropez.
"I had known him slightly before that,"
she said,
hadn't
particularly "and
interesting.
He found
felt thehimsame
way
about me. We were on vacation, and I was
tired,
depressed
and
a
little
sad."
Brigitte hired Sacha to teach her the
guitar, and the first afternoon he came
over, she asked him to stay for dinner. He
said no, she said yes. And he was undone
by the anxiety in her voice. "I want to eat
dinner
with someone,
I'm so alone
here she
—"
He stayed,
and he believed
her when
said the thing she most wanted was to be
a wife "To bear children, to raise a loving
family
the eyes of columnists,
God — " however,
With innewspaper
Brigitte waxed nowhere near so maternal.
"I'm
in
love
with
Sacha,"
live from day to day. Maybesheonesaid,
day "but
I willI
PERIODIC PAIN
justSacha
decideandto Brigitte
get married.
Not
now."
got along famously,
Midol acts three ways to bring
though
agree dayon listening
everything.to
relief from menstrual suffering.
"He can they
spenddidn't
a whole
Frank Sinatra," Brigitte once complained.
It relieves cramps, eases head"I like Sinatra too, but there's no need to
and it takes
chases Midol
the "blues".
exaggerate
it— " saying he'd fallen in love
Sacha enjoyed
Sally achenow
at the
with Brigitte's piano before he'd fallen in
love with Brigitte— "It's the best piano in V» first sign of menstrual distress.^
Saint gitte
Tropez"
—
and
on
September
8th,
Briannounced their engagement, and said
WHAT WOMEN
a book explWANT TO KNOW
they'd be married next spring. "Marriage,"
sheWhat
commented,
"is decidedly
beautiful."
isNewyours,YorkFREE.
Box 280,
did Sacha
most admire
in his
18, N.Write
Y. (SentDep'tin F-30,
plain wrapper)
fiancee? Her youth, he said. And her frankness. "When she thinks something, she says
it.Even
When when
she wants
something, was
she Jacques
gets it."
that something
Charrier, as it turned out. Jacques apin Brigitte's
picture,
stayed poneared to co-star
to co-star
in her life,
but and
the
very knowledge that he pushed Sacha
aside must make Jacques nervous.
After all, can't he be pushed aside too?
And her
now first
Brigitte's
gonebe onher record
saying
child will
last. Sheas
doesn't want any more, she doesn't find
pregnancy "much of a joke," she's alarmed
by the coming birth, "but I'm afraid I cannot find any cooped
way ofupavoiding
it." her conRestless,
awaiting
finement in February,
Brigitte complains
that "I'll
she make
misses updoing
"hundred
of things,"
but
it afterwards."
There must
be a forthreat
in her words for
Jacques,ishingwho
can't kid
into cherthe picture
of ahimself
contented
little
woman playing with a rosy baby while
waiting for her husband's discharge.
it isn't Sojustmany
Brigitte's
words
thatAndthreaten.
of her new
old words
could come back to haunt the troubled
man.
"When Jean-Louis was doing his military service, how
I wanted
near me!"
she
need himsomeone
me said
... once.
I need"I always
real affection.
I neednearto
feel it and to give it. The other day a
contractor who was working on my house
said
me: made
You know,
you'reI could
really have
very
nice.'toThat
me melt.
thrown
aroundbeinghimpregnant,
—"
A wifemy whoarmshates
who
falls in love too easily, who can't bear
solitude,
who's vulnerable
to the kindness
of Behind
any stranger
.
barred. . doors
set in the great,
keyhole shaped stone wall of Val de Grace
Hospital,
Charrier
paced
like an Private
animal, Jacques
head down,
shoulders
hunched,
thoughts
pulling
back,
back,
back ...
END
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(Continued from page 35)
brilliant, sensitive, intelligent and with a
real sense of humor. Moreover, he is honorable and"Six
good.feet
And tall,
so handsome!"
she
enthused.
darkI have
hair — ever
and
the most amazing
hazel eyes
seen.
to answer
your— and
question
Fred with
isn't
free"Butuntil
February
this —time,
me, toit behasthisto time.
be right.
Oh, nothowdiscussing
right it
has
We are
marriage
to discussuntil
it. the
He day
has wenot have
askedthemerightto
marry
him." an"And
I persisted,
whenimperceptible
he does?"
She
almost
turemade
of the shoulders
as though she geshad
already given that answer when she said,
"Who can plan for tomorrow? Life is so
"And on.how does Cheryl feel about Fred?"
Iuncertain."
went
"She likes him and respects him as I do.
I know now," Lana said, "that love, the
thing, isn't a wild
passion.andIt'smutual
based
onreal
companionship
and respect
interests
and an admiration
for the man
in your life.
talks istoalways
me andso sane.
advisesHe mealways
and
what"Fredhe says
wants
me
to
do
what
is
expected
of
me
even to small things like being on time—
and keeping appointments. If I make a
promise he insists that I keep it.
"He has three children, two girls, one
— one,toeight,
boy of five.feels
Freda
istwelve
devoted
them andanda naturally
deep sense of responsibility — just as I feel
for Cheryl.
feel about
as I dohis about
him
if he feltI couldn't
less deeply
chilI thought, Lana, my jriend, these are the
words of a woman in love and I mean a
woman,
not the girl I have talked with so
dren." times
many
over the long years I have
known
you,
a girl who was in love with
love.
The difference
thirty-eight,
Lana ismovie
as beautiful
as Atmuch
the glamorous
star as and
she
was at sixteen. But with — oh— what a difference! Maturity, and a new serenity set
on her tionshoulders
tangibly
as the brave
decora-in
s on a soldieras who
has been
a dangerous battle.
I, who have known her so long, realized
that this Lana, who has suffered and
known the bitterness of tragedy and almost unbearable heartaches and heartbreaks through sorrows that would have
broken a less strong woman, is a much
finer
person
this point in her life than
she has ever atbeen.
couldn't thetakeroommy overlooking
eyes off her when
sheI entered
garden where I have interviewed her somy many
times
in
the
past.
I
couldn't
believe
she
was the same woman who was so crushed
at the time her daughter Cheryl had ended
the life of the late, unlamented Johnny
Stompanato
save herheradored
mother. Then,in anLanaefforthadto looked
age,
with sadness etched deep into her face.
But this day she looked so glamorous,
so poised,
so in apossession
herself. Lana sowaschic,
wearing
Jean Louisof dress
and short coat of . beige with a matching
mink collar, the whole ensemble melting
into the shades of her hair.
After we had greeted each other, both of
us interrupting, trying to cover all the
ground since we had last met and talking,
talking,
recently talking
seen eachas women
other, I dosaid,who"Oh,haven't
how
different you look, Lana."

"Maybe it's my hair,"
she several
laughed. "It's
called
look. It's
darker thethan'frosted'
my natural
color and shades
is just
streaked
She her
wearsfaceit inin aa
bouffant with
style blonde."
that frames
soft and becoming effect.
"Could
be part more
of it,"than
I agreed,
there
is something
a mere "but
exan inner
She ternal
was change.
quietYoua have
moment,
lookingglow."
out
over the garden at the lovely roses still
in bloom, and the greens so verdant after
our long Indian summer, even though this
was
the first afternoon with winter nip in
the air.
Lana seemed to be measuring her words
before
I have she
foundspoke.
faith,"Perhaps
a faith Ithat's
neverbecause
knew
before." Her voice was low and soft as
she
went
on,
"I
have
found
God
and
have placed myself in his hands. I noI
longer worry about tomorrow. I meet my
problems as they come up day by day —
knowing
He will
take carebutof Ime."
She wasthatsilent
a minute
didn't
interrupt.
said,that
"YouI used
know to perhaps
better than She
anyone
live as
well as work in a make-believe world. I
didn't
particularly
to facein reality.
My trouble
was thatwantI existed
a sort
of fairyland, believing that everything and
everyone was good and never realizing
that this beautiful dream world was surrounded by a deep meant
and dreadful jungle."but
sheI assumed
mentionedLana
no names andStompanato,
neither did I.
I had promised not to go into that closed
chapter in her life. Besides, we had other
things to discuss.
Lana and Fred May
I particularly wanted to know about this
Fred May in her life, this brilliant young
business executive in the manufacturing
field
with whom
Lana's name is linked
exclusively
these days.
When
I
mentioned
his name,
Lana's
mood brightened. Those
old dimples
sprang back into her smile as she said,
'Youthisknow
— I nearly
brought
me
evening.
I so very
much Fred
want with
you
to know him and like him — and for him
to Itknow
my friend."
was you,
at this
point that we had the
conversation which opens this story and
naturally I was eager to learn more about
this man whom Lana describes so — shall
we say — affectionately.
"How and where did you meet Fred?" I
asked.
She said, "I was invited to a party at the
beach.
been goingaccept.
out socially
all and Iouthadn't
I atdreaded
almostat
backed
the last tomoment
I soI dreaded
being in a large group of people again.
But I went. The jump had to be made
sometime.
"I was sittingwondering
with a again
group why
of casual
acquaintances
I had
come
—
when
suddenly
a
man,
a
walked down the stairs from the stranger,
entrance
hall.
"I liked
his looks,
he was
Later,
we were
introduced
and different.
after we
chatted
a while,
easy heI
was to talk
to. NoI thought
strain. — Nohowfencing.
really tiallylaughed
when
he
told
me
confidenthat he very
the invitation
either!nearly had not accepted
"We talked about so many things — and
he made them sound so interesting — even
those topics far removed from my usual
spheres. Horses, for instance. Fred owns
a stable of race horses, among other interdidn't telling
need any
from me
to Lana
continue
aboutprodding
this (perhaps)
fatefulning night
in
her
life.
"When
the
evewas over, he asked for my telephone
number. I was surprised to find this made
me very glad. I gave it to him, of course.
"Then, three days went by without a

word.
thought.
WelL intend
that's tothat.
seemed Iobvious
he didn't
followIt
up
our pleasant evening, or that's what
I thought
"I told
myself
when hethatdidphone
call— finally
I'd be
quite
aloof.
So when
rang and he asked me out to dinner, what
did I time
do? Ion,accepted,"
Lanaseeing
laughed.
that
we started
each "From
other
four or five times a week — and now it's
every
night."
The kind
of man she needs
"Lana,"
I said,a feeling
"from theFredwayis just
you the
are
talking I have
kind"I need
of a man
you
need."
a strong man and he needs a
strong
woman
— and honest}.-.
I guess this is it," she
saidI canwith
startling
state with equal
honesty from the
front row seat I have occupied during
other loves and marriages in her life, that
Lana has not made a habit of falling in love
with
for herstrong
to leanmenon.— at least strong enough
Of all of the loves of her life, I know
she
deeply it.
caredAs fordarkTyrone
and most
she admits
as shePower,
was
blonde, as handsome as she was beautiful,
passionately in love at the height of their
fame and youth. I have always felt that if
Ty and Lana had married, how different
both their lives might have been.
I remember attending that lavish party
they gave together just before Tyrone left
for
and subsequently (and sadly)
LindaItaly—
Christian!
How sentimental and naive Lana and
Ty were
tions at thein their
party love
were story.
hearts The
and decoraflowers
entwined: And. during the entire evening
they were never more than a handclasp
apart.
Who will ever know what happened to
break up this id\-ll? Lana believes that
someone
Ty's that
mindLinda
and Chrisheart
against her.poisoned
Others think
tian,
the
original
'Lola'
who
gets
she wants, decided she wanted Ty—what
and
got him.
Whatever
the mar-for
riage turned
out to the
be areason,
bad mistake
Tj-rone and a shattering heartbreak for
Lana.
Her marriage to millionaire Bob Topping
was definitely on the rebound from Ty.
In trying to forget him. Lana rushed into
marriage
millionairesportsman
with
whom with
she the
had little
in common.
She
admits she was never in love writh him.
In addition, most of the time of their marriagegerous
she wasmiscarriage.
quite ill, once from a danTopping Artie
in Tina's
of Ihermention
first husband.
Shaw,lifeandahead
her
second. Steve Crane, to explain why she
rushed so impulsively into a union she
knew justfromas Topping
the startwascouldn't
be happy.
But,
an antidote
to a
heartache, both Shaw and Crane had the
misfortune to be married to Lana before
she had really grown up. while she was
still
living
in that
she had
spoken
of. •make-believe' world
Of that long ago first marriage to Artie
Shaw when she was just a girl, the less
remembered the better. Lana was just
starting out in her career and also in her
love life. I've always thought she was
more impressed with Artie's fame as a
musician
and his
than she ever
was highly
with himtouted
as a 'culture'
human
being. She was flattered by his attention
in the beginning — and that's about all. She
has
"WhenawayI eloped
Artie itI was
like said.
ninning
with with
a stranger
had
just read about."
Cheryl's father
Shaw did very little to become more
than just a stranger in her life. His main
concern seemed to be to improve the mind
of his new bride — a little habit he carried

over to his next wife, Ava Gardner.
Husband Number Two, Steve Crane,
was something else again. A handsome
and
far
more sympathetic
in love withyoung
Lanaman,thanhe shewas with
him. He was devoted and tender with her
and out of this union came great happiness
when
Lana's
only To
childthiswasdayborn,
daughter
Cheryl.
— andtheirallof
through
the
shattering
nightmare
Cheryl's tragedy,
remained
friends. Lana and Steve have
As for Lex Barker, that typical matinee
idol was
who another
became romance
Lana's that
thirdLana
husband,
this
built
out of all proportion to reality. Lex was
not, aand
not, a temperamental person
nor
meanis one.
But he was a typical actor on the make
for stardom, involved to the hilt in his
own career, looking and acting the role
asof the
well movie
as in idol
frontaway
of it.fromLanatheandcamera
Lex
were bound to break up. There was nothing
substantial
to
hold
them
together.
No. Lana has never had a man in her
life likeof Fred
— removed
from her
world
show May
business,
substantial,
not
blinded by her glittering fame as a movie
Not too long ago Lana had told me, over
queen.
the
telephone, before we met for this more
detailed talk. "From here on, I want the
quiet
life. and
I've thehad hectic
the headlines,
the
heartaches
pace. I want
peace of mind and the solid things. I
want this more than anything else in life.
I want to understand people — as I pray
theyThiswillis nounderstand
idle talk me."
on her part. Everything
about
Lana'sEven'new'
life house
bears she
out
this philosophy.
to the
lives in. No longer does she live in a typical movie-star
by a staffto
of servants
and mansion
costing amanned
small fortune
maintain, the way she lived with Lex.
"As soon as you can, I want you to come
up and see my 'happ3r' house," said Lana
continuing our interview. "It's not a big
place. It'sout atop
a mountain,
each window
looking
on the
most beautiful
view of
all of Los Angeles. I suppose you would
describe it as Hawaiian in design, all on
one floor, and there's not a room the sunshine doesn't
intowhen
manyCheryl
hourssaidof
each day.
I waspour
so glad
the same thing I had thought about the
place
a happy house." tall and maOf —ture
heritandisdaughter
beautiful growing
and getting such fine
marks in high school, Lana speaks with
the most touching devotion.
She said with such pride in her voice,
""Cheryl
we
have
ever and
been.I are
Our closer
troublestoday
have than
brought
us closer together. Tragedy either brings
on a complete estrangement between the
people involved — or else it brings you into
each
other'sthe arms.
has been
latter. Thank God, with us, it
"I don't suppose I ever really had to
come have
into Cheryl's
arms," Lanaother
went on.
"We
much.
But always
somehowlovedmy each
concern for very
her
after the tragedy and hers for me. has
made us more conscious of this love."
Cheryl Mrs.
continues
five with
mother,
Mildredto Turner,
underLana's
the
terms imposed
by
the
Juvenile
thorities. But she is free to comeCourt
and ausee
Lana whenever she wishes and Lana is
free to visit her. A few weeks ago, Cheryl
was ill mother
withhad tothebe flu
as herfor grandout and
of town
a few
days,
Lana
brought
Cheryl
home and nursed her back to back
health.to her
She said, "I can't tell you how precious
those dajTs of closeness were to both of us."
Career excitement
Anotherdoorvitalof point
newly
opening
life — isinthatLana's
her career
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is winging again. She agreed with me
when I mentioned it. "I seem to have hit
another peak, and I'm grateful indeed."
She admitted
she really
hadn'tsigned
knownfor
what
would happen
when she
Imitation
at U-I, her first movie
following ofthe Life
tragedy.
of LifeI won
me"Thank
a new heavens,
place in Imitation
the sun. When
first
hit the big time at MGM those many years
ago, those golden years of first stardom,
Iexciting
thoughtin nothing
could ever again be so
my career.
"But there is excitement and interest
and intensity in these days, too," Lana
feel Iinmust
building.
Isaid.
have "Again,
implicitI faith
Rosskeep
Hunter,
who
produced Imitation. That is why I am so
glad to do this second picture for him,
Portrait in Black. I just hope Portrait
will be as good. I just have to pray that
it will be — and not worry. I can't afford
to Now
make itawasbad growing
picture." late in the evening,
and time for Lana to leave. She was meeting Fred at her home and they were going

on "Why
to dinner
'happy'and house.
don't youfrom
buy her
that place
make
itwe your
house?" I laughed as
tarriedhoneymoon
at the doorway.
"I'd buy it in a minute if the owners
wouldlovesellit it,"
"Butit I'm
they
too she
muchsaid.
to give
up. afraid
Anyway, when I got rid of that mansion Lex
and I lived in I swore I'd never own anhouse." a honeymoon house?" I re"Not othereven
that bait.peated. She laughingly refused to rise to
"I'm going to bring him to see you," she
repeated.
"Fredanother
wantedtimeto might
come betodaybet-—
but
I thought
ter.
You
and
I
always
talk
'girl
talk.' " to
And as I watched her leave, I thought
myself how much I wanted to meet this
man
Lana.if you
I've
knownwhoall sounds
the men soin right
her lifefor— and
ask
me— this sounds very much like END
the
one.
Fox.Lana stars in Portrait In Black, 20th-

Should I Go Steady?
YES
(Continued from page 42)
In This
which later became my
first
recordSong,
for MGM.
Between steady girls, I always felt frusalways overate.
So maybe
the
type whotrated,should
go steady
and keepI'mthin!
Anyway, going steady is okay, if you
don't letmance itcollapses.
frustrate
the roAnd atyoumy when
age, eighteen,
they usually do.
Neil Sedaka:
wrong every
with
going
steady. There's
I usuallynothing
went steady
summer, at camp, and the romance always
ended in tender promises to write each
other.
Then we'd forget
each other.
I always
a summer
better because Iwent enjoyed
steady. Summer
romances
are
good because they prepare you for the real
big romance that usually comes later in
life. They teach you to be considerate of
the other person, to be attentive, to be
sensitive to the other's needs, to share.
I rarely go steady during the winter because then I'm too busy with school and
my
thosesongwriting
summers! and singing jobs. But, oh.
Rod Lauren: I'm steady dating a girl in
Fresno,mer in aCalifornia,
I metintroduced
her last sumswimming andpool,
by a
mutual friend. She's still in high school,
and I'm in Hollywood or on the road mostly; but I'm not seeing any other girl.
Now When
abouta steady
funny
deal.
boy anddating,
a girlit'sgo a steady,
they get tied up with each other, and
that'sjoy allbad.the They
get a chance
enschooldon't
activities
becauseto they
get jealous of each other and that spoils
the fun. It's better to meet other boys and
girls, and have fun. It's better to be able to
meet
otheryourkidssteady.
without feeling you're
betraying
to goandsteady
can
stillIt'sseeokayothers
be partonlyof iftheyoucrowd.
Asboys,forandme, sheI'vesaystoldI my
see other
can steady
see otherto girls;
but
I admit I haven't felt like seeing other girls.
Dion, of Dion and the Belmonts: My parents
think I'm too young for marriage, and I
agree with
them.nowI'veor told
don't
intend
to marry
in thethem
near Ifuture.
I've got a career to worry about.
But that doesn't mean I'm against steady
dating. I've gone steady myself, and en-

t. But IIadmit
I've steady
also liked
the
periodsjoyed iwhen
was not
dating.
When I was steady dating, I liked the idea
of having the girl available for dating when
I felt like it. But, sometimes, when she
came around, I was sort of bored. Still, I
don't
see any toharm
in it. I say.
Everybody
his taste,
MAYBE
(Continued from page 43)
holidays
by someone who's
reallyItspecial.
The disadvantages
include:
limits
your meeting other people and enjoying
their company.
It
can
create
many
emoIt seems
undue tional
worryproblems.
because
they tofearcauseyourparents
going
steady may curtail your interest in getting
a good education, etc.
Speaking for myself, going steady would
not be the wise thing to do now, because
of my career. I feel that it is up to you, and
you alone, to make this decision.
NO
(Continued from page 43)
Paul Anka: I went steady only once when
I was still living in my home town, Ottawa.
Canada. I gave her my class ring and she
wore it on a string around her neck.
was later.
planning marriage for us for
fiveSheyears
Personally, I am not in favor of steady
dating for young fellows. The girls want to
know
and they
your
name where
all overyoutheirare books,
and write
everybody
knows it. They're always calling you on the
phone,whatwanting
to know
and
you are
going what
to doyou're
next. doing
You
can't
any areworkalways
done. chasing you, and
The getgirls
you just can't
stop young.
them. II don't
marriage.
want think
to stayof
single for aI'mlongtootime.
Kimm Charney: I'm only fourteen. I won't
be fifteen until August 2nd. and I'm no
expert
on steadyyet.dating.
InI gofact,
haven't
started
When
out, I it's
with
a bunchto ofdatefellows
in the
neighborhood
and
go tobunches
each other's
house,andwhere
oftenwe meet
of girls,
we wesit
around and joke and spin the new records.
I'm too young to even think of steady
dating, although I admit some fellows my
age are already going steady. It seems to
me steady dating is too serious to think
about when
fourteen Girls
or fifteen.
I'm
talking
aboutyou're
the fellows.
are difan earlyferent;age.they seem to like going steady at

Andy but
Williams:
I'm dating.
dating
now,
I neverI'vewentdated,
in forandsteady
I see value in going steady: learning how
to get along with the opposite sex, learning bodyhow youtoseefit often,
in withlearning
the moods
of someto hold
back
jealousy, learning how to communicate
without saying a word, learning how to
anticipate
wishes.without
It's thea formal
closest
you
can getanother's
to marriage
engagement.
a sort that
of practice
the
real big It's
romance
leads torunmar-for
riage. It's okay for teenagers, if they don't
take forit me.
too seriously . . . but as I said, it's
not
Johnny Restivo: I'm not much for steady
dating. I'm shy, and not too talkative, and
I don't
like the
a girlconversation.
to be loud, so the girl
has
to start
I had my eye on a beautiful blonde girl
I met on the beach, but when my career
with RCA Victor started, I agreed with my
dad girl
and steady.
managersSo that
I shouldn't
any
I stopped
seeing date
this
girl.Since my career picked up, I have had
only a few dates with girls I already knew.
I'm
says being
I ought cautious
to watch about
out forgirls.
girls My
who dad
get
you into trouble, who maneuver into a
position to blackmail you. He says I should
never get too serious with a girl at my
age, sixteen. I'm sure he's right.
Johnny
Ma this:
I've never
reallywhosteady
dated. waysSure,
chick
alwanted there
me to was
be heroneclose
friend; but
she lived differently and talked differently
than I expected. We became half romantic,
we decided
itafter
romantic.
Then weshe could
decidednot wereally
shouldmakebe
close
friends,
anyway;
but
it
did
not work
out.
I'm having
not the any
typeoneto person
go steady.
I can't
stand
around
me
all the time. When I marry, this may be a
problem.
Six months is the most I ever knew one
girl, and it annoyed me when everybody
took it for granted we were engaged. So I
ended that 'engagement' quickly!
Dick Roman: I've never gone steady and
I've never been engaged, and if I can help
it,
I don't intend to go steady in the near
future.
I've
with when
Millie I Perkins,
Molly
Bee andgoneJilloutCorey
was in Hollywood,
and
I've
dated
plenty
of
young
singers insteady.
New IYork,
nothing
want myto gethomemy town
career— but
set
first.
I'm twenty-two, and don't want to get
married
until I'm
twenty-seven
or twentyeight.fore IIaddwant
career bysecurity
beto tomyhave
problems
marrying.
Remember,
I'm
not
against
romance.
just suspicious of steady dating. I feelI'mit
sort of sneaks you into marriage and when
you snap out of your happy daze, you're a
married man! I don't feel I'm good marmaterialmarriage.
yet, and don't want to be
sneakedriageinto
BobbytheDarin:
I've turned
gone steady,
each
time
romance
out to bebutwrong
and I was glad to get out when I did. Going steadyI was
just adidn't
work I outalways
for me.
When
teenager
had a
lot of freedom at home and I like to follow
my
impulses
—
so
strict
steady
dating
always made me nervous. In fact, I hope
to do the same things when married as I
do nowa very
that understanding
I'm single — which
need
wife. means I'll
My dating a lot gave me a chance to
learn a lot about girls, and I know what is
the best
girls, aandgirl I've
enjoyed
finding
out
what inmakes
happy.
For me,
informal
dating
has
been
mo-e
fun
than
steady dating.

Elvis Presley:
and I've
dated
many
girls, butI Ilikeguessgirls,I travel
too much
Mothers! Imagine
toalmost
ever continuously
steady date. I've
been
on
the
road
since I was eighteen,
and I'msteady
twenty-five
so how could I Wonderful Washable
ever
date withnow,anybody?
Of course, when I was in Germany with
the U. S. Army, I could have steady dated. leather baby shoes
But, although I did date certain girls sevtimes,steady
I did with
not really
selferalgoing
any one.consider myI guess
in life. kid
I'm mejust that
too
busy
now. I'llMymarry
Armylatebuddies
I'll be right.
fifty before I marry, and maybe
they're
Danny Valentino: I never went out much.
Shy, I guess. Besides, I was always so busy
practicingphone,upsinging.
on Since
my music:
drums,my xylofinishing
first
year at Hofstra College in Hempstead,
Long
Island,
I've
been
appearing
nightly
at a ingnight
club in Eastfor Rockaway
and goand to intoseeNewmy York
manager. recording sessions
I haveconsider
no timesteady
to date,dating.
and IThat
wouldn't
even
just Other styles to $3.99 for infants crib to age 3.
doesn't fit in with my life, at the moment. AVAILABLE
Over 60,000,000
pairs have
EVERYWHERE
. . . been
COASTsold.TO COAST
Asaboutfor itmarriage,
I
don't
want
even
to
think
now. Let the other guys go steady;
S.BenS. FrankLin
Kresge Stores
F. W WooiworthCo Co
Stores
McCrory-McLeUanCo.Str? H.MRose'sL.E Green
5. 10. &Co25* Str9
not
I've concentrate
got too much onto doonebefore
Sprouse-Reitz
Moses
let me.
myself
girl. I'llIt
wouldn't
be
fair
to
let
myself
tie
a
girl
down when I have so little to offer her now.
Johnny Nash: Steady dating? Not me!
I know lots of fellows who go steady
only because most of the girls they know
are
solidleft.and they're scared there
will booked
be no girls
I think most fellows my age, eighteen,
FREE BOOKLET
don't Girls
know aretheir
minds yet forabout
girls.
still own
too mysterious
us,
WRITE TODAY!
and there's so much we ought to know be- Valuable
information
on in-to
care and chart
foregirls
we try before
steady dating. I'd like to date measurefant footsize.
more
concentrate
on one.I feel secure enough to MORAN SHOE CO Dept. MS, Carlyle, ill
Michael Callan: When I was a teenager I
went steady with a girl who worked in CHI-CHES-TERS
shows with me; but we broke up and now
In 9 out of 10 Casetings!
she's more
married
we won'tif have
t qumeicnsk,trualolng-lpaasin, nervreouliefs
Geom
any
time andwondering
we hadto waste
made
fr
a mistake.
We'reBefore
friendsthat,now,I went
and I steady
know
teChnsesio-Tnerans.d ClheinadicacalhestestwisthprChovi-e
her
husband.
with another girl, after she broke up her !
9 out of 10 women do. Money
engagement to another fellow. Then I got
baV.ck if onnotomrey lievedze.s Puise Pakd
5(
to the second girl, and we'd fight. .25 at drug stores orEcwe will Mofilsintl dihlreySI.ct 15Cr
.
ordeplamanrsaips
Itengaged
evte es
limaIC
forwasme. quite complicated, too complicated FR$2enveEElope#
BO. OKWrLEitTe toofday:inRetiCH
faSTctsERmailCHedEMinIC
ALn
HE
ia
Y,
ph
now I'mSometimes
not steadyI double
dating anybody.
justSo date.
date withI j COMPAN Dept. 3-E. Philadel 46, Pa.
Tommy Sands or Steve Rowland. Since I |
don't
want toto dogetis serious
with any girl, the
best thing
not go steady.
Everything
the Wedding
& Reception!
citations for• Gifts
the bridal
party
s for
• Trousseau
items
Bobby Rydell: Going steady is for the birds!
exciting
personalized
items.
For
teenagers,
that
is.
I
don't
want
to
ELAINE
CREATIONS
sound harsh, but how can a guy, or a gal,
Box Chicago
824 Dept.
E-406
ever really know whether his steady is
42, III.
the right
field
first? person if he hasn't played the
I read in a magazine article the other day
that one out of three marriages end in ENJOY STEADY PAY EVERY PAY AS A
divorce
of thesemarriages.
divorces, Boy!
over NURSE
inJ
fifty per— and
cent that,
are teenage
ndepende
. . I'm
. Thatforreally
makes dating
you think,
to $65.00N
. .timesworries.
free-lance
for doesn't
teenagers.it? from
intnj..\
goodmoney
or bad Earnas a upPractical
Frankie Avalon: I do not feel that boys and LEARN AT HOME
girls, especially in their early teens, should IN ONLY lO WEEKS
a fewgo This
steady.
short education
weeks you notshouldimportant
be able— toin accept
is the time in life when we have a Age.
chance to meet lots of people and get to your first case. Mail coupon today.
know what makes them tick, so that when POST GRADUATE SCHOOL OF NURSING j
we reach
maturity we'll have some idea ROOM 5F30 — 131 S. WABASH, CHICAGO 3. ILL. I
what
nertype
in life. of person we want as our partTo me, the teens are our best learning
years, and
I feel we our
shouldactivities
not hinder
ourselves by limiting
by going
steady.
end
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(Continued from page 28)
such a surprise, Diane," she said. "Such a
wonderful
She drewsurprise."
back her head, suddenly.
"Darling,
she
asked. there's nothing wrong, is there?"
Diane forced a smile. "Of course not,
Mother," she said. She shook her head.
"Imissed
was you
just alllonesome,"
"andhadI
and . . .she
well,said,
I still
the money I'd saved and I decided to come
back.
That's
There's
wrong."
"Well,"
her all.
mother
said,nothing
taking her
hand
now, "you
just
come
inside
and
I'll
upstairs and wake up Daddy and thego girls
and"No,we'll
all — Diane
"
Mom,"
said, now.
interrupting
her,
"don't wake
them. Not
It's so late.
...HerI'dmother
rather looked
you didn't
wake
them."
at her, then shrugged.
"Well then," she said, "you just come
inside and I'll turn off the TV and you'll
talk to me at least. It's been a long time,
Diane.
months.
And New miles
York'sfroma
far away Sixplace,
three thousand
California. And you haven't exactly written us every week, you know." She
laughed
tell me allagain.
about"Come
it. . . on,"
. she said, "and
Life in the big city
"Has they
it been
asked,
when
were fun,
seatedDiane?"
on the shecouch.
"Yes,SheMom,
fun," this,
she
said.
tried it's
to bebeen
very great
airy about
very gay. "It's a little harder in New York
than I thought. But I've been taking my
acting three-hundred
lessons, and I'vedollars
been onmodeling.
made
my lastI
job
alone,
Mom
—
three
hundred
And I wrote you I was moving. . . dollars.
. Well,
this newersideapartment
divine.
RivDrive, lookingis out
on It's
the onHudson
River, the river down below and the New
Jersey Palisades on the other side — you
know, and there are four other girls, airplane stewardesses, real swell girls. And
between
fellows overtheall five
the oftime.us girls
And Ithere
go outarequite
a bit, to restaurants for dinner, to movies
on Broadway, to the theater — the theater!
It's fabulous in New York, Mom, just like
everybody says. Golly, I don't know how
many plays I've seen since I've been
She stood up, suddenly, and ran over
tothere."
suitcaseforgot,"
she'd she
brought
with her.
"Ithenearly
said, inopening
the
suitcase. "I brought something home.
Something
I
want
you
to
hear."
She pulled
out from under some
clothing
and anheldL-Pit up.
"What's that, Diane?" her mother asked,
squinting a little.
"A record, the whole musical score from
one aof song
the shows
saw," you
Dianeto said.
got
in it II want
hear "It's
...
It'sShekindwalked
of special."
towards the phonograph, in
a corner of the room.
She placed the record on the turntable.
A voice, Ethel Merman's, began to sing.
"Gee, but it's great to be here! . . ."
"I bought this," Diane said, looking over
at her mother, "because the words in this
songShe— they
what Iandfeel."threw out her
smiledsay again,
arms,
to singmusical-comedy
along with the style,
record.and she began
"Gee, but it's great to be here!" she sang.
"Gee,
but it's
to beher— " head. And
Suddenly,
she great
lowered
she stopped singing. And she began to cry.
"Ohing backMom,
Mom," she sobbed, rushto theoh couch.
"Diane." her mother asked, taking her

hand, "what is wrong? What is wrong,
Failure
"Mom," Diane said, "I've been lying to
honey?"
you. —I've
happy I inthink
New of York
one
way
yes. been
But when
all thein hurt
I caused
you
and
Daddy,
when
I
left,
running off like that . . . When I think that,
fun or no fun, I really did the wrong thing
in "Diane,"
hurting you
. ."
her— when
motherI realize
startedthis.to . say.
"what's past is past. Over . . . You
shouldn't get upset this way."
"But, Mom, thought
I ran outI was
on you
Dad."
Diane
goingandto toprove
so muchsaid.by"I doing
what I wanted
do.
And all I've proved is that . . . that I've
taken
acting rolling
lessons down
and — her
" cheeks
The some
tears came
now.
"And," she said, " — that I'm such a failure ... As a daughter."
squeezed
hand.and"Now
youHercanmother
talk and
talk, her
Diane,
get
whatever you want out of your system,
and I'll listen to you," Mrs. Baker said,
gently. " — But don't let me hear you sayyourself."
"I'ming badnotthings
muchabout
good,"
Diane said. "I'm
Again, her mother squeezed her hand.
"You are," she said. "You're a good girl,
a goodofdaughter.
And we're all very
proud
You
shouldyou,
knowalways,
that. .no. . matter what.
"Now
really,"
her
mother
went goon,ofafter
clearing her throat and letting
her
daughter's
hand,
"what's
all
thisto New
fuss
about,
anyway,
Diane?
You
went
York not."
and you made a mistake by doing
that? Well, you were trying to do the
Diane said nothing.
right
thing." makes mistakes, I always say.
"A person
and that
by those
her
motherperson
said.learns
"You've
made mistakes,"
mistakes
before in your lifetime, haven't you? And
learned
by them."
She stopped,
and she took a deep breath.
"You're tired, Diane," she said, suddenly.
"And
you
must
after make
that long
trip . . . Can I bego hungry
inside and
you
Diane nodded.
"Yes,tea?"some hot tea," her mother said,
some
getting
and and
a cupmakefor
me.
It'llup.set "Anicecupwithfor usyou,both,
us And,
both with
feel that,
better."she left the room.
And Diane, sitting there alone now.
wiped some of the tears from her face.
And,
she did,
of what
her
motheras had
said sheto thought
her a few
minutes
back:
"You've made mistakes before in your
life,Diane
haven't
you? Andnow.learned by them."
remembered
Such a nice girl . . .
She was fifteen, a sophomore in high
school. She was a popular girl. She went
around with a group of girls whom she
liked, and who liked her. Except that one
day
Diane realized onthatthethis
group side,
was
more-than-a-little
snobbish
that oftheyany made
point of from
'outlawing'
girls
religiona different
theirs,
girls whose fathers didn't earn as much
asto theirs,
girls
who
just
weren't
quite
up
standard.
Diane objected to this one day.
But she didn't get very far in her
objection.
"Oh, Diane," the other girls started to
say, "you're such a nice girl — so goshdarned
nice — - in their voices wasn't lost
Theher. sarcasm
onDiane
knew she was being made fun of.
She didn't like being made fun of. And

so she said no more x>ut this to them,
a few weeks after
it happened
thisNowincident.
Diane tfc1 ; chosen to represent
her
school's
Y
two-week internatioi
: called
few
hundred
milesA;;.:~ai"
away.
At Asilomar. Diane found herself rooming in a large barrack with some forty
other girls, girls from all over the world:
Xegro girls, blonde-barred, girls with almond-shaped eyes: rich girls, poor girls;
all sorts of girls.
"They're such a terrific group." she
wrotebesthome
we'reandhaving
the
time. oneWe day.
swim "and
and hike
play
croquet and checkers and things. And we
go to Chapel every night right after supunderstanding arr.or.g the people o: the
world. And it's so interesting and wonderneverpassed
ends." quickly, however.
Theful Ihope
two it%veeks
And finally one night, the night before all
the girlsother were
to onea last
anand leaveto say
for good-bye
their homes,
service, candle-lit and beautiful, was held
in the Chapel.

Join
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at the happiest birthday
of her life
in next month
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a revelation ot a ki came to Diane,
Too sad to join th her girls in a farewell
meeting
at the I n hall of the camp,
she went
off alone
down to the
beach, to walk, an 3night,
pray again — privately this time.
She prayed, first
would have a safe j
^Thev'll
be traveling all Hiffea itLrSme".
different places ... So p] sase'ways,
keep totheall skies
clear and the oceans cairn and. please, keep
the railroad engineers and bus-drivers
wide awake."
Next she prayed that two of the girls —
"Babette.
from much
France,swimming:
with her andterrible
cold
Yu-on
kiko. from
from tooJapan,
with that swelling
her
big
left
toe
from
the
crab
that
bit
it"
—
recover, quickly.
And then she prayed for herself.
Tlease." sheheresaid,I "from
I haveis
experienced
know allthatthatthere
something
I
should
have
learned,
thing to keep with me for the rest someof my
life
honestly,
what— butthathonestly,
is exactly.
And ifI don't
You know
could
"
—
It
was
at
this
point
that
Diane
stopped
asjustshe noticed, ahead of her, a bench,
righta there,
the middle
the bench.
beach —
and
woodenin plaque
behindof the

up words
at the that
plaquewereandcarved
tried
nakes your lashes look as
to She
makelooked
out the
long as they really are!
on it.
From
a And
SermonthenofsheJohnreadDonne.
1624.
she
read.
the
words
below:
No man is an island, entire of itPERMANENT DARKENER
self; every man is a piece of the
FOR LASHES AND BROWS
continent, a part of the main.
Diane read the words again, and again.
And.
finally,thesheocean,
sat anddarksheandlooked
out at
the water,
endless.
And, thinking about the words she had
iusi read,
she saidwhat
to herself:
"That's here,
it—
isn't
it?
I've girls
learned
being
withThat's
all these girls,
from all
corners of the world — girls of different
soft, dark
Iuxuriant--»rithout
mascara!
colorings, religions, backgrounds — was that
T*ear,
doesn'teven
wash
i the rain,
enjoy off:a goodYou crycanat rubthe
people can live together, get along together, love one another, if only they try —
that none of us can five alone, either individual y or in cliques, and exist as
islands,
entirefeelof herourselves?'"
She could
face flush as the word
cliques repeated in her mind.
She remembered her group back home,
the cliquishness of it. how she had once
objected mildly to tbig cliquishness, how
she'd kept silent about the matter after
she'd been called ""nice girl — oh so nice
"Well" Diane murmured to herself now.
"T wasing up.wrong,
I made
a mistake
not talka terrible
25*
so weak, I somade
cowardly
. . . mistake
But I tellacting
you
SI 25
this.
That
come
tomorrow
and
I'm
back
home Im — Tm going to have a talk with
'DARK-EYES" COMPANY, Dept. A - : ;
everygirl."
girlfriend
of mine
tell them
exactly
what I think
aboutandtheir
attitudes.
And no matter what they call me — let
them ingcall
anything
want — I'mAbout
goto tellme them
abouttheyAsilomar.
girls
together the
way weof any
did here.
ADDRESSAboutliving
the complete
absence
kind
TOWN
offriends
prejudice
we allhere.
becameAbout
here the. . real
. Yes good
sir.
Im going to tell them all about it. Exactly
what
should
have said that other rime!"
And I she
nodded.
As she nodded now. this night years
later, remembering her thoughts on that
bench that night — remembering, too. her
mother's
questions,
the questions that had
prompted
this: mistakes
'"You're allmade
before in your
life, Diane, haven't you? And learned by
those
mistakes,
too
—
didn't
you?" Diane
'"But this mistake, this mistake."'
-sked
herself,
suddenly.
"
—
have
I learned
anything from this? Running off and
going
to New York, leaving my home, my family,
the life I knew. Running out on everything. My home, my family . . . Denny.'
to She
her closed
mind. her eyes as the name came HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept. B-26
Denny
so loving.— so tall, so handsome, so good, 7021 Sonto Monies Blvd., Hollywood 33, Calif.
Denny — so concerned that night, six long
months
ago. when
together
the hamburger
joint,they'd
over a satcouple
of cupsat SHEETS, TOASTERS,
of coffee,
Diane had told him she'd decided to goand away.
"How long have we been going to- TOWELS,MIXERS,etc.
gether?" Denny had asked after he'd heard GIVEN TO YOU FREE!
Thousands of famous prod"Four
years,
going on five," Diane had
ucts to choose
furnisaid.
fashions,es.from—
silverware,
zr..~i ture,drape:.
e::. You
"And
in
that
time,"
Denny
had
asked,
""have I ever told you you were doing the
wrong thing? About something big? Some£ you
5;help your
c: a ?:?_.i:
^»
friendsNothing
form.
It's easy!
It's fun!
"I guess not." Diane had said.
to
sell,
nothing
to Club
buy. Write
"Well
Fm
telling
you
now.
that
you're
todav:
Popular
Plan.
doing the wrong thing, and about a big
Dept.A906. Lynbrook. X. Y.
thing."
"Why.do vou
Diane,havejustto tell
me
whv. he'd
in thesaid.world
go Popular Club Plan, Dept. A906. Lynbrook, N. Y. |
Send Big FREE 276-Page FULL-COLOR Catalog |
■— |
totenth
New'timeYork?"
"'Because.
"for And
the Name
— IDenny,"
want to she'd
be an said,
actress.
Address —
|
to be a ongoodthe actress
got are
to have
training
stage. you've
And there
very

"Justsaid.
now, "About
about New York that
again,"
Diane
was. About
how tiredthe I mistake
am of makingit
mistakes.
Aboutmother
— " asked.
"Yes?" her
'About how I'm going to rectify this
mistake,
said.hand
She trembled
brought
her
cup upMom,"
to herDiane
lips. Her
a little, as she did. She took a sip of her
tea. "I've decided to give up the whole
acting thing," she said then. "It's no good
for"Now
me. I'mwaitgoinga tominute
give —it"up."her mother
started.
"Give it up," Diane interrupted, softly,
"forget
it. And
home,
where Iabout
belong.
With stay
you.here,
Withat daddy.
The"Nowgirls.waitDenny."
a minute" Mrs. Baker repeated, more sharply this time. "Staying
at home.
Yes. acting,
That's fine, Diane.
But giv-all
up your
ambitions,
thoseingdreams
you usedyour
to have
as a little
girl."Look,"
That, she
Diane,wentthaton,I don't
"I saidlike.it before,
and I'lltake?sayYou learned
it again.something
You madefrom
a mis-it?
Fine. That's what mistakes are for.
"But to become defeated by a mistake?"
She shook her head. "No. No. That's no
good.
I, asanyyourdaughter
mother,of won't
of it. NotAndfrom
mine! hear
"Now listen," she said. "Sherman Oaks
here isn't so very far from Hollywood, is
it? And in Hollywood they've got the biggest movie studios in the world, don't they?

And all sorts of producers on the watch
for talent? And agents? And drama
schools? And everything you could want?
"Well," she said, "in a couple of weeks,
after you've
a nicefamily
rest, again,
after you've
gotten
to knowhad your
gotten
to know your Denny again, you hie on
down to that town called Hollywood and
you
just Right
be surprised
waitingmight
for you.
here! to find it
"How about it, Diane," her mother asked,
" — does that sound reasonable to you?"
"Yes, Baker
Mama,"sighed.
she said. "Yes."
Mrs.
"And Diane, Diane," she said, "please
don't go crying again now, with that cup
up there in front of your face. • . . It's sugar
you"re
to put in your tea.they
Not salt."
And supposed
both
looked
atafter
one she'd
anothersaidandthat,
began to smile
—through
Diane athrough
her
tears,
Mrs.
few tears of her own. . . .Baker
end
Editor's Note: Within a year after this
evening,
in a dramaDianeclassBaker,
with who'd
coach since
Estelleenrolled
Harman, was spotted by a talent scout, given
aandtestsigned
at Twentieth
Century-Fox
Studios
to play the role of Margot in
The Diary of Anne Frank. Following this
came star billing in The Best of Everything oid the
just-released
To
The James
Center
Of The
Earth,
withJourney
Pat Boone
and
Mason.
The word
around
Fox
is that this is only the beginning ... it
couldn't happen to a nicer girl!

"I Never Feel Sure About My Marriage"
(Continued from page 37)
fame, too . . . and yet, in the midst of the
having won this borrowed-from-kids race. terrific
pressures of the life of fame that
Then, agers,surrounded
by ofpress
agents,
manstars in Hollywood lead, something had
and
a
swarm
fans,
they
went
back to the hotel to dress for dinner. Even gone
wrong with their marriage ... it
though the afternoon had been busy and was too easy to throw stones at people for
they had been surrounded by strangers this, Pat knew . . . most people see only the
bright, glittering exterior, not the day to day
all day,ning theyPatwere
didn't mind,to have
becausea quiet
this evewhich anyone has who wants to
din- tug-of-war
remain a simple human being in the middle
ner with two going
friends, a couple
from
of the most glamorous life in the world
Hollywood
who
were
coming
down
espeAnd one thing Pat was sure of: that the
cial y for the race.
person
who could
a marWhen
at theTheir
hotelfriends
Shir- only kind
riage alive,of was
a simple,
humankeepkind.
...
ley told they
Pat were
the badalonenews.
wouldn't be joining them.
Be
vigilant,
always
"Nobody sick, is there?" Pat asked worriedly.
"Penny for your thoughts," Shirley was
Shirley shook her head. Then she took saying.
a deep breath and told him. Their friends
"Oh,
I was
how
will thinking;
be taking wondering
that sad divorce
were getting a divorce. As swiftly and as many stars
suddenly as that.
road this coming year. It's kind of a sober"Butsaideverything
was fine
we left,"
Pat
"He'dwhenfinished
his she"I ingreplied
wasthought."
thinking
kind of the same thing,"
sympathetically.
picture
andin amazement.
they were coming
down here
"Remember that magazine reporter in
to have some fun with us. I just can't
the hotel this morning?" Pat said. "Well, he
believe it."
"I didn't want to tell you before," Shirley asked me: 'Pat, with things the way they
said. "I didn't want to spoil winning the are in Hollywood, why are you so certain
said,I 'I'm
racePat forgave
you, herdarling."
he jump. ...
But Ithen
told not!'
him
a grateful kiss. Then, ofBoy,yourdid marriage?'
shaking his head in disbelief, he repeated: what I really believe: As soon as you're
"I But
still the
can'tnewspapers
believe it."they glimpsed on sure,
you're
in
danger."
Pat
glanced
at
Shirley to see her reaction to this.
the way out to dinner confirmed the sad
"I
think
you're
right,
Pat,"
she
said.
story, in glaring headlines, of another
"idyllic"
the rocks.Hollywood
They hadmarriage
dinner that
alonehadathita
Good news for Pat Boone fans. A
small, dimly lit, romantic restaurant. Try- wA On
March 1, his best-selling book, Zk
a few hours,
the unhappinessing to forget,
of theirfor friends,
they joked,
held A "Twixt Twelve and Twenty" will J
hands and whispered to each other as if *A come within allowance range. E
the years had rolled away.
2 After selling close to half a R
"Pat," Shirley said, "I'm so glad we KW. million
copies at in$2.95
per. it's #
being published
a paperback
came.
Even
if
it
is
only
a
weekend."
priced at just
35$! AA
Pat grinned and squeezed her hand. But, w edition
he couldn't get his mind off his friends'
66 divorce . . . They'd had plenty of money . . .

Pat laughed. "I figured and hoped you
would. After all, I've always called you
the I'mpessimist
of the family."
not," Shirley
rebelled, "I'm just a
realist.people
That'sinanHollywood
important were
difference.
more
my kindIf
of realists, things might turn out a lot
better
some it.of Sothem.
lot of
thinkingforabout
often I've
you done
see aa young
couple come to Hollywood. They're happy
with
each other
and all'sit big.
well.There
Thenarethea
guy makes
it . . . makes
million demands on him, on his time, on
his
mindon and
feelings.
easy to keep
things
an even
keel It'sanynotmore.
"When they were struggling, they never
knewing where
comfrom; andthetheynexthadporkfunchop
just was
watering
the lawn, or window shopping. Now, when
things are big, the people change . . . and
somehow tonothing's
fun any more.
not
simple
insure yourself
againstIt'sthat.
That's why it's best to be a realist before
know what you mean, honey," Pat
that"I happens."
said,
her armalways
through. . .his.you've
"You've
got toslipping
be vigilant,
got
to Hesafeguard
your
marriage."
sighed and it was a sigh of double
meaning. It was full of happiness and also
tingedlikewithhissadness
. . sadness
all those
who,
friends . and
all otherfor unhappy
stars,oncouldn't
who couldn't
hold
to each make
other itin .the. .stormy
seas of
Hollywood
. . ■would
and forbe alldragged
those
who. in the marriage
coming year,
away
from
each
other
by
the
relentless
undertow of success and stardom. . . .
He thought then of the people, all over
America,
them
well.whoHe loved
wishedthese
therestarswas andsomewished
way
he could tell them about the problems, the
difficulties of being a star, as well as just
a human being . . . and ask them to have
patience
and Pat
compassion.
. . . if I had
Probably,
Boone thought,
that chance I could only say to all of them:
"Please
try ever
to understand.
That's all
Before you
judge or condemn
. . .. try. .
Pat
stars
in
Journey
To
The
Center
Of
toTheunderstand!"
Earth. 20th-Fox.

few stages around here, and lots of them
in New theYork.
New are.
York,That's
Denny,where
that'sI
where
breaks
want to go to get my chance."
"And hadyouasked.
think it'll be easy there?"
Denny
"I do."
you time
think youit's were
going there,
to be last
the year?
same
as "Do
the last
A celebrity. A princess. One of the Miss
Rheingold finalists, living in the fancy
Ambassador Hotel, with lots of pampering,
nothing to pay for, nothing to do but stand
around and look pretty?"
exactly,
had said.
New"NotYork,
big no,"
as itDiane
is, happens
to be"Buta
wonderfully warm and big-hearted town. I
know, Denny. I've been there, happy there.
And I'm sure I'll be happy there again.
And no, no, I don't think I'm making any
mistake, or doing anything wrong. And I'm
going,
Denny,"hershe'd
am mother
going!"
She opened
eyes said.
now, "Ias her
re-entered
the
living
room,
carrying
a
tray and tea.
"Feeling asbetter?"
Mrs. towards
Baker asked
her
daughter,
she walked
the couch.
"A little," Diane said.
"Well, take my word, a few tastes of
this magnificent brew of mine and you'll
be
feeling
Mrs. Baker
laying
down lots
the better,"
tray, pouring
the tea. said,
She handed a cup to Diane.
"You still look so serious . . . and pale,
darling," Mrs. Baker said, after a little
while. "What've you been thinking?"

Debbie Reynolds: Frustration
(Continued from page 21)
survive on any less. I do some dating on
the weekend, when I don't have to work.
But,
sometimes
I'd justto asthesoonDean
go outMartin
with
friends,
as I went
testimonial dinner with the Buddy Adlers.
It's
comfortable
to goandout gowithhomeold anyfriends,
then I can leave
time
Iandwant.
"Even though my life has no romance,
I'm
not inwithout
a great
deal
of love
my life.love.
The Ilovehaveof my
children.
When you have two young children like
mine, your house is full of love and there
is plenty to do, just picking up after them.
have I the
of myI have
familyknown
and
of "Imy also
friends.
havelovefriends
for years
years,Theyand areI can't
say merely
that
I likeandthem.
so close
to me
that I love them."
Millionaires and a gas station attendant
But what about recurrent rumors of new
romances for Debbie? One columnist even
boldly predicted that she would become
the new Mrs. Harry Karl as soon as he
was
of Joan Cohn. Debbie laughed
over free
that one.
"I don't even date him now," she said.
"I don't
dating someone
not
freebelieve
of hisin marriage.
When who
he isis
divorced,
I'll
probably
go
out
with
him
again. Harry is one of the nicest people
Idoneknow;
he's
kind
and
generous
and
has
a great deal of good for many persons.
ButNorthere's
no
question
of
a
romance."
is there any romantic attachment
involved in her dates with Bob Neal, she
said. "I've known Robert for nine years —
almost since I started in the business," she
explained.
"We have funThat's
on a date and
we're
The excellent
same goes friends.
for Leon Tyler,all."
she added.
He is an old buddy and they like to go
dancing together — when she isn't tied up
in a picture and he isn't working at his
father's
station.to number
It somehow
quite likegasDebbie
as herseemed
dates
two millionaires and an actor who pumps
gas in a service station.
I asked her
she scarcity
shared Kim
Novak'sin
complaint
aboutif the
of males
Hollywood. For that and other reasons,
Kim prefers the New York life.
"It'sgroup
true ofthatmenthere
mightfrom
be ina more
solid
to pick
New
York,"
Debbie
said.
"You
have
stable community there; there are amenmoreof
the advertising world and the stock market.
Out here in Hollywood, there are fewer
men, and many of those lack stability.
"But the lack of eligible males doesn't
concernKim,me anyway.
right now.
from
WhenAndI goI'mhomedifferent
after
work, my two children are there, and the
house
and full of love. There's no
chance istolively
be lonely.
"Whento anyouempty
workhouse,
all day
home
it canandbe then
awfullygo
lonely. No matter how many servants you
have,
still a lonely
She it'sconceded
that house."
in Hollywood her
dates
be actors,
so surearethatlikely
is atogood
idea. and she's not
"I think it's a good idea to date men who
are in the industry or understand it," she
said.
lot easier
theyof know
what "It's
you ahave
to face.when
A lot
men
wouldn't
understand
when
you
said you
you
had to leave the party at ten because
had to work the next day. Or they would
resent it when you stopped to talk to fans
in a public place.
"But though I feel an actress needs a
man
her problems,
I'm
not sowhosureunderstands
of the actor-actress
relationship. There is bound to be some competi-

tion present, and that's bad for a marriage.
"In some
cases, theTakeactor-actress
tionship has worked.
Janet Leigh relaand
Tony Curtis. They had their problems, but
they have worked
them
out
very
But subordinated
one ofandthethey're
main
reasonshappy
is thattogether.
Janet has
her
career to Tony's. She doesn't make many
pictures any more. That's the way most
marriages of actors and actresses succeed."
Filling the vacuum in her life
But isn't it difficult for an actress to
loosen
so hard herfor?grip on a career she has fought
wasn'tI was
for me,"
replied.
did"Itit when
marriedDebbie
to Eddie.
I made"I
only three pictures in a three-year period.
I didn't mind. I felt my home and family
were
more
important."
The She
bust-up
with toEddie
changed all
that.
is devoted
her children
spends more time with them than many
working mothers. But the vacuum in her
life caused by the end of her marriage
has
work.been filled by work, work and more
Debbie has been on a schedule that
would make a stevedore tired. She has gone
from one picture to another with scarcely
aIt day
off with
between.
Me .. .. ..
Started
a KissSay. . One
. The forGazebo
The Rat Race . . . The Pleasure of His
Company. . . . All of them big, important
pictures. All of them hard work for Debbie.
"The only thing that saved me was going
toall Hawaii
a month,"
she said.
took
my familyfor along,
so I could
really"I rest;
Iback
wouldn't
able most
to relax
they Iwere
here. Ibeslept
of theif time.
got
up late, sat on the beach and then took a
nap with the children. I was back in bed
byBesides
nine o'clock
at night."
making
movies, Debbie has
served as president of The Thalians, the
charity organization of young people of
Hollywood.
"It has been a big job, but well worth
it,"
on two
dinners
this sheyear.said.Our"Welastput one
raisedbig $100,000.
Deducting expenses, that means $80,000
will go toward helping mentally disturbed
Debbie is no mere figurehead in the
children."
organization. She pitches right, in and
helps with plans and projects, playing a
major part in the entertainment at the
dinners. She is not a girl to do anything
half-way,
explain
tremendous andleapsthatherhelps
careerto has
taken.the
Until recently, she has been tied to
MGM, for whom she has labored ten years.
But
make nowfor she
the has
old only
home onelot more
and shepicture
will beto
her own master. She has the future well
planned.
Already Debbie has made a dream deal
for
filmsherwith
Perlberg-Seaton,
whichseveral
will bring
a healthy
salary, plus
ten per cent of the gross income. That
means for every dollar that comes into the
box office, Debbie gets a dime. Only a
dozen
that kindtop ofstars
deal. in Hollywood can exact
"Then I've got my own company, Harman Productions," she said. "It's named
after
maiden mynamegrandmother
and a lucky— it's
one.myI've mother's
already
bought a story that I'd like to do, and the
company
would
make
pictures
that
I didn't
appear
too. mean that I'm going
"This in,doesn't
to
blossom out as the girl producer. I'd be out
of my head to try that. I'll hire a producer
who knows what he's doing, and I'll sit
in on the preparations. But I'm not going
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to worry about all the business matters. It
doesn't appeal to me, and I don't think I'd
be any good at it."
Marching to the bigtime
Harman Productions will also produce
Debbie's
TV spectaculars.
latest
development
in her march That's
to the the
big-time.
She signed
a million-dollar
to produce
three
specials
for ABC in deal
the next
three
years. As with the rest of her career, she
is going about it with careful thought.
"I've been around TV shows (Eddie's) so
it's not entirely new to me," she said. "I
know
that pains.
you can't
you take
A lotgetofanystarsquality
just unless
throw
together a show, collect the money and get
out.
"I can't
do that. I was
in movies
done
by craftsmen
like schooled
Gene Kelly.
Gene
and Fred Astaire have pointed the way
on how to do TV well. They take their time
and rehearse until they get the quality
they're
I hopetwoI can
do theto
same. I looking
plan tofor.devote
months
preparations."
All this activity makes it sound as if
Debbie is working herself to a frazzle.
She admitted that the pace has been too
great for her. And the untimely deaths of
figures like Mario Lanza, Errol Flynn
and Wayne Morris have given her pause.

"It made me stop and think," she said
seriously.
this stars
pace we
has
something "Maybe
to do with
dyingleadearly.
Perhaps But
it doesn't
whenhectic
you life
are
young.
in latershowyearsup the
may take its toll.
"I like it here. I hope to be around for
a long,my long
try to
plan
careertime.
so ISowillI'mhavegoinglongto periods
between pictures when I can spend time
with the children and get away from the
frantic
I askedlife."
her ifasshegirlwasn't
worriedof about
getting
ulcers
president
a big
production company.
"Me get ulcers? Never!" she said flatly.
"Nor do I give them. There is nothing in
theThatworldgaveimportant
enough
that." the
me a chance
to askfor about
printed report that she had shut down the
set of The
Rat Race because of her arguMulligan.ments with the young director, Robert
"I don't know how that one got started,"
she said "I've never closed a set in my
life;
how to go about
doing I itwouldn't
or even know
if I could.
"Actually,
the
set
was
closedI hadby aBill
Perlberg, the producer, because
lot
of dramatic work to do. Crying and all
that. Dramatic stuff doesn't come easily
to me; I'd much rather do comedy. I guess

Daddy's Pictures Always Say "I Love You"
(Continued from page 49)
most likely both — over which he can exdren Idon't think there's a single stereoclaim, "Gee, that will make a great pic- posed. typedPose
pose. Inis fact
thereword
just isn't
anything
a dirty
to Tony.
If a
ture!"
who don't
us too idea.
well Itcanis situation is stilted, artificial or prosaic he
andPeople
frequently
do getknow
the wrong
wouldn't
think
of
contaminating
his
film
with
it.
not very often that a visitor finds my
husband in a vertical position. They are
Tony
never
takes
a
picture
because
it's
just as apt to encounter Tony on his back, a special occasion, a holiday, a birthdayhands and feet waving like an overturned party or anything like that. He just takes
beetle, crawling on all fours sneaking up pictures when it comes on him, and believe
on some deathless moment, hanging from me, it comes on him often- With him, there's
chandeliers or practically climbing up no such thing as blowing the dust off the
athewall.
cameras to photograph the children at
I remember one time a flustered middle- six months, one year and eighteen months.
aged woman was at the house on business, He does it when the spirit moves him.
He hates it when I forget myself and
and I band,
overheard
her whisper her:
to her huswho had accompanied
say, "Tony, I think we ought to take some
"Good Lord, I would have thought he pictures because grandma and grandpa are
here today," or if I have a similar lapse
would be more dignified than that."
It's not that Tony lacks dignity, or even and remark, "Gee, this is the first day the
that he's in his second childhood. It's sun's come out in a long time. Don't you
be niceinsulted
to takewhenpictures?"
simply thatuberancehe's
with anof, exTony itiswould
absolutely
I make
that onlyexercising,
he is capable
the think
a suggestion like that. He feels I should
time-honored
paternal ofprivilege
of enjoy- know
better, and I do — when I think about
ing the first childhood
his children.
I doubt that there is a mood or gesture it. Tony despises the idea of taking ordieither of our four-year-old daughter, Kelly
nary pictures. To him it isn't enough that
Lee, or one-year-old Jamie that Tony has Our
he's little
takinggirlspictures
Kellysomething
and Jamie.he
must beofdoing
not
captured
on
film.
He's
taken
pictures
feels
would
be worth putting on film even
from every conceivable position, and from
many positions not previously conceived if they weren't related to us. Long before
all the would
quiz and
scandals,
Tony
ofmirrors
— including
ricochetedwereoff never
think'payola'
of taking
a rigged
to be shots
sure that
that he's
the subjects
unaware that his camera was eavesdrop- picture.
ping.
If he's shooting Kelly and Jamie, what he
tries toto dodo isanyhow.
let them
going
He do
shootswhatverythey're
fast.
"Great
shot,
great
shot
.
.
He
may take thirty pictures in just a few
Wherever Tony and I go, the babies go,
minutes,
and
he
catches
wonderful
exand wherever
the babies
go, Tony's
campres ions that way.
eras go, too. Kelly
and Jamie
are never
The exclusive pictures accompanying this
safe
from
his
image
grabbers
—
whether
peeking out of their carriages as infants,
examples
of unforgettable
moments Tony
has preserved
on film. This
waking up from a sound sleep, raiding the story are
very first time he has allowed any
candy jar, or being wheeled by me — as isof the
pictures to be published. Tony never
Kelly
was — onwiththeTony
streetswalking
of Paris,
London tookhisthem
and Berlin,
backwards,
with anything like that in mind.
oblivious of the gaping crowds, and yelling But I feel they're so wonderful, that lookus such
like a crazy American tourist, "Great shot! that ingitat them
would hasbe brought
nice to share
them.pleasure,
Great
Yet inshot!"
all the thousands upon thousands
I couldn't The
evenonlybeginway toI describe
63 of pictures that Tony has taken of the chil- equipment.
can take Tony's
a pic-

Bill was trying to make things easier for
me.
"I don'tthings
arguewithwiththem,
directors.
might
discuss
but I I always
accept their judgment. Their job is to
direct, mine is to act. If we have a difference of opinion, I'll do it their way. If the
scene comes out badly, we'll do it over.
If it's good, the picture is helped and I'll
admit I was wrong."
as youin may,
you Her
can't attitude
find a shred
of Try
neurosis
this girl.
is so
deucedly
normal
that
it's
catching.
She
told of another actress on The Rat Race
who was in a bit of a snit about something
that
had her
happened
the this
picture.
stopped
rantingonwith
logic:Debbie
"Three
days
from
now,
you
will about.
have
forgotten what you were so upset
And if they push the bomb button, you
won't have anything to remember, anyknows?Reynolds
Maybe acanlevel-headed
likeWhoDebbie
confound girl
the
experts
and
be
able
to
live
without the
love of a man.
For a while, at least. end
Debbie can be seen in The Rat Race,
andway."
The Pleasure Of His Company, both
Paramount,
and right now in The Gazebo.
MGM.
ture is to push down a Brownie button.
With
it's asure
science
— a lighting,
challenge.taking
He's
alwaysTony,
making
of the
readings on the light meter, figuring out
composition.
He's always
spinning like
dialsa
and making settings.
He switches
juggler from one camera to another, from
his thirty-five millimeter to his Polaroid—
for a fast sixty -second burst of enthusiasm
or groan of disappointment — or the home
thing?
movie
He's shall
a realI tell
expertyouwithsome-his
camera camera.
gear, but
I'm convinced that the real secret of
Tony's gift for picture taking is that he
photographs
doesn't
take
pictures with
with his
film heart.
alone. He
He weaves
some kind of magic with his love and enthusiasm. There isn't a picture he's ever
taken you"
of thewritten
children
that doesn't
love
all over
Everyhave
snap-"I
shot is a valentine
from
theirit.daddy.
Waves
of mutual adoration go back and forth
between them and somehow — not because
of all the intricate gadgets, but in spite of
them — that exquisite affection gets on film.
All
rejoicing
in theis children,
his Tony's
tenderness
for them
transmutedall
when Tony clicks the camera.
It simply would be impossible to say that
any set of pictures are the five or ten best
Tony has ever taken. But those published
with thisderful,
article
intangiblecertainly
qualitieshavethatthoseonlywon-so
loving a father could imprison in the split
second it takes for an insight into human
personality to dart across a room.
Tony shot most of them week ends,
afternoons at the pool or evenings in the
house, while we were playing man and
wife, of all things, in Who Was That Lady?
If I may be pardoned a slight family bias,
I think
they'reprecious
priceless.
Take that
picture where Kelly
is laughing so hard, so joyously, that she
just
can't
contain
herself.
the robe
shot
in which she's got her little That's
terrycloth
over
her
sunsuit.
Let's
admit
that
Kelly
ain ham
— which years
she most
is. Still,is
a hundred
no oneassuredly
could purposely
pose a picture like that. Of course while
her daddy insists on spontaneity at all
costs, he is not beyond inducing spontaneity. where
And if there's
thing Tony-is
knows, it's
Kelly'sonefunnybone
located.
There's than
nothingthe inlaughter
the worldofTonyenjoys more
the

children, and there seems to be nothing
they enjoy more than to have their daddy
make them laugh.
When Tony took this particular picture,
Kelly had been swimming all afternoon
and she was awfully tired. But Tony is a
big tease and he felt like playing with her.
Prettying, soon
and laughand poorKellyTonywaswaslaughing
frantically
flying
off for tuthe
cameras.
By
the
time
rerned to the scene of the hilarity, heKelly
was
laughedof
herselflimpdry.with
But exhaustion.
Tony had noShe'd
intention
letting that moment get away. He aimed
his camera, made funny faces and kept
threatening, "I'm gonna tickle you! I'm
gonna tickle you!"
doesn't anyhow.
take tooPretty
much soonto give
Kelly
theItgiggles,
the giggles
developed into rolling laughter. And with
Tony pinggoading
hergoton,tothere
was noso stopKelly.
laughing
hard
that she
had Sheto hold
herself.
She almost
couldn't stand it. To Tony, who drinks of
Kelly'swaslaughter
the gods,
this
somethingas nectar
worth from
photographing.
Tony's
assistant
There have been times, I must hasten to
add, when Tony has been similarly moved
by moods of the children, but has been
unable to get them to sustain or turn on
these moods again. Somehow, in many
cases like that, I seem to wind up in the
middle. When Tony is after a picture of the
children he simply takes the impossible for
granted.
bug nofor reason
trappingwhytheI
unexpectedHe'sthatsuchhe asees
shouldn't
be
able
to
freeze
dead camera.
in its tracks until he can getspontaneity
film into
the
Jamie or Kelly might suddenly be doing
something
to photograph.
He'll
turn to me,he'dandlikeshout,
"Hold that now!
Hold that, Janet! Keep her there and don't
let her change that expression!"
It's nice
that Tony should
credit me Iwith
such
occult
but hesomehow
always let him powers,
down, and
never seems
quite
able
to
understand
my
mortal
failings.
"Why did you let her move?" he asks,
completely crushed. "I told you to keep
herButthatif Tony
way." seems a trifle unreasonable
at such moments, I never really mind. It
is such a small price to pay for the pictures
that he doesn't miss, and that he'd never
get
aboutif hethe wasn't
whole just
thing.a little bit hysterical
In another of the accompanying pictures.
Tony caught Kelly as she took it into her
pixie head to play with the little golf stool
that Tony was using while convalescing
from the injury to his leg. What he caught
in that picture, which is so darling to both
of us, is not merely Kelly in a playful
mood, but the serenity, the wistfulness that
is so much a part of her personality. And
he took such sensitive advantage of the
luminous light coming in through the
windows that he had her emerge pictorially as she is in his heart — an angel.
In another moment that I think is perfectly breathtaking, Tony captured that
absolutely divine image of Kelly cupping
her face in her hands and being a positive
riot of coyness. Her coyness was prompted
by the fact that she was wearing her frilly
babydoll pajamas
time,as and
was showing
them offforfortheherfirst
daddy
she
came down to say good night.
Weather willing — and it pretty nearly
is the year round — I take little Jamie in
the water
almost
day splashes,
I'm not working. She just
lovesevery
it. She
kicks
and
purrs.
I'm
sure
she'll
grow
up toevenbe
a wonderful swimmer. Usually I don't
bother to put anything on Jamie when it's
swim-time.
One Iday,
whento Ishow
didn'tmyrealize
Tony was home,
decided
little
birthday-suit-girl how to float on her

back. As I started to put her in position,
Ilines.
heard a roar of approval from the sideTonya ladder
yelled asrailhe anddangled
like"Wonderful!"
a spider from
kept
taking pictures. "Just beautiful, Janet.
Considering how the pictures came out,
Beautiful!"
Iaway
wouldn't
say that Tony was carried
with even
his enthusiasm.
Spontaneity — sometimes induced
Tony'stivity to beauty
own zestare foralways
livingtheanddetermining
his sensifactors. The shot he took of Kelly going
in mythat opinion,
cameo. I'd
gofor sothatfar toyas tois, say
another amasterpiece
of its kind was the picture Tony took of
Kelly as she was poised to leap off the
diving board. He caught the expression on
her face so vividly as her little toes left the
board that looking at the picture you
practically can hear her counting off, "'One
— two — fee — jump!"
As you
doesn't
always
feel
likemight
sittingknow,
— or Kelly
standing
— still
for
daddy's hobby.
It is during
spellsbackof
reluctance
that Tony
is forcedsuchto fall
on his induced spontaneity. Once when all
other conditions were perfect but Kelly
wasn't
in the bymood,
Tonyhercharmed
her into
cooperating
giving
a camera
and
saying, "All right, you take a picture of
Sitting on the floor like a trading post
Indian. Tony got this hauntingly lovely
Daddy."
study
Kelly her.
with the hall seeming to
unreel ofbehind
Most
of
Tony's
pictures
are gems,evenbut theas
I mentioned before,
sometimes
master misses. I remember when Kelly was
starting to walk. Oh, poor Tony was so
anxious
that. Heto was
so excited!to getHe home
went movies
to such oftrouble
set
up the noonwhole
thing
in
her
room.
The
afterfight spilling through the curtains
was just right. As far as Tony was conc
he couldn't
more ideal
conditionserned,under
whichaskto for
photograph
this
imperishable
moment in Kelly's development.
Everything
under walking
control — but
Kelly.
Not thatwas
she stopped
the
minute Tony trained the home movie
camera on her. She walked a blue streak —
only out of camera range, out of the light,
and
out of Hesight.cooed
Tonyandalmost
went toouther.of
his mind.
crooned
Ordinarily,
she'd
be
spellbound
the
sound of his blandishments. Thisattime,
wouldn't you know, she was aloof. She
her back
Tony upas aif chair.
he wasn't
inturned
the room.
She onclimbed
She
did everything but get within camera
range.
Tony waited and waited and waited,
tried and tried and tried. Finally, he was
so exasperated that he reached for his
handkerchief and wiped his face. Somehow
the sight of the kerchief as Tony mopped
his furrowed brow intrigued Kelly and
she
cameramaderange!a beeline for him— right in
The trouble was that Tony was operating
the handkerchief instead of the camera,
and hesteps.never did get pictures of Kelly's
first
Tony, the Picture Taker, is not infallible,
I grant. However, considering the pictures
he has come up with, and considering that
every last one of them is so fresh and
natural
and uncontrived,
I'd venture
my husband
has the smallest
marginthatof
error of any picture-taking father in captivity. And he has that rarest of talents —
the ability to put "I love you" on film. END
Tony and Janet are seen in Who Was
That Lady?, Columbia; Janet stars in
Psycho, Paramount, and Tony in The Rat
Race,
Paramount, Spartacus, Universal-International.
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MARCH
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in March, your
birthstone is the aquamarine and your
flower is the jonquil. And here are some of
the stars who share it with you:
March

l— Harry Belafonte
David Niven

March 2— Jennifer Jones
Desi Arnaz
March 8— Cyd Charisse
Sean McClory
March 16 — Cornell Borchers
Jerry Lewis
March //--Michael O'Shea
March IS Marjorie Hellen
March 19 — Louis Hayward
March 20— Wendell Corey
March 22— Karl Maiden
March 23— Joan Crawford
March 24 — Richard Conte
Gene Nelson
March 26— Sterling Haydert
March 28— Frank Lovejoy
March 29— Dennis O'Keefe
March 31— Diane Jergens
Shirley Jones
Richard Kiley

Jay C. Fiippen John Smith
March 6
March 6

Gordon MacRae MacDonald Carey
70 March 12
March 15

Last Photos of Diane Varsi
{Continued from page 40)
in that tiny annex right next door to it.
It's got. two
down
. Foolsrooms
lots upstairs.
of curiousTwofolksrooms
who
drive by Sundays to take a look and who
think little
that son
maybeof hers."
they'llHegetturned
to see hisher head
and
that
slightly. "She's been divorced twice, you
know," riage .he. . Twenty-two
said. "Son's from
yearstheoldfirstandmardivorced twice. What do you think of that?"
He
back
atahead,
the road.
"Yup,"place.he
said,looked
it, upfolks
small
And
it"that's
sure fools
who thedrive
by Sunto takegot aalllook.
of 'em money
think
she's daysstill
thatMost
California
andHe lives
in thethe bigcab,house."
stopped
with
a
jolt,
in
front
of the little place.
"I better wait," he said, as we paid him
and got out. "You're liable to be right
backWe infelthere,him youwatching
know." us as we walked
to the door and knocked; as — after a few
moments
—
the
door
opened
Diane
stood there looking at us;
as sheand
whispered
something, surprised, at first; and then as
she began
said ushowif
nice
it wasto tosmile
see auslittle
and andasked
we wouldn't come inside.
we heard the cabdriver
call"You
out, stayin'?"
at that point.
We said we were, for a little while.
"Humph." he said. Then he said, "Well,
let's make it a hour-and-a-half, if that's
all right with you. 'Cause you can't phone
me when you want me to come. She ain't
even
a phone in there!"
Diane gottoday
And,
with
drovedooraway.and . led
. . us
Diane closedthat,thehefront
into the living room of her house. As we
walked along with her, we noticed that
she looked lovely, and relaxed — more lovewe hadin ever
her ly,to morelook.relaxed
She wasthandressed
slacks,known
light
blue, and a white blouse. Her hair was
longer than er-lshe
had
usually
worn
it,
softo king, itseemed. Her blue eyes were
bright. Her skin was clear, her cheeks
rosy,
minus
the
had marred
them at the timeblemishes
she left that
Hollywood.
The living room we entered now was a
smallish room, no larger than eight-bytwenty;
one
couch, one sparsely-furnished
chair, a phonograph,— with
some reco
r
d
s
,
a
bookcase
—
half
-filled,
a
Picasso
print on one of the walls, a pair of neat
but ancient-looking curtains on the window.We both sat.
And Diane spoke first.
She asked us nothing about why we had
come to see her (a subject we ourselves
didn't intend to bring up immediately).
Instead, she said, very simply, "Nobody
has ever come to visit here before. You're
the first company I've had in this house.
It Then,
feels nice.
Very,sheverybegan
nice."to ask about
quickly,
the fewwood thegood
friends
she'd
three years she washadthere,in Hollypeople
we mutually knew.
She asked about Diane Baker, Dick Sargent, Dean Stockwell.
She'd worked with Dean in Compulsion,
her
last
They'd
been very
close.
he picture.
done theanylast
directing?"
she toasked.
"I"Hasremember
time I talked
him
he WesaidtoldhowDiane
anxious
that heas was
far asto wedo that."
knew
he hadn't
directed
yet, Had
but that
he
was doing
lots ofanything
television.
she
seen him,
we
asked,
in
the
Ernest
Hemingway
story,
The
Killers,
a
few
months
back?

Diane shook her head.
"Like the taxi man told you, I don't own
a phone,"
TV
either. she said, "and I don't own a
"Maybe when Shawn is a little older —
maybe
thenwant
I'll get
on. "I
mean, he'll
to seeone,"
thingsshe likewentcartoons,
the Disney things. And the way he's so
crazy about cowboys — " She nodded. "Yes,
I guess I'll have to get one then, when he's
older
. . . Butabout
not Shawn,
before." how he was.
We asked
"Sweet," Diane said. "A good boy." He
went a upstairs
now, earlier
she said.
had uphis
nap
little while
and He'd
he was
stairs getting dressed. "My mother's here
for a while, with us, and she's helping.
They
get along
very well.
very
simpatico,
my mother
and myThey're
son. They
can spend hour after hour together and
enjoy themselves thoroughly. Time passes
how was
very
quickly
for time
them."passing for herself?
weAndasked.
"It
passes
well,"
Diane said,
smiling upa
little again. She brought
her hands
behind her head. Taking care of her son
— of her house — that made time pass, she
said. Fooling around with her jeep when
something
madea
time
pass. went
Takingwrong
classeswithat itthe— that
college
few times a week — mostly in poetry —
studying, reading, writing poetry of her
ownWe— asked
that made
Dianetime
if wepass.could read one of
her poems, hear one.
"Never," she said, bringing down her
hands and clapping them together, laughingly. "Nobody read Emily Dickinson's
poems till she was dead. And nobody's
going
to
read mine
ever." She
winked.
"Unless maybe
one, —someday,
maybe,
if I
feelSheit'sgotgood
up, enough."
suddenly.
"Coffee," she said, " — I should have
asked you earlier. Would you like some?
Good
with rich brown sugar?"
We and
said hotwe andwould.
Souvenirs
Diane headed for a door that led to the
kitchen,
stopped midway
to the phonograph
instead.andShewalked
pickedoverup
the few records
that
lay
on
the
underneath the phonograph, and floor,
examined
them. "Just so you won't get bored waitshe said, that
"how oneabout
a little
music?"
We ing,"noticed
of the
records
was
a capriccio
Bach
— toccatasbyandSaints-Saens.
fugues. One One
was was
the
Surprise Symphony by Haydn. One was
Kurt Weill's
Berlin
Songs
.
.
.
We
remembered, silently,
few records
Dianethathadthese
had were
when theshe same
was
back in Hollywood, in her home in Topangaly, if Diane
Canyon. And we records,
wondered, silentthese records,keptas these
a link to theandpast,onlya
past shelaxed look.
somehow missed. Despite her reter. . . . Despite her smiles. Her laughWe brought up the subject of returning
to Hollywood, finally, a little while later,
as we were having our coffee.
We brought it up suddenly, in order to
getAndan immediate
a reaction andwe true
got. reaction.
Before Diane said a word the coloring in
her cheeks
we saw.
ness in her vanished,
eyes dimmed.
Her The
lips brightpursed
momentarily. And then she sighed and,
her voice tight-sounding, tense, she said.
couldn'twaseverand goit back.
me.
It"I never
never It's
willnotbe.forKnow
thatShe. . was
. please.
that."
silentPlease
for aknow
moment.

Diane. He wore a fancy little cowboy suit. MIDWINTER
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A message from Diane
The cabdriver removed the toothpick
fromhouse.
his mouth as he drove away from
the
"Well," he asked, "you get what you
No, for?"
we told him.
came
"Too bad," he said, "Not even any pictures
that camera
A few withpictures,
yes, ayoufewlugged?"
pictures we i
got, we said But they were the last pic- ! Fabulous gifts, imports, household gadgets,
tures
that
would
ever
be
taken
of Diane
Write cards,
to: ceramics, jewelry . . . sell on sight!
Varsi, we added. Because nobody
was ' toys,
ever going to come bother her again. We : _______
_ _ __ Dept. 6-507,
had come with a message. Now we would
return with one. Leave her alone, we NORTH STAR SVS'iK
would say to the world outside. She is I
happy.important
She is very
more
than happy.
that? And what is I
The old cabdriver shrugged.
KILL THE HAIR ROOT
shouldn't
she"Humph,"
be happy hehere?said,This"andis a why
friendly
place I
weAshave
here,that,
ain'ta very
it?" light snow began I
he said
to fall. And we thought of what Diane
PROVIDENCE 15, R
had said about her snowfalls here, of her I
bird in spring, of her summer sun, her |
turning leaves, of the joy these things i
brought
for them. her. the new-found love she felt J
And we said, "Yes, it is. A very friendly Ingrown NAIL>
place you have here "
END Just a few drops of soothing ' A
Dr.
in nail
grooveScholl's
relieve ONIXOL
soreness
soften
embedded
ofandnailpain,for
easy removaL
Soldparteverywhere.
I
Biography of a Beatnik Boy
DrScholls ONIXOL

"Do you know what living out there
did to me?" she asked, then. "When I got
sick
you remember
you? tired,
How
the —studio
said I wasthat,justdon't
a little
nervous, needed a couple of weeks in the
hospital?
didn't Isay
for
five
days ofHow
those they
two weeks
was that
blacked
out, completely blacked out, sick and tired
and completely blacked out?
"The opposition . . . Maybe the right
word But
is jealous
y, competitionI don'tto
know.
the first
word that —comes
my mind is opposition. I felt it there, in
that town, Hollywood. All the time. All
over ... I could never take opposition.
Even as a little girl, playing a game, children opposing one another. I couldn't take
it then, when I was small. I can't ever take
it.She
Otherturned
peopleawaycan.from
But us,
not towards
me." the
window.
"Here it's different," she said
"There's nothing to fight here. For the first
time in my life I'm somewhere where
there'shere.nothing
to fight.Things
There's only —beauOnly nature.
are tynot
stagnant
here. Things change
change, they
and
in their changing there is . . . peace. The
peace of a snowfall, the peace of a bird in
spring, the peace of the summer sun, of
an autumn leaf, that turns color and withers but does not die, not really. There's
quiet here . . . but there's life here, too,
nonetheless. To me, it's the most real kind
of life. It's seeing things grow, and die,
and then become reborn again. There's no
destruction
There'sbeautiful
only peace.
quiet. And here.
the most
kindAndof
strength."
Shawn
rose onagain,
suddenly, at the sound
of She
a noise
the staircase.
"And there's him, my son," she said,
walking
the He's
doorway.
"I have
him
all thetoward
time here.
mine here.
No
maids, no nannys, no baby-sitters sitting
by while I am off in the world of makebelieve. I have him, in this, my real world.
And, believe me, I need nobody except my
baby."
Shawn, a handsome, blond-haired boy —
three-and-a-half years old now — rushed
into the room at this point, and over to

{Continued from page 23)
Joannie, then at his son Jim. "Didn't we,
Mike,
hah? the
— Didn't
we was
get it?"
he asked,
squeezing
hand he
holding.
The
small
boy
looked
at
the
others,
too,
and nodded.
"The studio
MGM," inPapa
Gubitoni said,
biggest
all Hollywood.
They "—the
gave
our baby a test today and before we could
leave they said they want him for the
Our Gang. The big, famous Our Gang
comedies.
movie star,getourup Mike,
our
little He's
boy. aEverybody,
from
your
kiss him."
The chair
othersanddid,come
obediently.
And as they did, Papa Gubitoni closed
his eyes.
said,behind
"they
made
faces,"They
they laughed,"
whispered hethings
my back, those people in Nutley, New
Jers',
when
I told them: dollar
'Yes, yes, it'sname,
true.
I onlyI sick
got ofseventy-five
but
this Depression andto my
this WPA
and I gonna pack my family in the car
and take them to Hollywood, California,
and make my Mike a movie star. Because
he's
just gotta
hear got
him talent,
sing, a my
kid Mike.
his age,Youto know
that,
how
much
talent
he
got!'
.
.
.
They
laughed,
and whispered. And, San Rocco, mio,
what
they would have done when they see us

arrive here last month, ail dirty and with
only thirty-eight dollar left out of the
seventy-five,
and room
having and
to move
into tiny
this
place, two tiny
a lousy
bathroom, worse than anything even in
Nutley,
New Jers',
hah?"quickly.
He opened
his eyes,
"Hah? What they would have said?" he
asked.
The others, all standing now, nodded.
"Well," Papa Gubitoni went on, "the
next things they're all gonna say, I can
tell you what those are gonna be. They're
gonna say, 'That Gubitoni, did you hear
about his kid? He's in the Our Gang, in
Hollywood,
honest gonna
to God!'
And
ten yearsthefrommovies,
now they're
say,
'That Gubitoni, you remember? Well, his
kid's
still
in
the
movies,
better
all
time, working all the time, making the
we
don't
much wemoney
Rocco know
mio, how
and how
used byto now.
laughSanat
the old man. And just look at him and his
looked down at his son.
kidHe today!"
"Mi mejai very
felice,proud
Michele,"
he said.
make
and happy,
Mike,"Youby
what
happen
today."
"That's good." the boy said, shrugging.
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The
Nation's
Top Disk Jockeys pose a
series
of questions
your record
stars. to see if you know
1. success
He has asattained
a vocalistphenomenal
in rather
short time. He's married to
Eydie
Gorme, records
for ABCParamount,
Steve
Allen was
show.featured on the
Fred Allen, 2. This trio records for Capitol.
WIRK, West The boys had a hit in Tom
Palm Beach, Dooley; their latest single is
Coo Coo U. Their hobbies are
songwriting, surfing,
sports car racing, and .
water-skiing.
3. This composer,
arranger, conductor has
long scored music for
spectacular-type movies.
His film
latestBen-Hur,
music is and
for SJL
the
was released
as an album Ken Gaughran, WREB,
Lion Records.
4.by This
gal vocalist Holyoke' Mass'
gained fame singing
ivith Benny
Goodman's
band.ies,She's
appeared
in movnight
clubs,
on
TV.
She
had million-record sellers
Mar
i
a
n
a
,
I
'
v
e
Got
You
Under
My
Skin. Latest album is Beauty
And The Beat, with George
Shearing.
5. This young vocalist came
America'sof Venus.
notice First
with
his torecording
Calif.
berland,wa,slatest
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Anaheim! movie
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TimHe records for Chancellor.
6. This maestro-arranger is
known forrangements.his
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For
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Of
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7. famous
This orchestra
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for
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Girl; latest single's My WMGM, New
York
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"And all of us, the family," Papa Gubitoni said, looking back at the others, "all
of "We
us should
very said.
proud of our baby."
are," hisbe wife
"We are," said Joannie, then Jim.
"Now,"
said
Papa
Gubitoni,
walkingsonoverby
to the table, still holding his young
the
hand,
"for
tonight
you
sit
here,place
at myof
place, Mike. And you eat in the
honor. And as long as you live you will
remember this night, and the happiness
that you bring to all of us."
He
of thethere,
boy's motionless
hand. momenThe letboygo stood
tarily, confused.
"Go 'head, sit," Papa Gubitoni said.
And as the boy did, finally, Papa Gubitoni picked up the plate in front of him
and walked
self. .. . to the stove to serve him himHard work and pampering
"I played in the Our Gang series for five
years, till I was ten," Robert Blake (formerly Michael Gubitoni) says today. "I
don't
except remember
that it wasmuch
a lot about
of hardthose
work years
and
that I got a lot of pampering, from my
father at home and from producers and
directors at the studio. But then, when I
was ten, the series was dropped, I was released from my contract and the misery began. At first it centered around school. I
was sent to a public school for the first time
in my life and I found out right away
what people on the outside thought of
child stars. They hated them. The teachers
figured I had to be snotty, because of my
| tobackground,
and so that's what were
they were
me. the
Snotty.
worse;
sameThekidskidswho— they
used to runevento
see me noons.on Well,theI found
screen outon theSaturday
movies afterwere
one thing and real life was another. And
now that these kids had me in their midst,
in real life, I was like some crippled monster to them.andThey'd
me around
a couplepassof jokes
times and
a fewpushof
them sneaked up on me and pulled off my
pants and threw them out the window. As
time went on, things got worse. I got beat
up more than once and I guess the only
reason I never fought back was that I
figured once I started throwing my fists
around I would never stop. Anyway, that
was school, the misery there. Then there
was the misery at home. My father, he
was like a broken man when I wasn't
working.
had and
this now
big dream
me
going He'd
places,
nothing about
was
happening. He was broken, defeated. And
always complaining. Twice he got happy
again. Once was when I was about twelve
and Republic Pictures signed me to play
Little Beaver, the Indian boy, in the Red
Ryder series. That was a big success. And
Pop was happy. While it lasted. Then,
when I was fifteen, I was signed to play
in Black Rose, with Tyrone Power. Pop
was real happy this time. His son was off
to Europe to make a big-time picture with
awasbig-time
big-time
studio.of This
going tostarbeforit.a The
beginning
the
real
big
stuff.
But
when
Pop's
— when
I got back from Europe that weekson end
and
went back to school that Monday morning
and got beat up by a couple of tough guys
and then got a paddling on the behind by
the
vice-principal
who said
who
started
the whole thing,
well,it Iwaswentme home
and told my father I didn't care what, but
the
with movies,
I wasn'tWe ever
goinghellto make
another and
one again.
had
a big fight. I don't want to say too much
about it, because it's about my family and
I don't came
want up
themduring
to be the
hurt fight
by this.
things
like But
me
asking what happened to all the money I'd
made
all
these
years
and
why
didn't
we
ever seem to have a cent, nothing, nothing
except for this new house I'd bought, and

I started hearing from my father about
some bad investments he'd made with the
money — bad investments — bad property —
bad land— bad this— bad that— and I
stopped
fathergetting
right out,
in theleaving,
middlethatandI
told
him myI was
didn't
want
to
live
in
this
place
anymore.
II came
went back
upstairs
suitcase.
When
downto I pack
could a hear
my parents
talking in the other room. My mother was
crying and saying, 'He shouldn't break up
the family like this.' My father was say'That boy
us. ing,
What
doesbelongs
he meanin the
by house,
wantingwithto
leave? What does that ungrateful boy
mean?
ungrateful
Joannie That
was standing
there,boy!'
near Mythe sister
front
door,
as
I
came
down
the
stairs.
say anything but I could tell She
fromdidn't
her
expression that she understood why I had
to go. I was sick and miserable from
everything
and I couldn't
it anymore.
She understood,
a little take
at least.
So I
walked past her and out the door. For a
while, I just walked down the street,
mydidn'tsuitcase.
Ihave
didn'tenough
know money
where
totolugging
go.
Ianyplace.
really
go
And
then,
suddenly,
came to me. There was this couple, parentsit
of this guy I knew who was away in the
Marines. I'd visited them a few times. They
were pretty
so I didn't
know ifdrunk,
they
could
take mepoor,
on. They
were pretty
too,
those
few
times
I'd
seen
them
—
even heard they were alcoholics — soI'dI
didn't know if they'd want to take me on.
But
people. Andthat.they'd
been they
nice were
to me. good
I remembered
And
I thought I'd go to them and see what
they'd forsay.the. .woes
."
Cure
"Hello there, son," the man, all blearyeyed, said when he opened the door and
saw Bob. "Sure, sure I remember you. And
how've
you been? Going
someplace Sure.
with
that
Now valise?
come inWanna
and talkstayto here?
Mama Sure.
first. And
tell"Wanna
me, how've
been?"the woman was
stay youhere?"
asking Bob a few minutes later. "Well,
now, I'm not gonna pry into why. Ain't
none
of myIf you
business.
tell
you this.
do stayButwithI'mus,gonna
we want
you
to
be
happy.
We
don't
want
you
feelin'
formal
aboutlikethings
or addressin'
Sir
and Ma'am,
you been
doing. Pop usthere
—onlyhe'scondition
Unc. Andwemelay— I'm
Aunt.
That's
the
down with you. We
want you to feel like part of the family.
And if you don't like that, vou can git."
(They all "Well,
laughed.)
stay?"
(Bob
nodded.)
good."You'll
Now let
me show
you where you'll sleep and then let's all
keep
quieta sitting
and
It was
littlewatch
after
eleven
night —
they
were
in theTV!"
parlor,thatwatching
the tleNews
—
when
Unc
passed
Bob
the
botand ahe and
glass.Aunt had been drinking from,
"Help yourself. It's Four Roses — not that
cheap
Bob stuff.
shook It'll
his dohead.you good," he said.
"I don't drink hard — " he started to say.
"Hard?" Unc asked, interrupting, his
eyes
still glued
on thein your
screen.hands,
"Why,thatboy,is
that what
you have
the softest and the gentlest stuff in the
whole world. It's warm. Clean. Alcohol
kills any impurities. You should know
that. And it'll make you feel better, if it's
woes you got. It's made me and Mama
feel better
long time
now. Contented's
what
we area now.
Contented,
not woeful
no longer. . . You got woes, boy?"
Bob
"Yes," he tosaid.that stuff. Not
"Thennodded.
help yourself
too much. But not too little, either, if'n you
want
get theatproper
effect."and the glass
Bob tolooked
the bottle
in his hands. Then he looked over at Aunt

and Unc, sitting there, holding their glasses.
They both seemed very contented.
Andself so,
a moment,
pouringaftera drink.
. . . he found him"I went to bed dead drunk that night,"
he recalls,
relaxed
and happy
for
the first"and
timeI Iwascould
remember,
and
glad
I'd
gone
there
to
stay.
I
stayed
years, in fact, until about a year aftertwoI
graduated from high school. Practically
every night of those two years I got drunk.
Not rowdy. Not out in bars. But home, just
me and Aunt and Unc together, real quietfriendly-like,
our TVto
till ly,theslowly,
moment
came whenwatching
I just went
bed and forgot everything that had happast future.
and didn't
what
happenedpened in my
in my
Drunk.careHappy.
Glad I'd come to stay . . . The one thing I
didn't count on, though, was getting sick.
After
high school.
taken crates
on somein ajobs.
Construction
gangs,I'dlifting
TV
factory, stuff like that. Heavy work. Sweat
work.
Almost
like
self-punishment
work.
Well, after a while, between the work and
the drink, I got sick. I dropped about
twenty pounds, to 115. I had headaches all
the time, stomachaches, aches in the neck,
the arms, everyplace. . . . Then one night
Aunt and Unc had a talk with me. They
said they
didn't
to butt what
into Imyneeded
personal affairs,
but want
that maybe
was to get back to acting. We talked a long
time, me saying that it was the last thing
I wanted to do. ever, and them saying
maybeyearsnowI would
that I'dfindbeenit different
away from
two
to goit
back to, better. While they talked, I began
to realize something. That these people had
been carrying me for a long time now, that
I was becoming a broken arm to them,
that
giventhatthemmaybe
more it than
a few
bucksI'da never
week and
was about
time I did something to pay them back.
So I said okay. And a few days later I

got
an agent
... I'dalways
never handled
had an
agentmyself
before.
Pop had
everything
me. But Inow
signedandwithI went
this
fellow Carlosfor Alvarado
back to work. There was plenty of work,
mostly TV, some movies. And I started
making plenty of money. The checks really
came addressed
flying in and
first totimeme. they
were
to meforandthecame
The
money felt good. I payed back Aunt and
Unc every cent I owed them. I bought a
car, too, an old Ford jalopy, yeah, but the
first
I'd everat actually
felt
great thing
sometimes
night to owned.
sit backIt and
think I was paying my debts and had a
car and that if I stuck with this acting
thing
neverthings.
have a debt again and
own lotsI'd more
Beatnik
But in the morning, mornings I had to go
to work, back to the studio, the feeling
was different — lousy and sick again, as if
getting out of bed and knowing that in
a little while I'd be walking through that
studioing rightgateintowasmy like
be walkown knowing
coffin. TheI'd memories
were still with me. My father. The big
star I was supposed to be to him. School.
The teachers calling me Snotty. The kids
laughing, pushing, hitting, hating. The
brand of Outcast, my label to the outside
world. Me. me myself, running away from
home and taking to drink and practically
turning into a vegetable. And why? I
knew why. That it was because of studios
like this one I had to get up and go to
that all this had happened to me. Because
of that great industry known as the movies,
TV, acting.
the big toswell
glam-of
orous life youBecause
were ofsupposed
get out
all this and never, except in few rare cases,
did ... So one morning, waking up, thinking. Idecided the hell with it all again, and
I stayed in bed. I'd be a vegetable again, I

figured.
be hurtI but
so whatI
differenceNobody'll
did it make.
hungme,around.
didn't work — not at construction, not at
acting,
anything.
became
bum.
I becamenota atBeatnik
bum,I the
worsta kind.
Itakedidn'tbeingwantalone
any either,
friends,sobutI joined
I couldn't
the
Hollywood coffee house herd, the weirdos
in sandals
and
jeans,
the
phonies,
the
people who had settled for their misery. I
wallowed in their company, in the stink
of their life. And when, after about six
months, I got my letter from Uncle Sam,
telling me he wanted me to come serve in
this
man's when,
Army,after
I couldn't
have cared
less. Even
basic training,
they
sent me up to Alaska and stationed me at
Anchorage and I met a girl, a beautiful
girl named Gloria Cross, a ballerina, and
we thought we were in love, me for the
first time in my life, and then her father
forbadediers,her
to seewe mewere
— he alldidn't
like sol-of
he said;
a bunch
nocare.
-goods
out
for
no
good,
he
said
—
Even when, after Anchorage,I didn't
they
sent me up to the north part of Alaska
and put me into a guinea-pig experimental
outfit that had to live in fifty degree-below
weather, I didn't care. I didn't care about
anything
anymore.
that
sergeant
with theI didn't
big fat care
face, the
the day
one
who used to roar with laughter every time
he saw me and called me Little Beaver —
Hollywood's
the told
Unitedme States
Army, the dayAnswer
he cameto and
I was
going to be court-martialed. I just didn't
care about anything anymore. . . ."
"I was caught stealing . . ."
The Chaplain, a big Irishman, a Catholic
priest, asked Bob to have a seat.
"I've sent for you, Private," he said, smiling a little, "so that we could have a talk
about
this court-martial.
talk."
"There's
nothing much Ato private
talk about,"
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1. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
I READ: GO all of his story GO part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
B more than almost any star B a lot
dO fairly well E very little B not at all
GO completely GO fairly well GO very little
GO am not very familiar with her
I READ: B all of her story E part E none
Q{] not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: [TJ super-completely
B completely QTj fairly well B very little
4. I LIKE ELIZABETH TAYLOR:
GO not at all
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
2. I LIKE ROBERT BLAKE:
GO fairly well GO very little B not at all
E am not very familiar with her
B more than almost any star B a lot
[H fairly well B very little QD not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
I READ: UJ all of his story [Tj part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: [TJ super-completely
E more than almost any star GO a lot
QO completely GO fairly well GO very little
E fairly well E very little E not at all
GO not at all
E am not very familiar with him
I READ: B all of their story E part E none
3. I LIKE ELVIS PRESLEY:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
[TJ more than almost any star GO a lot
E completely E fairly well E very little
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
E not at all

5. I LIKE DIANE BAKER:
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
E am not very familiar with her
I READ: E all of her story E part E none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: E super-completely
E completely E fairly well E very little
E not at all
6. I LIKE PAMELA LINCOLN:
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
E am not very familiar with her
I LIKE DARRYL HICKMAN:
E more than almost any star E a lot
E fairly well E very little E not at all
E am not very familiar with him
I READ: E all of their story E part E none
IT HELO MY INTEREST: E super-completely
E completely E fairly well B very little
E not at all

Bob said. "I committed a crime, I was
caught and now they're going to get me."
"This crime," the Chaplain asked, "what
was"I it?"
told you I stole," Bob said.
"And you stole what — a jeep, a truck, an
airplane?" the Chaplain asked.
"Aw, come on. You know what I stole,"
Bob said. "You've read the reports. I stole
a can of gasoline."
"And why, Private?" the Chaplain asked.
said.Bob shrugged. "It's not important," he
"But it is,"
"If you're
convicted
of the
thisChaplain
charge said.
it could
mean
years,
long
years,
in
prison."
"So what?" Bob asked.
"I want
tell me
the priest
said,
raisingyouhistovoice
now,why,"
the smile
gone
from
you soto that
stop maybe
being
a wise hisguyface.
and "Itellwant
me why,
I can help you."
"at night
when youin
and"Well,"
all thesaidotherBob,officers
are sleeping
your
we guys — "
He barracks,
looked down.
"You guys what?" asked the Chaplain.
"We guys," said Bob " — we're out in
those tents of ours."
"Yes," the Chaplain said, breathing deeply, "yes, I know."
"Father,"
Bob went on, staring down at
his
shoes, Fifty-five
"the last few
nights . . . it's been
murder.
below. Four nights ago below.
one of Fifty-eight
our guys, while
he was sleeping, his ears froze and turned
black on him. The next morning the medics
came and took him away. That afternoon
they cut off one of his ears. A big guy. A
healthy
took said.
off one of his ears."
"Yes," guy.
the They
Chaplain
ago," Bob
"I woke
up."And
It wastwo innights
the middle
of thesaid,night.
And
Ibeen
saw mumbling
this guy whosomething
sleeps nextaboutto me.his He'd
fin7. I LIKE LANA TURNER:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
00 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: GO all of her story GO part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely \T\ fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
8. I LIKE PAT BOONE:
GO more than almost any star 00 a lot
HO fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
00 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: [j] all of his story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely QO fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
9. I LIKE DIANE VARSI:
nrj more than almost any star [T| a lot
13. The stars I most want to read about are:

gers beginning to turn color and freeze.
He was afraid they were going to freeze
but good
a fewoff,hours
and that
have
to bein cut
too. And
so hethey'd
was
standing there now, trying to make a fire
out ofhome.
two lousy
he'd shivering
received
from
He waspost-cards
crying and
and afraid, and his hands were so frozen
he couldn't even strike the match. . . .
"Well," Bob said. He paused. "Well, our
stove hadwegone
We'dnight.
used Weup needed
all the
gasoline
had out.
for the
more. I Soknew,
was
stored.
I lefttoo,thewhere
tent the
and gasoline
went there
and stole a can and came back and filled
up our stove. It was a little warmer after
that. It wasn't as cold as it had been beHe looked up.
"That's it," he said. "That's what hapfore."
said."And you were caught," the Chaplain
"Thising, he sergeant,"
Bob footprints
said, "in thefrommornfollowed my
the
pened."
storehouse
to the tent. I was caught, all
The andChaplain
Bob a cigarette
now.
took oneoffered
for himself.
For a while neither of them, the priest
norright."
the private, spoke.
And tothen
the priest
going
see what
I can said,
do for "Blake,
you, seeI'mif
I can
get
you
out
of
this
mess."
Bob to shook
want
sound his
like head.
that wise"Father,
guy youI don't
were
talking about before. But I say what I
think.forAnd
that ifsoyou're
this
me toI think
be grateful,
that I doing
start
coming to Chapel on Sundays or do any
thosedon't
thingswantI don't
more — well,
Iof just
you doto goany wasting
your
time then. I'm not the kind of guy who
goes"Youto church
or
anything
like
that."
mean you don't want me bugging
0 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
00 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: [TJ all of her story GO part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: [TJ super-completely
GO completely 00 fairly well [JJ very little
GO10. notI LIKE
at allBRIGITTE BARD0T:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
00 fairly well GO very little GO not at all
00 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: GO all of her story 00 part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely 00 fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
11. I LIKE JANET LEIGH:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little 00 not at all
00 am not very familiar with her
(1) .
(2) .
(3) .

(3)
AGE NAT
ADDRESS
CITY

. ZONE

STATE

you"If about
God?"way the
that's the
you Chaplain
want to putasked.
it,"
Bob said.
The Chaplain shook his head. "I'm not
going toto trybugto you,
Blake,"
he said.
"I'm
going
help you,
period,
no strings
attached, because I think you did the right
thing,
because
I
don't
want
you
to
punished for something you felt you hadbe
towilldohelp
. . .you
Aboutin His
God —own" Heway,sighed.
in a "God
way
and
at
a
time
He
deems
best,
when
most alone, when you need His help you're
most.
ForHe God,
shookyouhissee,headPrivate,
again Godand— "put out
his cigarette.
"I'll try to help you, son," he said, then.
" — period, no strings attached. All right?
. ."I. That's
got outall."of the court-martial, thanks
the priest,"
Bob remembers.
"And and
afterI
ato while
my Army
hitch was over
got out of that. And I found myself back
in L.A., in Hollywood. And I found that
things seemed somehow different about
me. my life. I wanted to work, really
wanted to work, for the first time. I
wanted friends, too, people to like and
to likening.me.
wasn'tpassed,
easy things
at the worked
beginBut asIttime
out. I started getting the jobs, good jobs.
And I started having friends. And I was
closer been
to anybefore.
kind Like
of happiness
ever
I am nowthan. I'd
..
Sometimes I wonder how it happened.
Why
it happened.
don't know.
But sometimes
I findI honestly
myself thinking
that
maybe it has to do with what that big
Irish priest told me that day, about God.
God
whenhelp.you're
when helping
you needyou that
And most
I findalone,
myself thinking, Well, maybe. . . ." end
Robert is in The Purple Gang. Allied
Artists.
I LIKE TONY CURTIS:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
1 READ: GO all of their story GO part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely 00 fairly well GO very little
GO12. notI LIKE
at allGENE BARRY:
GO more than almost any star GO a lot
GO fairly well GO very little GO not at all
GO am not very familiar with him
I READ: GO all of his story GO part GO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: GO super-completely
GO completely 00 fairly well GO very little
GO not at all
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Germs in mouth and throat cause most bad
breath. You need an antiseptic to kill germs and
no tooth paste is antiseptic. No tooth paste kills
germs the way Listerine Antiseptic does . . .
on contact, by millions, on every oral surface.
No wonder more American families use Listerine
than all other mouthwashes combined!
stops than,
"bad. tooth,
"breath.paste !
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YOU KILL GERMS ON
4 TIMES AS MUCH ORAL SURFACE
THE LISTERINE WAY*
Tooth teeth,
paste reaches germs
Listerineon tongue
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and throat.
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No cologne prolongs and protects
your daintiness like Cashmere
Bouquet Talc. Never evaporates.
Never dries your skin. Leaves
you silken-smooth, flower-fresh all
over. Make Cashmere Bouquet
...pure, imported Italian Talc...
your all day Veil of Fragrance.
Cashmere

2

Bouquet Talc
the fragrance men love

■I

scents, smooths, clings
more lovingly, more lastingly
than costly cologne
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gives you the most perfect
permanent possible— or money back

Now, for the first time, you can wave your hair as it should be waved— from inside
out— for soft, springy end curls . . . deep, natural-looking crown waves that last.
Only Procter & Gamble's new Pace puts the lotion in the waving papers to put
controlled waving power in the heart of the curl. Roll hair up as usual, wet
thoroughly with plain water. Pace's waving papers concentrate lotion where it's
needed most— in the end curls— while measuring out just the right amount for
lovely crown waves.
No stragglers, no strays, no first-week frizz. Pace gives you the most perfect
permanent possible— automatically. Money back if you don't agree.

Messy liquid lotion is out
waving waving
lotioa
is. . in. Pace's
the exclusive
papers.

that

Wetting with plain water
releases Pace's waving
powerperfect
fromresults.
inside out—
for

the
lotion is
in the
waving papers

STAY-RITE SHIELDS
Wily new way to keep dainty-dry,
save clothes and face! Slip-on styling
stays put with ease. $1.89

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen.
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
Sophiathingandoff. Carlo have
9 Will you tell me if it is true — as re- laughedsisting— and
the whole
portlented
ed— that
Eleanor
Powell
has sonreand
given
custody
of
their
Peter to Glenn Ford?
9 Now thai Ernest Borgnine and Katy
— D. W., Chicago, III. Jurado have finally wed — after all their
pre-marital
and fuming — what
A Only for the month that Glenn will chance does fussing
Hollywood give this marbe in Paris making The Image Makers.
r
i
a
g
e
?
—
j.
R.,
Trenton, N. J.
Glenn
has visitation rights, however, at
other times.
Afussing
The and
chancefuming.
of a lot of post-marital
9 I read that Betsy Drake and Cary
Grant What
have been
seeingmean?
a lot of each 9 Any truth to the rumor that Nick
other.
does this
Adams and his bride are planning to
— M. M., Princeton, N. J. split-up as soon as their baby is a decent
age? — N. W., Atlanta, Ga.
A It means they still like each other —
and
doubleenjoy
dates.each
Caryother's
takes hiscompany
girl of theon
moment, Betsy her current beau, and 9A No-.
What's
the story
Angeli
they have a jolly foursome.
being
in love
with about
BuddyPierBregman,
who has been so much in the public eye
lately?
— D. V., Kansas City, Kan.
9 Rock
hasn'the made
a movie
for
over aHudson
year. Has
been sick
or is
he just plain lazy?
Anor Pier's
in
lovewho
— butis innotthewith
anyone else
publicBuddy
eye.
— G. P., Darjen, Conn.
9
What
is
Hope
Lange
going
to
do
A He's fussick—
and
tired
of
his
studio's
real to loan him out. The Marilyn
that her husband Don Murray has
Monroe picture was just one example. now
been
dropped
by
20th
Century
-Fox?
There have been others. However,
— W. S., Montpelier, Vt.
Rock's
startingDayworkof this
new Western,
the month
Gun. on a A Hope will continue at the studio. Don
wanted his release since he felt his talQ Can you tell me what the mystery
ents weren't being properly used.
malady was that felled Marilyn Monroe
during the filming of her latest picture? 9 Is is true that Anna Kashfi will reIs she pregnant again?
legal their
actionsoninbecause
keepingheMarlon
Brando from
is now
— T. L., New York, N. Y. institute
running
around
with
a
girl with a poAsheNotook
— justto allergic
to
the
miracle
drugs
lice record? — B. I., Orlando, Fla.
stifle a cold.
A Anna will fight Marlon again if he
9 I read that after a year Kirk Douglas continues to prevent her from leaving
put
Spartacusscenes.
back Isbefore
the cameras
with her son. A girl Marfor added
the picture
that the country seeing
hasn'tupa police
record
but was picked
for allegedly
bad? — D. D., Munch:, Ind. per lonse has— been
possessing marijuana.
A Kirktempt toDouglas
atsee that itisismaking
that good.everySo far
Reynolds
New
heresults.
is not completely satisfied with the 9YorkWhy— andwas atDebbie
the same
nightin clubs
and
plays
Liz
Taylor
and
Eddie
Fisher
were, at certain times? Is she trying to
irritate her ex-husband with her pres9 What isSophia
the problem
ence, or is she so anxious to see Eddie
bothering
Loren andthat's
her been
husband Carlo Ponti— and I'm not talking again — even from afar?
— J. F., Beverly, Mass.
ofrecognized
the fact inthatItaly?
their marriage can't be
— B. D., Boise, Idaho A Since Debbie has no guarantee of
being able to avoid Eddie and Liz in
A The problem was a handsome top star Hollywood — she felt there was no reason to change her own traveling plans
who
kept
insisting
that
he
was
madly
in
love with Sophia and she was really in because of a vague chance of an embarrassing situation.
love with him. He's finally stopped in-
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'LOVE-PAT'

LOOK.

..BY

Face your world beautifully. . . even on a moment's notice I
Because 'Love-Pat' is complete make-up- not just pressed
powder. No other make-up gives you this exact blend of
foundation plus powder. There's no fussing with extra
base, and Revlon color won't cake, streak or turn orange-y!
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cool
clean
fresh
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Showers

!

That's how you'll feel when you change
to Tampax — the nice way, the right
way for sanitary protection. Tampax
never shows, never embarrasses, never
reveals itself. Never allows a hint of
odor. Satin-smooth applicator makes it
so simple to use. Fingers never need to
touch it. No wonder millions choose it.
Why don't you? Try it this month.
Worn internally, it's the modern way!
Tampax® internal sanitary protection: Regular, Super, Junior absorbencies, wherever such products are sold.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

used Invented
by millionsby aofdoctor
women—

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Gina Yul
Brynner
Lollobrigida
Old Testament spectacle Ge£,ragr1sf
aSS
John Crawford
■in This
is a spectacle
— if not
quiteusaswaylavishback—
the DeMille
tradition.
It takes
to when Solomon was King of Israel, Sheba
was Gina Lollobrigida and orgies took place
in the open air.
Before Sheba came to Jerusalem, Solomon
(Yul Brynner) was doing fine. His jealous
older brother, George Sanders, plotted against
him, but otherwise the nation was unified.
Brynner had asked God for wisdom and
got it; he promised to build a beautiful
temple and built it; he was a peace-loving
man.
The prosperity and unity of Israel worried
the Egyptian Pharaoh. Enter Sheba (Gina).
Quit worrying, she tells the Pharaoh. Make
me a present
of a seaport
and I'll
Solomon.
The Pharaoh
says okay.
Nextdestroy
thing
you
know
Sheba's
slinking
into
Jerusalem
make eyes at Solomon and invite him toto
midnight
That'sup allowed.
But whensuppers.
she sets
her pagan statues
in the holy city, that's blasphemy.
It takes a while for Yul's loyal following to
turn
selves.against him, but they can't help themJust as he can't help himself and permits
Gina toyard.
hold Ata 'sacred'
orgy lightning
practicallydestroys
in his
back
that point
the temple.
It alsofordestroys
Marisa Pavan who'd been
praying
Yul there.
Gina, overwhelmed by guilt, confesses all to
Brynner who, wise man, suspected her from
the start. Now he has even more to worry
about.tion,Pharaoh,
at George
decides to march
on Israel.Sanders' suggesThere aren't many people left who'll fight
byButYul'stheseside.are the days of visions and, one
night, Brynner sees the way to destroy the
enemy. Gina, meanwhile, sees the way to
atone for what she has come to realize were
her sins. — Cinemascope, United Artists.

VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET
Lewis
JoanJerry
Blackman
Clark
from outer space Ear'LeeFredH?,linian
Patrick
■ Jerry Lewis lives way up in another
galaxy. He's mad about the earth; studying
earth people (from afar) is his hobby. One
day he just can't control himself any more
and afliesConfederate
down in hisgeneral
disc. He's
all dressed
like
(no scholar
he, uphe
miscalculated the century). He lands on the
lawn of a TV commentator (Fred Clark) who
is preparing to make an ass of himself by
telling the nation that there are no such
things isassuchflying
saucers.
He doesn't
there
a thing
as Jerry
Lewis, believe
either,
until Jerry shows him a trick or two. Clark
has a pretty daughter (Joan Blackman) who
is beingEarlcourted
jealousto Earl
Holliman.
reallybyhasmadly
nothing
be jealous
about
because
Jerrj^
doesn't
even
know
what
it's
he comes
they likedid toawaybe inwithloveit).(where
But before
Jerry from
goes
back to where he comes from he has a few
moments
of
feeling
like
an
earth
man
(that's
why he wants to go back). Best thing in the
movie is a visit to a beatnik saloon where
Barbara Lawson dances. — Paramount.
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLANDAlan Ladd
Jeanne Roland
Crain
up a tree with Alan Ladd Frankie
Gilbert
Avalon
Lyle Bettger
■ Alan Ladd and Gilbert Roland are loggers.
They don't
fromupnothing
but Imagine
cutting
down
trees know
to build
railroads.
their surprise when they come to this town
and discover that everybody hates them — and
all
What'sto everybody
so mad Jeanne
about,
AlantheirLaddmen.wants
know? Rancher
Crain tells him. If Alan chops down all the
trees
won't yoube any
town onleftthein mountain
the valley-there
— floods,
see.
Jeanne, who owns the biggest ranch in the
valley, is maddest of all. No. Wait a minute.
Her foreman, Lyle Bettger, is maddest. (He

was born in a town that had a watery death.)
Well, Alan having a legal paper, he sets his
lips fulandmind,starts
chopping.
Lyle,onhaving
a vengehe sets
dynamite
the one
road
open to the loggers, and then he lights the
wick. Alan gets another legal paper giving him
access to Jeanne's
choppers
of his ownroad.andLylehasgetssomesometreeswoodcut
to fallandon Jeanne,
and blockwhoJeanne's
Alan
have justroad.fallenMeanwhile
in love,
start hating
other.theIf problem
it weren't
for
likeable
FrankieeachAvalon
in this
movie could never be resolved.
— Technicolor, Warners.
HOME FROM THE HILLRobert Mitchum
Eleanor Parker
OTi the edge of manhood George
Hamilton
George
Luana Peppard
Patten
■ In a little Southern town Robert Mitchum
is big man. He owns everything; he gets anything heParker)
wants, except
his wife's
She
(Eleanormoon
turned cold
thelove.honeywhen she discovered
thatafterMitchum
had
an illegitimate (and unacknowledged) son.
Their own son (George Hamilton) has been
her exclusive property. But now Mitchum
takes over to make a man of him. With the
help of George Peppard, Hamilton becomes a
first-rate hunter and also gets his first date
(with Luana Patten). He loses his 'sheltered
child'discovers
ideas in that
a couple
of hardis his
blows.
he
Peppard
half When
brother, Hamilton wants him to be treated like a
son instead of a hired hand and to share the
family
budge back
— so
Hamiltonfortune.
leaves Mitchum
home, onlywon't
to come
when his mother has a 'heart attack.' His
parents' problems are so disturbing to him
that Hamilton can't handle any of his own.
He isn't even told when his girl (Luana)
discovers she's pregnant. Never mind, the
ever-faithful Peppard is there to make up for
the family's
film above
has thethem.
elements of soapmistakes.
opera butThisit rises
— Cinemascope, MGM.
THE GALLANT HOURS Dennis
James Weaver
Cagney
.7 ,to an admiral
j • , Richard
Ward Costello
tribute
Jaeckel
Vaughn Taylor
■ Warour withmovies
usually thecan'tstay-at-homes
help mixing aglamgore, giving
very
distorted
picture.
This
movie's
a kind of dramatized documentarydifferent.
(much It'sof
it narrated by Robert Montgomery) ; it has
the solidity of truth behind it. Based on only
a few weeks of Admiral William F. Halsey
Jr.'s long career it's a tribute to him and also
a stirring
account played
of warby from
'top.'
Halsey
(beautifully
James theCagney)
took over command of the South Pacific area
on a day in 1942 and proceeded to save Guadalcanal from the hands of the Japanese.
Weighted down by responsibility, Cagney as
the admiral is always decisive, daring — and
usuallyDennis
right. Weaver,
That's why
his staff (among
them
Les Tremayne,
Walter
Sande, Karl Swenson) revere him. He and
the Japanese admiral (who planned the atstudy always
each other's
moves tacklikeon Pearl
craftyHarbor)
poker players,
aware
of the incredibly high stakes. When Cagney
takes over, the Japanese are already planning
to accept our surrender terms. Our side obviously lacks the men, the arms, the morale
to hang everything
on to Guadalcanal.
comingin
changes
because heCagney's
is a leader
the real sense of the word. What makes a
leader? Nothing phony or arrogant. Mostly

ALL THIS FURNITURE,
ALL THESE APPLIANCES,
AND A MODERN, TWO BEDROOM HOME.
FOR LESS THAN $6,500.
It's noso problem
live ayouwholeownlota better
...
for
much lessat .all. .towhen
spacious,
distinctively styled New Moon home.
The down payment is surprisingly low, and monthly
payments easily fit the tightest budget. Best of
all, your New Moon home is completely furnished
throughout, ready right now for you to move in.
your nearest New Moon dealer or write for free literature.
■7
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brains, experience, inexhaustible energy and
the courage to stick out one's— neck.
see this
one!
UnitedGo Artists.
Steele
THE
AND FALL OF Karen
Ray Danton
LEGS RISE
DIAMOND
Elaine
JesseStewart
White
when crime paid
Robert
Lowery
■ They used to say that if you had enough
ambition you could get anywhere. Legs Diamond
the top Warren
of the underworld (hewanted
had toa getsicktobrother,
Oates,
who needed medicine).
This
was
in
the
1920's
and
30's
when
there was a lot of room for expansion.
As Legs Diamond (he was a good dancer)
Ray Danton gives an electric performance.
He starts off as a very clever, even amusing
thief. To meet reigning czar Arnold Rothstein (Robert Lowery) Legs flies down to

MOON

h OMES. INC.

STATE
and the best buy for better living.
Miami, buys $5,000 worth of personal apparel
and charges it to Rothstein. Rothstein appreciates his nerve, hires him as a 'collector'
(Rothstein
makes
him sells
a rich'protection')
man. WhenandLegseventually
is rich
enoughart) andhearranges
jilts Rothstein's
girl
(Elaine
Stewto have Rothstein murdered.
Then
Legs
becomes
czar.
Of
course
it
isn't
that easy. There are all these famous rackeeteers
te rs hehavehasbodyguards
to convince,(fromand Chicago).
all the rackBut
there isn't a better man with a gun than Legs ;
he shoots two guns at a time, sometimes hitting three men. The only one who loves him
is his wife (Karen Steele) and he married her
to keep her from testifying against him. This
movie really zips along. It's fast, violent,
gruesomely comical. You certainly— Warners.
won't be
bored.
(Continued on page 8)

new mOVieS (Continued from page 7)
HELL BENT FOR LEATHERAudie Murphy
Jan Merlin
the wrong man
StephenMiddleton
McNally
Robert
Felicia Fan■ All Audie Murphy has to do is walk into
town and everybody panics. It's embarrassing
because he's just a nice fellow passing through.
Trouble is he's carrying a rifle that belongs
to anlin attacked
escapedhimmurderer
on the (Jan
trail Merlin).
and stoleMer-his
horse. The town's sheriff, Stephen McNally,
is crazy to capture this murderer and he figures that Audie will make just as convincing
a corpse to the townspeople. Getting away
from Felicia
McNallyFarrisn'twhoeasy.knows
Luckily,howAudie
runs
into
to climb
mountains. She takes him straight up a cliff
(with the sheriff and posse hot on their heels)
and down the other side. Felicia believes in
Audie's
has an head
urge forto
clear hisinnocence
name. Offbuthe Audie
and Felicia
the town of Paradise where the killer is. The
sheriff and posse are still hot on their heels
and by this time the sheriff is nearly out of
his
anybody.whoIn heads
Paradisefor
Audiemind.
finds He'll
the realkillmurderer
the hills. Audie heads after him. Guess who
heads after Audie? Now that everybody's
caught up with each other, justice can triumph.— Universal International.
Maya Plisetskaya
SWAN LAKE
Fadeychev
Russian ballet
BolshoiNicolai
Theater
Ballet

It's you— with slimmer hips, a flatter derriere,
a tauter tummy. No diet! No exercise! Simply
this airy, boneless wonder. Yes, boneless.
Three inner bands do all the smoothing— and
keep you comfortable, too. Doesn't design like
this come dear? Nonsense! The cost's a mere
$8.95. So why gamble? Get BRA
FASCINATION
SHOWN: HOLD UP $3.95by®
BE3TFORM

■ In 1958 we and the Russians agreed to exchangederstamotion
picturesThatso that
all unnd each other.
may we'd
be why
the
camera is always moving from the stage of
the Bolshoi Theater in Moscow to the audience. If it had stayed on the stage (or even
backstage) Swan Lake would have been a
much better picture. As it is, the dancing of
Maya Plisetskaya is wonderful to behold, and
the rest of the ballet company are no slouches,
either. The dancing is great although it might
have manbeenColor,shown
to better advantage. — EastColumbia.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
WHO WAS THAT LADY? (Columbia): Janet
Leigh isfessoroffhusband
to Reno
sees heranother
college-proTony when
Curtisshe kissing
girl.
Dean Martin
—
a
TV
writer
and
Tony's
friend
— conthat andher thathusband
an line
undercovervincesFBI Janetagent,
the kissis wasreallyin the
of
duty.
Chorus James
girls Barbara
Lansing,agents,
real
FBI agent
Whitmore,Nichols,
realerJoiforeign
and some CBS props thicken the plot until Janet tells
a cruising TV-news-unit truck (and the world) about
her husband's bravery!
SUDDENLY,
(Columbia):
arine HepburnLAST
is a SUMMER
wealthy elegant
recluse, Kathwho
grieves constantly
over
the
memory
of
bastian who died suddenly, last summerher insonItaly.SeWith lor,himnow inwhena sanitarium,
he died was apparently
her niece Elizabeth
Tayinsane. Miss
Hepburn asks young psychiatrist Montgomery Clift
to perform
a
crucial
operation
on
Elizabeth,
promising to build Clift and his superior Albert Dekker a
new
hospital.
Cliffs enough
problemto isneedto themakeoperation.
sure thatIt
Elizabeth
is hopeless
gets strange
easier tostory
separate
from theend.insane as
this
unfoldsthe tosaneits chilling
(MGM) :Hills
Captain
isNEVER
stationedSO inFEW
the Burmese
with Frank
a smallSinatra
group
of Allied soldiers. What they do mainly is kill Japanese
soldiers
who
raid
camp
at
night.
Sinatra's
daringing.provokes
international
: he faces hangAt other antimes
he faces incident
Gina Lollobrigida
(rich
houseguest).
ItPaulall Henreid's
moves fast lovely
and hasandan permanent
exciting climax.

by
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in this issue:
Harry Karl's long wait
for Debbie
Marilyn today
A new Crosby marriage

At MGM's Rush,
partyLouella,
in honorConnie,
of top feminine
singerDiane
ConnieMcBain,
Francis:Jimmy
(left McHugh.
to right)
Barbara
Jimmy Boyd,

continued

Louella's not saying Karl won't win Debbie.

Lindsay Crosby's
'heart'
Barbara
Fredrickson,
and Papa
Bingis approves.
Lindsay's Doing It Too
Well, my pet among the Crosby boys.
Lindsay, is going to follow in the footsteps
of his twin brothers and marry a former Las
Vegas show-girl beauty, Barbara Diane Fredn. And I mean
she's a beauty.
Ran intoricksoLinny
and Barbara
at the reception
honoring
Johnny
Mathis
opening at the Cocoanut Groveafter
— andJohnny's
a brilliant opening it was! Everyone was there —
butAfter
I'll tell
you
more
about
that
later.
Linny introduced me to Barbara, he
leaned over end whispered in my ear, "We
are going to be married. Haven't set the date
yet — mebut that
I wanted
you marry,
to knowBarbara
first." will
He
told
until they
continue her present career as a dress and
photographic model. Papa Bing thoroughly
approves of Linny 's choice.
"Dad gave me a wonderful birthday party,"
Linny said. "We're all the best of friends
again — and I know you'll be happy to hear
that."
10

Harry Karl Will Have
To Be Patient
Millionaire Harry Karl is very much in love
with Debbie Reynolds — there's no doubt
into anyone's
mind inabout
he's her
goingto
do everything
his that.
powerAndto get
marry him. (See full-length story on page 20.)
Harry's necklace,
Christmas emerald
gift to Debbie
emerald
earrings wasand ana
matching
bracelet
and
ring
—
the
cost of these
trinkets being 540,000!
Not long
ago,
the
Karl
Shoes
purchased a 3200,000 home in thetycoon
exclusive
Truesdale Estates district (where Dinah
Shore lives) and Harry admits to his pals
that himself
he hopesand itDebbie.
will be a honeymoon home
for
But I don't know. I don't know. . . .
Harry is a handsome and personable man
in those interesting (for a man) middle years
— and he's rich, which never hurt any suitor.
It's
it willby happen
again
that happened
a young before
woman,and hurt
an unhappy
first young love, turns to an older, more mature
man,
riage. and finds happiness in a second marAnd, if there had not been an unusual factor in Debbie's life, the same thing might have
happened
here. factor did happen — I mean
But that unusual
the extraordinary zooming of her career. When
she was married to Eddie Fisher she was

Dick says baby's beautiful like mama.

doing well. But she was not the sensation she
has become
the Debbie-Eddie-Liz Taylor trianglesince
hit headlines.
Few women in the world ever hit such
world-wide headline publicity as Debbie did
in this marital rift. Rightly or wrongly she received almost hysterical sympathy. Witness
her trip to Spain during the filming of It
Started with a Kiss which was covered by
national 'news' magazines because of the
adulation the Spaniards heaped on her — even
to carrying
the
streets. Debbie on their shoulders through
She is a very talented young comedienne,
singer,unhappiness
and performer, and I'm not saying that
her
rise of her career. is the sole reason for the
But rise it has — to astounding proportions,
including a million-dollar contract for four TV
shows!
is one(sheofhasthedone
mostfour'inindemand'
stars for She
pictures
a row)
and
during
1959,
for
the
first
time, who
she made
the elite circle of the ten stars
have
brought in the most money at the box offices.
Debbie's career has become Big Business.
As she told me, "I never dreamed that I ever
would
making happy
this much
money."
Next tois
her twobehealthy,
children,
her work
the greatest
thing
in
Debbie's
life
—
and
lieve it will be for the next several years.I beThis is why I believe that Harry Karl will
have to be a very patient man. I'm not sayhe won'tit will
win betheanygirltimeof his
don'ting think
soon.heart. But I
That Egan Girl
At last — a girl in the Egan family — and no
one in the world could have been happier than
Richard Egan was when he called me to
report that his beautiful wife Patricia had
given birth to a daughter (5 pounds, 4 ounces)
at St. John's Hospital.
"My parents
Egan)
are so and
happymy tobrother
have (Father
a girl inWillis
the
family," Dick enthused. "Like the Crosbys,
we've
been themostly
family was
of males."
Because
new a arrival
a bit underweight, having arrived a month early, she was
put"Butin anshe'sincubator.
beautiful," said the proud father,
"the most beautiful girl I ever saw — -except
her mother."

Frank Sinatra applauded George Burns' dance.

The Dean Martins put the seal of approval on Harvey's pa)

4

one Signoret was never far from husband Yves Montand. And here's Laurence Harvey— the party was for him.
More Room at the Top
for Laurence Harvey
Frank Sinatra, who cavorts only with his
handpicked
'clan' (TheShirley
Peter MacLaine
Lawfords
the Dean Martins,
his songwriters and a few other annointeds)
put the seal of social approval on Laurence
Harvey by attending Minna Wallis' invitapreviewBongo.
and party for Larry's new movie.tional
Espresso
Frankie
couldn't
the preview,
he showed up earlymakeandit tostayed
late at but
the
supper-and-dancing party that followed at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Frank was flanked by
Jimmy Van Heusen and Shirley MacLaine,
who was all dolled up in a red dress.
always
said And
that they
movie certainly
stars are demonbigger
fansI've than
— fans.

strated itthe wayHarvey,
the 'names'
out for
the good-looking
who hasturned
become
an
'actor's actor' since floom At the Top.
There had been some gossip that Larry and
John Wayne did a bit of feuding during the
making denceofof it The
evithis Alamo,
evening.butJohnthereand wasPilarno were
the first to arrive at the 20th projection room
for the preview and later, Larry spent most of
the evening with Duke and his wife at their
table. Pilar dazzled everyone in the most gorof the season,
sable.
Janetgeous coatLeigh
and Mrs.full-length
Kirk Douglas
cameing on'stag,'
saying
their
husbands
were
Spartacus. Janet wore a stunning workblack
cocktail dress with absolutely no jewelry.
On the other hand Roz Russell was
ablaze with rubies, topped by a ruby-red turban, and as always Roz had a ball. The
dance she put on with George Burns had

the
ringsiders
holdinggot their
the
dancers
off thesidesfloor— soto funny
applaudall
Roz other
and George.
The good-looking
Yves
Montand
with his wifeFrench
Simonesinger
Signoret
(the otherceiving
halfcongratulations
of Room onat thethatTop)daywasbeingreawarded
the Make
role ofLove.
MarilyntheMonroe's
costar
in Let's
Signoret
is never
very By
far awayway,fromSimone
her
attractive young husband!
Zsa Zsa Gabor was the height of luxury
in a gold brocade suit and sporting a new
beau, wealthy Sid Barton of New York.
Cliff Robertson devoted himself exclusively to Nancy Sinatra. (She and Frank are
very friendly when they meet socially.) And
among others who had a good time were the
Peter Ustinovs, Barbara Rush (so
pretty in red satin) and the Milton Series.

continued

The Cash Kings
—and Queens
Once again Rock Hudson is back in No. 1
spot as the star who lured the most paying
customers to the box offio during 1959. Rock
had been on top in '57. slipped to No. 5 spot
during 1958,
'59 onTalk.
the
strength
of ThisthenEarthboomed
is Minebackand inPillow
Only five other actors in the 28-year-old history of the Motion Picture Herald's poll of the
nation's
exhibitors,
bounded They
back areto
number one
position have
after slipping.
John Wayne, Bing Crosby. Mickey
Rooney. Shirley Temple and Marie
Dressier. Nice going, Rock.
Now to get back to the others who rated

ascame:
box-office
'59. After
Rock
Carybonanzas
Grant,during
James
Stewart.
Doris Day. Debbie Reynolds. Glenn
Ford, Frank Sinatra. John Wayne,
Jerry Lewis, Susan Hayward.
It's the first time Debbie Reynolds has made
the sacred-money circle and the second year
in a row Doris Day has led the women.
Again — male stars dominate as the top
movie 'draws' — seven against three.
Jerry Lewis is the only out-and-out comedian
to make it— although the films of Debbie and
Glenn
were Western
'light'. star is John Wayne.
Only Ford
confirmed
The entire industry considers this poll very
important as it reveals — in a cash-on-the-line
way — what the public wants.

I nominate for
STARDOM
Doris and Rock were
votedtopbox-officestars.

Marilyn gave a party
to introduce co-stars
Yves (left) and Frankie.
Visit from Marilyn
Of all times to be told that Marilyn Monroe has dropped in unexpectedly to say
"Hello"
and is downstairs
is justherafterheada galis
has shampooed
her hair— and
dripping
wet!
Yes,
that's
what
me. This visit of MM's couldn't havehappened
been moreto
surprising, as it was on the same day she
gave a party to introduce Yves Montand
and her other co-star of Let's Fall in Love,
Frankie Vaughn, at the 20th Century-Fox
studio. I was unable to attend the party — and
believe me. no visitor could have surprised
me more than the hostess dropping in the day
of her party.
Emily
Post sodoesn't
cover thisto situation socially,
I just exactly
asked Marilyn
come
up to my bedroom while my hair was pinned
up to dry, and I finished dressing for a dinner engagement.
I hadn't
I had
beenseentoldMarilyn
she hasforputquiteon awhile
weight.— and
But
she looked very pretty in a beige cocktail
dress she had worn to the party and quite
slender, I thought. Marilyn admitted she had
lost some weight, "as usual" before starting a
picture.
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"You couldn't come to the party," laughed
Marilyn, "so I came to you. You are one of
theMarilyn
first friends
had in Hollywood."
seemedI everunusually
happy and excited about starting a picture although she
much prefers the original title of The Biltothe how
switchsheto liked
Ler's having
Fall in two
Love.new
I askedlionaire her
co-stars, Yves and Frankie, the latter the singing idol of the British teenagers.
"Oh, Yves is an old friend," she explained.
"He was in Arthur's (Arthur Miller, her husband) play, The Citadel, in Paris. It was just
a question of his learning English quickly,
which wasn't hard for him. Yves speaks several languages fluently — and it was not hard
for
him toMarilyn
pick upthinks
English."
Frankiebit
Vaughn,
he willAs beforevery
as popular with the American fans as he is
with the English after her picture is released.
Ler's started
FaJJ in following
Love has abeen
time
getting
seriesa oflongdelays.
"But we get going next Monday," said Marilyn,
"andSo what
I'm looking
to it." our girl came
happens?forward
On Monday
down with the flu and the picture had to start
without the star! All I can say is — I hope she
didn't get the flu from my wet head!

Peter Palmer— the genial giant ex-football star of the University of Illinois, who
makes his screen debut as a full-fledged star
inis nothing
the title new
role for
Li'i Peter.
Abner.HisStarting
at the top
first appearance
onBroadway.
the stageAndwas when
as thethestarshow
of Li'Jplayed
Abner Lason
Vegas
for
twelve
weeks,
Peter's
name
in electric lights in the gambling mecca.was up
started heasgoesa star—
to Having
wonder where
from he's
here? beginning
"I owe my good start to a fluke," Pete
tells you and
honestly.
producers
Panama
Melvin "When
Frank were
gettingNorman
ready
tocartoon,
cast their
Broadway
version
of Al atCapp's
they happened to be looking
some
TV shows hoping to get some new talent. They
happened
dial myto bit
Ed asSullivan's
show just asto turn
I was thedoing
one of
the Army
talent
contest
winners
singingup Granada. Later, they told me they made
their
minds then and there that I was their 'Li'l
However, it took Panama and Frank two
weeks to locate Pete and make the necessary
arrangements with the Army to fly him to
New York for an audition.
"I had done a lot of singing at the University
ofAbner'."
Illinois and during my Army stint — but
'Abner' ment,"was
my first professional engagePete says.
Of the two mediums — the stage and the
movies, he prefers motion pictures. He felt not
a whit nervous before the cameras, because
he had played the part so long on Broadway
it was second nature to him.
Although his home town is Milwaukee, Pete
attended the "U" of Illinois and played right
tackle
footballsinging
team the
from school
'50 to wits
'54.
When onhe thestarted
dubbed him "Brawn 'n' Brahms." Now he
hopes it will be "Pete 'n' Pictures."

It was a brand-new Tuesday Weld who
appeared at Johnny Mathis' debut.

Johnny Mathis' Debut
Everybody but everybody turned out for the
Johnny Mathis debut at the Cocoanut
Grove. I take a great deal of pride in the
success of this young singer who is such a
rage.
Two yearsin Hollywood
ago, I attended
Johnny
's first
opening
at thetold
Crescendo.
He came night
over to the table— and
me how
grateful he was that I had come. Later, I
predicted great things for him in my newspaper column. He has alwcys said it was
one of the things that helped put him over
inbowa big
way.because
If you ofaskhismevoice
— he andcan thetakefinea
on that
way hs has conducted himself.
One look around the Cocoanut Grove — and
it was obvious that Johnny has arrived. I saw :
Zsa Zsa Gabor in a brilliant red dress
and pink shoes — "the latest color combination
fromShirley
Paris, MacLaine
dolling." was in the big party
hosted by Barbara Rush end Warren

praise Shirley MacLaine heaped on him at his Cocoanut Grove opening.

Cowan that also included the Edward G.
Robinsons, Jimmy McHugh and myself.
I could hardly take my eyes off Simone
Signoret end her husband Yves Montand. allSheevening
kept kissing
neck
long. the back of Yves'
But even more of an eyeful was Tuesday
Weld dressed to the teeth and a model of
sartorial splendor in a formal gown. Even
Tuesday's hair was carefully groomed! And,
I assume she was wearing shoes — she was so
dignified posing for the photographers as they
snapped picture after picture. Little wonder.
This was a brand-new Tuesday.
Also spotted Norma Shearer (as beautiful today cs she was when she was a top
MGM star) with her husband Marty Arrouge
and her daughter Katherine; and another old
and
of mine, Frances
ford,goodand friend
her millionaire
husband, LangRalph
Evinrude.
Do
you
wonder
that
Johnny
Mathis
sang
heart out to such a brilliant audience? his

date, Sidney Barton, New York realtor.

continued

The big question for busy John Smith and fiancee, former child-star
Luana Patten, is: "When are toe going to have the time to get married?"
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DespiteandmanyKatydoubters,
Borgnine
Jurado Ernest
did marry.

Love V Marriage
It's been a big month for Cupid. When I
received an invitation to Julie London's
new
a New this
Year'swasEvea cover-up
party — whofor
could home
have forsuspected
her wedding to Bobby Troup. Unfortunately.
I had to regret because I was going to be out
of town.
big surprise
fired in aAndway poor
she Julie's
had least
expected. backThe
day
before
New
Year's
Eve,
she
came
down
with the flu and a temperature of 103. It was
too late to cancel out the party and Julie was
just barely able to make it down stairs, say
"I do" to her long time suitor, Bobby, and then
return to her bed achin' and groaning. . . .
Same day. South of the Border, strong-willed
Katy Jurado and the "man I love with a
passion,"
Borgnine, Mexico,
were married
her home Ernie
town Cuernevaca,
in a civilin
ceremony. There are many people who had
doubted this romance would end in matrimony

as there was a long drawn out hassle between
the sweethearts over where they should live.
Ernie was holding out for Hollywood because
of his work and Katy was just as adamant
for Mexico. The lady won the first round. . . .
Even the youngsters have been having premarriage problems.
star
Luana Patten
and When
John former
Smith child
lunched
with me to tell me about their matrimonial
plans — the first thing you know they were in
an argument about Luana accepting a new
film. "When are we going to have time to get
married?" protested John — and he wasn't kidding. "Well, you just signed up for more Laramie TV chapters," countered Luana. "Maybe
we can find a convenient week end," said
John a bit sarcastically. I stepped in as peacemaker by suggesting we go on with our luncheon— and like most men, he began feeling
better after a good meal. But seriously, these
two attractive young people are much in love
and I'm sure they will be happy.

Fabian, Pat and Bing
Fabian's
out of Crosby,
joint because his co-starnosein isn't
High atTime,all Bing
proclaimed Pat Boone as the best of the
young singers.
"Mr. Crosby sings well enough for both of
us," said Fabian.
Touche, — eh, Bing?

Poor Julie London: Her
marredwedding
by flu.to
Steve's Choice
Bobby Troup was
Stephen
(Ben
Hur)
Boyd
can't
seem
to
make up his mind between two fair charmers:
Anna
Mills. Kashfi or British actress Elizabeth
cide!Bet Marlon Brando could help him de-

Dorothy Provine cairn
with steady-date Buddy

That well-mannered young singer, Fabian, overwhelmed
? Francis' party
Connie Francis with compliments and congratulations.
Ann Maria's 'ex.'
our
Diane McBain good role in High Heels at Warners and who
Cocktails for Connie
who group,
makes escorting
her debut pretty
in Ice Palace.
is as blonde as Anna Maria Alberghetti
If you've ever -wanted to mingle with to- I was surprised to see Edd 'Kookie' isex-fiance.
brunette)At wasthiswith
BuddyDorothy
Bregman,is steadyAnna's
writing,
Byrnes' girl, Asa Maynor, with Michael
day's (andmetomorrow's)
stars you
been with
at the cocktail
partyshould
givenhavefor Callan,
dating
young
composer-arranger
Bregman.
young
actor
at
Columbia.
I
don't
betop feminine singer Connie Francis by
lieve Asa and
Bee, suit,
much toldthinner
each other
these 'Kookie'
days. are seeing much of chicMolly
in a white
me sheand hadlooking
spent verythe
MGM Records at The Cloister in Hollywood.
From the moment I walked in, Fabian
Troy Donahue, the boy Warners is build- Christmastroduceholidays
in
the
hospital.
She Danind
m
e
to
her
escort,
young
attorney
parked himself by me and never left my
ing todustardom
Summer
ced me to Nan since
Morris,A who
was Place,
dressed introin a
Alansmiles
Ladd's
prettySeitz,
daughter
side.
happy heboyis working
because in Bing
CrosbyHe'switha whom
High severe tailored suit with her hair slicked back. Busby.
turned her
on Chris
son ofAlana
direcTime has been so kind and patient with him. "She is my best girl," said Troy. "I don't like
tor George Seitz.
Jlldi Meredith, once a good friend of
He is so very young, this boy. He was just to date actresses because they never pay any
seventeen February 6th.
Frank Sinatra, looked like a young caricaThat gay young man around town and pal attention to anyone else's career but their
ture of Garbo wearing a slouch hat and wearDorothy Provine (the girl who gets a
of the Crosby boys, Jimmy Boyd, joined
ing the proverbial trench-type coat.
own."

IS

A fan had the most unusual experience at
Contrary to popular opinion, tempestuous Ava Gardner does not
the horse show with Tab and his horse. hate her fans; she's just a lonely and sometimes mixed-up person.
j'WI
James Dean head that marked the grave — a for months.
I've been
. . . beating the drums for David
terrible thing and not done by a James Dean Well,
LETTER
I'd like to write to Ava Gardner who has
fan, I'm sure. . . .
I live in Bennington, Vermont, and the other been my favorite for years. But from what I
BOX
day I ran into Diane Varsi in a market, read 1 guess she hates fans almost as much
writes Penny La Plante. I went up to her and as she hates the press, says Bonita Garzio,
I agree with E. Cussin, (is this your right asked her for her autograph and told her how San Diego. I don't think Ava hates her fans.
name?) Chula Vista, Calif., that she had a much I wish she would come back to the Bonita. She is a lonely and sometimes mixedmost unusual experience with Tab Hunter! screen. She thanked me politely but refused up person — but you sound very sincere. Why
My friends and I were at the Del Mar Horse to give her autograph. Her exact words were, not
try your luck and send her a letter to the
MGM studio in Rome? No one of us is so bitShow and spotted Tab. We followed him to "It isn't worth anything. . . ."
the stable where he kept his horse and
James McMasters, Detroit, has an interestter we hate
miration. . . a gesture of friendship and adwatched him as he started rubbing the horse
ing point: it would be wise if Hollywood
Is Modern Screen big enough to take some
down. 1 asked him for an autograph and he clamped down on all the publicity about million dollar salaries such as Liz Taylor will criticism? asks Mrs. Theo. Bissel, Kansas
my studio.'
Well, asI was
shocked
City. Too much Debbie. Too much Liz and
—saidbut 'Write
shocked
a mo- receive nolfor
Cleopatra
mentnotlater.nearly
Someoneas connected
withI wasthe stable
ds for four
TV shows.andAlsoDebbie
all we Reyread Eddie. Too much Fabian, Ricky. Tuescame up and asked me if I would like to walk about Bill Holden and John Wayne.
Sandra. Not enough Rock Hudson
the horse around and cool it off. Said he would Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Gary (he ;'ustday,won
the the
exhibitors'
vote asintothetheactor
most money
box
Grant is about how rich they are. Are these who had brought
pay me to do the job! So, I didn't get the auto- people
artists or — financiers? It this keeps up office during J959). Not enough Doris Day
graph
but
I
got
a
few
of
Tab's
dollars
for
walking his nag! Your letter gave me a real we'll be reading about them all in the Wall ((he fop money earning woman) — and certainly not enough David Niven, who won
laugh
Journal. Yes, you guessed it— my salary
humor.— you
. . . seem to have a fine sense of Street
is S78.50 weekly. . . .
last
year's
Oscar. Just what audience is ModJanssen coming up fast in the fan
Beatrice Johnson, West Toledo, Ohio, prob- mail!David
Screen catering to? Well, don't say we
David Bruce, Dallas; Nancy Bryant, didn'ternprint
ably the most active fan of the James Dean
your quite intelligent plaint, Mrs.
Richland, Mich.; Eleanor Damuno, Ridge- B. . . .
Memorial
all of that
Jimmy's
fans
couldClubs,
have writes:
seen Iftheonlyflowers
be- field Park, N. J., all write to say they can
That's
all
for now. See you next month.
decked his grave in Park Cemetery, Fairmont,
to see Richard Diamond in an imInd., on September 30th, anniversary of his hardly wait
portant screen role. Eleanor opines that David
death! But it is still shocking that nothing has would be wonderful opposite Elizabeth
been discovered about who stole the bronze Taylor, Doris Day or Debbie Reynolds.
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BEFORE TRU5HI
Photograph, skin
unretouched,
October 26. 1959

APRIL
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in April, your
birthstone is the diamond and your flower
is the sweet pea. And here are some of the
stars who share your birthday:
April l — Debbie Reynolds
Alec Webb
Guinness
April 2— Jack
Doris Day
April 3— Jan
Sterling
Marlon Brando
Bette Davis
April 5 — Gale
Storm
Gregory Peck
Spencer Tracy
April 8 Ward Bond
April 9— Virginia
Brandon Gibson
DeWilde
April 13— Mari Blanchard
April 14— Anthony
Perkins
Rod Steiger
April 15— Elizabeth Montgomery
April 16— Barry Nelson
April 17— William Holden
April 18— Barbara Hale
April 19— Jayne Mansfield
Hugh O'Brian
A pril 20— Nina Foch
A pril 22-Eddie Albert
April 24— Shirley MacLaine
April 29— Jeanmaire
Celeste Holm
Richard Carlson
Tom Ewell
Tom Noonan

Jane Powell
April 1

Howard Keel
April 13
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TRUSHAY
with si I icones

9

Ann
April 12

Anthony Quinn
April 21

Kitchen tests prove it. . .with women just like you
Hard-worked hands heal twice as fast with new
heavy-duty Trushay with silicones. Try new Trushay.
What happened to these hands can happen to you.
And new Trushay helps protect your hands against
detergents and through every single chore you do.
TRUSHAY .the heavy-duty lotion for hardrworked hands

AT ACADEMY

AWARD

Lustre-Creme
who

Shampoo

have made

SANDRA
DEE, co-starring
"Imitation
of Life" Picturin
\ Universal-International

TIME

salutes these beautiful

this the greatest movie

TURNER, ofstarring
in
"Imitation
Life"Pictur
A Universal-International

season

SUSAN"Imitation
KOHNER, ofco-starring
Life"Picturein
A Universal-International

stars
ever

BARBARA
co-starring in
"TheA Warner
YoungRUSH,Philadelphians"
Bros Picture

2^
MILLIE PERKINS, starring i
"The
of Anne Picture
Frank'
A 20thDiaryCentury-Fox

MARTHA HVER, co-starrii
"The BigV. Fisherman'
A Rowland
Lee Produc

SIMONE SIGNORET, starring in
"RoomContinental
at the Top."
Released Inc.through
Distributing,

DORIS DAY.An Arwin
starringProduction
in "Pillow TalK'
A Universal-International Picture

AUDREY HEPBURN, starring in SHIRLEY MacLAINE. co-starring in "Career" ELIZABETH TAYLOR, starring in HorizonWallis Production
Pictures' Pictures
"SuddenlyCorp.LastRelease
!
A "The
WarnerNun'sBros.Story"
Picture A AHalParamount
Picture AmericanA Columbia

LEEof REMICK.
in "Anatomy
a Murder."co-starring
CarlyleCorp.Productions
A Columbia
Pictures
Release
Watch the Academy Awards Show
on TV April 4 and see which star
wins the most honored award in
the motion picture industry.

VERA "TheMILES,FBI co-starring
in
A Warner BrosStory"
Picture

DEBORAH
KERR, starring inInfidel"
Jerry Wald'i
Production
Released by"Beloved
20th Century-Fox

Glamorous Hollywood stars use Lustre-Creme
Shampoo because it leaves hair shinier, easier-tomanage, makes any hair style easy to set. Try
Hollywood's favorite shampoo, New Lustre-Creme
— now in creme, lotion and liquid, too!

For the most beautiful hair in the world
4 out of 5 top movie stars use hustre-Creme Shampoo!

JOANNE
WOODWARD,
starring
"The
and thePicture
Fury" in
A 20thSound
Century-Fox

HAYA HARAREET. co-starring in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

Has

Have

Debbie

the

come

to

expensive

• When Hollywood learned that
Liz and Eddie were going to be
present at the elegant New
Year's party hosted by Frank
Sinatra at Romanoff's, whispers
flew all over town: "What do you
suppose Debbie will do? Did you
know she and Harry Karl plan
ned to be there? But I don't
suppose they'll come now.
Many gasped with surprise
when Debbie and Karl showed
up. Theirs was no quiet, sub
dued entrance. Debbie was
gowned in clinging white satin
that made her look almost like a
bride. Around her throat spar
kled an (Continued on page 60)
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The
Bobby

Darin

love story of
and Jo -Ann

Campbell

■ "I'm Bobby Darin. Sometimes I'm glad of it. Sometimes
I'm not, because I'm my own worst enemy. Girls, for example.
For a while it must have looked as if I was out to hurt any
girl who came near me. It kept happening the same way. I'd
meet a girl, and I wouldn't deliberately lead her on . . . not
exactly. I'd just be nice and unconcerned, and I suppose the
ones who liked me got fond of me. Then when they began to
get serious, I'd hurt them. I'd lay it right on the line. I'd tell
them I was going with them just for kicks, that that was the
only kind of girl I liked to date. . . .(Continued on page 78)
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■ There was a three-quarter moon that night. Audrey remembered it very well,
because for hours she had sat by the broad window of the living room in their
Pacific Palisades home, staring out into the night, noting to herself the bluish reflection the moon made on the swimming pool.
She hadn't been able to sleep that night. Ever since she had become pregnant
she hadn't always been able to sleep well, sometimes out of excitement, sometimes because she would suddenly feel hungry and just had to have something to
eat that very instant. At those moments, Mel, with that instinctive bond, would
begin to stir, hold out his hand to take hers and mumble, "Darling, what is it?"
Then he'd be awake and they would whisper and laugh together softly, always talking about the coming baby. Or Audrey would make a funny face and say, "I
guess I shouldn't, but isn't there some leftover lasagne in the refrigerator. . . ?"
And Mel would pretend to
^^^^^^^
be stern. "I should say not,"
he would reply. "Now
darling, can't you have a
craving for something
A
Plnl
^
sensible? Even ice cream
AN
and pickles would be
M
Eilkfl
^
better than the stuff

you want to eat."
But tonight was
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ly, Mel hadn't
ped out of bed.
was meant to
out alone. Never

even
It was
have this
before had

UNBORN
AT

LIFE

STAKE

different. Surprisingstirred when she slipalmost as though she
moment to think things
she (Continued on page 76)

■ Liz and Eddie, late for the
party, rushed from their
room and down the hallway.
As they did, Eddie adjusted
the zipper on the back of Liz'
gown. And as he did, he
asked The Husband's traditional last-minute questions:
"Got your bag?"
Liz nodded. "Yes, dear."
"Gloves?"
"Uh-huh."
"Kiss the children good"Yes," Liz said.
They were at the end of the
night?" near the staircase,
hallway,
when Liz stopped walking
suddenly. "Just a second,
Eddie," she said, noticing a
light (Continued on page 58)

INTRODUCING
THE
SENSATIONAL
STAR
OF
BEN-HUR
AND
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

■ The London fog of
'52 was a killer. It rolled
in from the sea, ghostly
and poisonous, shrouding the city and choking
the weak who breathed
it. Thousands died before itblew away.
One who almost did
was a sick and lonely

flat broke and starving.
All he'd had for a week
was water.
In his delirium, Billy
dreamed : He was standing over a deep, deep
well. Inside it were all
rooming
house. toHe'd
come to London
act. the emotions and feelInstead, he was bedded
ings of the world. He
with a dangerous flu, could reach down at

youth from Belfast,
Ireland, named Billy
Millar. Shivering one
minute and burning the
next, Billy huddled in
a draf ty hall of a cheap

random, lift them up,
take them in and give
them out. When he
dreamed that, Billy
Millar didn't care if he
ever got well.
But, of course, he
did. Because today
Billy Millar is Stephen
(Continued on page 63)

Warren

Berlinger and Betty Lou
invite you along on their
Perfect
Honeymoon

■ "A lot of people think it's a
big mistake for kids to go steady for
a long time.
"But for Warren and me,
going steady was the best thing
that happened to us. We
steady-dated for three years, and
now we're sailing along on our
perfect honeymoon.
"I don't think it would
have been nearly as perfect,"
said Betty Lou Keim
with a smile, f 'if we hadn't gone
together all that time."
Watching the honeymooning young Warren Berlingers as they lazed under
(Continued on page 32)
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hranh
Betty Lou's ensemble by Schrank; lace cap by Kleinert

Keim

Top sail, Rose Marie Reid's elasticized orlon knit; Kleinert Cap; GE Transistor Radio
a palm tree, that first week end of their
honeymoon at Balboa Isle, no one could
doubt that they were made for each other.
"This is the honeymoon we'd dreamed of
when we were going steady," Betty Lou
said. "We think it's so much better than
running off on a sudden elopement. Weddings are beautiful; a marriage should be
for a lifetime. So why not give a few years
to knowing each other first?
"I guess Warren and I could have eloped
soon after we realized we were in love.

But we would have been taking an awful
chance if we had. And we'd have had such
a humdrum start on married life; nothing
as memorable as our honeymoon.
"There has been so much said against
young people going steady. Even ministers
preach against it from the pulpit. I can
understand why. Warren and I agreed that
aimless going steady, because it's
school custom, or because it gives a
a secure feeling to know that good
Joe is around to {Continued on page
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Treasure

of the

deep

Made with essence of pearl! Fathoms deep down
in the ocean, Nature produces the precious
nacre for Cutex pearl polishes. Along Fifth
Avenue and the rue du Faubourg St. Honore its
pearly sheen gives a whole new look to smart
hands. Because Cutex pearl polishes have a sub-

for your

fingertips

zmr pearl polishes
tle excitement that makes other polishes seem
dim and lifeless by comparison. Whether you
prefer a vivid pink or an offbeat green or orchid,
Cutex pearl colors have a special radiance all
their own. Turn your fingertips into gleaming
jewels. ..with Cutex long-lasting pearl polishes!
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Sach year for the past ten the custom
nore and more popular among
nore and more
J. S. Government

American

STEADY?
of going steady has grown

American

parents worry

teenagers; and each year
about

it. According

to

figures, "81,000 babies are born to unmarried

eenage girls each year." Some

authorities blame

ttatistic directly on going steady. We

this troublesome

think that's overstating the

:ase, but there's no question that going steady is fraught with
tath delights and dangers. Last month in Modern Screen 20 boys
yere asked if teenagers
heir own
?his month

should go steady. And

answering

out of

experience, 14 said no, 5 said yes and one said maybe.
we asked 20 girls the same question/Maybe

earn from their experiences

and mistakes

we can all
— ^

Kathy Nolan: There's nothing wrong with steady-dating. I've
steady-dated with many boys, and I don't think it did me
harm.
Once I steady-dated a New York actor who had a cousin
abroad, and the actor's sisters thought they'd play Cupid
and 'engage' me to the cousin. So they put a ring on my
finger and phoned the cousin in Scotland to tell him he and
I were engaged. So, not wanting to hurt anybody's feelings,
I stayed 'engaged' for a week and returned the ring.
This was an odd incident, but for me steady-dating has
been, generally, a pleasant experience. When I break up
with a boy, we stay friends. All my ex-beaux are close to me.
I've got a goal: to make a bridge between career and
marriage. If steady-dating is part of that bridge, I'm satisfied. The truth is that I never think of steady-dating; I
just date.
(Kathy is a star of The Real McCoys on ABC-TV network.)
Asa Maynor: I think there's nothing that's more fun in the
world than going steady with the right boy.
It's hard to go steady with one person in Hollywood,
because people assume you're engaged {Continued on page 55)
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Gigi Perreau: I'm for steady-dating, with reservations.
Going steady means different things to different people.
To the thirteen- or fourteenyear-olds, itisoftennothingmore
than exchanging of ID bracelets. To fifteen-, sixteen- and
seventeen-year-olds, it often
means the security of having
a definite date Saturday nights.
To the older teenagers and
young adults, it is generally
more (Continued on page 55)

Dorothy Provine: I am really against steady-dating for teenagers.
I sincerely believe it is unwise for teenagers to go steady.
Steady-dating in high school frequently leads to marriage at
too early an age when neither party is in a position to maturely
consider the responsibilities they have to face in married life.
Furthermore, a person's outlook on life is apt to undergo -a
complete change during the formative years, and the boy we
may have thought dashingly handsome, witty and debonair in
our teens may not have the same appeal to more mature eyes.
(Dorothy is the femme lead in the Warner Bros, series, The
Alaskans, on ABC-TV.)
(Continued on page 55)

A fine actress
who felt
she was a failure
A wife
and mother
who thought
nobody
loved her
For
Margaret Sullavan

T©irttOT(B(d,
■ They found Margaret Sullavan unconscious ina New Haven hotel room, next door to the theater
where she was to have played that night. The
surroundings were queerly impersonal, asthough she had collapsed in a railroad station,
while waiting for a train.
On the bed, beside the slight figure (Continued on page 40)

Maggie met Henry Fonda By 1933 they were both big
in 1928, wed him in 1930. Hollywood stars, but divorced.

Mir

J

She next married and di- At the peak of her fame,
voreed William Wyler. she deserted Hollywood.

f
She married Leland Hay- Voice of the Turtle was her big
ward, had three children, hit. But she said, "I'm cheating."

After Hayward, Maggie She told Wagg "this new
married Kenneth Wagg. show might kill me."

Margaret Sullavan
continued
in white pajamas, lay a script,
and a copy of The Adventures of
Mark Twain. Nearby, there
were several half-empty bottles
of pills.
There was no note, no indication that she had sought death,
rather than sleep.
She had never appeared suicidal, but for a long time now, she
had been very tired. At fifty,
she still had fire, temperament,
charm, wit, looks — qualities for
which she was famous— but
something had broken in her.
Some zest was gone, some courage, lost with her youth and
early dreams.
"Nervous exhaustion" they
called what ailed her, and once
before it had put her into a
hospital for therapy. That time
she had battled her way out of
the dark, this time she seemed
to have embraced it, drifting
silently into its peace, its nothingness.
The official verdict was "barpoisoning."
Suicide?
Accident? biturate
There
is no
final
answer. There is only the blunt
fact that a talented woman
died because she could no longer
cope with the problems of her
world.
What were those problems?
Certainly not money. Only
the week before, she had been
joking {Continued on page 72)

By the time you read this, the best known, most derided,
most admired

young entertainer in the world may

be

home— home with his friends, his music, his memories. In
response to the wide public enthusiasm on
this occasion, and as our own
tribute to Elvis Presley, Modern

personal
Screen

has prepared 3 stories, each with its own
special and, we believe, interesting slant.

First, there's a direct impression of El by 3 American
teenage girls who spent the best part of a week end with
■

■

mm

him very recently. Next, Hal

1 1 ml I Wm
1
H
■ "

^a^s> ^e famous Hollywood
producer of, among others,

Elvis' new picture GI Blues, talks about his star from a
professional yet warmly human point of view. Finally,
with the invaluable cooperation of the Presley's friends
and neighbors in Memphis, Tennessee, we offer a glimpse
of what for Elvis — returning to walk
the street of memory,

past the house of M

empty rooms, up the hill to the cemetery £^

I

%

M I

Lbi W

—will surely be the real story of his
homecoming

mmm

Elvis longed for the sight
of Graceland, the mansion he
bought his mother, and
to kneel again at her grave.
by Ed DeBlasio
As we go to press, Ellis
Presley is expected home. This
is the story of that homecoming, by a newspaperfriend of the celebrated G.I.
■ A very few days from
now. the soldier will be home
from Germany. According to
present plans, he will be
handed his discharge papers
in the same building where
he was inducted two years
ago, on March 20, 1958—
a big and old and homely
red-brick building some six
miles outside of Memphis,
Tennessee, a building called,
simply, the Army General
Depot. Papers in hand, his
dad at his side, he will leave
the building and begin to
(Continued on page 52)

Three American teenagers
(LaVerne Novak, Pattie McCabe
and Toni Cistone)
report on their recent

his grown-up

way with the ;

■ Probably one of the greatest thrills for any teenage girl in this tw
is the opportunity to meet and talk to Elvis Presley. Recently three t
to Europe on a singing tour, and they not only had the chance to me<
were lucky enough to spend part of a weekend with him, talking, sin:
what makes Elvis the great guy that he is.
Who were the girls? The Poni Tails, a young and exciting singing g
fine harmony in Born Too Late and I'll Be Seeing You).
Of the three, Toni Cistone, who's brown-haired and brown-eyed, is
sing while washing dishes. Blue-eyed Patti McCabe is chestnut-haired (

his plans, his projects & his d
■ When Modern Screen learned that Hal Wallis was going to Gerr
the new Elvis Presley picture, G.I. Blues, we asked him for news of E
discovered and has carefully guided Elvis to stardom in pictures, not e
as a substantial actor, we asked Mr. Wallis to bring us a candid repoi
Elvis himself. A report to separate the facts from the many conjectu]
saturated Elvis' loyal fans these past two years.
And here in detail is Mr. Wallis' account of his meetings with Elv
G.I. Blues in Hollywood on his release from the Army in March.
" 'I've sure been getting a lot of experience and local color to play «
Hal Wallis (producer of
Elvis' upcoming Gl Blues)
reports on his
star's immediate future

LIKE
AWFUL

11

Afternoon bike-rides with Kimm Charney, or sisterly TV sessions, are okay — but Dodie dreams of a night-time date.

Dodie hears it from all the boys right now :
"Like I'll call you back in about three years."

■ Saturday night on Sunset Boulevard. And thirteen year-old Dodie Stevens was
doing a last run-through
at a recording session. Crying
her heart out into the studio
microphone.
Like ....
she'd loved
and lost a lifetime
With excited big brown
' eyes — just level with the glass in
the sound-box — she watched
Louis Prima gesturing
from the control booth, supervising her first album session
for Dot. She looked at the
(Continued on page 68)

■ Here is a happy woman . . . oblivious to the camera,
lost in the discovery of her new-born son, lost in the unbelievable joy of motherhood. Unbelievable to Brigitte,
because this is the same girl who, not long ago, told
the world that she didn't find pregnancy "much of a
joke," that she was "alarmed" by the coming birth — in
fact
child. almost admitted that she really didn't want this
And the ecstatic-looking young man, toasting the
little family with sparkling champagne. . . This is
Jacques Charrier, the proud father, whose nerves, not
long ago, were so frazzled, whose depression was so
grave that he had to undergo psychiatric treatment.
With the coming of little Nicolas, his sanity is restored,
Brigitte is delivered, and no longer remembers the anguish, for the joy that a child is bom into the world.

■ It seems like only yesterday that I was standing in line at the bank— making a withdrawal, of course.
It was my second day at Northwestern University, where I was taking summer courses. I had
enrolled because all my friends were going there, and because I had heard everybody went there either
to make up courses, or to indulge in the legendary summer romances on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Well, here I was at the bank . . . and three or four paces ahead of me was a beautiful, tall girlmaking a deposit, no doubt!
I stared at her, and noticed her prematurely gray hair, her lovely figure, her freckles, her bank
book . . . No, not her bank book.
I gaped, and I gulped, and my little heart pounded. I suspect all 115 pounds of me shook. My small
brown eyes grew smaller as I squinted at this lovely girl. I clutched my withdrawal slip while she finished
her business. Then she walked briskly out, and I lost her in the crowd of students pouring
into the bank (to make withdrawals, of course).
I snapped out of my daze, forgot to withdraw the money, staggered out uncertainly, and wandered back
to Hemy just
roomyawned
to inform
"I just
saw the
I am going to marry!"
and my
wentbestbackfriend:
to eating
a potato
chipgirlsandwich.
When I got hold of myself, I scurried out to hunt down this girl.
Soon I discovered she was
Florence Mitchell, a student at the
same university, who, unfortunately, was not in any of my
classes. So I managed to get up a
list of her classes.
never before told
Since (Continued on page 51)
(and probably never again)

CE

Parboil
by Tony Randall

there
minutes
betweenwhereclasses,
I wouldwas runjust to10 the
classroom
she
was due, just to catch a glimpse of her.
IAtdidn't
have
the
nerve
to
talk
to
her.
times, I would run into her quite
accidentally in the corridors or on the
campus (well, not always accidentally)
and my heart would pound something terrible.
Of course, I never let on that her mere
presence threw me into a tizzy. Being part
of the clique of kids who did the school
plays, I was quite an actor, and I knew
how to conceal my true feelings.
She has always said she never, never
did notice me. But she must be fibbing, for
how could she have failed to notice me?
After
all, I Iwas
taller than
am then
now. about
I was aa half
solid inch
115
pounds, including pimples and a pinch
face. I had bushy hair, with a great big
wave up front, which made my forehead
look only one inch deep.
I had black rings under my eyes, and
humped shoulders from always slumping
because napping
I didn't inget myenough
always
chair.sleep and was
I was 18 then, at the age when I felt it
was
real
living
to
stay
up allI never
night went
and
drink beer and talk and talk.
to bed, and I was always tired and sleepy,
and I'mWorse,
sure II smoked
had a charmingly
look.
a lot and idiotic
drank
coffee, and wasted my life away.
Of course,
I
felt
that
I
was
living
a
ribly romantic life. And the only reasonter-I
don't I live
this stand
kind it!of Itlifewould
any kill
moreme!is
that
cannot
Well,been
one bright
bright because
day . . .Ino,wasit carrying
couldn't
have
an umbrella ... or maybe I was still in
a daze . . I was walking along with some
fellows when I realized (sigh! sigh!) that
she was walking behind us.
Joe College wasn't chic
I don't toknowshowwhyoffI didbadly.
it, butI Iexclaimed
suddenly
started
loudly, so she could hear, that, "This
summer thatI'm Igoing
be JoetheCollege!"
meant
wouldto wave
banner This
and
wear a racoon coat and wide bell-bottom
trousers, and act like the movie version of
a wild college student. And at our school,
all students were trying desperately not to
behave
like students. It just wasn't chic
that summer.
So, of course, I screamed and fussed and
made an idiot of myself (which was not
difficult) and presumed that She was impressed.
Several days later, I was again carrying
an umbrella
know),
when (itI was
saw aher.rainy summer, you
Don'tpulse Iwent
ask me
sheer beatimover why,
to herbutand onstarted
ing herbrella,onand shouting.
the shoulders with my um(Poor girl, it seems I never had these
impulses
sunny day when I wasn't
carrying onan aumbrella.)
Well, she did not kick me in the shins
or call for the police, as she should have.
Instead,
sheshesaid,
sweetly,
"Stop wasJoe!"real(Ily guess
thought
my name
Joe College.)
her heart,
SheBless
thought
I was she
verywasn't
funny. mad at me.
I realized at once that she was a girl of
superior intelligence.
She laughed at everything I said or did,
and I was shocked into sheer delight. No
other girl had reacted so wholeheartedly
to my alleged sense of humor.
We made a date to go swimming.
I willhernever
date: sheJulywas:3. aI
joined
on theforget
beach.theThere
Venus in a beautiful blue bathing suit.
And there I was: a sight in my yellow
bathing trunks, my concave chest sagging, my shoulders sticking out like wings,
my ribs sticking out like a set of old pipes,

BRA BY PER MA-LIFT
Adorned with Self -Fitting Cups
Blessed with the Neveride Band
Your bosom, is gentry cradled from the sides, gloriously
lifted to bewitching new contours, by a new, triumphantly feminine
"Perma
bra withBandSelf that
"Fitting
cups
that conform
to you,
and •alift"
Neveride
securely
holds touryour
bra instyle,
place.S3.Wash-'n'-wear
or padded
95. At the finestcotton,
stores.S3. Con3. Pat. Off. A product of A. Stein & Company ■ Chicago — New York — Los Angeles — Toronto

The
Top Disk Jockeys pose a
seriesNation's
of questions
your
record
stars. to see if you know
1. His Calypso records were
big hits. Perhaps the best
folk-singer
day, album
RCAVictor issuedof athespecial
titled
at
Carnegie
Hall. He starred in the movie
Odds Against Tomorrow.
Jim
Martin,
Station
WSOC,
2,
The title of her new album,
Charlotte, N. C
a Disneyland release, is her
name. She's eighteen, had
hit singles suchfirst
as Tall
Paul, Danny Boy. An
original
member of the
TV MOUSKETEERS,
starred in Shaggy Dog.
3. He records for Verve,
Roulette, plays great
piano tra:withlatesthisalbum
orches-is
Chairman of the Howie Leonard,
Board. TV,
He'sradio.
beenTwoin Station
Portland,WLOB,
Me.
movies,
hit singles were Shake,
Rattle
and
Roll,
and One
Mori Tim i .

my
sticking out, my eyes ringed in
dark ears
circles.
She
looked
good health.
I looked likelikethea model
Before forfellow
in the
before-and-after ads for vitamin pep pills!
I
still
don't
know
why
she
was
not
ashamed of being seen with me. I tried
puffing outpos ible. Istrutted
my chest,
but
this
was
ima bit — this was easier,
although a gruesome sight. Finally we ran
briskly into the water.
We splashed around, and I had to struggle toceded
holdand tugged
my place
reat mywhenlegs.theYes,waves
I know
the waves of Lake Michigan are pretty
weak, but so was I! Finally, we came out
of the water and as we walked happily on
the sand, she put a wet lily-white hand
on my shoulder and whispered, "My
I looked around furtively, and asked,
"Who . . . me?"
Adonis!"
"Yes," that
she Iwhispered
back,her.evidently
annoyed
would doubt
"Not skinny me?" I protested, half
heartedly.
But she insisted I was her Adonis. And
toreally
thismean
day Iit periodically
ask,I "Did
you
when you said
was your
Adonis?" And she keeps saying, "You
were
Two magnificent,
weeks after dear."
I had hit her with the
umbrella, we sneaked off to Worcester,
Massachusetts, and got married. We were
both 18, and we were mad for each other.
We were laughing all the time. She was
the
had. greatest one-woman audience I've ever
She was laughing so much, we had to
do something to stop that. We did . . . and
to this day, I beg her to go back to those
mad
courtship days when she laughed and
laughed.
(Sometimes
it's because
hooked now . .I. wonder
and she ifdoesn't
have to I'm. . .
into it.)
Well,
it's a dark thought and we won't go
We did not tell our parents. In fact,
we eloped without telling anybody! We
sneaked
back to college
our started
weekend in Worcester
and, ofafter
course,
living together.
All our friends, naturally enough, suspected we were living together without
benefit of clergy. We would not tell them.
Why
should
we worry, we thought . . .
let them worry!
When
I
recall
not remember howour Icourtship,
proposed, Iifjust
I didcan-at
all. I blank out on it. And nobody is going
to trap me into saying I blank out be-

an unhappy experience. I'm
too foxycause it was
for that.
Flo Flo, which is what I call her somesays it'stimes,herwon't tell
secret.me how I proposed. She
It was while
at North-an
western that Istudying
decidedspeech
to become
actor. Before that I had only worked for
three weeks as an office boy with an oil
company, and the oil industry made it clear
that it could survive my departure. Anyway, afterwestern,our
course
at NorthFlo Flo summer
and I went
to New
York.
She notified her parents and I notified
my
parents
that
we
were
in
New
York
for
further studies, so they continued to send
us our allowances. These allowances, plus
what I could pick up as a struggling actor
and what Flo Flo could get from modeling,
kept us alive during our early years of
marriage.
We didn't
our orparents
were
married
untiltelltwo
three thatyearswe later,
when we no longer needed our allowances.
I went into the U.S. Army for four years,
serving in the Signal Corps, and Flo Flo
traveled with me as much as possible.
When I returned to Broadway, my career
started to pick up and I've managed nicely,
and now Flo
Flo doesn't have to work at
modeling
and cooks. any more. She just stays home
Sometimes, in a desperate effort to get
her laughing again, I call my wife Ivan
Simpson, after an old actor with whom I
worked in Caesar and Cleopatra. He wore
his hair in bangs for the role, and my
wife cut her hair short at that time and
looked a bit like Ivan Simpson.
Unfortunately,
she doesn't
at Milthis.
She, lions.
in After
turn,dinner,
calls
me IdolI laugh
when
amof the
washing
the dishes, she sits (exhausted from the
big
lightsrings
a cigarette.
And meal,
whileof shecourse)
blows andsmoke
toward
the chandelier, she says (somewhat sarcal y, Imust thesay),building
"Well, across
weD . the. .
everybody castifrom
way is looking over at the Idol of the
Millions
washing dishes!"
Unfortunately,
I don't think this is
funny
.
.
. and
Iwedon'thavelaugh.
So,
you
see,
a few kinks to
iron out.
And to think that it all started when
I went
to the bank — to make a withdrawal, of course.
END

jfF****^^ % : 4. Chess
Before label,
his firsthe big
hit, on
m
a hairdresser.
The worked
hit wasas
^p^tCS*!
Mau rate:
ybellene,
.
latest albumwhich
is he
J
*; on Top and some of his hit
I^L ' jmm singles
Sixteen, wereToo Sweet
Much Little
Mon. /, key Ht sini.ss and Ron.
Tony co-stars in Pillow Talk, U.I., will
Si
'
'Warn
Over,
Beethoven.
be seen later in Let's Make Love for 20thJerry Grisham,
5. These girls are a quartet
Fox.
Station
KVIP
known
bv
one
name.
They
Redd.ng. Calif. smg fof jom Qn ^
Arthur Godfrey Show: their
latest
A Girl's
Work single
Is Neveris Done.
CaThe Memories That Will Never Die
dence label. A past hit was
Mr. Sandman.
6. A smooth-style singer;
(Continued from page 43)
he's written
an auto-12
biography titled Twixt
midst of this same-type crowd, and how,
head lacsforthathishave
car, already
one of thebeentwo ordered
new Cadiland
20:
stars
in
Journey
for
through her helpless tears, she said
to the Center of the
him. He will walk out of the door, and tosmiling
him: Good-bye, God bless you. Take
Earth,
had
past
hits
Ain't
onto
the
steps
that
lead
down
to
the
sideThat
a
Shame,
I
Amost
care. And write so's I don't worry too
walk. But he will not get far down these much.
Lost My Mind.
Bill "Total"
Reck, steps before the crowds, waiting for him
And to himself, as he stands there this
Station
WTRR,
7. had
He's onthe thebiggest
Atco Label,
morning,
two years later, remembering
since
early
that
morning,
will
surround
single Sanford, Fla.
her,
he will think: Later, later, when darkhit
of
the
year,
Mack
the
him.
Hi,
Elvis,
they'll
shout,
welcome
home
.
.
.
the
kids,
the
grown-ups,
the
cops,
Knife. Paramount Pictures
ness beginsagain,to for
comejustanda welittlecanwhile
be to-at
even the MPs. A few babies, held high by
just signed him.
.
their mothers, will wave haphazardly. A least. . .gether
few
young
girls,
blushing
and
brazen,
will
rush forward to touch him. And he will Questions, answers
smile politely, warmly, and say thank you
Oncelay. Thein motor
the car,warming,
there'll beready
the usual
to go, de-he
uuvqjuoogXqqog
thank you
joj .g ma'am,
you . . thank
. And youas sir,
he speaks
he sis.
willthank
look will lean out the window and, still smiling,
around and remember this same spot, that he will wait while the photographers, popother morning, exactly two years ago, that
thesea past
minutes,justcalla few
out
for oneping awaymore,
couplefew more,
chill and
morning
3}SBgtunoj -£ stood
there,rain-swept
in her plain
black when
coat, she
the more shots pu-leez; while the reporters —
George
E.
LeZotte,
men from the Commercial Appeal and the
StationN. WTRY,
little black
hat tightly
on her inhead,
chief clutched
her the
hand,handkerin the Press-Scimitar and the big three wire
Troy,
Y.

services— finally making their way through
the crowd, call out their questions.
"Come on, 'fess up, did you get engaged
toa cinch
any oftheythose
11 askfrauleins
this. over there?" — it's
"Nope," Elvis will say.
"How long you going to be in Memphis
before
ask. you head for Hollywood?" they'll
"Two, three weeks — the longer, the better."
"Going to live it up?"
The smile widening: "I hope so."
Then:
"Is it true about the rumor, Elvis, that
you're
sell Graceland?"
And planning
Elvis willto shake
his head and he
will say, "No. Not on your life. Never. . . ."
Stop on the hill
The vard,ridewill behome,
down asAirways
as swift
TennesseeBoulelaw
allows. The tobacco fields, the farms, the
factories, the patches of still-brown woodland, the schoolhouses, the motels, the billboards, the fruit
stands, the
the new
turn-offs
with
their zigzag
signposts,
shopping
center, the new housing developments, the
used car lots, the empty lots, the circus
site — all will
quickly.
windows
of thepass
car by
will him
be down.
The The
air,
filledernwith
the
sweet
clay
smell
of
South-of
earth, will whip against the sides
his face
into feeling,
his nostrils.
The feeling will and
be aup good
familiar
once
but then
half-forgotten and now, once
more,
familiar.
The car will continue to race on.
Till when it reaches the hill it will slow
down
For
from themomentarily,
crest of thepractically
hill he willstop.
be able
to look down, way down, and there,
slightly to his right, three-quarters of a
mile
away, he will be able to see it—
Graceland.

It will look as lovely as ever, this lovely
house, with its white-pillared entranceway
standing out bright and proud, with its big
windows glistening, its acres of rolling
lawn hugging all four sides of it, with its
sleepiness, its majesty ... its memories.
And as he looks down at it from the top
of the hill this day, he will remember
exactly how it was the first time she saw
it,
that morning
in '57.theyHow,werewhenridinghe
stopped
the car inbackwhich
at this exact same place and pointed to
the house,
she said,
turnedThatto him
after aplace?
moment and she
beautiful
For us? So big? Oh my God. How much
did it cost you, Elvis? Now come on. How
much? How, when he told her how much,
she said, Ohhhhhhhh — breathless, unbelieving, thinking back, as she was to say
later, to a two-room shack in Tupelo,
Mississippi, a shack built by her husband's handsto and
where
the boy
seated cradle
next
her hers,
once
hewn
while
she lay
and inhisa roughfather
talked,
sometimes-hopelessly,
sometimesdreamingly,
about
his
future.
And he will remember her reaction this
itday,was.this moment — every bit of it, just as
And he will think to himself: Later,
later, when darkness begins to come and
wewhilecanatbeleast.
together
. . . again, for just a little
He'll understand
Travistaker of Smith,
his uncle
Graceland.
a leanandandhead
tall careman,
his hair just a little grayer now than it
had been the last time, will be at the gate.
He will grin as the big car pulls up. They
will shake hands, he and his famous nephew. The nephew will ask a few questions
about
this and
— andbadthenfallhe hewill took
ask
his uncle
aboutthat the
around Christmastime and about the con-

dition of his back, which bore the brunt
of the fall. Fine now, Travis will probably
say. He will probably add: And thanks for
takinghospital.
care of He'll
all those
bills, thewhen
doctor's,
the
his
nephew
light understand
this —of That
once toldmakes
a reporter,
isof one
those boy,
peoplehe
who just doesn't like you to mention anything he's ever done to he'p you; embarrasses him,the1 guess.
And away
he'll understand,
too, when
car pulls
after a few
minutes'
time.
Because
he'll
know
much
his
nephew
wants
to
get
up to how
the
house. . . .
The little trench chair
He'd made
from But
the beginning, thatititclear
was toherher,house.
she
could
never,
in
that
short
year-and-ahalf she lived there, get used to the idea.
The idea of having a place with a swimming pool,fiveno bathrooms
less, and — five
five
— and
and bedrooms
with
those—
what-they-calls,
strange
words,
a
solarium
and a den and a library and a game
— This
toroomknow
really.was too much for her to get
But
there
she did know.was Aa place
room inwiththe ahouse
chair.thatA
very special
. . . auction
She'd —seen
the
chair
once at chair
a charity
a very
elegant little chair with shining wood handles
and
a
petit-point
design
embroidered
on its back, A great little beauty from la
belle France, the auctioneer had said, from
the summer chateau of a real king. It was
so expensive a chair that that night she
had mentioned its price over supper — Can
you some
believethings?
it, she'dButasked,
they want
for
he hadwhatsensed,
from
the
way
she'd
said
that
despite
her
shocked tones, that she loved the chair.
And
gone the
and bought
it. Andso he'd
surprised
her next
with dayit. And
it had
become her pride and joy — Not to be sat
Gay young starlets,
these happy-go-lightly
flats have great things
in store for them . . .
put star quality at your
footsteps, new excitement into your whole
life for spring! $6
Molly
soon toBeebe seen in
"Chartreuse Caboose'

shoes
chosen

for their
STAR

TOBER-SAIFER SHOE MFG. COMPANY, INC.

QUALITY

1203 Washington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

■ Kathy Nolan, a girl discovered by Hollywood, was in the hospital,
suffering from a severe brain concussion. The room was filled with
flowers,
empty. telegrams, baskets of fruit, and the visitor's chair was never
Alyson, a girl who hadn't yet been discovered, was a visitor in tears.
"I know I oughtn't to bother you," she sobbed, "but I'm frightened.
My understudy role ... I have to play it tonight, and don't know how."
"Of course you do," Kathy said firmly. "You're a good actress; all you
have to do is go on stage and show them."
"But I relied on you," Alyson sighed, "and you can't come."
"I'll call my friends," Kathy assured her. "They'll all be there, and
tomorrow you can tell me about it. . . ."
Much cheered, Alyson wiped her eyes and left bravely — while Kathy
lay inised her
bed, staring
ceiling thoughtfully.
promto callhospital
her friends,
to packat thethe audience
with people She'd
to applaud
for Alyson — but sadly she realized it would be hard to keep that
promise.
After an hour of phoning, only two people had agreed to go. Then the
nursereproved,
came in and
and firmly
the phone.
"You'll
have room
a relapse,"
she
began removed
fussing about,
clearing
up the
while
Kathy concentrated on what to do. And as firmly, the nurse said, "I'll
just take the flowers out now, Miss Nolan. You know you can't have
them in the room at night, and there'll be a lot more tomorrow."
"Flowers!" said Kathy excitedly. "Of course! Bring me some florist's
cards, and bribe that clerk you're always flirting with to bring up
wrapping
the nurse tohurried
while Kathy
giggled.
At 8:00 paper."
p.m., theBlushing,
stage entrance
a smallaway,Hollywood
theater
was
electrified as two delivery boys hauled seventeen floral tributes to
Dressing Room One. Miss Alyson Lewis was obviously a person to be

aM

witk

respected, and the cast treated her accordingly. Alyson herself, jittery
with first-night nerves, glanced hastily at the cards, gasped, and burst
into happy tears.
Kathy had certainly kept her promise ! It seemed that every important
person in Hollywood wished Alyson Lewis the best of luck that night.
Everybody had sent flowers, promising to be out front, wishing her
success.
"I won't let her down," Alyson vowed, as she put on her make-up.
"I'll show them Kathy Nolan was right!"
On stage, she gave her best performance — and won enthusiastic applause. Glowing with excitement, Alyson went back to her dressing
room after the final curtain call. Happily, she took another peek at
the cards on the flowers, saying proudly to herself, / hope you're all
impressed
Kathy'look
s friend
I cards on the flowers, hastily gathered
She tookwith
a second
at the
them together, spread them out on her dressing table and stared in
bewilderment, and burst into laughter. She was still giggling when her
fellow actors crowded into the room to congratulate her.
"But,sheI realized
was playing
to an audience
of ghosts,"
"Look!"
Now,
the handwriting
on all
the cardsshewassaid.exactly
the
same — and all Kathy Nolan's.

jj and
on, please,
she would
enjoy that
way. say, just to look at
And now, standing in the room, he will
! look at the chair again after these two
! longAndyears.
he will remember how she had
stood together,
alongsidewhen
it that
!j been
the last
Army time
had they'd
given
j him special leave so he could come be
; with her. How she'd sighed and said, One
jj thing
wish they'd
about this hospital
where
I'm
—1 that
takeknow
just this.
\ going
But they
won't . . let. No,me you
how
And as are.
he remembers, he will think to
\i himself,
hospitals
Later, later, when the darkness
i begins to come. . . .
BusyThe afternoon
afternoon of that first day, the
j homecoming, will be a busy one. After
! lunch, as now planned, he will drive into
j town. With what is described as "the most
i| minor
per
request"'
willfanfare,
go to totheas accept
officetheofa subject's
Memphis'
i heHenry
Loeb
key to themayor
city.
;j Following
this,
there
will
be
a
small
reception at either the Peabody or Claridge
hotels
yet decided buddies.
on), givenAndby some
of his (not
old hometown
then,
undoubtedly, there will be a quick drive
| over to radio station WHHM and a reunion
i with that station's, and probably the entire South's,Anita
prettiest
disk
jockey, blonde
blue-eyed
Wood,
his all-time
ite local girlfriend
of years
gone by favor(reminiscences here— and news: Did you know
that so-and-so married guess-who last
year; that such and such owns his own
taxicab now and that he's in college, and
she's
become
model)in . New
. . andYork
then, trying
a drivetoover
to thea
First Assembly Church of God, and a talk
with the minister there, his old friend, the
Reverend James Hamill (reminiscences
here,
too — and
you
at thirteen.
Elvis,laughter:
when youI remember
always needed
a haircut: and who can jorget the time you
tried tetteoutand lost
for my
Jim'syour
Gospel
out, son
because
voicequarjust
didn't
the others
And have
then,it,after
all this,said.thenEh?)finally, it
will
late getafternoon
nearly
and hebe will
into his— car
again.evening —
And then, then finally, alone, he will
drive out to that most important of all the
places. . . .
Finally, nightfall
The gatekeeper at Forest Hill Cemetery
may have a question or two.
"Fine,
sir." feelin'?"
"How you
"How's civilian life treating vou?"
"Fine."
"Been expectin' you . . . Fact, thought
you'd be here first thing today, soon's you
got"I your
waiteddischarge
for nowpapers."
so the others would
go. I didn't want there to be anyone else
here,
anything." son . . . Just one
"Surespoiling
. . . Well
more
thing,
though,go on,
before you do go. I
jus' want you to know that those flowers
you
that weweek,beenniceputtin'
'em onbeentheorderin'
grave —every
and
fresh,
jus'
like
you
asked
us
to."
"Thank
you,"
he
will
say,
as
he
begins
to walk away.
It will be a long walk he will have to
make.
Not remembering exactly — for he has
only teen
beenmonthsherebefore
once— hebefore,
may exactly
even loseninehis
wayBut,somewhat.
eventually, he will reach the spot
he has been looking for.
And, once there, he will stop and lower
hisHehead.
END
will whisper something, too.
Softly, he will say, "Ma . . . I'm home."

Should I Go Steady?
{.Continued from page 36)
YES
so darn fast. But when you like being
with a certain person, it's kind of nice to
know he's the one you'll be spending the
time with. It's
sort any
of aof prelude
to an
engagement
the entanglements of an without
engagement.
girl todating.
have
a Imanthinkto it's
countreassuring
on, once forshe a starts
I do feel, though, that a girl should try to
go steady with a lot of boys before she
starts thinking
like loads
an en-of
gagement. Afterofall,anything
there are
boys and girls, and it wouldn't be right if
you
met choice
enough forto thebe
reallyfeltsureyouofhadn't
the final
matrimonial leap.
(Asa just finished Tightrope for CBSTV and Not For Hire for WNEW-TV.)
Jill Corey: When I was fifteen, back in my
home town of Avonmore, Pennsylvania,
all the boys and girls my age steady-dated,
I steady-dated,
and from
I likedfifteen
it. to about
Most of us girls,
eighteen,
went
steady.
But
it
you were going to marry the didn't
guy. Itmean
just
meant you liked one particular boy more
than the others, so you hung around to-

gether. It was comfortable, and it got to
be a habit.
Today, of course, I've got a career cooking and road
I can'tabout
steady-date
I'm
on the
twenty any
weeksmore.
a year,
and evenhome
whenis I'm
(New York)
my
staying
oftenhome
interrupted
by quick
trips enough
to Hollywood
not
long
in one and
placeback.
to getSo toI'mbuild
upAsa asteady-dating
habit.
result, I date a lot now but with
various fellows. And that means each date
involves
dressingto aup,showhaving
a fancya night
dinner out, going
or maybe
club, and coming home late. Each date
becomes a production. But if I still had
a steady, I could stay home and relax,
have a home-cooked meal, watch TV and
sit around listening to records. For me,
steady
better.
I wish dating
I couldis get
backI'mto init.favor of it.
(Jill is currently in the Columbia movie,
Senior Prom, and records for Columbia.)
Judi Meredith: I'm for going steady. The
only reason I'm for it is because I'm practical. In Hollywood,
you've assumes
dated a
man more
than once,wheneveryone
you're
going
steady.
No
actress
has
to experiment with lots of dates with time
different fellowsofwhen
So, instead
datingshe'sall working.
sorts of people,
I go out with people I enjoy being with.
It's
naturalandthathewhen
enjoy you
a man's
company,
enjoysyou yours,
end
up spending lots of time together. I suppose this could be called going steady.
If a girl is planning on marrying at some
point in her career (and what girl isn't?)
then
got well
to getenough
to knowto get
whether
she
likes she's
someone
engaged.

This works out to a strong vote for going
steady in my book. I felt this way in my
teens, just as I do now. If you date a
person
often, steady!
at any age, let's face it,
you're going
(Judi
is
in
Hotel
boat episodes on TV.)de Paree and RiverPenney Parker: I believe every girl should
go steady with a fellow she enjoys.
Sometimes, simple companionship is
taken
when thiswhere
may not
be the ascase'going
at allsteady'
. . . especially
the
companionship
is
relative
to
mutual
terests such as hobbies or careers. Thisin-is
not
in its strictest
the going
mutualsteady
interests
are not sense
deep since
and
lasting as perhaps those found in engaged
couples.
However, going steady can many times
aid a person in determining what he or
she
looking for in a mate — what he or
sheI'misdislikes
for it. in a mate.
(Penney, eighteen, is a feature of The
Danny Thomas Show on CBS-TV.)
YES, BUT:
(Continued from page 37)
serious,
the first step to eventually
becoming andengaged.
To me, however, going steady is very
serious and not something to be taken
lightly or to do just because "everyone
elseI wouldn't
is doing condemn
it."
teenager
for
going
steady if he or she any
is mature
enough
to
realize
the
responsibility
that
such
a
relationship holds.
We owe ourselves the right to develop
The
as well-rounded persons — physically, socially, years
spiritually — between
and it isthirteen
during and
the
formative
twenty ciplesthat
we establish
our basic
prinand character.
Therefore,
by going
perfect pair
out with only one person, we are limiting
our own development, as well as coming
up So,against
unnecessary
problems.
lovelier hair
have many
fun, date
many different
types,
and pray that one day you will meet the
right person when you are ready.
(Gigi is a regular on The Betty Hutton
Show, on CBS-TV.)
Anita Bryant:
I've many
alwaysfriends.
felt it was important to have
If one goes steady only for reasons of
COMFY CURLER KIT
security, surance
to against
assure
as inbeinga prom
the onlydate,oneorwithout
asteady-dating.
Saturday night date, then I'm against with REMOVABLE BRUSH
If one finds the company of one person
more pleasant than any other, there must
and
be an attraction, which is good reason to
go Thesteady.
important thing is to know why you
are taking either course.
(Anita is a feature of The George Gobel
Show, on CBS-TV.)
HOLD-BOB®
BOBBY
PINS
Elanain Eden:
are
love. I am for steady-dating, if you
For example, if a girl likes a boy so
much no other seems as interesting, and
she realizes she loves him and he loves
her — then all is wonderful. No need to
date anyone else.
But if you are not in love, there is no
reason
I was toin steady-date.
love with a man whom I found
so fascinating, I did not have the faintest
interest in dating anyone else. Of course,
I had other friends whom I loved, both
men and girls; but there is a vast difference
between loving people as friends and
being in love with one person. We saw
our friends together. We did everything
together. We went for walks, we went to
concerts, to the theater, to movies, to parties. We enjoyed everything and every-

Mr. Stubbs
Rescues
Toby Tyler

When Kevin Corcoran was
on location during the filming
of Walt Disney's Toby Tyler,
he got to be very good friends
with the monkey, Mr. Stubbs.
The movie is the story of a
young runaway boy (Toby Tyler, played by Kevin) who
joins the circus. Toby and the
circus monkey become inseparable pals— did
justinasrealKevin
Mr. Stubbs
life. and
One day between scenes, Kevin got out a pint-sized milk bottle, and a needle and a razor
blade. Then he picked up a piece
of wood and began carving.
"What asked.
are you making?" the
director
"A ship
in a thought
bottle." this was
The
director
pretty delicate work and he was
a little worried.
Mr. Stubbs thought this was
terribly dangerous work for his
friend to be attempting, and
he was very worried. He began
chattering and making frantic
motions and trying the best he
could to distract Kevin from
playing with that razor blade.
Even the director asked if
the ingboyhimself.
weren't afraid of nick"Nope,"
said, "I'm
ing to hurt hemyself.
But not
justgo-in
case, I brought along a couple
of band-aids, too!"
Well, Kevin finished his shipin-a-bottle (a pretty good one,
too)
and he wasdidn't
cut himself.
Mr. Stubbs
so relieved
that
his friend had finished his dangerous task safely that he threw
his arms around Kevin and
begged him (in monkey-talk, of
course ) not to take such a
chance again!

one even more because we were together.
But when you are not in love, then you
date many boys, because you are curious,
and you wonder perhaps this one will be
interesting, or that one will be fascinating.
Some people say you should not steady
date when you are fourteen or fifteen or
sixteen. But age has nothing to do with it.
Some
others.young
True people
feelings arecountmoremoremature
than than
age.
Of course, I am aware that feelings can
change. But that is part of growing up,
becoming more adult. But it is only by
going steady with the person you think you
love that you learn whether you really do.
(Elana stars in the title role of The
Story of Ruth for 20th Century-Fox.)
Diane Baker: I am not against steadydating.
I'vewithbeenDenny,
steady-dating
past
few
years
an artist the
at Occidental College.
But that
I amcutsagainst
dating
you offpossessive
from the steadyrest of
the world, that means you see only one
person standalleachtheother,
time.andDenny
and
I
underwe see others on
different levels. I can see one man bewe're studying
and another
man atcausedrama
classes;a script;
and another
man
for something
thing different else.
to give.Each man has somesomebody
careWhen
what you
otherlovepeople
he sees. you don't
Unfortunately, to many young people,
steady -dating is a set of rules, and it
means you must keep up with the rules
and they become more important than the
actual seeing of each other. The ritual of
exchanging
each other's
pin
or ring, or gifts,
seeingwearing
each other
constantly,
becomes
the
thing
.
.
.
rather
than
romance.
I'm for steady-dating,
without possessiveness
or emphasis but
on ritual.
Fox.)
(Diane's
featured
in
Journey
to the
Center of the Earth for 20th Century-

asNowthereI canis against
for it, that
if—
remember,it. asI am
a teenager,
terrible left-out feeling that comes when
every other girl had a date for the big
dance or the big party, but me. Every girl
has felt this, and often, rather than be left
out, accepts a date with a boy she neither
cares about nor wishes, really, to be with.
Going steady eliminates this urgency about
a Also,
'must going
date.' steady allows a young fellow
and girl to enjoy and understand the niceties of a relaxed and companionable relationship.
However, the grave tendency in steadydating is to get too serious at too early
an age. Until a boy or girl is, at the very
least,
eighteen,
or shesortcannot
havetheyan
intelligent
idea ofhe what
of person
want
to
settle
with
seriously.
One's
change with maturity. Some of our needs
very
young
marriages,
soofoften
doomed
todating
early
failure,
are
a
result
serious
steady
at too early an age.
I did provnot
go steady asifa youngsters
teenager. Ikeep
ape of steady-dating
their
good
sense
and
don't
look
upon
it
as a preamble to marriage.
Most funyoungsters,
there'sA
more
and moreI think,
to dowillin find
groups.
having.
wide circle of friends, at any age, is worth

is in Wake Me When It's Over
for(Margo
20th Century-Fox.)
NO!
(Continued from page 37)
Suzanne Storrs: Teen steady-dating, it seems
to me, is often a business arrangement, a
practical, lazy method to insure having a
partner on dates. It provides for a secondrate kind
of social
a teenager, aperiod
when lifeyouwhen
shouldyou're
be meeting
aadept
lot ofatpeople
and
learning
to
be
more
social relationships. It brings
teenagers together too often and too intimately, and this and
sometimes
sexworse. leads
It oftento leads
Jeannie
twenty-three
now, sixand before-marriage
to young, unhappy marriages.
I startedThomas:
to dateI'mwhen
I was about
teen. My parents were very strict, and I Steady-dating in the early teen years
felt I was lucky enough to be permitted doesn't seem a rewarding or a rich exto date, let alone steady-date. So I never dating leading
perience. Butto, inengagement
the early 20's,
and, insteadyturn,
steady-dated.
to marriage, is all right. This kind of
Of course, even then I was busy with mature
steady-dating happens when you
music lessons and had less time for ro- meet
lovetime.
and you want
mance thanI myhope,girlfriends.
Now that
I'm to be the
withperson
them you
all the
older and,
wiser, I could
steady(Last
seen
in
the
Naked
City series on
date but don't. That's one of the sacrifices shows.)
a career
time
now.girl makes. I just don't have the TV, Suzanne appears on top TV dramatic
Personally,
I'm hasfordated
steady-dating
but Connie Francis: I went steady for about a
only
after a girl
a lot of —boys.
I wasI know
seventeen,
looking
She
should
never
steady-date
with
her
first boyfriend. She should first go out year,
back onwhenit now,
it wasanda mistake.
with a lot of boys, so she can learn to
To
me,
going
steady
means
being
endifferentiate between worthwhile boys and
gaged,thenand ifyouyou're
not notreadyget toinvolved.
be entime-wasting boys. Then, after she has
gaged
should
had this experience, she can concentrate
The trouble with going steady while
on one boy at a time.
you're
school ingirlboys,
is that
(Jeannie,
a
former
Miss
Virginia,
is
with
you
off still
from a variety
and itit shuts
takes
Seeco Records.)
you
out enough
of circulation,
you your
don't high
get
to know
people. and
During
Carol Lynley: I believe in going steady school years, you might think you know a
only if people are in their late teens, itlot takes
about aboys,
few but
yearsyouof usually
outside don't,
livingandto
eighteen and nineteen, and are mature.
know boys.
I don't think it is wise for girls (or boys, really
The
divorce
rate
is
higher
among
teen
either), selves
justdown starting
to date, toI think
tie themto one person.
you marriages, and it's due a lot to young
benefit by meeting and getting to know people
steady-dating
and
thinking
they
know a lot about each other and have a
a great
— andshould
not until
you lot
in common . . . and then marrying and
have
knownmanymanyboysboys,
you settle
finding out this was not so.
down to dating just one person.
Too often, steady -dating during your
I think
for
older
girls,
eighteen
or
nineteen, who have met and dated lots of boys, high school years is only date-insurance.
It's understandable when your crowd is
steady dating is all right.
(Carol, eighteen, is in Hound Dog Man doing
it and
left
out in the
cold.you're
But I afraid
still sayofthatbeing
steadyfor 20th Century-Fox.)
dating for the sake of convenience and
Margo Moore: There is nearly as much to conforming with the crowd is all wrong.
be said in favor of steady-dating, I believe,
(Connie, with MGM Records, is top-

selling
today.) girl recording artist in the world
June
like it.Blair: I've gone steady, and I don't
Maybe I'm too darned independent. As
much
I've liked
some enjoy
of thetheboysfeeling
I've
dated assteadily,
I never
that I've got to be out with that particular
boyMostor ofI the
shouldn't
boys I bedid out.
date steadily were
fair, Ioutmustwithadmit.
Theyelsedidn't
if I
went
someone
for amind
friendly
date now and then. But their friends
minded!
had woman
people
look
at meOh,as did
if I they!
were aI'vescarlet
because
I
walked
into
a
party
with
some-to
one other than the boy I was supposed
bematter
going that
steadymy with
at
the
time.
It
didn'tof
steady date was out
town, orrangethat
and ar-by
d for me hetohimself
be takenhadto called
this party
his
friend. All these so-called 'friends'
caredbest
oneabout
else. was that I was out with someI think more romances are ruined by
well-meaning
anything
else. friends who meddle than
Until
I
find
I want After
to marry,
I'm
going to date the
lotsboyof boys.
all, like
I said,
(JuneI'mBlairindependent.
is in a new TV series, Two
Faces West.)
Molly
I'm agin
WhyBee:shouldSteady-dating?
a girl limit herself
to oneit!
fellow, or for that matter, try to limit an
active sense,
young atmale
make
least tonotoneto giri?
me. It doesn't
It's okay if you are on the way to the
altar
twentydownyearsto
old andreal I soon;
don't but
wantI'mtoonly
be tied
one man yet. Think of all the others I'd
never with
get toa man's
know! I don't
like todon'tbe
selfish
like anyone
else to betime,
selfishandwithI sure
my time.
Some day, when the right guy comes along,
the natural process will be to end up going
steady
with things
him. But
I don't think
you
decide these
in advance.
They just
work out that way. Pretty soon you look
around and you're seeing just one fellow
all theouttime.
untilfellows
that and
time,enjoy
I'm
going
with, But,
different
doing it!
(Molly stars in the movie Chartroose
Caboose, and on Capitol Records.)
Cindy Robbins: I'm against steady-dating,
the
practiced anow.boy Toointooften,
girl way
who it'smaneuvers
steadythedating does
to rush not
into somarriage.
She's
rushing
into itmarriage
much because
she's in love but to get away from home
and try 'adult living.'
I don't think a girl should even consider
steady-dating until she's gone out with a
lot
boys, andboyonly
this ofparticular
for after
quite she's
some dated
time.
Steady-dating
be theof result
courting rather should
than a method
courting.of
And
year at
least steady-dating
before the girl should
should last
evena consider
marriage.
was Rock
Hudson's leading lady
in (Cindy
This Earth
Is Mine.)
Shelley Fab ares: During my junior high
school years,
because
it wasI steady-dated
the thing to with
do. five boys
I
think
it's
a
terrible
thing
for a girl toat
tie herself down to a steady boyfriend
that age. Like, for instance, if you go to
a party with a boy and happen to meet
another fellow who likes you and would
like to date you.
A tgirl
very this
wellnewaccept
invitaion to go can't
out with
friendan because
ofthe a other
so-called
regular
companionship
with
boy. It leads to all sorts of complications, ke ps you tied down, and hurts
your chances of making new friends.

(.Advertisement)
What

some

don't know

women
about

internal
Day before yesterday, many women
hesitated to talk about the douche
even to their best friends, let alone to
a doctor or druggist.
Today, thank goodness, women are
beginning to discuss these things freely
and openly. But— even now— many
women don't realize what is involved
in treating "the delicate zone."
They don't ask. Nobody tells them.
So they use homemade solutions
which may not be completely effective,
or kitchen-type antiseptics which may
be harsh or inflammatory.
It's time to talk frankly about internal cleanliness. Using anything that
comes to hand . . ."working in the
dark". . . is practically a crime against
yourself, in this modern day and age.
Here are the facts: tissues in "the
delicate zone" are very tender. Odors
are very persistent. Your comfort and

cleanliness

well-being demand a special preparation for the douche. Today there is
such a preparation.
This preparation is far more effective in antiseptic and germicidal action
than old-fashioned homemade solutions. Itis far safer to delicate tissues
than other liquid antiseptics for the
douche. It cleanses, freshens, eliminates odor, guards against chafing, promotes confidence as nothing else can.
This
modern woman's
way to
internal iscleanliness.
It is the personal
antiseptic for women, made specififor "the Complete
delicate zone."
It is
called cally
Zonite®.
instructions
for use come in every package. In
cases of persistent discharge, women
are advised to see their doctors.
Millions of women already consider
Zonite as important a part of their
grooming as their bath. You owe it
to yourself to try Zonite soon.
ever hear it mentioned among college
It's always your fault if and when your boys
and girls. It is a junior phrase, not
steady
gets
mad,
or
jealous,
and
it's
not
worth it to be stuck this way. And I mean an adult one. Mature people don't use
itas works
both
ways
—
for
a
boy
as
well
the
phrase
"steady-dating"
becausegoodit
constant
dating without
a girl. At my age, sixteen, I feel we represents
reason.
should all "play the field" and not be obliI have been fortunate in that I have
gated to any one person. There's plenty of always been considered popular; but I
timeA girl
to decide
on a going
definitesteady
'steady.'
have never been interested in going out
might
begin
at
about
her college freshman year. By this time, a lot for the sake of being considered
she's
maturing, especially in her emotional
evaluations.
I have always enjoyed the company of
popular.
a few men. I like them, their intelli(Shelley is a feature of The Donna Reed just
gence, their companionship. I feel at home
Show, over ABC-TV, for Screen Gems.) with them.
I don't believe in going steady as an
Ziva Rodann: I don't believe in going steady,
(except when you're serious
except
when you're
serious
a man. institution
For young
boys and
girls,about
not mature
aabout
fraternity
a man)pin.. One doesn't have to wear
enough
to
know
the
one
person
they
want
to be with all the time, it is ridiculous to needWhata label
you orwear
in your heart doesn't
a phrase.
end
go steady just because it is the vogue.
I am pendaware
maturity
does notsteady
de(Ziva
portrays
Orpah
in
The
Story
of
on actualthatyears,
but going
means you are engaged, are going to marry Ruth for 20th Century-Fox.)
the person — otherwise why go steady? —
and you've
got topeople.
have judgment for it.
You
must know
The more people you know, the more
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your
judgment
develops
that heyoucomes
can
recognize
the right
person sowhen
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The Happiest Birthday of My Life
(Continued from page 27)
onaway.in the children's playroom, a few yards
She walked to the door, opened it and
peered into the room.
There, in a corner, seated at a little table,
she saw her son Michael Jr., seven years
old.
"Hey boy
there,turned
youngaround
man — suddenly.
" she called.
The
Liz smiled. " — the last time I saw you,
you"I were
bed."little voice piped up.
know,"in the
"And
well
on
your way to sleep "
"I know."
"And what happened?"
don't know — not 'sactly," the little
boy"I said.
Liz
he crossed
legs asnoticed
he saidthatthat
(a sure hissignpajama-ed
that he
was fibbing); that he sat very rigidly now;
that
his
arms,
spread-eagled
on
the
table
in front of him, seemed more and more
to Liz
be covering
something.
turned to Eddie.
"Something wrong?" he asked.
"I don't know," Liz whispered, " — not
'sactly. But I'm going to find out."
Michael's surprise
andShewaitasked
for Eddie
her — sheif he'd
wouldgo bedownstairs
down in
a few minutes, she said. And then she
turned
towards
the
playroom
again
and
walked inside and over to the little chair
where Michael Jr. sat.
put her
on his
on Shea little
chairhandbeside
him.head, and sat,
"Mike,
you
know
it's
late, don't you?"
she asked.
"You
look
awful
pretty,
Mommy," the
boy said.
"Now don't go changing the subjectIt's
said. late, and you should be in bed," Liz
"Youagain.
look sooooooo pretty," the boy
tried
"Mike!"
Liz asaid.moment of silence now.
There was
And Liz had a hard time keeping back
a smile during this time.
"Now come on, Mike," she said, "what
in the world are you doing up?"
was just
my hissurprise,"
the
boy"I said,
finally.finishing
He lifted
arms from
theLiztable.
"See."
looked down. Her eyes fixed on two
small perspieces
one ofcrayoned:
the pashe read ofthepaper.
words,On gayly
HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
CHRISTOPHER
On the other:
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY,
MY MOTHER,
MOMMY
"Today," Michael said, as Liz looked
down at the papers, "Missy (the children's
governess)
Michael, in notsaid
too tolongme,from'Younow,know.
on February the twenty- seventh of Nineteen
Hundred and Sixty, this year, it's going
to be both your Mommy's and your
brother's birthdays.' And she said to me,
'Now that you're getting to be a big boy,
you've got to think about giving them
presents.'
we thought
what thoseAndpresents
could and
be. weAndthought
while
we
were
thinking
I
said
to
Missy,
'Besides
from presents, there have to be birthday
cards, too.' And Missy said what a good
idea, cards
and whyyou.didn't
them — my
own
And Inone
Imake
started.
about ten oftothem.
But
of themI made
were
good. And then Missy said, 'Tomorrow,
Michael, we will continue to try. . . .'
"But tonight, Mommy, in bed, I thought
58 I'd like to keep trying now, and not to-

mor ow .. . his
And head.
so that's why I got up."
He shook
"I guess I shouldn't have gotten up,
should I have?" he asked. "Because now
you've seen my surprise. And so it isn't
a Liz
surprise
any arms
more around
... is it?"her son, and
put her
she hugged him. "Oh yes it is," she said,
"the most wonderful surprise I've ever
gotten,
Mike birthday
. . . for what's
be
the happiest
in my going
whole tolife.
1Some
know."birthdays aren't happy
"Didn't you always have happy birthdays?" the boy cut in. "Like I always
"Oh, when I was small . . . yes ... I
had
very— Grandma
happy birthdays,"
Liz would
said. "My
mommy
Taylorto— the
she
inhave?"
vite all my friends over
house, and
then we'd play pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey,
games.andAndcolored
we'd candies
have a
cake, and
and other
ice cream,
in "Just
those like
little mypaperbirthday,"
baskets — Michael
"
"Yes," said Liz, "just like yours said.
...
But then the years pass," she went on,
"and
we
grow
up,
and
—
"
"And then the birthdays aren't happy
anymore?" her son asked.
"Theytheyshould
Liz every
said. "For
people
are — be,"
always,
year, most
very
"But not for you, Mommy, they
happy."
weren't?"
A2 understand
Doris Day: People
don't tohaveknow
to P4
your words
K what you sinq.
The important
A
t thing is to feel what the lyrics A
WrA
say, not just to say Sidnev
them. Skolskv ft
J
in the New York Post A
"No."
"Why?"Lizhesaid,
asked."not always, Mike."
The question hit Liz strangely. She was
used toto that
having
her son askthe"why"
to this
and
— ingenuously,
way sevenyear-olds
almost
invariably
ask
the
tion, after almost any statement ofquesfact.
She was used, too, to answering the
"why's" quickly, not with annoyance, to
bewe-can-get-this-settled
sure, but with a let's-see-how-quicklyattitude. But,
somehow, this time, there was something
about the way young Michael asked his
question
not son
to rush
her answer.thatButprompted
to talk Liz
to her
...
really
him.
And talk
so sheto started.
"When Mommy was just a little over
being acame alittle
she one
said, ...
"her Do
life you
bevery girl,"
unusual
understand what the word 'unusual'
"Sort Mike?"
of," he said.
means,
in my Icase,"
said,movies,
"it meantan
that"Well,
suddenly
was Liz
in the
actress,
a
very
special
person—
the
movies at thirteen and fourteen, anin age
when most other girls get excited just at
the"And
thought
going you
to thenot movies."
this ofmade
happy?" the
boy asked.
"At
first,
Mike,"
Liz
said,
"it
made very
me
very happy. As I said, I was suddenly
special. There were all sorts of people
doing all sorts of things for me. I went to
a special little school. I had my pick of
the nicest,
speciallotsclothes
body could the
want.mostI made
and lotsany-of

money — not ftfty-cents-a-week allowance
like you get, Mike . . . but hundreds of
"Wow,"thenthe even
boy said.
dollars,
thousands."
"Yes, wow," said Liz, sighing just a
little.ized,"Except
that
a while
young as I was, after
that there
was Ia realprice
I had to pay for all this specialness. I
realized it, in fact, on one of my birthdays— onthat
the one
day ofI became
"Was
the not fifteen
happy years."
birthMommy?" Michael asked.
Liz days,
nodded.
Some promises must be broken
"Someday, Mike, when you're older,"
she said, "you might just find yourself
looking through
of yourcomeMommy's
scrapbooks.
And some
you might
across
some pictures and some articles, from
newspapers and magazines, showing your
Mommy on her fifteenth birthday. And
you'll
big and
partyall her
for her seethatthenight,
the studio
people gave
who
were there — oh, so many people, all looking so happy and festive. And you might
say to yourself, 'I wonder why my Mommy
said"Well,"
that was
a not on,happy
. . .'
she went
"I'll birthday.
tell you why,
Mike. You see, at this studio where I
worked, there was a lady called Helen.
She
was towhatfix they
call whenever
a hairdresser
she used
my hair
I was—
making a picture. She was a very nice
woman, always smiling, always so friendly.
And she had a daughter, a girl called
Lucille, who was just as nice as her
mother — one of the nicest girls I ever
"She was your friend?" Michael asked.
very really
good .friend,"
said, "my
only"Myfriend
. . Lots Lizof times
Lucille, two
my friend,
would
come
to quiet
the studio
and
the
of
us
would
find
a
place
knew."
and we would talk. We would talk for
hours. For hours. About just about anything that came to our minds — about peoand parents
and books
and
musicple andandpetspoetry
and clothes
and boys,
sometimes, and oh about lots and lots of
things . . . And then one day, just at
about this time of the year, we started
talking about birthdays and the fact that
mine was coming around soon. And I said
to her, 'Speaking of birthdays, Lucille, I
just
to have party,
a big
partyfound
at a out
big that
hotel,I'ma going
real special
given
just
for
me
by
the
studio
—
and
Lucille,' I said, 'I want you to come. More
Liz sighed.
thanAgain,
anybody
" Mommy?" Michael
"What's
the else.'
matter,
asked. "Couldn't Lucille come to your
"She wasn't allowed to come, Mike,"
Liz said. "There was something — somevery important
calledupa byguestonelist.of
I foundthing out.
It was —made
the men at the studio. When I asked this
man rtto—y?"hundreds
put Lucille's
name people,
on, with most
the
others
of other
pa
of
them
people
I
didn't
even
know
—
sorry,thisElizabeth,
my child,
buthe
ifsaid,
we I'm
include
Lucille, there
are other
children, children of other studio employees, we'lladd,
havechildren
to include.
And,'morehe
said. 'I might
of much
important
people thanLucille,'
your hairdresser!'
" 'But I promised
I started to
say."AndI started
to said
cry. to'I promised,'
I said.
me, 'Some
ises mustthisbe man
broken,
Elizabeth.
Youllpromfind
that"So outthat's
as you
. . .'allowed
"
how grow
Lucilleolder.
wasn't
to
come
the party?" Michael asked.
Liz tonodded.
"Was she mad, Mommy," the boy asked
then, "that you had to break your promise
"I don't know," Liz said. "I never found
out. Because I felt so bad about the whole
thing that the next time Lucille came to

the studio I— I avoided her. Turned and
walkedto the
so I .wouldn't
have
talk other
to her.way.To Just
tell her
. . And.
as it turned out. Lucille stopped coming
to the studio altogether a little while
after that . . . And I never spoke to her,
or saw her. again."
"Gee,'' Michael said. "Gee Mommy, that
was"I'mnotafraid
a veryit happy
wasn't,"birthday,
Liz said.was it?"
Birthdays in bed
Her son took her hand in his.
"But the other ones." he said, "the ones
after that — they were happier, weren't
they, Mommy?"
"Some Well,
were Mike,
. . . yes,"
Liz said.
"And
some
this Mom
of yours
can —remember
two birthdays
after
that
she spent
in
bed.
Sick.
Sick
with
backaches
and
with
doctors
standing
around
and with a table next to her bed loaded
with more medicine bottles than little
Liza has blocks and dolls or you have
soldiers or Chris has trucks and cowboy hats . . . Those were my presents
those
birthdays.Michael
Medicine
"Sometwopresents."
said, bottles."
consolingly.
"And tothengo .on.. . She
otherpaused
birthdays,"
Liz
started
suddenly,
looking away from her son for a moment,
then looking back at him.
"Last ifyear,
she said,
I don't
know
you Mike,"
remember.
You " —probably
don't. Not exactly. But that, that was the
worst birthday I ever had."
"Why, Mommy?" the boy asked.
"Well," Liz said — the words came slowly
now
"lots ofwere
things,
strange things,
bad —things,
happening
to your almost
Mom
last year this time. They're too involved to
go into now.
Honestly. Mike,
not oldif
enough
to understand
them you're
yet. even
I did go into them. Someday, when you
are older, when you read about them, or
hear
them — know
as youwhat
probably
well, about
then youll
I mean,willby—
these things. But for now, just understand this— that your Mom was the most
unhappy
woman were
on thissaying
here things
earth. about
People, everywhere,
her. pointing
their
fingers
at
her,
whispering, whispering, the most terrible
things.to And
yourthatMomthey didn't
want
show because
these people
were
winning their point, that they were in any
way bothering her — she acted very blase
about the whole thing ... Do you know
what blase means, Mike?"
The boy shook his head. "No," he said.
"It means
unconcerned,"
said, "not
caring,
not being
the least Liz
bit interested.
That's what blase means."
"Oh," the boy said.
"But,"so Liz
care, Not
Mike.sickI
cared
muchsaid,
that "II did
got sick.
with my back again, like the other times
I told you about. Not the kind of sickness
that sent me to bed. Or that brought doctorscinesrunning.
I had tooftake
for . . . OrBut that
a sickness
the mediheart.
A sickness
that's
called
sadness.
sadness, Mike, that is the worst, And
the very
worst kind of sickness."
"Sadness," the boy said. "Is that like
when you lose something and you cry?"
"Sadness,"
Liz. "is like
. is like
when
you losesaidsomething,
Mike,. . and
you
don't cry, but you force yourself to go on
smiling still."
Difficult words and deep matters
The boy looked -at her, and shrugged.
"I know,words
I know,"
Liz said,I?" "I'm talking
difficult
now, aren't
"A little," the boy said.
"Well," Liz said, "no more difficult
words. They're all too much for you to
understand
And deep
it's too
late, too^
into such —deep,
matters
. . .toBut.go
Mike, just let me tell this — this one

more thing before we finish talking.
said birthday
to you before,
that"I this
of mine,about
the birthdays,
one coming up. was going to be the happiest ever.
"Yes."
Remember?"
"I just want to tell you why," Liz said.
"It's going to be the happiest birthday.
Mike,"
she said,
"because
in this
year that
has passed,
between
my last
birthday
and
this, I have become happy. More happy
than"Why?"
I've ever been."
"One," Liz said, "selfish maybe, maybe
the least important reason, but a real reason nonetheless — I've worked very hard
this
in hopepastof year
the dayas an
whenactress.
people I've
wouldworked
stop
saying. "That Elizabeth Taylor is pretty,
yes; butthatwhattheyelsewould
does she
— in day
the
hope
pausedo?' one
and fifteen
say, "She's
field
for
years been
now inandthisdo acting
you know,
gosh darn it. she really is an actress!' . . .
Well.
year,Mom
finally,is athey've
been
saying Mike,
it. Thatthis your
worthwhile
member of her profession — a great proshe's more than just a face.
A figure. fession.
A Thatnewspaper-and-magazine
personality.
They've has
been made
callingme mehappy."
an 'actress,' Mike. This
"I'm reached
glad. Mommy."
boy him
said. in her
Liz
over andthetook
arms and hugged him.
"And other things." she said, still holdhappy.ing him, "other things have made me
"Liza, ofourlastbaby,
sickness
year.getting over her bad
Christopher
into
such"Youfineandyoung
boys, goodgrowing
boys, up
making
me prouder and prouder of you both as
each day passes.
"And
then — again.
"
She paused
"And then," she went on, after a moa wonderful
has
made ment,
me "there's
happy.
You callmanhimwhoUncle
Eddie. I call him my husband. He is the
man
IMike.
marriedAndlasthe'sMaymade. . .life
He's a fine
man,
for
me. And
I love him very, veryfinemuch.
Just the same way he loves me, and you.
and"And."
Chris aandvoiceLiza.behind
And —her
" interrupted,
"you keep this up and you'll embarrass
the"'Uncle
heck out
of me."Michael said, as Liz
Eddie,"
began
to turn
around.
"Eddie."
Liz
Eddie looked whispered.
down at his watch.
"I hate to break this up." he said. "but.
you
think it's
about totime
for all
youngknow.
men Inamed
Michael
be tucked
away
in
bed."
He
looked
at
the
boy.
"Huh
— "Okay,"
what do said
you say?"
Michael.he asked.
"And,"Elizabeth
Eddie tosaid,
all mothers
named
stand"forby while
I pick
up
Michael
—
"
He
scooped
up
" — and take him to that bed of the
his .boy. .
Huh.
what said
do Liz.
you say?"
"Okay,"
'Night,
Mommy."
out
to "her
as Eddie
began Michael
to carry called
him away.
And then, as Eddie continued carrying
him, she heard her son say. "Did you
know,
that birthday
Mommy's ingoing
to haveUncle
the Eddie,
happiest
her
whole life on February the twentyseventh. Because, you know why? BeAndcause— Liz
smiled and closed her eyes as
" . voice
his little
trailed off. farther and
farther down the hallway. . . .
end
Liz can be seen now in Suddenly. L^st Stammer. Columbia: in a guest performance in
Scent Of Mystery, Mike Todd Jr. Prods.;
later.
in Cleopatra,
Two forLiz thestarsSeesaw,
UJL.; and 20th-Fox,
Liz and
Eddie are both in Butterfteld 8, for MGM.
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Wedding

Bells for Debbie and Harry?

(Continued from page 20)
emerald necklace which picked up the
brilliance of her matching emerald earrings. Her hands looked dazzling, for she
wore an emerald ring and bracelet. All of
these had been Christmas gifts for which
Harry Karl, her escort, had paid $40,000
only a few days previously. A look of
radiance — almost triumph — shone on Debface asoffKarl,
and attentive,
helpedbie'sher
with suave
her chinchilla.
A woman who knows Debbie fairly well
leaned over and said to another woman
atbecause
her table.
"I'll Eddie
bet sheandcameLiz tonight
she knew
would
be here. She wants them to see her with
Harry.
big catch
she means
wants
to show He's
him a off.
I thinkand that
Debbie's
really getting
serious." What does
All Hollywood
is wondering:
Debbie's
intensified
interest inbe Harry
Karl
mean? Could
it possibly
a prelude
to marriage?
Harry's divorce from Joan Cohn, Harry
Cohn's beautiful widow, won't be final
until
Someif ofsheDebbie's
closestto
friendsNovember.
believe that
continues
feel about Harry the way she does right
now, biethere
may when
be wedding
bells foris Deband Harry
his divorce
final.
Who is Harry Karl? And why does he
currently seem to be the leading contender
for Debbie's hand?
Harry is 47, not handsome but distinguished looking, with horn-rimmed
glasses,
a serious
mienHeanddresses
iron-grey
hair
around the
temples.
elegantly
but conservatively, like the millionaire
businessman
he is.chain
He's ofa shoe
big money
man and headsthata large
stores
along the West Coast.
A lousfriend
says,
"Harry's
the
most
catch in town. He knows how to fabucourt
ato girl
—
and beautiful
the best
will go outwomen
with who
him. areHe used
has
dated the top glamour women in town, like
ZsaHarry
Zsa Gabor
and
Hedy
Lamarr."
Karl is not only extremely rich,
but extremely generous with his women
friends. Only a few months before he
began to steady-date Debbie, he took
Audrey
"Share"
which wasMeadows
held at tothe the
Moulin
Rouge.partyA
full-length
mink
coat
was
being
auctionedat
off for charity. The bidding started
$1,000, but Harry rapidly brought the
bidding up to $15,000. When no one could
top his bid, Harry bought the mink for
$15,000, and while the spotlight was on his
table, he casually draped it around
Audrey's
said, "It's
yours."
Everyoneshoulders
in theand room,
accustomed
though they were to lavish spending,
gasped. Audrey was just a casual girlfriend of Harry's.
Mr. Charity
"He's the last of the big spenders," a
friend
who type
knowsof himbig well
"Harry's
the same
sportsays.
as Diamond
Jim
Brady
was
—
only
Harry's
got
a lot
more class. Even a movie star as successful as Debbie is bound to be swept off
her feet by his big spending."
it isn't onlythatHarry
Karl's Debbie.
wealth
andButextravagance
impressed
She is also impressed by his kindness. In
Hollywood Harry is also known as 'Mr.
Charity.'
giveswithenormous
charities. HeHe gives
his heart, sums
becauseto
Harry Karl has heart. This, too, is what
has endeared him to Debbie. Harry is
deeply
awareof that
hadn'twhobeen
for
the
kindness
the twoif itpeople
are the
only parents he has ever known, he would
D have had a life of poverty himself.

When he was a baby his mother, a
penniless widow, was forced to place him
in an orphanage because she was unable
to take care of him. With tears rolling
down her face she placed her infant in the
arms of the superintendent of a shabby little Home aon Jewish
New York's
East Side,
mumbled
prayer,lower
and left.
He was not a pretty baby. He was thin
and wan and sickly and cried a lot. To this
Home one day came Rose and Pinches
Karl,
who had
childrena middle-aged
of their owncouple
but whose
heartsno
yearned for a child. When they saw the
sickly little baby who had recently been
placed
there,him.
Rose Karl picked him up
and cuddled
As Harry
told a friend,
have
chosenoncea dozen
other "They
babies could
who
looked a lot better. But they chose a
baby who needed love and care, because
that's thetheirkindson,of just
people
they are.
became
as though
I hadI
been born to them. They gave me love,
and,
my father'sthatshoe
business
grew,
everyasadvantage
money
can bring.
But the kindness they showed in adopting the sickliest little baby in the orphanage washis
something
never gave
forget.to
All through
life, my I'llfather
those who needed help. And this is something Ihope I've learned from him."
IIIIIIIIIIIIITITTITTIITII
Z- mumbly.
Steve McQueen:
I don't
talk ~~
People listen
mumbly.
Sidncv
~
in the New
YorkSkolsk\
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When whose
Debbie's
favorite
charity,
the
Thalians,
purpose
is to help
mentally
disturbed children, put on a big campaign
to raise money to add a new wing to Mt.
Sinai Hospital Debbie discovered that the
project would cost a fortune. Even the
$100,000
by the She
Thalians'
Ball was raised
not enough.
decidedChristmas
to make
awealthy
personalmenappeal
for
contributions
about town, in order toto
reach the needed quota. She recalled that
only
recently an
Harryentire
Karl floor
had atspentthe $110,000 building
City
of Hope and dedicated it to his parents.
For years she had known Harry Karl
casually. He had always been interested
in theatrical personalities, and was a
member of the Friars Club, which consists
primarily
of theatricalbusiness
men. men.
with a scattering of influential
Debbie knew the many favorable coments in townthat about
Charity.'
knew, malso,
he had'Mr.a weak
spot She
for
actresses, and that he had dated many of
the most glamorous girls in pictures. She
also remembered his heartbreaking marrlined
iage to Marie
McDonald,
and sotheir
headdivorce which
had been
humiliating
to
Karl.
She
had
felt
sorry
for
when she had read about it, and him
she
realized how he must have suffered when
Marie had publicly proclaimed that she
was "allergic"
to him.HarryEvenhadafter
Debbie
remembered,
made that,
up
for a while with Marie, had forgiven her
and tried to make a go of their marriage.
At this time — shortly after her interlocutory divorce decreein —dating.
Debbie wasn't
particularly
suffered too interested
much herself to wantShetohadgo
out on dates. But she was convinced that
anyone as kind and sentimental as Harry
would respond
to her appeal for a contribution to the Thalians.

She phoned him and talked as only Debbie can talk — with sincerity and charm
and
enthusiasm.
said, cause.
"You know
I won't
turn downHarrya good
Why
don't you have dinner with me tomorrow
night
and
we
can
talk
about
it?"
When Harry called for her the next
night, he was driving his $22,000 gunmetal
Rolls-Royce convertible. Later she was
to learn that this is only one of the three
sumptuous cars he uses; the other two
being
blackin Ghia
built fora him
Italy atlimousine,
a cost of custom$17,000.
which
is
usually
chauffeured,
and a red
convertible Cadillac.
Santa Claus and Prince Charming
Harry took Debbie to dinner at LaRue's, a swank restaurant on the Sunset
Strip.
The maitre ushered
d', deferential
Harry,
immediately
him scraped
to theto
best table.
Everyone bowed and
for Harry. People waved to him. Debbie,
used to being the big wheel when she went
out on a date, was surprised to find so
many people kowtowing to a man who is
notOver
a "name"
in pictures.
the dinner
table she began to tell
him of the work the Thalians were doing
for mentally disturbed children.
Harry's mind
flashed
back came
to histo own
childhood,
and the
thought
him
that
perhaps
if
it
hadn't
been
the
wonderful couple who had adoptedfor him.
he might have not only grown up in
poverty but with warped emotions.
he couldn't
pretty her
moviea
starAnd opposite
him.refuse
He this
promised
huge
donation.
At
that
moment,
Harry,
to
Debbie,
seemed like Santa Claus and Prince
Charming rolled into one. She must
have
realized that
personal
had influenced
him ashermuch
as thecharm
need
of children for his help — and this, too,
was balm for her bruised ego. Since her
break-up,
if she
was lackingshein had
that often
magicwondered
quality women
like
Liz have
for men.
In Harry's
eyes
she read
the truth
she wanted
to discover
— that she herself has the capability of
being
fascinating
to
men.
After dinner, Harry suggested going to
an amusing night club, the Largo. At the
Largo
wereandjoined
another couple,
Zsa ZsatheyGabor
Hal byHayes.
When
he
took
her
home,
attempt, as so many men Harry
might didn't
have,
to make love to Debbie. Only his eyes
told her how desirable he thought her.
Before her marriage, Debbie had been
a goodunderneath
girl, almost
in fact.
And
the puritanical,
more seductive
exterior Debbie began to acquire, she is still
aShegirlwould
who keeps
most
men
at
a
distance.
resent a man who expected
lovemaking in return for a kindness shown
to
her
favorite
no such crudeness.charity. Harry showed
Next day, one messenger after another
arrived
at Debbie's home
bringing
her
long
from
Harryboxes
Karl.of flowers.
He calledThey
that were
night.all They
arranged another date.
Even though they began to see each
other
now, She
Debbiewas wasn't
Harry frequently
exclusively.
also dating
seeing
Bob Neal, the rich young coffee heir.
Harry decided
to
make
himself
pensable to Debbie, to impress her indismore
than
any
other
man
could.
There
wasn't
a thing
he wouldn't
and expensive
didn't dogifts.
for
her.
He deluged
her with
When she was working in The Rat Race
at Paramount.- he sent her an $1800 electric
golf cart so she could spin gaily around
the big studio lot.
One dayBeverly
he wentHillsto Abe
wellknown
furrierLipsey,
who amakes
up the finest furs for many of the movie
stars. Abe is Elizabeth Taylor's favorite

furrier, so Harry- went to see him and
told
him hesomething
wanted tolavish.
knock Debbie's eyes
out with
"A
stole?"
suggested
Abe Lipsey.
liNo, something more
unusual and
original.'' said Harry. '•Something impish
and
different
for
a
girl
who's
different.'"
Together they figured out something
that would surely amuse and impress
Debbie— dozens of red roses, each stem
wrapped in lustrous, dark rnink.
Chuckling to himself at the thought of
the
surprise
in storegift.forDebbie
Debbie,wasHarryordered
the lavish
delighted
and
showed
her
mink-trimmed
roses to everyone at Paramount.
When Debbie went to Palm Springs for
a rest, Harry followed. He has a beautiful
modern home in Palm Springs, as well as
bis S200.000 estate in Beverly Hills. During her week in Palm Springs. Debbie had
to go to Las Vegas to appear at a benefit
which Shirley MacLaine had arranged for
the hurricane victims of Japan. Debbie
didn't
Shirley,thatbut very
she
realizedwantshe tohaddisappoint
to be there
night. She told Harry her problem, and
he chartered a plane and pilot, and flew
to Vegas with
Debbie'sanother
performance, Harryher.
triedAfter
to charter
plane
for Debbie,
but couldn't
get one.
So instead,
he rented
a limousine
and
chauffeur and drove back with her.
She has begun to lean on him and his
generosity.
But earlier
in their
ship his generosity
had boomer
anged.friendDebbie had to face the fact that Harry
was in love with her, and that he was
hoping to win her love.
want to uplosein herher heart
again:
sheShewasdidn't
all wrapped
accelerated
career, in her new freedom. She felt she
couldtoldnothimreturn
she
that Harry's
they mustlove.notOnesee night
each
other so much. She began to date Bob
Neal more frequently — feeling sure that
happy-go-lucky
whom asshe'dserious
knownas
for years, would Bob,
not become
Harry KarL She took a trip to New York
and
went a night-clubbing
with Walter
Troutman,
millionaire realtor.
Harry was terribly lonely. He missed
the gay, happy companionship of Debbie.
Before
so deeply
in Debbie,he'dhe become
had courted
Joan interested
Cohn, the
beautiful
widow
of
HarryCohn.
late
head
of
Columbia
Pictures.
In
herthe way7,
Joan is as big a catch as Harry. Beautiful,
chic, she'd been left millions by Harry
Cohn's deathShe
— butwassheafraid
was lonely anda
suspicious.
man showed interest
in her. hethatwasw-hen
really
interested in her money. But when Harry
started to shower attention on her, she
apprehensive.
that
hewashadnotmillions
of his own She
in theknew
business
which
he
headed
after
his
father's
death,
and that through his business alertness.
Harry successful.
made this chain of shoe stores even
more
Joan and Harry became engaged: then
their engagement was mysteriously broken.
To this day, no one knows wrhy. But
Joan's
friends
thatdaythehe day
discovered
Debbiethink
was the
lost in-he
terest in Joan.
When Debbie told Harry that she could
never
he wentbecome
back seriously
to Joan. interested
Joan Cohnin him.
had
not
found
anyone
she
seriously
cared Joan
for.
In a moment of mutual loneliness
and Harry decided to marry.
Ten days later they faced the heartbreaking fact that they were not in love
and
— that Harry had
marriednever
her had
on thebeenrebound.
He made up his mind to face the ridicule
of the world if he had to, in order to
break less.
up When
the hemarriage
meaningtried tothatdatewasDebbie,
she
told him, "I won't date a married man."

shave lady?
don't do it!

Cream hair away the beautiful way...
with new baby-pink, sweet-smelling Xeet — you'll never have a trace
nasty- razor stubble! Always to neaten underarms, even-time to smo
legs to new smoother beauty, and next time for that faint downy
fuzz on the face, why not consider Neet;
Goes down deep where no razor can reach
&
to cream hair awav the beautiful wav.
It was only when Joan Cohn went to
the divorce court — and was given S100.000
by Harry Karl for their ten-day marHarry again.
and Debbie started seeingriageeachthatother
When Harry- Karl pursues a woman, she
really
knows she's pursued.
SinceHarry
his
interlocutory
from Joan.
has
been even divorce
more attentive
to Debbie.
A friend
seeing asked
how overboard he's ofgoneHarry's,
for Debbie,
him.
'"Harry,
tiful you've
women out gone
here.with
Whatthedomost
you beausee in
Debbie?" Harry- replied, "She's the most
wonderful
never
had sogirlmuchI'vefunever
with known.
anyone." I've
Onedon'tof Debbie's
closest isfriends
told with
me.
"I
think
Debbie
in
love
Harry,
but
she
may
not
be
looking
only
for love now. She once married for love
— and got badly hurt. She figures now,
'In
everyin marriage
more
deeply
love than one
the person
other. isI loved
Eddie
more
than
he
loved
me.
Mightn't
it work out better if I married a man who
was more in love than I?' She respects
Harry,
be enough."
There andarethatstillmayremnants
of the puritanical
girl
in
Debbie's
personality7.
gifts she has accepted from
Harry The
are
hardlytokens.
Could
a
girl
of
Debbie's
makeup
accept
such
gifts
—
chinchilla,
minks and S40.000 emeralds — from a man
she has no intention of marrying?
Someence in intheirHollywood
the differages is afeel
greatthatbarrier.
"Actually. Harry is 47 years old — although he may look older," says a friend.
"That's not too great a disparity for
Debbie, who's about 30 no%v. (And Debbie
does not tofeela happy
that this
is necessarilyhandicap
marriage.
Eddie wasa
about
her own feels
age, that
and that
didn'ta work
out. Debbie
perhaps
more
mellow man — one whose mind and heart

have been deepened by suffering — may
beconceited
better for
than some good-looking,
youngher actor.
"In spite of the fact that Harry's a
grandpariage—has his
daughter
by hisisfirst
a baby
son — Harry
youngmar-in
spirit," this friend went on.
"Andbie's lifehe
a that
vital sheneedhasina Deb— thesupplies
feeling
man
around
who
is
mature
enoughI know
to advise
her when she needs advice.
the
kind of girl Debbie is, and the kind of
mother she is. She would never give her
children a stepfather whom she felt would
be too young to take the responsibility
Another friend of Debbie's thinks that
seriously."
Debbie
may find Harry's three marriages
and
divorces
a distinct
marriage
failure.
Debbie handicap.
feels, might"Onebe
the woman's
explained
this friend.
But
it is hardfault,"
for Debbie
to believe
that
if a man has failed at marriage three times,
each married
time it was
fault.heHarry
was
the thefirstwoman's
time when
was
in his twenties, to a non-professional. They
have a daughter, Judy, who is nowmarried.
"Although Debbie is very sympathetic,
want to be aAnd
two-time loser
inshe thedoesn't
marriage
very
well
that thegame.
chances ofshea knows
happy
marriage are less with a man who has had
three divorces. She's got that thought in
herBetween
little noggin,
too." the day Harry gets
now and
his final decree of divorce. Debbie will
have to face these problems and think
about
Debbiethem.has seven months in which to
make up her mind.
END
Debbie can be seen now in The Gazebo.
MGM: soon in The Pleasure of His Company and The Rat Race, both Paramount.

Elvis' Grown-up Way with Girls
(Continued from, page 45)
and adores costume jewelry and red shoes. big smile (it's a little crooked, goes way
Hazel-eyed
LaVerne
Novak
is auburn-a up the right side of his face) and it's so
haired,
dreams
someday
of becoming
real,
beautiful,
that seeyou it.can't help but
movie actress.
shiversowhen
you first
Elvis strummed his guitar and asked us
All three girls have bright, sunshiny
personalities. They hail from Cleveland, to sing our hits — I'll Keep Trying and I'll
Ohio, and confess they began singing dur- Be Seeing You. Then he imitated a couple
nights. reports on their ofMissold-style
Molly. singers and sang Good Golly
Hereing 'babysitting'
are their individual
We
beat, and
I wasa
unexpectedterestinmeeting
with
Elvis.
Isn't
it
inlisteningclapped
to himto Itherealized
Elviswhile
had lost
ent things? g how each of them noticed differ- lot of weight. I've often thought back to
how Elvis looked, and I believe Elvis is
TONI CISTONE: After we toured Ireland better-looking now than before, if that's
looks leaner,
and you
and England, we went to Germany where possible.
can see His
that face
wonderful
bone structure
we sang at a hotel called the Von Steuben very
clearly.
in
Weisbaden.
About
forty-five
minutes
out of Weisbaden is Bad Nauheim where
We to talked
then weEl
return after
to theweclubsang,for and
our show.
Elvis is stationed, and we never ever ex- had
came out to our blue Ford convertible and
pected to meet him.
But through a friend of ours, Cliff he said
us atThe theRoman
RomanGardens
Gardens laterhe'dif hejoincould.
Cleague, panion,
whoLamarknew
Fisk, Elvis'
we gottraveling
to meet comElvis is a pizza place.
on a Friday night.
But if tohe come
didn'tbackget toaway,
he made
promise
a pizza
party onus
We drove out and stopped at a sign that Sunday.
said 11tween 7:30Goethe
Street
—
Autographs
beand 8:30 p.m.
He didn't come to the Roman Gardens
It was dark, and the house was dark
because the windows were boarded up for that night — so we couldn't wait 'til Sunday.
McCABE: On Sunday we went to
Elvis'
There were
of fans PATTI
mass at a lovely old church, the Church of
waitingsafety.
outside,
and hundreds
Lamar pushed
through the crowd to make room for us St. Augustine. Then we lunched at our
to go through the gate. The house was hotel, and Mark Wildey, the tall, young,
dark inside, too. There was only one lamp handsome blond manager of the Von Steuon, and I couldn't help thinking, "What a perfectben, with
drove usa out
Thebluedayskies.
was
brighttoatElvis'.
sun11 and
niceWe andsat soft
romantic
atmosphere."
When
we
arrived
Goethe
Street,
on
a
low
couch
and
waited
for
Elvis.
there were thousands of fans crowding
We were all nervous. I could hear the around the house.
Well, webecause
went into
houseoutbyfront.
the
other
girls
breathing,
and
I
didn't
know
of theElvis'
big mob
what to do with my hands so I fidgeted backdoor
The house was a dark grey stucco, and
with my skirt.
All of a sudden Elvis barged in and he there was a nice lawn around it. I remember there were fruit trees in the backcame right up to us, shook our hands and
yard: apple and
and bumblebees,
plum and pear.
therea
repeatedducedourourselves.
names back to us as we intro- were wasps
too, And
because
That was a great thrill in itself, hearing bumblebee almost stung me, and I couldn't
Elvis say each of our names.
help chuckling because Elvis has a song
Then for a couple of minutes I was called J Got Stung!
That day El struck me as being different.
dumbfounded.
I
didn't
know
what
to
say
or think. I remember I kept wishing I had He wasn't as shy; he seemed more relaxed; he talked more.
my best dress on. Finally I pinched myself
to snap out of my daze, and I found myself
He was
blue
shirt,wearing
a grey an
Perryopen-necked
Como Sweater
staring into Elvis' eyes. They're very blue, sport
and navy blue pants, and he had a black
bluer
than
they
look
in
pictures.
They're
like pools of clear blue lake water on a pearl ring on his little finger. We talked
sunny summer day. I could look into them about what hit records were popular in
forever.
the U.S., and he told us he constantly
movie magazines to keep up with
I was a little surprised by Elvis' hair- reads
everything.
c
u
t
.
I
t
was
a
crewcut
and
it
wasn't
long.
It was an in-between haircut I'd never andSomethe GI's
came fromstarted.
Elvis' Al,campthe then,
seen
pictures
before. Ofandcourse,
alwaysinloved
his sideburns
I hope I've
he
dier who jam
playedsession
piano for a while,
told solme
goes back to them when he gets out of the how Elvis was the end. He made me promise not to tell, but he did tell me a couple
Army. He wore a sexy pink shirt and dark
frontier pants.
of stories of how Elvis went out of his way
Then, after our introduction, he did the to cover up for a couple of guys in his
most wonderful thing. He went over to his outfit who were eightballs.
In the middle of the jam session I went
rack of single records and pulled out a 45
into the kitchen for a glass of water, and
record, and he said, "I've got one of your his
grandmother
songs
She's
a riot. was there.
And here!"
all three of us swooned.
We told him how we went to see him
tall, almost six feet, nearly as tall
at the Cleveland Arena Auditorium and as She's
Elvis, and she's got a sense of humor
how we lost our purses in the mob. We that's
a dilly.
She immunization
started tellingshots
me what
talked about showbusiness, our marvelous a big pain
the
When Elvisall asked
her to come over,were.
she
trip
through
Europe,
and
he
listened
very
attentively.
to get lots of overseas shots. "They
He was so easy to talk to that I told the had
nearly
killed
me,"
she
screamed,
"and
if
other girls later, "Gee, El is a wonderful they have to give them to me again when
everyday
kind
of
fellow."
He
didn't
scare
I
go
back
to
the
States
I'll
stow
away
or
us off the way some stars can.
Anything
He walked out of the room for a moment something.
She said she
cooks tofor avoid
Elvis, that
and needle!"
that he
then and came back with his big guitar and won't eat just anybody else's food. He
flashed a dreamy smile. When he smiled flips for juicy steaks and apple pies.
62 that dark living room lit up. Elvis has a
She also told me Elvis' dad was in the

U. S. for a few weeks and that El missed
him very much.
LAVERNE NOVAK: You know a guitar
is what usually symbolizes Elvis Presley,
and
made heof does
blackhave
wood.a beautiful bass guitar
But we were all very surprised halfway
through the afternoon to see Elvis put
down his guitar and go to the piano. And
doa piano
you know
He's just
good
player,something?
if not better,
as aasguitar
player. He played dozens and dozens of
songs and sang along with himself which
is pretty hard.
Do you know what he sang? He sang
mostly
was so impressed.
such a spirituals.
wonderful I emotional
singer thatHe'sI
just
couldn't
stop
crying
when
His voice is so rich and full, andhe ifsang.
you
listen to him sing 7 Understand and I Believe,
The
Lord's
Prayer
and
I'll
Never
Walk Alone — well, you just get goosebumps
all thehours
feeling(four
he gives
them.of
After from
all those
or five)
singing, we were all a little hungry, so El
sent out for the pizzas, and I don't know
how
manypizzas
he ordered
but I've never seen
so many
in my life.
All kinds of pizzas — tomato and cheese,
sausage,
pepperoni,
mushroom.
Everybody
ate and ate.
Elvis himself
had four
or five
huge pieces. He's got a wonderful appetite,
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and he eats as though he's enjoying evei-y
single bite.
I don't think I can ever forget the way
Elvis'
whenat heus smiles
girl. Hefacekeptglows
smiling
and I atkepta
wondering if I was in a dream. It was too
unbelievable to be true, seeing and being
with Elvis for all this time.
Something else that made a very deep
impression with me: Elvis' gentlemanliness.
He never forgets his manners, ever,
even with his fans. He went out to sign
autographs,
withperson
him, who
and
he was just asandnicewe tostood
the last
asked as he was to the first.
Finally we had to get back to the hotel
and
to say Torn
good-bye
and andhe
leanedwe overstarted
and kissed
and Patti
myself, and said, "Gee, I hope I have a
chance
see you
againsizerealof soon!"
There towere
lumpsall the
apples in
our throats.
We
just
couldn't
talk.
We
left,
happy
tears in our eyes, unable to speak, choked
up with admiration and emotion over our
singing
idol. being in showbusiness it was
Of course,
an extra-special thrill for us to meet Elvis
because we were able to share our singing with
and I with
don't Elvis
thinkas I'lllongeveras
forget
our him,
week-end
I'm alive.
END

Stephen Boyd
(Continued from page 29)
Boyd. He has a different name but often
the same wonderful dream, asleep or
awake. And he believes it as firmly as he
believes in leprechauns. That is one big
reason why Irish Steve Boyd is the honest
newSince
he-manhis star
in Hollywood.
ruthless
Messala lost the
chariot race but captured the sympathy
and
sex-appeal
Ben-Hur.
has that
had
to turn
down ofeleven
juicySteveoffers
could make him rich — if he were a football squad instead of just one man. Steve
missed starring with Marilyn Monroe in
Let's
flick Antony
of her false
eyelashMake
— but Love
he's upbyfora Marc
with
Liz
Taylor's
Cleopatra.
After
thatinthey're
talking
Valentino's
sexy
part
Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse for Steve.
Critics are already running out of fivedollar
adjectives
Steve's Willie
virile
authority,
and evendescribing
tough-minded
Wyler. Ben-Hur s director, calls him a
young Clark Gable. Wherever Steve goes,
girls break out in goose pimples.
Some reasons why are obvious. Steve
Boyd is a gorgeous broth of a boy with
a wavy, red-glinted mop of hair. Celtic
blue eyes and a rocky, deep-dimpled chin.
He's loaded with genuine Irish wit and
charm
and there's
nothing hunk
wrongof muswith
his
six-foot-plus.
180-pound
cle, either. But there the standard Hollyhero portrait
dream woodtakes
over. Allstops,
he and
reallySteve's
cares
about is acting.
For himself, handsome Steve Boyd has
absolutely no admiration. "I'm not very
fond of myself." he'll tell you. "but I'm all
wrapped up in the people I play." Fame
leaves
He doesn't
being ahimstar.cold.
He can
skip fun.caretoo.about
and
even money. Til work for nothing." he's
offered, "if I like the part. But I'll go out
of my mind if I don't.'"
Nothing besides his job
Steve has even less interest in sports,
social life, politics, business or much of
anything besides his job. If people ask him
about them he has a stock answer: "T don't
know.
I'm an
actor."up Nota fancy
long ago
interviewer
dreamed
quote:an
"If I have one cause in life." he had
Steve sayofgrandly,
"it is to fight for the
freedom
When that Ireland;"
hit his home town. Belfast
people who knew him laughed out loud,
along with Steve Boyd. For one thing,
they're all loyal subjects of the Queen.
Corrected
I've had
to fight for Steve.
all my "The
life isonlymy cause
own freedom.
That's
a
battle
that
keeps
on
and
When fans mobbed Steve for hison."autograph recently in New York he was
equally amazed. "Why should anybody
want anything from me?'" he puzzled.
"What have I got to do with that guy in
Ben-Hur?"
him Stevedifferent
Boyd and
Messala were twoTo entirely
people.
A character like that can be hard to figure in a town where the first person, singular, is almost holy writ. Steve Boyd is
hard to figure. You have to start all over
again
■with
he plays.
As long aseachtwopartyears
ago, when Steve
first came to Hollywood to play a Tsad
guy'
in
The
Bravados,
was
baffling to all concerned.theIn impact
fact, when
Steve showed up at Twentieth CenturyFox to draw his wardrobe. Mickey Sherrard, in charge, took one look at him and
exploded. "My God — they've gone out of
their
minds:"accent
Steve'sseemed
Savileabout
Row asclothes
and London
right
for
a
western
heavy
as
David
Niven's.
Furthermore, Steve cheerfuilv admitted

heshootdidn't
to strap
on hisButguns,he
themknowor how
straddle
a horse.
learned — and he was perfect in the picAs for Steve's
he took
a walkture. from
his hotelexperiences
the first —night
and
got
stopped
by
the
cops.
"It's
not
safe
to
walk
in Beverly
they told
cryptically,
escortingHills."
him back.
When himhe
got
his
hotel
bill,
each
day
nicked
him
for
more than his dad earned in Ireland for
a week's labor. The apartment he fled to
promptly
him all
for that
six months'
even thoughstuckalmost
time he rent,
was
in Mexico and Rome! "I found it all pretty
confusing,"
says
He could
say theSteve.
today,Boyd
because the truth
issame
that thing
Stephen
doesn't fit the Hollywood pattern, or any
patternhim
for that
matter.always
He doesn't
with
reality
takes because
second
place. Acting comes first and it always has.
ButThisit hasn't
things easy isfornothing
Steve.
kind ofmadeschizophrenia
new
to
Steve
Boyd.
He's
been
dreaming
as muchother,asactingwaking
one way
anas oftenand.as inliving,
everorsince
he was born on the Fourth of July. 1928.
in Glen Gormley. outside of Belfast.
His mother. Martha Boyd, who traced
back to the Bally Castle Boyds. was the
youngest
children,
and William Millar,of asthirteen
Steve was
christened,
was
her last baby. "The last child of a last
child." says Steve, "and they're always
queer ones." Besides. Martha had "a poiin her stomach"
she soncarried
Billy andmostevenof the
the months
doctor
didn't expect much of value to be deliv"I'm inclined
grins ered.Steve
today. to think he was right,"
Billy was no prize
Stacked
against
hisprize.
huskyTheybrothers,
it's
true.
Billy
was noMillar,
took after
their
dad. James
a mountain
of a
man who drove a truck for a living, who
could down a mug of beer at a gulp and
who. even today. Steve proudly claims,
"can wipe up the floor with me any time
hetwenty
feels years
like it."older,
The brothers,
from
to Alex
next James,
above,
were buckos
so famous
for their
brawn
and red tempers that one was called
"Blow"clobbered
at school,anyone
because
blew his
and
who hecrossed
him.top
Billy wasn't like that. He was solid and
strongsaid
enough,
they
arounda "Billy
Belfast.Bunter"
He couldkid,runas
like the wind, rough it up in soccer and
hockey, but fighting, which was glorious
sport for his brothers, made him feel
cheap. But once, when an American boy
named Eugene challenged him on the
school grounds Billy fought desperately,
"and
the tar out
of him." says Steve.
"But IusIbeat
was
bent
both sorry
over afterward.
and whackedTheourmaster
botwith athat.
paddle."
Billy never
anyonetomsafter
Sometimes
BillyhitMillar
couldn't
understand himself, but he didn't
try
too thihard.
ng else. He was too busy being someHe was a steamship, usually the Queen
Mary, blowing foghorn blasts through his
fingers walk.andHe was
sailing
up and automobile,
down the sidea racing
ripping down the hills in a skateboard, once
clear under the wheels of a passing car.
The driver only jumped angrily out at the
bump,
little so-and-so!"
chased yelling
him up "You
the street.
He roamed and
the
woods outside of town and up on the Cave
Hill, alone — being whatever came to his
imagination
Brian when
Boru. hea
deer, fox, or— Robin
even a Hood.
tree. Later,
grew
up
enough,
he'd
set
out
on
solitary
hikes through the Mourne Mountains,
singing
Irish
ballads
.
.
.
"where
mountains of Mourne sweep down to the
the
sea . . ." and staying at youth hostels. "I
was a dreamer." admits Steve. "And the
things I liked best I liked to do alone."
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■ The distinguished-appearing man behind the wide mahogany desk looked at
the signed contract with satisfaction. Then as his eyes surveyed the signer sitting
opposite, his face grew troubled.
"You have three weeks before your first costume fitting," Y. Frank Freeman,
the head of Paramount, said firmly to Bob Hope. "The clothes of that period
were form-fitting, remember, so you better spend all your time on that golf course!"
"That's the nicest order I ever got," Hope said happily, and departed for the
But two weeks later, he hadn't taken off an ounce, and studio officials were
inlinks.
despair.
The suits for the movie were to be made by Sy Devore, noted Hollywood stylist.
The fittings for Bob Hope were cancelled several times, until Mr. Devore pointed
out that time was getting short.
"We know it," the studio said sadly, "but the suits are to be size 32 and Mr.
Hope's only down to 36. How's he to try them on?"
"Leave it to me," said Mr. Devore, "but send him in for a fitting."
Accordingly, Bob Hope arrived at Devore's — but he couldn't quite get into the
suit. "I don't understand it," he commented blandly. "I've been losing Aveight
steadily for three weeks."
"Oh, I can see that," Sy Devore told him, "but you'll need to take off just a
little more. This is Monday; come in Thursday for the next fitting."
For three weeks thereafter Bob Hope still couldn't quite get into the suit. Sy
Devore would say encouragingly, "You just need to take off a little bit more,
Mr.It Hope."
was a great day when the suit fitted superbly. Bob Hope said delightedly,
"That
what when
golf the
will picture
do for wasyou!"
But, shows
it was only
finished that Sy Devore revealed the secret.
"I never saw anybody need so many fittings for a suit," Bob remarked one day.
"Why, you could have made four suits in the time it took you to fit that one!"
"I did," said Sy Devore with a chuckle. "That first suit was a 35: you were a 36.
The next week when you'd lost a bit, I'd made a 34 — and so on, until you finally
got down to a 32."
Bob Hope's last words? "Now I know what they mean by 'Clothes make the
man.'
The " picture was Beau James, in which Bob Hope portrayed the late svelte
Mayor Jimmy Walker of New York. Today Bob's golf score is still in the low 80's —
and his waistline is back in the high 30's!
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That was hard to manage the way the
Millars lived in Glen Gormley. They
rented a tiny house, smaller than the modestday,apartment
Hollywood
tofor $1.10 aSteve
week.hasAllin eleven
crowded
inside, andevitably maet sad
succession
of
cats
who
inends. The main support
for
was James Martha
Millar's worked
salary
of $18thisa brood
week. Sometimes
and each Millar kid, girl or boy, found a
job as they grew up to help. Billy pulled
potatoes on farms nearby. Once he tried
a job in a garage, until a towed tractor he
was
over onkilled
the slippery
road steering
to Belfasttipped
and almost
him.
Ireland was poor and the Millars were
poor Irish. The world-wide depression in
Steve'stheboyhood
help, and
then
came
war to didn't
make things
desperate.
Food was scarce and the Nazis plastered
the port ofcendiBelfast
regularly,
inaries and delayed
action leaving
bombs that
blew up without warning and killed plenty
of kids Billy knew. Some families moved
out into the hills but the Millars stayed
where they were, thinking themselves
lucky
compared
to Jack,
who joined
the Navy
and Billy's
stuck brother,
out the
war on Malta, the heaviest bombed spot
of all. Despite all this and his poverty,
Steve Boyd calls himself lucky to have
had the boyhood he had.
Nobody's impressed
He likes
to go "Ibackneedhome
fact,"
says Steve,
to. Ittoday.
gets "In
my
feet back on the ground." When he does
his
mother
tells
him,
"Now,
there'll
none of that Stephen Boyd businessbe
around
here,
You're"Poison,"
still Billy."
Sometimes
she boy.
the
recollection
ofcallshis him
birth. And his from
dad
who,
after
thirty-two
years,
drives and
the
same trucks for the same company
makes about the same pay, teases him
roughly. "How's the head, Billy — swelling
up? I'll
bucketwhoof water!"
His brothers aregetalla men
work with
their
hands. He has twenty-two nephews and
nieces.
Nobody's
Stephen
Boyd impressed.
prizes this and even
envies
them.
"My
father
and mother,"
believes,
"are
both
people.theirAthe
an early age they remarkable
made and kept
happiness. If I could ever achieve what
they have," he muses wistfully, "I'd be
Back then contentment didn't mix with
Billy
Millar's dreams any more than it
content."
does today.
But he'sof respectable
grateful thatpoverty
some
virtues
and values
rubbed off and clung to him. "Life was a
struggle,"
a cheerful
struggle. Weas heneverputshadit. a"But
shilling
ahead
I don't remember
feeling life
of fear
orbut insecurity.
There wasany always
and
excitement in our house, always love, always humorBilly
and Millar
always had
pride."
At school
a nickname.
"Smiler." "I was a serious kid," he explains,
"but
happy
serious."
From
ute he trotted off to classes, at thetheagemin-of
four, he liked everything about school.
But he was always speaking his mind.
He'd argue until they shut him up. "I was
sureAt hard
to convince,"
says Steve.church he
the Scottish
Presbyterian
even argued with the Reverend Nicholson
about his sermons. "It amazed me." states
Steve,Bible"thatanda man
read nerve
a texttofrom
the
then could
have the
tell
others what it meant. Why, it means something different
to everyone
who andreadsthey'd
it!"
He'd tell
good
man this
have
wordthebattles
after
church,
to the
preacher's delight. But later, when Billy
Millar
briefly
he'd himself,
like to study
theologyerend
and
bethought
a minister
Nicholson
shook
his head. Rev"I know
your mind,
he counseled.
"And
you won't
do forBilly,"
organized
religion.
You'd never accept it."

By then Billy Millar was already a vetin a profession
it didn't
bit toeranhave
ideas of where
your own.
But hurt
it dida
hurt to have your voice change. At fourteen, Billyallwas begun
a has-been
It had
when kidhe actor.
was eight
with a little school play in Glen Gormley,
something about Scotland Yard, as Steve
remembers. He played a policeman and he
can still rattle off his opening lines,
"Lrook — Maggie and Jim are comin' down
the street. She's grumblin' like me grandmother's
parrot — and
all red in
the face!"casting
A company
scout
fromhe's
the gone
British
was
combing
the Broadschools
for a kiddie talent and he snapped Billy
the Children's
Hour something
program.
Arightkidupwhofor was
always being
else anywuy found this a pushover. For
most of the next six years Billy was either
rehearsing or happily being everybody but
himself
bad, too. over radio. This was good — but
Into the family pot
The good part was the expressive outlet for imaginative Billy Millar — and maybe even more than that — the money. For a
skit he collected the equivalent of $16, a decent week's wagesFor fora play
any grown working
man
than inhisIreland.
own dad earned. heAllgotof$25,it more
went
into the family pot, which could use it.
But it was bad being cut off from his age
group at a time when Billy Millar, particularly, needed them. "Sometimes,"
glooms Steve Boyd today, "I still have the
feeling
I'm
an adolescent."
He never ahadbita ofchance
to knock around
and get the growing kinks out of his system. There wasn't time to do what the
other
— play
soccerAllteams,
dance, guys
join a didgang,
mess onaround.
that
time Billy never had a date. With all the
chicks nipping around Stephen Boyd now
it's hard to believe, but in those days he
couldn't
get to first basestandards,
with the they
colleens.
By
North-of-Ireland
fig'kook.'
Steveured himstilla kind
wincesof remembering
one who
gave him a specially hard time. Audrey
was a dainty blonde doll he worshiped
hopelessly.
His big
her
out whenever
he brother,
wanted Alex,
to. Buttookwhen
Billy tried she just swished her skirts and
snapped, "No!"
"Lord knows I was persistent," grins
Steve.
"I kept
her foranswer
six straight
years and
I gotasking
the same
every
time." Finally she told him, 'Billy, you're
justWhile
too odd
a
one
for
me."
Steve was still on BBC, but fading,fasthe, aentered
business Hughes
school. Academy
His aim inwasBel-a
white-collar
job
in
an
office.
was out of the question for theUniversity
likes of
the Millar kids. Billy always knew that —
there
wasn't
the
money.
But
he
want to steer a truck, or swing a pick.didn't
He
hit typing and shorthand hard and got
pretty sharp.
He'd been
Martha
Millarthere
met about
him onea year
day aswhenhe
rolled in on his bike. "Let's take a little
walk, Son," she said. And then she told
him, "Things are bad with so many married and gone. We can't keep it up with
you
in schoolThatandhe all."
what
she meant:
had Billy
to startknewbringing
in steady money. That's what an Irish
family's
son like
Millarfourteen.
had to do
when it came
time.Billy
He was
So. Billy got himself a job in a Belfast
insurance office, "assistant in charge of
motors,"
calledofficehimself
Actually, he
he was
boy. Hedramatically.
got a better
one
soon
at
McCalla's
Travel Agency,
earning $20 a week. For a fifteen-year-old
in Belfast that was fabulous. His family
and friends began thinking maybe Billy
was going to amount to something in business after all. Billy told himself that was

his one ambition. Now, Steve Boyd knows
he justcause,wanted
please
his folks.
Benights he tojoined
up with
an acting
group called the University Players. After
seven
his
boss onemonths
day andat McCalla's
announced hethatfaced
he was
quitting.
chair. The boss almost fell out of his
"What for?"
"I want to be an actor," said Billy.
"Humph!" snorted the man, "Now listen, Lad — a rolling stone, y'know, gathers
Maybe
had heard his snappy
no
moss." Billy
comeback
somewhere. Anyway he said,
"Sure,
and
who
wants
He applied
to a professional actingmoss?"
company
named
the Ulster Group Theater, took an exam
and got a job. Five dollars a week. He
stayedmaking
there $10.
three years. At the end he
was
"I'll bet on the Irish"
But Billy swallowed his pride and stuck
it. He'sof never
been with
sorry.theHeUlster
learned
the
tricks
his trade
Group.
Steve Boyd thinks there are few better
places to learn them. He has great respect
for America's 'Method' actors like Brando
and Newman. "But when it comes to
tricks, acting or any other kind," smiles
Steve,
Til betmore
on the
He learned
thanIrish!"
tricks, of course.
Starting on the ground floor, literally,
sweeping out the house, Billy shifted
scenery, hammered sets, stage managed,
worked up from bits to character parts and
then leads. Finally, he was playing eight
shows a week, forty-eight weeks a year —
Noel Coward, Bernard Shaw, Terence Rattigan,
O'Casey, J.ByM. the
Syngetimeand heall was
the
modernSeanplaywrights.
twenty, Billy
Millar
figured
he
was
a
professional and he longed for the Big
League — London.
Billytivalgot
there first
1950 for
the Fesof Britain.
The inUlster
Group
sent
over three plays for that, and Billy got
a free ride as an understudy. He tried to
stick around when the party was over to
find a job. All he got was, "What've you
done in England?" Since the answer was
"Nothing," they yawned, "Come back
when
you have."
Instead,
Billy went back to Ireland,
broke and in the doghouse. The Ulster
Group figured he'd deserted them, and the
head director kicked him out, "To teach
you
lesson."
did,"
lesson
was"Heathat
ifsays
you Steve
want grimly.
to get"The
anywhere
you'd better not depend on anyone but
yourself."(about
That fallfromhea Belfast
borrowed five
pounds
and
boarded
a boat $15)
back to Liverpool, pal
lugging
athecheap
guitar
that
was
kicking
around
house. The battered box occupies a
place
of honor
by Steve'ssaved
fireplace
today.
In London
it practically
his life.
He got there after hitching the long
from hisLiverpool.
astretch
soul and
stake wasBut allhe ofdidn't
ten know
shillHechain
foundcafeteria
a job aton Lyon's
Corner
House,cus,ings.apouring
Piccadilly
Circoffee and carting out dirty
dishes for four pounds a week, and a room
for thirtythough heshillings.
The jobhours
was a okay,
alworked twelve
day, but
the room was pretty grim. It was actually a
tiny hall, four by nine feet, "and you had
to edge in sidewise or you'd step right into
the
bed,"butrecalls
window,
there Steve.
was a "There
door outwasn't
to thea
garden. The other roomers had to go
through
place asto heget just
out."slept
That there
was
bearable myas long
nights.
But after he'd saved up ten pounds,
Billy quit his bus-boy job to make the
agent's
rounds, with plenty of no luck. He
was
rolled about
in broke again when that fog
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Undernourished anyway, Billy was a
set-upatelyforsick for
pneumonia-flu.
a whole month.He Inwasthedespermidst
of this his landlady demanded her rent
and
when he couldn't come up with it,
ordered
line. him out. Next day was the dead"It's funny what you can do," reflects
have himself
to." What
heStevedid Boyd,
was to"when
somehowyou drag
and
his guitar down to Leicester Square that
night. In front of the Empire Theater long
lines of ticket buyers queued up. Billy
Millar
startedhis'busking.'
Whanging
guitar, he croaked out the
folk songs he knew from childhood, Star
of the County Down, Just a Poor Wayfarin'
Strangerandandsometimes
such. People
tossed
him pennies
a shilling.
That
was Stephen
performance,
and forBoyd's
him itfirst
was London
a big
success. "Not because of my music," admits Steve, "but because I looked like I'd
drop dead if they didn't tip me. I probably would have, too."
nice little racket
like 'busking'
wasButnota overlooked
in crowded
London.
There
were
pro
'buskers;'
they
had
a union. Pretty soon a goon squadevenchased
wobbly Billy Millar off the Square. By
then he had enough for his first meal in a
week, and a pound to stall off the landlady. He bolted the meal — veal schnitzel
and
beer
— bought
a small Back
bottlein ofhisbrandy
and
a
packet
of aspirin.
room
he downed
those
and crawled
in between
the sheets. Twenty hours later he woke
up in a seadream.
of sweat.
But just
he'dgreat.
had that
wonderful
He felt
From that low point the only way Billy
could go was up. Not very far up, at first.
But
doorman's
job with
he snagged
next at
the the
Odeon
Theatre,
its gorgeous
uniform, triggered the break he was hunt-

JIM

ARIMESS

ing. Billy
impressive
the glittering rigwasthat,so when
they instaged
the
British Academy Awards at the Leicester
Square Cinema across the way, someone
grabbed him to usher in the winners. Billy
took stars up to emcee Michael Redgrave,
all that evening. At the end Redgrave, a
star himself in London, politely inquired
just what the hell Billy was doing in that
field
openingmarshal's
doors? uniform parking cars and
"You're an actor, aren't you?"
"How did you know?"
"I can tell," said Mike, "by the way you
handle
you acting?"
So Billyyourself.
told himWhyhis aren't
sad story:
Nobody
would grave
givesaid him
After afixchat,
maybea job.
he could
that.RedHe
gave Billy a note to the director of the
Windsor Repertory Group, and Billy took
a train up the next day. Luckily, they
were just casting a play and needed a boy
for
— offorall the
thingspart
— Little
Women. and,
He hired
Billy
of Laurie,
says
Steve,
"Was
I
ever
lousy!"
But
they
kept
him on and, after a few plays, his second
good
Thisluckoneangel
was zeroed
Derek in.Marr, a London
agent. Before, whenever Billy Millar had
busted
into called
Londonthe agents'
practically
bobbies offices
to bootthey'd
him
out. Ofsor to course,
Marr Hehadn't
to Windsee Billy.
had come
a client
who
starred in the show. But, like a lot of other
people since, he saw something in the
handsome young Ulsterman that Billy
couldn't
himself.
day Marr
took
on Billy assee a inclient
thingsThebegan
to change.
"In
fact,"
says
Steve,
"everything
good
that happened to me up to Ben-Hur I owe
Derekforswitched
Billy's
to Stephen
Boyd,
thing.
He name
lent him
money
toto operate.
him." one
He took him to West End tai-
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lors and taught him how to dress, tamed
his wildhimIrishdown,
mop tookat the
barber's.head
He
calmed
his dreamy
out of the clouds and planted his feet on
the ground. Best of all, he forced out Stephen Boyd's thunderclap personality. "It
was the lieves.
turning
pointI kept
for me,"
Steveinside
be"Until then
myself
myself. I wouldn't let anything out to hit
stagehard.
or off." In no time
hepeople
was with,
hittingonthem
At both the Guildford Repertory and
Midland Group in Coventry, where Marr
steered lectedSteve,
he played
and back
colrave notices.
When leads
he came
to London he took on TV and soon could
pick and choose his scripts. "So I picked
and
chose,"he grins
"and Ibefore,
starved."of
Not I like
had Steve,
that time
course; what Steve means is that he was
stubborn about doing the right ones, and
you
get rich
saying "No."
"I didn't
care,"don't
hegious says.
"I developed
relifeeling about
what I almost
did. I a guess
you'd
have
called
me
a
long-haired
actor.
Maybe I was. But it was the happiest
time of my life." And in the end, it paid
off.Steve took on a job in a TV play called
Barnett's
LondonHe
actor wouldFolly,
touchwhich
with anotenother
foot pole.
played an idiotic weakling. Well, it just
won him a nomination for an English Emmy, and a contract with Sir Alexander
Korda for movies. In fact, it pointed Stephen Boyd toward Hollywood, although he
certainly
didn't
that then.of break-in
Because,
afterknowaSteve
couple
movies for Korda,
played an Irish
spy in and
a warthatthriller,
The upManforWhoa British
Never
Was.
put him
Oscar,
only threein his
yearsdoorman's
after he'drig.ushered
other
Then
Korda winners
died and Twentieth
Century-Fox

ANZIO

■ Long before a young giant named Jim Arness ever dreamed of being a
hero on a television screen, he was trying to find himself after a rugged
stretch as a member of the Third Infantry Division — the one that assaulted
the Anzio beachhead. He was wounded in that assault and now he lay in an
Army hospital in North Africa and did a great deal of thinking. He wanted
to forget all the terrors he had known. He wanted to settle down somewhere
to a nice, pleasant career far removed from violence.
With his discharge, he returned to his native Minneapolis planning to enter the University of Minnesota. He had no definite career plans as yet —
just something as unlike the fires and horror of war as possible.
Then while he was waiting for the new semester to begin, he happened to
get a job at a local radio station. WLOL. He liked it so well that he continued, even after classes at the University had started. This might be just
the career for him — no bloodshed, no fire, no violence.
It was a small station, and Jim did a little bit of everything. He did the
commercials, read spot announcements, was disc jockey, weather reporter
and all-around handyman.
But on his first day as a full-fledged newscaster, the fellows at WLOL decided that he was due for a bit of hazing. The news was read as it came off
the teletype, in strips many feet long. On this occasion, the boys set fire to
the other end of it!
"Here II had
was,"to Jim
make good
my first big
chance.
readrecalls
the topruefully,
footage"trying
of the toteletype
in anon authoritative,
well-modulated voice, while the bottom footage was roaring up in flames!
Anzio was never like this!"

inherited
Steve'sto contract.
it took
them two years
get him toButHollywood.
Most
of
"that
time,
Steve
Boyd
played
loan outrope. Andjobsin inthatEngland
and around
Eutime, there
were more
changes made. With a decent income, he
moved into a Kensington flat, built up a
smart wardrobe, even bought himself a
second-hand Vauxhall to run around in.
He got away from London for some trips
and "the South of France. A picture
intodidItaly
Paris
women.helped his education along. So
He dersmade
a picture
with French
actresscalled
AnnaSeven
GaylorThunand
lightning struck them both. Anna, -who
still acts in Paris, is in Steve's words,
"beautiful,
a trueand artist.''
The liaison fascinating
lasted for 18andmonths
Steve
still
hasn't
forgotten
Anna.
In
he still
writes her now and then. Like fact,
all romantic
involvements since, it ended without hard
feelings. "It always comes to the point
where either you do or you don't' explains
Steve and
simply.
''Annathe and
point
we made
rightI reached
decision. that
But
sheSteve
was signed
very, very
good
for
me."
for The Night That Heaven
Fell
laid eyes
on Brigitte
Bardot. before
When he'd
he did,
he got
an excellent
view. Roger Vadim. Bardot's first husband,
took Steve
to Brigitte's
apartment
meet
her. She
met themPariswearing
only toa
smile. "I know," announced BB in her
cutest English, "that Fm going to enjoy
working weeth you varee mooch." All
Steve could stammer was, "My name's
Stephen Boyd."'
But Brigitte
waswithright:
thoroughly
enjoyed
Steveshe—
and it was very
muchworking
vice versa.
Steve and Brigitte
They shot most of the film in Spain, and
Steve says
"She'syoua great
panion.frankly,
Around Brigitte
feel commore
alive than you normally do. She has the
most animal in her of any woman I've ever
known.
As a person,
still a fan. She's
a Brigitte
remarkable
heI'mconfesses.
was girl."
so remarkable
that, after
five months as her leading man, Steve had
to take a vacation in Wales to recuperate.
He was finally summoned by Fox to
Hollywood,
in January,
'58. movies. Steve
Once he started
making
had always itched to come to America, but
the closest he'd got was the West Indies
with Island in the Sun. "I had a special
reason,"I thought
reveals American
Steve, "and
wasn't
money.
writersit turned
out the kind of things that were right for
me. Americans and Irish have a close affinity. They're
both for
gutsy."
If Steve
longed
the gutsy bit in
Hollywood,
got it, pronto.
him
for thathe western
badman Totheprepare
studio
sent Steve out to Fat Jones' riding stable.
Steve'sWestern
rear was justdown
getting used
to
riding
Mexico,
when
Derek Marrstyle
cabled him inabout
Ben
Hur. He barely had time to collect his
things in Hollywood before he was back
in1958.Europe.
April,
this timeHe toreported
learn howto Rome
to drivein horses
instead
of
ride
them
—
four
big,
black
ones
from Yugoslavia. Several times they bolted
away, once crashing Steve through a high
fence. That was just a sample of things to
come. Making Ben Hur was "a fabulous
experience"
for Steve
In fact,
of times he felt
as didBoyd.
General
Lew plenty
Wallace,
who
wrote
the
epic,
"My
God.
did I
setEach
all this
in motion?"
morning
Steve had to sweat out
having his dyed hair curled. All day he
had to bear the cutting pain of contact
lenses to tint his blue eyes brown. He
could see only straight ahead through a
tiny things
peephole,and sohadhe towasbe always
bumping
into
led around
the
huge Cinecitta studio sets. The armor he
wore was heavy steel. Under the sizzling

Italian sun it got so hot that wardrobe
boys had to wear gloves to remove it, so Mothers! Imagine
you can imagine how Steve fried underWhat wastheyleftplastered
of Steve'shimskin with
got
peeled neath.
when
Wonderful Washable
blood-and-muck
for hours
his death
scenes. It took threemakeup
men three
each
time to strip off the rubber adhesive and leather baby shoes
red goo.
Todayrunhis down.
skin still
ever he gets
As bleeds
for the whenrisky
chariotday onlyspills
—
Steve
figures
he's
alive
tobecause Yakima Canutt, Holywood's
wizard, taught him tricks to
stay in stunt
one piece.
But while Steve Boyd kept his life those
six months
he lost
his heart
almost the dayin Italy,
Ben Hur
started.
Mariella
di Sarzana was Rome representative for
MCA. the big talent agency. MCA handles
Steve, so Mariella had instruction from
Hollvwood to "take good care of Stephen
Boyd." She did.
often worked
six But
o'clock
in
theSteve
morning
nine from
at night.
afterwards and onuntilweekends
he viewed
the
beauty and grandeur of Rome through the Other styles to S3.99 for infants crib to age 3.
eyes ofis romance.
Mariella.
in Steve's
words,
"a beautiful,
sophisticated,
in- Over 60,000,000
pairs have been sold.TO COAST
telligent
woman. She speaks
eight lanW. T. Grant Co EVERYWHERE . . . COAST
H L Green Co
guages, has great taste, sense of values AVAILABLE
MrCr:-.-M,Le.
and
understanding
of
artists.
She's
full
of
Christ*
s
Stores
Spr_^-P^,-_:
C
Gamble
Stores
entertainment
and charm."courtship
He concludes,
SehuluStore*Bros C*
Scott
"Ours was a wonderful
of two
MKaufman
H MacKmsCo& CoWemsrt Sterling Stores Co I At
W
W
people
From inMaylove."
August theyprowled
-visited the
Mattmgly Bros Co.
Colosseum
inuntil
the moonlight,
the
museums and
and ruins,
St. John's
Lateran
such. theOnVatican.
weekends
they
drove in Steve's little MG down to Anzio
and Naples
to Florence.
riella Steve orsawupsights
tourists With
never Masee
because Rome was her home. Special
FREE TODAY
BOOKLET
views from hilltops, hidden cafes, quiet
WRITE
gardens and fountains off the beaten path. Valuable information on
And sometimes just quiet dinners alone fant
care and
measurefootSHOE
size.
MORAN
CO. Dept. MS, Corlyle, Iliinoi
together at Steve's
apartment
in the inTermecaracaldi
at Mariella's
thea
Parioli. One section
blue skyor day
in Sperlonga.
beautiful seaside village. Steve asked Mariel a to marry him and got the right anHPS SORE?
POCKET SIZE
— or sohe they
bothdaysdeeply
believed
COLO
then. swerWhen
had five
off, they
flew
to London
and
were
married.
Steve's
Brit39c
there.ish citizenship made arrangements faster
Back in Rome, Steve and Mariella lived
together exactly one month to the day.
Whendon Ben
Hur ended,
off to Lonalone. Every
night hefor flew
two weeks
they
talked long distance trying to find out \S0ff£S
what
had
gone
wrong.
The}never
did.
Then Steve flew to Hollywood to make
Owndo! Hair
Woman Obsessed with Susan Hayward. Style AsYour
the Experts
Last February Mariella travelled there,
Clear
do-it-yourself
Hair-Stylin;
too — to get a divorce.
step-by-step instructions
Stephen Boyd still struggles to explain Notratedguesswork,
provides illusglamour.
Only
MY HAIR,Rockville
P. O.Centre.
Box New287,York
Dept.
12 $1
toknowhimself
what
happened.
"I
really
don't
ppd.
for sure," he admits. "I suppose I
wasn't
Maybe
still too ready
much for
of anmarriage.
adolescent.
ThereI was
are
so manj' things to think about before you
WANTED
musical Anysetting
take that step and I didn't think them POEMS for
recording.
subject.and
through.
I
wish
to
hell
it
had
worked."
consideration.
FREE
examination.
Steve Boyd carries no torch. But after Immediate
Send your poems today to S 0 N G C RAFTERS ,
his experience he thinks another marriage Studio
L, Acklen Station, Nashville, Tenn.
is a long way off for him, even though
he'll be a free man this March. "I'll get
married again." he promises himself. "I
think
come toI need
terms marriage.
with myselfButandI'vemy gotworkto Woman
Nearly
first."
Meanwhile,
the field, if
youThecan only
call itframed
that.he's playing
photograph Steve Itches To Death
keeps in cinating
his blondeapartment
is one Till.
of aSteve
fas- "I nearly itched to death for 7% years. Then I
named Valerie
a new wonder-working creme. Now
helped her father, Antony, come over from discovered
I'm happy," writes Mrs. D. Ward of Los Angeles
England and establish himself in Holly- Here's
blessed
relief rash
from and
tortures
of vaginal
itch,
wo d in the auto business. Recently, Val- rectal itch, chafing,
eczema
with^ a This
new
amazing
scientific
formula
called
LANACANE.
erie
got
a
job
as
a
model.
She's
five
vears
fast-acting,
stainless
medicated
creme
kills
harmful
old.In Hollywood, Steve Boyd leads the life bacteria germs while it soothes raw, irritated and
"skin tissue.
scratching andat druggists!
so speeds
of a typical bachelor, but not a typical inflamed
healing. Don't
suffer! Stops
Get LANACANE

quietly despite the furor of his big hit, is
that that's the way he likes it. "I'm often
alone," he'll confess, "but I'm never
lonely."
Steve still has his dream to keep
him
company.
Most onnights
BoydHesettles
work
that Steve
at home.
shuts down
off theto
phone, turns on the hi-fi for background
music, gets out his tape recorder and stack
of scripts.on Any
do. He's
still
working
Messala,partforwill
instance,
although
Ben-Hur has been playing for months.
For
polishing theup spy
his
drunkthatin matter,
The Besthe'sof still
Everything,
in The Man Who Never Was — and back
beyond.
Sometimes
forgets
it's
daylight
beforehe the
welltherunsclockdry.andThen
Steve blanks out on his king-size bed and
it might be midnight again before his
belly feels like an empty mail sack and

wakes him up. He goes out, wolfs a big
steak and feels fine. If some people think
him crazy, that's okay with Steve. He
thinks
"anotherthey're
Gable".nuts when they call him
Because Stephen Boyd knows, only too
well, that he's nobody but himself. Yet
sometimes he's not sure who that is, either. "All I'm really certain about," he
says, somewhat pensively, "is that it's gett
i
n
g
toitbe isa forveryStephen
complicated world."
ThatAnd
Be?iHur.
the plot seemsBoyd,
due tosincethicken,
day by day. But, thick or thin, five will
get
ten that
Mrs. Millar's keeps
boy, who
still you
believes
in leprechauns,
the
luck
of
the
Irish,
enough
of
their
and, above all, his right to dream.tricksend—
Stephen
Hur,
MGM.is currently co-starring in Ben-

"I'm Like 1347) and It's Like Awful!"
(Continued from
and turnhome.
into theAnddriveway
symphony of instruments — so many of dino
of a Freeway,
modest stucco
in no
them — surrounding her.
time Dodie would be spending the rest
"Wowie
—
fifteen
violins,"
she
counted.
And golly, what an afternoon it had of Saturday night at the mahogany dining
been. A real princess from Europe who table doing double homework.
was visiting Hollywood had come to the
"Golly," thought Dodie, "why did it all
they'd taken have to finally happen now, when I'm
astudio
pictureto hear
of theDodie
two sing,
girls and
together.
like"Thirteen
thirteen?"is awful — it's so . . . in-besometimes
like now,
it For
was young
all justDodie,
too much.
Her— new
20th
tween,"days
Dodie explains
you're talklater inwhen
her Temple
City
Century-Fox contract. The big television livinging a few
room.
shows. Personal
in Australia. And nowappearances
this albumlike for
Dot
"I wish I wouldn't have gotten my real
Records. No rock 'n' roll either. Just break now," she goes on. "I just wish I
beautiful
— allnow.love songs — like would
waited until
I was,haveoh —been
like
sixteen have
or seventeen.
It would
this one shestandards
was doing
muchandmore
fun.
I'd
be
getting
out
said."Ready, Dodie, darlin'?" Louis Prima soschool
everything would be so muchof
for
me,"
she sighs.
Her voice,
lot likethe Judy
Garland's,
flooded
the biga room,
last note
dying simpler
"There's no other
girl in the business
slowly in a catchy sob.
who's just thirteen," Dodie goes on with
"That's
it,
Dodie,
baby!"
Louis
said.
And
a
grimace.
"Like
Annette
she could tell he was real happy with the seventeen and Sandra Dee is Funicello
seventeen —is
and I mean I could go on and on. You
way it turned out.
Shegirlstepped
the capris
sound-box,
more of a chance then — because you
little
in red out
plaid ofcotton
and tana have
thing.
leather moccasins, lugging an enormous can do date lay-outs, see . . . and everywhite bag. A cute young colt of a girl,
"I was supposed to have two date layall legs and expressive eyes and heavy
outs with Fabian," Dodie says sadly. "But
shoulder-length brown hair.
I couldn't because when you're like thirShe eyes
lookedclouded
at theandclock,
and Dodie's
teen-and-sixteen,
it would workwelloutthey
veryjust
well,didn't
you
brown
the happy
feeling think
died — just as always when a session ended. know. If I could be sixteen now, see — it
o'clock, Dodie
and everybody
soIt was
happysix because
had done elsesuchwasa would
And bebeingso much
sixteenbetter."
would, see, solve so
many problems in her personal life too.
great
job
and
they'd
finished
on
time.
"Mom
and
Dad
won't
let me date until
But six o'clock formeant
this little thirteenyear-old
was I'm like sixteen," Dodie says. "They think
over, and Cinderella
she would be takingthe themagic
freeway
when
you're
sixteen
—
that's
They
back to Temple City . . . and homework. think you know everything justthen,right.I mean,
At six, Dodie Stevens, star, turned into well, practically everything. But three
Geri Pasquale, Temple City school girl.
difBecausegoing
I thinkto make
a lot any
of kids
Tomorrow, another record session in more yearsference.isn't
Hollywood! Then tomorrow night, back know just as much when they're thirteen
to Temple
City — and sometimes.
more homework. It as they'll know when they're sixteen.
was
so discouraging
"Practically all the freshmen at Temple
Dodie at home
City High
date
exceptasked
the weird and
ones,"
Dodie
goes boys
on.—asked
"I'm
In a few minutes Dodie Stevens would first when
me to goa lot,
out I usedat
leave the studio, along with her youthful to make an excuse. Like I'd say, 'I'm
parents, her Italian father, Cesare Pas- going over to my aunt's or something. Then
quale, a house painter, and her pretty
'Well I can't always be going
dark-eyed Yugoslavian mother, Mary Pas- Ioverthought,
to my aunt's.' So now I just tell them,
They'd
the 'My parents are old-fashioned and they
family quale,
Ford housewife.
and turn
southgeton into
Sunset,
And think
what I'mdo old
the enough
boys sayto todate.'
this?"
away from the bright lights and the mo- don't
tion picture and television studios. Away
"They
say,
'But
that
isn't
fair.'
And I
from the fifteen violins and the visiting say, 'I know — but what are you going
princesses.
— well — people like do about it?' And then they say, 'Oh well,to
Fabian and Away
FrankiefromAvalon.
call what
you back
in three
they're
going years.'
to do "inabout
They'dmiles
drivefurther
acrosson Los
and we'll
68 twenty
the Angeles
San Bernarit.That's
Everybody.
Call Dodie
back
like

three years. But there's nothing much
that
you can
when you're
thirteen.
You docan about
just dolifehomework
and
dream
and
die
waiting
—
until
sixteen— when you can do all theyou're
really like
important things.
Not that Dodie isn't thrilled about today's success and all. And though she's
just
time,"thirteen
she sighs.now, "It sure took a long
"Don't call me, we'll call you"
Show-business may think of Dodie
Stevens as an over-night discovery, but
asaudition.
she says,Golly,
"I don't
my first
that wasremember
a long time
ago.
Icalljustmeremember
their
exact
words,
"Don't
—member—we'll
you.' out
That'sof all
reit wascallcoming
my I ears
She
was
able
to
sing
just
about
as
soon
all
the time."
as she
the neighbors
the
othercould
side talk,
of theas thin
walls of theon
Pasquales'
two-room
apartment
in Chicago,
where Geri and her older sister,
Elaine,
were born, could undoubtedly affirm.
Since
the
Pasquales
moved
to
Southern
California when Dodie was two years old,
she considers herself "practically a native
Her father worked as a house painter,
Californian."
but
he started giving Geri voice lessons at
$5 a lesson when she was five years old,
so happy to be able to give his little girl
the training that, for all his own love for
singing,ford back
Cesare
Pasquale
could never
afin Italy.
He always
managed
his work to be able to drive her to her
lessons, or get her to an audition at CBS
or
them.NBC or wherever they were holding
When she was six years old Geri was
singing 7 Believe on USO camp shows.
When she was "just turning seven," she
sang onI wasArteightLinkletter's
Houseparty.
"When
no, eight
half —
I was one
of the —kids
who and
sang a Italian
folk songs on the CBS-TV spectacular, A
Bell
For Adano."
Ten-year-old
Geri sang
BackbornTo
Sorrento
in Italian,
like Come
she was
there. She memorized Italian, French and
Yiddish and she projected so much feeling
into
her father
Geri the
sang words
the songs
people says,
would "When
think
she knew what the words meant — but bedidn'tsingknowfor aa thing
them. lieveSheme, shewould
dinnerabout
for
the
walk City
from ofthe Hope
table and
with people
tears inwould
their
eyes."
Cantorsongheardand aasked
tape
of Geri Once
singingEddie
a Yiddish
later, "Did you say your name is PasThe years
pay-offagobegan
half
when "about
I was two-and-aon Larry
Finley's
local ofTVCrystalette
show," Dodie
The president
Recordsrecalls.
saw

Hollywood bachelor. His pad is a comfortable old, pink-tinted duplex in the unfashionable part ofintown.
a secretary comes
some Since
days toBen-Hur
handle
his
ballooning
fan
mail,
but
that'she about
his only luxury. The small Falcon
owns
is thewears
first thenewtailored
car he's
and hein
still
suitsdriven
he bought
London. He drinks only beer, skips parties
and night clubs and squanders $25 a week
that his business manager doles out.
Partly, this is because in some years, 87
per
cent with
of Steve's
paycheck
vanishes
double four-figure
taxes — to Britain
and
Uncle Sam, too. Partly, it's because he
likes
to
send
money
home.
Besides,
there's
still a lot of Scot in Steve Boyd and he
can't forget his hispoormother
Belfastandbeginnings.
He
father a
househasin bought
Belfast.
But mainly, the reason Steve operates

the show and was very impressed with
her. "But that was when the rage was
just"When
Elvis the
and time
all thewasboy-singers."
right
and some
good material
came along,
Mr. Burns
said
he'd give
us
a
call.
So
when
Pink
Shoe- I
laces came to his office, he called us.
didn't like it. I thought it was a silly
song," she it,saysandfrankly.
But Dodie
Geri really
performed
she became
Stevens, recording star, almost over-night. "I
didn't
like
the
name
they
gave
me
either.
I like Geri better, and I used to go by
Geri Pace, which means 'peace' in Italian
—but theyDodie
didn'tStevens
like Geri
thought
wouldat all.
catchThey
the
attention
more, yousold
know."over a million
Pink Shoelaces
records,
still selling.
Now under
contract oftoandstandards,
Dotit'sRecords,
she'd Sings.
recorded
her
album
Dodie
After
her
first
movie,
Hound
Dog
Man.
20th-Fox
signed her to a contract for two pictures or
more a year, at up to SI 000 a week.
Fame comes to Dodie
It's her
all very
though her.
she
feels
thirteenthrilling,
years doevenhandicap
When Dodie went to the preview of her
first movie '"when they came on with '20th
Century-Fox
the fanfare, the tearsPresents"
started and
rollingall down
my
face. And when they started reeling off
the names and came to me — well, I
really incried."
And toAustralia
walk down
the
street
Melbourne.
and find
they knew her way over there! "When
I'd go shopping people would turn and
look at me and I'd hear them say, 'There's
Dodie Turner
Stevens'— just likedown
they would if
Lana
Boulevard. I waswalked
so amazed. Hollywood
"But it And
sure since
took ita was
long going
time."toDodie
repeats.
take
like
eight
years,
why
couldn't
hit when she could really feel partsheof have
this
new exciting life, when she could be
working at it and enjoying it full-time?
"Like forwhenten Fabian
wentthey
on tour
for the
studio
days and
wanted
me
to go — I would have enjoyed that trip.
But because
of school
go. I
mean
if I'm going
to haveI couldn't
to turn down
all
Dodieatsays.
Thenhasif
she these
does things.
miss any. . ."school
all, she
to do double homework to make up for it.
Todaymuch
at thirteen
little inDodie
pretty
of a misfit
eitherfeels
life,she's
the
new or the old. She's torn between two
worlds that keep overlapping. "Sometimes when I'm singing, I'll be thinking
about a math exam," she says. ''And when
I'm doing my homework I'll be thinking of
theShelyrics
song."like a stranger in her
feelsto a a little
own
hometown
now. anyShe more,
can't and
seem herto
belong to the gang
schoolmates
don't
accept
Dodie
they
did Geraldine Pasquale. Betweenas them
is envy and jealousy and a world they
don't know and can't share with her.
"I don't have any best friends any
more,"
Dodieto besaysrealsadly.
one
girl I used
good "There's
friends with,
but after I got back from the Australian
tour with Jimmie Rodgers, she just
changed completely. I mean she really
ignored me. At school we used to always
lunch
together,andandafter
we'dschool,
make just
a point
meet before
to beto
together, you know. But after this she
wouldn't lunch with me, she wouldn't
talk
me or say
'Hi' when
I'd walk
down tothe
started
things
to thehalls,
otherandkidssheabout
me. saying
"It Ashurtit might
at first,"
Dodie, "Itwarmhurt
a lot.
hurt adds
any sensitive
hearted
thirteen-yearold
who
wants
to
be liked by the crowd.
"The boys treat me pretty good," Dodie
goes who
on. make
"Of course
there'sandalways
few
wisecracks
every-a

Like sometimes
whenof I'mthe walking
down thething. hall
to class one
seniors
will say,thing, but'OhI just
theresmile,
she goes,'
or
you know,someand
Dodieon."can't
participate
school
walk
activities
becausereallyof her
part-timein career.
"I can't run for office in the Student
she says, "because
ICabinet
would orhaveanything,"
a big responsibility
and I
wouldn't always be able to be there at
meetings.
It
wouldn't
be
fair
to
the
kids
or to those running against me who could
be there, you know.
"I can't try out for Junior Varsity, bethe cheer-leaders
and Igame
can
just hearcause they're
me screaming
at a football
and then — no voice. Of course I couldn't
anyway,
a Songbecause
Girl andI
help
leadandtheI couldn't
singing beeither,
wouldn't
be
able
to
be
at
practically
any
of the games. I love football, but the games
are always on Friday and I'm usually
working
And if onshe weekends."
makes a personal appearance
or jets to New York for a fast television
show
it's
doubly
hard, thebecause
the teachers
really descend with
homework.
"It's so rough because some of the
teachers don't really understand what's
happening to me, you know," she says.
"They onegiveof you
deadlinejustandgavethat's
Like
my ateachers
me it.a
week to do two weeks and four days of
work — and it was in history too.
"History's my hardest subject," Dodie
goes
on. "I Like
can't ifremember
— and
it's
terrible.
I readtheathings
paragraph
in
a
history
book
about
boundaries
of Switzerland and the natural resources
there, cwell
it and it's begone.
Beause I don'tII getread
think
use it when
older,I'llyoueverknow.
Iable
mean,to
what am I going to do? Give a speech
about Switzerland?"
To Dodie itwith
justherseems
teachers
don't
communicate
on the
importance
ofmeans
musicto— her.
or realize how much her music
The shock of death
The one person who could have helped
so much to synchronize the confusing
worlds of young Dodie Stevens now, died
a few months ago. Mrs. Helen Bishop.
Dodie'swhose
singing
teacher
seven,
training
and since
whose she
faithwasin
her were so important to her success, died
suddenly of a heart attack at the age of
fortyr -seven.
"She had just become legally my personal manager,"
"We'd
just gotten
back Dodie
from asays
worldslowly.
disc jockey
convention in Miami, Florida. All the big
stars were there, and we'd had a grand
time."
had among
been the
proudmanyof
the
way Her
Dodie teacher
performed
pros, and Dodie had been so happy.
"Then just two days after we got home
... her
all ofvoice
a sudden
" Dodie Onbreaks
off,
almost— shea —whisper.
the
plane back from Miami her teacher had
mentioned having a pain in her chest for
the
"She when
said she
goingpastto two
go toweeks.
the doctor
we was
got
back, but she said it wasn't anything seriyou know."
laterlawyer
while Dodie's
and
dadTwoous,anddays
their
and Mrs.momBishop
were
all
in
conference
in
her
agents'
office,
the painofbecame
matter
minutessuddenly
she was acute
gone.— andAll inthea
way back to Temple City, her parents kept
worrying how to break the news to Dodie.
She and her sister, Elaine, had gone over
tostaying
a friend's house after school and were
them. there until their father came for
"Dad came to pick us up, you know —
after — and we got in the car," Dodie says
softly. "He said, T have something to
tell you. It's something that happens.
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you know, and we don't know when it's
going to happen.' He talked just as if
something
had died."
Dodie thought
of her toy German Shepherd
dog.
"Allhappened
I could think
of wasI knew
that
something had
to Frisky.
it wasn't
Mom,
because
Dad wouldn't
have
been
taking
it
that
easy.
And
my
sister was with me.
"Frisky's dead!" she cried.
"No, Geri," her father said sadly.
I know— itwaiting
isn't Mom,"
on "Well,
— wide-eyed
— fearingDodie
— went
"It's
Mrs.
Bishop."
Dodie sat there in the car in a state of
shock. Disbelieving. "But I just talked
to her on the phone today," she said. "I
just talked to her." How could Mrs.
be dead
toBishop
her ...
? . . . when she'd just talked
Then within a matter of hours, for young
Dodie the sad experience of learning the
show must go on — some way —
that before
some
day"Mrs.
she Bishop
wanted has
to goalways
to NewsaidYork
she died. She'd never been there. And
then ing the
day after
call sayI was next
supposed
to go— toI got
Newa York
for
adream.
TV show." Dodie did that one in a
Dodie, feeling
first shock,
then The
tearswonder
— then
theForterrible
of loss.
what
to
do.
Where
to
turn.
"I
didn't
what to do, because I used to go toknow
her

house for a lesson . . . and she wasn't
there any more. I didn't want to go anywhere. Iwasn't
anything,
and my voice
got- inpracticing
pretty bador shape
for
a while. I'd try to forget about — about . . .
but I'd keep thinking, 'What am I going
But finally the music goes on too, as
young Dodie discovered. Her voice coach
now
is Jerry
her arranger,
who
" theDolan,
to do?'
also
conducts
orchestra
for her record
sessions. Dodie takes lessons from him
remotethe. .vocal
. via exercises
a tape recorder.
"Jerry
tapes
and instructions
and everything, and when I come home
from school I play the tapes on my recorder and practice here."
The house she lives in
Hers is a normal warm family home life
in suburban Temple City, far removed
from any
The
modest
stucco celebrity-atmosphere.
home has traditional furnishings. The dining room also serves as
Dodie's
with shelves
a few forgolda
cups andtrophy
plaquesroom
on the
starter.
shady table
backyard
with fruitThere's
trees anda big
a barbecue
and
benches.
And
there's
a
patch
lawn
where Dodie, who must have a tan,of takes
sunDodie's
baths "when
I can't go toworld
the beach."
own bedroom
immediate
the
pink-and-white
she sharesis with
her sister, Elaine. She's proud of their

Behind the scenes at TEEN

TOWN

"It all started this way," says George Christy, the mayor of ABC
radio
Town program.
"Onewasdaydying
when toI was
Connienetwork's
Francis Teen
she mentioned
that she
hear talking
about with
Edd
"Kookie" Byrnes. I had interviewed him for a story in MODERN
SCREEN, and I had gotten to know Edd pretty well. So I told Connie all
about Edd, what a great guy he was and how easy he was to get along
with. And when I told her he had given me a preview of some of the brand
new "Kookie" words he was planning to use this season. Connie just
flipped.
Edd. I promised her the next time he came to town I'd introduce her to
couplemetof her
weeksin Hollywood),
later Fabian and
askedI told
me about
Annette
was"Then
beforea Fabe
him what
a doll(this
she
was. Again I said, 'Gee, I wish you could meet her . . .!'
"All ofideathisforsparked
and idols,
I wondered
it wouldn't
a great
all the offteensmy tothinking,
meet their
to hear ifthem
talk aboutbe
their lives personally: the things they do, what they believe in. dating
problems
out."to Glenn Mann who produced The Frankie
George they've
brought ironed
his idea
Avalon Show, and the two of them got to work and set up a stake at the
ABC radio network.
Every night, Monday through Friday, George interviews a teen favorite
("already
he's interviewed
popular,
Lynley
on herto
beauty secrets,
Annette onFabe
how onshehowbuysto abedress.
BobbyCarolDarin
on how
get out of the boredom ruts, plus dozens of other stars). Besides the
interviews, George gives tips on dating, careers, appearance, fads. It's a
fun show, and, of course, there's music — hits, as well as the new records
Mayor George is stamping with Teen Town's We-Dig-This seal of approval.
Recently, the editor of MODERN SCREEN, David Myers, was interviewed by George on the pros and cons of a Hollywood career for the
teens.
David's
verdict:David
Go toto itreturn
— but todon'tthe beshowa phony.
George
has asked
for another talk about
Hollywood.
Meanwhile'
George
is
asking
for
suggestions
and want
comments
from all the citizens, his Teen Town listeners, on what they
their
favorite stars to talk about.

new
palethegrey
suite andcanopy
the
bed with
ruffledbedroom
white organdy
and the white organdy bedspread over
pink. "But Elaine doesn't sleep here
with
Dodieroom
volunteers.
sleepsI
in theme,"living
because "She
she says
Theirs is a normal sisterly relationship
too, undiluted
fame.older
"'Elaine's
thirteen
monthsby andDodie's
five days
than
Isnore."
am,"sameDodieageinforms.
the
might beBeingall even
right —thatwellnearin
a way, she agrees doubtfully. "But I just
wish
were almost
size," Dodie
says.wean"Elaine
wears themysame
she
takes
eight-and-a-half
andsocks
I takeanda size
five. They're angora— and she really
stretches them out. It isn't as bad if I wear
hersElaine,
becauseon Ithedon'tother
stretch
hand,them."
has a fairly
steady and legitimate complaint about the
state
of
the
one
closet
they
share.
guess
Elaine's more neat and all," admits"I Dodie.
"I'm
neat
and
everything,
but
maybe
I'll
hang one of my blouses on the rack with
hers and she really gets mad. She keeps
the"Who
closet, I keepthethedresser?"
dresser andElaine
the bed."
says,
entering keeps
then.
"Well — I keep the bed — " Dodie amends.
"So what is that to keep clean?"
Dodie's hobby is collecting shoes and
she
pairs of heels
and seven I
pairshasof "eleven
flats. Whenever
I go traveling
get different shoes, like those red ones I
brought from Australia. I like high heels
mostly, and I like the New York shoes.
They're different from California shoes —
they're a little pointier and the very
Dodie's
the color pink and and
for
latest,
youonmad
know."fortelephone,
talking
Elaine
have the
their own prizedandpinkshephone
in their bedroom with their own private
number, which was the only way their
father could get any business calls
through. "Our phone bill was like $62 the
first
for theI'd two
Dodie
tells month
you. "Like
call phones,"
Mrs. Bishops
daughters
in
Hollywood
and
I'd
talk
an hour and that's a toll call, but forit
doesn't
seemherlikeownit hair,
though."
She sets
a little to her
despair
now.
"I
used
have ago certain
way to set my hair and toit would
into a
perfect page-boy. I set it exactly the same
way now — and it doesn't come out like
that, and I just don't know why."
Make-up for a 13-year-old
On the other hand, Dodie is compara"Except Itively
line indifferent
my eyesaboutand make-up.
my eye-brows,
but
lipstick.
Mom sometimes
sort of getsI don't
on meevenfor wear
that, because
she
look tooto pale
without on,
it. ButandifsI
suchsaysan Ieffort
put lipstick
like light oranges and pinks and toward the
end of the day they change to a real dark
pink or red. Then I have to wash it off
and rub real hard — and put it on again,
and well — it's all such a mess."
She's living for the day "when I can
have
— whenor gold
I'm fifteen-anda-half.my I own
want cara pink
1957 T-bird
—I
love
those
little
darlings
and
I can't
wait until I get mine! I don't like
the
new
I likeof the
so tinyones.
and sort
long '57's
and because
they havethey're
such
loves you
records,
a And
good she
body just
to them,
know."naturally.
"I love all the records today, but I don't
like
to sing
she and
says.if "Ithey
just want
like
to sing
the them,"
standards,
tomindputsinging
a triple-beat
to
them
I
wouldn't
that." But when it comes to
buying
Dodieon buys
"theI have
ones
that
whenrecords,
I hear them
the radio
to turn them up real loud and dance
to Dancing,
them. I love
to dance,"
of course,
like she
just says.
about any
interesting social activity, is sort of con-

fined for a 13-year-old who isn't allowed
to date. "There's nothing much to do in
Temple City anyway," she says. " There's
abecause
miniature
it's nothing,
nonegolfof course
the kidsbut hang
around
there."
There is, however, a pretty keen school
hang-out in nearby San Gabriel, but
Dodie's limited there too. "It's called 'The
Yankee
and Iwith
like a itguybut,whowellhas—
you have Doodle'
to go there
a car."
Any romancing Dodie does now has to
be generally confined to operating by remote— viaviews
the pink
But sheto
has her
on thetelephone.
matter, subject
change.
Like making out —
"I think to make out is a real mess,"
Dodie says with a grimace. "The other
kids think I'm gone, you know, just
real gone
to feelstupid
this way.
I think like
it's
just
awfully
really,Butbecause
if you're thirteen or fourteen and you're
makin'ting onout,an well
it's
you're really
likelikesomething
you putsaw
in the movies actor— something.
"Everybody says. "But Geri. you don't
know what you've missed until you've
made out." But I just don't think that's
any afun.
and
see
movieI'dandrather
then gogo tohavea drive-in
a Coke and
hamburger, you know, and just goof oft
and talk."
And rDodie
ienced— isn't — well — entirely inexpeDodie's sort-of boyfriend
"Mike kissed me good night once — and he
knows
how she
I feel,"
says, ondropping
name that
can she
expand
for anya
given length of time.
Who's Mike? Some platonic boy friend?
"That's right." Dodie agrees. Then
thoughtfully.
"What's
platonic
mean?" And
when told. "Well
— " she
hesitates.
"Mike's my boyfriend — in a way. He's
a realters.good
friend of Mrs. Bishop's
daughAdria.
who's
thirteen.
I metwho'shim sixteen,
at their and
homeJane,
in Hollywood. He used to work at a gas station,
but he quit. He goes to St. John's, he's
sixteen,
like
me. and he's sort of moody, you know,
has blue
eyes heand has
he hasa real
short good
hair
— a"Heflat-top
— and
physique."
Dodie
goes
on.
"He
calls
about every night, and whenever I mego
over to the Bishops' Mike comes over there,
because
that'sBut thewe only
time Mike
we canknows
see
each other.
just talk.
howHe IdidfeelkissaboutDodie
— wellgoodnight
— you know."
once, when
her sister. Elaine, egged him into doing
it. "We have a sliding joke that all the
time we're
to each
other,
we shakesaying
handsgood
like night
everybody
else
would kiss."
"Don't
shake
her
hand,
go
on
and
kiss
her. Mike," Elaine urged.
"I don't
want my face
he said.
at meslapped."
at "So
him Mike
and welooked
both smiled
— and
and heI looked
kissed
me," says Dodie. "And then I said, 1
fooled you. didn't I?' "
Even at thirteen that's a woman's prerogative.
"I like him a lot — but I just don't like
that
. you orknow."
"When
I was . .seven
eight Dodie
a littlegoes
boy on.kissed
me
at a party and wowee — I thought it was
great. Golly, it should be just the opposite,
that I should like it now. I'm a weird one.
I guess."
And like why is Dodie so moody about
men?
"When I'm around boys Fm terrible,"
she says. "Especially when I'm around
Mike.
I don't
know Tilwhy,go inbut another
just because
I like him
I guess,
room
and Til ignore him — like I can't stand rrm.
But I'm not that way around anybody

INSTANT
else." Why does she act like she doesn't
like
does Mike
like? when Mike's the only one she Glamour
Ten Breathless
March W
AnyAnyv
"Maybe I'll be more sensible when I'm In Makes
a Big Hit atColors
Parties,to Dances,
like
sixteen."
Dodie
sighs.
Maybe
she'll
have more answers then. "Or maybe
when I'm fifteen," Dodie says, hopefully
trying and
to advance
the magic
hour.ride"I home
think
Mom
Dad might
let me
in a car with a boy then, just as long as 3^ :,~v. ::.rhing. darir.g.
it isn't
she ofsays,
her Split secondS 1 change
1
dad
out ofa date,"
the corner
one watching
eye.
to new per?. ::-.^:::v.
:_r
"If Mike came over here — he was going Find
par:;.-, newv. inso admiring
the fash
to come to a ball game once — I don't think
Dad
would
have
minded
that."
Dodie
goes
on hopefully.
"He have
wouldgone
havetojust
me
up, we would
the picked
game,
then gone to the dance afterward . . . and hie
acetate
looks Celanese
like real
hair.; f:
then"I hecallwould
have
brought
me
home."
l-x-r:
u-!vpostman
andMONEY.lovely.
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NO on deliverv
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"But it isn't, Daddy, because it wasn't GUILD, 103 E. Broadway, Dept. W-146, N
just
going losing
to be meground
going."butDodie
carefully,
still goes
trying.on
"Mikefor was
two another
other guys,
one
my going
sister toandbring
one for
girl.
We were just going and coming home, you
We will pay you $100 each week
know. There wasn't going to be anything
for as long as one year when you
wrong
with
that
—
"
are in the hospital for Sickness or
"Oh
...
a
group
thing?"
her
dad
says
—
doubtfully.
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chance could you have when you were
thirteen?
Any day now Dodie Stevens will be
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Peace Comes

at Last to a Tortured Soul

(Continued from page 40)
with her stage manager who asked her,
"Maggie, did you ever put any money
aside?"
said, "OhI yes,
but it's
not
from showShebusiness.
put some
money
in
I.B.M.
eighteen
years
ago
and
it's
four million now."
problem
SheCertainly
had beenhera star,
a real wasn't
star fortalent.
over
thirty years.
And we know that she was loved by
her husband and her three children.
problem
thatStillwasandon all,
her wemindknowthe that
weekthebefore
she
died was love. She was heard to say time
after time, "I cannot make them like
me . . . I've never been able to make them
likeTo me."
understand that, we should start at
the beginning:
Margaret Garland Sullavan was born on
May 16th, 1909, in Norfolk, Virginia, into
a family which boasted Revolutionary War
heroes as ancestors. But American aristocracy didn't impress little Margaret. She
set her sights
was secretly
vinced Iwas higher.
of royal"I blood.
I keptcon-a
suitcase packed, so I'd be ready when my
real people came for me."
Money
buy it Sullavan adored
Mr. andcouldn't
Mrs. Cornelius
their
child,
and
the her
money—
was a stock brokerthey
— to had
indulge
whims.he
But
wanted, needed,
money couldn't
buy, what
and Margaret
what Margaret
only a
psychiatrist might have figured out. When
she was older, she recalled that she had
"suffered from malnutrition." The statement was true, yet the fault was Margaret's own.by Sherefusing
asserted
her parents
to eat.herself against
And by running away.
In her teens, she ran away seven times
in three years. The last trip, she got all
the way to New York, and her father, worn
out with fetching her home, settled down
to have a talk with her. "Peggy, what's
the matter with you?"
"I want to go on the stage," Peggy said
defiantly.
The good man offered a compromise.
"When you're twenty-one, you can do as
youHisplease."
daughter's blue eyes glinted. She
could
wait.
Eventually, she got her way. She studied
acting in Boston, she played in stock shows
on CapesheCodmarried.
— and sheThemet year
HenrywasFonda,
whom
1930,
and the marriage was over before 1933,
by which time, according to one reporter,
Fonda "had evidently suffered enough
fromThe thelikelihood
Sullavan temperament."
work, Margaret,
not tempera-set
ment, destroyed isthethatlovers.
upon
her
goal
of
stardom
("I'm
to be an off-stage voice the restnot ofgoing
my
life")
couldn't have had much instinct for
wifehood.
In New York, she made the usual dreary
actors'
rounds, then gotand a soon,
road show
Strictly
Broad-of
way lead.Dishonorable,
It was in a play called Aa Modern
Virgin, and Lee Shubert hired her because
he liked her voice. "You sound like Ethel
Barrymore," he said.
"He didn't know," said Margaret Sullamy huskiness
a badvan later,
case"that
of laryngitis
whichwasI due
subse-to
quently took great pains to prolong. After
several months of mistreating my vocal
cords, it stuck. My voice is now permanently ruined."
In after
years, Margaret Sullavan was
to insist, "I'm no pillar of the theater. If

I didn't need the money, I wouldn't be
working."
But people,of remembering
the
fanatic
determination
the Sullavan beginnings, found this hard to believe.
didn't shealways
saidNotat that
the she
moment
said it,meanjust what
that she
she
often changed her mind.
A Modern Virgin was a flop, and four
more New York flops followed, but a
movie director, John Stahl, brought her
to Hollywood, where she amazed people
who
they'dsneakers.
seen everything.
wore thought
slacks, and
She went Sheto
a showing
of hersofirsthorrified,
movie, Only
Yester-to
day, and was
she tried
buy up her contract. She refused to let the
studio fix her teeth. And she attempted
to keep a lion cub as a pet.
She likened acting in movies to "ditch
digging,"
she wouldn't
go toGood
premieres.
She made anda movie
called The
Fairy
for director William Wyler, during the
ten-week course of which she and the brilliant Wyler fought all over the set, and
then confounded everybody by eloping.
Again, the marriage lasted a scant two
years.
Moggie as mother
The next
man onan Margaret's
was
Leland
Hayward,
agent who horizon
was clearly
destined for grander things. Even in those
days,
was known
the "boy
Thosehe days.
The yearas was
1936. genius."
Maggie
Sullavan had divorced Wyler, and come
back to New York to do a part in a play
calledact,"Stage
"I want to learn
how
to
she Door.
said, ungratefully
brushing
offAllHollywood's
golden
dust.
during the rehearsals of Stage Door,
Leland Hayward was omnipresent. And
Maggie
who'danother
never living
listenedsoul,to
a word ofSullavan,
advice from
was paying strict attention every time
Hayward viouslyopened
was oblove, and hissoonmouth.
it wasIt marriage,
and then
it
was
baby
rumors.
But
nothe new Mrs. Hayward
whetherbody dared
she towasask expecting.
One columnist wrote hopefully of Lin
observation
vixen
orYutang's
hot-tempered
womanthathas"many
growna sweet
and
supine
with
the
coming
of
a
child."
Yet
Maggie's temper seemed to continue
unabated.
After
a while, announcing
Maggie's press
sent
out a release
her agent
imminent
retirement,
but
the
mother-to-be
still
kept
her mouth shut. Backstage, nobody knew
what to do. Congratulate her? What if
she snapped
your inexplicable,
head off? She was
famous for being
spicing
her
moments
of charm with foroutbreaks
of fury.
One night a gentleman in the cast took
a chance.
star's wishes.
dressing room, Heandstopped
offeredbyhisthe good
"Kids, are a lot of trouble," he said, "but
they're
I know,
got threetable,
—"
Maggieworthroseit.from
her I'vedressing
five foot two-and-a-half inches of outrage. "It'sdarted
a lie,"past
she the
screamed.
lie!" She
actor, into"It'sthea
hall, then turned back. "Three children,"
sheful—said
"How perfectly
" Thensoftly.
she slammed
the door.wonderBaby Brooke Hayward was an Act of
God. She closed Stage Door, and she put
an endCoast.
to herThemother's
againstdown
the
West
Haywardswar settled
in a big Brentwood house, complete with
swimming pool, and, in 1939, Bridget was
born, and, in 1941, William was born.
Maggie
wentan back
ditch-digging,
too.
She signed
MGM to contract,
and made

Three
Shopworn Angel, The
Shining Comrades,
Hour.
She
didn't
exactly
— "No oneSullacan
be so completely rudemellow
as Margaret
van,
who
makes
it
a
habit,"
wrote
a
miffed
columnist in 1942 — but she looked as if
she'd
she'd with
wanted.her husband
She found
was sowhat
charmed
and
babies
that
in
January
1943, she
issued an announcement of herof retirement
from
service
that
mothersthe canmovies.
render "The
their best
country
in these
wartimes
she said. is to take care of their children,"
Four tures.
months
later, shehadwasbeenbacksetinforpic-a
Merle Oberon
part in Cry Havoc, Merle Oberon had got
sick, and that was that.
Maybehindsight.
if she'd And
stayed retired an....
but
that's
actress,
and a fine
one, and aftersheCrywasHavoc,
a play
called The Voice of the Turtle came along,
with a. .girl's
part nobody could turn
down.
.
That year, The
1944, Voice
she was
triumphant.
of theprofessionally
Turtle got
great
reviews,
and
Maggie
collected
more awards than she couldherself
count.
Still,
she couldn't eat, and she couldn't sleep,
and
was beginning
paid she
too much
for her newto wonder
laurels. if she'd
"I don't want to be one of those ruthlessly
successful
actresses
whose
whole and
life
is lived in the theater, or the movies,
who
end up with "Success,
nothing atyes,all,"
toldto
anhaveinterviewer.
I'm shegladeight
it. I love the play, and
giving
performances a week — but I cannot have
a happy private life. I'm giving up everysuch success — "
Growingthing for suspicion
She spoke of separation from her three
children,
her the
husband.
"I've lost
pounds since
play opened.
Muchfifteen
as I
like to act, I like to do other things too.
I'm not going to do another play after this.
And
going back
to movies,
I gaveI'mupnotmovies.
I wanted
a play,either.
and
I'veThegotbuta play
but —. ". . bigger than
was Ia love,
big one
anyone dreamed till the days immediately
before her death. Maggie was living with
aher.growing
audiences
It was suspicion
only whenthatit was
too latehated
that
a few very close friends began to understand. "I was always cheating the audiences," sthem
he said.to "But
I could
do, could get
like menothing
. . . really
like
In Hollywood,
Leland
Hayward
commented on the difficulties of maintaining
a marriage by phone calls and cross-country commuting. "I never knew it would
be Sadso tough
without
her," hegetsaid.
to say,leads
toughto things
One
separation
another. easier.
And love,
untended, dies.
In the
summer
of 1947,
Sullavan starred
in The
VoiceMargaret
of the Turtle
in London.
That
same
summer,
in
Hollyme."Leland Hayward was the constant
wood,
companion of Slim Hawks, estranged wife
of producer Howard Hawks.
The Hayward marriage was over, and
the
selves.principals had stopped fooling themIn her divorce suit, Margaret testified
that Hayward had declared his marriage
irksome.
"I'm not meant for home life,"
he'd complained.
It was an ironic note, consdering that
the
home than
life the
Haywardsonlyhadsimon-pure
known in more
ten years
of marriage had been the four months of
Maggie's
in 1943.loser, but now
She were
was'retirement'
a three-time
there
children
to consider.
Margaret
moved her brood to Greenwich, Connecticut, and threw her considerable energies
into domesticity. "I've never understood,"

she
"howright
a woman
have a too.
career,I
and said,
be the
sort ofcanmother,
made my choice long ago, and I've never
regretted
it." the listener wondered. Long
Long ago?
ago?
For twomainedyears,
Margaret
recontent. The
kids Sullavan
got big, her
garden grew, the deafness which had
plagued her since the early days of the
war yielded to an operation. How strange.
she must have thought, that this cure
should come now, when it hardly matters
any more. When I no longer force myself
to stand in the wings of a theater, panicked
that I may not hear my cue. too proud to
admit my trouble. . . .
Irresistible challenge
She turned down scripts by the bushel,
until 1950, when she was offered a movie
called No Sad Songs for Me. It was a
movie that Joan Crawford, Irene Dunne
and Loretta Young had all rejected, but
Margaret loved it. "It presents an irresischallenge."about leaving the children,
She tibleworried
but rationalized her worry. In the future,
she would work only during the summer
months, while the children were in camp.
As for this time, "I have a wonderful
and her
it's— perfectly
all when
right
tohousekeeper,
leave them with
except I find
I get
back,
they're
rotten
spoiled."
Augusttime.
of 1950,
married was
for
theIn fourth
Her Maggie
new husband
Kenneth Arthur Wagg, a "British industrialist,"
accordinghoneymooned
to the papers,in England.
and the
bride
groomwere
Now andthere
seven children in the
family (since Wagg had four sons by his
first marriage), and Margaret could be
motherly
But her.
the
need
to actto her
still heart's
set up content.
conflicts for
She worked in television, though she called
it '•hellish," inandThein Deep
1952. Blue
she was
Broadway,
Sea. back on
She liked The Deep Blue Sea because it
wasn't a play "about international probor headaches."
The world
gettingletmos,her,
and she turned
from it,wasafraid.
In 1953, she played Sabrina Fair on
Broadway.of She
was forty-four,
but her
portrayal
a young
girl was masterful.
The
year
1955
brought
Janus
York, and more critical raves forto NewMiss
Sullavan's
The sevenskill.children were by now all
away
at school.
seven
allowance
checks to "Seven
pay eachtuitions,
month. Seven
letters a week to write, and each has to be
different," the Waggs told Leonard Lyons.
"We
we've paid
for seventy-eight
years figure
of education,
with thirty-six
more to
Except for a tendency to flee from discus ions of global woes, and an aversion
to go."
any kind of turmoil, Margaret seemed
well.
She
but she'dbutalways
been moody;wasshemoody,
was nervous,
what
sensitive
artist
didn't
suffer
from nerves?
Early in 1956, her doctor ordered
Maggie out of Janus (she was replaced by
Claudette Colbert) "to rest" and there
were
rumorspeople
that her "condition" was
worse
Therethan
was no moreguessed.
news until the fall
of the year, when headlines broke again.
Miss Sullavan had accepted a starring
role on a Studio One show, but the day
of Reporters
the performance,
hadn'thusband,
appeared.who
corneredshe her
looked harried. "She hasn't been well for
some ablytime,"
Waggagain.
said.She"I think
is probthe strain
is in ait hospital,
andHubbell
I wouldRobinson,
prefer nota CBS
to sayvicewhere."
president,
was dumbfounded.
"She not
is notshowa woman
who
would capriciously
up. I
just hope and pray that nothing is wrong
with her, and that she hasn't had an accident, or an unexpected breakdown."

Unexpected breakdown as opposed to
expected breakdown?
To avoid pressure
Brooke
who'd quit
elope
withHayward,
a Yale student,
frettedVassar
in herto
New Haven apartment, while her husband
tried istoupset,
explain
to newspapermen.
wife
but feels
her mother will "My
get
in Atouch
with
her
when
she
wants
to."
couple
of days later,
Margaret,
whereabouts stil unknown,
contacted
her lawyer,
and
a statement.
"I didwould
not realize
that issued
my failure
to appear
create
such before
a stir,"scheduled
she said. telecast,
"Last Sunday,
the
day
I was not
satisfied with aspects of the rehearsal, and
particularly with my ability to portray
the leading role. I advised the producer
(Felix Jackson) of my dissatisfaction and
advised him that I did not feel up to the
role and could not appear.
"I insisteddidI benot replaced.
The producer
apparently
take me seriously.
The
next day, in order to avoid pressure, I
decided to leave town. I regret the incident, and am glad it is closed."
After a while, there's almost no place
leftYouyouhavecan togohave
to "avoid
help. pressure."
Help for Margaret Sullavan was found
in a rest home called the Austen Riggs
Center at Stockbridge, Massachusetts. The
Center
to persons
not ablein
to cope gives
with "therapy
their emotional
problems
their customary
home
or
business
vironments, but not sick enough foren-a
closed
institution."
For several
weeks, Margaret stayed in
Stockbridge. Then she came home to
Greenwich, where she spent nearly four
years — the first truly quiet years of her
life— as Mrs. Kenneth Wagg. But last fall,
she read a script called Sweet Love Remember'd, and she got excited.
"I read
Wednesday,
on desperThursday, Iknewit onI wanted
to be andin it,
to work atelyin. Ihaven't
a play been
since soI wasanxious
young,to andgo
Wagg, however, knew his wife
justKenneth
beginning."
well. "Everything's so great now," he said.
"You're relaxed, happy. You know how
disturbed you get when you do a show."
a calculated
risk.
I'llButbe Maggie
miserablesaid,if "It's
I don't
do this script
— Rehearsals
and it will began
probably
kill me if1st.I do."
on December
Bestarting work,
Maggieand took
twoweek fore
vacation
in Jamaica,
had aa physcheck-up. SheDecember
was pronounced
healthy.
OnicalMonday,
28th, the
play
opened were
at NewnotHaven's
Shubert
Theatre.
Critics
impressed,
though
they
gave Miss Sullavan glowing personal praise.
By Thursday of that week, she was jittery,
and sheShephoned
band in worn-out,
Greenwich.
told her
him husshe
wanted to quit the play. Wagg came to
New Haven, called in a local doctor. At
2 in the morning, the doctor — Dr. Rafi
Tofig — gave the near-hysterical actress a
tranquilizing
injection. "Isaidfound
nervlater.herrepeated.
It ouswasand depressed,"
like an oldhenightmare
Kenneth Wagg saying his wife had been
exhausted, and "fed up with show business," while producer Martin Gabel denied
the whole
of temperament, but thing.
behaved"Sheverywaswellfull with
us. She
never
indicated
that
she
was
unhappy!"
But the cast disagrees with Mr. Gabel.
Backstage they had begun to notice that
she was crying, crying silently to herself.
couldn'ttobelieve
was Maggie
when
she"I began
tell meit that
the audience
didn't like her," states one of her friends
in the cast. "I kept saying, 'It's not true,
maybe they don't like the play . . . maybe
they're not ripping up the seats or anything, but they think you're great.' But it
wasn't doing any good. Maggie wouldn't
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believe me. And then she stopped seeing
anybody . . . anybody at all.
"I tried to get her to go to the cast's
New Year's Eve party, but she said 'I
just can't do it. I just can't face them. I'll
try to sleep.' I know she didn't sleep
though. At two o'clock she called the
party and asked if we'd send her up a
sandwich."
"A wonderful girl"
Your mind flies back to that fateful
television show, and producer Felix Jackson insisting, "She never said she wasn't
coming back!"
poor
Maggie,
who couldAndno you
longerthink
finishof what
she started.
rible way. Except, perhaps, in one terOn Friday, Dr. Tofig again visited his
patient. Her condition was no better. He
left her resting, early in the afternoon,
and
at 5: 30,a chain
when across
Wagg came
to her room,
he found
the door.
becauseher,he hecouldn't
hisFrightened,
wife by calling
notifiedrouse
the
hotel manager, who got an employee to
saw through the chain.
She was dying, when they reached her,
Perfect Honeymoon

(Continued from page 32)
take her to dances and the movies every
week,
iscanunwise."
"Andthose
be dangerous,"
Warren.
"Like
in Blue added
Denim.
were
young two
and kids
inexperienced.
When They
they
got so involved with each other and they
didn't know how to handle themselves or
sex — and got into trouble. When I was
making that picture, Brandon de Wilde,
Carol Lynley and I would talk about it.
Most of us agreed that going steady could
be "Nevertheless,"
like playing with
said dynamite."
Betty Lou, slipping
her hand possessively into Warren's, "it
was
right
for
us
—
even
though when
I wasn't
quite fifteen nor Warren sixteen
we
began
to
steady-date.
Each
person
must
decide if going steady is best.
was because
for us, because
reallyAndwanted
to."ItNot
it was wea fad.
not
because it was security. Our feelings for
each
other other
down. were real. We didn't tie each
"And we went steady because we were
really in love. Our marriage was a culmination of that love."
Warren, who is in Because They're
Young and
Brandon's
Blue
Denim,
and played
Betty Lou,
who ispaltheinyoung
girl
in
Henry
Fonda's
TV
series,
Deputy, met when they were both in The
the
stage play, A Roomful of Roses, four years
ago. They were teenage actors even then.
thinkworst,
that astwowellpeople
see best,
each when
other
at "Itheir
as their
they're thrown together in work," explained
Betty Lou.
"While saw
we were
rehearsing inthe
play, Warren
me flying
around backstage in jeans and oversize
shirts, my nose shiny, my hair in curlers.
I saw him when he was moodily concentrating on his lines.
"We started
going outthenforforCokes
during
rehearsal
hamburgers
after the breaks,
show. and
Soon we discovered
we
were seeing a lot of each other.
We"Weevenlearned
found weout had
that awelothadin common.
first met
when we were seven, and we had both
done
extra
roles
in
a
picture
that
was
filmed in New York called The Window.
"One
day
I
came
to
the
theater
wearing
For further information on store listings, write to an oversized red-and-white checked boy's
shirt. Warren showed up wearing the
identical shirt. Warren has always loved

the remains of three bottles of Seconal on
theIn night
. . to the theater with
a hoteltable.
room . next
his wife's name on the marquee, Kenneth
Wagg
In anwept.
off- Broadway theater, where, the
week
before,Brooke
she'd Hayward
begun work
in herto
first play,
listened
the news, then +urned blindly out into the
street, headed
though
she had forno her
idea father's
where heapartment,
was.
At his Manhattan home, Henry Fonda
said
he
was
"shocked
and
saddened,"
and
in NewfullyHaven,
Gabel unsuccesswent aboutproducer
the business
of seeing
that his show would go on (he hired his
wife, Arlene Francis, to fill the star part
but the show folded anyway), and two
days
after bones
her death,
temporal
(the Margaret
bones of Sullavan's
the ear)
were
to the doctor who'd once
cured delivered
her deafness.
"The bequest was a complete surprise
tohadme,"saidannounced
anything theto doctor.
me about"Sheit.never
She
wasMaybe
a wonderful
girl."
that's the best way to remember
her.
END
to tease me. When he saw me he grinned
and said,
have
the
same 'Look,
awful girl,
tastethatin means
clothesyouI have.
Why don't we go steady?' I was really
pleased, but I wouldn't let him know it.
'Go steady
withliked
you?'red-and-white
I replied. 'Justshirts?
because we both
Humph! That's a dandy reason. Besides,'
I said,
wouldn't
goevening
steady Warren
with anyone.'
"But 'Imore
later
that
and aI
talked
seriously.
He gave me
charm
I wasboyfriend.
'pinned.'
I was bracelet.
his girl.That
He meant
was my
"But even though we began to go steady
we
didn't
feel
that
we
owned
each
I guess it was our work that saved other.
us. I
had toture,goand ItotoldHollywood
Warren tohe make
ought atopic-go
with other girls. In Hollywood I dated
other boys. I discovered, though, that I
didn't likeAndany Warren
of them hadas much
as I liked
Warren.
the opportunity
to gomeanwithmuch,
other either.
girls, but that didn't seem
"I think
the main
to the custom of going
steadyobjection
is tied around
the
necking problem. They say that young
peopleing intimacy.
going steady
tends
to
lead
to
growHow did WarrenAndand behaved
I avoid
it? Warren
like
one. Andis awegentleman.
were both so interested
in acting, it took the stress somewhat off
sex. We'd get so excited talking shop and
discussing what was going on in BroadHollywood
that weup just
have waytoand get
too steamed
over didn't
each
other.
"Our
dates
were
filled
with
activities.
I think that kids have a tendency to rely
upon heavy
when there
veryI
much
else tonecking
do. Because
Warrenisn'tand
were all wrapped up in the theater, we
had lots to do, lots to talk about when we
got together.
that forkindtheofother
excitement. SomeWekidshad
kind of excitement
outgoofinsheer
boredom.
longer we mellowed
went together, the
more
our"Thefriendship
wonderful
romance. We feltinto
that awe warm,
were
really in love. By this time, we had
workedtwe n uout
many
of
the
differences
bes.
"And there were differences. Plenty of
them.
headstrong
temper.
Warren I'mlikes
to have and
his have
own away,
and
underneath his boyish looks is a very
strong, mature personality. He has a lot
of driveture. Heandis serious
serious about
ambitions
for his
acting,
but fu-he
also wants to study law. Well, if he had
sprung that on me as a surprise after we

were married, I might have not have understo d hisatwanting
lege courses
night. toWe take
couldcertain
have colhad
some allybigby going
battles with
over him,
it. ThisI learned
way, graduwhy
he wants to take law courses, and what
it "Our
meansmost
to him. I'mdifference
all for it.was that of
religion.
It tookserious
years of going steady
for us
to blend that difference and really mean it.
"This way, I had a chance to know — to
really know
Warren's
To holihave
dinner
with —them
on theirfamily.
religious
days,groundto realize
what
Warren's
backwas, because this is what makes
him what he is today. He also had a
chance to know my parents and realize
what myto me.
childhood religious background
meant
"This
took
time. Itto wouldn't
have been
right
childrenfor beWarren
raised in demand
his faith,thator our
for
me to demand that they be raised in mine.
"Buteral after
sevyears, I going
decidedwiththatWarren
I wouldfor want
our children brought up in the Jewish
faith,
Warren's.
didn't force
that onwhich
me. isI came
to thatHedecision
after

I got to know Warren and his family so
well. I ground
couldmeant see
what I his
family when
back- I
to him.
realized,
saw him on many occasions with young
children, how much he loves children,
and thatderful
he father
wouldsomeprobably
makefact,
a wonJusl to get acquainted, we will make
day. In
one
you atraitbeautiful
Silvertone
enlargement5x7of your
favoritepor-2
evening as we were talking about what
photos,
or colorof slides.
we wanted out of life after we were marsure to negatives
include color
hair, eyesBe
and
our bargain
ried, Warren said, 'I'd like to have chiloffer clothing
for havingandyourget enlargements
after towe bemarry.
to wait.dren rightI want
a youngI don't
father want
and
V
beautifully
hand
colored
inandoil gold
and
mounted
in
handsome
ivory
grow up with my children. I want to
tooled frames. Limit 2. Enclose
100
play baseball with my sons, and be young
for handling
nals returned.eachWe enlargement.
will pay $100.00Origi-for
enough
to
understand
them
and
be
a
pal.'
children* or ActadultNOW.
picturesU.S.A.used only.
in our
"I know that although Warren may be
young, he isn't oftoobeing
young
the HOLLYWOOD advertising.
responsibilities
headtoofassume
the house.
FILM
STUDIOS,
Dept.
B-38
Warren likes responsibilities. This I 7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
know. then
If he's
be head
of the
house,
I feltgoing
it rightto that
the children
be raised in his religion. . . .
"Nowtime.weAnd ourhavehoneymoon
each otheris the
for perfect
a life- KILL THE HAIR ROOT
start of that lifetime together." END
MGM's Platinum High
School.
Warren's
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to Rome. sidered staying at home while Mel went
But faced with this heartbreaking dididn't for
evenif hewantwereto toturnmaketo
Mel for anlemma, sheanswer,
the
didn'tto turn
out well,
woulddecision
never andbe itable
forgive
himself.he
She
stole
a
quick
look
at
Mel's
face.wasIt
was tense. Audrey realized that Mel
going through
the
same
torment
of
indecision she was.
The hardest decision
Thatdinner
night, almost
for thein first
time,There
they was
had
their
silence.
none of the gay conversation, the happy
banter
the coming
baby months.
that had
marked about
their dinners
in recent
Audreydecision
thoughtI'veto ever
herself:
is theI
hardest
had "This
to make.
can't
bear .to. .risk
life ofcanMel's
and mine
but the
neither
I bearchildto
spend the next few months without Mel.
Particularly
What was now."
it to be: the safety of her
unborn baby, or the blessed months to be
spent with Mel? How could she make such
afirstchoice?
When sheshe'd
the
signs that
mightexperienced
be pregnant,
she'd
welcomed
them
with
the
fervent
hope that she was carrying a baby. And
she'd
takenwhilethe waiting
usual medical
morning,
for the tests.
results Allof
those tests,
she'dnewsprayed.
Whendoctor,
she
learned
the
good
from
her
she had called Mel at the studio. He was
thrilled,
and
for
the
first
time
in
career he left his work to come home hisso
that he could kiss her tenderly and tell
her how happy he was.
From that time on, Mel had treated her
almost like a baby herself, insisting that
she stay in bed, having breakfast brought
in to her, joining her for coffee in the
sunny bedroom that overlooked the Pacific. When he'd had to leave her to go
to the studio,
he'dgettoldouttheof maid
that
Audrey
must not
bed until
noon.
And she, too, had been very cautious.
She would shop very carefully for baby
things — some of them useful, some of
them just gags that she and Mel could
laugh at,when
like the heard
baby toothbrush
she'd
bought
that thea certain
baby's
teeth would besheforming
during
Most women put off wearing maternity
period.
clothes
until they absolutely have to. But
Audrey,
from thewasmoment
she
knew shealmost
was pregnant,
so happy
about it diathat
she
had
gone
almost
immetely to a maternity shop in Beverly

Hills andternity asked
outfits. to be shown some ma"What size is the woman for whom
you're buying these?" asked the saleswoman.
"My size," she replied. "They're for me."
"But clothes
you're forso
flat.TheYouwoman
won'twasneedamazed.
maternity
"I want them now— just as soon as I
can get them," replied Audrey, eyes shincan't waittheto memory
wear them."
months."
Onlying. "Irecently
of her first
miscarriage, last year in Switzerland, had
come back to panic her. The talk with
the doctor today had allayed that fear —
only to produce a new one.
she wasn't
quiet;mustif sheto moved
tooIf much,
as she
get to around
Rome,
would
risking the life of the baby
she andsheMelbe wanted?
"But planes
herself,
because today,"
this wasshethe argued
answer with
she
really
wanted,
"are
so
safe
and
And once we get to Rome, I can smooth.
remain
quietly in our hotel suite, waiting for Mel
I know Italy
well,quiet,
I needn't
doeachanyday.sightseeing.
I canso stay
just
thought
as She
I would
here."how much happier she
would ablebeshewith
besideandherhow
— howlongmiserwouldMel be,
the
months would seem, if they were apart.
"And Mel will be finished with the
picture in March," she thought, trying
to reason
this thingandout.be back
"We can go
home
foria
forthen,the together,
final months before ourin Calibaby
is born.
"The doctor said it would be better for
the baby if I were relaxed all through my
pregnancy
rather thanandtense.
If I'm with
Mel, I'll
I'm
home
alone,be I'llhappy
be nervousrelaxed.
and tense,If and
all the bed-rest in the world won't change
The moon had disappeared and the sky
was beginning to lighten. Like her heart.
She stood up. holding the chiffon peignoir
around her. She walked up the curved
stairway and down the hall, her head high,
athat."
smile on her face.
she stepped
into his
the eyes
bedroom,
MelWhenstirred.
He opened
and
looked at her. There was an expression
of infinite content on her face.
"You look
so happy, darling," he said.
"What's
happened?"
Audrey
reached over and slipped her
hand
into his.
"I am happy. I really am. I'm going to
Rome
with Everything
you, darling.willI'm begoing
with you.
all toright.be
I just know it will be. . . ."
end
Audrey will star in The Unforgiven and
My Sister And I, both United Artists. Mel
will be seen in Blood And Roses, Paramount.

Elvis' Plans, Projects and Dreams
(Continued from page 45)
this part,'
remarked'AndElvisI'mwith
usual with every line of his part and everyone
sense
of humor.
surehisanxious
else's orize
parts
memorized.
If he hecould
an entire
script when
was memon a
to " see
the
script.'
"
'I'd like to give you one, but I didn't heavy schedule of personal appearances,
bring
a script,' it," Iandtoldwe him.
dates—
he'd
probablyyou memorize
might" 'You'd
make TV,
do itandon recording
his free time
afterI felt
Armysurehours.
some changes between now and when And I didn't want him to put himself to
you start shooting in Hollywood.' " Actu- such a task, although knowing Elvis'
al y Ididn't take
remembered
when Elvis
I firsta script
signed because
Elvis forI restless mind, he'd probably have en" 'I'mjoyed it. sure anxious to get back to
pictures,
I
didn't
have
a
script
ready
him at that time, and he went to Fox forto work,'
" Elvis continued.
" 'And with
you are
make Love Me Tender. The studio sent here
— actually
here in Germany
the
76 him a script to Memphis, and Elvis arrived cameras, and the crew all set to go — it's

really
excitement.
"Thengreat,'
I had" heto repeated,
disappointwithElvis
all over
again, and watch the excitement in his
eyes fade to a thoughtful mood that hid
any" 'You
let-down
felt.
won't hebe may
beforehave
the cameras
over
here,' " I said. " T understand that this
'Yes, own
of course.
guess" I just forgot
is "your
decision, I too.'
for the moment,' he sighed. 'It's because
I'm"While
so anxious to inget thebackArmy
to work.'
" do
couldtime,
whatever anyone
they liked on their own
I had decided in the beginning that Elvis
would
not appear in any want
scenes we'd shoot
inthe Germany.
take
risk of beingI didn't
embarrassed himby toputting
him in front of a camera, and then have
some people take the position that he
was being privileged to work as a movie

An Unborn

Life at Stake

(Continued from page 24)
even wanted to make a decision on her
own. Since she had married Mel, she had
wanted him to make every plan for her.
She felt better that way, leaning on him
for his strength. But somehow, only a
woman's
she had toheart
find could
tonight.give her the answer
That
the doctor's
Her daymindat went
back to that afternoon
when she and Mel had sat side by side
inhadthegone
doctor's
office toin see
Beverly
together
him Hills.
to let They
him
know that they were going to leave for
Rome at the end of the week. There, Mel
was Roses,
to startandworkAudrey,
in Paramount's
Blood
and
quite naturally,
was planning to go with him. Since she
was
she
wantednowto only
know two
whatmonths
she mustpregnant,
do to make
sure that her baby would be born alive.
She
had endured
a miscarriage only last
summer.
...
The doctor had looked strangely grave
at the news of the trip to Rome.
"There was a reason why you lost your
first baby through a miscarriage," he had
said. "And since we do know why, we
canThentry heto had
prevent
again."in
gone itson happening
to explain that
her particular
therein weren't
hormones
being case
secreted
her body.enough
This,
the doctor
— noting
the
alarm
in herhadfaceadded
— waskindly
not too
unusual.
Many women with this problem had gone
through the heartbreaking ordeal of one
miscarriage after another, until medical
science had recently discovered a hormone
that
miraculously
so that
these worked
women almost
could bear
their babies.
Audrey breathed a sigh of relief.
"It sounds
simple, doctor,"
she said.
"You
mean and
Isocould
treatments
they have
couldthese
help hormone
prevent
another miscarriage? Why, that's wonderful."
"Yes," he said. "But" — he paused for a
second — "just as important as the hormone
treatments
have notto
stay in bed isa thegoodfactpartthatof you'll
the time,
have any excitement and not move around
too much. That means cutting out major
traveling."
When he announced that the trip to
Rome would add to the risk of her having
a baby,Bya anlookeffort
of panic
camesheintowiped
Audrey's
eyes.
of will,
away
that upset
look. she
She wasdidn't
Mel tothatknow
how
at thewantthought
she
might have to give up going with him.
Audrey hates every moment when she
is away from Mel. Up until that moment
in the doctor's office, she hadn't even con-

star while he was still in the service.
This is one of the daily problems that
Elvis faces as a GJ.. making sure that
he does not receive any special attenHeit, but
himself
make tionaortoprivileges.
case
out ofliving
he isdoesn't
verycareful
go along
a normal
life,
as
quiet
as
possible,
as
a
soldier.
That's
why he has been successful in the Army,
and buddies.
he has won the liking and respect of
his
" 'Man. how Pd like to be working in
front ofboyish
those enthusiasm
cameras,' ?' Elvis
repeated
with
cropping
out.
"Tve
oftenI wondered
if I've
everything
learned, and
whatforgotten
it will
be like again. Man, how Td like to try
it again.
all here,
the
whole I can't
crew!'believe
" Then,it— "you're
"It's just
like
it was yesterday at Paramount, and it's
almost two years.' "
was brought
reacting my
to mydirector,
announcement
that"Elvis
I had
Mickey
Moore,
he
was
assistant
director
last picture King Creole, and onmyElvis"
art
director,
cameraman
company unitfirst
manager
with meandto my
Germany
Elvis'of new
picture.
into start
the rest
the crew
I toldI had
him, filled
and
we
had out
fortyto ahseesetElvis.
to shoot locations when
I went
" 'Fm sure
glad toI see
Elvis had
greeted
when
had you;
firstof" arrived
his
houseme which
is outside
Frankfurtat
in Bad Nauheim. Elvis is living in a
little house
a cottage
fencedcastlein
back
yard, —rather
than with
the ahuge
he was reputed to live in. Soldiers are
all permitted to live off base if they so
desire, and if their families are there, and
many
similarandplaces.
house others
is stuccofiveandin small
when Elvis'
I arElvis opened
" Golonel
Parker rivedwrote
me youtheweredoor.coming,
and
man it is Hegoodwasto playing
see you, records
Sir,' " heat said
warmly.
the
time,
not the
his records.
" 'Some
new
importsbutfrom
United States
— Bobby
Darrn and Ricky Nelson's new hits,' " he
not anhe atom
jealousy
insaid.Elvis,There's
and while
has ofconsistently
worried that his fans might forget him. he
is a great booster of the boys with talent
who have come up as the top waxers of
Rock
Roll during
his Army
stint. Elvis
We 'n'
exchanged
greetings
and then
said, " "Come on out into the kitchen, and
we'll have a Coke.' " We sat down at the
table and I was delighted at the newElvis.come
He back
was infromuniform,
since he'd
just
field maneuvers.
He's
matured
and
while
he
still
retains his youthful quality ofnaturally
charm,
and he is basically the same — he is also
noticeably
sleek
and
he's
physicallyhard as nails. Too. the Presley with theas
duck hetailwillhairwear
cut and
side burns
is gone.
For
his same
G.I. hair
cut
inGJ.the picture — since he will be playing a
"Elvis however,
wanted toandhearI told
all about
picture,
him his
that newwe
were taking
excitingin locations
shooting
all of some
the exteriors
the locale—
of his ArmyWeisbaden.
activities.
We'dFriedberg.
shot in
Frankfurt.
Idsten,
and along the Rhine River and we were
set and did ultimately shoot the tank
corps in action, but never with Elvis. We
used
plenty ofunfair,
G.I.'s butbut I again
This seemed
would notnot Elvis.
take
a chance of any criticism being directed
towards him with this picture."
" 'Arehimyouthatshooting
asked.
I told
I was, inandcolor?'
that the" heweather
was perfect.
" 'Now that the two years are up, it all
doesn'tin seem
so long,'I counted
Elvis said,
'but
Man,
the beginning
the days
— thirty and thirty-one to each month,
and 365 days to a year — like that,' " he
laughed. " 'Then it seemed forever.' K

"'Elvis' pressedfacemy condolences
saddened when
againof exin the I loss
his
mother. 'You'll remember. Elvis.' I rec
a
l
e
d
,
'
t
h
a
t
we
had
both
your
mother
and
your father in a scene of your picture. You
remember they were visiting you on the
set
last day
of the
and weas
askedthatthem
to sit
in shooting,
the audience
players? We have some good footage, and
you can have it as a clip when you reappreciation,
whichhis iseyes.
so ready
and"Elvis'
so genuine
lighted
He
swallowed
hard. "I miss her,' he said. T
turn.'
guess
111 never
get over losing
her.'feelings.
could
understand
We"I sat
andwell
talked
for awhileElvis'
longer,
and
then we went outside for awhile to get
a breath of air, and we sat on the grass.
The boys took some snapshots of us.
When it began to get dark, I arose to go.
" 'Maybe we could have dinner toer ifyouhimcan tospare
the the
time,'following
" Elvis
said. I gethtold
call me
week at my hotel.
"In theandinterim
began I shooting
the
picture,
I mustwe admit
felt a little
regretif only
that asElvisa spectator.
couldn't have
with
us,
But been
his Army
duty kept him elsewhere. His officers and
Army
talk withfriends
me. however, were anxious to
" 'El's a £ne boy, and he does his job
well,' one said.
certainly
any
favoritism.
and he'Hebends
over avoids
backwards
to "Another
do his jobofonehis hundred
percent!'
officers Elvis.
observed,We 'The
Army has sure changed
got
hold of an old movie magazine with a prearmy story about Elvis. It sure made him
out to be a belly-rolling vulgar type of
singer who had a bad if popular influence
with the American teenagers. But today
he sure has changed. He is a perfect
gentleman. He is always polite, and no
one has ever heard him say a vulgar word
ortoldtellhimanthatoff- hecolorhad story
could wrong
have
found— ' aI very
story based on a very wrong conception
of Elvis. One that has long since been
dispelled and erased. He was, and long
before
Hollywood,boy.a thoroughly niceheandcamewellto mannered
who had
no feeling about ever being vulgar. As he
once said. 'I just follow the beat of the
music. It'seration.the
dancing ofit.thisSomegenThe kidsfolkunderstand
times Iget carried away, but I never think
it "is'Our
vulgar.'
only trouble.' another officer told
me, 'is the girls. They won't leave Elvis
alone.
We've
had tothem
put atup times.
roped Elvis
lines
to get him through
always looks amused, but he never takes
advantage of his popularity. He just trys
to go on with what he is doing. And when
he is off duty, I've been amazed at his
patience.
time aretalking
kids, and He'll
some spend
of them
only totentheseor
twelve. They can't speak English, and
he can'tmost patience
speak with
German,
them.but he has the ut" "Elvis will get out his little GermanEnglish
and they'll
makeworship
signs
and talk dictionary,
back and forth.
The kids
him. But he sure has an amazing patience
with children, and such a real liking, that
he'll"Another
be a wonderful
fatherthissomeday.'
G. I. made
observation
on Elvis' romantic status, 'It looks like
Elvis aisfraulein
going home
all right.
take
out asingle
few times,
and He'll
they
blow itsteady
up bigover
in theherepapers.
gone
with But
any heonehasn't
girl.
He
doesn'thavehavehemuch
and much
the timeat
he does
spendstime,pretty
home with his dad and his grandmother.
His grandmother
sure cansomecook.of Elus ishome
always nice about taking
for"Elvis
her real
southern
cooking.'
promptlaterandas reliable
he called ismeverya week
he said andhe
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would. 'I can make it tonight to get in
for dinner,'
said. Wetogether
made anthatengagement to havehe dinner
night.
And Elvis arrived driving his Mercedes
Benz, a stock model sedan. We went to
a German restaurant, and I must report
that
unique. out
Thereof the
wasn't
dozen itorwasso very
girls popping
wallsa
and
the
ceilings
as
they
did
in
America
when I took Elvis out to dinner. I said
toNewhim,Orleans.'
'This is different
it wasNewin
smiled.ofthanFor
Orleans, on the Helocation
King inCreole,
I had to hire a special security policeman
to keep the girls off his hotel floor, and still
they seemed to manage to come in through
the walls — in every direction.
"Elvis cordion
ordered
An and
actrio playedGerman
duringfood.
dinner,
again I must report that Elvis did not get
up and sing.
The him
bus-boys
the
musicians
recognized
and oneandby one
they politely sent a menu over with a

request for his autograph. Elvis seems to
have a quality that is warm and polite,
but one which also commands respect.
Today
no longer
to impose
on
him people
even though
the seem
very little
girls
may mob him.
" 'I've been very homesick at times.
That's the worst,' Elvis admitted as we ate.
'I've thought
and just
again,
if I
could
only go again
home for
one Man,
day. And
wow, the time is almost here to go home.
And I'm very excited about it.'
"Elvis also said that he wasn't going
steady
in one and
piece.thatButhisit 'little
would oldbe heart
nice isto still
fall
in love — after I get my career going again.
But
not
before
—
because
I've
got
too
much
work to do first — to have the kind of time
to "His
fall inthoughts
love.' kept returning to the picture, his new
picture.
I told girls
him, and
'There'll
be parts
for two
German
one
Italian girl. And there'll be parts for your

The Bad Boy and the Good Girl
(Continued from page 23)
"Like with Jo-Ann. I'm sorry it had to
happen
this way
with oneher.single
I'm sorry
I ever
had to hurt
her for
minute.
"But
what
else
can
happen
when
a
bitter,
unhappy guy like me meets a good, sweet
gal?"What else can come of this but hurt —
lotsBobby
and lots
it. . . ."Campbell first met
and ofJo-Ann
one night
yearsgoing
ago (he
nineteen, she three
was just
on was
eighteen).
With two dozen other young entertainers,
they sat around a few tables in the rear
of
Hanson's
Drugstore,City,
just off Times
Square
in New
for
the bus that
wouldYork
take them waiting
to a record
hop over in Brooklyn. Actually, Bobby sat
at one table, gabbing away, surrounded
by five or six wide-eyed girl vocalists and
dancers; while Jo-Ann — new to New York,
show
this away.
crowd — sat alone
her
table, business,
a she
few had
yards
most ofat and
the
others
ordered Like
a sandwich
something to drink, a chocolate milkshake
in her case. But, this being her first closerecord much.
hop, sheAnd,was besides,
too nervous
toto-bigtime
eat or drink
that
fellow over there, that Bobby Darin, made
her just a little more nervous, the way he
was constantly looking over at her, even
while he was gabbing away the way he
was and being oohed and aahed over by
those girls sitting with him.
Jo-Ann was was
glad,made,
very finally,
glad, when
announcement
that the
the
bus for Brooklyn had pulled up outside
the drugstore.
That fellow, that Bobby Darin
And she was surprised, once inside the
bus, sitting
in her
to theaboard,
window, watching
the seat
othersnextclimb
to see that fellow, that Bobby Darin, enter
with his crowd of girls, break away from
them suddenly, and come rushing over to
grab the empty seat alongside her.
guesswords.
you know who I am," he said —
his"Ifirst
Jo-Ann nodded.
"How do you know?" Bobby asked.
"That Splish-Splash
Jo-Ann
started to say.you just recorded—"
"And wrote," Bobby put in.
"And wrote," said Jo- Ann, " — well, it's
been making quite a splash, hasn't it? And
startedandwriting
stories andaboutputting
you
inthey've
the papers
magazines,
in your picture . . . And that's how I
78 know."
"Uh-huh," Bobby said. Then he asked,

"And
who told
are him.
you?"
Jo-Ann
"Pretty . . . blonde . . . blue-eyed . . .
and with an accent like that yet," Bobby
said. "Where you from, honey chile? South
He laughed and Jo-Ann smiled.
Cah'lina?"
"No," she said, "Jacksonville, Florida.
And
a singer,
neverdid.heard
of me,I'mwhich
you noin case
doubt younever
And
I've
cut
two
records,
neither
of
sold very well, but my managerwhich
tells has
me
not to worry about that, he being a very
niceTheandbusunderstanding
manager.
And
—
"
began asked.
to move.
"And?" Bobby
"And,"moreJo-Ann
"I guess
not
much
to tellsaid,
except
that there's
my daddy
thought it might be good for any career I
might have in store for me if he and my
mother and I moved up here to New York.
So that'sin what
we apartment
did. And here
are, all
settled
a little
overweFlushing
way, waiting to see what the future will
bring . . . hoping it'll all have been worth
She turned to look out the window, at
the theater marquees, the cars and cabs,
the blur of people on the sidewalks.
"Glad you came?" Bobby asked, after a
moment. "To big old wonderful New
Jo-Ann
York
town?"looked back at him and nodded.
"Well," Bobby said, sitting back in his
seat,
tell you town,
something
this
big"lemme
old
wonderful
this bigabout
it."business
wonderful
of show business
.old. .
They can both turn out to stink if you
don't watch that pretty step of yours."
"How do you mean?" Jo- Ann asked.
"The people," Bobby said. He spelled out
the
you don't
watchword.
your "Sniff-sniff-stmk,
step. All kinds ofifcreeps.
But
the leeches, first of all. They're the first
ones"Borrowers?"
you got to Joworry
Ann about."
asked.
"Takers," Bobby said. "Takers — It's a
whole a bit,
throughweit just
all.
Take
placeandlikeI'vethatbeendrugstore
came from. It's a hangout for our crowd.
Aspotted.
new one
you they
walks know
in andhowyou're
The like
leeches,
you
feel. All young inside and nervous and
wanting to please, to make friends, to be
accepted,
considered nice,
A-l. toSo their
for
this
tableprivilege
and then,theytheninvite
they youlet over
you pick up
their check. A cheeseburger here, a steak
sandwich there, a Danish, a couple of cups
of coffee — 'You don't mind just this once,

G.I. buddies, for you'll be playing yourself, aG.I. you
in the tankthedivision.'
girls?' he asked
with"'Have
natural malecastinterest.
" 'No, not yet,' I laughed, 'any sugges" 'No, I guess not,' Elvis replied thoughtfully, adding half to himself, 'as long as
they're
" 'I'll pretty.'
be seeing you,' Elvis said, 'in
tions?'
Hollywood! Man, that sounds good, be seeing
you
in
repeated
flash of a Hollywood,'
smile. Thenhe he
turnedwithanda
walked towards his car, jumped in,
switched on the ignition and roared up
From that minute on, Mr. Wallis says he
was
besieged all of the way home by the
the
road."
foreign
and the international and the
domestic
— forwithany Elvis,
word ofof their
this interview and press
his visit
plans.
Luckily, we caught up with him for this
exclusive report on Elvis! END
do you, pal?' they say, 'I'm just a little
"Is this
to you?" Jo-Ann
asked.
short
rightwhat
now.'happens
"
"Juggle those verbs around a little,
honey,
you've
got it,"toBobby
"It's whatand used
to happen
me ...said.I
used to be the champion check grabber
wherever I was. As long as I shelled out,
man, I was the most. They used to wait
for me to come in, the whole damn bunch
of them. And me, I wanted to be accepted
so bad, I never said no. Not till one day
when the message came to me and I said
the hell with them and being nice and all
said.
that"Gee,"
junk,Jo-Ann
and stopped."
Backslappers
"Then," said Bobby, looking up at the
ceiling
of the bus,I guess
remembering, like
"there's
the
backslappers.
the
leeches,
basically, except they're
with diplomas.
They're the ones who get after you when
the
breakswhostartwantcoming
your way.
the ones
You'veThey're
been
meeting
big people thein favors.
the business?
They
want
to
get
to
meet
them.
You're
their
best bet, so they start slapping your back
so hard that just to get them to stop and
to end the embarrassment you say, 'Gee
thanks,
what Until
can I you
do forfindyou?'
And
they tellnowyou.
yourself
spending so much time working for them
that"How'd
you'reyoulousing
up on yourself."
stop them?"
Jo-Ann asked.
"Same as with the others," Bobby said.
"Igo woke
up
one
day
and
told
them that
all toI
to hell, that I knew I was good,
didn't need their compliments, and that
know," all Jo-Ann
they"I could
just go tosaid.
—"
"Yeah," said Bobby. He turned to face
her
again.the Helovelooked
into heher said.
eyes. "Then
there's
crowd,"
Jo- Ann began to blush. "Yes?" she said.
"Watch for 'em, honey — watch — or they'll
me
itdragwas you
this down
dancer.under,"
She hadhe tosaid.
have"With
me, had
to love me . . . she said. I was seventeen,
she was thirty-one. Man, was I impressed
with
myself.
I was so impressed
I for.
couldn't
see what
being usedliar,
This
dame,
shea patsy
was aI was
pathological
along
being truth,
a tramp. She
know knowhow
towith
how didn't
could
howtellto the
be true to soanyone
. . . ? she
I was hit
over the head with danger signals. But
did said.
I take "Instead,
'em?" He shook hisabout
head. "No,"
he
married
with her. AndI talked
I talked aboutgetting
committing suicide with her. And all this while
I found out she was just using me for what
I was
worth to suddenly.
her, cheating on me — "
He stopped,
"Now you tell me your problems," he

said, still looking at her, hard, intently.
Jo-Ann smiled again. "They'd sound
pretty third-class next to yours." she said.
"No boyfriend problem?" Bobby asked.
Jo-AnnI liked
said. "There's
boy"Xotin really."
Jacksonville.
him some.thisI
thought I'd miss him when I had to leave. . .
But I don't — not terribly. I mean."
"Want a said
new nothing.
boyfriend?" Bobby asked.
Jo-Ann
"Don't get scared, sweetheart — I mean
just for tonight." Bobby said. "To explain." he said,"tonight,
still getting nothereaction
from
you andJo-Ann.
me take this busafter
back to show,
town.
And then, when we get off. I take your
hand and take you to this pizza joint on
Forty-ninth
Streetsodas
whereor wesomething
grab a pizza
and some cream
...
Sound
okay?"
Before Jo-Ann had a chance to answer.
Bobby pointed out the window of the bus.
"This hereBridge
we're
is theall
Brooklyn
— andcrossing
that backnowthere,
those
twinkling
lights."
he
said,
Manhattan . . . New York. Few years"that's
from
now
years I'mfromgonna
now.ownwhenthatI town.
ask a Then,
gal forfewa
date
it's gonna
mean Club
El Morocco
and and
the
"2T and
the Stork
and Copa
everyplace
— " His tripping
eyes began
to their
brighten.
"feet
— With
waiters
over
fool
to get to my table and hatcheck babes
framing
the indollar
I give
the
bigshots
town bills
staring
over'emat meand andall
my date, some of 'em just looking, others
waving,
nodding and
and —looked
"
Again, and
he stopped
back at
Jo -Ann.
"But pizza
for tonight,"
said,at "after
the
show,
and creamhe soda
this joint
on HeForty-ninth
Street.onSound
put his hand
hers. okay1?"
"Huh?"
He
smiledhe atasked.
the wav Jo-Ann began to
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blush again, at the way she nodded slowly
and said yes. . . .
One of these New York creeps
The show in Brooklvn ended at 11:10
that night. By 11:20 Jo-Ann had her stage
make-upthe off.stage
had door
changed
and forstoodBobby.
just
inside
waiting
It was some
seconds
after twenty
the bus.minutes
loadedafterwiththatthe—
others, had left — when Bobby did show.
"Jo-Ann — " he started, out of breath.
"Bus took off." Jo-Ann cut in. starting to
laugh,
"but Bobby
there's said,
always
the subway."
"Jo-Ann."
shaking
his head,
not"You
listening.
"I can't
makeasked,
it. Notthetonight."
can't?"
Jo-Ann
laugh
suddenly gone.
"Look," Bobby said, bringing up his
hands,
together,
"this weeks
dame
. . . Fd holding
forgotten them
all about
her. Two
ago she says to me, 'After the Brooklyn
show,
it— a night
two?"
And me.how I about
don't know
what out.
I wasus thinking,
but
I
said.
"Yeah.
sure.
.
.
."'
Jo-Ann waited for him to go on.
"She's
here?" she asked, then.
He
didn't,
"In my dressing room." Bobby said.
right after
show.talking
She's
a"Shelittleshowed
on theup loaded
side. theI tried
to her. I thought maybe I could get her
to "Bobby."
call this Jo-Ann
off and we,
said. weShe— "forced a great
big smile. "Bobby, it's perfectly okay what's
"It is?'" he asked.
"Yes," Jo-Ann bed.
happened."
"Listen." Bobby said, "this subway. Do
you"Ohknow
to get lied
to itagain.
from here?"
yes."howJo-Ann
"Better." Bobby said, "if you wait a few
minutes, we'll be getting a taxi and we can
drop
you off.hisThisowndamesmile
— " Henow.shrugged,
and forced
"—She

never wants to ride in anything but taxis.
And"No,shethanks.
always Bobby."
pays. So —Jo-Ann
"
said. "I
They
were
both
silent
for
a moment.
can walk it."
"Jo-Ann."
YorkI
creeps
I was Bobby
tellingsaid,
you "these
about New
before.
guess you
'em but do,goodyou—
huh?
. . .think
Lots I'mof one
otherof people
know. So you're not alone in what you're
... I don't think that," Jo-Ann
said"Nosoftly.
thinking."
"No. Ill bet." Bobby said. He laughed a
hollow
Then.this"Well,
no long,
sense Jo-us
standing laugh.
here like
... So
Ann"So. .long.
. I'm Bobby."
sorry." • she said, turning
quickly, and leaving.
"Another girl would have been sore as
heck,"
a friend
offorJo-Ann's
has said. "But
Jo, she'd
fallentogether,
him infrom
first
few
minutes
the those
bus. And
nothing, not even being stood up that
first night, was going to change the way
she felt about young Mr. D."
A quiet love
"She carried her love for him about as
quietlymention
as is him
humanly
never
to you possible.
. . . never. She'd
But.
boy, when someone else mentioned his
name, you should have seen the things
that happened to her face — her eyes getbig. shiny:
colorhappened
all flushed;to all
that. tingAnd
if sheherever
be
carrying
a
copy
of
Variety
you asked
to see it and noticed somethingand clipped
out.
you could
be sure
clipped-out
articleD.
had
something
to dothe with
young Mr.
and that that clipping was tucked in the
bottomit ofoutherwhen
pocketbook
take
she was where
alone she
and could
read
it over and over again.
"I guess it was nine or ten months after
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Shirley MacLaine
LEMONADE
AND
FRIED

MICE

■ Although by now Shirley MacLaine is getting used to being one of Hollywood's
most sought-after actresses and top money-makers, she was once quite accustomed
to living on "nothing a week."
This was when she was struggling to get a break in New York.
Rodgers and Hammerstein were auditioning for Me and Juliet, and five thousand
hopefuls showed up at the first try-out.
"I lied," Shirley recalls, "changed my name three times, was turned down five
times and kept using other people's Equity cards.
"There were seventy-five at the final audition — and I wasn't a good dancer then.
"They got down to the last person, and Dick Rodgers called out, 'Hey, you
with the legs!'
"That was me."
Shirley had to run through every dance there was, and sing too. And she got
the job.
And she figures she owes it, in a way, to lemonade and fried mice. Because in
those
savedthere
everywas.centSinging,
she made
I and acting.
that wasn't often I for lessons.
Every days,
kind ofshelesson
dancing,
And to do this, she had to cut down on eating. Or eating money anyhow.
Shirley had two tricks to help her along.
One had to do with the awful old apartment where she lived with "twelve different roommates every year. They would get tired trying to crash Broadway and
go back to Baltimore or wherever they came from. That was 1952, when unemployment in the theater was at its highest. Three thousand girls would show up when
six were needed.
"Still the roommates and I didn't starve. We could always count on one thing
when we got home for dinner — fried mice, because they were always on the oven!"
At least, that's what Shirley says. . . .
Shirley's other trick, the Automat Ploy, sounds a little more palatable.
The Automats in New York are like inexpensive cafeterias. You serve yourself.
Put a coin in a slot and open a little glass door and out comes a fresh sandwich
or dessert.
For beverages like iced tea, or iced coffee, the ingredients are laid out. You
help yourself to ice, to sugar, to cream, and then purchase the tea or coffee.
"That's how I learned to like lemonade," Shirley explains. "I would make out
like I was going to order iced tea. I'd get some lemon, then take sugar from the
table and have lemonade . . . free of charge."
Well, those days are past. And the way she lives now? Oh, she likes it fine.
But
if the dayas ever
came thatand she'd
80 can qualify
experienced
expert.have to go back to a budget, Shirley MacLaine

that
nightatthat
they saw Bobby
each other
again.first
It was
a nightclub.
was
on his way up by now, and playing his
first
big
club
date
in
New
York.
Jo-Ann
wanted to go see him something desperate,
of course. She wouldn't ask a boy to take
her,
that her
shy. for
And thenonesimple
of usreason
girls
could she's
go with
of money. So she went alone, about a week
after
after she'd
enoughhe'd
moneyopened
for — herself.
And got
enoughup
at the little
way Bobby
in the
nerve.
." nightclub
rearJo-Ann
of . the. sat
and table
watched
make his entrance. And she could tell, from
the
that something was wrong
that beginning,
night.
It seemed to start with the audience. It
was a bad audience, unusually bad — talkae, abig-drinking
a conventiontype tivcrowd
where crowd,
practically
everyone
seemed out to put on his own show.
Then Bobby tried to handle this audience. And hethrough
didn't his
help.first number he
Midway
called
out to the crowd
to clap along
with him.
"Help old Bobby keep the beat —
yeahhhh?"
he asked.to clap.
And he began
But most of the customers didn't cooperate.
Jo-Ann could see him begin to do a
slow burn.about
She'dhisbeen
recently
bad reading
temper, quite
about ahowbit
he'd
blown
his
top
at
one
performance
somewhere in Pennsylvania not too long
ago and told his audience off, another time
in Florida . . a few other times, a few
other places.
She hoped nothing like that would happen this night. she found herself saying as
"Shhhhhh,"
Bobby
his second
audiencebegan
continued
talkingnumber
it up. and the
"Shhhhhh!"
But nobody paid any attention to JoAnn.
Nor to Bobby.
And, finally, Jo-Ann saw it happen, as
midway through his third number, Bobby
brought up his hands to stop the band,
mumbled something, went into his finale,
cut stage.
that short too and went rushing off
the
It's safe to guess today that if nothing
had gone night,
wrong with Bobby's
show likely
that
particular
have finished herJo-Ann
dinner,would
paid very
her check .
and
taken
the
subway
back
to
Flushing.
And that would have been that.
But, because something had gone wrong,
because shedoubtedlknew
Bobbynow,wasfeeling
uny hurt and that
sulking
as if he didn't
have a tofriend
worldshe—
because
she wanted
show inhimthe that
was still his friend, for a few minutes at
least — Jo-Ann got up from her table and
made
way .backstage
and to Bobby's
dressingherroom.
..
"Lousy show," he was saying a few
minutes after she'd entered and they'd
saidJo-Ann
hello, began
" — buttolousy,
it?"
shake wasn't
her head.
"Surewhy?it was,"
you
know
BecauseBobby
me andsaid.that"And
audience
out there were having a fight." He lit a
cigarette
he'd beenwithholding.
"Me," heI even
said,
"Iwentwasout.fighting
I was in a them
mood. before
I felt low, I
mean.
when II'mcanlow,do I'm
And .
there's And
not much
aboutlow.it ...
said.
You"Some,"
know Jo-Ann
that feeling?"
Bobby nodded.
then that mob Boy,
out
there,"
said.seen
"A"And
bunch
have youhe ever
a bunch ofofdrunks.
drunks like
that? Noisy? Rude? Rude to me? Well, I
figured
fromAndthe Ibeginning
show 'em.
did, too. that
Cut I'dthehave
wholeto
damn
short and
'em."nothing.
Jo-Annact looked
at himshowed
and said

Bobby took a long drag from his cigarette. "You don't buy this kind of talk,
do you?" he asked.
"It's
that She
. . .looked
exactly.down.
. . ." Jo-Ann
started not
to say.
"Well," said Bobby, "you sure don't look
as though you'd pay a nickel for it."
To show the audience
Jo-Ann looked up again, quickly. "No,
Bobby, you're right," she said, her voice
suddenly
pay asa though
nickel
for
it. Youfirm,
talk "I. .wouldn't
. you talk
you're
so
proud
in
a
way
that
you
out there and showed that audience. went
You
sound as though, just because you cut
your act short, that you hurt them. Them.
When the person you really hurt, the
only
yourself."
Bobbyperson,
took isone
another
ret e, ashort
this drag
time. from his ciga"The
others,"
Jo-Ann
"they'retalkout
there still, Bobby — eating,said,drinking,
ing, having fun. They've probably forgot en al about you by now . . . Isn't
that wonderful? Ten minutes after you've
left the stage. They've probably forgotten
all about you. Isn't that wonderful, that
that's
proud of?"
She what
took ayou're
deep sobreath.
"Bobby,"
she
went
on, "I don't know
much
around, about
but notshow
that business.
much . . .I've
But been
I do
know this. That the only time an entertainer should be proud is when he's given
his audience everything that's inside him,
everything he'staken
got — good audience
or bad.
When
and
quieted he's
them and madea bad
them audience
better by just
one"Histhingtalent?"
— " Bobby cut in.
"Yes," Jo-Ann
Bobby
looked said,
down"hisat talent."
his cigarette.
"Seems to me," he said, "I have heard
that song before."

"Well, learn the song then," Jo-Ann
said, her voice doubly firm now. "Learn
Bobby watched an ash fall from his
cigarette to the floor.
"Bobby," he heard Jo-Ann say then,
her voice somewhat softer now, "you've
got
than you've
anybodygot else
I've
ever talent.
seen orMoreheard,
it. And
someday, someday you'll be sitting on the
top"How
of the
wholeknowwidethat?"
worldBobby
— " asked.
it!"
do you
said."For one thing, you told me," Jo-Ann
her."Yeah?" Bobby asked, looking over at
"And for another," Jo-Ann said, " — I
Bobby asked.
just"Yeah?"
know it."
"Yes," Jo- Ann said, " — I fust know it.
And I just happen to think that you're
theShemost
marvelous, the most — "
stopped.
And rose.
"It's getting late," she said. "I think
I'd better be going."
"Hey," Bobby said, rising too, "I haven't
even
you Jo-Ann
a drink yet."
"No offered
thanks,"
said. "I don't
"Stay
for a drink,
cigarette?"
"No—boring
don't
don't smoke,
and
drink."
very
in conversations
sometimes
. . . like tonight," Jo-Ann said. She picked
up the
put down
earlier.
"Well
— wards" thepurse
shedoor.said,she'd
beginning
to walk
to"Somebody waiting for you there?" Bobby asked.
said.Jo-Ann shook her head. "I'm alone," she
"So can't you stay for a little while
She shook her head again.
Bobby walked over towards the door
more?"

now, too. "Tell me, Miss Florida," he said,
putting his hand on hers. "You still living out inJo-Ann
Flushing?"
"Yes,"
said, "still."
Hello and good-bye
"You know," I Bobby
went on, "I how
got a
car
was just
wouldnow.be And
if I came
out tothinking
pick you upit
some time and the two of us took a drive
someplace . . . Can you give me your
number so I can give you a call some
"No," Jo-Ann said. She removed her
hand from his. "You're not going to call.
Ismiled.
know "that.
know that.
— " Sheby
— And,You
anyway,
I justAndcame
totime?"
say hello,
Bobby.
"And now. good-bye, Bobby. . . ."
"You could have knocked Jo-Ann over,"
says
friend, "butandBobby
numberher somehow
called gotherherthephone
very
next day. That afternoon, they went out
driving in his new car. And soon their
friendship,
you want to their
call it—relationship
was well on— whatever
its way.
"For
that
next
year,
were
both in New York andwhenever
not out they
on tours,
they were almost always together. Bobby
would take Jo out a lot — movies, restaurants, nightclubs. But most of the time
he justment enjoyed
and having going
dinnerover
withtoherher andaparther
folks, watching TV, telling jokes, relaxing,
talking. They both seemed very happy, and
it was enough to make you take back anything you might have said about Bobby
had you only known him casually and not
as the friend of your friend.
"Bobby, by the this
way, becameEvery
a verymonth
hot
property
he seemed during
to grow moreyear.
and more popular
and and
famous.swank
He was
do lots hisof
TV
clubbeginning
dates. Heto made
biggest hit record — Mack The Knife — dur-
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Please circle the box to the left of the one phrase which best answers each question:
3. I LIKE AUDREY HEPBURN:
1. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
JJ more than almost any other star [JJ a lot
Ui more than almost any other star rjp a lot
UJ fairly well JJ very little [JJ not at all
10 fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with her
UJ am not very familiar with her
I READ: rjj all of her story HJ part UJ none
I LIKE MEL FERRER:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
HI completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
JJ more than almost any other star UJ a lot
UJ not at all
UJ fairly well [JJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him
I READ: JJ all of their story UJ part UJ none
2. I LIKE BOBBY DARIN:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
UJ completely [JJ fairly well JJ very little
UJ more than almost any other star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him
4. I LIKE ELIZABETH TAYLOR:
I READ: UJ all of his story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
JJ more than almost any other star UJ a lot
B completely 0 fairly well UJ very little
UJ fairly well JJ very little UJ not at all
GO not at all
UJ am not very familiar with her

I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
JJ more than almost any other star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well JJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him
I READ: JJ all of their story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: JJ super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all
5. I LIKE STEPHEN BOYD:
JJ more than almost any other star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well JJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him
I READ: JJ all of his story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: J] super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all

ing this time. In fact, it was because of
Mack and its success that he got his biggest
break up to that time, an appearance on
the Perry Como show.
"And it was at this time, too, that the
thing happened between him and Jo-Ann.
TheIt thing
the ring. . .late.
."
was Como
a about
Tuesday
for the
shownight,
had endedRehearsals
a little
while
before
and with
Jo-Ann,Bobby
who'dto come
watch,
had
gone
a
smallto
French restaurant not far from the studio.
The place was only half-filled.
Bobbysipping
and their
Jo-Ann sat at a window
table,
for their
desserts. cafe espresso, waiting
Finally, the waiter returned to their
table.
at Jo-Ann, he. said,
"Cremefor
caramelWinking
for mademoiselle
. . and
monsieur, the mousse — and this, mais
what
On have
that we
last here?"
word, he lifted a tiny
package from the side of the dish and
handed it to Bobby.
"What is it?" Bobby asked.
The waiter grinned. "You will have to
discuss
with the
mademoiselle,"
said, as that
he bowed
slightly,
and left. he
"What's up, Jo?" Bobby asked. "What's
in here, anyway?"
"Just a little something," she said.
"From you?" Bobby asked.
"Uh-huh,"
She
watchedJo-Ann
Bobbysaid,as beaming.
he placed the
paper wrapping aside, as he stared for
a moment at the box in front of him, as
he opened it, then as he looked up again.
"It's a ring," he said.
"That's right," Jo-Ann said. Proudly,
she added, "A genuine star sapphire ring."
"What's
it supposed
to mean.
She waited
for Bobby
to take. . it?"out of
the box now and put it on.
Instead, he asked, "What's it for? What's
6. I LIKE BETTY LOU KEIM:
0 more than almost any other star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
I LIKE WARREN BERLINGER:
0 more than almost any other star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of their story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
7. 1 LIKED MARGARET SULLAVAN:
0 more than almost any other star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
11. The stars I most want to read about are:

it Josupposed
to mean?"
Ann found
herself clearing her throat.
"I don't know exactly, Bobby," she said
"Lotsshowof things,
on
the
tomorrowI guess.
night. Good
Thanks luck
for all
the nice times we've had together. I like
you.Bobby
I hopeshook
you hislikehead.
me . . . Lots of things."
"I can't wear it," Bobby interrupted her.
"Youbeginning
can't wearto disappear
it?" Jo-Annfromasked,
the
smile
her face.
"Why not?"
"Because," Bobby said, "guys don't go
taking
rings uplikea this
from girls
—"
He
picked
half-filled
glass unless
of water
and took
a swallow.
"Because," he said, " — because it would
mean
more isserious
betweenthatusthere's
than something
there actually
...
Look,
sweetheart,
you
and
me,
seeing a lot of each other lately,we've
sure. been
But
I don't want you to go getting the idea
that"I you're
the
only
girl
I
see."
didn't say I was," Jo-Ann said.
"But you thought maybe that's the way
itgiving
was,herdidn't
you?"to heanswer,
asked.he went
Without
a chance
on,
"Well, it's not that way, honey. I see you.
Inone
see other
girls.
I
like
them.
I
like
you
better, none worse. I like all girls.—
I'm peculiar. That's how I get my kicks,
from knowing lots of girls — some nice like
you,He some
nice.glass
. . ."of water again,
pickednot
upso the
swallowed
again.
the"Honey,"
best girl hein started,
the world"you're
for me.probably
Pals of
mine who've met you once have told me
that.
But, Jo-Ann
honey — "said, suddenly, strange"Don't,"
ly. "Don't, Bobby. Don't call me honey
anymore.
Don't now.
try
to follow meDon'tas Isaywalkanymore.
out of here
And don't try to give the ring back to
me. It's yours, Bobby. I bought it for you,

and
throw drawer
out if you
or to it'sput yours.
in yourTo bottom
and want,
keep
for
old
times'
sake,
or
to
throw
in a you
fire
and watch melt, or to do anything
She got up.
Bobby started to.
"Don't,"' she said. She looked at him.
Then down at the ring, once more. . . .
Bobby
want."
But he washadnow.never been drunk before.
"Monsieur," said the waiter, approaching
the
"this Weis the
cognac
can table,
serve you.
must very
closelastin ten
min- I
utes. C'est la loi — the law."
But
Bobby updidn't
hear him.
He picked
the glass.
And he looked
down
into
it,
beyond
the eerily-ambered
fluid there. And he thought
of two women.
Damn you, he thought about the first.
Taking a kid. Lying to him. Cheating on
him. Sucking him in with your talk about
marriage,
yourarms
talk one
aboutminute,
death. throwing
Holding
him in your
him out the next. Making him sick and
bitter
self-pitying
. . making
take itand
all out
on other .girls.
On her. him
...
"Jo,"
he
whispered.
"Jo-Ann
. . . Jo."
The waiter came back to the table.
"You called me, monsieur," he asked.
"You
wishshook
yourhischeck
now."
Bobby
head.little
He reached
for the
box on the
table and opened it.
"Tomorrow," he said, " — I'm gonna call
her. First thing. And I'm gonna tell her
I'mThewearing
. . . I'll always wear it."
waiterit. smiled.
"I do not know the girl, except for
tonight," he said, "but I do know this —
that"I ithope
will make her very
'appy."
And he sosaw— finally,"
that his Bobby
hands, said.
which had
begun to shake these past few hours,
stopped.
END

0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
8. I LIKE ELVIS PRESLEY:
0 more than almost any other star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of his story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
9. I LIKE DODIE STEVENS:
0 more than almost any other star 0 a lot

0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
10. I LIKE BRIGITTE BARDOT:
0 more than almost any other star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
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A true
and touching
fairy story
translated from
the French

PRINCESS
THE

WHO

SAVED

BIRDS

■ Grace Kelly Rainier was awakened by the
guns: loud, sharp sounds of bullets whistling
in the early spring winds.
Turning in her wide, comfortable bed, she
looked at the luminous green dial of the gold
boudoir clock on the nightstand. Five o'clock!
Would she never get a full night's sleep? Outside, through the filmy billowing curtains at
the windows, she could see the orange flames
of dawn beginning to rise in the velvety dark sky.
Each and every morning it was this way.
She closed her eyes, recited a prayer only to
have it punctuated by the sound of gunfire.
Shivering from the cool morning winds, she
pulled the soft satin covers close about her
throat. She fervently hoped that the prayer
would quiet her spirit.
There were few things
that this gentle woman
hated in her life, and
this she loathed. From
that very first day when
Princess Grace heard
the guns outside her
bedroom window, she
turned frantically to
her husband, her nerves

suddenly quaking with fear and foreboding.
But the Prince, his loving eyes tender with
sincerity, smiled gently. "Darling," he said in
his low soothing voice, "you'll get used to it.
All you hear are the guns of hunters. Did you
think we were having a war?"
"Hunters?" Princess Grace questioned.
"Hunters on the palace grounds?"
"Yes, yes," he spoke calmly. "Now don't
look so worried, my love. There are wonderful
game birds here. In abundance. Pheasants and
quail and pigeons. And the friends of the
Throne come by in the mornings to pass their
time. It's been a tradition here for years,
and years. Hunting's a big sport with many
of our friends. There's nothing to fear."
She sighed. Then he
added, "You'll get used
to the guns. Have no
fear. In another month
you won't even be conscious of them."
She didn't
know how
to answer him. There
was a tight knot in her
throat. Should she tell
{Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 4)
him she hated the sound of guns for as
long as she could remember? And now she
was going to have to live with them every
day nodded
of her life
a princesspretending
in Monaco.to
She
to heras husband,
understand, pretending to be sympathetic,
but within her heart she was petrified.
How could she ever get used to the gunfire,ever sheacceptheard
it as aevery-day
routine?
Whenbullet fired,
she recalled
the day when she was nine or ten. when
she first heard that terrifying sound. And
she remembered the sad, forlorn face of
Pinky,sister
the Margaret
blond-pinkhad.Pekingese she and
her
Pinky had been given to the two sisters
one Christmas by their mother who wanted
them to have the responsibility of looking
after something of their own. And the
girls adored him. They pampered him,
brushed
him, ataught
'company'
even bought
small him
mattress
bed fortricks,
him
by
moneyallowances.
for several months from
theirsaving
weekly
Pinky was very affectionate and he would
play
with they
the went
girls toforschool,
hours heonmissed
end.
Whenever
them and cried. Pinky was so lovable he
was the talk of the neighborhood. He was
not
only well-groomed but very wellbehaved.
That terrible, tragic first time
Then, one summer afternoon when
Pinky was romping through the thick
green
the shot.grass in the backyard, they heard
Grace and Margaret, in pale summer
dresses, were sipping lemonade in the
kitchen. zicThey
lookedsounded
at each frighteningly
other quizal y. The gunfire
near. Where was it coming from?

20 minutes
more than
last night's w
ake
pin-up . . .

up

In a moment another shot rang in the
air. Grace looked at her sister. "Am I
hearing things?" she said,
i "It's a gun," her sister said. "I hear it,
too."
They looked at each other in disbelief,
put down their lemonade and walked to
the back porch. Where was the gunfire
coming from? Standing there on the porch
steps, in the heavy silence of that sunny
afternoon, they waited. But the gunfire
stopped.
Suddenly Marge screamed. And pointed
to the middle of the yard. There, prostrate
in the green grass, lay Pinky, his small
round body smeared with blood.
Grace togasped
she
started
run toandhim,thenbutshrieked
as she and
rushed
there was a throbbing in her head and a
fierce pounding in her heart, and only a
few feet away from the bleeding Pinky,
she
shock.dropped to the ground, fainting from
When she came to, she was Kong in her
mahogany
bed mother
with itswaited
white
dotted Swissfour-poster
canopy. Her
with her m the shaded room. White pencilstrokes
of sunlight
filtered through the
drawn Venetian
shades.
"Grace," her mother spoke softly, "just
close
eyes and relax."
But your
theploded inightmare
the she
afternoon
n her mind, ofand
began ex-to
sob uncontrollably. Her mother tried to
calm herparing byher favorite
telling her the cookforwasdinner.
preBut Grace demandedlambto chops
know what had
happened to Pinky.
Her mother tried to avoid relating the
tragic
she lowered had
her been
eyes
and toldnews.GraceFinally,
the veterinarian
called but Pinky had died before his arfatherroaming
has thethepolice
checking
to see rival.
who"Yourwas
neighborhood
with a loaded gun, and when they find

with

himGrace
we'llfelltakebackhimintoto her
court."bed. Her dear,
beloved Pinky was dead. How could she
and Margaret ever get along without him?
For days afterward, Grace moped around
the house, heartbroken, haunted by the
echo of gunfire in her ears. It was months
before she agreed to another pet, and,
even then, whenever she fed or brushed
her
new pup,death
she ofcouldn't
help Pinky
recallingas
the horrible
her beloved
tears flooded her eyes. . . .
Part and parcel
Now in Monaco she was expected to
learn to live with the sound of gunfire,
morning after morning. At first, she chided
herself for being hypersensitive. After all,
weren't
there onwomen
the world And
who
actually went
huntinginexpeditions?
she
herself
had
learned,
hadn't
she,
while
working for the Red Cross, to stand the
sight of blood. Couldn't she now, as an
adult,
face the
sound
Sheself totried.
monthsofof the
shea hunter's
prodded rifle?
herbe lessForfearful
shooting,
but,
even so, it disturbed her, awakened her in
theMonths
pre-dawn
hours
of
night.
.
.
.
passed into years. Her children,
Princess Caroline and Prince Albert Alexandre, were born. Her days were full. She
was complete now as a woman, a wife with
a doting husband, a mother with a loving
daughter and son.
Her days were steeped in family and
palace activities, and each evening she
craved
a long night's
sleep awakened
and rest — but,
everyevery
morning,
the a guns
her.
And
shot
was
stab
tearing
her heart. For months she debatedthrough
what
to do. Her final answer was: nothing. She
must simply learn to accept the hunting as
part and parcel of the palace routine. . . .
Then, late one autumn afternoon, as she
was strolling through the palace woods,

admiring the pink and gold of the autumn
leaves, she paused to take a deep breath.
Her
napping,duties.
and the
was children
on a tourwere
of official
She Prince
had a
moment to breathe, to catch up with herself. Standing in the woods with the whispering leaves,world
she looked
the beautiful
God hadaround
created.herTallat
trees and evergreens and wildflowers, blue
sky and golden sunlight and soft warm air.
Amid the rustling leaves she heard a
sound, a pitiful cheeping. Was it a bird
calling?
sound apained?
turned, andDidn't
there,it behind
massive She
oak
tree, in a blanket of fallen yellow leaves,
lay
a
baby
quail
with
a
wounded
wing.
Princess Grace looked down at it lying
there
quivering
pain, toandherher knees
eyes filled
with intears.
She fell
and
gently lifted the wounded bird and held
it against her breast. For a moment she
didn'thelp?know what to do. Should she call
for
No, she decided. Time was of the essence
and, with the hurt little bird cupped in
her
the palace,a
left palms,
it with she
the hurried
caretakerbackand tosummoned
doctor to look after it.
Then she went upstairs to dress for the
evening
meal.anyShelonger.
just couldn't
her
feelings
She wouldholdtellback
the
Prince tonight that, for her own peace of
mind and heart, the shooting must stop
The Prince's problem
Prince Rainier shook his head in disagreement. "You're taking all of this too
personally," he said. "If the guns bother
you,
we'll
change
she told
him.theif"IIbedroom."
just
able
to "No,"
five with
myself
knowwon'tthesebe poor
helpless birds are being killed outside our
windows.
Maybe
ofyou,me, please,
but I
can't
killing,it's
andchildish
I beg on
to havestandit stop.
(Continued
page 24)

a permanent!

Only new Bobbi waves while you sleep . . .
brushes into a softly feminine, lasting hairstyle!
If you can put up your hair in Bobbi is self-neutralizing. In the
pin curls, you can give yourself a morning you wake up with a permanent that brushes into a soft, finished
Bobbi — the easy pin curl permanent.
hairstyle with the lasting body only
It takes only twenty minutes more
than a regular setting! Then, the a permanent gives. Complete kit
with curlers, $2.00. Refill, $1.50.
wave' 'takes" while you sleep because
The most convenient
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Paris is more
than a cityit's a state of being
in love!

EVENING IN PARIS
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- 4
BOTH FOR PRICEONLY
OF THE COLOGNE $1
ALONE!
You become the woman of your most secret
desires (his too!) when you surround yourself
with Evening in Paris, the fragrance that keeps
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Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
9 Is it true that all is not well between Make-up is blended over it and ten to
Betty Grable and Harry James?
— T.T., Nanticoke, Pa. fifteen years melt away — temporarily.
9 How serious is it between Tuesday
A The marriage has hit some sour notes. Weld and Ray Anthony?
Harry is ready to blow taps.
— J. I., New Haven, Conn.
serious asA itpassing
is between
9 Does Troy Donahue intend to marry AandAsanybody.
fancy. Tuesday
his long-time girlfriend, Nan Morris?
— J.H., Orlando, Fla. 9 There's a story going around that
Shelley Winters will no longer let Tony
A \7o.
Franciosa out of her sight for a minute.
9 What about the rumors of a romance Anything to it? — C.B., Seattle, Wash.
between
Maureen
O'Hara
and
Rex
Harrison?
— D.B., Reno, Nev. A Xo. Shelley merely plans to spend
more time in her husband's company.
A The only time that Maureen and
I read your story on the Bob Crosbys
Rex romanced was in the movie, Foxes 9a couple
of months ago, but have seen
of Harrow, made ten years ago. Mau- nothing about
what happened after the
reen's heart still belongs to her long- stabbing. Did Bob
his wife?Del.
— R.P., divorce
Wilmington,
about timetheMexican
rumors.beau, and she's furious
patched up his knife wound and
9 What is holding up the release of The AhisBobmarriage.
Fugitive
picture
was to beKind?
releasedI thought
in time the
to contend
9 Isn'tgivenit unusual
for this year's Oscars.
the rightsthatto Marilyn
cut and Monroe
edit her
— W.T., Canton, Ohio was
scenes
in
Let's
Make
Love?
How income
the studio agreed to put this
her
A That was before the sneak preview. contract?
Anna Magnani is difficult to understand.
— J.R., Topeka, Kan.
She refuses to return for retakes because
of her —lack
co-star A It wasn't in her contract. Marilyn
Brando
and ofhis admiration
multitude offorclose-ups.
Monroe personally persuaded director
to let her sit in on the
9 Is there any substance to the fact that George Cukor
Cukor found it easier to agree
Tony Steel is threatening to end it all editing.
than
to
argue
and
hold up production.
— unless Anita Ekberg gives him anwork? other chance to make their marriage 9 Could you tell me why all the TV
cowboy stars
Dale Peter
Robertson.
— A S., Paris, III. Adams.
Bob like
Horton,
Breck,NickTy
Hardin. Gene
and Hughsingers
O'Brian
A Tony noris threatening
— but neither
considerBarrythemselves
and
friends
Anita are taking
the matterhis suddenly
are turning
very seriously.
and
records?up as such on TV guest shots
— G.H., Far Rockaway, N.Y.
9 Why does Dirk Bogarde call Ava
Gardnerhe 'mother
Gene Barry was a former musical
column
does ? dear,' as I read in a Acomedy
star. The others are optimistic
— F.S., Beverly Hills, Calif. about becoming
craze is over. same when the Western
Ain He
her. brings out the maternal instincts 9 Do Frank Sinatra's gifts of a huge
Springs home and diamond ring
some Palm
to ex-wife Nancy and the frequent dinof9 Can
those youagingpossibly
movie tell
starsme whohow appear
ners
having that
together
therethey'veis abeen
possibility
there mean
may
aging
'still' photographs
look likein ingenues
when they manage
appear onto that
be
a
re-marriage
some
time
in the
future?
TV? Is it lighting,
a
special
make-up?
— R.T., Buffalo, N.Y.
— V.C., Montpelier, Vt.
AbackSagging
chins
and
necklines
are
pulled
A
No.
Nancy
still
has a place in his heart,
tight by a thin strip of netting. but other girls keep
catching his eye.

You
2a
hold
ELI

A

can't
back...
A WILD RIVER. . .
A DEEP LONGING...
A SUDDEN LOVE!

SMOULDERING
STORY OF
THE SOUTH!

starring

-—

by
MONreOMERYCUFT7
LK REMKJK^ joVanCOLOR
Fleet
Produced
n I I A l\AZ.AN
1/ A "7 A M -PAUL
Screenplay
by
^
COLOR
Directed and
by LLIA
OSBORN
OlMEN/lAS<=OF>e
DELUXE.by

ill
•jf
■{movies
by Florence Epstein

JANE HUGHES, /uraior, Clarke High
School, East Meadow, L.I.,N.Y., says :
"I used to be tormented by skin
just wouldn't
clear
upblemishes.
even withTheyscrubbing
and special
skin creams. A friend urged me to
try Clearasil and right away I saw
improvement. Now my skin is completely clear." . . .
\jMefWirie4SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED, Hides pimples whi/e if works
clearasil is the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tube or new lotion
squeeze-bottle, clearasil gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialists, and clinical tests prove it really works.
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
1. Penetrates pimples.' Keratnlvtic' action
medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick
2. Stopsgrowth
bacteria.ol healthy,
Antisepticsmooth
action skin!
stops
and
lurtherspread
pimplepimples . . . helps prevent
3. 'Starves' pimples O
action
'starves* excess
pimple
helps
oimples remove
. . . works fast I clear pimple
'Floats' Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.
Proved by Skin Specialists ! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved
while using clearasil (either lotion or tube). In Tube, 69<£ and
98(f. Long-lasting Lotion squeezebottle, only $1.25 (no fed. tax).
Money-back
At all drug guarantee.
counters.
10 LARGEST-SELLING BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

Doris Day finds that taking care of a successful drama-critic husband and
an en irgetic family of little boys gets her into some comical situations.
Doris Day
PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES
David Niven
domestic comedy Charles
Richard
Haydn
PatsyHerbert
Kelly

TALL STORY
campus romance

■ It's an apartment in New York — you can
tell, even though
buried sons.
underHappy
the scattered
belongings
of fourit'shealthy
parents
(Doris Day, David Niven) live there, too.
Tonight's
the night.
teaching
job
to become
drama David
critic has
on aleftbig hisnewspaper.
As soon as Doris' mother (Spring Byington)
comesing.toThus"sit"
openends they're
one lifeoffandto their
beginsfirstanother.
Does a drama critic have any friends ? Does
he deserve them when he raps their plays? Is
aherdrama
critic's
wife allglamorous
enough actresses
to hold
husband
— with
those gorgeous
buttering
him
up?
We'll
see.
Doris
doesn't
and see. She moves to the country, joins wait
the
PTA, involves herself in the local theater group.
Well, a wife has to do something when she
only has four kids, a new house and a thousand
repairmen to keep her busy! The conflicts
come — but they're small and cozv. — MGM.

■ If you're
and want
husband try fora aco-ed
basketball
star. toYoucatchsee,a there
are gamblers near every campus who try to
bribe basketball stars. Co-ed Jane Fonda
doesn't know anything about — well, nearly
anything. She just wants to marry basketball
star Tony Perkins. She knew that even before
she met him. It's only a matter of weeks after
she's met him that he proposes. Swell. But
where will they get the money to move out of
the dormitory and into a trailer? It just so
happens that unseen gamblers offer Tony the
money (and much more than he needs) if only
he'll throw a game against visiting Russians.
Tony is honest, but he's tempted. "My uncle
is sending me money," he tells Jane. Somehow
that doesn't sound right. It throws Tony into
turmoil. Turmoil leads to his purposely flunkinfiedg a midterm
exam
so thatschool
he'll be disqualifor playing.
The whole
(Continued
on page 12)rises against

Anthony
Jane Perkins
Fonda
Ray Connelly
Walston
Anne
Jackson
Marc

KATE

A BREATH

EVENING

OF PARIS

ABOUT

IN PARIS DEODORANT

BOIM

YOU-EVERY

DAY!

OR STICK 2F0R1
regular $L 50 value

SHARE THE
COMPLEXION SECRETS
OF THE SCREEN STARS

Liquid Makeup

new movies
(Continued from page 10)
Professor Ray Walston (they want him to
give Tony
exam).
even
when another
Tony tells
aboutWalston
the bribewon't.and Nothis
reasons for flunking? No. Not even when the
Russians have a nineteen-point lead? Well —
that's better. That's Tall Story.— Warners.
EXPRESSO BONGO
Laurence
SylviaHarvey
Syms
, ,,
Yolande
Donlan
wonderful
satire Meier
CliffTzelniker
Richard
■ This is an hilarious comedy that takes place
in London's Soho — a section full of espresso
joints, seedy nightclubs, shady ladies. Laurence
Harvey's
talentin agent
his clientsForcan'ta
even
keepa him
salamibutsandwiches.
couple of years he's been in love with a
stripper
a sweetJudyschoolgirl type,(Sylvia
wants toSyms).
becomeShe'sanother
Garland. That's her problem. Laurence wants to
become a bigtime operator. Enter teen-ager
Cliff Richards whose nagging mother drives
him to the bongo drums (for solace) and to
singing rock 'n' roll. Laurence signs him to a
SO-SO contract. Then, by a series of outrageous
and daring maneuvers, turns him into a naidol. The American
money isn'tsinger
pouring
before tional
a visiting
(on thein long
way
down) takes Cliff under her wing. Laurence is
out in the cold — his 50-50 contract wouldn't
stand up for one minute in any court. Teen-age
fads, television,
segmentsatirized.
of the entertainment world aiswhole
brilliantly
— Continental.
HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS

also39?
available in giant
deluxe size 590 plus tax

Sophia Quinn
Loren
Anthony
Margaret
O'Brien
new twist on the Old West Eileen
Steve Heckart
Forrest
■ From the moment it starts you realize that
Heller hasin a thespecial
It's about
show
business
Old charm.
West when
performers
traveled from one wild town to another in
painted
— andor often
traveledThefast,hellerto
lose theirwagons
creditors
the sheriff.
is Sophia Loren, a gorgeous flirt, who plays
all
the starThe roles
Quinn's
stock
company.
plays inareAnthony
terrible (for
the climax
ofis letoneloose
Sophia's
tied
to
a
white
horse
which
in the theater) but the charm is
that Quinn and company (Eileen Heckart,
Margaret O'Brien, Edmund Lowe) are serious
about excitement.
their 'art.'SheQuinn
she
loves
falls loves
for theSophia;
first hired
gunman (Steve Forrest) she sees, but when he
wins her in a poker game she gets scared —
he's a man who collects. Owing money to
everybody,
it's into mountain
the wagonsblizzards,
again forstray
the
company. Indians,
gunmen, and Steve Forrest dog their trail. By
the time they get to the next town they've lost
everything
and Quinn
is convinced
he's lost
Sophia to —Forrest.
The acting
is excellent,
the
story is solid and colorful with many satiric
touches. — Paramount.
BABETTE GOES TO WAR Brigitte Bardot
Jacques Charrier
Francis
Blanche
BB in the secret service Hannes
RonaldMessemer
Howard
■ BB wears clothes all through this movie,
which should have ruined the movie but didn't.
Takes place in 1940 when the Germans occupied France. BB manages to be in London at

the time where she serves as charwoman at
Free French Forces headquarters. (The reason
she submits to the khaki and mop is because
Jacques Charrier is a lieutenant in those
forces.) One day British Major Ronald Howard notices that BB bears an uncanny resemblance to the ex-girlfriend of a German
general (Hannes Messemer) who just happens
to be planning the invasion of England. Much
against the better judgment of Charrier (who
thinks BB is cute but stupid) Brigitte and a
radio set are dropped from a plane outside
Paris. The idea is for her to find Messemer and
kidnap him. That way the Germans will think
he deserted (with the invasion plans) and
they'll have to dream up a whole new invasion.
While Charrier (who jumped in another parachute) is still getting off the ground at his
end of Paris, BB is sending radio messages
from her own bedroom at Gestapo headquarters where she has become the protegee of
Gestapo leader Francis Blanche (who, as a
lunatic rolypoly monster, steals the picture).
He notices an uncanny resemblance between
BB
and Messemer's
and instructs
BB
to dazzle
Messemer ex-girl
and report
every move
he makes Poor Messemer doesn't have a
chance because
he, too, notices
resemblance etc. Needless
to say,an BB,uncanny
gay and
Gallic all the way, almost singlehandedly stems
the German invasion. — Columbia.
Glenn Stewart
Corbett
THE MOUNTAIN ROAD James
Lu
trouble in China Frank Lisa
Silvera
Henry (Harry) Morgan
■ This road is uphill all the way. It wind;
through East China and where it ends nobody
knows. But Major James Stewart knows his
job:
It's tojust
slowa down
Japanese
who are
advancing
little the
behind
the retreating
Allies. Well, he and his crew of eight demolition experts get to work lighting fuses. First
they blow up an Allied airstrip, then a Chinese
bridge, thenmunitiona dump.curve
in theberoad,
amIt would
goodthen
cleanan work
ifaround.
there These
weren'tChinese
so many
Chinese
civilian;
civilians get in the way
ofJames.
all that
dynamitealong
and the
it's road
prettyhistrying
Somewhere
jeep hason
picked up (by official request) the widow
(Lisa Lu) of a Chinese General and she and
James nered,
indulge
continuous,
argument.inIta boils
down to:ifhewell-manlikes his
job,
she
doesn't
like
his
doesn't like is the fact thatjob.two What
of hisJames
crew
are murdered by Chinese bandits, and the fact
that starving Chinese trample on — and kill —
crewman
Glenn food.
CorbettWar while
act
of giving them
is hell,he'sas intheythe say.
It's even worse when you can't tell your friends
— Columbia.
from your enemies. That's James'
problem.
Jennifer
West
TOO SOON TO LOVE
Richard Parker
Evans
Warren
Ralph Schwab
Manza
teen-age romance
Jacqueline
■ The way to keep teen-agers down in Los
Angeles is to set the police on them. Minute
they park in a car — police. Minute they gather
in groups of two— police. Never mind, some
kids are dangerous. Jennifer West and Richard
Evans are
not. They're
Jennifer's
father
(Warren
Parker) just
wouldin love.
probably
beat
her black and blue if she even mentioned the
word. That's why she and Richard meet secretly. Too often. Jennifer's mother never told her
you cancausegetwhen pregnant
Too she
bad. feels
BeJennifer that
gets way.
pregnant

like committing suicide, dreadful thought.
Richard
isn'tromance
very happy
about it, sordid.
either.
Their idyllic
turns somewhat
The
acting's
fine
but
the
problems
the
presents might have done with a little movie
more
analyzing. — U-I.
Ernest
Borgnine
MAN ON A STRING
Kerwin Dewhurst
Mathews
Colleen
Alexander
Scourby
the spy game
Vladimir Sokoloff
■ Ernest Borgnine is just a well meaning, rich
Hollywood producer. If the Chief of the Russian Espionage in the U.S.A. (Alexander Scourby) pays for the parties Ernest gives and then
gets introduced to influential guests — is that
bad? Ernestletsdoesn't
think it's bad
as longandas
Scourby
Pop (Vladimir
Sokoloff)
Ernest's
brothers
leave
Russia.
The
Bureau of Intelligence shortly informs Central
Ernest
that whattically hetreason.is Indoingwhichis notcaseonlyErnest
bad agrees
it's prac-to
work for the CBI as a counter-spy. (Even so,
he's
kind of assistant,
upset whenKerwin
he discovers
that has
his
production
Mathews,
been a CBI agent all along.) Being a movie
doesn't
seem Berlin
suspicious
for Ernesthe
toproducer,
shoot aitfilm
in West
(meanwhile
picks up information on East Berliners). Then
he's invited to Moscow where his old friend,
Scourby, vouches for his loyalty. There he's
taken on a grand tour of a super-spy school
and memorizes the names and descriptions of
all his future contacts in the U.S.A. Naturally,
it's only a matter of time before the Russians
realize
them allinstead
them. Hehe'sgetsspying
out of onMoscow,
right, ofbut forhe
has a heck of a time getting out of East Berlin (in handcuffs). Fascinating to see how our
spy system works (hidden TV sets, hidden
mikes, hidden tape recorders); fascinating to
see how theirs works, too: particularly since
this movie is based on a true story.
— Columbia.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
SOLOMON
(Cinemascope,
United
Artists): WayANDback SHEBA
when Solomon
( Vul Brynner)
was Queen
King ofof .Israel,
was
. . well,andyou Sheba
know, (Gina
everyoneLollobrigida)
was doing
fine
until Egypt's
Pharoah
got worried
overSanders)
Israel's
prosperity.
Solomon'sagainst
older brother
had
been join
plotting
but (George
when
Sheba and
Pharoah
forces, Yul him;
is really
in trouble.
His
trials
includeof ablasphemous
'sacred'Marisa
orgies,Pavan
and wasthe
destruction
temple
(in
which
praying
Yul). But,
in these and
days Gina
of visions,
sees how forto destroy
his enemies,
repents Yulher
sins. It's a lavish spectacle!
VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET (Paramount):
Other-galaxy
man down
Jerry inLewis
is crazy
about onEarth.the
One day
flies
his disc,
lands
lawn
of TVhe commentator
Fred
Clark.andClark
is about
to broadcast his views that such things as Jerry and
his
saucer {Joan
don't Blackman),
exist. Well, andJerryher shows
him,suitorhis
daughter
(Earl Holliman)
a trick or two beforejealous
he leaves.
Keeps you laughing.
GUNS OF THE TIMBERLAND (Warners): Alan
Ladd and Gilbert Roland are loggers. When they
come to this town and want to chop some trees, everyat them.
RanchermeanJeanne
tells howbody'snomad trees
on theWhy?
mountains
floods inCrainthe
town. Lyle Bettger. her foreman, tries his darndest
tohelpsdo insolveAlan'sthe plans.
problem.Frankie Avalon, a likeable sort,
THE GALLANT HOURS (United Artists): This is
acareer,
tributeandto a Admiral
F. Halsey
Jr.'sGuadallong
war William
movie.
saved
canalearned
from thetheaood
Japanese,
andofhishisHalsey
daring
and decisiveness
admiration
staff
(here,
played
by Dennis Weaver, Les Tremayne, Walter Sande,
Karl Swenson).
Cagney's
and
everyone's
awareness
of theleadership,
high stakes'ourage,
add great

WHOEVER

YOU'RE
Because

YOU

IN THIS

ARE

PICTURE!

this tells of youth's challenge

to grown-ups

"One mistake
doesn't make me
a scarlet woman!"

who

don't understand!

:
goingkisses
to payaren't 'M
LB "My
; rent for the ring m
■ you gave me!" ■

"We don't love people
because they're
perfect... we'd have
no one to love!"

His first
film role!
Columbia
Pictures
presents
the movie
been
hearing
you've
about on
Radio
and TV!

fa Weld
9iand Victoria Shaw
Michael Callan Tuesday
»,.« Warren Berlinger- Roberta Shore
............. GUEST STARS •*»•«•»«»•♦»•*««
James Darren • Duane Eddy and the Rebels :
Hear James Darren sing "Because They're Young" ♦
Don't miss the Academy Awards TV show April 4th. Check your local newspaper for time and station.

BIT LYLB KBNYON EXGEL

Wear it off the shoulder — on the shoulder —
strapless. That's one joy of this convertible
corselette! Another joy: a zipper that zips in
front! Also, there's the chic of a plunged hack,
the subtle deception of padded cups. Sound
expensive? Actual cost is just $12.50. So even
on a no-car income you can afford CAPRI by

H!

BEST

FORM

The
Top Diskto seeJockeys
seriesNation's
of questions
if youposeknowa
your record stars.
1. The singing of these two
young One
brothers
is hailed
teenagers.
was born
in 1937by,
the
recordother
sellersin of1939.theirsMillionwere
Wake
Bird Dog.Up, Little Susie and
Jack Lacy
This curly-headedfib; songster
Station WINS 2. records
New York, N. Y. been on TVfor Roulette, has
hobbies are
piano and
record sellers
Kisses
Hi
TwoweremillionSweeter
Than
guitar.
and Honeycomb. Wine
3. He's
a singer
on the
Columbia
label.
He
writes
insists
that hissongs
hobby andis fishing:
One great single is I Johnny
Station Johnson
KOY
Walk The Line. His lat- Phoenix, Ariz.
est merhit Boyis Little Drum4. ballerina.
This songstress
is a formerfor
She records
conAcquaviva
latest
is married
and
MGM is
|^BHB|
W
1 ductor
album
SingsHo toSweet.
5^
*1 Her
latest
single
is
Little
Things Mean A Lot. Past
jL-f • hit single* nere Your CheatBelieveandMe?Why Don't
v You
ing Heart
^Hfl^Fh
so
relaxedhimthatto some
wait for
fall people
asleep
Paul Flanagan
while
he
sings
on
his
show.
Station
WPTR
Albany, N. Y.
He records for RCATV Victor,
and he used to be a barber.
G. At ten, he played piano
by ear,honky-tonks.
sang in New
Orleans'
His
recordingperial. Oncompany
is Ime
great
single
was
Blueberry Hill. His latest
album is Twelve Million
Records.
7. She
is known
as theof
jazzrecords
singer
ourgreatest
time. She
for
Verve
Records,
was
once
married to Chick Webb.
She's been seen on TV and
in films.pulThe
ted her tosongfamethatwascata-A
Tisket, A Tasket.
ouiutoQ stvj -g
S3UtV£ mof
Jim
MackWJBW
Station
New Orleans,
La.

TO »"»'"(«/ "£

by
MODERN
SCREEN'S
8 PAGE GOSSIP
EXTRA

HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST
COLUMNIST

Louella asks the critics to please give Fabian a chance and stop attacking his acting and his singing. He's a -nice kid, she declares; he deserves a hand— not a boot.

!! »

Prediction: Marlon and
France will Marry
Now that the smoke is beginning to clear
around the big romantic explosion of the year
and we can see the situation a little more
clearly, I'm going out on a limb and make a
prediction:
That Marlon Brando and France
Nuyen will marry as soon as his divorce is
final in May. Perhaps before that, if he can
enlist the aid of Anna Kashfi (she has to
give permission for a 'quickie' divorce in
Nevada)of —mind
whichto cooperate.
I doubt. Anna just isn't in the
frame
Certainly
l'aftaire
bara Luna has been Brando-Nuyen-and
the big story in the Barlove
realm out of Hollywood in months and months.
For the press it had everything — famous
names, jealousy, a headline phrase "compuleating"),(which
first appeared
in mylossfrontto
page sivestory
and money
— a S750.000
producer Ray Stark when France had to be replaced in his The World of Suzie Wong because she had gained so much weight from
compulsive eating, worrying over Marlon and
Barbara back in Hollywood.
Unless you've been hibernating in a cave
like
during these
months, I'm
sure theyou bears
are familiar
with winter
the details:
Marlon and France were apparently very
much in love when she left for Hong Kong to
start the screen version of her Broadway hit.
The World ot Suzie Wong, opposite Bill
Holden. Then, it starts getting talked that
Brando friendisofVicseeing
Barbara Luna, former girlDamone
way —offbutHongshe Kong,
hearMaybe
this ingossip
most France
certainlydidn't
did
when the company got to London to film the
interiors.
If you can believe what you hear — France
meets emotional problems by eating, eating,
eating, and the first thing you know she had
she —didn't
"match"
upadded
with sothemuch
Hong poundage
Kong exteriors
and she
was
removed from the part — practically a milliondollar decision and loss to the producer.
There is, however, an element of mystery
here. A friend of mine, a reporter who had
gone to London expressly to interview France
for a national magazine, tells me she talked
with the half-Chinese, half-French charmer fhe
day previous to her departure, " — and she
look fat from
to me.a role
At least,
not fat
enough
todidn't
be removed
that was
practically
completed."
Second element adding to the puzzle came
after I talked over the telephone to Barbara
Luna, herself an exotic Oriental, half-Filipino
and half-Hungarian.
"I don't know what all the fuss is about."
she told me, "I've been out of town over the

Since Fro
do has be

? Nuyen's return to Hollywood, Moody Marlon Brandevotion itself to his emotionally-npset girlfriend.

week end and knew nothing about this storm
until I returned yesterday.
"I'm not in love with Marlon Brando but I
dofromadmire
and allrespect
him. I haven't
him since
the commotion
started.heard
Yes.
my name has been submitted to Ray Stark to
replace Miss Nuyen in the picture, but I doubt
I'll getthetheoriginal
part." test
(Shefordidn't.
The girl
who
made
the picture.
Nancy
Kwan. did.)
Away planed Marlon to New York to meet
his "emotionally upset, plus bronchitis victimized" girlfriend, France, as she planed in from
England.
Since her return to Hollywood he has been
devotion itself, dining with France nightly in
the out-of-the-way spots and being most sympathetic.
From all I can gather, France needs friendship and help. Long before she was taken off
the film, there were reports that she was very,
very difficult, some people close to the situation

saying she was doing all she could to be a
"female
Brando." reached the unreasonable
Her outbursts
stage in London when she blew a fuse over
in thein Connaught
isbeing
one quartered
of the finest
London andHotel,
wherewhich
the
rest of the cast including Bill Holden was
staying.
Many people feel faintly sorry for her. Whatever the cause. France has 'blown' a great opportunity— there are few and far between roles
as fine for an Oriental girl as The World of
Suzie Wong. On the other hand there are
others, Barbara Luna among them, who feel
France has been her own worst enemy. "Marlon never mentioned her name to me," said
Barbara, "I don't know her at all — so I cannot say whether I feel sorry for her or not."
a shame
sheMylostpersonal
Suzie — butreaction
in the islongthis:run It'sFrance
may
gainlonwhat
Brando. she apparently wants most — Mar-

Las Vegas Highjinks
All roads lead to Las Vegas this month. With
Oceans 11, starring Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin. Sammy Davis. Jr. and Peter
Lawford, shooting there with a host of guest
stars, the gambling mecca was jammed with
Hollywoodites and fans from all over the
country.
The big show, of course, was the nightly
appearance of Frank, Pete, Dean and Sammy,
(plus that wonderful Joey Bishop) on the
stage at the Sands Hotel — and you never heard
or saw such wonderful clowning as these topnotchers
formance. breaking each other up at every perTo give you an idea, during a sentimental
song of Frank's Dean Martin called from the
wings, "And now we'll hear two words from
EvaThe Marie
Saint!''
week end
I spent in Las Vegas it was

hard to tell whether there was a better show
on the stage or in the audience.
Even wardthose
and Paulstay-at-homes,
Newman, Joanne
came downWoodto see
the fun. I always thought Joanne a pretty girl.
But she is so glowingly happy since her
marriage to Paul, she's really beautiful these
days.
Her hair is very blonde (for her role in From
The Terrace^ and the night I saw her she was
wearing an orange-pink evening gown — by far
the prettiest girl in the room (or the chorus).
Joanne told me that when she and Paul complete Terrace, she's getting ready to be just
"Mrs. Newman." She said, "When Paul leaves
for
Israel
Exodus,whenI'm you
goinginterviewed
along just
as his wife.to mcke
Remember
me in New York (for Modern Screen) I told
you I didn't want any long separations in our
marriage.
she
laughed.So, I'm going along just for the ride,"
Shirley MacLaine was bounding around

Joanne and Paul enjoyed the big show
the Oceans 11 cast put on at the Sands.

here, there and everywhere. She had come to
Vegas to do a small guest appearance role in
Oceans 1 1 with Frank — and Miss Shirley was
having a ball.
The little Mexican comedian, Cantinflas is
such a dear. Chatted with him right after the
show at the Sands and he invited me to be a
too
busy.in his picture! My typewriter keeps me
'guest'
Mrs. Peter Lawford was in a party with her
distinguished brother, Senator Jack Kennedy,
who is running as fast as he can to be the
Democratic presidential nominee.
Joey Bishop said from the stage, directly to
the Senator: "If you become President, sir, I
have a few requests — just simple ones: Make
Sinatra ambassador to Italy, send Lawford to
England — and for me — just see I don't get
Las Vegas
drafted
again."is always jumping. But I wonder
if it will ever hit this peak of on-stage and offstage excitement again. Wow!

The stars: Peter Laxoford; Frank Sinatra; Dean Martin; Sammy
Davis, Jr.; the producer, Jack Entratter; and comedian Joey Bishop.

Sammy and Frankie applauded the
others; they all were great.

Senator John Kennedy (center) chatted with
his sister Pat and her husband, Peter Laic ford.

continued
There were hobby horses, big stuffed animals including a life-size giraffe and elephant
big enough for the children to ride. There was
a merry-go-round playing tinkling tunes, balloons galore — and everyplace, everywhere
were Japanese
the 'littleor people'
their
Chinese toddling
togs. around in
Never have the Hollywood juveniles had it Keenan Wynn's two little girls, Hilda and
so exotic as the Oriental costume party Lita Edwina, had fantastic eyebrows under their
and Rory Calhoun hosted for daughter coolie hats. Keenan. who came with them, told
me he had made them up.
Cindy'scial setthird
The entire
was birthday.
there, turned
out innursery
OrientalsoCharlie Robert Stack, son of Rosemary and
Robert Stack, wanted no part of any of the
splendor
so cute. — and never have you seen anything little girls and ran away bawling when they
To show you how far this Oriental angle was came near. His big sister Elizabeth had herself
carried out, the hostess, Miss Cindy Calhoun, a time, particularly when she sat down at the
and her sister Tami had a regular studio hair- table and saw the big cake decorated in Oriental motif. Her eyes got as big as the cake.
dres er do their hair in Eastern style — and
The table where the children sat was gaily
when Lita first saw her Cindy she didn't reco
g
n
i
z
e
h
e
r
child
in
the
black
wig
and
make-up.
decorated
with every Japanese favor imagCarrie Frances Fisher and her brother Todd
inable and they brought squeals of delight
were done up in Japanese costumes Debbie from each and every little guest.
Reynolds had bought for them in Honolulu.
Martin's youngest, Gina, was the
The little Fishers attended under the proud eye onlyDean
one who did not come in Oriental splendor, selecting instead a ballet costume. She is
of their great-grandmother, Mrs. O. Harmon
who was visiting Mrs. Maxine Reynolds. She the cutest thing you ever saw and as good as
told me she had never seen such adorable cos- gold, never grabbing a thing off the table —
is more than I can say for some of the
tumes and such
dream of toys as which
other Orientals.
highlighted
the biga children's
Calhoun garden.
PARTY of
the month

Jane Powell's three. Cissy, Jay and Lindsay, amused themselves — the two older ones
playing ping-pong in a corner and the youngest
just jumping
and down on a specially constructed upcontraption.
Two of my godchildren were done to the
teeth, I mean Miss Dolly Madison (accompanied by her parents Sheila and Guy Madison) and little Tami Calhoun, the cutest Orie
n
t
a
l
ever
I
Dolly'skimonos
older sisters
and
Erin were insaw.
Japanese
with Brigit
their long
blonde hair falling to their shoulders.
so Lita
sentJohn
her allWayne's
the favorslittleto Aissa
make upwasto illthe— youngs
t
e
r
f
o
r
missing
out
on
the
big
social
event
of
the season.
Got a chuckle out of Ricardo Montalban
arriving by himself because his small son Victor
had the flu and Georgiana had to nurse the
young man. Ricardo had promised to bring
home a blow by blow account of the event plus
any favors he could pick up!
One young lady I would love to have stolen
was tiny Nikki Ericson, the John Ericson s
beauty. What a darling and so well behaved.
I missed seeing Yvonne De Carlo and her
son Bruce who were late and arrived after I
left.
But I wouldn't have missed this party for
anything!

I

Carrie Frances and Todd came in costumes Debbie bought them in Honolulu.
This is the banquet room that Lita and Rory Calhoun prepared in honor
of their daughter Cindy's third birthday. The kids never had it so exotic.

Mrs. Calhoun and little Miss Calhoun
< right) chat with the Madison children.
Gina
came Martin,
in a Dean's
ballet youngest,
costume.
The Star Had
to Go to Bed
Sue and Alan Ladd invited a lew of us to
dine at their home (really a beautiful place
since Sue redecorated it) and see a special
showing of Dog of Flanders. It's the first time
I've
beenof present
at ahadmovieto retire
party before
at which
the star
the picture
the
screening because of his tender years — and I
do mean 11-year-old David Ladd.
Right after dinner, David politely made the
rounds shaking hands with the Gregory
Pecks, pretty Margot Moore (leading lady
ofRadnitz
Wake Me When
It's Over),
fiance and
Bob
produced
Dog of herFJanders,
the Hall— who
Bartletts.
To each and every one of us, he said (loud
enough for Alan to hear). "I certainly hope
you enjoy the picture. I'd like to stay up and
see
— ."delightful
Alan didn'tand come
up for
air. itThemyself,
star ofbutthis
enchanting
movie about a boy and his dog departed slowly upstairs.
But don't think for a moment that Sue and
Alan aren't proud of their small fry. David is
such a fine little actor. "If he keeps on being
this much competition he's going to have to
payTheformovie
his room
and board,"
Alan.
was made
in Hollandkidded
and Belgium
and the backgrounds in color are so beautiful.
Take my word for it that Dog of Flanders is
worth your investment at the box office — a
breath of clean, vigorous fresh air and beauty
in the midst of too many smutty plots.

Sue and Alan Ladd are certainly proud of their David (center),
he's a tine little actor in a delightful movie— Dog of Flanders

I'm on my

continued

SOAP

Eva Marie Saint is a fine person, but hates being called 'nice.'

A

OPEN
LETTER

To Eva Marie Saint
Ii you think I'm on a soap box to lecture you
about that headlined 'word' you used at the
Producer's
Dinner,
I've
known you ever
sinceyouyou are
came mistaken.
to Hollywood
and I know you to be a fine mother, wife and
actress — and a very 'nice' person as well, as
much as you hate being called 'nice.'
But, my dear, never be afraid to say "I'm
sony."
SoWhenfar, Iyou've
talked said
with everything
you over theelse.phone the
following morning, you said: "You've known
mesuchwelllanguage.
enough to know I don't ordinarily use
"I had expected Jack Benny to say just a
few words introducing me — instead he made
such a flowery speech, including how George
20

BOX

For heaven's
Fabian
chance.
These kindsake,wordslet'son give
my part
are nota
payola because he sends me red roses by the
dozens and is also so very grateful when I
print anything complimentary about him.
I happen to know that he is very hurt over
much of the criticism he has taken about his
movie acting.
But orit istemperamental
in his favor that
becoming
difficult
abouthe it.isn't
He told me, "I guess getting panned is doing
me good. I want to be deserving of the chance
I'm
now of studying
with
Sandygetting
Meisnerat 20th.
in the I'mhopes
getting some
pleasant nods from the critics instead of their
Despite his enormous popularity as a singer,
hedisapproval."
doesn't claim to be the greatest warbler on
theSuch
pike.a "Inicecaught
on;" he admits,
kid deserves
a hand —"I'mnot lucky."
a boot.
He's only 17 — and it's to his everlasting credit
thatHe thisdoesn't
big success
hasn'tit gone
talk about
much, tobuthis hehead.feels
he has a debt \o aid other young people. He
and Frankie Avalon hope to raise S750.000
from their records and personal appearances
to go to youth centers around the country.
And while he has been shooting High Time,
his college campus movie with Bing Crosby,
at Stockton, California, not a Sunday has gone
byHomethattoFabian
hasn't visited the Stockton Boys'
boys. put on a show for these less fortunate
For his efforts in their — and his own — behalf
— let'sit.give this boy a great big chance.
HeI repeat
deserves

Jessel would have said it, that I didn't think
I could
with a mere
'thank is,
you.' TV or
"It wasreply
radios,
and a I closed
thought party,
I was that
among nofriends.
I
guess
I wanted
to 'top'— andMr. well,
Benny,it just
a dramatic
impulse
of
an
actress
popped
out!
"But with all the important things happening
all over the world — they've sure made a big
fussAndabout
the front
you meare onright,
there pages."
was a lot of comment— some being indulgent and excusing you,
others having the proverbial 'fit' gasping, "Eva
Marie
Saint of allslippeople!"
so much
the
unfortunate
itself — Well,
and the
ensuingfor
reaction.
But afterward, there were some stories printed that you woke up in the middle of the night
laughing about it, and there were other stories
insinuating that you didn't really care about
saying that word.
I don't believe it. But I do think that if you
ever get in a spot like this again (heaven
forbid")
be so easy
the
real Evait would
Marie Saint,
to say— andthatsoonelikelittle
Fabian's hurt about those crac
phrase, "I'm sorry."

(Left to right): Barbara Fredrickson Crosby cuts the cake; groom Lindsay,
Philip and Sandra Crosby, Dennis and Pat Crosby, and maid-oj -honor Nina
Vaughn smile; Gary Crosby, the unmarried brother, ponders the situation.

Another Crosby
Settled
During the height of the quite formal reception Bing and Kathy Crosby gave for
Linny Crosby and his bride Barbara
Frederickson (nothing served but wedding
cake and vintage champagne), Bing came
downstairs carrying his only daughter, infant
Mary Frances.
"Note how good I am at this," he kidded,
"complete
supportbecause
of herI have
spine itandin aherhammer
head
doesn't wobble
lock." Bing's a happy man these days with a
little
girl settled.
in his life and all those old feuds with
his sons

Millie and Dean's
Confusing Romance
I'm cconfused
about ofallMillie
this pussyfooting
recy in the romance
Perkins andseDean Stockwell Here are two healthy,
happy young people, obviously very much in
love, who carry on their nice boy-and-girl
romance as though it were some sort of illicit
grande passion.
Even when they first started dating in Hollywood, while Millie was making Diary ot Anne
Frank, they entered small restaurants by the
back door. If photographers showed up they
fled like a pair of guilty married (to someone
else) lovers.
Why?
Not long ago, when Millie returned from visiting Dean in London where he is working in
Sons and Lovers, she moved into his home.
Nothing wrong with that. Dean wasn't in this
country
shouldn't Millie use the
house untilandhe why
returned?
Yet, when a press agent at 20th called her
there, Millie disguised her voice saying, 'Miss
Perkins no livvee here,' or something like that.
Someone
on Dean's
picture told me whothat was
whenin heLondon
innocently
inquired
of Millie if she and Dean expected to marry in
England she looked as though he had said
something risque and turned her back. Dean
managed to stand up under it better and admitted they are engaged before walking away.
I hope her first and only movie starring role,
playing Anne Frank and hiding out in a garret
so long, hasn't rubbed off on Millie.
Doesn't she know, as Mr. Shakespeare put it,
"all
lover"nice,— particularly
when thethe world
romancerslovesare a such
wholesome .."All the world loves a lover," but Millie Perkins and Dean
youngsters as Dean and Millie. . .?
Stockwell don't want the world to know about their romance.

Many fans were heartbroken about
the death of Margaret Sullavan.
W|
LETTER
BOX
sure Tuesday
isn't foxing
allAreyou youcolumnists
by being Weld
a lot smarter
than
you think? A year ago, no one had ever
heard ot this girl. Today she is nationally and
internationally known as the girl who showed
up barefoot on a TV show, who never combs
her hair, etc. Her salary has jumped by leaps
and bounds. Dumb? 1 wish 1 were so dumb! is
the pertinent comment of Claire Kelly (no relation to the movie star) of Duluth. Maybe
you've
got something
Claire.California,
...
Bevehly
Edwards, there,
Orinda,
writes: J offended fhe Bing Crosby Golt
Tournament in Monterey — yes, in all that storm
and downpour. I had always heard that Bing
was
couldn'tHarris
have
been cold
nicer andto mestand-offish.
and he andHe Phil
certainly handed lots ot laughs to the crowds
that Crosby
followedthanks
the players.
I love Bing.
Mr.
you, Beverly.
. . . I'm sure
7 dare you fo print this: It makes me sick the
the way you writers harp on Marlon
Brando's hassles with Anna Kashfi and his
'love life'snaps
with Katrina
France Nuyen
and Barbara
Luna,
Boyer, Brooklyn.
The
only important thing about Marlon is that he is

Bing Crosby handed out lots of
laughs to the fans following him.

Tuesday Weld just might be a lot
smarter than we all think. . . .

the
greatest
actor! life,
It's my
Marlon
the screen's
news about
his love
fine making
friend,
not the writers. We just report it. . . .
Diana Dixon, Atlanta, cried my eyes out
when / read of the death of my beloved
Margaret Sullavan and learned of her
serious deafness. I am not a teen-ager, in fact,
I am the mother of four small children. But no
actress of the screen ever gave me so much
pleasure as the incomparable Margaret and I
shall never forget her. Your sentiments are
echoed by many others who remember Margaret in her heyday and who grieve over her
passing, Diana. . . .
Where,
wherePacific.
is JohnYet Kerr?
He's lets
the
greatest inohSouth
Hollywood
him
— andonModern
Screen isn'fTheresa
much
beffer.get Noawaystories
him, complains
McNeill,
Dallas.
I
agree
John
is
great
but
I'll
be darned if I know where he is.
This is an old query — but still many people
ask the question posed by Mrs. Sam Feinberg,
Cleveland: Whaf do fhe stars do with their
old clothes either from their personal or studio
wardrobe? Can the public buy them? Some
stars give their clothes outright to charity organizations, Mrs. Sam. Others give them to be
sold by charity organizations which maintain
small shops. But most of the clothes worn by
actresses go back into the studio wardrobe
departments
be remodeled
for "extras"
lesser players.to And
there are always
relativesor

to inherit personal wardrobes of the stars.
Do you fhink Doris Day is really shy or is
she just using this as a means for escaping
personal
appearances,askscharity
affairsMcCary
and otherof
outside interests?
Vivien
Walla Walla, Wash. I think Doris is shy —
but I also think she dislikes very much making
appearances,
she used to be.although
. . . she isn't as retiring as
There were more comments about Carol
Lynley than any of the new young femmes
this month — all of them good. Shelley Chester,
ofandLosbeautiful
Angeles,
Carol's Younger
face is tender
— shesays:
is indeed
Than
Springtime and she is our next big woman
star — when she becomes a woman. . . .
Maybe teryou
and from
American
mightChrista
be inested in letter
Germanfans girl,
Walz,we h'ving
in Stuttgart,
Germany,
and
how
feel about
USA stars, writes
this same
Christa Walz. We like very much Marlon
Brando but also Pat Boone who are of a
difference, no? So far, only read about Fabian, Paul Anka, Ricky Nelson and this
'Kookie' but we want to know better. You
can see, we are very dated. Not dated, Christa,
you mean 'up-to-date.' And yes, we enjoy
knowing about your favorites.
That's all this month. See you next month.

MAY
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in May. your
isbirthst'one
the lilyisofthetheemerald
valley.andAndyourhereflower
are
some of the stars who share your birthday :
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

l— Glenn Ford
2— Bing Crosby
4— Audrey Hepburn
6— Stewart Granger
7— Gary Cooper
8— Lex Barker
15— Anna Maria Alberghetti
Ursula Thiess
Joseph Gotten
James Mason
16— Henry Fonda
Liberace
17— Dennis Hopper
20— George Gobel
James Stewart
21— Raymond Burr
Rick Jason
22— Susan Strasberg
Laurence Olivier
23— Joan Collins
Betty Garrett
John Payne
24— Mai Zetterling
25— Jeanne Crain
Susan Morrow
Victoria Shaw
Steve Cochran
26— James Arness
John Wayne
25— Carroll Baker
Sally Forrest
31— Elaine Stewart

BRA BY PERM A-LIFT
Adorned with Self- Fitting Cups
Blessed with the Neveride Band

Maureen O'Sullivan
May 17

Vincent Price
May 27

See how the Magic Insets gently cradle your bosom
from the sides and from below, gloriously lifting
you to bewitching new lines. Self-Fitting cups conform to your
Neveride
Band exact
holds size
your and
bra thein "Perma-lift"
place always.
Long line style of wash 'n' wear cotton, $5. Bandeau
Bra $3. At nice stores everywhere.
t. Off. A product of A. Stein & Company • Chicago— New York— Los Angeles— Toront

■ Three their
of the father,
fellows ainself-made,
Donna Reed's
gang started
routes,to
because
very son's
successful
businessto take
man, newspaper
wanted them
"know how to work."
It was getting pretty lonely, young Reed thought, with half the gang gone, "out
working,"
so hehasfigured
mightveryas careful
well getnothimself
a route,
Donna, who
alwayshebeen
to let her
kids betoo. spoiled by money
or by her fame, thought it was a fine idea. Teach them independence, initiative, selfreliance, perseverance, conscientiousness. Donna was certainly proud of her boy.
Meantime, the last remaining boy in the bunch was the loneliest, and longed to
join in what "everybody else is doing." But his father, an arc-self-made millionaire —
couldn't
see any reason
newspapers
give his consent.
So mostforof any
the son
time,of thehis boyto bewasdelivering
either moping
around and
the wouldn't
mansion
waiting
for
the
other
guys
to
be
free,
or
else
hanging
around
Donna
Reed's
house,
waiting for his buddies to come home from the route.
The
next
week,
Donna
noticed
that
the
millionaire's
son
didn't
come
around
any
more, and that her own son got back from delivering all those papers pretty quickly.
She was worried that maybe his original enthusiasm was lagging, that he was tired
of the job and cutting corners now, to get it over with . . . And where was all that
perseverance and conscientiousness?
So she gently probed him:
"Darling, you're still with your newspaper route, aren't you?"
"Sure, Mom."
"Well, uh, you do take time to get close enough to the house so that the paper
lands on the porch, don't you? I mean, you don't just rush by and aim at the lawn,
or the driveway . . .?"
"No,
honest." to be that, and then one day Donna happened to be outside
Well, Mom,
that seemed
around delivery time, and discovered the secret of her speedy young business man.
There was the limousine, belonging to the millionaire, and the millionaire's son, and
the
chauffeur,
and the
returned
from their
routes."hard-working" guys in the gang, and they all had just
And who do you think ran the papers up to the porches?
You guessed it, the chauffeur.

Donna

Reed:

SMART
BUSINESSMAN,
THAT
BOY
HERS

OF

(Continued from page 7)
Can't
our
goherelsewhere
to hunt?"
didn'therfriends
answer
immediately,
then
he Heasked
to let him
sleep on it. When
she approached him about it the next day,
he
just can't
it's admitted,
a tradition."I How
can Istop
put it.an It'send. .to.
something
as
deeply
rooted
as
that?""I have
"Oh myto dear,"
the Princess
said,
prayed
St. Francis,
the patron
saint of
the birds, to show me what is right, and
I believe my prayers are answered. I know,
deep in my heart, that this is murder, that
we are sanctioning destruction of God's
beauty
right here
our estate."
The Prince
had noon reply.
The following morning, after the usual
roundcessofGracegunfire
went tofromthe the
Primehunters,
MinisterPrin-to
seek his advice. He was very sympathetic
but suggested she talk to the Prince.
The Prime Minister looked at her kindly, lifted his right hand to adjust his silver
pince-nez, and said, "In this matter, Your
Royal Highness, you can probably exercise the she
greatest
When
talkedinfluence."
to the Prince again he
said he needed time to think about it. And
all through
the
following
months continued.
of October and November
hunting
December
arrivedthe with
cold winds,
snow. Gifts were to be chosen for her
staff, for her own dear children, for her
beloved Prince. Two weeks before Christmas, when she told him she had ordered
a white Jaguar convertible as a gift for
him,
she smiledgiftandyou added,
"My medarling,
the greatest
can give
this
He lifted a finger to her lips and stopped
her sentence short. "Wait!" he said. "I
have a surprise for you. But I can't tell
you until— "Christmas Day."
is he begged. "Wait!"
year
"Please,"
"But—"
On
Christmas
morning, she awaited his
gift
with
Prince gave
her
a diamondanticipation.
tiara withTheteardrop
earrings.
The diamonds were dazzlingly beautiful,
and
she was thrilled,
for Christmas
was. . .but
. what she wanted
"This isn't all," the Prince added, interrupting her thoughts as she admired the
tiara and the earrings. He handed her a
large
this," heivory
said. parchment envelope. "Read
Removing the crinkling sheet of parchment from the envelope, she began reading, andoverwhelming
her heartbeat happiness.
quickened Itfrom
sudden,
was aa
Royal Decree with an official seal, signed
withall the
Prince'spalace
flourishing
for
grounds signature.
to terminatehunting
commencingon this
Christmas
Day.
"It was what you told me about St.
Francis that convinced me," the Prince
admitted.
up, into the a Prince's
twinkling She
eyes.looked
She murmured
prayer
of thanksgiving to the patron saint of the
birds, and. smiling, she stepped forward
to meet her husband's tender embrace.
END
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world's fastest
natural
tan!
GET

MFWIE

NEWEST 45 POP RECORD
TANFASTIC!"
with"SHE'S
Bobby'sSend"Moment
on the flip side!
5CRnameforofandeachLove"
record,
with
your
address,
to:
Tanfastic. Box 4A, Hollywood,
California
(Offer expires December 31. 1960. Void where
taxed, prohibited, or otherwise restricted.)

Want a honey of a tan in a hurry ?
There's only one lotion with a tanning booster
that gives you a faster, natural tan. . .
and no burning or peeling.
It's Tanfastic!
And what better way to show off
your Tanfastic tan than in the swimsuit above
—"Tanfastic" by White Stag!

creamy, ivhite
available everywhere
handy tubes or
plastic squeeze bottle

■ The ceremony was in the lovely
candle-lit Our Lady Chapel of St.
Patrick's Cathedral, on New York
City's Fifth Avenue. Not quite the
wedding
of Evy's
in her
own church,
back dreams—
home in not
Denmark,
with her own family at her side— but
still, dignified, reverent, beautiful.
Jimmy's
too-fullandschedule
let him travel,
Evy hadwould
waitednota
long, long time for this marriage. She
had wanted it to be right, to be forever. Now she was done with waiting.
There was no telling how long it would
be before Jimmy could go to Copenhagen; her family would understand,
and Evy and Jimmy would visit them
when
they went to Europe— as man
and wife.
Jimmy's father had taken her aside
and said gently, "You will be like a
daughter
to me,''away.
and so it was he who
j gave
the bride
The photographers (the very few
i who were admitted, by personal injvitation only) respected the Church's
ruling of "No flashbulbs." No reporters, no autograph hunters, to disturb the beauty of the ancient rite.
Jimmy and Evy wanted to cooperate
with the press, though, and planned to
pose on the church steps immediately
after the wedding. But they were met
with a mob of squealing girls, crying,
"Jimmy,
us," and tryingfromto
kiss
him. don't
Someleave
representatives
the studio had been waiting by the
car, keeping the motor running, ready
to rush the newlyweds off to the private reception. Now they couldn't even
26 help. The mob of fans and photog-

Evy Norlund— Jimmy Darren

raphers had surged around Jimmy and
Evy with such force that they were
gradually being pushed, not in the
direction of the waiting car, but into
the church fence. Photographers
shoved through, shouting directions.
"Hey, Evy, over here, let's have a smile
. . . Hey, Evy, give us a few words on
howAt itthat
feels moment
to be Mrs.Jimmy
Darren.bent. . to."
whisper something to a sweet-faced,
middle-aged woman, and a photographer yelled, "Hey, lady, get out of the
way, I'm trying to get a shot of the
bride
and could
groom."take no more.
Jimmy
"Get this straight," he said firmly,
coldly, as he put his arm protectively
around the woman. "Don't talk to my
mother that way or there'll be no
pictures
at all.finally
. . ." managed to get
The couple
to the car, despite the girls who struggled to touch him through the open
window. They were still calling.
"Jimmy,lowed thedon't
leave us,"
follimousine
down asthetheystreet.
As they drove away, Jimmy tenderlyingcupped
face, soandserious-looknow, inEvy's
his hands
said, concerned, "I hope all that rumpus didn't
upset you, Evy ; I hope it didn't spoil |
yourShewedding
. ." a kiss. "No.
hushed day.
him .with
my
darling,"
she
murmured,
will
remember always the beautiful"I moents at the altar— that is what counts
—and this: I have you. . . ." end
Jimmy'sYoung.
in Columbia's Because
They're

Is it true..

:

blondes
have

more

fun?
Your hairdresser will tell you
a blonde's best friend is

Just for the fun of it. be a blonde and see ... a Lady Clairol
blonde with shining, silken hair! You'll love the life in it!
The soft touch and tone of it! The lovely ladylike wav it lights
up your looks. "With amazingly gentle Instant Whip Lady
Clairol, it's so easv! Takes onlv minutes!
And Ladv Clairol feels deliciouslv cool going on, leaves hair
in wonderful condition— lovelier, livelier than ever. So if vour
hair is dull blonde or mousev brown, why hesitate? Hair responds toLady Clairol like a man responds to blondes— and
darling, that's a beautiful advantage! Trv it and see!
NSTANT WHIP" Lady

Clairol8Creme

Hair Lightener

Each

curl

and

of this bottle

wave

on this page

of protein

waving

came

out

shampoo

(I

was
h'ii
Wrl
the greatest
discovery
Eachb#$
model's hair^$f
was washed, suds left for five minutes, rinsed
Since the home permanent! feS
?
and set. Lovely, lustrous waves last from shampoo to shampoo.

This picture of Terry Melcher
was taken many

years ago.

Since then, there have been
no public photographs, no
discussion of him by his parents.
Now— Modern

Screen lifts the veil

on Hollywood's best-kept
f amilv secret

"I do not want to talk about
my private life!" For several
years now, Doris Day has
greeted interviewers

with

these words— and a charming smile. "Tell us about
Terry," the interviewer will
persist, "I understand

he's

living at home now, and. . . ."
But suddenly the interviewer will stop, feeling under
the table the warning

kick

of the studio representative
or press agent who

attends

such interviews with Doris,
and noticing how Doris'
charming smile has quickly
disappeared

into a frown.

"Okay," he will say, "let's get
on with it. Shall we talk
about your latest record, or
picture, or how about giving

us your opinion

of Rock

Hudson?" And so it will go;
small talk, small talk, small

years

ago, and whom

tracked

down

we

recently in

Cincinnati — knew

as little

talk. For over the Melcher

about his own son as we did.

home

a heavy cloud of se-

"Haven't

crecy has been dropped— a

twelve years now," he said.

cloud so heavy that many of
Doris' most ardent fans are

"Say, you wouldn't happen to
have a recent picture of him,

not aware she's a mother,
few know that her son Terry

would you?" When we told
him we did not — that no one

is eighteen years old, and

did— Jorden said: "I'd like to

none of us have seen any pic-

see my boy. But I haven't
been able to. I wonder what

tures of Terry in the last few

seen the boy in

years. A few months ago, we

he's like now. I'd sure like to

at Modern

Screen began to

know." This spurred us on.

ask ourselves (and others)

Where was Terry now? What

Why?

kind of boy was he? Why —

And

the harder

we

looked into the matter the

why was his mother

stranger it all became.

him? The story that follows

We

learned that Terry's dad — a
man

named

Al Jorden, di-

vorced from Doris sixteen

hiding

presents, for the first time in
any magazine, the answer. . . .
(Continued on page 66 >

BRING

ME

■ The little old man stood
along with the rest of the
mob outside the Hollywood
hotel where Elvis was staying.
His was the only placid
face of the group. He was the
only one who did not speak.
. "When's he coming?" some
of the others, girls, would ask
from time to time.
Those who knew were
proud
tell: "Hewith
had Frank
to do
his
TV torehearsal

BACK

TO

YOUR

Sinatra this morning, don't
y'understand? He had to go
to the studio, too, to talk
about his next picture. They
had a big homecoming lunch
for him at the commissary
over at Paramount. It's probably not even over yet.
"But don't worry. He'll be

HOUSE,

OH

LORD

SUDDENLY, IN ANSWER TO HIS PLEA,
ELVIS FELT AN EASTER MIRACLE
HAPPENING INSIDE HIS HEART...

here.
I hope!"
The Soon
little ...
old man
listened.
And he continued to wait.
And he smiled when, finally, the big white Cadillac was
seen coming down the long
palm-lined street and the
shout went up among the
He "El-vis!!"
watched the famous
girls:
young man as he stepped out
of his car, as he waved at the
mob.
He watched the mob as it
began to push closer around
the famous young man. And
then he, too, began to push.
Old as he was, small as he
was, (Continued
he was at onElvis'
page side
72)
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LOVE

- GODDESS

■ One recent morning, a white Plymouth
convertible streaked out of Hollywood along
Ventura Boulevard a few notches under the
speed of light. At the wheel, Judi Meredith
muttered "Darn!" when the cop wailed her
down. She smoothed her wind-tossed auburn
mop impatiently, turned up the radio fullblast to drown out the scolding, and sassily
stuck out her hand for the ticket. Then she
gunned off, dusting the cop's pants with her
fender. The cop didn't like it at all.
Two blocks later he flagged her
again. This time Judi blasted away

with a roar that knocked off his cap. The
third time, the Law inquired ominously,
"Where do you want to go, Lady — jail?"
"No," stated Judi, leveling her hazelgreen eyes. "I want to go to my job — and
I'm late." This time she left him gasping in
confusion and a puff of scorched rubber.
That evening, when Judi Meredith got home,
she dumped three speed tickets out of her
purse, collected in almost as many minutes.
She also opened a ribboned box on her
doorstep and put the red roses in a
vase. They {Continued on page 37)

Judi Meredith — continued

I'm

the

people

I come

kind

of girl who

because

right

out

frightens

if I love

and

say

someone,

I love

you.

came from the cop who'd flagged her down.
That's a fair sample of saucy, sexy Judi
Meredith's effect on men. On the record,
it's devastating.
In the five years since Judi hit Hollywood, she's been engaged, officially, and

unofficially, five times — to Troy Donahue,
Wendell Niles, Jr. and Barry Coe, among
others. In between, she's had so many dates
she can't remember them. Frank Sinatra
adores her and Bobby Darin does, too. Judi
dates delightedly and (Continued on page 68)

SCOOP!

■ "Please write a story about Johnny Nash, and print his
picture. We

think he's marvelous."

dressed toModern

The letter was ad-

Screen and signed by six teen-age girls

from Atlanta. That was four months ago, the first inkling
we had that a new

star was being born. We

heard his

records, A Very Special Love, As Time Goes By, Too Proud,
but had no idea who he was. More letters came in, so we
sent for photographs

of this fellow Nash. We were not

surprised to find he was a teen-ager. We were surprised
that he was Negro . . . and delighted. We had known

it was

going to happen sooner or later. Belaf onte had paved the
way. Johnny Mathis built himself a teen-age following, but
sooner or later, some Negro boy had to come along who
could hold his own
Tommy

with Fabian

Sands, Bobby

and Frankie

Avalon,

Darin, and from the streams of

letters that were now coming in, we knew

this boy was

doing it. Johnny Nash was not simply another entertainer
. . . he was something new in our world ... he was the first
Negro to become

a teen idol.

(Continued

on page 76)

FIRST

NEGRO

TEEN

IDOL!

Diane McBain/ Brian Kelly, Cindy Robbins,
and Mike Callan prove:

WhEN

Youi-

arE

Doubl§

■ There comes a time in every girl's life when
she's not in love and she sees no good reason
why she should be in love ... at least not
immediately. Things are just too pleasant the way
they are. No madness, no lovers' rights, no sadness,
no sleepless nights. But it's no easy matter to
keep things in that euphoric state. At least that is
what Diane McBain has (Continued on page 74)

WHAT

KILLED
DIANA
BARRYMORE?

SLEEPING

She'd complained
her nofriends
sleeping
pills gaveto her
rest.

■ There was the
name. Barrymore.
She loved it, and
she hated it. When
she was proud she
would proclaim,
"It's bigness, it's
life, it's everything
beautiful about
the theater, about
the world, my
world — really

the only world."
When she was miserable she would moan, "My
father was a bum to me — I never really knew
him. My uncle Lionel, I think I met him four
times. My aunt Ethel was forever telling people

PILLS'
about what an embarrassment I was. They all
hate me. She's degrading us, they'd say; she's
not living up to the name! Them and their pride
— and their name, their great big lousy name!"
She didn't have to take the name.
Actually, she was born Joan Blythe, the
daughter of John Blythe (John Barrymore's true
name) and Blanche Oelrichs (a renegade society
girl, a would-be writer, who married the famous
actor and then, after the birth of her daughter, embarked on a writing career and took the
pen-name, Michael Strange).
Born Joan Blythe, she could have remained
Joan Blythe.
But when, at eighteen, she decided to follow
in the family tradition and become an actress,
she told her agent that the name was to be

HEARTBREAK?
Men.
There were men, too.
They were nothing to her,
at first. Then they were everything.

She couldn't
hold
first
husband,
Bram Fletcher.

She tried maragain, with
John riageHoward.

She threw her last
husband, Robert Wilcox,
out of her house.

Barrymore. That was the way she wanted it.
"Diana," she said, "after the name my mother
has always called me by. And Bam-more, after
him . . . my father. ..."
And there was the booze.
She loved the stuff, and she hated it.
When she was happy, it was loathsome to her.
"Who needs it?" she told a friend, two years
ago, when she gave it up, temporarily. "It's got
me looking five years older than my real age
ithen thirty-six) ... I spend three-quarters of
my time reeling ... I can't memorize a line
after a couple of sips . . . It's making me fat . . .
I forget names, places, thoughts ... I feel like
hell just thinking about it."
Yet, when things went wrong again, recently,
she said, "I need it like I need the air to breathe,
like a baby needs milk to stop
it from crying. I need it for
strength — there's nothing
sweeter-feeling to my bones. I
need it because I'm me, because it's a curse — an inheritance, from my father, his
father probably, way down the
line. Because our middle name
is A, for Alky

She hoped for happiness
TennesseewithWilliams.

As a young girl — when she
was pretty, independent, a debutante-going -on -actress — she
laughed
them They
off. She
need them.
were didn't
rich,

these men, most of them. Handsome, some of them. Passionate, a few.
"How they all bored me," she once said. "The
world, my life ahead, had so much more to
offer. Theater. Art. That was my life."
But when, after a couple of years on Broadway and in Hollywood, after her flops, after she
began her drinking, after she realized that she
needed something more than those early dreams,
she turned to men, and love.
At least, she tried.
There were three disastrous marriages in the
course of the next twelve years — one with an
actor, one with a tennis player, one with a
playboy.
"Love," she mumbled, in 1955, after a suicide
attempt, as two doctors stood over her, slowly
pumping the powdered remains of twenty-one
sleeping pills from her stomach,
" — love . . . there's no such
She came close to it— once,
later.
thing."
Two years ago.
She called him Tom, this
man who seemed to come to
her. His full name was Tennessee (Continued an next page)

"
She inherited the curse of alcohol, Diana
said, from her father, John Barrvmore.

FAMILY

CURSE?

WHAT
KILLED
DIANA
BARRYMORE?
Continued

Williams. He was the most famous and successful playwright in America, author of The Glass Menagerie, A
Streetcar Named Desire, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. They'd
met just at the point when she thought, again, that everything was over. Despite her name, despite the success of
her autobiography, Too Much, Too Soon, and the movie
based on that autobiography, despite all this, she was
having trouble getting work — more important, getting
praise, encouragement. Then, from out of the blue, a producer-friend gave her a chance to do the lead in one of
Williams' lesser works, Garden District, in a small theater
in Chicago. Williams happened to be in town the night of
the opening. He attended the performance. Afterwards, at
a party, he approached Diana. No woman, he told her—
not Vivien Leigh, not Jessica Tandy, not Julie Haydon,
not Geraldine Page — no one, he said, had ever played any
role of his the way she had, that night.
They became immediately attached to one another, a newspaper columnist has written. Diana not only fell for
Tennessee, but she was sure, from the way he talked, that his
next play would have a starring part for her, get her back into
the harness again. The 'next play' turned
out to be Sweet Bird of Youth. The starring part— that of The Princess Kosmonopolis — went not to her, but to Geraldine Page.
Diana was disappointed, to put it mildly.
But still, she felt, she had 'Tom.'
She did everything to please him. She
changed her mode of dress to try to please him.
She cut out a lot of the boisterousness. The
drinking was definitely out — even the occasional nips. And she waited, hoped and
prayed for the day he would want to turn
their friendship into marriage.
Only, recently, Tennessee told Diana that
there could be no marriage. Neither he nor
she, he told her, could ever expect to be happy

The
felt
the

46

Rev.
presided at theSidney
burial ;Lanier
her friends
Diana had found at last
peace she'd sought. . . .

people.
Recently was obviously
Christmas Eve of last year, 1959.
That is the night Diana toppled off the wagon and took
up drink again.
That night, friends say, there was approximately a case
and a half of Scotch in her New York apartment, nine or
ten bottles of vodka, three or four (Continued on page 75)

PETTING

AND

PARKING

"What's wrong with kids today?" is a question we've all heard often.
But are the customs and morals of today's teen-agers really different
from those of the past? We went to Annette Funicello and Frankie
Avalon, two very nice and typical teen-agers, to learn what they
consider sexually right and wrong. We

owe .them both a debt of

gratitude; although our questions were very intimate, their answers
were very frank..

.

^

the facts of life
in teen-age Hollywood
third of a series
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Frankie

Avalon:

I pet...

we're

all human

Q Are you really turning over a new leaf?
A Oh, yes. IVe had it. Being fickle was
fun when I was young, which wasn't so very
long ago, I guess. But today I think I'm
grown-up and have passed this baby-ish
stage. I've started looking for the boy and
don't go out very much any more. I don't
care about it any more.
Q What do you mean by 'it'?
A Sex, I suppose.
Q Hate you also stopped falling for older
men — a habit which used to cause you great
grief?
A Yes. Long ago. It was another of the
little girl problems I've outgrown.
Q But there is one older man you can't erase
from your memory, isn't there?
A So, you found out about Jack. He's a
handsome cameraman at the Disney Studios.
I had a mad crush on him and he once

Q Being on the road as much as you are,
and on your own so much of the time, don't
a lot of girls make advances to you?
A They sure do !
Q Are most of the women younger, or older?
A They vary.
Q Are they obvious, or subtle?
A Well — they're subtle yet obvious. If
they know they're going to meet you, they'll
do anything to get your attention. Sometimes they ask a lot of questions. Sometimes
they even ask you to come to their house
for dinner. I've never accepted any of these
invitations, although I would like to. But
I can't afford to get into trouble, and since
I don't know the people extending the
imitation, I have no way of knowing what
I'd be getting into if I did accept.
Q Did anyone ever get into your bedroom

promised to 'wait' for me. But when he got
married last year I guess he forgot that
promise. But I suppose he's just a part of
the past. I'm trying to forget him.
Q It's not easy, is it?
A To be honest, no. I'm having a hard
time convincing myself that it's all over.
But it is. It was just another one of my
silly crushes.
Q You've had a lot of them, haven't you?
A I used to fall in love every other week.
Q There was also Guy Williams, wasn't
there?
A That was another crush. I see him all
the time and we do publicity together. But
that's it.
Q From the past let's jump to the present.
Rumor has it that three guys whose initials
are P, F and F are sort of chasing you. Care
to confirm the rumor? {Continued on page 80)

while you were out, or while you were in?
A No one has broken into my room, but
they've made it to the door. I've come home
and found fans waiting outside my door
several times. Once they tried to break in,
but I managed to hold the door and keep
them out. Of course, then I couldn't leave!
Another time I walked into my room and
found three girls in it. Dumbfounded, -I
wanted to know how they got in. They
blithely answered that the maid had let
them in. Now I always tell the maid, no
matter where I am, not to let anyone in!
Otherwise I could never tell when someone
might be hanging around ....
Q What was the hardest time you ever had
getting rid of a fan?
A I guess getting rid of those girls was
about my worst {Continued on page 80)

For the
first time
in any
magazine
the plain
truth about

It's almost two years now since the headline-making-, heart-breaking divorce of
ock Hudson and Phyllis Gates. Since then Rock, who once squired Hollywood's
oveliest young ladies around town, has steadily retreated from the world of ro|nance. Deeply hurt by that ill-fated marriage, Rock has, like a wounded animal,
kone off by himself to nurse his scars, scars that some people say will never heal. In
k small remote beach community many miles from Hollywood, a place called Lido
L'sle, Rock has made his sanctuary — a gorgeous home within whose walls the soft
bound of a woman's voice is rarely heard.
The home is Rock's alone, a home into which he has poured every ounce of his
^xtra energy, as though he knew deep in his heart that this was not to be the usual
pakeshift bachelor quarters, which some future bride would refurnish to her own
;aste. With decorator Peter Shore, Rock has torn down interior walls to achieve at
eat expense the special effects he's wanted; at night, when he's not recognized so
Easily, he's roamed the streets window-shopping for paintings and furnishings; and
pn free days he and Peter have traveled up and down the West Coast from San
IDiego to San Francisco stopping at auctions, antique shops, junk shops, everywhere,
to find the exact piece needed for some corner of his private sanctuary. Few people
taiow what this sanctuary looks like inside, few people have stood in the grand airy
living room with its muted shades of beige, white, mocha and burnt orange, and
looked out onto the roaring ocean below — for the house is off-limits to members of
the press and photographers. He surrounds it with secrecy, and only a certain group
of his friends, close friends such as George Nader, and producer Ross Hunter, are
invited there. Often they are invited for the weekend, to talk, play guessing games,
do imitations, take trips on Rock's boat (in season) to Catalina Island, and to cook
fancy gourmet dinners for themselves. For variety, once or twice a month, in slacks
and open sport shirt, Rock drives up the Coast in his new Silver-grey Chrysler
Imperial (top down) to a little artists' colony called Sausalito, just outside of San

ROCK

AND

WOMEN

continued

Francisco, for coffee Matches, small dinner parties and long serious discussions with sensitive artists. But in his private life (a life
never discussed in movie magazines) there seems now to be little
or no place for feminine companionship.
attend an opening night or big Hollywood

Only when required to
party, does a woman

manage to occupy his time— and on these occasions he will usually
invite his current leading lady or some friend who is a casual—
not romantic — acquaintance. Rock's world, in short, is a world
without women, his home a kind of fortress protecting him against
the dangers of love. "I've had enough marriage to last me a lifetime," he says. "I'm happy with the way things are now. I have
my dream house, and . . . ." But those of us who know and love Rock
turn away saddened and care to hear no more. Saddened to think
m

that someday when he is old and grey this wonderful, charming,

mk

sensitive, intelligent man will wake up one morning and, sitting
by the window, looking down at the ocean, drinking orange juice
for one, hear in his imagination the footsteps of children and
grandchildren who were never born, turn his back to the window
and understand

that the life he built, like the living room itself

this morning, is suddenly, strangely, terrifyingly empty.
And yet there is a girl . . • please turn the page

OCK

AND

WOMEN

continued

This is the
moving
Rock

story of

Hudson

/

and

Linda Cristal—
the one girl in all
the world who

can.

(if Rock returns her love)
save him from the
empty

bachelorhood

to which he has
doomed

himself.

■ It begins on a Saturday
morning., not long ago.
Rock stood on the deck
of his yacht, the Khairuzham, tied to its pier in
Newport, a little coastal
town not far from Los
Angeles.
He was annoyed.
His guests — four
couples, friends and their
dates — had been told to
show
up by
o'clock,
so that
thisnine
week
end
cruise could get off to a
brisk and early start.
And here it was, nearly
9:30 now, and only three
{Continued on page 64)

Anna Kashfi
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Barbara Luna

France Nuyen
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and

Bitter

Casanova's
Ladies

A psychoanalyst's intimate report on the strange love-life of Marlon Brando
■ Once Marlon loved a woman, pretty as a wildnower, with shaggy black bangs. She
had the look of never quite belonging in the small towns where they lived. She
talked about art, she forgot to stock the refrigerator, and she drank. When the world grew too
ugly, too sharp-cornered, too grey, she drank it back to blurry pinkness, and then the
proprietor of the particular tavern where she happened to be would
phone her house and ask for somebody to come and fetch her.
Her name was Dorothy Pennebacker Brando. She was Marlon's mother.
After he was a star, he had a dream of bringing her to New York. "I thought if she loved me
enough, trusted me enough, then we could be together and I'd take care of her.
Well, she left my father and came to live with me. But my love wasn't
enough. She was there in a room one horrible night holding on to (Continued on page 72)

FROM

UGLY

DUCKLING

Connie Francis
own story of
her remarkable
transformation

■ When Macy's Department
Store called me
and asked me to be the
Cinderella in their
Thanksgiving Day parade
last year, I was
flabbergasted
and a speechless.
"Me?" I said,
funny

burr in my throat. I
they'd made a
was
mistacertai
ke. n
Don't get me wrong. I
was thrilled. More than
that: flattered! Because,
never, in my wildest
dreams, did I imagine
myself as a glamour girl.
Not that I don't like
gorgeous dresses and gowns
and jewelry. I flip for
them. Like any normal girl,
I love dressing up in
rhinestone necklaces,
pretty silks that smell of
cologne, high-heeled satin
shoes, the works.
But me, Connie
{Continued on page 78)

Small?

Very Small?

LOVABLE

Ira is a welcome

addition
in-between? "Interplay" (above) with
foam contour shell to round out your
glamour. Curved front defines beautifully. White, black. Only $1.50
small? "Add Vantage" (far left) with
medium foam contouring to fulfill the
promise
your curls.
figure.
anchor-bandof never
White.Soft-touch
Only §2
very small? "Add-a-Pad" (near left)
with removable full-foam pads to make
the most
of you.
demi-plunge
line. White,
black.PertOnly
$1.50 neck-

It Costs So Little
To Look Lovable.
The Lovable Brassiere Co., New York 16
• Los Angeles 16 • Also sold in Canada.
1 Ask for Lovable girdles, and panties, too.

A

A

Modern

Cyd

Screen Special Feature

Charisse— Tony

■ "For better, for worse; for richer, for poorer,
in sickness and in health, till death do you part
. . . Whom God hath joined together, let no man
put asunder. . . ."
There was a long pause when the minister finished the marriage service. Then the tall handsome groom opened his arms and embraced his
lovely bride. Finally Cyd and Tony, starry-eyed,
turned to accept the congratulations of the
minister and the wedding guests.
No marriage — not even in Hollywood — started
out with such good wishes — and such dire prophecies— as did the union of Cyd Charisse and Tony
Martin. It couldn't last, their friends said. There
were too many strikes against it. They had warned
Cyd careers never mixed — especially careers like
60

Martin

theirs. Singers and ballerinas were both temperamental. And both Tony and Cyd had been
married before and divorced. Cyd had a child by
that first marriage. Tony was supposed to be hard
to get along with. "Ask Alice Faye what she had
to put up with," they said, "and he was madly in
love with her, too."
His and Cyd's interests were so different. He
loved sports and she didn't ; he liked people around
him ; she was a homebody ; he liked to be on the go
constantly; she was content to stay put. "And
you
didn'treminded
like him her.
when Theyou marriage,
first met him,"
her
friends
they felt,
didn't stand a chance.
Nevertheless, Cyd Charisse, despite the warnings, serenely and (Continued on page 61)

(Continued from page 60)
confidently went ahead with the wedding
plans: her friends had completely missed
the
she loved
thatpoint.
he andTheysheforgot
were that
in love
with Tony,
each
other, that she had faith not only in him
but
what
was
even
more
important
herself. What did her friends know of —thein
depth of her understanding of this man?
What measure did they have to gauge the
sureness of her instincts about him? She
herself was the best judge of what she
was doing and why she was doing it.
She saw qualities in Tony that others
perhaps did not see. She knew that he
was good and kind and sweet and that all
that was needed was a guiding hand. She
felt she had that hand. Her marriage, she
was convinced, would succeed.
Her friends pooh-poohed her theories.
They had heard them before.
It must be a source of great satisfaction
to Cyd Charisse to know that she has
proved her own instincts right and the
dire
of the
crepe-hangers
wrong.prophecies
The marriage
has lasted.
To all
intents and purposes, it will last "until
death
do
them
part."
This
marriage
has
not onlyacres, it has
confounded
the renewed
Hollywoodhonewisealso given
to
marriage as an institution and proved that
every marriage can succeed if the two
people involved have faith in each other
and are willing to work for success.
Why it has succeeded
Every happy marriage has its own
formula, its own recipe for happiness. It is
interesting to analyze the reasons why
this marriage succeeded when every
signpost pointed to failure. Why was
Cyd Charisse so sure of the Tightness of
her instincts about her husband? What ingredients made up the recipe for happiness
in her case? To get the answers, we must
first study the two personalities involved
— their characters, their backgrounds and
the
them.circumstances which helped to mold
Cyd Charisse was born Tula Ell ice
Finklea in Amarillo, Texas. She came
of good healthy Irish, French, and English
stock. From the time she was a small girl,
she was surrounded by nothing but love
and understanding. "There always was
soBetween
much love
in ourher house."'
recalls.
her and
father, she
a jeweller
who
loved
the
ballet,
there
was
a
raDoort. Her little brother adoredspecial
her,
called hernounce Sis.Cyd
he couldn't proCyd because
she remained.
The little girl grew rapidly. At eight,
she could pass for twelve, she was so tall.
"But I grew too fast and I was as thin
as a rail,"
she says now. Her father inbody. sisted she take ballet lessons to develop her
Cyd, anxious to please her beloved father,
and already sensing that her destiny lay
in a dancing career, enrolled in a local
school.four
"Sheyears
has talent."
her inteacher
said.
After
of lessons
Amarillo.
her teacher admitted that the girl had
gone
as
far
as
she
could
with
her.
She
needed a better teacher.
Inquiries
brought
forth
the
information that there was a famous school in
Hollywood,
a man
named Nico California,
Charisse whorunwasbyconnected
with
the
Ballet
Russe.
Nico
gave
audition and was enthusiastic aboutherher.an
After several years as his pupil, he considered her good enough to join the Ballet
Russe troupe and recommended her to
the
attention
the troupe's
Colonel
de Basil. De ofBasil
watched head.
her perform
and signed her on the spot.
The troupe toured Europe each spring
and as the time neared for its departure for
abroad, Cyd was thrilled beyond words.
She was as happy for her parents as she

The
and

Opposite

Ybucc

Sex

Perspiration

Q. Do you know there are two
kinds of perspiration?
A.
It's bytrue!workOneor isexertion:
"physical,"
caused
the
other is "nervous," stimulated by
emotional
excitement.
It's mothe
kind
that comes
in tender
ments with the "opposite sex."

Q. worst
Which offender?
perspiration is the
A. The "emotional" kind. Doctors say it'sstains
the big
underarm
and offender
odor. Thisin
perspiration comes from bigger,
more
glands— odor.
and it
causes powerful
the most offensive

Q. How can you overcome this
"emotional" perspiration?
A. Science says a deodorant needs
a special ingredient specifically
formulated to overcome this
emotional perspiration without
irritation. And now it's here . . .
exclusive Perstop*. So effective,
yet so gentle.

Q. Why
arrid cream
America's
most iseffective
deodorant?
A. Because ofanti-perspirant
Perstop*, the most
remarkable
ever
developed,
ARRID
CREAM
Deodorant safely stops perspiration
stains and odor without irritation to normal skin. Saves your
pretty dresses from "Dress Rot."

Why be only Half Safe ?
use Arrid to be sure .'
It's more effective than any cream, twice as
effective as any roll-on or spray tested! Used
daily, new antiseptic ARRID with Perstop* actually
stops underarmodordresscompletely
stains, stopsfor"Dress
Rot" stops
perspiration
24 hours.
Get
ARRID CREAM Deodorant today.
•Carter Produ ; Trademark for sulfonated
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was for herself over this opportunity.
Practically on the eve of departure, a
tragic incident occurred which was to
changegram the
course toofher.Cyd's
life.from
A telewas handed
It was
her
mother advising her that her father was
gravely ill. There was no word about her
having to come home. She must make up
her own mind about it. But her mother,
knowing Cyd, knew what she would do.
She decided to go to Amarillo at once and
see her beloved dad. Her decision gives us
an insight into the character of Cyd Charisse, a foretaste of one of the reasons for
the success of her marriage with Tony
Martin. Hers was no brave 'the-showmust-go-on-my-career-comes-first'
ophy. She was a loving daughter;philosshe
loved her father; that was enough. Her
place
withoutwasher.with them. The troupe sailed
Her father died. The young girl, now
sixteen years of age and saddened by
grief, returned to Hollywood and to the
dance troupe. When Nico Charisse saw
her again, he was startled by the change in
her. When she had left for Texas, she had
been a child. Now she was a woman, a
very beautiful woman. Grief had molded
her, had matured her. Unusually tall for
her
she Charisse
could passfellforin several
older.age,Nico
love withyears
his
pupil. He asked her to marry him.
May-September marriage
Lonely, in need of comfort and strength,
Cyd self.
married
a manlooked
much older than herThough she
was in truth
still a child.likeShea woman,
had had sheno
youthfulcence, nexperiences
with
boys,
no adoleso fun.
The time came for the troupe to tour
Europe again and this time, Cyd, accompanied by her husband, went with them.
In1942Paris,
was born.
year was
and Nico,
the Jr.world
was atThewar.
The
troupe decided to return to the States.
Back in Hollywood, Cyd resumed her
dance career, but now it took a new turn.
David Lichine, choreographer for the
troupe,
introduced
to Gregory
Ratoff,
the famous
Russianher actor
and director.
Through this introduction, she got parts
in pictures like Something to Shout About,
Mission to Moscow, Ziegfeld Follies, and
The Harvey Girls. She did not cut a
particularly wide swathe at this time, but
acting in motion pictures intrigued her,
and she decided to remain in that medium.
Meanwhile, her marriage was crumbling.
Though Charisse was kind, Cyd began to
realize all she had missed by marrying
him.
shouldShehavewashad.hungry for the youth she
They were divorced in 1947. Cyd was
only twenty-four years old at the time.
Divorcetures embitters
maothers. It madesomeCydpeople;
a calm,it wise,
tolerant, understanding woman who had
profited
experience and had learned
a new setby ofhervalues.
This was the woman who accepted an
invitation from Nat Goldstone, her agent,
to attend
he wasseated
givingherat next
the Belto
Air
Hotel.a party
Goldstone
a tall, dark,Goldstone
handsome man. "This is Tony
Martin,"
She found the youngsaid.man interesting and
the feeling was evidently mutual, because
heto enjoy
inviteda little
her tosnack.
Chasen's after the party
The date, however, was not a success.
Instead of sitting down and quietly conevening. versing with Cyd, Tony table-hopped all
She decided she would not go out with
himSheagain
— this
not for her.Then
forgot
aboutmanhimwascompletely.
one evening Nat Goldstone called her again.
"We're seeing
the premierenightof and
BlackI
Narcissus
next Wednesday

called
to ask accepted
if you'd the
likeinvitation.
to join usWhen
all."
Cyd gladly
she
arrived
at
Nat's
home,
she
was
amazed
to find that Tony Martin was her escort.
"He askedto meher.to invite you," Goldstone
whispered
She liked Tony much better on this
second meeting. He was kind and sweet
and very attentive. It is significant that
on the occasion of their second meeting,
she began
to show that
remarkable understanding
she deep
has ofandhim.
She
realized he had table-hopped that last
time because of his great need and his
great love of people.
As she saw more and more of him, she
found herself falling in love with him.
She knew all his faults, but she knew his
good qualities too, and to her, the good
qualities far outweighed the faults. What
was important to her was that she could
make this man happy just as he could
make her happy. They were good for
each other. She could bring her maturity
tocalmhis tosmallhis boyishness,
restlessness.her Heserenity
was and
gay
and
fun-loving
and
exciting.
She had
never known such a man.
Tony's background
Tony foMartin
rnia. He was was
bornborn
Alvinin Oakland,
Morris andCali-he
was the only child of a mother and father
who was a physician and who died when
Tony was only two years old. Thus, the
boy had guiding
never known
orlittlea father's
hand. a father's love
As a child, he began to show great
musical talent. At the age of twelve,
when most youngsters are playing marbles
and hooky,
was playing
the saxophone and theTonyclarinet.
At Oakland
High
School, he was organizer, leader and sax
player
for
a
four-piece
orchestra.
Even
as a kid, he was a good earner. He was
exceedingly good to his mother, to whom
he felt a great responsibility, and handed
over most of his earnings to her. Along
with his love of music, he early showed
an interest in sports; he was sports editor
of
the student
baseball
and track.paper, and excellent at
After he was graduated from Oakland
High, hesincewashisenrolled
in St. him
Mary'sto
College
mother wanted
in hisHefather's
footsteps
and become
afollow
doctor.
was an
excellent
student
but while there, he showed a tendency to
get himself into difficulties with those in
authority.
One day,he inplayed
a moment
youth-on
ful exuberance,
a jazzof solo
the college organ. To the school authorities,
that was nothing short of sacrilege and he
was promptly asked to leave college.
Tony seized this opportunity to get into
show business where he felt he belonged.
He headed for Chicago where he played
and sang with a band at night clubs, among
them the Chez Paree. Here he met Frances
Langford who sold him the idea of going
to Hollywood. It was then he assumed
the name of Tony Martin and headed back
to California.
The country was in the depths of the
depression and musicals were not being
made in Hollywood. He got a job as a
singer on the Burns and Allen show and
appearedwood's atmost elegant
the Trocadero,
night spot.then HollyHis
first
pictures
were
and Poor Little Rich Girl.Follow
One daythe atFleet
the
horse races he was introduced to a very
pretty
girl
named
Alice
Faye.
She
was
former show girl who was beginning toa
make a tures.
nameTheir courtship
for herselfwasin motion
one of picthe
stormiest in the annals of Hollywood
romances. It was on again, off again, on
when would
everyone
itagain.
was offFinally
and probably
not agreed
be on,
they astounded their friends by eloping

suddenly,
-unexpectedly,
to get
married.
In speaking
of the that
failure
this
marriage they admitted
theyof were
both
too stubborn to give in to each other.
The marriage ended in divorce. What Tony
needed then and has always needed was
a girl like Cyd Charisse.
II wasAfter
declared
TomwasWhen
calledWorld
to theWarcolors.
his honorable discharge he went back to Hollywood
to take up his career. Nervous, restless,
lonely he found it difficult to make an
adjustment to Chilian life. He became the
gay young blade of Hollywood. He went
inof allfor kinds.
flashy Heclothes,
for sports,
was never
alone:forhe people
never
wanted to be alone. He was always on the
go. This was the man who was introduced
to Cyd Charisse the night of Nat Goldstone's party at the Bel Air Hotel.
Cyd's
For happy-marriage
one tbing, she theories
has never tried to
change her husband. She has learned to
live with his craze for sports and for the
people with
whomsuch
he must
necessarily
surround himself,
as music
arrangers,
press agents, musicians, song pluggers, TV
big shots and his pals in the sports world,
people with whom his wife has nothing
in common but accepts without a word of
protest. "I know Tony thoroughly," Cyd
said,
don'thimwantas tohe change
fell in"and
love I with
is, not him.
as theI
manFor I another
want himthing,
to be."
she has never let her
careera clause
interferein with
her marriage.
She
has
her contract
that when
she is notmis ion tomaking
she wherever
has perjoin hera film,
husband
he may be. It is the first clause of its kind
ever inserted in the contract of a leading Hollywood personality. But good wife
though
she is.too.
she hasShe never
she
is a mother,
and forgotten
Tonv alwavs

manage to be home in time to spend their
wedding
with then- son, Tony.
Jr.,Notbornonlyanniversary
in has
1950.she never
let her career
interfere with her marriage, but she has
done what few women — far less gifted and
far
than she heris —own
are
willinglessto prepossessing
do. She has submerged
personality. When Tony wants to go out
at night to a night club. Cyd goes with
him even though there are times when
she'dturned
much down
rathergood
stayroles
at home.
She
has
in pictures
whenever
she thought they interfered
with her marriage.
With insight and emotional maturity, she
has turned her unhappy experience in her
first marriage to profit in her second. She
learned him
not toneedlessly;
deflate a man's
ego, nor
worry
and never
to beto
possessive nor jealous of her husband.
She manages
to be aspringing
delightfulall companion to her husband,
sorts
of surprises to give him pleasure.
Once she talked him out of buying a
new Jaguar which he wanted badly. Then
later at Christmas, which also happens to
be his birthday, Cyd suggested that they
go for a little stroll. As they walked, she
pointed to a lovely Jaguar at the curb.
"That's the kind I wanted to buy,"
Tony
sadly. is."
"Isn'tsheit alaughed.
beauty?"' "And
"It said
certainly
that's
birthdayunderstand
present to women
3rou." who
She mycannot
constantly whine and complain to their
husbands,
giving and
the wash
man
a chance towithout
cross hiseventhreshold
his
hands.
A
man's
home
should
be
his
peaceful
says.doNeither
she
understandcastle,
womenshe who
not wantcan their
husbands
enough of around
Tony. too
Gosh,much.
when "Iyoucan'tloveseea
person, how can you see too much of
him?" She doesn't believe in the theory

Married

that a wife should keep her husband
a woman
wants toherhavepeace
ofguessing.
mind and"Ifwants
her husband
his
peace
of mind,
she leave
shouldnoletdoubt
him about
know
she loves
him and
is convinced that a calm and happy
herSheloyalty."
woman
has a better chance of succeeding
inambitious
her career
overly one. than
As a has
result,a tense
she hasor attained
great success in her career since her marthe Rain,
The BandDeepWag-in
on.riage.
EasySingin'
to inLove,
Brigadoon,
My
It's Always
. . . Heart,
smash and
successes
which Fair
have Weather
brought
her stardom were filmed after her marriage.
"If a woman doesn't succeed,'" Cyd said
once with
of herto accept
shoulders,
happy
womana shrug
will learn
failure,"a
Their friends say that marriage with
Cyd has made a remarkable change inTony. Helaxed.isIronically
quieter,
gentler,if more
reenough,
Cyd had
planned
in him, it probably
would notthis
havechange
happened.
The change was wrought by the miracle
dency.
of happiness. His star too, is in its ascenWhattoo."makes these two vivid, vital charming people ofso theremarkable
thatcontrary,
neither
is envious
other. Onis the
delight in the other's success, in
each takes
new triumph.
Perhaps
the marriage
best reasonwhich
for the
success of this
everyone
thought was doomed to failure, lies in the
words
whichat MGM
Cyd when
Charisseshe once
her bosses
turnedsaiddownto
a role because she felt it would interfere with her marital happiness.
careertakeis the
a wonderful
but itI
will"A never
place of a thing
husband.
know. I've tried it."'
END
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But One Girl Won't Give Up
(Continued from page 55)
of the couples had managed to show. and walked towards the staircase to which
"Five minutes," he muttered to himself, Rock had pointed. . . .
about the others, "and show or not, we're God tempers and worse moods
taking
off."
At ibleexactly
the littlethe yellow
was a strange day, the rest of that
pulled up9:30,
alongside
yacht. convert- first"It day,"
another
member andof Rock
the party
Rock
watched
as
the
girl
—
tall,
dark,
has
since
said.
"Both
were
dressed in white slacks and shirt and a red- quiet, reserved,
out ofLinda
it, out of the whole
mood
of
what
was
supposed
to
be
this
fun,
striped
jacket
—
got
out
of
the
car
and
rushed towards the boat.
end. Linda was emHe recognized her as Linda Cristal. the salt-sprayed bar aweek
s ed. She'd come alone and she was
young
now hadfor been
havingfar done
worked South
at the American
same studioactress
where whohe sorry
reception
from this.
cordialRock's
and
worked,
whom
he'd
met
a
few
times,
at
Linda
couldn't
seem
to
understand
And this not knowing why bothered why.
her.
a party here, a reception there.
He recognized her type, too, he thought. Made her gloomy, after a while. Tense.
The vital type, he thought to himself, Silent . . . Rock was in an even worse
yawning internally, as she waved at him mood. He was downright bad-tempered
morning,
and never
afternoon.
and shouted
Rrrrrrock!!"
Thosethe ofrestus ofwhothatknew
him had
seen
tinued to rush"Hi,towards
the boat.as she con- all
him
act
like
this
before.
But
we
began to
"I'm here," she said, smiling broadly, grasp the reason for his moodiness
after
when
she
reached
him.
"I
hope
I
am
not
We realized that it had to do
too late. I really hope that, in all apology. awithwhile.
Linda. She had broken a cardinal
AreRockyou ignored
surprised
see me?"
the toapology,
the question.
'Never.'withhe'da girl
onceaboard
said, 'am
Irulegoingof his.
to bother
the
"Where's Al?" he asked.
The Khairuzham's my girl,
" Linda
said. a"I'm
sorryRockto —have
to "Al
tell— you
this about
friend,
but Khairuzham.
my date,' he'd said, ' — you others can couhe's sick,
sore throat.
Thursple up, but forattitude,
me. my ofboat's
day night,withwhenthe hebad called
and asked
me anti-female
course,enough.'
was a This
reif I'd like to come along on the cruise, he wife)sult ofthe
Rock's
trouble
with
Phyllis
(his exthe
haggling
over
the
sounded fine. But," she went on, "this settlement, divorce,
mess of headlines the whole
morning, at eight o'clock, when he called to thing caused,the the
bad taste it left in his
say
he
couldn't
make
it.
because
his
throat
for anything romantic, even to the
had the soreness — " She shook her head. mouth
point orof spending
girl,
" — She
he sounded
terrible noise,
. . . like
less alone.a little
And time
now. with
with aLinda
made a gargling
and this."
laughed. more
on board, alone, unescorted, Rock had
Rock did not laugh back.
Instead, he continued to look at her.
the feeling that he was obliged to be polite
and spend some time with her.
And
"And damn if he was — was his attitude.
peared. Linda's laughter, her smile, disap"So the day All
passed,
two of them
"I
don't
mean
to
make
fun,"
she
said.
"I
of usthe uncomfortable.
know that the sore throat is not a pleasant uncomfortable.
thing. But with the pills, the salt and
"Until
finally,
at
seven
o'clock,
supper gong rang the rest of us when
were the
all
warm water . . . he'll get over it. Don't too
glad to head for the galley, and the food
worry."
There was a pause, a long one, as Rock and wine, just to break the strain.
continued to say nothing.
"Sothatgladneither
that we
even notice
Rockdidn't
nor Linda
was withat
Linda forced a smile to her lips again. first
us. And when we did notice this, finally,
"And
meanwhile,"
she
said
then,
"I
thought I might as well come anyway, on we
figured,
well,tothey'd
each notgoneonlyto their
cabins
in order
get away,
from
theHerboatfacetrip,began
evento ifredden
Al couldn't."
a little.
us. their by-now whispering audience—
"I know, maybe it isn't proper, a girl but from each other. . . ."
comingnowalone,"
for .two. . Talk topside
days
I looksheso said,
forward" — but
to this
Actually,
friendLinda
was had
right. retired to
I thought
maybeplayed
it wouldmomentarily
be all right."with
Bothcabins.
Rockthe and
Her
fingers
their
the handle of her small suitcase.
But. somehow, after a while. Rock had
"Is it," she asked, "all rieht?"
decided
topside,
sit, alone, on a
"Sure," said Rock, unenthusiastically.
bench at tothegostern
of histoboat.
"Bueno.
good,"
said
Linda.
And. not long after, Linda too had deShe looked up, towards the sails.
cided to go up for some air. . . .
"Now,"
said, "let's hoist the mizzsaw each other, just as dusk began
mast
and beshe off."
to They
descend.
"Miz?enmast," said Rock.
Rock
had been sitting back, gazing up
She
looked
back
at
him.
"Is
that
how
at
the
sky.
vou say it, in the nautical language ... in
"Hello." Linda said.
English?"
she
asked.
"Mizzenmast?"
"Hi," said Rock, facing her for a mo"Yep." Rock said.
then,"
Linda
started
to say again, ment.
He looked back at the sky again.
"let"So
the
crew
hoist
the
—
"
Rock interrupted her.
"That." Linda said, following his gaze,
"Lin'-'a," he said, "if you'd like a cup of "those stars you look at — that is the constellation Orion. Yes?"
hot coffee . . . some bacon and eggs — " he
Rock nodded.
pointed to" — the
that ladder will take you down
below,
"That islations."myLinda favorite
of all the constelthe
others. galley. And you can join
"Uh-huh," saidsaid.Rock.
"Me,"
he
said,
"I'm
going
to
be
busy
now . . . It's late ... I'd like to take off
Linda said. "You won't believe
while
tide is still
us." of her suit- this,"Really,"
but on my right leg, right here" — she
Lindatheclutched
the with
handles
pointed,
and
downrepro— "in
case even more tightly.
tiny little moles,Rock
I havelooked
the exact
"Yes,quivering
mi capitan,"
softly,
her
duction of Orion . . . Isn't that silly? But
<S4 voice
just ashebit,said,
as she
turned
it's true . . . Five little tiny marks, and

then three larger ones . . . And do you
know, but for some reason I am very
superstitious about this. I look on this
constellation as having brought me any of
the luck I might have in my life today.
"It is shrugged.
silly," she repeated,
"isn't it?"
Rock
really
believe," he "Not
said. if that's what you
"Orion,"
after a moment.
think
that isLinda
a verysaid,appropriate
name for"I
us
to
be
discussing
on
this
trip.
...
Orion was the name of one of theI mean,
most
famousinyachts
of allof time.
Built
the city
Norfolk,Isn'tinthatthe right?
state
of "How
Virginia,
the that?"
year 1930
1931."
do youinknow
Rock— orasked.
"My ...
father,"
Lindato said,
told meA
that.
He used
have "hea boat.
sail-boat.
?
"'ttle
smaller
than
this,
but
a sail-boat just the same . . . And he used
to tell me all these things when we were
a little.
on Remembering,
the used
boat." to callshe mesmiled
"He
his first-mate, my
father," she went on. "I had two brothers.
Miguel,
was the— heoldestwas— he's
now. Andhe Antonio
next; married
he has
since died. But my father, with both his
sons, he used to favor me. I guess because
I was the youngest and the girl he had
waited
his daughter.
so, when forI wasso oldlong—
enough,
he used to And
take
me all over with him, everyplace, and all
of his attention was to me. And all of
mine was to him ... I guess that's why
I remember, even about the Orion."
Something in common
looked away from Rock now, out
at She
the water.
"As
a
"did father,
you haveon
the kind ofboy,"
life she
I did,asked,
with your
the"No,"
sea soRockmuch?"
said. " — We lived in Chicago. Thereof was
we didn't
see much
it. aWelake.
didn'tButhave
much
money.. . . The
We closest
certainly
any
boats
I got didn't
to the have
water was
in the summer, for swimming, the hottest
days of the year, when my mother would
take us . . . This boat, this is something
"My father."
said, of"hesomewas sort
fairlyin
wealthy—
he hadLinda
a factory
Uruguay. And in Argentina, where we
live-',
published
about 'le
movie
stars anda magazine,
romantic with
figuresstories
and
such things ... So he had some money.
Andnew."
he had his boat. And we would spend
much time on it. . . ." Her voice seemed to
trail
off a little. "And do you know
"What?"
what
I wouldRockdo onasked.
it?"
"Well." Linda said, remembering, more
and more, "during the day I would be
the tomboy,
father'spolishing
helper ...thisI would
spend
all themy time
brass
thing and fixing up that broken line,
doing all sorts of things like that . . . And
paused, —and" she sighed.
then"She
— Atat night
night then," she said, "always my
father and my mother and the boys would
go to bed early, right after dinner, to read,
or do puzzles, to get relaxed for the next
day. And then it became my time on the
boat, my time alone.
Ithen,
wouldjustcome
here,I would
alone,
to "Ithewould,
deck hours
like upthis.
stand.
For
and hours.
I would
look
out at the sea then, just like now. And
I would watch its rhythm and its peace
and I would think of all of the important
thingsconfusions.
of life — my And,
happiness,
my sorrows,
my
somehow,
looking
at the sea, its rhythm, its peace, all of the
important things, the questions, would
become
answered
in myRockmind.again.
. . ."
She turned
to face
"Have you ever done that," she asked,
"communed with the sea?"

"Yes,"
Rock you
said, talked
"often when
"And have
to it, I'm
the alone."
way I
used to?" she asked.
"Yes,
sometimes,"
he
said.
"And youevenwerebegun
to sing
it after
while,
so happy
withtowhat
it dida
for"Once
you?"in a while," Rock said.
For a little while after that, neither of
them spoke.
And then Rock asked, "Does your father
stillShehave
his boat,
Linda?"
turned
quickly,
and returned her
gaze to the water once more.
"He
is
dead,"
she
said.
"—When
I was
thirteen,
bothin myan mother
and accident.
my father
were killed
automobile
I
was in the same automobile. A truck hit
us and the car turned into flames. I lived.
But"I'mtheysorry,"
died — Rock
" started to say.
Lindahead, as ifbrought
her hand
to her foreto rub away
the memory.
"It was the end of many things for me
that
day," Linda
end ofof Marta
being
a daughter,
a littlesaid.
girl, "The
the end
Victoria
Moya
Burges—
that's
my
real
name, Marta . . . The end of many things
. . . And the end of the sea."
"You didn't go back to the boat?"
didn'tyears,
wantI to,"
"For
so "Imany
neverLinda
wantedsaid.
to know
a boat again, or the sea. So many things
happened to me in those years. I changed.
Iactress.
became I from
girl home
into thein
went the
from shythe little
secluded
Buenos Aires, first to Mexico, then to
Hollywood. I became Linda Cristal. I
became
those years,
twice, .and. .
divorced married
twice. inI became
a woman
My childhood,
the
sea,
it
was
all
behind me suddenly. I pushed it as farfaraway
as I could. And I thought I was doing a
good job of pushing it. I thought I really
wanted to forget it all . . . And then — "
Yesterday

"But now I'll die . .
"What happened, Linda?" Rock asked.
"It was three years ago," Linda said,
slowly. cation,"...
I was in working
Mexico, on
lonear Cuernavaca,
on my
first American picture. It was just before the picture started. The night beI couldn't
sleep.fore. Iwas
And nervous,
that night,so innervous.
the middle
of the
night, I got up from my bed and I got into
my car and I began to drive fast, up a
road. that
I didn't
was so
bad,
they know
were that
fixingtheit.roadSuddenly
the tires of my car hit some sand. The car
skidded andmemberedrolled
As Iit lived
did, Ithen,
rethe other over.
accident.
I thought to myself in those seconds, as
the"A carlittlerolled
I'll die.
whileover,
later,butthenowdoctor
came . in.. .
'My eyes,' I asked him, 'why are they
covered — yes.
will I be was
able other
to seeparts
again?' myHe
told
face me
there wasIt trouble
with, thatofwere
broken, he said. I needed an operation.
I wouldation,befor some
all right.
reason,But hebefore
said, themy opereyes
would have to be covered.
"I didn't believe what he said. I was
in terrible pain, especially about the area
of my nose. But all the time I was
thinking of my eyes. And I was thinking.
'Whyto didlookI not
the
sea,
at it gooncebackmore,onceso more
that I tocould
remember, really remember what it was
like that I had loved so much. I began to
dream about it. Its color — in the morning, theness;light
mixing with
in theblue,afternoon,
whenthe itdampwas
sunny,
the
deep
blue;
at
night,
lovelyof
blackness of it with the littlethe bits
white
playingbeg over
"Andspray
I would
God theto blackness.'
let me see it
once
more
—
my
sea."
She
stopped
and
turned
to look at Rock
again.

Jim

brought

He took a handkerchief from his pocket
and wiped
come
to herawayeyes.some of the tears that had
"And it all turned out okay," he said.
"Here you are, Linda — looking at the sea.
AndShe everything's
said nothing,allbutright
beganagain."
to sob.
"And everything's all right ag ain," Rock
repeated.
"Yes," Linda tried to say.
Her body began to shake.
"You're cold," Rock said. "The night air
put
—herHeit'sclose
cold to—his"him.arm around her, and drew
"It's
all right,
whispered.
. . . it's all right, Linda," he
"They've been seeing a lot of each other,"
someone
the that
cruisemaybe
has said.
we Rock.
like from
to think
this "And
is it
for
"As far as Linda's concerned, we know
that she's grown deeply attached to him.
for -mouthed
Rock — well,
He's
very"As close
aboutwhohis knows.
true feelings
for
Linda.
At
times,
when
he's
with
her,
or whensation,her
name. . comes
in atimes,
converhe glows
. Then, upother
he
shows absolutely nothing. In fact, you
have a hunch, watching him, these times,
that
scaredfromagain,
he is
still he's
tryingrunning
to escape
any that
romantic
involvment, that he is telling himself, firmly, 'Never again . . . Not me! No more love.
No"Still,
more he's
marriage.
Not fornowme. . .No. more
sir!'
seeing Linda
often than he's seen any other girl in the
past"Andtwo those
years. of us who know them both
like"Well,
to think
you— know what we like to
think! . . ."
END
Rock stars in Day Of The Gun, for U-I
and Linda's in The Alamo, United Artists.

me

roses

I thought I was a good wife and mother . . .
but I almost made a fatal mistake.
When the children were small I was often
too busy to fuss over my husband when he
left for work or returned . . . and too busy
to take the right care of myself.
When the children started to school and
began to criticize my looks, I woke up to the
fact that I was doing an injustice both to
myself and my family.
I talked to a friendly neighbor. How did
she manage to look so fresh and attractive?
"I'll tell you my secret," she laughed. "No
matter how tired or rushed I am, I always
give myself a one-minute lather-massage
i
morning and night with Cuticura Soap."
I decided to try Cuticura Soap. In just a
When blemishes occur, get the full treatment. Along with
few days my skin began to bloom. This inspired me to
take better care of my hair and figure. Most importantly,
superemollient Cuticura Soap get soothing Cuticura OintI stopped taking my patient, uncomplaining husband for
ment to overcome dryness and relieve pimples and blackheads .. . cooling Cuticura Medicated Liquid to keep blemgranted.
ished skin antiseptically clean, curb oiliness, dry up pimples
You know, he must have appreciated the change because
yesterday Jim brought me roses.
fast. In soap and toiletry sections everywhere. Canada also.
{Advertise!

Doris Day's Secret Son
(Continued from page 31)
The two people who were to become
Terry's
parentswas meta small
one night
late innight1940.
The clubplace
and dingy
in Cincinnati.
The girl — Doris (KappelhofT) Day — was
sixteen, a pretty, freckle-faced and very
ambitious ceptional
singer.
Therevoice
was atnothing
exabout her
the time.
But
people
who'd
heard
her
sing
at
her
first job, in a Chinese restaurant, had
liked her. And the owner of this place,
the nightclub, hearing her, liked her too,
sensing her possibilities, signed her up
and hoped for the best.
Thetwoboy—
Paul Doris.
JordenHe— was
was
some
yearsAlbert
older than
a musician who played trombone in the
nightclub band. He was tall and goodlooking, "a nice guy, very friendly and
intelligent"
then
recall — who— people
had onlywhooneknew
real him
ambition
in life: to earn enough money playing
trombone so that he could quit the band
business by the end of the next five or
six years and open a business of some
more steady
sort, down.
in Cincinnati, his hometown, and settle
In one of her rare statements about Al
and their relationship, Doris has said:
"It was
one place
night soon
ing at this
that after
I askedI began
him singif he
would give me a ride home. I was earning twenty-five dollars a week and spending it all on clothes and I didn't have
the carfare.
said yes,
me
home.
And thatHe began
it. Nothe'dthattake
we got
along
didn't.AndI washe
young atandfirst.
very Weshy really
with boys.
was bored after
with athecouple
girl-singer
type. .the. .
Anyway,
of months
nightclub folded and we were both out
ofwhile.
jobs.Then,
We didn'tday,see theonetrombone
another for a
er suddenly one
came around and askedplayfor
asomething.
date. Turned
out mehe'dlotsmissed
me, or
He paid
of attention.
AndTheyI fellwerein love
with early
him." the following
married
year,
1941,
and
went
to New York to
live.
Al had gotten a good break there — a
job
Dorsey'safter
band.theyDoris,
too, with
got a Jimmy
break shortly
arr
i
v
e
d
—
a
job
singing
in
a
little
downtown
nightspot. Between the two of them
they
earnedbeen
nearlybetter
$100fora week.
have
the twoLifekidscouldn't
from
Ohio.
Then, in the spring of that year, Doris
learned she was pregnant.
Laughingly, she said to friends, "Well,
it's good-bye career . . . time to be a
mommy."
These friends recall that she was serious-sounding about giving up the busia tastethatof being
it, hada
enjoyedness;it,that she'd
but hadhaddecided
mother came first. "She was only seventeen," oneaofgirlthem
"butdrive,
you'veat
never seen
with says,
as much
that age, to make good at a career. So I
was surprised when she said this, about
giving up the career. But she said it.
And the way she did, you had to believe
Yet when, towards the end of the folher."
lowing February, shortly after the birth
of
her her
old son,
job, Terry,
she tookDoris
it. was re-offered
"I've phoned Alma (her mother)," she
told her husband. "She's coming to New
York to help take care of the baby. It'll
all work out fine. All right, Al?"
Al said he'd think it over.
6C "Al," Doris went on, "I've got to do this.

I can't help it. It's in me — and I've got to.
"Don't worry," she said then. "It'll all
work
out fine. . ...
It didn't.
. I know."
The trouble starts
The trouble between Al and Doris
started soon after this. Some sources
state that it was Al's doing. Others that
it was fuDoris'.
Doristhehasmatter.
alwaysAlflatly
resed to go into
himself
told
us
recently,
"It's
an
old
issue,
so
why
bring up questions? . . . But I will tell
you this. There was a religious problem.
I'm
Dorisbetween
was Catholic.
This Protestant
made for aand
breach
us. . . .
It was, at least, a part of the whole
Whatever the full difficulty, Doris and
difficulty."
Al reached the breaking point when
Terry was a little less than one year old.
They
(Al then
continuing
Dorsey separated
for a while,
returningwithto
Cincinnati), and were officially divorced
about a year later.
For a time, Doris brooded.
But the brooding ended, suddenly,
when Les Brown, the bandleader, heard
her one
nightshe atwasthesinging
downtown
nightspot where
and signed
her up to become girl vocalist with his
band, one of the biggest of the time.
Doris was jubilant.
way!"theshenews
shouted
when
she"I'mtoldonhermymother
that night.
With her first paycheck — the drive to
do
her again
she
movedthings
the big
familyback(herin mother,
her— son
and herself) to a nice apartment, a far
in.
cry from the "dump" they'd been living
With her second check, she put money
down on new furniture for the place.
With her third — which she received the
day
she tour
was with
to leave
on anbefore
extended
BrownNewandYork
the
band
—
she
raided
Macy's,
Gimbel's
and
a
few other
stores
and
bought
every
imaginable kind of toy for her son.
The first of the toys arrived after Doris
had left for work early that evening.
When she got home, the next morning,
exhausted,
as usual, Terry was, as usual,
asleep.
big teddy
the fire
engine,
the"The
wooden
soldier bear,
set — they
all arrived,
nice and unbroken," her mother told her
at the door. "And Terry, he loved them.
JustDoris
lovedwalked
them." into the bedroom, and
over
sleeping.to the crib where her son lay
"Hi,
she whispered.
She Mr.
bent Freckles,"
and touched
the boy, who
stirred a little, but did not wake.
"Your
Mommy's
home,"
she
Still the boy did not wake. whispered.
Doris smiled.
old"That's
Mom right,"
tease she
you said,
into "don't
openinglet your
your
eyes . . . You get your sleep, like a good
little boy. And you dream about your
new toys. And about lots of nice things,
allShesortsstood
of nice
things.
." she began
upright
again,. . and
to unbutton the gown she was wearing.
"And your Mom," she went on, as she
did, "she's got to go to bed now, too. And
she's
got tonicesleepthings,
and dream,
too.
"About
too, Terry.
"About
the
years
that
are
coming.
"Our years, Terry.
"Aboutandthose
famous
rich —years
oh sowhen
rich. I'll be very
"And when you'll be a big boy, and

the son of this rich and famous lady over
here.
"About when I'm not a Miss Nobody
anymore.
whenanymore.
you're not
Mr."And
Nobody
. . . a sleepy little
"That's what I'll dream."
The gown was off.
She gottheontocovers.
the bed.
Under
She turned her head on the pillow and
faced
the crib,
she smiled
again. a few yards away, and
"Isn't that a good kind of dream to
have,
She Mr.
closedFreckles?"
her eyes. she asked.
The smile began to leave her face.
"Isn't that a good kind of dream,
Terry you
. . . for
Evena little
if it means
leave
while, I've
once gotin toa
while . . . Like today . . . Later . . . Later
Atoday.
long,. .long
." trip
The tour Doris left on later that day —
and the toseparation
from a her
son —would
were
nothing
compare with
trip she
make within the next two years, and that
separation.
was her1946,"
friendBrown
recalls.to "Doris
had"It left
job awith
go on
radio, with The Hit Parade. It all looked
great at first. Except that she was fired,
suddenly, after thirteen weeks, and everylooked insuddenly
black.a .saxophone
. . She'd
met athingman
this time,
player named George. He'd been proposher sinceHisthey'd
now
Dorising toaccepted.
plan met,
was and
for them
to leave New York right after they were
married and go to California, where both
of them could get a fresh lease on life,
a fresh slant on their careers. Doris assumed, of course, that her boy would
come
It wasn't
was tooalonglatewith
thatthem.
she found
out until
differ-it
The problem
'Waitbring
till
we canently.afford
to sendwas formoney.
him and
him up right,'
George
said.
So
Doris,
reluctantly, sent her son and mother back
to Cincinnati and went to California, to
her new life, with her new husband. . . .
Itthecouldn't
have Jobs
been were
worse,fewright
beginning.
and from
far
between. Money was at a minimum. They
moved into a trailer. After a while,
George bored with trailer life, and the
marriage, left. Doris was alone, and
broke, and miserable. I firmly believe
that fare
if she'd
had back
the forty
or fifty
bus
to get
to Ohio
rightdollars'
then,
she would have chucked everything. But
this gal,
didn'ta
have
beanslolling
— and inwhendoughshe today,
did have
little she would go without food half that
time just so she could afford to phone
Cincinnati every once in a while and talk
to her mother and ask about her boy. I
knew her then. She was a different Doris
Day
happy
face
you're magazine
used to
seeingfromonShethe
thewould
screen,talk
on about
most
covers.
her boy
and how she missed him. And she would
cry, picture
and cry,session
and cry. . . ."
The
The story of how, in late 1947, Doris
cried nervously all during her interview
with Warner
director
Mike
Curtiz
is a famousBrothers'
one. Enough
to repeat
here that Curtiz was impressed with the
unknown
"mita all
der onfreckles"
and
decidedsinger
to take
chance
using
her — using her big — in his forthcoming
musical, Romance on the High Seas.
The rest, professionally, is Doris Day
history.
What has never been recorded is what
happened
thenday between
Doris later.
and her
sonIt .was. . that
a few months
a Saturday.

The picture had just been completed.
Midway
the picture, wordduring
had the
got shooting
around ofHollywood
that ''the
Day
girl"
was
good,
that
possible new star was in the making. aDoris,
having heard the word, encouraged by it,
had gone all out and rented herself a
big house in the Valley, wired money East
and sent for her mother and son — "at
longThe last,"
boy, aswhoshewaswrote.
five-and-a-half now,
and
who
mother
two years,hadn't
was seen
cold his
to her
whenin henearly
arrived,
almost
afraid
of
her.
Doris'
his Nana, was the only woman hemother,
knew,
and loved. Doris herself was a stranger
to him.ning,Hewhen could
cry, atalone
the very beginthey hiswere
He would
want
Nana. Andin hisa room.
Nana
was usually close by.
"Time," Doris would say, " — I'm not
stupid. I know it's going to take time . . .
But
add, "my
goingsomeday,"
to know she
and would
understand.
Whenboy'she
has everything. When he knows, and sees,
what I've struggled for; when he holds
it all in his hands . . . He'll come to me
thenTime. . passed.
. He'll come. . . ."
Days.
Weeks.
And then came this day, the Saturday.
The studio phoned Doris that morning.
"Magazine wants to do a layout on you —
full color," they said. "Guys know you
were married, that you've got a kid. So
why don't we relax and give them the
happy
home routine
. said.
. . Okay?"
"Of
The course,"
magazineDoris
photographer
arrived at
about four o'clock that afternoon.
"Thisbyisthemy hand.
son," Doris said, holding
Terry
"Yeah?the Good,"
said hours
the photographer.
For
next two
he snapped
away, shouting his instructions as he did
(Doris was just another newcomer to
him; her son just another newcomer's
kid).
"Howator . . .about
one nearthe the
You opening
door,refrigerhoney,
and and
askingbreadhimor ifa he'd
jam
couplelikeof something,
scrambled
eggs . . . something . . . Ready?
room her
— here
the"Now
couchone. in. . the
Mamalivingtelling
boy ona
story ...
don't. . know
. . Tellit him
thing, Isweetie
. Just .make
look anylike
love . . . Mother and son . . . Come on,
smile — the two of you.
"Okay
dark
. . .now,
Smell thethe garden,
flowers before
togetherit gets
...
That's right . . Smell 'em together.
"You
got
a
dog?
.
.
.
Damn
it!
Dogs
are
always good with kids.
"Well,
how
about
—
"
And so it went, those two hours.
Until, finally, shortly after six, the
photographer left, and Doris and her son
were alone again.
She noticed that he was tired, very
tired.
She took him by the hand and led him
back
couch. into the living room, over to the
They sat.
"Terry," Doris said, looking down at
her
enjoyall itthose
today bulbs
— the
man boy,
with "did
his you
camera,
popping, all over the place?
The boy shrugged.
"would
like"Terry,"
some Doris
suppersaidnow,then,before
you yougo
to bed. You must be — "
"Where's Nana?" the boy interrupted.
"Nana," Doris said, "Nana's gone to a
movie."
"Why?" the boy asked.
"She didn't want to interfere while we
were
our pictures,"
Doris said, "for
the bigtaking
magazine
—
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AT VARIETY STORE COSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHERE"Terry," she started to say again,
"Big
the words came to her
"Big magazine!"
layout!
"would you like it now if I went into the
again.
kitchen
—"
"The
routine. Okay?"
The forboyandNana,"
interrupted
Doris happy
shook home
her head.
wait
he said.again. "I want to
She took a deep breath.
"Yes," Doris said, " — you're right,
"There's
going
to
be
no more of it
Terry. We'll wait. She won't be long . . .
not
around
here cameras
. . . not running
ever," shearound.
said.
I'mShesurelooked
of that.'"
away
from
the
boy
now,
"No
men
with
and over at one of those Old Masters No. Nobody asking my boy questions
reproductions that hung on the wall about a mother he doesn't even know.
across from them, over the fancy new Nobody following my boy around the rest
shining-white
there. of that day of his life, turning his life into a big
And some offireplace
the words
—"
With her sideshow,
free hand ansheempty
began circus
to wipe
went spinning through her brain, over Hollywood
some of the tears from her face.
and over,
louder
and hard,
louder: loud, over and over,
promise
she going
said, asto
"Big
she"I did.
"Fromyou,now Terry,"
on you're
"Big magazine!
layout!
have
a
mother
—
a
mother
you're
going
""This
— The ishappy
home routine. Okay?
to gettotoleave
know,you a again.
motherAndwho's
nevera
my son.
going
a home,
normal
home.
A
real
home.
And
a
real
"Tellit him
anything,
make
lookNana?
like love. sweetie . . . just life. — And to heck with everything else."
"Where's
She
closed
her
eyes,
and
she
held
her
"This is my son.
son even closer to her.
"Where's
Nana?
...
I
want
to
wait
"I promise you this. Terry," she refor"Myher. son.
And then she whispered:
"This is my son.
"God . ' . dear God in heaven .
peated.
Don't make it too late. And, please, give
When,
"My sonfinally,
— " Doris looked away from me the strength to keep this promise.
"For my boy's sake.
the picture
back at her boy she saw
that
he was andasleep.
"For my little boy. . . ."
"Terry," she said, half calling.
A
promise kept
"Mr. Freckles," she said, remembering
Doris has kept her promise.
another time, long ago, the tears beginWe
at Modern Screen learned this in
our recent search for the truth about
bered. ning to come to her eyes as she remem- Terry.
"Oh Terry," she said, reaching over and
Weeen— islearned
that Terry
now eightputting an arm around the still-sleeping
a verytoohappy
young — man.
boy,
" —Terry?
what have
I done have
to youI been?
all these
As a close, and normally close-mouthed,
years,
.
.
.
Where
.
.
What — what am I trying to do to you friend of Doris' puts it:
"You ask about the hidden boy, the

secret son. Well, if these past twelve
years of not exposing the boy makes him
'hidden,'by Inowguessyoupeople
But I
think
know areand right.
understand
Doris' reasons for doing what she did.
to "At
date.any rate, let's bring the record up
"Where
is Terry,
"What does
he lookyoulike?ask.
"What kind of boy is he?
"First, he (Marty
lives with
his mother Doris
and
step-father
married in 1951),
inMelcher),
a house atwhom
713 North
Crescent Drive. A pretty, not terribly big
house — off the street, so to speak. And
in Beverly Hills . . . This, I think, is significant . . . Normally a star of Doris'
stature lives not 'in town,' nor 'off the
street,'
but
up in
a secluded
Bel-Air
mansion or over
in the
Pacific Palisades.
Doris, however, has always wanted her
son to attend a public high school, as he
has wanted. And it happens that the best
high school in the area is in Beverly Hills.
So that's where they live . . . About school,
by the way, Terry's a senior now, and he
graduates
in June.butHe'sgood.
a good
not
outstanding,
Morestudent,
than
that, he's a very well-liked boy and

there's strong talk among his classmates
that he'll be voted Most Popular come
June.
Whatever the outcome, it's going
to be close.
"His
looks?
like the
his
Mom— fair
skin,Hethe looks
frecklesa lot
all over
place, the sparkling blue eyes. He looks
like a slightly over-aged version of The
Barefoot Boy. Girls think he's cute. I
think— Terry forgive me — that he's adorable. Five years from now, when he's
really
matured, I think he'll be downright
handsome.
"As for what he's like — he's normal.
likes atomedium
laugh; heone,breaks
good"He joke,
even upsomeoverbada
ones.
"He and
likeslemon
to eatmeringue
— hamburgers,
salami
pie, thesegarlic
are
his favorites.
"He likes his mother, to put it mildly.
"He likes his stepfather, respects him
tremendously.
"He
likes some
to go ofouttheongirls
datesfromSaturday
nights with
school
— and sometimes get home a little later
than
Doris
likes.
(But
boy,
can
he
get
around her!)
"He likes to fiddle around in the cellar

Judi, the Little Love Goddess
(Continued from page 37)
dangerously, and she lives the same way.
"I'm the kind of girl who frightens
people," she says frankly. "Because if I
love someone I come right out and say, 'I
love you.' Young men," Judi sighs, "can't
understandcompletely
this. They're
not usedTheyto
someone
giving herself.
have to play a game. I hate games."
When the games have ended for Judi's
men, she's blown the whistle, sharply and
firmly. Troy Donahue's game ended when
he got too rough, Wendell's when he left
town,ted Barry's
blotthem out ofwhenher hemindstrayed.
with noJudiregrets.
"When something's over and done, I forget
it," she says. But it's not always vice
versa.
Once in love with Judi, some people stay
hooked.
There's
a man in loved
New York
right
now,
for instance,
Judi her
in letters,
Hollywood and lost.who
He still writes
tears them up and then can't help sending them anyway. "Try as hard as I may,"
he penned miserably the other day, "the
joker
That girl
girlandJudiI
was onejusthellwon'tof acome
real,out.
feeling
certainly
was
in
love
with
her!"
Judi caught a brief pang when she read
that. But she doesn't let sentiment stall
her.
comes She's
up nexttooin lusty
it. for life and what
"And I never know what I'm going to do
next," she admits. "All I know is I can't
stand anything dull. If it's dull I do something different."
She'll do . . .
If Judi
isn't aTwenty-three
woman, she'll anddo
until
one Meredith
comes along.
ripe as an August peach, Judi has the 3522-35
a junior and
Venus,a mass
a lovely
full
lipped figure
mouth,of dimples
of titian
hair that tumbles sexily across her eyes and
pert, pointed nose. But she thinks and
often
acts like
man. the
Couldcombination.
be that's why
mostIn whatever
men
can't ashe
resist
does Judi
Meredith is
as direct as a bullet, straight as a string.
Anyone looking for feminine tricks in Judi
is just
out point
to lunch.
want to
get
to the
where "II don't
screenevereverything
68 I do before I do it," she scoffs. "Life's too

short. Maybe I'm uncompromising. But I
don't expect anything of anyone that I
expect orof terrible
myself."as She
can be soft
asdon'ta kitten
a tiger.
In her career, Judi plays it just as gutsy.
She had a nice co-starring contract with
Hotel de Paree. for instance, but not costarring parts. A while ago she chopped
itlikeoff,glorified
along with $1000 asheweek.
"I don't
explained.
the other hand,walk-ons,"
last winter Judi
wallowedOn
two straight days in a freezing pond for
some Riverboat scenes when she was burning up v/ith Asian flu. Next day she was
in the hospital with pneumonia.
"Judi doesn't take benzedrine — benzedrine takesMorris,
Judi," another
cracks way
her ofstand-in
chum. Nan
saying
that
since Ava
the hey-hey
Lanaa
Turnernot and
Gardner days
has ofsuch
charged-up charmer kept Hollywood jumping alternately with jitters and joy. Judi
has no intention of changing. "People tell
me," she says, " 'being around you is like
being around six girls.' I feel the same
way. wanted
And that's
way Ishewanttackled
to feel."
Judi
to longthe before
the
movies, almost on a dare, when she was
eighteen.
Family tree
In fact, Judi Meredith has been as full of
beans as a Boston belle ever since she was
born, October 13, 1937, although the place
was Portland, Oregon. Get-up and go just
naturallymotherruns
Judi'sRussian
blood: named
Her grandwas a inWhite
Von
Kinski, who beat the Bolsheviks to the
border in the bloody Revolution of 1918.
Then shenadian
married
French-Calumbermana hi-balling
named Frank
Boutin,
who rambled on to Oregon and wound up
the richest man in the state. Judi Meredith's real tag is Judith Claire Boutin.
So she'sherRussian-French
with also
some aEnglish
from
mom, Janice Starr,
streak
of talent. Two concert pianists roost in
the Starr family tree.
After Grandpa Boutin died, there was
quite a family fortune, "until," Judi sighs,
"his kidsbodygot
of it." for
Nonetheless,
noplayedholdbenefits
the Boutins
around Portland. Judi's dad, Herbert,

workshop, alone, or with Marty.
whenhe hehadwasa
ten"Toor work,
eleven,in I general—
remember,
paper
route.
The
last
few
he's
taken Cowan
a job aspublicity
office boypeople.
withsummers
the Rogers
and
"To drive his
car.
"To ride his bike.
"To sit and talk with other fellows
about
careers, their
girls. futures — college, the Army,
"Swidress
m. up once in a while, go sloppy
"To
the"Toresthike.
of the time.
"To"Read.
watch TV — westerns, newscasts.
"To go to drive-ins.
"Dance — he's pretty good.
"Sing — he's pretty bad.
"And so on. and so on. . . .
"Doris is very proud of her boy," the
friend
way he'sknown
grownDoris
up.
"And goes
thoseon,of "the
us who've
these
past
twelve
years
.
.
.
we're
very
proud of her!"
end
Doris MGM.
stars in Please Don't Eat The
Daisies,
operatedvestorsuccessfully
aMobilift
businessman
-inownedHerbtheas got
tion. andAlthough
kickedCorporain the
head playing football at Shattuck Military
lyzed fromAcademy,
then and
on, hewasneverpartially
let thatparastop
him. "My father," says Judi adoringly,
"is a rare individual — brilliant, full of life,
cocky and sporty." With no false modesty
whatever
she adds,Boutin
"I take(you
after pronounce
him."
But Herbert
that Boo-tan) had old-fashioned ideas
about raising his kids. Judi lived in a big
brick-and-stone house in the plush part
of Portland and had everything she
needed — period. The extras she worked
for
so she'd
them. down
When onshe—
got
out
of lineappreciate
she gotback
cracked
hard.
Judi
looks
and approves.
"When I have my kids." she states firmly,
"I'm gonna raise them by the rod!"
Of course,
Judi'swaskids
be ex-up
actly what she
whenmayshenotgrew
in Oregon, namely, a fascinating tomboy
— all girl in important respects — but rough,
tough and hard to bluff. Her dad called her
"Pixie."
about nailed
Judi sisters:
is the
ham
in thewhichsandwich
betweenit. two
Mab (Meredith Ann, from whom Judi
swiped her stage name) and Louise.
"Father took one look at me," Judi reports,
"and was just sick. He thought I was the
ugliest little brat he ever saw. He's been
telling me that for twenty-three years,"
she grins. "I tell him, 'Yeah, I know — but
I'mActually,
making Judi
money!'was " no more an eyesore
back then than she is today, which is
definitely not at all. Her hair was a pack
of glinting ringlets and her eyes gave off
the
same sparks.
Glands but
hadn'therstarted
moulding
Judi's curves,
wiry
figure was cute and trim. Womanhood —
and Hollywood — have necessarily altered
Judi's
things the
somewhat
but heras
attitudesslantwereon about
same then
now,Couldtoo. be little Judi Boutin never did
trust her own femininity. But certainly
she harbored no doubts about her abilities
to get what she wanted in straightforward,
masculine style. Judi liked what boys
like — action. She couldn't stand tame little
girllike playing
and dolls.
She games,
hated dolls.
She tookhouse
a wicked
del
i
g
h
t
i
n
knocking
off
their
pretty
heads whenever she ran across one.chinaIn
fact, they bugged Judi to the point of
phobia. At St. Mary's school one day a

dainty little darling was scared half to
death when for no apparent reason Judi
suddenly pounced and started choking
her. "She was so sweet looking that I
hated
her." soft
Judibackexplains
saw
that white,
of her calmly.
neck and "II just
grabbed it." The nuns pulled her off and
demanded an explanation. "'She reminded
me
of my Boutin.
sifter's doll." replied terribletempered
Secrets and surprises
A fewIvanmonths
ago. one of took
Judi'sher boyon
friends.
Townsend-Smith.
a drive to Lake Tahoe. Coming back, they
stopped at June Lake in the Sierras, where
the millionaire playboy suggested trout
fishing.Smitty
He barely
said he'd
showgearJuditogether
how.
Well.
got his
before Judi had her limit — sixteen fat
trout. andIt was
really old stuff into theher:mounshe'd
hiked
tains sincecamped
the timeand shefished
could walk. But
why pop off about it?
Says bodyJudi
in my until
life told
I could "Idonever
anything
I didany-it.
NotThatevenmeant
my that
own independent
family." Miss Boutin had plenty of secrets in her young life
which, sooner or later, exploded like bombs
before her startled family and friends.
Her sharp little nose was always poking
into something that promised excitement.
One day, during the war. for example,
she
happily
popcorn
moviewashouse
with gobbling
a schoolmate
when atthea
master-of-ceremonies invited anyone up
on the stage who wanted to sing.
"Go ahead." prodded the girl friend, "if
youJudido bounced
m buy yourighta chocolate
up. sang bar."
Paper Doll.
Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition, and a few other wartime hits. They
almost never got rid of her. After that she
started singing all around Portland, to
her
complete
sameparents'
way with
boys. surprise. It was the
One afternoon, when she was twelve, her
dad came home to find eighteen bikes
parked in the front yard. Inside the house
were eighteen boys — and Judi bopping
it up.a poolroom!"
"Hey." protested
dad. to'This
isn't
Later heherpuzzled
his
popular
daughter.
"T
didn"t
know
you
knew any boys."
"Ha!" laughed
When
Judi tookJudi.
violin lessons her family could never figure how she got
good enough to play in the Portland
Junior
never
seemed Symphony
to touch theOrchestra.
instrument Sheat home.
They were considering choking off the lesbecause spilled
she didn't
practice, when
a bus sonsdriver
the mystery.
"This
crazy kid of yours/' he informed Mr. Boutin, "hauls out her fiddle and saws it all
the
way todowntown."
the bus
her lessons.JudiLikepracticed
today, sheon
tried to cram forty-eight hours' living into
twenty-four.
the biggest
surprise
JudiBut Boutin
off on the
track— toandshowwhatbusi-set
nes — was ice skating. One day a friend of
Mab's came around to take her to the
Portland
Rink, Judi
but Mab
homea
so she tookIce Judi.
took wasn't
to ice like
penguin. But. like everything, she told
nobody. She went down alone on the bus.
rustled
her own
admissions
under theup seats
between
sessions andso hid
she
could skate the next round free. Her folks
thought
she
was
just
playing
hockey
at
school.
But one day someone at the rink took
it upon himself to call Mr. Boutin. "Say."
he said, "do you know that this Judi girl
of "No!"
vours is a great little ice-skater?"
"Yeah
— you'd
better Herbert
get down here and
takewasa look
at her."
did.
He
so impressed
he bought Boutin
Judi figure

skates and all the gear she needed. In no
time
at allIn Judi
whirling
rockers.
fact, was
froma the
time whiz
she wason
twelve until she was sixteen that was her
biggest charge. Right away, she made the
Portland
Skating Next
Club, summer
the only she
kid
in a fieldFigure
of adults.
boarded alone in Tacoma to take instruction from teacher Johnny Johnson at the
Lakewood Arena. At fourteen they flew
her up to Alaska to entertain troops.
When
only infifteen
and
Johnsonshesawwas Judi
actionShipstad
and asked
her to join the Ice Follies as a pro.
"Sure!" agreed Judi.
was"Nope,"
school.said her dad. You see, there
Creating doubt
Being a Catholic. Judi had rattled
around mainly in convents. She was a
good student: in fact, a near genius in
what
boyswell,
are there
usually
at — math.
Otherwise,
were best
problems.
Judi
wasn't cut out to be innocents
a placid convent
Besides
who a girl.
had
offensive throttling
white necks. Judi owned
red
temper to match her hair and a ready
knockout punch to back it up. She was
always being hauled on the carpet for
flattening some opponent with a quick
one-two. Also, she was forever pestering the sisters with embarrassing questions.
Inquisitive Judi wanted to know how come
about every-thing to the 'Nth' degree.
"Judith."
the nuns
her, "ask
your
questions after
class, told
not when
the other
children
are
around.
You
create
doubt."
or Anyway,
havoc, shewhether
still hadJudi
to becreated
educated,doubts
the
way her parents figured it. But Judi
wanted
to
join
the
Ice
Follies
—
and
wmat
Judi wants Judi usually gets. She saw no
reason andwhyTa strenuous
she couldn't
take tour,
on high
school
Ice Follies
too
—skated
which around
is just the
what U.S.
she and
did. Canada
While Judi
she
also took eleven subiects b\T mail and
passed them all. In the Follies, fifteenyear-oldforJudi
did a icelineactspecialty'
and
trained
a comedy
of her own.
What
though.happened next wasn't very funny,
Judi went to Reno, after her tour, to live
with her aunt and attend Manogue school
in the Nevada city. The idea was to bring
her back down to earth. "After your
Ice Follies career," cracked her dad, "youll
be such
smartykidsyouyour
won'tagebe and
able actto
go
back a with
normal."
Judi
promised
she
would,
too.
and
she
showed
'em.
She
made
the
highest
grades
in
her
class.
But
otherwise
the move was a mistake. Judi and her aunt
just didn't hit it off at all.
"She didn't have kids of her own," Judi
explains, "so
like themlikeor Cinunderstandshe
them. Ididn't
was treated
a. Iwasn'tguests
allowed
the toliving
room, and derelwhen
came inI had
eat
in the met.
kitchen."
When thea cousin
she'd
never
Bud Boutin,
golf professional, dropped by for a visit, he told Judi,
"I The
thought
you were
blow-off
came the
whenmaid."
Judi skipped
school one day. When her aunt found out,
she really stormed up a scene, locked Judi
in her room and hired a sitter to guard
her. That night Judi was scheduled to
step out to the U. of Nevada prom. But
when her date showed up with flowers he
got the door slammed in his face. Then
Judi's
auntover
calledthePortland
and ripped
her
to pieces
phone. Her
dad drove
up the next day. Judi doubts if shell ever
again one.play quite as dramatic a scene as
that
Both Herb Boutin and Judi sat silent
while her aunt recited her crimes and
called her every name in the book. Suddenly Judi said coldly. "Shut your mouth!"

SPORTS GIRDLE
Dainty but determined natural
rubber figuring— has exclusive
breathable surface. White or Pink:
Petite. 5. M. L: 82.50.

She'd
said that
to any
before. never
Her aunt
slapped
her grown-up
and Judi
knocked her clear into the dining room.
Then dowsheledgeranto cool
upstairs
and
sat
on
the Judi,
winoff; thinking, says
"that
Daddy
would
probably
kill
Next thing she knew Judi almost did me."
that
job herself.
She slipped off the ledge and landed on
her tail, busting two vertebrae. Her dad
took her home to a Portland hospital.
Trouble on her back
Sometimes when trouble hops on your
back it just stays there, riding like a monkey. From then on trouble rode Judi Boutin's teens,First
almost
untilputshe
Hollywood.
off, they
her got
back toa
grade at Holy Name Academy in Seattle,
where her folks shipped her. Then, Easter
vacation she caught a critical dose of poison oak that
bloodstream. Sheinvaded
puffed her
up lungs
like and
a balloon,
couldn'tother eat
and
darned
near
died
hospital. To this day Judi breaksin anout
in spots every spring, even though she
stays miles away from the shrub.
Then, it cooked her junior year but she
got into Holy Child School in Portland as
a senior by boning up that summer. One
week end in November Judi went skiing
on Mount Hood, zipped into a turn and
found
herself tangled up in a mess of ice
and snow.
"Come on, Judi — get up," the kids said.
can't,"
shattered
her"I left
leg. sheThattoldputthem.
her onShe'dcrutches
for
six months and finally the doc cut out her
kneesentenced.
cap. "You won't be skating again,"
he
"Try it,andtoo. stop
She
meant
Judi me,"
fully gritted
intended Judi.
to rejoin
the Ice Follies the minute she got out of
school. "The whole thing had been such a
big gas,"
sighs,show
"and business
I knew thatwaswhatever she
happened,
for
Butbled— sotheJudidoc hadwasto right
— heroff knee
wobme."
bounce
in another
direction.
That
last
year
she
did
some
sicals at the Portland Civic Theatre. muHer
folks didn't object; they called it a
"phase."
But
Judi's
dad
had
other
plans
for
her
wanted her
to go to Oregon
study— hechemical
engineering.
He saidU. and
she
could join some other girls on a trip to
Europe first, as a graduation present.
"I want another one," said Judi. "A summer course at the Pasadena Playhouse."
"Good Lord," her father flipped, "I
thought we'd gotten over that! But," he
finally softened, "we'll make a deal. You
can go, but if you don't have yourself an
acting job by the end of summer, you'll hit
the math books at Oregon State — okay?"
By summer's end, Judi was prepared to
pay off the bet. The six weeks' session at
Pasadena
hadn'tstage-struck
set any rockets
blasting.
So many other
kids swarmed
around Pasadena that she barely edged
into a dinky part in the last act of Picnic
for one performance.
She didn't
meet any
Hollywood
directors, agents,
or producers.
In fact, Judi herself invaded Hollywood
only once expressly to get a look at
Schwab's
Store,to see.
whichThe she'd
read
about and Drug
hankered
only stars
she saw were George Burns and Gracie
Allen, who came over to see their son
Ronnie in the same play with Judi. They
just
mumbled
"very them,
good" without
politely much
when
Ronnie
introduced
enthusiasm.
No joke
"See?" her dad triumphed, back in
Portland.
"You're
a greatNow,
actress
as you think
you not
are, such
are you?
get
withGrimly,
that geometry
and
trig."
Judi got with it— for two weeks.
I) Then one day the telephone rang. "Miss

Boutin," said a gravelly voice, "this is
George
Burns."it said
"Gothought
away,"
studying."
She
was aJudi,
joker "I'm
she knew
who
always
tried
to
be
funny.
It
wasn't.
"We thought you might like to do our
TV show with our son Ronnie," explained
George.
So, Judi"CanwasI speak
saved with
by theyourbell,father?"
a telephone bell. With a bonafide acting offer
and
George's
promise
to
take
care
his
little girl, Herbert Boutin knew heof was
licked.
Judi
knew,
of
course,
that
it
wasn't
really George Burns who wanted her for
the show;
it was Ronnie.
They'd got
great
as classmates
in Pasadena.
As aalong
pro
in Hollywood, Judi soon discovered, with
a jolt, things could be different.
Judi stayed with family friends first and
the day she arrived, Ronnie Burns came
over. He mixed himself a drink, put on a
record and promptly, according to Judi,
"made the big pass."
"I let him drop with a thud," she says,
"and outhearsehe
Next day
red at thestormed.
Burns house
and weRonnie
wouldn't speak to me. I seem to lose
friends,"
muses Judi, "before I when,
gain 'em."
She
weekswasn't
later, ashebitwassurprised
dropped from five
the
show, on a flimsy excuse. But they soon
asked
her
back.
Judi's
a
habit
that,
once
acquired, is hard to break. Judi Meredith
(she switched her name because people
Is the startling change in
NATALIE WOOD
and
BOB WAGNER
good or bad . . .?
Read Louella Parsons'
exclusive report in
Next Month's
MODERN
SCREEN
On Sale May 5
insisted with
on calling
her real
onefour'Button')
worked
the Burns
familyand
three
with Burns
and Allen
one years,
with
George. Most of that time she played Ronnie's girl friend, Bonnie Sue. But all that
time
Ronnie wouldn't
speak
her even
and
still doesn't.
"He hated
me sotoourhe
wore
dark glasses
the minute
scenes
were over so he wouldn't have to look
me in the eye," reveals Judi rather sadly.
"Young men take things so hard, don't
doesn't.anything
She's so that
loadedcomes
for
lifeLuckily,
that sheJudi
welcomes
along, good, bad or indifferent. Her funnythey?"
bone's
so responsive
and heranymoxie
strong that
she can weather
wallopso
with a laugh. "I've got more guts than
talent,might
you get
know,"
she saysoncheerfully.
Judi
an argument
that last
part, but not on the first. Because in her
five
years
around
Hollywood
she's
bumped
into some rumbles that would send
the
average girl crying home to mama.
Like any pea-green, super-attractive
eighteen-year-old doll who solos in Hollywood, Judi Meredith learned the bachelor girl ropes the hard way. She ran into
all
Hollywood
types —andfreeheels,
liverslambs
and free
loaders, nice people
and
wolves. Being a heads-on type herself,
honest, trusting, open hearted and, at first,

as gullible as a gooney bird, Judi paid to
learn.
That jail record
One boy who took her out, for instance,
conned Judi into giving him $1500 tc
finance a fancy sports car. At the time
Judi had exactly $1531 in the bank, but she
trustingly scribbled the check. For weeks
after she was so broke (she never hollered
home for help) that she couldn't even buy
soap. She's yet to get paid back on that
deal,
but whom
she's not
Anotherforheel,
producer
she sore.
interviewed
a job,a
tried forcibly to attack her — and that still
makes
her see"I'llred.destroy
"Him him!"
I'll get someday,''
sheThegrowls.
first girl Judi took
an apartment
with— after a chaperoned Studio Club
stretch,
which
Judi
hated
—
her
for rent, groceries, laundry, promoted
cleaning and
Judi's automobile. When this mooch finally
departed
she between,
walked off
half Judi'sto
wardrobe.
she with
also managed
lan^ Judi inIn jail.
The roommate's boyfriend (later unmasked as a professional
conhotartist
who'd
had
Thunderbird. nine
paH wives)
for with dumped
a rubbera check,
at their
door. "Have Judi switch license plates
with
he thought
instructedit his
Judi her
obligedcar,"— she
was sweetie.
just a
friendly
gesture
—
having
no
idea
switching plates can be a Federal rap involving
two years in the pen. When she drove up
to her pad next day, five men were there.
"Hi,"chorused,
she said,"Hi,
friendly
They
Judi." like.
to "Where's
know. the Thunderbird?*' one wanted
"What's it to you?"
The five all flashed badges like Dragnet.
"Come babe
with tous."theTheytank,tooktossed
Judi them
and thein
other
with junkies, prostitutes and pickpockets.
of course,
it Judi
came wasoutcleared
she waspronto,
innocent
of allwhen
the
skullduggery. She asked her roommate.
"Why didn't you tell them I didn't know
anything
didn't about
want all
to gothisto business?"
jail alone," wailed
the"I chick.
But even in this most frightening episode in her life, Judi Meredith kept her
sense of humor. At the jail tank all the
fallen women crowded around her. "What
you in for,
they hard-cooked
asked. Judi summoned upEaby?"
her most
leer.
"Grand theft — auto," she barked. "Me,"
she laughs today, "I was just one of the
That's the point about Judi — you just
can't beat her down with a baseball bat.
Leading with her heart
Careerwise, Judi Meredith has had
things fairly steady, with all those Burns
shows.
She's done any
some seventy-five
other
TV
you cancontract
name,
too. jobs
and onhadabout
a crack show
at a studio
withgirls!"
Universal-International. It lasted for
threeter pictures,
then hadthe nothing
lot startedto do.
to shutdown, and she
Judi
faced
her
bad
luck
squarely:
She
walked
into the office of Jim Pratt, the executive
who had hired her. "Look," she suggested.
"You offer me a picture part and I'll turn
itit?"down.
will nomakehardthings
easy,regrets
won't
She That
left with
feelings,
or glooms.
it's in thereveals
romance
JudiBut Meredith
a mostdepartment
awesome that
res
i
l
e
n
c
e
—
or
maybe
you'd
call
it a protective philosophy aimed at keeping
her
fractured feelings glued together. Since
she arrived love's been a chronic condition.
Always, Judi has led with her heart.
Luckily,
it's a asgayPasadena
heart, and
sturdy. days,
As far back
Playhouse
Judi was engaged. A student named Rod
Franck sealed it with a ring and every-

thing.he"But,"
reportsonJudi,
"I got into
TV
[ and
was going
to school.
Besides,
j going steady got a little overpowering, too
married before married. I don't like to be
cornered."
that was
next
this
fellow, SoStewart,
who that.
writesCame
her those
torchy letters he tears up but keeps sending. "I thinkexcept
I'd have
him raised
even
at eighteen,
that married
his parents
such
a
rumpus,
and
so
did
mine."
reflects
Judi. Stewart was Jewish and Judi Catholic, and parental consent was important.
There's
a soft was
spot number
on both sides.
Troy still
Donahue
three. He
lived downstairs from Judi and they made
a couple of pictures together at U-I. Troy
didn't even own a car then, but they drove
Judts
friends'
the
beach, around
skated, toplayed
touchhouses,
footballand— love
on a dime. "We were unofficially engaged,"
says Judi. "but Troy was just too possessive."jealously
One nightwhen
he busted
apart-to
ment
she wasintojustherabout
retire, made a scene and wound it up
pushing
Judi'swasface
into She
a glass-framed
picture. That
enough.
bounced off
to Ita was
friendofficial
of Troy's,
Wendell
Niles, Jr.
again,
with
another
ring.
But Judi sniffed trouble ahead. Wendell
was tied too close to his parents. "I'll tell
you one thing," stated Judi, "when we get
married. I'm not going to live with your
She kept
get aThat
job
onfolks."
his own.
He did,afterbut Junior
in New toYork.
wasn't where Judi meant. "I'm twentyone,"young
she declared
herself
openly. "And
too
to stay tied
to someone
clear
across the country. If you go, I guess it's
good-bye."
Almost: Barry Coe
call wasBarry
with Barry Coe.
AtJudi's
firstotherclosest
Judi
anmovietowntabbed
snake. At a aspressjustparty
he had his arm linked in another cutie's,
but he gave Judi the eye. "And that made
me sore," reports Meredith. "I thought —
what alicitytwo-timer!"
Next day when
a pub-a
type called suggesting
she shoot
magazine layout with Barry, Judi told
them both where they could go. But Barry
called most politely, apologized and suggested aquday
at the
to get
acainted. Judi was
two beach
hours late
to give
him a hard time. She discovered Barry to
be "a real person, honest, unspoiled, unming— just adorable."
Four weeks later Barry as upopped
the question.
"No — let's wait a year and see how we
feel then," sparred Judi. "Lucky," she
sighs, ered"that
Last aMay
Judi discovshe hadI did."
a rival,
married
actress,
that Barry hadn't told her about. "Okay,"
she signed off. "We're finished. I never
want to see you again."
too much that
of a mother
Judi"I was
quarterbacks
year-longto Barry,"
episode
now.
"I
did
a
lot
for
him
got him
new
agent, new press agent, —made
him a more
conscious
career,he Iwanted
think. from
I don'ta
think
that ofwashis what
girl."
Graciously,
Judi thinks
Christensen,
(Miss Norway
whom Jorunn
Barry
met and married last year) is perfect for
him. "She wants to be just a wife, stay
home and everything," she concludes. "I
don't
that picture."
Afterfit her
break-up with Barry Coe,
Judi dropped twelve pounds, but mostly
because she got bronchial pneumonia. Her
heart did crack a little, but she's not the
kind to wither away. "I make snap judgments and I stick to them," claims Judi. "I
get
day. But I've
never
givenhurtany— sure
man— every
the satisfaction
of seeing
me busted up or crying — and I never will!"
love is —to that's
goesThat's
with theJudiwayMeredith,
quote how
Bobbyit
Darin's
song
hit.
A
sort
of
tightrope
between Heaven and hostilities. Bobby,walkby
the way, is a devoted Meredith boyfriend
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Let's talk frankly about
internal
cleanliness

Day before yesterday, many women
hesitated to talk about the douche
even to their best friends, let alone to
a doctor or druggist.
Today, thank goodness, women are
beginning to discuss these things freely
and openly. But — even now— many
women don't realize what is involved
in treating "the delicate zone."
They don't ask. Nobody tells them.
So they use homemade solutions
which may not be completely effective,
or kitchen-type antiseptics which may
be harsh or inflammatory.
It's time to talk frankly about internal cleanliness. Using anything that
comes to hand . . .'"working in the
dark". . . is practically a crime against
yourself, in this modern day and age.
Here are the facts: tissues in "the
delicate zone" are very tender. Odors
are very persistent. Your comfort and
whenever he lights long enough in Hollywo d. In fact, Judi's the only girl he takes
out at such times. "We go for rides, sit and
gab
says asJudi.
"Bobby's
talentmostly,"
and almost
charged
up asa Igreat
am.
A little cocky, maybe, to cover up his ina reala lotdoll.of
We're two seofcurity," sahe analyzes,
kind and "but
we have
fun. Am I involved? We-1-1-1 — I don't
know!
Like Maybe."
Bobby,
Judiheralsoout,worships
Sinatra,
who takes
too. But Frank
at the
start of their friendship she promised not
tostucksay toa it.wordColumnists
about Frankie,
and someshe's
pester her
times long-distance from New York, but
she hasn't chirped about Frank and doesn't
"I know,"to says
"thatI
heintend
hatesto. anyone
talk Judi
aboutsimply,
him, and
respect that. I'd expect anyone to do the
same
me — inif I afeltcute
that little
way." apartment
Judiforlives
perched
on
a
hillside,
with
Skye
terrier named Little Face. aShespoiled
decorated
the place herself and is forever bustling
around herfixing
it up. washing
If she's not
down
curtains,
and yanking
ironing
them, posalshe's
unscrewing
the
garbage
dis(as she did the other day) and tuning
it
up.
When
she's
home
she
scatters
her favorite violets all around, keeps the
hi-fi
goingpaintings
(music'shere
like and
dope)thereand toshifts
colorful
suit
her moods. Meals are no problem: she goes
out about every night. When she does Judi
loves
dress up.
horse
who canto design
her She's
outfits aandclothes
then spend
her last cent, if necessary, to have them
made. She likes exciting colors — greens,
yellows,
oranges
and reds
— andandalways
real
jewelry,
diamonds,
rubies
gold.
She always wears a wedding ring on her
third
finger,
left
—
"because
I
don't
want
be bothered with phonies. If a man ap-to

well-being demand a special preparation for the douche. Today there is
such a preparation.
This preparation is far more effective in antiseptic and germicidal action
than old-fashioned homemade solutions. Itis far safer to delicate tissues
than other liquid antiseptics for the
douche. It cleanses, freshens, eliminates odor, guards against chafing, promotes confidence as nothing else can.
This
modern woman's
way to
internal iscleanliness.
It is the personal
antiseptic for women, made specififor "the Complete
delicate zone."
It is
called callyZonite®.
instructions
for use come in every package. In
cases of persistent discharge, women
are advised to see their doctors.
Millions of women already consider
Zonite as important a part of their
grooming as their bath. You owe it
to yourself to try Zonite soon.
ches meout
with with
that him
on, I know I don't
want
to goproamake-up
skips both
and boozeanyway!"
because She
she
doesn't need either one. And where she
goesOf doesn't
matter,
so
long
as
she's
going.
also works
She
drives course,
around Judi
Hollywood
on her— hard.
scattered
TV choresvertible"like
a
maniac"
in
her
'59
conbrakes
five
times. Right that'snowhad shethe has
two re-lined
video series
coming up and a picture at Columbia. But
she doesn't care a cookie about money for
money's sake.
"All — I and
reallyto want,"
"is toThebe
happy
make says
peopleJudi,happy.
only way I know is to entertain them. So,
that's what I want to do, all my life, in one
wayMeredith
or another,
that'sdoing,
exactlyso
wayIn orone
another."
what
Judi
has been
far: entertaining people and herself at the
same time. If, along the way, she kicks up
a storm here and there, so much the better.
It's
beautifulher storm
and usually
the worlda around
comes toto watch,
life in
Technicolor.
The last time I dropped in on Judi she
was wrapped up in a telephone, as usual.
"Yes, Bobby," she said. "I love you. Do
you
love me?
Ahwouldn't
— so? Well,
that's
too bad,
because
you ask
anyone
else
flowers and
her outsendto dinner,
now
I know Bobby. I stole the phone.
would
"Mr. you?"
Darin," I nailed him, "what is your
candid opinion of a certain notorious girl
named
"Now Miss
hear Judi
this,"Meredith?"
came back the Knife.
"She is just one of the swellest all-around,
all-time, All-American girls — ever! And,"
he Soadded,
can For
quotevarious
me." reasons so
I will. "you
I agree.
does about everyone else once exposed to
Judi.
END

Casanova's Ladies
(Continued from page 57)
me. itAnd
I let — her
fall. her
I just
take
any more
watching
breakcouldn't
apart
instepped
fi-ont right
of me,overlikeher.
a piece
of
I walkedporcelain.
right out.I
Since
then, I've
been was
indifferent
" from
Actually,
Marlon
and is— far
"indifferent." When an emotional experience of such intensity occurs, it cannotory ofbe itsloughed
remains offin ortheforgotten.
mind, andTheso domem-the
guilty feelings about what happened. For
one as sensitive as Marlon, the result may
beuntilcontinuing
finally itremorse,
seems even
there self-torture
is only one—
thing to do, one way to rid himself of his
guilty other
feelings,
is byandfinding
anwoman likeandhisthat
mother
this time
not
failing
her.
Doesn't
this
explain
why,
with all the women in the world to choose
from, this handsome Casanova continually
selects icsomeone
who is sick?
in someLetwayus physal y or emotionally
look
briefly at the three women pictured here
with Marlon, the three most important
love-figures in his recent life:
Annais Kashfi,
ghan,
a strangeborn
girl Joan
who, Mary
while O'Callaworking
as a cashier in a butcher shop in Wales,
deluded
herself
into
thinking
she
Indian. She borrowed an Indian was
motheran
from some Indian friends (Selma Ghose,
listed as Anna's
certificate,
really parent
exists), onand hershe wedding
created
an Indian father out of her interesting
imagination. In order to do this she must
have beenturbed,indeeplysome
way emotionally
disdissatisfied
with the way
she really was in reality, and Marlon, sensing this as soon as they met, was sympathetic. They liked each other, were conversational soul-mates, then suddenly a
few months
developed
culosis. Oddlater
as it Anna
may seem,
this wastuberthe
point
which allas ofthey
Marlon's
sympathies
were atengaged,
had never
been
with any girl since his mother. Here was
the chance he needed, to redeem himself,
to not fail the sick woman he loved, as he
had once failed Dorothy Pennebacker
Bring Me Back to Your
(Contimied from page 32)
within a matter of moments. So close, in
fact,
the young
who'd comeno
out ofthattheonecarofwith
Elvis, men
a bodyguard,
doubt, was annoyed.
"Hey oldtimer, step back a li'l bit, will
you?"
The heold said.
man did not move.
"Hey, old boy — c'mon." He said it loudly
now,
C'mon."
It washarshly.
at this "Git
pointmovin'.
that Elvis
turned to
see what was going on; at this point that
the old man, still smiling, raised his hand
and holding.
showed a small passel of papers he
was
With his thumb, he slipped one of the
papers forward.
"That
Elvis asked.
The oldformanme?"nodded.
Elvis began to reach for the paper.
The bodyguard intercepted it.
"This geezer's a crackpot, El boy," he
said.
me athavethe that."
Elvis"Here,
lookedletover
old man.
He
his facesawnow.that the smile was gone from
He put out his hand.
"Give it back," he said to the body-

Brando. He sent flowers, he phoned the
hospital, he was sheer kindness, he married
her, they had a son together, they lived
together, and then Anna began to be well
again and
happy, Marlon
and as became
she became
hapand happier
moreguilty
and
more pierrestless.
For somehow
the
feelings about his mother remained; though
he had not failed Anna he was still not sure
inside himself that he had done enough to
redeem his behavior with his mother.
Unable to control himself, he left Anna
and the baby at home alone in the house
high in the hills, frightened, huddled tolistening tointhethemountain
lions that
roamed gether,
around
dark wind,
and
forced on by his powerful and terrible
memory,
he
began
searching
again
for
a
woman
help. wounded and sick whom he could
He found her in France Nuyen, a beautiful little half-Chinese, half-French girl
who at twenty was as broken inside as
his mother had been at forty. A child of
the second
handouts in theWorld
slumsWar,of surviving
Marseilles,onFrance,
ended her formal education when she was
eleven
old, and learned
to exist
moment years
to moment
in a world
withfromno
past, no future. Friendless, ambitionless,
gloomy, even as a Broadway and Hollywood star, she said: "I am a stone, I go
where
kicked."
MarlonI ampicked
up the stone, held it tenderly, and the stone bled tears. "Come live
with
me
and
be
said, aslonghe
had said to Anna myandlove,"
to hishe mother
ago
—
and
off
they
went
together
to Haiti.
The nights were beautiful, their happiness
pounded like the bongos and stretched as
clean and far as the sandy beaches, then
suddenly
it beganfeeling
to happen
again — that
that
strange restless
in Marlon,
feeling that this wasn't it after all, that this
wasn't
to make to uperaseforthatwhatbitterhe
had doneenough
to his mother,
memory
Good-bye,
France,again.
he said,
and flew forever.
to Hollywood,
to search
He
went
to
Cyrano's,
a
coffee
on Sunset Strip. It was late, after house
midnight. A dark-eyed beauty named Barbara Luna was at a nearby table. "I could
feel his toldeyes
through
me,"
Barus. penetrate
came the
over.world,
We
drankbarawine,
we"Finally
talkedheabout
House, Oh Lord
The bodyguard looked at Elvis and did.
Elvis looked down at the paper and read
the few words printed on it.
Easter is coming, it read. Are you
coming to church?
"Ha!" said the bodyguard, reading it
over Elvis' shoulder.
"Mister," Elvis started to say, looking
up from the paper, over towards where
theButold hemanstopped.
was standing, "why do you — "
Becausements, hadthetaken
old one
man, step
in those
back few
into mothe
crowd.
Another step.
And then, as. . quickly
as he'd come, he'd
disappeared.
.
Another Easter
It was about an hour later.
Elvis was in the bedroom of his huge
suite,
lying inon the
his bed.
Outside,
living room, he could
hear
the
others
of hisanretinue;
the bodyguard, —a members
few musicians,
agent,
asomecouple
of
hometown
buddies
— talking,of
of them; playing cards, a couple
others; one of them strumming away on

about books, about politics. There was a
strange
immediate
bondthanbetween
. . ."
The bond
was deeper
either usof them
knew. Like Dorothy Brando, Anna Kashfi
and France Nuyen, Barbara Luna was bits
and pieces of broken porcelain. Another
tortured charges
soul — a against
girl who a inyoung
1953 brought
assault
Turkish
exchangepeared instudent,
and
two
years
later
apjuvenile
court
on
a
dope
Marlon loved her in his way,charge.
and
Barbara loved him enough to say later
when it was all over that she could understand how a girl who had been loved
by Marlon could never love another man
as long as she lived. As it turned out,
though Barbara had been emotionally disturbed as a child,
wasn'tachieved
any longer,
and so their
romanceshe never
any
real intensity, but it did receive enough
publicity for France to read about it in the
Hong
Kong papers — France,
the girl who,
despite
with
Marlon. all,Assomehow
she read remained
the items inandlovewaited
in vain for mail from Marlon, she began
having attacks of nausea, developed laryngitis, couldn'tonsaythehersetlines,
to everyone
of thebecame
movie nasty
The
World of Suzie Wong in which she had the
lead. In the grip of an emotion larger
than ingsheherselfhadwith
everfood,
known,
she began
stuffcrazily,
desperately,
trying to fill the emptiness that Marlon had
left in her life. She stuffed herself right
out
part in the picture and almost
into ofthethehospital.
Was it some strange feminine instinct
that told her if she became sick, really
sick again, Marlon would want her again?
Whatever it was, whatever name we psychoanalysts might give it, I prefer to call it
Love.
loveit so
powerful
sacrificingA that
brought
Marlonandbackself-to
her side and will, I truly believe, do what
all of Marlon'-s previous loves plus a battery of psychiatrists
do — erase
the bitter
memory ofcouldhis notmother,
and
give these fine, sensitive, tortured human
beings the share of normal love and
companionship to which all of us are entitled. END
Marlon stars in The Fugitive Kind and
in
One-Eyed
Artists
releases.Jacks, both films United
his old guitar, humming as he strummed.
But, actually, Elvis barely heard them
at For
all. he was thinking, thinking hard,
about
something
he couldn't
seem
to get aoutlittle
of his
mind — about
the strange
and silent old man who'd come up to him
before,
about the
he'd after
handeda while,
him.
"I wonder,"
Elvispaper
thought,
"how long it's been since I've been to
church,
at allhis— Easter
He closed
eyes. or any other time."
And he began to remember, for some
reason, an Easter a long time ago, back in
Mississippi,
of a boy. when he was just a little snip
He remembered it clearly.
His ma and his daddy, he remembered,
had bought a brand new suit for him, for
that day, from money they'd been saving
for well on a year now. And ca _ ' the day,
and
dressedholding
him uphimin theby new
suit
and they'd
then, each
a hand,
they'd left the tiny house where they lived
and dusty
they'd road,
walkedtowards
a coupletown,of miles
the
and todown
the
building there which they'd told him was
called
a
church
—
"a
house
of
God,"
as
they'd said.
The church, he remembered, was a small
place. But crowded. Crowded with lots and
lots of people who, like his ma and like
his
poor people, people.
hard-working
and daddy,
sad andwereimpoverished

Yet. he remembered, it wasn t Ions after
They'd
all sat had
downcome
insideouttheto church
die minister
deliver and
his
sermon — "Jesus Christ, on this day." the
minister
rose,thethistomb
holiestin
of men. had
and begun.
He went"Hefrom
which He lay. straight up to Heaven,
Heaven,careso'sof Heyou,couldsir. look
onglorious
and take
and down
you,
na'am"
—
that
something
had
begun
to happen to these people.
He'd looked
around, midwayandduring
the
sermon.
he'd were
no:iced
thatElvis
the remembered,
faces of these people
different-looking
suddenly.
That
they
were
oecoming transformed by the words they
were hearing — transformed from the faces
of poor and sad and weary people to the
faces of people who were rich and happy,
-ike
richest
on thisthehere
earth.and the happiest people
And Elvis remembered how. after the
service
they him
wereandwalking backwasup alltheoverroadandagain,
his
folks, he'd said. "That was sure nice ... I
wish it was-next Easter comin' soon so we
could
And come
how back
his Maherehadagain."
said, "From now
on. Elvis, we're all goin' to come to church
meetin'
every
Sunday.
lazy
about it long enough, we Been
have. bein'
But from
now on. we're comin". every Sunday. And
we're goin' to pray and sing and hear
God's
like added,
today. "how is God
"Afterword,all."jestshe'd
goin'
to
know
we
love
don't
show up at His house Him
for a ifnlittlewe while,
jest the way we expect Him to keep
showin'
up at ours?" this.
Elvis remembered
And what happened after.
The years in Mississippi, then up in
Memphis, where the family eventually
moved fully,
— theevery years
to church,
Sunday,of going
as if their
whole faithtrue
lives depended on it.
And then how the church-going ended,
suddenly, a few years ago, when he — Elvis
Presley — became a singer, and a success.
There was that other Sunday morning,
back
it. Howin early
he and1956.
the Hefolkswould
had never
walkedforget
into
their church and how that group of kids,
standing just inside the big doors, actually
inside the church, had begun to shout, and
scream, and squeal. How he and the folks
hadn't even been able to get beyond where
they walked
stood. How
eventually,
and
back they'd
outside,turned,
and away,
afraid
they
were
going
to
make
a
mockery
of
their church, their love for God.
been thebigfirstsuccess.
time he'd gone
to That
churchhad after
membered. And,hisaside
from his Elvis
hitch re-in
the
Army
—
when
he
had
been
able
uninterrupted, it had been his last. to go
thought now,hotel,
lyingfouron
his"And
bed Iinguess."
the bighe Hollywood
years
later,
"that's
the
way
it's
got
to be.
"Just
way it'sgigantic,
— " heavy, rushed
A coldtheshiver,
through his body. He opened his eyes.
The sun that had been lingering outside
this late afternoon had gone down by now.
And the room was pitch black.
"Lordtalking
— " Elvis
out. room
suddenly.
in thecriedliving
stopped,
forThea moment.
"Lord — " Elvis said, whispering this time.
"O Lord . . . Bring me back to Your
house.
"If only they understood, the other people in Your
realized
how house,"
much I hewantsaid,to "if
comeonlyto they
You
. . have wanted to ... all these years.
''If only
they realized
I am onemoreof
them,
. .that
. Nothing
than
onejustof like
Yourthem
children.
"Just like them. . . ."
was a fewmorning
minuteswhen
after Elvis,
ten o'clock
theIt following
alone,

pulled up to the church, an Assembly
Church of God. in downtown Los Angeles.
From his car. he looked at the entranceway, ers,watching
as a hurrying,
few persons,
late comwalked inside,
in order
that
they
wouldn't
be
too
late.
He
waited
a
few
minutes
—
till
everyone,
it seemed, was inside.
And then, slowly, he got out of the car.
walked
towards the entranceway and went
inside, too.
From the rear of the church he could
see that the service had already begun:
the minister was in his pulpit, delivering
hisElvis
preliminaryannouncements.
looked around
the rear section,
where he still stood, for a pew with an
empty
space.
There was none.
He had just begun to turn to his right,
with the intention of walking to the side
of theout thechurch
there, throughrest ofandthe standing
service, when,
from the
corner of his eye. he saw someone signaling
him.
He turned again and he saw that it was
an usher, up in the front of the church,
pointing to a pew there, an empty place.
Somehow, during the signaling, a few
members of the congregation turned to the
rear, torived sosee,
late. out of curiosity, who had arAnd.ing, thesuddenly,
beganheads,
— the and
murmurturning of itmore
more,
and more. Until, finally, the entire cong
r
e
g
a
t
i
o
n
w
a
s
facing
Elvis,
and
the
ister, aheming at first, then realizing minwhat
was
and going
called on.outstopped
instead: what he was saying
"Young
man."up at him.
Elvis looked
"Would you." the minister asked, "preto continue standing there? Or — "
Hefer smiled.
" — would you like to take advantage of
thisThefreemurmuring,
space up here?"
which had continued
through
all
Until therethis,wasquieted
absolutenow.silence.
Until Elvis, realizing what he had to do.
nodded, and began to walk down the aisle.
was a life.
long walk — the longest walk of
hisIt entire
And it was nearly over ... he had no
more than ten steps to take . . . when he
saw the girl, and he slowed his pace.
The girl was seated in the end seat of
the third pew. She was a young girl, no
more than fourteen or fifteen, redhaired
and pretty. Her head was turned. She was
facing Elvis, her blue eyes glued on his.
And in those blue eyes Elvis could see
everything
for
his
fantastic that
successhad inbeen
show responsible
business these
past four years, everything responsible for
his terror here in church, this morning.
He didn't take his eves awav from the
Instead,
he found himself continuing to
He back
couldn't.
girl's.
stare
into them. And. as he did, he
found himself, begging, silently:
"Please. Lord, please . . . Make her turn
to Suddenly,
You. . . ." he noticed, very suddenly, the
girl lowered
back
towards her
the eyes,
front ofandthelooked
church.away,
While
Elvis,
taking
a
deep
breath,
walked on to his seat.
And once there he, too. lowered his eyes.
humbly, possible.
he thanked God for making
thisAs,morning
As he thanked, then, just as humbly, a
strange
little oldthemanhotelwho'd
stood in that
crowd fore,outside
beand who had handedonlyhimthethatdaypiece
of paper . . . and whom he knew he would
never see again.
end
Elvis will be seen soon in GJ. Blues.
Paramount; later in Live Wire, 20th-Fo.v.

PERIODIC PAIN
Don't let the calendar make a
slave of you, Betty! Just take a
Midol tablet with a glass of water
. . . that's all. Midol brings faster
and more complete relief from
menstrual pain— it relieves
cramps, eases headache and

No Tears, No Trouble When
(Continued from page 42)
discovered. For she has found that a girl
all alone is lonely. A girl all alone with a
boy makes two, and two make a dangerous
situation. Three have always been a crowd,
and a tocrowd
drag ... sofour.the answer
seems
lie in isthea number
Four make a double date. A good allplay-and-no-consequences
When Brian Kelly phoneddate.Diane for a
date, she was surprised at the way her
heart leaped at the sound of his voice.
"Whoa, girl," said Diane to herself.
"Don't start that again. . . ."
Into the telephone she said lightly, "Why,
Brian, of course I'd love to see you again.
Yes
. . yes . that
. . andparty,
I've too.
been Ofthinking
you . since
course of
Swimming first? Wonderful Oh, let's
kind of Who?
make Mickey?
it a foursome,
we...?
Mickey couldn't
Callan?
Why
yes.
He's
a
darling.
...
Of course
Yes, I have a friend. Real cute.
Just right
for
Mickey. . .She's
tiny
and blonde
loads
. Swell.
. . . That's
date. and
. she
. ."
Brianof fun.
was nice,
thought
Dianea after
hung
up.
A
TV
actor,
quite
Rock
Hudsonish looking, with a twinkle in his eyes
and a blarney kind of charm — Diane
stopped short.
involvement, notShe
with didn't
Brian want
or anyanyother
charmer. She has good reason for wanting
toof keep
her heart
She'sandon wonderful
the verge
something
veryfree.
bright
inpractically
her career.
she senior
was chosenpulledLastoutyearof the
class of—
Glendale
High
—
to
play
Richard
Burton's
teen-age
granddaughter
7ce Palace,
very
important
production.in Several
of thea
studio brass at Warners' had told her
then, "We've got great plans for you."
Advice from a pro
An actress on the set had taken her aside
and suggested, "Don't get yourself inhoney. I'vetheyseenfellmorein girls'
chancesat
ruined volved,
because
love right
the outset of their careers. Something
happens to a girl when she falls in love.
She can't she
thinkgetsof hurt
anything
else.in And
sometimes
— it shows
her
work. She's through before she gets started.
SeeDiane
what nodded.
I mean, dear.
.
.
."
She saw. She knew
what it was like to be hurt by falling
in love — to forget everything but the
memory of a boy's arms around her and
MODERN

Your Dates Are Double

suddenly discover the arms gone, the
shoulder to snuggle on no longer there.
She knew burst
of theintoevenings
when ofshe'd
suddenly
tears, and
the
afternoons
classa blur.
when the instructor's
words were inonly
Her parents and his had called it "puppy
love,"time"just
a teenup crush."
Deciding
was
to break
the two-year
dating,it
the
boy's
parents
had
sent
him
military school out-of-town, and whenoff heto
left, Diane
thoughtforever.
her sixteen-year-old
heart
was broken
She had tearfully confided to her closest
girl friend at Glendale High, "No one understands. They think a teen-ager doesn't
have
I'm utterly
Timefeelings.
had erased
the firstdevastated."
stinging hurt,
but it had not erased the memory of it.
"No self.
more"Not until
fallingit'sin for
love,"real.
she told hergetting involved and being hurt. No more
to goHowout towithdo boys.
part"Still,of Imylovelife.
it andDating's
steer
clear of trouble? I remembered something
I learned in high school. When I was a
junior and senior, going out on a foursome
could give me all the fun of dating, and
none
complications."
Oddlyof the
enough,
one of the girls she met in
the Hollywood circles she now began to
move in was tiny, blonde Cindy Robbins.
As girls do, they had a gab session one day
about clothes and men and marriage. Cindy
had
goneShethrough
an unhappy
affair
herself.
and Rock
Hudson love
had dated
exclusively for several months, and Cindy
had fallen madly in love with him. Cindy
took their dates seriously, but Rock was
just going with Cindy to forget the strain
of his unhappy divorce at the time. Rock
thought lightful
of cute,
Cindy make
as a him
decompanionlaughing
who could
relax during a tense period in his life.
Afterwards, he stopped seeing her.
It took Cindy a long time to get over it.
herself,on "I'm
not"Next
goingtime,"
to go she
out promised
with a fellow
solo
dates
until
I
know
what
the
score is."
There they were. Two beautiful
young
girls, full of life, full of fun, and bent on
keeping
Doublingout wasof love.
the answer. Brian brought
Mickey Callan. Mickey and Cindy hit it
off immediately. Diane and Brian continued to find each other delightful com-

pany. Being a foursome kept them from
getting sloshily sentimental. There they
were, poolside at the Beverly Hills Hotel,
laughing, flirting, swimming, goofing
around, teasing each other affectionately.
They all had such fun they extended the
date to dinner and a drive along the beach
at night. Having another couple along
took the accent off sex and put it on
laughs.
Later that night, at Diane's doorstep,
Brian leaned over and said, "It was fun,
Diane looked dreamy. "It was lovely
wasn't
it?" in the convertible with Cindy,
Mickey,
called
out:
Cindy and "Let's
Diane make
lookedit again."
at each other.
And exchanged a wink.
end
Diane McBain
in Warner
Palace;
Michael isCallan
is in Bros.'
ColumbiaIce
Pictures'
Because They're Young and will
fun."
soon appear in Pepe; Brian Kelly is on
21
Beaconis inStreet
for ABC-TV;
Robbins
U.Vs This
Earth Is Cindy
Mine.
nearest you tha
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includes
a
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Young' Modern
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(a Drexel Production-Columbia Pictures
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a
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day Weldco-starring
and VictoriaMichael
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Lovable sun suit, swimsuits from Berlinger
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Rose
Marie
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and
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What

Killed Diana Barrymore?

(Continued from page 46)
ofthem,
gin — friends,
stuff Dianaandhadforkeptacquaintances,
on hand for
moochers, whoever might drop by.
On the morning of January 24, a Sunthirty-twoof one
days oflaterthese
— therebottles
was only
one day—quarter
left.
Diana held it. tremblingly, in her hand,
pouring some of it into a glass.
it," she
as "I'll
the finish
maid, Eva
Smith,mumbled,
walked groggily.
into the
room. " — And then, after I'm through, I'll
get some more. . . ."
Dangerous combination
The maid was worried.
"Miss B." she said, "it's nearly noontime.
Ain't you ever planning to get out of bed
today?"
"A person gets out of bed after she's
slept. I haven't slept," Diana said. "Not
forThetwomaid
days."looked over at the table next
to the bed, at the tiny bottles of Seconal
and barbiturates there. "The pills don't
help?" she asked.
Diana shook her head. "No."
you're taking too many of them,"
the"Maybe
maid said.
"I don't know," said Diana.
"Maybe," said the maid, "could be, I
mean, that it's the whisky combining with
them
pillstothatbe don't
themthework
You got
carefulmakeabout
whisky
and them pills, Miss B. They can produce
dangerous results taken together. Bad on
the
then some
she
walkedheart."
over She
to thenodded.
bed, andAndslapped
life into the pillow on which the weary
Diana lay, and then she reached for the
glass Diana was holding. "Now maybe if
you
stopped toonsay.the whisky for a while — "
she started
Diana drew back her hand, the glass.
"Would you raise the shade?" she asked.
"Yes the
ma'am,"
said. Shelifted
walked
across
room, theto maid
the window,
the
shade and looked out. "My," she said,
"looks like a nice cold one again today . . .
People seecoming
back from
church,"
you
should
how bundled
up and
shivering
they
are." the window.
Dianaall faced
She squinted.
brought her glass to her lips
andThentookshea swallow.
"Did the papers come?" she asked.
"The Times and The Tribune," the maid
said, " — I put them on the foot of vour
bed."
Diana reached for one of them.
flipped
for the theatrical section,
andShepulled
it out.
She began to scan the columns.
new the
names,"
she said,
a "All
while,these
bringing
glass back
up toafter
her
lips,
taking
another
swallow,
"
—
being
cast
for this play and for that . . . Who knows
them?"
"I bet," the maid said, as she walked
back towards
bed, name
"I bet used
you canto re-be
member whentheyour
there."
"Vividly," said Diana. (Another swallow.)
"And— sheI betsmiled
you something
else,"it ssaidgonna
the
maid
now, your
" — that
be back
there again,
name, before
too long.
I justbackgot tothenormal
feelingaround
. . . Things
start
getting
here.
You
start
sleeping
again,
getting
again, talking to those producers onstrong
the
telephone again. And I bet you it won't be
longHertillsmile
your broadened.
name be back there, Miss B."
"Now, for now, Miss B," she said, "why

don't you just try to get some of that
sleep." She began to reach for the glass
again.
then,drew
after back
you wake
"
Again,"AndDiana
her —hand.
sharply.
"Keep your hands off this," she said,
She closed her eyes.
"I'm not going to sleep," she said. "I
wish"Gonna
I couldhave
. . . some
But I can't."
lunch then, some
soup"I'mmaybe?"
the
maidhaveasked.anything but
not going to
this."
said, raising
glass invisible
a little,
as if Diana
she were
toastingthesome
guest. "And then," she said, "after I finish
— like I told you — I'm going to get some
The maid started to leave the room.
"Eva," Diana said, opening her eyes sudmore." denly, calling, pleadingly. " — don't be
"I'm notherangry,
shaking
head. Miss B," said the maid,
angry."
"Don't be," said Diana. "Not with me . . .
not today. . . ."
The Sunday search
It was shortly before two that afternoon
when the bottle, the last bottle, was empty,
and when she got out of her bed and
walked over to the phone.
She looked up the number of the swank
restaurant across the street, The Colony,
and. slowly, she dialed.
"Mr. Cavallero," she said, controlling
her voice, asking for the owner. " — This
is
Barrymore.
B — A — Rit,— until
R — Y she
—"
—heard
sheDiana
finished
it andvoice
repeated
the familiar
on the other end
of "Gene?"
the line. she asked.
"Yes, Diana?"
"I need your help. I need a bottle,
whisky
. . . any" —kind."
He hesitated.
Andyourhowbottles,
can I help?"
it "You
in a take
paper onebag,of you
give it toyouone putof
your
boys, hehe said,
bringsinterrupting.
it over — " "It's il"Diana,"
"Please,"
she
said.
legal. Ican't."
"I"Please
can't.". . . I'll pay you. I have lots of
"I'd loseLots."
my license."
money.
"Please. ..." She began to cry. "It's the
last"Diana
favor— "I'llheever
ask toof say.
you, Gene."
started
"I've been a good customer of yours,
haven't I, always?" she asked.
"Sure you have," he said, "but that's
got"Please,
nothingGene,
to do please."
with it."
"Look. I— " he started to say. He paused.
"Diana." he said then, "there's a call on
another phone . . . I'll be right with you.
seem asto hehearlowered
him, theit. sound
Hold
on."didn'tmade
hisDiana
receiver
liquor
stores excitedly.
open on Sunday?"
she"Areasked,
suddenly,
She answered her own question.
"Yes, some of them are ... Of course.
Some
be," she said.
She ofhungthemup must
the phone.
And got up from where she was sitting.
"Who needs anybody when there are
good liquor
said, asoutshea
rushed
overstores
to heraround,"
closet,shepulled
coat, threw it over her slip, grabbed her
purse and headed for the door.
Outside — where it was cold, just as Eva
had said, freezing cold — she walked the
practically-deserted
streets for
hour. East to Park Avenue.
Thennearly
to Lex-an
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ington. Then south down Lex . . . from
Sixty-first Street, through the Fifties,
through most of the Forties . . . block after
block after block . . . the wind hitting
hard against her face, blurring her eyes,
dishevelling her hair . . . not caring,
though;
walking
. . . block
after block
... instillsearch
of an after
oasis block
with
awithneona sticker
sign overon it,
all
lit
and
its front door inviting,
marked
'Open.'
NotButone.none of the liquor stores was open.
And, Street,
by theshetime
reached AndFortysecond
was she
exhausted.
she
turned and walked into Grand Central
Station
and
went
to
a
phone
booth
there
and called a friend.
"Isn't there anyplace in this town," she
asked, "where I can buy a bottle?"
"Diana," her friend said, "you sound as
if you've already had enough."
"Don't holler," she said. "I'm going to
"Diana!"
—"
die"Yes,"
she said. "I know it. I can feel it.
My time is running out . . . I've been running . . . And so is time."
"Where are you, Diana?"
"And all I want," she went on, ignoring
the questions, "is a bottle!"
"Diana, where are you?"
"Do you have a black hat," she asked,
"and a black dress? For my funeral. You'll
be needing them ... if you come."
"Diana — where are you?"
She thing
didn't
answer.
say anythis time.
She She
simplydidn't
dropped
the
receivertered theand
it dangling
wordleftfuneral
again, asandshemutran
from the booth and back outside, into the
street, and hailed a cab to take her home.
In her building again, a little while
later, she began to climb the stairs to her
apartment.
She lived on the third floor.
She stopped on the second.
She walked to a door, and she knocked.
A young man, in a sweater and slacks,
opened the door.
America's First Negro
(Continued from page 40)
This is his story. Johnny began singing
when
he was then,
very ityoung,
wasn't
show business
was forbuthisit church,
his school, his family. His childhood was
humble, simple, happy. His mother and
father loved gospel and spiritual singing.
Their home had a strong religious feeling.
They went to church together, they said
grace at every meal, and his mother read
from the sionary
Biblegroupevery
The church
mismet day.
frequently
at their
house. And young Johnny was always
singing, because "only singing gives me
such
Out heof avoided
respect
for hisa wonderful
church andfeeling."
his folks,
blues, but hespiratiodid
enjoy
spirituals
and
nal songs. Everybody told him in-he
had a "God-given voice. . . ."
Johnny
could charm
theButbirds
off adidn't
tree realize
with hishe singing
until
he was five and attending Harrison
Kindergarten
down
the
street
from
his
home.
It was then — in white pants, white shirt,
white cape — that he sang his first solo,
Away in show,
the Manger,
Christmas
and won inhisthefirstschool's
prize,
a coloring book.
As he grew older, he sang everywhere
they tolerated
But he ondidn't
earn
money
until hehim.competed
Trummie
Cain's
radio
Talent
Show
on
station
KCOH.
76 He won $15 each time, for a month, and

"You don't know me," she said to him,
quickly, "but my name is Diana Barrymore. I'm a neighbor of yours ... I wonme a bottle
liquor."
Theder if you
youngwouldmanselllooked
at her.of Silently.
He turned and disappeared for a moment.
Then he returned.
"This is vermouth," he said, handing her
what he was holding. "There were a few
people
drinks. IIt'shopeall
I've gotoverleft.lastIt'snight,
dry for
vermouth.
that's
all
right."
"Dry smiled.
vermouth," Diana said.
She
Then,
she said,
please letopening
me payheryoupurse,
for this.
I owe"Here,
you
a "No,"
lot forthethis."
young man said, still looking
at "Oh?"
her, trying
Diana tosaid.smile back. "It's on the
She clutched the bottle.
Without another word, she turned and
house."
she began to climb the stairs again. . . .
Last act
come
to Eva
visit,hadtwo left.
menSome
and friends
a woman,who'd
disgusted
with
the
way
she'd
been
drinking,
her talk of impending death, had left, with
too.
She was alone now, in the living room,
standing near the big mirror, the glass in
her hand, the bottle nearby. She stared
over at the clock. It was nearly 11:05 p.m.
"This was always the worst part of the
day, said.
for Diana, those o'clock
last days,"
a friend
has
everyshe
night
she would "Atbegineleven
imagining that
was
atfifththe Street,
Martin where
Beck Theater,
over
on
FortySweet Bird of Youth
was playing. That she was just finishing
her performance in the play. She would
rise from wherever she was sitting and
walk across the room, to a spot she pretended wastheater.
the stage,
front
of her the
She thewouldmirror
standin there,
stiffly, for five full minutes. And then, at
11:05, she would imagine that the curtain
was coming down and that her perform-

ance was over and that the applause was
was nearly that time now — eleven —
thisIt night.
beginning."
And Diana, in front of the mirror, looked
from the clock to a photograph on the
fireplace, which she'd had framed and
which she'd placed there a few months
earlier.
photograph.
andIt wasn't
a man much
standingof atogether,
on aJust
pierherin
some
sunny
place,
the
man
looking
at her and she looking at the man, over
and
holding the small bouquet of violets he
had just bought for her.
She stared at the photograph for a moment.
And then she stared, again, at the clock.
She watched its big hand, carefully as
itto went
five. from three minutes after, to four,
And
when once
it hitmore
the five-mark,
she faced
the mirror
and she bowed.
"I
am
The
Princess
Kosmonopolis,"
whispered, rising, looking at herself in she
the
She looked at her face, the lines, the
paleness,
as she repeated the words.
mirror.
"I am "I."
The Princess Kosmonopolis ... I
amShe...bowed
7 am again.
.../...."
Then she turned.
She
walked
her bedroom. from the living room, into
As she approached the bed, she dropped
the"Please.
she she
was said.
still holding.
" OnglassGod,"
She
threw
herself onto the bed.
"I'm
so
tired.
"Oh, God," she said.
"Please Barrymore
. . . give me died
sleep.in. .her
." sleep,
Diana
sometime early the next morning — victim
ofbarbiturates.
a long-range combination of liquor and
At ketherwas covered
funeral, four
days later,
cascompletely
with herviolets.
The card that accompanied the flowers was
signed, simply, "Tom."
end

was the touchy world of segregation; but
Johnny gress.knew
did not oftransBut, in the
spiterules
of theand edginess
the
times, of
Johnny
kept finding
outstretched
hands
friendship
from
white
folk as
well as his own.
then $50 for the grand prize.
"It is a miracle," his mother would sigh.
. . . !"
got colored
his first weekly.
press notice,
hisThat's
photowhen
in a helocal
The "AOnetrueof miracle
in Johnny's
beInformer. The family liked the recognigantontheMunicipal
daythe hemiracles
was
caddying
thelifeaHousGolf Course
andat got
spetion,
but didn't off.
buy Immodesty
any extra copies
or doa
any
showing
was
not
cial request to sing for a certain distinChristian virtue, they felt.
guished-looking, white-haired gentleman,
Johnny's
mother
when right there on the clubhouse patio.
Johnny
offered
to singwasfor pleased
the Christian
The
man
listened
intently to the
boy's
Society missionary group that met in the lyric baritone (he was
Because)
the handsome
Nash house. So Johnny sang, Yes, God Is and took careful note ofsinging
Real, and later the minister said Johnny thirteen-year-old's poise and neat way of
had the makings of a fine minister.
dressing.
Then
he told
he'd station
like to
bringan him
to the
localJohnny
television
"We a would
he had
such
call. Butbe pleased
he has toif hemakefelt the
de- for
audition
sometime.
Johnny
thanked
him
and
went
back
to
work.
.
.
.
cision himself," said Johnny's mother.
Mr. Frank Stockton, he found out from
Rules and miracles
other caddies, was a retired real estate
At home, life was God-fearing yet warm broker, whose only son had been killed in
and good. Johnny loved to gaze quietly out
accidentHe just
after his
return from the Service.
certainly
seemed
of the big picture window of the house he an automobile
had beenneath theborn
in.
The
planter
box
underlike
a
kindhearted
gentleman,
Johnny
dewindow and the natty awning
but it washim notsing,theandfirstpromised
time someone hadcided,heard
him
framedside. the
lovely view
The magnolia
tree ofin the
front,world
the outnice something. . . .
lawn and the flowers along the yellow
When
Johnny
got
home
and
told
his
cyclone fence, set the borders of their little dad, John Lester Nash, Sr., and his mother,
world of gospel singing, Bible meetings, and his older sister Dorothy Jean, they
marvelous
kitchen
fried cautioned, "Don't be disappointed if nothchicken and
applesmells
pie ("oh
thattheMother
baked!"), thethehouse
relatives
and friends
his mother added, "If it is the will
crowded
on festive
days. who of But
happens."
theing phone
Lord, then
Outside of their familiar neighborhood
The
rang.it Itwillwashappen."
Mr. Stockton,

Teen Idol

and he Johnny
explainedto meet
to Johnny's
wanted
the dad
nextthat
after-heto
noon at KPRC-TV
andhimintroduce
him
Dick Gottleib, His dad agreed.
His Johnny
mother sighed.
have always
hoped
that
would "Ibecome
a minister;
but he shall do what he must."
Steady singer
The next day, Johnny met Mr. Stockton,
was introduced to Gottleib, and sang for
him. "Come around tomorrow, and I'll let
youThesingnexton day,
the show," Gottleib
said.
asked for
and repermissionsoJohnny
tohe leave
School ceived
at 2:30
couldJack
makeYatesthe High
3:00
show at KPRC. He got to the station, did
a song, and went home. Gottleib phoned
him to say soplimenting
many
calls hehaswanted
come inJohnny
comJohnny that
to return the next day and become a
steady
singer on ofthe theshow,dealat stunned
$12 a song.
The swiftness
the
Nash family. It meant Johnny would be
the only Negro entertainer on the show,
earning $60 a week, more than his father
got for his chauffeur job.
Johnny, not believing his good luck
could last, held on to the caddy job which
brought him about $15 a week, and his
week-end job carrying grocery bags to
customers'
cars at theto Avalon
Market. who
He
gave his earnings
his mother,
banked them for him, and held on to his
grocery job tips.
At school, they cooperated by letting
him leave gym class at 2:30 each day but
warned him he would have to keep his
marks up.
On TV, as in all his jobs, he was a pernist. He knewsomething
he'd have went
to be wrong
extra
good, and fectiowhen
with
or hishe singing,
he wouldto
becometheso music
distressed
would threaten
quit singing forever.
In time, he quit his caddy ing job and the
grocery job, and in his second year on
the TV program, he sang only twice a
so he could maintain his high marks
atweekschool.
He continued to go to the Baptist Church,
where he and his dad and sister sang in
the choir. But his active week kept him
away
friends.from kids his age, and he had few
He studied hard, was among the top five
students at school, and was at his best in
science and math. He talked about going
to U.C.L.A. for a degree in science, but
somehow he kept getting deeper and
deeper into show business.
He was always healthy, energetic and
athletic,
but couldn't
for
school sports.
He couldfindhaveenough
made time
the first
team in basketball at school, but he
wouldn't
time. Heteam,
was but
invited
to try outgiveforitthethe second
refused. He wanted to be No. 1 or nothing.
He did not care for baseball, and preferred hunting and riding to everything
else, until he became fascinated by golf.
He
used
to his grandmother's
and hunt toforgo squirrels,
rabbits and ranch
deer.
He loved to get up on a horse and round
up the cattle.
Guardian angel
As he became a TV personality around
Houston, Mr. Stockton continued to be his
'guardian
angel.'as Ina son.
fact, he began to look
upon Johnny
Amazingly enough — in a city where the
races are still segregated— Johnny attracted
white men who insisted on helping him.
A helping hand always seemed to be extended to him by strangers.
With the same unexpectedness that Mr.
Stockton had helped Johnny, a man from
the
local Paramount
urged Johnny
to audition
for the Theater
new ABC-Paramount
Records company. Johnny taped three

songs, Hey There, Young at Heart and I
Believefusedatto charge
the TV himstation,
whichservice.
then refor the
The man at the theater shipped the tapes
to New York, and the tapes were so good
that
Johnnytookreceived
a contract
mail.
His dad
the contract
to hisby white
employer, who had his attorney okay it.
Then Johnny and his father signed the
papers and mailed them to New York.
In August of 1956, the recording company asked Johnny to go to New York for
his first recording session.
It was then that the Nash family were
faced
realization
Johnny'sat
career with
was the
changing
sharply.thatSinging
church, on local TV and at local clubs
seemed all right, but going to New York
seemed such
a drasticartist,
step. and
It meant
becoming arecording
traveling.
It meant becoming a professional pop
singer, whereas both his mom and dad had
hoped he could become a religious singer.
But his parents did not try to persuade
Johnny
it is
the Lord'sto avoid
will fora singing
Johnny career.
to be a "Ifsinger,
then
that
is
what
he
will
be,"
his
mother
said.
His father took a vacation, and accompanied Johnny to New York, where Johnny
cut his first disk, a ballad, Teenager Sings
the Blues. The next day, on August 19, he
was sixteen years old.
They returned to Houston, and Mr.
Stockton decided Johnny ought to audition for the Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts
program, then searching Houston for potential
than thirty
formerscontestants.
auditioned, More
and Johnny
was oneper-of
three
accepted.
Three
months
later, heto
went to New York with Mr. Stockton
appear
on
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts,
and
won.
Part of the first prize was a week on
Godfrey's
show.hisAtfee theat CBS.
end ofIt
the week, hemorning
was given
was a check for $700, and Johnny gazed at
it, was
awed.his"It'sfirsta inkling
lot of money!"
he gasped.
Itahead
of the big
money
for him.
Godfrey liked Johnny so much, he kept
inviting him back on the morning show,
and
Johnny quit
didn'thergojobbackas housekeeper
to Houston.
His mother
and stayed in New York with Johnny for a
year. Then she went back to Houston,
knowing
Johnny was mature enough to
handle himself.
Another guardian angel
Godfrey's admiration for Johnny grew
so much
thatJohnny
he, too,
a 'father.'
He
decided
oughtbecame
personal manager,
and sent
him totohave
Peter a Dean
and Bob Altfeld, whom Johnny accepted
as Dean
his management
firm. around to find
and Altfeld scurried
Johnny an apartment. After considerable
difficulty, they found him an apartment
near Columbia University. Then they persuaded Johnny to change schools, switching him tofessionals,thewhere Tuesday
School for
ProWeld,Young
Sal Mineo
and
Carol
Lynley
were
among
the
other
students.
Thenlem:they
attacked
loneliness.
They Johnny's
brought big
him probinto
their homes, introduced him to new friends,
took him to golf links and tennis courts,
brought him to parties. A friendly mixer
when working, Johnny becomes terribly
shy when socializing. His quiet personality
did not help him fight off the loneliness
that engulfs a close-to-home boy living
1,500 miles from home.
Despite his big readjustment, Johnny
kept developing his talent. His records besellers
on theshow,
ABC-Paramount
label. came
On top the
Godfrey
he became a
steady. Godfrey himself described Johnny
this way: "I don't really think good voices
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drawing a tremendous fan mail. He is
clearly
destined
to be the
He takes
his success
with'next
calm.Belafonte.'
"Around
our house," he explains, "we never boasted.
We're not the type who exult when we're
lucky. Ours is a quiet kind of joy. We're
not
demonstrative,
whena kiss
I'm
hometooMother
still wakes although
me up with
and"Wethedon't
words,express
'Time our
to getjoyup.'outside; we
feel it inside. We know our strength comes
from ever
within,
and wethings
are ready
whatcomes. When
are bad,for nobody
complains. We know that This too shall
As soon as Johnny felt more secure
about his earnings, he asked his mother
to quit her housekeeping job and stay
home.
"She being
hadn'tablebeento tell
feeling
I felt good
her well,
to takeandit
pass."
When he visited the family last Easter,
he asked his mother, "What do you want
easy."
for Christmas?"
She said,
about"Nothing."
a new
his"How
velvet-brown
eyes house?"
sparkling.he asked,
She
gasped,
"You're
kidding?"
said, "I am not!" When his dad andheardhe
about
he said,
"Son, save
But it,
Johnny
is looking
for ayour
plot money."
of land
in Houston,
and
wants
to
build
parents a new house. But if his moviehiscareer
builds up, he may buy them a house in
Hollywood, instead.
Last summer, he had another thrill at
home. He flew in one Saturday morning,
took his sister to an auto agency, and
boughtdan.aThennewhe black-and-white
sedrove it home Buick
and said,
quietly,
"Mom,
I've
got
you
a
new
car!"
His mother wept happily, and his dad
protested, "No . . . ! Our old car is good
enough."
But, now
in time,
they shines
accepted
new car, and
his dad
the the
car
personally
and
explains
to
neighbors,
is the car Johnny bought for us with"This
his
ownMomearned
Nash money."
says, the mother love shining in her eyes, "Johnny is what God inThe first Negro teen idol
tended every has
son not
to be."
Johnny earned almost $50,000 in 1959,
His success
changed his values.
and is already the first Negro teen idol, When he was earning $3,000 a week for

are as rare as people say they are. What is
rare is a good voice, combined with a good
appearance, an engaging manner, a deep
sense of what words mean, and a love of
singing so sincere that it shines in the
eyes every time a song is sung.
"You But
don'tI felt
find Johnny
that combination
often.
Nash had very
the
right mixture of all these things the first
time I watched
then, and
I've
worked
with himhimon work.
show Since
after show,
every time I hear him sing, I know I am
right. I can honestly say I think he's about
the best young singer on the scene today."
The with
miracle
that smoothed
Johnny's
path
astonishing
good fortune
was
repeated when Burt Lancaster saw Johnny
singing on the Godfrey show. Lancaster
had
been searching
old Negro
boy to playfor thea seventeen-yearlead role of the
film version of a Broadway drama, Take
a Giant Step, and he had auditioned 750
boys over a period of three years.
When he saw Johnny, he liked him at
once
for a andtest.offered to send him to Hollywood
When Johnny was told this, he scoffed,
"Ha
. . . ! You're
wouldno
Hollywood
want kidding
with me . .. .. !. What
? I have
experience in acting . . . I'm only a singer."
But enceheandyielded
managers'
insist-it
studied tothehis script,
learned
quickly, and reported to Lancaster in
Hollywood.
After working with Johnny for a while,
Lancaster
told Johnny's
"This
boy is so good!
How muchmanagers,
acting experience
has
he
had?"
He
was
assured,
was once in a high school operetta ."He. .
that's all."
Afterto the
Lancaster
don'tI
have
see test,
the test.
I have said,
seen "Iwhat
want. But I still think you're lying . . .
ThisJohnny
boy has
got had
the experience!"
contract and made the
movie. On the basis of sneak previews of
Take A Giant Step, MGM signed Johnny
for
only Negro role in its big film,
Key the
Witness.

short hair during a class break at school
so I went
and gotand alooked
"butchat bob"
— andin
when
I got home
myself
my dresser mirror I screamed. I looked
like a scalped porcupine, and I began
bawling because I knew, then and there.
dry brown hills. All I could think of, all I looked awful.
I could recall were my days in Junior
I was ugly, I told myself. Ugly. And I
night tofor mytwo mom
weeks.aboutI tried
High School, when I was fat as an over- tocriedmakeeveryexcuses
not
stuffed chicken, unhappy and made-funof.
Because,
now,
Macy's
wanted
me
to
be
their Cinderella.
going
to
school,
but
she
wouldn't
have
it. I just didn't want to face any
ofanytheof kids.
The truthatisallI wasn't
only fat.
confidence
in whatever
I did.I hadI wasno
But the heartbreaking climax of my
terrible in sports, in gym class. Whenever short haircut story is that the boy who
the captains of different teams in gym said he liked short hair came up to me in
class would line up the girls for their school and said, "What's the matter with
teams,
they always
tried toleave
pretend
I wasn't
you? IYouwentlookhome
so funny."
he scowled,
bawlingAnd like
a baby
and would
me until
last;there
and and
then finally the gym teacher would tell
All the while I had to make the rounds
me
to
go
over
to
such-and-such
a
side.
I
was too short for basketball, not strong again.
for auditions for TV and stage shows, and
enoughways kept
to goofing
throw ainvolley
ball. ofAnda game.
I al- wherever my father and I would go, I'd
the middle
girls my age looking like dreams in
And, besides, I was very heavy. I was see
picture-pretty
dresses,
doll-baby
twelve going on thirteen, and I weighed figures.
They looked
like with
somebodies,
and
one
hundred
and
thirty-eight
pounds.
And
I
felt
like
such
a
nobody.
They'd
wear
I was a shrimp, too. People used to say, cute shoes with small heels. I knocked
"Connie,
no bigger
than a minute!"of around
in ofscuffed-up
flats.
They'd
use
and
they you're
made me
very self-conscious
all sortsand
make-up
tricks:
lipstick
brushes
mascara
and pancake
powder.
myTheheight.
only thing people would mention to And I wouldn't bother.
One day I was to play my accordion and
me when they were hard-pressed for
something nice to say was, "Connie, you sing
Goldenprogram
Earringson onTV,George
Startime
and Scheck's
a boy I
have
such
nice
long
hair."
And,
one
day,
a boy I had a crush on announced he liked liked whose name was Tommy was also

From Ugly Duckling to Cinderella
(Continued from page 58)
Franconero from Newark, New Jersey,
being the Cinderella in the huge, popular
Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade — ? Well,
it was tooandmuch.
Shirleybe
Temple
lots ofMacy's
other told
starsmewould
in it, and they wanted me to have a float
of my own. The reason I hesitated wasn't
that because
I didn't Iwant
to be a over.
part Iofgulped
it. It
was
was bowled
and swallowed and finally muttered a
"Yes,theI telephone
would loveI was
to," soandexcited
when II could
hung
up
hardly speak. My mom wanted to know
who'd called, and, in a timid voice, I said,
"Macy's."
to tell
the
whole
story Iforwasfearafraid
they had
made hera mistake. Maybe they wanted a Connie Somebody Else instead of me. But she finagled
news out with
of me,coffee
and and
she said
tothe celebrate
cake. we ought
"No cake for me, Mama," I said.
"Oh,thiscomeonce."on, honey," she answered.
"Just
"Uh-uh,"
Idown
said firmly.
And
I sat
at ourinbig-yellow-andchrome
kitchen
table
our nice new
house in Bellefield, New Jersey, and began
to think. My mother started the coffee pot
percolating while I gazed out the window
78 at the October sun dipping behind the

two weeks at the Apollo Theatre, he
walked
his apartment
rest andto eat.
It did not between
occur toshows
him toto
hang around backstage or to go to fancy
restaurants with an entourage.
"I don't want to live a fancy life," he
explains.
"I like to live simply."
A new world
His managers keep his accounts, pay his
bills, give him an allowance, prepare a
detailed monthly financial statement and
send a hecopyrarely
to hisspends
parents.
But he's so
frugal,
his allowance.
He
keeps
busy
around
the
apartment,
constructing lamps, fixing lights,
setting
up a math.
hi-fi system, reading books on science
and
His experiences away from home have
shaken him up, of course. Arthur Godfrey,
virtuallybraceda himnational
institution,
has em-of
in full view
of millions
TV viewers, and invited him to his VirHe ginia
hasestate.found white as well as colored
girls sweet, understanding and inspiring.
They
off self-improvement
sprees.haveOnetriggered
white girl,
employed by a
publishing house, impressed him with her
erudition so much that he told his managers the nexteducation
day, "I isrealize
now that
high school
not enough
... aI
must
somehow
get a take
highertimeeducation!"
Because
he cannot
out for
college, he has begun to read better books,
carrying
with out
him ofconstantly
rehearsals them
and trips
town. into
He hungers for social contacts that will
He'd each
like
tobring
see him
whitenewand insights
colored into
peoplelife.know
other better. He worships Harry Belafonte
because Belafonte is a solid citizen as well
as a top entertainer. He is a friend of
Johnny Ma this and Earl Grant.
Hiscle of loneliness,
friends, is despite
real. It ishisnotgrowing
easy forcir-a
teen-ager to be away from home, accepted
but not yet completely part of a new and
exciting world.
"But I am never really alone," he explains, "Ihave my faith, and it is my constant companion." END
Johnny stars in MGM's Key Witness.

on the program. I was dressed in a
flouncy gypsy costume that probably made
me lookished mytwice
heavy;up and
after I finsong, asI went
to Tommy
and
said,looked
"Hey Tommy,
how nodded
did I do?"
And
he
at me and
his head
hopelessly
muttered,
have lookedandbetter
if you "Connie,
wore youryou'd
accordion."
I didn't know what he meant at first.
Then I itwasstruck
me. SoHeI went
didn'thome
like and
the
way
dressed.
told my mom what he said.
"Why don't you make a pretty dress
for yourself.
my mom said, trying to pick upConnie?"
my spirits.
"I'm no good at sewing," I told her.
"But you'll never learn if you don't
try,"
emphasized.
Theshefollowing
Saturday I went to a
yard-goods store and bought some brown
plaid
material.
decided onI'dthemakefabric,
a skirt.
I spent
seven I dollars
and
when I finished it, I tried it on and I
looked like a blimp. I had made it too
small. It had taken me weeks to finish it,
and I was so disappointed I started to cry.
But, you can cry just so much without
getting fed up with yourself. Then and
there I told myself I had to face the fact
I was a mess. I was fat. Why? I was
always eating salami sandwiches and sugar
cookies
I never
any
attentionandto pizza
what pies.
I ate.
And paid
I never
looked
after
my
appearance
the
way
a
girl
should.
When
I
went
to
bed
that
night.
I
vowed
that tomorrow would be the dawn of a
new
Connie. I don't
know what
me
so determined
to change.
Maybemadeit was
my
anguish
over
the
brown
plaid
skirt
spent weeks sewing. Or maybe it wasI'd
just the plain hard fact I was going out
of my way to look unattractive and the
fellows didn't like me.
I couldn't
sleep wondering
that night. how
I keptI could
tossing and turning,
make such a big change.
That next
morningandI told
went her
to myI wanted
health
teacher
at school
to lose weight, and she sat me down and
explainedtables, what
eat. Meats,
vegefruits andI should
milk. Hero
sandwiches?
They
were
out.
My
mom's
chocolate
cakes?
candy? Out!
Taboo.Pizza pies and soda-pop and
I decided
I wouldn't
tell habits
anyonebecause
I was
going
to change
my eating
IWhen
was Iafraid
not to.at
went they'd
home, persuade
I just sat mesilently
the supper table and ate only what the
teacher
me Iatshould.
my mom
and dad told
looked
me as Both
if I was
sick.
Well, I was. Sick of the way I looked.
"Eat,delicious
eat," my mashed
mom said.
"Lookon atyourall
those
potatoes
plate."
I tried to look up and smile. "But . . .
but
I managed
say,
and II'mgotnotup hungry,"
from the table.
I was toafraid
if But
I stayed
they'dupsetting
coax me thing
into ofeating.
the most
all was
that a month passed and nothing happened. Ididn't looksuspicion
any different.
had a frightening
that I And
wouldI
never
lose any weight, that my trouble was
glandular.
Then, onduring
that fifth week,
I weighed
myself
our bathroom
scale and
I had
lost five pounds!
The following week I lost another five.
In another month I had lost twentyeight pounds! I couldn't believe it. I was
down toinonethe hundred
pounds.
myself
mirror and
shake I'dmylookhead.at
That
But I wasn't
liked it!me; if it was, it was a ghost.
None of my clothes fit me, of course,
and
shoe a size
seven even
to a my
five and
half. changed from a
Boys began paying attention to me, and
all of a sudden I noticed the other girls

at school were jealous. I had more respect for myself now, and I started to
think
make-up
lookingabout
pretty.clothes
Oh, Iandgoofed
plentyandof
times — like the day I put on so much
rouge and somebody wisecracked that I
looked like a floozy. I was shattered, to
say the least. But I learned, and I learned
I wasn'tandafraid
ofbecause
my teachers
friends.to ask questions
Now, perhaps, you can understand how
deeply
whenas Macy's
called
me andrel a thrilled
meI was
to pose
their Cindein asked
their fabulous
Thanksgiving
Day
Gives Hair
parade. I never dreamed such an honor
would be bestowed upon me, the fat girl Glorious, Golden Color, Sparkling Shine,
from Newark, New Jersey.
It Shades Lighter, Safely, at home!
Though I'm still not, and never will be, Washesto keep
your lifehairandfromlustre,
getting itdarkshadesand lighter,
faded?
a fashion model type, you'll pardon me Want
Want
to
restore
I'm
sure for
being
pretty pleased
with
the brighter, shinier,its gleaming
with seetheCREME
radiant SHAMgolden
changes
that
occurred
to
me
—
changes
color
men
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Then
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makes
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hair dull takes
and only
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a few minutes
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Petting and Parking
(Continued from page 49)
ANNETTE FUNICELLO:
A I suppose you mean Paul, Fabe and
Frankie.
9 You supposed correctly.
A Well, may I honestly set the record
straight
last time?on this confused story for the
<J> Go right ahead.
A I'mguysterribly
of each
three
and wefondhave
a lotoneof offunthese
together. But there's nothing like a romance
involved.
We
just
enjoy
each
other's
company.
9 Why not take each boy, one at a time,
and reveal your specific feeling about
A Fine. First there's Paul. There's little
tobrother
say about
Paul closest
except friend.
that he'sWhatmy was
big
and very
once is comeno better
longerandandmore
I'm sure
we've
beunderstanding
friends as a result.
9A What
Fabian?can I say about that crazy
hound-dog man? He's the ginchiest and
we've had
laughs atogether.
Including theatimelot heof shoved
watermelon
in my face. But as far as a romance goes,
Imillion
haven'tgirlsgot ina his
chance.
life. I'm just one of a
9 And, last but not least, Frankie.
A To tell you the truth, we've never had
a real date together. But there's something very special about him that I haven't
figuredor out
seen ofhimhimlessmore.thanI
Paul
Fabeyet.but I've
I think
don't
know
what
it
is.
things that ever happenedOneto meof the
was nicest
when
Frankie called me on my birthday from
Texas. It meant so much to me. I hope
that I can see more of him. He's great.
9 Now let's go from the specific to the
general. Let's
talk aboutabout.
the problems
teen-agers
date kissing.always
Do youworry
believe in it?Like firstA I dig it. But it actually depends on
the guy you are with. If he's just a friend,
platonic
and like
all that,
But if you
him, then
then don't
you kiss
should.him.I
think
a natural
to having
had
a goodit'stime.
Most reaction
of the guys
out here
expect it.
You don't date many 'friends?'
AQ Nope!
How sure!
about first-date hand-holding?
A9 Oh,
<?
Have
you learned any lessons about
sex?
A Only one. To take it slow.
9 What's the biggest mistake you've
made?
I haven't
made athebigcourse
one. Just
lot
of Asmall
ones during
of a adate.
But then there really is no formula to
dating. Every boy is a new, and usually
exciting, experience.
9A For
And meexperience
it is. is the best teacher?
9A Sure.
Do youButpark
not with
until atheguy?third or fourth
dateQ Doand youI'm have
certaina favorite
that I'mparking
fond of spot?
him.
Like
Los
Angeles'
famed
Mulholland
Drive?
A Yes,
and don't
I like to park
right
in front
of my laugh.
own house.
9 Why?
A So I don't have to rush at the last
minute if I'm late!
9 How do you handle wolves?
A I just don't lead them on. If you
don't lead them on, then I've found that
you'll
If they
do make
a pass,have
and nomanytrouble.
of them
do, then
just

kid them along and show them that while
they may
kidding themmean
along.business,
Just put you're
them only
into their
9 Do you believe in drinking on a date?
place.
A No. Definitely no! It's bad. Usually
you're just a little girl trying to be big.
But drinking does not prove a thing. Don't
drink until you're over twenty-one and
even
thenyour
it isn't
necessary.
9 Are
parents
too strict?
A
No,
they're
not
very ask
strict. They
my judgment.
All
they
that and
Itrust
in-I
troduce them to the fellow Iisdate,
don't think this is unfair.
9 What do you think of going steady?
A As far as I'm concerned, I don't beI'm toaway
wouldn'tlieve in beit. fair
the soboy.much that it
9 And for others?
A I think it's up to the individuals,
though
not areally
of it.un-I
think thatI'm after
whileinitfavor
becomes
fair to both the guy and the gal.
9 Do you think that you can define the
most
love? precious word in the dictionary —
A I'llwhen
try. you
I thinkhavethata you're
love
specialreally
under-in
standing with him. When you like no one
else and have no jealousy and trust only
him. But, then, I guess love is also a sort
ofto bea jealousy.
Crazy.do It's
when you
want
together and
everything
together.
9 Have you a current romance?
AthatYep,he'sbuttall,
I'm not talking. All I'll say
islives
near me. dark and handsome and
9 Describe your version of the ideal
A He's 5 feet 11, he has dark brown
guyhair,
a good build
a great
smile.metThat's
my dream
becauseand I've
never
the
'ideal'
— andyourprobably
9 Whoguy are
favorite never
men? will.
A Frankie, Paul, Fabe, my brothers
Mikenotandtalking
Joey, my current
X' who
I'm
and my'Mr.
9 Howfeel?
does theabout,
transition
fromdaddy.
girl to
woman
A I don't know. I haven't made the
change
any olderI dothanlookI
did
a yearyet.agoI don't
thoughfeelI suppose
older. It's just that I look at things difthan I did a a little
year girl.
ago. I'm stillenda
girl, but ferently
no longer
FRANKIE AVALON:
(Continued from page 49)
experience. I finally had to get the manager of the hotel, and it took hours to
find him, to convince the girls they should
leave. Everyone in the hotel knew what
was going on before they finally left.
9 Are your parents worried about your
trips away from home?
wait ten
untilmonths
I get back.
I'veA Yes.
beenThey
awaycan'tabout
this
9
What
sort
of
advice
has
your
father
year.
given you about girls you meet?
A He has always told me to be careful
and
He reminds
a lot watch
to temptmyself.
a fellow,
and that mea guythere's
has
to learn self-control.
9 Was there a time when you had to
remind yourself of his advice?
A Oh, sure!
9 What did your mother suggest you
do to stay out of trouble?
A She always leaves the advice up to
my dad. She was just nineteen when she
married him, you know. . . .
9 What was your most embarrassing
moment with a girl?
A Once, on a date, I tried to get a girl
out of the car, and dashed around the front
of the car, tripped and fell flat on my
face! I was all shook up and had quite a
time pretending to keep my poise.

9 If a girl gets aggressive, how do you
react?
A I never let the girl get me alone.
They seem to hold back if there are other
people
9 Didaround.
you ever feel like going beyond
the accepted relationship with a girl?
A I'm just normal!
9 If you never got into trouble, to what
doYouryou religious
credit it? Your parents' influence?
agers' warnings? background? Your manIt's a combination.
My homelife
and
myA church
and my religious
background
naturally have a lot to do with it, plus
the
important factors of my early surroundings.
9 Have your managers ever forbidden
you to date a certain girl?
A No. toI'dletheard
they supposedly
refused
me datethatTuesday
Weld, but
that9 Do
isn't you
so. check with them before you
take out a girl?
A No — never!
9 Do they tell you how much money
youA Yes.
can spend?
I get an allowance of twenty
dollars a week. But that doesn't mean
I'm restricted
to that. I get more if I
need
it.
9 Did you ever have a crush on one of
your women teachers?
A Yes.SheI couldn't
wait been
until Itwenty-two.
was in her
class.
must have
She wasn't too big, sorta blonde and cute.
I couldn't
seemlooking
to get atanyher.workShe done.
just
sit there,
used I'dto
say, "Frankie, would you please run to the
office the
with shades
this message?"
ask meotherto
pull
down, oror some
errand, and I thought she really liked me.
Until
the flunked
end ofme.the semester, that is.
Then she
9 Were you ever in trouble with the law?
A Once, in Milwaukee. I left my hotel
room with a police escort, because of all
the fans hanging around, about ten in the
morning,
and didn't
back until
at night. When
I did,getI found
three 11:30
girls
outside my room. Every night after that,
when I returned, I found more and more
girls until I think some kind of a record
was
It got toso get
whento I'dmytry floor,
to getthere
into
the set.
elevator
would be girls waiting in it to ask for my
autograph.
the with
elevator and One
therenight
wereI got
threeintogirls
pencils and notebooks. They asked if they
could come in and visit, so I told them
sure. After all, it takes time to unwind
after
a day's work, they
so I didn't
mindandsome
company.
came movies
in,
we
sat
around Anyway,
and talked about
and
movie
stars
for
about
a
quarter
of
hour. All at once there was a knock anon
the door, and some detectives burst in.
The girls
had told
me they warned
were seventeen, but when
the detective
them
he'd talked with their mothers, they admitted theythatwerea curfew
only fifteen!
even know
existed inI didn't
town,
but as soon as he got them to admit their
ages, he told me that they were all out
way
curfew
I wasto atexplain
fault!
I hadpastto the
report
to —theandcourt
what
had were
happened.
I said SoI didn't
the girls
under-age.
they letknow
me
9
How
do
you
feel
about
premarital
relations between a boy and a girl?
A I think it is very nice for a boy and
girl
steady.
it is are
bettertoo not
see atogirlgo that
much.ButThere
manyto
go.
temptations.
Itopetthe. . movies,
. we're all human.
It's
better ordstoandgodance,
to recand have listen
fun, without
letting it get too complicated.
9 Do you think there's too much emchurch? phasis on sex in literature, school, and

A I had health hygiene in school. It
started in the ninth grade. In some schools
they start in the eighth. I went to a
Catholic school, and the sisters instructed
us. They
the class
room
and sent
thenthewe girls
had out
freeofdiscussion.
Most of us were embarrassed, but frankly,
they didn't
tell most
anything
we didn'tknow
already
know.
In fact,
teen-agers
the
answer
before
they
get
into
a
hygiene
class.
9 How did you first learn about sex?
A I lived in a big city, full of a lot of
people. By the time I'd gone through
school I Ihadn't
missed much,
and thenfill thein.
crowds
hung around
with helped
My
too. father talked things over with me,
Q When do you feel is the best time for
a AboyI feel
and athatgirla tofellow
get married?
should be about
twenty-five,
but
that
doesn't
mean —heif canhe
be
stopped
—
or
should
be
stopped
meets the right gal tomorrow,
and elopes
to Mexico. You can't really say someone
is too old
or not oldor enough.
matter
of whether
not theyIt'saremore
readya
and willing to take on the responsibility
of 9marriage."
Did you ever read any books on sex?
A No.
9 Did you know that Annette FuniScoop! Kim to Marry!
{Continued from page 38)
the prettier of the two Novak daughters.
She was a quiet girl.
She did fairly well in school — history
being
worst. her best subject, arithmetic her
Her favorite foods were homemade
apricot
("To
this dayiceson and
her burned-sugar
birthday, ask cake
her what
she'd like best," her mother said recently,
''and
a burned-sugar
Her it's
favorite
color was redcake.")
— she had two
prized red skirts.
Her favorite pastime was to pretend she
was sick. ("Just so I could go to bed,"
she's said,
"and liebeautiful
back against
big
pillow
and design
clothes the
for my
paper dolls, and wait for my mother to
bring me a glass of warm milk and some
buttered
toast. . in. .")life was to become a
Her ambition
secretary and work in a downtown office,
just like one of her aunts did.
She loved animals and secretly considered thetofamily
dog, a brown and sadeyed mutt,
be hers.
She liked insects, too, and once befriended afly her mother had swatted
from
kitchen
wall, after
picking
the stilllive flythefrom
the floor
her upmother
had
left the room and taking it to the desk, in
the room she shared with Arlene, placing
it on aingly,blotter
until it diedandhalftalking
an hourto orit, soconsollater.
She
was
sometimes
mischievous.
("One
Easter around this time we went visiting
some friends of the family. There was
lots of candy on the table next to where
I was sitting, and I had this urge to steal
some of it. I was wearing a dress with a
pocket and I stuffed the pocket full. Only
I'd
forgotten
theuppocket
a hole— bang,
in it.
And
whentheI gotfloor,
to say had
good-bye
all over
about
twenty
pieces of
candy!")
Mischievous sometimes, yes.
But, mostly, she was a dreamer.
She dreamed of growing up someday.
Of maybe
beingclothes,
pretty like
someday.
Of having beautiful
the kind
she
drew for her paper dolls. Or what that
office downtown, where she would some-

cello Anka?
has a big crush on you, Fabian, and
Paul
A Yes.
9 How do you feel about her?
like her.
to be with her. But I'm not in
loveA Iwith
9 When did you fall in love for the first
time?
A I've never been in love. I've had
crushes
on long
millions
of girls. I'm really
never at-in
one placetached.
Today I enough
may betoingetBuffalo,
and
tomorrow in Minnesota. I meet too many
girls to fall in love.
9 When did you first kiss a girl?
A At a party, when I was eight.
9 When did you kiss a girl for the first
timeA When
when Iitwas
meantthirteen.
something?
9 Do you consider yourself worldly, or
naive?
A Neither.
I've asalways
older
fellows, and
a resulthung
have around
always
known more answers than I should know
at my age.
9 Are actresses on location too friendly?
A Sometimes they are. I try to be
friendly — but if it gets serious, I try to
get out of it by kidding them. end
Frankie co-stars The Alamo, United
Artists.
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City National
real starin ofHollywood
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veteran, reads his studio biography of the Recording.
time, has appeared on hundreds of radio
programs since age six and recently spent
a year in New York playing the young
male lead in the hit play, My Sister Eileen,
starring Shirley Booth. . . .)
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Also
in
the
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a
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also a very beautiful girl.
It wasn't long before Dick fell in love — after the city, before the state.
with her, and she with him. ("She likes
toloveswim
rhumba
— so why
her?"andDick
jokingly
told shouldn't
a reporter.I
Said
Susan:
"He's
gentle
and
handsome
—
I can't
a betterforcombination.")
They think
went oftogether
exactly a year CORNS
and they were engaged in February of also Calluses.
economical.Quick,Justeasy,
rub rVlllOVcQ 1 1Dj
1943, during a party, the night before Dick and
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35
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Hollywood
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with
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In the summer of that year Susan got Rochester, N.Y.
her biggest professional break to date, a
lead
Harvest,
people like
Ronaldin Random
Colman and
Greerwith
Garson.
In late October, immediately following ITCH in Women
completion of the picture, she flew to her
hometown, Spokane, Washington, to make Relieved like Magic
plans for the wedding.
I Here's itch,
blessedchafing,
relief rash
from and
tortures
of vaginal
itch,
Dick,
excited,
arrived on6. speeczema
with a This
new
cial leavenervous,
the night
of November
The I rectal
amazing
scientific
formula
called
LANACANE.
fast-acting,germsstainless
medicated
creme
kills
harmful
following morning, he and Susan were bacteria
while Stops
it soothes
raw, andirritated
and
married and took off, in a borrowed car, for inflamed skin tissue.
scratching
so speeds
Santa Barbara and their honeymoon.
healing. Don't suffer ! Get LANACANE at druggists !

Reported a newspaper columnist of their
trip:
start of thewasSusan
Quine Thehoneymoon
like Peters-Richard
something out
of a movie farce. Three quarters of the
way
to
Santa
Barbara
they
ran
of gas
and had to walk two miles to out
a service
station. Then, back in the car, they were
stopped on the road by crews fighting a
fire. They talked their way through this,
but didn't reach their hotel until 5:00 a.m.
Some
say. way to begin a honeymoon, I must
Actually, despite its beginnings, it was a
beautiful honeymoon.
It lasted for ten days.
And when it was over Dick reported
back to his ship, while Susan returned to
MGM to begin work on The Song of Russia,
in which she co-starred with Robert
Taylor.
During the making of the picture people
on the set noted her extra-radiance, her
undeniable happiness.
her, hus"the
way"Marvelous,"
you can be they'd
so happysaywithto your
band so far away."
To which
Susan about
wouldthe answer,
"I'm
happy
just thinking
future, about
a few years from now when the war will
be over and he'll be back with me . .
forNogood."
one —waynot ofshe,knowing
nor any then
of thethat
othersDick—
had any
would be back much sooner than extragedy,
would seepected.toThat that.
. . . sudden and violent,
Young Kim starts a hope chest
Marilynher Novak's
aunt — the
phoned
this Christmas
day secretaryof 1944.
"I'm
glad
you
like
it,"
she
to the chiffon scarf she'd sentsaid,
to herreferring
niece.
"Of course you're only eleven-going-ontwelve, and lavender's a pretty grown-up
color,be forbutnow— "youshe can
added,tucklaughing,
it away " in— mayyour
hope
chest
and
save
it
for
thea big
event."
Her
niece
asked
her
what
hope
chest
was.
"A wooden box, usually, sweetheart,"
said
aunt, and"where
a girlandkeeps
stuff, theclothes
bedding
thingslotslikeof
that, for when she gets married."
"Oh, I see," said Marilyn, somewhat disinterestedly.
"I know, sure," said the aunt, laughing
again, "it must seem like a faraway day
right sweetheart,
now, mustn't it? But
a nice girl like
you,
looking every timea girl
I seewhoher,getscomeprettierseven
or
eight years
and some
you'llwon-be
surprised
how fastfromsomenowfellow,
derful fellow with a good job and a good
heart, is gonna come find you and nab you
and carry you off to the church so you can
say 'I do' to him . . . You'll be reaZ surprised at howwhilesoonlater,
it's allalone
gonnain come.
. . ."
A little
the room
she shared with Arlene, Marilyn Novak,
eleven years old, going on twelve, finished
emptying the wooden toy box which had
sat all these years against the wall, between the two windows. And, carefully,
she placed the lavender scarf inside it.
Then,
about whathesitantly,
her auntshehadbegan
said. to. . .wonder
Tragedy, sudden and violent
It was
a week waslater,homeNewon Year's
Day,
1945.exactly
Dick Quine
holiday
leave.
He,
Susan
his his
wifebrother
of slightly
more than a year by —now,
and
his brother's
were hunting
duck Sanin
the
Cuyamaca wife
Mountains,
down near
Diego. Of the four, Susan, practically a
novice at all this, was having the best day
of all — she'd bagged a half-dozen birds
within the first hour of shooting; Dick's
brother
worst thought
— he'd misplaced
gun
at one thepoint,
it lost,hisgoodnaturedly but disappointedly joined the
82 others as they continued with their hunt.

It was about 5:00 p.m., some seven hours
after they'd started, when the four decided they'd
had enough
and began to
head back
to their
car.
As they walked, Susan teased her
brother-in-law about losing his gun. "Talk
about butter-fingers — " she said. "Big boy
like"You're
you losing
a gun likesomebody
that — " said,
so smart,"
laughingly,
"why
don't
you
find it?"
"Okay,"
Susan,ten"I minutes
will."
She
did, said
too, about
later. It
lay
under
a
bush,
at
a
spot
where
stopped earlier in the day for a few they'd
minbreak and
a cigarette
— where
had a utes'hunch
all along
it might
be. she'd
"Hey," she called out to the others now,
spotting
is!" call something
She couldit, "here
hear thesheothers
back, then heard one of them — Dick, proba
b
l
y
—
as
he
began
to
make
the foliage, towards her. his way through
Susan began to whistle.
She bent to pick up the gun.
Somehow, as she lifted it, she jarred the
trigger.
The gun went off.
A bullet ripped through her side.
She dropped to her knees.
She was still conscious, still holding the
gun, ingwhen,
moments
came rushover toreaction
her. waslater,oneDickof relief.
His first
He smiled.
"Susie," he said, "I thought I heard the
damn
I thought
But thing
then gohe off.
stopped.
And— " he looked
from her face, down to her side. And he
saw the blood beginning to rush through
the brown leather of her jacket.
He caught her in his arms just as she
began to fall back. . . .
The
bullet hadoperations
lodged inin Susan's
spine.of
Three delicate
the course
the next few months proved futile. "Your
wife will live," a doctor told Dick, "but
there's nothing that can be done about the
paralysis. She'll be paralyzed from the
waist down, for the rest of her life. . . ."
"No weeping around here . . ."
hard to know
three brave,
years
thatIt'sfollowed,
was thewho,morein thegallant,
of the two — Susan, in her wheelchair, or
Dick, since transferred to a Coast Guard
film unitstantly at inher Hollywood,
practically conside.
Certainly,
at
the
beginning
at least, both
seemed brave.
In August, her first week home from the
hospital,
an interviewer:
going to Susan
pick told
up exactly
where we"We're
left
off. There'll be no weeping around here,
noabout
tears,myno sir.
In
fact,
we're
making
plans
doing picture work again —
MGM'sbody tobeen
great
tojustme,great.
I wantAndeveryknow
that,service
Dick
will be out of the
soon what
with
the
war
practically
over
now,
and
he'll
coming back to make pictures, too. Andbe
Dick
I havea little
talkedbabyabout
going and
to adopt
boy how
as soonwe'reas
we
can.
And
Dick's
already
planning
new house for us — or else we might over-a
this place;
got instead
somethingof allin
mind haulwith
ramps butandhe'sthings
these steps, so I can get around more
easily
in this
chair I'mbeenstuckwon-to.
"Dick,"
she doggoned
went on, "Dick's
derful. He does
everything
me. Why.
He's
better than
any nurse
I everforhad.
when I left the hospital, they were going
to give him a cap. You know, before I
was hurt
the Yet
thought
of blood
made
him ill.
he wasor insight
the room
the
first time the doctor opened my bed sore;
the doctor went to work and Dick helped
himShe. .smiled.
. helped him."
"No,"
she said,
goingnottowithbe
nothing wrong
with "there's
the Quines,
us. In fact, life is going to be better than

ever for us. You just watch, and wait,
That was Susan talking, in 1945, at the
beginning.
and"A see."
Susan," somewhere
as someone way
has insaid,
still believed,
the "who
back
of her mind, that something miraculous
would happen soon and that she would,
despite what any doctors said, be able to
walk again. A Susan who, despite her outward laughter, smiles, was miserable inside
herself.
A girl forever
who dreaded
things —
being confined
to thistwowheelchair
she joked about; and tying down her husband, the man she loved, to a life of boredom, of slavery, of unfulfillment, of nothingness.
"Those
who really
know
why ofsheus suddenly
askedknew
Dick Susan,
for a
divorce that day in 1948. After three years,
she realized that there would never be any
improvement
her condition.
was
a broken inwoman.
Doomed. That she
"That Dick was doomed, too.
want it to be this way, not
for"She
bothdidn't
of them.
"She wanted Dick to be free.
never She
told just
him made
why she
askedmind
for
the"Shedivorce.
up her
and one day,
putting
on
the
greatest
performance of her life, she asked him to
leave the house.
"She begged
refused.her to reconsider.
"He
" 'Please go,' she said.
"And, finally, he did.
"There was man
no sadder,
heartbroken
than more
Dick lonely,
Quine more
after
that—
for
a
long,
long
time
after
that.
. . ."
Kim heads west
It
was
July
in
Chicago—
July
of
1952—
and Marilyn Novak, nineteen now, knew
that she must leave. The decision came
upon her suddenly. She was out with her
fiance, a young electrician named Bill.
They'd been
the movies
they were
walking
hometo when
Marilynandsaid:
"It's no good, everything that's been
"What?" — Bill
asked.
happening
not really."
"Us,"
she
said,
like this, when "planning
we hardlyto get
knowmarried
each
other
. . for. Even
thoughnowwe've
been knowgoing
together
two
years
—
hardly
ing each other . . . hardly knowing what
He turned to look at her. "Huh?" he
asked.
wentwhen
on, the
"enrolling
love
is." me," sheschool,
that"And
secretarial
last thingin
on earth I really want to be any more is
to "What
be a secretary."
are you talking about?" he asked.
"I'm going away," she said, " — that's
what
I'm
He staredtalking
at her.about."
"The heat got you or
something?"
"I don't knowhe asked.
what's got me," she said.
Bill"you
cleared
"Youwhatdidn't,"
said,
didn'thisletthroat.
that guy,
he said,he
go "Guy?"
to your she
head,asked.
did you?"
"The guy who told you he wants you for
a Marilyn
model, forNovak
that refrigerator
nodded. Andcompany."
smiled.
he said.
'Leave Chicago
for
a" And
while travel,'
and come
to California,
the great
Far West, to San Francisco, Los Angeles.
Hollywood
— ' heit is,"
said."Bill asked, "that you
"Is that what
"Partly."
really
want sheto said.
do that?"
"And what's the rest of the partly?" he
asked.
"I don't know. Not for sure," she said.
She
stopped walking.
She "Ifaced
him.
sorry,
she said.
feel
like "I'm
that
girl in Billy,"
the second
feature
tonight,
that
bad girl, when she told that fellow off and
left him . . . But I know now, it's the way
it's got to be."

Bill shook his head.
"Don't be hurt, please don't," she said.
"It's not love we've got, anyway. It's just
like
part ofto the
we
shouldwe'reconform
the pattern
pattern —andthe feel
people
our ages
who
think
they've
got
to
get
married and settle down before they get too
old and lose out altogether, or before other
people, their friends, their families, start
talking, saying 'What's wrong with them?
Don't they believe in love, institutions —
anything?'
Bill shook" his head again.
"This is it, then?" he asked. " — Just like
that? . . . We're through? ... Is that what
you're trying to say with all those fancy
words of yours?"
"I guess so, Billy," Marilyn Novak said.
"It's better to know before than after, isn't
; it?"She tried to take his hand.
He pulled it away.
"I'm sorry, Billy," she said. . . .
Susan didn't want any help
It was October in Hollywood — October of
that sameDickyear,Quine
1952 —andwhenaskedSusan's
phoned
him todoctor
rush
to her house.
doctor,saidan
old"She's
man, aanvery
old sick
friendgirl,"
of thethe family,
when Dick arrived. "Seven years since the
accident, it's knocked a lot out of her . . .
It's tired her . . . She could fight. But she
won't.
let anynowof .us. . help
her
for
moreShethanhasn't
two years
Her picture
flopped.
That
was
a
blow.
The
play
tours were too much strain. Even the radio
work . . . And the pain never left her . . .
She's tired . . . And she doesn't want any
help"Can. . .ISheseehasn't
her?"much
Dicklonger,
asked. Richard."
"I don't think so, not now," the doctor
said. "I just wanted you to know, to be
here.
knew sat.you'd want to."
They I both

The doctor strove to talk about other
things.
"It's been a long time, Richard," he said.
" — How have you been doing?"
"All right, I guess," said Dick.
"Re-married,
Dick
nodded. I hear," said the doctor.
"Children?"
"One . . . another on the way, we think."
"Been acting much — working?"
"Acting, no, not at all any more — I gave
that up," said Dick. "I'm a dialogue directorsee,"
now, over
atthe Columbia."
"IBoth
old
man. now as a nurse
he said
and Dick
turned
walked into the room.
"Doctor
" sherose.
said, urgently.
The old— man
He
said
nothing
out of the room. . .to. Dick as he walked
Dick was sitting with the boy, Timothy,
the boy he and Susan had adopted years
ago
the boywhenhe the
had not seen
these past
fourIt— years,
had been
more doctor
than returned.
an hour now
since the old man had left the room. He
looked weary, pale, older, much older.
"Susan is gone," he said, looking at
Dick. "She was tired . . . She didn't want
anyDickhelp,looked
not from
of us.boy.. . ."
over anyat the
His eyes filled with tears.
"Tim," he said, "would you like to come
home
"Yes,"withsaidme?"
the boy.
They got up.
And, together, they left. . . .
The nervous director and the scared starlet
Dick Quine first met Marilyn Novak on
a March morning in 1954. Marilyn Novak
was Kim Novak now. She had been spotted
by a Columbia Pictures talent scout while
modeling ventiaton afewa refrigerator
salesmen's
conmonths earlier,
had been
introduced to Columbia bossman Harry

Cohn,works
had —been
given test,
Cohn's
then
the
a screen
a newnod,firstand name,
a new hairdo, a short-term contract, and
how her
break would
ifa pep-talk
she studiedon hard,
cooperated,
waited.come
Now, this day, her break had come.
A young actress scheduled to play the
role
of LonahadMcClane
in a the
B-picture
called
Pushover,
fallen sick
night before
production got under way. There was no
time to wait for her to recover — not under
the speed-and-save Cohn system. And so,
that next feremorning,
after toa the
nightstudio
of connces, Kim was called
and
told to report to work. Immediately.
in Script
the firstscheduling
scene. called for her to be
Shooting was to begin at 9:00 a.m.
At tor,9: called
15, Dick
Quine,MisstheNovak,
picture'sthedirecout for
only
missing player.
"Not here," somebody called back.
"Where is she?"
"In her dressing room — bawling," he was
told. "You'd better go have a talk with
Kim, who had indeed been bawling,
bawled
more when she saw Dick.
her."I know,"
. . even
." she
said, "I'm spoiling everything for everybody. But I can't go out
"I'm scared stiff, for one thing . . . I'm
so scared," she said. She pointed to the
script
her todressing
"And
I'll
never
beon able
remembertable.
lines."have
there."
"Lines?"
Dick asked.
"Youmy only
six"But
or seven
remember them,"
for today."
I won'tto remember
Kim said.
"Ishe know
it."
She
brought
was holding and wiped upawaya Kleenex
some of
her
she said
then. "I'veto
been tears.
sitting"Please,"
here waiting
for someone
walk
and that,
tell Mr.
me the
You tellin me
Quinejoke's
— youover
just .tell. .
me that. And I'll understand. And I'll go
home . . . Just tell me that."
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1. I LIKE DORIS DAY:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
UJ completely 00 fairly well UJ very little
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
all NOVAK:
4.00 InotLIKEat KIM
00 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: QG all of her story 00 part 00 none
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
UJ am not very familiar with her
00 not at all
1 READ: UJ all of her story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
2. I LIKE ELVIS PRESLEY:
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
0 more than almost any star 00 a lot
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
UJ5. InotLIKEat allJOHNNY NASH:
00 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 00 all of his story 00 part 00 none
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
UJ completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of their story 0 part 0 none
00 not at all
IT HEL0 MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
3. I LIKE JUDI MEREDITH:
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
0 not at all
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
6. I LIKED DIANA BARRYM0RE:
UJ am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story UJ part UJ none
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot

0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
all
7.0 InotLIKEat ANNETTE
FUNICELL0:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
all
8.0 InotLIKEat FRANKIE
AVAL0N:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
01 READ:
am not0 very
all offamiliar
his storywith0 himpart 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all

"Why
should I do that?" Dick asked.
"Please,"
Dick lookedsaidat Kim.
her, for a long time.
"You know something?" he said, finally.
" — I'm scared right now, too."
"Sure, Mr. Quine — sure," said Kim.
"I meanto beit,"myhe first
said.picture,
"Look too,. . in. This
happens
case
you
didn't
know
that.
It's
big my
thingteeth
for
me, too, this whole project.a Oh,
may not be chattering, and my knees may
not
be shaking
much tears,
— and likeI may
shedding
any pretty
yours.not Butbe
I'mKimscared
stiff,
too.
Believe
me."
looked away from him.
He clicked his fingers. "I know what's
wrong,"
he butsaid.I read
"I read
— I'd
forgotten
that somewhere
a sends
decent alldirector, first— day
of shooting,
the
ladies in his cast a bunch of flowers." He
shook his head. "I didn't send you any,"
he said, "and that hurt you, huh?"
"It's not that," said Kim. "Don't be
silly."
"Champagne then, is that what you
expected?"
asked.in red
" — First
the morning, Dick
two men
coats thing
walkingin
into your dressing room, one holding the
bottle, the other the glass. Both of them
saying,
chorus,
'Miss compliments
Novak — something
to calm inyour
nerves,
of the
nervous director.' "
The beginnings of a smile came to Kim's
face.
looked "Don't
down. be silly," she said again, and
"Well,"
asked, after a moment,
"will
this doDick
He bent,
and then?"
kissed her forehead.
Kim looked up, suddenly.
"Don't be shocked,"
"It's angood
old
show-business
custom.he said.
It means
luck
.
.
.
It's
like
shaking
hands."
He looked at Kim again, for a long time.
"How about it," he asked, " — coming to
work?"
Kim, silent, stared at the floor.
9. I LIKE ROCK HUDSON:
U] more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of ROCK AND WOMEN 0 part
0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
00 completely QO fairly well GO very little
00 not at all
I LIKE LINDA CRISTAL
QO more than almost any star 00 a lot
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
00 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of their story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
14. The stars I most want to read about are

world, tried to push this love from her
heart. Sinatra,
She dated
— with Cary
Mac Grant,
Krim,
Frank
MariolotsBandini,
Aly Khan, Rafael Trujillo, others.
this quiet girl from Chicago,
to Shelivebegan,
flamboyantly.
She became, in a sense, the total movie
star — given to hollow laughter, hollow
quotations, a hollow life.
She grew older, as single girls, glamour
girls, go.
Twenty-five, they said two years ago —
when's
she going
settlelastdown,
Twenty-six.
theyto said
year. marry?
What
they
didn't
know
was
Kim
had made
never
marry.up her mind that shethatwould
Not so long as she could not marry the
only man she ever really loved. . . .
Sometime
the were
fall ofworking
last year on—
while
Kim during
and Dick
Strangers When We Meet (their third picturebara,together)
— Dick
announced
that and
they hishad wife,
givenBar-up
on their
hasn't"That's
worked."'all
Dick
said marriage.
to whoever"Itasked.
there
is to it.after
. . ."the announcement was
Somehow,
made, Dick, a rare party-goer, attended a
party
which alone.
Kim was present.
She'dat come
He asked her if he could take her to
A quiet love
She said yes.
The rest of our story, the ending — cover- dinner.
her that
hand,hasandfollowed
they left.
...
these simple
years between
1954 andhappy
1960 — is He
The took
romance
has been
shortingand
and. eventually,
as
quiet
as
anything
else
that
Kim
has
Itworked
wasn't together
long after forthey'd
met,
after
they'd
a while, that Kim ever felt for Dick.
knew she was in love with Dick Quine.
She's wanted it this way.
She knew, too, that he was married, that
Therehoo, fewhave
beenmentions.
no headlines, no ballycolumn
she had no reason nor right to love him.
But we at Modern Screen have it, from
But, still, she did.
It wasabout
a quiet
who know
be married
soon. them both, that they will
knew
it. love. At least, Dick never people
Kim. as the years passed, as her career
And
we
couldn't
be happier.
END
When We Meet
skyrocketed, as she became one of the Kim stars in Strangers
most famous and dazzling stars in the for Columbia.
12. I LIKE CYD CHARISSE:
10. I LIKE MARLON BRANDO:
0
more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of his story 0 part 0 none
I LIKE TONY MARTIN:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 not at all
01 READ:
am not
familiarstorywith0 him
0 allveryof their
part 0 none
11. I LIKE CONNIE FRANCIS:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
013. notI READ:
at all0 all of NO TEARS NO TROUBLE
0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
WHEN YOUR DATES ARE DOUBLE 0 part
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 completely 0
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 nonewell 0 very little 0 not at all
fairly
0 not at all
"If down
you really
Dickthesaid,
close
the setwant,"
now, for
day."I'llIt
won't
few the
thousand
dollars.mean
Onlymuch.
money Just
. . .a And
front
office won't be sore with me when I go
and tell them what's happened. 'Your
first
boy — take
'Go topicture,
the beach.
Takeit easy,'
it easythey'll
the say.
rest
of the week. We'll find somebody else for
Kimby interrupted
him. "
Monday. We'll—'
you"Mr.
"Yes?"Quine . . . ?" she asked.
She breathed in deeply. Slowly, the
words came out. "Can I have a few
minutes?"
"What for?"she asked.
"I'd just like to look at my lines again,
before
out," she said.
"Okay,"I come
he said.
"Mr. walked
Quine. .over
. ." Kim
Kim
to him.called.
I?" shesheasked.
waiting
for"May
an answer,
stood Without
on her toes
and
she kissed him, lightly, on the cheek.
"For good luck," she said. "For you.
ForDickme.nodded.
For both of us."
"You've
got five said
minutes,"
"I'll be there,"
Kim. .he. . said, softly.
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Listerine stops bad breath,
4 times better than tooth paste1.

listerine kills had breath germs tooth paste doesrit even reach
Germs all over your mouth and throat cause most bad breath.
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Tooth paste can't even reach most of these germs, let
alone kill them. You need a free-flowing liquid antiseptic—
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Listerine Antiseptic— to do that. Listerine is amazingly
"wet" — far more fluid than any tooth paste. And
Listerine Antiseptic kills germs as no tooth paste canon contact, by millions. Xo wonder Listerine
Your
toothonlypaste
Listerine
way
reaches
this The
covers
four times
stops bad breath four time; better than tooth paste !
small
area
around
more
germ-laden
teeth
And
no andtoothgums,
paste surface,
germs
all kills
over
is antiseptic.
mouth, throat.
Every time you Inrush your teeth,
reach
for listerine
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men and his Gallant Hundred Young Giants, with
their loin-clothed bodies girded for
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powerful arms.
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VICKI
HESS, Senior, MarionFranklin
Ohio,
says: High School, Columbus,
"WhenI became
blemishes
broke out on my
face,
Special
skin terribly
creams self-conscious.
and lotions
didn't
seem
to
help
much, medicaso my
mothertion.suggested
Clearasil
Now my complexion
is really
clear again!"
SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED, Hides pimples while it works
clearasil is the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tube or new lotion
squeeze-bottle, clearasil gives you the effective
medicalists, andions
prescribed
by leading
Specialclinical
tests prove
it reallySkinworks.
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
1softens,
. Penetrates
pimples.affected
' Keratoly
dissolves
skin tic'tissueactionso
medications can penetrate. Encourage!
2.quickStop*growth
faocferio.ot healthy(
Antisepticsmooth
action skin!
stop*
growth
of thepimples
bacteria. . that
cause
and spread
. helpscanprevent
further pimple outbreaks!
3.action'Starves'
pimples.
'starves'
pimplesOil-absorbing
. . . dries up.
pimples .
pimple
'Floats' Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they Moat out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless.
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication. .
Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved
while tionusing
or tube).clearasil
In Tube,(either
69^ andlo98(J. Long-lasting
Lotionfed. squeezebottle,
only $1.25 (no
tax).
Money-back guarantee,
Atcounters.
all drug ,«s8vi
^^0^
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LARGEST-SELLING BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
9 Was another man involved in the actress of the year bv the Foreign Press.
— E.D., Boston, Mass.
Don Murray-Hope Lange split- And
why did mentlytheywhen deny
thefirstrumors
so vehe-all A Debbie
one else. applauded — along with everyit
was
suggested
was not well in that household?
— N.D.,was Montreal,
9 I readis that
Glenn German
Ford's real
A No other man
involved inCan.
the interest
a beautiful
star heart
who
about to divorce her husband. Do you
Lange-Murray split. Don and Hope isring?
wanted to keep their problems to them- know to whom the columnists are referselves in hopes of working them out.
— B.B.. Charleston, W.V.
Hope's
stillthathoping
can, despite
the
rumor
Don istheyinfatuated
with A They are referring to Maria Sehell
Dolores Michaels
— who in turn denies the report that she
is contemplating a divorce.
9romance
What's between
behind Maureen
the reportsC ofHc-o
a torrid
and money
9 Do you
have Dee
any idea
Rex Harrison?
Sandra
spendsof how
a yearmuchon
— M.H., Hanover, N.H. clothes? She always looks so well
A A misinformed columnist. Maureen dressed,
much more so than the typical
has barely said
"Hello"of toHarrow
Rex sinceoverthey10 teen.
co-starred
in Foxes
— D.L. Brooklyn, N.Y.
years ago. Rex is interested in Tommy A Last year untypical Sandra acquired
Grimes, estranged wife of actor Chris- a S40,000 wardrobe — including a bluetopher Plummer who in turn it interested in Susan Blanchard, ex-wifi o) white mink coat.
Henry Fonda.
9Welles
Can you
tell when
me howhe made
much Citizen
Orson
weighed
9 I read that Liz Taylor and Eddie Kane and those other movies now on
Fisher are planning to get married again TV — and what his weight was in his
—to todo each
that is. Arereasons?
they going most
hcavv recent
? movies — and why he got so
this other,
for sentimental
— R.H.B., Hartford. Conn.
—
J.R.,
Oshkosh,
Wis.
A No. For legal reasons. They want to A Welles carried 200 pounds on his 6'1"
irame when he made Kane {approximarry
in
California
—
50
there
can't
be
maMirror,
tely 15 pounds theoverweight
> . In Crack
any
future problems there about the
status
scale cracked
when
marriage.of his Las Vegas divorce and ofit hitthe three
hundred. Evidently Welles
is a consuming genius.
9 Whatston andeverKathryn
happenedGrayson?
to JohnnyI Johnknow 9 Would it be possible for you to list
they divorced each other a long time all
the aging
still past
actingtheirin
or TV glamour
who havegirlsgone
ago but what's with— T.D..
them Berwick,
careerwise?Pa. movies
50th birthday?
A Kathryn is going to tour the country
III.
with her own revue, A Night At The A Joan Crawford— J.G.,
(52),Berwyn.
Claudette
Colbert
(55),
Bette
Davis
(52),
MarOpera,
She
hasn't
made
a
film
since
the ill-fated The Vagabond King. lene Dietrich (55), Irene Dunne (55),
Johnny is an apprentice in a New York Katharine Hepburn (50), Myrna Loy
brokerage house while he learns that (55), Barbara Stanwyck (55). Others
Ginger have
Rogers,
particular
trade. He's just about given like
Roz Russell
a yearLuc///e
or so 6a//
to go. and
up show business.
9 Is it Charrier
true the marriage
Brigitte Bordot —
MariothatLanza's
Jacques
Betty isthethedeath
saddestof thing
haptrouble? ever
since the birthhas ofbeentheirin 9wifeI think
pened in Hollywood this year. I am
baby
concerned
about
Lanza's
four
children.
— B.N., Dallas, Texas What will happen to them now? Will
A It's been in trouble ever since they they be separated?
— S.S.. Phh-adelphlv Pa.
posted the wedding banns.
A They will undoubtedly be taken care
9 TV missed a great bet by not record- Mr.
of
by
their
aunt
and uncle
and Mrs. Bert
Hicks,ininChicago,
whose
ing i—t butReynolds
is there an}'
reportwhen
on howLiz
Debbie
reacted
charge
they
were
when
their mother was
Taylor
was
announced
at
the
Golden
Globe Awards as the best dramatic death.
still in Thev
a statewillof notshockbe separated.
over Mario's

Jv
ami
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^JEFFREY HUNTER' CONSTANCE TOWERS- BILLIE BURKE
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BEAUTIFUL HAIR IS
lxl

(^Jolorf

■^MOVIES
by Florence Epstein

Hair* Color
R/NSES IN. . . SHAMPOOS OUT
Nestle Colorinse glorifies your
natural hair shade with glamorous
color-highlights
It removes dullingandsoapsilken
film, sheen.
makes
hair easier to manage, unbelievably
lovely!
12
shades
that
stay
true till your next shampoo. 35?colorNESTLE COLORINSE
Nestle Colortint intensifies your
natural hair color OR adds thrilling
NEW color. Colortint also blends-in
gray
beautifies
all-graybut and
white hair—
hair. More
than a rinse
not
athrough
permanent
dye
—
Colortint
3 shampoos! 10 shades. lasts
35ff
NESTLE COLORTINT

COLORS YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT BLEACHING or DYEING

In Can-Can, 'boulevardiers' like Frank Sinatra and Maurice Chevalier find that horse-play with girls like Shirley MacLaine is fun.
Frank Sinatra of them old favorites — are as good as ever.
CAN-CAN
Shirley MacLaine
Maurice
Chevalier The same can be said of Shirley's dancing,
Louis
not so gay Paree
Juliet Jourdan
Prowse and of Juliet Prowse's dancing — especially in
the ballet about Adam and Eve. — Todd A-0,
■ Can-Can takes place in Paris in the mid- 20th Century-Fox.
nineteenth century: Frank Sinatra plays a
lawyer and determined bachelor, and Shirley BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNGMichael
Dick Callan
Clark
MacLaine owns a cabaret where, when the
SSSfcSST
"haw
gendarmes are properly bribed, can be high school drama Warren
Berlinger
seen the daring and illegal can-can dance.
When the gendarmes are neglected Shirley ■ In every teen-age movie there's a boy with a
usually winds up in court before Judge knife — or else someone is very disappointed.
Maurice Chevalier, in which case Sinatra
we live in a violent age — age 1 7— and high
defends her. Chevalier, if he were not a Well,
school teacher Dick Clark, for one, is well
of it. The principal keeps telling him
judge, would definitely be a can-can fancier. toaware
mind his own business (American history) ;
Sinatra, if he were not a cad, would definitehis girlfriend (Victoria Shaw) says ditto;
ly
marry
Shirley.
Chevalier's
new
assistant,
Louis Jourdan, frowns on the can-can but his eight-year-old nephew (for whom he is
to make a home) would relish more
falls
Sinatra,triesconsidering
Shirleyat asShirley's
plebian feet.
as himself,
to show oftrying
Dick's attention, but Dick is determined
her up for what she is at her swank engage- to help his students find themselves. He's
ment party. Whatever she is Louis still wants got his work cut out for him. Among Dick's
are (a) Warren
Berlinger,
to marry her. Will this young barrister's students
(Continued
on pagewhose
76)
dream come true? Cole Porter's songs — many

Only 20 minutes more than last night's pin-up . . .
wake

up

with

a permanent!

Only new Bobbi waves while you sleep . . .
brushes into a softly feminine, lasting hairstyle!
is self-neutralizing. In the morning
If you can put up your hair in
you wake up with a permanent that
pin curls, you can give yourself a
brushes into a soft, finished hairstyle
Bobbi — the easy pin curl permanent.
It takes only twenty minutes more
with the lasting body only a permathan a regular setting ! Then, the wave
nent gives. Complete Bobbi kit with
curlers, $2.00. Refill, $1.50.
"takes' ' while you sleep because Bobbi
The most convenient permanent of all-

LADIES — Last season more than 20,000
women accepted the opportunity offered
in the advertisement below. We hope that
you, too, will take advantage of it. Just fill
out the convenient coupon, paste it on a
postcard, and mail it today. Hurry!
FEMALE
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$23 WEEKLY for wearing lovely
dresses supplied to you by us.
Just show Fashion Frocks to
friends in spare time. No investment, canvassing or experience necessary. Fashion Frocks,
Cincinnati 2, O.

HERE ARE JUST
A FEW OF THE
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BEAUTIFUL NEW
STYLES NOW
READY FOR
DELIVERY

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD - MAIL TODAY!
I FASHION FROCKS, INC., Dept. D-60541
TextileI Bldg.
2, Ohio of earning $23.00 weekly
I| Yes,
want Cincinnati
the opportunity
for
wearing
lovely
dresses
me by you. IWithIout
cost atoronce.
obligation, pleasesupplied
RUSH to everything
need
to start

disk

BY LYLE KENYOX EXGEL
The
Top Diskto seeJockeys
seriesNation's
of questions
if youposeknowa
your record stars.
1. He has curly hair and rugged
features. He is known for
singingAnpopular
in a folkhe
style.
excellentsongsguitarist,
made
the
big
time
with
record single The Story millionof My
Life.
Latest single's El Paso,
Columbia.
2. This great
ductor is bestarranger-conknown for
lush instrumentals. His
biggest hit in the pop
song category
The
Song
From was
Moulin
Rouge.gle'sLatest
hit
Theme From sin-A
Summer Place.
3. She
sang with
Hampton
at theLionel
age
ofRuth19. Her
name lastis
Jones.realHer
New Yorh' N- YagreatDifference
a What
Day
single wasMakes.
Her current hit is
Baby,
on
the
Mercury label,
with Brook Benton.
4. 1924.
This Texan
He singswasandbomplaysin
the byguitar.
His favoritehe hobis baseball,
wasSt.
signed
to play and
byAn theinjury
Louis Cardinals.
forced
business. himHis into
latest the
hit music
single
isthe He'll
Have
To
RCA Victor label. Go, on
5. star
This is25-year-old
married andsinging
has
three children. Real name is
Harold
Jenkins.HisA latest
past hithit was It's Only
Make Believe.
is Lonely Blue Boy, MGM.
6. This inimitable singing
starlionshas
sold more
of records
than milany
1 Lit,
other nes singer
in
the
. A relaxed style isbusi-his
forte.
MGM hit is
Among Current
My Souvenirs.
7. She'ser aand great
singhelpedbluesJohnny
Ray develop his famous
style.Dee.
A pastHarbor
hit wasLights
Twee-is Station
dle
WCAU-TV,Pa.
Philadelphia,
a hit single on Atlantic.
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Louella stopped to congratulate these happy young
lovers at the Grove: Frank Sinatra's sweet little
Nancy and her husband-to-be, singer Tommy Sands.

Barbara Rush seemed to love the joke master-ofceremonies Tony Randall made about her hairdo.

Demure Marilyn Monroe won her Globe for "the best
comedy performance by a woman" in Some Like It hot.
Big NightGolden Globe Awards
Hollywood's Foreign
Press handed out its
annual
Cocoanutaccolades
Grove. at a brilliant night at the
I'll beterest in thehonest
eventandthisadmit
year asI had
I wasspecial
honoredinwith a Golden Globe (more about this later),
and also was honored by being invited to
present the most important awards of the evening, "the world's most popular actor and
actress."
Despite the blues of the strike, every star
in Hollywood turned out dressed to the teeth
to either receive an award or to present one.
Photographers had a field day snapping
Bing Crosby and Kathy. Marilyn Monroe, and Debbie Reynolds and Glenn
Ford making their first appearance as a
'date' in public.

Mickey Hargitay laughed along with the audience
at his adored loife Jayne Mansfield's opening line.

Bing and Kathy came late, left early. I
doubt if Emily Post would approve, but Bing
made
"ThankMemorial
You" speech
the
C. B. Dehis Mille
Award (hefor won
greatest
contribution to entertainment): then he
grabbed his Globe with one hand and Kathy
with the other and ran, didn't walk, for the
exit.
Bing always has been a
social Oh,
law well
unto — himself.
On the other hand, a model of politeness
was Debbie Reynolds who conspicuously applauded Elizabeth Taylor's winning "best
actress
year"looked
award beautiful
(Suddenly,in pale
Last
Summer^.of the
Debbie
green chiffon and Glenn patted her hand encouragingly when she got up to make one of
the presentations. Glenn is very sweet with
Debbie — but gossip is his heart is elsewhere.
Doris Day won "the most popular actress
in the world" Globe and she wore a highfashion ankle-length cream-colored moire

gown with a matching jacket lined in sable!
I was very flattered at being asked to present
her Globe to Doris — and later to Rock Hud"the mostwaspopular
Theson asevening
well actor."
underway when
Marilyn Monroe arrived and the room was
darkened except for the lights on the dais,
but with a small army of photographers making a dash for her we were not long unaware
of MM's presence. She looked like a poster
girl in a long white dress cut low with gobs
of white fox around her shoulders. Marilyn
won her Globe for "the best comedy perormance by a comedy
woman" hitinof Some
Like It was
Hot.
But the freal
the evening
Jayne Mansfield, whose opening line, coming on the heels of the strike, "I'm glad to be
working thoughagain,"
down the with
housetearsalmost of usbrought
were laughing
in our hearts, I'm afraid. . . .
There was some mix-up about Rock Hud-

International favorites: Doris Day, "the most popular actress
in the world," and Rock Hudson, "the most popular actor!"
son's
seats shifted
and hefromandtablehis todate,
lum, were
tablePatandMcCaleven
stood up for a long time with no seats at all.
Rather unusual considering that Rock was the
winner of the most important male trophy!
He certainly was pleasant about all the
switching around and showed not the slightest temperament nor annoyance. . . .
I thought Susan Kohner and Angie
Dickinson gave the nicest speeches of
"Thanks"
new about
stars herhonored.
Susan has among
a specialthe glow
these
days and I think her new romance with
George Hamilton has a lot to do with it.
Of course she was with George.
For some reason every woman at Dinah
Shore's table seemed to have her hair done
exactly like Dinah's— even to the blonde color.
Dinah won as "outstanding woman singer
and
TV personality"
doesn'tandshe somebody
always?
She wore
black and — white,

This was the night Debbie Reynolds and Glenn
Ford made their first appearance as a 'date.'

Tuesday Weld, all dolled up formal,
cracked, " — a switch from her color TV
complete with shoes, lost her voice, called it
Although
co-starJackof "laryngitis"
"Thank
Some
Like ItMarilyn
Hot, wasMonroe,
in thehisroom.
her promisingandnewwhispered
star award.
Eve You"
Ardenfor
show."
Lemmon made no mention of her (or Tony (then mistress of ceremonies) said, "LarynCurtis) when Jie^jpiqked up Jjis^ Globe fgJi^-Pps' What you've got is nerves, girl!". . . .
was
too, but I gave
hope I medidn'tsuchshowa
Ji^ <*ss*8 — "
* '
|lwhen
w nervous,
Dick Powell
bnderful introduction before presenting me
&&. my Golden Globe for "outstanding
^rnalistic
f am deeply,reporting
deeply throughout
grateful andtheso world."
happy
'Hat Dick was selected to make the presenta;ion as he and I are old friends and co-stars
i Hollywood Hotel, the first hour-long broad4t ever put on radio. I am a sentimental
"nan and I treasure such a tribute as this
Jn the representatives of the Foreign Press,
j fellow workers and craftsmen.
<jes, it was a Big Night, and particularly

Lidia and Rossano Brazzi were just Ricardo Montalban congratulated Judy Garland
delighted with Anna Maria's singing. on how well she looked after her long illness.

(Left to right) Jimmy McHugh (co-host with Louella at party in honor of
Anna Maria Alberghetti's opening) , Anna, actress Barbara Rush, Louella.
Party for
Anna Maria
Little wonder sang
that songbird
Anna straight
Mar"..
Alberghetti
like an angel
down from heaven her opening night at llsfo
Cocoanut Grove. The stars seated ringside to
listen to this beautiful Italian girl with the
magnificent
into dancing, voice
too) (and
wouldshe'shavebranched
turned out
th*
head — and heart — of any performer. Becau
she has long been a close friend of Jimr
McHugh and mine, we jointly hosted a pai
for Anna Maria.
Judy Garland came, one of her first pu
lie appearances since her long illness, ai
12

»"=>ryone was so fSelwihtsd to see her well

George Hamilton has that look in his eye
for his one-and-only, lovely Susan Kohner.
Lidia and Rossano Brazzi were present,
Rossano being my dinner partner. He told
me
Anna Maria's
voice was as
lovelyhe inasthought
Scala
hismanynativesingers
Milan.he had heard at La
Others who loved the show and later went
back to congratulate the happy young star
were the Van Heflins Guy Madisons
Eddie O'Briens.
Terry Moore
her
husband,
Jayne Mansfield
and andMickey
Hargitay, the Ronald Reagans and
Ricardo Montalbans and Nancy Sinatra
and Tommy Sands.
And if I say so — as I shouldn't — I had a
wonderful time at my own (and Jimmy's)
party myself!

Sad
Divorce
fast doesn't seem possible that / Love
isn't
anymore
and TV
that show
the endof all
of
was true
the most
popular
also sees the end of the marriage bet
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz. Of :
■he — orried stories :: Hollywood this
:- many
ways z thegreat— estsenseiontost:
redheuued
girl with
:: ;
ay zzz z Zzzzz with z tunny accent
were, respectively, hits and then flc;
Hollywood, went on to build up an
pire of fame and finance that has no
Tie whole world caught its breath ■
TV brought such ' and fortune
and Lucy that they casually boughSi 1.000,000
the old ~RKO Studio which
once
fired Desi.

Lucille forces a
dren. Lucy and

one mucn .:ve; cntiareo. _~r.a r.cx or. = :
nineteen colorful, explosive, unbelievable,
tempestuous their marriage was neve:
quiet) years it's ended in the big nothingness :
I know Lucille well and I know she tried,
tried, tried to keep this marriage together
She loved Desi — she probably still loves him
But Desi is, well — Desi. Hot-headed, fun
loving,
nightclub-addicted,
easilysweet
flat
tered, cften
foolish, but also too
sometimes
D-d appealing.
New dothatwithout
it is that
all always
ever 1
wender
what he will
extended helping-hand and heart of the
She drenhaswill join
goneher)
to New
York a(later
to build
new the
life. chilDesi? He rem cms in Hollywood, the boss
cf their
TV company,
he has, because
well —
that
Sll, 000,000
studio heand acquired
"I L-cve-c Lucy."

I nominate for
STARDOM

Margo Moore
Believe me, a beauty! Because she has rr.cce
enly two pictures (Hound Dog Man and Wake
Me When
isn't aalways
recog-or
nized whenIt'ssheOver)
walksshe into
nightclub
restcurant. But you know she's there. You ccr.
hecr the murmurs, "Who is she?"
And then, "She looks like Grace Kelly."
She does — but she doesn't appreciate the
compliment.
cnybody,' " "Ishedontbegs.want to be a 'poor man's
Also, despite her success as a model she
doesn't admit to being "a model turned actress." She says, "Acting was always my
goaL I studied dramatics in college, and
later in New York, and I turned to modeling
only to pay for my lessons until I was
Recently tcsheseekhas work."
made the gossip columns
equipped
as an item with smart young producer Boh
Rcdnitz
whose
current
hit is A Dog of Flanthe camera. The chaNeither dates anyone else — yet she
parents are divorcing. skirts aders.definite
marriage date. "I suppose
you might describe our situation as being eng
a
g
e
d
t
o
be
engaged,"
smiles.and she
It will be her secondMargo
marriage
Liz' Latest Injury
has a five-year-old son named Dcrryl by her
first husband. The boy lives with Margo in
Elizabeth Taylor had expected to ciace
an apartment
in Beverly
Hills.me.""I couldn't*
oat with Eddie Fisher to pick up her "best bear
to have him
uwuy from
she exactress" award at the Foreign Press Dinner
She was born Marguerita Guarnerius in
in person. But she and Eddie, the day before, had made a hurried trip to Philadelphia plains.
Chicago on a certain April 29th, but attended
to visit his mother who has been quite ill. the
University of Indiana for her schooling.
Entering a cafe where they had gone for a She is grateful that her successful modeling
bite of dinner, Liz slipped on the ice and career led her to Hollywood with time off for
strained her ankle.
TV in between. She did commercials as well
Her New York movie, BufferfieJd 8, which as drama on TV. and likes it. But she Jcves
she s making with Eddie end Laurence motion pictures.
And her 20th Century-Fox bosses are sure
Harvey had just been shut down bee -use
you are going to love Margo, the cool, greyof the actors' strike.
blue eyed, intelligent blonde who locks and
Ii inganything
good
could
be
said
tc
be
comoui of all this trouble it is that the delay
a great deal like a one-time Miss Kelly,
revs Liz z chance ic nurse her injured cnkle. acts
at Hollywood.
Poor Liz,
inme andfor out
hosher ofankle.
pr'tals—thi

terraced approach looked like a Paris street
as the stars turned out for Can-Can, the
big,
bright, gaudy, entrancing picture starring
Glittering "Can-Can"
Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,
Premiere
Maurice Chevalier and Louis Jourdan.
Director Walter Lang, and his wife, Fieldsie, had invited Jimmy McHugh and me to be
It might seem from all the social activity the their guests and it was an added thrill to
week the strike was declared that Hollywood spend the evening of such a big triumph for
was being frivolous — but believe me, we were Walter as a member of his party.
keeping our chins up with tears in our hearts.
Along with us were those two cute 'justIt helped no one. even those laid-off, to engaged'
Nancy Sinatra and Tommy
sink into gloom and it was a courageous lace Sands,
and Nancy's mother. The junior
Hollywood turned to the world, her glamour Miss Sinatra
kept flashing her beautiful diabanners flying.
mond engagement ring (which held her
The entire Carthay Circle forecourt and attention, I'm afraid, more than her father

up on the screen).
Shirley McLaine kept us amused by
asking ii we thought Can-Can would be rein Russiatastewhere
(who thepanned
it as inleasedbad
when 'Mr.he K'visited
set )
could see the finished movie.
Jayne Mansfield, sporting more decolletage than usual (if that's possible) was on
the arm of her ever-lovin' Mickey Hargitay
and I must say the crowds seem fond of this
really good-natured girl— she always gets a
bigAmong
hand. others I saw Eddie G. Robinson
June Haver and Fred MacMurray, producer Buddy Adler and his wife. Nanette
Fabray, and many, many others.

PERSONAL
OPINIONS
I think 1960 will be the marriage year of
Kim Novak and director Richard Quine. She
was beside herself when she heard he had
fallen ill in London after flying there to take
over the direction on The World of Suzie
Wong, and as I write this she is planning to
join him. Could be the wedding will be in
England. . . .
Got a chuckle out of reading in Insider's
Newsletter
that between
Princess Grace's
effortsAristotle
to be
a matchmaker
millionaire
Onassis and Ava Gardner came to naught.
The Princess was so sure the Greek shipbuilding magnate would fall for Ava, her
friend from Hollywood days, that she arranged a most intimate dinner. But the expected flame into
didn'ta bit
igniteof —a and
dinner turned
fiasco.the. palace
..
Who says Hollywood forgets or is cold
to former movie Queens? The reception received by Bette Davis when she and
Gary Merrill opened before the home folk
in The World of Carl Sandburg was tremendous and even over the footlights you
could see
pines . . . Bette's eyes shining with hapI'm getting
with master
of ceremonies who tryfedto upbe funny
by making
references to "the men's room" or "powder
rooms."
affairs doCertainly
not needHollywood's
this type ofmostChicformal
Sale
humor. . . .
Nor have I been amused at many cracks
about the strike — whether it proves to be short
or long. Steve Allen went up in my estimamation when, acting as M.C. at the premiere of Can-Can, he said he had deleted all
jokes referring to the strike from his script. . . .

proud of
Poet Carl Sandburg is very is
the way Bette Davis read ) ivorks.

Nancy was glad to do her father
the favor of welcoming Elvis home.

Elvis Made
Her Weep
sure the onlysobs
teenager
intoI'm heartbroken
becausewho sheeverhadbroketo
meet Elvis Presley is Nancy Sinatra, the
19-year-old
of Frank
Sinatra's
And lest apple
you other
girls find
this hardeye!to
believe, remember that Nancy and Tommy
Sands had just given me the scoop of their
engagement and Tommy was waiting on the
Coast with her engagement ring while poor
little
to herNancy
father.remained in New York as a favor
Frank was paying Elvis 5125,000 to appear on his (Frank's) TV show — a welcome
home
to thehisworld's
most tofamous
and forhe
had asked
daughter
do the GI,honors
him and meet Elvis when he flew in. It was
very appropriate as Nancy, too, was to apshow little
as her
She pearison ihea dear
girl father's
and gladhostess.
to do a
favor for her Dad — even though her heart

Grace Kelly and her Prince exchanged delighted smiles, thinking their
matchmaking was working; they didn't notice Ava's bored expression.

Could be a London wedding
for Kim and Richard Quine.

was 3,000
milessinger.
away in California with another popular
But the morning Elvis arrived, the Eastern
seaboard was hit with the worst March snow
storm in 100 years! With teeth chattering,
Nancyself had
Elvis, posed
welcomed
him for herand hermetfather,
for pictures
and
then started (she hoped) for another airport
where she would catch her own plane to
Los Angeles and Tommy!
Half-way
backFrank
to New
York,fortheher chauffeured
limousine
had sent
broke
down in the enormous snow-drifts and halffrozen
to
death
she
walked
to
a
service
staTommy.tion and put in a call to her mother — and
"Yes, I met Elvis," she told Nancy Sr. and
Tommy,the "But
and and
miserable1."
And
next I'm
thingsohercoldmother
sweetheart heard were just heartbroken sobs!
That didn't last long — not after Tommy
slipped that four-carat emerald cut diamond
surrounded with baguettes on her finger five
15
hours later in Sunny California!

Dozenstors willoffade
readers
now say
thatElvis'
he is imitaback.

The fans are suggesting names for Audrey
Hepburn and Mel Ferrer's expected baby.
LETTER
BOX
You fans are pretty nice people and much
more concerned with the inner workings of
Hollywood than I supposed. The very week
of the strike many of you airmailed letters to
my desk expressing sympathy for actors as
a group and your favorites in particular. As
expressed by some of you:
Poor voEdd
rite. First the"Kookie"
suspension Byrnes,
by his studiomy andfanow this strike, sympathizes Virginia DeWitt.
Atlanta. Some of the stars are rich and can
weather bad times. But we people who work
tor smaller salaries can certainly teel tor
the others like "Kookie." What a thoughtful
comment,
be settled Virginia.
by the timeMayyouHollywood's
read this. .troubles
..
Donald Weir, Brooklyn, has an active
plan:
I'm not while
going Hollywood
to patronizeis having
any foreign
made movies
such
a bad rime, he writes. Hollywood has given
me my greatest pleasure and has brightened
my life in many sad times — and I'm going

In one month, there
rave letters about Jamt

to prove my appreciation by spending my
money only on Hollywood made films. Hurray
for you, Don. . . .
Elvis, Elvis, Elvis — all over the mail! Elvis,
the original, is back — now watch all his
imitators fade, opines Phyllis Terry Smith.
Tacoma, who admits she is only 15. But the
girl speaks for dozens of fans, many of them
older, who echo her sentiments.
Audrey Hepburn is the only real beauty
in Hollywood and makes those wholesale
blondes look like floozies. I hope she wins
the Award for The Nun's Story, postcards
Clementine O'Donnell, Baton Rouge. Well,
you are certainly extravagant in your praise
for your favorite, my friend. . . .
Well, another letter from Baton Rouge (you
Louisianians are going strong this montlO
Why don't you and Modern Screen conduct
"A Date With Brandon de Wilde" contest?
enthuses B. Williams. What a prize to win —
being escorted around HoJJywood by the
cutest
on this
And, 17-year-old
Virginia boy
Heinze,
Tippearth!
City, Ohio,
wants us to conduct a contest awarding a
date
Elvis. .Presley!!!
Are you listenin'.
David with
Myers?.
.
Germaine Roy, Springfield, read where

Brandon DeWilde: one girl
calls him "the cutest boy."
Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer are welcoming suggestions for a name for their expected baby and Germaine offers: For a boy
— Mark, Paul, Tony, Kenny, Scott, all go well
with Ferrer. For a girl — Suseffe. Paula, Donna
Marie and Penny are my suggestions — and
good ones, too, Germaine. . . .
Thank you for nominating James
Shigeta for stardom, writes Pat Gerber,
Placerville, Calif. J saw The Crimson
Kimono twice and believe me my eyes were
gluedtor! to... (By
this actual
wonderful
handsome
count,andtwenty
letters ac-of
raves over Shigeta this month). . . .
Georgette Dawson writes snappily from
Dallas,
What's Brando
the matter?
panned Marlon
as an You
actor haven't
lately?
Can't remember ever panning Marlon as an
actor.
great.annoying.
It's just .some
off-screenI think
anticshe'sI find
. . of his
That's all this month. See you next month
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YOU FEEL THIS COOL, THIS CLEAN, THIS FRESH WHEN YOU USE TAMPAX

Tampax never shows, never embarrasses, never interferes with bathing
or swimming. Millions choose it. millions use it. Worn internally, its
the modern war! TAMPAX ... so much a part of your active life.
Tampax^ internal sanitary protection is made only by Tampax Incorporated. Palmer. Mass

Joan Crawford

A
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be ahead

in beauty

INSTANTLY
IMAGINE, beautiful, natural-looking hair color in an
instant ... a woman's dream come true! A color
rinse that requires no patch or strand tests! ^
That's isNOREEN
because
1 jTfc^ ''''
there
no waiting. . .for"INSTANT"
color to develop
'^\}' Jrffr
...a TRUE HAIR RINSE because it adds ^pP* 39c and 69c (plus tax)
At cosmetic counters
^^^^
of safe,of temporary
just
color theto right
beautifyamount
all shades
hair, or blend-in
scattered gray. Color can be removed only by shampooing. Actually,
all hair colorings fade and become dull in a week or so, and should
be refreshed after each shampoo. NOREEN gives your hair
that lustrous, fresh-looking color instantly . . . without rub-off.
Noreen of Denver, distributes
Noreen Color Hair Rinse— ^and
^ ^new^^ Liqui Color,
the instant liquid color hair ^rinse.
INSTANT
COLOR
fifteen

HAIR
RINSE

■ "I might be a little late for
our
dinner said
date astonight,"
Joan
Crawford
she hurried
out the door on her way to the
television studio. "I've got a
lot of screen tests to take."
Her daughter Christina
closed the door after her and
wondered, ". . . Screen tests?"
Her mother,
taken
a test inafter
years;all,shehadn't
was
a proven star.
But she, Christina, wasn't
proven yet, and if she was going to be on time for her own
appointment,
ry and dress. she'd
Her better
agent hurhad
phoned her that she was going
to be tested for a leading role.
Mother and daughter met
again at dinner that evening,
star and starlet. After they ordered, Christina
"Mother,
what was
that said,
you said
this
morning about making a lot of
screen tests? I thought you
didn't bother any more."
"Oh no, darling," Joan
laughed.
testing
the
cameramen."1 I was
did take
a screen
test, dozens, but I was looking
for"But
the tell
best me,
cameraman."
how did your
day go? Didn't you have an
"I did," Christina sighed rueappointment?"
"But I?"didn't
get it."asked
"Whyfully.not
her mother
sympathetically.
"They said I wasn't the type."
"Really? What type were
they"Well,
lookingMother,"
for?"
Christina
giggled, "believe it or not, they
wanted a girl who looked like
the daughter of a movie star!"
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Saddle Tan. Rawhide Finish. Colorado Brown. Ebony Grey. Hawaiian Blue. 7 spirited
styles for women. 4 for men— in the classic design that never goes out of style.
Sainsonite
NOW
AT
NEW

Strearnlite
LOW
PRICES
!
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time it I

world's fastest
natural
tan!

WFASTIE

gNEWEST 45 POP RECORD
TANFASTIC!"
with"SHE;S
Bobby'sSend"Moment
on the flip side!
50* forofeachLove"record,
with yourBox name
and address,California
to:
Tanfastic,
4A, Hollywood,
(Offer expires December 31, 1960. Void where
taxed, prohibited, or otherwise restricted.)

Want a honey of a tan in a hurry ?
There's only one lotion with a tanning booster
that gives you a faster, natural tan. . .
and no burning or peeling.
It's Tanfastic!
And what better way to show off
your Tanfastic tan than in the swimsuit above
—"Tanfastic" by White Stag!

creamy, white
available everywhere in
handy tubes or
plastic squeeze- bottles

In your

hour

of torment,
we

are

praying

Sal,

all

for

you.

In Sal Mineo's right eye
there is a constant, excruciating
pain. The medical name for
the disease is Dendrite. It is a
disease which 30 years ago
was almost certain to result in
blindness. Today a cure is possible,
and Sal has not let his spirit flag.
Bravely, perhaps even a little
foolishly, he has gone on working
harder than ever — despite warnings that
he needs all his strength to
finally lick this trouble which first
hit him 7 years ago.
Here now is Sal's own story of his
fight to save his sight. We thank him
for telling this story, which may help
others— and we are sure that
everyone who reads it will offer his
or her own prayer for Sal.
(Story begins on

Debbie

DARE

as a Bride

SHE

WEAR

WHITE
Before saying no, read the strange miracle of this wedding gown...

When the lovely photographs of Debbie in her new wedding dress arrived, all work
stopped at Modern Screen. Artists, writers and secretaries crowded around to
I!look and go ooh and ah — and then to wonder. "Is Debbie marrying Harry Karl?" more than one
person asked. "Is this the dress shell wear if she does marry him?" "How
could she?" somebody asked. "Marry him or not, she's been married before. And a
bride doesn't wear white — never, never — when she gets married a second time." The gals around
the office continued speculating on the problem, until finally, in order to get
I them back to work, our managing editor, Sam, called them into his office to give them the insideinside story — the story behind the wedding dress — and to ask them if, after hearing
the story, they still felt that Debbie shouldn't wear white at her wedding. (Continued on page 68
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LIVES

ARE

ARE

FRANK-THEIR
IN

YOUR

HANDS

■ This was going to be a big hour for
Frank Sinatra. He knew that.
He began by loosening his tie and
looking around the living room of his
Las Vegas hotel suite.
His ex- wife sat just across from him.
His daughter, Nancy Jr., and Tommy Sands, who'd come with Nancy
Sr., sat on a small couch to his left.
"Well," Frank said, after a moment, breaking the silence, "what's
the case, and who's the first witness?"
The other three laughed a little,
nervously.
"You know what we came for,
Daddy," said Nancy Jr.
"I do?" asked Frank.
"I told you on the phone yesterday, from California," the girl said.
"Tommy and I— we want to get

"And — " Tommy started to say.
married."
But he gulped and stopped.
"And," Nancy Sr. took over for
him, "they want your permission of
course,
Frank Frank."
Sinatra nodded, slowly.
"Okay—" he said.
The others (Continued on page 60)

first trip
at

he fantastic

secret castle

id Bob, the mad

young

milium

By LouellaJPa^sons

■ Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner
have passed their second milestone
— having reached two years and
two months (as this is written) of
marriage with their romantic love
still burning brightly, even if she
does call him "old R.J." and he
calls her "Nat." "How about these
so-called difficult first years?" I
asked the lovebirds as we sat in the
colorful playroom of their elaborate

new house — and I mean elaborate!
"That first- year stuff is all nonsense," said Bob. "All you have to
do is use a little common sense. Why
should the first year, even though
it is a period of adjustment, be any
different from the second or any of
the years that follow? Who started
this business that the beginning of
marriage has to be rough— or that
scenes {Continued on next page)

"This girl I've known so long, who always
went in for comfort and simplicity, as did
her beloved 'old R. J.,' sounded so serious
and 'wealthy' I couldn't help but laugh."

ENDSYILLE
continued

How

do you get to Endsville?

Rolls-Royce

and

ask any ancient

go by way
Greek. When

Well,you

take your

of the bank.
you

beatniks, you're there! You'll know

Then

see no more

it. It's way out.

or bad temper are to be excused on the grounds of 'Oh, well — it's their first
year — they'll get over it.' Why start anything — then you don't have to get over
it!" Natalie, who looked like a doll in coral silk slacks that matched the shutters,
nodded her dark head in agreement with her husband's philosophic comments.
I had accepted the invitation of the Wagners to visit them and have a look at
the mansion that the combined salary checks of Natalie and Bob have bought.
There is no other home like it in Beverly Hills — or probably anywhere else.
What they purchased was an English Colonial. What it will be when they get
through with it is something best described by the Wagners. "When the remodeling iscomplete it will be along the lines of Greek revival," said Natalie
knowingly. "Greek revival!" I said, trying not to show my ignorance., "What's
that?" "Well," answered Natalie, "our decorator, Dewey Spriegel, says the
early Greeks and Italians had the most beautiful homes of all — and livable and
perfect for the climate of Southern California. The next time you visit us you
won't even recognize the present architecture. By that time towering Grecian
columns will front the house, the landscaping will be formal, and there will
be a feeling of open spaciousness everywhere." This girl I've know so long, who
always went in for comfort and simplicity, as did her (Continued on page 58)

dear

God

donft

please

let

The

him

s

courageou

life

of

Lee

Rente

■ Lee Remick rushed from the plane and into the
waiting car.
The telephone call of just a few hours ago — those horrible
words, those painful words — still buzzed in
her ears:
"I'm a doctor. Your husband's been in an
accident. He's calling for you. There may not be
much time. You'd better come quickly."
Lee had prayed on the plane.
And she prayed now, in the car.
The same prayer. Over and over and over
again.

"Dear God in Heaven," she whispered. "Oh
God, please don't take him away from
me . . . And, please, oh God" — she
brought {Continued on page 73)

WHEN

GIRL

BECOMES

A

WOMAN....

Sandra
thoughts

Dee's
on

■ The sun came pouring
brightly
beautiful through
bedroom Sandra's
on the
morning of April 23 and
its rays bathed her sleeping figure with a golden
glow.
Sandra stirred, then
34

her

most
18th

intimate
birthday.. .

slowly opened her eyes.
Oh, what a beautiful day,
she thought. It couldn't
be nicer if I'd ordered it
specially.
She stretched out luxuriously on her white quilted
king-sized bed. She knew

she should get up and join
her mother for breakfast,
but she just wanted to
snuggle under the covers
a little longer.
When she had retired
the night before, she had
(Continued on page 70)

■ "I want to take the children away,"
Liz said. Eddie put down his morning
newspaper and looked across
the table at her with a stunned

t

expression. "What in the world are
you talking about?" he said.
"I'm talking about this," she said,
walking over to the window of the
Park Lane Hotel in Manhattan,
and looking down onto the concrete
far below, filled with bustling
people and traffic.
(Continued on page 54)

WHERE

DID

I

FAIL?

■ Lucy opened one of the huge closets in the master
bedroom of her Beverly Hills home, and tears began to
mist her eyes. Desi's closet. Once filled with the colorful
sport shirts he loved, with the fine custom-tailored suits
she had helped him select. Now it was empty. Only that
morning the movers had come to pack the clothes and
take them away to where Desi was now living. Watching
the men walk down the stairs carting the clothes away,
Lucille felt as though she were watching them carry away
the last visible remains of her marriage.
It had not seemed so final until this moment. Now,
suddenly, she saw how very much over it all was. The
marriage, the way of life, her dreams and her hopes and
her love. That great, overwhelming love she had for Desi
that had kept her going for so many years. He was gone.
She felt chilly and shivered. She lowered her head and
found some slight relief in the tears. They seemed to loosen
up the sadness tied up inside of her. The memories, too. . . .
Sitting down weakly on the bed, she closed her eyes,
shutting out the present, recapturing some of those wonderful days of the past when she and {Continued on next page)

Lucille Ball's
own tragic
story of her
marriage

1f

WHERE

DID

I

FAIL?

She

gave

him

children,

fame,

and

twenty

years

4. But Desi was the only one she
loved. She remarried him in 1949.

2. Desi was in the Army. The fight he was concentrating on wasn't with the enemy, but with Lucy.

3. The fights
got toodatedbad Peter
and they
separated. Now Lucy
Lawford.

1. 1940. An actress and a bandleader were married by a judge.

5. It seemed they would never have a
child, but 1951 brought Lucie Desiree.

Desi were married, before Desi grew cold.
"Where have I failed?" she asked herself. "I loved him so. Did I love him too
much . . . ?"
With a slight start, she recalled that
several of her friends had accused her of
that. It had first been thrown up to her
long ago, soon after she and Desi were
married. Something a friend had said to
her shortly after she and Desi were settled
in their first home, an Early American
house in the Valley. What was it? Yes, it
was that time when she was telling her

r$ of her

life - what

more

friend what had happened the night before.
She had thought it very delightful, very
cute. Everything Desi did was delightful
and cute. The friend had come by that
afternoon and had noticed how tired
Lucy was.
Lucy laughed and admitted that she was
tired. "Do you know what happened?"
she'd said to the friend. "The funniest
thing. In the middle of the night — oh, it
must have been around 4:00 or 5:00 in the
morning — Desi woke up and said to me,
'Honey, please get (Continued on page 71 )

could

a woman

give ?

8. And I Love Lacy became the biggest moneymaker in TV.
6. 1953 brought a second miracle, the birth of
the son they longed for. They named him Dor,;

10. She had given him children,
wealth, and 20 years of her life.

L Lacy fought everybody to get Desi onto
her_new^show— nobody else wanted him.

9. They bought an entire studio. Lucy
gave out the word, "Desi's the boss."

The

our

story

of

game

premature

■ Richard Egan had waited a long time to
marry. He was in his thirties when he proposed to pretty Pat Hardy of the moonlit hair
and Irish blue eyes.
But once he had carried Patricia over the
threshold of his sprawling, modern home in
Brentwood, he decided it would be a good idea
to get started on a family as soon as nature

Trish

little

baby

would permit. "All the playing around's been
done," he said. "The bachelor living is over.
I want to dig in as a father as well as a husband. Ican take care of a family. No sense
Patricia felt the same way. Every month she
waiting."
hoped to become pregnant. It seemed like forever to her before she had the first indications

that a baby would be on its way. It was the
day before Father's Day last year that the doctor gave her the good news. Although bursting
to tell Rich, she kept the secret to herself all
that day. The following morning, Richard found
an elaborate Father's Day card under his coffee cup. "To be cashed in next year," it read,
and he almost choked on his toast.

him "Doc." Happy plans were made for the
baby, due in February.
They'd come home from a big Christmas
party at the Walter Wangers' late at night
when Patricia began to have cramps,
"It must be the rich food. After all, it
couldn't possibly be the baby. The nursery isn't
ready," she protested with a desperate

hildless

las

and

dared

discontent,

to submit

L. S. D.

called

motions

L.S.D.

for the

and

Cary

unlocks

says

first time

which

hidden

he is now

Gary

to

controver-

intensifies

desires.

ready

new

the

Under

to fall in love

in his life . . . Here

his years had meant to
him, and what he felt
about his future. Because
he was about to make
the
evergreatest
made, decision
and no he'd
one
could help him make the
choice. He had never, in
his lifetime, felt so alone.

Grant

a mysterious

traordinary account of THE

i On that most imporant day of his life,
-lmost two years ago,
'ary Grant walked pur>osefully to his room,
losed the door, and sat
lown to take stock of
ds life. He had to know,
learly, realistically, what

56

himself

sial medical treatment—

Irug

at

is the

LOVE

He was past fifty; he
was a rich man; he was
a star very much in demand, with salary and
terms of his own asking ;
he was adored by women,
teen-agers and grandmothershe; was idolized
everywhere ; he was wel-

ex-

DRUG

come in palaces and
aboard yachts; he was
an international symbol
of male elegance. Yet all
this had brought no happiness, and he was facing
it, painfully, now. That
suave charmer the fans
(Continued on pape 66)

ONE

LITTLE
by Helen Weller
■ Why was Cheryl Crane, Lana Turner's
daughter, taken out of Beverly Hills
High— out of her grandmother's lovely
home in Beverly Hills— out of a
^^^^
1 f M ~* 'normal' atmosphere — to be com^
m
mitted to a State institution
m
m
for wayward girls, El Retiro School?
^ ^™
I spoke to many people, including the head probation officer of
the County of Los Angeles.
He told me: "There was no one specific
incident that made us decide to send Cheryl to
El Retiro. She did not commit a specific
misdeed. It was only that living in the
outside world had become very diffik
cult for her. She was being reminded again
and again of that terrible episode in her
W
life (the stabbing) and these reminders
were having a terrible effect on her. No
one could have taken it, least of all a sixteenyear-old girl.
"Cheryl is a growing girl — sixteen going on
seventeen (she will be 17 in July). She is
passing through the most difficult years of her
life. We felt she could no longer be exposed
to the finger-pointing, made directly or indirectly. Itmight have ruined her
forever. Cheryl {Continued on next page)

Probation Muhlbach
officer Car-hoD
Jeanette
Robert Martin Gunn
Friendless, homeless,
exiled to grandma's house,
guarded constantly
by a probation officer,
Cheryl escaped at night
to find with car-hop Bob Gunn
affection and solace
no one else could offer. . .

had been completely exonerated by a coroner's
jury of the stabbing. She
had been cleared by the
court of any intent to
commit a crime. Because
of her youth, she was
made a ward of the court.
The court placed her in
the home of her grandmother, Mrs. Mildred
Turner (Lana's mother).
Everyone tried to co-operate— the grandmother,
Lana Turner, the father,
Steve Crane and Cheryl
herself. We tried it that
way. But in the end, it
didn't work.
"Cheryl's case has been
such an extreme one that
the ordinary probationary careslaying
couldn'tshehandle
it. The
had
been involved in had made
the front pages for months.
We had hoped that permitting Cheryl to live
learly as normal a life as
Continued on next page)

ONE LITTLE GIRL AGAINST THE WORLD continued

Inside the walls of El Retiro, tall oleander and
olive trees create an illusion of peace. Within
the rooms, photos, dolls, precious bits of memory,
remind each girl of the lost bright world outside.

?o
I

3>

1

9

possible would be a good one for her," the probation
officer continued. "So the court allowed her to live with
her grandmother. She was permitted to go to a public
high school, Beverly Hills High, where she would associate with teen age boys and girls.
"She also had constant sessions with a psychiatrist
outside of high school life. Her probation officer, Mrs.
Jeanette Muhlbach, met with her very frequently — more
times than the probation officer {Continued on page 61+)
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for a
slim waist and
flat tummy

These and more helpful exercises,
all set to your favorite music,
are recorded in Modern Screen's
Hollywood Method album,
released by RCA Camden Records
($1.98 Monaural, $2.98 Stereo
Instruction booklet, complete
with step-by-step pictures,
for 12 slim 'n trim exercises,
is included with the album.
Plus feature : a Modern Screen
Hollywood Method complete
calorie counter, purse size,
to clip and save.
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Why Liz Is Taking the
(Continued from page 36)
Eddie got up and stood beside her and
looked, too.
"What do you see?" Liz asked.
"New York — Park Avenue," Eddie said.
"Your favorite city — your favorite street.
. . . And mine," he added.
"But is thisLiztheasked.
right kind of place for the
children?"
Eddie had a chance to answer,
sheBefore
went on:
"Eddie, why kid ourselves — it's not right
for them
It's notup right,
first, suite
that
they
should. be. . cooped
in a hotel
most
of
the
time.
That
when
they
go
out
for a walk up the street, just to get some—
fresh air and some color in their cheeks —
they have to go with a nurse and not with
us, or else they may get mobbed . . .
That's not right, is it?"
Eddie shook his head. "No," he said.
"And it's not right," Liz went on, "that
they
there's . no. .
chancelive
for inthema toplace
makewhere
any friends
Who, Eddie, who was their best friend
these
past fewEddie
monthsasked.
here?"
"Jimmy?"
"Yes, Jimmy — the bellhop," Liz said.
"And what did they do last week when he
told
them job
he was
quitting,
that They
he'd gotten
a better
at the
Waldorf.
cried
their
eyes
out
for
two
days,
didn't
they?"
Eddie nodded.
"And Nature, or the natural life that
children love and need, or 'The Outdoor
Bit,' whatever it's called," Liz said,
" — trees, grass, flowers, grounds to play on,
sunshine
doesn't window
necessarily
through a that
twelfth-floor
pane come
...
they don't get any of that here, do they,
Eddie?"
"Huh-uh," Eddie said.
"They certainly do not," Liz said. "And
besides" — she bit her lip — "I didn't want to
tell
you yesterday,
this, I didn'tI waswantstanding
you to here,
worry.at
. . . But
this window, just looking down. . . . And I
saw the children, the three of them coming
back from a walk with the Nurse. They
were crossing there" — she pointed down to
the
wide when
avenue this
— "andtaxitheycame
were zooming
halfway
across
towards them. As if it were out of control.
. . . And for a second. . . . And for a secSheond— "stopped.
A great idea
"Honey," Eddie said, after a moment,
putting
his .arm
arounddo her,
great idea.
. . What
you "Isayjustwe had
leavea
this town and move ourselves up to the
country?"
Liz looked
She
smiled upfirst.at him.
And then, she began to laugh.
she —said,
our own,
in "Eddie,"
the country
do "ayouplace
knowof how
nice
that's going to be? A house, some land,
trees,
fresh
air,
a
babbling
brook
—
"
"A what?" Eddie asked.
"I've got a mad thing for babbling
brooks, all of a sudden," Liz said, " — and
that's the one thing I want for me . . . All
right?"
"Sure,"
Eddieher said.
he took
hand
and led
from Then
the dining
room Liz'to
the breakfast room next door, where the
children — Mike Jr., seven; Christopher, six;
and morning
Liza, nearly
their
meal. three — were finishing
"Kids — " he called out, "big announceHe for
tolda them
Liz'
decisionment time!"
to look
place ofin his
the and
country,
asked if the idea was okay with them (they
54 okayed it enthusiastically), and then he

Children Away
said, "Now, as long as this is Saturday
morning
and say
we'vewe got
nothing
what do you
all hop
into planned,
the car,
drive up to Connecticut and have a look
around?
"Before we go, though," he added, "one
thing
— Since
all goingI want
to haveto
to livemore
in this
place we're
we choose,
make it clear that the choice has to be by
unanimous
vote."
it,"Hehe pointed
said. to himself: "I've got to like
He pointed to Liz: "Mom has to like it."
To Mike: 'You."
To
And Chris:
to Liza:"You."
"And you — we've all got to
"How about Matilda?" little Liza asked,
like it." to a pet monkey who'd just todpointing
dled into the room. "Does she have to like
Eddie bent and hugged the girl. "As long
as too?"
you're there, sweetheart, and as long as
it,
we keep
Matilda bananas, she'll
like
don'tbuying
worry
Theit, others
laughed.about that," he said.
"Okay," said Eddie, looking down at his
watch, "I'd better call an agent. . . . Then,
halfHe anstarted
hour, toandleave
we'retheoff!"
room.
He was, in fact, just about out when he
turned, once more, to Liz, and asked:
"Babbling
She
winked.brook?"
"Or I won't vote yes," she said. . . .
Estates and mansions
The agent Eddie had phoned was only
too delighted to serve the Fishers, when he
realizedbethjust
FishersFisher,
were. yes,
"Eliza-of
Taylorwho
and theEdwin
course,"thehe dollar
said, assigns
he gotfairly
into popping
the car with
them,
onto
his forehead. "And such an adorable little
brood of children," he said, glancing
towards the back seat. "And a monkey,
too," he added, forcing his already forced
smile,
how magnificent
de-lightful. . . !" he was
"Now" —athis
saying,
little while later,estate,"
as he showed
them all around the first place on his list,
"this isIta is,buyin Ifact,
doubt you will great
be able to
resist.
necticut showcases.one. . of. the
The houseCon— or
mansion, as I liked to call it— contains
twenty-three rooms, all of them huge, as
you can see. You are surrounded by 350
acres of choice land. There is a private
lake,
pool,that,
a riding
ring —then
the
childrena swimming
will treasure
eh? And
there are 135,000 spring trees, deer and
sheep sheds. And the recent addition of a
mink
"Of ranch
course,"— with
said mink,
Liz. of course."
"And how much is this buy?" asked
Eddie.
"Ahem," said the agent, clearing his
throat.he Hesaid.checked his list. "Exactly $590,000,"
"Wow," said Mike Jr., who happened to
be
closea bylot atof money
this point.
surestanding
sounds like
to me"That
...
And besides, it wouldn't get my vote anyway,
even
if
it
were
a
whole
lot
cheaper."
"Why not?" Liz asked.
"It's too big," the boy said. "A person
could
it'd I take
a coupleget oflostdaysin tohere,
find Mom,
him, atandleast,
fig"Yeah," said Chris, seconding his brother's motion. "Besides, it's too flat outside.
And, long as we're going to move, I want
some
for my
"And,"
littlebike."
Liza, piping up, "me
ure."hills said
and Matilda don't like it, neither."

"Why not?" asked the agent this time.
"I dunno," Liza said, "we just don't like
The agent looked from the girL to her
monkey, astounded; then up at Liz anc
Eddie.
"I guess," said Liz, "that this isn't it—
"Right," said Eddie.
"Ahem,"
right,
Eddie?"said the agent, "so I can see. . .
Well," he said then, forcing back his smile
again,
other places,
of others
to show."we ThehaveCranshaw
estatelots— naturally
the swimming pool with the lucite covei
cost $250,000 alone. The Gruenther estateone hundred acres, a twenty-one room
main house, several ten-room guest
houses, two tennis courts, a seven-car ga$625,000.
The with
LaSalle
estate— e
ah, rage—theonlyLaSalle
estate,
a marvel,
it."half-acre
true marvel,
a
hothouse,
patterned after an actual patch of tropicam
in the Hervy Islands, with copra growing
real coconut trees, citrus, orchids — surelj
the
will appreciate
with monkey,
mangoes at andleast,guava,
papaya andthat—
passion fruit — " And on and on he went.
And on and on they all went for the re
mainder of that morning and part of th<
afternoon, looking at estate after estate
marvel after marvel, the agent always stating he hoped, ahem, that this place was th<
place, atelyhisby the
hopesthree
always
dashedwhoimmedichildren
votec
everything
down
moments
ished making his high-class after
pitch.he'd fin
The country man
And on and on this might well still b I
going, weeks later, were it not for the care
taker at one of the last places on th a
agent's list that Saturday afternoon —
very old man, "a country man," as he de
scribed
"who sometimes,
gets into but
the whac j
when he'shimself,
not wanted
can't help trying to help people who nee <
it "Now,"
when he hecan.said,
. . ."getting into the ac
muchliketo the
annoyance,
"it looksis t
me
whatagent's
you folks
are seeking
moreern— Aintimate
place
than
this
here your
cavplace where you can enjoy
selves,a good
wheretime.
the kids here 'specially ca
have
"Well," he said, " 'bout two mile fror
here is just that place. Smallish. But lovel
as you can imagine, with character, anj
history, and a whole spirit about it tha
says 'Hello, folks, how are you ... It surf
is "What,"
nice to seeaskedyou!'the" agent, "is the name q
"Ain't
an estate, Mister," said the oloj
this
timer,estate?"
"and ain't got no name . . . It's jus
a "And
house doI'myoutalking
about."the owner in th
represent
transaction?" the agent asked then, begin
ning to fume.
"Sure,"heresaidwantsthe tooldtimer,
"anybod
around
show it, does
..
And gets a flat five percent on the sale if r
He turned
makes
it, too."back to Liz and Eddie.
"Like I was saying," he went on, "it's gr
a spirit about it, this house. And it's g<
good
there'sand rooiou
for onesolidandlandall toaround
have it.fun,Andinside
smallish as it is. And come the summe
there's this brook down the properl
"A brook?" interrupted Liz.
"Nothing wrong with having a brook c
your property, is there?" asked the ok
timer.
"No," Liz said. "I was just wondering" it babble, this brook?"
—does
apiece
I mean,
"Of course
it does,"
oldtime
"Who
ever heard
of a said
brookthe that
dor
He shook his head.
"Now," he said, "I ain't got all day
babble?"
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stand around here and talk to you people,
nice as you seem to be. So if you want to
see the house, let's go. If not, it's been a
pleasure
meeting"I'dyoulike. to. . Well?"
Liz nodded.
see it," she said.
"So would I," said Eddie.
They looked over at the agent. "You
don't mind, do you, sir?" Eddie asked.
The agent swallowed hard. "Not at all,
Mr. Fisher," he said. "Ahem — as long as
there'll
be time forI have
me toonshow
a few
other properties
my you
list afterwards."
"Time,"
thing theresaid
is a the
season,oldtimer.
Mister, "To
and everya time
to every purpose under the heaven. That's
from
Ecclesiastes.
time for
you to tryMeans
to makethere's
your plenty
commis-of
sion, for me to try to make mine."
"One-line
Bible quoters,"
the agent
tered, loud enough
for everyone
to hear.mutIgnoring him, the oldtimer clapped his
hands.
"Now come on, kids, and you too, monthe these
little
group key,"thathe said,
had looking
gathered down
aroundat him
past
few
minutes.
"It'll
be
too
crowded
if we all pile into that Caddy there. What
I suggest is the big folks follow in the
Caddy.
a relic,
almost
asAnd"
old —take
aspointing
he —my"meoldtoandhis
thecar,
kids
and
the
monkey
gal
over
there
and lead.
"So selfcome
go, before
blue inon,thelet'sface.
BecauseI talk
he mythat
hathHe knowledge
spareth
his
words."
faced the agent once more.
indeed,"to hold
he said,in
as "One-line
Liz and Bible
Eddie quoter,
tried hard
their laughter. . . .
A house that says, "Howdy"
The thechildren
impressed
with
house. hadn't
Or elseseemed
why would
they
have barely looked at it before running
off somewhere to play?
And the agent — he'd even refused to
step
foot insidetotheremain
place once
seen
it, preferring
on thehe'dporch,
"until," as he'd said, "you are ready to
rejoin livable
me on our tour of our State's
more
And, to telldomiciles."
the truth, even Liz and
were sorry
they'd
look
atEddie
the house
at firstthey'd
because,saidwell,
because
it was, now that they saw it, a very plain
old house that might have been very lovely
in its day ... a couple of hundred years
ago . . . butit that
recommend
now. certainly had little to
In fact, it was only the oldtimer who
seemed to be impressed with the whole
thing; who, as he proudly showed the
Fishers around, seemed to become nearly
transported by something wonderful that
neither Liz nor Eddie, much as they tried,

could somehow really put their finger on.
said ata first-floor
one point,roomas
the"Just
three look,"
of themheentered
which, he pointed out to them, was the
kitchen. "Have you ever seen anything
more
homey? .And
. . Naturally,
it's awalls
bit
old-fashioned.
those brown
don't
help
any.
And,
anyone
who
moves
in is going to have to spend a few dollars
to get rid of that old ice-box there and
change that
and folks,
make have
some you
replacements. But sink
I mean,
ever
seen a room in your life that said, 'I'm
a real
"No,"kitchen,
Liz andfolks'
Eddie— like
boththishadoneto does?"
admit,
"we"And,"
haven't."
said the oldtimer, showing them
the living room, "sure there's a few cracks
in the walls here — but plaster 'em up and
paint
'em over
no more.
And and
thatthey
donewon't
with,bother
can you
you
imagine what this room could be like —
the beauty of it, the honest-to-goodness
"No," ofbothit?" admitted again.
beauty
For the
next halfshowing
hour orthem
so, the
oldtimer
continued
through
the house . . . carefully, slowly . . . not
missing a thing . . . snowing them the
upstairs, the downstairs, the cellar, the
attic . . . apologizing at times for some
of the obvious imperfections, but assuring
them that with a few changes those imperfections could be easily corrected.
"Well," he said, when the grand tour
was over, " — how do you like it?"
Neither
Eddie norbetween
Liz answered.
They'dall
been
whispering
themselves
during the tour — wondering just how they
were going to tell this good old man that
theyWhencouldn't
possibly
the place.
the old
man take
smiled,
suddenly,
and said, "I know, it fairly takes your
breath
whole tothing
"And —away,
" he thestarted
say. — don't it?
But he stopped, as the front door opened
and as the children— Mike Jr. and Chris
and room.
Liza, with Matilda — came running into
the
"Mommy . . . Eddie — we just voted yes,"
shouted Mike, excitedly. "This is the place
we"You
want what?"
to take."Eddie asked.
"Mike, children," Liz said, "you haven't
even"Thatseendoesn't
the house
yet." Mommy," Mike
matter,
said.
"No," agreed
"No,"
said Liza.Chris.
"You
see," before,
Mike explained, "when
we
were
us and
Matilda,playing
we saw a housethenextthreedoor,of through
the trees. So we decided to go have a look
at it. We thought it might be haunted
or something — like this one looked . . .
And guess what?"

"It was?" asked Eddie, grinning at them.
"Nooooo,"
"There were
people
living
there. said
RealMike.
live people.
A mommy,
and"Three
a daddyboys,"
— and said
a whole
bunch
of
kids."
Chris.
"And a girl," said Liza.
"That's right," Mike said. "And do you
"I canwhat?"
guess," Liz said, sighing. "You
know
all"That's
started right,"
to playthetogether."
children said.
"And
had lots of fun," said Liz.
"That'syouright."
"And," said Eddie now, "it felt good
having
kids to play with."
"That'sother
right."
"And — you told them we might buy this
house here, next door, and that if we did,
then you could be their friends and play
with"Ohthem
lots Jr.,
more shaking
times." his
no,"lotssaidandMike
head. "We told them" — he looked down
suddenly and said the rest softly — "that
we already did buy it . . . and that we're
Christo and
going
movelittle
in." Liza looked down now,
too."That's— right," Chris said. "That's what
we"Because,"
told them."said Liza, "they liked us —
andLizMatilda
— so much."
and Eddie
turned and faced one
another.
"Oy," said Eddie.
"Double oy," said Liz.
"It's really a nice place, like I told you,"
the
said ofat coats
this point.
need'soldtimer
a couple
of paint"Allandyoua
little
fixin'
here
and
there
—
" not for a
Liz and Eddie said nothing,
long,
long
while.
No one did, in fact.
Not until Mike Jr., obviously sorry for
what had happened, walked over to his
mother and Eddie and started to say, "If
you want us to change our votes — we'll
understand.
Liz looked Honest,
up fromweherwill."
son, and back
over at Eddie. "How about it?" she asked.
"I'm getting to like it" — she gulped — "little
"I am, too," said Eddie, slowly.
"Sold!" shouted the oldtimer, suddenly.
asked Liz and Eddie, stutby "S-sold?"
little."
tering in perfect unison.
But their question, their stuttering, were
drowned out by the happy shouts and
laughter of the children.
— laughing
themselves,
didAndLiz soTaylor
and Eddie
Fisherfinally
realize—
that
they
had
just
bought
themselves
house in the country. ENDa
Eddie and Elizabeth both appear in
Butterfield 8, for MGM. Liz is also in
Cleopatra for 20th Century-Fox.

The Story of Trish

"Holyabout
smoke,
that'syournotbaby,
falsedarling.
labor.
You're
to have
That's
what
the
book
says
here."
"That's ridiculous, darling," said Patricia
weakly.
can'tRichard
be. . . was
." on the phone
By this"Ittime
talking to Dr. Aaberg.
Happy hearts and empty arms
The doctor ordered Richard to take her
toHe St.bundled
John's her
in Santa
up in Monica
the brandimmediately.
new mink
coat he had given her for Christmas only
the day before. Driving to the hospital, he
tried to whistle to prove how calmly he
was taking the whole thing. The whistle
stuck in his throat. Patricia put her hand
on his. "Don't worry, darling. I'll be all
right. You'll see. They'll send me right
home. It just can't be. Not for two
months.
." into the labor room imShe was. .rushed

mediately. An unutterably lonely feeling
overwhelmed her as she lay there waiting
for the ordeal of bringing her baby into
the world. Suddenly, she felt a hand — a
large,
firm hand
for hers.andRichard's.
She looked
up —at reach
him foggily
smiled.
"I'm with you, honey," he said, his own
voice
slightly
shaky.
"Ill
be
right
here."
Expectant
not ordinarily
mit ed in thefathers
laborareroom.
Richard perhad
asked Dr. Aaberg to be allowed in. The
doctor hesitated, but only for a moment.
"Okay, Rich. I can tell when a man can
be IfsentPatricia
into theneeded
labor Richard
room. Gobeside
on in."her
as she faced the moment of giving birth,
she needed him even more after the baby
was born.
A beautiful baby girl with black hair
and exquisite doll-like features, but she
was a premature baby, and like most
"preemies," her tiny life wavered. She

(Continued from page 42)
the night. When he discovered that Patricia wasn't
he room
got upfloor,
and curled
found
her lying
on inthe bedliving
up in pain. "It's false labor. It will go away.
Don't bother the doctor at this hour,
please.
." down to keep her company,
Richard. . sat
and took out the book on pregnancy they
kept handy. Opening to a certain chapter,
his eyes on the book, he asked her casu"Yes."ally: "Do you have a pain now?"
A few minutes later.
"And one now?"
"Yes."
Richard jumped up.

was taken from Patricia and placed into
the incubator immediately.
There was, at first, the great anxiety
shared by Richard and Patricia as to
whether their baby would survive. After
the first night, baby Patricia Marie was
given a good chance. There remained the
added anguish for Patricia of lying in bed
in
the inhospital
and hearing
noises
die corridor
when the
the happy
other
babies were brought by the nurses to
their mothers, while her own baby remained in the incubator. Patricia's arms
felt intolerably
empty and her body hunclose togered forher.the feeling of her baby pressed
Richard was with her as much as the
hospital would allow. The card on the
three
long-stemmed
he'd sentTo
Patriciadozenbrought
tears to roses
her eyes:
my
darling
wife
—
a
game
little
girl.
to that game little girl of ours. I love And
you
both.glass
He'd window
look in ofon the
the incubator
baby through
the
and
rush back to Patricia's room to give her
reassuring accounts of the baby's progress.
"She's gained weight, I swear it. She's
a knockout," he told her, and Patricia's
face began
"She did.
even Looked
recognized me. toShebrighten.
absolutely
smack into my eyes and winked straight
at Theme."house seemed strangely quiet when
Patricia came home from the hospital.
The baby had to remain in the hospital
nursery until she had gained the proper
weight.
"It's funny," Richard remarked the first
morning
lived
here
for aPatricia
year andwas a home,
half, and"we've
suddenly
it Mornings
seems so empty
without
the
baby."
he would hang around the
gay yellow bassinette, peering forlornly
inside. "Can't wait till that little doll's in
this," he'd say.
A

squeeze

brings

It was on a morning that they were
planning to sleep late that the phone rang.
the nightthatbefore
aThey'd
party. stayed
Richardup hadlateinsisted
Patriciaat
go to the party. It had been three weeks
since the baby was born, and Patricia
had been moping around the house. Richard himself found it hard at times to pretend he wasn'tbeenworried.
partyin they'd
deliberately
the lastAt totheleave
order
toownforestall
facing
the
emptiness
in their
hearts.
Sunday special
Richard was groggy when he answered
the phone that early Sunday morning.
Suddenly he sprang to life. "You mean
knew...■'?-"
before he told her, what
thisPatricia
morning
the
call
was about.
Only one bit of news
could have made Rich spring up so happily
and exclaim, "It's a wonderful day today —
a He
wonderful,
day." his chest
strode wonderful
into the hospital,
bigger, as he announced, "I've come to
getSince
my they
daughter."
had —both
theytodidn't
— definitely
didn't
wantagreed
a nurse
take
over
thesistedcare
of their
inupon sleeping
inbaby,
the Patricia
same room
with the baby. Rich found her making up
the bed in the nursery.
"What's going on here?" he asked.
"IH sleep here in the nursery with her
so that you won't be disturbed in the midnight."
Richdle of the
looked
hurt.
"The baby will sleep in our room with
us," he announced. "I don't care if she
keeps me up all night. I don't want to
miss one minute of my baby. I've missed
enough
In the time.
middle. .of."the night Pat woke to
the soft chuckling sounds of the baby. By
the dim light of the night lamp she saw
of Cuticura

starlight

to

Richard sitting in the rocking chair, singing softly toof his
the arms.
baby cupped gently in
the cradle
He not only takes pictures of Trish
in every position, asleep, awake, on her
tummy or on her back playing with her
toes, he also has his tape recorder going
something like twenty-four hours a day
picking
up every
soundin the
she crook
makes. of one
He holds
the baby
arm and carries
versations with onher.the most amazing con"Now see here, young lady," he says
seriously, "when you start seeing one
young man in particular, I'd like you to
let your
man in onif it'sit. theI won't
you old
understand,
right interthing,
but I fere,can't
have a daughter
of mine
going
with
any upguy.at him
. . ."very soberly out
Trishjustlooks
of round blue eyes and emits knowing
"She knows what I'm talking about, all
gurgles.
right,"
he
Patricia.what"Thisher little
tootsie
roll boasts
knows toexactly
old
man is saying. She's a very intelligent
He moves her bassinette into his dressing.room. ."as he shaves, and father and
baby.
daughter
continue
their making
profoundbig conversations, with Richard
talk
about
the coming
and
the stock
market,presidential
and Trish election
responding
with delighted chortles.
Patricia Egan is a very happy woman.
She looks at the baby held so securely in
the
crooktheofother
Richard's
and home.
says,
"There's
woman armin my
And it's pretty obvious why she arrived
END
ahead of schedule: she just couldn't wait
to be hugged and kissed by Richard Egan!"
Richard can now be seen in A Summer
Place, Warner Bros.
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Endsville
(Continued from, page 31)
beloved "old R.J.," sounded so serious
and "wealthy" I couldn't help but laugh.
"Well, get you, both of you," I chuckled.
"When did this love of elegance crop up?"
"It really
up,"beautiful
Natalie
smiled.
"Bothhasn't
Bob cropped
and I love
things,
we
always
have
—
and
we
can
afford
them. This is our first home and nothing
is going into it that we do not love and
value."
"But I've always thought of you as so
practical, Natalie," I pursued.
Up spoke R.J. "But who says valuable
and beautiful things aren't practical? Look
at today's market for paintings and objets"Alld'art."
right, all right — I give up," I conceded. "From now on just tell me about
the lovely things you are getting — you've
sold"Thisme!"room," went on Natalie, indicating the playroom where we were sitting,
"is the only one completed. It's to be the
onlyCertainly,
informalsheer
room comfort
in the house."
and hospitality
dominated this large room. The color
scheme of the large chairs are beige, pale
green and coral, each chair having its own
ottoman. The fireplace has been resurfaced
with travertine. "And there's always a fire
crackling
therethe— whether
it's warm or not,"
said
Natalie,
proud home-maker.
One whole wall is taken up by a builtin television, built-in radio and an elaborate hi-fi set. An opposite corner is occupied by a poker table and chairs. The
complete effect is of color, comfort and
hominess, including the enormous coral
divans with multi-colored pillows.
Said Bob, "There's nothing in here we
can't either lie on or put our feet on."
"Just remember that," laughed Natalie.
"But rest
pleaseof the
comeplace
now and
and how
let us itshow
you
the
is going
toVisualize
be." the rest of the house
We crossed the black and white marble
entrance hall to a large high-ceilinged forture. mal living room which was bare of furni"But visualize
this," said
almost
bursting
her buttons
withNatalie
enthusiasm.
will be marble
placed floor.
over part
of"Deep
this white
black rugs
and white
The
fireplace,
too, will
whiteandmarble. The walls
willbebeblack
starkandwhite
the
furnishings of vivid lipstick red and dulled
The words were literally tumbling out
ofgold."
Natalie
Bob stood by proudly seconding herashappiness.
"One thing that should interest you particularly," went on the tiny Mrs. Wagner,
"are the wrought
iron gates
will be
gold-leafed
and were
open
from which
the hall
this room. They
purchased
from into
the
San Simeon estate of Mr. William Randolph Hearst. Also, the really beautiful
crystal chandelier which will center the
living room. Bob and I treasure these
things so much, coming from the estate
of suchthata great
man who
much
his former
homeloved
is nowbeauty
one soof
theWhat
art show
places
the itworld."
amembertug
at my ofheart
was to and
rethe magnificent
San Simeon
the many happy hours and days I spent
as theHearst.
guest ofI think
my former
boss, would
the greatbe
W.R.
Mr. Hearst
pleased
to
know
that
even
a
few
treasures he had searched the worldof the
for
had come into the possession of these two
young people who love them and value
5g them so highly.

Adjoining the living room, I could see
an open, walled-in section which had
already begun to be planted with beautiful foliage and unusual blooms. I vened, "Is that into
a lanai?"
Bob turburst
laughter and squeezed
my hand. "Well, it's the Grecian equivalent of a lanai, and that's good enough.
an integralgarden
part room.
of whatDuring
will
beIt's anactually
indoor -outdoor
the warm weather months — it will always
be opened. For the cold weather there is
an enormous glass door closing it off but
not shutting it out. In addition to the
planting we have two Greek statues with
orchids blooming at the base which go
In spite of my promise to be good, I just
couldn't help gasping: "But all this must
there."
be Natalie
costing and
a fortune!"
Bob slipped their arms
around each other and turned beaming
faces
on
me.
"Not
cent moreMaree,
than our
business manager, a Morgan
has
okayed,"
they
chorused
practically
in
unison. "He must think what we are doing is
okay because
won'tdue.usually
give afornickel
where
a nickelhe isn't
Not even
our
allowances."
Natalie started back toward the playno need
take enough
you on toa
tour ofroom.the"There'ssecond
floorto— not
show
you. But
room theis going
be in
all shades
of redour from
most tobrilliant
to the palest pink. And our bed is a masfeet wide
and the backrtderpiisecae— it's15theight
Century
hand-carved
frame, boaanother
treasure
from
the estategoldof
bedroom, in fact the entire back of
SanTheSimeon."
the house, overlooks the only salt water
swimming pool in all Hollywood!
Natalie, the hostess
Once more seated in the comfortable
chairs
of their his"onelegsroom"
ready-to-use,
Bob stretched
out toward
the fire
as Natalie gave a gesture to bring in hors
d'oeuvres
and
the
makings
for
cocktails.
Taking the platter of appetizers from the
maid, she served me and Bob, herself,
after taking a good first look that they
were prepared as she wanted them.
couldn'tandhelpthoughtful
but be impressed
what
a I good
young byhostess
Natalie is. It was a new angle to her personality andpride.
I'll admit I liked her new
dignity and
She must have caught my thought for
she
hope you Far
don'tfromthinkit.
Bob said
and suddenly,
I have been"I bragging.
Bob, of course, has always had a very nice
home when he was growing up and living
with his parents. But having all these
beautiful, exquisite possessions is all so
new to me. I'm so appreciative of everything— I hope it doesn't sound like boast"It
doesn't," I quickly assured my bigfulness."
brown-eyed young friend.
She went on, "As you know, after we
werelormarried
in Bob's
bacheapartment, welaterfirstin lived
my small
apartment,
and
than
on
our
boat
—
and
having
this
wonderful, wonderful place just seems like
a dream come true to us."
"You wouldn't be human if it didn't," I
assured
being
young andboth
so inoflovethem.
and "Imagine
having so much
which you've built together. It's been a
charmed
"It's beenmarriage,
wonderfulhasn'tfromit?"the moment I
slipped that wedding ring on Nat's finger,"
Bob
said seriously;
we haven't
had some "But
roughit isn't
spots. true
Not that
between
us,
you
understand
—
but
during
our first year of marriage Nat was having
serious
career trouble."
He referred
to the year Natalie was on
suspension at Warner Bros, and she could
not accept any outside pictures.

Bob went
on, "It's
and I
doubt
if many
peoplea curious
realize thing
it— but
that
same
time when
Natalie
was
out atof
work, I was working. Then there was a
period when I had a long wait between
pictures.
There were moments when we
were
worried.
"But instead of our career troubles making a wedge between us — they brought us
closer
together."
Natalie
interrupted, "I can't imagine
being
married Itonever
anyone
hasn'twiththe
same interests.
acceptwhoa script
out having Bob read it and he has never
agreed to do a picture without getting my
advice. We both make suggestions and
while we don't always agree — each listens attentively
to the other."
This Garden
of Eden
"Don't you ever have any good old
fashioned
quarrels?" I laughed.
There
must
be some
luxurious
Gardendisturbing
of Eden. element in this
"Seriously, not many," Bob answered.
"If youtoowant
the truth
we're
always
busy toto know
let personal
differences
Natalie
seemed
on
the
verge
of
saying
disrupt our lives."
something but Bob reached out his hand,
patting hers. "I just want to say this: I
MARILYN MONROE'S
Untold Story
by Louella Parsons
watch for it in next month's
MODERN SCREEN
on sale June
believetant that
woman islife.the She
most sets
imporfacet inthemarried
the
pattern.
She
makes
the
home
and
the
social life. And in our particular case, she
is a full business partner.
"I'm a lucky man to have a wife who is
so beautiful and who has a wonderful diswell.length
You ofcan'ttimebe andaround
Natalie forposition asany
feel
discouraged
or blue.
tively conscious
of itWhether
or not, she
she ishasac-a
great philosophy of life. She believes that
anything
to youspots
is enriching
and that that
goes happens
for the bad
as well —as
the good ones. Add to this her sense of
humor and, well — you have a mighty fine
A world of affection
It had a been,
for Bob, because
a long "speech."
He
looked
bit sheepish
Natalie and
I had been listening to him so intently.
But I knew Natalie was deeply touched.
She
was absolutely
did was
typical. glowing. But what she
She threw a pillow at him and said, "Oh,
old
R.J. How there
you gowason."in But
a world
of affection
that what
gesture
and
that remark!
girl."
It was such a nice sentimental moment
that I was really being facetious when I
said,
"And youdoesareallworking
this 'togetherness'
for when
together on goa
picture?" The young Wagners had just

npleted
first Cannibals
co-starring atstint
The FinetheirYoung
MGM.in
Yup!"
they
both
laughed,
a
la
Gary
Dper.
What about your boat? Are you still
,it-crazy?" I wanted to know.
"he Wagners had practically existed on
b's
boatButbefore
and they
righthadaftersoldtheir
rriage.
they said
the
lit.
Natalie
said,
'We
still
love
the
water
and
\ts.
we couldn't
both means
the boatso
1 theButhouse.
And thehavehouse
ch more."
3ob We
laughed,
we're playing
art.
have "But
good friends
who haveit
its!
We're
usually
available
for their
ek-end
invitations."
vmong their
waterfront pals are Claire
evor and her agent husband Milton
pn0 Isle.
who have
a lovely boat
home used
on popular
The Wagner
to be
ored next to the Bren boat and through
•ir
mutual
love
of
the
water
the
couples
:ame good friends.
Claire's an excellent artist, too," Natalie
1 me. "She recently completed an oil of
b that is really very good. We're hangshe said, pointing to the
iceit right
over there,"
the fireplace.
Sob
go on.to AsLouella
long astellwe're
ting said,
our "Well,
hair down
her
at else we have acquired in the fine of
ntings."a small girl listing off her most
-.ike
zed Christmas or birthday presents,
obliged. Vlaminck
"Bob just— asurprised
me
:htalie
an original
really beauil thing, I'm so proud of it."
:And
then, weis Walter
enjoy the
new ayoung
ists. There
Keane,
new
Jiter Nat likes very much. We went on
juying
spree
and
bought
several
paintis of his. Both he and his wife are artists,
orefer the wife's work, Natalie prefers
setdane's
this paintings
differenceof ofchildren—
opinion soby webuying
Teral of each!"
5aid Natalie archly, "Good investments
the future, Iyoualso understand?"
understood.
understood that these
o;?py"oldpeople
R.J."inandthishisfrequently
Nat are two
very
unhappy
r[ slipped
shouldermy asarms
theyaround
walkedNatalie's
to the slendoor
th me. She's such a little thing.
much do you weigh?" I asked
• -s.'How
Wagner.
; 'Ninety-four pounds, five-feet-two and
" l;s the
of — old
brown!"
song. sheAndchuckled,
Bob wasparaphrasabout to
n her in a slight duet when there was
- i loudest sound of barking I ever heard
; tside a kennel. Apparently, other "mem: rs" of the Wagner family had heard
■ sir
cidedmasters'
to join voices
in. raised in song and
j Sure enough, as Bob opened the door, in
■ iped, jumped and skidded a tiny toy
-6 odle
and a big Labrador retriever, both
i nping
light all over Natalie and R.J. in sheer
• /4bove
the yelps
I heard
that Bing
Crosbyandhaddin,given
them Bob
the
Tiever.
I
didn't
get
much
of
a
chance
ally view either pooch, including Mr.to
• osbys gift, as dog-like, the animals were
a raceeachtrackother,
of the
f1 wver making
floor chasing
then entire
run1 ig back to leap toward Bob or Natalie.
i My parting shot was, "Is this house ever
'- ing
me toin?"be so elegant that these dogs can't
'Never!" said Mr. and Mrs. Robert
agner
are goingto
have who,
a homeyou ascanwellbe assure,
a mansion
e in.
END
Vat and Bob star in All The Fine Young
.nnibals, for MGM.
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CO-STARRING
IN "ODDS AGAINST
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Other exciting
summer DREAM STEP styles
on sale at:
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The Sinatra Women
(Continued from page 27)
began to smile. " — Like I said," he went
on,
witness
He
looked"who's
straightthe atfirst
Tommy
as hethen?"
said that.
"A father-in-law to be, if that's what I'm
going tionstofirstbe,before
he's hegot makes
to ask upsome
his quesmind,
doesn't he?"
"Sure,"
Tommy
whispered,
a
very
hoarse
whisper.
"Okay," said Frank. He paused. Then
he asked: "Do you love my little girl
here?"
"Oh yessaid,sir sitting
. . . Frank
. . . onMr.theSinatra,"
Tommy
forward
couch,
reaching for Nancy Jr.'s hand. "I love her.
I sure
do
love
her."
Frank stared at the boy.
"How much?" he asked.
"With all the love that's in me," Tommy
said. "Practically ever since the first time
I— " up his hand. "Whoaaaa,"
met, brought
weFrank
hetimesaid,
"and
tell me
you met, Mr.
Sands.aboutThe that;
story,theif first
you
please."
That first meeting
"Well . . ." said Tommy, clutching at
Nancy
Jr.'s hand,
the Cocoanut
Grove"...
and Ia was
gang singing
of youngat
people came by one night and I went over
to their table to say hi. Nancy here was
one
of them.
don'tmoreremember
any more
if we I said
than fiveexactly
words
to each other then, at that time.
"But,"
he
said,
"I
do
remember
when I went back to the bandstand tothatdo
my next song, I couldn't take my eyes off
Nancy. And she couldn't seem to take
them off me ... At least, that's what I
imagined."
were right, Tommy," Nancy said.
"I "You
couldn't."
"Well,"
as soon
as I finishedTommy
singing,wentthe on,
group"well,
Nancy
was
with
got
up
and
left.
And
I
didn't
see
her
again
for
a
long
while
—
not
until
Thanksgiving time.
"Then, around that time, I met a pal of
mine, the
fellow
who'datbeen
with
groupnamed
that Buddy,
night back
the
Grove. I happened to mention Nancy to
him. 'Seems like a nice girl,' I said.
her"Buddy
all thissaid,
time,'You
frombeen
that thinking
one nightabout
you
said"I hello?'^
said yes.
"And he laughed and said, "Well, don't
waste
your time, pal. thisShe's
going steady.'
"I've
sore — thegotwayto admit
he laughed.madeAnd meso aI little
said,
'Who's wasting time? I only said she
seemed like a nice girl. I didn't say I
wanted to marry her.'
okay,' toBuddy
easy
— "I 'Okay,
just wanted
clue said,
you 'take
in, toitmake
sure you knew the score.'
The"Well,
worstabout
montha month
of my passed
life, Iafter
guess.that.I
don't ceptknow
how
to
describe
it
exactly,
exthat I was lonely. I felt empty inside
me,
was love.
something
important.
I knowlikenowthereit was
But even
then I
wasn't
sure. .over
. ." at Frank again.
He looked
"Go ahead," Frank said.
"And butthen,thisonefellow
day, who
into
again
Buddy,do Iwhorun says,
'Say — did you hear about Nancy Sinatra?
She's
going steady anymore.'
"Thatnot simple.
"She — is— not — going — steady — anymore.
"Andsongthe inrest
it was
like
a new
my ofhead,thethedaylyrics
spinning
60 over and over again in my brain.

"You know how it is with some lyrics,
howFranktheypursed
keep his
spinning
up said
there?"
lips, and
nothing.
"Well,"forTommy
said, reaching
his
pocket
a handkerchief
now, into
wiping
some of the perspiration from his forelater And
that night
and
I askedhead, "I called
her forNancy
a date.
she said,
'Tommy,
I'd loveandit'—nicejustandlikesweet,
that; like
no
airs,
but simple
she really meant it.
"We had a great time that night, Nancy
and
I," he said
began towith
thinka
to myself
. . . then.
Here "And
I am Idancing
girl I barely know, talking away, yakking
away, like I've done so many other times
in mying in life
love.— but
. . . this time I think I'm fall"Well,"
went on,
"what happened
after
that he
happened
quickly.
"Two
days
later
I
got
from
Nancy. It was an invitationa tonotea party
she
was
having
the
coming
Saturday.
the bottom of the invitation she wrote Ata
P.S., telling
how night
much together.
she'd enjoyed our last meSaturday
"I
called
her
to
say
thanks.
talked for two hours. My mother And
moanedwe
about my tying up the telephone, but I
couldn't help it. We talked and talked,
and
the end
our talkAndwe'dthenmadethata
movieby date
for ofFriday.
next night, Saturday, was the party . . .
And"Whatthat'shappened?"
when it all
askedreally
Frank.happened."
". . . After the party ended," Tommy
said, "I stayed to help Nancy clean up. We
were inthis,
the on
kitchen.
kisseddates.
her
before
eitherI'dofnever
our two
But now I did. I took her in my arms and
kissedanymore.
her — because
couldn't
wait toherkissif
her
And I then
I asked
she'd be my steady. And she whispered
The secret
yes."We decided to keep our going steady
quiet. Weumnistsdidn't
want ofthethisnewspaper
to get hold
and makecol-a
big thing of it. We just wanted to be
alone together, without the whole world
looking in at us. So we went together for
a couple of months, dating three or four
times a week, going to movies, having dindrives. ners in small restaurants, taking long
"In February,
month,
I flew to towards
New Yorkthe toenddo ofa the
TV
show. A few days later Nancy flew out
to get ready to do some work for you,
welcome Elvis back from Germany, and
greet him on behalf of your TV show.
Well, we were together there for a couple
of days. But then I had to return to the
Coast before Elvis arrived, so we really
didn't
much intime
together.when
"And have
it wastoo back
California
it began to hit me, how much I missed beseparatedseparated
from Nancy,
standingbeing
from how
her. I couldn't
"After
two
days
of
this
I
phoned her,
at the hotel where she was staying.
"I told her, 'Nancy, I miss you ... I
miss" 'And
you Isomiss
much!'
you, Tommy,' she said.
were goosebumps
just"There
from hearing
her voice. all over me,
" 'Nancy,' I said, 'maybe you'll think I'm
fresh,
I'm Icrazy,
Nancy, maybe
I love you'll
you .think
. . And
want butto

"Very, very much, I said," Nancy cut
in here. "Very very much."
To make everything complete
Tommy looked back at Frank now.
"To finish
up," hea said,
next day
I went
and bought
ring. " —Andthe when
she
came home to California, after her meeting with Elvis, I gave her the ring as she
got off the plane. Then we went to see
Mom here" — he indicated Nancy Sr. again,
"and
for her
She said
yes . ask
. . And
now, permission.
to make everything
complete, I'm asking your permission. To
The room
very silent, suddenly.
marry
your was
daughter."
"Do you think I might have any objections?"
Frank
"You might," saidasked.
Tommy.
"Like?"
"Religion,
for
one
"Nancy's Catholic. thing,"
I'm notTommy
. . . said.
You
"And?"
might object to that."
"Andthingmaybe"
— Tommy
swallowed
somewhich seemed
to catch
in his throat
— "maybe you don't want her to marry
a singer.
down
life Toandbeyoutruthful,
might it's
not anwantup-andyour
daughter to go through those ups and
downs, and the trouble that it can cause,
sometimes,
between
Frank looked
over atmarried
Nancy people."
Sr., quickly,
then"And?"
back at Tommy.
Tommyalways
shrugged.
said,
"there's
a chance"And,"
that youhe might
not like me, that you might not think fm
theFrank
guy for
daughter."
said your
nothing
for a moment.
Then, he got up from his chair and,
slowly, he walked to a window.
"You know," he said then, "about this
religious
I care? thing — I'm no square. Why should
"About being a singer," he said then,
"... well, salesmen and truckdrivers have
their
too." he said, "about me
"Oneproblems,
last thing,"
liking
you, orwhen
not heliking
He stopped
got toyouthe— "couch. He
put out his hand.
"I like you fine, Tommy," he said. "My
decision
is yes." Nancy Jr. shouted, joy"Oh Daddy,"
ously, jumping up and throwing her arms
around Frank. "Daddy, Daddy, Daddy.
And you.
for those
Thank
. . ." next few minutes as
the others laughed — Frank and Tommy and
Nancy Sr. — the girl continued hugging her
father, thanking him, kissing him.
Until, finally, Frank said something
about this being a time to celebrate, left
the room,turned, afew
wentminutes
into thelater,
kitchen
rewith and
a huge
bottle of cold champagne and four glasses.
The courtship of Frankie and Nancy
For the next half hour or so, the four
of them continued sitting around, drinking a little, talking, Nancy Jr. doing most
of the talking, actually — telling Frank exaboutkind
her of
plansgown
for she
the
wedding,citedly,thehappily,exact
wanted, the kind of reception, the friends
and family she wanted to ask.
Until at one point she stopped, rather
suddenly, and her voice a shade softer than
it had been, she asked, "Mama, Daddy,
what
of wedding did you have?"
Frankkindlaughed.
"She you.'
didn't say anything. I waited,
marry
"Things were a little tougher for me
holding
the receiver. But there was nothat the other
— " you all right?'
in "But
those was
days."it nice?" the girl asked. "I
"I ingasked,
'Nancy,end are
"And after a pause she said, 'Yes, mean, do you remember what it was like,
Tommy, I'm all right. I'm just so happy exactly,
after all
years?"Sr.
Frank looked
overthese
at Nancy
that I'm crying . . . Yes,' she said then,
'yes,
Tommy,
I'll
marry
you.
I
love
you,
"Sure
...
I
remember,"
he said. these
"But
too. And I want very much to marry women are supposed to remember
things better . . . You tell them, Nancy.

justNancy
how Sr.it sighed.
was." He smiled hesitantly.
"Well." she said, after a moment, "the
gJ date
February 4. 1939."
She was
paused.
'■That
was paused
a Sunday."
And she
again.she said.
3 "And it was a very cold day — I remem- ber that."
she said.
religous
part
wedding
in" "—The
a church,
of course.
^-: ofOurthe Lady
of was
Sorrows,
in Jersey
City,
-; where I used to live. And then, after
the church, we went to my parents' house
for the reception."
:- "Number
"On Arlington
Avenue."
Frank ...said.A
172 Arlington
. . . Right?
memory I've got?"
She wentIt
- on"Yes."
then: Nancy
'And wesaid,hadnodding.
the reception.
~ was very simple. We had just the family,
my brothers
sisters,lotsmyof folks,
folks.
And forand food,
pastries.daddy's
And
~ football sandwiches — those were ham and
z salami sandwiches wrapped in wax paper
-:- used
that the
the nephews
and nieces.
to tosskids,around;
so they called
them
■ football sandwiches. And wine . . . And
:i I guess that's all."
s. "And."
Frank said.
"I didn't sing."
- "I "That's
think it right,"
was theNancy
first andsaid.last She
partysmiled.
your
daddy
went
to
that
he
didn't
sing—
he was
so nervous."
±u heFrank
winked.
have
though.
"I knewdamn"II should
had
goodand
deal.I knew
You. ."
C weresaid.a typist,
good,a too.
I had a gal who was going to go out and
make at least twenty-five bucks a week
j andNancy
keep nodded,
me in clover
. . . Right?"
and sighed
again.
., "That's right." she said.
■ First baby, first dreams
"Man, man the money situation those
'~ didn't
days," have
Frank said. "Mostto ofmakethe a time
I
And sometimestwo to nickels
pay the rent at thatdime.
first
"
—looked
-t atplace
HeNancy
up from his glass and over
again,
jL~- "You remember that first place?" he
asked.
"Audobon Avenue?" Nancy said.
AudobonApartment
Arms, Number
rf bon"TheAvenue,
37 — three12 Audorooms,
" remember."
forty-two bucks a month." he said. "I
* ; He looked over at Tommy.
■ : "That's where Nancy Sandra was born,"
- heNumber
said, "your
bride, our
...
12 Audobon
... firstIt baby
was right
^ ; across the street from Audobon Park, this
■-■"~ '■ singer
place. then.
And ILotswasof just
time beginning
away. Lotsas ofa
work and and
rehearsals.
a '■■ night
the afternoon
Td be But.
homeman.andcameTd
pick her up from her crib, my baby, and
put her in her carriage and out I'd go,
: - ' '.vheeling
her her
through
park
for an
off to the
the and
neighbors,
:Si- I■ hour,
show tohershow
all the squirrels
the birdsto
ii- and the trees . . Real nature bug I was
j i then.
iii
He .faced." his daughter.
"You remember, baby?" he asked.
"No, Daddy, not really," she said.
"You Sr.remember?" he asked, facing
% Nancy
7 His
"Yes,"glassshe empty.
said, softly.
Frank re-filled it now,
drank some more of the champagne, and
mi times
said: "Number
. . . Wewerehad born
our right
good
there . . .12Dreams
_< there, right at Number 12. . . .
"I was nothing then. . . .
-s be."And
. . . we used to dream what I might
"We dreamed hard. . . .
* "And they came true, the dreams . . .
3: didn't they?"
"Yes." Nancy said, p^ain

Creain hair away the beautiful way...
with new
— you'll never
have a totrace
of
nasty
razorbaby-pink,
stubble! sweet-smelling
Always to neatenNeetunderarms,
everytime
smooth
legs to new smoother beauty, and next time for that faint downy
fuzz on the face, why not consider Neet?
Goes down deep where no razor can reach
to cream hair away the beautiful way.
"And then what happened?" Frank
asked.
Nancy said nothing now.
"So then,"
Frank went
on, "what
pened? Everything
continued
going hapfine.
We had another baby, a son. And then another
daughter.
And
we
moved
to
California, and we got a house . . . Where
was"Toluca
that house,
Lake." Nancy?"
she said.
"Yeah,"
saidWithFrank,
"that'sthatright.
A big
house.
Big.
yard
down to the water. a And
we had ran
our right
own
landing and our own boat. And every
Sunday
was
picnic
day
—
lunch
on
the
grass, a ride in the boat, the whole family,
you and me and the kids.
"Andtheyyouwere
remember
...
Boy,
small .the. . kids
And then?
Sundays,
before the picnic, Nancy Sandra here all
dressed
up
on
her
way
to
church,
in
those
white gloves?
"White gloves," he said, turning to his
daughter.Two"I was
buyinga week.
you white
gloves.
and always
three pairs
And
howHe you
loved
to
wear
them.
How
—"
stopped as he watched his daughter
get erup.her head.
suddenly, from the couch and low"What's the matter?" he asked.
"Nothing. Daddy," Nancy Jr. said.
"So why are you crying, honey?" he
asked.
"I'm sorry. Daddy," she said. "I don't
know
She why."
took Tommy's hand, and he rose,
too.
"I had the best once"
Frank put down his glass.
"Wherethem
you walk
going?"
asked, as he
watched
to thehedoor.
"Where—"
But
they
were
gone,
suddenly.
And Frank shook his head. And looked

over, oncemained in her
more,chairat all
Nancy
this Sr..
while.who'd
And re-he
said, after
while.to "Ihappen
didn't ...
mean Iforwanted
anything likeathis
this"I toknow,"
be niceNancy
for her.
said. Happy and nice."
Frank's
fell againstsomething.
the back of his
chair,
and head
he mumbled
"Are
you
all
right?"
Nancy
"Sure." Frank said, his voice asked.
flat.
Nancy.
"You look tired all of a sudden." said
"Maybe he I mumbled
am. a little."
Frank said.
Again,
something.
"You've been working hard, Frank."
Nancy said, " — on this picture here in Ve"That's
what happens when a guy degas, on everything."
cides to ride
a merry-go-round,"
Frank
said. "He
can never
stop . . . You should
know that, Nancy; you should remember.
Itandnever
stops. you
You have
get twenty-four
hoursof
somehow
to make a day
them. Sometimes it's strictly from bedlam.
Sometimes I don't even remember what
day
. . .you've
You tellgotyourself
whenfeetyou're
youngitnotisthat
nine
tall,
and
a shrimp
— and toyoube never
lose that
For a long while after that, he said
nothing — he just sat there, looking up. And
as he did. Nancy could see his face turn
feeling."
paler, could
hear- his breathing growing
heavier,
and heavier.
"You're sure you're all right?" she asked
"Yep," said Frank.
He took another deep breath.
again.
And then he looked down, and across
the room, at her.
"And how been
aboutgoing?
you?" Wehe see
asked.
everything
each"How's
other
quite we
a bit.never
sure. really
But it's
how
talkfunny,
aboutisn't
thoseit.
times? How about you, Nancy?" 61

"I'm fine," she said, in a quiet voice.
"Happy?"
"Yes," she Frank
said. asked.
"Have they been tough, too tough, these
past ten years?" Frank asked.
"At the beginning, they were tough,"
Nancy said. "But you learn to live with
your
while life,
. . . the
And waythenit'sit got
gets tolessbe, andafterlessa
tough."
"You going to get married again?"
Frank
for
quite a asked.
while "You've
now, to been
partiesgoing
and out
things.
I know he's a nice guy, from people who
know hehim.
he's you.
proposed
to you.
That
wantsI know
to marry
But that
you
keep
saying
no
.
.
.
Isn't
that
right?"
"That's right," Nancy said.
"Why, Nancy?" Frank asked.
it before,"
"I guess
can"I'vesay said
it again
... I she
had said.
the best
once.I
I can't expect anything more in life than
that. . . ."
"You know where to call"
She smiled, and tried to change the subject."I hear, Frank, that you've been going
pretty steady recently . . . with the dancer
. ."Yeah,"
. Juliet heProwse?"
said.
"She
seemsin Can-Can.
lovely, Frank,"
"I saw her
I've seenNancy
her onsaid.a
couple of your shows. . . ."
"She's hip," Frank said. "And she's a
good
of theshefewcouldwhoget."
didn't
come gal.
afterShe's
me forone what
said."That's the way it should be," Nancy
"That ain't the way it often is," said

Frank, more than a little bit ruefully.
Again Nancy smiled.
"Tommy," she said, " — he's an awful
niceFrank
boy, nodded.
isn't he, Frank?"
Nancy said,
you
ever"Andsee our
her girl,"
look prettier,
more "did
radiant,
happier,
than
she
was
when
she
was
sitting there, looking at him, while he was
talking
to you."beautiful," Frank said.
"She looked
Nancy
She rosenodded.
from her chair.
"Well," she said, "I'd better be going
Frank got up, too.
"We'll said,
be here
through
Sunday,
Nancy
walking
towards
him, Frank,"
taking
hisnow."
hand in hers, gently. "Are we going to
see"Tomorrow
you sometime?
Tomorrow,
maybe?"
. . . sure," Frank said.
"Well," Nancy said again — she kissed
him on the cheek now — "You know where
we'reing well
staying
And youif you're
not feeltonight,. . .and
need somebody
to come take care of you — you know
where
to call."
She was
gone a few moments later.
And Frank, alone now, completely alone
in the big room, walked back to the chair
on which he'd been sitting and he sat
again.
"Ten years ago," he found himself asking, after a while, "what happened ten
He ago?"
found himself looking over at the
years
couch to the left, to the spot where Tommy,
his son in law-to-be, had sat a little
while earlier.
"I had everything," he remembered the

boy
saying
before,for during
thoseheawful
nervous
minutes
him, when
was
asking
for
Nancy
Jr.'s
hand,
"
I'd
get lonely. I felt empty inside— except
me, like
there was something important missing. I
know
it was Frank
love. . repeated
. ."
"I'd now
get that
lonely,"
the
boy's
words
to
himself
now.
He nodded.
Lonely, he thought.
He laughed an empty laugh.
As he remembered his own loneliness
now, these past long years.
And how
foughtwoman
it. after woman
With
womenhe'd— with
after woman after woman — so many, he
couldn't
list thembucks.
for you right now, not
for
a thousand
Women.
All kinds of them.
Good women, bad women, happy women, miserable women, love-making women, fighting women — starting from A and
going through Z, and Z finished with,
starting with A, all over again. . . .
He slumped even further back in his
chair.
lookedsitting,
from with
the hisspotdaughter,
where TommyhadHe been
Nancy
Jr., and over to the chair where Nancy,
the other Nancy, had sat.
He stared at the chair, for a very long
time.
And he closed his eyes, wearily.
And he tried not to think, nor remember,
any more.
end
Frank
Eleven,
ner Bros.:willandstarcan inbeOcean's
seen right
now Warstarring in 20th Century-Fox's Can-Can.

The Sal Mineo Story
{Continued from page 21)

stops
that he's out of breath. Or feels the
keenness
strain. of pain in his heart from overAnd suddenly when I finished filming
The Gene Krupa Story, I was out of breath,
on the verge of collapse. I woke up that
first morning after the shooting was over,
and there was that terrible and excruciating pain in my right eye. I closed my
imagining
it; ithundreds
was there,of
aeye.painI wasn't
that felt
as though
sharp-edged knifeblades were hacking at
myForeyeball.
three days I didn't tell anyone about
the pain.about
I waswhat
scared,
warned
couldpetrified.
happen. I'dBy been
the
end of the third day the pain became so
torturous and unbearable I screamed in my
sleep. And my mother knew my secret.
"Sal, Sal," she cried as she ran to my
room, her eyes flooded with tears, "why
haven't with
you you?
told Doany youof want
us? What's
the
matter
to destroy
yourself?"
sympathetic,Herand voice
I feltwaslike kind,
a heel.loving,
But
like a child I kept hoping against hope the
pain would pass, that it was only momentary.
Deep
downthewithin
my heart
knew it better. Iknew
pain was
worse I than
had
ever been, and the doctors had warned
me
twice
before.
Mom
didn't
lose
time. First thing in the morning, she any
had
my brother, Mike, drive me to Dr. Hubert's
office
in
the
East
Sixties
in
New
York, and when I got there and Dr.
Hubert looked at me, he shook his head
impatiently.
"Sal,"learn,
he said,
raisingWhenhis Ivoice,
"you'llon
never
will you.
operated
this eye, what did I tell you? That if
you didn'tthatlookyouafter
you'd bewithin real
trouble,
wereit,playing
fire
as far as this eye was concerned. What's
the matter with you? Can't you understand plainright.
English?"
He was
He had warned me. But
that had been part of my trouble all my

life; theI went
fact tothatMexico
dangeronefascinates
When
summer, me.
for
instance,
I
took
a
chance
and
didn't
the inoculations (I hate needles goinggetintoall
my
rode a moments
wild horseof and
it wasarms!)
one ofOncethe Igreatest
my
life: the challenge of whether or not the
horse would throw me. It did, and for
weeks I suffered with a broken knee cap
that
wouldn't
But the
broken knee
cap was
worth heal.
the thrill
of excitement.
"Sal," Dr. Hubert continued, after he
had
my eye,
is it.areYourso
last examined
warning. Your
eye "this
muscles
weak it's a miracle you can see out of
your
If the again
pressureto alleviate
isn't eased,it.
we'll right
have eye.
to operate
But, Sal, stop and take inventory of yourself. What in the world's bothering you?
at yourpressure
insides crippling
for you
toSomething's
have such eating
a terrible

years Theago doctors
my eyetellwouldn't
hadThirty
ablinded
chance.
meI neglected
I'd have
have
been
the very first time
the pain.
And now, all through these warm spring
days, ing,I sitpraying
in my
this dark
crisisroom,
will waiting,
pass. hopOccasionally I walk over to the window,
and
although
I peek Mythrough
the slats
in theI shouldn't,
Venetian blinds.
dark
eyeglasses distort the color of the green
buds unfurling in the outstretched branches
of the apple tree, and, in the distance, the
bright gold of the April sun silvers the
Long Island Sound. And, within my heart,
I thank God for the beauty He has given
the world, the beauty we so often take for
granted
untilappreciating
suddenly we're
consciously
it. shocked into
This latest relapse of my eye trouble —
the
crisis I'mof going
now —I occurred
a couple
monthsthrough
ago after
finished
working on my movie, The Gene Krupa
Story Not only did I have to learn to play
the
the way
them,writer
but
I satdrums
for weeks
and Gene
weeks played
with the
and producer working out the 'little things'
in thestudio,
script.act I'din befrontup ofat the
dawn,cameras
drive allto
the
day,
finish
at
seven
or
eight
o'clock.
grab a quick bite to eat, go to rehearsalI'd
hall to rehearse the drum numbers, then,
by ten o'clock I'd hurry to the projection
room to catch the rushes of the day's shoothomeI never
by one,hadonlya tomoment
wake upto
againing. I'datgetfive.
stop and breathe. It was go, go, go all the
time.
Giulty secret
They say a runner never feels tired
<62 while he's running. It's only when he

I didn't
anything. And
What nothing.
was bothering me? say
Everything.
The
desire
to do right by my work, the desire
your
eye."
to keep growing as an actor. You know
an actor's
only I ashadgoodthousands
as his last
movie.I
And
although
of fans,
was strangely
lonely.
"You must go into seclusion for a month.
At least!
If there's
no improvement,
the
danger
of complete
atrophy there's
which
will. . . ." He stopped, pursed his thin lips
together. "Let's say this: that if the eye
improves we stand a chance of saving it."
"My own enemy"
His words didn't sound real to me. They
sounded
away like
echo, as world.
if some- I
one wasfarcalling
froman another
probably
didn't
want
to
believe
what
he
was
I left his Ioffice
walkedsaying,
out and
intowhen
the sunlight
woreanda
black leather patch over my right eye and
my
glasses.myself
Dr. Hubert
me for
I'd ,
have dark
to confine
to darktoldrooms
the next month. He didn't want the other j
eye strained.

a month
beento wearing
myAndpatchfor and
waitingnowforI'vehours
pass in
my dark room at our new home in
Mamaroneck. I keep thinking how strange
destiny is. Here I am, with a new home,
and unable to enjoy it. I wonder if perhaps
God
punishingtome,prove
sentencing
this isn't
confinement
to me mehowto
precious
for
granted.life is, that it mustn't be taken
And as I sit in this dark room, day after
day, unable to read, listening to music on
my
I realize
beenI
my hi-fi
own set,
enemy.
Sevenhowyearsmuchago,I'vewhen
was fourteen and understudying the Crown
Prince in the Broadway musical, The King
and I, I was constantly on the go, trying
to get TV roles, studying acting, going to
school.myI'dlines
get for
up television,
at the crack
dawn,
study
go toof school,
rush home for supper, take the subway to
the theater, finish the performance by
eleven-thirty and get home by one in the
morning.
Call it ambition, call it drive, call it
what you like. One week end I remember
there was an elevator strike, and on Saturday morning I decided I'd still make the
rounds
officeselevators
and casting
cubicles,of the
in producers'
spite of the
not
working. So I climbed up and down flights
and ingflights
of
stairs
to
ask
producers,
castin theirdirectors,
files. secretaries to place my photo
That was around the time the first pain
began. It started that spring, and I tried
it, to pretend
but
byto ignore
midsummer
it was tooit wasn't
sharp tothere,
neglect.
Whenever I walked out into the steaming
hot sun, it was as if my eye was on fire,
and I felt feverish and dizzy.
Finally I told my mom and dad. We
were living at Wenner Place in the Bronx
then, near the Whitestone Bridge. Mom
was fit to be tied. She couldn't understand
why
before.I hadn't said something about my eye
Mom and Dad made an appointment for
me
Miller,whowho's
died since,
and
it waswithDr.Dr.Miller
performed
the first
operation on my eye.
"Never, in all my years of practice," Dr.
said, "have
I known
a young
boy
toMiller
be afflicted
with this
dendritic
condition.
Usually it occurs in the early forties or
fifties. It's a ... a warning. . . !" He
paused.
"Had you
this gohave
another
young man,
you letmight
lost week,
your
vision
altogether!"
me overandto
the Manhattan
Eye Heandrushed
Ear hospital,
that following morning he performed the
operation.
He explained
me eyean
anesthetic
becausehe hecouldn't
had to give
see the
react. The operation lasted forever, and
the
was devastating, but the pressure
was pain
relieved.
"Don't kill yourself"
For three weeks I lay in that bed with
over had
my time
eyes. You'd
thinkto that
Ia bandage
would have
to think,
reevaluate, but I was young and flip and
probably in love with the drama of it all.
But living in darkness for three weeks
seemed like an eternity. Voices took on
new colors, sounds became so personal and
important. At the end of the three weeks,
the doctor came into my room one morning
to remove the bandages and I could sense
his nervousness as he unwrapped the
bandage from my eyes. His hands were
steady, but there was an unevenness to his
breath. When he lifted the bandage, I
blinked and for a minute closed my eyes.
"Sal," Dr. Miller announced, "the operation's a success. You've blinked against
the
I opened
my against
eyes. He thewassudden
right.
I hadlight."
blinked
my eyes
harsh whiteness of the hospital room.
"Sal," Dr. Miller continued, a firmness
in his deep voice, "I know you have a

lot of ambition and that you have a long
way to go in this business. But remember
Rome wasn't built in a day. If you ask
me, you're trying to build it in an hour.
Relax. Take things easy. Don't kill yourworld!" was
For self.theYou'renextyoung
three— enjoy
years the
everything
all right.
I
heeded
Dr.
Miller's
vice I tried to take things easy.good adThen I came home one summer after
making myin. movie,
a filmforI loved
and
believed
I decidedDino,to tour
six weeks
toeat promote
it.
On
tour
I
didn't
sleep
and
regularly. When I returned to New
York, my head was throbbing from the
pressure, throbbing so hard it nearly burst.
The pain was worse than ever.
I told my folks. Mom tried to set up an
appointment with Dr. Miller but he had
died. SoanyI words.
went to Dr. Hubert who didn't
spare
"Your ateyeme isfrom
damaged,"
me,
staring
behind hehistold
rimless
spectacles. "I can't operate for months. It's
too dangerous.
It's like Ia can
deep possibly
wound that
needs
attehealing
mpt to touch before
it.
"Mineo," he called me, before he got
toso know
afraida complete
of complications
I want me,you "I'm
to have
checkI went to a physician who examined
everything from my heart to my reflexes.
And do you know what he said? "You're
so calm on the outside, but you're churning inside at ata wild
pace. You don't speed
have
toin order
function
a 100-mile-an-hour
up." to get the most out of life. Why
areForyoutwo killing
months yourself?"
Dr. Hubert and the phyconfined me read,
to ourusehouse.
watch sician
television,
my eyeI couldn't
in any
way that would strain it. I listened to music for hours on end, and my love for it
grew and grew.
Then, I had my second operation.
For weeks afterward I spent hours and
hours in my dark room, listening to my
records
jazz, punched
swing. Dixieland.
I could — have
a punchingI wished
bag to
get ridsistofed on total
the tension,
but
Dr. Hubert
inrest so I learned
to release
the tension inside me by listening to the
away. letting its powerful drive carry me
music,
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everyone.
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Gradually my eye improved, and the
pain relaxed, and Dr. Hubert told me
everything
all right
the time
being. But hewaswarned
me for
strongly
against
overworking. His final words to me then,
as I left his office, were, "Sal, don't let this
happen
again.finished
The next
may be. . . ."
He never
the time
sentence.
But, fool that I am, I flirted with fire
ted. we will make
again. I got caught up in the momentum
of my work on The Gene Krupa Story,
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One Little Girl Against
(Continued from page 50)
ordinarily meets with her charge. This was
because
of Cheryl's
situation. And
also because
a very extreme
warm relationship
had
grown up between Mrs. Muhlbach and
Cheryl. Mrs. Muhlbach has two children
of her own, and she grew to love Cheryl.
Cheryl and Mrs. Muhlbach were more like
mother and daughter than probation officer
and charge.
wanted Cheryl
to have hoping
as normal
an"Weenvironment
as possible,
this
would be the best thing for her. But with
aprobation
child likeofficer
this it'ssighed.
a gamble," the County
"Before the school session began at
Beverly
High last went
September,"
heschool
went and
on,
"Mrs.
tothethedean
spoke Muhlbach
to the principal,
of girls
and several faculty members to pave the
way for Cheryl, who would be starting her
Junior year there. There was not only the
problem
being accepted
school in ofspiteCheryl's
of the notoriety
connectedin
with her, but also the question of Cheryl's
ability
in school.
beenpastin
and outto ofdo sowellmany
schoolsShe'd
in the
that even without the notoriety it still
wouldstudent.
have been a problem. She's not the
best
"Cheryl
Beverly
and tried
to be one ofattended
the crowd.
The High
students
tried
to accept her as one of them. But things
happened that were beyond control. Cheryl
became
nervousSheandfeltwithdrawn.
She didn't
mingle
self-conscious,
though freely.
most of the kids
there triedevento
treat her like everyone else. Things were
happening
insideShethisshivered
girl to and
makeshook.
her
feel
different.
The more she was with the other girls at
school,
realized
different she the
was. more
Even shethough
she how
was treated
like one of them, she was always afraid
of what might come up. This kept her in a
state of tension
stroying her. and nerves, which was de"She lived in a constant state of fear and
apprehension.
wondered
whatoftheher.students at BeverlyShe really
thought
"And
she
lived,
always,
in
constant print
fear
of having the newspapers suddenly
her story again. About every two or three
months a rash of publicity would come out
about
episode.being
The
sorry her,
mess re-hashing
in her lifethewasold always
dug up and splashed in the papers. She
was terribly frightened. Even though the
case was over and she had been completely exonerated, she wasn't allowed to forget, it."
Here's what the kids thought of her:
One eredSunday
Cheryl supplement
woke and discovthat the Sunday
of the
papers had made a big story of the Cheryl
Crane Case all over again, as part of a
series ders.
theyWhen were
Cheryldoing
saw onit, sensational
she became mursick.
, Her immediate reaction was that of
shame — and fear. She said to her grandmother, whimpering, "I can't go to school
tomorrow.
just can't.
All the
school
haveI read
this. How
can kids
I facein
them? Yet I can't stay away from school.
They won't let me. I'll have to go back
some
What onshall
I do?"and sobbed. The
She day.
slumped
the bed
poor child was trapped. The grandmother
didn't
know how
to handle
Lana, when
she was
called. it. Neither did
As she did so often when she was conand frightened,Mrs.Cheryl
turnedcameto
Jeanettefused Muhlbach.
Muhlbach
over — knowing how desperately Cheryl
her — toandher held
64 needed
hers, talking
for aCheryl's
long time,hand
tryingin

the World
to comfort the weeping girl. Strengthened
by this session, Cheryl decided that she
wouldit. go to school the next day and
face
Mrs. Muhlbach was so proud of her.
She
said,at"Ithat
loveddecision.
her allI the
arriving
saidmore
to my-for
self, 'You're worth saving.' She had to
fight
herself.now That's
the
tragedythe ofworld
her alllifeby right
— fighting
Back
in
school
the
next
day,
Cheryl
the
tried world."
to hide from the other girls. She was
even quieter than usual. When any girl
approached
the
criticism or her,
tauntssheshe ran,
was fearing
sure would
come from the girl. She ducked a group
of girls at lunch. As she passed hurriedly
along the broad green campus to her next
class, a girl ran up to her and handed her
a paper that was rolled up and covered
with
"Here,"thissaid
"This wax
is frompaper.
us. Take
and thelookgirl.at
it when
a chance."
ran
awayyouto have
her own
class. Then the girl
Cheryl tostood
her heart
unable
move.there,
Shame
froze pounding,
her. She
didn't
know
whether
to
throw
the
rolled paper or not. She dreadedaway
looking
at it. She
remained
this
way
like
a
frightened little animal for many moments.
Finally, she slipped off to a quiet corner
and opened it, her hands trembling.
When she finally managed to smooth the
paper,DearsheCheryl,
read what it said:
We girls at Beverly High want you
to know that we read the Sunday
paper.
also nowantdifference
you to know
that thisWemade
to us
at all.andWea fine
thinkgirl.you're
a good
sport
We like
you
very much. Forget that story in
yesterday's paper. We're forgetting
it, too. it were the signatures of 360
Underneath
girls at Beverly. . . .
The probation report continues
"Of course," says the probation officer,
"this incident did a great deal to help
Cheryl. Butperiencedtheearlierfear
shame that
she exwas and
something
left
another scar on her spirit. All of these experiences,
accumulating,
couldn't
help
but
have a damaging effect on her. Every time
she turned around, went anywhere, she
was afraid somebody might be staring at
her, whispering about her. Often they
were. Every time she picked up a newsshe was the
afraidpagesheragain.
case She
wouldcouldbe
blazonedpaper,across
never get away from it. She felt trapped.
She was a teen-age girl with the usual
emotional stresses of a teen-ager. But with
the additional problems of those fears, and
the feeling that she was an outcast. We
couldn't let her go off the deep end.
"We were watching her closely. We
could
couldn't
continueseeto this
exposehappening.
her to theWeunexpected
blows of the outside world. This girl had
to be protected, particularly during the
crucial
years when
she wasshedeveloping intoteen
a woman.
In a sense,
had to
be
placed
in
a
protective
shielded from the wear and shell,
tear ofto thebe
outside world. Continued exposure might
have
ruined her beyond powers of rehabilitation.
"So
be placed
in theweElrecommended
Retiro SchoolthatforsheGirls.
She
needed the guidance, the counseling and
protection of El Retiro. Cheryl tried her
best
to the world
outsidecouldn't
world. I'm
afraid to theadjustoutside
let

her.
Peoplecruelties
can be cruel sometimes. . . ."
The first
Even though the kids at Beverly High
tried hard to treat Cheryl like one of their
own, things would crop up to hurt. At the
beginning
the school
year last
ber, when ofit was
first learned
thatSeptemCheryl
would be attending the school, there were
many jokes about it. The main one being:
"I hear Cheryl is going to work in the
school ascafeteria
— ingotcharge
knives."
Later,
toagain.
knowof her,
this
crack was the
neverkidsuttered
Also, although the girls at Beverly really
liked her, she could never, ever really be
one of them. She could never really live
down
Likecliques
the girlsat
in all that
highhorrible
schools,"Thing."
there are
Beverly.
Cheryl
was
not
excluded
— butto
well, when the girls would make dates
spend the
homes.
Cheryl
was night
neveratoneeachof other's
those invited.
You
know right
how itabout
is. Thepermitting
mothers adidn't
feel quite
girl
who'd contact
done whatwithshe'dtheirdoneownto bedaughters.
in such
close
The kids at Beverly say Cheryl was
quiet.
scared. Actually, she was withdrawn, and
It sonwould
a remarkable
perto give have
Cheryltaken
the guidance
and home
atmosphere
required.
was notloved
the
normal child.sheMrs.
MildredThisTurner
Cheryl, but the girl was beyond her. Mrs.
Turner — as the probation officer said —
"hadn't had an easy life herself." She is
not young — fifty-nine — not experienced in
raising a stances.
teen-age
normal circumWhen her girlownin daughter,
Lana.
was
a
teen-ager,
it
was
Lana Lana
who was
ran
Mama, not Mama who ran Lana.
quite wild,
was
a
movie
star
and
breadwinner. Mrs. Turner is a mild little woman, unable to wield authority.
Also, she herself was frightened. She
was afraid for Cheryl. She was always
afraid that the child might get into trouble,
without asmeaning
distrous. The child to.is aThis
wardwould
of thebecourt,
on parole, and any misstep could lead her
into deep waters again. Also, she realized
that the girl, now developing into a tall,
full-busted young woman with maturing
desires,
wouldgo with
have teen
all thedating.
problems
and
more
that
The —child
was —extremely
vulnerable.
Some
boys
wanted to go out with her in order to get
to Lana tures.
and MaybehavetheLanagirlgetwould
them get
into picinto
trouble
much towith
love aandboy.be Theloved.girlShewanted
was soso
confused.
know what
to do with Mrs.
her. Turner
And the didn't
grandmother
was
very
lenient
with
her,
felt
sorry
the probation officer could see for
thathershe—
couldn't really control this girl.
As for Cheryl's
parents—
theyLittle
gave else.
her
everything
money
could
buy.
They
meant
well,
but
neither
Lana
nor
Steve Crane have the kind of sense of
values a girl like this needs. Lana bought
Cheryl a white mink stole, beautiful
clothes — bulky Italian sweaters, bought
dresses for her in quantities of a dozen at
a time. Lana took her to previews and
premieres, arranged dates for her with
charming young movie actors, like George
Hamilton, for instance. George is handsome, suave, a real
— but Cheryl
was tongue-tied
and charmer
felt inadequate
with
him. "I'm sure he doesn't like me." she
thought miserably, but her mother and
Fred
and shepoised
tried
so hardMayto joined
pretendthem
to herlater,gorgeous,
mother pressed
thatwith her.
GeorgeThe Hamilton
was
imkid was subjected
to so many tensions, to so much she felt
she couldn't live up to. Everything was
piling
up tofelt,make
her feel
insecure.
She often
in those
socialmore
contacts
that
Lana arranged, that she was disappointing

her beautiful, gay. and charming mother
Her father, Steve Crane, handsome,
suave, a former
man-about-town
now hea
successful
restaurateur,
loved her. But
was always busy — busy with his work, his
social engagements,
with his anew
girlfriend. Steve and his girlfriend,
gorgeous
girl, had Cheryl join them for dinner at the
Beverly Hills Luau (which Steve owns).
Cheryl walked in, felt eyes on her. Sat
next to Helen (the girlfriend) and wanted
to shrink.
Cheryl graceful,
felt '"so big
and Helen
ugly"'
next
to beautiful,
smiling
whom her father obviously adored.
Steve Crane
couldn't
his insecure,
tormented
daughter
muchgivecomfort,
but he
tried to give her what he could buy. On
her sixteenth birthday he gave her a car,
a smart sports job.
Understanding from a car hop
The day after her sixteenth birthday
party, Cheryl
still felt that
great had
insecurity and inadequacy.
The party
been
a
knockout,
at
the
Bel-Air
Hotel,
but
had she lived up to it all? Her mother
looked
clumsy? so beautiful — was she, Cheryl,
Restless,
she drove
the car Dropped
along Wil-in
shire
Boulevard,
that evening.
atteen-agers.
Dolores' Drive-in
which
is
a
hangout
for
in her newandcar,coke,
waiting
for her orderSitting
of hamburger
she
noticed a tall, blond boy working behind
the fountain. And the boy looked at her as
though he was admiring her. Cheryl felt a
tingle inside her. The boy leaped over
the counter and walked up to her. He was
wearing the jaunty little white cap of the
carhop, the white apron. He was longlegged and good-looking, and had a friend"Hi,"Cheryl
he said,
"youHelook
cute."to
Theyly grin.
chatted.
glowed.
seemed
like her for herself. They made a date.
They went to a movie later.
The boy is Robert Martin Gunn, from
Sandusky, Ohio. She liked Bob. As she
grew
to knowShe him,
his
attentions.
felt she
lovedwasforthrilled
herself.at She
felt beautiful and important. Bob gave
her
nineteen
and
seemedunderstanding.
to talk her He's
language.
He was
workingcause he atwanted
Dolores'
-In at night beto beDrive
an actor.
Bob worked late at the drive-in —
totill be1:00late.ajn. To see him, their dates had
Cheryl liked Bob. She had him at her
grandmother's
for dinner.
him. However, house
in order
to see Lana
him, met
the
dates usually had to be late (after work).
Much
later
hours
than
a
sixteen-year-old
girl should keep. Her grandmother told
her
am she could no longer see him at 1:00
One night, after Cheryl went to bed,
after the grandmother had retired for the
night,
of bed,
her carCheryl
and slipped
went tooutmeet
Bob gotat into
the
drive-in.
The
grandmother
got
upCalled
and
noticed
Cheryl
gone.
She
panicked.
Lana.
This was a dangerous situation for a
girl like Cheryl to be in. Any offense or
misdeed by a person on probation is magnified. Here was this child on probation,
a ward of the court, driving her own car
in the wee hours of the morning. Anything
could
An incident
withhourthe forboy.a
Even ahappen.
traffic violation
at that
teen-age
girl
on
probation
could
ruinous. Lana was at the house whenbe Cheryl
finally came home. The grandmother and
Lana were almost hysterical. Together with
Mrs. Muhlbach they realized the girl had
to be protected from herself. What Cheryl
was doing, we must assume, was being
done inness. teen-age
or impulsiveBut it couldinnocence
have dreadful
consequences for her. She just had to be
protected.
This, plus all the hurts and terrors she

was lyexperiencing
everyday
living, finalmade all of inthose
concerned
with
Cheryl's coming
welfare
realize
that
itforwasherbe-to
increasingly
dangerous
continue as she was.
Retiro School
theEl answer.
. . . seemed more and more
A poem Cheryl wrote last November
gives an insight into the heart of this
brave, tormented girl. It shows the search
she is making for something bigger than
herself. Introspection won first prize in a
literary contest run by the literary society
at Beverly High, Quill and Scroll. Modern
Screen is proud to be the first (outside of
the school paper) to publish it.
Introspection
by Cherie Crane
My
Father
Long have I sought in many lands
That for which I long
And never, never found.
Long
have I waited
In blindness.
InIn all
hate,thatfearthisandouter
human
shellfrailty
which
covers me
Longs
But 1, to possess.
Myseif, underneath and deep
Have touched this long-sought thing,
Have reached out with the fingers
my soul
And oftouched
Ever so lightly.
The sweetness of that moment
Has filled me ever since.
Oh. God,
It fills me to an overflowing. ...
Of love.
The around
night-tide
dark —
All
me isisquiet,
And solitude.
I wait in the never pausing
My
YOU Father
ARE MY LONGING,
You live within me;
Onlyinner-self,
You share the house of my
And within
look out
me, from the shell
As only I do.
Oh God,
Now when Your vastness
Fills the void in my heart,
It is enough.
Onlywindows,
look with me through the
Look
the mask
At thethrough
outer world
While all the time sensing
With the
fingers asof Imycouldsoul share with
Such
sweetness
only You.
. . Can the girl who wrote this be a
"bad girl"?
Cheryl's
What isnewEl school
Retiro like?
El Retiro School is in the San Fernando
Valley,milesin the
of Sylmar,
five
fromtownBeverly
Hills. some thirty was first
beWhen
sent Cheryl
to El Retiro
for told
Girlssheshewould
was
frightened. What is it like? How could
she leave Beverly High? This home she
knew? Bob? What was she going into?
The poor kid was scared. It took long
conversations with kindly Mrs. Muhlbach
to calm her fears.
The morning she was to leave, Cheryl
wanted to take all her lovely clothes.
Clothes
much hadto abeen
teen-age
girl.
And Lanameanand soSteve
generous.
Cherylninghadgowns,beautiful
clothes.
Lovely
evestunning Italian knits, racks
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and racks of smart sport blouses, rows of
skirts, many of them imported wools, chic
mad
Hills. sport things from Jax in Beverly
Mrs. need
Muhlbach
told the
girl gently,
"Youa
won't
all these
things.
Take just
few
—
a
very
few
simple
things."
It
was
explained to Cheryl that she could wear
her
own
clothes
at
El
Retiro
—
Cheryl
comforted to learn she would not havewasto
wear a uniform. But the closets are small
there,
and shared.
She wouldn't
need her
party
dresses.
No low-cut
mals that
she Just
was one.
so proud
of. Not forthe
beautiful
strapless
gownpartyshe'donlygotten
for
her
Sweet
Sixteen
a
few
months earlier.
Weariness
Cherylheras beautiful
she discovered sheengulfed
had to leave
things behind. She took a small suitcase
and packed it with the things she would
need — ashirtmakers,
pathetically some
smallskirts
amount,
a few
cotton
and shirts.
"May I take this?" It was a stuffed animal
she'd
sleptwhowith.
this girl
had Mrs.
been Muhlbach
through sorealized
many
sordid, worldly experiences, was still a
little
girl.
She
nodded.
Cheryl
took
her
stuffed animal.
It was decided that Mrs. Muhlbach would
take Cheryl to El Retiro. Lana might break
down.
upsetsendoff.
Cheryl too much to
have anIt would
emotional
Cheryl walked out of the house in BevHills she'd
in for thea very
past two
years erlywith
her lived
grandmother,
tall
girl but looking, all of a sudden, like a
frightened little child. She walked down
the path slowly and stepped into the car,
placing her little suitcase next to her, the
stuffed animal on top of it. Mrs. Muhlbach
sat next to her, at the wheel.
Theyandstarted
the and
driveits— past
High
its campus
footballBeverly
field.
Past Blum's, the ice cream parlor where
the
Beverly
kids
hang
out,
past
Wil
Wright's
Ice
stripedCream
awningwith. . its. andgaythenred-and-white
drove onto
the Freeway, toward El Retiro. They sped
along the Freeway to Ventura Boulevard
in the Valley, past the stores and the
traffic
Valley's
past theinlowthe ranch
homesbusiness
in the district,
Valley.
Farther and farther out they drove, toward
the hills, with the houses farther apart.
Past Hanson
where looked
there isout
a playground, Dam,
where Cheryl
and
saw girls her age and their boy friends
in boats on the small lake. It was country
now, with lots of trees, green mountains
rising on one side, the foothills of San

Fernando Valley in front of them. There
is the small suburb of Sylmar. The air is
always
clearAngeles.
and crisp in Sylmar, so high
above Los
There is a twelve-foot concrete wall
surrounding El Retiro, with a barbed wire
runningsteel
on gate.
top of that wall. A heavy,
locked
The little car stopped outside the gate.
The probation officer announced her name.
The steel doors opened. Cheryl, clutching
her little suitcase, entered with the officer.
And the heavy iron door closed behind
her.
There is a peaceful atmosphere inside
El Retiro, as though to give sanctuary and
peace
to the troubled
within.on
Tall oleander
and oliveyoung
trees girls
abound
the grounds and give it a sleepy atmosphere; the grass dotted with the olives
that have dropped from the trees.
Here
of all have
races committed
and creeds.a
Some ofarethegirls
inmates
misdeed against society, some girls may not
necessarily have committed any offense
but are here because they cannot adjust
to outside life. They need psychiatric
therapy and that extra guidance and
cave which they have been unable to get
in their own homes. It is a State institution for handling
who ofarea character
wards of
the court
and are girls
in need
building program in order to prepare
them for successful
adult responsibility. El Retirolivingis and
a correctional
school. It is hathere
for
the
purpose
of rebilitation, not punishment.
The girls are allowed freedom on the
grounds, but the tall steel gate is always
locked. And the girls are under constant
supervision.
Cheryl
the thirty-eighth
girl there,to and
the girlsis range
in age from
thirteen
seventeen.
Also, there is much done in the way
of psychiatric therapy which Cheryl,
and the other girls, are exposed to as
part of their rehabilitating treatment.
They need to make the adjustment so
that eventually
side world again.they can live in the outThere are many long, low cottages on
the grounds
— thedorms
dormitories
where after
the
girls
The
are named
famouslive.women:
Florence
Nightingale
Building, Susan B. Anthony, Jane Addams.
At the beginning, Cheryl was placed in
the Receiving cottage, in a room by herself. New girls live in a room by themselves for the
weekswith
— to another
adjust.
Later, she
will first
sharefewa room

girl in one of the long low dormitories.
Much islook.done
eliminate thesimple,
"instituThebuttofurniture
the
rooms tion"plain,
the roomsis are
brightly
painted and the girls hang up photos of
their favorite rock and roll singers and
idols. Covers of Modern Screen are up on
the wall. One girl has her parakeet in
a cage next to her bed. Girls can keep
their perfume bottles and make-up on
shelves. Cheryl carefully laid out her expensive perfume
bottles, those had
beautiful
perfumes
given
her. The her
girlsmother
lookedandat father
them longingly,
and
Cheryl
promised
to
give
a
bottle
one of the girls who had nothing. to
Cheryl takes care of her own room, does
her ingownhow laundry
(exceptsetsheets),
is learnto iron, helps
the table,
clear
the table, helps with the dishes in the
kitchen.
The
girls
divide
chores
in
the
dining room.
Cheryl now goes to bed at 9:30, is up
at 6:45. On Friday and Saturday nights,
tothere
bed isat a10:30.
other Tomonth
danceOnce
at EleveryRetiro.
this
dance come
selected. Some ofboysthe who
boys are
are carefully
from families
in the community. Some are carefully
selected
from
the
Youth
Honor
Farm,
correctional institution for boys. Dancing,a
punch
— allnosupervised.
girls who
longer are Toablewarm-blooded
to join their
crowd for school dances and parties at
home, this is eagerly awaited.
During the first month or six weeks,
Lana will not be able to visit Cheryl.
Afterwards, she can visit her every week
end. Months later, perhaps, Cheryl will be
permitted to spend a week end at home,
if Lana is not busy working in Europe.
Cheryl will undoubtedly take Lana
aroundtion the
grounds,sheshowand herthe theother
RecreaRoom where
girls
watch TV at night, or sew clothes for
themselves. There is a record player, and
perhaps
noticingsomehowSunday
few records
there are,Lana,
will come
loaded
with record albums for Cheryl and the
other
girls.
Cheryl
will
show
her
mother
her room and how she has dressed it up
withMaybe
photos on thedaywall,
made lostit "hers."
Lana's
girl will
no longer some
be lost. Maybe
this little
girl
who had tried so hard to hold her head up
against the world, when she leaves El
Retiro,
with God's help — a happy,
secure will
youngbe —woman.
end
Lana will star in Portrait In Black,
Universal-International.

The Love Drug
(Continued from page 45)

"All my life I've searched for peace of
mind
. . given
Yoga, mehypnosis,
nothing. has
what I mysticism
needed . —. .
All
my
life
I've
been
running
from
what I wanted most . . . What away
do I want
out of life . . . ? Beautiful women? Fantastic houses? No . . . Courage to live in
the truth . . . before it is too late. Before
it He
is toohadlate."
been offered a chance, a last
chance perhaps, and he would take that
chance. No matter what the risk, he would
take the plunge into the unknown. . .
What L.S.D. does
The experiment that Cary Grant turned
to in desperation involves psychoanalysis
with the aid of lysergic acid diethylamide
(L.S.D. ). Dr. Mortimer Hartman, the man
who administerd the treatment, described
L.S.D.ties theas subconscious
a "psychic energizer
which empand intensifies
emotion
and
memory
a
hundred
times."
Under
the
drug's
influence,
given
small doses only under the supervision inof
aaredoctor,
blocks
brokenpatients
down findandthatpastmemory
experiences.

even away back in childhood, are vividly
relived.
providesa new
an emotional
release andThis
may hasten
understanding
of theirduces problems.
In
large
doses,
it
ina dream -like state in which the
patient has bizarre hallucinations, sees a
dream world in brilliant colors, and feels
disassociated from reality.
Since November, 1958, Cary has spent
many hours
in sessions
man.
The L.S.D.
pills, with
and Doctor
mood Hartmusic
and
Hartman's
promptings
brought
out
fantastic self-discoveries.
"A lot of scientists on the West Coast
are grateful to me and a few others who
volunteered for the treatments," Cary said.
"Some people may think us nutty, but the
Carylease explains,
L.S.D.degree.
does is You
rethedon't."
mind to"What
a fantastic
doctors
have
waking
dreams,
and
sometimes
weird
and wonderful hallucinations. But, most
important, it cuts down psychoanalysis to
a very short period. For anyone like me,
who has a deep-rooted desire for undera miracle standing and peace of mind, it's almost like

admired on the screen ("I'm bored with
that word charm," he muttered) had to
admit he didn't like himself. He was, he
told himself
harshly,
"emotionallyand im-at
mature, painfully
shy, egocentric
fault for the failure of the three marriages."
Those marriages . . . what had he
brought to them, what had he left of
them, but a feeling of emptiness . . .
Actress Virginia Cherrill, heiress Barbara
Hutton, and his partner of the "perfect
marriage,"
Drake.
Lovely beauties,
women,
good
women,Betsy
blonde,
blue-eyed
well-bred,
elegant
ladies.
Three
marriages,
fruitless matches. The years would go by,
a procession of emptier and emptier years;
he would get older. That's all. He'd never
know the
the fulfillment
meaning ofof watching
life, he'da never
know
child,
66 his child, grow.

"I feel now that I really understand myf. Ididn't evermyself,
before.howAndcouldbecause
never selunderstood
I haveI
hoped
else? give
That'sa
why I tosayunderstand
that, now, anyone
I can truly
woman love for the first time in my life
. .The
. because
her."about in
changesI can
L.S.D.understand
has brought
Cary are remarkable and astounding. For
one thing, he is willing to talk about it.
Or anywaysother
topic.
Before L.S.D.,
almanagedwhen
to turn
changeheto the
conversation
it cameoff tooor close
his
personal life or feelings. "If I was a snob
in the onpast."
says innow,
was looking
down
my hefaults
other"I people.
If I
didn't like humanity, it was because I
didn't like myself. For the first time in my
life. I'm ready to let people in."
Disturbing discovery
One ofcoveredtheabout himself
disturbing
was facts
that heCaryhad disalways felt rejected by his mother, and
consequently, "I've always shied from
women
who Elias
look Leach,
like my mother."blackHis
mother, beauty
Mrs.
haired
with olive wasskin,a tall,
who lives
alone now, Leach
in herwas80's,born.
in England,
Archibald
Her son where
looks
like her, and their personalities are similar.
Mrs. Leach will admit today that she's
proud beof him,
snaps,as I"But
then himhe
should
proud butof me.
brought
into
the
world."
She
used
to
be
a singer
and mimic. When Archie was twelve,
his
mother was placed in a mental institution,
suffering from a severe mental breakdown.
She was just gone, disappeared, as far as
the boy knew — no one told him the truth
for a long, long time. He locked his misery
inside himself, his father took off with
another woman, and the boy left home.
The L.SD. therapy has brought out at
last all the tormented feelings of those
lonely boyhood years that Cary Grant had
kept welled up inside himself so long.
says, "Itabout
was myself
horrendous.
faceHe things
which I Ihad
neverto
admitted,
which
I
didn't
know
were
there.
Now I know that I hurt every woman I
loved ... I was hiding behind all kinds of
defenses, hypocrisies and vanities. I had
to get rid of them layer by layer . . . That
moment
when isyour
consciousYoumeetsfeelyour
subconscious
a wrench.
the
whole top of your head is lifting off."
He adds,
"I think
I'm toready
ata last
have
children.
I'd like
wholeto
brood
thehave
dining-room
table. chattering
I think myaround
relations
with
women
will be different too. I used to love a
woman with great passion, and we destroyed each other. Or I loved not at all.
oran inequal
friendship.
readya woman
to love onon
level. IfNowI canI'm find
whom I can exhaust all my thoughts,
energies and emotions, and she loves me
that way in return, we can live happily
ever after . . . My attitude toward women
is completely different. I do not intend to
foul up any more lives. I could be a good
husband
now."Cary Grant realizes that he
Now that
was deliberately avoiding women who
looked at all like his mother, he no longer
has to hide from them. Lately he is seeing
a lot of Madlyn Rhue, a young actress
with black hair, fair skin, enormous dark
eyes with thick brows, a girl who comes
from nothing like a society background.
Madlyn has had to fight for everything
she wanted. Before she was born, her
father had abandoned her mother, and her
early childhood had its resultant deprivations. Her mother had to go to work to
support
Madlynwithanda an
older sister,
and
Madlyn lived
succession
of uncles
and aunts all over the country. Her
mother loved her children, but at times it
was physically impossible for the mother

to When
work she
and was
also fourteen
keep houseshe forwasthem.
in Los
Angeles with her mother, who had just
remarried.
Madlyn
was
used
to
working
she knew she had to work for what she—
wanted.
She wanted very much to be an actress.
Her mother
she
thought
Madlynwasn't
wouldforbe it,
hurt.because
However,
when Madlyn earned her own money to
finance a trip to New York, she consented.
In New York she was completely on her
own, and developed a brand of courage
that young girls on their own often do.
She studied drama by day, danced at the
Latin Quarter by night. Once, in taking
aSheroutine
X-ray,in her
she was
told shethathadnight
TB.
collapsed
apartment
and
was
'out'
for
four
days.
She
was
finally discovered by Jim Downey, who
owned
usuallyhe
ate. Hethehadrestaurant
become where
worriedshewhen
didn't
see
her.
He
sent
her
food,
and
Madlyn began to recover.
We are usually the product of our early
circumstances. All these things could have
destroyed Madlyn — or made her a strong,
vital, cheerful and gutsy girl. She is the
latter. She learned from her experience
that the human spirit has great resiliency
and that abounding faith and courage will
see a person through black periods.
The reason this has significance is that
this girl is a type different from any of the
spoiled
darlingsto. Cary Grant has usually
been attracted
In Hollywood Madlyn met Tony Curtis
and Janet Leigh, who were fond of her.
Tony told her about Operation Petticoat
and thought she would be good for the voluptuous young Armyphoned
nurse her
who agent
is Cary's
vis-a-vis.
three
in theMadlyn
morning, awakening
him, andat
told him that she wanted to have an interview for the role. "I will phone you every
hour on the hour until you promise you'll
get
me
phoned
again at the4:00interview."
aan. Then She
at 5:00
a.m. himAt
6:00 a.m. her weary agent said, "Okay.
I'llSheget got
you a theroleinterview."
in Operation
Petticoat—
not as leading
lady
to Cary, but
as one
of the five nurses. She went to Key West,
Florida, on location, and he showed his
interest
in many
— likeset,sending
her
a single
rose.little
Or. ways
on the
saying
suddenly to her, "Let's dance," and dancwhile man.
production
She another
says, "I
love ingthat
Even waited.
if I marry
man,WhenI will
always
love
him."
her to the movies,
it's to
a drive-inhe intakes
the Rolls-Royce,
with champagne to sip while watching the movie.
Neither Madlyn nor Cary have actually
said that there is a wedding in the offing.
But
he does say,
be complete.
Or, if"Mythisnext
one marriage
to Betsy will
(he
and Betsy Drake are only separated, not
divorced) persists, this will be a full,
happy,
utterlyBut satisfying
know yet.
I do not union.
intend Itojustfouldon't
up
any more lives. I could be a good husband
now. I am aware of my faults, and I am
ready tochangeaccept
extolerances.responsibilities
Even if I stayandalone,
thatThewillimportant
be all right,
too."
thing now is that Cary
Grant is ready for life, ready for love.
AsI wish
he says,
"Every
now
couldliveliveto day
400
years.isoldwonderful.
I amage,conviInced Iwill
a healthy
but
if I drop dead within the next ten years
I will have enjoyed more living in the
latter part of my life than most people
The daring experiment with the drug
ever
END
calledknow."
L.S.D. has proved to be a success.
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Paina
For the Itch
first time
science has found
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability
to
shrink
hemorrhoids
and
to
relieve
pain — without surgery.
In
case
after
case,
while
gently
relieving'
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place.
Most amazing
of all — made
resultsastonishing
were so
thorough
that sufferers
statements like "Piles have ceased to be a
The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne-)
— discovery of a world-famous
research
institute.
problem!
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Dare She Wear White?
(Continued from page 23)
We now present for you this strange and
miraculous story . . .
It is a story that begins in the attic
of a small house on a small Texas farm,
back in 1945, when Debbie Reynolds —
then Mary Frances Reynolds — was twelve
years old.
She had been visiting her grandmother
for the past two weeks. And now it was
nearly time
And her
her agrandmother, whotohadleave.
promised
very
special present when she left, had taken
her up to the attic to show her the present.
"What is it, Gram'?" Debbie had asked,
excitedly, all the way up the stairs. "What
is "It's
it?" no thin' that'll overjoy you now,
Mary entered
Frances,"thetheroom,
old woman
they
nicking said
on theas
light, " — not a two-wheeler bike or a new
ketcher's mitt or whatever it is a tomboy
your age craves. In fact, it's not even
something I'm goin' to let you take away
with youon one
now.of It's
precious
trusted
thosetoobusses
all thetowaybe
to California, with all that dust and
grease and everything. Come the time,
though, and I'll send it to you by Santa
Fe. That's the only way I'd trust that — "
"But what is it, Gram'?" Debbie interrupted.
The old woman led her across the
crowdedboard boxroom,
box, aon huge
card-of
which tosata alone
the top
an ancient bureau, a somewhat tattered
box, but
dust, wiped
as if,
from
timeshining-free
to time, it from
had been
clean — tenderly, lovingly, specially.
"Go ahead," the old woman said then,
"take the lid off and have a look for yourself . . . Go ahead."
box.Debbie began to remove the top of the
"Phew!"
crinkling
when
the topshewassaid,
halfway
off. her nose,
Her
grandmother
nodded.
"That's
just
what the moths say when they
git that
close — phew!" she said. "Now come on,
keep liftin' and take your look and then
let'sWhen
be offthewithtop you."
was removed, finally, a
few moments later, the old woman stepped
back a bit and squinted her eyes and
watched
granddaughter's
expression.
washerpleased
to seebox.the girl
smile as
sheShelooked
inside the
She was pleased to see her reach and
lift out the white dress that lay there.
She for
was a pleased
to seeandher then
staretoathear
the
dress
little while
her say, "Gee, Gram', this is pretty."
"It's my weddin' dress," the old woman
explained,
simply.
dress own
I woreMa when
I got married,
and "The
that your
wore
when she did." She pointed back into the
box.
"And
see,"
she
said,
"there's
the
that comes with it— and it's the veil veil
and
the dress I'd like for you to wear when
you get married."
face.The smile disappeared from Debbie's
"But I'm not going to get married,
Gram'," she said.
"I know, I know," said the old woman.
"I was twelve
old once
Frances.
And years
just like
you, myself,
believe Mary
it or
not — a little hellion of a gal who loved to
play with boys but who thought to herself, 'Me, I'm never going to marry one
of 'em!' . . . Well, child, someday you're
goin'
a young And
lady.instead
And you're
goin'
to meetto bea fellow.
of roughhousin' together, you're goin' to find yourself wantin' to be together. And then
| 68 you're goin' to find yourself wantin' to

marry together. And that's where this
dress
come from
in. . Debbie
. ." and she
She istookgoin'theto dress
held it herself now and looked down at
it, as she continued talking.
"It was lots
thatandwaylotswith
me and
Grandpa,
of years
ago, your
you
know . . . We fell in love with each other.
And we decided to get married. And first
thing
have meI thought
a real ofnicewas,dress'Well,
the I've
day gotI getto
married. Real nice.' And so, even though I
didn't
my sent
name,forI
wrote have
to NewmuchYorkmoney
Citytoand
this material — this lace and this satin and
that veil stuff and those little hand-made
lilies ofa the
and bill.
I didn't
flinch
mitevalley
even onwhenthe Iveil
saw— the
For
thirty-eight dollars it was; a lot of money
in those days. But I just sat down and
made my dress and came the weddin' and
She paused
a moment. Then she
Ilooked
wore
it." up for
back
at her granddaughter.
"You know, Mary Frances, truthful, at
the
time,"so shespecial
said, a"I dress
didn't— not
knowreally,
why II
needed
didn't know. I even thought to myself
from time to time, as I was sittin' there
sewin'
'Miss, lady
you
sure areit atogether,
vain andI thought,
selfish young
spendin' all this money on something
you're only goin' to wear for one short day
in "But
your later
life.' on, pass time, I began to
realize why I'd really wanted it, my dress,
day.
my white long fancy dress on my weddin'
"And that reason was, pure and simple,
that the
I gotmostto realize
that andmy beautiful
weddin' day
was
important
day
in my whole life ... A day I was on my
way
to bein'
wife then,
. . . aAnd,
eventually,
a mother
. . . aAnd,
woman,
a real,
grown, bona-fide woman. . . .
I wasto
so "And
special,thatit for
was that
rightonefor day
me that
to want
go Shelookin'
so
special."
winked.
"And child,"
reasons
behind she
it all,said,too."there's
Like thepractical
walkin'-down-the-aisle-of-the-church
remember that. And that fellow,part,
yourI
Grandpa,
standin'
there
lookin'
at
me
like
IAnd
was Isomething
I rememberit, that.
think hespecial.
remembered
too,
pass time. So that as we lived together and
got into the little tiffs, sometimes the big
tiffs, all
get into,
there
weremarried
times hefolkstopped
a bitI'minsure
his
bickerin' and remembered me not as an
agin' lady with hands red from hot water
and field work and wrinkles formin' near
my eyes and my body
slowly
different-shaped,
as thatday,
girlallhegettin'
saw
that one day, thatbutspecial
young
and dressed up in her pretty white dress
She stopped.
And cleared her throat.
"Amasked.
I talkin' too much, Mary Frances?"
sheand
"
Her — granddaughter
shook her head.
"Well," the old woman said, "I guess I
am,
really.
But
I'm
through
And all I want to saynear
before
I finishnow.is
that I feel somewhere in my bones that
this dress brought me and your Grandpa
a lot of luck in our married life. And your
Ma, she
and it's
good
lot ofworeyearsit, with
yourbrought
Daddy. herAnda
someday, Mary Frances, I want you to
wear it, for luck in your marriage. And
maybe
if you ever
She stopped
again.have a daughter — "

"Now I am talkin' too much, too far
ahead, eh?" she said. "—Oh, what a tergabby oldnow,
lady I'm gettin' to be."
She rible
turned
back
into
the box. and placed the dress
"There," she said, when the lid was on
the boxstairs sagain.
"Nowgetlet's
o you can
readygo back
to getdownyour
She began to walk towards the door.
"Are you comin', child?" she called out
to her granddaughter, who hadn't moved
from
the spot
Debbie
nodded.where she'd been standing.
"Yes,to Gram',"
"except
just
want
say two she
thingssaid,before
I do Icome
bus."
and"What
go awaymight
— two things."
mother asked. they be?" the grand"First," said Debbie, "you're not a
gabby
you said."asked, softly.
"I'm old
not?"lady,
the like
old woman
"No," said Debbie. "No . . . And second,
I'm find
not saying
I ever will — and
but if I marever
do,
a fellow
ried to him,
well, Isomeday
just want you getto know
that I'll be honored to wear your dress
at my wedding, Gram'. Just like you did.
And
Manice did."
of And
you tothen,
teU reaching
me that," forsaida
the"That's
oldmy woman.
handkerchief,
she
said,
"Now
here.on Take
this and dry your eyes . . . Come
...
Suddenly,
Debbie
ran
across
the
room
Come on, child."
and"My,intomy,"
her the
grandmother's
arms.
old
woman trying
said, toholding
her close, trying
to laugh,
push
back her own tears. "What kind of hellion
are you, anyway? Gettin' so mushed-up
over
And cryin'
this — anas oldif weddin'
you weredress?
forgettin'
you like
got
good strong Texas blood in you. . . ."
The fate of the wedding dress
To this day, no one knows exactly how
the fire started. Some people say there
was a short circuit in the electricity, and
that started it. Others will tell you that
the Texas sun was so hot that summer of
1947 that it acted like a match to some
of the old wooden farmhouses down in the
southern part of the state and actually
burned them up. At any rate, there was a
fire. And it spread very quickly through
the little
thing as ithouse,
went. burning
Burning, toup ashes
in theeveryattic,
amid dingeverything
else,
a
long
dress, a dress that had white
been wedworn
twice, and that would never be worn
Debbie Reynolds had forgotten about
again.
that
dress by the time her own wedding
day came around, some eight years later.
It was, in fact, too hectic a wedding to
think
anything
but getting
Debbieof was
an actress
by thisit done
time,with.
one
of the brightest young stars in Hollywood,
and
she'd
been
going
these
past
couple
years with Eddie Fisher, one of the mostof
promising young singers in the country.
They'd been engaged for a while now.
Theirs had been one of the most up-anddown,
on-again history.
off-again Soengagements
show business
that, finally,in
when the wedding did take place, it was
put together as quickly and frantically as
a Saturday lunch for unexpected visitors.
The site for the wedding was a resort
in the decidedly
Mountains,
about un-mountainous
forty miles fromCatskill
New
York.
The
atmosphere
surrounding
entire affair can best be
described theas
circus-like. Guests at the resort peeked
through the windows of the makeshift
chapel,hands,
someready
withto autograph
books andin
their
corner the bride
groom
on
their
way
out.
Photographers,
refused admittance to the actual ceremony,
drowned out the wedding march with
their hollering. Reporters, pencils and

pads in hand, hovered over the couple to
catch and describe their every word, and
breath, even their beads of understandable
perspiration.
The next day practically every one in
read wedding
these reporters'
ofthethecountry
celebrated
in their stories
newspapers.
Andan, squinting
only oneat her
woman,
a
very
old
newspaper as shewom-sat
onskilla porch
some
2,500
miles from the Catwhen Mountains,
she read the shook
words: her head sadly
The bride wore a lovely new dress. . . .
Debbie today
By this day in early April of 1960,
Debbie Reynolds was one of the most
successful young women in the United
States. True, her marriage with Eddie
Fisher had been a flop, and had ended in
divorce.listBut,
at agetwo twenty-seven,
she
could
as assets
good and healthy
children, a healthy career (as movie actress and TV producer), and a fund of
energy that promised to boost this career
beyond imagination.
What was Debbie like — within — on this
particular April day?
There
who will girl.
tell you,
was, andareis,people
a fortunate
She "She
has
everything a girl can ask for. She has
good looks, a family, money, a future. She
is happy-go-lucky,
forgiving
the past,
unafraid
of the future.
She isof optimistic,
carefree. She is, most important, happy.
And then there are people who will say,
"'She was,
and but
is, awithout
very sadreason,
creature.
She
moves
ahead,
without
direction. Her gaiety is an act. She laughs
when there is nothing to laugh about. She
is a bitter young woman. Her marriage
was a shambles, her divorce a terrific hurt,
and she tries desperately now to make
light of this
shambles,
this hurt.
She
wisecracks
too hard.
She works
too hard.
She fives and does everything too hard.
And,
doing this, she kids nobody."
this:Whichever side is right, we know only
That on this day in April, just a few
shortgot weeks
ago, Debbie
Reynoldsherself,
forabout everything
concerning
the good,
or
the
bad,
and
thought
of
someone else. .
It was a busy day for Debbie, an unusually busyin day.
She'd hadan a interview
few TV
conferences
the morning,
atnowlunch,
a
movie
rehearsal
following.
it was late afternoon and she hadAndto
rush for a final wardrobe fitting for her
latest picture, The Pleasure of his Company.
"Okay, I'm here," she called to Edith
Head, Paramount
Studios'
fashionroom.
designer, as she entered
the fitting
"What've you got for me today?"
"One last dress," said Miss Head. "The
wedding dress — for the final scene."
joking.. . "I. Dum
can
hear"Oh theboy,"
old said
organ Debbie,
music now
dum laughed.
de-dum, dum dum de-dum . . ."
she
Miss Head laughed too, and left the
room to get the dress.
It
turned.was a few minutes later when she reShe walked over to Debbie.
"Beautiful, isn't it?" she asked.
"Uh-huh," said Debbie, half-looking.
" — Now
what and
do you
try
on that,
get say
it allI slip
over outwithof this,
so I
can get home, okay?"
the"Oh,
dressDebbie!"
and veil said
were Miss
on. "IHead,
don't when
think
I've ever seen anything lovelier ... I
don't
think
I've
ever
seen
you
look
any
lovelier."
"Sure,"
said
Debbie.
She turned and looked into a floorlength mirror on the other side of the

room. Her reflection shimmered back at her.
'"Sure," she said again.
"And now," she started to say, "if the
fit's okay with you — "
But she
didn't go on.
She
ror, swas
til . looking at herself in the mirStaring.
"Debbie," Miss Head asked, after a moDebbiement, "is something
shook her wrong?"
head.
"No," she said. ". . . No."
"You're
sure?"
Miss
Head asked, after
another moment.
"No," Debbie repeated. ". . Nothing's
She tried then to look away from the
mirror.
wrong."
But
couldn't.she said, finally, softly.
"Thisshedress,"
"This
dress Miss
— " Head asked.
-What?"
"This dress," Debbie said. "I've seen it
before,
Miss Edith."
Head smiled. "Oh no, dear," she
said. "This is what they call 'ze original
from
Paree.'
arriveddelivery
this morning,
Deb.
Air France, Itspecial
. . . There
were sketches, yes. But you didn't see
them
. . . Nobody
"I know,"
Debbiedid."said, turning to her
now.
"I
know
it sounds
strange,. .Edith.
I have seen this
dress before
. WhenButI
was a little girl, I saw a dress once, a wedding dress, with lace on the skirt like
this, and with this same top, and with the
sleeves puffed just like this — and the veil,
too, Edith, the crown, the lilies of the valley— justHead
like looked
this." puzzled.
Miss
"Where, Debbie?" she asked.
"In Texas," Debbie said.
"Texas?"
Debbie told her about that afternoon,
when she was twelve, with her grandmother— how her grandmother had shown
her the wedding dress both she and her
daughter had worn.
"It's amazing," said Debbie, " — but this.
Edith,
was that dress."
"For this
thirty-eight
dollars?" asked Miss
Head, laughing again. "Honey . . . honey,
I don't that
knowdress.
exactly
you was
remember
about
But what
this one
made
for us, specially. For exactly four-thousand dollarsDebbie
... I mean
—"
"Edith,"
interrupted.
"It's the
same same
dress.dress.
I swear to you, believe me, it's
the
remember,"
on, "how
it "Ilooked
as I liftedsheit said,
from going
that box.
"And
I
remember
my
Gram',
and how
she looked that day.
"And what she said to me.
from somelightly,
after
a "How
while she
and took
held theit, dress
like this,
in her fingers, and how she said certain
For atolong
things
me —while
" after that, Debbie was
silent.
And then, suddenly, she said, "Edith, I
want
dress."
"Youthismean,
to keep?" Miss Head asked.
"Yes," said Debbie. "I want to buy it,
after
the
picture."
"Why?" asked Miss Head, directly.
"I need it," Debbie said, just as directly.
"I lost it once. And now I've found it
again
. . Andshrugged.
I need to"If have
it." it to
Miss . Head
you want
buy, dear, it's all yours," she said. "Though
to "Itellneedyou it,theEdith,"
truth — Debbie
"
"I want it . . . More than
I've interrupted.
needed and
wanted
anything,
in
a
long
It was a few weeks later.long time. . . ."
The picture was over.
Debbie left the studio and drove home.
Carrie metFrances,
daughter,
her at theherfrontfour-year-old
door.
"Mommy, what've you got in that big
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box?" she asked, after Debbie had kissed
her"Yes,"
hello.Debbie
"Is it something
for me?"
said.
"What?" the little girl asked.
"The most beautiful dress in the whole
world."
saidgirlDebbie.
The little
clapped her hands.
"Can
I
asked. wear it for my birthday?" she
"No," said Debbie, "but someday, darling, when you're a big girl, then you'll
wear
it."
ed."Oh," said Carrie Frances, disappointDebbie smiled.
"You're right," she said. "It's nothing
that'll overjoy you now. But someday,"
she said, "someday it's going to be the
most special dress of your life."
She took her daughter's hand.
"Do you want to see it," she asked,
When

a Girl Becomes

(Continued from page 34)
put ingon pinkhernylon
most affair
precious
whichnightie
made— ahershocklook
very
grown
up
—
and
very
sexy.up She
wanted
to
wake
up
feeling
grown
and
sexy.
Instead she woke up feeling exactly the
way she had the morning before and the
morning
fore that. before that and the morning be"Must get up," she said to herself.
"Really must get up. There's so much to
But before she could she heard a soft
tapping
do." on the door.
"Comemother
in," she
called.the room, carrying
Her
entered
a breakfast tray.
morning,
girl," she said
as "Good
she kissed
Sandybirthday
on the cheek.
"We're not going to make a habit of this
breakfast
bed,is you
know,AndbutI thought
it's not
every
day ina girl
eighteen.
you'd like to look at your cards while
you're still in bed."
"Oh, thank you, I would," Sandra replied. "But I promise — I'll be up soon."
"Take your time," Mrs. Douvan anThis is your day."
Then sheswered.left"Remember.
the room.
Message from a friend
Sandy sipped her oranffe juice and
opened card after card. It seemed as
though
Some everyone
cards wereremembered.
cute and sentimental,
some
gay
and aacross
few comic.
Then she. . .came
one which she
read over and over again.
For under the printed message was
scrawled
at last? —HowHowdoesdoesit itfeelfeelto tobe bea eighteen
woman?
Why. thought
doesn't
different
at all, Sandra,
really. Iitlook
the feel
same.anyI
feel exactly the same as I did when I was
17 years 366 days old — tossing in an extra
day for leap year.
It's silly for anyone to ask, "How does
it feelwillto bring
be eighteen?"
as though
day
a miraculous
changeonein extra
you.
And
maybelast it's
silly. When
went yet.
to sleep
nightnot I sosecretly
thoughtI
there would be a difference in me this
morning.
kept thumbing
through toherjump
cardsout—
andSheanother
message seemed
from the white parchment paper upon
which it was printed. It was a quote from
Longfellow:
Look not mournfully into the Past.
It comes not back again.
70
Wisely improve the Present,

" — before I put it away, upstairs in the
"Okay," said Carrie Frances.
And .they
stairs.
. . walked, together, towards the
"What a touching story," our secretary,
attic?"
Cookie,
said,a shame,
brushingthatasideif aDebbie
tear. "You
know, it's
ever
gets married again — and let's face it, she
probably will — she won't be able to wear
this"Yes,particular
dress herself."
it's a shame,"
another girl, an artist
said. "Likea second
I mentioned
a girlnever,
who
marries
time before,
can never,
wear white. Its a tradition. A tradition
nobody'd dare break, not even in Hollyknow,"when,saidalmost
Cookie.as if"Butby ain miracle,
a case
like"I this,
this
dress
was
returned
to
her
—
don't
you
wood."there could be some kind of special
think
a Woman
It is thine.
Go Future,
forth to meet the shadowy
Without
heart.fear. . and
. with a womanly
The card was simply signed ... "a
Sandra wondered who could have sent
itto and
why shetherereadwasthenowords
name again
attached
it. Then
and
friend."
began
to understand the significance of
the
day. message — and the significance of the
Look not mournfully into the Past. . . .
Why, she thought, for the past five
years,
everthat.
since Daddy died, I've been
doing just
Her thoughts wandered to her beloved
step-father,
— and
she felt the the
samelatestabEugene
of painDouvan
she always
felt when she thought of him too much.
During the
past few
become
adjusted
to heryearslossshe'd
— but finally
there
were days,
times,
likeknowledge
Christmas that
and Daddy
her birthwhen the
was
irrevocably gone was almost more than
day.
she could bear. Particularly on her birthMemories
of years
days kept coming
back.andShe years
thoughtof birthof the
evenings
when
he'd
come
home
work
with a sly smile on his face and from
a package
behind
his
back
—
and
he'd
pretend
not
remember what day it was — but she knewto
he wouldn't forget.
She'd beanddressed
up in her
prettiest
the
whole
family
wouldparout ty todress some
wonderful
restaurant
thatgo
Daddy
would
pick
for
the
occasion.
And
there would always be a cake and candles
and his wonderful voice would boom out
"Happywonderful
Birthday"nightandof itherwould
most
year. be the
She remembered her thirteenth birthday particularly.
her
first formal
— and herDaddy
first bought
heels. Thehershoes
were white satin, the strapless dress,
white, trimmed with red roses. And as a
special
her to wear
lipstick present
for theDaddy
first allowed
time, because
they
were going out dancing at a very chic and
grown-up
night-club.
She remembered her thirteenth birthparticularly
— not and
only thebecause
the
shoesdayand
the dress
lipstickof and
the fun, but because it was the very last
birthday she shared with Eugene Douvan.
Aheryear
was dead.
and later
her hemother
by theSnatched
cruelty from
of a
fate she couldn't and wouldn't understand.

dispensation made, so that she could wear
"It's not a case of anybody making a
dispensation," said the artist, interrupting.
"It's a case of respecting tradition!"
said strong
the secretary,
"I have
and — a" real
it"Well,"
feeling,
feeling,
Debbieit.a
would want
with all her
heart that
to wear
And in this case I say to heck with traAfter a little more talk, the two girls
turned to us, the editors of Modern Screen.
They asked our opinion.
We told them, in all honesty, that we
dition."
didn't
know — that
we would
present
the question
to our
millionslikeofto readers,
andWell,especially
Debbie's
millions
of
readers, what do you think?fans.end
Debbie
in Paramount's
ure Of HisstarsCompany
and The TheRat PleasRace.
When her fourteenth birthday rolled
around, she refused any kind of celebration. "What is there to celebrate?" she
asked her mother bitterly. "I'm not happy
and
I
can'twouldn't
be happy
Daddy
ever." She
leavewithout
the house
— she—
wouldn't
the beautiful
pink and
white cake touch
her mother
brought home.
Her next three birthdays found her a
little happier. She had gone from being a
successful
to beingalla the
successful
actress. Shemodel
was getting
best parts
and every
material
thing
her
heart
desired. On her sixteenth birthday she got
her
bird. first car — a beautiful white ThunderIf only
me
drive,
she Daddy
thought.were
And here
then toevensee that
day lost much of its glory because he
wasn't there at all. . . .
Look not mournfully into the Past.
It comes not back again.
Room for improvement
Sandra repeated the words to herself.
It's
thought.
backtoo true,
much.sheThere
may I've
neverlooked
be another
man as dear as Daddy, but even if there
is, Imaking
wouldn'tcomparisons.
be able to Ofseecourse
it if II keep
on
miss
him. But I mustn't go on missing him for
the restHeof wouldn't
my life . want
. . It's meimmature
it's
futile.
to be — unthan person
most girls
had suchhappy. I'ma luckier
wonderful
in —mythatlifeI
even Wisely
for a little
while.the Present,
improve
It is thine.
Those words went whirling around in
Sandy's head as she got out of bed.
Sheror overlooked
at herselftable.
in the
her dressing
She large
stuck mirout
her tongue to the image she saw reflected.
Oh, that's a childish thing to do, she
thought.
nevertheless
room for But
improvement.
Have there's
to stickstillto
my diet and watch those hips. No more of
those crash diet affairs or anything as silly
as taking epsom salts to hurry things
along. I'veyeargotold towhen
stopit behaving
like a
fourteen
comes to eating.
I've got to stop raiding the ice box at
three o'clock in the morning, and stuffing
myself with hamburgers and those quarts
of
ice-cream
my unknown
leavesas
at the
house each
week. If suitor
I become
plump
as
a
butterball,
Cary
Grant
will
never ask me out.
I've
got
to
stop
that
too.
Daydreaming
about men like Cary Grant — and getting
crushes on all the older stars. It's absolutely sophomorish . . . It's one thing to
get a crush. . on. andPaulhateNewman
you're
fourteen
Joanne when
Woodward
for
two
weeksto after
they got and
marriedthen switch
Rex Harrison
Rock
Hudson and Jeff Chandler. But to blush a

fire-red
and introduced
hardly be toableMr.to Grant
say hello
when I was
and
then go home and day dream about how
I'd dress and act and talk when he took
me toI get?
La Rue's and Chasen's — how young
can
What Mother said
It's no wonder with thoughts like these
haven't beenrelationship.
able to seriously
ofthata Ipermanent
Mother think
told
me my crushes are harmless — and that
they
only
meant
that
I
wasn't
ready
to
fall
in love and was only playing at it with improbable
and
impossible
suitors.
She's
probably right. But it is time that I begin
to get ready. This means no more Grants or
Harrisons in my thoughts. And it means
I should
actors whosestoponlyconstantly
thoughts dating
are on young
publicity
dates and themselves. Sure, they are safe.
And publicity dates are occasionally necessary. But they will lead absolutely nowhere. I'm atnot eighteen.
worried about
being Ianstart
old
maid — not
But unless
leaving myself open for relationships that
can have substance. I may never find the
right boy. And as much as I tell people
that
hurryfortoit,experience
that II'mhavein nono time
I secretly love,
look
forward
to
the
moment
when
to someone with all my heart. I'm drawn
Sandra
one ofaround
her prettiest new began
dresses.zipping
She looked
her
lovely bedroom and shuddered. Her luscious nightie was crumpled in a ball on
the floor where she had dropped it. One
bedroom slipper was by the window, the
other
half-waycarelessly
under the bed. Her robeor
was tossed
rather
over a dress whichovershea hadchair,
tossed
over a chair. Her beautiful room was a
mess.
This has got to stop, she told herself. 1
must
neater. picking
My mother
isn't my
to go bearound
up after
me. maid
But
when I finish with anything I just leave it
like
a
two
year
old.
I'm
always
in
such
hurry and so anxious to get on to the nexta
thing — even if the next thing is bed.
She started to apply her lipstick, then
stopped and for the first time that she
could remember began putting everything
neatly away. Now if I can only continue
doing this, I will have really accomplished
Where

Did I Fail?

(Continued from page 41)
me a glass of water.' That's what he said
to me."
"And . . ." the friend had asked.
"And," said Lucy, dimpling, "I got up.
How,
— and Igotdon'thimknow.
— and Igotwas himstillthehalf-asleep
glass of
water."
The friend was shocked. Lucy still
remembered how surprised she was at her
friend's outraged reaction.
do you ofmean
to sayjustyouto got
up"Lucille,
in the middle
the night
get
your husband a glass of water? Don't
you
know
you're
spoiling
him?
That's
way to treat a husband! You'd be smartno
if you got him to spoil you."
Lucy couldn't understand that at all.
She'd
friend,every
very woman
simply, ought
"But
I love said
himto her
I think
to spoil her husband. I love to spoil Desi."
She'dlong
believed
that with
all herDesiheart
Not
afterwards,
she and
had
gone on a camping trip. They slept in a
tent. She remembered how frightened she
had been in the dark, how she wanted Desi
to turn on the little flash lamp. He'd grumbled that he couldn't sleep with a light

something.
OPPORTUNITIES
resolved. I will continue doing this, she
There is so much I want to do, she
FORFor rates,
YOU
thought.
beingis afraid
go- write COMBINED CLASSIFIED
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shivered with fear like a small child.
She'd herself
believedintoitthewaskindup oftowoman
a wife herto
change
husband wanted her to be. Lucy had waited Woman Tortured
a long time
be married.
Although streak,
she'd
always
had toa strong,
independent
once she married she leaned to the opposite by Agonizing ITCH
extreme, her friends felt. She felt it was up "I nearly itched to death for 7 yi years. Then I
to her to make her marriage a success.
discovered a new wonder-working creme. Now
I'm happy, " writes M rs. D. Ward of Los A ngeles
The man is the boss
Here's itch,
blessedchafing,
relief rash
from and
tortures of vaginal
itch,
rectal
with a This
new
Looking back at those early years, Lucy amazing
scientific
formula
called eczema
LANACANE.
realized
how
people
must
have
talked
about
j
fast-acting,
stainless
medicated
creme
kills
harmful
them, not able to understand what it was bacteria
germs
while
it
soothes
raw,
irritated
and
that had made her cater so to her husband. inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching and so speeds
healing. Don't suffer ! Get LANACANE at druggists !
To
Lucy,
at
the
time,
it
seemed
the
only
thing to do.
She loved Desi. He was handsome and
dashing, and even his changeable moods
and fiery temper kept her in a state of NEVER FAILconstantteringexcitement.
a big,attitude
blus- ZONE YOUR MAIL
male. He had HethewasCuban
about marriage. The man was the boss. The Post Office has divided 106
Lucy did her best to conform to his tastes. cities into postal delivery zones to
easy. With
movieand work
to Itdo,wasn't
Desi became
a bandlittleleader
was
mailzone number
delivery.when
Be sure
to inconstantly on tour. Lucy would have given speed clude
writing
to
up
her
career
to
be
with
him,
but
—
well,
these
cities;
be
sure
to
include
your
that was a lot of bacon to give up, the zone number in your return address
band business being what it was, and
— after the city, before the state.
some people
great
talent. not quite aware yet of Desi's

He was on tour most of the time, or
playing late dates in town, and she was
into-rise
Hollywood
routine, onandanonlyearly-to-bed,
now and thenearlydid
they
get
together.
Lucy
If your birthday falls in June, your
ately to put down roots, wanted
so they desperbought
big house in the Valley. It had eleven
birthstone is the pearl and your flower arooms,
most of them unoccupied, but to
is the rose. And here are some of the Lucy — weaving
dreams about her marstars who share it with you:
r
i
a
g
e
—
it
was thea symbol
of permanence.
Sometimes
two of them
got a break,
like the time Desi got a night club enright in ofHollywood,
then at thegagementheight
its fame. atDesiCiro's,
was
June l— Pat
Marilyn
still relatively new at band leading. He
BooneMonroe
didn't
have
a
big
following
yet,
but
Lucy
June 3 — Paulette Goddard
was going to prove to the town that her
man was popular. She was working in a
Carol Ohmart
picture and had to be up early, but in
Tony Curtis
spite of that, she was at her ringside table
every night, entertaining a different group
June 4— Rosalind Russell
of
friends, applauding Desi. Night after
John Barrymore, Jr.
night,
she'd sitbutthere,
her body
with fatigue,
a bright
smile sagging
pinned
June 7 — Dolores Gray
on her face so that everyone could see
Dean Martin
how much she enjoyed Desi and his
show.
June 8— Dana Wynter
Her love for him was almost a form of
James Darren
worship.
hadn't realized howso much
she
onShehim
June 9— Robert Cummings
yearsdoted
later.
Thereuntilwasjustthenow—
time, many
years
ago, when a friend came to visit her. Desi
June 10— Luciana Paoluzzi
was
Ciro's.overLucy
June 12— Vic Damone
had astilldayworking
off. Thenights
friendat came
for
William Lundigan
lunch. calledAfterwards,
— andhersheheart
renow how fullLucy
of love
June 14— Dorothy McGuire
had been then — said to the friend brightly,
Gene Barry
"I'd like to show you something." With
the
behind
her, she'd
June 18— Eva Bartok
the friend
darkened
bedroom
wheretiptoed
Desi into
lay
Maggie McNamara
sleeping.
She'd
turned
to
her
friend
and
Richard Boone
whispered proudly: "There. Isn't he
June 19— Pier Angeli
She couldn't understand then just why
beautiful?"
Marisa Pavan
her friend had said to her, "Lucille, honey,
don't show him off that way to others.
Charles Coburn
They'll all think— well, they'll think you
Louis Jourdan
idolize
Lucy him
had toobeenmuch."
annoyed then at what
June 20— Audie Murphy
her
friend
had paid
no more
attention tohadit. said
Now and
it struck
her what
the
June 21— Judy Holliday
friend
meant
—
she
had
been
wearing
her
Maureen Stapleton
love for Desi like a bright, red badge.
She had been building him up too much.
June 25— Charlotte Greenwood
Smart
womenwould
didn't do things like that.
June 26— Eleanor Parker
Smart bands
wives
worship them.try to make their husJune 29 — Robert Evans
The first time he left
June 30 — Susan Hayward
The thing of it was that it was easier
to be that way than to buck Desi. There
was the day a married friend came to their
house in tears, to talk over her own
marriage problem. Desi had taken the
man'swere
side,arguing
Lucy the
wife'sthemside.andSoon,
they
between
the
argument was worse, much worse, than
their
friend's
had
been!
Lucy
wanted
Desi
to tell her she was right. But he was
adamant. That night, the quarrel had
reached such a white heat that he packed
up
house.his clothes and moved out of the
She remembered how it had affected
her. She hadn't been able to sleep that
night. She'd become sick about the whole
thing.
If he'd
back.she. . decided
.
He did,
the only
next come
day. And
it was much easier to give in to him
than ful
to quarrels
have those
whichquarrels—
might those
end dreadagain
with his packing his bags and walking out,
leaving her in tears, her heart in pieces. . . .
But she still had moments of being
the spirited redhead she used to be, and
the quarrels had become more frequent.
It had ended in her impulsively filing for
divorce. But even filing those papers
hadn't
For they
Richard Todd
Gower Champion
were sofinished
in love the
that marriage.
they had fallen
into
June 22
72 June 11
each other's arms again and made up.
JUNE
BIRTHDAYS

They
didn't evenpapers
have had
to remarry,
the divorce
never because
become
final. But so anxious was Lucy that this
become a strong, strong marriage, with
a freshotherstart,
she insisted upon anmarriagethatceremony.
It was almost with a kind of desperation
that Lucy
had marriages
said to a friend
then, "Sometimes second
are happier
than
first ones because people who've made a
mistake
the lessons Instead
they've oflearned
to their apply
new marriage.
Desi
using his knowledge on a new wife, and
me on a new husband, we just treated
each
like new
All other
this now
came mates."
back to her. She
looked at the empty closet and went to it
and slowly closed the door.
If only I could shut out all thoughts
of the she
pastthought.
with the shutting of the closet
door,
But
there
was no way to shut the door
on her thoughts.
We were so happy for the next few
years,
Duringshe therecalled.
next few years friends often
had occasion to tell her what they'd said
early in the marriage: "Lucy, you're
The whole
household had to revolve
spoiling
Desi terribly."
around Desi. Lucy could still remember
the first Christmas they celebrated, when
Desi informed her that he considered a
Christmas incomplete without a suckling
pig"Ugh
on the festive
table.
watchall
the poor— how
littlecanpigweon sita there
turningand spit
day?"
Lucy
asked
in
horror.
had"You're
laughed.just being sentimental," Desi
And so eager was Lucy to please that
she sat in the patio, watching the suckit over,
that Desi
wouldling pig,feeleventhatturning
Christmas
was soeverything
he wanted it to be.
Yes, small
thoughtways
Lucyto sadly.
tried happy.
in so
many
make J you
Desi. Where did I fail?
The way Desi wanted
She remembered their first argument
over a vacation. "A vacation in the snow,"
Lucy had said, her eyes dancing. "Let's
go Desi,
to Sunremembering
Valley." his happy years in
Cuba,
shivered.
"Snow?"
he said. "How can you want
such a vacation? No, vacations should be
And so the vacation and most vacations
after
were in the sun — the way Desi
inwanted
thethat
sun."
them.
There was one dream they both shared.
Lucy's
lips curled
sad dream
smile as they
she
remembered
the into
one a big
had realized. Sure, it had been wonderful
that they
been
to Imake
a success of thehad
TV able
show,
Love
in which
shebigstarred.
It had
beenLucy.
fun
making producers who said that it was all
wrong
to
co-star
Desi
in
the
series,
that
she should have an American actor play
her
husband,
eat crow.to She'd
that TVinDesithe
beshows,
permitted
co-starinsisted
withof
her
over the objections
practically everyone in TV, and she'd
been
right. They'd bebeengiven
a hit,equal
and credit
she"d
insisted
with herthatin Desi
that success. But
the big
dream had been of something bigger, more
important
the success
of their
early
I Love Lucythanshows.
Even more
important
than the development of the television
kingdom Desi had begun to build.
From the time they were first married
Lucy wanted a baby more than anything
else in the world.
She smiled faintly now, remembering the
three scrapbooks. Other actresses keep
scrapbooks about their screen and TV
triumphs — but Lucille's three scrapbooks

were different. They were started in the
first year of her marriage. Three scrapbooks
of photos
babies whichsource.
she'd
cut outfullfrom
everyof imaginable
And under each picture of a baby there
was a caption Lucy had written herself
in her own meticulous handwriting, as
though
wordsbabies
werethemselves.
from the
mouths the
of thewritten
adorable
'"Hi. there, isn't it about time I showed
up?" And farther on. "Hey. kids, what's
the delay?"
"Say. what's
holding
up?"
Month
after— month
Lucy cut
out me
fat little
babies, and tried to hide her own deep
disappointment with the funny sayings.
The big
hadn'tbycome
to fruition
easily.
The dream
years
went
andto there
only
pictures
in
a
scrapbook
revealwrere
the
dream.
And
then
one
Sunday
night,
after
they'd
been ingmarried
were appeartogether attentheyears,
RoxytheyTheater
in New
York. Between shows they were relaxing
backstage, listening to the radio. Lucy
making
down. some embroidery bits. Desi lying
All ofcamea sudden
the voice
of Walter
chell
over the
air: Flash
. . . WinDesi
and Lucy are going to have a baby.
''What?" they'd both screamed. "How
does he know?" Theyto themselves
didn't
know.
the tolabcome
on Friday
for testsLucyand hadhad been
been told
in on
Monday for her report.
They rushed to a phone to find out from
Winchell himself what was up. He had
actually
the report from some info rm ant atgotten
the lab.
They'dandspent
the with
next hour
holdingsmiled
each
other
crying
joy. Lucy
softly at the recollection. All through her
pregnancy
had before,
treated "asher iflike
she'da
never been Desi
treated
I were
papier
maehe
doll."
But
that
did
not
last
very long. Tragedy struck: the pregnancy
ended
one. . .in. miscarriage ... as did the next
Desi was wonderful then
Lucy brought herself back to the present
again with a sigh of relief. She thought of
the
two while
childrenago who'd
to sleep down
only
a little
in theirgonebedrooms
the hall. A wistful smile played on her
hps as she remembered the birth of her
first baby.
"Desi was so wonderful to me." she recalled, "when Iaswas
carrying
Lucie." toIt
almost seemed
though
Desi wanted
make up to her for having lost the other
babies and finally having borne one, that
he began to treat Lucy like a baby. It was
a new experience, having Desi wait on
her, when
bring her
bed anda chair
scold
her
she breakfast
wanted toin move
from one spot to another.
Their for.littleLucille
girl was
everything
hoped
thought
she andthey'd
Desi
had surely found Paradise together.
But right after little Lucie was born,
Paradise ceased to be perfect. When Lucille told herself everything was wonderful
she may have been kidding herself. Desi
began to go off on fishing trips by himself. When they'd go to Las Vegas for fun.
"Lucy used to hate it when Desi would
Please God, Don't Let
(Co7iti?u'.ed from page 32)
her hands up to her eyes, and held them
there, hard — "don't let him see me cry . . .
Don't let. . me
... I mustn't. I
mustn't.
." crya little
In theover
hospital
walked
to his bed. while later, she

spend hours at the gaming tables. She
never could understand why he found the
dice and roulette tables so fascinating. "It
must be his Cuban blood," she would tell
herself,
When but
she that
learneddidn't
thathelp.
another baby was
on its way she hoped it would be a boy.
It would make Desi so proud to have a son
carry on his name. Maybe that was what
he needed . . . Like everything attached
to her marriage, Lucy embarked on even
this project with a great deal of intensity.
She her
carried
baby it picture
with
in theDesi's
hope that
would bearound
a son
who looked just like him. Her doetor
laughed at her when she told him. But
somehow when her boy was born, he did
look
exactly
like Desi.
Desiderio
Alberto
Arnaz. They
IV. named him
She otherstood
up
and
walked
to an-of
corner of the room whereovera photo
big Desi and little Desi stood on a tall
chest of drawers. She picked up the picture,
looking at them both, comparing them
proudly as she had done so many times in
the past. The little boy was almost a replica of his father —face
the samerichly
large, curved
black
eyes,
mouth. theHe round
even seemed andto have
inherited
Desi's
music. Sono far.
the littleloveboyof showed
signsfortunately,
of having
inherited
Desi's
quick.
Cuban
She had always said that shetemper.
hoped the
children
have their
mentality whenwould
they thought
grew
up, andfather's
her moderaThe
now intion. .. a. house
withoutof a their
fathergrowing
was moreup
than she could bear, and she groped
blindlychief . .in. and
the there
top drawer
a handkerwas theforring.
Her wedding ring. Not the one she wore,
even now. But the one she wore the day
they got married.
They denly,
hadjust decided
get married
like that.to They
went tosud-a
preacher's in Greenwich. Connecticut, and
Desi
that store
he hadand nobought
ring. me"So onehe
ran torealized
some dime
for exactly
that
—
ten
cents,"
Lucyin whispered, remembering, and smiling
spite
of her heavy heart. "And I wore it for all
those
years
.
.
.
till
it
wasn't
even
round
enough anymore for me to keep on my
finger
turned without
black. Andcutting
I had into
to takeit. itThen
off andit
keep it in this little drawer, where I could
come
look when
at it they
once inwerea while.
. . ."
Backandthen,
first married, people would say, "The marriage
won'ting last
months."
enjoyed years.
foolthem — sixfooled
them Lucy
for nineteen
"How I wish," she thought ruefully, "we
could
fooled was
themfooled.
forever."
But have
she herself
She and Desi
had conquered
many problems.
proved
so manyso people
wrong so They'd
many
times.
Perhaps
she
wasshetoothought
self-confident.
Incouldthe come
last few
years
nothing
between them.
But after the early years had come the
worst years of their lives. Not economically but emotionally. Something began to
so very wrong at a time when everyone
believed their life together was running
smoothly. In the beginning Lucy had always been afraid that people would give

her too much credit for the success of the
Iquick
Loveto Lucy
point shows.
out thatShe'd
the always
series wasbeena
success only because Desi had made it a
success. Without his genius as a producer
where would they both have been, she'd
ask.When people tried to tell Lucy that
she'd
behind
wheel,
the starbeenof the
the shoulder
family from
the the
beginning,
she'd burst
into
anger;
"Why.
that's
sense. Desi has always been a big shotnon-in
show business. People just didn't realize
Some of her friends had been aghast
it,
whenthat'ssheall."insisted that Desi become the
head of their newly-formed Desilu Productions. She'd become very angry at a
friend
out. "You're
the
one whowhomadehad thepointed
Lucy show
so big — not
he.
Why
make
him
the
big
one?
You'll
be
sorry."
Lucy Had
hadn'tthatspoken
that friend
ever all?
since.
friendto been
right,
after
There was a sign on his door. President.
and everyone on the huge studio lot they
had bought bowed and scraped to Desi. as
Lucy
had hoped
they'dto doothersomewomen
day. She'd
seen what
happened
stars
who shone more brightly than their husb
a
n
d
s
—
seen
their
marriages
fail.
But
that,
she vowed, would never happen to them.
She family.
was all for Desi being the big one in
the
Desi was a colossus in the business
world as well as in show business, as head
of one of the most powerful empires in
TV. As volvedproducer
host, heproductions
was inin many bigand
television
without her. He was busy — busy — busy —
seldom
homePeople
now. She
couldn'toversee him.
him
as
often.
swarmed
fawned over him. There was a new swagher. ger. . about
. him. He didn't seem to need
A kingdom without a king
When people, because of the power Desi
wielded now. bowed and worshipped him.
he might not need a worshipping wife
quite so badly. If the whole world bows
down before a man and calls him emperor,
the time
come when he really believes he ismayan emperor.
Had Desi reached that point?
She tried to shut the hateful thought out
of her mind.
"But what is the good of a great kingthe more
king hasn't
to playor
very dom
muchwhen any
with histimechildren
giveShe histwisted
wife any
real oncompanionship?"
the ring
her finger.
"I've tried so hard. Where did I fail?
OhSheGod,heard
did Ia love
him toothemuch?"
call down
hall. Lucie
was nine
but, with
like amost
children,
would
awaken
start active
now and
then.
Lucy had tried to keep the atmosphere
at homechildren.
the same,Theybut sensed
you can't
hide much
from
something.
Lucie called out again. Lucille got up
and hurried down the hall. She felt strong
again. She was needed.
"All riffht. darling." she said, rushing in
and holding
close. "Don't worry.
Mother's
here. Lucie
. . ."
END

through her body, and something seemed
to snap inside her, and a voice in her mind
cried out: No, this can't be! . . . then:
No,Sheit'sturned
not! quickly and walked over to
a She
doctorsmiled
who stood
nearby.
strangely.
His
face
was
completely
covered
with
bandages.
"But
that's
not
him,"
she said. "The
"Lee," she could hear a voice moan from voice is different. You must have made a
mistake
.
.
.
That's
not
my
husband."
under
the
bandages.
"Lee
—
"
As she looked at the figure on the bed,
"There's no mistake," said
the doctor.
as she heard the voice, a heavy shiver ran He reached for a sheet of paper. "Accord-

Him See Me Cry . . .

ing to cards in the wallet police found on
him, he's New
William
director.
YorkColleran.
address:TV167producer,
East 61
Street. California address — "
"I don't care,
he's not
Lee
interrupted,
looking
backmyat husband,"
the bed, staring. "... The voice was different."
"Of course, it sounds different," the doctor said. "He's practically unconscious . . .
Don't
you realize
Lee didn't
answer. what's happened?"
"I told you on the phone," said the doctor. "Don't you remember?"
Still, Lee didn't answer.
"He'd been to a party," the doctor said,
then. a"Hehill,wassteep,in very
his car,
down
steep.alone,
It wascoming
dark.
Itat was
late.
He
must
have
fallen
the wheel. The car hit a tree. asleep
"When the police got to him, they
thought he was dead at first," the doctor
went
on. "I got was
to him
The heartbeat
weak,a little
but Iwhile
couldlater.
see
he was still alive. I gave him some serum.
Then we rushed him here. We've exhim. He's
suffering
from multiple
fractures,aminedand
a severe
concussion
of the
brain.
operate.
up
till We've
now, togotgiveto him
some We've
blood. held
But
very soon, if we're to save him — "
"That'sdoctor
not touched
my husband,"
The
her arm.Lee said.
"You may not want him to be, but he
is,"Leehe pushed
said. him away. She stood rigid
now.
"He's
she strangely,
shouted. "He's
Again shenot,"
smiled
as ifnot!"
she
had won a victory of some kind.
"Look," the doctor said, "I know how
you feel. But I think you'd feel a lot better if yousaidadmitted
"No,"
Lee. you understood — "
"Admitted you understood," the doctor
said,
that'sis what
really " —feelandlikeevendoingcried,. . .ifThat
what you
you
feel
like
doing
right
now,
isn't
...
This is a shock, a terrible shock. it?I know
. . . Now, come on, cry a little and — "
"No," said Lee. "I never cry. I mustn't
cry . . . And besides, there's no need for
me"Lee,"
to cry." heard the voice moan once
more, fromshe under
the bandages.
"No," she said.
"Leeeeeee" — it came again.
"Bill?" she whispered.
"Bill?"
And then, as everything in the room
came racing towards her, she fell, fainting, to the floor. . . .
"Get her to talk"
She felt the blanket around her. She
realized
was lyingelseon ina couch
. . . that
there wasshesomeone
the room.
She opened her eyes and, turning her
head only slightly, she saw the nurse, a
big
big-boned,
the
steel woman,
rim of her
spectaclesmiddle-aged,
shining under
the
shining
white
starchiness
of
her
cap,
seated beside her.
"Well," she heard the nurse say, softly,
"time you came around . . . How do you
feel, dear? Do you feel all right?"
Lee nodded
slightly. "Where's my husband?" she asked.
"Upstairs ... in the operating room,"
said the
nurse.ago."The
operation
about
an hour
It should
only bebegan
another
hour
more,
maybe
a
little
less."she'd
The
nurse
remembered
the
chat
had in the hallway, with the doctor, a little while earlier. "I'm worried about her,''
he'd
talk, ofif you
Get
her tosaid.talk"Getand herget tosome
this can.
hysteria
out of her system."
"Would
asked
now. you like to talk?" the nurse
Lee sighed and lay her head back a little and looked up at the ceiling overhead,
as if she were trying to look through it,

to a room above where Bill lay now.
"Yes," she said, "yes, I'd like to talk, a
"Tell me," said the nurse, pulling up
her
yournewspapers.
baby. I've
little."chair
read
a littlea little,
about "about
you in the
I remember reading when you had a baby
last"Kate,"
year . Lee
. . What's
her name?"
said. "She
was christened
Kathleen.
But
we
call
her theKate."
"I"Shebet is,"
she'sLeea doll,"
said
nurse.
said.
"Does
she
look
like
you?"
Lee shook her head.
"Like her daddy?" asked the nurse.
Lee closed her eyes. "More like her
daddy,
face and
is round
like his.yes,"
And sheshesaid.
has "Her
his eyes
lips.
And she's gentle the way he is . . . gentle
and"Where
lovable,is she
just now?"
like heasked
is." the nurse.
Tennessee,"
said.I "Iamwasmaking
makinga
a "In
picture
there. ILeemean,
picture there,
guesswas...with
In Cleveland,
Tennessee
. . .I Kate
me and a
girl I hired. I left her with the girl when
IHowgot Leethe became
phone call
—"
an actress
Her voice began to trail off.
"Get her to talk — " the nurse rememthe doctor's
"Tellbered me,"
the words.
nurse said, suddenly,
changing
the
subject,
"a person
like me
who watches TV and goes
to movies,
we
never get to meet actresses, like you. And
we wonder so many things. Like how do
theyLee become
shrugged.actresses?"
"How did you become an actress, Mrs.
Colleran?" asked the nurse. "Come on.
Don't be modest. Tell me all the interesting facts now."
"There's
nothing very interesting about
my
story.'"
saidlittleLee,girl,opening
her I eyes.
"When
I
was
in Boston,
used
to watch my agreat-grandmother.
I guess
she's the one who started me off, in a
"Was she an actress?" asked the nurse.
"No," saidminister
Lee. "She. . was
Methodist
. Anda minister,
from mya
earliest years I can remember watching
herway."
in church every Sunday, talking to the
congregation. I used to think it was the
most thrilling thing imaginable, somebody
standing and talking to people and holding
them spellbound, moving them ... I made
my someday,
mind that bethata was
I wanted
toup do
lady what
minister
and
talk"Now
to people.
I think. . ."that's real interesting."
said the nurse. "Go on ... Go on, and tell
said nothing.
meLeemore."
said the nurse. "Get her to
talk"Go— " on,"
she remembered.
"Well,"
Lee
said, " —youI learned
time
that to be a minister
needed into have
a calling
—
some
kind
of
divine
calling,
ther from within yourself, or from God.ei-I
never
had tothe talk
calling. But still,"
she said.to
"I wanted
to groups,
congregations
of oneto people,
sort or another.
And
one day, I remember, my mother took me
into town to see a play. And I realized
then, sitting in the audience, watching the
actors on the stage talking out to me and
all the other people, that this was like a
church, in a way, and that being an actor
was like being a minister, in a way — at
least,
a way smiled.
important to me —began
"
The inacting
nurse
study
hard and"Soyouryoumother
andto
father
sacrificed
every
penny
they
had,"
said the nurse, "and then one day you
were discovered, sitting in a restaurant —
and"Partly,"
boom, you
were "Ia star.
Right?" acting
very
hard Lee
as asaid.
child. didn't
And study
if I had, it
wouldn't have been a sacrifice to my par-

ents. They were not poor. In fact, they
were wealthy — " She paused for a moment. "But yes, you're right," she said
then,
discovered,
in atherestaurant."
"How"I was
do you
like that?"
nurse said,
pleaseddiscoveries
with herself. "Well!"
Two
"It was a restaurant in New York," Lee
said. "I and
was weliving
York onewithnight.
my
mother
wentin toNewdinner
And just as we were about to leave this
man came
ducer, thatover.
he hadHe a said
playhethatwashada projust
started rehearsals, that he had one part
open— for a girl who looked like me, and
that he'd like it if I came to the theater
and"Just
triedlike
out. you
I did.readAnd about,"
I got thesaidpart.'"
the
nurse.
"Yes," Lee said, " — except the play
"Easy come, easy go, eh?" said the
nurse, laughing a little. "Then what hapflopped."
Mrs. Colleran?"
"I didpened,some
television work," said Lee.
"Then
"WhichI didwasa picture,
that?" my first picture.'*
"It was called A Face in the Crowd."
Lee said.
"I had awhosmallmarries
part. IAndv
playedGrifthe
drum
majorette,
"Ohhhh." said the nurse. "Now was that
"Yes," Lee said. She smiled a little.
She seemed to be remembering something. The nurse, glad to see the smile,
wanting to see it stay for a little while, at
least, leaned forward and asked, "And
what
did what
I say hethatsaid,"
was sosaidfunny?"
fith—"
"Just
Lee, " — the
veryLee
first
time
I
met
' Yourhesitated.
husband, I'llhim."
bet," said the nurse.
?" about it," said the nurse, "if
"Tellyoume
I'm not being too nosy . . . That first time
"It was at a party," Lee said, after a moIt was There
a few weeks
afterofthepeople
picturement. "opened.
were lots
you met."
there
—
some
of
the
biggest
names
in
the
business. And I was a nothing. But when
I'd be introduced to them, always as the
girl
Face you
in thewereCrowd,
they'd just
say.
'Oh inof Acourse,
wonderful,
wonderful.' At first, it made me feel good,
very good.
while,of them,
I noticed that allButof then,
them, after
everya one
said it exactly the same way ... I began
to
that halfor ofme them
hadn'tI began
even
seenthink
the picture,
. . . And
then," said the nurse, "Prince
to "And
feel sad."
Charming
came along — and he had seen
"Yes,"
said
person who A introthe picture."
duced us, me Lee.
and "The
Bill, mentioned
Face
in the Crowd. Bill looked puzzled. I told
him
I'd
played
the
drum
majorette.
'Ohhhh,'
just
the
way heyousaid,said'nowit. was
And thatthenyou?'he — said.
You were pretty good, Miss Remick. You
aren't
goingyouto did.
win any
for what
But Academy
you were Awards
pretty
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"What did you mean?" asked the nurse.
good.'
. . . And
know what I did?"
"What?"
askeddo theyou nurse.
Lee wouldn't
sighed. "It's
long story,"Really,
she said.
"You
be ainterested.
you
"I
felt
so
good,
hearing
this,"
said
Lee,
"that I began to laugh. I took his hand and
I told him about how I'd been feeling up she"I started
see," said
to say.the nurse. "I'm sorry — "
to that point. I'd been on a high and lonely wouldn't."
cloud,
I
told
him,
and
he'd
come
along
and
When,
suddenly,
Lee said, "My aunt —
brought
wherestillI it was she who told me
that nurse.
I mustn't cry."
wanted tomebe right
... Iback
told down
him allto this,
"Your aunt?" asked the
holding his hand, as if we were old friends.
Lee
didn't
answer,
just
sat
And while I was holding his hand, there,
aunt?" the nurse askedthere,
again.still.
that first time, I fell in love with him . . . "Your
"A
long
time
ago,"
Lee
said,
finally.
"When I was five. I was only five,
you
Does that sound silly?" she asked.
"No," the nurse said.
see,"mother
she said,and"and
one were
day Igoing
heard tothatbe
my
father
"We were married a few months later," divorced. Neither of them had wanted to
Lee
went on. We"We stayed
went tothere
Veniceforonthree
our
me about it. And so they asked her to
honeymoon.
months. We said
to heck with
everything, tell
aunt.been
. . ."a very hard moment
our jobs— everything. We were there and tell"Itme,mustmy have
we were happy and we stayed. We lived for you," the nurse
said, as Lee sighed
in a pensione, one of those small hotels. again, deeply.
And it was only the beginning, really.
"I cried when she told me," Lee said. "I
Because after that we grew more and cried
. . . IIt'sremember
been a longthe time
that
day. But
tearssince
running
more in love — something I didn't imagine from
my
eyes
—
I
remember
that.
They
possible;
—
and
we
were
happier
still
—
"
She stopped.
my cheeks and some of them ran
ran
And she looked up again, towards the down
into my mouth and I remember they
ceiling, thinking of the room upstairs, the burned the insides of my mouth and they
big white room with all the doctors, where began to choke me.
her husband lay, fighting for his life.
remember
coughback,at
For a few minutes, neither she nor the one"And
pointI and
my auntstarting
slappingto my
nurse said anything.
hard.
And then, softly, the nurse spoke up.
"And saying, 'Now you stop that, do
"Mrs. Colleran . . . may I ask you some- you hear? Crying is for fools, for silly
people
who don't have fiber, strength,
thing personal?" she asked.
"Yes," said Lee, vaguely. "Yes, of course, character, breeding. Crying is for weak
if you want."
people.
Weak
people. herNot slapping
people like
"And I remember
my us!'
back
"I was in the room before," the nurse
said, "your husband's room, when you harder and harder as she said that. And
were
—
"
She
paused.
"When
the
doctor
her
saying,
over
and
over,
'Now
stop.
You
told you to cry . . . said it would help look ridiculous. You should be ashamed
make you feel better. When you told him
finally, I did stop.
yourself!'
that you wouldn't, you couldn't, that you of "Until,
"And, from that day to this, I've never
never did, that you mustn't."
"That's right," said Lee.
cried. . . ."
_____

|
J
I

"Because," asked the nurse, "you didn't
want
to appear
"I don't
know weak?"
any more," said Lee, "not
"Don't you know," said the nurse, her
voice
calm,cry very
"that it'soften
a natural
exactly."
thing
. .. . ..calm,
that
great
relief into tears
that there
babies,islittle
babies,
are born crying; their very first sound . . .
that Jesus wept . . . that everyone must
"I can't,"
said Lee. "I'm different maybe,
weep
sometimes?"
but
can't . . . else
And ...now,Or ifelseyou'd
aboutI something
not talk
talk
"All
right,"
said
the
nurse.
"I'm
sorry."
silence— " that followed was intense.
forThea while
Until finally, some ten minutes later, it
was interrupted by the phone.
The nurse got up and answered the call.
Then she said to Lee, "It was the doctor,
calling
from But
the heoperating
down soon.
wanted room.
you toHe'llknowbe
now that the operation is over, that it
was a success, that your husband is going
to"Hebe is,"
all right."
She got said
up Lee,
fromnottheasking.
couch,"Thank
dazedly.God."
At
one
she arm.
seemed to falter, and
the"I'mnurseall point,
took
her
right," Lee said.
"Is there anything I can get for you?
"No," Lee muttered.
DoShefor looked
you?" down for a moment; then
back up at the nurse.
And
then,
she threw
around her andsuddenly,
she buried
her headher inarms
the
big"No,"
" —woman's
He'ssaidnottheshoulder.
going
nurse.to die," Lee said.
"He's not going to die."
And beginning
then she smiled
felt the girl's
tears
to wet ashershesleeve.
end
Lee stars next in 20th-Fox's Wild Rivek.
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ballot in—N.because
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N. Y. helping us pick the stories you'll really love. MAIL TO: MODERN SCREEN POLL, BOX 2291,
Please circle the box to the left of the one phrase which best answers each question:
1. I LIKE SAL MINEO:
UJ am not very familiar with him
□ more than almost any star UJ a lot
I LIKE TOMMY SANDS:
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
I READ: UJ all of his story UJ part UJ none
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
UJ am not very familiar with him
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
I READ: UJ all of their story UJ part UJ none
UJ not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
2. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
UJ not at all
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
4.
I LIKE NATALIE WOOD:
UJ am not very familiar with her
I READ: (JJ all of her story UJ part UJ none
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ am not very familiar with her
UJ not at all
I LIKE ROBERT WAGNER:
3. I LIKE FRANK SINATRA:
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him

I READ: UJ all of their story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all
5. I LIKE LEE REMICK:
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with her
I READ: UJ all of her story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
UJ completely 'UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all
6. I LIKE SANDRA DEE:
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
0 fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ1 READ:
am notUJ very
all offamiliar
her storywithUJherpart UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all

new movies
(Continued from page 6)
father deserted him and whose devoted mother, it develops, entertains men while War's in the studynagging
hall (b)
Tuesday
Weld,
whose renbedridden,
mother
has already
led her to seek more than solace in the arms
of (c) Michael Callan, a motherless boy
cynically taking lessons in crime from a
local butcher, who does his real work at
night. These teen-agers can grow up to be
social outcasts — or butterflies, depending on
Dick
help.(James
There'sDarren,
really innothing
about Clark's
this movie.
a guest dull
appearance at a high school dance, sings the title
song.) — Columbia.
Burt Lancaster
THE UNFORGIVEN
Audrey
Hepburn
Audie
race hatred in Texas
LillianMurphy
Gish
Doug McClure
■hasLifea desolate
in the Texas
the 1860's)the
beautyPanhandle
about it,(ofalthough
presence of Audrey Hepburn enlivens the
area and overcomes its sense of isolation. She
is part of the Zachary family. Mom (Lillian
Gish) raised her from infancy as her own,
and the brothers, Burt Lancaster, Audie
Murphy, Doug McClure, adore her. All would
be well if it were not for the sudden, eerie
presence of a crazy old man (Joseph Wiseman)
who looms like a threat of disaster: He has
spread the news that Audrey is really an Indian
who was kidnapped from the Kiowas by the
now dead father of the Zacharys. Not only is
the news shocking (and vehemently denied by
Lillian Gish) but it turns all the neighbors, including the stricken Bickford family, against
Audrey. Love scenes, battle scenes, bronco7. 1 LIKE LIZ TAYLOR:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of their story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
8. I LIKE LUCILLE BALL:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little QD not at all
ED am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story ED part ED none
14. The stars I most want to read about are:
MALE
(1)
.
(2) MALE
<35 MALE
AGE. . . . NAME
ADDRESS
I CIITY
76 I.

busting scenes, scenes of idyllic days fill the
screen with charm and passion, and with fine
entertainment. — Cinemascope, U.A.
CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS Sylvia
J-iin Palmer
Svnis
children of war
^o^ai^s
Michael Goodliffe
» Many Italian soldiers had little enthusiasm
for World
they movie,
didn't
enjoy
being War
jailersII.of Certainly
children. This
based on fact, is set in 1943. On a hill in
northern Italy stands a beautiful convent
in charge of Mother Superior Lilli Palmer.
Below it is a 'transit' camp ma;n!y occupied by Jewish children. The children have
dug a tunnel. As many nights as possible,
groups of them — starved, frightened, orphaned— crawl through it. They are met at the
far end by nuns and shipped by truck (whose
driver is Sister Meg Jenkins) to Partisans
and safety. The camp ccmmander (Ronald
Lewis) looks the other way. Then the Germans take over and in the very next rescue
mission a nun is killed. Nazi Colonel Albert
Lieven promises the same fate to anyone else
who disrupts the camp. Finally he invades the
convent, surprises a group of children at
religious service (Hebrew), swoops down on
the nuns at their devotions and decides that he
is going to place Sister Lilli before a firing squad.
The children, of course, can break your heart —
and
Sister Lilli's nobility is inspiring. —
Paramount.
THE SWORD AND THE DRAGON
Boris Abrikosov
Andreyev
Andrei
NinaAlexeiMedvedeva
Russian spectacle
Shvorin
Sovol Martinson
■ Here is a spectacle whose costumes, scenery
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Ed super-completely
Ed completely QD fairly well Ed very little
fl] not at all
9. I LIKE RICHARD EGAN:
Ed more than almost any star ED a lot
Ed fairly well Ed very little ED not at all
Ed am not very familiar with him
I READ: Ed all of his story Ed part Ed none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Ed super-completely
Ed completely Ed fairly well Ed very little
Ed not at all
10. I LIKE CARY GRANT:
Ed more than almost any star ED a lot
Ed fairly well Ed very little 0 not at all
Ed am not very familiar with him
I READ: [T] all of his story Ed part GD none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Ed super-completely
(1) .
(2) .
(3) .

and action will dazzle you, partly because it
was made in a foreign country (Russia) but
mainly because the Russians have let themselves go. In telling this famous folk legend
they bring monsters to life, casually mix
magic with reality, shamelessly (when they
think it's called for) flood the screen with a
presentation
you
would expect ofto 'nature's
find in anwonders'
animated that
cartoon.
The total effect is deeply satisfying. The story
is about Uya Muromets, for centuries a
Russian folk hero. The impossibly heroic Dya
(a handsome, bearded giant, usually glittering
in mesh armor), a cast of one hundred thousand
and an old-fashioned rendering of blood and
gore will hold you enthralled. — Yitalite.
THE TRIAL OF
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE Constance
Jeffrey Hunter
" Woody Towers
Strode
court martial of a Negro Juano
„ Billie
Burke
Hernandez
■ Under the direction of John Ford, a not
very original
takesArizona
on stature
and dignity. The sceneplotis the
Territory,
the
court martial is of a Negro sergeant (Woody
Strode) who is accused of the brutal murders
oflife aandyoung
all her
of herwhite
father,girla he's
Majorknown
in command
of the Post. If possible. Strode has made
things even worse for himself by deserting
the post after the killings. Overtaken byLieutenant
Jeffreyclaims
Hunter,
who later
defends him, Strode
he deserted
because
he
knew
that
no
one
would
believe
a
Negro's
story. The most moving portions of the film
are due to the face and carriage of Woody
Strcde,
and hisWarner
great presence
Technicolor,
Bros. and reserve. —
LH completely ED fairly well Ed very little
T] not at all
11. ! LIKE LANA TURNER:
Ed more than almost any star Ed a lot
Ed fairly well Ed very little ED not at all
EdI READ:
am notEd all
veryof familiar
her storywithEd her
part Ed none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
Ed completely ED fairly well Ed very little
Ed not at all
12. I READ: 0 all of THEY DO IT TO MUSIC
INTEREST: 0 completely 0 fair0IT HELD
part MY0 none
ly well 0 very little 0 not at all
13. How many phonographs do you have in
your home? (if none write "0")
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makes blonde hair blonder, adds shimmering lovelights to brunettes
blends in greying strands, guarantees younger-looking hair!
A shampoo diat makes yellow streaks disappear from grey hair;
replaces fading red hair with cascades of brilliance. And hair
always looks natural, never artificial.
WASH 'N TINT does all this— and more! The protein in it adds
bodv, lustre, makes hair more manageable.
WASH 'N TINT— greatest, safest, easiest, cleanest
way
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LUSTRE-CREME'

IS HERE!

shampoo...

plain water...and

lively, natural

looking

have

curls!

co-starring in
The Alfred Hitchcock Production
"PSYCHO"
A Paramount Release

VERA MILES, one of Hollywood's loveliest new stars, always makes sure her hair is shampooed with Lustre-Creme. It leaves her
blonde hair shining with highlights, every wave soft and smooth. Why don't YOU try Lustre-Creme, too?
LuSTre-Creme —
FOR CURLS THAT COME EASY— HERE'S ALL YOU DO:
never dries —
Set — with Just plain water!
Shampoo with new Liquid Lustre-Creme.
now
ift liquid,—
if beau+ifies
Special cleansing action right in the rich, An exclusive new formula — unlike any
shampoo — leaves hair so manageable
fast-rising lather gets hair clean as you've other
anv hair-style is easier to set with just plain
ever had it yet leaves it blissfully managelotion or creaivi'.
able. Contains Lanolin, akin to the natural water. Curls are left solt and silky — spring
oils of the hair; keeps hair soft, easy to set right back after combing. Waves behave,
flick smoothly into place.
without special rinses.
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How does such a thing happen, and
why? Where does it take place, and
when? What does it lead to. and to
whom? From the outspoken bestseller on marital infidelity!
COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
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WALTER MATTHAU
CinemaScope • EASTMAN COLOR
VIRGINIA BRUCE-KENT SMITH-HELEN GALLAGHER a bryna-quine Production
Screenplay by EVAN HUNTER, based on his own novel ■ Produced and Directed by RICHARD QUINE
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scents, smooths, clings
more lovingly, more lastingly
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Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen.
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
talk to one another again. Tony
9LaineThere's
aherreport
thatWarren
ShirleyBeatty
Mac- will speaks
and
brother
to Lemmon but was sour
refuse
to talk
about one
another for still
over his own lack of nomination.
publication. Is this because Shirley is
opposed to having Joan Collins as a 9 What are the chances of Bobby
sister-in-law?
Darin marrvinc Jo-Ann Campbell?
— E.S., Evanston, III.
— R.D., Bangor, Me.
A No. It's because Warren is opposed to A Excellent — // the romance can surmaking it as a star on his sister's fame. new public
vive the longappearance
separationtour.of Bobby's
9 HowI docome
after
allJayne
her publicity
—
and
mean
all
—
Mansfield
faded so much from the Hollywood for
9 I more
have been 20a fanyearsof and
Lana can't
Turner's
ever
remember than
her going on personal
apscene?tionDidMarilyntheMonroe
public resent
bit? the imitap
e
a
r
n
c
e
s
.
read
I
she
is
doing
some
for
— I.L., Dallas, Tex. Portrait In Black. Is she doing this to
bad ofpublicity
she's been
gether daughter
Cheryl?
A They resented having Jayne pushed cover tingthebecause
— T.W., New London, Conn.
down their throats. If you recall it was
the public that discovered Marilyn in
small roles . . . and it was the public A No. Lana owns SOJc of the picture.
that demanded better roles for her. The more interest she can create, the
greater amount she figures to make.
With Jayne it was vice versa.
9 I read a great deal about Marilyn 9 Do you think James Garner will
to walk out ofhe hisinsists
WarMonroe's recurring illnesses while she legallyners becontractable— even
was
production
when the studioit
Love. inWhat
was the with
state ofLet's
her Make
health became null and voidthough
put him on suspension?
during
month-long
when shethedidn't
have to actor's
work? strike — A.C.. An-nandale-on-Hudson, N.Y.
— K.H., Boston, Mass.
A The studio will fight the case to the
A She had a slight cold.
highest court to keep Jim in its fold.
As long as they keep fighting, Jim will
9 What was the real cause of the Suiy be unable to work for anyone. Hollywood bets Jim will be back at Warners.
Parker-Pierre LaSalle breakup?
— D.L., Montreal, Can.
9Lucille
The Ball
columns
seem toDaCosta,
be linking
with Morton
the
A Throughout their marriage both made
producer-director
of
her
new
a thingrate about
being
able
to
go
their
sepaof this
ways. This time they went too far. show. What are the chancesBroadway
turning into a serious romance?
— C.B., Tucson, Ariz.
9DeanThereMartin
was had
a rumor
that
a braincirculating
tumor. What
are the real facts about this?
A
Nil
—
for
any
kind
of romance.
— H.G., Lawrence, NY.
9
After
all
they
went
to be
A There was a suspicion of a tumor. able to get married, is through
it really true
that are
Ernest
Katy after
JurEx-rays
proved
otherwise —ofandbeingDean's
havingBorgnine
serious and
problems
dizzy spells
are suspected
the ado
result of too much high living. At the less than six months together?
—
E.W.,
Savannah,
Ga.
moment,
however,
taking advice to slow
down he's
too not
seriously.
'rious problei
9 How serious is the feud between A They were havin iths together.
Tony Curtis and Glenn Ford, and how after less than three
did
feel about
Is it true that Liz Taylor and Eddie
OscarTony
nomination
for not
Somegetting
Like anIt 9Fisher
in SwitzerHot when Jack Lemmon got one?
land foraregoodplanning
in orderto toliveavoid
paying
exorbitant
U.S. income taxes?
— T.H., Daytona Beach, Fla.
—
S.S.,
Ithaca,
N.Y.
A Because of their heated differences
A Liz and Eddie may set up a business
over thelentlyActor's
Strike
(Tony
was
viofor it, unlikely
Glenn just
They plan
to live there
Glennas andviolently
Ton\ in Switzerland.
for the duration
of Cleopatra.

Directed by Robert Mulligan • Screenplay by Garson Kanin • Based on His Play • A Paramount Picture
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The
Top Disk Jockeys pose a
seriesNation's
of questions
your
record
stars. to see if you know
1. They lowsarewho are
threealways
Utile getfelting out of line. They are saucy
little
had
severalfellows
millionwhorecordhavesellers.
These little characters were created by David Seville.
Lee
has acted and sung in
StationCaseWCBMMd. 2. She
many pictures, with leading
Baltimore,
men like Gene Kelly, Donald
O'Connor and Vic Damone.terHer
first big platwas Tammy.
Her
latest is Am I That
Easy To Forget?
vot3. Everyed theyear
top he's
popidar
instrumental guitarist in
the U.S. He started out
on WSM's Grand Old
Coffeehead'Larson
Station
Opry.
RCAfor Victor's
Milwaukee.WRITWis.
A & tryRHe's
man
Counand Western Music.
gers, Tony
4. Williams,
These f. David
Lynch,
Paul Robi and Zola Taylor,
have had many top record
sellers. They met and formed
their group when they were
parking lot attendants in Los
Angeles. Some of their big
hits were: The Great Pretender, Only You and
Harbor Lights.
5. This
singer
was He
bom stillin
Texas
in 1939.
Ira Cook KMPC
conducts his band which he
Station
Los Angeles, Cal formed in high school. He
records for Mercury and has
made a million-record-seller
,
Running
Bear.
6. her
As ahometown
child she choir
sang inin
Newark, New Jersey. She
later became a band singer
with Earl
Hines, Kirby.
Billy Eckstine
and John
Her
latest is You're My Baby.
7. the
He's agebeenof blind
since
six because
of a childhood illness. This
great pianist worked with
many bands first
at 15trioandat or-17.
His latestganized hisalbum
is called
The Genius Of .

Don
BellKIOA
Station
Des Moines,
Iowa
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■ James MacArthur is a happy young man. with a promising career as an
actor, who only smiles to himself when he hears the old question — should you
tell an adopted child the truth about his birth?
The
is "yes,
gentlyhe— and
with islove."
Jimmyanswer
learned
that but
because
himself
the adopted son of one of the
world's
best-known
stage
actresses,
Helen
Hayes,
Charlesduring
MacArthur.
It was while Charles MacArthur was servingandinthethelateArmy
World
War II. that he decided ten-year-old Jimmy should learn he was adopted.
One day he sent a letter with a special message for Jimmy:
FROM: Charles MacArthur, Major, U.S.A.
TO: Helen Hayes MacArthur
SU BJECT : Promotion of Corporal James MacArthur.
1: It has come to the attention of the undersigned that, since James Gordon
MacArthur adopted the Army as a career, his conduct has been consistent with the highest standards of military behavior and deserving of
promotion.
2: Helen Hayes MacArthur, in the absence of his Commanding Officer, is
hereby empowered to promote the said James MacArthur to the grade
of Master Sergeant.
3: A pair of Master Sergeant's chevrons are enclosed.
Charles MacArthur
Major, U.S.A.
Helen Hayes read the 'orders' to Jimmy and when the inevitable word adopted
was read, and the inevitable questions followed ... the unmistakable love that
was concealed in those Sergeant's chevrons, the love of more-than-real parents,
carried the day. There wasn't a kid in upstate New York, or the whole world, for
that matter, who strutted around as proudly as James MacArthur. wearing his
Sergeant's stripes!

Only 20 minutes more than last night's pin-up . . .

wake

up

with

a permanent!

Only new Bobbi waves while you sleep . . .
brushes into a softly feminine, lasting hairstyle!
If you can put up your hair in is self-neutralizing. In the morning
you wake up with a permanent that
pin curls, 37ou can give yourself a
brushes into a soft, finished hairstyle
Bobbi — the easy pin curl permanent.
It takes only twenty minutes more
with the lasting body only a permathan a regular setting ! Then, the wave
nent gives. Complete Bobbi kit with
curlers, $2.00. Refill. S1.50.
''takes7' while you sleep because Bobbi
The most convenient permanent of all— home or beauty shop!

LINDA COUCH, Freshman, Univ.
of Tampa, Tampa, Fla. says:
"Italentwascontest,
heartsickblemishes
— just brok
before a
onbut mymy face.
I was going
to quit,
dad
brought
home
of Clearasil. The very nexta tube
day,
my skin looked better and by conit was completely clear."
SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED, Hides pimples while it works
clearasil is the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tube or new lotion
squeeze-bottle, clearasil gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialists, and clinical tests prove it really works.
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
1 . Penelrale$
pimples.affected
' Keratolytic'
softens,
dissolves
skin tissueactionso
medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick growth of healthy, smooth skin !
2.growth
Slops ofbacteria.
Antisepticthat action
stops
the bacteria
can cause
and
. . . helps prevent
furtherspread
pimplepimples
outbreaks!
3. 'Starves' pimples- Oil-absorbing
action 'starves' pimples . . . dries up,
helps remove
'feeds'
pimples
. . . worksexcessfast tooilclearthatpimples!
'Floats' Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.
Proved by Skin Specialists ! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved
while using clearasil (either lotion or tube). In Tube, 69$ and Oearasil
i
98<£.
Lotionfed. squeezebottle,Long-lasting
only $1.25 (no
tax).
AtMoney-back
all drug guarantee.
counters.
LARGEST-SELLING BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

■ When Fabian was in grammar school, he hated his name.
"I was named for my grandfather and it seemed to me that no
one else in the world had the name of 'Fabian,' " he said. "I wished
ferventlywasthatmy I'dmiddle
been name.
christened Joe or Mike or even Anthony
which
"When I told my mother I wanted to drop the Fabian and use
Anthony,
so mad,
chaseda hard
me out
the house."
In school,she ihewas kids
gave she
Fabian
time.of They
hooted and
poked fun at him because of his 'grand' name. When a commercial
cameFabian
out that
'Fab lieutenant
washes whiter'
they had
was said
a safety
in school.
His ajobfieldwasday.to keep
the
kids sooffhethehadwater
towerthere
during
He couldn't
his post
to stand
whilefirealldrill.
the kids
filed past leave
him
chanting "Fab washes whiter."
But when Bob Marcucci discovered him. Bob said, "You have
an unusual name. Odd names make people remember you." And
he
coming himaround
to Fabian's house a second time
and proved
talkingitofbymaking
a singer.
In
time,
they
tacked
'Fabulous'
to 'Fabian'
and wasFabeworth
beganit.
to feel that all the punishment he hadon taken
in school
"Don't feel sorry for yourself, if the kids make you a target."
he summed up. "What you think is a drawback might turn into an
advantage if you make up your mind to make the most of it."

shave, lady?. . . don't do it!
Cream hair away the beautiful way. • .with new baby-pink, sweet-smelling
NEET— you'll never again be embarrassed with unsightly "razor shadow" ( that
faint stubble of hair left on razor-shaved legs and underarms). Gentle, wonderful
NEET goes down deep where no razor can reach— actually beauty-creams the
hair away. And when the hair finally does grow in again, it feels softer, silkier; there's
no stubble at all ! So next time, for the smoothest, nicest legs in town,
why not try NEET— you'll never want to shave again'

Charlton Heston
A waitress directed me to a
* If you were to visit Hollywood,
DINING
table,
and handed me a menu: a
one of the first things you'd want
to do, perhaps, would be to take a
large square of cardboard folded
tour of a movie studio and have
WITH THE
in half, printed in royal blue and
lunch at the studio commisary. So
bearing a Paramount crest across
did I.
the front.
STARS
So when I called Nick Adams
Nick Adams arrived to find me
for an interview, and he suggested,
by Blanche E. Schiffman
chuckling over the menu. "I think
I'll have this," I said, pointing to:
"Let's have lunch at the ParaDean
Martin Special, Egg Shells
mount commissary at 12:30," it
took less than three seconds of deliberation to say
on Toast with Cracked Crab a la 5-Iron ... 7 yen.
"In case you're running short of yen, you might
"Fine" — and somehow I got there by 12:12 (all
the better to get an advance look at the place).
want to try this," Nick laughed, pointing to:
Jerry Lewis Special, Breaded Tweed Jacket With
I was stopped at the studio gate by a guard,
Almond Sauce and Roasted, Lemon Juice with
but after he found my name on the appropriate
list, I was permitted through and directed to a
Peas and Canned Pot Roast . . . $7.00. "That's just
square, flat building about two city blocks from
for the tourists. Here's the entry for the home
the entrance. I passed buildings which housed
folks," I declared, coming across another notation further down on the menu: Jerry Lewis
a barber shop, a tailor and a hairdresser, and
Salad (This Is For Real), Chopped Cucumber,
reflected that you could live within the
Lettuce, Tomato, Celery, and Green Pepper
studio walls for a week quite comfortably.
with Special Dressing . . . $1.75.
The commissary, called the "Cafe ConI studied the menu carefully, trying to
tinental" at Paramount, is a square
building one story high, with a small
make up my
mindlisted
which
stars'I
-favorite
dishes
on ofthethemenu
vestibule at the entrance. It looks
would choose: deliberating between
the relative merits of Turkey and
Eggs a la Crosby, Spanish Omelette
a la Alan {Continued on page 12)

like a tearoom, floored in shining
linoleum, with square tables the size
of bridge tables set up throughout
the room, and wide aisles in between.

Jerry Lewis

NEW!

Shampoofs

.1

plus e
Snampoo
in the handiest packets you ever poofed
First purse-size shampoo for girls who go places . . . Helene
Curtis Shampoo Plus Egg in spillproof, leakproof little plastic
packets ! Just nip off the tip and poof a Shampoof . . . two heady
headfuls of rich, rich lather. See the Golden Plus of egg, nature's
lusterizer, relight your highlights, whatever your hair color. Poof
a Shampoof today . . . with -tfiimQM shampoo plus egg 2% r.».

1 complete shampoo
(2packet.
luxuryCard
lathers)
of 6, injustevery
59c. 10c
Also - <^,,:
in handy beauty bottle. 59c and $1.

■ Twenty four hours after the boy had gotten up his nerve,
and she'd smiled shyly and said, "Why I'd love to go dancing withtable.
you!", Totheya were
at theuntil
Cocoanut
Grove, at had
a candleshaded
kid who,
very recently,
been
more interested in athletics than girls, this was the life. It
was also his very first date . . . alone and unchaperoned with
A Girl!
In the interim he'd asked a friend, "How do you take a
girl adancing
the for
firsthertime?"
the with
friend,her,"Give
her
gardenia,for call
in a Replied
taxi, dance
pay
the bill, take her home in a taxi — and kiss her goodnight.
It's that simple."
boughtit now,
the gardenia
and itthehadtablegonefromoverhim,well.but Shehe
wasHe'd
wearing
sitting across
couldn't see it any longer. Instead he was looking at the
smallbill.silver
turned-down
whiteleftslip:
the
And tray
it waswiththena discreetly
that he discovered
he had
his
wallet at home!
For a breather, he asked for another dance, and when it
was over he excused himself. The Maitre d'Hotel was sympathetic. He was a nice clean-cut youngster; he could sign the
bill with his name and address and leave his gold wrist watch
ROBERT
STACK'S
CHARGE
ACCOUNT
for collateral, to be redeemed next day. As for the girl, she
was none the wiser.
But the worst was to come — he had no money for cab fare.
As they alighted before her house, he muttered, "Wait for
me,"
to the holes
driver.in Following
the great
door, moment
the driver's
eyes bored
his back. them
At lastto the
for
the kiss had arrived . . . and, of all moments, this was the one
that had to be chaperoned! Awkwardly they shook hands,
both murmuring thanks for a lovely evening, and he scuttled
ignominiously back to the cab.
"Why didncha kiss her?" asked the cabbie disgustedly.
"Because," said Robert Stack, with sheer frustration in
his voice, "you were watching, you kibitzer . . . and I couldn't
pay you off and send you away, because I haven't any money
.me. . home
and theandonlywaitwaywhile
you'reI gogoing
to getgetyour
up and
my fare
walletis toofftake
my
bureau."

(Continued from page 10)
Ladd (made with eggs from Alsulana
Acres) and Strawberries Heston. Finally,
in deference to my host, I decided to try
"The Rebel" Special a la Nick Adams.
asked Nick
if his
wifeWhencouldwe'dsendfinished,
me theI recipe.
She could,
and
she
did.
If
you'd
like
to
try
it,
serve
it with toast and coffee, and charge yourself mount
$1.60— just
as they do at the Paracommissary.
"THE REBEL" SPECIAL
2 eggsADAMS
A LA NICK
4 links small country sausage
dash salt
2 tablespoons milk
1 tablespoon butter
1 3-inch orsquare
of American
cheddarslicecheese
In a small skillet, prepare country sauaccordingflameto package
directions.
Set
under sages
a tiny
to keep hot.
Beat eggs
well, add milk, salt, and beat again. In
another skillet, melt the tablespoon of
butter and add the well-beaten eggs. Cook
over a low flame until eggs are set. Then
fold each side one-third toward the center, so that edges overlap. Top with the
slice
of American
cheesemelts.
and place
the broiler
until cheese
When under
done,
slip the omelet on to a hot china plate, and
place the sausages vertically across it.
And — in case you'd like to try some of
the other stars' favorites on the Paramount menu — here's the way to do it.
STRAWBERRIES HESTON
1 container frozen strawberries
(whole or sliced)
1 half-pint
light sour
2 teaspoons
honeycream
cinnamon
Defrost strawberries
package Top
directions. Divide into astwoperportions.
each portion with half of the sour cream.
Add one
honey to each
tion, thenteaspoon
dust withof cinnamon.
Servespor-2.
(In the Paramount commissary, fresh
strawberries
served,bestbutthing.)
frozen strawber ies are theare next
2
eggs
TURKEY AND EGGS A LA CROSBY
3 large slices leftover turkey
2 teaspoons milk or light sweet
cream
salt
Butter an ovenproof dish. Place turkey
in the casserole. Top with eggs which
have been broken pepper
carefully so that yokes
remain whole. Add salt and pepper,
then sprinkle 1 teaspoon of milk or cream
over
each egg. oven
Bake for
on ten
the minutes,
lower shelfor
of a moderate
until eggs are set. Makes one serving.
SPANISH2 eggs
OMELETTE
A LA ALAN LADD
2 tablespoons milk
salt or light sweet
cream
Melt butter1 intablespoon
a skillet.butter
Beat eggs well,
add milk and salt, and beat again. Cook
over low heat until mixture is set. When
it is an even consistency, fold over and
top with Spanish Sauce.
SPANISH SAUCE
1 tablespoon butter
V\ chopped
V4 chopped
greenonion
pepper
tomatoes
BrownY2 cup
onion drained
in butter,canned
add green
pepper;
cover and cook until soft. Add tomatoes.
Cook till thoroughly heated. One serving.

Look! Real cream deodorant your fingers need never toucli!

3?o
New glide-on applicator!
Just twist the bottom . . .
cream comes out the top!
New Desert Di

Now you can have the all-day protection only
a real cream deodorant can give plus glide-on
convenience— both in new Desert Dri. It glides on and
rubs in right from its own exclusive applicator. Not
just a rolled-on surface coating, it penetrates for positive
all-day protection. Checks perspiration, stops odor,
won't damage clothes. 3 months'' supply — 1.00 plus tax.
ream deodorant — anti-perspirant by Shulton

CREATED BY
THE PERFECT PAIR
FOR LOVELIER HAIR

HOLD-BOB® BOBBY PINS
and

COMFY CURLER KIT
with
REMOVABLE BRUSH

BRUSH GOES IN for e°*y rolling and setting.

i
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■^MOVIES
QQiE
by Florence Epstein
Like a bird he flutters to fly away, but
THE despair
FUGITIVE
, Marlon
Brando caught.
the
of KIND Joanne
AnnaWoodward
Magnani
the forces of evil embodied by the town sherMaureen
Stapleton
Tennessee Williams
Victor
Jory
iff, the dying husband, the pervasive smell of
rot, the strangling grip of town history, all
■ No vague, symbolic metaphor obscures Ten- serve to destroy him. — United Artists.
FIVE BRANDED WOMEN
van Hetim
Williams'sometimes
philosophy boring)
in this film.
agonizednessee(and
clarityWithhe
Sylvana Mangano
says: brutality and evil will sure enough con- love and war
Harry Guardino
world,
there's no useandfighting
we canquer thedo—
in helplessness
nostalgiait.—Allis
to value the few rare wild birds who fly into ■ The very confused thinking in this movie is
our world now and then, flutter their wings swept away, in the end, by such a stand for
courageously against the downdraughts of evil the dignity of man that you find yourself
and then die — violently, and in vain. The bird accepting unbelievable people in a story that
in The Fugitive Kind is Marlon Brando. He seems to have been filmed for its sensational
wears a snakeskin jacket, carries a guitar appeal. The story opens in occupied Yugoslavia where a Nazi officer (Steve Forrest) se(his life's
and drifts,
thirty,
into
the lifecompanion)
of storekeeper
Anna atMagnani.
duces one girl after another. The girls give in
Anna is a bitter woman who never recovered for various
reasons — one wanted coal for the
from the fact that her father's house and stove; another wanted to save her brother;
another
(Barbara
Bel Geddes), come hell or
grounds were burned out by unknown hoodhigh water, is determined to become a mother;
lums of this very town. She's married to cruel still
another
(Sylvana
hates war
Victor Jory who's just come home from the and wants love. The Mangano)
five girls have their
hospital
to
die.
AU
of
Williams'
characters
(except Brando and the ineffectual Maureen heads shaved (as punishment for making
Stapleton) feel like victims and make no ef- love to the Nazi soldier) and are expelled
from the village. Hunger makes them tough
fort to get out
the muck
Woodward
can ofreact
to her they're
life onlyin. Joanne
by be- (they steal) ; necessity (to protect herself
the unwanted advances of a soldier)
coming adefiant tramp; she is always around from
(looking
to lureherMar-(it makes Sylvana kill, and the next thing you
lon backliketo anhis unkempt
old ways.ghost)
Resisting
know the girls have joined up with the guerril ascome
— after
beisn't hard), he gives in to Anna's great need
involvedfirstwithbeing
them warned
in love not
affairs.to Too
for warmth. Anna plans to open her "confec- bad Vera
Miles (one of the branded girls)
tionery"— an outdoor cafe — on the very night
that Jory is dying. By this time Brando is succumbs to Harry Guardino (one of the

BRUSH COMES OUT leaving flexible roller
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In Tennessee
The Fugitive
Kind,whoAnnatry Magnani
and Marlon Brando areWilliams'
two tortured
characters
to find happiness.

lusty
shot at dawn.
One ofguerrillas).
the girls They're
(not B. both
Bel Geddes)
waits
out her pregnancy in camp, while another
(Jeanne Moreau) finds it very hard not to
fall in love with a Xazi prisoner (Richard
Basehart). Sylvana. fighting like a lion, takes
part in a daring raid on her home town
during a Xazi celebration. Heflin (and life)
are beginning to teach her that violence,
is sometimes necessary. — Paramount.
THE
ADVENTURESFINN
OF Eddie
HUCKLEBERRY
Tony Hodges
Randall
■ Huckleberry Finn is admittedly a classic,
but
why people
children Hodges),
remains
a mystery.
Huckthink
is a it'schildfor (Eddie
but they don't make them like that any more
— thank goodness. He has more 'personality'
almost than you can take — and crafty? Such
a little liar has rarely been found the whole
length of the Mississippi. His saving grace is
that he lies for the sake of a greater truth
and. also, to stay alive. His father (Xeville
Brand), a mean, miserable alcoholic who lives
in a filthy shack, orders the two gentle ladies
who've
been harboring
Huck$500to sell
Jim (Archie
Moore), for
andtheir
giveslave.
him
the money — or else give him Huck. Huck and
Jim escape on a raft. Together they run into
'slicker' Tony Randall and his companion.
Mickey
who overpower
pair andO'Shaughnessey,
use them to swindle
a couple theof
young girls out of their inheritance. When,
through Huck's
Randallbecomes
is exposed
promises
to get efforts.
even. Huck
a cabinhe
bov on a riverboat and runs into Randall

again. Learning that Randall plans to have
Jim captured as a runaway. Huck and Jim
swim to shore, where Huck talks their way
Andy King
Devine's
(offering. Randall
Jim as
anintoexotic
of thecircus
Patagonians)
catches up again and this time bloodhounds
are set after Jim. This is a lively picture of the
Old South from the pen (although several
times removed)
scope. MGM. of Mark Twain. — CinemaHERCULES UNCHAINED
cr-.ciem ■resiem

Steve Camera
Reeves
Sylva
Koscina
Primo
SylviaAntonini
Lopez
Gabriele
■ Rest assured you can bend Hercules (Steve
Reeves) but
you can't completely
break him. equipped.
He is a
walking
gymnasium,
That may be why Queen Omphale (Sylvia
Lopez) wants him for her king. This queen
has one king after another. The reason Sylvia has access to so many kings is because
there'sden which,
a spring
her garif youin the
drinkbottom
of it, ofmakes
you
forget everything. By the time Hercules has
quenched
thirst he's surrounded
a bevy
of beautifulhis handmaidens.
This is bydangerous
because Hercules has just left a beautiful
bride (Sylva Koscina) at Thebes and has a
message he must deliver within three days
tothrough.
MimmoMimmo
Palmara.andIfhisHercules
get
horde doesn't
of Argives
will swoop down on Thebes and massacre its
inhabitants. All because Mimmo's brother,
who's
beenonruling
Thebes
one year,
gone back
his word
to letforMimmo
rule has
the
second vear. Mimmo's brother, aside from

being
is insane.
himselfstubborn,
by throwing
tiger He's
trainersbeenintoamusing
a pit
with tigers. Well, now that the last trainer in
Thebes has been slaughtered, he's willing to
give
up the ofthrone
— and that's
the message
peace toBut
and Mimmo
goodwill
cules must deliver.
Hercules that
and Her-his
young companion Ulysses (Gabriele Antonini)
weren't counting on magic spells to delay
them.
thisworld,
picturewhich,
was Imade
certainlyWherever
out of this
suppose,it's
is itsner major
charm.
—
Eastman
Color,
WarBros.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
PLEASEDay DON'T
(MGM):of
Doris
and DavidEATNivenTHEhave DAISIES
a healthy family
four
boys,
and
a
happy
marriage.
They
do,
until David leaves his teaching job to become athat
dramais,
critic.
It friends,
seems a and
critichisworries
over whether
he'sthosegot
any
real
wife
worries
about
all
actresses. But, the problems here are small enough so
everybody has a good time.
TALL STORY Warners): On this college campus
is co-ed Janeexcept
Fondathatwhoshedoesn't
anythingthe about
basketball
wants know
to marry
team
star, Tony Perkins. The money they need to get married is offered Tony if he'll throw a game against
aprofessor
visiting (Ray
RussianWalston)
team. Tony's
conscience
and hisin
are active
participants
the teamwork.
CAN-CAN (Todd A-O, 20th-Fox) : In the Paris of
the mid-nineties, the illegal can-can dance might be
seen
in Shirley
MacLaine's
(ifShirley
the gendarmes
had
been
If they cabaret
hadn't,
be
seen Louis
beforebribed).
Judge Maurice
Chevalier.
Frank might
Sinatra
and
Jourdan,
both lawyers,
get involved
legally
and
romantically.
Cole Shirley
Porter'saremusica fewanddelightful
the dancinginof Juliet
Prowse
gredients inthis and
Parisian
cake.

Married

women

are sharing this secret
. . . the new, easier, surer protection
for those most intimate marriage problems
What a blessing to be able to trust
tive than anything it had ever
in the wonderful germicidal protec- used. Xorforms eliminate (rather
tion Xorforms can give you. Xor- than cover up) embarrassing
forms have a highly perfected new
yet have noodor"medicine"
formula that releases antiseptic odors,
"disinfectant"
themselves.or
And what convenience! These
and germicidal ingredients with
long-lasting action. The exclusive small feminine suppositories are
new base melts at body tempera- so easy and convenient to use.
ture, forming a powerful protec- Just insert — no apparatus, mixing
tive film that guards (but will not or measuring. They're greaseless
harm) the delicate tissues.
and theyavailable
keep in inanynewclimate.
packages
Andtion hasXorforms'
protec- of Xow
been testeddeodorant
in a hospital
6,
as
well
as 12 and 24. Also
clinic and found to be more effec- available in Canada.
Tested by doctors . . .
FREE informative Norforms booklet
trusted by women . . .
Just mail Pharmacal
this coupon Co.,10 Dept.
proved in hospital clinics
Norwich,MS-07
N'.Y.
me the new Xorforms
bookie
3?* inPlease
a plain envelop

JULY
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in July, your
birthstone is the ruby and your flower
is the larkspur. And here are some of the
stars who share it with vou:

Out of the shocking conflict that twisted
their lives . . . that drove them to the very
brink of terror. . . comes a story that is
unsurpassed for sheer dramatic suspense!
LANA
ANTHONY
SANDRA
JOHN

TURNER

July l — Olivia
Leslie DeHavilland
Caron
Charles Laughton
George Sanders
Lollobrigida
July 3- Gina
MarieBoyd
Saint
July 4- Eva
Stephen
George Murphy
-Janet Leigh
Luana Patten
Bob Hope
Jeff
July 9- Nick Donnell
Adams
Edd Byrnes
July 10- William
Smithers
-Yul Brynner
Tab Hunter
Sidney Blackmer
Nancy
Olson
Dale Carey
Robertson
July 13- -Phil
July 14Murvyn Vye
July 15Barbara Stanwyck
Milly Vitale
July 16- Red Skelton
Chill Wills
July 18- Patricia Medina
July 19- Natalie Wood
July 20- Perry Lopez
Michael DeHaven
Wilding
July 22- Gloria
July 23- Walter Brennan
July 25- Keenan Wynn
Richard Egan
July 27- Robert Fuller
Julv 29- Stephen McNally
July 30— Jacques Sernas

dUINN

DEE

SAXONji

as "MATTHEW
CABOT"
AN *
YD NOL
LLO
CO-STARRING
RAY WALSTON
VIRGINIA GREY • ANNA MAY WONG
AND ALSO CO-STARRING
RICHARD BASEHART
Directed by MICHAEL GORDON • Screenplay by IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS
Produced by ROSS HUNTER ■ A UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Farley Granger

Polly Bergen
July 14

Ginger Rogers
July 16

William Powell
July 29

by
MODERN
SCREEN'S
8 PAGE GOSSIP
EXTRA

HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST
COLUMNIST

gown iveighed 21 pounds.
Natalie Wood graced Oscar Night
with anew hair-do and a $650 gown.

Highlights of the
Academy Awards
Simone Signoret was almost ill from
nerves — she was shaking all over and her
hair was sticking to her forehead — an hour
after she received her Oscar. When I congratulated her at the Ball at the Beverly Hilton, she looked like she'd been under a
sprinkler
and
saying,
Madame— I am sokept
excited
now "Thank
I have you,
forgotten
allEvery
my English
— and I practice
hard." had
time Charlton
Hestonso (who
nof expected to win ) stood up at his table to
congratulations,
he'd grab
his Oscar
inreceive
one hand,
then lean down
and give
Lydia
(Mrs. H.) another kiss. No wife was ever so
thoroughly bussed in public by an Oscar
winner! . . .
The gowns were the most costly ever worn
to an stunning
Oscar night:
Nataliejewel-embroidered
Wood's short
and
chalk-white
creation cost $650,
with an added
$75 for her
shoes made of the same material . . . Doris
18

Anna Maria Alberghetti's gown cost $1,000!

Day'ssilver-white
floor-length bugle
sheath,beads,
solidlycostencrusted
with
$1,000;
Janet
Leigh's
nude
chiffon
on
which
were
crocheted 186,000 gold bugle beads, weighed
twenty-one pounds and was so expensive
sheAnother
won't tell
how muchgown
— but init was
magnificent
the plenty.
$1,000
bracket
was
Anna
Maria
Alberghetti's
all-over jewelled white Italian brocade with
sheath front and great overskirt.
And, three-time loser Liz Taylor (I must
say she was a gracious loser and most comtary about thewhite
winners)
that Grecianplimenstyled
Frenchdidn't
jerseypickwithup
its white mink-lined jacket for peanuts. When
I stopped by Elizabeth's table, she was smiling
—but
Eddieof Fisher
Speaking
clothes, wasn't.
the ecstatically happy
Shelley Winters ("I waited fifteen years
for this Oscar") said she didn't know how to
dress. "I didn't know whether to go 'low and
sexy'
said
Shelley,or socovered-up
she settledandfor dignified,"
a conservative
black lace and jersey. She told me that her
husband Tony Franciosa, her mother,
daughter and thirty friends yelled and
screamed so much watching the show from

New York that a neighbor called the police!
The biggest and most spontaneous hand
from the audience inside the Pcmtages Theater
went to Olivia De Havilland the lovely
young
returning Many
from
France toHollywood
make one of'veteran'
the presentations.
onlookers felt it was a bigger hand than went
to Ingrid Bergman when she was a top
returnee.
Stephen Boyd (who should have had
a nomination for Ben-Hur and didn't) almost
vaulted over the railing when Charlton Heston arrived at the banquet and was one of the
first to congratulate the winner.
AlthoughTreeSteve's
at the Belfast)
Ball was helovely
Romney
(from date
his native
was
overheard whispering to someone at his table,
"Have you seen Hope Lange here?" She
had came
been toat the
the Ball.
theater — but I don't believe
she
Beaming Ben-Hur director William Wyler
had lipstick all over his face and after I
added some of my own I asked if he would
like it wiped off, "Oh, no!" he protested. "It's
been too much fun getting it there."
And so, another of Hollywood's biggest
nights goes into the history books.

continued

Rock's Off Again
We won't be seeing Rock Hudson around
these parts for about a year — (not that we
see him too often when he's here). If there
ever ferwas
who gala
pres to spenda social
his timerecluse
on hisit'sboatRockto any
event Hollywood has to offer.
When you read this he will be in Mexico
making Day of fhe Gun with Kirk Douglas
although for a minute or two it looked as if
Rock might balk at this. Didn't think his role
was big enough and wasn't too keen about a
Western.
But whatever troubles there were were
smoothed
to Rock's
satisfaction
and off
went
for theout long
and arduous
location
jaunt.he
After this, Italy to do Come September with
Gina Lollobi
Spiral
Rock. igida and then Java for U-I's
So long. Rock. Drop us a card now and then
—whoparticularly
interest you.if you meet any pretty girls

Kim says her
own true 'heart'
is DirectorPerformance
Dick Quine. and
She'sseeing
doublyDick
excited
prospects
of appearing
at a Command
again.at
This Is My

"But if you love Dick so much and I know
he loves you — what is the chief stumbling
block?"
I knew one of the answers to that
Only Love
question myself although I did not bring it
Kim Novak never spoke as frankly to me up to Kim. In her quiet way, she holds her
about her real feelings as she did before leav- religion dear and Dick is a divorced man.
ing for London to meet Richard Quine and to
But her answer was, "Dick and I are both
attend the Command Performance of Once career
people. He is just as wrapped up in
More Wifh Feeling.
his directing as I am in acting. And I'm not
two careers
reallysuccess
mix."
the has
only ever
man made
I love,"suchsaida sure"They
Kim"Dick
— the(Quine)
first timeis she
sometimesunderdo,oneandroofvery
statement about any of the many beaux who fully." I said.
have pursued her.
Kimbelieve
laughed,me, "And
sometimes
they don'f!"
she made
no bones
about
you while
may beshe married
I put But
being a happy girl that she was again seeing
in "So
quickly
seemed into London?"
be in this mood
of letting her hair down.
the good-looking Dick who is in England
Suzie the
Wong.beautiful
honestly,"
replied.Marriage,
"There completing
She was The
also World
excitedol about
are"I sodon'tmanyknow,things
to thinksheabout.
to me, is such an irrevocable step. I have gown Edith Head had created for her to wear
never been married before — and it keeps turn- to the Command Performance. It's white lace,
color of lavendar, eming over in my mind 'Is this the right thing — over Kim'sbroidered ifavorite
ntiny violets.
is this the right thing?' "

Rock'sa while
so busy
won't
around
for
. . .hefirst
stop:be Mexico.
Dorothy and Jacques are just delighted over new daughter Mimi.
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A Girl for
Dorothy and Jacques
Just let me congratulate myself that I have I
a Saturday or Sunday morning to sleep late
and sure enough a baby gets born, somebody
else gets a divorce, or a couple that jolly well
might
have done Malone
it a week-day
But Dorothy
was —soelopes!
overjoyed
when
she
called
me
from
St.
John's
Hospital
that she and Jacques Bergerac were
the
parents of a brand new baby girl — "A real
beauty," the proud mother enthused, "and I
her
— I didn't
rousednamefromis Mimi"
my sound
sleep.care about being
Mimi was due as an Easter present — but arrived three weeks early much to the delight
of Dorothy and Jacques.

June's
reactionsneivbuthair-do
Fred got
likesmanyit!

George Hamilton tvas with Susan
Kohner, icho looked exotic.

A very handsome Rossano Brazzi gallantly raises his glass
to toast his wife, at an 'Oscar' party they attended.
Parties . . .
Parties every night
The Academy Awards always inspire a lot
of social activity and the week before Oscarnight was a big one for lovely affairs.
Olivia De Havillands old friends vied
with each other to welcome her — and her
handsome journalist husband Pierre Galante
back to her old home town after so many
years of living in France.
At the dinner given by the Lew Schreibers,
Livvy looked like a vision in white lace with
that authentic Paris look. But it takes real
inner happiness to give a gal that glow
Olivia wears these days — and she is very
happy with Pierre.
Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner were
there
excitedwithabout
trip to
New — York
Liz their
and coming-up
Eddie Fisher.
Natalie
new hairdo
she later was
wore 'previewing'
to the Academythe Awards,
short
and
straight
with
a
sweep
of
bangs
across
her forehead.
This same night MGM production head Sol
Siegel and his wiie hosted a joint birthday
party honoring Sol and Mrs. Walter Lang. It

Olivia DeHaviUand looked like a vision in white
lace. She is a very, very happy girl these days.

Following this cocktail party, Jimmy McHugh
was so amusing to note that William Wyler
(everyone was sure he was a cinch for best- and I went on to the home of Joan (Mrs.
director Oscar for Ben-Hur which, of course, Harry) Cohn who was entertaining at a dinLaurence Harvey, and later
he won) kept reminding people "there's many givingner honoring
guests Bongo.
a look at his British-made
a slip, etc. . . ." whenever he was con- comedy herExpresso
Rossanogratulated in'advance.'
Brazzi and his Lidia were
This really looked like a preview of the
Oscar contestants — so many were present and
there and if there's a more handsome man wishing
other well (with their fingers
than Rossano
who he is —I think.
much crossed, each
I suppose).
more
handsomeI don't
than heknowphotographs,
Elizabeth
Taylor and Eddie Fisher
Several people kept telling June Haver
MacMurray that they liked her better as had just flown in that morning from New York
a blonde than with her new black hair but and I saw them chatting with Simone Sigthe man who matters, Fred MacMurray, noret — both ladies in the running for bestvoted for the brunette June — and with her, actress prize.
that's all that counts.
Pretty, fresh-looking Susan Kohner (herGroucho Marx, with cigar of course,
contending in best supporting-actress)
was in a serious frame of mind about affairs was self
there with George Hamilton — who
in and out of Hollywood and cracked no jokes. else?
Susan was done up in a most exotic
The Sunday night before the Oscars, another party was given for Olivia and Pierre style — a truly beautiful oriental costume.
Laurence Harvey and Liz and Eddie had
by Frank McCarthy and Rupert Allen at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Saw many of the same much to talk about as all three are stars of
the (strike) interrupted Butteitield 8 and at
guests
we had
previouswhoaffairs
— but that
time they were wondering when they
a standout
was seen
Hope atLange
is really
later.)
would
be back at work again. (Come ten days
a beauty. She hasn't been dating much since
her
separation
Murray
but ifway
the
smitten
bachelorsfromin Don
this town
have — their
Yes,
wood. Oscar time is a big season in Hollyshe soon will be.
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continued

Neivlyweds Doris, and Yul * Brynner.
Love TnT Marriages
marriages
someLoveof'n'them
really sprung
surprising.up with Spring —
Debra Paget, a belle who I is usually
pretty cool-headed, married director Budd
Boetticher after knowing him just two weeks
(and separated after three weeks of mar
riage). Everyone had thought thatfBudd migh
reconcile with his former girl, Karen Steele
for the 'umpteenth time. He and Karen had
a stormy and consistent romance ' for several
years — even if he did toss her in the swim
ming pool with her clothes on, . on several
occasions.
Egually knew
surprising
— redheaded'
Fleming
good-looking
TV 'actorRhonda
Lang
Jeffries just three months when she lived
up to her Leap Year threat and took herself
a husband. "I've been searching lor love and

companionship
it in Lang,"
explained RhondaandafterI found
her elopement
to Las
Vegas to tie the knot.
But no one lifted an eyebrow when the
flash came out of Mexico that bald-headed
lover Yul Brynner had interrupted work on
The Magnificent Seven to marry Doris Kleiner,
the young and beautiful non-professional who
has been his constant companion ever since
Yul's
on the marriage
rocks. to Virginia Gil more went
You might say ditto for director Otto Preminger who took time off shooting Exodus in
Haifa, Israel, to marry the stunning looking
brunette ( also young) Hope Bryce. Preminger,
too, had to sit out a divorce from wife Mary
which threatened at one time to furnish ex- Also Hope Bryce and Otto Preminger.
Luckily,Michael
they didn't
come off.
Young plosive
andcharges.
popular
Callan
the
after registering a hit on Broadboy who scored in They Came to Coidura, his firstway in film
Wesf Side Story, kept the secret for
five weeks that he had taken Corlyn Chapman as his bride in Las Vegas on March 5th.
At one time Corlyn was thought to be in love
with and about to marry Vic Damone.
Why did she and Mike keep their marriage
a secret? Who knows? Maybe for the oldfashioned reason that he thought the movie
fans might like him better as a bachelor.
But heWhen
didn'thiskeepcontract
up the studio,
pretenseColumbia,
for very
long.
asked him to fly up to Phoenix for the prea press
said hemiere of Because
would They're
reserve Young,
an extra
roomagentfor
Mike's girl, Corlyn.
Whereon young Mr. Callan knocked the
p.a.
cold byCorlyn
replying,
"Oh, mywe'llwifeonlyfor need
one room.
has been
over
Third marriage for Rhonda Fleming.

Mickey CaU'an's secret's out: Corlyn.

a month!"

Debra's second marriage lasted 3 weeks.

"No, I was not surprised," Nancy said,
over the trans-Atlantic phone, in excellent
English.
told me believe
the role inwouldthe
be mine —"AandseerwehadOrientals
words of seers. All the time Miss Nuyen was
working in Suzie I was preparing myself,
studying,
do you likemaking
fhaf?) ready for the call!" (How
Nancy Kwan
Although she was born in Hong Kong of
The twenty-year-old porcelain-china doll an English mother and Chinese architect
who not only replaced unhappy and tempera- father (since divorced), Nancy was educated
mental France Nuyen in The World of in England and studied with the Royal Ballet
Suzie Wong but is Suzie — according to movie for two years. Later, she studied drama under
Salka Viertel in Hollywood and after France
producer Ray Stark.
So enchanting is this Hong-Kong-born charm- Nuyen left the stage cast of The World of
er in her very first picture that William
underHolden, no softie about star billing, has Suzie Wong,
study of the Nancy
star whostepped
replacedin asMissan Nuyen.
When
the
show
took
to
the
road,
Nancy
cheerfully
consented
to
the
co-star
tag
going
to Nancy.
was scheduled to step into the star spot in
before she could don her cosWhathadisn'tconsidered
too generally
is thatroleRayof Torontotume— forbut
Stark
Nancyknown
for the
the opening night, the magic call
came
from
London
the 'yum-yum' girl in his film before anyone Suzie was hers! — the role of the movie
else. Then he decided he needed a 'name;'
also France Nuyen had played it on BroadBy the way — that same fortune teller said
she would be married at the age of twentyway. But when
France
blew Nancy
a fuse —andit didn't
take monhim
long
to
remember
sumtwo.
"I don't know who," she said, "but I
her to London.
guess I will!"
I nominate for
STARDOM

stead he was in the hospital so very ill with
Shirley's
Big
Plans
hepatitis,"
the
time
I
was shein said.
Tokyo."HeThewasonlythere
goodallthing
Talked with Shirley MacLaine the day
she returned from Japan where she had been about it is that I could be with Steve when
with Steve Parker and where she entered he needed me most."
It tickles Shirley that Sachie is learning to
little Sachie in a Japanese school for six
months.
speak Japanese in the school she is attending
"I just don't know how I'll get along with- "and the way she's going — she'll be talking
out her," wailed Shirley about her little red- likeMissy
a native by thewould
time notI return."
have returned to
headed carbon
copy I ofcoulda daughter.
miss HollywoodMacLaine
except that she was due to start
her so much
already
break out "Icrying.
her new Hal Wallis picture with Dean MarBut
it's
only
fair
to
Steve
that
Sachie
should
be with him some of the time, particularly
in a isNight's
Work. she planes back
Whentin, All this
completed,
when
he's said
been sheso had
ill." gone to Japan for a
Shirley
to Tokyo immediately to stay for a long time
second honeymoon with Steve whose movie while she stars in an independent picture
production work keeps him in the Orient. "In- her husband will produce.
It's sad that the promise Audie Murphy made his wife didn't hold true.
A Surprising

Shirley MacLaine is tich d at the way her little mimic Sachie is learning
Japanese. Sachie will soot be talking like a native— and have to teach mama.

Separation
While we are in the Vital Statistics Department— the only surprising parting was that of
Audie
America's
most-decorated
World WarMurphy,
II hero and
well-known
star, and
his wife of nine years Pamela Archer. Audie
married the former airline hostess soon after
his divorce from Wanda Hendrix and
Audie and Pam have two children.
This was the second time the Murphys had
parted — but the reason I say this second
rift came as a surprise is because of what
Audie
happiestsaidman when
in thethey
worldreconciled:
that Pam "I'm
took the
me
back. We won't separate again."
Sadly, that promise didn't hold true.
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Hollywood continues to show its mean narrow-mindednes byagain refusing to vote
Elizabeth Taylor the Oscar she so richly
deserved, writes Mrs. Mabel Cummings, Salt
Lake City, who is really bitter about Liz not
winning for Suddenly Last Summer. What
kind ot thinking is it that blames Miss Taylor
for being a party to a marital break-up and
then salutes a foreign star who was forced to
make explanations that she is not a Communist sympathizer? Yours is not the only
letter I received along these lines, Mrs. C. . . .
George Cody, Centerville, Iowa, asks:
Does the fact that a movie sfar becomes a success on TV mean that she is through on the
screen? I refer to my two favorites Loretta
Young and Donna Reed who appear to
have abandoned movies since TV. Both of
your favorites are in popular series which run
thirty-nine
George.. .Doesn't
leave much weeks
time forannually,
movie making.
.
7 cannof give my name because I might
lose my job. But I am in a position to know
the exact amount of money brought into the
box office by certain pictures last year — and
whaf a shame it is that Rosalind Russell
and Lana Turner were left off 'the first 10
at the$9,000,000
box office.'domestic
Rosalind'sgross
Auntie
did
and Mame
Lana
Turner's Imitation of Life did $6,500,000
domestic gross — and J can assure you fhaf
this business is greater than that pulled in by
five stars on the official list — (signed) Anonymous. Those figures are most interesting. . . .
Penelope, Philadelphia, wants to know —
Why male
doesn'tstarssomeone
ever overweight
say anythingandabout
the
who are
yet
keep on poking at the girls like Judy Holliday, Shelley Winters, Zsa Zsa Gabor.
How about Tony Curtis, Eddie Fisher,

I
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Tuesday Weld is dressing betHope Lange may not be Stephen Boyd's
ter now and combing her hair.
(left) next wife— she hasn't filed yet.
Raymond Burr and some other gents who
could shed some poundage?
I have a T.L. for you, writes Vrv Wagner,
17, New York. I met Fabian coming out ot
Church last month and asked him if he thought
Hollywood columnists were fair and square to
young
spoke of
you as singers?
being theHeonesaidthe 'Yes'
youngerand generation
feels is a real friend. Nice? Certainly is, Vrv,
and nice of you to repeat it to me . . .
Maxie Sondheim, Brooklyn, writes: Now
that Tuesday Weld is dressing better and
trying to improve her former scatterbrained
antics, why do you continue to write about
her as 'mixed-up'? Didn't know I had since she Knockout hair styles: on
started wearing shoes and combing her hair. Doris (above), Nat (cenYou seem much more partial to Fabian,
ter) and Barbara (below).
Ricky Nelson and Frankie Avalon than
you do to the one and only Elvis Presley,
chides Anna McDonald, Houston. Oh, come
onhas— I'm
argue this,to Anna.
one
calledgoingmoreto attention
the fineNo way
Elvis conducted himself in the service and
given him more compliments than I. True I
am very fond of Fabian and the others you
mention. .but. I'll never agree that I've neglected
Elvis.
Polly M., San Diego, says she is a hairdres er in one of the leading hotels and comments on the hair-dos of the belles on the
Academy Award TV show: Natalie Wood
had
sharpestAlsohairBarbara
style — a knockout.
Ditto
Doristhe Day.
Rush. There
was a nice absence of that long, outdated
shoulderRitalength
style thatwashasn't
been . good
since
Hayworth
a starlet.
..
Is Hope Lange going to be the next Mrs.
Steve Boyd? is the thunderbolt query sent
by Ada Condonito, Brooklyn. All I can say
isfor don't
— Hopeyet.hasn't filed
divorceholdfromyourDonbreath
Murray
That's all for now. See you next month.

Co1°rs
iashioNS

AMemcanA
AMemcanA

The new light, bright fashion tones,
Fashion Coral and Fashion Orchid

Fashion Coral

American designers have a way with color ... American women
have a talent for wearing it. Ask Paul Whitney, noted California
designer. Ask Sarmi, famous New York fashion creator. Each
has a flair for color. Each has used that flair to interpret for
you the new all-Arnerican lipstick and polish shades by Cutex.
"Fashion Coral" done in taffeta by Paul Whitney. "Fashion
Orchid" translated into chiffon by Sarmi. "Colors Americana,"
the new light, bright fashion tones for your lips and finger nails!

lion Orchid
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These 9 lovely hairstyles* came
one bottle & of protein waving

THE GREATEST
DISCOVERY SINCE
THE HOME
PERMANENT!

1
;
/
Se

'

out of this
shampoo

\Ui suds
Yes, nine
shampoos!
Lessurlb
than
hairstyle!
EachYou,
model's
hair shampoo
was washed.
1??
y^^$
h'nc
|was
left for
five minutes,
then 17tf
just arinsed
and set.
too, can
and
"I set in waves and curls like these. And Wash 'n Curl cleans, shines and condii
tions as it curls. Your hairstyle will last from shampoo to shampoo !
llllli ^fREE booklet of these easy-to-do hairstyles by
11111 Enrico Caruso with each bottle of WASH 'N CURL.
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MARILYN

FRANKLY

HER

WITH

TIME

MONROE

DISCUSSES

PRIVATE

HER

LIFE

HUSBAND

I am

going to adopt a baby

Ask any movie star, or practically any woman, the highly
personal questions I put to Marilyn Monroe and you'd probably
get a "It's none of your business" retort — or even a fast "Get lost."
Even to someone you've known as long as I have Marilyn, you
might hesitate to ask:
Do you think you would be as madly in love with your husband
if he weren't who he is — the brilliant and world-famed playwright,
Arthur Miller?
Which of you is boss in your marriage?
Isn't it true that he babies, pampers and pets you like a child?
Do you feel close to his children by a former marriage?
Are you a married movie queen — or do you make a serious effort
to be a real homemaker for your husband?
If your deepest wish is denied and you never have a child of your
own — would you adopt one?
Do you think your frequent illnesses before the start and during
the shooting of a movie are psychosomatic?
These, my friends and fans of Modern Screen, are some of
the blunt questions I put to my friend of many years, Marilyn
Monroe, the world's most famous blonde darling.
And, to end the suspense, she answered them and others, with
intelligence, humor, understanding and the complete honesty that
has'marked our relationship ever since I first met her, a devastingly beautiful and mixed-up girl trying for (Continued on page 64)

Whatever

happened

to

those
nice

kids

down
the

block?

Sharing a love
for God and a love
for humanity,
Don Murray and Hope Lange
married and had children.
It was easy
for everyone to love them
since they loved
each other.
Who

dreamed

it would

all end in misery?

■ On the night of the
Foreign Press Awards last
March Hope and Don
Murray looked absolutely radiant as they
walked past the barrage of
cameramen in the corridor of the Ambassador
Hotel.
They smiled happily at
one another, gazed
into each
other'squipped
eyes
fondly
and gaily
with the newsmen.
They looked as though
they were newlyweds
instead of the parents
of two children, about
to celebrate their fourth
wedding anniversary.
They looked anything
except what they were.
Finished.
They were invited to be
among the presenters
of the Golden Globes for
many reasons.
Because they were two
popular and talented
Becauseyoung
they stars.
were a rare
example of a normal
happily married
couple in an industry
where divorce and
dissension are too
common.
And because they had
devoted so much of
themselves and their
salaries to help displaced
European refugees.
(Continued on page 74)

HOW

MUCH

DO

MY

CHILDREN

REALLY

NEED

ME?

This letter is one of many I have received from young mothers who feel they should work :
Dear Janet: I married when I was seventeen and had my baby on my eighteenth birthday.
Jackie is now three and I would like to go back to work. I have a wonderful husband, but
with the high cost of living, his salary never seems quite enough. I can go back to my old
job with the insurance company, but some of my friends say that if I do my little boy will
suffer. You're a working mother and you have two beautiful children. I've read about
them in the magazines. But the magazines haven't told me what I want most to know.
How can a girl work without her children suffering? Have you ever been sorry, Janet,
that you're a working mother? Are you ever resentful of the time you have been away
from them? What do you do when one of your little girls suddenly becomes ill when you are
working? And most of all, do you think the children feel that they are cheated? Can you
work and still be a real mother to your child? Please tell me,
(Continued on page 80)

Candid confessions of a "WORKING
by Janet Leigh
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Liz
to

have

a

with

Eddie?

baby

■ It was morning in Jamaica . . . Liz
and Eddie lay on the rock, their tinyprivate island, a few yards out from the
beach, half a mile or so from the big
hotel. They'd discovered the rock early
in their stay of this, their second honeymoon, that really felt like their first
honeymoon. That rock had become
theirs, the place where they would come
after breakfast-and-a-quick-swim and
where they would soak up the sun and
relax and where — with nothing but the
sea in front of them, the sky above
them — they could be alone for a while,
completely, completely alone.
Usually they would lie on their rock
and they would talk — Liz doing most of
the talking, actually; talking about what
they'd done the night before, whom
they'd met, how the people they'd met
had impressed her, what they might do
this night, what she'd probably wear . . .
traditional and unadulterated wife-talk.
While Eddie, the husband, would nod
traditional husbandly uh-huhs and yesses
to what Liz was saying, and would even
doze off occasionally, only to be awakened by a handful of sea water smack
in his face and a playful warning (sometime accompanied by a kiss, sometimes
by a poke in the shoulder) that if he
dozed off again he would find himself
"swimming underwater" — as Liz liked
to call it.
(Continued on page 65)
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kind

A

DARING

CONFESSION

HUDSON

Of

*

star

UNCENSORED

ROCK

jprice_Ij?aid

The

*

Ever

American

BT

First

Printed

Magazine

*

■ I can say at this point— aged Out of this total, I've received
34 — that I'm a success in my a gross salary of about $250,000
profession but I'm not a success for myself. But for the various
studios in the past ten years,
to myself.
I've been a movie actor for I've earned above $50,000,000.
ten years and a star for nine. Figures prove it. And that at
I've appeared in 40 pictures least makes me marketable if
whose budgets have easily run not marvelous,
over a total of $80,000,000— My income goes 90 percent to
about 20 times the amount paid the United States government,
all of the presidents of the after ten per cent is taken out by
my agent (Continued on page 76)
United States.

the waiters in the big restaurants, on the
■ "It is a laughter-filled city
tell
Jimmv
my CopenBredgade, who are so pleased to see you that
hagen," Evy Norlund would
Darren before their marriage, as they would
they laugh . . . Laughter . . . From everyone
but the tiny mermaid who sits sadly in the
sit and plan their honeymoon. "You wait
harbor watching the boats go by. And she
and see, Jimmy — and listen," she would say.
does not laugh, only because she is a statue,
"You will hear the laughter from all over
and because she is sad not to be alive in
. . . From the couples sitting in the Tivoli
gardens, holding hands, sipping their beers,
Copenhagen. Like the. others. ..."
hearing the band music that comes from
Jimmy had looked forward to Copenbehind the trees . . . from the calliope.
hagen, to all these gay, happy sights.
He'd looked forward
From the youngsters
...A honeymoon should be private
to marrying Evy, of
who sweep by you on
their bicycles, so care- but everywhere Jimmy and Evy Darren went course, Evy whom he
a small ghost went with them... .
free and gay . . . From
(Continued on page 62)

Suddenly, one night just a few weeks ago,
their little boy's life was in danger. How could
Debbie decide alone whether to let them operate? Frantically,
she called Eddie— but there was no answer...

■ "Operator, are you sure there's no answer?" There was
fear in Debbie's voice. She could barely make out the
voice of the operator in Jamaica in the British West Indies,
but she just had to get through to Eddie. "This call is so
important.
try him could
again.hear
..."the sound of her little
Down thePlease
hall Debbie
boy crying. Todd had been in great pain for some hours
now, and she was quite beside herself. She'd noticed the
little boy, always so bouncy, hadn't been himself tonight.
He hadn't been able to eat his dinner and he'd begun to
whimper, something her little two-year-old seldom did.
When his cries had continued, she'd called the doctor.
What the doctor told her came as a shock to her. "Todd
needs surgery — the sooner the better."
At a moment like this, a woman hates to be alone. No
operation is ever a minor affair. Even if it's 'minor surgery,' anything can happen under (Continued on page 60)

THE

SMALL
■ The assignment: To find
not doing this because he
out what Bobby Darin,
doesn't want to talk
the controversial, muchto you,
to make
a bigWORLD
shot oreffect.
A phony
written-about singer,
is really like. The place:
mymatter
brother
— no
what issomenot other
Bobby's home, in Lake Hiawatha, New Jersey, thirty-five miles
people say and write about
from New York City, where he lives
him.
It's
just that his plane was six
OF
with his sister, Mrs. Nina Maffey;
hours late and he got in a little
her husband, Charlie ; and their three
while ago, and the way he looked
— he needed to get to bed for a
children — Vivi, sixteen; Vana,
MR.
twelve; and Gary, four. The time: A
while. But he'll be up soon." "And
Saturday morning, a few weeks
knowseated
whatat the
he'llkitchen
do?"
askedyoua girl,
ago. . . . "He's asleep — in there,"
BIG
table, looking through a batch of
Bobby's sister said, as she
tiptoed us through the living
letters, obviously fan mail
room and into the kitchen,
arrivedcomethatout morning.
"He'll
here all groggypointing to a door along
eyed,
with
nothing
the way. "But don't get
(Continued on page 68)
him wrong. He's

His sister, Mrs. Nina Maffey, tries to
take the place of his mother.

obby's little nephew Gary sings just
His niece Vivi wants to be famous, too.
ke him.

Bobby
conceited

The family all together at suppertime,
that's really living.

Darin's been called the most
guy in showbusiness.

C'mon

Is he really?

along with us to a humble

little cottage on Lake

Hiawatha,

and be the first to meet

New

Jersey,

the real BD

On the day of your greatest triumph
Aunts

you had time for

and Uncles, girl scouts and policemen, priests and

strangers. . . but not a moment
whose

for the two human

beings

hearts you were breaking.

■ Dear Sandra,
You broke two hearts one day not long ago.
Your father's heart, and the heart of a little boy named Kenny — Kenny, whom you've
never met, your five-year-old half-brother.
You came back to your hometown of Bayonne, New Jersey, that day — Tuesday,
March 22. You spent more than twelve hours there, an official guest of the city; a girl who
had left a few years earlier, a nobody, and who returned now to be hailed as Ever3rbody's
Darling . . . rich, famous, beautiful. You greeted, said hello to, waved to an estimated
11.000 people that day.
(Continued on page 70)

•Across

the

gulf

of thirty-seven
years Fred ^Mstaire
reaches out
his hand
Jtarrie
nare

she

to young
Chase,
take

itt

They met, officially, on
a sound stage at MGM Studios
where Barrie (she was
then twenty-two; Fred, fifty-eight) was
working as an assistant to
the dance director there, Jack Cole
"I remember," she said,, "that
Mr. Astaire walked in one day while
{Continued on page 7 8)
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life story

of Henry

Fonda's

little girl Jan

"Mother died when I ivas twelve. The shock left
e numb. Too numb to even cry." Jane Fonda
Dsed her huge blue eyes for a long moment. The
ars almost seemed to come. Then, with the soft
tsp of a sad smile, Jane closed the tragic chapter
her young life. "Mother was quite lovely," Jane
lispers in a soft voice. The memory still haunts
^r. . . . Jane's long graceful hands play with the
irk gold mass of silky hair that touches slender
oulders. Then, with a refreshing smile,
e fills the room with a lightness that _ ^J^HHl
ishes out the dark clouds of her
vn personal tragedy. "You
<ow, I never even thought
out becoming an actress."
ne, the daughter of
oviestar Henry Fonda,
as brought up in a
ther sheltered atmostere, far from the movglamour that her faous father was exposed
daily. "We lived on a
rm in California. Dad
ver brought any of the movcrowd out to the farm. So I
ver knew how much of a star
ever was. Nor did I know anying about actresses." Her father,
lowing the heartbreak that sometimes
n befall a young girl wrapped up in wanting
be a movie star kept her as far away as possible
)m any undue influences in the movie world.
le was just like any other father. Never talked
out movies. Never tried to impress me with how
\portant he was. And, we had a lot of fun together
the farm." A twinkle comes into her eyes when
e recalls the early days on the farm. She permed all the farmgirl chores, and thoroughly
joyed doing her share of the work. Her early

^rom

sheltered

schooling began in a school filled with famousparent children. Some of her schoolmates included
Maria Cooper, Gary's daughter, and Christina
Crawford, Joan's girl. She was never too chummy
with any of them. "They went their way. And I
went mine." None of her school pals ever made
her aware that her father was a famous star. Nor
did they tease her about it. Her early years were
filled with the everyday pleasures that any girl of
eight or nine goes through. Her brother,
Peter, was her closest pal. They
romped in the fields, and played
pirates. Then when she was
ten, her father took the
family to live in Greenwich, Connecticut, while
he was doing a play on
Broadway titled Mister
Roberts. Jane got her
first taste of what playacting was like. "I used
to play with a trunkful
of stage clothes, and a box
of make-up. Peter always
the heroes, and I
played the heroines." But for
Jane it was only little-girl playacting. She thought she might
want to become a painter. Her art
work was rather good, and she did paintings in oil and water colors. She was enrolled
in school in Greenwich, and developed the usual
schoolgirl crushes and also broke her share of
twelve-year-old male hearts. "I was a little shy
though." Jane was totally unaware of her rapidly
developing good looks. Her resemblance is almost
look-alike to her father. But at the time, her
thin face bothered her. "I looked skinny as a rail.
And, I thought I'd grow up to be the ugliest duck
that ever walked. . . ." (Continued on page 72)

child, to teen-age

rebel,

to star

Y OF

WHAT

HAPPENED

T

7. By the time the police believed
we were harmless and helped us
get gas it was four-thirty. I
finally got Kathy home at five.
Then came the real adventure
of the evening . . . saying to her
father, "I'm sorry, Sir, but
you Itsee,
ran out of
evenwe sounded
lamegas."
to me.
Someday I may see Kathy again.
Today all I get on the phone is
"She's not at home ... to you."

Jill St. John
In

a civil

only

ceremony

one

had

married
This
will

St. John's

Reventlow

in a hotel
and

lunched
the

of

on

richest
only

a hot
boy

intimate

it. Here,

own

mother,
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room,
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world.
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you
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■ How curious that everyone is so calm, I thought, as 1
was standing behind my daughter who was about to be
married to Lance Reventlow by Supreme Court Justic
Marshall McComb, in the royal suite of San Francisco'
Mark Hopkins Hotel.
There was no uneasiness, no tears, no sniffling, and non<
of the usual type of excitement that customarily accomps
nies weddings.
(Continued on page 59
58

I (Continued from page 58)
Here these two young people were being tied to each other for what they hoped
would be the rest of their lives, and yet
they seemed as relaxed as if they were
discussing whom to invite to a party!
There were only a few of us present:
Lance's
Barbara Hutton.
had
come in mother.
from Cuernavaca.
Mexico,who espec
i
a
l
y
f
o
r
the
wedding:
Lance's
best
man
and cousin. Jimmy Woolworth Donahue: my daughter's bridesmaid, actress
Nina
BarbaraShipman:
Latimer, Lance's
who hadchildhood
flown innurse.
from
England for the ceremony: his butler.
Dudley
Walker,
and
of
course
my
husband
and me.
Lance hadn't wanted a big ceremony because, as he put it. "I didn't want to make
my
a three-ring
circus."
chosenwedding
San Francisco
because
both Hehe had
and
Jill feared that if they had restricted the
guest list to so few people in Los Angeles,
a lot of their friends might have been
hurt.
But what the wedding lacked in people,
was more than made up by the picturesque
setting.
The suite was beautifully decorated with
peonies, irises, daffodils, and sweet peas. It
looked like a fairyland. And Lance was so
:r.'.r and
ar.i myzistir.r-isr.e:"
dark rsuit,
daughter so-looking
beautifulir. hisin
her pink silk suit. Of course she wore
something old and something new. Both
were provided by her new mother-in-law.
given
totheher'old'
by being
Barbaradiamond
Hutton earrings
last Christmas,
the 'new'
a double-strand
with
a diamond
clasp, whichpearl
llissnecklace
Hutton
put around her neck just before the ceremony. Ilent her my pink veil for something
"borrowed.'garters
and something
'blue' —
aby pair
of
blue
a girlfriend
the day— was
before.given to her
Later on someone told me that the ceremony had taken only ninety seconds, and
by doing so had set a speed record! But it
seemed longer to me, for during that time
my mind wandered back to the time that
Jill first told me about the handsome
your 2 man she had met at a party at Ronnie Burns' house, almost three years ago.
Lance
Frankly.pres ion oIfLance
was surprised
by my
when I first
met own
him. imHe
seemed nice. shy. and quite unlike the
mental picture I had formed of him
His shyness did not last long, and as he
relaxed it sense
was easy
for me to detect a
wonderful
of humor.
There was only one time that I was
dubious about this marriage — and that was
exactly monyforty
started!-five minutes before the cereMaybe I better go back a few hours to
tell you what happened. . . .
I don'tEven
think Jill slept
the night
before.
saidmuch
good-night
her.
I could hearafterherI move
around in herto
room. Her light must have been on till
2:00 ajn.. when she finally turned it off.
Although Jill and Lance had planned to
come back with us the very same night,
my
I decided
better with
take
our husband
own car and
to the
airport,we'dbecause
these two kids you could never tell what
they might do. so at least we could get
home in case they decided to stay in San
Francisco overnight.
We arrived at the airport shortly before
11:00 and were greeted by at least two
dozen reporters and photographers!
All our efforts to keep the departure
as wellfailed
as the
secret
when,place
as I ofwasthetold,wedding
someonea
from the Mark Hopkins Hotel gave the
news
papers!of all the arrangements to the local
Lance arrived a few minutes after we

Woman's 'Dif ficult
and Her
Perspiration

Days'

Problems

Doctors tell why her underarm

perspiration

problems increase during monthly cycle.
What can be done about it?

Science has now discovered that a thing called
"emotional perspiration'"' is
closely
"difficultlinked
davs."to Soa woman's
much so
that during this monthlv
Valda
cycle her underarm perspiration problems are not
only greater but more embarrassing.
You see, "emotional perspiration"
isbigger
caused andby special
glands. Thev're
more powerful.
And
when they're stimulated they Iiterallv pour out perspiration. It is this
kind of perspiration that causes the
most offensive odor.
New Scientific Discovery
Science has found that a woman
needs a special deodorant to counterthis "emotional
and
stopact offensive
stainsperspiration"
and odor. And
now it's here ... a deodorant with an
exclusive ingredient specifically
formulated to maintain effectiveness
even at those times of tense emotion
. . . during "difficult davs" when she
is more likely to offend.
It's wonderful new ARRID CREAM
Deodorant., now fortified with amazing Perstop.* the most remarkable
antiperspirant ever developed! So
effective, vet so gentle.
(Carter Prwi-c^

Used daily. ARRID with
Perstop* penetrates deep
into the pores and stops
"emotional perspiration"
stains and odor . . . stops it
as no roll-on. sprav or stick
could ever do !
You rub ARRID CREAM
in . . . vou rub perspiration out. Rub
ARRID CREAM in . . . rub odor out.
Twice as effective as roll-ons
Doctors have proved ARRID is more
effective than any cream, twice as
effective as anv roll-on or spray
tested. And yet ARRID CREAM
Deodorant is so gentle, antiseptic,
non-irritating . . . completely safe for
normal underarm skin.
So ... to be sure you are free of
the embarrassment of "emotional
perspiration,"
use this
specialwithkindPer-of
cream deodorant.
ARRID
stop* stops perspiration stains . . .
stops odor too. not onlv during the
"difficult days" but every day.
Remember, nothing protects you
like a cream, and no cream protects
vou like ARRID. So don't be half safe.
Be completely safe. Use ARRID
CREAM Deodorant with Perstop* to
be sure. Buv a jar at anv drug or cosmetic counter. Only 49c plus tax.

J^r ir-: :":

;r-

did with his butler, his former nurse, and
Nina
I wasShipman.
a little afraid of his reaction when
he saw all the photographers, and so was
Jill. But he came through very well. He
smiled
amiably
and,for although
dilly-dally
pictures, hewas didn't
very
pleasant
to tothepose
photographers.
The flight to San Francisco took only a
little over an hour. There we were greeted
again by an even larger group of reporters
who were surprised when Jill answered
some of their questions before they were
asked.
ask Imecan any
questions Like,
about "Don't
my family.
only silly
give
you the standard, phony answers — like
seven
children
would
be
just
fine."
They were all in a happy frame of
mind because they laughed and waved at
us as we climbed into the big black
limousine provided by the studio. We were
whisked to the Mark Hopkins Hotel, where
all of us retired to our own suites, Miss
Hutton had the Royal Suite, my husband
and I had the Ambassador suite, and
for
me, other
I can'tbeautiful
remembersuites.
the
namesthe oflifeallof the
However, they were all on one floor. In
fact, Miss Hutton had taken over the entire floor to make sure that the ceremony
would be undisturbed. Judging by
Lance's
pleased himreaction,
more. nothing could have
It was about two thirty when we all
assembled
Miss Hutton's
excitedto
and
gay, andin anxious
for the suite,
ceremony
start, although
another
hour andit a wasn't
half. scheduled for

who joined them. Said Jill, afterwards,
"HeYetwasas the
so nice
— he even
bill!!!"
minutes
passedpaidby, theI became
more anxious about what was happening
towatch
them.every
I couldn't
glancing
at my
few help
seconds
wondering
whether
time. my daughter would get back in
to She
spare.finally did — with about five minutes
Although the ceremony was brief, it
was beautifully performed, and I could see
my daughter's
happiness
the But
way they
she
kissed
Lance after
it was byover.
wereAfterno longer
to kissdelicious
in public.hors
we hadwilling
the most
d'oeuvres — everything from caviar to importedannounced
French champagne,
maid
that she Jill's
had abridesvery
special surprise for the newlyweds. "Close
your
eyes
and
stretch
out
your
hands,"
she ordered.
Jill and Lance did as told. Two seconds
later they heard a click as Nina handcuffed themWewithall athought
gold-plated
pair of
handcuffs.
the shackles
were very funny, although I said a silent
prayer
lost totheeach
key. other
They that
wereNina
still hadn't
shackled
when they walked downstairs for the ten
minute press conference they had agreed
to give. It was then that one of the
photographers
of the cameras. asked them to kiss in front
Lance came back with a very emphatic,
"Not her
here."
then sheJillthought
refusedthatto
show
ring,And
because
would be vulgar.
About seven we had a wonderful dinner,
arranged by Miss Hutton. We had shrimp,
waldorf salad, beef stroganoff with wild
rice, and of course, the beautiful twotiered
with us.wedding cake — which I took home
Only a few people were at the airport
whenful feeling
we left,
but there
a wonderof gaiety
once was
we got
on the
plane. The local papers had covered the
ceremony, and you could see passengers
turn around from wherever they were
sitting and stare at Jill and Lance. And
then they came over, one and two at a
time, to wish them good luck and all the
happiness
in theexhausted
world. as I moved my
I was quite
seat back, and tried to relax. But I
couldn't help overhearing one cynic remark behind me, "I wonder how long
thisI knew
is goingwhatto he
last?"meant. Jill had been
married
before,my anddaughter
it didn't isworkan out.
Moreover,
actress,
and supposedly everybody knows that
a Icareer
and a marriage
mix.Jill was
Firstmarried
ofdon'tall,Neil
only don't
sixteenagree.
when she
Dubin.
And they had known each other less than
three months. It was no surprise to anyone
thatLance
the and
marriage
didn'tknown
work each
out. other
Jill have
for three
They'reFrom
sure theof beginthemselves andyears.
each other.

ning, Jill was forwaimpressed
his sense
straight-of
rdnes , his manners,by his
humor
—
just
as
I
think
Lance
appreciated
that Jill was never impressed by his
wealth. She had traveled in pretty much
the same circles as Lance. A number of
fellows she dated were equally well-off.
And
there was a mytimehusband
when sheandcouldn't
affordif something,
I always gaveasitherto her.
As far
career is concerned, they
have talked this over in great detail. Lance
has not insisted that she give it up as
long as she wants to stick to it. And
quite frankly, she does. Jill is not one
to come out with a pat answer like "If
my
marriage and myShe career
don't mix,to
I'd
is determined
go onquitwithworking."
her
career
just
as
determined tomake her marriage she
workis out.
And she's convinced that she can do a
good job with both. For that matter, Lance
has already adjusted himself quite well to
the role of a movie star's husband.
Jill changed him
When Jill and Lance first met, he used to
shun any type of publicity gathering such
as premieres, or big parties. Gradually
Jill persuaded him to change his attitude.
For the sake of her career, she has to be
seen one
in public,
Lance.
And
night shewithtold orhimwithout
quite frankly
that
being
seen
with
him
made
want to write more about her. people
Lance appreciated such honesty. While
he keptto teasing
she just
reallya movie
didn't
want
become her
an that
actress,
star, he kept going along with little
grumbling, to whatever functions she was
requested to attend. And while at one
time he would have balked altogether at
stopping to pose for pictures, now he
will thenot cameras
only pose,oncebutineven
force a smile
for
a while.
Of course Jill has shown a willingness
to do —things
for Lance's
sake ofas which
well. Like
sports
the mere
thought
she
detestedexpert
a fewat years
ago! Today
she's
quite
skin-diving
and
skiing.
She is also a good hostess, and I think
this will help Lance who loves having
people
house once
It wasoverafterto his
midnight
when inthea while.
plane
finally tional
landed
Airport.atIt Los
was Angeles'
too late, Internaand we
were too tired, to drink another toast to
the new couple who were anxious to get
home, dingnotnight,onlybutbecause
it was their
also because
they wedhad
planned to get up early to go on their
skiing honeymoon, at Mammoth Lakes.
As my husband and I saw them drive
off, I couldn't help remembering Barbara
Hutton's
a few hours
earlier.
"I'm glad parting
they gotwords
married,"
she told
me.
"They
seem sosoright.
good for
another."
She was
Lanceone found
in Jill
what
just as she found in him
what heshe wanted,
needed.
END
Jill stars in 20th-Fox's The Lost World.

Where Are You, Eddie, I Need You!"
(Continued from page 43)
the knife. It was a frightening responsibil- the right to say, "Yes. Let the doctor operity.
ate," or "No — let us consult another docDebbie needed reassurance badly.
And if the child was to face surgery, his
Though the bonds of love were dead be- father
should be beside his bed when he
tween
needed when
Eddie atthethislifemo-of
ment. Inthem,
thisshemoment
eyes and
after became
the operation,
their child might be lying in the balance, opened camehisconscious,
panicky be-at
the thought of being in a strange place
she
couldn't
just
turn
to
anyone.
Not
even
to Harry Karl, the man many people think between
tor." strange covers. At such a moment
60 she will marry. Only the child's father had a boy, even the smallest child, needs not

only his mother, but also his father.
But his father was vacationing in Jamaica, forehead
out somewhere
creased Deb— more
with to—thepain
love hadbie's meant
him woman
than herwhose
love
or staying with his children.
She'd
tried
to
get
through
to
him.
through almost 4,000 miles of telephone
wire.
The operator had grown tired of calling
"There's no answer," she said. "Do you
want"Doesn't
to leaveanybody
a message?"
know where Mr
"Sorry, he didn't leave any message
Shall I ask
Fisher
is?" him to call you back?"

Jill's craving before the wedding
And
at threenext
o'clock,
it happened.
I wasthen,standing
to Lance
when
Jill came over and tugged on his sleeve.
"I
feel
like
a
hot
fudge
sundae,"
she
grinned.
If
Lance
was
surprised,
he
didn't
show
it. But Miss Hutton certainly did.
"What youth will do!" she exclaimed.
Lance was all against Jill's idea. First
of alldaehean hour
didn't and
feel alikehalfa hot
fudgehe sunbefore
got
married.
she could Secondly,
get one athethisdidn't
time.know where
"I noticed a very nice little ice cream
parlor right
from the hotel," Jill
informed
him across
cheerfully.
Lance still wasn't in favor of the idea.
"If we go out there, we'll be recognized
by"We
reporters."
can sneak out the back way," Jill
pleaded.
While Lance was determined not to go,
heoff didn't
take
with mind
Nina.letting
And hissobride-to-be
the two girls
secretly sneaked out of the hotel, dashed
across the street, and without being
seen
by the thirty
or more
had assembled
on the
floor reporters
below for who
the
brief press conference Lance had promised
them after the ceremony, walked into the
ice cream parlor — where they were
promptly recognized by a local reporter

Debbie bit her lip. "No. I'm sorry, I
don't
be time."
She think
hurriedthereto will
the side
of her sick son
and sat on his bed, holding his hand.
"Darling,
Mommy
will
take
you toyousomeone right away who will make
feel
better."
With God s help
Her brother
waited
to drive Bill's
Debbiefaceandwasthewhite
boy toas thehe
hospital. Bill lived in his own quarters in
Debbie's
large home
Hills. Heto
felt
that Debbie
wouldin beHolmby
too nervous
drive to the hospital, and he was going to
take them there. Her mother, who lived in
Burbank,
by St.there.
Joseph's Hospital,
was waitingclose
for them
Carrying the crying boy in her arms,
Debbie stepped into the car. Her face was
tense;
almostMommy,"
as pale heas the
"I hurt,
said. child's.
darling,theyI know,"
said. "But toat
the"Yes,
hospital
will doshe everything
make you better."
help, she
thought.
God
be With
with God's
the surgeon
tonight.
May May
He guide
his hand. They say that when a surgeon
goes to work, there are always three in the
operating
room: God.
the doctor,
and
God. Please
be there theand patient,
watch
over my child.
It was a balmy night in late March and
the sky was studded with stars, but inside
the car,such
Debbie
She alone
had never
known
fear. shivered.
To face this
...
"Stop it, Debbie," she told herself.
"You're
being voice
hysterical."
But another
within her whispered:
"How can I stand
taking said
such ifa grave
responsibility.
The it—doctor
there
were no surgery, there might be complications."
Complications? The vague word carried
its own
the timeof this
little Toddcargo
was offirstterror.
born From
the threat
moment had hung over him. "Hernia," the
doctors had
said then.
"Somean dayoperation.
it may
become
serious,
requiring
But he's an infant now and it isn't called
forSherightandnow.
EddieWe'llhad wait."
agreed it would be
wisest to wait till surgery was absolutely
necessary. How could she have dreamed
then that when the moment did come she
and Eddie
would notto beanother
togetherwoman
— that andhe
would
be married
that her frantic telephone call would not
reachish West
himIndies?
in that distant spot in the BritFor a moment she was bitter. This was
the bitterness she had tried so hard to
fight,
promised
would that
nevershelet had
overcome
her. herself she
"Well, I can take anything life hands
out,"much
she toldof Eddie,
herself itfirmly.
"If Ifault,
expected
too
was my
not
his. But why should Todd have to be let
down, too? The child is his baby, too. Why
should he be on a holiday in Jamaica,
while Todd and I have to go through this
ordeal
It wastogether?"
unreasonable of her to resent it;
she
Eddiein hadn't
knownof that
terrorknew
wouldthat.strike
the middle
the
night
while
he,
perhaps,
held
woman a
he loved in his arms somewherethe under
Caribbean moon, or danced together in a
gay Island night club.
She ran her fingers through Todd's hair;
touched his cheek tenderly. "Darling," she
thought
to herself,
through this
moment, "it's
throughawful
this tonight,go
but I wonder if your father knows what
he's
most ofbutthea lot
time.of He's
missing
some missing
of the pain,
the joy,
too.
The car wound up the hospital driveway
and stopped in front of Admissions. A
white-uniformed
in a wheelchair. orderly placed the child
"Mommy will be right with you," she
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said, comforting the frightened child.
When Todd was being prepared for surgery, aslip of— paper
— her authorization
of
the
operation
a moment
the was
wordshanded
dancedto Debbie.
in frontForof
her eyes. The words sounded so threateningpitwith
theirblame.
promise to absolve the hosal of any
"It's
just
a
formality,"
she was
She took the pen and signed
the told.
release,
praying
would be aswell.she wrote her name that all
Todd was still crying. She stayed as long
as they let her, while they gave him a shot
to make him drowsy and his eyes closed.
She walked out into the corridor, then,
and stretcher
watched them
her little boy on
the
down wheel
the hall.
In the corridor, she pressed herself
against the wall, looking very small. The
people around her seemed like shadows in
the night. How she wished that one of

and the best buy for better living.
those shadows could be Eddie. . . .
It seemed ages before the surgeon came
out. There was a smile on his face. "He's
all right.
little'out'boy'sbut been
his
room. Your
He's still
he'll taken
be fine."to
Debbie started down the corridor. "I
said I'd be right there when he opened his
eyes.
She . walked
down Ithewanthalltotobehiswith
room,him."alone.
..
It was two days later when Eddie arrived
in Hollywood, with Liz. He arrived the day
his son was ready to be discharged. He
drovehealthy
directlychildto heSt. was,
Joseph's.
like
the
was Todd,
recovering
beautifully. But even so, he had come too
late to save Debbie from the night of fear
— when gone
the phone
call she'd made to Eddie
hadn't
through.
end
Debbie will guest-star in Pepe, for Coin Paramount's The 61
Pleasure lumbia,
Of andHisstarsCompany.

The Haunted

Honeymoon

(Continued from, page 40)
ioved so desperately, so very, very much.
day.He'd looked forward to their wedding
But most
of all,
looked
forward
to this
citystrangely,
in farawayhe'dDenmark
that Evy had talked so much about.
To get away, for a while, at least, from
Hollywood, from California, where there
had been little laughter for him these past
few
— ever
since boy,
that andday explained
he'd sat
with weeks
his son,
his little
that things were going to be different for
them both from that day on. . . .
They'dJimmy's
been atwife,theJimmy
airportJr.'sthatmother
day.
Gloria
— had —gone
to a counter to pick
up her
tickets father
for Las
alone,
and Vegas.
son. And they'd sat
The boy was worried-looking, confused.
why,with
Daddy,"
asked, "why
can't
you"Butcome
us? heI thought
you were
coming. Why can't you come?"
Jimmy didn't answer immediately. He
couldn't.
he put his"How
arms doaround
his son andInstead
he wondered,
I tell
you
what's
happening,
baby?
How
domother
I tell
you
the
truth
—
that
you
and
your
are flying away so your mother can get a
divorce, so that I can get married again?
How
tell will
you,youmy even
three-year-old
baby? do. . .IHow
understand
what I'm talking about?"
"The son I've always wanted"
For the next minute or so, Jimmy lied.
He began
something
ture he wasto say
working
on, a about
picturea picthat
would take him very far away. "So," he
said,
"I
thought
that
this
would
be
a
good
time for you and your mama to take a
vacation. And Vegas, you know, that's real
oldButIndian
territory. Because
And I thought
he stopped.
lying —to" the
boy, trying to fool him, was no good, he
knew.
He rememberedafterotherthe times
he'd
tried.
from Those
Gloria mornings
when he would separation
leave his
apartment on his way to the studio and
drop by the house, to be with his son for a
little while. How the boy would throw his
arms around him and ask, "Daddy, where
you been this morning?" How he would
answer. "To the grocery store — I got up
early and went to do some shopping." How
the boy would nod and say, "Oh sure.
Daddy, you been to the grocery". . . But
how he hadn't been fooled. Not really.
"Your mama and you," Jimmy found
himself
now, for
suddenly,
"you're
going tosaying
Las Vegas
six weeks
. . . both
And
before
you
come
back,
I'll
have
gone
away,
too . . . First to New York. Then to Europe,
a place called Europe . . . I'll be gone for
two.
maybe
. . . I'm going
with
Evy. Evythree
— The
themonths
pretty
you remember?
girl we girlwentyouto met,
the
beach with on Sundays sometimes, the
three of us? . . . I'm going to Europe, baby.
And I'm going to go with Evy. Because,
youAgain
see, heI'm stopped.
going to marry Evy — "
And the little boy, beginning to cry,
asked softly, "Are you going away because
youJimmy
don't hugged
want mehisanymore,
son. Daddy?"
"Of course I want you," he said. "I
always did want you. And I always will."
He
smile.were
"Why,exactly
beforetheyoubaby
were I
eventried
born,to you
wanted,"
he
said.
"Before
your
mother
went to the hospital, where you were born,
you
knowyouwhatgiveI said
her? myI said,
Darren,
me ato boy,
son, 'Mrs.
and
I'll get you two dozen beautiful roses.
62 Otherwise,' I said, 'you don't get anything.'

And she gave me my boy . . . you. And I
Igavesaid.her the roses, two dozen, just like
"Yes, Jimmy,"
said. And
"I wanted
wanted
you veryhemuch.
I stillyou,
do.
AndHe Iletalways
will."
go
of
the
boy
now
and
reached
into his pocket.
He it.removed a wallet, and a picture
from
you chi'd,
recognize
face?" he
aske"Do' the
tryingthisto funny
smile again.
"It's you, Daddy." the boy whispered.
"That'sthisright."
Jimmy.. . . like
"Nowthishere,
you
yoursaidpocket
...
and put
once in ina while,
till I come
back and
see you again, you take it out and you
look at it. So you don't forget your daddy,
this"Allfunny
face theof his
right,"old said
boy. . . . All right?"
Anding his then
he'd
begun
to cry again,
buryface in his little hands,
and sobbing.
And Jimmy, unable to watch, had gotten
up and walked away.
And gone back to Evy.
Back to the girl he loved, and would
marry.
Back to the talk of their wedding, their
honeymoon, only a few weeks away. . . .
was time
gloomyin those
For
theHe first
his lifenexthe weeks.
was edgy,
nervous,
afraid,
sharp-tongued.
Even with Evy.
They began to fight. About silly things.
Evy would say something and Jimmy
would
minute and
he'd with
say
to hell blow
with upanyonewedding,
to hell
everything
—
and
then
he'd
grab
her
and
hold tight
kiss her. And everything wouldto beher allandright.
He became
too. with
a drastic
switchabrupt,
for a fellow
knownthe aspress,
one
of the best and most pleasant interviewees
in all of Hollywood.
According to one reporter who talked
with him during this period:
him first
those fansa
who"I asked
wondered
why tohe answer
was marrying
European
girl
and
why
he
wasn't
an American girl a chance. It was giving
meant
as a light question, an opener.
"But
he
got
snappy
and
he
said.
'How
you answer a question like that? You falldo
in love with a person, not a nationality . . .
Is "Then,"
that a good
enough answer?'
reporter
went on.in"I which
mentioned the
an article
somewhere
Gloria had stated — and I quoted — 'I hope
his second wife doesn't go through what I
did . . . Jimmy
let me Hebe wasan
individual
after wecouldn't
got married.
intensely jealous ... I never really had
clothes, anything new. We were struggling along at first, of course, even after
Jimmy signed his picture contract. I
worked to help out. Every cent we had
went for clothes for Jimmy in his new
career . . . Today Jimmy can't even seem
to see why I should have any alimony. It's
taken
straightenI that
. . .'
" 'Howus months
about it,to Jimmy,'
asked,out.'what
do "And
you sayhe tosaid,
this?''Gloria's entitled to say
whatever she wants, I guess. I have no
comment Itobrought
make onup what
she says.'
another
one"Then
attributed to Jimmy
himself.quote, this
"It went: 'Evy and I don't plan to have
children right away because children don't
go "I'd
with
careers.'
startedwondering
to say that
had
leftjustpeople
just this
whereremark
this
left his son, when Jimmy blew up and
said. 'First of all, I never said that, about
me and Evy going to wait to have chil-

dren. Idon'tof know
that kind
stuff. where
But I they
neverdream
said upit.
" 'And second, about my kid — it's noabout my
kid.
I happenbody'stobusinesslovewhathim.I feel
I happen
to miss
him.
I
happen
to
feel
as
though
I'm
going
to bust sometimes, break down inside of
me. just thinking about him.
" 'But that's my business, mister.' "
"Maybe we shouldn't get married"
One friend
any Jimmy
of the
parties
we hadrecalls
for himthatand"at Evy.
would sit around quiet, brooding, looking
most
ofOhthesure,
time he'd
as ifsnap
he were
he'd
come.
out ofsorry
once
in alikewhile
— old
smile,Jimmy.
joke But
around
ait times
little,
act
the
those
were rare. . . .
"The worst time came the night before
they left.taurantI having
remember.
I was them.
in thisJimmy
resdinner with
and Evy and a couple of other people. I
remember we'd just started to eat when
Jimmy got
from the
table
for up
a while.
whenand
he disapcame
back he pearedlooked
as if And
his best
friend
had
just
died
...
I
found
out
later
that
gone to phone Gloria in Vegas, to ask he'd
her
if he could say a few words to his son.
say good-bye: that the manager of the hotel
where
acceptingtheyanywerecalls,staying
that thesaidboyGloria
was wasn't
asleep
already
late. .in. ."New
When and
Jimmythat andit was
Evy tooarrived
York the next day they had, in Jimmy's
words,
of our
fights. Hereforwe'd
come to"another
make final
arrangements
the
wedding. But we ended up arguing about
something. And I said. 'Look, maybe we
shouldn'tgo get
now. Maybe
we
should
backmarried
to California
and think
things over for a while.' Evy was too hurt
to say anything.
SheThen,
said theonly.next'You're
man.
up to you.'
day. afthe
ter
ahowlongit's
a sleepless
muchnight,I loved
her and night.
wanted I torealized
marry
her.TheI sent
her took
flowersplaceto inherthehotel.
. . ."
wedding
Our Lady
Chapel urday.
of St.
Cathedral on SatFebruaryPatrick's
8.
And two days later Jimmy and Evy were
in The
Copenhagen,
first stopEvy'sof city
theirof laughter.
strange and
haunted honeymoon. . . .
Jimmy seemed happy enough, outwardly, meetingandEn'sneighbors.
mother and father,
her old friends
To
Evy's
mother
in
particular,
one of the best cooks in Denmark,reputedly
he was
a dreamhe come
a son-in-law
who,
though
could true,
not speak
her language,
learned quickly how to say J eg er sulten
(I'm hungry),
sendinga dozen
her scooting
happily
into thethuskitchen
or so
times
a day.
Feast night
It was, in fact, on the afternoon of his
third
at the watching
Norlunds" Mrs.
when Norlund
Jimmy,
in thedaykitchen
prepare something, found out about the
special feast she was planning for that
night.
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"I know, Jimmy," she said through Evy.
her interpreter. " — you don't like any big
crowds.
too night.
many
people atYou're
once . .tired
. But ofjustthem,
this one
I must have the big feast. In your and
my
. . . Justthirty
for the
—"
She Evy's
winked:honor" — about
of us;family
maybe
a few more ... In your and my Evy's
honor."
By eight
that night
the part}begun.
And o'clock
the relatives
— hordes
of themhad—
began arriving.
They hagen
cameproper,fromfromall surrounding
over, from Copentowns
and farms outside those towns; by car, by
trolley, by train, by foot.
They included an uncle, who played
accordion, for those people who would
dance; a few aunts, who sang, for those
\ who would listen; several other women,
aunts and cousins and nieces, who brought
along quantities of homemade foods, to add
togasbord.
Mrs. Norlund's already-plentiful smorBy
o'clock despite
the party
was inapprefull
swing nine
and hensiJimmy,
his silent
ons at first, found
himself
having a
good
He time,
danced.a very good time.
He sang along with the ever-singing
aunts.
He ate.
And, a though
not several
a drinker,
drank
little ofnormally
each of the
drinkshe
being
handed
out
by
a
jolly-faced
oldtimer — a little beer at first, then some
wine, then some of the hard stuff.
And, more and more, he found himself
having a good time, a very good time, for
the first time in a long time.
Until suddenly, at one point, while
dancing with Evy, he saw a couple enter
the
room from the outside hallway — and
with
old. them a small boy. four or five years
"Look," Evy said, spotting them too, at
practically
the same
moment,
cousin, Helga,
and her
husband"my . favorite
. . And
they've
brought
the
little
son, and
Kurt."introShe duced
led them,Jimmy
over
to
them
first Helga, then her husband,
then the boy.
"Hello," Jimmy said to all three, but
never removing his eyes from the boy's.
"Now Jimmy," he heard the girl called
Helgaspeak
say, English
after a well,
moment,
"though weand doI,
not
my husband
we have taught our boy to give you a
greeting in your language ... Go ahead,
Kurt
. . Sayboywhatstiffened,
we taught
The . little
and you."
cleared his
throat.
And then, very slowly, he said:
"My comename
... our
I give
... I hopeis Kurt
you like
city you. . . welAnd
I hope when you return to the United
States of America that you will bring my
greeting
to your own city of — "
He stopped.
"Hollywood?" asked Evy.
"Ja."
said thelaughed.
boy, " — Holly-vood."
The others
Jimmy nodded.
"Thank you," he said, not laughing,
"thank you very much."
He
hand onhetheclosed
boy'shisheadeyes.and.
for a put
shorthismoment,
And
then,
opening
them,
himself and turned and walked hebackexcused
across
the room, through the still-dancing crowd,
to the spot where the jolly-faced oldtimer
was still handing out the drinks. . . .
The haunted honeymoon
Evy looked over at him from the bed, as
he stood near the window, staring out at
the night, intently, the way he had stared
at the boy, downstairs, a little while earlier.
Sheing nothing.
looked at him for a long time, sayAnd then, finally, she spoke.
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"Why don't you talk about him, Jimmy?"
she asked, softly. "It will make you feel
"Talklittle
aboutmorewho?"than asked
his
voice
a flatJimmy,
whisper.
better."
"Your
son,"
Evy
said.
"I
know
you're
thinking of him. I understand how you
feel . . . You never talk about him, Jimmy.
But please, turn around — and talk about
him to me. It will make you feel better."
"No, Evy," he said, not turning. "I won't
feelThenanyhebetter.
And you'llI done
feel enough,
worse."
said, "Haven't
enough
to
spoil
this
honeymoon
of
"It's a beautiful honeymoon," Evyours?"
said.
"You haven't spoiled anything . . . It's a
beautiful
He shookhoneymoon,
his head. Jimmy."
he said. is"But
can"I itwanted
be? ...it toA be,"
honeymoon
for how
two
people, Evy. Evy.
That'sEverybody
a simple knows
fact about
honeymoons,
that
about honeymoons . . . But we're not alone,
are we?
with weus.
He's
been There's
with usa third
since person
the minute
started. He's going to be with us, more
and more, as we go along ... I know it's
not right . . . But I can't get him out of
"He's
my
mind."
never
getyour
him son,"
out of Evy
your said.
mind. "You
You must
must
think
of
him
always."
"Think of him?" Jimmy asked, laughing
suddenly, a low and hollow laugh. "Think
of him? . . . That's all I do, Evy, is think of
it's notabout
fair him.
to youAnd...in Iallthink
ofhim.him.AndI dream
my
thoughts and dreams, do you know what
he'sHe doing?"
paused.Evy asked.
"What?"
"He's forgetting me," Jimmy said. "Day
by day,
hour those
by hour,big he's
for
me with
blacklooking
eyes around
of his.
And he getdoesn't
foring me . . . see
Like me.youAndforgetso he's
anything
you
aren't
around
all
the
time.
Like
with
me, whentimes, toIthego back
South Philly
streetto where
I was someborn,
where
I
used
to
play,
where
I
up — I
realize when I get back there grew
how much
I've forgotten about it . . . All because I've
been
long.breath.
. . ."
He away
took asodeep
"That's how it is with people, things,

Evy,"
with me.
How itheis said
with then.
my son"How. . .itYouwas forget
...
You can't help it. And God, Evy, God, but
I don't
want my the
littlebedboyandto rushed
forget me!"
to Evy
him gotand outtookof him
in her arms. over
"Jimmy," she said, "it's getting cold here,
by the open windows. You should come to
Again"notheforshook
his
head.while."
"Not now." he
said,
just said,
a little
"Jimmy," Evy
"I'm not going to
leave you till you come back with me. I'll
stand
all night."
"Justherea little
while more," he said. "I
Want"Jimmy
to be— alone,
while more."
please."justEvya little
said, begging
now.
bed."
"No," he said, his voice loud, angry. "I
But he stopped.
And he clutched her suddenly.
he Andbeganhe buried
to cry. his face in her neck, and
"
—
I
said
As she said, very softly, "Jimmy, Jimmy
. . . It's going to be all right . . . You'll
How it is in Copenhagen
see.It .was. ." the following morning.
Evy walked into their room and handed
Jimmy
States. a letter that had just come from the
The handwriting on the envelope was
But the return address was marked
"James Darren, Jr."
Gloria's.
opened
the envelope
outJimmy
the sheet
of paper
inside it. and pulled
On
the
paper
was
a
drawing,
crude and
comical, of a little boy.
Below
it,
printed
in
large
and
slanting
letters, were the words:
"DEAR
DADDY,
I
LOVE
YOU"
Jimmy and Evy looked up from the
paper
a while,
one toanother.
And after
somehow,
they and
both atbegan
laugh.
"I told you," Evy said, "that this is the
way it would be in Copenhagen — on our
honeymoon.
Didn'tEvyI, Jimmy?
"I told
even
more,
and you,"
bending
tosaid,
kiss laughing
her husband.
"I told you — !"
end
Jimmy will star in Gtjns Of Navarone,
for Columbia.

Baby
1 Am

Going to Adopt a

(Continued from page 29)
lameSinceandshe fortune
Hollywood.
married hereArthurin Miller
and
moved to New York and Connecticut to
live, we do not see one another as often
as we did in the beginning of her career
when her agent, Johnny Hyde, was deeply
in love with her (he was my good friend,
too) andducerthe
influential
Josephpowerful
Schenck and
befriended
her proand
gave her the advantage of his wisdom and
understanding.
Yet, we have never lost touch. When
she comes to Hollywood to work, not too
frequently in the past years, she always
callsLastme,year
"because
you are myto friend."
she telephoned
say hello
on a day when I was giving a garden party
and ingI sheinvited
her
to
come,
hardly
would accept as she had justexpectflown
in that morning. But she came — a ravishing creature in a black cocktail dress, delighting my guests, posing for pictures,
laughing in that soft child-like voice of
hersAnd,
— truly
show-stopper.'
whena 'social
she returned
to the West
Coast to start (the currently strike-struck)
Let's
Fall
In
Love
for
20-Century
she
had called to invite me to a studioFox,party
she was hostessing to introduce her friend
and co-star, the talented Yves Montand.
I hadn'tdinner
been appointment.
able to accept because of an
early
So what happens? Marilyn left her party
before it officially ended to come over to
my house, catching me with my hair in
pin curls just before I got under the hair
dryer — a strange and weird time to be receiving the world's most glamorous womyou mustandadmit!
Marilyn and
wasn'tgossiped,
in the
leastan, fazed
we chatted
as women do, in that short time we had
before both of us were due for other engagements.
A real heart-to-heart
wasn'tMarilyn
until later
meIt that
and Ithat
had itnotoccurred
had oneto
of our real heart-to-heart talks that so
frequently marked our early friendship
in a long, long time. Deciding to put the
thought
the studio
and askedintoif itaction,
would I becalled
convenient
for
me to see her that very afternoon on the
setSheof sent
Let'sback
MakewordLove.for me to come at
my convenience (and this is the star who
has
frequently
been accused of being so
difficult
and aloof?).
forI hadn't,
Marilynhowever,
to meet exactly
me at been
the prepared
entrance
to 20th, accompanied by none other than
Arthur Miller, their arms linked as they
walked forward to greet me!
Marilyn had taken the short stroll from
the Let's
Love set
wearingtight-fitting
her costume forMake
the scene,
a black
ballet outfit with a touch of deep pink
and
heels. than
She
lookedslippers
slender,withfarhigh
morepinkslender
when she first arrived, and even the heavy
screen make-up and the exaggerated
beading
her well,
eyelashes
hide
that
she of
looked
healthycouldn't
and happy.
in casualsun sports
attire andhim.someHe
ofMiller
the was
California
had tanned
looked younger than I had expected,
standing
famous wife, his
arm
now there
aroundwithher hisshoulder.
Marilyn's
simple,
want
you twointroduction
to know eachwasother
and be"I
friends," she said.
Arthur membershook
"Don'tOlivier
you and
rewe met athands,
Laurence
Vivien Leigh's party for Marilyn and me
64 in London?"— which, of course, I did.

He toldwhere
me hehe had
had conferred
just returned
from
Ireland
with John
Houston whodependentis picture
goingstarring
to directMarilyn,
Miller's The
inMisfits.
for a love
moment
Ireland Wewhichchatted
we both
and about
then
Arthur excused himself.
"I'm onon themy story
way — back
to the you
hoteltwoto
work
and besides
don't
really
want
a
man
around,"
laughed. And this tall, dark, intelligent andhe
brilliant man didn't worry about spoiling
his wife's make-up as he kissed her goodMarilyn
bye.Luckily,in the
needed
sceneswasas not
we immediately
returned to
the set and found two comfortable chairs
where we could sit and talk uninterrupted.
we sat
down you
I saidthatto IMarilyn,
onlyAs fair
to warn
am going"It'sto
ask you a lot of personal questions as to
what how
it's like
Millerof
and
ArthurbeingfitsMrs.
into Arthur
your life
glamour."
Everyone
knows
that
Marilyn's
private life with Arthur Miller has been
a well-guarded secret and I believe this
is the sonalfirstlife with
time her
she has
discussed
perhusband
with heranyone.
She
gave
me
one
of
those
'upswept
looks'
so was
famoussmiling,
in herandscreen
close-ups.
But she
waiting
— so I
took
the plunge.
"Do you think you would be so madly
in love the
withbrilliant
Arthur author
if he weren't
Miller,
of DeathArthur
of a
Salesman, The Bridge and other Broadway
successes?" I started.
She indidn't
I am
love hesitate.
with the "Of
man,course
not theI would.
mind.
When heI first
Arthur writer
I didn't
even
know
was met
the famed
of plays
and the Arthur Miller I became attracted
to was the man — a man of such charming personality, warmth and friendliness."
say
thatMarilyn
later Iwent
didn'tonfallslowly,
more "Iin won't
love with
him after prIeciatgrew
to know
himandandintellect.
to ape
h
i
s
great
talent
But I would have loved him for himself
without his fine achievements."
Life with a brilliant man
"But living with even a brilliant man
can't be all aesthetic," I said, beginning to
feel
like a dissecting
must a bebit quarrels,
at least surgeon.
differences"There
betweenmayyou." be hard to believe — but we do
not"This
quarrel
at all! I mean by that — we
don't
indulge
ugly scenes
Of course, any inmarriage
has to and
have words.
some
adjustments,
but
why
can't
they
made I
in good temper? Neither Arthurbe nor
are
quarrelsome
— we trivial
aren't things.
quick toTrue,fly
off the
handle about
we
do
not
always
agree
—
but
we always
adjust these problems with our
voices
lowered," she smiled again.
"In
your
private
life
do
you
prefer
be called Marilyn Monroe or Mrs. Arthurto
She didn't
to think
"Mrs.
ArthurhaveMiller!"
and about
her this
voice—
tingled
Miller?"with pride.
"In any marriage, one of the partners
usually dominates," I said. "In yours,
which
one ishadthebrought
boss?" us two paperSomeone
cups of tea and I had decided if this
query
lost in the
pleasantries
thank yous, got
I would
repeat
it. But ofMarilyn
waited
only
until
we
were
alone
again
before she said:
"Well,thur is now
I suppose
New everything
York, Arthe boss.
And inhere,

centers
me when
working."
I had around
heard that
ArthurI am
babied,
pampered and petted Marilyn almost as though
she
were
a
child.
"He
does
baby
you,
doesn't he?" I said.
She really laughed now — leaning over
to pat hemy treat
arm. me"Of like
coursea child.
he doesn't,
does
I am nor
his
wife in every sense of that word.
"We meet on common and congenial
ground
a man
and you but
just asknow
she and
meanta it!woman!" —
"Of course Arthur advises me and helps
me to adjust myself. It has always been
a problem with me that I am too easily
frightened, retiring, unsure of myself — and
he has helped me very much toward overcoming this feeling,"
added.
"You know,"
I told Marilyn
her, "a psychiatrist
said the reason you become ill before
starting a picture and during the shooting
is that you don't really want to be a moAlltionthis
picture time
star!" we had been talking,
Marilyn had
displeasure
patience. Butshown
she didnonow.
Obviously,or imshe
had heard this charge before and it was
just as obvious that she resented it.
"You,howperhaps
well Iashave
anyoneworked
I know,to
know
very ashard
become a motion picture star. I love my
work; it has brought me much happiness
and satisfaction. Any psychiatrist who
wouldnot be much
make more
a statement
like thatseeker.
canthan a headline
Such things are supposed to be secret and
repeated, speaking hurriedly (for
heldShe inviolate."
her)
in her I sincerity,
"I doYork
love between
acting —
and when
am in New
pictures I attend the Lee Strasberg School
and study all the time Arthur is busy on
Whenplays."
in New York . . .
his
The mention of her life in New York
gave me a rather welcome chance to
changesomething
the subject
me
aboutandtheI did
way with,
you "Tell
and
Arthur
live
in
New
York."
Her good humor restored, Marilyn
seemed happy at the opportunity to discuss her life set
in theup —East.
"We have inreally
aheart
wonderful
anandapartment
the
of New York
a house with
beautiful gardens in Connecticut. We
actually
live a either
very homey
'night-people,'
of us. life— we aren't
most frequent
two"Ourchildren,
Janie, visitors
fifteen, are
and Arthur's
Bobby,
twelve."
actuallychildren
glowed whom
when
she spoke(Marilyn
of the Miller
she had previously told me she likes very
much.) They come to us for dinner every
Tuesday,
weekThey
end and
third of every
their other
vacation.
are for
sucha
nice, well-mannered children and I am
very fond of them. I think they like me,
too," she said softly but proudly.
I smiled, "Sounds like you run quite
an establishment— rather, two establishments, Marilyn. Do you have a great deal
She answered,
"To the contrary.
employ
one permanent
shareWeina
secretary
cleaning maid,
womanwe comes
ofas often
help?"asandwe aneed
her depending on how
much entertaining we do. When we are in
theThiscountry
I very toooftenmuch!
do theThecooking."
was —almost
idea of
the beautiful,
glamorous
who
looked
like she could
be keptMarilyn,
under glass
she was so lovely this day, laboring over
a red hot stove was more than I could
take.
to laugh
and for
the for
firstwhich
time,
even Ishehadgave
that —little
giggle
she used to be famous.
But she stuck toAnd
her guns. "You'd
be
surprised—
believes ithonest.
or not. I canwhether
do moreanyone
than
scrambled eggs and prepare frozen foods.

I have learned how to make noodles that
don't come out of a package — and I bake
bread very well."
"Oh, come on now — you buy the mixes,"
I protested.
"No, andI don't
use
yeast
set —myI don't
own like
bread.mixes.
Have I you
ever
readthatThegives
Joy fineOf recipes
Cooking?
cookbook
but itIt'salsoa
emphasizes the actual happiness there is
connected with cooking — and it can be a
big
life,menotfeela
chore.pleasure
I read itinoftena woman's
and it makes
happy."
"Marilyn,
you like
sit alooking
likeI said,
a with
poster
andhere
talking
frau
a girl
dozen
children
underhansher
feet!"
"I
wish
there
were,"
my
beautiful
friend
said softly. Twice Marilyn had lost babies
through miscarriages, the last one with
great jeopardy to her own life, and her
face saddens whenever she speaks of
children. She wants one so very much.
"And, I haven't given up hope," she said
the world
Isimply.
want "More
a baby,thanlotsanything
of babies.in And,
God
willing, for every baby I have — I'm going
to adopt another one." That was a surprise!
"Then, why don't you adopt one now?"
I asked.
'"Theyis say
it frequently
that
if a child
adopted,
childless happens
parents
then are blessed with one of their own."
Marilyn
looked
thoughtful,
"I
know whether Arthur would like for usdon'tto
adopt
takeMeanyour
advice oneandfirst.
talkButto I'mhimgoing
aboutto it.
while. Ido not want to seem sad or depressed about with
it to myhim life.
— I'mIt very
ful and happy
is verygratefull.
We are rich in our work and in our family
and friends."
"Just who do you and Arthur see the
most often socially?" I put in.
The Miller circle
suppose
our Rosten.
closest friends
Mr.
and"I Mrs.
Norman
He is theareplayw
r
i
g
h
t
p
o
e
t
a
n
d
he
and
Arthur
have
a
lot
intoo.common.
very much,
We also I seelikeMr.Mrs.andRosten
Mrs. Eitor
Rella.
He is also a poet and writes plays. Our
little circle is rounded out by my huspublishers and,
and Leeband'sStrasberg,
dearofandcourse,
close Paula
personal
friends
of
mine."
We had been lucky that we had enjoyed such a long chat uninterrupted, but
Marilyn was now being summoned before
the cameras. Director George Cukor
walked over to personally tell Marilyn
they were ready.
"Don't(Strasberg)
leave," sheto said
"I want
Paula
come toandme,chat
with
you. You'll learn why I am so fond of
her,"— and she beckoned for the famed

woman-half
of the beside
dramaticme. coaching team
to take her chair
Mrs.son,Strasberg
is
likable peranimated, warmindeed
and aunderstanding
and she is devoted to her famous pupil.
told her,and"I ashavemuchnever
seen asMarilyn
as I relaxed
at ease
she is
today. Yet she still seems to have periods
of illness and nervousness which keep her
from working — why do you think this is?"
Mrs. Strasberg
my
husband
has the answered,
solution: he"I think
says that
nervousness
sensitivity
and that's
what
Marilynindicates
has, great
sensitivity.
And
then, Marilyn is still frightened, although
she is overcoming it. Lee says, 'Show me
an actress who isn't frightened and nervous and I willhassayGod-given
she won't talent,
go far.'really
"Marilyn
phenomenal
talent. My husband
says she
is a combination of Jeanne Eagles and
Pauline Lord. Like them, she is greatly
misunderstood.
Marilyn's work
concerned, she Where
wants perfection
and tois
achieve perfection in anything is well nigh
impossible.
But
she
constantly
seeks
it—
even at the expense of her health and
Time ofwasmind."
getting late and I should be
peace
getting
off. after
But I she
wanted
to say her
good-bye
to Marilyn
completed
scene
with Yves Montand. the fascinating French
"one-man
show'
making
his
American
debut
with la Monroe.
Coming from in front of the camera
Marilyn said, "Yves is the most excitingnew
she laughed.
"He's male
all male,startooof— ayears."
cross between
Clark
Gable
and
Marlon
Brando.
He's
going —to
be a big success in American movies
watch
"Doesandhe see."
win you in Let's Make Love?"
I prompted.
"Yes,
but
he thinks
in loveEnglish
with
Frankie Vaughn,
the I'm
popular
singer also appearing in his first Hollywood
movie.
all I'mwillgoing
tell
you of theButplot.that's
Everybody
knowtowhat
happens — and won't buy tickets," she
lauehed.
andMarilyn
walkedlinked
with her
me toarmthethrough
door ofmine
the
stage where my car was waiting.
I was grateful to her for seeing me on
such short notice on a day when she was
working and I told her so as I kissed her
good-bye.
"But you
my friend,"
she said, And
— as
though
that areexplained
everything.
certainly to me, it explained much about
this beautiful and complicated girl who is
today's Star of Stars in the motion picture
world.
end
Marilyn will star in The Misfits, United
Artists, and Let's Make Love, for 20th-Fox.

Is Liz Afraid to Have a Baby With Eddie?
(Continued from page 36)
They had been fun mornings, these
mornings on the rock.
Except that this morning, Eddie noticed,
something seemed to be wrong.
For Liz was unusually quiet.
And there was a sadness about her, suddenly, in her eyes, in the set of her lips
as she lay there on her back, staring up
silently at the sky— a sadness Eddie had
not seen in her for a long time now.
He tried,
to pretend
notice:
as if,atif first,
he made
with thenotsmallto
talk now,
tried
to
cheer
her
up, the sadness would vanish.
So he talked — about this, about that,
about anything that came to his mind.

But, he saw after a while, that it was
doing little good.
Finally, Eddie asked, "Honey ... is
there
wrong?"
"No,"something
Liz whispered.
"Honey."
Eddiefor said
moment,
waiting
his again,
wife toafter
looka over
at him.
She
didn't.he said, louder this time, "is—"
"Honev,"
"I'm
sorry," Liz interrupted him, shakher head, shifting
eyes looking
to his. up"I
was ingdistracted
... I washer just
at that cloud, that lonely little cloud up
there, thinking about what it looked
like. . . ."
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She looked back up, and Eddie followed
her gaze.
"Well, to me," said Eddie, " — you know
what
looks like to me?"
He ithesitated.
"Like
lamb, all white, all fleecy . . .
huh?"
hea said.
Liz said
nothing.
"A pillow?" Eddie said. "A little bit
crumpled
Still, Liz up?"
said nothing.
"Okay," said Eddie, laughing. "I give up.
You tell me . . . Come on." He repeated it.
"Come on," he said.
"It reminds me," Liz said slowly, softly,
finally,
"of a baby."
"Hmmmmrn,"
Eddie said. "A baby . . .
No,He I stopped
don't seeas that
he feltexactly.
Liz takeButhis— " hand,
and squeeze it, tightly, desperately.
"What's the matter?" he asked.
"The wind," said Liz, still staring. "It's
breaking it up . . . it's taking the cloud
away. . . ."
A dream of a baby
She began to cry, suddenly.
"Liz," Eddie said, confused, worried
himself now, "what is it? What's the
matter?"
"It's
" Liz hersaid.head.
"It's that — "
She —shook
"It's what?" Eddie asked.
"It's that."
said,of"that
sometimes
comes,
in the Liz
middle
the night.
Like itit
came last night. Last night, Eddie. . . .
"What comes?" he asked.
"The dream," she said, quickly. "I had it
last night. I hadn't had it for a while. But
lastEddie
night,asked
it came
. The about
dream
her again
to tell. . him
it. "
And, after a while, a long long moment
of silence, she did.
"It's a simple dream," she said, opening
her
alwayseyes,thelooking
same. back at him, "very short,
"I'm in a chair, sitting in a chair," she
"And I'mbaby.
holdingAnda baby,
tiny baby,
asaid.new-born
for a awhile,
as I
sit there, I wonder whose baby this is that
I'm holding.
nevertimeknow.
And
then, a Ilittle
goes Not
by, really.
and I
look up. And I see someone standing there.
And it's you, Eddie — it's you standing
there. And you're looking down at me and
the baby, and you're smiling. And I realize
then that it's our baby. Our baby, Eddie.
Yours
and mine . . . And then — "
She paused.
'And then what, Liz?" Eddie asked.
"And upthen,"
said,myself
"then smiling,
I wake too,
up.
I wake
and LizI find
just
if itAndweren't
a dream,till as. . .iftillit
were astrue.
I keepallsmiling
I realize
that itnoisn't
all true.
That
we have
baby,true,younotandat me.
That
we may never
have
a
baby
.
.
.
Till
remember what all the doctors have I told
me, over and over again, about the risk for
me of having another child after three
caesareans
. . IAndtry Inotgettoafraid,"
went
on. "And then
care. I she
lie there
and
I
say
to
myself,
'Well,
if
you
can't
have
baby, Elizabeth
some another
of the doctors
tell you, — ornotnotnow,ever,as
as others of them say — well, there's nothing you she
can said,
do about it, issome
there?' talks
with"Oh,"myself
after "Imy have
dream. Verylovely
cheerful
and friendly and understanding. And I
feel
said. better after them, too . . . Till — " she
But again she paused.
"Till what?" Eddie asked.
saidasLiz,
grow lying
more next
and
more"Till,"
awake,
I feel"asyouI there,
to me, you, my husband ... it comes to
me how much I must be disappointing you,
Eddie. How much, how very much, I must
be letting you down.
66 Eddie shook his head and started to say

something, something that would calm Liz.
"I know, Eddie," she interrupted, " — you
don't
it. WeEddie,
neverhowtalkmuch
aboutyouit,
do we?talkButabout
I know,
must want a baby, a baby of our own.
said, and
"howwhomuchmarries
any man
who"I know,"
loves a she
woman
her
wants a child of their own to love, too.
"And
I
know,"
she
said,
"what
happens
sometimes, between two people, when
there
no baby. When — "
She isstopped.
"I
know,"
as again the
tears began toshecomerepeated,
to her eyes.
A story of a marriage
Eddie let her cry it out for a while,
wipingfore,away
as he hadto end.
done bewaiting the
for tears
the sobbing
And when, after a while, it did end, he
smiled,to andtell heyousaid,a little
"Honeystory.. . .AnLiz old,
... aI
want
very very old story . . . You want I should
tell"Don't
you ankidold,with
old story,
Liz?" she said.
me, Eddie,"
"Not now."
"I'm
not
kidding,"
Eddie
said. "This
story I heard my grandmother
tell ismea
when I was a kid — a genuine, bona fide,
serious
story ... Do you want to hear it?"
Liz shrugged.
"Well," Eddie said, starting anyway,
"you
my grandmother
of me,see,at her
house, this onewasday.taking
And care
we
were eating lunch, just the two of us,
when this gal who lived next door — her
name
— walked
in and was
took Florence,
one look Iatremember
my grandmother,
who was,
I
should
tell
you,
a
sort
of confes or to the whole neighborhood, and
she
started to cry and bawl all over the place.
"
'What's
the
matter,
Fagele,
my
dear?'
I remember my grandmother asking her.
" 'Thethedoctor,'
from
doctor,Florence
and hesaid,
told'I just
me, came
once
and
for
all,
that
I
couldn't
have
a
child.
How,'
'oh howfor amoneI going
tell
this toshemy said,
husband,
thing? toAnd.
for another thing, how am I going to hold
my husband now, a man who, like other
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men, wants a child? What,' she said, 'what
is "And
a marriage
without
a child?'
whencrying,
Florence
was all through
talking
and
my grandmother
said
to her, 'But honestly, my dear, don't you
know
storyFlorence
of Baraakasked.
and Shoshana?'
" 'Of thewho?'
" 'Baraak and Shoshana.' my grandmother said, 'the lovers of old times gone
"'You mean
Florence
asked. like Romeo and Juliet?'
" T mean,' my grandmother said, a little
annoyed, 'like Baraak and Shoshana.
These lovers I talk of,' she said, 'were
married
lovers,shethank
you.' story.
"And then
told their
"She
said,
'Baraak,
my dear
Fagele.
was a farmer, a very good
man and
a veryhe
good farmer. And Shoshana, a most beautiful young girl, she was his wife. And for
the first few years of their married life
they were
so perfect together,
by.' sofromhappy,
that people
all over the place, from
the other farms, all over, used to refer to
them as Baraak and Shoshana, the most
perfect and happiest of couples.
" 'People
envy time
them,. .and. Theadmire
them,
both used
at theto same
way
they worked together in the fields, planted
and reaped their crops, side by side, all the
time . . . The way, together, they built the
house in which they lived, a lovely and
handsome domicile, with their own hands,
side by side . . . The way, together, they
built another most magnificent edifice, a
granary,
they .could
crops afterwhere
the harvest
. . Thestore
way their
they
did all sorts of things together, for one another.
" 'Yes,them.
people used to envy them, and
admire
" 'Except that after a few years. Baraak
and feelShoshana
— especially
not
that they
were eitherShoshana
so happy— didor
so " perfect.
'Because of a very simple factor.
The wise man's answer
see, noNochild
in their
life." 'There
No son.was,No you
daughter.
nothing.
" 'And oh, after a while, Shoshana would
weep, all the time weep, because she was
childless.
" 'And her weeping would annoy Baraak, who wanted a little smiling around
weeping.
the place once in a while, and not all this
'And Shoshana,
so she wept.she couldn't help it.
" 'But
" 'Until her eyes, which had been at one
time blue like the sky at sunrise were now
red," 'Until
like that
the same
tears sky,
she atshedsunset.
became the
best friends of her cheeks.
" 'Until she became atzboni — which, in
case
you for
don'tnervous
know, Fagele,
Hebrew,
wreck. my dear, is
" 'Until Baraak, too, was becoming atzboni.
" 'Until,' Grandma said, 'until the wonderful zaken that
cha'cham, and
the saw
wise Shoshana
old man,
came
sitting along
outside herdayhouse,
weeping, and
said to her, "My dear, what is wrong that
"'Well, Shoshana,
who at this point
you
wouldaretellweeping
anybodyso?"her troubles, certainly
told the wise old man.
" 'And she said, "Because, zaken cha'my marriageas with
Baraak is child-in
less cham,
and there
because,
children
is love everybody
and love isknows,
the most
important
thingtheinwiseany oldmarriage."
" 'I see,' said
man. 'I see . . .
then he looked
behind where Shoyes" 'And
. . . hmmmm
. . . yes.'
shana sat, at the house behind her, and he
said, "My quisdear,
for being
itive. But thisexcuse
house mebehind
you, itin-is
certainly a handsome and lovely domicile.

And, if you would be so kind to tell me —
who builtShoshana
it, please?"
said, '"Theand house?
that" 'And
was built by Baraak
me, byWhy,
our
own hands, when we were first married,
zaken cha-cham."
" 'Hmmmm,' said the old man, nodding,
'yes ... I see.'
"
'And field
thenouthethere,
said,with
"Thatthe wonderfullooking
wheat and
the corn and what-have-you, growing
there,
so
strong
and
so
well-tended
that was planted by you and Baraak,. . I.
imagine?"
" 'Yes,' said Shoshana, 'by none but the
two of us.'
" 'So pardon me, but just one more
question,' said the wise old man, sniffing in
deeply.the 'Ikitchen
smell coming
from
of your from
house somewhere,
I presume,
the most delicious aroma of cooking.'
" 'Andit Shoshana
cham,
is chicken said,
soup "Yes,
I havezaken
madecha'for
me and for Baraak."
" 'And then the old man said, "But tell
me," 'Hedear,sniffed
is there
not deeply.
love in all this?"
in again,
"
'In
the
chicken
soup,
zaken cha'cham?'
asked Shoshana, incredulous.
" Yes . . . yes,' said the wise old man.
'In thenotchicken
thing. Is
there
love in soup,
that — infortheonepreparation
of foodach with
for good
your husband,
to
fill
his
dishes and aromasstomand
nourishment such as that after a hard day
of work?'
" 'Shoshana
said asnothing
to the question,
which
struck her
very strange.
Love in this
" 'And,' said the wise old man, going on,
pointing
the house,
there ofnotyoulovehavein
this, the tohouse
that the'is two
built together, with your own hands?'
" 'He pointed
to the field.
"And inthen,
that?''
he
"Is there,"
asked,
"is
thereasked.
not love
in all he
of this
— and is not
love itself a child, your child, the child
of you and Baraak?
" You weep for a child, Shoshana,' he
'Well, my dear, that, that, orthenot,matter
ofissaid.abeing
that
matterablein tothehavehandschildren
of God. To some
he gives children. To others he does not.
" 'Only God knows why.
" 'But—Godandmayremember
this, Shoshana—
though
people, as he may deny
denya child
wealthto some
to others,
beauty to still others, certain things to
certainhe others
of us — there is one thing
that
never denies.
" 'And that is love, Shoshana.
" 'Love
— thea love
child tohebegives
married people;
treatedto all
tenderly
. . . like a baby. To be held tight and jealously to the breast. To be nursed, nourished. To be treasured. . . .'
" 'He sighed.
" 'And then he said, "I, Shoshana, I am
only an old man who speaks to you. But,"
he
seenthismuch. . .inNi myYodea?
long
life,said,
let me"having
add just
Who knows? Who knows that someday
this great and divine power that is God
might not grant you the baby which you
seek, for both yourself and Baraak . . .
Eh?"
asked.
Eddiehe stopped.
"And that," asked Liz, "is that the end
of the story?"
way my grandmother told it, it is,"
said"TheEddie.
"But Shoshana and Baraak," Liz asked,
" — did they ever have their child?"
"Ni
As heyodea?"
smiledEddie
at hisasked,
wife. "who knows?"
As she smiled back at him.
Liz stars in Two For The Seesaw,
U.A.; Cleopatra, for 20th-Fox; and Liz
and Eddie are in Butterfield 8. jor MGM.

There it was again. That odd sensation in his throat, that
stifling headache. Not severe at all, but, as Jimmy Stewart
complained to his worried wife Gloria, these minor aches
just never seemed to go away.
Gloria had asked him before to see their doctor, but Jimmy always insisted that he wasn't a hypochondriac, and
that he wasn't going to waste a busy man's time with an
ailment he could hardly describe. So he'd down a couple of
aspirin, straighten his tie, slam on his hat and tell her,
"I'm going for a little walk. The fresh air will do me good."
But
wouldn't.
The itslight
headache, the vague sore throat was still
there.
And Jimmy did nothing about it. . . .
Then the Stewarts got a wonderful invitation. The
Maharajah of Cooch-Behar invited them to be his guests
in Calcutta. The most exciting event of their stay would
be an Indian tiger hunt.
They were looking forward to this thrilling adventure.
As they got busy making plans, getting their shots, checking their passports, Gloria, with wifely intuition, suggested, "We'll be leaving in a few weeks, darling, so you'll
have just enough time to get that check-up you promised
And so it was that next morning Jimmy Stewart
straightened his tie, slammed on his hat, and set off for
the doctor's.
When he got back he told Gloria, "Well, they couldn't
findA me."
anything.
I knewGloria
it waspresented
nothing.him. . with
." two packages
few days later
from a leading men's shop in Beverly Hills. "It's a prescription," she explained. "I got it filled for you. Open it."
Jimmy unwrapped the boxes in amazement.
Six white shirts and a hat.
"The doctor phoned this morning," she smiled, "and said
that there certainly wasn't anything wrong organically
with you, but that he noticed you seemed uncomfortable
when you buttoned up your shirt and put on your hat. And
he got to thinking, could be they were strangling you, just
a little.
Maybe allseemed
you needed
a largerone.size. . . !"
The diagnosis
to be was
the correct
. . . Jimmy admits that he hadn't changed his size since
he was sixteen, and as they flew off on their vacation, reported that he was feeling great !
Jimmy
SPECIAL

Stewart:

PRESCRIPTION

The Small World of Mr. Big
(Continued from page 44)
on but his shorts, scratching his legs. And
then he'll see you and he'll say 'Oooooops,
why didn't you tell me somebody was
"This,"" said Nina Maffey, pointing to the
here?'
girl,
my daughter,
"Hi,""is Vivi
said. "I'mVivi."
going to be an
actress,
and
famous
someday,
I hope."a girl
"And this," said Nina,
indicating
seated next to Vivi, "is my other daughter,
Vana." said Vivi, "just wants to grow
up"She,"
and marry somebody famous — like
Frankie Avalon."
"Shhhh!"
Vana bright
said, poking
giggling, turning
red. her sister,
"And pletthis
little
one,"
Nina said,to acoming the introductions, pointing
boy
who'd been following us, "is my son, Gary.
He's
four.Uncle
And Bobby
you lookwhenat him
and you
see his
he was
this
age. Thin. Big brown shining eyes." She
covered Gary's ears, momentarily. "Very
cute,
and very smart,"
shehersaid,hands,
winking.
Then,
she
walked bringing
to the stovedownto check
some coffee
that was brewing. And she said, "In fact,
I think Gary here is the next generation's
Bobby Darin. He's always singing, just like
his uncle when he was this age."
"Mama," Gary asked, "are you gonna tell
Uncle Bobby and the eggs?"
"Later, honey," Nina said. " — How about
giving
us a song
now?" Gary said,
Without
any forhesitation,
"Sure."
"Just like Bobby — see?" Nina said. "I
remember somebody'd come to the house
and they'd say, 'You going to give us a
song?' and Bobby'd say, 'Sure, watch me.
I'mTheBobby!'
. . . All
little boy
took right,
a deepGary."
breath and
began to sing:Oh the shark dear
Has such teeth dear
And he shows them
Poi-ly wife! —
theSuddenly,
room. he stopped, bowed and left
Bobby and those moods
"Bobby
started"When
singing even
younger,"
Nina
then.
was two
half,
Isaid
remember,
he camehe over
to meandonea
day and he said, 'Nina, I sing for you,
okay?'
I said.likeI thought
I wasa Little
going
to hear 'Okay,'
something
Mary Had
Lamb. So what does he do? He begins
to singwholeMcNamara's
Honest
The
thing, aboutBand.twelve
verses.to God.
Just
from hearing it on the radio. And then he
follows it with this song called Turkish
Delight — word for word. And then he
picks up a harmonica, one of those dollarand-a-half
Hermanandthings
we hadto
laying aroundWoody
the house,
he starts
play the Saber Dance by Khachaturian!!
Well, I figured then, that day, that we had
a real honest-to-goodness musician on — "
"Mom," Vivi said, interrupting, holding
up one of the letters she'd been looking
through.
one from
Texas
who says "Here's
that Uncle
Bobbya girl
is a ingrouchy
snob, that he is very moody — and conceited— and that nobody likes him for this."
"I don't like her, this girl in Texas," said
Vana.
Vivi wants
continued,
she
read"Shethissays,"
and she
to know"thatif and
why Uncle Bobby is like this. 'Please answer,' she says . . . Should I, Mom?"
"I'dcoffee
like to answer,"likeNina
said, pouring
the
to answer
people whonow.say"I'dthese
things
aboutall the
my
68 brother. And do you know what I'd say?

I'd
say the sometimes
truth— thathe sometimes
is grouchy,
is snobby, Bobby
sometimes he is moody, conceited. But this is
Bobby Darin, I'd say, and this is the way
you've got to take him if you want to take
him at the
all."coffee
She cups
took toa thedeeptable,
breath,
brought
and
sat.
Facingten us,months
she said,
know,seewhen
he was
old we"Youcould
that
he was going to be the moody type. Ten
months!
he'd And
be with
face
this long— and
half there
the time.
you a could
cootchy-coo him all you wanted, you
could stand on your head, do anything,
and itboy,
wouldn't
matter.no changing
He was init.a mood.
And
there was
"Even as he grew up," she went on, rewas moody
of the
time. We usedmembertoing, "he think
it was hislotssickness,
at the beginning. He had rheumatic fever
something terrible and for years he was
in the most awful pain . . . Thank God
that ended. I don't know how he stood it.
He'd
to lay toinmove
bed all
the him
time,pain.
not
moving,havebecause
caused
And you couldn't touch him, he ached so
much
over. And
to go
to the all
bathroom
and when
Charlie,he'dmyhave
husband,
would have to pick him up and begin to
carry him and the way he'd scream — "
She way,"paused,
head.that"Anyshe said, and
"we shook
thoughther then
this
sickness
was
most
of
the
reason
for Bobby's
moodiness . . . But even when
he got
better, after
few know,
years, the
the fascinating
moods remained. Anda you
thing is how where with other people,
when they're like that, moody, you feel
like saying 'Aw, get lost!' — well, with
Bobby,
alwaysflocklikearound
a magnetic
the way it'speople
him allthing,
the
time
he's moody,
and themoods.
way they
all getwhenso affected
by these
...
It's like a comedy sometimes."
"You remember the night with the pastrami sandwiches, Mom?" Vivi asked.
"I was just remembering," Nina said.
"ago,
— Youbeforesee, Bobby
one night
becamea couple
famous, ofheyears
was
sitting around the house with a whole
bunch of people — his entourage, as they
"Uncle Bobby's entourage," Vivi inter"started long
he did."
"That'srupted,right,"
Nina before
said. "So,"
she went
on then, "they're all sitting around. And
they're
very
quiet.
Because
Bobby
is in
say." about his appetite, what he wants
a mood,
toAndeat,they're
of all things.
And
he's
not
talking.
talking,Bobby
of course.
then, all of anotsudden,
jumps Andup
from the chair where he's sitting and he
says, 'I know what I need to put me right.
Asayspastrami
sandwich.
How now.
aboutAndit?'theyhe
to the others,
smiling
all jump up, too, and smile, too, and they
say, 'Yeah, a pastrami sandwich — just
the thing.' And they're all just about at
the door when Bobby stops and says, 'Naw,
pastrami's
do meagain.anyAndgood.'so
And he goesnotandgoingsits todown
do the others. Till about ten minutes later,
all of a sudden, he jumps up and says,
'Chopothers
Suey, get
that'sall what
I want!'
the
excited
and So,
theyagain,
say,
it— Chop
Suey!' let. . me. Well,
to'Yeah,
makethat's
a long
story short,
just
tell you that when they got to the door
Bobby
decidedandhe soreally
didn't
wantaround
Chop
Suey, either,
they all
turned
and went to sit down again — and that
this
and onat I one
don'tpoint
knowBobby
how
manywent
times,on until
yelled
out
'Pizza!',
as
if
he
really
meant
this time, and the others cheered and said,it

'Pizza! Yeah! That's swell!'— and, finally,
finally,
they all left."
heartily at the memory.
AndNinathenlaughed
she explained:
"Now this, like I said, is before Bobby
became
famous.
you entourage
can't say— hung
that
these other
peopleSo— the
around causeandthey put
up
with
these
moods
were getting paid for itbe-or
because they figured that no matter what
Bobby decided to buy for himself he'd
buy
too. Bobby
didn'tname
have atmore
than fora them
few dollars
to his
the
time. It was each man for himself. These
people, they just enjoyed being around
Bobby. And the moodier he was, the better a timelooked
they down
seemedat tothehave."
Nina
letter again.
'"Conceited," she said, reading the word.
started
to say. his being conceited — " she
"Now about
A fan comes to look
There was a knock on the back door.
Vana got up to see who it was.
"Hello,"there.
she said, seeing a little girl,
standing
"Hello," said the little girl. "Is your
"Uh-huh,"
Uncle
Bobby said
homeVana.
yet?"
"Can Iasleep
come now,"
in to seesaidhim?"
"He's
Vana. she asked.
"Oh," said the little girl, excitedly,
"that's the way I'd really like to see him.
Nina he'ssighed
and walked over to the
When
asleep—"
door. "Sweetie," she said, "you have a big
brother, don't you? And does he like it if
you walk into his room while he's sleepto take
a girl.
look toat see
him?"him sleeping.''
never
said"I ing,the
littlewant
"Well then," said Nina, ignoring the
answer, "Bobby wouldn't like it either.
. . . Now why don't you come back later
and take a look at him when he's awake.
"All right," the little girl said, disapAll"Some
right?"
pointed. of these kids," Nina said, sighing
again, closing the door. " — Now, where
Uncle Bobby being conceited."
said"About
"OhVivi.yeah," said Nina.
She was just about to begin talking
again
whenoverGaryto us.walked back into the
was I?"
room,
and
He was carrying a cat.
"This is Splish-Splash," he said. "He has
six
eacha dog
hand,... 'stead
And fingers
he thinkson he's
I have ofa five.
dog,
too," he added, quickly. "Uncle Bobby
gave
him
to
me.
His
name's
Geronimo."
Nina"Why
leaneddon'toveryouandseepatted
head.
if you her
can son's
find
Geronimo,"
Gary lookedsheupsaid.
at her.
"Mama, did you tell the story about
"Later,"
Uncle
BobbyNinaand said.
the eggs yet?" he asked.
"Please, Mama— tell it now," Gary said.
Nina smiled. "All right. Real fast,
though."
us, winking,
she said,story"Thisof
is Gary's Tofavorite
Uncle Bobby
Thena time
she said,
"Once
upon
there inwasrecitation-voice:
a boy named Bobby.
His
daddy
had and
gone sotoheHeaven
his
all time."
Mama
was sick
was veryandpoor,
and lived in a little dumpy apartment in
The
York. And Bobby And
didn't
have Bronx,
manyto New
toys,
was
hard
have hefun,wasbeingso poor.
without toysit
and being
so poor.a Sogame,
this all
one byday himself.
he decided to invent
First, he went into the kitchen and he
And about
then
hefoundwenta few
to theempty
iceboxmilkandbottles.
he found
three dozen eggs there. Now why were
there so many eggs there? Because this

boy Bobby's
familyweek
was onthe what
call
Relief,
and every
familytheywould
get coupons for food — and sometimes the
coupons were for only one kind of food —
and this week they were only for eggs."
""That's why." Gary asked, "there was
so "Yes."
many Nina
eggs insaid.the"Soicebox?"
Bobby," she went
oru milk
"to have
day.began
lined toupplayall
the
bottlesfun andthisthen
bowling balls. With the eggs! And one
by one. the eggs crashed against the milk
bottles — and broke."
"How. Mama?" Gary asked, excitedly.
"Like this." Nina said. She closed her
eyes and shuddered: "Pow, pow, pow.
pow.
pow in. . delight.
. poic!"
Garypow.giggled
"All opening
right with
= sked.
her the
eyes. egg story?" Nina
"Yes." Gary said.
All about conceit
"Now" Nina asked, "youil go find
Geronimo?"
"Yes," the boy said, rushing away.
Nina wasaskedI?" again, when he
was"Andgone,note."
"where
"Conceit!" Vivi and Vana said together.
"Oh that's right." Nina said, "about
Bobby's
what that
I'd
like to sayconceitedness:
to anybody this
who isbrings
subject up. Conceitedness. I'd like to say
first,
the right
Becauseprobably
the wordisn'tconceited
meanswordthateven.
you
have the idea you're good, that you think
you're good. Well, in Bobby's case, he
knowsceit.he's
good. AndAnto assurance
me this isn'the conIt's assurance.
has
ofabout
his other
talent.things.
. . Bobby
isn't his
conceited
Not about
looks.
God was
knows.
fact one
day and
a photograper
here Intaking
pictures
he said.
"Okay, Jimmy, how about a shot over
here?' And Bobby laughed and said.
"You've got it wrong. Mister — Jimmy Darren's the actor, the good-looking one. I'm
Bobby Darin, the singer, the homely one.'
... So orit'sanything
not aboutlikehisthat.
looksButthataboutBobby
brags,
his
talent. And if you say he's bad to go
around
you'veto
got
to saybragging
equally like
well this,
that then
it's good
be a hypocrite."
Nina all
put thisdownwhile,theandletter
she'd been
holding
she smiled.
"You how
know,somebody
though,"likeshemysaid,
"it's
funny
brother
can, at thefeelsame
time he'sabout
bragging
himself,
so strongly
other about
people— in such a quiet way. a humble way.
Ia mean.
think earth
that I who
have had
ever met
personI don't
on this
less
prejudice, no prejudice, towards any of
his fellow men . . . big or small . . . especially small."
A phone,
in the next room, rang and
interrupted her.
Nina got up, excused herself.
A minute or two later, she was back.
"That," shegirlfriends,
said, "wassomeone dancer
of Bobby's
would-be
from
New York."
"Goll-eeeee," Vivi, her daughter, said.
Soon asfortheydates.
know...he'sIshome
calling
that they
what start
she
wanted. Mama, to know what Bobby was
doing
tonight?"
Nina nodded. Then to us. she said. "You'd
"Junk they'd know by now that if there's
one
doesn'twhoever
like is she
a pushy
girl. thing
I toldBobby
this one.
was.
that he was sleeping and that she should
call back later. But between you and me.
I don't think it's going to get her very
far."We asked Nina to tell us something about
ner brother and his girlfriends.
""Well." shereally
said,
any
girlfriends,
— not"he'sas never
far as had
I know.
I mean girls he's gone out with steady.

over a period of time. . . . The very first
time he went out on a real date. I rememhis high being
schoolso prom.
remem-so
berber,thiswasbecause,
casual I about
many things, he was really excited about
this,
thatwhat
day hewhat
shouldasking
do at me
the all
dance,
shouldhe
talk
about.
That
night,
I
remember.
I
him and his date to the dance. I haddrove
this
old Model-A Ford and I took them to this
snazzy
hotel
down
on
Fifty-ninth
Street.
And I let them off about half a block from
the
so I I shouldn't
. . . hotel
But what
remember embarrass
most aboutthem.
the
whole thing is the next day. Bobby saying
to me that he'd had a nice time, that the
girl wascided thatnice,
all thatready— but thatsettle
he'ddown
dehe wasn't
to any single
girl the way tosome
of the
other
fellows
at
the
prom
seemed
to
be.
that he wanted to take his time before
deciding who the main girl in his life
would be. . . . And. far as I know, this is
the waylots it's
been But
since.nothing
Bobby very
goes seriout.
With
of girls.
ous. He's still taking his time."
TheWe girl
askedhe'dNinamarrythen if she could picture
the kindtuallyofsettlegirl
brothermarry.
would evendownher with,
"I can see her, yes," Bobby's sister
said. "'First, she will be a very feminine
type. Very petite. She laughed. "Not like
me, for instance, the hefty type."
""Mom," Vivi said, "you're Junoesque."
"Call it what you will, sweetheart," Nina
said, laughing again, "but the common
word
hefty. .for. ."a moment.
She isthought
"Then." she said, "for some reason, she
will be fair-haired, light brown or blonde
Don't
ask mepause:
why. I just see her this way."
Another
"Then." Nina
"she will befrom
an understanding said,
type, understanding
the
word go. To put up with Bobby in these
moods I was telling you about before, to
help him when he's under some of the
pressures
this business very
he's very
in — she'll
have
to be ofunderstanding,
understanding."
" — And a good housecleaner," Vivi put
in. "You
with us.
He
always should
wants see
the Uncle
house Bobby
spick-and-span
when he's home. . . . We're just through
eating
he says,
'Okay*, over
Vivi, toyouthe clear
the tableand— and
you. Vana.
sink
and get that water pushing through the
"I wish, Nina said, nodding, "that he
were
"It'shome
true,"moreVivioften."
said, chuckling, "he's
a pipes.'
real slave-driver
sometimes."
"
Nina
nodded.
And
said, " Bobby
— And
I see her, this girl then
who shemarries
someday, as having one other thing. A
great sense of humor. Dry. So dry that
she could pull his legs off with it and he
wouldn't
feel the pain."Vana said.
"Like Grandma's."
"Yes — like the kind of sense of humor
my mother had," Nina said. "In fact, I
wouldn't
surprisedaround
if. subconsciously.
Bobby werebe looking
for a girl like
paused for a long moment.
ourShe
mom."
she said,woman.
after a. .while,
was"Mom."
a remarkable
. Before" — she
she
marriednes , amusical
my fathercomedy
she'd been
in
star. Butshow
afterbusishe
married she gave up the business — comp
l
e
t
e
l
y
*
—
until
Bobby*
came
along
and
she
saw. after a while, that he could amount
torespected,
somethingso inmuch.
this business she'd loved,
"She's
the
one
who encouraged
Bobby.
I meanthrough
encouraged
— the one
told
him,
all thehimyears,
that who
nothing
could ever stop him as long as he never
stopped.
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"People who didn't know Mama well
criticized her sometimes," Nina went on.
"Friends. Relatives . . . 'So he's got a
nice voice, a nice style,' they'd say, '— but
why domarvelous
you makethingit assincethough
most
John he's
Barrythemore and Sarah Bernhardt combined?' And
Mama would say 'Because he is the most
marvelous
that's
far asthing,
Mama
was why!'
concerned,
was"As nothing
that her
Bobby
couldtheredo
wrong. I think, I really think, that if he
walked into the house one day and said,
'Mama, I just killed somebody,' — she would
have
is a good
bad
thing, said
but toyouhim,
must'Well,
have killing
had some
reason,
Bobby.'
nothing sure
she wouldn't
for"There
him. was
If making
that Bobbydo
would be a success someday meant her
jumping off the top of the Empire State
Building,
MamaShewouldn't
have jumped
thought—
about it twice.
would have
smiling."
No one understood
Nina paused again.
Then:
— and — there
than"Some
just people
some people
quite were
a few more
peoplshipe, in fact
— wondered
they had,
my motheraboutand thismy relationbrother.
They thought it was too much. They used
to be surprised the way Mama would talk
to Bobby sometimes, like when out of the
clear blue she'd say something like,
'Bobby,
you haveso that
beautiful
to use them,
when eyes
you— now
get uplearnin
front of an audience you can really wow
them!' . . . And they used to be surprised,

these people, shocked, at the way Bobby
would spend so much time following
Mama's
like and
the way
he'd with
stand hisin
front of advice,
a mirror
practice
eyes.
But
what
they
didn't
realize
that my mother knew show businesswas—
and, his
moreloveimportant,
her son's
and
for showknew
business.
And talent
that
there
was
no
point
she
wouldn't
go
to,
to
seeNina
that looked
he madedownit innow,thisandbusiness."
was suddenly silent.
"Mom," Vivi said, " — you didn't even
touch your coffee yet. It's cold. Do you
want me to heat it up?"
ter.But Nina didn't seem to hear her daughShe remained silent for a while longer.
And then, speaking again, she said:
"There thewasend.so much criticism. Even
towards
"It was only a year ago. . . .
"Bobby
ing it big. was at the beginning of mak"Mama was very sick with her heart.
"Bobbyfornia,had
to be record
away onhops,
toursthis,
in Cali
TV shows,
that."And
there
were
people
who
said,
'You'd
think if he loved his mother so much, that
he'd be home more now, now that it's the
"But —Mama
but ifwas.they'd
proud
How only
happy known
she was.how
"Lying
in
her
bed.
Watching
her recson
on the television, or listening to his
ords. Not caring that she was dying. But
end.'
knowing that the talent in her boy, the
talent she had seen so far back, so long
ago,Ninawaslooked
beginning
to live.
. ." away
up. And
she . wiped

An Open Letter to Sandra Dee
(Continued from page 49)
Yet you did not go to see your father,
nor your brother.
Nor did you phone him.
Nor did you ask anyone about them, how
they were, where they were; not one
question did you ask about them, not once
did you mention their names.
Why, Sandra?
Why?
Oh yes, we all know about your family
history —John
how Zuck,
your mother,
Mary, andtwelve
your
father,
were divorced
years ago, when you were six; how your
mother then married Eugene Douvan, her
boss, who loved you, took care of you,
called
you "my
till thesincedaythatof
his sudden
deathdaughter"
in 1956; how
day
you
have
mourned
Eugene
Douvan,
referred to him in stories and interviews
as "my
true
fatherdaddy."
was stillWhile,
alive. actually, your
Your true
father a— man
yet whose
a manexistence
whose
existence
you deny,
you ignore.
Why, Sandra?
Why?
You are not a cold girl.
You are not a thoughtless girl.
On the contrary, you are and always
have been one of the most delightful, most
sincere,
known. most lovely girls we have ever
We like you, very very much.
And it is because we like you so much
that we cernedare
that youconcerned
are now,about
right you
now,— conthis
minute, making the greatest mistake of
your life, living one of the most terrible
lies a person can live.
As you did that Tuesday.
March 22.
day ofandyour waved
homecom70 ingThatwhentriumphant
you smiled
and

thousands of people smiled and waved back
at That
you. day bands played in your honor.
That day kids and grownups alike
screeched happily at the sight of you
and begged you for autographs.
That day Mayor Brady and Congressman
Gallagher's
wife after
and all
the others praised
you
in speech
speech.
That day you rode through the streets
of your old hometown in a long black
Cadillac limousine, escorted by two police
cars, four motorcycles.
That day you said you would always
remember — for as long as you lived.
That day, that same day, a man and a
little boy sat waiting, in a small apartment
over on West Twenty-fourth Street, that
same apartment in which you had once
lived, waiting
member them. .to. . see if you would reMy sister Sandra Dee
Their atdayexactly
— your7:45
father's
Kenny's
began
that and
morning
when— ■
the little boy awoke, rushed from his bed
and ran into the kitchen where Pauline,
his
father's present wife,
was mother,
preparingyour
breakfast.
"Mommy, Mommy," he shouted, according to theandwaymy Pauline
tells it.
Tuesday,
sister Sandra
Dee "Today's
is coming. Isn't she,
Mommy?"that you, Sandra,
Pauline
explained
were indeed coming to Bayonne. But
that
didn'tby know
wouldshecome
to seewhether
them. or not you
"Oh yes she will, you wait and see,"
Kenny
said. moment,
"She's myyoursister!"
father walked
intoAt thethatroom.
"Won't she, Daddy, won't she come and
see us finally?" the little boy asked

some of the tears which had come suddenly to her eyes.
"There are always critics," she said.
" — Like some of the people who said, just
before
Mamahouse
died,than
'You'dthatthink
buy
her a nicer
place he'd
in Lake
Hiawatha' — this place . . . 'After all,' they'd
say, 'it's not very fancy, and a guy making that much money, who's supposed to
loveNinahis stopped,
mother and
so much,
think — ' "
shook you'd
her head.
"If they knew," she said, "that Bobby
knew
didn'tfor have
long. heThatreallyhe
bought Mama
this place
her before
made his big success, with some of the
money he'd saved from his little jobs —
that heto knew
he couldn't
wait"If they
for hisknewsuccess
give her
a little
extra athappiness,
have
least a that
little hetimewanted
in a her
betterto
world
than
what
she'd
known,
even
small house like this compared to thata
dumpy little apartment in The Bronx
where she'd had to live most of her life —
"If they knew what this place meant to
Nina stopped again.
her."Excuse
out
of. .the." me,"
room. she said, as she walked
We got up, too, a moment later.
"Areter, asked
you us.leaving?" Vivi, Nina's daughWe said yes, we were.
"But
Bobby
said. "YouUncledidn't
even isn't
get up
the yet,"
story Vivi
you
We told Vivi that she was wrong.
We for."
got the story, we said. end
came
Bobby guest-stars in Columbia's Pepe.
again, asagain,
he'd asked many
timesexplained
before.
it was
to And
him that noSandra,
one could
be sure.
"Maybe,"
your
father
said.
"Maybe."
He looked at the table then. It was all
set."Now," he said, "let's eat. And latei
we'll see what's going to be. . . ."
It wasPauline
a few minutes
when
kissed before
Kenny nineando'clock
your
father good-bye and left for work. You
see, Sandra,
your ago.
dad was
in anhis accident a few months
He hurt
foot,
pretty
time gothe
was setbadly.
to go Just
back attoabout
work thethings
slow at his place, and he was laid off. He
hasn't been able to work since. And so
Pauline,at tothehelpMaidenform
out, took a Co.
job plant.
as a clerktypist
And
so, this morning, she left for work, as
usual,
about nine
Nine ato'clock
. . . o'clock.
Just about the same
time you were leaving the Hotel Drake on
New
York's
swank
Park Avenue
that
morning and — accompanied
by your
mother, your hairdresser, your tutor and a
few
publicists from
studio,
UniversalInternational
got your
into
the Jersey,
Caddy
that
would take — you
to New
and
Bayonne.
It was, in fact, while you were making
the drive to Jersey that Kenny and your
father had their first long talk about you.
First long talk, because normally your
father doesn't talk much about you to
Kenny. "Itplained,
hurts
me too much," he's exunderstandably.
But this morning it was different. . .
From real life
Kenny started the talk.
"Daddy," he said, "do you remember
Sandra
"Sure Dee,
I do,"myyoursister?"
father said.
"But you never go see her in the movies
like me and mommy," Kenny said. "How
"I remember
her when she was a little
could
you remember?"

girl,"
your hefather
real life,"
said.said. He smiled. "From
"Like
what
you remember." Kenny
asked. " — best doof all?"
''little things," your father said. He
thought
a moment.
"Thewaswaysmall."
her
and I wereforbuddies
when she
''Lake us?" Kenny asked.
"Like us." your father said. And then
he
said:sometimes
"The way— just
I used toI call
call you
her
Cookie
sometimes
. . The way, like
when she first
started school, I used to help her with
her homework, especially the additions and
subtractions, in arithmetic . . . The way I
used to read her stories from those big
fairy tale books, about the people who
always ended up living happily ever after.
She really liked those! . . . The way we
used to go to the park together on nice
days and buy popsicles, one for her and
oneYourfor father
me " stopped.
"What else do you remember about
my sister. Sandra Dee?" Kenny persisted.
"What
else?"heyour
asked. "Well,
Iwhen
remember."
said.father
"I remember
howto
you, And
I usedhow
work she
as awasbussmall,
driverlikethen.
sometimes
I used
my
route
with me.
let herto sitbring
in theherseaton next
to where I did. All the way from Jersey
City to New York and back again. That
long a ride "
"What
Daddy?"
Kenny— I asked.
"When else.
she was
first born
remember
that,
too."
your
father
said. I "She
born right here in this house.
mean, was
she
was bom in the Margaret Hague Hospital
over
in
Jersey
City.
But
she
lived
this house from the day she came home.in
And boy. that day she came home. I was
carrying her. from the car. And I was
pretty young, and nervous. And scared,
too, I guess. And as I was carrying her.
I was just outside the front door when
all of a sudden I almost tripped and
dropped her."
Kenny
littleheboy's
You
almostlaughed
droppeda her?"
asked.laugh.
"Yes." your father said, not laughing.
"And trailed
you know
swore"I swore
then?" then
His
voice
off a what
little Ihere.
that
I'd
never
let
my
baby
go
...
or
let
anything bad ever happen to her."
"And what else?" Kenny asked, impatiently.
"I remember
time "Downstairs.
she did get
hurt,"
your door.
fathertheSandy,
saidfirstthen.
The
front
she always had
a habit of wanting to open that door by
puttinging, instead
her hand
glass and
push-to
of ononthetheknob.
I used
warn her about this. But one day — it
was a Sunday. I remember; Sandv'd been
playingdoorover
Skranko's
next
— and atI Mrs.
was inside,
here.house,
And
I heard this crash. And I ran out, and
there was Sandy — she'd come back from
Mrs.
— andpaneher ofhands
throughSkranko's
the glass
the had
door gone
and
were all bleeding. I yelled at her at first.
'See. upI toldandyou.'
I said.her Andto the
then sink
I picked
her
carried
and
put her hands under the cold water. And
thenAgain
I bandaged
them. And kissed them."
he stopped.
"Daddy."
Kenny
you think
my sister will come asked,
and see"don't
us today?"
"I don't know. Son," your father said.
"Doesn't she like us, Daddy?" Kennyasked.
And before your father had a chance
to answer,
Kennywhat.
said,Daddy
"Sure— she
us.
And
you know
she likes
is going
to come to see us."
He got into your father's lap.
"I promise.
Daddy,for she
And
so, Sandra,
the is,"
next hefewsaid.hours,
they
waited.

Your father and little brother \vsited.
And continued waiting. . . .
The Sondra Dee day
Away
Go
You, those
meanwhile
is And
what you,
you Sandra.
were doing
hours:— this
At 9:30, or a few minutes after, your
limousine pulled up to the Lexington
Shop, a lingerie store, just across from Corns,fl
the DeWitt Theater where you would appear that night. You posed outside the
store in the shivering cold for a few Callouses
minutes and then you went inside and Gone,
signedaboutautographs
and greeted old friends Pain Quickly
for
half an hour.
At ten o'clock you got back into the car
and
drovewhen
over you
to P.S.
you'd Forgotten!
attended
were 3,a thelittleschool
girl. Those
were a touching two hours that followed. You get nerve-deep *■. I iw9
So touching that you broke down and relief
almost the instant you apply soothing,
cried when you stepped onto that stage
cushioning,
protective
Scholl'sMedicaZirioin the big old auditorium and when a pads.
When used
with theDr.separate
couple of hundred kids rose and gave you
tions included, they remove corns and
the
biggest
ovation
you've
ever
received.
one of the quickest ways known to
It was cipal,heremade his
where
Dr. ofPhillips,
prin- callouses
medical science. Zino-pads repel water — will
speech
welcome;the where
not
come
off in the bath. Sold everywhere.
Ronald with,
Bressler,
you'dyourattended
school
made Shis.boyWhere
three
favorite teachers— Mrs. Sharf. Mrs. Pearl
and Mrs. Tierney — came onto the stage
to say hello. Where nine little girls came
out then and sang and tapdanced to a
CORNS CALLOUSES JIJP
BUNIONS SOFT CORNS
song written specially for you. Where WA
Elaine Kunecz, another student, presented
you with a loving
cup inscribed:
To Sandra
Dee,
D! Scholl's Zino-pads
FamedWhoScreen
Actress.
Brought
FEMALE HELP WANTED
To Renown
Her City.
$23 WEEKLY for wearing lovely IfTJI
dresses
by us.to i
Yes. were
they were
a touching
two hours.
Just showsupplied
Fashionto you
Frocks
As
the two
hours that
followed,
friends
in
spare
time.
No
inover at the big Industrial YMCA on Avevestment, canvassing
or Frocks,
experinue E, where the Kiwanis Club of Bayence
necessary.
Fashion
onne gave a luncheon in your honor.
jpept. E-lQ541.Cir^innat^2^0^^
Where you sat on the dais, flanked by
local bigwigs and tons of flowers and
looked down at the table directly beneath you, where your mother sat, and
KILL THE HAIR ROOT
your great-grandfather,
mother and grandfather, and
and your
your grandUncle
Peter and Aunt Olga, and your cousins
Hope and Michael, all of them proud, so
Proud.
proud.
And smiling.
And even laughing when, at one point.
Bob terBrown.
WNTA atdisk
and asked
masof ceremonies
the jockey
luncheon,
High School Course
you:
"Sandra,
back
in
Hollywood,
when
at Home I
those chi-chi actresses say, Tm from
Finish inpermit.
2 Years
Budapest . . . I'm from Paris . . . I'm
Goequivalent
as rapidlyto resid
a3 'dent
your school
timeManyand
work abilities
— prepares for Coarse
college
from Rome' — what do you say?"
subjects andalreadyf erycompleted
And you yelled out: "Bayonne, that's
desired.
H_ and mdnstry
important
for
advancement
in
business
i - Bulletin
what
tell 'em!"
Proud.
your
life.- Be ona request.
High SchoolNo obligation.
graduate, siart your training now.
Free
And I smiling.
American School.Dept. HB14,Drexel at 58th,Chicago37
And
laughing
—
your
family.
Or rather, half your family.
POEMS
For remember, Sandra, that over in the
little apartment on West Twenty-fourth I U - WANTED
Street, John Zuck, your father, and Kenny j
TO BE SET TO MUSIC ^ W
Zuck.
SEND YOUR POEMS TODAY ^^^^U
for you.your
. . . brother, were still waiting J
FOR MB McNEIL
EXAMINATIONVfmuI^
^ '^M
IAS.
ML
The long wait
1112 RG Wilshire, Santa Monica, Calif.
"How
did
I
feel,
waiting?"
your
father
asked back, when we put the question
tocouldhim,saylater.
don't down
know. inI guess
you Woman
Nearly
I felt"I deep
my heart,
at first, that Sandy would show up at
one point, or call. I guess you could say Itches To Death
I felt this way because this was the way I "I nearly itched to death for ~lA years. Then I
wanted it to all happen, and the way discovered a new wonder-working cretne. Now
Kenny wanted it.
I'm happy, " writes M rs. D. Ward of Los A ngeles
"But," your father went, on, "after a Here's
blessedchafing,
relief rash
from and
tortures
of vaginal
itch,
itch,
eczema
with 3 This
new
while
I got not
this really.
feeling Pauline
that it wasn't
going rectal
to happen,
came home
amazing
scientific
formula
called
LANACANE.
fast-acting,
stainless
medicated
creme
kills
harmful
from work, for lunch, and then went bacteria germs while it soothes raw, irritated and
away again. The clock kept ticking. Time inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching and so speeds
passed. Every once in a while the phone healing. Don't suffer ! Get LANACANE at druggists ! 71

rang
andSandy
I'd —pick
it up thinking
maybe
it wascalling,
it was
just
theybutsaid,twice
and the
otherfriends,
times
it was crank calls from kids who kept
asking, 'Is it true? Are you Sandra Dee's
real ingfather?'
up. — and then giggling and hang"And so, more and more, I got the feeling that no, it wasn't going to happen,
that I wasn't going to get to see my
And then, Sandra, your father told us
baby."
this story:
"Because,"
he said, "it came thebacklasttotime
me
what
we
everhappened
saw eachonceother.before,
It was back when
Sandy must have been fourteen or fifteen
years old. Her mother had remarried by
then — man named Gene Douvan — a man
with quite a bit of money. And Sandy
was living in New York with them, with
lots of clothes and nice things. And this
one day, for some reason, she happened
to be in Jersey City and my brother, Custer, saw her. And Custer said, 'Sandy,
why don'ta little
you while?
get together
father
likewiththat.'your
Sandy for
came to where
I wasHe'dworking.
AndSo
we talked. And we had some laughs, and
everything was going real nice. And so
then
I saidgetto toher,see'Sandy,
you
and me
each why
otherdon't
a little
more?' And she said, 'All right, Daddy,
I'd like that very much.' And I said to
her
take 'How
the about
day offSaturday?
and comeWhyintodon't
New I
York and the two of us can go to a
show together and then go for a bite to
eat together, and talk, and get to know
each other again, a little bit at least?' And
Sandy said, 'All right, Daddy, that would
be fine.' She asked me for my phone
number and said she'd call me that Friday
night,whatso I'd
whereday.toAnd
pick then
her she
up
and
timeknow
the next
left. And boy, those next few days I felt
great. After all, I was going to have a
date with my kid. And it had to be right,
I told myself, it had to be right. So first
thing I went out and bought myself a
new
And then
I polished
the car,in
this suit.
old Buick
I had.
And I uplooked
the ingpapers
to
see
what
movies
were
play-I
on Broadway, at Radio City, because
wanted
in town. to take my baby to the best show
"And then," your father went on, Sandra,
" — andwasthen,
Fridaycall night
and
there
no phone
from mycameCookie.
'Well,' I figured, 'she's probably busy and
she'll
me tomorrow
the nextcallmorning
there was morning.'
no phone But
call
either.
Till
finally,
I
didn't
to do, sitting there around theknow
housewhatin
my new suit, waiting. And so I called

her. And I spoke to her mother. And
Mary, but
my something
ex-wife, she
'I'm Sandy
sorry,
John,
camesaid,
up and
can't make it.' . . . And that was that.
"And so," your
told this
us, "ITuesday,
guess I
remembered
that father
incident
all these years later. And I figured I was
just waiting around for nothing. And
that I just better forget the whole idea
of her coming, or calling, or wanting to
Two me."
faces in the crowd
see
Your father did get to see you, though
Sandra.
That day.
March 22.
It was atDaddy,"
Kenny's theinsistence.
"Please,
boy kept saying, as
the afternoon wore on, "if she's not coming,
can't we at least go to see her — my sister?
father tried to reason with him.
. .Your
. Please?"
"Son," he said, "if we go anywhere and
people recognize
it'll you
make it embars ingthink
for Sandy we're
—us,don't
People'llraSandy,
there understand?
to make
scene.
if she recognizes
us, shea
might even think that.
"Son,"backheI told
wentyouon,the"remember
little
while
story abouta when
I carried her home from the hospital after
she was born, how I almost dropped her
and got scared, and how I swore to myI'd never
to hurt sees
her,
ever?self thatWell,
if we dogo anything
now, if anybody
us, this might be hurting her. And we
don't want to hurt her, now, do we, Son?
And so that's why we can't go to see her
... Do you little
understand?"
boy didn't understand,
notButat the
all.
"My sister," he kept repeating. "I want
to Until,
see myfinally,
sister!"your father gave in, Sandra, and he and Kenny
came to see you.
"It was all short, quick," your father
told us, later. "We went down to Rosenberg's Hardware Store at about four
o'clock, because I knew from the papers
that
Sandy would
be then,
signingthat's
morewhere
autographs
and giving
out
pictures of herself and things. Before
she got there, there must have been about
two thousand kids outside, waiting, pushingdow ineachtheother
— they
store.
And even
then, broke
when athewinbig
car pulled up, and the escort, the kids
started yelling so much and pushing
aroundself think,
the orcar barely
that I see
couldn't
hear .my-. .
anything
And then, for a second, I did see her,
Sandy, get out of the car. Just her face.
She was pretty, all right, just like everybody's been telling me. She was half-

smiling,cause too,
beof the and
big half
crowd.worried-looking
I grabbed Kenny
and
lifted
him
to
my
shoulders.
'That's
her,' I said, 'my kid — your sister. You
see?' 'Yes, Daddy,' Kenny said, 'I see her.'
And he began to wave. 'You see that,'
KennyI knew
said this
then,was'howonlyshehiswaved
back?'
But
imagination
becauseready,Sandy,
she was
alby this time.
I knewin the
that store
my boy
was only saying this to make me feel less
disappointed . . . And then I put him
back down on the pavement and the two
of us went back home. . . ."
That,daySandra,
is your father's story of
your
The storyin Bayonne.
of a disappointed man, and a
disappointed little boy.
And why, we ask now, why did you disappoint them so much that day?
Why did you make it so clear by what
— orwillrather,
by what
didn'tdis-do
—youthatdidyou
continue
to shunyou them,
appoint them,that
breakthere
theirarehearts?
We
know
two
sides to
every story.
We
haven't
printed
yours
—
because
Sandra, refuse to discuss the matter. you,
But from the one side of the story we
do know, we know this:
That, should you ever find any love
lacking in your life, there is love waiting
for you at a certain little apartment on
Jersey.
West Twenty-fourth Street, Bayonne, New
That, should you drop by someday, even
if for only a little while, that love will
overwhelm you and fulfill you, the way no
career, no big part in any big picture, no
fancy houses or cars or swimming pools,
no 11,000 people waving and smiling at you
can ever fulfill you.
That you will be reminded, by looking
around the apartment where you once
lived, by seeing your father again, by seeing the brother
you've neverof the
seen and prewho
resembles
cious yearsyouof so,yourof some
life . . . yearsmostwhich,
sadly, you have obviously blocked from
memory
... aoflittle
yourgirl,
childhood
ofyoura time
you sat,
listening. .to.
the man, then the most important man in
your life, who read to you from those big
fairy-taleended
books upabout
"thehappily
people ever
who
always
living

Portrait of Jane

"One prank almost did me in. I
sprinkled
fluid along
a classroom door,lighter
then under
the door.
I lit
the fluid and a fire ran in a straight
line right into class. Everybody flipped.
Mostly
schoolon the
head,carpet,
though."
She was thecalled
but talked
her lovely head off and beat the penalty
of expulsion. Her reputation in school was
that
of a oflight-headed
to think
herself as abrat.
rebel.Jane prefers
"They never got a chance to throw
me
I quit!"still on her mind, and
Without.painting
her
Janeother
tookambitions
off for temporarily
Paris. She derailed,
studied
painting,
and
learned
languages.
ing improved in the romantic cityHerof paintParis.
And
beauty
began to attract more than
a fairhershare
of boys.
Her nersdates
confinedplaces
mostlyalong
to dinat littlewereromantic
the
Left Bank. But, she kept strict hours, and

dates were always aware of a curfew time.
me. I
had"Daddy
to be had
homeset bya curfew
midnightfor during
the
week,
and
by
two
on
a
Saturday.
I never let him down. Even though
my dates groaned about" the curfew."
"Daddy
was strict"
She almost
lost her heart to Paris, and
to a few of the young men of Paris. But
one
to return
York.day,
She she
begandecided
studying
paintingtoatNewthe
Art
Student's
League.
She
liked frequent
the pace
of New York. Dates became more
but still the curfew remained.
"Daddy was strict about it. He also
wouldn't let me wear any make-up, j
except a light shade of lipstick. I
Her
thought otherwise, and he
lookeddates
a mess!"
phone
constantly
with nev II
swains, was
but Jane
never buzzing
settled completed
on any one boy. Her favorite dates were a |

(Continued from page 53)
When Jane was fourteen, she attended
the Emma Willard School in Troy. It was
an
on all-girls
school life.school. That fact soured Jane
"It was ghastly. All girls, and that
can
real unhealthy."
Jane begraduated
from Emma Willard, and
was enrolled at Vassar. She rebelled almost
immediately
against it. The place
stifled her.
"I
wasn't
getting
much about
out ofwasit.
All the girls ever talked
nonsense."
So much a rebel did Jane become that
some
her antics
put hermorein hot
with theof school
authorities
than water
once.
She became the scourge of Vassar.

And coverdoing
this, Sandra,
disthat happy
endings you
are will
not only
found in big fairy-tale books . . . not only
in the Hollywood movies you've been
making.
after." But in life itself. ... ENt>
Sandra's in Portrait in Black. RomanAnd Juliet, and Columbia's Gidget
Goes offHawaiian.

little restaurants that had checkered tablecloths and soft lights.
"There's something very romantic
about
tablecloth."
Along awithcheckered
her painting,
Jane picked up
a passion for reading. She devoured good
books like a professor on a desert island.
"Books on psychology flip me. The
human
whole world
in itself."Her
Jane alsomindlikesis a novels,
and poetry.
poet favorites change constantly. She discovers one poet, adopts him, reads everything he'sdiscovery.
ever written,
moves onwasto
her next
E. E.thenCummings
the newest poetic darling in her life.
Jane is an independent, and outspoken
girl. She has her own apartment, which
she shares
with Susan
Stein. a Susan's
father
is sentpresident
of M.C.A.,
repreative ofmany stars,
but not Jane.
"We
get
along
great.
Susan
is
one
ofTheirthe apartment
other Vassar
is in rebels."
a constant state of
chaos. And the phone is forever ringing.
Boys uteskeep
about isevery
ten minwithoutcalling
fail. Susan
a dark-haired
girl with dark eyes that contrast with
Jane's light features.
"Dates get a choice. Blonde or brunette."
"Modeling is a bore"
Jane earned her independence by bemodel toa pay
her
own way.coming aphotographers'
She rapidly became
fashion
magazine favorite, and her face graced the
covers of such fashion slicks as Vogue,
and McCalls. Men flipped at a cover and
layout on her in Esquire.
"Modeling is a bore. If you look a
certain way, you've got it made. If not,
you're a failure. Your brains don't
count looked
for anything."
Jane
different,
and var-to
ious photographers
found though,
her a delight
work with. One of the top lensmen said:
"Janie is different,
all right. She
doesn't
look
typical
She
looks like
morea like
the clothes
kid whohorse.
wrecked
your
home
town."
She is spirited and will try anything if
it presents a challenge. Anything, except
sports.
"I hatethough Ilove
sports.to With
a passion.
Alexercise.
Every day
I exercise like a fiend. But sports are
out!"lean figure attests to the constant
Her
exercise she undergoes to keep her figure
trim. She also takes dance class regularly.
"I love to dance. It gives me a
sense of freedom. And, it's darn good
exercise,fortoo."
Dating
Jane is filled with the same
problems as for any other girl her age. In
her
case,
it
was
made even tougher by the
curfew.
"Until
this
Dad and
kept two
me onon
my midnight year,
weekday,
Saturday curfew. He wanted to make
sure I didn't become a good time Janie
with nothing
else on
her mind."Jane sets
Now,
the curfew
is relaxed.
her
own
hours,
but
they
far from
the curfew hours. As foraren't
make-up,
she
still almost never uses any. Her satinsmooth complexion is kept free of any
make-up irritants.
"I don't
to wearlook.make-up.
gives
me anlikeartificial
And, any-It
thing artificial just bores me to death."
Jane's dates
Her dates are usually inexpensive affairs. One of her favorite dates is going
todifferent
the movies.
adores
the
stars inSheaction.
She watching
has seen her
father on a score of occasions.
"He's wonderful.
A really fine actor.
Sensitive
and warm."
They are close, her father and she. They
talk over the many problems that con-

front her in her young life. Her father
advises ciher.
Never tobullies
her into then
desions. She listens
him carefully,
makeswords.
up her own mind, after weighing
his
"Dad always taught me by strict
discipline.
wasn'tHe awas
Hitler,justor being
anything likeHethat.
protective about me. I thank him now
for hisfirstdiscipline."
Her
acting job was playing opposite her father in Country Girl in Omaha.
She played the ingenue.
"I waswere
scared.
McGuire
the Dad
stars.andAndDorothy
a million
people seemed to be staring at us. But,
itSheturned
all right."
also out
worked
with her father in
other stock plays during the summer. She
doesn't like to lean on him.
"A girl has got to move on her own.
She can't
dear Her
old Dad."
Jane
datesalways
quite lean
a bitonnow.
current
favorite is actor Timmy Everett.
"I
usually
hate
to
date
actors.
All
they do is talk about themselves. But,
Timmy
is
a
lot
of
fun.
So
...
we
date."
She But,
has she
yet seeks
to really
heart.
love. lose her loving
"Love is the only thing in life."
A former date said: "She's lots of date
fun.JaneNothing
her." to her is
hates phony
phonies.about
Nothing
more of a trial than having to put up with
alostphony.
she usually
them Wolves
to get
in herSo, most
candid tells
manner.
and playboys rate a big zero with her.
They
don't get away.
second
Jane usually
Fonda
But,date.
she remembers wellisallon theher
father of heartbreak
andwarnings
headachesfromthathera
career can bring. She does not want to get
wrapped
in atodog-eat-dog
push.
She does upwant
get marriedcareer
sometime.
"I'm in no hurry, though. MarMore riage
thancan't beonepushed."
date has had the marriage gleam in his eye after dating Jane.
But, she hasn't given that look back.
"My career is important to me. But
when love hits me, it's marriage all
Jane
is impetuous by nature, flying
the all
way."
into
kinds
of experiences
and adventures. But, when
it comes to marriage,
she plays it more cautiously.
The Fonda name
Jane has no acting idols. She never did.
Those who appeal to her most are Anne
Bancroft and Kim Stanley of the stage,
and Garbo (when she appeared on the
screen) and Joanne Woodward.
all good.
any
of "They're
their styles.
I justI don't
like copy
to watch
them iswork."
Jane
a personality unto herself. And
through
learns heris
craft. Shetrial
knowsand theerror
roadsheto stardom
athehard
one,
but
she
is
prepared
to pay
orice in hard work.
"Nothing comes easy. Dad taught me
that. So, I sweat it out a little. It's
better
learn turned
anythingdown
the hard
way."beShe hasto been
for jobs
Fondato name
that
kind offore. Theweight
get herdidn't
any carry
jobs. But,
she admits
that being
Hank Fonda's daughter has certain
advantages.
"It opens the door everytime. After
that,
I'm on myNorown.would
Dad hedoesn't
me anything.
want get
to,
if he knew his name was the only
reason Fonda
I was isbeing
hired."
Jane
on the
way to the top.
Maybe of she'll
encounterButmore
thanheart
her
share
the obstacles.
if sheer
and
honest
drive
can
make
it,
Janie
can't
miss. Not this year. Not any year. END
Jane stars in Tall Story, for Warner
Bros.
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Whatever Happened to
(Continued from page 31)
Hope was called upon first to make her
presentation. Then Don joined her. And
when she stepped down he said, "Oh thank
you so much, Miss — uh, what's your name
And Hope laughed. And everybody in
again?"
the
corny —these
but
it wasaudience
cute — andlaughed.
becauseIt itwasinvolved
two it was even a little enchanting.
A few minutes later, Don rejoined his
table. He and Hope chattered together and
with their dinner companions. They danced
together. And they kept smiling at one
another.
Always smiling.
But when they got into their car to drive
home later that evening, there were no
more smiles. And very few words.
Hope stared out the window as Don
drove the long distance down Wilshire
Boulevard into Beverly Hills.
She stared and she thought and she said
very little.
Don pulled into the driveway adjoining
their large Tudor Style home.
"Are you too tired, or do you want to
talk tonight?" he asked quietly.
"I think we better talk tonight," Hope
replied.
"I'll fixwillsome
coffeeI can
first."use some
"Yes. That
be fine.
coffee.
And
I
want
to
get
out
suit."It
Hope brought the coffee intoof thethisden.
was her favorite room. The first room they
had been able to complete when they
didn't
to furnish
the
entire have
house.enough
It was money
warm and
large and
comfortable. A good room in which to talk.
The room where they had managed to
talk
most them.
of their problems in the past,
and toout solve
Only tonight she knew her problems
wouldn't
solved ever
as simply
as before.
Had theybe really
been solved?
she
wondered. Or were we just pretending to
ourselves that they were, just as we were
pretending to everyone else tonight that
we were still those 'wonderfully happy
Murrays,' that sterling example of the
ability to mix marriage with tivo careers.'
The talk
She toyed with her coffee. She wanted
Don to speak first.
think,"if heI moved
said slowly,
"that the
it would
be "Ibe+t°r
out during
week
end. Before I start rehearsals for Playhouse 90. It will be easier that way for
everyone
and I wantWillto that
spendbesome
time
with the —children.
all right
with you?"
"Yes, that will be all right."
"Hope — , Hope — what I want to say is-^"
Don faltered. "What I want to say is that
we've
got sake.
to giveIt this
time. I For
children's
can'tthing
be what
wantthe—
or what you want — or the way it is or isn't
betweenselvesustime tonow.thinkWe've
to giveA great
ourbegot sure.
deal of time. I mean— tobefore
either of us
decide definitely about a divorce."
"Yes," Hope answered, "we'll give it
time . . . and hope that's the answer. But
we've
the the
important
let
it come made
out into
open, thestep.wayWe've
we feel.
We're no longer pretending to ourselves
that we're the nice young average couple.
We're
longerthatpretending
we ago.
feel
the sameno way
we felt fivethatyears
By facing the truth about ourselves, maybe
ittrywillto work
out. We'll
time. We'll
put things
intogive
the itproper
perspective."
Theyden lifted
retired
that
night
with
a
great
burfrom their shoulders.
They kept their secret to themselves until
?M Don left his home, the following week end.

Those Nice Kids?
Then mthey
ent to the made
press: the inevitable announceWe have temporarily separated
to worklems. No out
our isdomestic
divorce
planned. probShort. Simple. Unrevealing.
To aother
cynical
Hollywoodobserver
marriageit was
that just
hit anthe
rocks. On the day Hope and Don released
their statement
three other
couples in showbusiness
made similar
announcements.
The
newspapers grouped them all under one
large banner: Hollywood Love Gone Sour.
It was as though their marriage was buried
in a mass grave.
But Don and Hope were different. Theirs
wasn'ta another
Theirs
was
marriageHollywood
destroyed marriage.
by Hollywood,
byWhich
a worldwas ofstrange
make-believe
and
illusion.
because they never
had any problems when it came to reality.
They
were
able
to
face
the very day they met. reality fine — from
Two sensible people
They met on a double date. She was with
another guy and he was with another girl
and
give for
her a agirl
second
look. He
was he
totingdidn't
a torch
in California.
He thought Hope was a sweet child and
nothing more. At seventeen, he felt she
was far too young for a guy of twenty-one.
A few weeks later they met again — and
he stopped thinking that maybe she was
too young. He even stopped thinking about
444444444444.4.4,444444444,4,4.4,44
^ neither
Brigitte Bardot
says,
am *
a pinup,Perhaps
nor a"Imon* ster, buta star,
all three.
it is *4j| the devil that made me." ^
in the NczvPYaor'kSPcst %
t
the girl in California. He invited her to be
his
at TheTheyRosewentTattoo
was guest
featured.
dancingin which
and theyhe
talked theater because she, too, had been
in the theater since she was twelve, and
they found they had a lot in common. They
started dating
— at first
regularly,
stantly, and when
he was
certain then
that conshe
was the only girl in the world for him, he
asked her to marry him.
Her said
heartno. wanted to say yes, but her
head
Facing reality, she told him, "Don, maybe
we should think it over some more. I'm
justUnderstanding,
too young to heget answered,
married." "All right.
Hopee.
We'll givepeople
it time."
Two sensible
came to a sensible
solution.
Hope
went
off
to
college.
went onhe
tour with his show. When heDonreturned
was classified as a Conscientious Objector
by his draft board, and he applied for
Foreign Relief work with the Church of
Our Brethren. He spent the next two years
overseas working in refugee camps, trying
to help the displaced people of Europe
build new lives again.
He wrote
Hope constantly.
But was
she didn't
answer
his letters.
Not once. She
being
realistic.
She didn't would
think bea long
drawn
out
correspondence
practical.
He maskeptGreeting
a farewell
telegram
with him
at all and
timesa Christand in
one letter,
which
she
kept
but
did not answer, he wrote:
You know when we met, 1 was
so confused, so mixed up, that 1
was beginning to question the

values I lived by. It was hard to
tell you really. But it was some
thing like a terrible night that
seems endless and you walk and
walk and finally you come to the
top of the mountain and you look
down and there's a field of corn
below,ness.full
and togoodThat's ofwhatsunlight
you were
me
for
all that
you
wereand sogood
youngand—
shining
and
quiet
sweet. You made me know I
wanted you but more than that
you made me know what I wanted
from myself.
In the last letter he wrote from Europe,
he told her the date he was returning
home
of the
didn't
expect— and
her theto name
be there
— butship.heHesecretly
prayed
would.
She wasshe there
— as beautiful as ever. She
told him it was good to see him again —
but gave no explanation for her silence.
She told him she'd be very happy to date
him again — but made it quite clear his return wasn'tliving
goingit toduring
disruptthe hertwolifeyears
as shehe
had been
had been away. She went right on dating
other boys. She even sympathized with
him for being in love — unrequited.
Fate steps in
A month after his return, he was back
inOurEurope
in TheAgain
Skin sheof
Teeth.again
Againto appear
he wrote.
didn't
reply.
When
he
returned
home,
caught up and became close. Later they
Don
to say, "From
then Ion became
I saw Hope
awasprecious
possession.
openlyas
possessive. I sought every way I could
think
be with
Whenof heto got
a leadher."
in a Broadway show
called Hot Corner, he managed to pull
some
strings
to
get
Hope
a reading.part,
Whenhe
she was offered an understudy
persuaded her to accept it.
They were together constantly on the
road, ate together, rehearsed together,
traveled together. And once, they even had
a chance to play opposite each other when
Don's leading lady got sick.
Hope'sance. sister
in toshesee rushed
that performAfter theflewshow
backstage. "The love scenes were magnificent."
she drooled. "Everybody in the audience
wasAndpositively
dewy-eyed."
remembering
them, Hope began to
feel somewhat dewy-eyed herself.
For the first time in the five years in
which they knew each other, she became
bewitched by an illusion. The fantasy
created on-stage and her relationship with
Don
off-stage
became
fusedherself
together.
For 1
the first
time she
believed
in love.
When the show folded, after three fast
performances on Broadway, they became
engaged.
But theyto didn't
set a date.
They decided
be sensible
and wait
until Don had some form of security before they actually got married. A few
months later, he was given that security
by way
of ain 20th
Century-Fox contract,
and
the lead
Bus Stop.
He went west by himself and was so
miserable alone that he wired Hope to
come out for a vacation. Buddy Adler saw
her at the studio, remembered her from a
prior TV appearance and signed her for
the role of the waitress without even knowing she knew Don. It seemed that fate had
stepped in to keep them together.
Don and Hope talked vaguely about get- I
ting married when the picture was completed—but on April 14, 1956, while the\
were
in production,
they decided tc '
wed instilla simple
civil ceremony.
Later,wo d Ihad
Don Hope
laughed
it: "Inposition
Hollyin a about
vulnerable
I was the only one she knew in town — so "
finally
brokemade
her Don
down."a star and it brough 1
Bus Stop

Hope a new long term contract at 20th.
They were on top of the world.
They re-married in church in New
York
ChrisCitywaswithborn,the entire family present.
Hope was nominated for an Academy
Award for her performance as Selena in
Peyton
Place.worked like fanatics for their
The two
pet project HELP — an organization set up
to clothe,
help some 50.000 refugees who feed
have and
no identities.
Don and Hope ear-marked a large proportion of their salaries toward the project.houShese 90 todonated
her services
Playraise additional
funds.on Hea drove
an old car. She went without furniture for
her house.
When she became pregnant with her
second baby, she refused to cancel a trip
abroad
eight She
European
Countriesand oninstead
behalftoured
of HELP.
went
with Don to Germany, Italy, Switzerland.
London, Paris. Rome and Sardinia — and
looked upon the hopeless, the old, the sick
and dying children.
She let no one know that she wasn't
completely happy in her marriage — that
something
was missing.
Maybe she didn't
want to believe
it.
The illusion
She and Don were looked upon as model
citizens.
She toldmy thecareer
pressand
— "If
choice
between
Dons,it was
therea would
beHeno told
question.
Don's
career
comes
first."
everyone who would listen.
£ child,
"Hope aispartner
my life.andI seea ward,
her as a a frustration
mother, a
-"- and a fsatisfaction,
a problem
and a satisaction— and a constant
revelation.
Each
morning when I awake. I feel like ex- claiming
in
wonder.
'Why,
it's
you.'
"
He created the illusion — and she lived
' carried
the part.away,
Perhaps
they hadn't
been theso
theyif might
have seen
: clouds thing
thataboutwere
gathering
and
done
them before it was toosomelate.
They
didn't
refuse
face theirtheyproblems.
They just refused to torecognize
existed.
Therepictures
was the inproblem
career.
The
which ofhe Don's
was starred
j failed miserably at the box-office. He gave
f fine
just thefailed
catch performances
on with the but
publiche and
studioto
.- roles.
just stopped considering him for major
■ Hope, on the other hand, caught on fast.
Don said he was delighted. He was — but
his masculine ego was slightly battered.
i He wanted out from his contract and
--i talked
about setting
own production company
abroad.up Hehis discussed
the
s possibility of starring Hope in his first
picture — if 20th would agree.
But 20th had bigger plans for her . . .
-C starting with The Best of Everything.
r Hope was co-starred opposite Stephen
-r Boyd — and almost immediately there were
- r jmors, disturbing rumors. "How," en: lired reporter Mike Connolly, "can it be
the
Everything'
for thatfromcouple
• hen"Best
Donof Murray
is barred
his
- : wife's set?"
Hope and Stephen lunched together con" = -stantly to "work on their scenes" — and
"he rumors got louder — and louder. Don
pretendfightto tobe stop
unaware
^ butuldn't
he could
them. of them —
"Ridiculous." he insisted. "These rumors
•"^"were started by our 'best false friends'
"'"working
on thewere picture
Hope."
• To prove they
ridiculouswithhe started
■ showing
up onat lunch.
the setToandprove
joining
and Stephen
that Hope
they
-~Jj were
ridiculous,
he
invited
Stephen
to
his
iome
workthemon with
the their
scriptlines.
with Hope.
And hetocued
Boyd also shrugged the whole thing off
- ■'■sth. "Hope and I are friends. How could

there
be anything
when with
she'sa
a married
woman?" between
Then he usadded
twinkle, "But this doesn't mean I wouldn't
court
she werewassingle."
Whenhertheif picture
completed Hope
and
Don
were
off on honeymoon
a 'second honeymoon'
to Europe, a second
combining
pleasure with publicity for The Best of
Everything and Shake Hands with the
Devil. selves
Theythat everything
tried hard wasto convince
still idyllic.themMagnetism
ignorelate last winter
They wereyoustillcan'ttrying
when they vacationed in Acapulco. They
swam together and danced together and
pretended it was all very romantic.
''We must come back here again. Hope."
Don
insisted.a house?
"What The
do climate
you think
our buying
wouldaboutbe
wonderful for the children. Don't you
think
"Yes,that's
Don.a great
it's a idea?"
wonderful idea. We
must
come
back
again.
. .she
." wondered if
But
deep
in
her
heart
she ever would.
Later, much later, a friend, who was anything but false, tried to explain what was
wrong.
"When
Hope
and their
Don were in
Europe,
and latertrouble.
in Mexico
was in serious
But neithermarriage
would
really face that fact: In spite of her denials. Hope had been infatuated with Stephen Boyd.
He's a animal
tremendously vital most
man
with
exciting
womenan find
hard to resist.magnetism
I doubt if she
ever thought of divorcing Don then, but
Stephen made her terribly aware of the
excitement
face
it. thelacking
Murraysin her
havemarriage.
known Let's
each
other ten years. They had a warm and devoted
relationship
—
but
I
doubt
if
they
the kind that sends the blood rushinghadto
the
Boyd can
can domakethe a same
girl's thing
head spin
— andhead.Dolores
to a
Dolores is Dolores Michaels. Don and
Hope
knew atherthecasually
years.inThey
said hello
studio, fornodded
the
commissary.
That's
all.
Up
to
a
year
ago
she had been married and living in Laguna.
Thenguy."
she and her husband separated and
she started dating John Duke. Everyone
expected them to wed.
Last winter she was cast as Don's leading lady inAndhis suddenly,
picture forbefore
20th — One
in Hell.
eitherFootof
them were really aware of what was hapbecame disturbingly
attractedpenintog, she and
one Don
another.
Hope heard about it. of course. There
are always
these
things. people who must talk about
For a while she pretended to ignore it.
Then — neither she nor Don pretended
any longer.
Since leaving his home. Don has dated
Dolores openly. Sheilah Graham told her
readers to Look for Dolores Michaels to be
the next Mrs. Don Murray.
Sidney Skolsky told his readers: Now
that Don Murray and Dolores Michaels
have discovered
another,starts
don'tescorting
be surprised ifStephenone Boyd
Hope Lange.
The picture is painted in bright red
colors.
But
story are
isn'thoping
quite that
over. once Don
Theirthefriends
and Hope have their outside flings, get
whatever it is they have to get out of their
systems.
the together
importance
what they they'll
had andrealize
get back
again.of
If they do, their eyes will be wide open.
their halos
will bein gone
and
theyIf they
will nodo. longer
be trapped
the —world
of make-believe.
And maybe this time, they'll make ENDit.
Don stars in 20th-Fox's Oxe Foot Ix Hell.

■ Red Buttons and his wife had had quite
aflu.siege
it— aswould
soon come
as onedown
got over
the ofother
with theit.
At last they both seemed to be on their
feet and
Red ontold
he'd like. .to.
take
her out
the his
townMissis
to celebrate.
"I'm starving." Mrs. B. announced happily at the best steak house in town, and
Red suggested the Sirloin Special. "Keep
great big thick juicy steak arrived
up Theyour
and
they strength."
eagerly plunged right in.
But after
wife were
discovered to hera few
dismaybites.
thatRed's
her eyes
bigger
thanmoaned,
her appetite.
"I can't
Red." she
"let alone
startfinish
it. I'mit.
"That's all right, sweetie." he comforted
soher.sorry."
"Oh."don't
but Iworry
hate toabout
leaveit."it." she wailed.
"$6.50. and I hardly touched it ... I wish
I couldit later,
take itmaybe
home. forMaybe
I'd feelsnack.
more
like
a midnight
...
I
know.
I'll
ask
the
waiter
to
wrap
for my dog. . . . People do say that. Red.it
don't they? I mean, people who have dogs

"RED

BUTTONS
PUTS

ON

do sometimes take home left-over meat,
don't
(It they?"
must beTH
pointed
E outDOthatG"not only
do
Buttons'afraid
not ofhavedogs.)
a dog. but Mrs.
B. isthedeathly
"Sure, sweetie." Red reassured her. He
took
handA and
out toohersoon.
few said,
more "Guess
days of werestcame
and
you'll feel like eating again . . . then we'll
go out and really celebrate — \^ ell. here's
The package the waiter handed them
looked
big enough to feed a horse.
the waiter."
"Got grinned.
a pretty fancy meal here," the
waiter
"\our
after this.dog's
. . !gonna have to go on a diet
"You
see.
was allwrapping
the
kitchen and II saw
this otherthismeatin that
other customers didn't finish." he explained
cooperatively, "so I just chopped it all up
toaether for you!"

The Terrible Price I've
(Continued from page 38)
ten per cent is taken out by Henry Willson, my
agent, and
five sundry
per centbitsbybymylawyers
business manager,
and others. I spend up to my neck in
insurance.
beensomarried,
incorporated,
and agentedI'veinto
many pieces
that I
hardly know which of me belongs to
myself. My marriage — to the executive
secretary of my agent — began in November, 1955, anda finally
endedsettlement.
last year but
not without
handsome
The result of all this is that ten years
of Hollywood have given me a small
house, a 40-foot sail-boat (not a yacht),
and about $50,000 clear — most of it inbondsI have
(I'm trying
get backvested ian insurance
little of what
paid outto
to the companies).
As to my private, personal life, well,
every week, in all sorts of publications,
there are stories about me that are pure
fabrications written by people I've never
seen.
damned forfor being
planning
marryor
or not I'mto marry;
seen tohere
not being seen there. I tried to give a cute
little girl some help in her career by reading linesas with
her — and Soinstantly
we were
tagged
a romance.
now I just
shut
up
about
everything
—
including
titillating items as to whether I sleep such
raw,
eat vitamins, or belch after a good meal.
So,
the writers
not a good
interviewee.
I clamhateup me.
almostI'm immediately.
The result is that the writer has to guess
who II'meatinyogurt
love with
this Tuesday
and
why
on alternate
Saturdays.
Louella
Parsons
is
different.
She's
ways tried at least to get my side ofal-a
story. On one occasion, when I was roasted
by an unfriendly gal-writer, she called
me and said: "I just don't like that story,
Rock. I don't think it's true." I said: "It
isn't." So burdened
I satmyselfdown
with
her and
unshe wrote
that for once
triedandto defend
me. a piece
Other writers have called me a "mechanical man," a big "kick-the-dirt" boy,
and
like anto ex-truck
say that my actingI used
is "pretty
fair
for
a truck-driver, sure —driver."
for six monthsto bein
the early part of my career. I was a lot
of other things, too, when I had to eat. But
I've been
actorsome
for ten
years and, inI
hope,
have anmade
improvements
the original. Some of this rubs off from
the publicity stories handed out by the
studio
they evenmechanic
have me inin the
Navy —aswhere
an airplane
the
Philippines
checking
out
a
"four-engined"
B-26
Marauder.
Marauder
two engines
and The
the fact
is thatonly
whenhasI
was in the Navy I revved up the engine on
one side so much that it chopped up a
Piper Cub and I got assigned to the
laundry detail.
The other facts are that I was a member
of a glee-club, sang in a church choir, and
was a city mail-carrier — as well as the
King andof Hearts
ten
one of inthea pageant
three wiseat the
men agein ofa
Christmas pageant at eight. In those days
I knewteen years
I couldn't
knew Willson.
it fourlater whenact Iand
met IHenry
I showed him my pictures and when he
askedtoldmeme ifthat
I could
He
mightactbe I antoldassethim,and"No."
got
me my first job at Warner Brothers, a
one-liner as a fighter pilot that I managed
to botch on half-a-dozen takes. "Look at
theAs backbloard,"
said —again
again.
for publicity Ipeople
studioandor otherwise— I feel a little suspicious about them.
Ia realize
needed,
tire needs
bicycle they're
pump. But
I stilllikegeta edgy
when
they come around: they're too smart and
76 exploitive. After all, I've had more than

Paid to Be A Star
2,000 fan magazine interview pieces — some
real, tosome
— and
more
be saidfaked
about
Rock there's
Hudson.nothing
When
even a cospot
of decayto the
on ageneral
back molar
mes of interest
public,be-I
retire into my shell. . . .
About fans
Thenialperennial
problem
the consists
perenlifeblood of any
movieandactor
ofcasthisas fans.
I
don't
always
expect
a romantic hero; ten years toor beso
from now, when I look forty-five, I want
not ineighteen.
But it'sbefore
hard
toto act
go toforty-five,
get a meal
a restaurant
the whispers
begin —Joeland McCrea
finally
the
auograph and
fiendsnudges
approach.
once toldment inmemovies.
that thisIt isnever
a modern
develop-to
happened
those
great
old-time
stars
like
Valentino, for whom McCrea Rudolph
used to
wrangle horses. The addicts of Valentino
would
mob
him,
tear
his
clothes
—
but
never asked him to sign anything. they
Strangely
enough,about
the this.
teen-agers
are
pretty
wonderful
They are
courteous,
patient,
and
understanding.
are most men. But the women in theirSo
late forties are tough to deal with. Usually
up ofto steak.
me just when I'm about
totheytakecomea bite
"Hi!" whiffed.
they say — and often they're
slightly
"Hello," I say.
"You don't have to be rude," they say.
I explain that all I want to do is finish
my
meal — but
and athat
be happy
sign
anything
blankI'll check
then.to This
makes them huffy. "Well," they say, "I
was
the your
time fan,"
they and
lookmarch
back off.overMosttheirof
shoulder and declare: "The least you could
do Other
is smilegambits
at me." are: "Here, sign this!
You've
got aI'llpen,
"Don't think
go tohaven't
see anyyou?"
more Or:of
your pictures!" The only recourse I have
is a rather childish one: I often sign "Roy
H.
Fitzgerald"
backwards.
. . . or I sign Rock Hudson
I've
found
an actor
be a nine to out
five that
job. being
My office
is incan't
my
head. I'm notlationshitalking
so
much
about
reps with fans, or learning lines
or having to make personal appearances
or
going to hours
parties.a day,
I'm asleep
thinkingor awake,
of the
twenty-four
when my consciousness is running over
all theI canthings
and figuring
out
how
use I've
them.seenA word,
an expression, a twist of the mouth, a lift of the
eyebrow, the way to open a door and
how dred
to different
say "good
ways. morning,"
I have to beseven
aloofhunand
participate at the same time. If I seem absentminded,
usually
because
I'm trying
to dig into ait'spart
to find
the clues
to a
character
—
especially
if
it's
a
bad
One of those was Twilight for the script.
Gods.
I didn't plagued
think the
that of slowly
a sea
captain
by astory
past— mistake,
going insane with bells in the head and
all that jazz — was any world-beater. But
it was on the best-seller list. The script
turnedabout
out worse
than I feared.
I didn't
care
the character
and apparently
no one else did either. It might have been
perfect
RobinsonthatroleI
but not asfor anme.Edward
It even G.presumed
was a full-fledged captain at the age of
twenty-four.
askedandthe heauthor
had called itI that
said why
he justhe
thought it was a good title. "I could have
called
the Gods,"
said,
"but a itguyTwilight
named ofWagner
had healready
used it so I changed it a little."

When a script in itself fascinates me, I
get the urge to try to add my bit to it.
In Giant,
I spentof hours
ens of records
Texas listening
dialect. toSo dozdid
Jimmy
Dean
and
Elizabeth
Taylor.
Liz's
accent, gifinian ayou
is a perfect
soft Virt firstlisten,
and changes
through
the
picture until at the end she is speaking
pure
Texas.
My
own
talents
at
this
altered the script of Pillow Talk. They got
me to impersonate a Texas oilman with
good
could comedy
do it. results because they knew I
Friends and acquaintances
The trouble with continual study of
course, is that I tend to become a spy on
people.
suppose I canin Hollywood.
claim fifty They
to a
hundred Iacquaintances
say I have millions of fans but actually
I have only five close friends; a carpenter,
a liquor
piano They
teacher,respect
and
one
actor salesman,
and one aactress.
me asinvention
I am, not
as a columnist.
shadow on film or
the
of some
My life is full enough to keep me from
thinking about loneliness. I take singing
lessons so that I can carry a tune outside a
bucket
I'd like
a Broadway
musical and
sometime.
I sailto asdomuch
as I can,
ISomeone
study art,elseand handles
I puzzle myovermoney
investments.
but I
resent it. With me, money has become a
personal thing.
A business manager, I suppose, is necessary in Hollywood.
just don't know
my
way around
in taxes,I budgeting,
bills, and
the like. But I feel ashamed of myself
for
learnnotthisknowing
end of it.the Eventually
business andI want
handleto
myself by myself.
I'm waiting with a good deal of anticipation the day when I turn forty-five or fifty
and can move into the ranks of the character leads. This business of being the
young romantic lover is not half what it
looks like. The real challenge lies in the
wonderful
ninety-plus. roles you can do until you're
in theme.finalBeing
analysis
it's people
whoI guess
fascinate
in movies
has
given me the chance to meet some really
different ones. In each case, I turned out
to be the clod. I was introduced to the
Queening line.of IEngland
1951 inwhile
a longshe receivheld herin hand
hoped
I was enjoying my stay and would come
again. "T-thank
I stammered.
I
forgot
go ofy-you,"
her hand
waited toandletsmiled
until
I let and
loose.sheI just
was
amazed to see how much more beautiful
she was than any pictures of her.
I made another faux pas with Ingrid
Bergman.
beenhera fan
of hers infor1956
yearsat
and when I'dI met
in Europe
a party with twenty other people, I was
paralyzed.
was Ivery
and
chatted awayShewhile
was charming
mum. Finally,
just
she She
left,said
I blurted
out: "You
sure before
are tall."
composedly:
"So
I'm reason
convinced,
six-feet-in
fourActually,
is the chief
I got my
my chance
pictures.
are you." Women always like a man they
can look
up to — I itwasmakes
them that
more
feminine.
in demand
frommuch
the
beginning
for
the
five-foot-six
or
-sevena
stars. And with a camera, in any scene,
taller man can actually dominate a scene
from the
no matter
how awkward an beginning
actor he may
be. I have
great
respect
for
men
like
Laurence
whom I can call a friend— who canOlivier
domi-—
nate any scene by sheer force of their
personality.
very kind toWhen
me inI visit
spite him,
of myhe'stwoalways
left
feet.
Working with real actors is always a
delight. watch.
Tony Randall,
for one,withis fascinata lineandis
sheering to magic
toWhatme. heHisdoesexpressions

the movements of his hands and feet, his
timing,
way he raises
an eyebrow
these arethe textbooks
of comedy.
I like—
actors:
I'm
one
myself.
To
me
they
seem
frank and open, interesting and always
concerned about getting better in their
work. If they are egotistic, it is part of the
hazard of the profession.
I'm fond of honest, constructive criticism. God knows.
Iby.need
it. It's
a hard
commodity
to comeI have
Noa long
one
knows
ter than I that
way tobet-go
in movies — but the offhand renews in the
papers
reallyover
don'trealhelpquickly,
much. muttering.
I usually
check them
"Well, this one isn't bad," or "Man. they
reallyreview
shot me
down in this one" — but a
itbadused
to. .doesn't
. . shake me up the way
On agents
Without seeming ungrateful to my agent
—must
who sayhasthatdonealthough
very well
with meneeds
—I
a beginner
an agenttention who
will
pay
close
personal
atto his career, an agency outfit like
William
Morris
or
the
Music
Corporation
of America is the answer to an established
star. Hollywood, after all, is simply a complex of pressure
collective
smartnessgroups.
controlThese
stars,groups
writers,of
properties, and studios. The old U-I studio,
for
ownedMCAby has
MCAput—
and example,
last year, isinwholly
TV alone.
out
nearly
S40.000.000
worth
of
products.
This means that in a select market such
an outfit has the power to make or break
a career. It can deal on an even-steven
basis with the heads of the big studios,
something that an individual agent simply
ean't
do.to Henry,
for example, Icancomplain
blow off
steamgenerally
the studios
but
they patwhen
him on the back—
and go ahead and do what they wanted to
do in the first place.
Nor istheonecareful,
agent'sanalytical
reaction one
to athatscriptan
always
actoring isof percentages:
forced to use.theTheactor
agentmustis thinkthink
of making himself a believable human
being to the audience. I received one
script, well-written and one that will ultimately make a good picture based on a
book of F. Scott Fitzgerald. My agent
handed
me and opportunities
said: "My boy.
this
is one of ittheto greatest
of your
life! You have a chance to drink, to cry,
to make love, and you have a good fight,
too!
What II
askedWhat
was more
to be could
able toyoureadask?"it. When
did
I
found
out
it
wasn't
for
me!
I
couldn't
asmakefar theas hero
I was comprehensible,
concerned. not at least
Not
that
the
profession
hasn't awards
been more
than nice to me. I was given
galore: top male movie star by various magazines from 1954 onward, gold medals and
cups right up to the present. I suppose it
started
with myof the
bit part
JamestheStewart in Bend
Riverwithwhere
fans
| sreally
let
loose
on
my
personal
appearsixnee tour. The studio threw me into
Elms the following year. It was work but
work I enjoyed.
On loyalty
This business of self-evaluation is one
ofmuchthe does
toughhe parts
an actor's
owe toof others?
How life.
muchHowis
due
to
himself?
It's
a
hard
question
to
answer, at least for me.
I wouldn't have moved off first base if
the U-I studio hadn't seen something in
■ne, given me a chance, and started my
:raining.
Where— butmy Iloyalty'
no
real idea
feel thatends.afterI have
ten
vears.
having
earned
my
sponsors on an investmentmillions
of a fewforthousand
(my
agent
spent
S3000
on
me
in
the
early
that my time of independence
s closedays),
at hand.

This means I have to test out other interests such as music. I used to sing as a
kid and I do it in the shower. I recently
finished Pilloic Talk, my first .recording,
and Idone.
likedNotit that
better than anything
I've
ever
good —more
but
it satisfied
me. I likeit towashearthatmusic
than conversation. I drown in hi-fi when
I'm home.
obvious
goal Ithat
havemyis raspy
singing popularThesongs,
knowing
baritone
won't
make
even
the
bottom
the grade in any kind of classical music.of
I want to work on the stage, too. where I
can have
enough contact
the
critics
and close
the audiences
so I can with
use this
to improve a performance night by night.
Inbe achanged.
movie, And
once you
it's have
on film, wait
nothing
can
atbefore
least
six
months instead
of six toseconds
you
any York,
applause
boo:;.inI'dHollylike
to livehearin New
ratheror than
w
o
d
:
i
t
'
s
a
city
where
things
are
always
happening, where there are so many dothat no one could
classicings Hollywood
disease.ever be bored — a
One of the times I was totally frustrated in doing a picture was in 1957. It
showed me how rarely I could expect to
put
into
movie practice what I had learned
about acting.
Thegels. Itpicture
TarnishedFaulkAnwas takenwasfromcalled
the William
ner classic called Pylon. I'm no enthusiwriting.andI,knowT
he's asta about
NobelFaulkner's
Prize winner
one of that
the
American
dig
him.
I was all-time
told thisauthors
was onebutofI hisdon'teasier
books — but I had to read it three times bedid. fore Iunderstood it and probabiv I never
The script came out like fake Faulkner:
too talky and too improbable for even
me to swallow. It was a good example of
movie blah-blah.
my a "character'
interested me. I was But
to play
kind of renegade
newspaperman
of
the
'30's.
As
I
saw
him, he was a downbeat character in a
downbeat story. He had found some peowho wereandliving
on the thin
edges anof
theirple lives
he wanted
to write
honest story about them.
I felt the hero was a bum himself. He
lived in a shack, disreputable and filthy,
without hope or principle. I suppose he
was
writing
of a really
lost man.
So Iabout
tried himself,
to work theoutstory
the
role that way.
I blurred my lines, I put in pauses and
empty stares.
to convey
impres ion ofa manI tried
wandering
in thethejungle
of his own environment, trying to lick nis
own personality. I even got physical
about the whole thing in my enthusiasm.
I walked sloppily, with a stoop. I had holes
in my soles, a badly-fitting worn suit that
was dirty and unpressed — I even had
frayed buttonholes, worn-out elbows, and
half-shoelaces. Rumpled, unshaven. I
worked out a really exciting concept with
the director. Both of us were en'Jiusiastic
about with
my ideas.
did rushes
the firstwentdajT'sto
work
a "vim."We The
the executives' screening room. The verdict came in the next morning: "DisThe front office word filtered down. The
director braked his enthusiasm and regusting!"
versed his stand. I was shaved and my
hair combed nicely. My worn, elbows
were covered with leather shooting
patches. My shoes were polished and so
were my lines. The crowning touch came
when the producer and writer — both of
whose
I remember,
with Z.a
came tonames,
me and
said I hadbegan
to wear
hat. I protested wearily against this as I
had protested all the other reversals.
"My boy." said the producer paternally,
"all newspapermen wear hats. Don't they,
The writer nodded solemnlv. "I've been
George?"
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a newspaperman myself," he said, "and
I always cession,
worethough, athey
hat."let Asme aturn
special
conthe front
of the hat down.
Ross Hunter
Producers are not always unhelpful.
One of the chief factors in my career has
been the help and understanding of Ross
Hunter.
He's aandproducer
who the
used problems.
to be an
actor himself
he knows
Ross has never criticized anything in my
acting except on one occasion when he
suggested, "Why don't you be a little
more positive,
Rock?" onHethehascutgiven
me
some
slaps, though,
of my
clothes — which I invariably disregard.
I've done seven pictures with him.
Though
they aren't
have wanted
to do, allmostthe ofonesthemI might
have
boosted me along the way. It was Ross,
for example, who got me into my first
lead.
was I agotco-producer
at the studio
indown1953Hethewhen
of being
list of thesickcast.
I sentsomewhere
a wire to
the
head forof U-I
saying
that INothing
didn't want
tosaidwork
them
any
more.
was
about it but a few weeks later I was
assigned the lead in a show called The
Scarlet Angel. Ross helped produce it and
he and I went on from there together. It
was his faith in my ability that got me the
comedy role in Pillow Talk. When he said
he wasanyone
going into Hollywood
use me there,
think
agreedI don't
with
him. "Sure, Hudson can do those heroic
and tear- jerking roles," they told him,
"but he can never do comedy. That takes
aitreal
actor." But
Ross didoff.it The
with reason
me— andI
happened
to come
know, is that I checked myself out with
Tony Randall, whom I think is one of the
finest comedians on the stage or screen. A
couple of times he even said I did a "wonMy ego isn't
strong. . enough
to resistderfula job."compliment
like that.
.
A couple of years ago, I was offered the
lead
MGM's meBen-Hur,
a job dollars.
that would
have ingrossed
a flat million
I turned Ben-Hur down because the
easiest wo dthing
for an actor to lose
in Hollyhim
to find iisshimself.
someoneThetohardest
trust. Ifthing
I hadfor done
that picture for MGM, I would have had to
surrender for two years my privilege of
doing the pictures I want to do. Never in
the last ten years have I been free from
being told what to do and how to act on
the screen.
U-I, thewhatever
studio talents
that discovered and developed
I have,
has made about thirty times the salary
they have paid me by loaning me out to
other studios. It still holds the third contract Isigned — good for three more years.
I can say that only four pictures out of my
forty have been pictures that I've really

liked. They were Giant, Farewell to Arms,
Magnificent
last one,
Pillow Talk. Obsession,
They cost and
aboutmy $26,000,000
and I got roughly $100,000 in salary out of
them. All were successful although Farewell to Arms — a remake of the Hemingway classic with me playing the old Gary
Cooper role — barely made the grade.
For ten years I've been trying to make
myself
an actor.
good deal
about Iit think
simplyI'veby learned
watchinga
people a lot better than I. I never went to
drama school except for a short time to
group.
alwaysNewwanted
tothe goU-Ito training
one of the
reallyI'vegood
York
schools of dramatic art. So far I've been
so busyoff making
that I haven't had
time
under mymoney
contracts.
Nevertheless, my experience has been
invaluable. In Magnificent Obsession, for
example, though I liked the role, I never
liked the picture. It was too much of a
weeper. It telegraphed its punches all
down
line, tolikelaugh
an old-time
told youthe when
and whenboxer.
to cry.It
(In Giant, to offer a contrast, there were
weepy moments — but tears were optional.)
But
with someone
like Jane
Wyman working
was as precious
as a handful
of rubies.
In any scene, having my doubts, I would
go to her and ask her opinion. If she
thought I had done all right, she would
say so. If she had a hunch that I had
slipped,it she
say softly:
check
with would
the director.
Rock, "Better
before
they print it." It's awfully easy not to take
advice when
you'reI was
developing
good
opinion
of yourself.
lucky toa know
Jane.
George Stevens
George Stevens, the director of Giant,
was another person I was lucky to know.
One of the great men in the business, he
had my talents taped from the beginning.
He
knew what
he could
get night
out of before
me—
something
I never
did. The
we started the picture, I called him up in
a frenzy. "Mr. Stevens," I said desperately,
"I don't know where I'm going in this picture. I'm all confused!"
"Well, Rock," he said in his ponderous
manner, "I'm all confused, too, right now.
It'll work out in the morning. You go back
He often shoved me onto the set and
to sleep."
shot
a scene long before I knew my lines
or thought I was ready. I remember one
instance when I was supposed to be a
naive young Texan in Virginia at a society
dinner,
questions
self and answering
my ranch. Mr.
Stevens about
put memy-at
a couple of sawhorses with a board across
them and a glass of water before me. He
moved all the other actors twenty-five feet
away and put a telescopic lens in the

A Love Story
(Continued from page 50)
I was working. To say the least, I was
a bit nervous when I saw him standing
there,
I tried very
not
to half-watching
be aware of hisme. presence
and hard
kept
dancing.
"This popwentin, onand forwatch.
a week.
Astaire
would
And Mr.finally
one
day
Jack did call me over and we were
introduced.
"We quite
spokeshy,verybutlittle,
we were
both
didbecause
manage
Mr. Astaire
that I hadI worked
with tohimtella
few years earlier, for one day, in a picture
called Daddy Long Legs.
You one
won'tof remember,'
'but
I "was
eight girls I intoldthehim,dream
78 sequence you did with Leslie Caron. We

slunk in and you took each of us in a
back" 'And,'
bend Fred
and — ' interrupted, 'you were
very nervous.'
Yes, II remember,' he said. HeAndsmiled.
truthfully
thought
that would be the last time I'd see him. . . .
"But then the next day he showed up
again, and we talked a little more. And the
day after that. And then finally one day
he
asked mea picture
if I'd helikewasto just
dancebeginning
in Silk
Stockings,
work
on.
He
told
me
it
wasn't
very
of a part, but that it was something. much
And
while he was apologizing I just stood
there, dumbfounded, thinking that this
couldn't beto happening
me, awith
personal
invitation
dance in atoscene
Fred
Astaire.
"Well,
a
few
weeks
later,
when
it
came
time to do the scene, I must have been
literally shaking in my shoes because my
shoe fell off. The director called cut, and

camera.
"Now, Rock," he drawled, "I want you
to react. I know you've got lines but I don't
careTheif result
you saywasthemthator the
not."other actors
shouted at me. I reacted with embarrassandStevens
ignorance
— which
was justment,
the confusion,
effect Mr.
wanted.
He
was always
that
kind
of
a
director:
unreliable for actors. I never knew exactly
what he wanted me to do until I saw it on
film. He kept me alive in movies because
he kept me thinking — thinking what to do
next. Most directors tend to over-direct, to
tell you again and again what they want
until
usuallyyou're
told screaming
me half ofinside.
what Mr.he Stevens
wanted
then
said:
"Now
let's
roll
piece of film."
He liked to give me the aimpression
that
any bitletI performed
was my with
idea —what
but hehe
never
an actor interfere
was doing. In Giant he shot a fight scene
for weeks. Afterward, when I hung around
his cutting room to see how it turned out,
he gave me the iron eye. Long afterward,
I told him: "I wanted to see that film real
bad." He never batted an eye. "I know
you did," he said "but at that point it was
none
your remember
business." the drunk scene
I'll ofalways
from
that picture.
It looked as if I was
really drunk — mainly because I was. When
I arrived
at
my
dressing-room
that onmorning, there was a bottle of bourbon
the
table. It was gone at the end of the day.
By that time I was feeling so natural that
Iminute
didn't drunk
give a scene
damn. without
We shot aa cutsixteen— and
put it on the screen that way with only
closeups to vary the sequence. . . .
The study of acting remains the most
important
part ofor myinvent
life.clues
I findto that
have
to discover
createI
a character, especially in a bad script. A
lot
of thealonetime— II'mneedsimply
not equipped
do this
the director
and pro-to
ducer. Iwant not only to keep my portrayals alive and interesting but I want
to put at least 180 per cent of interpretainto what
doing — and hope that
50 pertion cent
comesI'm through.
To
sum
it
all
up,
the
'realtoRock
the
is always trying
find Hudson"
is more
than press
one person.
To the producer, I'm the sign of the
To a publicity
person.of I'm
Tobuck.a director,
I'm a chunk
clay.material.
To the
wardrobe, I'm a clotheshorse. And to
writers, I'm usually somebody I don't
even justrecognize.
complain—
can
look at But
myselfI can't
from afar.
I haveI
a good life and the movies have made it
possible.
END
Rock's next is The Day Of The Gun.
for U-I.
we did it over again. The second take,
poom again, the shoe. 'Please stay in your
shoe, Miss
and but
let'sthetrythirdit once
more,'
said theChase,
director,
time
it happened
was getting
irritated.
Evenagain.
FredEveryone
was looking
at me
rather sharply, it seemed. Others were
beginning
sorryto fordo meit again
and I was
scared. Butto look
we had
and
this time,again,
all of us figuringrolled.
it couldn'i
happen
poom, once morethethecameras
shoe was off. And
And
then it happened. Fred walked over tc
the shoe, slowly, he picked it up, slowly
And then, suddenly, he began to laugh
And everyone else was so relieved, the>
laughed. Even I, who was on the verge
of tearsfirst
by evening
this time, started to laugh. . . .'
Their
It was a little while later that day, aftei
the scene was completed (with Barrie'
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:
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;
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:
r;

shoe on), when Fred walked over to her
dressing
roomfirst,andandjoked
little her
aboutif
the incident
then a asked
she would like to have dinner with him
that night.
"I don"t like the big crowded places."
hewhere
said.we"Butcan there's
smallandplace.
grab aa bite
haveItalian,
some
wine and talk. ... If you don't mind a
small
place,Barrie
and some
"Mind?"
asked.talk."
"No, Mr. Astaire.
I don't mind at all."
I was their
petrified."
she"Athasthesaidbeginning.
of this evening,
first
together. "I rushed home and looked in
my closet. I didn't know what to wear,
what dress, what shoes. I didn't know how
to fix Imywould
hair.talkAnd.about
worst,thatI didn't
what
night. know
What
would I be like, I wondered, sitting there
with Fred Astaire. across the table from
him.
Fred Astaire
— the
the most
greatestsophisticated
dancer in
the world,
one ofmen
and
most urbane
in the world.
What
would I say to him? What could I say to
him?"
The conversation was a little stilted at
first, Barrie recalls. Fred asked her to tell
him a little about herself, and she did —
about
how
been aliked
tomboy swam
when and
she
was
girl, she'd
how
ride ahorses
even she'd
more than todance,
how
her father — a writer — had moved the
family from New York to California when
she wastheabout
seven, how
rightpalm
off — trees,
she'd
loved
California
sun,— the
the
deep
blue
sky.
How
she'd
been
happy.
Very, very happy.
"Till I was fifteen." she found herself
saying
then.Fd "That's
when my
parentsanygot
divorced.
never known
thing wrong
between
them. there
And was
then, all
of a sudden, just like that, they were
divorced. ... I lived with my mother for
a while, about a year. But nothing seemed
the samecided to move
an\-more
And toso beI de-on
to myat home.
own place,
my own. I moved into my apartment —
the
one I'mveryliving
a-halfsamerooms,
plain,in now.
a lot one-anddifferent
from the big fancy place where we'd all
lived.
"And I really wasn't very happy, there
"But Inow
knewthatI couldn't
goeither,"
back she
homesaid.
anymore,
Fd left.
So I began to study my dancing, all the
harder. And I got some jobs. TV, pictures,
bits.
all I went
did. studied
and
worked,Andatethat's
and slept,
to an occasional movie. I didn't have many friends.
I'd never
thing abouthad,me not
and really.
people —There's
lots of sometimes
I find it hard talking, looking into somebody's eyes when I'm talking to them. I
get"So,"
afraid.sheI don't
why. aI just
do —
wTent know
on, after
moment,
"without
many
friends,
I
was
alone
most
of the time. And I was getting lonelier
and lonelier. I was pretty miserable, in
fact
why II guess.
got married, so
quickly,Andjustthat's
like that
"I
was
nineteen.
His
name
wasoneGene.
He
day
and wasa fewa hairdresser.
days later Iwemetwerehim man
and
wife.
It
only
lasted
four
months.
It
wasn't
a good marriage. I knew it, and he did,
too. We split up. And I was back where
I started.
Lonely.
eating,"Alone.
sleeping,
going Working,
to a moviestud\-ing.
every- once
in a while — "
sheShesaid.stopped and smiled. "I'm sorry,"
"Why?"boringFredme?"asked. "Are you afraid
you're
Barrie nodded.
"Well,
you'reBarrie.
not," when
Fred said.
"Because,
believe this.
you talk
about
loneliness,
you're
talking
about
a subject
I know
very
well."
Barrie looked surprised.

"Yes. that's right, me. Old Ham Daddy.
Old Happy Feet." Fred said. "I've been
lonely it's
theselikepast. . few
years
. I've known
what
. I'veslowly,
sure. .known.
And then,
softly,
he began. . to."
talk about something he rarely ever talked
about, to anyone. About Phyllis — his wife.
"My beloved Phyl . . . ," as he said.
Fred's beloved wife
"We were at Santa Anita, sitting in our
box between races. And Phyl said, suddenly. Tthink I'll have to go home. I don't
feel well.
... SoIt'swenothing
left. .— . just
. Andsome
that'sdizzithe
way"Cancer.
itness.'started.
"It was cancer, the doctor said.
"This was a Tuesday. I remember. We
were
to move
John's. . Hospital
on
Thursday,
two into
days St.later.
.
" 'People don't die so easily, Phyl,' I
told her. 'It's hard to die,' I said. You
have so much to live for; you're so important to so many people. This isn't your
time
It couldn't
And Itodidgo.know
it. Then.be. I know it' —
ATTENTION DEBBIE
Eddie misses Carrie
and Todd so much,
he's moving back!
Don't be shocked,
read next month's
MODERN SCREEN
On Sale July 5
"Theday, operation
Good Friday.wasIt performed
was a longthatone.Fri-It
seemed
successful. The entire recovery
seemed successful.
"But then,
few months
later, another
operation
was a needed.
We returned
to St.
John's ationforwas more
major
surgery.
again called a success.The oper"Phyl came home with some slight improvement.
never downtrend
regained herset strength.
And"Buttheshedefinite
in. . . .
never lost that sweet expression
on "She
her face.
from us at 13,
ten 1954.
o'clock,
on "She
the slipped
morningaway
of September
"Shepaused
was only
He
for forty-six
a while. years old. . . ."
"So I've been lonely, too," he said then.
"But I find ways of fighting it. One has to."
"How do you fight it?" Barrie asked.
Fred's remedy for loneliness
"Very' simple." Fred said, smiling a
little.
"I make friends
and
with churches.
. . . Copswithare thenicecops,
fellows.
I have a lot of friends on the police force.
And some nights when I have nothing to
do I just phone them and ask if I can ride
around in a prowl car. Here in Los Angeles, and New York, those are the best
places.
one of trip.
those Youcars suddenly
and it's
like goingI get
on ainhunting
run into some excitement. And the boredom, the loneliness, it goes a little . . .
Like with churches. Barrie. Same thing.
ComesI'm anfeeling
afternoon when I've tonothing
to
do,
church.
St. Bartholomew'slow,ifandI'm I ingo New
York.

Any
of several
if I'mat ahere.
just sit,
alone, forhere,hours
time.AndAndI
it's
comfort I— find
thosea beautiful
hours. I thing,
think the
of everything
my
life,
the hidden
of the
good myandwork,
bad things
that meaning
have happened
to me. I come out spiritually refreshed.
It Again,
often helps
me to go on."
he smiled.
"Maybe that's what you need, Barrie,"
he said, "to make friends with the cops,
the"Maybe,"
churches."she said.
"Or
Fred some
said, night,
"just
having maybe,
dinner for
with now."
me again
and talking again. Talking things out with
Old Ham Daddy here, Old Happy Feet.
. ."Yes,"
. How said
does Barrie,
that sound?"
nodding finally, "that
sounds
fine.
.
.
."
Rising star
"My whole life took a turn after this
night,"
has Isaid.
was overBarrie
for me.
began "Plain
to live.existing
Fred
and I went out quite a bit, always to small
quiet places, the kind we both liked. We
went ridingthusia—sm forwe
shareAnd,
a tremendous
horses.
of course, enwe
talked. About lots of things. Even about
my career. Fred suggested that I begin
aiming higher, that I get an agent and turn
down bit parts here and there and aim
for the top. You'll make it someday, if
try hard
he'd tellthings
me.
Iyougotreally
an agent.
And,enough.'
sure enough,
began
Will
Travel happening.
on TV. AndI didthen,a Have
beforeGun,I knew
it, I was signed with Twentieth CenturyFox
Gras. ItSlowly,
wasn't
a bigandpart,working
but it inwasMardi
something.
surely,
I
was
beginning
to
get
there."
at Fred's
about career,
this time.too, began shifting gears
"For the last few years," says a friend
do aA picture
orof sohis,a "he
year, was
and content
only that.to TV?
whole
new
medium?
He
wouldn't
hear certain
of it.
not even at the fantastic prices
sponsors
were
willing
to
pay
him.
'I'm
too old, much too old,' he'd say, 'to start
fooling around with anything new.' And
then,
if he'd
droppedFreda
couple suddenly,
of dozen asyears
someplace,
had a talk with his agent one dav. About
TV. Doing a show. ... By nightfall, it
was
all arranged.
a full-hour
spectacular,
was toThebe show,
sponsored
by the
Chrysler Corporation, and to be called
An Evening With Fred Astaire. The date
settled on was a Friday, October 17 (1958)
— Fred
about drove
three over
monthsto see
away."
Barrie the night
the arrangements were made.
"Fd
like
you
to
dance
with about
me," thehe
said, after telling her a little
show, " — but as my leading lady this
"Me?" Barrie asked, falling back into a
chair.
"Yes, you, young
Fred.I "Now
two
he saidlady,"
then.said"One:
want
time."things,"
you
to know this — I've chosen you, not
because you're a friend of mine, not because I'm fond of you. But because I
think
a great dancer. Understood?"
Barrieyou're
nodded.
"Two." he said. " — I expect you to work
hard. Very hard. We've got a heavy rescheduleme,
and you.
we'reHerm
going (Hermes
to start
tomorrow,hearsaljust
Pan, the choreographer), Buddy (Bud
Yorkin, the producer) and a couple of
others.
"So now let's take a few sips of this
champagne I've brought and then you go
to bed, I mgoor ow, fihome
and go to bed — and to"Okay?" rst thing, we work.
"Yessir," said Barrie, sitting forward in
the chair, making a mock salute, begin- 79

ning to laugh. "Tomorrow morning, sir,
first thing. . . ."
She didn't
"Everything started out disastrously that
next
morning,"
someone
connected
with
the show
has said.
"Rehearsal
had been
called for 9:30. And by that time — five,
ten minutes
9:30, inFred.
fact —. .everyone was there.before
Including
. But
there was no Barrie. Not by 9:30, not by
ten, not by 10:30.
sat around,
say"Fred
anything.
But wesulking.
could Hetellwouldn't
he was
eating his heart out.
"Once
or
twice
he'd
walk
over
to
pay
phone
try to call Barrie. But athere
was no andanswer.
A few minutes before noon she walked
into the rehearsal hall.
"Where've you been?" Fred asked.
"Home. I don't want to hurt you," said
Barrie. "I'll be bad. I'll make you look
bad.Fred. . .looked
And I don't
hurt you. . . ."
at herwant
for ato moment.

And then he clapped his hands together
and made
one there: a short announcement to every"This girl — " he said, pointing to Barrie
— "has a case of the nerves. She's asking
out ofI'm thenot show.
I'm her
a rough
and
going But
to give
out. one —
"Now," he said, "if everyone will leave
this
back, Miss
Chasehall,
and until
I willthey're
begin called
to rehearse.
Just
theThetwoothers
of us."left.
And Fred and Barrie stood in the giant
rehearsal hall, alone.
After staring at her for a long moment,
Fred
turned walked
it on. over to a phonograph and
"Barrie," Fred said, walking back over
to her, looking into her eyes again, " — will
youBarrie
try . stood
. . for rigid.
me?"
"I can't," she started to say. "My feet
feelButheavy.
Strange. her.I'm not — "
Fred silenced
He took her in his arms.

How Much Do My Children Really Need Me?
(Continued from page 33)
Janet, how do you solve your problem told them to shoot around me. However,
of being
working mother? It will help I did have other appointments connected
me
solve amine.
with my work — some costume fittings and
Sincerely,
scripttant— and
conferences
I canceledwhich
them areall. also imporRosemary D.
And
this
story
is
my
answer
to
those
When
the
doctor
said,
"We must operate
letters:
on
Kellyinatmyonce,"
Dear Rosemary:
thought
mind there
than was
to beno atother
the
hospital
withme.my child for as long as she
I'll
never
forget
the
time
I
was
working
would
need
before the cameras and a grip came to me
with a message: Please call home. Kelly is As Tony and I prepared to take her to
very sick.
she was white-faced with
I was terrified. I wanted to be with my the hospital,
I said to her, "Mommy will be with
little girl who was not quite two then. In fear.
you
all
the
time,"
that sheherself
wouldn'tin bea
my imagination I saw her in pain, calling too frightened atsofinding
for me. At the time I was working on loca- strange bed when she awoke from the
tion in Norway, my baby in London with anesthetic.
of course,
I keptofmyLebanon
promise. I took And
a room
at Cedars
her nurse. Tony and I had taken Kelly to
Europe with us since we were to be away and was with Kelly all the time until she
five months, but we left her in London with was discharged.
the nurse
because the weather in Norway
mother's
will tell and
her when
was
too harsh.
herA child
needsinstinct
her physically,
when
Should I leave the set and fly to London? her presence is not essential. When a child
Walk out on a picture whose costs were is seriously ill or facing an operation, that
going on at a clip of thousands of dollars child needs her mother, and the mother's
a minute to rush to the side of my sick
must take
gone hasto
child? I had obligations to my producers, job
the studio
when second
either place.
Kelly orI'veJamie
but I knew in my heart that no obligation been down with a cold. But if either of
to them could outweigh the well-being of them had a high temperature I wouldn't
her until she was past the feverish
my tochild.
If she was very sick, I'd have to leave
fly
London.
stage where she might be calling for
In a phone booth in a corner of the set, Mommy.
I put through a call to London and got a
From the studio I phone at every opporvery dear friend of mine who was living
tunity— and / talk to my child myself.
there. I asked her to look in immediately Merely calling and asking the nurse if the
on Kelly, and tell me just what was the children are okay isn't enough. It makes
matter with my child. I waited, my heart my children feel more secure to hear their
in my mouth, for her return call. In about mother's voice saying the warm, dear
things that only a mother can say to her
a half hour she got back to me. "Kelly is child.
fine," had
she asaid,
and myupset
heartstomach.
lifted. "She
I think every working mother should
just
slightly
The
nurse panicked. But there's nothing to onremember
Hearingthe her
the phonethis.makes
childmother's
feel thatvoice
her
worry
about."
stayI would
there.
If Kelly
had She
reallypromised
been veryto ill,
isn't cheated
too far away.
Probably
Kelly
would feel
if Ginny,
our nurse,
have put her above anybody or anything. mother
However, a working mother cannot afford
to her, "Your mother called and asked
to get hysterical or over-imaginative, other- ifsaidyou're
behaving."
my
voice
telling her But
I lovewhenher sheand hears
will
wisementshewhenwon't
be
able
to
use
good
judgsuch conflicts arise.
see her soon, then she does not feel cheated.
Her
own
mommy
has
spoken
to
her.
Rosemary,
you asked,
"Whatsuddenly
do you be-do
when
one of your
little girls
youworking
asked mother.
if I've everRosereil whiletheyou're
at work?"
all Rosemary,
depends comesupon
seriousness
of theIt illmary,gretted
Ineverbeing ahave.
I think it is No,
better for
ness. When Kelly was operated on so sud- my children
have a happymother
motherwho who's
denly one year, I dropped everything, fulfilled than toa frustrated
may
canceling every business appointment I some day want to say to her children,
had
with her.
weren't
in theto bemiddle
of a Fortunately,
picture whenwe she
was "Look what I gave up for you — my career,
stricken, but if we had been, I would have
Nothing could be worse than feeling
my life."

And they began to dance. . . .
Like a kid in love
The show, three months later, was a
triumph.
Fred
won any
five single
Emmysperformer
for it— more
TV
awards
has ever
received than
for a single
show.
But, friends say, his greatest pride was
a young dancer named Barrie Chase, and
how she'd come through. . . .
Says Randolph
of his periods,
closest
friends,
referring Scott,
to theone down
"'Fred keeps saying, 'I'll never marry again.
No one can replace Phyllis.' And we keep
telling
has But
to replace
Phyllis,
and no him,
one 'Noeveronewill.
you can
find
a new dimension with someone else, and
at least you can fill part of the gap in
And Barrie, meanwhile?
"I have tremendous admiration for Mr.
Astaire,"
ask, andin
that is life.'
all she
she says
says, toforanythe who
real words
heryourheart are" too deep for speech. end
you're
because
However,a martyr
I will never
put ofmy your
life orchild.
my
work ahead of my children. Right now, I
feel I amtinuingdoing
more
for
them
by
conwith my work, because in doing
so I am a happy, fulfilled woman. A happy
woman is a happy mother. For most
women,
workstimulating.
keeps themIf youon enjoy
their your
toes,
and
is itself
work, Rosemary, or feel a sense of joy in
helping make things easier for your family
by working,
believechildren.
you can do it without cheating Iyour
Perhaps there will be times when you
feel just a tiny bit cheated yourself. I
missed watching Jamie, my baby, take her
first steps. It was really quite a wrenching
thing for me. Sounds silly, but every
mother loves to be with her child when
she takes that first step. I knew Jamie was
gettinglittleready
get down.
up on
one
foot,forthenit. I'd
falterseenandherplop
Then I saw her on her knees still trying
to be firm enough to get up and walk. I
knew around
the daytheshe'd
take But
her Ifirst
was
just
corner.
had step
to miss
it. I was working in Psycho for Alfred
Hitchcock that day. When I called home,
Kelly got on the phone and in a breathless
voice told me all about it. I was disappointed at missing it. But it would have
been shockingly inconsiderate for me to
have
taken
the day off to witness this j
sentimental event.
And I also missed buying Jamie her
first pair of shoes. I remember how I enjoyed going to the shoe store with Kelly
two years ago, seeing her fitted for her
first pair of walking shoes and watching
her toddle around the store proudly. I
wanteding thattheI was
same going
thrill towithbe Jamie.
tied upKnowin a
picture in a few weeks, I took Jamie to
the store just before the picture started.
The shoe salesman said. "You should
wait three more weeks. She's not quite
for shoesin yet."
Three When
weeks Ilater
Iready
was already
production.
left
for
work Jamie
one morning
told store
the nursemaid
to take
to the Ishoe
and buy
the shoes that day. I knew just what time
they'd
going —I after
Jamie's nap.setWhen
they allgotbethehome,
and !
got
detailscalled
of thefromlittlethe shopping
expedition;
hew
Jamie
had
cooed
when
she saw her little feet in shoes and how
she'd looked
at herself
so proudly
mirror.
Somehow
the story
warmedin the
me
and I kept imagining what it had been
like, while I was working.
But the things I have missed by being
a working
don't we
compare
impor-—
tance withmother
the things
have ingained
not only materially, but through the hap-

piness I have been able to achieve and
pass on to my children.
Even though I must be away from them
all day when I'm in a picture, I try to give
the children
withI
them—
at leastthein feeling
spirit— allthattheI'mtime.
am very fortunate in being able to afford
capable pohousehold
help.
This
is
very
imrtant to a working mother, and I realize
that most working mothers — unless they're
highly-paid
can't afford
On the othercareer
hand,women
just —because
I haveit.
such fine help does not mean that I will
let them take over the mothering of my
children. They can feed them, put them
toBut sleep,
them only
whena mother
I'm not should
home.
there bathe
are things
do — like taking them to school on the
first day of school and making the preparaher children's
Sure,tionsIfor could
turn this birthday
over to myparties.
cook
and the nurse, and they would see to it
that my children would have a beautiful
birthday party. But that wouldn't mean
much
to Kelly,to nor
to Jamie,Kelly
when and
she'sI
old enough
understand.
have planned
all her birthday
parties and
together; such whispering
and giggling
secret
conferences
that
go
on
between
us
at those times!
Once
it
looked
as
if
I
wouldn't
be
able
to share in the preparation of a birthday
party with Kelly. Just before her third
birthday I was told a tour had been arranged for Tony and me to publicize The
Vikings. We were to be away several
weeks. We agreed to the tour, but first I
asked one thing — that I could be home the
day of Kelly's birthday. "It won't be a
real birthday party for her," I said, "unagreed.less Tony and I are with her." The studio
Before we left, I made all the plans for
the party, with Kelly. We went to the
five and ten together and bought balloons
and favors. She helped me select the in-

vitations, we decided together what kind
ofout sandwiches
and we picked
the birthdaywe'dcakeservetogether.
I wrote all the invitations before we left,
and I ordered everything for the party. I
left word that the invitations were to be
mailed out on a certain date. With everythingturnedbought
advance,
I left.
We re-of
early onin the
Saturday
morning
her Myparty.
And Iwastookthe uphappiest
where birthday
I'd left
off.
daughter
girlKelly
you've
everfourseen.now and goes to nuris
just
sery school from 9:00 to 12:00. At first,
Tony
sure that
go. I
thoughtwasn't
she should
— notKelly
becauseshould
I wanted
her
out
of
the
way,
but
because
she's
bright and active child, and I felt shea
needed the stimulation of playing with
other children.
The first week, I took her there myself
everyoffmorning.
can't just
send aschool
little
girl
to a new,You strange
nursery
without being with her. The first day I
picked her up to drive her home, her eyes
were dancing! She sang the words of a
song they'd taught her; she spoke about a
little
girl then
with that
whomshe she'd
played.to enjoy
I knew
was going
nursery school. The other mothers and I
share a car pool. One of them is Anne
Douglas,
have
one Kirk's
of the wife.
help Ifin Ithewished,
house Idocould
the
driving when it's my turn to take them to
school. But I wouldn't miss my turn in the
car Kelly
pool forto anything.
thinkmother
it's important
for
know thatI her
is right
there to do what the other mommies — the
non-working
mommies
do.
We
pile
in the
car and I drive down the hill and pick
up
little Peter
Douglas
and
little
Scott
Shepherd. Ileave at eight in the morning. No,
I'm not tired. When you're a mother doing
what youexhilarated,
want to do not
for your child,
you're
usually
versations that go on in weary.
the backTheseatcon-of

my car among Kelly, Peter and Scott are
absolutely
delicious.
misssimple,
them
for
the world.
This isI wouldn't
one of the
inexplicable joys of motherhood — driving
my erchild
take herto school.
to schoolAndis having
one of herthe mothgreat
joysYouforasked,
a child.Rosemary, if I am ever resentful about the time I spend away from
the children. No, I never have been. And
I'm quite sure they're not resentful either.
When I'm working, the hours are long. I
leave at 6:00 a.m. and I don't get home till
6:30
p.m.inConsequently,
don't toseetiptoe
my
children
the morning, Iexcept
into their rooms and look at them. When
Iasleep.
get home,
Jamie,is who's
still with
a baby,
But Kelly
up. I play
Kellyis
and we talk. I listen to everything she
has to say, and I put her to bed myself.
When I'm working all day, no one can tuck
Kelly anceinthatbutI love
myself.
needs that
the Iassurher She
so much
want
to show even this little touch of tenderness.
And after a long day at work, I myself
need the talking and laughter with my
child,
her to and
bed. the warm satisfaction of putting
One thing I think is very important:
many mothers who work feel a little guilty
because their work keeps them away from
their children all day. And feeling guilty
causes them to make a certain mistake.
When a working mother comes home, she
will often be loaded with toys and gifts
for her child, as though to compensate for
having been away all day. Also, she is
inclined
to be over-indulgent.
She doesn't
want to punish
darling
having becausehershelittlefeels
her forchildmisbehas
been
by not
motherpunished
around enough
during the
day. having the
I don't
feelwork,
that ifway
at all. WhenmisbeI'm
home
after
haves, Idiscipline
her,my justlittleas girl
as I would
if I'd been home all day. I think spoiling
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1. I LIKE MARILYN MONROE:
3. I LIKE JANET LEIGH:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
[TJ more than almost any star 00 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
00 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 00 part 00 none
1 READ: [I] all of her story 0 part [|] none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: [TJ super-completely
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
pO completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
00 not at all
00 not at all
2. I LIKE HOPE LANGE:
4. I LIKE ELIZABETH TAYLOR:
UJ more than almost any star 0 a lot
00 more than almost any star 00 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
00 am not very familiar with her
I LIKE DON MURRAY:
I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
UJ more than almost any star 00 a lot
00 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well [TJ very little 00 not at all
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
00 am not very familiar with him
00 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 00 all of their story 00 part 00 none
1 READ: [J] all of their story 00 part 00 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 00 super-completely
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
00 completely 00 fairly well 00 very little
00 completely 00 fairly well UJ very little
00 not at all
UJ not at all

5. I LIKE ROCK HUDSON:
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
00 fairly well 00 very little 00 not at all
UJ1 READ:
am not[TJvery
with0 himpart 00 none
all offamiliar
his story
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all
6. I LIKE EVY N0RLUND:
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well UJ very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
I LIKE JAMES DARREN:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of their story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all

a child in the hope of making up for your
having been away is confusing to the child.
And I don't come home from a day at work
loaded down with gifts. I don't feel that
I haveaway
to bribe
my children because I've
been
at work.
It's by my actions that I show my chillove andI come
warmth,
when them
I'm
away. drenWhen
home,evenI show
how much I love them in the ways that
are natural to any loving mother. But I
won't let them get away with misbehaving.
That's
the worst
could Idocame
for them.
I remember
one thing
night Iwhen
home
from the set of Psycho, Kelly and I were
playing. Then I was called to the telephone.
When I returned, I discovered Kelly had
scooped a fistful of chocolates in her
mouth.
she isn't allowed
to do
that. DidSheI knows
smile indulgently
and think,
Well, the poor child's missed me all day —
what'shappier?
a handfulI did
of candy
it makesKelly
her
feel
not. Iifscolded
and sent her right up to bed — which is
just
wouldthe have
been what
away Ifrom
house done
workingif I allhadn't
day.
The children of working mothers can
either develop into staunch, independent,
secure children, or spoiled children, overindulged by mothers who feel guilty because they can't
with their children
twenty-four
hours bea day.
However,
when
I'm
I do spend
all my week ends withworking
my children.
For
their sake and my own, I will not make
social dates that would take me away
from the house on the few days when we
can be together.
On one occasion, when I was scheduled to go on a publicity tour in San
Francisco for Who Was That Lady, I called
it off. Why? Because suddenly we had a
changeto leave
in household help, and I didn't
want
tual strangers. my two little girls with virA mother shouldn't become panicky for
7. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
QO more than almost any star GO a lot
QO fairly well QO very little QO not at all
GO am not very familiar with her
I READ: Q] all of her story QO part QO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: QO super-completely
QO completely QO fairly well Q0 very little
QO not at all
8. I LIKE BOBBY DARIN:
QO more than almost any star Q0 a lot
00 fairly well Q0 very little Q0 not at all
QO am not very familiar with him
1 READ: Qf] all of his story Q0 part QO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: QfJ super-completely
00 completely QO fairly well QO very little
QO not at ail
9. I LIKE SANDRA DEE:
QO more than almost any star Q0 a lot
QO fairly well Q0 very little Q0 not at all
IS. The stars I most want to read about are:
(D.
(2)
MALE
(3)
AGE NAME.
ADDRESS
CITY
82

every slight cause. Unnecessary hysteria
could turn
working Once
motherwhileandI was
her
children
into aneurotics.
workingceived acall
in Who
Was
That
Lady,
I
on the set. It was from remy
house. The couple who worked for me
had
suddenly
walked
out.
They
hadn't
made lunch for the children. It was upset ing, but hardly a crisis. I told my secwe atcallthe"Angel"
and what
who
was at retary,
the whom
house
time, just
to give the children for lunch and when
to put them to bed.
Tenderness
and ofmotherly
love are
not so
much
a matter
the hours
a woman
with her children. They're a matter
ofspends
feeling.
There are so many small, tender things
a working mother can do. For instance,
Kelly normally wears her hair in two
perky aspigtails.
the daysor ofspecial
big events
such
birthdayOn parties
days
at school, I curl her hair. I put it up myself
and
she
loves
it.
It's
the
little
things
than can be warm and important. . . .
Libraryschool.
Day The
is achildren
big daysingat and
Kelly's
nursery
are
part of a school production. For weeks,
Kelly had been telling me about it, her
round eyes shining. She rehearsed her
little songs
at home and dropped mysto do. terious hints about what she was going
The week before Library Day, I got a
call
to report IforgotPepe
on Kelly's
Fortunately,
the call
in timebigto day.
tell
George Sidney, the producer, he had
chosen one of the worst days in the year
for me.
I beggedme him
to change
ule to permit
to start
my roletheoneschedday
later. He agreed.
I shopped with Kelly for the new dress
she'd wear
on this important
day. with
We
bought
a blue-and-white
ruffled dress
a starched
white
pinafore.
The
night
before, Iput her hair up in curlers myself.
QOI READ:
am notQO very
with QOherpart Q0 none
all offamiliar
her story
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Q0 super-completely
QO completely Q0 fairly well Q0 very little
Q0 not at all
10. I LIKE FRED ASTAIRE:
QO more than almost any star QO a lot
00 fairly well Q0 very little Q0 not at all
001 READ:
am notQO very
all offamiliar
his storywithQO himpart QO none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: QO super-completely
QO completely QO fairly well Q0 very little
Q0 not at all
11. I LIKE JANE FONDA:
00 more than almost any star QO a lot
00 fairly well QO very little Q0 not at all
001 READ:
am notQO all
veryof familiar
her Q0 none
her storywithQ0 part
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Q0 super-completely
Q0 completely QO fairly well Q0 very little
QO not at all
(1) .
(2) .
(3) .

That morning she looked like a real doll.
I was proud.
drove
herSheto was
school.proud
As weandwalked
into the I school
together, I took her hand. When she
walked out on the stage, I could see her —
just
like the
otherif her
children
— scanning
the
audience
to see
mother
was there.
How glad I was that I could be!
No, I don't think my children feel
cheated
because
I'm a working
mother.
Here's
the secrets,
to pass one
on toof other
mothers:whichWhenI'm Ihappy
come
home, I walk into the house buoyant and
happy,
no
matter
how
hard
the
day
has
been for me.
Rosemary, never show fatigue to your
children when you come home from work,
no matter how tired you really are. Just
keep in mind the joy that lies ahead of
you, now that your typewriter has been
covered or your last order for the day
written. Remember, as you enter your
house
after toa your
hard reward.
day's work,
are
going home
You areyougoing
to have your own little child run up to
you and throw his arms around you and
kiss you and prattle on to you what he
did during the day. Even if your back has
ached and your feet have felt like lead,
knowing this should be enough to put a
spring in your walk, a smile on your face
and lightness in your heart. This is the love
and
"Mommy's
home tenderness,
with me" the
that feeling
a childthatappreciates.
When I work, I work hard. It's usually
a twelve-hour day and it's emotionally and
physically
want myto
go home andwearing.
not talkOrdinarily,
to anyoneI'duntil
nerves have quit jangling. But as soon as
I get to the white door of my home, and
know that two little girls are waiting to
Best Iwishes,
leap into my arms,
don't feel one bit tired
Janet Leigh END
Janet will guest-star in Columbia's Pepe
12. I LIKE JILL ST. JOHN:
QO more than almost any star QO a lot
Q0
Q0 very with
little Q0 not at all
QOI READ:
amfairlynotQOwell
very
all offamiliar
her story Q0herpart Q0 none i
MY INTEREST:
QOIT HELD
completely
QO fairly Q0wellsuper-completely
QO very little 1
Q0 not at all
13. I LIKE WILL (SUGARF00T) HUTCH INS:
00 more than almost any star QO a lot
QO fairly well QO very little Q0 not at all
001 READ:
am notQ0 all
veryof familiar
his storywithQ0 him
part Q0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: QO super-completely
00 completely Q0 fairly well Q0 very little
QO14. not
at all Q0 all of DINING WITH THE
I READ:
STARS Q0 part Q0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Q0 completely Q0 fairly well Q0 very little QO not at all
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A

Night

in a

Parked Car -that
Blew the Lid off
a "Nice" Town!
YOUNG Parrish had been warned to stay away from
Sala Post's prettydepended
daughter.uponHis it.mother's
jobbeenas
Sala's
She hadout
hired tohousekeeper
keep thethatnight
aristocratic
littlestorm
wildcat
trouble.
But
of the big
too manyof
things happened too fast. Parrish was in the garage
— alone. Alison skidded her yellow convertible in to
ahungry.
quick stop — her eyes smouldering, her lips wet and
for releaseAll. . the fire of his young manhood clamored
How did
this passionate
triggerPlace?
the
biggest
emotional
explosion encounter
since Peyton
Read
this
bold,
pulsating
story
in
Parrish
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just
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reach most
theseeven
germs, let alone kill
them. You need a
free-flowing liquid
antiseptic — Listerine
Antiseptic — to do that!

ISM

PASTE

ISM

BREATH
TEETH

LISTERINE KILLS BAD BREATH
TOOTH PASTE DOESN'T EVEN
Tooth
paste
reaches
only teeth
this
area around
and
gums.paste
And
nois antiseptic.
tooth
Listerine
killspaste
germs
as no— ontoothcontact,
can
by millions.
*See directions on label.

GERMS
REACH !
Listerine is
more fluid than
any
tooth paste.
amazingly
"wet"Listerine
kills germsway*on 4
laden
surfaces,germtimes more
stops bad
breath
hours
on end!

E\wy time you brush your teeth, REACH FOR LISTERINE
Tune in "The Loretta Young Show" and "Overland Trail" NBC-TV Network

Jour all day
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SALOME,.,
who couldn't
stop— once
she started!

METRO
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AN AVON PICTURE
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PERFUMED
HAIR SPRAY
Matched to your favorite perfume
A unique new formula keeps every
strand delicately perfumed and
softly in place all day! What more
could
want-entirely
exceptnewto
know, athatwoman
with this
kind of spray, a wet comb restyles
your hair without spraying again!
No stickiness, no stiffness,
2*1no
drying.
in your Have
hair thethis perfume
very nightof Paris
introductory
CREATED
IN FRA $1.50 val

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
For vital statistics and biographical information about the stars
get Modern Screen's SUPER STAR CHART. Coupon, page 60.
9 I read that Montgomery Clift and marry Gene Tierney?
Lauren Bacall were holding hands all
— K.S., Somervllle, Mass.
A Mr. Lee wanted to be free to court
through
What doesthethispreview
mean? of Wild River. Gene
Tierney
— who has no plans to marF.G., cold.
Cornwall, Conn.
ry anyone at this time.
A Their hands— were
9 Can you give me the inside story on
9MayIs Sammy
Debbienetwork?
Reynold'sThereviolent
with that
her
are feud
rumors
Britt? Davis, Jr. going to mam- TV
Debbie
may
walk
out
of
her
$3,000,000
—
J.S.,
Roanoke,
Va.
A He hopes to.
deal. Is this so?
— M.M., Oak Park, III.
ride itsratings
$3,000,000
in9millian
Why Schell
was theTVIngrid
Bergman-Maxispectacular, 24 Hours A ABC wants
vestment tothe tohighest
and feels
in the Life of a Woman cancelled? I Debbie should use name guests on her
shows to insure this coming off. Debbie,
thought
TV
treat itofwasnextsupposed
season. to be the big
the other
hand,bringing
feels she's
enoughhelpof
— S.M., Saginaw, Mich. aon(which
draw
without
she woidd
have intooutside
pay for).
A It was — until CBS carefully read the
She'll stick with her contract — but the
script
that Ingrid's
producer
husband
Lars Schmidt
presented.
The show
was first
Special
will
prove
who
is
right.
then indefinitely postponed.
9 Is it possible that if Jack Kennedy is
9 Whatmancehappened
the budding
President,
Peter Lawford
and his
Prankbrother-in-law
Sinatra will
between Elvis toPresley
and Tues-ro- elected
day Weld?
appointed to posts in the cabinet
— D.M., Sioux Falls, S. Dak. be
government? — R.K., Augusta, Me.
A It was nipped when Tuesday stood and
A Hardly.
Elvis up for their second date.
9 Everyone seems to be whispering
9 What'snow?going
happento tobe Cheryl
Crane
Is sheto going
placed about
a secret
marriage
producer
Ross Hunter
and between
Sandra Dee.
in a regular reform school?
— C.W., Salem, Ore. How much of —thisT.Y.,is true?
Westfield, NJ.
A Lana Turner hopes not. She's trying
to get totheEurope.
court's Ifpermission
to take
Cheryl
it is granted,
she A Sandra
was infatuated
with feelings
Ross —
has nothing
but fatherly
will enroll Cheryl in a Swiss School and who
take up residence in Switzerland herself. toward her. After one disastrous try at
marriage teresit's
unlikely serious
that Ross
ted in becoming
with isany-in9 Withcoming— isno itTVtrueorthat
movieEddieoffersFisher
forth-is
terribly very
worried
about inhis some
futurepictures
? He's 9 Do you think the Stephen Boydlooked
depressed
Elana Eden romance will reach the
I've seen of him lately.
— R.R., Philadelphia, Pa. altar stage — or is Stephen interested in
A Eddie's
futureas isn't
him — Hope Lange — now
free? La.
E.C.,thatNewshe'sOrleans,
yet.
As soon
Liz worrying
Toy/or finishes
Cleopatra,
A en—Stephen
isunlikely
'interested'
inmarch
both wombutwithit'seither,
he'll
with
Liz as hisEddie
star. will turn producer altar
at this time. to the
9 Is it true that Tony Curtis and 9 Is it true that Elvis" popularity
Janet Leigh have returned to the psy- diminished
after his panning on the
chiatrist's couch? — D.S., Raleigh, N.C. Sinatra show? I've heard in show
business talk he's
considered
"dead"?N.Y.
— S.S.,
New York,
A They'vetobeen
problems
the airing
doctor their
in anindividual
upright A He's very muck
RCA album Elvis Is alive
Back,— via
and hishis new
new
position.
picture GI Blues. Only the highbrow
critics
panned
him
on
the
Sinatra
show
9 What's
with
rumor that Howard
Lee
gavesettlement
HedytheLamarr
a bigto — and these guys have been panning
divorce
because such
he plans
him from the beginning.
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MOTION
PICTURE
Its story is by Edna

Ferber GIANT

and its people are fierce, f\T?
tend&rShd passionate-like v/J?

1Qf\f\1
lyUUI

her people of 'Giant'!... These are people caught up in
the turbulence of creation... This is Alaska today-lavish
splendor, stripped passions, tremendous personal drama!

Prese- ==

WARNER

BROS
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BURTON iROBERT RYAN :CAROIYN JONES :MARTHA Directed
HYER
The Kennedy they called 'Czar". He camewith outa hunger.
of the wilds... Belonging too much to two men. The bride—
weddingbought
ring. forbya
JIM BACKUS 'SHIRLEY KNIGHT' DIANE McBAIN •^^^-n%.

Qolorflil
Jjair !
.
by Florence Epstein
THE APARTMENT
serious comedy

Use beautiful, temporary
Nestle
Hair
Color
R/NSES IN... SHAMPOOS OUT
Nestle Colorinse glorifies your
natural hair shade with glamorous
colorhighlights
It removes
dullingandsoapsilken
film, sheen.
makes
hair easier to manage, excitingly
lovely!
12
shades
that
stay
true till your next shampoo. color35e
NESTLE COLORINSE
Nestle Colortint intensifies your
natural hair color OR gives you
thrilling NEW color. Colortint also
beautifies grey and white hair . . .
blends-in
and faded
More
thangreya rinse
. ... butstreaks.
not a
permanent dye. Colortint lasts
through 3 shampoos! 10 shades. 35<
NESTLE COLORTINT

COLORS YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT BLEACHING or DYEING

Jack Lemmon
Shirley
MacLaine
Fred MacMurray
Walston
JackRay Kruschen
■hasYou'll
a lot dialogue
at The and
Apartment
— it
plentylaugh
of clever
situations
that seem hilarious because they are so true —
but its
theme toisn'tbe.really
I think,in
was
it meant
Jack funny
Lemmonnor, works
a huge insurance company. He would be
absolutely lost in the crowd of several thousand co-workers if he hadn't stumbled on a
gimmick. He lives in a bachelor apartment
on New York's West Side — and he lends it
tomarried
some— ofexecutives
the company's
who havemiddle-aged
no place —toandbe
alone with their girlfriends. Lemmon's conscience doesn't hurt at all; he figures this is
the quickest way to get a promotion, and
he's right.
Fred promotes
MacMurray,
of person el, not only
him, head
but asks
for
the key to his apartment. Jack doesn't know
that Fred's whom
girl is elevator
operator
MacLaine,
Jack loves
fromShirley
afar.
Shirley
doesn't
know
that
Fred
has been
leading girls on for years, always promising
to get a divorce and marry them. At a
vividly realistic Christmas office party she
learns the truth about Fred, but she can't
resist seeingof him,
and pills
she can't
overdose
sleeping
when resist
Fred taking
gives heran
areturns
line (and
$100)
at
Jack's
apartment.
Jack
in time to call a doctor (his neighbor, Jack Kruschen, whose dialogue is the
high spot of the film) and save her life. Now

Jack wants to marry Shirley but her heart —
she thinks — still belongs to Fred, who surprises everybody by making plans to get a
divorce. At any rate, love is what Jack
needed to feel in order to feel disgust for
having chosen the low road to success. This
movie may shock you but the mirror it holds
up to aArtists.
part of big city life doesn't lie. —
United
STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET
Kirk Douglas
forbidden
love
Ernie
, ,.,, ,
Kim Kovacs
Novak
Barbara
Rush
Walter Matthau
■ One would think that Brentwood, California, was the ideal place for marriage and
the family — such pretty houses, such pretty
gardens. Ha ! Every day Kim Novak takes
her child to the school bus and then, with
a wistful, lonely longing, she goes home.
Every
(nearly)
Kirk busDouglas
takes hisdayolder
child architect
to the school
and,
one
his eyes
meet Kim'sBarbara
eyes. Rush,
Kirk,
who day,
is married
to dominating
loves
novelistKim's
Ernielovely,
Kovacspassive
(who eyes.
is an Successful
unhappy
Don Juan) has commissioned Kirk to design
him a house in the hills — not that it will
make Ernie happy. But it makes Kirk happy.
All the time he's building the house he's
dreaminghusband
it's a home
whose
takesfora him
dim andviewKim.of Kim,
even
married
sex,
shares
Kirk's
dream.
What's
going to happen to (Continued
their marriages,
on page their
14)

In a suburban, young-married type community, Kim Novak
and Kirk Douglas are caught up in an unexpected love affair.

I
A solid wave of laughter roars out

*

of fabulous Miami-as Jerry's classic comedy performance
launches the silliest series of sequences
A A
that ever hit the screen! w
J*
JERRY
LEWIS
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
ERNEST D. GLUCKSMAN
JERRY
LEWIS
PRODUCTION
PARAMOUNT RELEASE

On a fog-shrouded night in London, with his bride-to-be
beside him and an airplane ticket for home in his pocket,
Eddie Cochran's car crashed, and the song on his lips was
stilled forever. For the thousands who, like us, belonged
to the growing army of Eddie's fans, Modern Screen presents aheart-rending account from the survivors of the
crash, of his final moments...

■ The last song he sang was "California Here I Come," to a
small, select audience — Gene Vincent, his roommate on their
English tour; Patrick Thompkins, their road manager; and
Sharon Sheeley, the girl he loved. He sang at the top of his lungs
and from the bottom of his heart. As the rented sedan sped
through the night, bound for London Airport, Eddie Cochran
sang from sheer, almost overpowering happiness. After nearly
five months of personal appearances in England, he was going
home.
Patrick Thompkins had delivered the plane tickets to Eddie's
and Gene's hotel room that morning. Sitting up in bed, they'd
ripped open the envelope. "Take a look, boy," Eddie crowed.
"Real genuine tickets to the USA!" (Continued on page 10)
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that's who! Here's whyfil/
^Af^
Peg (and
you) illi
need the Golden Plus of egg, nature's own hair lusterizer. A sea of suds cleans and sheens every strand, then rinses out in
nothing flat! The Golden Plus richness of egg helps give you rightafter-shampoo manageability, too. What do you want? Cleanest,
shining-est, behaving-est hair? Then you want egg in your shampoo.
You want . . . you need HelenejCurtis Shampoo Plus Egg, the luxury
New! Shampoofs! Shampoo Plus Egg in handy little
shampoo that costs no more
plastic packets for girls on the go. 1 complete shamthan ordinary watery shampoos.
poo (2 lathers) per \0t packet. Card of 6, just 59fi.
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(Continued from page 8)
Gene'swithgrina stretched
ear
to "Yeah!"
ear. Then,
couple of from
whoops,
they'd both tossed the tickets into the air.
And
Patrick
"For wasthe sit
restandof
the day,
aboutremembers,
all they did
look at those tickets."
Originally,
they'dafterplanned
catch a
train
for London
the lastto performance at the Bristol Hippodrome. But the
train was at three-forty. The show would
ten-thirty.
itfinish
overaround
and decided
that Soa cartheywastalked
the
answer. They hired a Ford Consul, one
that came
complete because
with a itfestive
tering of confetti,
had scatbeen
used for a wedding earlier in the day.
As Eddie sang, Sharon smiled up at
him. She's really nuts about the guy,
Patrick
thought.
wasn'tadoration
just thein way
she looked
at him,It the
her
eyes,
that
said,
"I
love
him."
were
other things, things that said There
how much.
"Patrick, will you come shopping with
me?" she'd asked one day. "It's my birthday and Ihe'd
want metto get
Before
her ainlittle
the cake."
lobby, he'd
stopped by Eddie's room. "Patrick, will
you doandsomething
me?"theHe'dwhole
just wage
been
paid
handed forover
packet.
Use whatever
you need.
Get the"Take
biggestthis.cake
in town and
have
Happy
Birthday Sharon
written on cake
it."
in Patrick
town, hemoaned.
says . "Get
. . andthein biggest
a couple of
"You can do it, boy," Eddie assured
him. "Suuure you can!"
hours!"
But the cake wasn't destined to be a
surprise like Eddie's other gifts to his girl.
Patrick
they wouldn't
wind up had
withtoa confess,
bloomingso bakery.
"What
we'll
do
is
buy
a
small
cake."
smile was radiant. "I don't needSharon's
a big
one. We'll get a present for Eddie inThey found a blue corduroy shirt. And
when Patrick explained what had hapstead." pened, Eddie blew his top — but in a
pleased
of way. onImagine
a girl buying a guysorta present
her birthday!
Yes,
she loved him all right.
Smash-up!
. . .was
"California
Here I and
Come.Eddie
. . ."were
The
song
over. Sharon
silent, thoughtful. This time tomorrow
they'd Itbe was
home.almost
Gene settled
downPatrick
for a
nap.
midnight.
leaned over to take a fresh package of
cigarettes
out
of
the
small
traveling
bag
at his feet.
Suddenly, with a shattering impact, the
car hit a lamp standard. And now a
broken guitar lay on the pavement. Bodies
were
confetti.flung
. . . onto the grass, strewn with
The ambulanceone-thirty.
reached St. Martin's
hospital
the
next few around
hours, nine doctors During
were called
to Eddie Cochran's bedside. As one of them
told Modern
Screen, Our
"He efforts
was alive,
but
deeply
unconscious.
kept him
alive much longer than he might have
lived otherwise. But there was simply
nothing we could do to save him. He
never
regained
He died,
of severe
brain consciousness."
lacerations, at 4:00
a.m.
on Easter Sunday. . . .
The girl in the cast lay in a pinkwalled
gaily-patterned
curtainsward,
drawnwitharound
her bed. pink
Her
bruised face bore little resemblance to
the Sharon Sheeley who had come to
England a few weeks before. She looked
a tragically battered child, not a famed,
successful songwriter. When she'd arrived, the papersShe'dhad come,
said she'd
"on business."
too, toflown
see thein
boy she
she didn't
talk asked,
about
that.
Backloved,
home,butwhenever
anyone

she'd
friendship
Nelsontalkor about
Elvis her
Presley.
Both with
boys Ricky
were
buddies. She'd written Poor Little Fool
for
But layout
Eddie together
. . . They'd
for Ricky.
a picture
once,posed
but
that was all. "Our feelings about each
other
belong to us," he'd said.living
Children
ofhomeretiring
lives non-professionals,
away from the limelight, their
in a
way
they'd
neverawaygotten
used
to the glare.
They'd
stayed
from
nightclubs,
gone
to drive-ins instead, or sat around in
somebody's
music,
talking
music,livingwithroomtheirlistening
kind ofto people.
"I know the man I'm going to marry,"
she
once "Itoldmean
a reporter.typeBut I'm
she'dgoing
hastilyto
added,
marry.
I want tothemarry
a dominating
man. Someone who'll tell me where to
go, what to do. I don't want to be the
"Eddie," she'd begged in London.
"Please,
boss.
. . ."let's go to Buckingham Palace
and see if we can see some royalty."
"What's the matter?" he'd tease. "Don't
youEddie
think Cochran
I'm royal being
enoughmobbed
for you?"at the
Palace gates would be about all the
harassed, red-coated guards would need!
"Then get him up early in the morning.
Gene, and we'll go to the zoo," Sharon
suggested.
"Aw, why do you want to go to the zoo
when you've
me boss.
to look at?" Eddie
grinned.
And got
he was
She'd seeing
managed
and sightwhen Eddiesomeandshopping
Gene had
taken
off on a series of one night stands in the
provinces.
She
was
going
to
meet
them
London at the week end to fly home, thenin
she
decidedinstead.
to catch up with them on
Thursday
Now, four days later, she remembered
being on. .the. somebody
ground somewhere
... an
officer
saying something
about an accident. . . . Eddie unconscious,
so verywas still.
he all right?
... ?"
She
in a"Isblurred
world Isof hesedation,
but her voice cut through it like a knife.
"IsThey
Eddietolddead?her, Isseveral
Eddie hours
dead?"after his
death. "We thought she was fit enough,"
says the impossible
doctor. "And it wouldit have
been
almost
her.
There
are radios andtoTVkeep
sets in from
the wards
and she was bound to find it out one
way or another. We thought it best that
theAfter
news that,
come thefrompainus."in her body was
nothing
her quiet,
heart. deep
She
closed herto the
eyes pain
and inwept,
tears.
Eddie's roommate
Gene Vincent woke up in another ward
He couldn't seem to talk. Maybe it was
the
given him.
Men in about
white
cameshotin,they'd
murmuring
something
concussion, examining him again. Then
the voices drifted away. When he came
to later, he glanced at the fellow in the
bed directly
. ."
What
a mess across
he wasfromwithhim.the"Eddie.
black .eye.
And his skin seemed so dark. Stage
make-up was the devil to get off. "Eddie,
youThere
look was
awful.
How do Poor
you feel?"
no answer.
Eddie and
his black eye! "Hey, Eddie, that's quite a
shiner you got!" Still no answer. Must
be
miserable.
I'll keep Cheer
talkinghimto
him pretty
anyway,
Gene thought.
up. Later, much later, one of the nurses
stopped beside his bed. For some reason,
asforget
she was
Gene tocalled
to sayleaving,
good-bye
Eddie.out.. . "Don't
."
startled,
lookShe oncame
her back,
face. aGene
turneddisbelieving
his head
toward the next bed and stared at the
occupant.
Hard. "Aren't
you
. . . aren't
you
. . Eddie?"
askedface,
slowly.
He . saw
the boy.he full
for the first

Look! Real cream deodorant your fingers need never touch!
.

New glide-on applicator!
Just tuist the bottom . . .
cream comes out the top!
IShulton. Inc., 1960

,
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Now you can have the all-day protection only
a real cream deodorant can give plus slide-on
convenience— both in new Desert Dri. It glides on and
rubs in right from its own exclusive applicator. Not
just a rolled-on surface coating, it penetrates for positive
all-day protection. Checks perspiration, stops odor.
won't damage clothes. 3 months' supply — 1.00 plus tax.

New Desert Dris — real cream deodorant — anti-perspirant by Shulton

The
Top Disk Jockeys pose a
seriesNation's
of questions
your
record
stars. to see if you know
1. brothers.
These four
Their singers
names are
are
Gene, Vic, Joe and Ed. They
hail from Maiden, Mass. Some
of their million-record sellers
are: "Undecided; You, You,
Joe
Niagara,
You,
Rag Mop.
Station
KPOP,
Los Angeles, Cat 2. He and
has
strong,Hisvibrant
masculine a voice.
first
big chance was with Bob
Hope's
stage
show
in
New
York. cialGave
commerart forup recording.
His
great,
big
Because Of You record
made
him a star.
3. Their names are: jt
Bob Glick, Mike Wa
Kirkland, John
stan
BurnSi
Richard Foley, butPaine,
they
Stationz WINS,
goTheirundernewa hit
groupsingle
name.is New York, N. Y.
Greenfields. Their album
title is the group's name.
4. He was born July 12th,
1934, in Kilgore, Texas.
Graduated
college.piano
Readbefore
mu*
sic and played
6 JPW he was three years old. He
X^gjflyil won numerous awards inJnSoviet UnionPiano
ceding the Tchaikovsky
mnfiTfi KmBk ternational
H|
reHe
1958.
in
competition
mm
EHIk
■M
mm
cords
for RCA, Victor.
Paul
Bartell,
_ She
„,
_ ,
Station
WMIL,
5.
was
born
December
Milwaukee, Wis. nth, 1944, and hails from
Atlanta, Ga. She sang on
"Ozark vision
Jubilee"
and guested
shows. Her
latest nn many telesingle is Sweet Nothin's.
6. anWhenanouncer
Dick onClark
was
the Paul
Whiteman
show,
Paul
gave
0
this vocalist his name. He
plays
the
guitar,
fender
bass and drums. His latest
single is Wild One.
7. He was born April
30th, 1927. His hobby is
fishing, his musical interests Tiny Markle,
are songwriting, and singing. san'oiego^Calif
His
latest single is Sink The
'
Bismarck.

„\i Art
StationRoberts,
WGUE,
Akron,
Ohio

UOfAOfl if 11111/0/
ippxh £q<t°3 "9
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on time. He saw two black eyes looking at
as if he wereunfamiliar
crazy. "Cor
ahimhigh-pitched
voiceluvcamea duck,"
from
a mouth with missing front teeth. "I fell
offThey'd
me motorbike."
told him earlier, they said. He
mustn't
heard,thought
understood.
was dead.have
Oh, God,
Gene. LetEddie
me
hurry and get out of here. From the side
the stranger looked just like . . . Please,
God, me
let me
drive
batty.get. .out
. of here soon. It'll
His manager
. . . Patrick Thompkins opened his eyes
to find himself in a corner bed in one of
St.
was Martin's
Eddie. wards. All he could think of
Someday, Patrick had figured, the world
wouldran was.knowIt washowa hectic
really tour,
great aEddie
Cochtriumphant
tour,days
and offit the
was latter
extended.
ten
part ofThey'd
April have
and
then they'd be on the go again. By the
time played
it was nearly
over, Patrick
figured,
they'd
have
everylooked
town
inforward
England.
But how Eddie
had
to
those
ten
days.
"Home,"
he'd
sighed.
"I've
got
get home."
He called
was a his
homemother
boy.
Hometo came
first. He
constantly . . . spent hundreds of dollars
on long distance ... to talk about the
family . . . his car . . . anything that had
toby dothe with
home. heAndwas when
he wasn't
telephone,
thinking
of his
family.
"I
mustn't
do
this
...
or
...
because they worry when things that
get into
the papers. They get so stretched by the
timePatrick
the papers
. . ."five months;
thoughtgetof them
the last
they'd worked together, eaten together,
cut-up together,
worn each other's
clothes.
Eddie jacket
had even
given
black
leather
fromhimhistheownfur-lined
closet.
And
Eddie had leather
been wearing
Pat's— Patnew
black-and-white
shoes
when
rick turned his face to the wall. . . .
Aftermath
Gene came back to London on WednesThe godoctors
said he'd forbe
able dayto night.
travel,
home had
to California
a fewond days
before
returning
the Now,
secinquest and the rest of thefortour.
with the help of a man from the London
agency, he was packing. Gene held up a
medallion. "This was Eddie's. . . ." He
found
another.
"And this. . . ." He dropped
them into
a suitcase.
Gene went
into the Hebathroom.
larbone was broken.
was in a His
kindcol-of
harness. "First time I ever tried to shave
with"You're
my right
hand,"
he called
making
it, aren't
you?"out.
"Yeah,
I'm
making
it."
Gene began to run the razor along his
face. The shaving cream . . . everything
reminded him. They used to have shaving
cream fights, he and Eddie. Eddie always
broke up the dreary traveling routine
with
They'd
each Maybe
other
with mischief.
cream, have
pillowsprayfights.
most
of
all
they'd
taken
to
the
British
custom of the guests putting their shoes
outside the door of their hotel rooms, to
beHe polished
the porter
and Eddieby would
sneakduring
down thethenight.
hall,
mixing
up
all
the
shoes.
Then
back to their room and listenthey'd
for slip
the
swearing that followed the discovery!
Gene went back into the bedroom. The
man from the agency held a pair of
trousers. "These yours?"
"Yes. Eddie gave them to me."
The
a package.
"This?"
"Eddieaidegotpicked
that forup his
mother just
behe left. boy.
He was
mother'sup. boy.
He
was afore good
Still hisgrowing
He still
lived with his family. They'd just moved
into the new house he'd helped them buy
in Bueno Park. He — "

Gene left for America. Mrs. James
Sheeley, Sharon's mother, arrived in Bath.
She'd
just gottenranghomeon from
churchSunday.
when
the telephone
that fatal
Itthewasaccident.
Richy Valens'
mother,
calling
about
My baby, Mrs. Sheeley
thought.
Eddie had My
calledpoor
from baby.
EnglandSharon
only a and
few
days before. They were so excited, so
happy. "We've got a big surprise for
you," they'd laughed. "We've something
wonderful
tell you!"was Sharon's mothThey're tomarried,
er's first thought. Then, "No . . . no,
Sharon wouldn't do that to her mother.
She'd
Now wait
Eddieuntilwas they
dead,gotherhome."
daughter seriinjured She
in a gothospital
thousands hadof
miles ously
away.
her passport,
the necessary vaccinations, closed the
house, all by Tuesday. And she flew to
her daughter's bedside. . . .
Interview with Sharon
for aScreen
moment."
said. . .the"Come
nurseintoto thethe office
Modern
reporter. She disappeared briefly, then returned with another nurse. "Yes, Sharon
and Mrs.
Sheeley
will
seebeing
you. soSharon's
such
a fine
girl.
She's
courageous."
The
nurse
led
the
way into
the
ward and parted the pink curtains.
Sharon lay, so very still, on the hospital
bed.
She smiled
small smile.
"Hello."
"I didn't
know awhether
you'd be
able
to see the press," said the Modern Screen
reporter.
Sharon sighed, "I hope Modern Screen
and
everyoneanywilldetails
understand.
give
a story,
about inmeI can't
Eddie. Thereor were
some quotes
theandpaper
. . . things they said I said . . . about how
we were planning to be married right
away. I never said these things.
"I onecanthe only
that Eddie.
I'll neverI loved
love anyway say,
I loved
him
very,want
veryto much.
just
keep inBut
my it's
heartsomething
... a veryI
precious
love. he felt that way, too. So
"You see,
that's about all I can say. I guess I could
sum upfrom
my feelings
. You'relovegoneis ...
away,a
away
me. . . .. .Your
Hernurse
voice. leaned
sorry. bed,
. . . Igently
. . ."
memory.
. ."broke.over"I'mSharon's
The
drying
her
patient's
tears
with
a
handkerchief.
"I'm sorry, Sharon," said the reporter.
"So very sorry."
There were tears in Mrs. Sheeley's eyes,
too. "She's had such a great loss," she
said. "But in time ... in time, she'll relife. She'll
here wefor goseveral
months.build herPerhaps
by thebe time
back
to AtCalifornia.
the London. . ."Airport, Phil Everly said.
"I guess their friends always figured they
would marry. That's the way it was go. Yes, toI introduced
like iang. .. sister
me, and we them.
were Sharon's
all close
to Eddie.
We'll allHolly.
miss InEddie,
we
miss Buddy
this just
kindlikeof
business, your friends aren't always people
you see every day. They're people you
know
you'veouttoured
Phil andlooked
of thewith.
lounge. . ."window,
toward the large jet that would soon be
airborne . . the daily Pan Am Flight 101.
to New York. Eddie's ticket, too, had read
"Flight 101,"
hundred
times.the ticket he'd looked at a
An airline representative appeared in
the
"IDonguess
to
go," lounge
Phil.doorway.
and it's
the time
Cricketssaidheaded
forHetheandfield
— the
field
from
which, only a few days before, another
plane
off. The soared
plane that
taxied had
downtaken
the runway,
into had
the
sky
and
headed
out
across
the
Atlantic,
taking Eddie home.
END
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shave, lady?. . . doirt do it!
Cream hair away the beautiful way. . .with new babv-pink. sweet-smelling
NEET— you'll never again be embarrassed with unsightly "razor shadow" (that
faint stubble of hair left on razor-shaved legs and underarms). Gentle, wonderful
NEET goes down deep where no razor can reach — actually beauty-creams the
hair away. And when the hair finally does grow in again, it feels softer, silkier; there's
no stubble at all! So next time, for the smoothest, nicest legs in town,
why not try NEET— you'll never want to shave aga

new movies
(Continued from page 6)
children, the houses they already live in?
That's the question that makes it all so
poignant. — Cinemascope, Columbia.
THE SUBTERRANEANS
George Peopard
,beatniks
.,.„,,.,
in TechnicolorRoddyLeslie
Janice Caron
Rule
Anne McDowall
Seymour
■ These are the 'new Bohemians,' the 'beatniks' whoandlivecuddle
and surfer
loudlylikeinteddy
San
Francisco
their pain
bears. George Peppard, a slightly published
writer whose mother can't understand him
and has contempt for whatever he stands for,
finally leaves home. What does he stand for?
George Peppard doesn't know. Truth? Life?
Freedom? Yes. He is against all middle-class
hypocrisy and deadness; the trouble is, unless the world is perfect he doesn't know how
to live in it, unless the world he hates approves of him he can't approve of himself.
Well,
in San aFrancisco's
'Greenwich
Village'
he discovers
whole bunch
of charming,
mixed-up kids — Leslie Caron, who seeks solace in love but is afraid to love; painter
Janice Rule, who hides her face under a mask
of make-up and, out of fear, hides her fear
and her need for love; Roddy McDowell, a
pixie who loves everyone but won't get involved with anyone — these and many more
who pride themselves on always speaking
the 'truth' but are left bewildered because
their truths have never managed to set them
free. Peppard and Caron fall in love, live
together. He discovers he can't write when
he's with her — and runs off to Janice Rule
and booze. Leslie discovers she can't live with
or without him — and runs off to her psychiatrist. TheyCan
'worklifeout'evertheirbe problems
do they?
beautiful— but
for
beatniks? Who knows? The picture is novel
and interesting. — Cinemascope, MGM.
FROM THE TERRACE
Newman
JoannePaulWoodward
love among the
Ina Balin
Myrna
Loy
upper cl
Leon Ames
■ Home from the wars, Paul Newman finds
life
Pennsylvania
always
been.in Mom
(Myrna justLoy)the iswayan it'salcoholic;
Dad (Leon Ames) still doesn't like him, but
Dad's willing
him andintobetter
the family
business.
Paul tohastakebigger
ideas.
He falls for society girl Joanne Woodward,
steals her from her psychiatrist boyfriend
and
marriesbecause
her (Joanne's
familya determined
accept the
marriage
Paul is such
go-getter). Ambition rules his life and succeeds in destroying his marriage. Joanne,
you see, gets lonesome because Paul is forever making field trips and leaving her home
for months at a time. When she finally
takes up with her old boyfriend, Paul is a
study in husbandly outrage. Well, Joanne
gets slicker and harder and Paul keeps maktripsStreet
(it's the
onlyOneway day,
he can
in hising fieldWall
firm).
on rise
one
of those field trips, he meets Ina Balin, daughter of a coal mine owner. As if struck by
lightning he realizes the folly of his former
ways. But in order to become a full partner
on Wall periorsStreet
he can't
embarrassWhathis will
suby getting
a divorce.
he choose — love or money? — Cinemascope,
14 20th-Fox.

CRACK IN THE MIRROR
Orson Welles
crime movie with a twist Bradford
JulietteDillman
Greco
■ In this corner are construction workers
Orson Welles, Bradford Dillman and the girl
they
Greco.
it's a shabby
world love,
whatJuliette
with fat
OrsonOh,sleeping
in the
kitchen and Juliette sneaking her new boyfriend (Bradford) into the bedroom where
lie her two children. Only thing the young
lovers can think of to do is murder Orson,
divide his remains with a hacksaw and forget
about him. Unfortunately, Bradford and
Juliette are arrested for murder. In another
corner of Paris are prominent lawyer Orson
Welles, his assistant Bradford Dillman and
the sophisticated girl they love, Juliette
Greco. You follow? Bradford is asked to
handle the first Juliette's case. It is hard
to believe semblance
that between
he doesn't
least re-he
her andseethetheJuliette
loves. Well, so it goes with undercurrents at
work tofatemake(attheleast,
secondpsychologically)
Orson suffer theas verysame
the
first
did. —It's20th-Fox.
a very tricky idea — more
trick Orson
than truth.
WILD RIVER
Montgomery
Clift
LeeVanRemick
. . . and rising passions j0Albert
Fleet
Salmi
Frank Overton
■federal
This story
is set increated
the 1930's
government
the when
Tennesseethe
Valley Authority. Yearly floods have been
wreaking havoc on families, farms, towns in
the Valley and now a series of dams are to
be built. All up and down the Valley only
one woman — Jo Van Fleet — refuses to sell
her property to the government. Now eighty,
she lives on an island ; Negroes work her
land almost as slaves had done a century
before, andgomery they're
loyal to her.
Clift, government
man, Enter
who Montis to
persuade Jo Van Fleet to sell. Happens she
has a granddaughter (Lee Remick) who is
a young widow with two children. Lee
loves her grandmother, loves the land (but
not passionately), loves Montgomery Clift
(passionately).
ing Grandma to Clift
sell isdiscovers
not easy,thatbutpersuadgetting
involved with her granddaughter is so easy
it scares him. Lee already has a fiance (Frank
Overton) who is willing to fight for her in
a gentlemanly way. But a few other southern
gentlemen (particularly Albert Salmi) are
always itching for violence and they take it
upon themselves to rescue Lee from Clift.
Well, the old order changeth (Grandma sells
the land) and the new order comes as quite
a surprise to Monty. — Cinemascope, 20thFox.
THE CROWDED SKY
Dana Andrews
Rhonda
Fleming
soap opera on the wing
John Kerr
Efrem Zimbalist,
Anne FrancisJr.
■ Every day thousands of planes are in the
sky trying to avoid each other. You think
that's a problem? You ought to hear the
problems of the people in those planes ! Flying a Navy jet (he already cracked one up)
is Efrem tricked
Zimbalist,himJr.intoEfrem's
wife,andRhonda
Fleming,
marriage
now
she
plays
around
with
other
men.
nervous passenger is Troy Donahue Efrem's
who is
struggling
being tricked
riage. On aagainst
big transport
coming into
frommar-the
opposite direction are senior pilot Dana An-

can't John
get close
son anddrews, awidower
who hateswhoyoung
Kerr towhohis
happens to be his co-pilot. John hates Dana,
loves his own father (a famous but insane
artist) and is romantically involved with
stewardess Anne Francis. Anne gaily describes herself as an "ex-tramp" and would
like to marry John. Also on board — a doctor
and
his
dying wife,
a 'method'
his
patient agent,
a lonely
bacheloractorand anda girl
(sitting
next
to
him)
he's
dying
to
talk
writer Keenan Wynn who is making passesto,
atan Jean
Willes hewhom
he doesn't
old flame
put out.
These recognize
two planesas
go boom nicolor,
and Warners.
not a minute too soon. — TechPAY OR DIE
Ernest
Zohra Borgnine
Lampert
when the Mafia strikes
Al Austin
Duke
Robert John
Ellenstein
■ If you were around New York at the turn
of the century you would have heard about
police lieutenant Joseph Petrosino. His beat
was Little Italy; his meat was the Mafia, a
criminal organization which — he learned
through hard experience — really existed and
had its roots in the old country. When he
went back to Italy for important evidence he
was assassinated in the streets of Palermo ;
thus ended a truly heroic career. Ernest Borgnine, as Petrosino, gives another of his
warmly human performances. The immigrant Italians he knew distrusted police and
would rather 'pay' than 'die' (although they
often did both) when they received threatening notes signed The Black Hand. But when
a neighborhood
baker,Zohra
father (American
of Zohra Lampert, is threatened,
born
and studying to be a teacher) persuades him
to notify the police. Borgnine comes into
her life and a touching love story unfolds.
But Thenine organizes
Black Hand
doesn'tItalian
go away.
a special
SquadBorg-of
policemen who mix among the people of
Little Italy, get jobs in their shops hoping
to be approached by members of the mob.
Approached they are ; many arrests result,
but Borgnine realizes that the mob is more
powerfulzationand
clever than
organicould possibly
be. any
Thatlocalknowledge
takes him to Italy. This is the story of a
man who, with death always breathing down
his back, went on loving, dreaming and enforcing the law — an inspiring message for
a plain black and white film. — Allied Artists.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
THE FUGITIVE KIND (United Artists): For TenBrando) nesseeare Williams,
those the
few 'fugitive
rare peoplekind'
with (like
courageMarlon
who
find they are trapped by the evil in the world. Anna
Magnani,distic VictorbitterJory;andJoanne
love-starved,
is
married
to sa-a
Woodward is defiantly
tramp; and they, with the others in this southern
town, manage to destroy Brando, the once-free soul,
the
kind." WOMEN (Paramount): In ocFIVE"fugitive
BRANDED
cupied Yugoslavia,for fivemaking
girls have
heads
asBarbara
punishment
love their
toto a have
Nazi a shaved
officer.
Bel Geddes just wants
baby,
Sylvana
war, Heflin,
wants love
all five
had
theirMangano
reasons. hates
But Van
the — guerrilla
leader, Richard
has no mercy
exilesVerathem.Miles
HarryareGuardino,
Basehart,and and
also
caught up in this tale of the unhappy fortunes of war.
THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
The wondrous.
adventures They
of Huck
are(MGM):
many father
and
begin (Eddie
when twohisHodges)
mean,
alcoholic
gentle
women with
whom(Neville
Huck Brand)
is livingorders
to sellthe their
slave
Jim (Archie Moore). Huck and Jim escape on a raft,
but
before
their
journey
is
over,
run
into
'slickers'
Tony Randall and Mickey O'Shaughnessy, and circus
owner Andy Devine. It's all good fun!
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in this issue:
Bobby Darin's Big Night
The $125,000 SHARE
Party
"Surprise" Wedding,
"Surprise" Divorces

There are no people like show people (left to right: Frank Sinatra,
George Burns, Milton Berle, Dean Martin, Jack Benny, at the SHARE
party) when it comes to entertaining to raise money for worthy causes.

Kim was in the hospital ivhen she got the news about Aly Khan.
Too much
for Kim

trouble

Kim Novak has been much too sick. In
New York to plug her Strangers When We
Meet, Kim fell ill and was taken to Doctors
Hospital suffering from hepatitis and its companion ailment, yellow jaundice — plus being
very anemic and fatigued.
If this weren't enough, Kim was deeply
PA RTY of
the month
for adescription
King — and ofa theQueen"
is indeed
the"Fitperfect
beautiful
party
given by Gloria and Jimmy Stewart, at
their home, honoring the King and Queen of
Nepal.
The thing that made this party so outstanding is that everyone present had a ball — including Their Majesties. Sometimes in the
past when Hollywood has entertained Royalty, everyone is so stiff and formal, the visitors don'tcolorful
really and
see Hollywood
is — gay,
exciting. as it really
Give Jimmy and Gloria a lot of credit for
keeping their charming affair on such a relaxed and happy plane.
The decorations were an eyeful. The tent
where dinner was served was festooned in
silk streamers ranging in color from the palest
pink to the most vivid red and everywhere
there were huge bowls of peonies in the
same shades.
Before the evening was half over, the King
endeared himself to all the guests by saying,
"This is the best time we have had during
our
visit to everyone
your country."
added,on
he wanted
he had And,
met he
to look
him as a friend.
The toasts were both formal and funny —
Jimmy, of course, leading off formally by
toasting the King and Queen, and the King
replying by toasting President Eisenhower.

distressed over the shockingly sudden death
of her good friend Aly Khan in a car crash in
France. Just the day previous to this tragedy,
Kim had received a bowl of lilies of the valley
from Aly and a get-well-soon card.
Despite gossip you may have heard — Kim
and
much atexaggerated.
Or ifAly's
there 'romance'
had been was
a flicker
one time it
had settled into a genuine friendship on both
sides. Kim had been renting Aly's New York
apartment
in New York before she wasduring
takenherto stay
the hospital.

Barbara Rush and Dean Mart }
were having a wonderful tinx

pecial y inHollywood, that he is always nc
worthy. I must say the British Mr. Harri:
put himself out to be charming and when
tries,
he's an Hart
expert.arrived with the Ga
Dolores
Coopers and their daughter Maria, b
girls looking like covers on the youth ma
zines. As for Gary, who had undergone si
ous surgery so recently, he looked great c
wasOf very
animated.
course,
the dancing stopped wr i
Dinah
Shoreare gotthe uppeople
to singof —herDinah's
gre
est
admirers
own woi
show business. I heard that the Stewarts, ;
hosts, had hesitated to ask Dinah to sing — ] I
when the invitation came from the King — s
was delighted to oblige. George Mor
beaming towhen
'his hg i
isgomery,
singing, always
also whispered
me that
Hoop.
busy cutting his newest picture. The St
Nepal's King and Queen were feted,
Two ladies in very bright and beauti i
gowns were Rosalind Russell and Ai i
Then the fun started— Jack Benny and Sothern— Roz telling me she was off i
Bob Hope out-doing themselves — and when Europe soon after investigating some East<
schools for her son, Lance. Hard to belie
these so.twoBobgowasto astown,
living end.as he's
prep-school age.
Even
modestit's andthe surprised
a novice when the King asked him for an
John Wayne was the center of a sf|
autograph for his children!
afterOneanother
When the music started, everyone seemed group
his prettytelling
wife. onePilar,story
danced.
of the whm •
to dance every dance — except poor Gina admired beauties was Capucine the ] ij
LoMobrigida who was at our table. She ropean model turned actress, who makes ]
had hurt her leg on the set of Go Naked in screen
debut in Song Wifhouf End, the Li |
the World and had to guietly slip off her story. Others I saw enjoying a wonder
shoes her foot was in such pain.
time were the Ray Millands, Jerry Wal ,
Surprisingly present was Rex Harrison Mervyn LeRoys, Henry Hathaways, Billy Wi <
who makes so few social appearances, es- ers — truly a night to remember.

Big Night for
Bobby Darin:
If Bobby Darin ever wondered how he
stands with the Hollywood people — he knows
now! His opening at the Cloister has seldom
been never
equaled
a long established star—
and
by abynewcomer.
The people were jammed wall to wall and
the tables were bumper to bumper. Just
everybody was there and what a hand they
gave Bobby who. in addition to his fine singing, has added a vibraphone to his act, and
also a few intricate dance steps.
At our table were Shirley MacLaine.
Debbie Reynolds with Harry Karl (these
two had dined duo at La Rue, as we had, before coming to the Cloister), Jimmy McHugh,
and Barbara Rush and Warren Cowan, our
hosts. Shirley kept us all laughing with stories
about her little daughter Sachie, who at that
time was still in Japan with her father Steve
Parker, who had been so ill wih hepatitis.
"Kookie"
tellEddus how
happy heByrnes
was to bedropped
back inby theto
good graces of Warners again, even if the
continued writers' strike was holding up production of 77 permission
Sunset Strip.to But
"Kookie"
been granted
appear
on onehadof
Pat
Boone's
TV
spectaculars
which
would
help out greatly in the moola department.
This boy had suffered rough going financially

tor months while he was on suspension.
My boyfriend Fabian told me he had
lost five pounds pushing his way through
to the table to say hello — he's always so
sweet andticularthoughtful
and iswasone with
of my June
parfavorites. Fabian
Blair. Also got in a word or two with
Frankie Avalon and Connie Stevens
(what a pretty girl she is!)
I was surprised to see Keely Smith. I
had thought she was on her way to Europe,
but she said she got as far as New York and
was so homesick for her children, she came
home. Keely was with Louis Prima — and
theselem two
to deny
in theircontinue
marriage.
They there's
left byanyboatprobfor
Honolulu two days later.
Tuesday Weld was a model of deportment, and quite conservatively dressed, escorted by her agent, Dick Clayton. Ever since
Tuesday has been working with Bing Crosby in High I Time
modest
sunflower.
heardshe's
she been
has aas big
crushas ona
Richard Beymer. who is in the same
movie, and that he likes his girls ladylike.
Vic Damone, who was with Pat Newcomb, sat close enough to lean over and say
he was very pleased with From Hell to
Eternity (with David Janssen his first
movie
a long — time.
quite thein rancher
said heHe'shasalso700 becoming
head of
cattle on his ranch. "I've found out that
ranching
is
as
profitable
as
singing,"
laughed
Vic.

Tuesday, with, agent Dick Clayton.

The highlight of the gala evening at the Cloister for
Debbie Reynolds ivas meeting Harry Karl's daughter.

him, "But
forgetdates
it's those
andI toldrecords
and don't
nightclub
that songs
keep
those
cows
in
fodder!"
Of course, Gracie Allen and George
Burns were present, George glowing with
pride over the success of his protege, Bobby.
With the Burnses were their daughter Sandra
and her bridegroom Rod Amateau — and loud
was the applause from this table all evening.
Jackie Cooper, who had also been at
the cocktail party given by the Cowans, told
me that he had bought an old scrapbook in
a second-hand store, and in it were many
articles written by me on his days as a child
star. Golly,
theseof youngsters
maturedays—
quitehowthe man
the world these
—Jackie
and isnights.
Nancy Sinatra, Jr. and her favorite singer Tommy Sands, as much in love as ever
if not more so, managed to tell me that
Tommy's mother, Grace, was chaperoning
them to Vancouver for Tommy's nightclub date
there,
Nancy'sbitmother,
Sr., hadin
done just
the asduenna
while Nancy,
they were
Florida.
And, last but not least, when Bobby came
on for his show and the room lights were
dimmed, he gave me a pleasant surprise by
leaning over and giving me a hello kiss on
the
then with
he sang
Can't Believe
that cheek!
You're And
in Love
Me, Iwritten
by my
escort — composer Jimmy McHugh. Now there's
a tactful young man — as tactful as he's
talented.

Louella and Shirley MacLaine enthused over Bobby's act.

Keely
Smith each
and other.
Fabian "adored"

Asa Maynor was so happy to
see "Kookie" so happy again.

Sheila MacRae was overwhelmed when $1,000 was paid
for a song from Gordon. Gordon was -pretty pleased, too.
Charity Party
in Orbit:
$125,000 was the fantastic amount raised
by the hard-working girls who each year
stage the famed SHARE costume parties —
every cent of it going to the care of mentally retarded children. And this proves that
when it comes to pouring their hearts and
cash into a worthy cause — there are no people like show people!
Yes, there was an unfortunate incident between John Wayne and Frank Sinatra,
followed by a fight in the parking lot outside
the Moulin Rouge, which grabbed all the
headlines.
To me, this is a shame compared to the
line accomplishment of all the people who
worked so hard — including the tempestuous
Mr. Sinatra — to make a success of this worthwhile evening.
For the fifth year the great show was
emceed by Dean Martin whose pretty
Jeanne serves on the committee of SHARE
under president Gloria Cahn (Mrs. Sammy ).
The entire Moulin Rouge was jammed with
colorful Western characters who paid $100
to sit down and eat and watch the entertainment and auction of furs and jewels put
on by Sinatra. Milton Berle and Sammy Davis, Jr. With tongue in cheek I report
that Frankie was done up as an 'Indian.' As
for the tioned.
showJack— Benny,
in additionGeorge
to thoseBurns
I've menand
that talented Frenchman, Yves Montand.
kept the place jumping.
I'd never
a rival but
for
Bobby
Darincallor John
even Wayne
Perry Como—
good sport that he is, the Duke warbled a duel
with Guy Madison that had us in stitches.
Jack Warner paid $1,000 to hear Gordon
MacRae sing — and, of course, Dinah
Shore obliged as always.
Who was there? Just everybody. Rocky and
Gary Cooper with their lovely Maria; the
David Janssens; Lucille Ball, looking
happy for the first time since her divorce;
and all the top producers and directors.
_
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George Montgomery was so proud of
his lovely songstress Dinah Shore.

Lucille Ball looked so happy—for the first lime
since her divorce— Milton Berle had to kiss her.

changed his name to Teddy Stevens before
she was born. Her parents are divorced and
her mother is re-married, living in Brooklyn.
Connie, who was always musical, attended
public schools in Brooklyn and New Jersey.
As president of her freshman class in high
school, she holds the distinction of being the
Connie Stevens
first girl ever to be impeached from a student
office in the school! She prevailed on
At twenty-one, she's conquered two fields — body
the
radio appreciation class to tune in the
records
TV, and
she's onBros,herwith
way a tocon-a
big
movieandcareer
at Warner
final game of the World Series (1955 — the
tract, and herin first
starring role opposite Troy year Brooklyn won!) and the ensuing bedDonahue
Parrish.
lam and breakage was so bad Connie was
as the
wordsof biue
of theandsong,
At fifteen,
she freshmen's
came to Losguiding
Angeleslight.with ^
rwoLikewirhtheeyes
packsshe'smore/ive-feeftalent removed
her father, entering Sacred Heart Academy.
than
is
fair
for
one
girl.
Connie's
pop-single
record Sixteen Reasons has moved up to No. After winning several school contests, she
to Hollywood Professional school,
3 spot on Billboard's best-selling platters and transferred
led to jobs with singing groups, little
is No. 1 best seller in Honolulu where she's which
theater
appearances,
TV and then big, big,
theSheragewasas born
Cricketon intheTV's8th Hawaiian
day of theEye.8th big in records.
Like Kim Novak, her favorite color is
month (August 8th) 1938, and her real name
is Concetta Ann Ingolia (a blending of lavender. She dances, ice skates and rides.
Italian, Irish and Mohican Indian ancestry). Her favorite foods are peanut butter, bananas, lasagna, and Chop Suey — and if this
But
never been
anythingfather
but
Connieshe'sStevens
becauseknownher asmusician
doesn't prove how young she is. nothing will.
I nominate for
STARDOM

"Surprise" Wedding:
Marriage, if you please, struck like lightning when Russ Tamblyn, twenty-five,
just out of the Army, flew up to Las Vegas
and within twenty-four hours, married English
show-girl
seen
in twoElizabeth
years! Kempton, whom he hasn't
Now
I
call
that fast work, even for Hollywood.
The was
only anything
people who
didn'tin seem
to think
there
unusual
this were
the
bride and groom. When queried at the Dunes
Hotel where the brand new Mrs. Tamblyn
has been appearing in La Parisienne, one of
the girly-girly revues, both seemed surprised
over the 'fuss.'
Said Russ, "Elizabeth and I met and worked
together two years ago in London while
making Tom Thumb. We fell in love. But as
you know I had to come back to the USA
and
— andto marry
it didn'tme.seem
right gothenintoto the
ask service
Elizabeth
But

Bette
Merrill Davis'
tvas sofiling
out offrom
the Gary
blue.

the minute I saw her again — I knew she was
thePuzzlingly,
only girl — theso webrideweretellsmarried."
a slightly varied
story.
"I came
here toa work
in the revue
although
I amoverreally
legitimate
stage
actress. I was very lonely, knowing so few
people. Then, I read in the papers where
Russ was back in Hollywood and I called
him
distance
to say He'hello'
tell and
him
I waslong
working
in Vegas.
seemedand glad
flew up to see me and well I guess we
both realized it had been love all along and
got married. No, I won't work now I'm Russ's
wife. I want
makeandhim ithappy
divorce
in histo life
will —behe'sa had
full
time job making him happy this time."
Russ'sson, whoformer
wife,
Venetia
Stevenkept on with her career after
their marriage, had no comment. But during their married life she was quoted as
saying, "Russ is so proud of my career —
he says he wouldn't be interested in a girl
whoAll didn't
have a life of her own."
Neivlyweds Liz and Russ Tamblyn.
very confusing.

Joan Fontaine and Collier Young are
sorry their marriage is at an end.

"Surprise" Divorces:
Merrill
wasBette
so outDavis'
of thefiling
blue,fromshe Gary
was surprised
heiseW. Although rifting for sometime, Bette
had just written to her lawyer in Maine about
signing a divorce petition. Then, after the
story broke that she and Gary had staged a
big tiff and were separated in California, Bette
found out that her divorce action had been
filed two days previous in Maine! Many dicouples onsurprise
but this
is the firstvorcingcase
recordHollywood
when the— divorcee
herself had been surprised!
Almost as much of a gasp was the sudden-

ness of the ending of the long-time marriage
of Joan Fontaine and Collier Young.
Collier told me, "Joan and I knew six months
ago when we were in Florida that our marriage was itat until
an end.afterBut our
we hadn't
planned
to admit
little daughter
Martita had appeared in her school play.
"But inourParisplanstold went
for nothing
agent
the press
that Joanwhenwouldan
be unable to accept a certain screen role because of 'marital troubles — and an upcoming
divorce.' I'm sorry our marriage had to end
this way." Collier said sincerely, "Joan is a
fineWhen
woman."
redheaded model Suzy Parker ar-

Suzy Parker and French writer Pierre
de la Salle simply denied it at first.
rived in New York from Paris, with her chubby
six-months-old baby in her arms, she actually
snappedriage to French
at reporters
who and
askedphotographer,
if her marjournalist
Pierre said
de laSuzySalle,
nor,"
icily. was shaky. "Of course
Then what does the gal do but appear on
Jack
TV show
and panEventhe then,
stuffings
out of Paar's
France and
Frenchmen!
she
admitted no trouble in her marriage until, on
the eve of departing for the West Coast and
a huddle with Jerry Wald about fiefurn to
Peyton Place. Suzy was again queried by reporters. "Ofascourse,
I'm getting
a divorce,"
she replied,
if it should
be obvious!

and she,
Rita'santroubles
the
factHis that
Americanstemmed
woman,fromcould
not
way understand
of complete Aly's
freedomcompletely
following continental
marriage.
Rita's director husband, Jim Hill, was the
Rita Hayworth was on the golf links consideration
of Aly's
passing and
he wasto
in breaking
the news
with Jim Hill when the word of the death of first to learn itself
her and to little Princess Yasmin, daughter of
Aly Khan flashed into the teletypes of the Rita
and
Aly.
world. The whole world knew about the
Jim called the little girl at home and told
passing of the fascinating former playboy
Prince, turned statesman in later years, before her not to turn on the radio — that it might
the girl whose glamorous marriage to him in explode as it was out of order. In this way
hoped to stop the shock to the child of
one of the 'big stories' romantically he
of1948thewasdecade.
learning of the death in such a disastrous
manner,
father she adored, and who
As Rita'sinvited
good tofriend,
I covered it— marriage
the only adored hisof the
only daughter.
reporter
the international
He and Rita rushed home as fast as they
of a movie queen and a real-life prince.
To know Aly was to be completely charmed could to tell little Yasmin and to give her all
by him. It was easy to understand why they the comfort they could. I would like to add
said that the many women who loved him my own tribute to Aly — the world is a less This was 194-9, when Rita Hayworth
and happy place because of the loss and Aly awaited the birth of Yasmin.
duringout hisof short
fell
love life
with (forty
him. -nine) never really bright
of the charming Prince.
Tribute to
Aly Khan

PERSONAL
OPINIONS

It's
as to whether
Hope
Langea big
willgamble
see Stephen
Boyd abroad.
Who keeps younger than Ginger
Rogers (here with Robert Eaton) ?

Jim
Garner "Maverick"
is at peace
again.

Little Nancy Sinatra almost stole the show from oldtimers
like Joey Bishop, her dad, Sammy Davis, Jr., when on TV.

How do you like the way that little
Nancy Sinatra, Jr. almost stole her old
man's TV show? Both Frank and one Tommy Sands better watch this singing-dancing
'competition.' . . .
With Hope Lange heading for Europeit raises the bright question as to whether
she
or won't—
Boyd'
who will—
just
happens
to besee
in Stephen
Ireland
land making
The Big
Gamble.
. . .and Engkid younger
about 'thelooking
good, than
cleanGinger
life' —
butYouwhocankeeps
Rogers who does not smoke, drink, nor
stay
late, and
and golf
who links.
is still. .a. whiz on the
tennisupcourts
Thank heavens most of the 'rebel cowboys'
are happily
have
smoked back
the inpipethe ofsaddle
peace— orwithat least
their
studios—
including
Jim
"Maverick"
ner whose walkout threatened serious Garlegal
battles until peace was declared — also Jack
Kelly.
And, of course, Edd "Kookie"
Byrnes
Sunset Strip.is back in the parking lot of 77
Maybe I'm
wrong — inexperienced
but with Debbie
Reynolds
completely
in the
field of Television into which she's jumping
this fall with her first Spectacular — I think
she's making a mistake with all this rowing
with ABC. When there was an argument over
whether she should have top stars or newcomers on her first show, she said, "Is this
myAlong
show, with
or someone
else's?".book. . .that should
Lolifa, another
never reach the screen, is the slimy Chapman
Report, as much as I hate to say this about
the producing
good friends
Zanuck
and histeamson,of myRichard.
. . . Darryl

continued

Anne Baxter and new husband Randolph Gait are living in Australia.

Susan
Kohner's
everything—
and
that even
includesgotGeorge
Hamilton!
LETTER
BOX
I too was in a corrective home for girls
when I was seventeen, writes Rosa, Detroit,
who asks her last name not be used, I feel
deeply sorry for Cheryl Crane and also for
Lana Turner. Through your column in
Modern Screen may I offer one word of adLet Cheryl's
mother inandtheirfather
her feelvice: that
she is needed
busy make
lives.
Today, I am a happy wife and mother of
two teen-age girls and, remembering my own
troubled time in my youth, I try to give them
responsibilities. Young people want so much
to serve and help those they love. Thank
you, Rosa, for a letter that has both heart
and common sense. . . .
From Sydney, Australia, Mrs. Leona
Cooperman
It's a kick living
having ina real
movie
sfar, airmails:
Anne Baxter,
our
midst — if you can caJJ J 80 miJes our of town
"m omhermidst.'
As Mrs.
RandolphdriveGait,to Anne
and
husband
frequently
town
and she is so gracious to everyone. This is a
real love story, believe me. . . .
Haven'tTheodora
you everTibbs,
heardVancouver.
of Brad Dillman?
snaps
The way
24

There's a new Tuesday on view
■pretty and very well-groomed

A reader
suggests
Turner
make
her
daughter
Cheryl that
feel Lana
that she
is needed.
you
ignoreto enlighten
him and you
neverthatmention
just like
he is thehim,finestI'd
young
actor
on
the
screen.
Aren't
you isa good,
little
sarcastic, Teddy? I think your favorite
too, and I always print news about him when
I get
it. . .Weissman,
.
Morton
Chicago, writes: J was
shocked beyond belief to hear William Wyier
that "Ben-Hur"
will notthe beheroine,
permitted
besayshown
in Egypt because
Hayato
Harareet, is Jewish. And that the Egyptians
would slash the screen before looking at a
Jewish performer. Is it possible that this
world we live in is this dark? Unfortunately,
what Wyler said about Ben-Hur is true.
Shocking,
? screen I most envy
Of aiJ fheisn'tgirfsit. on. . the
Susan Kohner, says Peggy Peppers (cute
name),
Atlanta.
She has beauty, talent —
and George
Hamilton!
Connie Van Doitt, Milwaukee, has heard
disturbing rumors about her particular favorite male star: / heard he is drinking so
much fhaf cameramen have a hard time disguising his bloated face and almost-shut
eyes, starshe youwrites.
say about,
this isn'tConnie,
true.
The
are Please
so worried
does do a bit of nipping. But seldom when
he is working on a picture — so I doubt the
cameraman trouble. Not true that your pet is
in AA. . . .
It may surprise you to learn that one of the

Louella
doesn't really
neg
led Bradford
Dillman.

most intelligent letters I ever received from c
movie sfar came from Tuesday Weld, say:
Johanna Jones, Seattle. 7 wrore Tuesday tha
I was about her age and had some problem
and she wrote me in her own handwritm
the nicest letter. Why don't you stop takin
pot
shots atat Tuesday
Tuesday? lately,
Haven't mybeenlittle
doingfriend
ansniping
She's
being
a
model
of
deportment!
.
.
.
Angela Dixon, Dallas, asks: How man>
of the glamour girls wear wigs in thei
movies? How much do these wigs cost? D<
fhey ever give old ones to fans? Motion pic
lights actresses
are hard wear
on hairwigs
— butas notyounearh
asturemany
ma\
think. A good wig, of real hair, sells for abou
S200. No,
they aren't
cause
of sanitary
laws.passed
. . . on to fans be
It would not be fair to end this departmen
without mentioning the big amount of fan let
ters welcoming Elvis Presley back tc
movies. But since most of you said the sam>
thing —accolades
"The King individually.
is home" — I haven't
printecthe
your
But I get
point
—
you
are
delighted
the
one
and
onh
Elvis is back.
That's all for now. See you next month.
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/ 3 21-CARD BOX ... ON 100 YOU MAKE
/0
Slims" Cards
Assortment
21Christmas
king-size Greeting
sells fastof
May we show you a most unusual collecat $1.25. At 75« profit per box, earntion of Greeting Cards and Gifts for the
ings add up much quicker.
Christmas 1960 season ahead? So much
inspiring beauty, so many smart, new
FREE Album of
exceptional
you'll away.
want
sonal Christmas Cards
toideasshowandthem
to your values,
friends right
53 outstanding, new deJust do that — show our Creative samples
signs with from
sender's$1.50nameper
imprinted,
—money
and you'll
find
yourself
making
good
in spare time! No experience is needed.
box. Folks
go
on a Christmas buying spree
when
You'll enjoy offering beautiful, original ideas, perservice and
folks want. You'll take
pride insonalyour
fine savings
extra income.
Only CREATIVE Has These Money-Makers
Our
you alovely
full 75c"Christmas
cash profit,Slims"
insteadAssortment
of 50c, on pays
each
box. On 100 boxes you make fully $75.00. That's
50% more profit. So you're bound to make the
money
faster and
easier.variety
You'll ofplease
everyoneyouwithwantamazingly
complete
new
card assortments for Christmas and all occasions,
Gift Wraps. Religious cards, Stationery and Gift
Novelties at SI up. Gorgeous Album shows 53
Name-Imprinted Cards paying up to $1 per box.
Gift Bonuses Worth Up To $100 Each
Besides your generous cash earnings, Creative gives
BONUSES of Name-Brand Appliances and gifts
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MONEYNO
Please
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earned
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approval. Include Free Personal Album and $1.25
! sent
Everything
is
S200 fornearly
my forI made
postpaid,
all
my
Christ"Barking
Pups" Set on Free Offer for being prompt.
■ m «M church and made mas
TRIAL.
vour gifts
nice besides
bonu^ V |j onYou FREE
may
return
Name
■
T.C., lgP ,
outfit at our exTexas
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W*sP friends*"
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Address
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the
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"There's
nothing
like a

Coppertone

tan"

Co-Starring in William Castle's
"13
A ColumbiaGHOSTS"
Pictures Release

"I LOVE the rich, deep tan that I get with
Coppertone", says Jo Morrow. "And it keeps
myLike
skinother
soft and
smooth."stars, this ravishing red
Hollywood
head won't go out in the sun without Coppertone.
For Coppertone gives the fastest tan possible . . .
with maximum sunburn protection !
Florida sun
tests prove
it ! Coppertone's
sunscreen
guarantees
it ! Shuts
out rays thatspecial
burn
and coarsen skin; lets in ultraviolet rays that
activate coloring matter deep within your skin
... so it tans naturally from the inside out !
Coppertone contains no artificial tanning agent
to
stain your
skin or clothes.
No alcohol.
It's
lanolized
and moisturized
to prevent
drying and
peeling. Stays on your skin longer, so protects
even after swimming !

Tan by Coppertone
Swimsuit by Catal

m

COPPERTONE
for

Don't be a Palefo

fastest

tan

,

Coppertone is a Reg. T. M. ol Plough, Inc.

COPPERTONE

America's No.l
Suntan
Only
suntanin product
available
Oil, Cream, Lotion,
Spray,
Shade (for children
and
skin).supersensitive
Also Noskote.
Save-buy large sizes.

Another quality product See DICK CLARK on
"American
Bandstand"
of Plough, inInc.Canada.
Also ABC
available
Television
Network

Chinese actress ('The World of Suzie Wong") Jackie Chan never
made a secret out of her dearest wish that one day she would be Mrs.
Armstrong-Jones. Night after night in her tight-fitting dress or slitskirts revealing her well-shaped legs, she waited patiently in his studio
while he worked in his darkroom until the early hours of the morning.
He took many startling pictures of her which attracted big people in
show business. Thus he helped her career, but for Jackie her love for
Tony was always the biggest thing in her life. During the last years,
Tony and Jackie were constantly together. Rarely talking, they would
sit for hours over candle-lit meals in his studio. In January last year, when Jackie returned
from a trip to New York, he was at the airport to greet her with a long kiss. Two months
later, 24-year-old Jackie and Tony went winter-sporting together in Switzerland. Later they spent some happy days at
Venice, favorite haunt of lovers. But within weeks of their
return, Tony was seen less and less with Jackie, and more and
more in the Princess Margaret set. But when Margaret invited
Tony to see 'West Side Story" for the first time (she'd seen
it four times before), when they met at exclusive house parties
at Lady Devonshire's London Home, when they had their first
week end together at the home of Tony's closest friend, Jeremy
Fry, at Bath, when he took the official photos of Margaret at
Windsor last August, and when their love ripened during his
stay with the Royal Family at Balmoral in October last year,
and in Sandringham after Christmas — Tony kept it a secret
from Jackie. Once the secret of his engagement to
the Princess was out, reporters tried in vain to
get Jackie's story. She loved him too much to spill
the beans. Now, however, in an exclusive private
talk with us in London, Jackie has agreed, for the
first time, to tell her own story —
(Continued on page 59)
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Liz

to

makes

his

own

children

■ Elizabeth and Eddie bustled
about their swank seven-room
Hotel Park Lane apartment, in
New York City.
Liz' sons. Mike and Chris,
were in school. Liza was having
her afternoon nap. and the
Fishers were sorting their things

for a trip out to the West Coast.
Liz held up a divine white
chiffon dress, cut in her favorite
V-neckline. tiny at the waist,
bouffant in the skirt and just
knee length. Eddie provided
vocal
. . .33)"i
marriedaccompaniment
(Continued on page

^

Suddenly I knew how much

I missed little Todd and Carrie,

and I knew, despite all the fun and frolic of their lives,
that somewhere, way down deep, they were missing me too... "

■ Not long ago we received a letter
from a reader about Elvis Presley.
The letter worried us, and continues to worry us.
We get thousands of letters
about Elvis, many of them from
people who have been helped by
him and who want to share their
experience with us, many from
people who praise Elvis as a Christian who has never for a moment
lost sight of his religion, or lost
touch with his God. And that is
the Elvis we've known, and believed inand still believe in.
But this {Continued on page 80)

HAVE

A

TRUE

I

FAILED

AS

CHRISTIAN

?

From

bathtubs

from

homosexuality

to

here

is

report

the

to

new

movies

unsuspecting

innocent

■ it's Saturday afternoon,
at the movies and the
theater is packed with
teen-agers. Some of them
are necking in the balcony;
some of them have already
eaten enough popcorn to
ruin their appetite for any-

double

shocking

sordid

shown
&

a

to

little

beds>

incest^
on

being
adults

children*

thing else, but all of them
have at least one eye on
the giant screen. . . .
The movie has a harmless title (it sounds like a
musical); the movie stars
three of the most respected youngsters in Holly-

wood (for parents who
care, but don't read movie
ads, their names are a
guarantee of wholesomeness). The movie unfolds.
What's it about? It's about!
a nice girl of sixteen who
(Continued on page 73)

who

is

the most
beautiful
blonde mystery
in the
world

• • • • • • • MABGO!!!
» In the fanciest restaurants and nightclubs, atthe most glamorous Hollywood and
New York parties, in rooms filled with gorgeous women, one young woman today
stands out from all the others — the brightest
diamond in a glittering tiara. When she
enters a room, even the most jaded eyes turn
and blink twice at this flawless face and figure., perfectly (Continued on pagf ~6)

he

just
didn't

wan

..the heartbreaking story of Efrem Zimbalist's rejected wife
sation, but when Efrem finally
"But I don't want a divorce!"
time," she could no longei
hold in her emotions.
There was a touch of hysteria
brought it into the open, when
Efrem just sat there in the
in Steffi Zimbalist's voice. She he finally said those awful
had tried to control herself
words, "I think it would be huge wing chair, toying absently with his pipe.
better if we get a divorce this
through most of the conver-

There was a pained expres)n in his eyes.
'Please, Steffi."
She met his gaze. She forced
rself to become calm. She

repeated her words, "But I
don't want a divorce. I still
love you. I love you very
"I know, Steffi, I know," he
much."

murmured gently. "But I know,
and
you know
if you'll
be honest
enoughtoo,
to admit
it,
that the love we had had for
each (Continued on page 58)
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Nancy Sinatra and Tommy Sands:
Two kids from broken homes,
Two lovers in the warm California night.
Two human beings longing for each other's arms
but caught in

TK@

t$H&d®ff

off a

tenasn

lonug, l®ng

@ngag(gmenft

He was afraid to say what
was on his mind, embarrassed and
ashamed. Maybe he would— later. He bit into the last
of the tart green rind of his watermelon, and he looked up at her,
sitting by the small campfire in the moonlight, and a
shiver went through him. It was hard,
being in love and waiting . . . holding back his loyeTHe loved looking
at her and, silently, his emotion visible in his eyes, he
stared. For she was beautiful, no matter what others said. Some
people called Nancy plain ; others said she was ordinary-looking. They were all crazy. She was lovely, with a madonna
look, soft dark hair, beautiful brown eyes. And
now the firelight dimpled her cheeks and she smiled that slow smile
that shattered his heart. He tossed the hard watermelon rind
on the dying campfire, and it sizzled and sputtered. "Tommy," Nancy said, "you {Continued on next page)
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lives!

shouldn't do that. The fire's so pretty.
You'll make it go out."
"The fire isn't nearly so pretty as you,
baby," Tommy said.
She smiled. She sat on her knees, roasting a frankfurter stuck on a long black
twig. "Let me roast you a marshmallow,"
she offered.

Tommy nodded his head. "Nope. I'm
"You eat so fast, Tommy," she said,
half -smiling, and her smile made him melt.
"I know," he gulped. "Maybe . . . mayfull."
be it's because I love you so much."
"Wha-a-a-t?"
"They say we (Continued on page 74)

how

could

I te

'asmin

her

daddy

was

dead.. . When Jim Hill came to
her on the golf course, his face
colorless, his high forehead
wrinkled, a stunned expression on
his face, she wondered if he
were sick.
"Darling," he told her, "please
come with me to the clubhouse."
"What's, the matter?" Rita
Hayworth asked her husband
tenderly, lifting a hand under her
hair to brush it away from her
damp neck.
He didn't answer her. He took
her hand and the two of them
walked to the lounge of the clubhouse where they sat on a patterned settee in the pine-paneled
room. He looked into her
searching eyes and, holding
both her hands in his lap, he
mumbled, "I ... I don't know
how to tell you this, but they've
just given me the news on the
telephone." His voice was flat,
empty, as though he were in a
daze, unwilling to believe what he
was about to say.
"Aly . . . Aly Khan," he began,
"is dead. Killed in a car crash in
She looked at him unbelievingly
for a moment, asPif
arheishad "
gone (Continued on page 63)

■ When Brandon woke
up, the sun was shining
brightly, the morning
looked like Paradise.
When his eyes were really open, he remembered
with a burst of pleasure
that he would be seeing
Carol for dinner, a romantic dinner by candlelight, he hoped.
He reached for the
room phone and waited
for the operator to pick
up his call.
"Your number, sir?"
"Miss Lynley's room,
please," he asked happily.
When Carol answered,
her voice hit him hard.
He tried to compose himself, cleared his throat
several times.
After they'd said good
morning, he tried to
(Continued on page 71)
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of how his
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him through
the dark days
of his
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■ "Once," Dick Clark
said to us the other
day,
"long before
November,
when last
all
hell broke loose for
me, I told my wife
Barbara a story about
a vanilla bean. We

were both talking
about certain things
we remembered from
our childhoods. And I
started talking about
Susan. Susie was the
landlady's
who
lived in daughter,
this same

S

apartment house
where we lived. She
was a beautiful girl,
a real knockout, a
couple of years older
than I was, and a couple of feettinuedtaller,
on page(Con65)
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1. He'll never see me in hair
curlers.
2. He'll be the real, absolute
boss of the family.
ees

Every young girl dreams
about the man who some day wil
march down the aisle
with her to become her
one and only Mister.
But Sandra Dee does more
than dream . . . she has definite
plans for her husband,
more definite and different
than you ever dreamed!
Here, for the first time,
are Sandy's ideas about her
husband in Sandy's own words.

3- He's going to be older than
me by at least seven or eight
years, and probably more.
4. He'll be impulsive, doing exwarning.citing things without any
5- I want to be able to respect
him, especially his brain.
6. He likes classical and good
popular music, not rock and
roll.
7. He'll want me to keep on
working in movies. My work
means too much to me, and
I think I can be both married
and an actress.
8. I'll ask his mother what he
likes to eat, and then fix it
for him.
9. His hands will 'intrigue' me;
I can't explain it any better
than that.
10. I want him to give me advice
... I need it.
11. He'll bring home flowers;
even if it's just one flower,
I'll know it's for me.
12. He won't be stuffy or conceited.
13. I hope he'll be able to forgive and forget when I do
something awful.
14. He'll want to travel a lot.
15. I hope he doesn't insist on
my doing all the housework!
16. He'll be patient with my
crazy fads.
17. He won't let me argue with
him. (Continued on page 65)

■ it was eleven-thirt
in the morning, 136£
Benedict Canyor
Drive in West Los An
geles, the home o
starlet Stella Steven;
(the fabulous Appas
sionata von Climax o
"Li'lAbner"). Stella';
five-year-old son And;
was playing outsidf
in the yard, wher
suddenly, as Stelk
describes it, "I hearc
a man's voice and i

In cold terror
Stella Stevens ran to the telephone
Operator, quickly,
give me the police...

ffly««»son«j

ar drive off. I ran
i Lit the front door
nd saw the car pullig out. There were
//o men in the front
ieat and Andy was
between them. I
creamed and terror
i lied my heart and I
mn frantically to the
I hone and called the
olice: 'My son has
j een kidnapped.'
1 hen I cried."
i Sergeant T. S. Jo-

noski, of the Los Angeles police, realized
that this was a serious accusation. Kidnapping, after all,
carries a death penalty. And somewhere,
it seemed to him, he
had read about this
woman, this child.
A glance at the
records showed him
that this wasn't the
first time Andy had
been "kidnapped."

Only the year before
the same thing had
happened, almost to
the last detail . . .
with one difference
. . . the year before
the "kidnapper" had
been Stella herself.
He found the facts
easMy. They were a
matter of public record. Stella had married Herman Stephens in 1954 when
she was fifteen and

he was seventeen.
They had convinced
themselves that they
were very much in
love and eloped. By
1956 they were divorced. There was no
difficulty about a
property settlement
for neither of them
owned much of anything. But they did
have a baby, and they
both loved the baby.
(Cont. on page 78)

He Just Didn't Want Me Anymore
(Continued from page 41)
He packed the remainder of his things,
other
enough.
chance.wasYounotknow
that. WeWe gave
tried itto every
close and piled them into the car.
down Ventura Boulevard back
our eyes to everything that was wrong for to Hethedrove
motel, and then remembering he
months before we separated last Christmas. had hardly
had anything to eat he stopped
Maybe
we
didn't
stay
apart
long
enough
to think things out carefully. Maybe if we at a roadside drive-in. He felt as though
tried to work things out away from one he was having a recurring dream. That he
another instead of rushing back together had been through these identical motions
within a week . . . we would have known before, and then he realized that he had.
Last December. When he and Stephanie
how slim our chances were then."
first time.
"But you wanted to come back," she separated
This timefor hetheknew
there would be no
protested.
"You've
told
everyone
you've
felt like a new man since we reconciled. reconciliation.
You. . . ." her voice trailed off.
He good-bye.
remembered Steffi's face when they
"Yes. Iunfair
know. to Ityou.
was I my
was saidDrawn
and white. So very white.
terribly
just mistake.
wanted toIt give
it another chance."
didn't want to ask. But she couldn't
helpShe herself.
Rossano Brazzi says it in Count
"There's
there?" and
He lookedsomeone
startledelse,forisn't
a moment
Your Blessings:
smile atit
women.
If they"Always
are pretty
then regained his composure.
"No one person has come between us,
gives you pleasure. If they aren't,
Steffi. been
Not really.
just— well,
that and
we
it gives them pleasure."
have
living inIt'sseparate
worlds
in the NeivEarlYorkWilson
Post
neither of us could ever have been happy
in "But
the other's."
there is someone else," she perremembered it the first time he
It's that red-haired girl, isn't it?" everAnd sawhe it.
Ef saidsisted. "nothing.
Radiant and half black with
He lit his pipe and stared into space for boot-polish stains.
a few minutes that seemed like an eternity
It
was
just
before
Christmas, in 1955, and
to Steffi.
a friend of his, Bill Windom, took him
Then
she
broke
the
suffocating
silence
along
to
drop
in
on
a couple of girls he
which filled the room.
knew. Steffi was in an old pair of blue
"You can have a divorce, since that is jeans, shining a pair of riding boots and
what you want. It isn't what I want — but were
she didn't
stop polishing even after they
introduced.
I won't stand in your way."
"Thank you, Steffi."
"What are you shining, your boots — or
"When
will week
you beendleaving?"
asked.tomorrow
"And why?"
"Over the
— if that is satis- your"I'mface?"
going heriding
and I want
f
a
c
t
o
r
y
t
o
you."
to
look
nice
when
I
fall
off my horse," she
"And the children?" She was thinking laughed.
of Efrem's
son Skipper
They'dand joked
likeHethatwas forduea
Nancy.
She would
keep themandif hedaughter
wanted while
then hepleasantly
had to go.
her to — for the time being at least. It was at a party — and he was late already.
up to him.
"Good luck," he called out as he went
"I think it would be better for everyone to the door, and bet her half-a-dollar she
fall.
if I sent them back east to their mother's wouldn't
The
next day he found a message telling
family
untiltheir
I'm resettled.
meansbe him some
disrupting
classes — butI know
there itwill
lady phoned to say he owed
less confusion in every other way. I'll herHe $.50.
took
the
half-dollar
and atogiftmake the reservations for Saturday."
wrapped bottleshiny
of pain
killer back
the
"And
to the motel?"
apartment
on
49th
Street.
"Back you?
to theBack
motel."
He had intended to stay just long
They talked a little longer that night —
debt.
Efrem
and Stephanie.
their problems.
There They
was nodidn't
longerrehash
any enough to payallhisafternoon—
and convinced
sense to that. They talked about their herHeshestayed
was
well
enough
to go out to dinplansandand athedozen
provisions
little Stephanie
ner,
especially
since
he
knew
of a restauJr.
other fordetails
that are
He rantwaswith very
in thevery
midstsoftofcushions.
rehearsals for
among
died. the remains when a marriage has Fallen
— which Butdidn't
him
much timeAngels
for courting.
Steffi give
was very
No reconciliation
easy to court. If he was two or three hours
On the following Saturday, Efrem drove
of delays — she understood and
his son and daughter to the airport. He late
wasHe because
patient.
was attracted to her because she was
didn't
have
to
explain
much
to
them.
They
fun. Because she knew how to make him
were
teen-agers—
bright forNancy
their age.
understood.
Particularly
who They
was laugh. He hadn't really looked at women
for
five years — not since Emily died.
sixteen — and
growing
so
quickly
into
womanhood. He looked hard at Nancy and
He didn't
again.think he ever wanted to get
thought of her mother: How much alike married
But as he continued seeing Steffi, he
they
in a Emily
few years,
wouldwere
be —soandmuchhow like
whenNancy
they wondered if perhaps he should.
He was honest.
had first met. Nancy was only six when
told her about Emily. About the
Emily died. "I suppose," he thought to yearHe after
her death when he shut himself
himself, "it was even harder on her than
it Hewas puton his
me."children on the plane, then away from the world in Connecticut.
About
the
years after that when he
drove slowly along the Sepulveda Freeway worked forthree
his father at the Curtis Ininto ranch.
the San Fernando Valley — and back to
stitute of Music in Philadelphia and kept
his
to himself — and away from the theater.
Stephanieshewasn't
home.it might be better He
toldhowherthe why
face gone
the
Perhaps
thought
stage,
heartheforcouldn't
acting had
58 that way.
out of him because acting had brought him

and Emily
together and was something '
they
He both
even loved.
told about the gold signet ring ,
he always wore. The one trimmed witr
blue -bells winding around his initials. She
had given it to him because Blue-bell wa;
his pet name.
always wear it," he told Steffi. Anc
she"I'llnodded.
He introduced her to his children — anc
was pleased they all got on so well together. The care
kids ofneeded
one to take
them aandmother
guide— somethem
Particularly
since
he
was
returning
to e
full-time career.
With each day of their relationship he
grew
for Steffi
It wasn'\
exactlyto care
the way
it hadevenbeenmore.before
— bu
he
believe
anything
coulddidn't
happen
twicethatin the
same like
way. tha
He knew, however, that he was happ\
with
her. For
time in five years
his heart
was the
lightfirstagain.
Two
months
after
they
met, they were
married.
They seemed ideally suited to one another, with their almost identical backgrounds and worldly
experience. Steffi
wa^
the daughter
of a Washington
diplomat
and educated in Boston and in Europe, a;
was Efrem. She was domestic and artistic
lovedcutthemuch theater
in Connectithe sameand asliving
Ef did.
And shi
loved children.
They
rented
a
home
in
Connecticut
anc
were blissfully happy.
Steffi became pregnant. Another blessing [
Then woodlate
to Holly-H
to testin for1956,a Efrolewasin sent
Sayonara.
didn't
get
the
part
and
returned
east,
onb
towanted
get a him
call notifying
him B-52,
that theand studic
for Bombers
the} j
were
interestedtoo.in throwing in a sevenyearEfremcontract
hesitated about the contract.
He knew Steffi loved it in the east- |
wherebe shewithcould
and
her ride
friendsto her
and heart's
family. conten
But
he
also
knew
he
couldn't
throv away the opportunity. TV was movinjwest, and in spite of his success in Fallei
Angels, there just weren't that many stagi
jobs
available
for someone
who wash
'(
considered
"name
Movies
make
him aa name,
hestar."
figured.
Thenwoul<hi could return to Broadway on his terms
"Besides," he told Steffi, "if I last ou
there more than a year we could have ou:- j
own ranch and all the horses you want ,
If I'm a flop, we can always move bad "
He flew to the Coast on December 17
A week later, in time for Christmas, she
joined
They him.
took a small house, at first, whihthey waited to see what happened.
Everything seemed perfect
When Warners picked up his option anc
casteast."
him in 77 Sunset Strip, they bough .
the ranch in the Valley, and as a specia y
present
Steffiseen.
the most beauti |
ful horseEfshebought
had ever
They joined the Tennis Club and Th
Hunt Club and made "hundreds of friends.
Everything seemed perfect.
Then slowly the marriage began to fal j
At first it was just little things. Steffi ]
apart.
despite
her "hundreds
friends"of isstransh: a
and
retiring
among largeof groups
gers and she began to hate the large din
ners and parties that Efrem was constant!;
invited to. She went along with him a 1$
the beginning.
in the and
cornerwhile
across the And
room,satdebonair
self
assured,
Efrem
was
the
center
of
tion. Even when she remained at hisattrac
side
she was largely ignored by the ladies com [
peting for his attention.
After one particularly upsetting eve :
ning, they had it out.

I hate those parties. I feel like part
the wall-paper. I can't understand why
I have to go."
"It's part of the business, Steffi, you
iow that."
"It's part of your business — as far as
hp concerned I never want to go to anher again."
"If that's
feel. felt
. . ."but she
That
wasthethewaywayyou she
dn't
think
he'd
take
her
so
literally.accept
He would receive an invitation,
not mention it to his wife, appear at
e affair and with an air of old world
asllantry,
alone. never explain to a soul why he
Perhaps Steffi could have adjusted to
ing alone
she wasn't
Dne
so muchon these
the restevenings
of the iftime.
"When
Ef
became
involved
TV
ries, his hours at work became inlonga and
-egular.
He'd often
leavereturn
the house
at 5:00at
6:00 am.,
exhausted
:00 or 11:00 pjn.
When Roger Smith was hospitalized last
mmer, he had to do double duty. When
was home, he was tired and irritable.
And Steffi was bored — and irritable.
"I want to get away from this all," she
day. When
"Why can't
go backto
stotested
for aonewhile?
are wewe going
ke that honeymoon in Europe we've
en talking about for three years?"
'Steffi,when
you know
I'd like
aybe
we wind
up athevacation
series too.
for
e season. Maybe when I have a few
rjeks
off we hecan hadgo toa few
New weeks
York." off last
But when
nter, he went into The Crowded Sky
'stead.
' And onsSteffi,
perhaps asandthe just
resultnot ofcaring
tenand unhappiness
ough to think about her health, went
:o the hospital suffering from a severe
se of hepatitis.
["Whenvisedshe
was about
well enough
to beagain.
retalked
Connecticut
I it there, shewas
still no time.

There were more arguments. And with
each argument a little bit of their marriage
died.
They both
prevent a final
collapse.
Each tried
in hishardownto way.
"The romantic bit"
On November 30, Steffi held a great big
surprise
her husband —
the kind birthday
of party party
he likedfor best.
She was the perfect hostess in every
way.
She nomixed
withalone,
her that
guests,
made
sure that
one was
everyone
was having a wonderful time. And if she
herself was having less than a wonderful
time, over.
she didn't show it. Not even when it
was
Ef , on his part, tried to come home early,
arranged to stay home a little more often.
Maybe both tried too hard.
theOnfirstDecember
time. 21st he moved out — for
"This is it," he said. "I don't see how
we can get back together again. It's just
tooDuring
taut athesituation
to five
through."
week that
followed,
Steffi on
the advicechiatrist anofd thefriends,
consulted
psysame friends
then aturned
toforEfrem
and
convinced
him
it
wasn't
good
either of them to be apart.
1, they
resolved
spend
theOnNewJanuary
Year and
the new
decadeto under
the same roof.
Steffi sent for her father in Washington
whom
she hadn't
seen forandthree
Efrem called
the children
told years.
them
to return to California and finish the
school
term
—
now
that
Christmas
vacation
was over.
On their fourth anniversary they did
the town. Candlelight dinner, dancing,
"theTheyromantic
tobit."convince
they weretriedhappy
again. themselves that
But
they
weren't.
And it was shortly after their fourth
wedding anniversary that Efrem met the
sparkling red-haired young actress.

Maybe if his reconciliation had been
working
he wouldn't have given her
a second out
thought.
But after that first meeting he found he
was thinking a great deal of her.
There minded
washim ofsomething
rethat firstabout
girl heherhadthatloved
a long, long time ago.
He saw her again at the studio. And he
wanted to see her still again.
They
coffee together.
It washadinnocent.
It was meant to be
harmless. She knew he was married. They
had no intentions of becoming emotionally
involved. They said as much.
And yet they knew it was too late for
words.
Just as it had been too late to save his
marriage.
And he had to face Steffi and tell her
he wanted his freedom.
On the night he left his ranch and his
home,
he didn'tonwant
to see anyone.
He decided
a Nevada
divorce. He
wouldlishuse
his six
weeks bevacation
to estabresidence.
It would
easier that
way.
A fast clean break — rather than dragging
itto out
for
the
year
that
it
takes
a
divorce
become final in California.
Steffi
of their
daughter. He would
knew get
that.custody
That was
the hardest
part
of
it
—
and
it
would
be
harder
on —himas
still if Steffi decided to move back east
he
presumed
she
would.
Yet
it
would
better than having his littlest girl growbe
up
in a home filled with tensions and
discord.
After take
the care
divorceof —itself.
well, . he'd
future
. . let the
. . . Variety reported that he told friends
Kipp Hamilton, theAudie
pretty red-headin The
that
appeared
Unforgiven,opposite
will be his nextMurphy
wife. And he
has neither confirmed nor denied the report. He won't talk of his future plans
until after
he's free.
END
Efrem
WarnerOf Glory.
Bros., in The
CrowdedwillSkystar,andforGown

'rincess Margaret, Her Husband, And the Girl He Left Behind
'ontinued from page 28)
Here then, is the report of Modern
{ reen's
jpt,
directLondon
from ancorrespondent,
interview inBeverly
Jackie
i ;an's apartment:
•]
Since
the
evening
of
February
27,
whenWfe Queen Mother announced the engage
:nt of Princess Margaret to Tony Arm-j ong- Jones, Jackie Chan has lived in an
i welcomed spotlight ... as "The girl he
behind."
night,of asWales
she Theater,
appears
|t t stage
at theEachPrince
^|;rious
eyes
are
focused
on
her.
As
pretty
H mese girls in brightly colored cheongthe Chin,
arms theof
4■j-nsefreedance
youngseductively
sailors, it isin Tsai
j r of The World of Suzie Wong, who
-J-! minates
somehow,
the
Dple in the
the dialogue.
audience But
search
the scene
j Jackie Chan. And whisper, "Which one
. ihe?"
another,
. over And
therenudge
in theonecorner.
. . .""There
j That's her. Her hair's different She
j ; ars it up in all the photographs. . . ."
'So that's . . . ?" Even when the words
j '■ unspoken, the inference is there . . .
2 hat's
girl he 27th,
left behind.
. . ." had
Before theFebruary
Jackie Chan
Jien known as an impish, friendly, dedi;i«d young actress — known, that is, to
&~J actresses,
friends — other
actors
students,aspiring
the gayyoung
social things
; London's
Chelsea
set.
And
her
name
liliar to West End casting directors,wasas
j :h;ss aanddancer
and knew
an actress.
publicists
her, tooLondon's
. . . but

primarily as a friend of one of their col"She was Tony's
girl," they
say.
And for leagues.
something
like eighteen
months,
theirs was the wedding that newsmen had
expected to cover.
They'd expected an announcement back
in Marchturnedoffrom'59,
when Jackie
and Tony
retogether
Switzerland. vacationing
When Jackie came
back infrom
a
trip to New York that June and Tony
swept her into his arms and covered her
cheeks with kisses, they'd thought, "Any
time"When's
now they'll
be breaking
news."
the wedding?"
was the
an appropriate
question.
But
Jackie's
and
Tony's
answer
always,to no
"Ouronecareers
come
first."
It was
occurred
time they
might have
meant it.that at the
Then, as one show business light re"We were sitting
watching TV onemembers,evening
when aaround
commentator
broke in nwith
'The
Queen
Mother
has
anounced the engagement of her daughter
Princess Margaret Rose to Antony Armstrong-Jones! .. .' " and Tony. Tony and
Princess Margaret
Princess Margaret. London went wild.
Then, after a while, in the midst of the
excitement, Fleet Street scribes suddenly
began asking, "But what about Jackie?"
How Jackie took the news
Jackie when
was intheher news
dressing
at the
theater
was room
announced.
And it was the beginning of the siege. The

backstage
telephone
constantly.
stage doorman
turnedrangreporters
away Theby
the dozens. It went on for weeks, with the
show's press agents explaining to one and
all, "She's not talking to anyone. She
hasn't been home. She hasn't been anwering the telephone.
Even atwe thedon'ttheater.
know
how to sreach
her, except
Everyone's
been after
her."of nomad. Like
Jackie became
a kind
the early Marlon Brando, she wandered
from one friend's flat to another. But it
wasn't
just afinding
Brando-like
It was
desperation,
refuge quirk.
from ringing
telephones, inquisitive acquaintances and
strangers,
questions.
The fact prying
that she
made herself scarce
drove the press crazy . . . yet they reher for
it, from
the first. about
"You
don't
get spectedthebit
feeling
she's being
the whole
and, well,
kind ofcoyleading
us onthe infeeling
the chase,"
not
like
a lot of said
us gotone.about"It'sPeter
Townsend who invariably seemed to make
a point of hiding out or popping up where
reporters
were inmostsuchlikely
findmaking
him —
then protesting
a wayto and
such enigmatic
statements
that
all
he
managed to dorestwasof the
causeroyal
Princess
and
familyMargaret
a great
deal the
of embarrassment.
"Jackie sincerely feels embarrassment,
herself,
attention.
tried to about
avoid all
it asthemuch
as she And
can —she's
but
as an actress, and a responsible actress,

she has to turn up for performances at the
theater.
too,toasstay
an actress,
she'spressnot
going
to Then,
be ableBut
hiding,
wise, forever.
if she infeels
a sense
of
loss,
there'll
be no
just-barely
trembling
lower
lip
to
give
reporters
the
clue,
or
any
other nonsense.
"She's too proud to want a lot of mawktoo loyal toputting
take aa
chanceish sympathy,
of even she's
unintentionally
friend
in
an
uncomfortable
spot,
and
too well-bred to do or say anything she's
that
might embarrass English royalty."
"I Itamwashappy
a fewfordayshim"after the wedding that
I saw Jackie at her apartment. Her first
words were a question, "How did you get
my
telephone
number?"giving
She sighed.
don't
knowa who's
out, but"I
somehow
lot of been
people haveit managed
to get hold of it. So mostly I've been staying with friends. It's much easier."
"Then it's been pretty bad?"
"At the theater, the phone has been ringing all during performances. People asking absurd questions which I didn't think
important."
"Questions such as?"
There wasto a wear
pause.to"This
last week, Iwhat
I planned
the wedding.
just
don't
think
it's
important
what
gueststo
wear to a wedding. One simply the
dresses
suit the occasion."
"Questions about Tony?"
"About Tony," she said. "I am happy
for him, as one is always happy for one's
friends
they get
. . ." half
Born inwhenTrinidad
of amarried.
half-Russian,
Chinese
father
and
a
Chinese
mother,
she'd
dreamed of being a dancer. She started
dancing lessons when she was seven. Her
father was a prosperous photographer and
she
thinkgrew
you upcouldin ansay artistic
I was aatmosphere.
bit of a tom-"I
boy," she grinned.
the only
the family,
with two"I was
brothers,
Garygirlandin
Ian, and most of my cousins were boys as
It was her long black hair that took the
well."
worst
beating.bubble
The boys'
pastime
was blowing
gum favorite
into it and
she
was constantly having to have it cut out.
She
retaliated
by
loathing
one
of
the
boys'
best friends and encouraging the dog to
bite him. "The dog was a little Pomeranian," she grins. "And whenever the boy
wanted to pet it, I'd tell him to blow into
the dog's face because he loved it. Actually,
theWhen
dog hated
she wasit." fifteen, her family made
arrangements to send her to school in
England. "We were all sent to boarding
school
remembers.
think mysomewhere,"
family rathershe believed
in it."II
was happy too. You see, my mother was
so young that my elder brother and I felt
that she was about the same age we were,
and I suppose that this was one reason
weHerwereonlyalways
independent."
regret soabout
leaving was saying
good-bye
to
her
one true love.look"He
was fourteen. Really extraordinary
ing— half Chinese,
and pre-so
maturely grey hairhalf
ran Spanish,
in his family,
his was very white. Yes, I was fond of
him. But," she grins, "he didn't exactly
jump
the dock
despair when
I left."
Her offschool
was inElmhurst,
in Camberley, a town in the south of England, and
there were ballet lessons as well as classroom work. "I was very happy there," she
says.
"There
was only
tragedy Nearby
that I
remember
— when
I firstonearrived.
was
a
boys'
college
and
they
would
invite
the girls at our school over for dances,
send one.
a bus
for us.gotI'llterribly
never dressed
forget the
first
Everyone
up.
in full organdies. The only dress I had was
a slim Chinese one, with little slits up the
sides. teenTheor seventeen
boys mustand,havewhen
been weabout
sixarrived.

they stared at me as if I were the most
freakish thing in the world. I was terribly
embarrassed."
She
knew what she wanted
When she left Elmhurst, she went on to
Royal toAcademy
of Dance.
thought
Ithewanted
be a teacher.
But I "Idiscovered
that I was completely unsuited for it. I
just didn't
enough patience,
to behave
a professional
dancerso inI dethe
theatercidedinstead.
"Then
one
day,
the
headmistress
said
that the Windsor Repertory Company was
looking for someone to cast in a play called
Tobias and the Angel. She knew the man
who ran the company and called him. to
suggest me. It was my first acting job. I
played a little serving girl and did a little
dance.
I looked
I didn't
clue about
how sototerrible.
make up.
One have
of thea
other girls had to show me exactly what
toon do."
But from
the moment
the stage
and said
her lines,sheshestepped
knew
what she wanted to do — become an actress.
When she left the Academy, she went
to Paris, intending to spend two weeks
vacationing and then return and tackle the
London theater world. "But somehow the
two
weeks "Ilengthened
into artists.
six months,"
she smiles.
sat for a few
Otherw
i
s
e
,
I
didn't
do
anything
at
all. II sohadfella
small allowance from my father.
in love with the city, I almost completely
forgot my aim in life. Then one day I ran
into a girl with whom I'd gone to school.
'Aren't
goingthatto Iwork?'
me.
I decidedyouthen
should shego asked
back. But
if I hadn't run into my school friend, I
might
be there."
It wasstilla good
time for Oriental actresses.
She went into the play, Teahouse of the
August Moon, as one of the geisha girls.
She toured England as the principal dancer in the road company of The King and
I. Then she danced in Kismet. There were
others. "One
a musicalwascalled
Simply
Heaven,
whichwasI thought
marvelous.
It lasted for three weeks."
Then came Suzie Wong. "I just went
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along and auditioned." she says. "I w
given And
the Ipartwas ofalso
Lily.assigned
It's a very
sm; I
one.
to unde
study Tsai Chin, who plays Suzie. Y'
know." she
adds ofmodestly,
are Ij
limited
number
Oriental "there
actresses
Then Paramount began casting the fil I
version of the play and, again. Jack
"just Negulesco
walked in."(the
Producer
Stark wlai '
Jean
originalRaydirector
London."
departed) simply looked at her and sa^i
in chorus.
. . Gwenny."
Jackie
won "Ah
the .coveted
role of And
Suziej|
homely
girl
friend,
who
can't
seem
many men ... a part which has tobee!g't
built up in the film.
Consequently, daytimes, she was playirl
Gwenny. a completely different sort j
girl, playing Suzie at understudy rehear j
als.
Lilyevenings.
during Asthe foractual
perforn
ancesandin the
how she
mar; >
aged, she says simply. ""It took a bit J
Jackie talks about marriage
adjusting."
Her thoughts on marriage:
"I haven't tried," she says. "I've nevJ
been
married,
but I'ma quite
possible
to combine
careersurewiththatmail!itl
riage.
That's
what
I'd
like
do. I thinl
I would hate to be married toto anyone
wh
isto anbe actor
—
but
I
would
like
my
interested in the theater. husban
believe necessarily,
that a man ormustthe bewonEh]
boss"I don't
in marriage
an
either.
I
think
—
it's quii
possible to find someI hope
sort — ofthatrelationshij
where
no one's
"I don't
believeboss.in being too much wk!
people. It might result in their getting oj
each
nerves.
So unless
a womal
who hasother's
children
is really
happy just
stay
ing home with them, I think it is nice fcj
her to have a career . . . one that she caj
work at if she wants to, if she likes."
Romance in her life? "There is someonj
I'm dating," she says. "He's at Cambridge
I'd rather not talk about him or give h]
name."
name's
Davidpainter
Cammell. thj
brother (His
ofHethe
English
Cammell.
keeps
her picture Donalj
in h
room, escorts
her tofor parties,
says, I"We'vi
known
each other
six months.
reallj
don't
want orto discuss
say anything
rej
lationship
romanceabout
at thethe mo]
ment, but I can't deny that it might bj
"In general." Jackiewomen.
goes on.And"I Idon't
aggressive
suppo:lik?
true.")of themenmen orwhom
most
I've been fond c
seem
Aboutto beher terribly
past andslim."
present, Jackie say
"I've been
done terribly
what I've
wanted
have
happy.
I maketo doenouganj
to live on in my job. And I can't think c
anything
upsetting
that'swithoi
hap
pened toandesperately
me.eye,. her
. ." face
This
she says
batting
expressionless]
Her future is her career. At Paramoun
they think she has a bright one. Produce
Ray Stark has talked to her about a pai
in Kowloon. another big picture, vvhicj
will be made in the Orient. Before th
Suzie
Wongscenes
group thatreturned
to Hong Kon
to reshoot
were scrapped
whe
France Nuyen left the cast, the power
were the
sayingpicture
thusly:
decided
lease
the "We've
latter part
of thetoyeare
instead of holding it over. We want to g(
it into the Oscar race, as we've got son
sure-fire performances — we don't see ho1
they
miss Kwan
nominations.
Holden,canNancy
. . . and aThere's
girl nameBi
Jackie
Chan,
a
proud,
loyal
girl, wh
Jackie great
Chan."dignity hides from the
with
wdf]
the heartbreak
of being the girl Princes
Margaret's husband left behind. EN
Jackie can be seen in The World O
Suzie Wong. Paramount.
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Eddie to Return to His Own
(Continued from page 30)
monster and clutched him in a bear-hug
while they howled at their own expense.
Suddenly, Eddie held Liz more tenderly.
He stroked her face, cupped it in his hands.
"No one being
but meyouknows
a magnificent
human
are — what
me and
the children.
They
don't
give
gold
for
people like you, sweetheart —awards
just oldfashioned prayers of thanks — like mine."
"Oh wecomeare onoff now,"
Liz
"here
land chided
of campaign
fun him,
and
frolic
and here youtoarethespouting
speeches. Honestly, darling, you're already
electedtotosay
be mysuchloveextravagant
for life so you
have
thingsdon'tto
Elizabeth jammed a silly native Jamaica
hatme."on her head and in falsetto sang, "I'm
going
to get youofonseriousness
a jet to Los Angeles" —
and
with the
her spell
usual flair for humor wasand broken
cheer.
She said nothing of her dread of that jet.
She picked up two small straw beanies
decorated in gaily colored threads.
"Todd
and Carrie
will love those
she
said warmly,
remembering
how hats,"
they had
lovingly selected the little gifts.
Eddie's immediately.
eyes lost theirElizabeth
gleam ofranfun.to his
He
sobered
side, cupped his face in her hands as he
had hers only moments ago.
"You miss
themthink
so, don't
my
darling.
But just
of the you,
reunion
you'll have. They'll be so glad to see
you," Liz said softly.
"I know, I know, but — " Eddie began.
Liz took his arm and said firmly "Enough
for packingsville."
"When we get back from California . .
They went into the living room to await
the
boy'sandreturn
from school.
The tiny
terriers
the Siamese
cat scrambled
for
position. Elizabeth was draped in a cat
and a dog and Eddie was roughhousing
with the second toy terrier.
This time it was Liz' turn to turn pento leave
I love sive.New"Oh, Eddie,
York, IandhateChris
and inMikea way.
are
here, and somehow California reminds me
of so many things . . . the tragedy, the
whispers, the way people out there stared
and gossiped. . . . New York has been
kinder to me — it's Los Angeles where
everyone was calling me a wicked woman."
comforted
her, "We
won'tboysbe will
but
a Eddie
few days,
sweetheart,
and the
soon have a holiday vacation when we
can have some fun together. . . . We
promised to take them to the circus and
on They
a picnic
park." of the door being
heardin thethe sound
rattled by two lively happy-to-be-homechildren.
The pets
dashed their
out
offrom-school
laps and arms
to wildly
welcome
small masters, Mike and Chris.
were tojustthetalking
about you guys,"
said"WeEddie,
two bright-eyed,
Etoncapped boys who headed straight for him.
"What about?" said ringleader Mike —
who
word. doesn't believe in saying one extra
"Yeah, what about us were you talking?" saidout.
Chris — who doesn't believe in
being left
"Well,
we
were when
just wesaying
about from
the
circus and picnic
get back
our trip to California. Your mother was
unhappy about leaving for a few days
and I reminded her about our big plans
for your spring vacation period."
"Hey, Mom, if you don't want to go
to California, why go?" asked Mike.
"Yeah,
Mom,"a piped
"why?"
There was
silence.Chris,Eddie
and Liz

Children

looked at each other but neither spoke.
Mike, the diplomat, who sensed some
trouble in the atmosphere, said, "Guess
what. I'm learning to speak French. Bon"You're
not only learning how to speak
jour,
Monsieur!"
French,"
EddieFrench,
finally,you"you're
ing how tosaidthink
genius.learn...
C'mon,
let's
get
some
cookies
milk
and then you can help us finishandpacking
andThewe'll
watch off
TV tolater."
boysalltrotted
put their books
away. Eddie said to Liz, "You know,
Mike's
beginning
to
think
a French
diplomat, he can change thelikeconversation
soas quickly."
Eddie
said
it
proudly,
almost
proud as if Mike were his own son.
Elizabeth
laughed,
"Now
parents
going to have to take lessons to keep areup
withTheytheirspent
children."
a quiet family evening,
reading, chatting, watching two TV programs. Then it was time to put the children to bed — after which Eddie and Elizabeth retired, knowing it would be a busy
morning before departure. . . .
They took a jet to Los Angeles — Eddie
interlacingherhisgnawing
fingersnervousness
with Elizabeth's,
knowing
about
flights.
They were met by friends, by MGM
representatives, by the press and by Elizabeth's parents.soEveryone
them looking
well. was glad to see
They were houseguests of Kurt and
Ketti Frings at their magnificent modern
mansion set atop a knoll in Holmby Hills.
(KurtPulitzer-prize
is Elizabeth's
agentplaywright.)
and Ketti is
the
winning
They talked for hours over dinner, wine,
demitasse and cordials. It was exciting
to be back
tering gaily.in California, Liz insisted, chatEddiebered aldidn't
stop her —about
but heNewrememher enthusiasm
York.
How
much
she
loved
it,
howremembered
much she
wanted to live there. He also
her conversations about having a country
place
the children where they
could nearby
run andforplay.
That night in bed the last words he
heard his wife say as she slipped off to
slumberland
were Good
"Goodnight,
night.Chris,
Babies
Good
night, Mike,
Good—
Eddie kissed her eyelids, and whispered,
night,
"Good Liza."
night, angel."
Eddie's day with his children
The Todd
next and
day Carrie.
was Eddie's
visit
He gotmorning
up early,to
while Liz was still asleep, took the silly
hats and a toy monkey hand puppet he
had gotten and tiptoed out. . . .
When Elizabeth
Eddie got
home,
was back
sittingto inthea Frings'
lounge
chair by the pool. She held out her arms
to her husband. "How are Todd and Carrie, darling,"
she asked.
anythingveryat first.
He
justEddie
stooddidn't
there,say looking
troubled.
Finally
he
answered
slowly,
"Well,
they're
fine, of course. They have a good life. A
good home. They're healthy and, I think,
happy.
saw them
— " He
lifted his But
handswhen
in a Ihelpless
gesture.
"It wasn't
so badlike with
Carrie — I
mean,
she stillquite
seemed
my daughter,
I knowto theand beach
love. club
But and
Todd—we
Ithehadlittle
takengirlthem
were having milk shakes by the pool. I
was feeding little Todd. And well, just
that. Little Todd is getting less and less
little.
to be aHe'slittlechanged
boy, notso amuch,
baby he's
any getting
more.

And
had much
missedI missed
it all. . little
. . Suddenly
knew Ihow
Todd ai I
Carrie,
and
I
knew,
despite
and frolic of their lives, thatallwaythe deb
down,
me too.Eddie,
. . ." tb
"Of they
courseweretheymissing
miss you,
love feeling
you . . .that
," Lizwords
said, stroking
his ha;
and
were inadequa
"When I look my kids in the eye, wh
they put their arms around me and c;
me
askedDaddy
me —ifohI Liz,
was that's
comingrough.
home, Carr
To'
just looked at me with those big brov
eyes"Tryof tohis.explain to them what unhapp
ness is. Try to explain why you had
leave them. Try it. Just try it if yr
want to experience the most helpless, sou
Eddie stopped
bleakly.
wracking
experience
in life — "
Liz' arms reached out and held him. "Dor
torture yourself, my darling, it's going |
be Two
all right.
It'slater,
goingEddie
to be and
all right.
..j
days
Elizabe
boarded
a train
for New York.
It w
theirscores
first train-ride
together.
They'devenbe<c
on
jets, several
yachts,
bikes
withof Chris
and Mike
in Londo
But never been on a train together.
"Isn't this delicious?" said Elizabet
"Look
at thewe lovely
wavii
to us while
sit herecountryside
real comfortabl
Oh,
Eddie,
I'm
so
glad
you
suggested
take the train. This is the way we shouv
It wasall the
thentime."
that Elizabeth decided
travel
spring
surprise:
"Eddie,"
she goii
sai
"as"But
soon— her
as
we
can
arrange
it, we're
"
Eddie
began.
to buy a house in California!"
"No, darling," she put her fingers to b
lips,
silencing
him.mind.
"No ifs,
ormy butlii
I've
made
up my
You ands
are
my happiness.
I could never
be happy
you were unhappy. I couldn't go on livir
into beNewwithYork,yourknowing
children,howandyou're
never longir
sayir anything for fear of worrying me. Fi
made up my mind, Eddie — and you kno
you"Butcan'twhatcrossabout
me," the
she house
grinnedin atWeshir
Chester, honey? I thought you wanted
be "Well
a NewI do—
Yorker." "
I knowbut—
— but
I wai
to "Yeah,
live in California
to beyounearknow
my childre
and so you're changing your mind aboi
living
the tell
big city."
"Well,in I'll
you," Elizabeth smile
"we'll make a little deal. I'll go to Cab
fornia like you want, if you promise th
when we visit New York it will alwaj
be Eddie
by train,
shooklikehisthis."
head vigorously. "Eliza
beth, you're a cornball. That ain't a dealbaby,
a steal. And you're
on." mad
The that's
train clickety-clacked
as they
their plans to go home to California. e
Liz and Eddie will star in Butterfield
for MGM; Liz, later, in Two For The Sei
saw, for United Artists.
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How Could I Tell Yasmin
Continued from page 47)
stark raving
mad. a Then,
as his warm
eyes
stared
into hers
chill ruffled
her heart.
Could . . . could such a terrible thing be
true? Aly . . . dead?
don't believe
she whispered,
and"I ...
she Iwondered
for it,"
a moment
if she
were dreaming a tortuous nightmare.
''Aly's
so young.
How could
he die?"drinks
Jim called
the waiter
and ordered
for
them. ofThenParis.
he explained
was both
killedofoutside
He was at Aly
the
wheel of his sleek and expensive Italian
sportscar,onlytheeight
new days
Lancia
convertible
he'd
bought
before.
an intersection, on a sloping
road
alongAt the
Seine
river, another car was speeding straight at
him.
Aly broken
was trapped
behind
wheel,
his neck
and his
chestthecrushed.
The other passengers, the model Bettina
and his chauffeur whom Aly had asked
to sit in the back seat, escaped with minor
injuries.
scream toreall from
Rita's hear
throat,in
and,A piercing
as she screamed,
she could
her ears was the sharp slamming of brakes,
an ear-piercing
tires — and suddenly the blindingsqueal
fatal ofcrash.
She
collapsed
in
Jim's
strong
arms, and
the golf club ambulance was summoned.
Jim rushed her to the hospital for sedation.
A mournful bell
In her luxurious aquamarine bedroom,
Rita lay on the giant-sized bed with the
rufted ivory satin headboard. Lace-edged
pillows of lilac and purple were propped
behind her. It was almost sunset, and dust
Tiotes swirled, spiral-like, in the slanting
A

squeeze

brings

Her Daddy Was

Dead?

rays of the late afternoon sun that poured
throughtains atthe
the criss-crossed
wide windows.silk organza curThe tragic news tolled through her head
like a mournful bell. Aly's dead . . . Aly's
dead
. . Aly's
dead! throbbed.
She coughed
spell, . and
her head
She forwasa
groggy
from
the
pills
the
doctor
had
her at the hospital. Jim, dear Jim, satgivenby
her side now, holding her hand.
In her aching mind the years rolled back
furiously,
like saw
a longElsacarpet
hurtledbeaming
downhill, and she
Maxwell,
like a proud mother, at a party in Cannes
in 1948, making the introduction.
"Dearest Aly," Elsa cooed, "youll adore
Rita. She's one of our most exciting
actresses.
"I know,". .Aly." spoke in a low, soft voice,
his eyes burning through Rita, "I've seen
allRita
her was
movies."
fascinated; no doubt about it.
Aly was one of the most glamorous men
she'd ever met in her life: darkly goodlooking,
ness. courtly and bursting with manliThey talked light talk that evening:
about the other film stars visiting Cannes,
the
love lovely
of music.Riviera weather, their mutual
And, a little over a year later, Rita,
(dressed in a pale blue chiffon dress and a
matching huge picture hat), and Aly acthe vows
of marriage
in Aly's
palatial cepted
home
in Vallauris,
France.
...
When their daughter Yasmin was born,
Rita believed she had found the enduring
happiness she needed. She planned to reof Cuticura

starlight

to

nounce her film career and live the rest
of her life as a doting mother and wife.
Aly's interestsThere
were were
too far-flung,
tooButunpredictable.
wild runever-ending
of his promiscuousmors,
love life
which tales
shattered
her. And
three years
after theirthrough
marriage
Vallauris, she announced
her atlawyers
that "various factors, including my husband's
social obligations
and in-or
terests,extensive
make it impossible
to establish
maintain the kind of home I want and my
Aly wasneed."
crushed, bewildered. He wrote
children
her
a long letter, beginning with My
Darling One . . . I do not want to marry
again,
a divorce
The soletter
tore at doesn't
her heartinterest
becauseme. she
adored him and loved him, but she knew
their
could gypsy
never life
mix.of She
live thelivesfrantic
his couldn't
playboy
spirit. She was proud of him, yes, but that
wasn't
enough.
She
wanted
a
foundation,
a solidity to their marriage. His brilliant
horsemanship, his championship auto racing, his naglamorous
tional set— all thesefriends
things inwerethefineinterbut
they
didn't
provide
the
Rita needed so desperatelyfoundation
in marriage.stone
When they divorced, she told Aly she
would always love him. And this was true.
She
couldn't destroy
his spirit in hermanner
heart,
the
fun-loving,
that generous,
first attracted
her to carefree
him.
What she loved most of all in Aly was
his
something
the world
havegoodness,
an opportunity
to know
becausedidn'the
refused to exploit his good deeds. How
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could she tell her that she would b
fatherless for the rest of her life, espe
cially since the two of them were so de
voted to each other. Aly adored Yasmi
she was the apple of his eye. Of all hi
children, she was the only one to hav
developed his fondness for horses and rac
ing, and he always boasted about this.
"When I see Daddy this summer," Yas
min began, "I'll skate for him and he'll cla
his"Darling,"
hands and say, 'Bravo,
Bravo!'
"youI" knc
how much weRitaallstarted
love again,
you, and
war.
you to listen carefully. Last night
daddy she. . was
. meton . the
. ." verge
She held
bac
ayour
moment;
of sayin
God. She caught herself. Yasmin was bein
raised in her daddy's Moslem faith.
"Last night, my love, your daddy mt
Allah,"
said, her
closed.
"What?"RitaYasmin
askedeyesincredulously.
"He ... he met Allah. He was drivin
awentcar,forth
and toAllah
and myhe dai
meet called
Him. him
Yasmin,
ling, your father will always, always t
with you, in your heart, because you love
him and he loved you. You know that,
last night if. she
. ."wasHermaking
voice any
trailed.
wondered
senseShi
all.
"Mommy, Mommy," Yasmin called nen
ously.
"I'm Your
scared.
Something's
I can tell.
— eyes
are crying!happene<
What
"Oh, my love," Rita cried, clutching Yas
Only PUTNAM
DYES
min to her breast, lowering her voice, "yo\
IN THE exclusive DISAPPEARING
happened?"
daddy
But, my Yasmin
darling, began
he . .cry."
"I wantis deau.
my daddy!"
ing. "I want my daddy! I want to talk
himThere
on the
was telephone!"
a knock on the door. Jii
'INNER-PAC
came into the room. Yasmin jumped v
MAKE DYEING SO EASY!
and
down
screaming
went over to her and fortookherherfather,
in hisandam 1
we lovethatyounobody,
. . . nc
Iandwantsaid,you "Yasmin,
to understand
vj> here's all yoo do:
body wants to hurt you. God makes all tl
Add
beauty,
new
life
big decisions in life, and God decided
Take inner-pac from package,- j to drapes and slip covers
But Yasmin wasn't listening to a woi
j sheets and bedspread
V^'/Drop it in washer,he said. She was screaming, "Dadd
| throw-rugs, clothing next
Daddy!
Daddy!"theandsignRitaof dropped
*" Put cloth in washe
knees,
made
the crossto h<
| wash day with easiest-of- L
begged her Saviour for help.
| all Putnam Fadeless Dyes
mixing,
| in the exclusive water
No measuring, no
A prince among men
I uble inner-pac.
stirring, no straining, no mess.
Hours later they put Yasmin to bed
I
Rita was going to stay with her throu;?
I
the
night, and she stretched out on tfc
chaise-longue.
Tomorrow she would tell Yasmin th?
ONLY NEW IMPROVED PUTNAM DYES
regardless of what rumors she would he
about her father in the days to come, si
LEAVE HANDS AND WASHER CLEAN!
must always remember he was a prin
Asl< for Putnam Dyes today at YOUR DRUG,
among
men. How many of his friends h;
GROCERY OR VARIETY STORE
said
better after
Write Today for Free
with you
Aly always
for a fewfelt minutes,
that youyou talk'
we
MONROE CHEMICAL COMPANY QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Folder on Modern Dyeing!
in a better mood to face the hum dm
problems
of the day-to-day
world.years
And recently,
after all those
many times she had seen him help people!
She
walked
slowly
to
Yasmin's
room
to
fast
living
all
over
the
world,
Once a doorman in Deauville, depressed tell her daughter, somehow, that her dad- chosen to serve as the head of theAlyPakih.'
dy was should
dead. she begin to break the news? tani
because
enough money
for
UN, and
and ahe'd
an iron helungdidn't
for have
his daughter
who was
laudeddelegation
for beingto athebridge
link be*1b
How
the nations of Asia and Africa a
stricken with polio, was quietly slipped
looked up at her mother from tween
those
of
the
Western
World.
100,000 francs after Aly had learned his sad theYasmin
book she was reading. Her dark eyenews. Another time Aly gave thousands
reminded
Aly.sitting
Yas- hand
Ritain reached
out offortheYasmin's
the darkness
room, andwai<5
to an orphanage that was in debt. And
min lashes
was tenalwaysnow,
tall forRitaherof age,
there were many, many other moments on the chaise-longue with her pink em- wondered, for a moment, if there mi£
have been any truth at all to the gossip s
that he refused to talk about, begged her
broidered skirt puffed all around her.
to keep. quiet about because he felt a good The apple of his eye
had heard lately. That Aly was tired
deed was notwithin
for publicity
but forheart.
the deep
life, exhausted by his whirlwind pace w;
satisfaction
the human
"How were your skating lessons, my women, horses, cars, society.
Rita sat up in bed. She had lingered long love?"
Rita
asked,
leaning
over
to
embrace
No, she couldn't
that.
v
enough. Jim helped her into her robe. He Yasmin and kiss her.
too
Aly; Ifthebelieve
Aly shereached
knewLifewas
had summoned Yasmin from her skating
lovefullwithfor life.
death
out
"The
teacher
said
I
did
real
well.
But
lessons, and she was in her room playing. they wouldn't let me finish. They made him early, then the only comfort for all
them was that Aly had lived to the full
Rita squeezed Jim's hand.
me come home
early,
Mommy.and Why?"
wasn't with
feeling
wanted — and that he died with few, if any. regreE
"Do you want me to go with you?" Jim you"I to...be I here
asked.
me, well,
Yasmin, I because
Rita stars now in Story On Page O
Rita took a deep breath. "No. No, dar- I . . ." She couldn't go on. She couldn't
shatter the child's innocent heart. How later, in U.A.'s First Train To Babyl
ling. I... I must do it alone ..."
INSTANT-EASY

DYEING-easy

as 1-2-3*

taking
have to care
worryof everything
about a thing.and that I don't
33.
He'll
have
strength, the will-power
kind.
34. It would be nice if he liked to do
dishes. . . .
35. But I never want to see him in an
apron!
36.
He'llimpulsively.
have to be firm with me. I spend
money
37. He won't want me to be a baby or
'cute little girl.' I've had enough of that!
38.
love He'll
to gab!be able to talk to me, 'cause I
39. I guess, unconsciously, I visualize him
like my stepfather.
40. He'll have to be patient with my grooming habits,
'cause a lot of my success
depends
takes
a loton ofmytime!keeping neat . . . and that
41.
let mebekeep
my old,
friends.
42. He'll
It would
so nice
if weclosecould
just
stay home some evenings. I can get awful
tired of the social whirl in Hollywood.
43.
He'llwon't
want letto meprotect
me. him.
44. He
domesticate
45.
We'll
always
have
something
to look
forward to.

46. He won't mind having pets around the
house; I'm crazy about dogs.
47. We'llments webehave,
able and
to talk
any them
disagreeneverout fight
out.
48. He'll give me lots of perfume.
49.
We'll
constantly
be
discovering
things
about each other.
50. He'll want me to make him happy.
51.
He'll dress neatly, but that doesn't
necessarily
slovenly. mean formally . . . just not
52.
He'll makeseemthelikeeveryday
our
marriage
one long, routine
glamorousof
courtship.
53. We'll have our honeymoon in a spot
he picks,
for
me. and it'll be a complete surprise
54. He won't be moody.
55.
He'll treat me like a grown-up woman,
of course.
56. We'll make a career out of our marcareers.riage, just as determinedly as our other
57. Whenever I get lonely, he'll be nearby.
58.
our He'll
house beneatpatient
as a pin.when I don't keep
59. Of course we'll be in love, but . . .
60.
He'll never realize that I've caught
him!
END
Sandra's
newest
pictures
are
Portrait
Black, Daffy, Romanoff And Juliet (allIn
17-7),
bia. and Gidget Goes Hawaiian, Colum-

investigators
in his
office, afew yards
awaysmallfromPhiladelphia
the Bandstand
studio, and repeated, over and over again,
that he was innocent of any of their
charges.
"I have
never,in for
my for
part,payment
agreed into
play
a record
return
cash,"
Whilehe thesaid.investigators, for their part,
seemed unimpressed.
And as the first few days of questioning
passed it became more and more clear to
Dick that the boys in a back room on
Capitol Hill were getting busy tuning up
the drums
would
march
to the that
witness
chairaccompany
in Committeehis
Investigation Room No. 3 one day soon,
and that, because of the built-in bad publicity that normally accompanies most
occupants of that witness chair, a world he
had built these past few years, a comfortable and happy and prosperous world for
himself and his family, might soon come
tumbling down.
Those first few nights at home, following the questioning periods, then the show,
Dick said nothing about what had been
going on to Barbara, his wife.
him.And Barbara, likewise, said nothing to
"It wastheaswhole
if," Dick
"we over.
both
thought
thing recalls,
might blow
I was tense, and Barb knew it. The lies and
insinuations that were being hurled at me
now by certain parties stuck in my stomach, and hurt. But deep-down I was convinced that if I kept on telling the truth
I'd be believed and there would be nothing
to worry about. So I'd come home and say
nothing about
any investigation
I'd been—
through,
any headlines
I was making
I'd
eat
like
normal,
play
with
Richard
(his
three-year-old
son) andlikego normal,
some
TV with Barby
to bed, allwatch
like
normal. I had faith, as I said, in the truth.
And in people. Neither, I felt, would let
was a little over a week after the
meIt down."
preliminary talks with the committeemen

ended
when Dick's
wane.
One evening,
shortlyfaithafterbegan
he gotto home,
his phone rang. A reporter for one of the
country's
slick magazines
was calling fromleading
New York.
The reporter
was
soft-spoken and sympathetic.
"We think it's a damn shame up here,
what
the
reporteryou're
said. going
"If it'sthrough,
all rightClark,"
with you
I'd like to come down to Philly, talk to
youDickandresponded
get your bysidesaying
of thethat
story."
he apted the sympathy,
was a littlepreciaearly
for any but
story.he thought it
reporter,
"listen
there
are"Clark,"
millions said
and themillions
of kids
all —around
the country, and parents too, who are with
you
who want
got
to sayandabout
all this.to hear
You what
owe ityou've
to them,
He talked a little more, more and more
persuasively.
Till,
finally,
the story.the
For two
daysDickafteragreed
that, tobeginning
Clark."
following
morning, Dick talked with this
reporter, answered all his questions. They
talked
at Dick'soveroffice,
in inthea small
studio,restauwhile
takingrantwalks,
not far from lunch
the studio,
over afterthe-show cups of coffee.
Following the second and final day of
talks, they shook hands warmly as the
reporter
prepared
to leave
and head back
for home
and hisPhiladelphia
typewriter.
"Good
trip,"
were
Dick's
last words to
the reporter.
"Thanks, Clark — and good luck, best of
luck,
his lastwhenwordsDickto found
Dick.
It wasto you,"
later were
that night
out what the man had really been up to
all along. . . .
He and Barbara had a dinner date with
some friends. They left the house at about
seven
Richard Jr. was home,
sleeping;o'clock.
and Only
the babysitter.
It was about half an hour after they left
when sitter
thewentfront
doorbellAt rang.
The stood
baby-a
to answer.
the door
man who identified himself as a reporter
from NewviewingYork.
he'd been
Dick theseHepastsaidcouple
of daysinterand
that
he'd
dropped
by
for
some
more information.
The babysitter told him that Mr, and
Mrs. Clark weren't home.

Sandra Dee's Marriage Plans
; Continued from page 55)
'i liwenty-two.
8. He'll propose to me, probably when I'm
;' ,9.boutHe women.
won't be a gossip, especially not
HO.:\res.He'll make every major decision in our
' 1.robably
He'll benearer
six inches
a foot taller
taller.than me, and
|2. I go mad over clothes, so he'll have to
' lore than share our closet space!
13. He'll definitely have to be in charge of
pie budget.
4. I've always admired a man who's
:! ignified.
I'5.ne I can
wantgetmore
than spoiled.
one child,I know,
'cause I just
awfully
am
j'ne. We'll probably have four children.
j: S.ut He'll
want to myeat out
lots. Iislikedisastrous!
to cook,
sometimes
cooking
7 He won't expect me to act "icky!"
tjjS.
voice. we
,! 9. He'll
He'll have
be thea deep,
one tomasculine
decide where
1 >.ke our vacation.
! p.»r I'll
a very good
mother,
our bechildren,
not for
him. I think, but
ft. He'll want me near him, but not all
|%e time.
2. I want to have the feeling that he's
Thank God for Barbara
...Continued from page 52)
1 io. I had a mad crush on her. She was my
frst honest-to-goodness love. But Susan,
ijKly
ie'd pay she
me very
little memind.wasInwhenever
fact, the
did ofnotice
W was time
in any kind
trouble — if I hurt myI ;lf playing, if I was worried about somef-{'ung, if I was angry about something.
\ hen, seeing me like this, she'd say to me,
W ithoutwould
asking
wrong,inside
'Dickie,
you what
like was
to come
and
I nell my vanilla bean?' And then she'd
ji jartment
ad me intoandtheoverkitchen
of
her
family's
to a cabinet, where
■ ■ ie kept a big olive jar with a bean inside
ej'j
she'd real
lift sweet-smelling
off the lid and andlet deme
ifckeAnda whiff,
lj:ious, it was. And then she'd say to me,
Hfow
thattomake
!*jel allDickie,
better doesn't
again, just
smell everything
that lovely
vanilla
bean?'
And
I'd
look
up from
iitir, at that pretty face of hers,
and the
I'd
luy, 'Yes, Susie, it sure does ... it sure
jbes/' . . . Well, that was the little story I
(Alld
Barbara
once. It's
buther even
nj ough
she laughed
whenstrange,
anda
en though
she repeated
itI totoldsomeone
:I uple of days later, I'd have thought she'd
■if ve forgotten it after a while. But she
passed.loose
And forcame
lienin't.allYears
hell broke
me — theand time
she
lidn't. . . ."
e investigation
JiThe hell to which Dick refers erupted
|*|e day early last November, when a Con,j, : .'essional
committee,
with jockeys,
the TV
»iz scandals,
turned finished
next to disk
acing their carefully -honed needle on a
, nks.
cord of alleged corruption in the deejay
, That day, committee investigators came
I ringing out at Dick Clark, the biggest
■ DUgh
ejay heof managed
them all.toAnd
a week,
hide within
it well from
his
. nerican Bandstand cameras and his
j 000,000 viewers, Dick was a very muchstressed young man.
j For day after day, for a few hours belj -e show-time each day, Dick sat with the

know,"
the get
reporter
all"Iright
— I can
what said.
I want"Butjustthat's
by
glancing
around."
Then
he
walked
past
the
woman
and
started to look around the house. He took
notes on items of furniture; how much
furniture there was, what it looked like.
At one point he went over to some draperies, felt them and said to the babysitter, "Mmmm, pretty expensive taste your
boss"I wouldn't
has." know," the woman said.
Then he began to question her. He
asked
she about
knew what
about items
Mr. Clark's
financialwhatstatus,
around
the house were gifts and what had been
bought
by
him.
He asked and asked.
But
She the
was babysitter
suspiciouswouldn't
of this answer.
man. She
hadn't liked his barging in in the first
place, andtioning now
tactics. she didn't like his quesSoftly, she told him that he had better
leave.
and didn't, she told
himWhenagain,he just
loudlysmiled,
this time.
"You're trespassing, sir," she said. "I
don't know about the law in New York,
but in Pennsylvania trespassing's illegal.
. . . Nowon, ifbeginning
you'll get tooutheadof myfor way
" she
went
the —phone,
" —That
I'm going
to
call
the
police."
did it.
The reporter left.
What some people are waiting for
"When Barbara and I got home the
babysitter told me what had happened,"
Dick
description
the
man I says.
knew "From
it was theher same
fellow I'dofbeen
confiding
in
these
past
two
days.
I
couldn't
believe it ... At first, I blew up. I thought
of that reporter, with me these past two
days, his smiles, his laughter, his sympathy,
his handshakes — all of it so phony. Suddenly, Iblew up. I wished he were still
there, in the house, so I could belt him one
the nose. Ilike
beganthatto shout.
what
ain character
deserves,'That's
breaking
into a man's house like that,' I shouted.
Barbara,
the baby's
seeing howwho'dhe been
was, incame
rushingroom,
out.
'Dick,' she said, 'that wouldn't do any
good — and it certainly wouldn't help you,
not at a time like this. It's just what some
people are waiting for. It's all they'd need!"
"Barbara's phrase, what she'd said about
people
waitingSomefor,'people,
began
to'whatspinsome
around
in myare head.
I thought. Waiting . . . waiting. . . .
thoughtothersof people
this reporter,
like"I some
I knew like
of, jealous
people
—pure and simple, jealous people, who begrudged me because
I'dcouldn't
become wait
something
ofme a get
success
to seeI
it inandthewhoneck.
Some people,
thought, make the whole thing — the hard
work, the planning, the struggling, the
prayers, the hopes — not worth it at all.
"After and
our I babysitter
the Inight
Barbara
had a talk, left
a longfor talk.
told
her how disgusted I was with everything
and
I
asked
her
if
she'd
mind
if
I
quit
the
business, show business, after this mess
was over. Some sources have reported that
I wanted to quit right then and there. This
isn't true. inAt theno towel.
point did
I ever beconsider
throwing
It would
like a
prizefighter
sitting
in a But
comerit isandtruequitting
before
the first
round.
that I
thought of getting out eventually. And I
talked to Barbara about it that night.
"She heard
out. shook
She saw
ap ointed Iwas,me how
I washowby disthe
accusations being made, how shook I was
that some sources were calling me a liar,
already, before I had a chance to be heard.
"When I was through talking she said to
me,
'Dick, I —couldn't
care less
you leftI
the business
you should
knowif that.
don't care if you become a shoe salesman,

used to say, 'Just take a whiff of that lovely bean and see if everything doesn't feel
all
you' when
. . . Isn't
she better
used toinside
say, Dick,
you that
were what
just
"Yes," said Dick.
a Suddenly,
little boy?"from the kitchen, Richard Jr
called out.
"Oh-oh,"
Barbara,
And
Dick said
turned
back "I'd
to hisbetter
jar. go."
He picked it up now, brought it to his
nose, slowly, and he took a whiff.
"And it came to me at that moment," he
says,
..
"You"what
know,a lucky
once guy
at aI really
teen-agewas.panel
discussion, somebody brought up the question: What is the difference in your opinion between young love and married love?
"It was a hard question — I thought — but I
answered
as best I could.
is exciting,it challenging,
full 'Teen-age
of pitfalls love
and
always
new,'
I
said.
'Married
love,'
I said,
'can
be
exciting,
depending
on
the
two
people involved but, as exciting as it can
be,"Iit saw
usually is not
new.'
as Iatstood
holding thenow,
olive this
jar, morning,
looking down
thai
funny
that I'd been
wrong inlittle
my vanilla
answer bean,
that day.
"Days may
pass, months,
may pass
between
two married
people.years
Nothing
new
may
seem
to
happen.
Life
becomes
You love one another, but you routine
hardly
bother to tell that to one another anymore.
You hardly know how to say it without
sounding silly after a while. And then,
suddenly, something happens, trouble, for
instance.
said isagain,
much loveAnd
thereit'sreally
betweenanew,the how
two
of you. With all the sentiment and beauty
there is in a good heart thrown in for good
measure. The way Barbara said it to me
Dickmorning."
goes on:
that"You
know — I knew how much, thai
morning, I loved my wife. And all sorts oJ
things
I'd
Barbara
important almost
momentsforgotten
in our about
life, treasureo
moments to a woman, I guess, but moment;
a man can easily forget, came rushing back
to "Imythought
mind nowher— the night I asked hei
her
cry. me —of the
to marry
first time I ever saw
"I
thought
of
her
the night
we were
married, how she laughed
so hard
and
blushed
so
much
when
we
got
to
our
and this pound of rice came rolling hote1
from
my hair as I bent to sign the register.
Walter Slezak claims he has a
"I thought of how her voice sounded thai
very fine waterproof watch. Any
day, ingyears
after wewe were
were trying
married,so allharddur-tc
which time
water that leaks in can't possibly
have a baby, when she phoned me at work
Earl
Wilson
get out.
in the New York Post
to tell me she'd just taken a pregnancy
test and had passed it— 'What did the
rabbit
say?' said
I'd asked
her, and
she'd said. . .
"The rabbit
yes, Daddy
. . . Daddy.
Finally, listlessly, he got out of bed.
"I thought
ofwasthe born,
look when
in herI eyes
th«
night
Richard
saw hei
He went
into the
— showered,
shaved.
He came
back bathroom
to the bedroom
and right after, when before I had a chance
tc
dressed. Then, as he reached for a comb ask her how she was feeling, she asked
which lay on the bureau, he saw it, sitting 'How are you. Dick? . . . Are you all right?
there
on the bureau, alongside the comb.
"I thought of how patient she's been with
He looked.
me
these years,
faults
of mine someshe'c
He looked again.
had allto put
with, the
my sometimes.
short temper
And then he called out for his wife.
times, myupmoodiness
"Barb — is this," he asked, incredulous,
"I thought of the evenings, lots of evepointing, "is this what you went out to
nings, when
home from
and
she'd
askI'dif come
we couldn't
go outworkfoi
nodded.
buyBarbara
this morning?"
a
while,
and
I'd
say,
'No,
honey,
I'm tired
"This?" Dick asked again. "For me?"
something
that —allforgetting
in the like
house
day, whathow a she'c
nics
"Yes," said Barbara, nodding again. She —been
change
it
might
be
for
her
to
get
out foi
smiled. "Really Dick, you can close your
mouth now — there's nothing so amazing a bit.
"I thought
of all these
thingsjar,as whiffins
I stooc
about it,"
a jartheof there
olives
andshea said.
vanilla"I just
bean,bought
removed
now, holding
my olive
olives from the jar and put in the vanilla my vanilla bean.
bean instead . . . Isn't that the way Susie,
"AndmyI discovered,
unashamedly,
that '.
loved
wife possible.
more than
I ever though'
the
landlady's daughter, used to do it?" was
she asked.
humanly
"Yes," said Dick.
"As I discovered, standing there now
"And," Barbara said, "like little Susie sniffing that little bean, that my cares

anything. I don't
care if I have
toatakeplumber,
pack
tomorrow
the upbabyeverything
and just the
three ofandus wego
away, to Timbuctoo, or farther even.
" 'But,' she said, 'you might care, Dick.
Think of that. Show business, your show —
everything it all means to you — talking to
your kids, your teen-agers, playing music
for
that'sAndallitpretty
bloodthem
by —now.
might much
be hardin toyour
get
out"Sheof your
blood,
just
like
talked more, about the that.'
good friends
I'd madeotherin good
the business, that
dozens of them;
about
me because of thethings
business. had come to
she said,before
'So think
of all
this."AndThinkonceofmore
it carefully
you make
up your mind. For yourself, for your own
eventual
good,to Dick.'
"We went
bed a little while later. I
couldn't sleep. What Barbara had said
hadn't changed
my mind.
was
disgusted,
confused.
And Not
I justreally.
lay Ithere
most of the night, tossing and turning, trying to get some sleep, but not able to.
"I guess
at about
four,
or five.I finally
Anyway,did itdoze
mustoffhave
been
about
seven
o'clock
when
I
half-woke
and
saw that Barbara was up already, dressed,
obviously about to go out.
her."'Where are you going, Barb?' I asked
" 'To the store,' she said.
"'At this hour?' I said. 'What for?'
and"Sheshemumbled
left. something I didn't catch,
"I fell asleep again a few minutes later.
"And time
it wasthatonly
after I'da couple
awakened
the
second
morning,
of hours
later, when I realized what it was she'd
The for.bedroom
was empty. Dick could
gone
. . ." in the
hear ardBarbara,
his breakfast.
A kitchen,
radio wasgiving
on inRichthe
living room. Bobby Darin was gargling his
way
through
Clementine,
a
then-big
hit.
From the kitchen Dick heard Richard call
out at one point, "Mommy, is that Bobby
Da- win? That Bobby singing?" "That's
right," Barbara said, laughing, " — that's
Dick, Da-win."
hearing this exchange, started to
Bobby
smile.
the now,
smile hedidn't
More Butawake
beganlastto for
thinklong.of
the events of the night before, the week,
two weeks, before.

problems,
all the
had
had
me so worries
bugged— the
nightthings
before,thatthose
Two weeks before — were leaving me. one
by one.
"I realized suddenly, too. that it was
Only 20 minutes more than last night's pin-up
morning,
beginning
a -new day . . .
that I couldthe face
anythingof now.
"I putI looked
down theintojartheandmirror,
picked inupfront
my
comb.
wake
up
of me.
'" 'Youto myself,
just keep
paddling
along.everyBoy.'
I said
"because,
you know,
to be just
okav fans'"
For thing
the mightnextturnfiveoutmonths.
16.000.000
with a
and the entire entertainment industry
waited to see what would happen to Dick.
Dick himself, meanwhile, continued paddling along, waiting for the committee
hearings to begin.
"Those five months weren't exactly
^ permanent/,
easy,"nesshewouldrecalls.
return. '"Unavoidably
And when it the
did. tenseit was
Barbara who came through, as always. She
stayed calm, never moped, never acted disaged. And I'dbeing
become
looking at courher.
with right
her. again,
It was justas
simple as that. . . ."
Dick inClark's
biggest D.show
April,
Washington.
C. began in late
It
began
with
a
bang
—
for the prosecution.
Dick, silent as the committee flung its
charges
at him. waited for his chance to
defend himself.
His chance come, finally, he spoke up.
He spoke softly, surely.
have never
accepted
he"Irepeated,
answering
the any
officialbribery."
charge
against
him.
"As
far
as
investing
companies and making some moneyin other
from
these investments." he said. "I followed
theTheground
rules
that
existed."
charges and questions kept coming
those next two days.
Dick kept answering them
And soon it seemed that the case against
himThere
was was
beginning
fizzle. when it was
no actualto verdict
all over. But it appeared to most people
that Dickthehadcommittee
come out chairman,
on top whensummed
Oren
Harris,
up by saying: "You're not the inventor of
Only new Bobbi waves while you sleep . . .
the system or even its architect. You're a
product of it" — then adding: "Surely, Dick
Clark,
you're
a
fine
young
man."
brushes into a softly feminine, lasting hairstyle
Dick's enemies writhed.
"Obviously,"
one ofperspicacity
them, "theas
chairman
showedsaidas much
If you can put up your hair in
anyButfifteen-year-old."
pin curls, you can give yourself a
his friends and fans rocked with joy.
Back home in Philadelphia that night
Bobbi — the easy pin curl permaDick found
telegrams
nent. It takes only twenty minutes
tered aroundhundreds
the diningofroom
table, scatfrom
people all over the country, congratulating
more than a setting! Then, the
him and wishing him well.
Connie Francis phoned from New York.
t
wave "takes" while you sleep beFabian and Frankie Avalon phoned
S
cause Bobbi is self-neutralizing.
from Hollywood.
Bobby Darin, in Philadelphia that night,
In the morning you wake up with
dropped
by
to
see
Dick.
Bobby
was
tireda permanent that brushes into a
looking and Dick started to chide him for
working so hard, for not taking it easier.
soft, finished hairstyle with the last"Yeah," Bobby agreed, "big eye-bags
ing body only a permanent gives.
gotta go . . . But man, like you're sure
looking
good." alongside
Turning Dick
to Barbara,
Complete kit, $2.00. Refill, $1.50.
was standing
at the who
mohe said.good
"Likecareyou've
been
taking ment,prettv
of ourmaybe
bov here,
The most convenient permanent of all— home or beauty shop!
hey,Barbara
Mrs. C?"looked over at Dick and
shrugged.
Dick looked over at her and smiled and
took her hand.
Neither of them said anything.
They simply continued looking at one
another.
And. felt
somehow,
certainit wasthird
present
suddenlya that
like partytime
for him to disappear, on the double.
Which he did. . . .
END
Dick can still be seen starring in Columbia's Because They're Young.

Here's Charlie!
(Continued from page 48)
to come up with something satisfactorily
sensational. Each time I finished lamely
—withfindonly
the the
rightbaremantruth:
who "All
reallyI can
lovessayyouis
and really wants to stay married. Then
marry
They him."
grinned and nodded wisely. "Ah,
so!People
You keep
secret,I finally
yes?" realized, want
all over,
to make everything so darned complicated, especially an elemental emotion
such
as plain,
old-fashioned
At the
Academy
Awards in love.
March when
Susan Hayward's words, ". . . and the
winner
is
—
Charlton
Heston,"
him
officially best screen actor of made
the year,
Chuck did what to him came naturally.
He grabbed me and planted a long, ardent,
expressive smacker on my startled lips
before approximately 84,000,000 delighted
TV kibitzers. Then he trotted up on stage
to get his Oscar.
Well, when we finally turned the key to
our hilltop house around 6:30 the next
morning, we had to read our way through
telegrams stacked like giant cornflakes
against the front door. Inside, the phone
rang like a station-house general alarm.
Soon the mailman was dumping sacks of
letters from all over America and places
as remote as Rome, Paris, and Tokyo.
The gist of it all:
"What a thrilling, nice and wonderful
thing
that raked
was forhisyoubrown
to do!"curls in beCharlie
wilderment atthis. "Say," he puzzled, "I
can't have been the first guy in history
ever to kiss his wife, can I?"
Miracles
I guess in a town notoriously ripped
and torn by domestic rivalries, and paved
with divorce
decrees,
a simpleCharlie
kiss sometimes seems like
a miracle.
Heston has always seemed like a miracle to
me, anyway. Because ever since we met
back in Northwestern University around
eighteen years ago, miracles have been
happening.
Only last December, for example, when
Chuck and I were away in London, a roaring brush fire flared in Coldwater Canyon
back of Beverly Hills, where our new
house soars out into space on a mountain
spur. The grim news was flashed to us:
TOHouse
BURN.in path of flames — seems certain
I dissolved into tears. But Chuck would
have none of the tragic thought. "Don't
worry. Nothing will happen to our house,"
he assured me. "It can't."
it didn't.
raced
to Well,
its edge,
searedBillowing
trees on flames
the terrace,
buckled some glass. Then surprisingly,
they leaped over the roof to the other
side. Firemen told us on our return, "We
can't understand it. Your place should
have
burned
And they used
thatOr, word
— "Ittohow
wasashes."
a miracle."
consider
we
got that house in
the firstnitely diplace.
defid not wantOf itallwasthe a things
house. I There
was already a Heston house — or an eightroom lodge, rather — up in the virgin forMichigan's
and estI ofcould
go to getpeninsula,
away fromwhere
it all.Chuck
And
the way our lives were ordered, I wanted
no part of possessions that possessed us,
housekeeping
ing roots in anyresponsibilities
California soil.or restrictBoth Chuck and I liked to hop around
the world like flying kangaroos. All I
wanted was an apartment where I could
just lock the door and forget it. We had
68 two that were perfect: one in New York's

Tudor
visits,Towers
and homebase
mammothCityLaforBrea
in midtownat
Los Angeles. For eight years we were
serenely
So, whenhappy
our with
baby that
son, set-up.
Fraser, started
getting active and Chuck started making
noises like a householder, I discreetly
changed the subject. Indulgently, I made
the rounds of old houses with Chuck, but
they were either in the wrong place, too
old, or too expensive to remodel. That
was
relief.great with me; I breathed sighs of
Then one afternoon Charlton thundered
in all got
out of breath.
"Come on," he Hurrypanted.
"I've
ing me intoa big
his surprise
Corvette, forhe you!"
raced me up
the canyon, led me, blindfolded with his
handkerchief, out on a point. "Now," he
What I saw was a breathtaking, 360said,
degree"look!"
view, over half Los Angeles and
Beverly
even that inwell-known
Catalinatance. Hills,
Islandwith
the disIburst
intoshimmering
tears.
Suddenly I knew this was the place.
All
problems
wereelsesolved.
I didn't
want myto live
anywhere
but right
here
— and in a house with Chuck.
A working project
more both
miracleof— these.
the greatest
of all —is
layOnebehind
His name
Fraser
Clarke
Heston,
and
by
now
a
bright, button-eyed
of he'sfive.
Neither
Chuck nor I towhead
can imagine
life
without 'Fray.' But when I called from
my backstage
dressingsix room
apolis theater some
years inago,a Minnecaught
Charlton in Paramount's wardrobe department, and announced breathlessly, "You're
going to be a father!" the answer I got
was, "A baby? That's impossible! What
in But
the what
world was
will towehappen
do withto it?"
me later on
about that house, smote Chuck exactly the
same way now about the baby news. "The
greatest
my doctor
life," he'll
you
now, "wasmoment
when ofthat
cametelldown
the
hall
and
said,
'Congratulations
—
you're
the father of a fine son!' Those were the
most glorious lines I've ever heard
And Iwhen
arms,
could thetellnurse
by hisputfacehimthatin Charlie's
this was
going to be a working project.
Ispoken!"'
must confess, though, that when I first
met Charlie
ideas
about us.I Hehadwasno a 'working
freshie at project'
Northwestern University and we were in a
dramatics class together. The first time I
became aware of his existence was when
he almost blasted me out of my seat with
J IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII*
~~ Richard
live onmore
a simple
budget. Boone:
Never Ispend
than "~
~ 10 per cent of my income.
Sidney Skolskv ~
2
in
the
Ti i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iNew
i i iYork
i i i Post
i i i i ~7
a critique of a play we were analyzing.
"It's skeletal," pronounced Chuck in a
deep, bass voice. . . .
I was a small-town girl from Wisconsin,
with acting ambitions. Charlton looked like
Young Abe Lincoln of Illinois. He was a
gangling, bony bumpkin from the Michigan
sticks,
boy wild
in thebackwoods
raw. He'dof Rosbeen
brought nature
up common
in the
County, which
his grandad
bought—
yep, inthe1902.
wholeUnfortunately,
county— for he$80,000
at a tax sale
sold
it before oil was discovered, but Chuck
owns 1,400 acres of homeland on Russell
Lake, named after his dad, where that
getaway
is. Hehebought
with The
the
first
movielodgemoney
made itfrom
Greatest Show on Earth, because that's

where his roots are — he loves the land
Chuck went to a country school where
one teacher taught all eight grades, where
sometimes it was too cold to hold a pencr
and
you frozen
couldn'tstiff.useHe ahunted,
pen because
the
ink was
fished anc
trapped all over the wilderness from the
time he could scamper, and when he go*
lost — as he once did — Charlton (that's his
mom's
maiden
name) saved
own lifeof
by
getting
hisgeese.
directions
from hisa wedge
northerning
Two on a scholarship
The reason Chuck was in Northwestern
on
dramatiche never
scholarship—
I was —
was abecause
had manylikeplaymates
besides muskrats, beaver, a few deer and
unsociable bobcats. So, he lay under the
pines
for hours
all sorts of derringdo books,
then reading
let his imagination
act out
every character in the pages. Once, he
got
so
carried
away
with
himself
in the
role of a wandering knight, that he grabbed
a spare shirt, some cake and apples, a
kitchen knife for a sword and a few books
for dream fuel and swung down the road
to High Adventure. But when the sun
went down, the frogs croaked, owls hooted
and bears grunted, Sir Fearnaught Heston
hightailed back home. Still, by the time he
was ready for college. Chuck was a natural
actor.
all he'd knew
been about
doing for
But That's
what Chuck
girlsyears.
you
could had
put ina date.
an empty
He'd
never
When shotgun
he finallyshell.
badgered
me into his first date I reported to my
mother
thus: "I've rude
just and
gone crude,
out withwildly
the
most uncivilized,
untidy,
impossible
man
on
the
campus!"
It's a ofsmallspurned
wonder,marriage
considering
the
number
proposals
made, that Chuck lasted it out, but he was
obviously a bear for punishment. Each
time I reiterated forcefully what I had said
at the start— that if Mr. C. C. Heston was
the last man left on earth, I would leap
at the chance to be a spinster.
Then how did we ever make it to a parson? It must have been the subtle workmy sheer awedemonstrated,
at Chuck's
nerve.ing of love,
This orwaselsedramatically
to my amazement, one New Year in our
senior year. At the time Chuck held down
a job as night elevator boy at a flossy
North Shore apartment house, while I
worked in the college cafeteria. A bonanza
of Christmas tips dropped $100 in his big
paws, a sum which could keep him in
courting money for at least a year. Instead,
Chuck thought Big, chunking the wad on
one
prove to mecounty.
he'd
come dazzling
a long waypitchfromto Roscommon
He rented a full-dress outfit, top hat and
all, and invited me to the exclusive Pump
Room
at Chicago'scostliest
Ambassador
just
the swankiest,
joint East—
in town.
Whirling, or stumbling, about the floor like
a Gold Coast playboy
condescendingly to a few— Chuck
outragedwaved
residents
ofdollar
his apartment
house
who'd
dropped
bills in the tip-kitty to finance tenthe
needy
elevator
boy's
evening!
So
Chuck
lost
his
job,
but
for
better
worse he won. How could I keep on sayingor
no to a wild man like that? I didn't for
long, even
stream
of proposals had tothough
come Chuck's
via Western
Union.
The
Army Air Corps gave him his greetings
and
shipped
him
to
Greensboro,
North
Carolina, for training. One day, about
spring vacation, I wired from Northwestern
I ACCEPT,
tickethadto Greensboro. School,anditbought
turned a out,
become
deadly
dull
without
the
'wild
man'
around.
We our
got hitched
St. Patrick's weDay,took1944.in
On
hurry-upon honeymoon
aseatsf
play And
and the
the hotel
usher clerk
led usevento separate
tried to
sell
Also, when
the usbriefa room
leave with
was twin
over. beds!
Chiick-adlisiled

North, like those geese, to a lonely radio
station, shivering out what was left of the
War in the foggy Aleutians. I had to hit
the books again at college. For years after,
it seemed, everything that turned up
yanked us in two different directions.
Strictly from hunger
We had a few months of love on a dime
after J-Day, when Chuck came back, fat
as a pig from sitting around the frosty
Port Heiden hut stuffing his chow. "My
hero!"
him.
But heI saidsoonsarcastically
slimmed when
downI saw
through
necessity. In fact, the housekeeping we set
up in a furnished Chicago room was
strictly from hunger. Our cupboard was an
old
our stove
a dinky thehotplate
and
our trunk,
automatic
dishwasher
bathroom
basin. All we had to gorge ourselves on
was $8we a moved
week. toIt New
wasn'tYork.much better
when
There I got a job for $30 a week as a
model and Chuck was strictly a kept man
for the dismal months he pounded Broadway cement trying for a break. The luxury
house which we have today is in stark
contrast to the dark cold-water flat in
Hell's
where the
steamshpis
the
docks Kitchen
nearby shook
window at with
whistle blasts and trucks rumbled by night
and day,
bed — one, together
by the
way,
whichshaking
Chuckourhammered
from some rough boards for a total outlay
of $2.60. We were so poor that once Chuck
— who marketed with me so he could lug
home the groceries — held up a checkout
line
minutes returning
seven-centwe
can twenty
of evaporated
milk we adecided
didn't
need.
Still,Chuck
in the and
luckier
years sothatsentimental
followed,
both
I were
about that shabby pad that we kept paying
the rent for years until a wrecking crew
got it. Reason? We were together then.
We
weren't
together much after our two
careers
got rolling.
The first man-sized stage break Charlton
got
sent
him
At approximately
the same timeto IBoston.
broke the
ice in a road
company headed for Chicago. After that —
well
—
that
honeymoon
usher
sure picked
the right omen with those separate
seats.
Only
the
true-bluest
type
of
need,
and devotion could have kept trust,
a marriage
growing in those ticklish far-apart first
years. We can look back and laugh today,
atalthough
the time.things weren't always so funny
We've
past each
other
in planesactually
headingwhizzed
in different
directions.
We've
met
in
railroad
stations,
to
share
cup of coffee and a kiss at a lunch counter,a
then raced for separate gates at an
"A-l-1-1-1for Aboard!"
Once I had
fiftyonly
gueststo
coming
an Anniversary
dinner,
stick Chuck with the job of feeding them
whenoffer.
a "Come
once"Chuck
call came
job
Anotherat time
had towith
leavea
me holding the same bag to mix drinks at
a cocktail party for eighty. For a long
time,
and Icities
had ofseparate
sets Weof
friendsCharlie
in assorted
the U.S.A.
had several sets of clothes, automobiles,
furniture, apartments, even cooks, thousands of miles apart. We've had to settle on
long-distance
calls, forface"I love
look at a longed-for
over you's,"
TV. A orfewa
times there have been some not so laughable misunderstandings.
One time, for example, Chuck called me
in New York from Hollywood at 3:00 a.m.
only
wires,wasof
course,to get
but aitman's
kept voice.
up untilCrossed
everyone
snapping misunderstandings and sharp
words. Another time I switched on my TV.
only to scream at Chuck's gory head
hoistedplaying
up offMacbeth
his neck.thatI didn't
was
night, know
and thathe
the
vision was achieved with
trick horrible
camera effects.
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But getting back to reality, I was in
Minneapolis playing The Seven Year Itch
when my tummy got woozy mornings and
a doctor gave me the madonna tidings.
By the time, back in Hollywood, that
Chuck accepted the frightening fact of
approaching fatherhood, I had rambled
around the country dodging spring floods,
narrowly missed a train wreck and kept
the show going (with Fraser making his
stage entrance ahead of mine) before I
gave up. No sooner had I hit home nest
in Los Angeles, than Chuck tore off to
Egypt
for three Luckily,
months hewith
Ten
Commandments.
madeTheit back
for the main event. By then I was so
used to handling things by myself that
when Chuck called, from the set to ask
how timing
I was myI said,
was
labor"Fine,"
pains ateventhe though
moment. I
Fraser hasn't worked since
Today we call our son "the youngest
retiredmonths
actor ofinageHollywood"
three
Fray playedbecause
the Babyat
Moses in the bulrushes and hasn't worked
since.
Thingslikearen't
quitemyso hand
final inwitha
me, I still
to keep
make-up kit; in fact, only last summer
we
played together
State ofBarbara.
the UnionA
in summer
stock atin Santa
family
project
like
that's
fine,
but
as for
whipping off to all points of the compass,
not any more. My ambition's simply gone
out
because I'm so fulfilled as a
wife toandlunch,
mother.
I'm not the self-sacrificing wife or anylike that,
me. It's justoutthatof
now Ithingget
the believe
same satisfaction
Charlie's
career
as
I
once
did my lastown.year.
I guess I proved that to myself
About
was setthefor time
New the
York,Ben-Hur
in came premiere
a juicy
picture offer for me. It meant a location

"DARK-EYES"
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in Denver just as Charlton was set for his
triumph. I turned it down.
when Chuck
tookAndon itThehappened
Tumbler again
on Broadway.
Same
week he signed for that play I was offered
a run-of-play contract with another on
the same big street. "N-n-no," I hedged to
Chuck cautiously, "what if your play's a
flop and mine's a hit? Then we'd be
separated
again, awouldn't
we?"my rejected
That's lasted
exactly
what and
happened.
The
Tumbler
week
opus
and I'm glad I'm not
runningis still
withrunning,
it.
The truth is, since Fraser has made us
a trio I find nothing in show business
rewarding enough to pry me away. When
Chuck moved to Rome with Ben-Hur, it
was aowned
family bymove.
We found
an ancient
villa
the noble
Flavian
family
outside
Rome
where
the
Emperor
mitian once spent his holidays. It Dohad
formal gardens, fountains everywhere and
a private entrance to the Catacombs, if
you
liked that
sort oftenthing.
We most
lived ofat
the Horti
Flaviani
months,
which I spent wondering if Charlie would
show up in one piece at night. In fact,
during this spell Paris Match, the French
picture
anxiouslypaper,
on asprinted
Chuck shots
lashedof mehis looking
chariot
perilously around the Spina racing Steve
Boyd.
"Madame
hands)
Heston . They
crispaitcaptioned
les mains"them(wrings
her
The loveliest present
Even with all the suspense we look back
on that Roman Holiday with tenderness.
When it was over, Chuck gave me the
loveliest present I've ever had from
him. It'shea designed
gold bracelet
pendants
and hadwith
cast. three
One
says, "Roma-MCMLVIII," another "C.L.F." 09

glory

■l

lingers

'-fin

on

'

Fraser Heston's now a great big boy of five, but he made his mark in the
world (with his foot, signing a contract for Cecil B. DeMille) at three months.
When Charlton Heston made his first impact across the American screen as Moses in The Ten Commandments, his little son
Fraser was allowed to be on for a short while as the baby Moses.
As a matter of fact, he'd been promised the part before he was
born. Cecil B. DeMille had told the Hestons the baby could have
the part if it turned out to be a boy. Charlton didn't know it then,
but as the child got older, he never forgot what he'd been told
about his few glorious moments on the screen.
One day after that film was released, the Heston family were
out for a drive and stopped for a light on Sunset Boulevard. Some
fans in the next car recognized the man at the wheel and called
out, "Hey, Moses, say hello!"
Before Mrs. Heston could stop him, Fraser stood up and leaned
over and waved, all smiles, to the people in the other car.
Then he turned to his father and lisped proudly, "Look, Daddy,
they know me !"

for
the threeofHeston
initials and the Roman
third's
a replica
the First-Century
marble pillar standing outside our palace.
Ben-Hur has been more than just another picture for Charlton. Ever since it
opened it has been more like a career. So
far, he's traveled over 30,000 miles plugping
I've been you
with sayhimwhen
for
25,000.the"I'llepic.
go anywhere
I'm free," Chuck obligingly told MGM
when they asked him to spread the word.
"But notcently wefortooklongoff without
my wife." Refor Australia.
I think I've paid my way, too, just in
terms
keepinglinesChuck
artist inof most
has no'presentable'—
clothes sensean
worth mentioning, cut or color. He leaves
things lying around in a rumpled mess.
He
London-tailored
shirtsjamsandexpensive
ties, hand-made
boots and Sulka
suits
from Italy into his bags as if they came
from
Woolworth's.
He
won't
buy
a
rag
unless forced to; in Rome I had to coax
Brioni,
the
famous
tailor,
out
to
the
Be?iHur set to measure Chuck for a jacket. I
guess you might say I'm the neat type,
and he isn't! In a lot of other ways we're
different too. I'm a self-confessed "hypochondriac and gloomy
has the relaxed
pulseCassandra,"
beat of a Charlton
tortoise.
He's never
sick, and
has a cast-iron
ach. He snoozes
on planes,
between stomtakes
on sets, even up to ten minutes before
he
goes
on
a
two-hour
live
TV
show.
Chuck rises early and I like to sleep late.
He plays tennis, I swim; he paints, while
I click my Leica. I drive a Thunderbird;
Chuck pets his Corvette. I play the piano;
he
tune, although
he loves
musiccan'tso carry
much a there
are twenty-seven
speakers scattered around the new house.
When we built it, Chuck went for a steam
room as his extravagance. Mine was a
battery of drying lights in my bathroom.
Since I'm the orderly but sentimental
type, maybe the most exasperating husband-habit of Charlie's
tendency
forget important
dates isina the
creativeto
daze
he
wanders
around
in
when
he's
deep in a picture part. On a day that
happened to be my birthday, we dined
at Alfredo's
Alfredo
himselffamous
makes restaurant
a big fuss inoverRome.
any
guest's
birthday.
So,
when
I spied
another
lucky girl getting the cake,
champagne
and
musicit'streatment
I said,and
"Charlie,
pretend
my birthday
have let's
him
silly," grunted Chuck. "It's
do "Don't
that forbe me."
notHeyour
birthday."
didn't
come
were atwalking down the hallto tountilourwe room
the
Excelsior Hotel. Then suddenly the poor
guy
plunked
down
on
the
carpet
and
banged his head on the floor as the awful
truth smote him. "I forgot!" he yelped. "I
So, the various
feeling is what counts,
andnever
dewe haveActually,
come spite
close toannoyances,
a real quarrel.
there are plenty of other departments in
forgot!"
which we see eye to eye. One is travel.
We're both gypsies. Just open a travel
folder and we're hooked. Another is the
outdoors.
the Girla Scout
and
lucky
I am.I'm Because,
couple type,
of times
a year at least, Chuck finds some excuse
to pack us back to Russell Lake in MichiThere'sto nothetelephone
there and it's
three gan.
miles
nearest road.
We like it best in winter when sometimes it's 24° below and even the pair of
golden
head foreagles
cover.whoWe rule
cooktheoverpinea roosts
wood
stove and pile on the blankets at night.
Daytimes we wheel a shack out on the
frozen lake, cut holes in the ice and fish.
It's a great shot in the arm for us all.
He's a hityeartheandroada
with
us goes
ever along
since too.
he was
halfFrayold.

Last year when we traveled through the
last with Ben-Hur Fray went along all
he2gedway.
privilook Inat Washington
inner sanctumswe ofgotthea White
louse, even spied President Eisenhower
aving a conference in the Round Room.
On the tour Fray got so excited he dropped
is toy six-gun and I snatched it up. "Let
leWell,
carryas it,"
I whispered.
we rounded
a corner and headed
orlearning
the President's
open pointed
door, there
I was,
gun in hand
ominously
head. Two Secret Service men leaped out
f comers and grabbed me. I lost my
cice. Chuck stepped in to straighten out
ie misunderstanding and explain the toy
efore
they unhanded
ncomfortable
moment. me. But it was an
Iirilled.
was Ipretty
— and bethen
thoughtscared
it might
verypretty
easy
3r a man to forget the little woman in a
pot like that.
heartbreak
Continued from page 51)
link of something clever, something funny
j say, but the words stuck in his throat.
.11 he could say was, "Shall we eat at a
rench restaurant tonight?"
'If youremembered
want to . . that
. ," Carol
said. she
He
sometimes
idn't like to talk much, so he asked if
x o'clock
right, Heandasked
she
lid
yes, thatwould
wouldbe beallokay.
hat
she'd
be
doing
that
day
and
she
told
im that she planned to read and take a
alk in the hills, alone.
Brandon reminded her that the TV show
e'd just done would be on that night.
'Maybe we can watch it tonight after
inner."
"Maybe
. . ," enjoyed
was all shedoing
said.the show
Brandon . had
at he didn't want to push or brag about
Lmself
Drtant." so he said quickly, "It's not im"We'll
what happens," Carol said
/en
moreseewanted
uncomfortably.
Brandon
the conversation to end
i a light note.
'Don't run into any stray lions on
Dur walk," he said.
Finally, he'd made her laugh a little.

But there's
not much
danger
big
Chuck
his head
aboutofcould
anyPSORIASIS?
thing.Heston
Not even losing
an Academy
Award
(Skin Disorder)
make him forget what comes first in his
heart, even above acting, as he impulsively
SURE YOU CAN WEAR
proved. As for his art, that Oscar may
A BATHING SUIT!
have put Chuck up on a lofty pedestal in
Don't
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from wearing
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own. minds of some people, but not in his
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Laurence
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than
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dear Charlie
God. don'tHeston.
switch Asanything
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far as
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Charlton will star next in MGM's between
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Charlemagne.
It was an actor he knew from New
York.
"Hi," he said.
"Leaving
tomorrow, huh?" the actor
asked.
"Yeah. Tomorrow morning."
"Well . . . Brandon
have a nice
"Thanks,"
said,totrip."
and
Everyone
had
been
nice
him.meant
oneit.
reminded him that he had been
theNo little
boy in Shane. They accepted him as an
adult actor and he appreciated it.
to chill,
and date
Brandon
leftTheto sun
relax began
and dress
for his
with
Carol. Heading for the elevator, he ran
into"Hi,Mrs.Mrs.Lynley,
Lynley."Carol's mother.
"Hello, Brandon."
He likedbuther;because
not because
she wasnice.Carol's
mother,
she was
"Carol
still
reading?"
Mrs. Lynley smiled, and shook her head.
"No. She went for a walk. She likes taking long walks.
It relaxes
Brandon
understood.
Carolher."had worked
hard, on a picture, then a TV show.
She was still working on her TV script.
"How's she like her show?"
"It's a good part. She finishes in two
Brandon was glad. That meant she
would be going back to New York, unless
a days."
picture mecame
up. Mrs.
Lynley
rembered that Brandon
had just
finished
his show.
"How'd your show go?"
"Good. I liked working with Ward Bond.
He's"That's
a nicewhat
guy."I heard."
Brandon said good-bye till later when
he would pick Carol up for dinner. Mrs.
Lynley was going out to the pool, to get
the last sun rays.
A quick ten minutes
Brandon
showeredtheandtimelayanddown
relax.
He checked
it wasto
a quarter after four. He thought about
Carol, and the wonderful fun they had had
together. It made him feel good, to think
about her.
The phone rang. He picked it up quickly. Maybe it was Carol.
But,
ing him ittheywaswerea photographer,
supposed to shootremindsome
pictures. Brandon checked the time. He
would be cutting it close, but he had
promised.
"Okay. But — can we make it kind of
quick? I . . . I've got something to do.
The photographer understood. He had
seen
come alive when they had
Later."Brandon
talked
about Carol the day before. And
he knew Brandon was leaving early the
next morning. "I need a half hour. Okay?"

i . i :; \ - i-
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evening together for what might be
long time and she wasn't back yet.
"Is ittheokayothers
if I around
watch atheshow?"
asked
TV seh
They all knew his show was coming uj
and
on theagreed.
screen.Brandon
He andwatched
one of his
the imag
lead
He squirmed in his seat because h
knew the others were judging his worl
He
a fast look toward the lobbStill took
no Carol.
The show was over and he thought he I
been good, that he would be judged as
mature adult actor, not a former chil
star. The others in the lobby congratu
lated him, but, he felt a little sad thr
Carol had not been there to see him. !
some iceHe cream,
It"How
was about
the writer.
realizedBrandon?
Brando \
was sweating something out. Brando ,
said thanks, but he was waiting for some
one, someone who'd be there any minut<
"Some other time . . ."
The writer left — one or two othei
remained — and Brandon tried to concen
trate on the next program. It was n
use. Hein. called
her room, she hadn't calle
back
and it was Then
Carol. suddenly the phone ran
She Soexplained,
felt tired,
ing.
... I sat "Idown,
and Ifrom
must walk
hav
lostHe track
of
the
time.
I'm
sorry."
was furious with her, he wanted t
challenge
her, so that she'd be hurt as h.
was.
was
left.Instead, he tried to save what tim
He said, "We . . . can still grab a bite tj
It was too late for the French place, bi
they could have a snack and talk.
And then Carol said, "I ... I just ate. -, ]
In thewhile
shockago."wave of disappointment th;
little
poured over Brandon, he caught his ne> I
words, and checked the flow of anger.
"We
had a she
date.saidRemember?"
"I'm sorry,"
abruptly.
There
eat." wasn't much left to say, an
didn't Antry. indifference.
He'd noted He
a chang
inBrandon
her voice.
wor ]
dered what had happened, what ha 1
changed since the bright morning.
"Is something
wrong, Carol?"
"I'm
tired, Brandon,"
she murmured
"But, we had a date . . . ." his vok
cracked.
He waited for some reassuring answe
What he got was, "I'm sorry. Really I an, £
But . . . I'm tired. We'll make it son- I
He wanted to protest that it was unfai 1
Itother
was time."
their last day in Hollywood.
"When
I seebutyou?'his hea
He
tried. .to. when
sound will
casual,
wasn't in it. He waited, hoping, hiding h L
fears,
she'd change
"I'll bepraying
in NewthatYork.
Soon. her
We'llminsi £
Brandon felt as if a trapdoor had bee, 1
sprung on him. His legs were shaky.
He had to know. What had gone wront
Where?
something
he he- r
done? OrWhen?
said? Was
But itinstead,
he tried
pushthen."
down the awful idea that he was bt
ing rejected,
from
his voice. to keep the tone of pan g
"Sure, Carol. We'll see each other . F
"Thanks," she answered.
was a long silence after he pi r
NewThere
York."
the
realizef( r
that phone
all he down.
could doAndwas Brandon
go and pack
his trip back to New York, and go to slee
But he ofknew
sleep towould
love that
that used
be, andbrii1
They hung
up. And
he went back to dreams
wondered if love was as fragile as ; !
watching
the Gable
picture.
time."
seemed.
V ^
The picture ended, the half hour was
over and there was still no sign of Carol.
Brandon began to worry about her, then,
Carol
will
star
in
The
Hot
Eye
(!
started to get angry. It was their last Heaven (U.I.).

Brandon thought a minute, then agreed.
AUGUST
"When
you be over?"
BIRTHDAYS
"In ten will
minutes."
Brandon
checked the clock. They could
If your birthday falls in August, your shoot the pictures, and Brandon would
birthstone is the peridot and your flower is not be late.
make. . it. thanks,
in ten minutes."
the gladiolus. And here are some of the "Okay.
"It's
a deal.But,
And
stars who share it with you:
Brandon
put the
phone back on Brandon."
the hook,
and
once restaurant,
more day-dreamed
the little
French
with theof checkered
table cloths,
the
soft
lights,
and
the roAugust 2 — Myrna Loy
mantic atmosphere.
August 3 — Jean Hagen
The photographer buzzed him from
Marilyn Maxwell
downstairs. Brandon slipped on a
Gary Merrill
short-sleeve sport shirt, and a pair of tan
Gordon
Scott
pants.
downAugust 5 — David
NatalieBrian
Trundy
stairsHe
in the met
lobby,theandphotographer
they went around
back onetohadthefeltpool.
It
was
deserted.
EveryTom Drake
the breeze come on and left.
John Saxon
That suited them fine.
Robert Taylor
They began shooting a layout. It went
easily. The photographer let him relax.
August 6 — Lucille
Robert Ball
Mitchum
No posy-pose
type shots. Just Brandon —
straight
and simple.
August 8 — Connie
Stevens
Esther Williams
"One
more
roll,
Brandon checked andthe we're
time. in."It was after
Richard Anderson
Rory Calhoun
five. He hesitated. "It'll take me five
minutes,"
And
August 9 — Leo Genn
then they the
werephotographer
done. It hadpleaded.
been easy.
August 10 — Martha
Rhonda Hyer
Fleming
"Seeing Carol before you go?"
Brandon almost blushed, but said, "Uh
Jane Wyatt
Eddie Fisher
. . . yeah. For dinner tonight."
The photographer said, "She's a real
August 11 — Arlene Dahl
Brandon agreed, most enthusiastically.
August 12 — John Derek
George Hamilton
beauty."
"You like her, don't you?"
"We . . . sort of go together."
August 13 — Neville Brand
The stoodphotographer
He wonder
underAugust 15— Wendy
Hiller
the uncertaintiessmiled.
and the
Lori Nelson
of first love.
Janice Rule
Theyried upstairs
shook tohands.
Then,for Brandon
hurMichael Connors
get ready
his last night
August 16 — Julie
Ann Blyth
in Hollywood, with Carol.
Newmar
Just lost track of time
Fess Parker
He paced the room, glancing periodically
August 17— Maureen O'Hara
at the silent phone, growing more and
August 18 — Molly Bee
more impatient. He called her room. She
Shelley Winters
hadn't
comeHe in.flicked
He went
down to theset hoAugust 19— Jill
DebraSt. Paget
tel lobby.
the television
on,
John
and there was an old Clark Gable movie.
August 21— Patty McCormack
He watched Gable pursue Myrna Loy all
August 23 — Vera Miles
over
Africa,
wasn't wasin
watching
Gablebut,win hisLoy.heart
His heart
August 24 — Preston Foster
jumping
for
Carol.
August 25 — Mel
Don Ferrer
Defore
It"Good
was apicture?"
writer he had talked to before.
Richard Greene
Van Johnson
"Pretty
good.
picture."
The
writer
was It's
mildlya Gable
impressed.
He
Michael Rennie
sat down to watch. Gable was gaining
August 2<5^Susan Harrison
ground but Brandon was losing heart.
Where was Carol? Maybe . . . maybe
August 27 — Tommy
Tuesday Sands
Weld
something had happened to her. He began
to wet the dry nervousness in his mouth.
August 28— Ben
Charles
Boyer
Gazzara
Brandon
only half
the picture when was
the desk
clerkwatching
paged him.
He
August 29 — Barry
Ingrid Sullivan
Bergman
took the call on a house phone. It was
Carol,
and
his
heart
skipped
a
beat.
August JO— Joan
"Where are you?"
ShirleyBlondell
Booth
"Well,"trackshe ofbegan,
"I was I walking.
Fred MacMurray
I lost
the time.
just got And,
to a
Raymond Massey
Donald O'Connor
Brandon sighed with relief. She was
August 31— Warren
Richard Basehart
safe.
"You had me worried. How . . . how
Fredric Berlinger
March
phone."
soon
can
make it back?"
"In
. . .you
about
hour." They could
Brandon
checkeda half
the time.
still make dinner at the romantic little
French place.
"Okay. I'll wait for you. And . . .
hurry.
We . . . won't have too much
"I'll try."
James Cagney
72 August 17

Gene Kelly
August 23

For Adults Only
J (Continued from page 36)
; attempts
becomes ofpregnant;
about boyfriend
the franticto
her equallyit's young
raise money for an abortion. In the backto "motivate"
the actionin— the
are
parentsground—who
lack understanding;
foreground — to tingle your spine — is a visit
to aistseedy
of town
an abortionplies hispartfilthy
trade.where
The name
of this
movie the first time 'round was Blue Den: Warren
im (withBerlinger)
Brandon .deIt Wilde,
Carol followed
Lynley,
was shortly
by a low-budget imitation, Too Soon To
Love.to theThat
same byplota slew
is boundof films
to be high
run in-in
ground
V sensation and low in quality — and teen; producers
agers will eat
Unethical movie
will them
defendup. themselves
with,
"Well, it teaches the kids a lesson, doesn't
T it?"In The
question
— mentioned,
what lesson?teen-age
theexperience
two
moviesiswas
; sexual
frowned on, but
X mainly because it resulted in pregnancy.
The teen-agers involved suffered, but
didn't abortion.
have the poise
r mainly
to carrybecause
off a they
successful
The
moral lesson — the question of good and
bad
—
was
about
as
easy
to
find
as
a
needle
■ in a haystack. The obvious lesson these
T movies taught was that precocious sexual
r Simply
behavior is an accepted
part of life.movies.
Why?
Make nobecause
mistake.it happens
The lessonin the
sinks in as
effortlessly as the popcorn. It has already
been so well digested that everybody going
to see a movie with a teen-age cast automatically expects promiscuity and/or
violence
been dis1 appointed— and
from they
as farhavebackrarely
as Blackboard
Jungle up to the very recent Dick Clark
epic,
They'reis Young.
The Because
expectation
automatic because
this image of the teen-ager has been burned
T into our eyes shutting out all other
images.
And the tries
teen-agebring
movieto fan,
seekTf heing
an identity,
finds
of himself onto the
screen.lifeThiswhatis
natural, if only because Americans have
always idolized screen stars and have used
c movies as models of the good life.
Letter from a teen-ager
*3 A syndicated "lonelyhearts" columnist
- recently printed a letter from a teen-ager
' that had all
the unreality
But it wasandthisfalse
girl'sdrama
sin' ofcerea bad
view movie.
of herself.
The girl wrote that she had "given herself" to her boyfriend because of the
f "lewd" movies she had seen. "I might
r never have made the mistakes I did," she
: went
"hadof itsuch
not movies
been foron themy unconscious on,effect
whole
being. . . ." No wonder there is such a tidal
i rwaveten sooffilthy
delinquency.
The
screen
has
gotthat formerly innocent, sweet
:= kids hardly
bat
an
eye
at
the
perverse
portrayals of sex and profanity.
' That there is no tidal wave of delin;7 quency, that few if any movies are actually
'~ shift
lewd her
or obscene,
this girl
guilt ontothat
a movie
is notcannot
the
' point.
The
point
is
that
movies
have
given
this
girl
—
and
many
others
—
a
dangerously
distorted view of herself. Movies have
fjpenetrated into her unconscious mind and
2^left
there confusion.
a message of hysteria, bravura
' and utter
% Nearly half of all the moviegoers in this
a country are teen-agers. What do they see?
They see "family" pictures put together
' with a technical perfection that suggests
''true
but, beneath realism
a slick,isdeceptive
;oat ofart,respectability,
reduced
\to dime novel dimensions. So "family togethernes " asin A Summer Place reaches

a new low through the discovery that
parents who commit adultery are bound to
be much more tolerant of their sexually
active children (Sandra Dee, Troy Donahue) than parents who do not. In Home
from the Hill the begetting illegitimate
children by father and son forms the
twin spectres that haunt their lives, while
the one person of substance in this manypeoplededged— because
saga is illegal
the father's
— heir. unacknowlTeen-agers see romantic comedies, often
in Technicolor, which are as light and airy
as spun sugar but whose gaiety rests on
little more than an off-color joke. Witness
Pillow Talk, whose climactic scene hinges
on
freckle-faced
attempts to
discover
if her heroDoris
reallyDay's
is a homosexual
or is worth another try. As an invitation
to manliness she sings Possess Me with a
coyness that puts sex on a level with
French postcards. All the mirth — and there
is not much — to be found in Happy Anniversary rises from the fact that a married life, which has long since been
blessed by children, began one full year
before the ceremony. And in It Started
with a theKiss,
groom
spends
betterDebbie
part ofReynolds'
his honeymoon
under a cold shower — to lessen the ardor
which Debbie cannot yet trust.
The new frankness
The new "frankness" which seems to have
pervaded movies leaves little to the imagination. We can no longer assume that
married couples sleep together, we must
be shown the bed, the bathtub, the monogrammed towels and how all these objects
are used. People can talk to each other in
the
livingare room
but it is You
morecan'realistic'
if they
half dressed.
spot a
femme fatale in a minute, but it is more
'true
to
type'
if
she
stands
in
front
of a
mirror and slowly unbuttons her blouse.
The screen is flooded with frigid wives,
lonely husbands, forlorn adolescents (of
all ages) loudly proclaiming their need
for love — but the cause (and perhaps the
cure) of their loneliness and suffering is
largely unexplored since this would lack
the
of illustrated essays on
theirinstant
sexual appeal
misadventures.
So, in Private Property a couple of
beatniks
at knifepoint,
force
the hitch
driver atoride
followand,a blonde
to her
home in the Hollywood Hills. The blonde
is a bored housewife whose husband,
incredibly, ignores her sultry charm. The
beatniks, who are obviously emotionally
deranged, wait in a deserted house next
door for the husband to leave home. Meanthey talk
about
their
"kicks"; sexthey
smackualwhile
their
lipsWhen
at the the
prospect
adventure.
husbandof aleaves
on a business trip a brutal sexual assault,
complicated by perversion and finished
off with murder in a swimming pool, follow. The message? Some people are terribly sick.
Aside from the debatable artistic merits
of the film, producer Leslie Stevens announced, "Thewho
picture
isn't hisfor way
children."
But any child
can find
to the
theater
can
see and
it. has the price of admission
What teen-ager, when he hears on a
record the velvet voice of Johnny Mathis,
will not rush to the movie his song introduces— The Best Of Everything, a lavish,
eye-filling
production.
very
smell ofCinemascope
the money that
went intoTheits
making immediately inspires confidence in
the
movie of
selling?
The film.
idea Butthatwhat
love isisthisa battle
wits
between
boys
"on
the
make"
and
who, however beautiful and talented, girls
are
desperate for marriage. Love is a market
place where all the buyers (boys) try to
cheat, and all the sellers (girls) think so
little of themselves that self-abasement
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is
their outstanding
romantic
affair after characteristic.
another leadsOneto
insanity and accidental suicide, pregnancy
and betrayal. Abortion is discussed (but
with all the proper horror). Marriage,
although it is held out as the only hope,
has
a bargain well-made.
itselftheis value
almostof non-existent.
These areLove
the
half-truths,
gross
distortions
andexcuse,
blatantto
stupidities
offered,
without
any
our children.
A few challenging themes
But not all movies are an insult to even
adult intelligence.
are many
ducers, writers andThere
directors
who proare
concerned with challenging themes that
require
maturity
and
judgment
to
enjoy
and to criticize. But any child, or any—
teen-ager who is a fan of Elizabeth Taylor
can treat himself to Suddenly Last Summer where a mother (Katharine Hepburn)
worships her homosexual son to the point
of acting as his bait for young men, and
where Elizabeth Taylor, his beautiful
young cousin, turns out to be even better
bait and is driven to near insanity by this
son's
deathvictims.
at the hands (and
teeth) violent
of his boy
The Fugitive Kind, an unrelieved message of despair whose meaning must surely
escapelingthe
immatureone)mindcan (while
repelthe mature
nevertheless
frighten and disillusion simply by its
atmosphere, its assortment of weird, lost
souls, ating
its illness,
pictures
hatredof drunkenness,
and murder nauseof the
only character in the film who is really
seeking
salvation.
But
any
teen-age
Marlon Brando or Joanne Woodwardfancanof
easily and mistakenly assume that the
movie
a "must"badfor movies,
him. movies for
Good is movies,
teen-agers, movies for adults, crime movies,cals,westerns,
spectaculars,
musidramas come
tumbling comedies,
into the movie
houses with very little to differentiate them
but their titles.
if they areMovie
not
sensational
are Movie
often "ads"
misleading.
reviews are read by a small proportion of
the
true that
beforean
any teen-age
movie is public.
releasedIt itis comes
up for
okay, a Seal of Approval from the keepers
of thetureProduction
of theIt Motion
Association ofCode
America.
is true Picthat

many exhibitors will not show films that
have been refused the Seal but — and perrightly — there
is no law
prevent
them. haps(Private
Property,
whichto did
not
receive the Seal, is a case in point.) It is
also truehibitorthat
no
movie
producer
or
excan be expected to take the place
of Noparents
one orcanteachers.
measure the exact effect
movies have in shaping the attitudes and
determining the behavior of young people.
It would be foolish and irresponsible to
blame one facet of our culture for any of
the evils in our lives. But certainly it can
be said that the movies, along with all
other mediums of mass culture, must have
a profound effect — otherwise they would
not continue
to dowould
good business;
wise Hollywood
not have otherbeen
considered, for many years, the popular
capital of America.
Is censorship by law an answer to the
current movie problem? Most Americans
are rightly and vigorously repelled by the
word. Censorship, whatever small good it
may do, limitsrights.
freedom and outrages our
constitutional
Even
Classification
— a system
labeling movies a) for adults,
b) for ofchildren,
only if they are accompanied by adults
and
c) for ineverybody
a system Italy
whichandis
practiced
England,— France.
other European countries might not only
arouse resentment here but also might
tempt some producers to make their
"adults only"
pictures as shockingly sensational as possible.
Only honest and right
Still, many movie directors, among them
Otto Preminger, are in favor of what they
call "voluntary
classification."
still
very
much against
censorship,"I amam very
much for classification," Preminger said
onit would
a recentbe Open
TV show.thing"I think
a very Endwonderful
if we
voluntarily would let an honest advertising, let the people know what kind of
picture it is, so that parents who do not
want their children to see certain pictures
have a chance to tell them not to go, stop
them from going. I think it would be only
honest
right. . of. ."great integrity, like
Some and
producers
Dore Senary, are firmly opposed to both

The Tender Tension of a Long Engagement
(Continued from page 45)
let out our real deep-down desires on
other
he mumbled,
paused
and satthings,"
down next
to her andthenleaned
his
head against her warm shoulder. "Sometimes, Nanny,deciding
I wondertheif way
we didn't
a mistake,
we didmaketo
have such a long engagement. Everybody
says long engagements are out of style,
passe. Look at Princess Margaret and her
guy. They were only engaged a couple of
months and they got married. I know
I've got to serve time in the Air Force,
but, that doesn't mean we couldn't be
married.
There'sandno serving
law about
married man
Unclebeing
Sam.a
Thousands of guys have done it."
"But, Tommy," Nancy's voice was low,
easy,
was nights
best. . We. .
talked "we
aboutdecided
it for sothismany
remember?"
"I know,
sweetheart.
But talking
thing
. . . and
then actually
sitting isoutonea
long engagement until . . . well, they're
two
differentof things."
How could he begin
tothe tell
fire her
inside his
him. overpowering desire, of
74 "Tommy," she said, clearing her throat.

"You make me feel very . . . funny. . . ."
He you
swallowed.
"I'm Its
sorry,justhon'.
want
to feel bad.
that II don't
wish
I ... I didn't feel so pent-up, so . . . oh,
let's forget it. Forget I ever brought up
such a stupid subject. Why don't you
finish your hot dog and we'll go for a
walk in the moonlight . . . ?"
They herwalked,
Tommy's
strong
arm
around
sweatered
shoulders,
through
the wide stretches of white sand sparkling
like silver in the light of the crescent moon.
All
them, the night-blue
sky and
the around
sea shimmered
in the different
shades of darkness. Occasionally they
stumbled across bits of charred logs from
past picnic fires. They hardly uttered a
word, so happy to be near each other,
and, when
turned firelight,
around and
returned to thetheyflickering
Tommy
stretched out on an Indian blanket, his
eyebrows knit together in thought.
Maybe he would tell her. Now.
Too hard to wait
Nancy took a bottle of soda pop from
the cooler and handed it to Tommy.

censorship and classification althoug
Schary, on the same Open End prograi
said,
"Any industry,
corr
munication
gets itselfanyintomeans
troubleof whe
it begins to use shock rather than cor
viction, when it abandons its right to cor
vince and just tries to shock. And th
sometimes is what's being done in filn
Director Elia Kazanimmoral
says, "The
not
movies.issueOi
today.one. .ofis." tomaking
problem
prevent moral values fro
being oversimplified. People see a film th;
has
a phonyviewhappy
ending
they get
distorted
which
hurtsand them
late
They
expectthelifeissue
to behaswhat
isn't." subt
Though
beenit made
and complicated it includes a couple
very simple questions: 1) Is it wrong ar
dangerous
exposeunsound?
children2) toShoufiln
which are to
morally
parents
be
warned
about
films that ce
harm their children?
We think the answer to both questioi
is a definite
We for
thinkadults
that only
certa 1 I
films
should be"yes."
labeled
a qualified and impartial board of judge
We think that children should not be a
lowed to see these films unless they a
accompanied
by their
parents.
Willfilmth
lead
to even more
sensation
in adult
Maybe.
But
we
feel
that
adults
should — be able to take care of canthen—
selves; children need — and should have
adult protection.
pointmore
of view.
But yourbecau
poi .
of That's
view our
is even
important,
the decisive voice in settling Americ.
issues has always been the voice of pub
opinion.
voice ofof the
the peoy
peor 1
who readYourthisvoice,
articlethe and
who
put
down
their
money
at
the
office in movie theaters across the larb>
Parents, teenagers, kids — what do y
think?
do youdo want
from the
industry?WhatWhat
you want
frommo-\t
movies you see? Do you think that labc
ing
movies
for
adults
only
is
a
threat
freedom? Or will it give movie produce
even more freedom and a sense of respo
sibility
will lift theevenlevelmoreof fun?
all fill ]
and
makethatmoviegoing
The editors of Modern Screen sincere
want your opinion, and would welcoi
all your letters on this subject. e
They'd
forgotten
an opener,
andjack-kni
Tomi
twisted
the bottle-top
with
his
He
managed
to
open
it
but
the
pop
fizz
all over him and the blanket.
"Tommy,
Tommy,"
Nancy
called
"You're all wet!" And she rushed to ho
with a napkin and tried to dry the stic
soda-pop from his bare arms and
yellow-checked
shirt. in his and drew thi
He took her hands
to his lips and then he wrapped his ar
aroundon the
her lips.
and slowly, gently, kissed 1
full
"Nanny, oh, Nanny," he said, his bre.
quickening
rising heavily,
elc
. now to. . and
. tonight!"
didn't"let's
a. .second
answer
him; Heinstead
hegivelock¥■
his
lips with
kissed.
summer
night hers
breezeandwastheywarm,
sens*1'
and
the
fragrance
of
Nancy's
perfume
-v I
dizzy-rich.
"I ... I don't think I can wait throv ;
the long
Tommy I pleaded,
love
you sosummer,"
much, darling,
want to
His chest
married
. . . rose
now!"and fell against her s
body. Now that he had said it . . . ale
. . . his ofbody
with 1;
tension
his seemed
desire. toHe sing
brushed
fingers
lightly
against
her
white
throat: he kissed her hair, her eyes,chec
nose,
And,herallneck.
of a sudden from out of

blue. Nancy started to cry. Slowly at first,
and then with sharp, wrenching sobs. She
tried to shaken
speak, and
but frightened
she couldn't,
Tommy,
that andhe
had hurt her. begged. "Oh. honey, honey,
please I don't
I didn't
to upset
you.
only cry.
wanted
you mean
to know
how
much you mean to me, how much I love
you. And how hard it is for me to wait
until
wintertime."
She thecontinued
to cry. and Tommy kissed
her sweet tears. She whispered then, a
tender tension riding her whispers. "Don't
. . . don't you think it's been hard for me,
too?"
The truth of the matter. Tommy thought
then, the headiness of his passion sobered
suddenly
outburst
of tears, by
was Nancy's
that loveunexpected
— real, honest-togosh
love
—
was
hard
to
control.
What
it they had both said once, when they was
had
a press conference after their engagement:
that they were both glad to have the approval of their kind
parents,
but if theytheyweren't
in the special
of situation
were
in — with Tommy going off to serve Uncle
Sam
—
they
might
have
gotten
married
sooner. And. Nancy and Tommy agreed,
they were both suffering from an "impatient patience" to get married.
Overpowering feeling
Maybe. Tommy confided to himself, as
he caressed Nancy's silky dark hair, it's
more
of anthat"impatient
were times
a fellow passion."
hated this There
overpowering feeling for making him lose his
reason, and he hoped now that he could
hold back the fire of passion until the
night of their wedding.
"Honey,"
Tommy weburst
"I don'tI
know,
but maybe
madeforth,
a mistake.
know
the
idea
of
a
long,
old-fashioned
engagement seems wonderful because we
can get to know each other better. And
your mom and dad. and my mom, they all
agree this is right. But . . . I . . . just wish
Ithatdidn't
much. I just
my love
love you
was soold-fashioned
and wish
that
itSometimes
didn't ache
and
beg
to
be
near
you.
I
don't
know
what
to
do.
.
Nancy looked at him now. lying there .on."
the red Indian blanket in the white radiance of the moon, and she admitted to herself there were times when he looked at
her, never even so much as uttering a
word, when desire trembled through her
throat and her heart, throughout the
length and breadth of her being. And the
long
making
easier for
them summer
with its wasn't
lazy days
and life
languorously
fragrant nights, the warm air sweet with
the perfume of flowers.
edge
of "Tommy,"
the blanket,she"webegan,
both fingering
come fromthebroken
homes."
Then,
speaking
softly,
evenly,
she
said, "You and I have done what we think
is best because we don't want to make
the
our parents
made.
wantmistakes
to get married
on the
run Weand don't
live
to have awful regrets ... do we? I know
you
don't,
and
you
know
I
don't.
want our love to grow, and we want Weto
pave
Not other.
at firstBut— because
we
*ant tochildren.
enjoy each
in a couple
if years I want to have a family . . . three.
:our, five kids wholl look just like
,/ou. . . ."
"Like you," Tommy interrupted.
"Like us," Nancy said, smiling.
4o broken marriage for these two
She was right. Maybe he was impetuous, wanting to elope suddenly like that,
fadn't
for the two
Towingit been
up intorture
households
whereof them.
their
10ms and dads were always at one anther's
throats,
screaming,
sobbing,
threatning, until that one dark day when sudenly their moms and dads were no longer
ogether, when they went their different

ways? And suddenly Nancy found her
father's photo
on the front pages of the
big
newspapers,
Sundaycityafter
Sunday. week after week.
She had told Tommy all this. How one
week her dad was squiring around a
luscious
was
involved chorus
with agirl,
fastanother
actress.week
And heweek
after
week
she
had
to
face
the
nasty
razzings of the kids in school, schoolmates
who taunted her with whispers, cruel and
vicious rumors about her dad being a
"wild school
one." and
For wished
months theshe world
came would
home
from
end,
that
hell
would
destroy
them
because she hated to face tomorrow andall
the humiliating taunts of her classmates.
girl herinpop's
picked halls,
up . . in."
the"Thekidslatest
whispered
the school
the drugstore, at the football games. And
she felt like two cents, knowing her father
had been good to her but that the world
was making him into a monster.
How many times she tried to talk to her
mother about all this, but after a while
she gave up because she saw how much
it hurt her mother. So she gritted her
teeth self,andlookingfaced
everyto tomorrow
forward
the dawn byof hereach
new day
a sick dread and a terrible
taste
in herwithmouth.
And with Tommy, the kids were cruel,
too. They'd
him andThey
jibe,never
"His
mom
and dadpoint
are todivorced.
see
each
other."
And
whenever,
like
normal young American boy, Tommy any
got
into a little mischief such as staying out
after curfew or when he was caught by
neighbors smoking his first cigarette,
everyone made him feel that he was
doomed to be a delinquent because he
came
Nancyfromanda "broken
Tommy home."
talked about their
growing-up years constantly. And they
didn't
want
their
love
strangledkilledby
possessiveness, choked toby bejealousy,
with bitterness. They wanted their love
to grow, to flower, to develop into the deep
love of forever-lovers.
How could they do this?
This was when they both decided upon
the long, old-fashioned engagement. When
Tommy mond
gaveengagement
Nancy ring
her emeralddiain March,cut they
came masto before
the agreement
to
wait
until
Christthey married. Time, they had
a hunch, would be their ally: time would
help their love bloom. In some ways, they
looked
Tommy's service with Uncle
Sam as upon
a blessing.
But now. waiting and waiting. Tommy
grew restless, edgy, bursting with the
passion of a young man. And there were
times, when they kissed and held each
other close, that Nancy shivered with the
thrill of desire trembling within her.
That night on the beach they had it out.
Nancy, wiping her tears, reassured him.
"Tommy.
what's right.
To wait, Itheknowwaywe're
we doing
are. Because
our
love isn't something we want to play with
— like
toy."spoke out like that everything
When a soshe
seemed
clear to him: that this could be
the only way for two young people who
didn't stepswant
to falla mess
into their
parents' footand make
of marriage.
She snuggled against him on the blanket
and rested her head on his shoulder, and
Tommy patted her gently. "Nanny, I'm
so,
so lucky
. . . ,"the
he moon
said, and
two
of them
lay there,
palingthe their
faces with its ivory light, and they both
knew that, somehow, their honesty and
their frankness was giving them strength.
It helped them face the slow spinning-out
of the summertime, while their love grew
and ripened until that blessed day in
December
each
other as manwhenand they
wife would
. . . andlovebecome
one.
end
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Margo!!!
(Continued jrom -page 39)
poised yet radiating a subtle sensuality
through the smoke-filled air. The low
buzz of voices begins. "Who is she?" they
ask. remember
And other the
low philandering,
voices answer,blatantly
"Don't
you
sexyThe wife
in
Hound-Dog
Man?"
questions
But the
answerscontinue.
become more and more
spare.
And is after
a while
obviousher.that very
little
actually
knownit's about
Who is this girl of mystery?
Her name is Margo Moore.
Why is she so mysterious?
"I guess," Margo herself told us recently,
"it's because people with questions about
me
me. It's myof being
fault
in a rarely
way. Iaskgivethemthe ofappearance
rather aloof and cold. This is mainly because I'm unsure of myself. But the truth
is that I like to have friends." She sighed.
"And," she added, "the truth is, too, that
I've never
many.backNotin Indiana,
really. Especial y not as had
a child,
back
in those strange not-so-long-ago years...."
Portrait of Margo
She was Marguerite Guarnerius then.
She lived with her father, a Free Methodist minister, her stepmother and her
brothers, Joseph and William, both older
than she. Their house, on the outskirts of
Indianapolis, was big and old and quiet,
very quiet. The Reverend Mr. Guarnerius,
a stern man, a strict man, wanted it this
way. He tolerated no unnecessary noises
such
the sound
of neighbor
children's
voices aswithin
the rooms
of his home
or in
his front garden or back yard. "The result,"than
says Margo,
"is that— Iand
had no friends
other
my musical.
brothers
My father
was
He wasmya piano.
direct
descendant of the violinmaker Guarnieri,
ofthatCremona,
in
Italy,
and
he
saw
we all studied music. So fortomeit
itWilliam
was thethepiano,cornet.
for Joseph
the times
violin, the
for
Lots of
three of us would get together and play,
for hours and hours. They were fun, those
hours. They made the loneliness fade for
us,Loneliness,
for a while,however
at least."— true loneliness —
came crashing down on Margo when she
was eleven years old.
She became sick one day, with a cold,
or so her parents thought it was. They
put
her to1945.bed.theThey
(It was
war didn't
was oncallanda doctor.
if you
felt you didn't really need a doctor, you
didn'tincallbedone.)
Margoto
was
for The
two cold
weeks,lingered.
beginning
feel that she was coming around, slowly.
When suddenly one morning she woke up
and tried
move and
only Her
her
neck
wouldto move,
but couldn't
nothing —else.
parents called the doctor now. He came.
He examined the girl. And then he walked
to the other side of the room, to where
her parents stood waiting, and he told
them that Margo had polio.
"I remember that I was on my way to
a hospital a little while later," she says
today.a plaster
"That cast,
at thefromhospital
they putdown
me
into
my shoulder
to my hip. I had to remain in that cast,
motionless, for a few weeks at the hospital.
Then, for month after month, at home.
It was a terrible period for me. Very few
people came to see me. I was alone most
of the time. I was too tired to read very
much.
of the
just
lie backAndon so,my most
pillow,
my time,
mind I'dblank,
thinking about nothing except maybe the
kind of day it was outside, or about when
76 I might hear the next car pass the house."

And then one day a girl came over to
see
was knew
from oneschool,
class.her.
TheyShebarely
anotherMargo's
and,
at first, they barely knew what to talk
about. So, after a few general questions
and answers, then a few moments of
silence, the visitor asked the patient if
she'd
seen. like to hear about a movie she'd
"That is," said the girl, "if you haven't
seen it already, Marguerite."
Margoseenexplained
that she'd
never
a movie, tonotthein girl
her whole
life,
that
her
father
didn't
allow
his
children
volity.
to indulge in such a what-he-called fri"Well," said the girl, after she'd gotten
over the shock, "then let me tell you about
this movie I saw — if you don't think your
father '11 mind the telling, at least. It's got
a And
very she
interesting
story."
told
the
story, about
a girlMargo
and — a inboyfullin detail
love, —how
they'd had so many trials and tribulations
to face, how they'd finally solved everymarried.thing and how they'd ended up getting
The first dreams
And that night, after the girl had gone,
Margo, lying alone on her pillow, found
herself thinking about the movie and reliving it,pretending that she was the heroin it— saying
her lines,
all
the inethings
she felt,allsmiling
whenfeeling
she did,
crying when she did.
It was
a strangetofeeling,
a deliciouselse,feel-in
ing, pretending
be somebody
something called a movie.
And Margo told the girl from school
about her pretending the next time she
came to see her, a few weeks later.
The girl laughed. "Gee, Marguerite,"
she said, "maybe someday when you're
better, and older, you'll be a movie star,
an Margo
actress."told her she doubted it. She
asked, "In the movies do actresses have
to "Of
wearcourse,"
lipstick, thesay?"girl told her, " — they
have"Andto look
as pretty
as possible."
do they
sometimes
wear dresses
with short sleeves?" Margo asked.
"Of course." said the girl, " — when the
partMargo
calls for it."
"Well Because
then," she
said, "I'll felt
neververy
be ansad.actress.
my
father said he'll never allow me to wear
lipstick or a short-sleeved dress. My stepmother can't. And neither will I be
When the girl from school got over the
shockto."of this, she asked Margo if, anyable
way, she'd like to hear the story of anbefore. other movie she'd seen, just the night
Margo said yes, she would like that
very much.
And so the girl told it to her, again in
full detail, another beautiful love story.
And again that night, alone in her bed,
Margo repeated the story to herself, preine. tending once more that she was the hero"And night after night after that," she
says, "I'd play my two roles, over and
over,
— when I wasn't
too weak
or tiredsometimes
— in double-feature
fashion,
first
one, then the other, till I was convinced
that they were my roles, and that if I ever
did get to see either of these two movies
after
I got better
the least
bit surprised
to seeI wouldn't
myself upbe there
on
the screen instead of someone else."
Revolt
As it turned out. Margo did not get to
see either of the movies following her
recovery. The Reverend Mr. Guarnerius
remained
rigid were
to hisout.word. "Frivolities"
such
as movies

fact." says
wasn't
was"In sixteen
that Margo,
I got to"it see
my till
firstI
movie — and that I began my all-around
revolt. ferentYoufrom everyone
see, I was else,
tiredof ofbeing
beingstared
difatstarted
all theto time,
talked
about,
teased.
wear the kind of clothes II
wanted to wear now. I started to wear
make-up;
I suppose
for a while
overboard and
wore practically
everyI went
kind
of make-up they put out. I even announced to my parents that I'd decided to
become
an actress
that going
as soonto asgo I'dto
saved enough
moneyandI was
New
study.
Of course,theytheythought.
didn't
believeYorkme. to'Just
foolishness,'
'The girlButwillI meant
come it.to I her
senses,' And.
they
thought.
was leaving.
foolish or not, there would be no two ways
She meant it . . .
about
Two it."years later, Margo kept her word.
Equipped with a single suitcase, a couple
of hundred
dollars andcoacha letter
introduction to a dramatic
named ofFrances
Robinson-Duff (given to her by an instructor at the University of Indiana, which
she'd been attending), Margo — by now a
lovely-looking
girl forof whatever
eighteen — prospects
took off
for the big city and
might be in store for her there.
The seemed
prospects,
those first few hours at
least,
dismal.
On the advice of a girl at the University,
NEXT MONTH
your heart ivill go out to
Tuesday Weld as she tries
to answer the most important
question of her life:
IS IT TOO LATE FOR ME
TO BE GOOD?
Watch for it in the
September issue of
MODERN SCREEN
On Sale August till
Margo checked into a skyscraper of a
women's hotel on the Upper East Side. The
girl had told her that it was a safe, contold was venientthatand clean
a roomplace.
cost What
$90 a she
weekhadn't
and
that
payment
in
advance,
for
the
first
week
at least, was mandatory . . . Margo. finding
this out at the desk, nervous, not knowing
what else to do. gulped and paid.
In her hotel room a little while later she
picked
the phone
and dialed
of MissupDuff,
the drama
coachthetonumber
whom
she'd been recommended.
"This
is
Marguerite
Guarnerius,"
she
started to say when her call was connected.
"I'dButlikethatto was
makeas anfar appointment
to
—
"
as she got.
For a sad-voiced secretary at the other
end of the line interrupted and informed
her that Miss Duff had died a week earlier.
Again Margo gulped.
A fewstairs minutes
she was
back downin the hotellaterlobby,
standing
at the
desk there. She explained her predicament
to a inclerk.
"And,"
she
said.
"I
was
wonderg if you know of a drama instructor or
a school where I can apply — a not-tooexpensive
teacher
ora school,
please."
The clerk
gave York,
knowing
arrived
in New
kind ofnod.low"Juston
cash?" he asked.

"Yes. sort of," Margo said, after a
moment.
The clerk looked her over.
A reql pretty girl
"Interested in making some good money,
quick?"
asked then.
Withouthe waiting
for an answer, he went
on. "Ita happens
I got aagency
friend here.
connectedHe
with
big modeling
always
tells
me.
"You
see
a
girl
you
we acanringuse .— . a. How
real pretty
girl —CanyouIthink
give
me
about it?
give
him a ring about you? ... He might like
vouAgain,
and without
you're inwaiting
a few forbucks.*'
an answer he
picked
up a pencil and began jotting down
some information.
"You're how tall?" he asked.
"Five-feet-seven." Margo found herself
answering.
"And you weigh?"
"One-twelve."
"Color hair — blonde," he said. "Color
eyes— grey blue."
Then he asked. "Bust?''
"What?" Margo asked back.
'The size of your bust?" asked the clerk.
Margo
took she
a deep
"I've never
measured
said.upbreath.
The clerkit."'looked
from his pad and
examined the anatomy in question.
"Refined.'' he said, his examination over,
as. . he. Now.
wrote letdownme hismakefinding.
"Veryand"refined
the call
— he
smiled
— "andwas good
. ." the
If there
ever luck.
a girlMiss.
who .entered
Hatboxwishes,
Derby that
and didn't
need Marguerite
anybody's
sood
was
Guarnerius. Within
a girl
few short
months, the
gorgeous Hoosier with the oddball name
had become one of the most talked-about
models in New York. As well as one of
the highestversatile
-paid (S50
hour).
amazingly
girl, anMargo
did Anall
kinds
of
jobs
—
magazine
covers,
fashion
layouts. TV commercials, one after
the
other after the other, the checks rolling in
fast
as
a
camera's
click.
A
shy
and
lonely
and repressed girl up to this time. Margo
zoomed amazingly and full-blast into the
social successful
whirl whichmodels
ninetv-nine
out
ofdizzying
a hundred
find themselves whirling in before long.
a "It
year.dawned
I guess,onthatme Ione
hatedday.thisafter
life,about
with
all
my
heart"
she
says
today.
"I
hated
social part because of the people involvedthe—
of what they expected of me. which was
exactly nothing, to be nothing, to be only
aHecorate
pretty the
girl airto .have
around
help
. . The
me, and
whatever
there was of the real me. was tired and
lost. I swore after this year, on this day.
to give it all up."
Marriage
This, however, was easier sworn than
done. Margo. grown quickly accustomed
to good money, a good apartment, good
clothes,asfound
her
work
easilythatas she
she couldn't
thought.giveSheup continued modeling.
But she did bid good-bye to the old
crowd. And she replaced them all with a
husband, a fellow named Bill Warner, an
advertising executive she met one evening
and, thinking
was inlater.
love with him.
married
a few she
afternoons
Today Margo is reluctant to talk about
this marriage. The muscles in her neck
tightening when she does, she says only,
softly: "It quick
was a ending.
disaster.TheIt was
beginning,
only quick
good
"hing that came out of it was our child."
Darryl Warner— a big. beautiful blond
baby — was
shortly
divorce
was born
finalized.
And. before
within Margo's
only a
few years after his birth. Margo learned
•hat bringing up a child alone was not easy.
"My son was unhappy," she says, "and I

was with
unhappy.
boy to
live
womenIt's not
only.easyAndfor itanycertainly
wasn't easy
for Darryl.
mother,
a nurse
and a living
maid. with
I guessonlythea
more
and the
disturbed
handleunhappy
he became,
more Iandtriedhard-toto run
away from him. I found myself going out
a lot again. work.
Tired as I was and
whengoI'dto come
home
visit
people from
for dinner orI'd godress
to the theater
or a
movie. I didn't date much. I wasn't intered in menbe anymore.
I didn't
would estever
again. There
was, think
in fact,I
only one man in my life, my son. my baby.
And he didn't seem to love me. He wouldn't
me mother,
tocall anyone,
leastmommy.
of all Heto wouldn't
me. So. listen
in a
strange, confused way. I tried to run away
from him — I'd come home, give him a
present I'd bought, very fancy and expenbuy thethe package
little kissfrom
I'd get
him assive, asheif totook
me, from
and
then I'd run.
"Till
I
couldn't
stand
it
any
more,
what
was happening to him. to me.
"Till the
I turned
day to Council
an organization
called
Child one
Guidance
and had
a long talk with a director there — that
plain, down-to-earth, common sense type
talk we all need once in a while, no matter
how
might feel we're flying up
there high
in thewestratosphere.
"I was told, very simply, that a child
must
be made
to feel heand belongs.
'Give
him. not
only presents
quick kisses,
but
love,
real
love,
and
consistency,'
I
told. 'Don't, above all. take him was
for
granted.' I was told.
Learning to be a mother
time"I went
I stayedhomehome.that afternoon, and this
learned
Darryl,among
even
in "Ithose
first lots
few being
hours. with
I learned,
other things, what it was like to put my
boy to bed.
"And what
one dayit was
not like
too long
learned
for aafter
motherthis toI
get a present from her son. I was in the
living room, reading, this afternoon, I
remember. I knew Darryl was in his room,
playing. And then, all of a sudden, he came
out and handed me something. It was a
piece of clay, with his handprint on it.
'Mommy.' he said, giving it to me, 'this is
for
love you."theI cried.
was, you,
up because
to that Imoment,
happiestIt
moment
of
my
life."
It was at about this time — with Darryl
changed
— that
Margo herself decided to
make some
changes.
Once again she vowed, as she had vowed
fourAndyears
this earlier,
time shetodid.quit modeling.
"Smile all you want." she told her doubting agent. "I'm holding on to a few TV
jobs, for living expenses. But I'm dropping
everything
Taking a else."
deep breath and crossing her
fingers, and remembering for an instant a
little girl lying on her lonely sick-bed.
pretending she was an actress, feeling her
strange and delicious feelings, she went
on: "I'm
goingto toNewa drama
what
I came
York forschool.
in theThat's
first
place. That's what I should have done in
theMargo
first place.
enrolled. . ."in a well-known acting
school the next day. A few weeks later
Columbia Pictures, having heard about her
from
director,
screen-tested
her forthea school's
leading role
in Middle
oj the
Night. The test was a flop — Margo, if not
downright terrible, was at least pretty bad.
And the role went to Kim Novak, while
Margo
a different
school.
This went
school tosuited
her fine.
She studied
there for nearly two years, under a coach
named Wynn Handman. She tried out for
Broadway plays and TV shows, dozens of
them. She was rejected most of the time.
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But
she And
studied.
"AndAndprayed,"
says. still
Harder.
harder.
harder. she
Till, finally, some six months ago, the
incredible happened:
A New
Yorkandagent
Margo
work
in class
who who
knew hadthatseen
Twentieth
Century-Fox's Hollywood brass was lookaroundfloozie
for a wife
"new face"
to play Susie
Belle,ing the
Hound-Dog
recommended
Margo. Ain test
was made,Man,in
New York. And Margo was given her
stand-by papers — with a not-too-encouragA ingfew"maybe"
weeksattached.
later, on a Saturday, the
agent called
excitedly
someone
at MGM
had toseentellherMargo
test that
and
that they had decided to sign her.
Minutes after this call, with Margo still
sitting, unbelieving, alongside her phone,
there came another call. It was the agent
again.
"I just talked to the boys at Fox," he
said, "to
the Metro
tract. Buttell
theythem
were about
just about
to call conme,
they said, to tell me they wanted you for
further tests. 'Sorry, boys,' I told them,
' — first acome,
Theresuddenly,
was a
pause,
long first
pause.served.'
And then,
came the word: 'Bring her around tomorrow. We'll sign her. And she leaves
forThere
the Coast
Monday.'
was aonpause
here" now, again a
long pause.
"Margo, did you hear what I said —
you're going to Hollywood day after tomor ow!" the agent called out.
But
Margoanswer.
didn't answer.
Couldn't
Because she'd fainted dead away.
Something very special
And while we actually could end our
story here, the ending being a decidedly
happy one, we feel (1) that it would be
impolite leaving a lovely lady lying on the
floor, and (2) that you might like to hear
a little about something very special that
happened to Margo shortly after her
revival
wood. and subsequent arrival in HollyThe something concerns a man, that
segment of our population which Margo
had
first practically
marriage. rejected since her ill-fated

But let Margo tell it:
"His ducer,
namevery young
is Bob andRadnitz.
He's though
a proAnd—
attractive,
I must admit none of his qualities exactly
bowled me over the first time we met. We
met on the trodset
were inuced, thatofis,theandpicture.
he saidWe something
like, 'Since we're both from New York
we've got to get together sometime,' and I
said, 'Yes,' and that was that. I thought.
"Then this night, a few nights later, I
was atthehome
just put Darryl to bed —
and
phone— I'drang.
'Thisother
is Bobend Radnitz,'
on " the
of the lineI heard
say. a voice
"'Who?'
I
asked.
I'd
forgotten
his last
name.
"He explained.
" 'Oh,'he Iwas
said,going
not very
knew
to askenthusiastically.
for a date and,I
truthfully, I couldn't have been less interested.
"Well,I thought
he did that
ask, would
and I besaidthat.no, and
again
"But he persisted, so much that I finally
said, 'Look, if you're so anxious to talk to
somebody, why don't you come over for
ahung
little
and have toa cupmyself
of coffee?'
" 'Pest,'
when I
up.whileI thought
"And he was, too.
"First, as soon as he arrived, he made a
long face
I toldthathimthereI only
instant coffee.when
He said
was had
nothing
like
drip
coffee
made
in
a
drip
coffee
pot.
'Really?' I said.
"Then, about
an hour
when I was
starving
and had
to eatlater,
something
and
said, not too invitingly, 'Would you like to
join me in some salad?' — he jumped up
from word
his chair,
man whocamehasn'tintoheard
the
foodlikein a years,
the
kitchen with me, and then proceeded to
tell me about all the things he was allergic
to. Things like tomatoes and tuna fish and
aintocouple
of other things I'd planned to put
the salad.
'"When
is he asgoing
leave?'tossing
I wondered to myself
I stoodto there
the
lettuce, oil and vinegar — the only ingrediallowed to endhappened,
up using. 'When?'
"Butents Iwas
there
inthenthe something
kitchen, eating. as we sat

My Son Has Been Kidnapped
(Continued from page 57)
So the court fight dragged on and the baby
was passed back and forth between Stella
and Herman time after time. The court
made only one provision, that the baby
was whole
not to matter
be removed
from Memphis
the
was settled
once anduntil
for
all.
But Stella moved to Hollywood and little
Andy remained behind with his father,
now atora at$3950
per yearAirIBMForce
machine
the Mallory
base. operThey
both lived with Herman's parents.
The first kidnapping
Onephis day
Stella herslipped
back sonintooffMemand carried
beautiful
with
her, against court orders, against the law,
back to her home in Hollywood.
Now Sergeant Jonoski felt he underfather stoodhadthe whole
come tocase.stealObviously
back his the
own boy's
son.
Obviously it wasn't a matter for the Los
Angeles police.
it wasn'tJonoski.
a kidnap ing . . so Obviously
decided Sergeant
But
we're
forced
to
wonder
just
what
was. We went first to talk with Stella . .it.
then to talk with Herman. First, let's hear
78 Stella's story:

"The with
househappy
is so noises.
still now. MyIt used
filled
littletoboybe
laughing or yelling or playing cowboy and
shooting off his toy six-gun. Sometimes,
when he became too noisy, I'd call out,
'Andy, you must quiet down, honey.' What
Ihiswouldn't
give to hear my little boy and
home.friends yelling in the backyard of my
"When will I ever hear my son saying,
'Mommy'
again,in ora bear
feel hug,
his warm
press
me tight
or heararms
his
sturdy little feet in cowboy boots stamp
noisily in the kitchen where he'd dig into
the refrigerator
for snacks.
stocked
sinceI hehaven't
was
snatched the
from refrigerator
me.
moviemy actress
such courts
a crimein
that"Is I being
should a lose
child? The
Memphis
awarded
to hisHow
father. But what
aboutmy thelittle
law boy
of God?
can anyone tear a child away from his
mother?
"I haven't
been from
able me.
to sleep
well since
Andy
was taken
The nights
are
so long. It is hours upon black hours when
I lie awake, my heart absolutely torn with
longing for my son. And I wonder, during

began telling
to talk.meReally
to talk.
Bob"Westarted
aboutbegan
his life,
the
good things, the bad, the ups, the downs.
And I told him about my life, all about it.
And by the time we were finished talking,
five
six hours
it waseachas ifother—
we'd
knownor each
other —later,
and liked
for years.
"We again
made when
no appointment
see each
other
Bob left that tonight.
Flowers and coffee pots
"But the next morning, at about 7:30,
just as I was getting ready to leave for the
studio, the front doorbell rang. And there
he stood, silly smile on his face, holding a
little pink-and-white posy bouquet in his
hand. I didn't think that type thing happened anymore. I didn't even know what
toyousay.sometime,'
But Bob hesavedsaid,me handing
the bother.
me 'See
the
flowers and walking
away.
"And then that night, when I got home,
guess who was in the living room, on the
floor, playing like crazy with Darryl.
"He hopped up when he saw me. 'Margo
— I didn't mean to barge in,' he said, 'but
there's a little something I bought for you,
that"HeI'dledlikemeyouintoto the
have.'kitchen. And there
on the stove it sat, a gleaming new coffee
" 'It's the drip kind,' he said, 'just in
case you ever decide you'd like to have
me over
another
cup of coffee
he
said forthen,
shrugging,
as if .he. . Well.'
were
about to leave, 'before you start thinking
I might
some kindstopped
of a pest
"But mybe laughter
him,— I' guess.
pot.
probably
to "And,
him and
huggedtoo,him.the way I went over
and"Because
dinner. he stayed that night — for coffee,
"And, come to think of it, he's been
showing
for same both
every Margo
night since.
. . ."
At thisup writing,
and Bob
only jsmile
when anyone
ect of wedding
plans. brings up the subBut to old crystal gazers like us, our
so-called
mystery girl's future seems very
clear
indeed.
end
MargoIt'sis Over.
a star of 20th-Fox's Wake Me
When
those endless hours: What is happening to
Andy now? How is my little boy taking the
shock of being snatched away from his
mother? Is he awake at night, as I am,
crying for me, as I am for him?
"For many months, when Andy was with
me,
my happiness
child I with
me was
mixed withat having
a certainmy fear.
was
afraid that a moment might come when the
boy's father would try to take him from
me. I'd had to steal my own child out of
Memphis
year first
ago place.
in order to have him
with me ina the
Once in a lifetime
"I was Stephens,
a teen-agerandat itthewastimeshortly
I married
Herman
after
our baby
was
born
in
Memphis
that
I real-At
ized our marriage had been a mistake.
the time of our separation, I was awarded
full custody of our baby. My parents
helped
me take
of him when
school and
whencareI worked.
I soonI went
had anto
offer to go to Hollywood. It was one of
those
golden opportunities
that comes
once
in a lifetime
and I would have
been crazy
not to take it. I wanted to make good in
Hollywood
my child's
more
than
for mine.for With
a careersakeas even
an actress,
I could take care of my son and give him
the material things a child needs, and I
couldof give
of myself,
too. There's
lots
timehimoff ainlotacting.
However,
at the
beginning I had to remain in Hollywood

•lone neins . Iknew
order myto getmother
a toehold
in the busiwas taking
good
rare of Andy back in Memphis, and as
toon as I was able to. I was planning to
ruing him to Hollywood to live with me.
"The thorn
my custody
happinessofwasmy thatson.al-I
hough
I had in the
'ouldn't
take
him
out
of Ten»essee except by specialof the
courtstate
order.
And
lis
father
had
begun
to
fight
me
on that
icore.
"Many divorcedare mothers
have to gotheirto
vork.
allowed
hildrenandwiththeythem.
I believedto Ihave
would be
ble
to doarejustdivorced
what so are
manyallowed
other tomothrs who
do:
vork and raise my child. I was sure I could
•resent my side of the story to the court
nd get. their permission to have my child
.-ith me in Hollywood.
"'But Hollywood is thousands of miles
way afrom
lake
court Memphis.
appearanceI incouldn't
Memphisalways
on a
tipulated
roduction. day if I was in the middle of
otherto times
I'd gone
to Memhis"Several
to appeal
the court
for the
right
d have my child live with me. But on
lose
occasions
I'd
find
myself
sitting
round and waiting, because of one court
ostponement
after wasanother.
when I
nother court date
set. I Then,
discovered
'as
busy whole
in a picture
couldn't
walk
ut. The
thing wasand very
confusing.
hurt Andy even more than it hurt me.
!e couldn'twithout
understand
lemphis
taking why
him I'd
with leave
me.
idn't his own mommy love him? It used
> kill me when he'd run after me. pulling
; my skirt and crying, 'Don't leave me,
lommy.'
An abnormal thing"
! »r"One
night last
unbearablyandlonely
my child.
I flewJuly,
to Memphis
took
.m back with me on the next plane for
ollywood. It may have been in defiance
'hatever
the courtheartorder,
defiance
the but
good notLordin puts
insideof
a mother. Back in Memphis, when it
as discovered that I had taken my child
)me with me. there was a big hue and
y about it. You would have thought I
ad done an abnormal thing in wanting to
ave
child inwith
me. Thesaid child's
ther myand own
the folks
Memphis
I had
dnapped
my
child.
How
in
heaven's name
n a mother be accused of kidnapping
her
vn child? I had given birth to him. I had
arsed him during his first few weeks of
e. I wanted my child.
But because I had dared to take my
jld with me to Hollywood, the whole
wn of Memphis turned against me. I was
asisband
cited was
for contempt
court. Myof exgiven fullofcustody
our
ild. If I set foot in Memphis I could be
it in jail, like a criminal.
"Mothers
have often risked their lives
gr their
to jailchildren.
for mine.I was willing to risk go"Meanwhile,
and I I were
very
ppy together inAndy
California.
had rented
homey kind of house in Beverly Hills,
lere was a picturesque mountain behind
and a large back yard. I had fixed up a
om for Andy with wood paneling and
:tures of cowboys and horses on the wall,
lad a great incentive to want to succeed
w. My career as an actress thrilled me
t because of the glamour in it— although
olayed glamorous roles — but because it
juld enable me to do so much for my
y. I didn't
I went mothers
to few
rties.
Theredateare much
many and
divorced
io work their fingers to the bone for their
Udren. I was luckier than those mothers.
career gave me long periods, weeks at
time tosometimes,
have myto
Dort
the studio when
at all.I Ididn't
was with
ild a great deal. Every moment I was

free was a precious moment to spend with
Andy. I felt very lucky that I could be
home financially.
so much and still provide for my
child
wonderful
and"I Iremember
had — how theI would
drive times
him Andy
down
the
hill and
to Ponyland
at LaCienega.
wheretakehehimwould
ride the ponies,
standing
in the stirrups and twirling
his
lasso up
around.
"Andy
had
been with
pale me.
and Very
thin soon
when heI
brought him back
began to grow robust and tanned. He was
always laughing and playing cowboy. He
was
life forsuchhim.a happy
and forchild.
me. It was a natural
"If there
were
shadows
my happiness because of letters clouding
I was receiving
from his father threatening to take him
back. I tried to push them from my mind.
Andy was never left alone. I had a good
nurse for him. and I was with him whenI didn't
want etover I wasn't
make theworking.
child feelAndlikeyet.a prisoner.
"That morning — that dreadful morning
insitting
Aprilat— my
he was
playing
outside.
I wasto
desk and had just begun
look over some papers. I could hear Andy
calling out to a badman he pretended he
had lassoed. Then I heard a car scrunching
up my driveway.
Strange — I and
wasn'tran ex-to
the frontpecting
dooranyone.justI jumped
in time upto see
the tail
of a car going down the driveway. I froze.
By
timeI Iknew,
could without
scream 'stop.'
the car
was thegone.
even looking
for him. that my child was gone.
to shake.
to "Ido.began
I managed
to getI didn't
to the know
phone what
and
call the police.
"Then
I
just
stood
by
the
phone,
numb
with shock, unable to move or to think or
even to cry. It might have been minutes,
itstill.
mightFinallv.
have been
hours.to I walk
remained
I started
acrossthere,
the
living
room.
Andy
had
left
his
lasso
in the middle of the floor. It was new
the lasso
the Easter
him. He'dI
been
playingbunny
with had
it onlybrought
that morning.
had told him not to play with the lasso in
the house, and he had said laughingly.
'Okay. Mommy. I'll take it outside.' But he
taken itwith
outside. many
He'd been
sohadn't
thingssohetobusy,
do,
thatvery
he busy
had left hisso lasso
where
had
dropped it on the floor, I tripped over it
and fell, and suddenly I cried hysterically.
I couldn't stop crying.
"Is he frightened now?"
"I haven't been inside his room since he
was taken
picture
of hisfrom
roomme.out But
of myI can't
mind. get
Or the
the
beloved memory of Andy sitting at the long
desk
which
I'd
had
built
in
front
of
the
window,
wheretimeshe heusedwould
to paint
And of the
call andme draw.
in to
admire a picture he had drawn. He drew
so well. And the hi-fi in the corner where
we'd
and asingrecording
to his records.
had just
boughtsit him
of Peter I Pan.
He
loved that record, and he was going to
show me how he could fly up to the ceiling
like Peter Pan, and I had laughed at that
and tried
him know
how frightened Iwasnotat totheletthought
he might
try to
fly
and break
bones. I didn't
wantandmyfallchild
to be hisfrightened.
Is he
frightened now . . . ?
"I will fight with the last dime I have to
get my longsson
back. With
he be-to
. If it means
givingme.up Where
my career
have him I will give it up. But I need the
money my career gives me for the legal
counsel to get him back.
"Someagain,
day and
I willI will
openhearthe thedoorlaughter
of his
room
of my son. and we will listen to Peter Pan
together and he will try to fly in the air.
And although my heart will be in my
mouth. I won't sav a word, for I will be
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there to catch him if he should fall. . . ."
That was Stella's side of the story. Herman's isquite different:
"I have
wantinghim myoff sonto back
ever
since
Stellabeencarried
California
in violation
court's order
in Maythen.of
1959.
I have ofbeenthe planning
this since
"I leftat Memphis
AmericanApril
Airlines
plane
1:30 a.m. onon anSaturday,
23. I
had
$600
in
my
pocket.
I
didn't
know
how
much it would cost.
"I
arrived
in
Los
Angeles
Saturday
morning and rented a car. I drove to a
privateport andplane
rental a company
the airchartered
plane andat pilot.
As
soon as I arrived at the airport with Andy,
the pilot was to fly us to Phoenix, about
450 miles from Los Angeles.
drove into
town outandBenedict
got a map
Los"I Angeles.
I drove
Canyonof
Drive and found Stella's house real easy.
The watch
parked thedownresttheof street
and Ifwatched
the"I house
the day.
Andy
came out, I was going to get him and take
off fast. But I never did see him that day.
"ThatI was
nightkeyed
I drove
off andand found
motel.
up, tense
exciteda
and
didn't
sleep
too
well.
I
got
up
Sunday morning and started watchingearly
the
house again. No one came out for hours.
Then in early afternoon Stella and Andy
came out and got in a car and left.
followedtheatfreeways
a distance.for She
drovetime,
up
and"I down
a long
just taking Andy for a ride, I guess. She

finally turned off and I was afraid she
would
see me Iifwent
I followed,
After supper,
back tosoherI didn't.
house
and
began
watching
again.
But she
come home that night. At least,
not didn't
while
I was there. I fell asleep in the car, it was
so late. I finally woke up — it was 2:30 a.m.
oi later — and drove back to my motel.
(Ed. she
note:did Stella
in a home.
later interview
denied
not return
She said
she was home all Sunday evening. It was
possible, while
of course,
to haveor
returned
HermanforwasStella
out eating,
to have returned when he went to sleep.)
"I set my alarm clock for 6:00 a.m. and
got a few hours' sleep. I drove back and
watched
the house again. I didn't see anyor not.one and didn't know if anyone was home
"I began checking
in theI
neighborhood
but wasnurseries
unsuccessful.
drove
to makebackone tolastStella's
effort. house.
And forI was
some going
reason I can't explain, I did something I
hadn't,
to do.upI toparked
in theIt
drivewayplanned
and walked
the door.
was about 11:30 a.m. when I rang the bell.
"Justfromat the
thatsideinstant,
heard HeAndy's
voice
of theI house.
was
playing
outside.
When
he
heard
he ran around to the front. He saw the
me bell
and
'Daddy,'
and came
tohollered,
me. About
that time
I heardrunning
Estelle upin
the"About
house that
call out, 'Andy.'
gettingthatpanicky.
I had
to move time
fast. I Iwasrealized
Andy
was glad to see me, as I was him. I quickly

Have I Failed as a True Christian?
(Continued from page 34)
was a letter that did not praise Elvis . . .
far from
This Elvis
letter most
attacked...in itthetoldwaya
we
know it!hurts
story of a night that apparently shocked
the letter writer, and may possibly shock
some of our readers, but it did not shock
us.
Why not? Because we have received
just
lettersStates.
about almost every star
in thesuchUnited
We have never previously printed such
a letter because we felt it might damage
the star, but we feel that this case points
a veryley, oneimportant
moralmen... weif Elvis
of the finest
know,Prescan
be misunderstood in this manner, no star,
no
performer
is
ever
safe.
This
is
the
letter:
March 3, 1960
Mr.
DavidScreen
Myers, Editor
Modern
Neio York, New York
Dear Mr. Myers:
First things
ducing myself. first — so I'll begin by introMy name is Miss Ruby Lee Mays. I am
24 years old. . . . Some time ago I took a
job in Memphis, Tennessee, where I
worked in toa finance
helping and
our
customers
work outcompany
their —problems
talking with them about their personal
troubles. In my spare time I began working with the kids at the Crippled Children's Hospital
— and with
foundtheirI completely
surrounded
myself
problems.
These kids were not crippled for life —
there was hope of their recovery. Those
with club feet would be able to walk some
day
— with
rightcould
help someday
and guidance.
Those
withthepolio
walk
again. . . .
One day I walked in and received not
so muchon duty.
as a "Hi"
7 talkedherwiththattheI
80 nurse
It was...through

learned that the kids were "down in the
dumps"
word
that they because
were notthey
goinghadhomereceived
for Christmas.
Not going home for Christmas? Why,
they had planned on it so much. In fact. I
had
of them
man helped
cards some
to their
friendsaddress
sayingChristthey
would all get together and have a good
time. But plans had been altered due to
a flu
Howepidemic
in the— and
worldthe dodoctors
you said,
explain"No."to
children — who, not at their own choosing,
are different from other children? So —
with selfonebackofinto
my the
big room,
ideas — gathered
J marched allmy-of
them around me, and announced. "Okay.
I'll tell you
tell me else
what inyou'd
rather
have what!
than Youanything
the
world and III get it as a Christmas gift
I no more than got the promise out of
my you."
mouth than I got an answer from
for
Janie. "Ruby, will you get Elvis to come
see us?"riencedAnd
since, onea silence
which II'vehopenever
will expenever
re-appear — came over the entire room!
Theytual friends.
knew They
I had knew
met Elvis
through
muthat I knew Anita
Wood, the girl Elvis was dating. But they
didn't
they had
had gone
recently
had a
quarrelknow
whenthatAnita
to Hollywood to make a film, that they weren't
writing, etc. But you don't try explaining
to kids — youtojust
don't!ButAndit
sothese
— I things
made
turned
out toa bepromise
the greatestTRY!
challenge
of
my entire life!
Yes,
I
had
met
Elvis.
I
don't
say
that
we
were friendstroduced— only
that— each
we hadbeing
been very
inmany times
pleasant due to his friendly ways. But I
doubted even then that Elvis would remember sxich a meeting, even one of them.
Iopinion
don't know
I everthatreally
of him that
— simply
I washadgladan

took him by the hand and said, 'Come o
son, snatch
let's go for a ride.'
The
"Then I picked him up in my arms, p
him in the car and got out of there in
hurry. I was later told that Estelle sa
she saw Andy between two men in the ca
But, I was alone.
"I drove
to thehurried
airport,overchecked
rented
car and
to the inchatl
tered plane. The pilot was waiting. We le
immediately for Phoenix and arrive
there about mid-afternoon.
the plane
Phoen
at "We
12:30 gota.m.,on April
26, andandgot left
in Memph
at 9: 15 a.m. Boy, was I glad to be hon
with Andy. It had been too long since
had seen him — almost a year."
despite
Herman Stephens' pleasu)
atblesBut
being
re-united
are not
over. with his son, his troi
"I'm going to go back," says Stella, "ar
get
I won'tThey
try toknow
steala Anc
again.my I'llboy.go Oh,to court.
litt
boy needs his mother. Maybe they'll p<
meSointhat's
jail for
a
while,
but
I
don't
care
tug of war ...where
in a the
littlestory
boy ends
pulled...at inar
pushed,
having
no
idea
where
or what tomorrow may hold. Oh, helittlebelon;
bo;
have lived through worse than that . . . v
only
wonder
how
he
will
ever
understar
that all of this confusion, this emotion
torture that must leave deep scars is h
because two people claim to love hi
more than anything in the world.
tohe see
a guy goButfrom
"rags to riches" i
finally
other
didn't
thinkdid.about
it. than that I real
But with the promise I made to the ki<
J was soon to really think about it. I U
the hospital and drove the 3 or 4 mil'
to Graceland. Elivs' home. It was pourii
down rain — but that didn't keep the fa
away. In fact, there were some 4-5 ca
parked at the gate when I drove up. ft'
first impulse was to get out of there ai
forget that silly nonsense. But I couldi
do it! I had made a promise to those kit
which I would keep. I WAS GOING T
TRY!
Feeling like a complete idiot. I dro>
right up to the gate and yelled for Trav<
Elvis'
gate, touncle
comewhooutworked
to the ascar.guard
I hadat mtl
Travis several times before, so lohen /
recognized me. he came out and sat in tl
car and talked with me for a while. 1 c.i
plained to him what I wanted and he to
me Elvis was out with some of the bo;
but would be back shortly. "You just pv
right up beside the drive and you'll caU
himIt when
in." later that Elv
wasn't hetendrives
minutes
appeared, driving the purple Cadillac. a>
paused at the gate. No sooner had h
stopped than eight or ten kids rushed i
toto him
for autographs.
gov
on theirthatfunWell,
— so I inwasn't
mycertain
car
sat! butt
And inthrough
downpour
nobody recognized Ruby Lee Mays — but
felt as if everyone was watching and co>
sidering
me anthat"autograph
hound."
It rvi
at that time
I came closest
to leavin
But
I
still
couldn't
do
it!
Even
if
it
meai
pocketing my pride and making a fool
myself
I'd
have
to
do
so
—
for
I
was
pj
going to leave in defeat!
As I made a move to get out. Elv
moved
on toward the house — leaving tl
crowd behind.
Eventually all the cars left — and / age
drove up to the gate in ansioer to Travi
call,
plained"Why
— thendidn't
askedyouthatget heout?"
takeSoa Imc;hi
read: up to the house for me. That messa<
sage
Elvis:

I've met you several times — but possibly you don't remember. That, however, is notfor important.
to talkto
with you
five minutesI'd inlikewhich
ask a favor of you — a favor which
J would piestmake
someat 20-30
kids the hapones ever
Christmastime.
I
know
you
must
be
— having
everyone want to see you busy
at this
time
—you.and ButI certainly
don't
want
to
would it be possible to bother
speak
with
for these short minutes? I'd
be so you
appreciative.
Ruby Lee Mays
It was approximately three minutes later
that Travis returned with his answer,
"Elvis ten
says to tell you he'll be down in
about
And now minutes."
comes my open letter to Elvis
Presley:
Do you remember how you drove down
- the road from the house — parking your car
'•'next
remember
how toyoumine,
rolledElvis?
down Dotheyouwindow
and
yelled, "You the one that sent the note?"
And
was, a "Yes,
I'd like
talk
urith myyouanswer
for just
moment
if Ito may,
rolease."
And
do
you
remember
how
you
yelled back, "Well, I'm a busy man. I don't
' have
time then,
to talk."
:l:
It was
Elvis, that I said I was
„sorry, that I knew you were busy, that I
.didn't want to bother you, but that I had
promised
I'd try allandthat
talkrain—
with
iou. And thethenkids
— through
,t.jour
answer
was
the
same,
"Well,
I've
got
date and
goita go."
-1 With
that I've
I turned
the key and began
lacking out. Do you remember calling
tack
to me. Elvis,
"What was it you
vanted
Well, tothetalk
littleabout?"
speech I had rehearsed
rime
again on any
my longer
way —outcertainly
didn't
eem and
so convincing
.H ,ot
the
type
you'd
deliver
between
two
>arked cars in the rain with four guys
■:x itting
there
in
your
car
listening.
But
ardless, I had to make an attempt.re-I
'.'.'culdn't go back to the hospital and tell
:: 'lose kids I hadn't even talked with you.
i-iIfome
that back
were atthea case
laterthey'd
date — expect
and I mecouldto
J.-ever go through this deal twice. And so
began — I told you everything. I ex:| lained how heartbroken they were; your
:\.npearance would make them happy, that
you
have sayto sing
■ me wouldn't
there, only
hello orandspendlet much
them
now you cared.
I But you were having no part of it! Do
:ou remember your reply when I again
lid I was sorry to have taken up your
wne and began backing out? Do you re1kng
emberthe jumping
out of theto car
short distance
my and
side stepand
tiling
so
all
could
hear,
"Don't
act
• smart! You don't realize I'm you
a busy
:an. When I come home I'd like to spend
little again
time with
And
I said myI wasfolks."
sorry! And again
backed away. But you cried out, "You
ait just a minute! Don't you act so high
:dAndmighty!"
do you remember my answer,
vis? I told you, "No one is acting high
■d mighty! I'm trying to be nice. I came
■t hereexpect
to askyou a tofavor
of you.
ally
go — but
I toldI didn't
those
dsur I'd
ask.
Now
that
you've
given me
answer
I'll
leave."
But again you held me there. I can still
s you leaning toward my car — dripping
th rain — as you literally screamed, "You
n't time
seem toto myself.
understandWhenever
that I want
tie
I comea
me people are always wanting me to do
sCharity?
— and do Charity?
that — for Mr.
charity!"
Presley, let me
Ireyoulooking
one thing!
.
.
.
I didn't come
for an autograph
from out
the
ck V Roll King! I don't care if you dig

for a that
livingI came
— so out
don'thereyouforgetmy-it
inditches
your head
s
e
l
f
—
that
I'm
running
after
And do you remember how you.
you .cut. ."me
short with, "Now you listen to me!"
"Listen to you, Mr. Presley? I've heard
your stand
answerback
— so and
I've listen!
listened.
But you
just
I personally
don't
give
a
damn
about
you
—
or
you
are! But I do care about those kidswhoat that
hospital
—
heartbroken
because
they
can't
go home for Christmas. They wanted you
to stop by just long enough to say you
were thinking about them. But no! You
can't SI,spare
Sure,Street
you and
can
drop
000 intenthe minutes!
pot on Main
a photographer just happens to be
standing
But areyou lesscan'tfortunate
drop in than
and
see
some there!
kids who
you!
I'm
afraid
I
couldn't
have
the
press
standing there with the flash bulbs popping
— showing what a thoughtful and wonder-
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ful person you are. No, I can't do that for
you! Sure,
know must
you'rebe busy!
know
a lot ofI people
on youAndcon-I
s
t
a
n
t
l
y
f
o
r
something!
So
go
abouthappy!
your
business and make all your fans
But
don't
you
forget
that
those
kids
at
the
hospital — even though some are bedridden,
someing can't
talk
or
wake
up
every
mornand see what a beautiful world they
live
and you
otherswhere
don'tyouwalkare— those
helpedin, put
today kids
and
they can very easily tear you down!
Do youmemberremember,
Elvis?
Do
you
rehow I sat there with tears of joy
streaming down my cheeks because I
could ofappreciate
fullestenough
— and
tears
sorrow forlife
kidstowhothe cared
for Elvis Presley to think he might possibly stop by and say hello?
Do you remember later your reply, "I'm
busyyou
— you'll
have toElvis?
come back later on."
Do
remember,
will be chosen from each of the
following areas — on a basis of the
date and time on your postmark:
Eastern States, Southern States,
Midwestern States, Rocky Mountain and Pacific States, Canada.
And even if you don't win an Elvis
album, you'll be glad you sent this
in because
you'restars
helping
usballot
discover
the recording
you
really care about. MAIL TO:
RECORDING STAR POLL,
MODERN SCREEN, BOX 2291,
GRAND CENTRAL STATION,
N.Y. 17, N.Y.

ALBUMS
■ How can BACK"
you win one of RCAVictor's
Back"of
albums? great
Just new
fill in"Elvis
both Issides
the form below (or a reasonable
facsimile thereof) and mail it to
us right away. Twenty winners
SINGLES
If you own any singles (a record with one song on each side) by any
ofhis the
name:following performers, please make an X in the box next to
Ames Brothers
O Johnny Horton
□ Paul Anka
Q Marv Johnson
□□ Annette
Q
Lee John
Frankie Avalon
□ Brenda
Little Willie
□ LaVern Baker
□□ Rick
n Brook Benton
Patti Nelson
Page
□ Pat Boone
PlattersPresley
□ Elvis
□ Brothers Four
□ Johnny Cash
□□ Jim
LloydReeves
Price
Darin
□ Debbie Reynolds
O□ Bobby
Fats Domino
□ Lonnie Donegan
□Q Marty
Jimmie Robbins
Rodgers
[J Tommy Edwards
Connie Stevens
CI Everly Brothers
□ Neil Sedaka
□□ Fabian
Eddie Fisher
[J Conway Twitty
□ Sarah Vaughan
□ Connoe
Ella Fitzgerald
Francis
□ Jackie Wilson

Well, I do! I remembered how I drove
back to the hospital and stood at the door
debating what 1 should tell those kids. I
remember
wentbefore
to thegoing
ladies'in
room to puthowon I myfirstface
to see them again. I even remember how
I dropped down into the chair in the office
and cried my heart out in disappointment
—God's
because there
wasn't
a thing
this
do about
it! inI shall
Yes, world
Elvis, II could
remember!
Oh, how
always
walkingnotintoandtelltelling
the kids.remember
I had decided
them
the
truth
—
that
you
didn't
have
time
for
all
that
charity
work
—other
but engagements
simply that
you
were
tied
up
with
and that was that!
But, Elvis, children are far smarter than
we give them credit for. . . . All they unsee them! der.sto.d w.as that Elvis wasn't coming to
It has been quite some time since I've

thought back to that night in the rain. But
today — when I picked up the paper and
saw your picture and your comment to
"give the people rock V roll as long as
they want it," I couldn't help but remember.
And in remembering 1 recall the endorsement of my high school diploma which
read:
"Youandhaveattained
ascendedan the
stairwaystepof
the stars
important
instairways
self -improvement.
In
years
to
comeWeigh
new
will be opened to you.
their merits, choose them carefully and
climb them bodily. For when you have
reached the top you will find the prize was
wellI wish
worthforwinning."
you, Elvis, all the luck and
happiness in the world. And especially
when you find the one thing you want
more than anything else to make you
happy — I truly hope you get it.
A lot of us don't . . . especially at Christ-

ALBUMS
If you own any albums (an LP with a group of songs is an album) by
any of the following recording stars, please make an X in the box
next to his name:
[~l Kingston Trio
Chet Atkins
Harry Belofonte
□ Mario Lanza
Pat Boone
□ Peggy Lee
Brothers Four
Q Henry Mancini
David Carroll
Q Mantovani
Ray Charles
□ Johnny Mathis
Van Cliburn
O George Melachrino
Nat King Cole
□ Mitch Miller
□ Perry Como
□□ Platters
Elvis Presley
□ Ray Conniff
□ Bobby Darin
□ Jim Reeves
□ Duane Eddy
Marty and
RobbinsJohnny
□□ Santo
□ Everly Brothers
□ Percy Faith
Q Dinah Shore
□ Tennessee Ernie Ford
fj Frank Sinatra
□ Pete Fountain
□ Terry Snyder and the All Stars
Q Connie Francis
□ Billy Voughon
□ Dinah Washington
□ Eydie Gorme
SHOW TUNES, TV, MOVIE AND COMEDIAN ALBUMS
If you own any of the albums listed below, please make an X in the
box next to the title:
Q Flower Drum Song
Porgy and
n□ South
PacificBess(Broadway Cast)
□ From The Hungry 1
Q
South
Pacific (Soundtrack)
□ Gigi
O My Fair Lady
□ The King and 1
□ Peter Gunn
Q The Music Man
Approximately how many single records (of all kinds, not just names
□
□
□
Q
□
□
□

Approximately how many albums or LP's do you own?

STREET ADDRESS.
ZONE

STATE

mastime onRegards
a rainy nightbest,tn Memphis'
Miss Rubyfor Leethe Mays
(Lee)
2627 Mobile Avenue. Apt. 3
El Paso. Texas
wouldn'tthisbeletter
right ...
or proper
Elvi?
to Itanswer
for whatfor coulc
he say? "Dear God, did I fail as a Christian? I didn't
hurt anyone.'
Would that
be an mean
adequateto answer?
Would
that ease the pain of the children who
waited for him in vain? Would that really
satisfy
suchdoubt
real
sadness the
wroteyoung
her lady
letter who
to us?in We
it.
It's and
far more
answer
here
now, fitting
for we that
can wepoint
to theit.
facts that Elvis would never dream of
mentioning. We can point to a paralyzed
thirteen-year-old
made
all the time ingirlthe for
worldwhom
(untilElvis
she
died), manyandwhom aElvis
youngmadepoliohis victim
in Gerbest friend,
and
hundreds of other crippled and disabled
children who are grateful to Elvis for his
open-handed
name
them all.generosity. No one could
We can point to the men out of work
for whom Elvis has found jobs. We can
point to a park in Tupelo, there in large
part
through
Elvis' gifts. We and
can cover
pages
and pages
and events
. . . butwithwe names
doubt even times
this
would wipe out the memory of that unhappythatevening
the rain.
is said erase
correctly
one inmisstep
can Itforever
a But
man'sthegood
reputation.
thing that is forgotten (in this,
case by Miss Mays) is that the requests
made of a star are fantastic, unbelievable.
We're not speaking of the ridiculous re-|
quests
"Dear .Mr.. please
Presley,sendYoume have|
so muchlike:money
ten
thousand
dollars
.
.
."
—
mail
brings such letters— but every
of the day's
very sensible, often heart-rending pleas for aid:
"My daughter needs an eye operation" . . .
"Would
you you
pleaseentertain
help meourfindGirla Scout
job?''
. . . "Would
troop?" . . . "Would you please give me
justThata minute
of your
any star
findstime?"
some minutes to
spare, sends some checks, entertains some
troops means that he has carefully considrequests,
with a heavyheart ered
hastheseturned
downanda thousand
times
as many others.
If you speak with any star you will find |
that the thing he most craves is time . . .
a half an hour to spend with his family,
seven straight hours to get some sleep
fifteen minutes to watch some television.,
Hollywood marriages break up because |
there is no time for family life. Hollywood
stars
becausestars
therehaveis no
timej
tobreakdowns
eat.getAndulcers
Hollywood
because there
is no nervous
time to |
relax.
Elvis Presley has less time than other
stars and many more demands made upon
it. Yet Elvis has always found time for his
church and his Christianity, so if we are
to answer
can
only say:the letter we printed above we I
Dear Miss Mays:
Pleasegive a man
try to whose
find it burdens
in your heart
forare toheavy,
whose time is limited and whose nerves
for
moment
trulytheloves
all of snapped,
humanity.but a man who

Modern Screen
Editor
Elvis ivill soon star in G. I. Blues for
Paramount.

With Tampax, you re free as all outdoors., .free to ski and spree. . . to
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SA that's who! Here's whyuSh
Peg
(and you) need the Golden Plus of egg, nature's own hair lusterzer. A sea of suds cleans and sheens every strand,, then rinses out in
lothing flat! The Golden Plus richness of egg helps give you rightifter-shampoo manageability, too. What do you want? Cleanest,
;hining-est, behaving-est hair? Then you want egg in your shampoo,
ifou want . . . you need Helene Curtis Shampoo Plus Egg, the luxury
New! Shampoofs! Shampoo Plus Egg in handy little
ihampoo that costs no more
plastic packets for girls on the go. 1 complete shampoo (2 lathers) per 10|i packet. Card of 6, just 59£.
han ordinary watery shampoos.
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brings you the art of
eye
a different
you formakeup
every fashion look!

... need a thin brush stroke of
Lashbrite,
non-smear
ward.
Try Black,
Brown,Liquid
also Eyeliner
Iridescentblended
colors ufh,of
Turquoise, Green, Violet, Blue, Gold, Silver. 490*

a flick of Lashbrite's
Swirl-on
Mascarain itsdoeselegant
it.....Waterproof,
too. Carry
it everywhere
brushed gold
case.
In Jet Black, Blue or Velvet Brown. 790*
4%,

E5... created with
Lashbrite's
Shadowand Tones
three fancy-free
hues
plus Silver
Gold forin dramatic
effects
...all in one palette. 59(S!
Golden-Cased Eye Shadow stick in five fabulous Iridescent colors. 590*

4

glamour in eye makeup
...at prices that make your budget sing!
In all Variety, Drug and Chain Stores
•plus tax Prices slightly higher in Canada
THEON CO., NEW YORK THEON LTD., MONTREAL

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen.
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
For vital statistics and biographical information about the stars
get Modern Screen's SUPER STAR CHART. Coupon, page 68.
Q Everyto betimesuffering
a star isfrom
sick —Hepatitis
he or she— 9 Jerry Lewis seems to be running
seems
from acting
city to city inwild.
a bell-hop's
everyone
from
Kim
Novak
to Mrs.a around
outfit
— and
he think
this is goingreal
a little far Doesn't
to plug
Efrem Zimbalist. Is a bug causing
movie — particularly for a star of his
Hollywood epidemic — or is it just fash- acaliber
and considering the poor state
ionable to suffer from Hepatitis? Incidental y— what is Hepatitis? And how
— R.D., Staten Island. N.Y.
do you get —it?T.R., Los Angeles, Calef. of his health^
A The farther he goes, the richer he gets.
A You don't want it. It's more serious Jerry owns the picture.
than fashionable. The American Medical Dictionary defines it as "inflamma- 9 Lasttured a story
month's
Modern Margaret
Screen feaon Princess
and
tion of the liver."
MerckHepatitis
Manualas
of Diagnosis
definesTheToxic
Tony
Jones.
Pardon
me
for
sarcastic, but just what movie being
did they
"Hepatitis
caused
by
a
wide
variety
of
chemicals taken into the system by in- ever appear in to merit a story in the
halation, ingestion, skin absorption or top movie magazine
in this
country?R.I.
— R.T.,
Newport,
injection." Amoebic Hepatitis is caused
by "amoebas reaching the liver through
Wedding — in glorious
the portal system." There's no epidemic A The Royal
— seen by millions in movie
in Hollywood but the "disease is prev- Technicolor
alent in the tropics" and California is houses throughout the country. (And
Jackie Chan's in Susie Wong.)
semi-tropical.
mild asas ininKim's
case, prolongedIt can
and beserious
Ann
Sothern's
a
few
years
ago,
fatal
if
acute
9 If you
can, tellwithme during
what
Leighpossibly
was covered
yellow atrophy residts. When stricken Janet
before, the stars vaguely referred to that "crucial" nude shower scene in
their trouble as "an internal disorder" Psycho? — O.L., Wilkes-Barre. Pa.
or "jaundice."
9 Canhind you
me what about
was really
be- A Water.
all thattellpublicity
Brigitte
Are Yves Montand and Simone
Bardot's
desire
to
leave
movies
forever,
and
her after
equallyall?sudden desire to 9Signoret
as happy— L.B.,
as theyDayton,
seem toOhio.
be?
remainthena star
— L.M., New Orleans, La.
A They are now in the process of workA A desire for all that publicity.
lems.ing out several serious domestic prob9 Is it true that James Arness is seeing
an analyst about his marital problems? 9 With both her children half-Jewish,
— R.Z., Butte, Mont. and Harry Karl all Jewish, will DebKarl? bie Reynolds convert if she marries
A He's seeing an analyst about all his
— E.R., Wichita Falls, Kan.
problems.
9 Is it very serious between Hope A Debbie has no such plans at this time.
Lange and Glenn Ford?
— L.V.H., Montreal, Can. 9 I am a fan of Dean Stockwell's and
I searched
the newspapers
and mag-to
A Not very.
nes for alla photo
wedding
Millie aziPerkins
in ofLashisVegas.
Why
9 I read where King Farouk and hasn't one been printed?
— M.K., Nome, Alaska
Debro Paget are interested in each
other.
can it? This can't possibly be true — A Because none exists. A friend of
— F.D., Ann Arbor, Mich. Dean's
passedandon Millie
the fascinating
theorya
that Dean
were married
couple
of
months
before
they
sent
the
AandThea ex-king
is
interested
in
Debra
—
few dozen others. Miss Paget wedding news out of Vegas. A check
was
his. ministers seems to subtention.merely mildly flattered by his at- of churchesstantiate tand
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JUST

'm the

magic

Linda Cristal. a shapely girl,
tells the story that when her
studio discovered her in Mexico,
she weighed one-hundred-thirty
pounds.
Rather a lot for a small-boned,
pretty7
fact, toogal,fat.the studio told her; in
But that's how the Mexicans
like a girl, Linda protested,
"weeth a leetle meat on."
No dio.— Diet.
said the always-right stuSo, against her better judgment, Linda dieted down to one
hundred and eight pounds.
Now, suddenly, for the first
time in her adult life, something
was missing. No longer the whistles walking down the street; no
longer the stares in the restaurants. "And you know." she said
plaintively, "we women do like
a leetle admiration."
The studio kept brushing off
her complaints until one day a
few months later, everyone on
the
begansotowell
say,. ."Never
saw
you lot
looking
. See what
a good
you!"she had
Now diet
that does
Lindafor felt
won her point she could keep
her secret no longer. She admitted that she had secretly put
on seven pounds. "And you see
what
for me happy?
. . . !"No!
But eet
was does
the studio
Furious!
she again.
didn't care. She
hadButtheLinda,
whistles
co-stars in United Artists'
TheLindaAlamo.

tab that

adjusts the bra
,:
to fit
just you
!

meant to toconform
cupYour
. . . theformcup wasn't
must conform
you! to a
And
I'm
the
magic
tab
that
the magic trick. Just pull me upcan...pull
or
down . . . for just the fullness and
separation you need . . . just the
comfort and attract-appeal you want!
Imagine . . . custom fit at a ready-made price, j
A vailable in Bandeau and Longlhie , , . black or I
white . . . embroidered cotton; nylon marquisette \
or nylon lace. Elastic of acetate, cotton and rubber. s
B,C andfrontD cups.
bandeau^ illus. , . .$*>95 £
In A,longtine
$5D tocapIn$7£0(Ulus.)
slightly higher. §%
AVAILABLE WHEREVER FIXE BRASSIERES ARE SOLD IN THE U.S.A. AND CANADA

by Florence Epstein

TAMPAX
A PROVED
SUCCESS
FOR OVER
25 YEARS
reason : Does away with belts, pads,
pins. Worn internally, Tampax is invisible, unfelt once in place.
reason : Lets you bathe, shower, from
the very first day. Properly inserted,
Tampax cannot absorb water from the
outside.
REASON: Neat, quick, easy to use.
Inserts in seconds with satin-smooth
applicator. To dispose of Tampax, just
flush away!
REASON:
can't dainty,
form withtidyTampax.
You
feel Odor
so fresh,
at all
times,
you
almost
forget
it's that time
of month.
REASON: Tampax is safe, sure, medically sound; invented by a doctor for
ALL women, married or single.
Next month try Tampax® internal sanitary protection. See for yourself how
Tampax
lem days.takes the problem out of probTAMPAX

Palmer, Mass.

The tortured conscience of Anthony Quinn, as the doctor who murdered Lana
Turner's husband in Portrait in Black is driving him— and her— to desperation.
PORTRAIT IN BLACK
Then Lana gets a letter congratulating her.
Lana Turner
Anthony
Quinn
That alone can make a girl nervous. What's
Sandra
Dee
crimes of passion
Quinn's inacting
jumpy. orHe'don like
John Saxon worse is thathospital
Switzerland
the
Lloyd Nolan tomoongo tofora that
matter. But he rolls up his
■ Lana Turner, the second wife of Lloyd sleeves knowing he has a job to do — and that
letter writer and kill him — or
Nolan, wants to become the first wife of doc- isher,to orfindit.theWhich
is it? — Eastman Color,
tor Anthony Quinn. Can this be arranged? Universal-International.
Well,
Nolan's
dying
anyway,
so
Quinn
sends
him off with an air bubble in a hypodermic
needle. Perfect crime. Then Lana gets a letter MURDER, INC.
congratulating her on a successful murder.
Stuart Whitman
Most disturbing. Was it the maid (Anna May
MayMorgan
Britt
HenryPeter
Fa Ik
Wong), the chauffeur (Ray Walston), Lana's some local history
David J. Stewart
step-daughter (Sandra Dee) or Nolan's lawyer
(Richard Basehart) ? Probably Nolan's law- ■ Murder, Inc., used to be one of the most
since Nolan's
death,the Basehart yerhasbecause,
been ever
ruthlessly
taking over
ship- successful businesses in New York. It specialized, naturally, in murder for profit. Names
ping empire and proposing marriage to Lana.
Together, Quinn and Lana plan to murder him. like Lepke, Anastasia, Capone still ring a bell
When his body's found the police naturally in the hearts of middle-aged hoods. A lot of
arrest Sandra Dee's boyfriend (John Saxon). the "action" took place in Brooklyn, while
been angry
Basehart perfect
for welshing
headquarters
was in(David
the garment
onJohn's
a tugboat
contract.at Another
crime. big
day for Lepke
Stewart)center.
when It'sAbea

I Reles
joinsretains
the organization.
Falk is (Peter
built likeFalk)
a gorilla,
little human
| young
feeling man
and is(Stuart
an expert
at
"handling
iron."FalkA
Whitman), who owes
money, is persuaded to be his driver on the
Falk than
fulfillsbrutal,
for Lepke.
< various
Whitman "contracts"
is weak rather
a fact
which proves fatal to his pretty wife, May
Britt. Even when Falk attacks May, Whitman
< deeper
can't dointomuchthe about
He gets
and
business.it. Falk
sets deeper
the couple
up in anmoves
apartment
whenas thehis heat's
Lepke
in, usingand,May
cook. on,A
new Assistant DA. (Henry Morgan) finally
, comes along to clean up Murder, Inc. — a simple matter of catching Falk and making him
''sing." — 20th-Fox.
PSYCHO
Anthony
Perkins
Janet
Vera Leigh
Miles
Hitchcock's latest
John
Gavin
Martin Balsam
■ Janet Leigh, of all people, steals forty thousand dollars from her trusting employer and
leaves town. She's rushing to her boyfriend
(John Gavin) who, only yesterday, couldn't
afford quite
to marry
her. Toshe refresh
(she's
under
a strain)
stops atherself
a deserted
motel. As young proprietor Anthony Perkins
informs her — 12 rooms, 12 vacancies. Never
mind, she just wants to sleep. Let me bring
you a sandwich, he says. Certainly, she says.
He goes up the hill apiece to where he lives
with his old mother and Janet hears a loud
argument. About her, of course. Mom apparently hates girls (dirty, scheming, contemptible
creatures). Tony returns with a tray and he
and Janet have a heart-to-heart talk in a room
tilledmother,
with stuffed
his
Tony birds.
says, Ain boy's
defensebestoffriend
her. Ais
little mad, a little old-fashioned — well, maybe.
If Janetleftweren't
underright
such then.
a strain
have
the motel
Too shebadmight
she
didn't.
Whatever
happens
to
her,
the
private investigator sent to find and
her? toJohn
Gavinquestion
and Janet's
(Veraconclusion.
Miles) pursue
this
to itssister
startling
One
scene is just a little too violent for my taste;
the rest,
forgivepalatable
me, Hitchcock
doesn'tis
seem
a very
subject fans,
for what
essentially, a thriller. — Paramount.

Only 20 minutes more than last night's pin-up . . .

wake

up
with

a

permanent/.

Only new Bobbi waves while you sleep . . .
brushes into a softly feminine, lasting hairstyle!
If you can put up your hair in
pin curls, you can give yourself a
Bobbi— the easy pin curl permanent. Ittakes only twenty minutes
more than a setting! Then, the
wave "takes" while you sleep because Bobbi is self-neutralizing.
In the morning you wake up with
a permanent that brushes into a
soft, finished hairstyle with the lasting body only a permanent gives.
Complete kit, $2.00. Refill, $1.50.
The most convenient permanent of all— home or beauty shop!

Stealing that money is the beginning
of Janet Leigh's troubles in Psycho.
{Continued on page 8)

new movies
(Continued from page 7)
THE HOUSE OF USHER Vincent Price
Mark Damon
technicolor horror story
Myrna
Fahey
Harry Ellerbe
■ The House of Usher has been crumbling for
years. Bad blood, whispers Vincent Price, last
of the Usher males. Don't be silly, says hand
some
just a Mark
crack inDamon,
the wall.fresh
MarkfromlikesBoston,
to look it'on
the
bright
side
of
things
because
he's
to Vincent's beautiful sister, Myrna engaged
Fahey.
One look at that house would have sent any
other boy home to mama. Mists surround it
spider webs hang all over it, chandeliers
(heavy with lighted candles) come crashing
from
the hisceiling.
can'thastalkcataleptic
to Vincent
(it hurts
ears) You
; Myrna
fits
and the cellar is full of occupied coffins. Mark
wants to take Myrna away with him but Vincent insists another fate is in store for herthe old family madness. I'll tell you, my money's on Vincent.— American International.
SONG WITHOUT END
Dirk Bogarde
Genevieve
Page
story of Franz Liszt
IvanCapucine
Desny
Martita
Hunt

V"vf

Look!

Keal cream

deodorant

your fingers need never touch !

New glide-on applicator!
Just twist the bottom . . .
cream comes out the top!

Now you can have the all-day protection
only a real cream deodorant can give plus
glide-on convenience — both in new Desert Dr
It glides on and rubs in right from its own
exclusive applicator. Not just a rolled-on
surface coating, it penetrates for positive
all-day protection. Checks perspiration,
stops odor, won't damage clothes.
3 months' supply — 1.00 plus tax.

by Shulton
New Desert Dri* ■real cream deodorant— anti-per spirant©Shullon,
Inc.. 1960

■ Unfortunately, this movie lives up to its
title. Dirk Bogarde, as Liszt, and his piano
never part. He renders about forty selections,
or bitsence ofafter selections,
one glittering
another, allbefore
over Europe,
in the audi19th
century. At least the women change. Countess
Genevieve Page has left her husband to live
with Bogarde and have two children by him.
Her ant,
possessiveness
this flamboytortured genius finally
out ofdrives
the house.
He goes
on a triumphant concert tour where his biggest
triumph is the beautiful Princess Capucine.
Confident that she can get a divorce from
the Prince, Capucine sets out to inspire Bogarde as a composer. This involves a lot of
traveling. The Czar won't give her a divorce,
the Pope won't give her a divorce, the Grand
Duchess
of Weimar
give
her
a divorce
(but she(Martita
can, andHunt)does,can't
appoint
Bogarde as Court Conductor). Truly in love,
Bogarde composes and dedicates "Liebestraum"
to Capucine.
Since which,
she can'tat any
live rate,
with
him, he enters
a monastery
has an organ. — Cinemascope, Columbia.
OSCAR WILDE
Robert Morley
Phyllis
John Calvert
Neville
the famous trial of
■ Oscar Wilde, poet and playwright who
shocked and delighted Victorian England with
his wit, also shocked and horrified them with
his romantic preference for young men. Married,theless
and theattracted
father
he is neverby ofonetwoLordsons,Douglas
(John
Neville),
a
neurotic
young
man
who can't
stand his father, the Marquis of Queensberry.
The
it turns
out, can'tby stand
and Marquis,
slanders him.
Persuaded
DouglasWildeto
bring the Marquis into court Wilde sets the
stage for his own downfall. It appears that
Douglas was only one of a host of charming
young men formtoances byRobert
win Oscar's
favor.(asBrilliant
Morley
Wilde) perand
prosecutor Sir Ralph Richardson make entertaining a movie which is too superficial in
treatment to be satisfying.
— 20th-Fox.
{Continued
on page 70)

The Latest on
Elvis :
I don't believe that his hand-holding and
eye-gazing with leading lady Juliet Prowse
on the set of GI Blues means anything serious
romantically for Mr. Swivel Hips anymore than
I believe his two or three dates with Tuesday Weld add up to anything.
Elvis hasn't yet found fhe girl — and frankly,
Itodon't
hand believe
it to himhe'sforlooking
not beingtoo hard.
thrownYouoff have
base
by
all
the
females,
young
—
and
older — man.
who
throw themselves at this very rich young
Speaking of the Presley cash, his manager
Colonel Tom Parker tells me he holds no reins
onworksthe hard
way Elvis
for hisspends
money.hisHemoney.
has a "The
lot ofboyit.
Why shouldn't he enjoy it as he goes along?
Luckily, he is sensible and doesn't throw it
away.
never been
from meBut— orhe'sanyone
else — onsincean heallowance
started

earning
Since big
Elvismoney."
cut that pompadour — or whatever al that big shock of hair bouncing around
over his forehead could be called — he is more
handsome than ever. His director Norman
Taurog says, "He's photographing like a milpicture." who knew Elvis before
Mostlion in the
Hollywoodites
he went into the service and before the death
of his mother whom he adored — find the boy
quieter and far more matured since his return.
Speaking of his mother — he is keeping the
big mansion he bought for his parents in Membefore Mrs.
just asphis about
she ahadyearfurnished
and Presley's
left it. death,
I nominate for
When his father announced his engagement
STARDOM
to be married again, he told his dad: "I'll
keep
own. bride.
I'd like to
buy a mother's
new one home
for youforandmy your
"It isn't fair to expect your new wife to step
into a house so filled with memories of an- Nancy Walters
other woman. Besides, brides like to fix up
She's the first new young beauty to be put
under a two-year contract at MGM in a long
new places."
time
in her— that's
future. how much confidence they have
To tinwatch
making him
eyes away
at Dean
Marand almosther stealing
from Judy
Holiday
in
BeJJs
Are
Ringing,
you'd
guess that for eight years of her childhoodnever
she
was
dren! in and out of hospitals for crippled chilThe now curvaceous Nancy, whose figure is
currently a large part of her good fortune, told
me, "During one stretch of 18 months I was
never out of my bed in the Hospital For Crippled Children
Amatilla,to talk
Florida."
It still
upsetsin Nancy
about the childhood accident which brought on such serious
bone infection that it was feared her leg might
have day
to beconsiders
amputated.it a"Mynightmare
brother Ernest
this
that histo
wagon slammed into my leg while we were
playing in the yard and brought on my cripYet, she believes there was a pattern even
injury." tragedy. "It was while I was in
to thisplingnear
the children's hospitals that I started singing
and putting on little puppet shows — trying to
cheer up the youngsters who were worse off
than I. Without knowing it, I was really getting training
my career."
She believes
"miracle"
of herfor complete
recovery
came whenthe
"I Atstopped
feeling
sorry
for
myself."
fifteen, well and strong again, she was
modeling in New York. At the same time she
was studying drama at the Neighborhood
Playhouse and landed a job singing and
dancing in the Broadway musical Anchors
Aweigh. This led to TV which has a way of
case.
leading to Hollywood — and did in Nancy's
Big-eyed, auburn haired and quite beautiful,
Nancy exhibits a lot of common sense. She is
saving her money and even whipped up the
beautiful gown she wore to the Academy
Awards. "I just can't squander my earnings
The one-and-only Elvis and pert dancer Juliet Prowse have been sharing like some girls — how far can you push your
13
some pretty private jokes but it doesn't look as though the romance is serious. luck?" she asks.

continued
Gina's Glamour
Party
not every Monroe
hostess beautiful
enoughat toa
seatIt's Marilyn
at her table
party and hold her own — but Gina Lollobrigida did at her swank soiree at Romanoff's.Can you imagine the eyeful of the sparkling
beautiful brunette beauty Gina and the misty
blonde Miss Monroe? What a rare mood Maritheseanddaysshe— was
and asnights.
She asdidn't
miss lynais indance
bubbling
the
imported Champagne on the table.
Both beauties were fabulously gowned —
Gina in off-white and Marilyn in a white
sheath cut d la Vikki Duggan in the
back and
as herReed,
skin.theOthers
at Gina's
table
wereas SirtightCarol
director;
Mrs.
Lew Wasserman, Rupert Allen, Jimmy McHugh
and this writer.
Gina is one of the few big stars who really
enjoys giving parties and knows how. Before
her dinner-dance in the Crown Room, beautiful
with its soft lights and centerpieces of pale
pink roses, she and her husband Dr. Milko
Skofic had arrived early enough to personally
select all the wines served.
Even though all the girls were dressed to
the teeth with diamonds sparkling, it was a
fun party with everyone having a ball.
Irrepressible Rosalind Russell kicked off
her shoes to dance with Edward G. Robinson, saying over her shoulder to me as they
danced by our table, "I want to make a movie
with Eddie and I'm proving I'm not too tall for
French
Yves Montand.
"bachelor"to Paris
since
hishim."
wife Simone
Signoret a returned
for a movie, was the dancingest gentleman
present including many twirls with his co-star
of Let's Make Love. Marilyn.
Oh, yes — another gorgeous white gown,
long and very formal, was worn by Dinah
Shore, withgomery, ofher
ever White
lovin' George
course.
seems to Montbe the
color for the glamour girls this summer.

Russ Tamblyn's
On-and-Off Marriage
Exactly three weeks after Russ Tamblyn's spur-of-the-moment
marriage
twentyfour-year-old
British Chorus
girl toElizabeth
Kempton noinunced aseperation!
Las Vegas on May 9th, they anA week later, they announced they were
giving matrimony a further try.
Until a new communique — all's quiet.
14

Gina Lollobrigida, here with husband, Dr. Milko Skofic,
might be whistling over the success of their party.

Co-stars Marilyn and Yves Montand appear deep in conversation here, but they also danced up a storm at Gina's soiree.

Sal and co-star Jill Haivorth are authorities onthe beatnik craze in Israel!

Communique
From Sal
Until I received an amusing letter from Sal
Mineo, the last place in the world I would
haveBut picked
"Beatnik
— Israel!
accordingto beto Sal
who iscrazy"
over isthere
filming Exodus,
Israel can'tcult.hear
enough
abouttheourteen-agers
bearded ofjive-talking
"Since Rebel Without A Cause was released
here," writes Sal, "I am known as the King of
the Beatniks — big deal. But hard to live up to.
"On the set, I am constantly surrounded by
teen-age
extraslivewhoandaskactmein sothe much
how beatniks
USA about
I ran
out
larity.of answers — and also out of my popuwrote memy some
brotherbooksin New
York asking
him"Soto I send
on Beatniks
and
ever since he airmailed How To Be A Real
Beatnik — I'm back on top again.
"There's a terrific demand for guitars (frequently a pain in the neck to our director.
Otto Preminger). None of the kids want to
learn to play them but they hit long and loud
chords chanting their favorite Beatnik phrase
in English, which I taught them: 'Crazy, man,
"Frankly,
as puzzled
must be
over
why suchI ama crazy
Americanas you
development
crazy.'
should have taken hold in a little country that
is fundamentally and historically so serious in
nature.
"Anyway,
wishes
always.nice to write to you and best
(signed,) Sal, The King ot the Beatniks."
Louella thinks Efrem may be sorry.

A sad Princess Grace came to her father's bedside, then to his funeral.
I remember your once telling me that as a
to Princess Grace
little girl, you were rather frightened of your
father, that he was a disciplinarian and very
of Monaco:
strict. YouI realized
said, "I hadthatto what
grow upI mistook
and maturefor
Not even in those early days when you before
were a glamorous movie star and you proved sternness in my father was just his deep love
your liking for me by sharing your confidence, for us, his desire that we should grow up to
and many of your problems — with me, have I be good people — no matter what walk of life
felt so close to you and held so much admira- we followed. I love him very much."
It is almost a sad coincidence that the latest
tion as I did during these dark days of the
illness
informal photograph you sent me, showing
father. and tragic death of your beloved you
socess happy
with Prince
Prince Albert
Rainier,at the
littlewheel
PrinCaroline and
Your flight from Monaco, so sudden you did
not even wait to be accompanied by your of your station wagon, should have arrived
Prince, was the impulsive action of a loving just about the time the story broke of your
American daughter, not that of a woman worried trip back home.
You had written on the photograph, TO
bound by royal protocol. After your arrival in
Philadelphia you hardly left the bedside of LOUELLA, FONDEST REGARDS, GRACE.
And that, your Serene Highness, is what the
Jack Kelly, your popular dad, except to accompany your mother home and comfort her American public and I will always feel for
as much as possible at the end of each day.
you, "fondest regards."

Divorce
Efrem's
Had an amazing chat with pretty Stephanie
(Mrs. Efrem) Zimbalist at a small dinner
given by the Jack Warners — Jack being Efrem's boss ofrecall
the 77an Sunset
Strip wife
TV series.
I seldom
estranged
speaking
so frankly of her trouble.
"In the middle of the night, Efrem told me
to start packing and get to Reno — that he was
in love with someone else and wanted a divorce. Itold him I wouldn't go to Reno — so he
It's no secret that the "someone else" is
Kipp Hamilton whom Zimbalist plans to
marry as soon as he is divorced.
Stephanie said many of her friends thought
she was foolish not to get an attorney and
fightwent."
her case.
She just shrugged and said. "What good
would it do me if he doesn't want me?"
Efremvorcewent
to Reno butwilldidn't
there. Stephanie
now get
file hisfor di-a
California divorce as soon as they work out
a property settlement.
The Zimbalists'
little has
girl two
is fourchildren
and a byhalfa
years
and Efrem
former old
marriage.
Looking at the very attractive Stephanie — I
couldn't
wondermight
if some
day Mr.his77 hasty
Sunset Striphelp
Zimbalist
not regret
divorce.

continued

A lot of fans thought Elvis was "just
wonderful" on the Sinatra Show.

A

OPEN
LETTER

All right,
you Fabian
— goI
ahead
and bealljealous
about thisfan-atics
telegram
received from your dreamboat: WANTED
YOU TO KNOW THAT I HAVE JUST BEEN
GIVEN A FOURTH SONG TO SING IN "HIGH
TIME." IT'SONLY
TITLEDOF "BE
GIRL."I SING
I'LL IT.
BE
THINKING
YOU MYWHEN
MUCH LOVE— FABIAN. How do you like
that? . . .
Will you answer this truthfully — is the real
reason such Hollywood stars as William
Holden. Ava Gardner and Van Johnson
have taken up residence in Europe because
Hollywood is a cruel town where there is little
friendship and much jealousy? asks Charles
B.realBeers,
the
reasonJersey
has City.
more I'm
to doafraid,
with Charles,
income tax
than any such causes you list. . . .
Several really touching letters this month
from girls in their teens, who admit to being
very overweight, pouring their hearts out over
the plight of Bill Bendix daughter Lorraine
who is staging a courageous fight to reduce
from 300 pounds. Let me repeat — even though
you are begging for Lorraine's diet — -your case
i 16

Singing thinks
"Be My
Girl,"
Fabian
of Louella.

A reader has some suggestions for names
for Mel and Audrey's expected baby.

may be different and the only sane thing to do
is There
see yourare own
doctor.beauties
. . . in movies is the
no more
startling comment of Jerri Patterson, At
lanta. Pretty stars, yes. Pert stars like Shir
ley MacLaine and Debbie Reynolds
yes. Good actresses like Joanne Wood
ward. yes. No beauties. How about Eliza
beth Taylor, Gina Lollobrigida, So
phia Loren or Ava Gardner, Miss Jerri
Jeanette De Rosa, Brooklyn, asks: Is
Audrey Hepburn still looking lor names lor
her expected baby? May I suggest Jerene
Marie for a girl — Jody for a boy? You may —
don't know whether you'll win or not. . . .
Comes a note from San Francisco signed "25
Fans ofToNickKillMinardos":
Hours
with Nick and"WethinksawheTwelve
is the
most wonderful, adorable, fascinating, sexy,
appealing, electric and fascinating actor since
Marlon Brando." You're not relatives, are
you? Such praise. . . .
The jealousy of Elvis Presley which
started before he went into the Army continues
now he has returned, and with such a fine
record, too, complains Vera Delancy, Dallas.
The TV critics panned him on the Frank
Sinatra show. I hope Elvis paid no attention.
All my friends and I thought he was just
wonderful — butElvislikeis you,
I'm glad and
he's still
cut that
pompadour.
the original
the

best. I'm sure Elvis — and Colonel Parker —
thank you. Vera. . . .
Eighteen-year-old
McIntosh,
Seattle, took my breathSandra
away with
the wildest
rumor yet : My girl friend told me she read that
Sandra Dee is really 45-years-old and had
her face lifted. Is this true? I should say not.'
It's
craziest
knowreason
how
such theabsurd
gossipthingstartsyet.andI don't
the only
I print such nonsense is to deny it and stop it
from growing. Sandra was a child actress just
it.a short
. . . time ago and has movies to prove
You don't
to beShigeta
Oriental tois think
Hawaiian actorhave
James
the most
attractive of the new actors, opines Ann E.
Cherry. Lots of comment about Shigeta — all to
the good. . . .
A belle who signs her letter I Knew It All
Along writes: Hear the Jimmy Darrens are
already quarreling — and on their honeymoon,
too. Didn't I tell you this marriage wouldn't
last?
As wea gobit totoopressgleeful
it's stillabout
on — aandpossible
aren't
you
just
break-up?
That's all for now. See you next month.

AN
EXTRAORDINARY
STORY
To those of us in the motion picture field,
Marilyn Monroe's behavior has seemed
increasingly strange and anti-social. Some,
like Tony Curtis and Hedda

Hopper,

have criticized her publicly. Others
who, like us, have remained

her friends,

are disappointed that marriage has not
smoothed Marilyn's relations with people.
Now, we have received an extraordinary story
which, like the key to a skeleton closet,
unlocks the secret of her behavior.
After much

deliberation we have decided to

print this story. For, without the revelations
it presents, Marilyn Monroe — one of the greatest stars
of all time— will never be fully understood.

THE

GHOST
THAT

HAUNTS

MARILYN

MONROE

now,
COMwhEo's onkidding
who?" the
popular t Hollywood
columnis told the
apologetic press
agent. "That chuliltyd
has had diffic
from the day she
was born. And now

that she's gotten
what she wanted,
now that she's one
of the biggest stars
in Hollywood, she's
bound and determined to destroy
This was the third
herself."
time the columnist

had been stood up
by Marilyn Monroe.
No, it sonal.
wasn't
Marilyn perhad
nothing against her.
Nor did Marilyn
have a n y t h i n g
against the directors
she worked with . . .
who now refuse to

work with her again.
Her tardiness is
exasperating, her insistence on approving all the rushes
from
theherday's
shootings,
prima
donna demand to
have her own private
(Cont. on page 48)

■ It was an April night in Hollywood, 1957,
Academy Award night — some two years before
TV's "The Untouchables" would come machinegunning its way to its present fabulous popularity— exactly two minutes before an announcement would be made, there in the crowded
Pantages Theater, naming the best-supportingactor of the previous year.
It was not a particularly tense two minutes.
Practically everybody present was convinced
that Bob Stack, one of the five best-supportingplayer nominees, and a stand-out favorite, would
cop the Oscar for himself that night.
And so the crowd waited calmly, most of
them looking over to where Bob and his wife
Rosemarie sat waiting, all of them picturing the
moment when his name would be called and
getting ready to applaud him — a few of them
even wondering what, exactly what, the victorto-be was thinking to himself just then.
"They'd have beerr mighty surprised," Bob
told us the other day, "to know that despite all
the polls, all the predictions, I sat there those
last few seconds realizing that
wasn't going to
win. The feeling hit me sud-~
denly.
But Iitwasn't
came, exactly
and it prepared
said to me,for"
Charlie, this isn't your night.
You've been riding that old bad;

fof

tb

ereof

luck
streak a Ion]
time now. And it hasn't ^^^^
ended,
hasn'tended.'
"
Just Charlie.
before Itthe
announcement
was
made, Rosemarie, like the others in the theatre,
turned to Bob, and she smiled.
"Honey," Bob started to say, whispering,
"now I don't want you to be disappointed if and
when
get it. Because — "
But I hedon't
stopped.
The announcement, from the stage, loud and
clear, interrupted him.
"The winner is. . . ."
And
called. another name — Anthony Quinn's — was
"Now, honey — " Bob started to say to Rosemarie again.
But again he stopped.
Rosemarie was still smiling; or rather, she
was trying to smile, as if with this smile she
could hide the two big tears which had begun
to come streaming down her cheeks.
Bob continued looking at his wife, at her
smile, her tears.
And then, for a moment, he glanced behind
him. He saw a few people he knew, sitting
L% nearby, applauding the winner, while
"^^Mhrowing him long looks of sympathy.
"Poor Bob," he (Continued on page 74)

The heartache of Shirley MacLaine's marriage

• "Will it be long now?" asked
Shirley MacLaine's little girl,
Sachie. "I'm so tired, mommy."
"It won't be long, darling," said
Shirley. " Here, why don't you
just lay your head on my lap and try to
sleep. I'll wake you when the plane is here."
Shirley moved slightly on the wooden
bench in the waiting room of the
Japanese Air Line in Seattle.
They'd been waiting several hours
for the plane, unexpectedly
delayed, (Continued
and Sachie'son eyes
page 72)

■ Kim Novak sat quietly in the sculptor's studio as he worked on the large clay bail
which a few moments before had been nothing but an odd-shaped lump. The sculptor's fingers, swift and sure, pressed, formed, squeezed as the fascinated Kim saw
the moist mass take on the rough lines of a human head.
"I was hoping you'd give me your answer without my asking," the artist said to the
actress, as he stepped back for a long view of his work.
Kim stared down at the floor. "I'll sit for the head, but — "
But you won't do it the way I want to do it, is that right?" the sculptor interrupted.
" What would people say." Kim asked. '"Wouldn't they think — ?"
The sculptor stopped his work and iooked at her. ''Stop it, Kim, you know that
isn't the reason. You've never been concerned with what people think or say. Have
Kim said nothing.
you?"
'Til tell you again. Kim. You have a beautiful body. (Continued on page 70)

Having

found

Tuesday Weld and Richard Beymer
1HHHB

■ All the kids at the party were beginning to
talk about Tuesday. Some of them passed the
closed door of the bedroom and snickered
meaningfully. One of the fellows there said,
"Hey, wonder why Tuesday's locked herself
in there. She won't let anyone in." One of the
girls replied sweetly, "Let's take a roll call
and find out which guy is missing. ..."
It had started out as a lively party in the
apartment of John Franco, one of the arty
young men in Hollywood. There were lots of
pretty young girls, loads of young men swarming around. Tuesday Weld had come, too.
And, so typical of Tuesday, in a short while
she was up to something that made everyone
talk about her. She'd shut herself up in the
bedroom and if anyone tried to come in,
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the

man

she

Tuesday would walk to the door, her hair
tousled, her feet bare, look at the intruder
like a sleepy child and say, "Shhh — now go
way and leave us alone."
So — well, the crowd knowing, or thinking
they knew, what Tuesday was, began to buzz.
"What's the matter with that girl — holing up
all this time in the one and only bedroom
in the place. Can't she take her sex life
somewhere
else?" it all figured. Or seemed to.
To the crowd
■ Inside the room, Tuesday held a shivering
little kitten close to her breast. "There, there,
kitty-pie," she whispered huskily. "Mama
will take care of you." The girl seemed to
gather some comfort from stroking the kitten.
The kitten's shivers subsided and she purred
softly against Tuesday's soft body. Tuesday's
smile vanished at the knock at the door. Putting the kitten down, she tiptoed to the door,
opened it a fraction and said again, "Please
leave us alone. Go away. And don't bother
The kitten snuggled close to her, and
us again."
Tuesday put her sweater over it. "There now,
kitty," she whispered, and she felt good to see
the change that had come over the frightened
little thing. She'd first become aware of it as
she had started up the steps to John's apartment. The whining, faint sound seemed to
come from somewhere in the alley, across the
street. She'd followed (Continued on page 53)
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Bobby Rydell looked like a million dollarsSuit pressed, shoes shined, a great big smile on his faceBut

THE

KID
WAS
STARVING
t

■ The red and white '55 Pontiac convertible rolled toward
Washington, D. C, when the
driver, a dark-haired man in
his thirties, pulled it off the
road.
"I'm beat!" he said.
"Me, too!" said the blond
boy with hazel eyes. "We ought
to sleep before we visit the
deejay."
"No money," said the man.
"I know," agreed the boy.

"But we don't have to rent
a room. Let's take out the
The man took the blankets
blankets."
out of the rear compartment.
He gave one to the boy, who
stretched out in the back seat,
wrapped the blanket around
himself, and fell asleep. Then
the man locked the doors from
the inside, opened one window
vent, set the alarm clock to
ring in three hours, wrapped

himself in a blanket, and lai;
out in the front seat.
When the alarm rang in thr< 1
hours, they woke with a star
Then they put away the blanl)
ets, and drove for another tv,
hours.
"We're only a mile away, s
let's wash up," said the ma
He drove into a gas sk
tion, and the boy got out ar
walked into the Men's Roor
(Continued on page 32)

THE
KID
WAS
STARVING
t

Bobby's fifteenyear-old cousin
Angelo (right)
remembers the rough
time Bobby had
getting
startedandin
show
business
insists,
for
me."
But "Not
his manager, Frankie Day
(below)
grateful he andis Bobby
stuck it out. "It
he says.
was worth
it,"

holding a natty blue suit on a
hanger. Inside, he took off
his slacks and sweater, washed, combed his hair and
changed to the suit, white
shirt and blue tie.
Then the man followed
him in, and washed up.
Both looking fresh and
presentable, they drove over
to the radio station and
asked for the disk jockey.
"I'm Frankie Day," said
the man. "I'm manager of
Bobby Rydell, the singer.
I wrote him, and he said to
drop in today."
The deejay came out in a
few minutes, accepted the
new record, and spun it in his
office, then said, "It's got a
good sound, Bobby, and I
hope it sells a million!"
Then he smiled, "Boy, you
guys must be making a
bundle! What do you do with
all that loot?"
The boy said, "Got to put
it in the bank. Can't touch
my money until I'm twentyone . . . It's the Pennsylvania law . . . They gave me
a legal guardian, a lawyer,
to watch over it."
(Continued on page 50)
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This is Bobby's new world.
No more cheap hot dog stands,
No more sitting
Stranded on lonely roads,
No more long cold nights
Sleeping in the car.
Bobby had kept a vow.
God had answered a prayer.

VIVIEN

LEIGH

continued

AFTER

WITH

LIVING

HALI

LARRY

Aug.
30, 1940:
They wereEngland
finally togethe
marrie
and left
for war-torn
FOUND

But when she smiled, a dazzling piquant
smile, the tiredness, the nervousness — and the
years slipped away.
She was Scarlett O'Hara again, sitting on
her veranda, surrounded by a worshipping
coterie of beaux.
And the most worshipping of all this night,
was host David Susskind. The week before he
36

A

had successfully parried important politics
issues with the vice-president of the Unite»
States.
But in Vivien Leigh's presence he wa
reduced almost to the status of a love-sic1
puppy.
"You're the most beautiful woman I'v
ever seen," he kept saying.

1936: Film 21 Days Together- 1939: Vivien came to
prelude to 21 years of love. see Larry, got Scarlett.

1 1953: After 13 years of triumphs,
"~ Vivien had nervous breakdown.

1956: Their happiest moment came
when they were going to have a baby.

ffOUNGER

WOM

a: He could hardly keep his mind on the sub, ject under discussion.
The subject was "Theater" and Vivien had
a great deal to say.
But almost always the source of reference
was "my husband."
"My husband thinks this ..."
Or:
(Continued on page 65)
1958: And Larry found solace with young Joan Plowright.

1940: She won GWTW
Oscar, admitted her love.

1956: But exhausted from that charity dance,
Vivien miscarried. The marriage faltered.

From

the shrine of the Weeping
Annette

1

KNOW

Madonna

Funicello tells why:

THERE

ARE

MIRACLES
Annette, do you believe in miracles?
I believe in the power of prayer. That's what my
religion's taught me — that prayer can cure anything.
And this doesn't mean you pray once or twice
for something you need or want. My religion — I'm
a Catholic — believes a person should always pray.
What do you think of the "Weeping" Madonnas that
suddenly appeared in New York this spring? Three icons
of the Virgin Mary were found crying in the homes of
several Greek families in Long Island, and I'd like to
know what your thoughts on this are.
At first I thought it meant the end of the world.
I don't know why but I did. It scared me to think of a
Madonna crying. But now — and the more I think
about it— I believe that the Madonnas' tears are a sign
of some sort. Perhaps they're a sign that we're
neglecting religion, and that the Madonnas don't
want to be forgotten.
Of course, the first chance I get I'd like to go and
see them.
Would you consider the Madonnas' tears a
miracle?
I don't think we can classify them
as a miracle unless the church decrees it. Right
now, I think everybody should pray
because (Continued on page 69)

< ?

■ "I've had it," Liz shouted. "I've taken all I'm going
to take. I'm just not going to take anymore."
Her violet eyes were blazing with fury. No one
had ever seen her so violent before. And Eddie just
stood there looking wretched and miserable. Yet he
knew Liz was right — so he remained silent.
For weeks Liz had been angry and unhappy. Each
night she'd return home feeling a little sick and
ashamed of herself. Each morning she would awaken
loathing to face the day ahead. Unable to make a
decision she allowed herself to be subjected to
indignity and revulsion. Finally she could go on
no longer. So she did the only thing she could do:
She walked out.
(Continued on page 63)
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Liz with Laurence Harvey
on the set of
"Butterfield 8."

■ I'm Bobby Darin,
bachelor. But not for long.
Because there's gonna be
a Mrs. B.D. soon. And
I'd like to tell you a little
about her — my own darling Jo.
She's the prettiest thing
you ever saw; brother,
she is pretty. With that
blondish hair of hers,

42

like silk, like angels' hair
must be, and those eyes,
big and blue, blue as the
prettiest blue you can
imagine, and that littlegirl giggle of hers when
she's happy and that
little-girl hurt-look about
her when something's
gone wrong — and with
that figure of hers, which
isn't little-girl at all, not
at all.
Can she cook?
There's got to be a
hitch somewhere, so I
(Continued on page 77)

A

Modern

by

Screen

Bobby

Exclusive

Darin

'S

GARDNER

ISST

■ Ava Gardner was suddenly bored. Like a flamenco dancer suddenly wearied, suddenly flinging down her castanets, she stopped
what talking and laughing she'd been doing these past few hours,
gulped some wine and got up from the table where she'd been
seated with the other two — her old friend, a girlfriend, recently
arrived from England, and a man, a Roman , tall, dark and leering,
a would-be marquis or count or something — who'd been pursuing
her these past couple of weeks, whom she'd invited to dinner this
night, whom she'd been very pleasant with, (Continued on page 59)

Ava and Katherine Hill
on the set of
ON THE BEACH

DEBBIE

• Once upon a time
there was a teen-age
—
girlWaswhothe
life of the
party — any party; you
should have seen her

imitation of Betty Hutton singing I'm Just a
Square in the Social
Circle or Red Skelton
wiggling out of a girdle ;
Loved to talk — no-

body could outtalk her;
Played baseball and
went bowling with the
boys, and somehow
managed to make them
view her as a real friend

and not merely as a
chance for romance;
Was devoted to her
family, not just because
they were her folks, but
because she sincerely

TROI

liked them 'as well;
Threw herself into
what she was doing,
whether it was playing
the French horn or going off on a field trip

With the Girl Scouts;
Got a big charge out
of being alive.
She answered to
Mary Frances in those
days and later became

JRLE

Debbie Reynolds, a
topmost star of Hollywood, but she kept
those gay wonderful
qualities and they were
the qualities that made

the world fall in love
with her.
No one has completely explained the
phenomenon, but
(Continued on page 55)

Read

her

own

!

plea

understan
fording

The Ghost That Haunts
(Continued from page 19)
drama coach on the set with her every
minute — all these elements have given
Marilyn the title of "The Most Difficult
Star in Hollywood."
for herof her
personal
life, there's
the mess
sheAs made
marriage
to baseball
star
Joe DiMaggio, her unhappiness over her
inability to bear children today, her rejection of good friends — never answering
their
socially.telephone calls, refusing to see them
Misery? When she's a top star, earns
millionsa with
everywhom
movie?
found
husband
she When
adores she's
and
has his children to help look after? When
she's found
success
in
her
work
and
happines in her home life?What is it, then,
that's
Therereally
is a bothering
ghost thather?
lurks in the dark
corners
of
Marilyn's
mind,
aofghost
that's
haunted
her
from
the
days
her childhood.
To understand the ghost we must go
back,
back born
to the
of Marilyn's
birth. way
She was
Normaday Jean
Mortenson on June 1, 1926, in Los Angeles General Hospital, and her mother was Gladys
Monroe Baker. Her father, Ed Mortenson,
was a shady character who loved women
promiscuously;
they were
announced the newsand,to ashimsoonthatas they
with
child
he'd
vanish,
never
to
be
heard
from again.
Everyone who knew Marilyn's mother
insists that He
Gladys Baker
didn't
love
Ed
Mortenson.
one ofBaker
many had
fly-bynight lovers, forwasGladys
the
failingoutofonfalling
with menwas whoan
ran
her. inEd love
Mortenson
irresponsible
man
whose
only
pleasures
life were fast motorbikes and fast
women.in
He married in Norway in 1917, deserted
his family in 1923, came to the United
States and wandered about on his motorcycle, loving whatever women he chanced
upon and ditching them as soon as they
were pregnant. On June 18, 1929, he was
killed in a motorcycle accident near
Youngstown,
Ohio, sedan.
when he crashed headon into a Hudson
Marilyn never met her father; all she
knew of him was that he was a lazy man,
a baker by trade.
When Ed Mortenson ran out on Gladys
Baker, she tried to locate him but she
couldn't
down. lavished
Alone, unwanted,
rejected, track
Gladyshim Baker
her love
for a while on baby Norma Jean. For
support, Gladys worked as a negative cutter at a film studio lab (it's a known fact
that if herit weren't
for a collection
taken
among
fellow employees,
Gladys Baker
wouldn't have had the money to pay the
doctor for Norma Jean's birth).
Sharp whispers
There were sharp whispers among her
neighbors, among her co-workers, about
Norma Jean's
but Gladys
remained defiantillegitimacy,
and undaunted
those first
two years, even occasionally brought
Norma Jean to work with her. Baby
Normamom,Jeanand was
spit-and-image
her
she the
sat by
her side whileof
Gladys inspected the negatives for quality.
Then, during the shattering starvation
months of the terrible depression, Gladys
Baker became sick. Not physically ill with
a fever orpres ed, cold.
moody, easily
delax aboutButeverything,
not even
caring
sufficiently
to
look
after
her
own
beloved child.
Her friends lectured her, tried to get
her to snap out of her awful state of
mind, but Gladys ignored their talk. She
told Grace McKee, a friend and co-worker,
that she was "fed up with everybody."

Marilyn Monroe
A true friend and a kind soul, Grace
McKee
movedafter
in with
help tried
her
and to look
NormaGladys
Jean.to She
to pick hearted
up spiritsGladys'
dejectedher and
downby dragging
and Norma
Jean
fancy topremieres
Chineseto the
Theatre
gape at atthe Grauman's
slick and
dazzling box office stars: Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire, Janet Gaynor and Gary
Cooper, Greta Garbo and Tom Mix. On
Sundayher afternoons
she'd take
NormaBeverly
Jean
and
mom for walks
through
Hills
to
stare
at
the
pink
stucco
palaces
of
the movie stars.
Norma Jean nearly burst from excitement as Aunt Grace took them sightseeing
through Hollywood, but Gladys grew more
and more depressed, talking to no one,
refusing to work, cursing the world that
she'd been cheated of a decent and good
life.
One summer evening at the shabby Baker
apartment. Aunt Grace and Norma Jean
were pasting photos of movie stars from
the magazines in a dime-store scrapbook.
"Someday," Grace told Norma Jean,
"you're going to be somebody important,
you'rea talent
going scout
to growwill into
beautiful
girl
and
find a you
and make
you into the most glamorous movie star
Norma Jean trembled with inner joy
over Grace's dream. "Mommy, mommy,"
she
ever!"called out, "did you hear what Aunt
Grace
mother
answer.
sat in
a Her
chairsaid?"
by thedidn't
kitchen
table,Sheslumped,
mumbling something to herself.
"Isn't out
that inright,
Grace McKee
called
her Gladys?"
sweet soprano
voice.
"Isn't our Norma Jean going to be a big
starGladys
someday?"
didn't reply.
"Why don't
we fix some
Grace
suggested
cheerfully,
a hint supper?"
of nervousness
in her voice.
Gladys remained slumped in her chair.
She didn't
lift aandfinger
to help.
Graceof
fried
some eggs
browned
a couple
potatoes, and when they all sat down to
the
square,
oilcloth-covered table to eat,
Gladys
sat there,
fork
to her
mouth. immobile, not lifting a
"Mama," Norma Jean chided, "your
food's
to get her
cold."mother snarled.
"Let going
it freeze,"
"Gladys!" Grace reprimanded. "That's
no "The
way hell
to talk
at the Gladys
table." yelled. And
it isn't,"
she
got up kitchen
and opened
a drawer
in thea
enameled
cupboard,
grabbed
gleaming butcher knife and lunged at
Grace. "You're . . . you're trying to poison
me,
what!"a bloodcurdling
she screamed out.
Jeanthat's
let out
yell, Norma
Grace
George Burns tells me Gracie Allen
won't cause
missshe never
her TVknewaudience
bethere was
one. "She concentrated so much
on herdayacting,"
said, a"that
one
about aGeorge
year and
half
after we'd been on TV, she said,
'George, what's that red light doing on the camera?' I told her ifd
always
said, me.'
'Well,I
I don't been
want there.
it. It She
bothers
said, 'It didn't bother you for a
year
and were
a half!'
the
red lights
taken" Anyway,
off the cameras— somindedGracie
wouldn't
be
she was on the air. rein the NewEarlYorkU'ilsov
Post

ducked and began running in circle
around the room with Gladys Baker chas
ing
'Youcan. . have
. you Norma
want toJea:ge
rid ofafterme her.
so you
all
to
yourself!"
Gladys
shrieked,
lungin:th \
after Grace again to stab her with
sharp
point
of
the
knife.
Grace reached out for Norma Jean
hand, and the two of them ran out of th
house. She phoned the police for help
and when the policemen arrived they tic
Gladys in a strait-jacket and took her p
the
hospital
where the doctors found he
mentally
deranged.
Grace's difficult decision
Grace McKee was then confronted wit!
a dilemma. She was not, as Gladys Bake
alluded in her hallucinations, a selfis]
woman. On the contrary, she was selfles£
giving
her who
time needed
and loveoutt
Gladys generously
and Norma ofJean
side inghelp.
And
since
Grace
worked
dinthe day at the motion picture studio
and couldn't
take hours,
care ofshe Norma
Jea: ]
during
her working
had to hav
the child decreed a legal ward of Lo f
Angeles
declared County
insane. when Gladys Baker wa
At the age of four, Norma Jean wa I
placed in her first foster home, a farnj
south of Hollywood where she was treate^
like a miserable slave. The penny-pinch
ing farmer and his wife worked Norm
Jean to the bone, and, in the evenings
they had her learn long, complicate!
prayers
redemptionfanatics,
and salvation.
The
were wildof religious
and if Norm
Jean
didn't
chant
hour-long
prayers
be
fore bedtime she was beaten.
Every two weeks a follow-up check wa ;
made by an arrogant social worker wb
never paused to ask Norma Jean an
questions
her checked
life at thewasfarm.NormA
the socialabout
worker
Jean's shoes to see whether or not ther
were any holes in the soles.
Norma Jean's
only
happiness,
her labo
onl |
relief
drudgery
of slave
she wasfrom
forcedthe into
as a child,
was goin
tonoon.the The
"picture
on wife
Saturday
farmershow"
and his
would after
giv |
her a quarter and tell her to stay in th
movie house until it closed. Then, aftej
they'd finish their Saturday shopping
they'd
and pick
up.
Therecome
wereby other
fosterherfamilies.
On
was
an
English
couple
who
boozed
ever
night and held rowdy gambling partie
until the wee hours. Eight-year-old Norm
Jean
prayed and
for did
theirthesouls
their dinner
dishes.as she fixe'
Whenever Norma Jean asked about he
mother,
she waschildren
told "Mumsie"
sicl
Neighborhood
who hadwasgotte
wind
of
her
mother's
illness
pointed
Norma Jean on the street, and, in hushe
voices,
whispered
that house!"
"her mother's th
oneOnewho'sSunday
in the afternoon,
crazy
cided to run around
the when
block she
just defo
fun, one of the boys, loafing along th
street, pointed at Norma Jean and crie
out,Norma
"WhereJean,
you inrunning
to?" halter an'
a printed
rolled-up blue jeans, laughed. "Nowheri
special.
fun!"
But oneJustof therunning
boy's around
buddies for
interruptec
cruelly commenting, "Let her alone. Don
you know she's crazy just like he
mother? She doesn't know what she'
doing halfjustthelike
time!"
word
toreCrazy
at her insidesherlikemother!
a raw,Theblisterin
wind. She knew her mother was crazj
Was she going to be crazy, too?
For weeks the words haunted Norm
Jean.theShethreat
didn'ttortured
tell anyone
about Ever
then
but
her heart.
waking moment she prayed for her mothe
to get well, to (Continued on page 50

show forever.
them that she wasn't going to be
crazy
And in lateGladys
1934 Marilyn's
prayersreleased
were
answered.
Baker was
from the asylum, and she returned to her
job in the lab of the film studio. But
Gladys'began
well-being
short frequently,
lived. She
soon
getting was
depressed
and one Saturday morning she awoke
screaming. She screamed relentlessly for
hours, and later that day the ambulance
was summoned by the neighbors and
Gladys was committed to the Norwalk
Hospital for Mental Diseases.
Marilyn's
familytakenhistory
After herhorrifying
mother was
by the men
in white uniforms to Norwalk, Norma
Jean learned the family history from Grace
McKee who was made her legal guardian.
On herparentsmother's
both her
grandhad been side,
committed
to mental
asylums.
Her grandmother, at her death, foamed
at the mouth; a raving paranoiac.
from herkilled
mother's
a And
momentan uncle
of madness,
himself.side, in
Shaken, distraught, barely ten years old,
a tall,oredgangling
hair was girl
too whose
curly, chestnut-colNorma Jean
bawled. She cried for her grandmother,
her
grandfather,
her
mother,
her
all the blood relatives that wereuncle,
doomedfor
to a screaming world of madness. Night
after night she sobbed into her pillow,
wondering what was to become of her?
Would she wake up one morning to find
that she had gone crazy, too?
Within a matter of days she was shuttled
off to another foster home where a tough,
nasty-tongued
woman
from dawn until
night.worked
The Norma
woman Jean
not
only took in foster children (she received
twenty dollars a month for each child from
the state), but she also took in boarders.
And late one afternoon, toward twilight,
Norma Jean was on her knees, scrubbing
the upstairs hallway.

A door was ajar.
The old
landlady's
favorite
sourfaced
man who
was boarder,
tall and a portly
stood by the door of his room. He called
to Norma Jean, who had been trained by
the landlady to be obedient to the boarders.
But she knew what the fat white-haired
boarder was doing to her there in his room
was wrong. She choked on short breaths,
closing her eyes, clenching her fists tight
until
...
Whenherhefingernails
dismissed clawed
her, she herran,flesh.
sobbing,
to the landlady to tell her what happened.
And theJean
woman
out soandhardslapped
Norma
acrossreached
the cheek
that
Norma Jean fell to the floor.
"Don't ever tell me anything like that
about the
my finest
Mr. K!"
the landlady
"He's
boarder
I have." shouted.
For days, nights, months, Norman Jean
lived in fear. sin?
Hadn'tWassheshecommitted
the
unpardonable
doomed now
to the dark inescapable world of the unforgiven?
She started
stammering,
ing. The landlady
no longer
wantedfainther.
Finally Aunt Grace came and packed her
clothes to take her "for a ride."
In theNorma
car Aunt
Grace something
couldn't stop
crying.
Jean sensed
was
wrong. The car pulled up to the colonial
building at 815 North El Centro, and Aunt
Graceher clutched
Norma
and
led
up the walk
to theJean's
door. hand
The gold
letters on the walnut plaque at the side
of the white paneled door read: LOS
ANGELES
HOME.
Aunt GraceORPHANS'
rang the bell.
Norma Jean screamed. "I won't go in,"
she cried, jumping up and down. "I'm not
an orphan. My mother's alive. You can't
But the
attendants came and carried
put
in here!"
the me
hollering,
kicking girl into the ward.
"I want my mother!" she yelled.
"Your
mother's
voice told her. in the hospital!" a harsh
"But I want to see her. Take me to

"It's
"Why?"impossible!" the voice lashed out.
"Because — because she can't see you.
She's
"that's crazy,"
why!" the heartless voice blurted,
Norma Jean lunged at the attendant,
beating her with her fists.
"Stop that!" the attendant commanded,
taking her hands by the wrists and twisting them. Jean winced, and a pained cry
Norma
tore from her throat.
"If you don't behave yourself," the attendant barked, "everyone will think
you're
too!" has lost its wings. Norma
Like acrazy,
bird who
Jean's
and died.
She lay
back oncrythetrembled
hard white
cot, defeated.
Her
rigid
body
ached.
She
couldn't
fight
it anymore.
was anAuntorphan.
wanted
her. She
Not even
Grace. No one
only inflesh-and-blood,
her formother,
wasHerlocked
the Norwalk place
crazy
people.
Couldn't,
wouldn't
she
ever see
her mother again?
And then the shiver went through her,
the shiver that was to scare her every day
of herture,life.
Was this going
to be her
futoo? Awakening
one morning
to hear
herself raging, screaming, unable to stop.
And the siren- sounding ambulance would
be called to take her to the fenced-in
hospital on the hill.
No, dear God. No!
Never!
She prayed, harder than she ever prayed
in her life, for God to help her, to look
after her, to protect her from the madness
that destroyed
her mother and her grandand grandfather.
And tomotherthis
day Marilyn prays.
She prays for protection against the
skeleton sanity,inthe wraith
her closet, the
ghostherof and
inhaunts
never lets her rest. that
...
END

The Kid Was Starving!

"Thank you God for bringing us this
far,"her!"murmured the boy. "Don't let the car
break
we get
to Richmond!"
But down
when before
they were
passing
by Quantico, with only 50 miles to go, there was
an awful hissing sound and then a big
bang! Flat tire.
"There's only one thing to do," said
Day, wearily. "Phone Lamont and tell the
truth.
No usegrimly
lying."to the nearest phone
He walked
booth,ed, andandwe phoned
Lamont.
stranddon't have
money"We're
for another
tire, and this tire's old and bald and beyond patching.
. ."out. It will
"Wait!"
cried . itLamont.
"I'll take
get mea tire
here,
and
bring
an
hour.
But belater,
patient!"
An hour
Lamont arrived with a
good used tire. Then he and Day took off
their jackets, rolled up their sleeves, and
changed the tire.
Day told Lamont, "Ever since I became
Bobby's manager, in 1957, I've told him
'Somebody up there must be looking out
for us!' It must be so, because we don't
have
money toto try
do promotion,
yet we're
crazy theenough
it on a shoestring
andHe a added,
prayer. "Look
. . ." at you! You leave
your job to come and help us out! It's a
They drove on to Richmond, did an
interview with Lamont, and left with
miracle!"
promises,
"We'llas send
the tire, just
soon you
as wethe. money
. . er . for. .
On the drive back, Frankie Day sighed,
"I was minding my own business at Bay
Shore's
get it." when you came in . . ."

This remark had become a running
gag.
Yes, ashebass
had player
been minding
his own&
business
in Dave Apple
The Apple Jacks Band at the Bay Shore
club, near Atlantic City, in the summer
ofthe1957,
when heand
decided
around
bandstand
watchto linger
the alternate
combo, Rocco & The Saints. Frankie
Avalon had been trumpetist for this
combo before striking out for himself, and
Day wondered if there was any other
good talent left in the band.
So he watched, and was pleased. But
when
a thinhairsixteen-year-old
kid
with fluffy
stepped out to doblond
a drum
solo, a bit of dancing, and a strong vocal
solo, Day
spellbound.of Jerry
Then
when
the ladwasdid held
impersonations
Lewis and Louis Prima, Day was stunned.
"Suchholed talent!"
he gasped.
He buttonthe boy later,
and found
he was
Bobby Rydell from Philadelphia, which
was also Day's home town.
Bobby's
parents,
AdrioDay("Al")
andWhen
Jennie
Ridarelli,
arrived,
told
them, "I'm very much impressed with
Bobby.
I'd
like
to
manage
him."
But Bobby's dad was not impressed.
"Bobbyten,hasandbeenpeople
an entertainer
was
are alwayssince
tellinghe
him they'll make him a star; but nothing happens . . . He's been let down so
many times ... I don't want him hurt
again!"
he said."When Bobby was younger,
He
sighed,
they were
going to take him to Hollywood
and make him a star . . . they were going
to put him on the Jackie Gleason Show . . .
they wereShowgoing. . .to(Continued
put him onon page
the 52)Ed
Sullivan

(Continued jrom page 32)
"Yeah, yeah," laughed the deejay. "Remember me in your
will!"got outside, they
When Bobby
and Day
looked at each other, and burst out laughing.
"He thinks I'm making a fortune,"
Bobby
smiled. gas
"If inhe theonlytankknew!
we got enough
to getThink
back
to Philadelphia tonight?"
"If we stick to hot dogs and coffee,
yes!" his manager laughed. Then he added,
"How could anybody guess that this jalopy
has 70,000 miles on it and doesn't carry a
spare tire because I can't afford it? How
could ing? . .anybody
we're cut
starv-off
. That theknow
utilitythatcompany
my gas in my house last week? . . . That
the phone company disconnected my
phone last month?
anybody
guessandthatonlywe've
got"How
a 600 could
-mile trip
to make,
$11
in our pockets?"
Bobby said, "Lucky Grandma packed
some hero sandwiches for me . . . Let's
They munched their sandwiches, sitting
ineat."
the car, and then Day said, "Time to
go to Richmond. We're due at WRVA-TV
in Hefivegripped
hours, for the
Ray Lamont
show."besteering
wheel,
fore he startedthe the
car, he
and butBobby
bowed their heads in silent prayer, as
they did before every trip in the old
car.

Marilynand stars
Make
Love
Unitedin 20th-Fox's
Artists' TheLet's
Misfits.

P. S. He was glad he waited. . . she looked so delicious in"Sugar
Plum," one of the newest fashion-fresh colors by Cutex® in
long-lasting Sheer Lanolin and creamy

new Delicate lipsticks!

(Continued from page 50)
but nothing happened! He auditioned for
sogreat,
manybut people,
said he'sor
he's tooandthin,everybody
or too young,
tooButgood.Day. .was
." persistent, "This boy has
enormous talent. Let me try . . . I'll do it
slowly . . . I'll train him. . . ."
Finally Bobby's dad said, "I'm a factory
worker ... I don't have any money for
special lessons. . . ."
Electrifying news
Three months later, Bobby Rydell was
being managed officially by Frankie Day.
Around 13th and Ritner, in South Philadelphia, the news that Bobby had a manager was electrifying.
This was
neighborhood that produced
Eddiethe Fisher,
Fabian, Frankie Avalon, Mickey Callan,
Jimmy Darren and Mario Lanza . . . Why
Fabian lived only half a block away!
The row house that Bobby lived in with
his
parents
Sapienza,
became
the and
scenegrandma,
for new Lena
excitement.
Day came
around ofregularly.
suaded the drummer
his band Heto pergive
Bobby drum lessons; he got the wife of
another musician to teach Bobby new
dance routines. Soon Bobby was also
taking guitar and vocal lessons.
Day spent
his savings
on Bobby's
training,
then allstarted
borrowing
money.
When he couldn't
contributed
what heborrow,
could. Bobby's dad
After several months of lessons, Day
took Bobby to a record hop at Berwyn,
Pennsylvania. He wanted to see how the
girls would react to Bobby.
What he saw pleased him: the girls
screamed with delight.
"You passed the first test; they accepted
you as a singer and a personality," Day
told Bobby later. "Now we've got to get
ready for the interviews; you've got to
know
how toandhandle
So Bobby
Day them."
sat in the basement
of Bobby's
house
ininterviews.
front of a Day
tape prerecorder,
and
taped
tended he was the deejay interviewing
Bobby.analyze
Then it.they'd play back the tape
and
When Day thought Bobby had learned
the technique, he said, "Now we have to
practice proper expression while singing."
So he'd would
spin records
of popthe singers,
Bobby
pantomime
singing,andin
front of a mirror. Day would analyze his
style, and Bobby would correct himself.
"I think you're ready
nowFinally,
to makeDay a said,
record!"
Using
his
wife
Mildred's
contacts
in theto
recording business, Day took
Bobby
Warner Bros. Records, where they said,
"He's record
not ready."
He took
Bobby
other
companies,
and was
turnedto
down by every one. "He's too thin," "He's
too young,"
doesn't have a sound,"
were
some of "He
the comments.
"Maybe we ought to forget the whole
thing," Bobby said.
"No," said Day. "I haven't lost faith.
There's only one thing left. We've got to
start our own recording company!"
"How about money? Dad doesn't have
anyDaymoney."
said, "I'm broke too . . . But I'll
borrow
the amoney."
Day had
lot of friends, and he went
around borrowing small sums until he
had enough to pay the $100 license fee
and the $700 for the musicians, to cut
Bobby's
the labelfirstVico.disk. Dream Age. They named
Day scurried around to get distribution,
but it was tough. He tried to do promorecord, but hehe got
didn'ta loan
have from
the
money.tion on Inthe desperation,
afurniture
finance company,
putting
his
apartment's
up for collateral. When that
money ran out, he borrowed more from

another loan company, using friends as
co-signers.
Finally,as hecollateral.
got another loan, using his
Pontiac
But the money was spent quickly in
promotion, and unfortunately the record
was a bomb. Broke and desperate, Day
took Bobby to a local label, Cameo, which
fortunately signed him. Bernie Lowe, head
of
had Cameo,
what itagreed
takes. with Day that Bobby
Learning to be misers
His first disk for Cameo was Please
Don't Bepense Mad.
Daytakebegged
Cameoa promofor exBobby
tion tour.money
Theto expense
moneyon would
be
paid back from future royalties.
Bobby and Day then hit the road again,
spending the meager expense money like
misers. They became clever in cutting
corners. They learned how to park the
car behind a billboard and take a nap;
how
their good
suits in men's
rooms;to change
how toto bring
sandwiches
along
and go to the luncheonettes for coffee
only; how to tip a porter fifty cents and
get a railroad station cubicle for shaving
and
to nursesick.the car along
when changing;
it startedhowto sound
The deejays, fortunately, were friendly.
"Glad to see a quiet, clean-cut kid in a
business
they'd tell Bobby.
"We'rein
tired of suit,"
the professional
teenagers
sports clothes and open collars."
Most of the deejays said, "You've got a
good sound, kid . . . maybe you'll make it
on Thethe next
next record,
record; Alldon'tI Want
give Isup!"You, did
a bit better. But Bobby and Day were
getting deeper and deeper in debt. They
couldn't even invite a deejay out for dinand but
said,frankly
"We'd
like toner. Soasktheyyouwereout honest
for dinner,
we don't have the money."
Some deejays said, "Well, come over to
my house for dinner, then," and some
said, "Stay with us tonight and save hotel money ... if you don't mind sleeping
on
the
sofas."and trouble
Good signs
There
wereto good
was and
being invited
recordsigns:
hops, Bobby
and more
more deejays encouraged him to keep
trying — but the lack of money plagued
them. The finance companies kept threatening Day with court action. One company wanted toguardian
seize thekeptcar.reminding
Bobby's
court-appointed
Day that his creditors were closing in on
him. Cameo Records gave them expense
money
objectingbutthisthewascompany's
too risky.treasurer kept
Everywhere
there
was trouble and tension.
At Bobby's house, his dad said, "Maybe
it's better you go back with a dance band,"
His mom said, "Don't you feel bad that
your records are not selling?" and Bobby
kept assuring
"No, ma."
Grandma
sighed,
"You're her,
not eating
your spaghetti;
you're too thin . . . You worrying too
had oftaken
a Atjob Day's
so shehouse,
couldhispaywifesome
the
household
much?" expenses and enable him to
concentrate
on
Bobby's
career.
Sometimes she'd leave him a note on the
breakfast table: Please leave your picture. I'm beginning to jorget what you
lookBobby
like was
. . . having
you're away
troubleso atmuch.
school. He
didn't have time to do his homework
properly; hecentrate.
was Sometimes
often Day
too tired
wouldto conask,
"Bobby, want to give up?" and Bobby
would say, "No . . . I'm willing if you're
On the road, they became increasingly
sensitive
willing." to cheap living. They could spot

a three-dollar hotel room miles awa>
they instinctively knew the cheapes
most filling food on a menu; they carrie
shoe polish in the car, to avoid having t
pay
how togettin
haii
their forsuitsshines;
thetheycar,knewto avoid
wrinkles
in inthem.
Day often marveled at how they sur
vived.
"To thinkwithout
we've had
only one
tire, traveling
a spare
all thiflf
time! No doubt about it! Somebody u
there
looking
Onlyis once
did out
theyforfailus!"to make a dee
jay date. Driving on the turnpike t
Pittsburgh, they were caught in a snow
storm. Without snow-tires, they couldn
move. So they pulled to one side, wrappe
themselves in blankets, and waited fc
the
to endBy andthe thetimesnow-plows
comestorm
through.
they got tt
Pittsburgh, the deejay was off the air.
fall ofmonths,
1958, Day's
phoneand wasBobbcv
offInforthethree
and he
had a frantic time communicating wit
each
WhenwereDay's
was cut heeof
he andother.
his wife
cut gas
off without
orhim cooking
gas,
and
his
wife
to relatives for meals. had to tak
But, Day said, "As long as I can be?
borrow or steak IH stick with you," an
In April,
newtoo."record,
Tim
Bobby
said, Ithis
"Mestarted
came
out.
slowly,Kissing
but Bobb
was encouraged when friendly deejay
wrote him, "You're getting close; this i
Day
jobsmoney
one orintotw
anights
fine record!"
apicked
week, upand band
put die
kitty. When they had enough for a trij
they went off. "Well, we've got $37," h
would tosay.
at aweYMCA
stick
hot "If
dogsweandsleep
coffee,
can makan
it to Rochester and Albany and back, fo
On the way
two days. . . ."
Then Dick Clark put Bobby on hi
show, and record sales spurted. Soon th
disk
way was
up! on the Top 100 Chart; and on th
Day was still staving off creditors. Hi
pockets were filled with lawyers' threat
ening
he couldn't
a credit
car
becauseletters;
his credit
was nogetgood
in Phila
delphia; his bank was angry at him fc
his many excuses for overdrawing hi
account.
Then when Kissing Time rose to the toj
Bobby had an attack of nerves. "Whf.
ifif II can't
he asked. singer
"Who
turn follow
out to itbe up?"
a one-record
What
if
my
next
record
is
a
flop?"
But his next record was a hit, too. Bot j
sides
Dig and
Girlsgot and
Got Love-:
became— I hits,
on theWe Chart.
So, fc
a while, Bobby had three songs on th
Top 100 Chart— something only Elyi|
Presley had also achieved.
Bobby moved up quickly: the Die
Clark Show, Red Skelton Show. Dann i
Thomas Show, Perry Como Show. He ws
voted Most Promising Male Vocalist i
Dick Clark's
Annual
Bandstand
Poll. Fifth
The critics
calledAmerica
him th,
most exciting teen singer since Elvis.
On
his
18th
birthday—
April
26th- 1
Bobby walked over to the neighborhoo
Church,
where and
he'dother
attende
soEpiphany
many times
with Fabian
pal i!
He
prayed,
and thought
dad knelt
and hisandmom,
his grandma,
and ofespeh
cially his manager Frankie Day, . . . every
body
who hadhim loved
and he
helped
and wished
well him
. . . and
thankehii ;
them and blessed their names!
He smiled wryly to himself as h
thought of the Pontiac with 70,000 an
some miles on it. "When I'm twenty-orl
and
can spendFrankie
my ownand money,
to surprise
buy himI'm a goin
ne^
car. ... He deserves it!"
EN |

Is It Too Late for Me
.(Continued from page 28)
ie weak sounds and had seen the tiny
sitten huddled in a corner. Her heart
went out to it, and like a child she lifted
t and tucked it under her sweater.
'No one's into
goingthetoears
throwof you
out," shakshe'd
whispered
the soft,
ng
animal.
Upstairs,
she'd
gone
to
the
-efrigerator
and takenit into
out the
somebedroom
cream.
Then
she smuggled
and began to feed the kitten.
Thethe story
Tuesday's
"bad" behavior
&tveeks
partyof was
for
afterwards.
Thiswhispered
is the firstabout
time the
rue story has ever reached print.
When a girl loses her reputation . . .
Everybody's
toa teen-age
believe the
worst
ibout
Tuesday. ready
When
ler reputation
everything
she girl
doeslosesis
For everyis just
teen-ager
has
«udged
know harshly.
what Tuesday
beginning
0 learn. A teen-age girl must avoid not
>nly evil, but the appearance of evil. If
he doesn't, and word gets around that
he's fast or slightly shopworn, the gossip
vill
grow andthetravel.
ip persists,
harderTheit longer
will be thefor gosher
b undo the damage already done.
This is what Tuesday is facing today.
Is it too late for Tuesday to protect
.erself from her reputation?
A rather chastened Tuesday is asking
hat of herself these days. There is a very
pecial reason why Tuesday is beginning
d wonder: "Is it too late for me to be
. ood?"
The reason is a boy— a tall, wavy-haired,
lean-cut boy. So far he isn't concerned
bout her reputation. He's heard little
bout
doesn't
he's
eard. it,
Butandevery
day believe
Tuesday what
wonders,
What will he hear about me today? Will
>e hear something that will make him
leave me?"
./ant
And toTuesday
is learning what a lot of
;?en
girls
— that
must guard
eputation learn
as her
mostsheprecious
gift, her
for
Then a boy comes along whom she really
ares
for,
her
reputation
may
jeopardize
is love for her.
lieRichard
boy in Beymer
Tuesday'sis lifea handsome young
:tor
playedFrankMillie
■iend— he
in Anne
— and Perkins'
he is the boyboy
1rstTuesday's
life. months
She metagohimon aforplane
the
time several
ying to Stockton, California, when she
Mras going on location for High Time. Im' P ^hen
lediatelytheytheystepped
felt attracted
each other,
off thetoplane,
Dick
ailed
her
aside
and
said,
"Come
let's
ave the others and be by ourselves.on —Have
b inner with me. I want to know you
t atter."
Tuesday looked at him and smiled softly,
ii While they sat in the small restaurant,
llfnailtalked
himself.originally,
He'd comebut from
townabout
in Iowa
whena
Is family moved to Hollywood, he fell
_.toovieacting.
he'd he
neversaidgoneimpatiently,
with the
crowd.But Then
t3ut it's you I want to hear about. You're
jj Boys
real sweet
kid." Tuesday many things
had called
efore that evening — kookie, wild, sexpot.
ut she couldn't remember anyone calling
jj|srreally
sweet, meant
the wayit. this
as though
She boy
was did,
startled.
And
icause this boy believed this of her, she
, arted showing him a side of herself no
1..ashes.
her boy had ever seen, except for brief
. Right now, Dick Beymer is in love with
Jesday, and Tuesday with him. He and
fc,Jesday have been virtually inseparable

since they met. It's an odd combination —
this
boy who
or drink,
Tuesday
who doesn't
has beensmoke
smoking
since and
she
was fifteen and has had a reputation of
being
"sixteen
going
on
twenty-six."
Their dates are more wholesome than
any she has had with any other boy. Dick
has a small speedboat, which he keeps in
the garage
of hisit onparents'
Valley.
He piles
a trailerhouse
and intiestheit
to the back of his Austin-Healy. Then he
and Tuesday drive out in his little car to
Balboa. Tuesday wears jeans and a bulky
sweater over a bathing suit, her hair
pinned back in a pony tail, her face with
only
smidgin
out
on thea boat
and ofdrivelipstick.
it out They
in thegetocean
toward Catalina.
TheySometimes
share a lunch
she's
prepared
herself.
Tuesday
helps drive the boat. Her hair flies in the
winding and
laughs aOften,
lot, theDickspraycupsmakher faceshe glisten.
her
shining, young face in his hands and
kisses her. "You're sweet, you're a sweet,
wonderful
kid."wanted
And Tuesday
Tuesday has
this kind glows.
of wholesome date before, but most of her boythought sheof was
when shefriendstalked
it. putting on an act
Once she asked a boyfriend to take her
on a date outdoors. He laughed at her.
"You're kookie," he said. He thought she
was indeed being kookie — affected — and
didn'tto mean
whathouse
she instead.
said. So They
he took
her
a coffee
sat
around in the murky place, populated by
beatniks drinking cafe espresso and weeping about the state of the world. That
particular
nightof Tuesday
like gotit.
She was tired
the wholedidn't
bit. She
up
abruptly,
sneaked
off,
ran
up
her
home in the hills above the coffee tohouse.
Then she got into her car, drove to the
beach by herself and ran along the surf.
Her boyfriend
in hisreturned
car out-in
side her house, had
and waited
when she
the
wee
hours
he
didn't
believe
her
story
thatUntilshe'd
to thealong,
beachveryalone.
Dickdriven
Beymeroff came
few
boys believed that Tuesday was getting fed
up with night life, that she was beginning
to
her owna wholesome
reputation date.
for being
wild,regret
and wanted
Wasn't she the little darling of the beatniks,have
Hollywood's
terrible?
People
triedenfante
to tell Dick
about the
Tuesday they know.
He shrugs off what they say.
"I don't know anything about Tuesday's
past," he says. "I know her for what she
ismoretoday.
sweet, than
feminine
girl —
like She's
a whitea kitten
the wildcat
they
say
she
is.
I've
dated
different
but never took anyone seriously till Igirls,
met
Tuesday. I never associated with actresses
before. Not for any special reason, but
they
didn'tis travel
my particular
orbit. just
Tuesday
differentin from
other actresses, anyway. She doesn't care for
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parties. Actually, she finds them boring.
Dick, Tuesday is not as
JustSinceas forImeeting
do."
restless
the parties and the crowds. The
other day
always a lotsheof told
peoplea friend,
around"There
to helpare you
get into trouble but you have to get out
of it by yourself. So I don't go to parties
any"How
more.small?"
I like the
smallfriend
groups."
asked.
"Oh, two people," she replied. "The
otherdifferent
person iswithDick."
It's
Dick
Tuesday behaves differently with Dick
than she does with any other boy. She
not only loves him, she respects him. She
can't
her littleWhen
fingerDickas
she hastwistherhimotheraround
boyfriends.
makes a date with her, she keeps it. With
other boyfriends, she often broke dates,
or came very late with no explanation.
Once, for instance, she had a date with
John Franco, whom she used to date
often. She was to meet John at his apartment at seven, then they were to go to a
restaurant where they were to join other
friends
7:00— norof athis.8:00Tuesday
or 9:00.didn't
John show
kept uptele-at
phoning, but Tuesday was out. At 11:30
she showed up. She wore jeans, a red car
coat nerand
— hardly an outfit for dinin a sneaks
restaurant.
"What happened?" asked John angrily.
"Oh," pouted Tuesday, "I couldn't help
"Couldn't help it? You knew about our
"Yes,. .but
that's the way it is," replied
Tuesday,
date.
."vaguely.
Another time, when Tuesday had two
boyfriends over at her house, she slipped
out of the room while both were listening
to records, and disappeared for hours. Both
men were nonplussed. When she returned,
she said, as though nothing had happened,
"I just felt like driving in the hills by
With one of her boyfriends Tuesday once
went
a party
barefoot,
in a crumpled,
soiled tochiffon
It had gotten
that way
it."gown.
when
she
ran
down
the
hill
to meet him.
myself."
Any other girl would have gone back home
to With
change—
not the
defiantis different.
Tuesday.
Dick but
Beymer,
Tuesday
She
doesn't
stand
him
up,
walk
out
or dress in a way that holds her onuphimto
talk.
She behaves actually wholesomely
and 'normally.
One night when she got into his car,
she didn't have a drop of make-up on her
face.
eyes a were
shining.
even Her
smoked
cigarette
all She
day. hadn't
They
stopped at a pizza place, which is frequented by kids, and had a great time
eating pizza.
Other men in Tuesday's life
If you're bold enough to ask Dick about
the other men in Tuesday's life, he says,
"I don't know anything about them — but
there's
one guy
life now,
and
that's me.onlyI don't
knowin her
the side
of Tuesday that they talk about. I'm not interested in gossip
seen
that side
of her.about
I loveher.thisI'vegirlnever
for what
she is — not for what people think she is.
Tuesday has a lot of finding of herself to
do. But we have plenty of time for it.
She's only sixteen, I'm twenty-one. We
haven't
marriage
because
both tootalked
young.of But
we date
only we're
each
How
long,
Tuesday
wonders,
can
this
idyllic state of affairs continue?
Tuesday has always been subject to swift
changes
of mood, bitter patches of rebelother."
lion— and at the same time there has always been a soft side to Tuesday that few
people
with her.recognized until Dick fell in love
What made Tuesday this way?
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Her father died when she was three;
Mrs. Weld was left with three children —
the youngest, Tuesday. Finding difficulty
in supporting her three children, in desation she acceptedwoulda neighbor's
tion thatperTuesday
be a goodsuggesmodel
in the Infants'
of a nearby
department store.Department
Beautiful even
as a baby,
Tuesday was an appealing little model, and
money
beganoftoevents
flow into
the Weld
This turn
left her
older home.
sister,
Sally, and her older brother, David, badly
shaken. The idea of being supported by a
baby sister revolted them, and they began
to hate the baby sister they had loved till
then. Both Sally and David began to call
Tuesday harsh names and to torment her.
Tuesday
had adored
them. Now she suddenly felt like
an outcast.
said
once that
it took
her hoursMrs.toWeld
convince
the child she wasn't as bad as her sister
and brother said she was. "I'd have to

build
her "while
ego again
and again,"
her
motherupsaid,
Tuesday
cried and
That was the start of Tuesday, the rebel.
AownTuesday
whoandhadsister
beenfound
rejected
by herto
it hard
cried."brother
believe
that anyone else would accept her.
To win acceptance as a teen-ager, she was
willing to play the role older girls played —
to She
appear
brash. She wanted to
achedharshfor and
attention.
be part of the gang. If playing at being
the queen of the beatniks was the way to
win this attention, Tuesday was willing to
play.
Thereherwasdifferently.
no one toIf her
protect
her —hadto
teach
father
lived, he might have shown her that a
little girl is entitled to the strength and
protection of a man.
Even after she learned that her reputation was cutting her off from the com-

panionship ofnice young boys and girl
and giving her a place among the fa;i
crowd,
Tuesday
continued
defiance.
Her face
looked her
bold,attitude
her lipc
were mocking.
But underneath,
hurt.
Even
before sheTuesday
met Dickwas Beymer,
|
former
boyfriend
of
Tuesday's
commented
"She was
hadn't
made beginning
a mistake toin wonder
defying ifpublish jj
opinion. But she was too proud to adm.j
"One anevening,
at a came
partyupweto both
tended,
older man
Tuesdaat k■
and
said,
'Aren't
you
ashamed
of
yoursel
aandgirlgoing
of your
age, smoking
drinkin t i|I
out with
a man oldandenough
be your father? (At that time, Tuesda 2
was dating John Ireland.) You're livinil
wrong.
You'llcouldn't
live to think
regret ofit.'any
" retor jl
"Tuesday
She just turned white and began to so ]
hysterically, then turned to a boy nearb f
said,her'Please
heand took
out totakehis mecar away.'
where Heshedid-sa 1I
sobbing for hours."
Naughty child
To attract attention, Tuesday has ofte
proclaimed that it."
she would never get mar |
ried,
that
she
didn't
want like
to have
chil
dren.
she'd thesit shocked
back,
a naught
child, Then
and notice
expression
o
Anotherfaces.boyfriend, Mike McKee,
peoples'
actor,
said, "She usedOnce
to run mehad raggec
She's
unpredictable.
her apartment
for dinner. she
She mademe th
dinner
a prettyWegood
cook to whe
she feels— she's
like cooking.
listened
rec
ords, danced. Then she went into her roon ,
Afterto her.a Iwhile,
I
missed
her
and
called
went into her room and founotshe had gone. That's the way Tuesday islikeButsome
bird." sees nothing of th
DickwildBeymer
wild
— onlyshe aherself
soft littJ
kitten,bird
like inthe Tuesday
kitten that
ha
once rescued.
Not
long
ago
he
took
her
boating.
Th
sea was stormy and the little craft bega
to lurch. Tuesday became frightened, an
Dick puthe his
"Don't worr;
doll,"
said.arm"I'daround
never her.
let anything
hap
penHistoarmyou.tightened
You know
that,herdon't
you?
around
—
not
sionately,
but tenderly,
most comforting
way. protectively, in th\
Tuesday,her —whomosthasofknown
anr
around
them men's
demandin;
seeking
was the
elated.
her brief
life this— was
first Inboyall who
treatedyounlj
he.,
with the gallantry and protectiveness othti
girls take for granted. Who in the past hd
there been to protect Tuesday? Not flJ
boys
she usedspectacle
to go with
the boysactir,
wb
enjoyed
of —Tuesday
wild. Herthestudio
has tried,
but Tuesda J
would not accept dictation from them.
But love can achieve miracles that stud:
brass can't. What she wouldn't do for 20t
Century-Fox
she does
smokes less when
she isgladly
with forhim;Dick.doesnSi
take on an attitude of defiance. The sutj
merged side of herself — the feminine, yielc ]
ing her
side —dates
is coming
out forFortheDick
firstshetim
on
with Dick.
willing to don an apron and be like evei
girl
wantsdishes,
to please
a man — cookir
his who
favorite
while
she serves
him. hovering over hi
isn't a girl
broadwhom
or a hebeatnikbutTo a Dick
sweet,shelovable
adore !
And because of it, there is a new softne
about Tuesday these days. For the fir
time
her life,
is in love ar
knows inwhat
it is Tuesday
to be loved.
And love is working its own tend*
miracle
on too
her,latethetomiracle
of known1ek
that it isn't
be good.
Tuesday is next in 20th-Fox's High Tim

lebbie in Trouble!

Continued from -page 47)
ebbie, more than any other star of her
■ne, had the personality to win everybody,
le was the young girl's ideal, the teener's alter-ego, the older woman's daughman's her
"girlfans
next-door."
But
€r and
extenteveryto which
felt involved
,th her was unknown until the day her
is band walked out on her and her two
tie children for the love of another
oman.
That day bedlam broke out.
Every magazine
and newspaper
was in-of
itiated with letters,
ninety percent
em indignant, all of them emotional,
ritten by people who had never penned
note to an editor before. Many of the
oter writers felt that their lives and emotes had been forever altered by the
agedy that had befallen this innocent
ung mother.
Hollywood itself, a place where divorce
go unnoticed,
foundwereitJd broken
split intohomes
factions.
Those who
Debbie's side, and those who were vio-xxly
Ajid onas isDebbie's
oftenheartache
theside.case, turned
all the out
fusstoandbe
mmotion
and
tvz&peuseful
career. thatIt did
not
the eyeto ofDebbie's
the producers
Debbie
TJnanded
of fansno
. and thattheitloyalty
would ofdo millions
their films
rm at all if they starred Debbie
ynolds. too noticed this fact. She raised
Debbie
r price.
1 Hollywood
pointed outeverybody
a fairly
stressing factwise. . .guys
that although
'ed Debbie, not too many people went
her movies . . . because of this, no procer in his right mind would pay Debbie's
ice.
3ut the producers paid.
And nothing rankles like success,
^eople
who began
aclmiring
Debbie's
ver business
sense byended
by calling
her
le girl with the cash-register mind."
.dn't she made Eddie pay and pay and
yquarter
for hisofdivorce?
charging
a millionWasn't
dollarsshe per
film?
id
wasn't
she
looking
for
a
new
kind of
-shand? A rich one?
effect on Debbie's fans
not a towards
loyal town.
-' lollywood
rdened theirishearts
Debbie.Friends
That
: le-girl gaiety now looked like a comr rcial coyness to be turned on and off
- Debbie felt it to her advantage. That
-eetness,
said, losing
was "forinterest.
the rubes"!
Hie fans they
too were
They
":in't
turned
against
Debbie,
but Some
they
- them
re writing
fewer
and
fewer
letters.
wondered what she saw in Harry
*2 rl, a man so much older than she.
\ Chis was not the Debbie they had fallen
: -ove with. This was something else
-- liny liked
. . . andit. they weren't quite sure how
r" ind all of this came to Debbie's atten~~ n.finning
This, ofshetrouble.
knew Itveryis still
well, going
was the
on,
•jjj more and more letters ask, Why has
'.hbie changed?
', bbie
t wouldReynolds
be futileistounchanged
contend thatfrom
today's
the
',iboy
who ofstarred
the Girls
*>ciation
Burbankfor High
School.Athletic
Debherself admits that it is impossible.
' 5 observes:
If I haven't changed since I was sixteen,
... imin
betterpills
see ora doctor,
I'd need some new
something.
: I believe I have grown up in the past
years. I Idon't
believe wonder
I have ifmatured
xoletely.
sometimes
people

ever really mature, even when they grow
The change in her financial status is
immense. From a girl who earned ChristJ. C.become
Penney'sa star
for
fiftyold."mas
centsmoneyanworking
hour sheat has
who
can
make
Hollywood's
top
money
deal.
Recently her outstanding commitments
were estimated to be worth eight million
dollars. This turns out to be an underestimate. Ten million would be more realistic.
Naturally, someone with that kind of
earning
The
Girl Nextpower
Door.is not
Andgoing
yet, toit remain
is amazing
how little Debbie has changed in her ten
years in the movies. This is not sheer
sentiment; in many ways, she is little difBurbank.ferent from the fun-loving teen-ager from
Debbie on the set
Life of the party? Recently, on the set
of The Pleasure of His Company, she was
all over the place, exchanging banter with
the
script girl,
sometimes
in a make-up
Hungarianman,
accenthairdresser,
a la Zsa
Zsa, sometimes
in
a
French
accent, routine
sometimes in Japanese. Her longest
came when she learned George Seaton
spent his spare time learning German bee he was innext
going to direct CounterfeitcausTraitor
Germany.
"Are
you
a
Cherman
boy?" ofsheTommy
kept
asking him. This was a routine
Noonan, whose comedy act she watched
nightly pfor
weeksbill when
he wasFisher
apearing on thefivesame
with Eddie
at
Las
Vegas'
Tropicana.
She
got
Fred
Astaire into the act, instructing him to
play straight man in the Noonan routine:
Debbie: Are you a Cherman boy?
Fred: No,YouI'm most
not. be a Cherman boy —
Debbie:
aren't you?
Fred: No, I'm not.
Debbie: boy
But— you
Cherman
say it!most be. Say you're a
Fred: All right! I'm a German boy.
a Debbie:
Cherman Dot's
boy. funny — you don't look like
Fred went away laughing, and Debbie
went into her dressing room to continue
her imitation of Noonan. She went through
his whole routine of a television chef making a gourmet dish while testing all the
liqueurs that went into it. She ended up
gassedinandstitches.
cross-eyed while her listeners
were
Debbie the Clown shifts into Debbie the
Serious
— withif nosheclashing
of gears —
when sheTalker
is asked
has changed.
"Not
really,"
she
begins.
"Not
inmuch
the
things
life Iis was
prettymarried.
the samethatasmatter.
it was Mybefore
I'm
this way.
spendverywithhappy
the people
I love.I have
And time
I haveto
time to devote to my career.
to "IfhaveI were
as fullmarried,
a careerI wouldn't
as I have behadablein
this past
I didn'tWhenhaveyoua full
when
I wasyear.
married.
are acareer
wife,
you must devote yourself to your home
and your husband. Your life centers
around him, and in some businesses it
means a lot of social life, too. You must
give parties and go to certain functions
thatWithout
are important."
a husband to look after, Debbie
says her life has settled down to this:
"Work, family, a few dates, my charity
By "a few dates," she means just that.
Whenalmost
she's steadily
working forin aa year,
picture,she asdates
she
work."
has
only on Friday or Saturday nights. She
won't goprevent
out during
the week
becausechil-it
would
her from
seeing
dren. Since she leaves
for the
studioheralmost
atthe dawn,
evening.her only time to see them is in

"That time is very important to me,"
she says. "I resent it when something interferes so I can't get home in time to see
Debbie's social life
What about her dating? One of her
steady beaus is millionaire Harry Karl, a
them."
far
from the hot- rodders she used to
date cryin Burbank.
"But you'd be surprised about Harry, '
"He seemsButvery
dignified,
heshe cansays.
be dignified.
he has
a very and
sly
sense of humor. He can be lots of fun, too.
"As
a
matter
of
fact,
Harry
and
I
often
have the same kind of dates I used to have
in high school. We go bowling. Yes, I
mean it— Harry and I go bowling! We
don't go to the fancy places around town,
because
when I goI don't
out. Inlikefact,to get
the all
thingdressed
I like upto
do best is go to the movies. Harry loves
them, and so do I.
"That's
that hasn't
about
me. another
When Ithing
was very
young, changed
I went
to the movies about once a week, because
that was all I could afford. But when I
was sixteen and starting to earn my own
money, I always went to the movies at least
threemovies.
times aI week.
crazy myself
about
the
love to I'mgo still
and stuff
with all the popcorn and Coke I can hold.
There's nothing I like better."
Another
partner
of Debbie'sKarl,is
Leon
Tyler. bowling
In contrast
to millionaire
Leon is a part-time actor who also pumps
gas
at his father's
friendship
with himservice
goes station.
back to Debbie's
the age
bug.
of thirteen, when he taught her to jitter"Leon plains,
is my
bestthose
boy friend,"
excontrasting
two wordsshe with
the
term
boy-friend.
"It
is
strictly
platonic, but we have wonderful times to"Like lastoutweek
took mevalley.
to a
gether.
roadhouse
in theend.
San HeFernando
What a place!
I didn't
existed.
The people
thereknow
were such
reallyplaces
flying and having a ball. They had a fourpiece
rock
'n'
roll
combo
of
high
school
boys, and the juke box played between
sets;toLeon
danced upouta there
storm. some
I've
got
take and
Fred I (Astaire)
Another boy friend of Debbie's is Paul
Lillard. He also goes 'way back in her life.
"It was during the Korean War," she
recalls.
"My fanmother
and weI would
through
the
mail, and
noticed goa
night."
certain boy who kept writing from Korea.
He was a private in the Army and he had
no family, so we sort of adopted him.
"He really
had ina fantastic
the
service.
He was
one outfitlifethatin had
only ten survivors, another that had only
four. Then he was put in charge of a group
of Greek Hesoldiers
who werelife.absolutely
fearless.
had a charmed
He was
wounded twice and captured twice, but
he escaped both times. He always says,
"The"When
Good I went
Lord over
savedto meKorea
to hang.' Walter
Pidgeon
and Keenan
Wynn, with
the Army
took him out of the front lines so I could
meet him. They gave him a new uniform
and a shave, because he looked like Fidel
Castro with his beard. He and I hit it off
"HeJamaica.
came toMyCalifornia
whenhimI wasrightawayin;
ingreat.
folks took
hebecame
moveda into
my
brother's
and
part of the family.old Heroomstayed
for two months and decided to settle in
Burbank,
where he works for the post
office.
"He
remains
one ofbrother.
my bestHe friends
call him my adopted
drops —byI
the house occasionally and when I give a
party,acter— he
bartender. capHe'sanda keeps
charwearsactsa asConfederate

It began the day that England's Cliff Richard first heard a new record called
Heartbreak Hotel. Elvis Presley was more than just an original new singer to
Cliff; he was pioneering the kind of music that Cliff himself intended to make
his way of life. And whenever Elvis issued a new disc, Cliffs family knew it
wouldn't leave their gramophone for weeks.
By the time rock V roll star Cliff Richard had become Britain's answer to
Elvis, he prized every Presley disc ever issued. Cliff didn't even mind the
criticism
was a complete
imitationCliffof the
"Kingdetermined
of Rock." to meet his
When Elthatwashe stationed
in Germany,
became
only idol. But he had been voted Britain's most promising new singing star,
and
with henumbers
like left
Livin'timeDollforandvacations
Travelin'in Light
topping
the Britishelse.
hit
parade,
was never
Germany
or anywhere
So Cliff wrote a fan letter: / hope to visit Germany soon, and when 1 do,
could you possibly spare the time to see me?
A month later the reply came. Eagerly Cliff studied the Bad Nauheim postmark and ripped the envelope open. It contained one postcard picture of Elvis
— and that was all.
My letter must, have been handled with all the usual fan mail, thought Cliff.
read it he would have heard
For surely if Elvis himself
of Cliff Richard. He decided
to forget all about it. . . .
— and went to Germany, of
Finally Cliff got a vacation
military policeman guarded
course. But at Elvis' house, a
the door. "You'll have to see
Corporal Presley's secretary
the soldier. "But I warn you.
if you want to see him." said
she's making appointments
for a month ahead at least."
phone number, but calling
They
managed
to
get
El's
that proved just as fruitless.
"You're a singer called Cliff
the other end of the line,
Richard?" said a voice at
X
"SoCliffwhatleft,do disillusioned.
you want — an
Not long after Cliff got . a
bid to do a tour in America with Frankie Avalon. Heaudition?"
was thrilled — but worried,
too. Maybe they'd be as unimpressed with him as they were in Germany.
A half an hour before take-off a telegram arrived for him at the airport.
All his worries disappeared. The wire read:
DEAR CLIFF,
I HOPE YOU'LL
FORGIVE
BAD MANNERS
RECENTLY. IUNDERSTAND
YOU CAME
TO BADOURNAUHEIM
SPECIALLY
TO SEE ME, AND WHEN YOU CALLED. SOMEONE WHO SHOULD HAVE
KNOWN
WHOLE
BETTER ACTED AS IF HE'D NEVER HEARD
OF YOU. AI CAN
ONLYLOTAPOLOGIZE.
I'VE RECORDS
WATCHED AYOUR
YOUR
LOT. PROGRESS
I HOPE WHENALL I THE
GET TIME
OUT OFANDTHEHAVE
ARMYLIKED
WE
CAN GET TOGETHER SOMETIME AND I CAN MAKE UP FOR YOUR
LAST VISIT. MEANWHILE. HAVE A BALL IN THE STATES. I KNOW
THE AMERICAN AUDIENCES WILL LIKE YOU A LOT.
YOUR BOY, ELVIS
P.S. They did, too! — and especially his new film Expresso Bongo.
Elvis' latest film is Paramount's G.I. Blues.

telling
us "The
again.'
"
Debbie's
oldestSouth
and will
best rise
friend
is Jea
ette
She's They
a gym have
teacher
at Gle.
dale Johnson.
High School.
known
et
other since they were ten.
"Jeanette is busier than I am," says De
bie.
always sponsoring
clubs "She's
or something.
It has gottendances
to be
joke between us. I call her up and s;
'How about having dinner with me t
night, or do you have a meeting of t
Hi-Y
Tri-Yclose
Sky-Hi
Another
friendoris something?'"
Camille Williar.
whom she has known since she was thj
teen . She is also busy; as part of D
Dailey's
she is rehearsing
traveling dance
most oftroupe
the time.
"All three of us are really close frien
even though we sometimes don't see ea
other
often,"friends
Debbie like
explains.
years too
to make
that. "It tal
"With
true
friends,
you
see each other all the time.don't
We have
have
arrange our schedules so we can get t
gether.seenButeachwhenother
we yesterday.
do, it's as ifRecen1
we h
just
all three of us were together
for the fi
time in a year. We didn't talk about wl
happened to us a year ago. We said, 'We
what
did you
dofriend
yesterday?'
" her fellc
Debbie's
best
among
performers
is Marge
Champion.
The
again, the friendship dates back to wh
they made Give a Girl a Break for MG
"I didn't get to know her very well thei
Debbie
busy withsays,our "because
careers. weLater,werewe both
each veh
a baby at the same time and we becai
fast friends. Marge is a wonderful perse
so warm and understanding.
"Now our children are very close, t<
Gregg
Champion
they both
admit it.is Carrie's
He talks boyfriend,
to her on at
phone
from
New
York
and
says,come'Can-a
why don't you take a plane and
see me?' She answers, 'Why don't y
Nowadays,
Debbie
afford to e
come
and see
me?' " could
nightly
Romanoffs.
But do food.
you kneE
what sheat likes
best? Mexican
chiladas, tacos, fried beans, tortillas, cb
rellenos, tamales — the whole works.
"I've always loved Mexican food bes
she says.I'm"Another
passion of mine Iis bla
olives.
little girl, I mad
used about
to save'em.up When
my money
buy black olives because we usual
couldn't afford them."
stillreddoesn't
or drinkBut— "ma
be She
a little
wine smoke
with dinner.
whi
ky or any hard liquor — just the smell of
Another item: she still goes to Sund
makes
school meeveryill." Sunday. Now she atten
with daughter Carrie.
There they are: the arguments th
Debbie
testimonyhasn't
to thechanged.
contrary.You'll
Therehear
are oth
the
who claim she has lost her sweetness, citi
her performance with Jack Paar as an e
ample. But Debbie was never really swe
in the manner that Ann Blyth is, thou
many writers tried to sentimentalize De
bie's early romance with Eddie.
Her from
cuttingher upriotous
with Miss
Paar Burbank
was no codi
ferent
test imitations that began her fame.
Debbie will go on leading the same li
the"I only
known. in anythL
don'tkind
thinksheI'vehaschanged
that
is really
important,"
"I li
the way
I do because
I likesheit says.
this way.
may seem dull to a lot of people. But
isn't dull to me. I hope people will unde
stand. I pray they'll understand. Yes, I'
changed, but not in any way that's de>
and important . . . not one bit." El
Debbie
stars in Paramount's The Plea
ure
bia's OfPepe.His Company; guests in Colur.

May Britt and Sammy
Davis, Jr.
(Continued from page 26)
forthcoming marriage, his London show
was being picketed and May herself denounced.
What hasn'tthat led
been upprinted
is the circumwhich hasstancesbecome
the totalka ofrelationship
the town.
That is what we want to do now:
The storyEddie
beginsGreggson,
when May left
Britt's
husband,
her.young
She
was in wood,
a country
foreign
to
her,
with no one to help her ingetHollyover
the shock of her broken marriage. Her
once
promising
career did
was notnow know
in a what
state
of limbo.
Her studio
to do with her, how to spot her in the
right
Her part.
life was crumbling before her.
Yet May'sfashion.
career Following
had beguna bitin ina most
promising
War
and Peace, she won her first good reviews
playing the sensuous German temptress
in The Young Lions.
Twentieth put her under contract and
tried
to ignite
the sameAmerican
sort of fire
under
her that
had caused
audiences
to take Marlene Dietrich and Greta Garbo
to their hearts.
She made The Hunters for Twentieth,
but it came off less than effectively for
her. Then they gambled on May in the
remake ofparison ofBlue
The critics'
comMay Angel.
to Dietrich
(who played
the
part
originally)
made
her
come
off
second best.
With the poor results of Blue Angel
beginning to haunt her, and with no other
picture
her, she turned
to herso
husbandlined
for uptheforassurance
that she
desperately needed. . . .
Her marriage, too, had begun in a most
promising way. She remembered the first
night she had met Eddie. His father, a
friend
of hers,
had asked
the house,
and when
Eddie herheldto herdrophandby
topatter.
welcome her, her heart did a fast pitterEddie was still in his teens, younger
than she was. but May felt that with him
she would always know the meaning of
giving love and accepting it warmly in
return.
A whirlwind courtship swept May off her
feet, and she gave of herself in accepting
Eddie as she had never dreamed of giving
herself to any man. But. Eddie, the college
boy, was not yet ready for the responsibilities and problems of marriage. He left,
and as the front door to their honeymoon
T doubt
retreat herself
slammedas shut
on her, she began to
a woman.
■ Soon she was to flinch reading items like
: this
from Winchell:
Williams
the adored
of Eddie Cara
Greggson.
and ishe now
has
asked May for a quickie melting so that
he can make Cara his next wife.
J May thought it all out carefully. There
jtaras nothing she could do to win her
'ifis
landsome,
she might.dark-haired Eddie back, try
May, her heart smashed to bits, took to
! staying alone and seeing no one. She
.vould walk alone along the beach and
ft the wind blow the misery from her
;orActor-director
a few peacefulTheodore
moments. Marcuse said
)f May, during the beginning of this trial
i period
for her:never
"May hadis athatmostmuch
sensitive
■reature.
conidence in She
herself to begin
with, and now.
he man she believed in, and trusted,
las left her. No woman I know feels more
lone than she does right now."

The
and

Opposite

Ybur

Sex

Perspiration

Q. Do you know there are two
kinds of perspiration?
A.
It's bytrue!workOneor isexertion;
"physical,"
caused
the
other is "nervous," stimulated by
emotional
excitement.
It's mothe
kind
that comes
in tender
ments with the "opposite sex."

Q. Which
perspiration is the
worst offender?
A. The "emotional" kind. Doctors say it'sstains
the big
underarm
and offender
odor. Thisin
perspiration comes from bigger,
more
glands — odor.
and it
causes powerful
the most offensive

Q. How can you overcome this
"emotional" perspiration?
A. Science says a deodorant needs
a special ingredient specifically
formulated to overcome this
emotional perspiration without
irritation. And now it's here . . .
exclusive Perstop*. So effective,
yet so gentle.

Q. Why
arrid cream
America's
most iseffective
deodorant?
A. Because of Perstop*, the most
remarkable anti-perspirant ever
developed,
ARRID
Deodorant safely
stops CREAM
perspiration
stains and odor without irritation to normal skin. Saves your
pretty dresses from "Dress Rot."

Why be only Half Safe ?
use Arrid to be sure .'
It's more effective than any cream, twice as
effective as any roll-on or spray tested! Used
daily, new antiseptic ARRID with Perstop* actually
stops underarmodordresscompletely
stains, stopsfor"Dress
Rot;' stops
perspiration
24 hours.
Get
ARRID CREAM Deodorant today.
surfactants
Trademark for sulfonated

494
plus tax.

SPENCER
TRACY:

9
states
s
t
righ

The young man looked furtively up and down the street, hurried along until
he came to a building with the flag of the State of California, then scurried
through the open door. Inside, he drew a breath of relief and muttered. "I'd
sure hate to have him see me here."
He got out a bunch of papers and took his place in the long line. As he
waited, he thought over the incredible events of the evening before. He'd
gotten a phone call from his idol Spencer Tracy! The boy's aunt was an old
friend toof trade
Mr. Tracy's
he was
muchanyone.
too proud to "use" anyone, much too
proud
on familybut pull
to meet
It even hurt his pride to be standing here, in the Unemployment Compensation line, but his last film — his only film, to be truthful, though he'd had a
small
goodsince.
role — had ended months ago and he hadn't been able to find
anythingbut else
He'd been seriously thinking about quitting; he could hardly call himself
an actor after one job. If he didn't get something by the time his Unemployment checks ran out, he'd admit defeat and go back home. . . .
And now to think that Mr. Tracy had phoned him, had told him he'd
"shown a great deal of promise in your last film" (what a kind way to put it! )
and said he had to be downtown the next day on some "very important business" and suggested lunch. The restaurant, the boy knew, was very near the
Unemployment
Office. So he'd have to be very careful not to let Mr. Tracy
see
him.
His business completed, he turned from the window and hurried away. He
thought for a moment that he heard someone calling after him. calling his
first name. But it was probably another unemployed actor, and he had no
time for that today. . . .
The boy entered the restaurant, safely unseen as far as he could tell, and
sat down to wait. Quite some time later Spencer Tracy arrived and said, "Sorry
to '*keep
waiting. Son. I got held up at the Unemployment Office."
— theyouwhere?"
"Got held up signing for my next check at the Unemployment Office."
Spencer Tracy repeated. "Matter of fact. I thought I saw you there too. You
know it's quite a meeting place! Young man looked like you but he rushed
on out, so I guess it wasn't." He added with a twinkle in his eye, "If you
haven't already signed up for it. you really should. We pay taxes for it. you
know. It's our right and our privilege. I believe that every actor should
preserve his franchise — never can be sure there won't be a long siege of bad
And with that, the two actors sat down to order lunch.
times."
Spencer Tracy stars in Inherit The Wind, for United Artists.

Producer George England became a
friend. But, with his marital status still
in doubt with his actress wife Cloris
Leachman, May chose not to be the one
to break up a marriage and leave Cloris
as George
unhappyEngland
as she still
was. speaks highly of
May. "She deserves so much. I wish her
happiness
in her came
search onfortheit." scene. He
Then, Sammy
seemed to understand the great strain she
was under. And he offered to help her. For
a while,
relegated
her insecurities
and
fearsMayto the
decisionsall Sammy
seemed
to have for each problem.
Sammy'smended him reputation
recomfor the role scarcely
of father-confessor or decision maker. His whisperedabout romance with Kim Novak had put r
heavy pressure on him to stay clear of :
Kim.
protested
that hadtheirs
only a Sammy
friendship,
but rumor
the was
late ic
Harry Cohn, the head of Columbia Pictures
at thatmy time,
about ready
to kill Samshould just
be persist
in courting
the
studio's
$20,000,000
investment.
Shortly after that rumor came out,
Sammy married dancer Loray Scott. It
was
reported
that their courtship lasted a I
lengthy
six davs.
Divorce quickly followed for Sammy, as
Kim
herself offcharmers
to Europeas andthedated
such hiked
international
late V
Aly Khan and Count Mario Bandini.
Sammy ginning.
was Withgood
for May, inenergy
the be-of
the perpetual
a hurricane, he left her little room for 1
brooding, by keeping her as busy as posAfter apersonal
while, however,
to sensesible. his
magnetismshewasbegan
be- ^'tginning to creep under her skin.
With each step they took, her feelings ,
changed. She had taken his compassion
and understanding and turned it into
something that was beginning to frighten
her. She had begun to fall in love.
They tried to fight the feeling that was
overpowering them with each passing
moment. And May tried desperately tc
keep
the world's
She herevenheart
triedfromto break
with gaze.
Sammy
She was about to tell him that they coulc
no longer see each other, even though ii
would hurt her to have him gone frorr
her life. But May could not end then
friendship. Dangerous though it was tc
both of them, it had lasted too long anc
meant too much to die easily.
Then with
in London,
Sammy startled
the
world
his announcement
that, aftei
May's
divorce
became
final
September
he and May would marry and raise a larg(28
family. He admitted that the marriag(
might
their careers.
I'm read}"I
to takeaffect
the risk,"
May said"But
staunchly.
my
career
is
so
flimsily
put
together,
Sammy insisted, "that my marriage
ma; :
ruinLessit, than
then myforty-eight
career isn't
worthafter,
much.th 1
hours
first ugly insults began. Pickets threatens
to boycott
show, demonstrator
carried
signsSammy's
vilely attacking
May.
Mayto save
has noherHarry
Cohn,
asdoesKimnotNovai
did,
career.
She
hav
the millions of fans to rise to her defense
is goingsupported
through andthisstrength
difficul
timeButwithshe courage,
ened by the love of the man she love:
She is "aware that this marriage is
crisis in my life." And she knows thf
Sammy "needs loving as much as I d(
Lots of it, and lots of children."
trouble,willwell,
it. "'
myAsfilmfor career
suffershe inexpects
the States,
will make films on the continent."
We hope it won't have to come to thi
We hopeof her
May'sromance.
career is not destroyed beEN
cause
May stars in 20th-Fox's Murder. In<
and Sammy in Warners' Ocean's 11.

Ava Gardner's Lost Baby
(Continued from page 44)
;gay with, up till now. Except that now asked.
"And what did he want from me?" she
the mood had overtaken her suddenly, the
Her sobbing returned now, and grew
sullen mood, the had-it mood. And so
convulsive, more hysterishe'd
droppedup the
gulped her wine louder,cal.more
and gotten
fromgaiety,
the table.
"What," she asked, beginning to
She walked
across
the
room,
to
a
phonoscream,
"what
. . . what . . . what . . .
graph, and she put on a record.
wwwhhhhaaaaatttttt?"
Her
friend over
jumpedto Ava.
up from her chair.
She rushed
on Shethe listened
record. for a moment, to the voice
It sang something about nightingales
"Stop it, honey," she said. "Cut it out."
singing, singing sweet.
Ava
didn't.
"Si-na-tra?"
"Stop
it,"andherstriking
friend itsaid,
up
handstopped.
acrossbringing
her face.
table,
teasingly. called out the man at the herAva
"That's right," said Ava. "Sinatra. And
me," she added, shrugging, as if for no
And as she did, she grabbed her friend's
particular reason, "I'm the ex-Mrs. Sina- hand
ously. and held it, tightly, viciously, furitra." She laughed. "Amen."
For
a second, neither of them said anything.
The man at the table laughed, too. "Sei
ibriaga," he said. "You are drunk."
And
then, very softly, Ava spoke.
"Am man
I?" Avagotasked,
shrugging
again. and
hI. The
up from
the table
give me. .this,"
said. "I've
all"Don't
this before
. the sheslapping
. . . had
the
I started walking towards her.
f But Ava barely saw him coming.
treatment."
; She was listening to the voice on the
She
let
go
of
the
woman's
hand.
it sang something
as softly,andshewalked
said, "I'm
sorry."
And then,
she turned
across
the
I;-ecord,
andman as bringing
dreams of now
you. about a
ii The man began to put his arms around room once more, to the terrace and to a
chaise there and sat back on it— and she
closed her eyes to the beautiful and ex* "Dance with me," he said, not asking.
pensive view of night-time Rome below
Ava man
drew tried
herselfagain.back. "No," she said. her.
I| The
I "Don't you touch me," Ava said. "Not To kill the boredom
•When
singing."
J- She he's
closed
her eyes. The voice was
It was about an hour later, a little after
Ringing something about a new kind of midnight. They both sat on the terrace
hive
you
bu-rought
to
me.
now,
Ava and her friend, Ava smoking and
! The man tried once more.
holding hera drink
letting
talk. — and talking, the friend
4Xer"Stop
it
.
.
.
beat
it,"
Ava
said,
snapping
eyes
open.
"I
don't
know
Europe anymore —
1 She tried to get away from him, but the Spain, now Italy,"about
Ava was saying. "I was
1'ian had his arms around her waist now, so bored in Hollywood
. . . Hollywood,"
she
it again,
4i| ght,
Ava and
beganhe towouldn't
struggle.let go.
... said
Do you
know hollowly.
that there "Hollywood.
were days
there when the most exciting thing to do
T, "Beat it," she said. "Let go of me and was
to get up in the morning and pick up
J:eat
it."
the papers and read all the columns? Can
1 The man wouldn't.
you"No,"imagine
that? said.
Can you believe it?"
dance,"
he said,
whispering,
pushing
\|,I p[s'We
weight
against
hers,
bringing
his
mouth
her friend
to her ears.
"Hollywood,"
Ava
saidto again.
"So
I
came
here
to
Europe,
mad gayThen:
Europe.
i|%.sSuddenly,
bent her head and bit at
arm, hard,Avasavagely.
And
now
after
six,
seven
years
I'm
bored
|j The man cried out. Stunned, he took a here too.
|[ ep
she went
I wasday,"
so damn
bored,on,you"before
know
appedback.her. Then, with all his might, he you"Thecame,other
what I did? I went to the beauty parlor
ilr'
The
lady
gets
old,"
he
said,
"with
the
Jjg bags under the eyes. And the older and said, 'Dye my hair blonde.' Just for
the hell
wantI look
to belikea something
bionda' I
she gets,
the smeane
ike
ical eh?"
3Ava,gets,furiou
now,r hyster
now, began said.
. . . Ohof it.boy,'I did
they got through with me. I had it
.
\ shriek "Beat it, you jaded louse," she when
dyed
back
the
next
day
and
the
boy in
id. "Beat
beforeran I tocalla firepl
the cops."
ace a few
. She
turnedit and
beauty parlor sighed gratefully. 'You
Xet away. She picked up a vase, small, the
Gardner,'I
, pink-tinted, a smiling cherub danc- hemustsaid.neverAnd dohe that
was again,
right, Miss
too. Because
Xagilelightly
%g
over the belly of the vase.
won't. Because it doesn't help the boredom,
4-She
aimed
it
at
the
man.
being
Not from
one bit."
.i She threw it at him.
She blonde.
took a drag
her cigarette, then
a sip from her glass.
jXIt missed his head by inches.
ed
IJAnd
Beat then,
it," sheas shriek
once
more.
"I
fought
a
bull
once
to kill the borehe turned and left, she
said then.
"And what happens?
J gan to sob.
The bulldom," shenearly
kills me.
"I bought a dog once," she said. "Corgi.
lot do they want from me?
you remember
Corgi?"
said her friend.
'Why don't they leave me alone — these Do"Yes,"
"The sweetest pooch in the world," Ava
to the table
donies?"
to the she
chairasked,
whereturning
her girlfriend
had said,
the most beautiful, the most
through all this, quietly, nervously, loving "with
eyes in the world." She stopped for
'hy?"
a
moment.
"A
months ago," she said
She brought her hands up to her face. then, "this man few
I callwashimhere.a man;
ha, I
call him a man —— he
He began
'What
do
they
want
from
me
anyway
—
to
fight
with
me.
I
forget
what
started
;se
creeps?"
she
asked.
She was silent for a moment.
Who ever remembers what starts thoseit.
5he stood there listening to the voice on things? And he began to curse and shout.
record, still singing, singing now about And at one point he picked up that little
;iv he was the slave, his girl the queen. dog and he began to thrash him. And he
She
- face.began to dig her fingernails into thrashed him so hard that his eye fell

SANITARY BRIEF
Knit for flawless fit with pitiless
"stay-put power" and waterproof
panel for ultimate protection.
White all combed cotton with
nylon reinforced leg bands. $1.50.

Time asked
after time
Peck's
been
aboutGregory
his personal
life, and about his feelings for his
fellow man, and he remains
tight-lipped and taciturn.
Still,buta man's
characterto can't
help
be revealed
the
friends he makes. And when
Greg
was filming
Carl Foreman's
The Guns
of Navarone
on the
poverty - stricken island of
Rhodes, off the mainland of
Greece in the Aegean Sea, he
made some firm friends.
Every lunch hour, it seems,
Greg would disappear. News
reporters would search for him
in vain for interviews. But Greg
was not to be found. Promptly at
twelve ouslyo'clock
vanished. noon
Where?he mysteriTo a rundown orphanage for
homeless Greek boys on a hilltop near the location. Greg went
there every day to share a
peasant'sand lunch
goatthecheese,
bread
olives ofwith
boys
at their bare wooden tables. And,
after
footballlunch,
with Greg
them. played touch
When he chose to disclose his
noontime rendezvous, it was only
to enlist the
company's from
help
before
theyfilm departed
Rhodes for London. Greg passed
the hat for donations for the
destitute orphanage, and by the
end of the afternoon Greg had
collected close to a thousand
dollars for his football buddies,
the poor orphan boys of Rhodes.
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She stopped again, in a dismal silence.
She brought
glassleftup ofto theher drink.
lips and
drank
down whather was
"It's a funny thing about me," she said,
half-smiling,
"but I keep.
just can't
to keep
anything. I mean
Threeseemhusbands,
one dog, a head of blonde hair, two minutes
of excitement with a bull. . . . Nothing. . . .
I just
keepherthings."
She can't
put out
cigarette and then she
reached for a bottle which sat alongside
the
chaise
and
she
poured
herself another
drink.
"Sometimes
—
"
her
friend
started to say,
as she did.
"Sometimes what?" Ava asked.
"Sometimes," her friend said, "to keep
something,
you haveAva
to want
much."
"I've wanted,"
said.it very
"Don't
kid
yourself
about
that."
"But I mean, Ava," said her friend,
" — what do you want now, out of life . . .
very, very I much?"
now,"about
said
Ava,"Things
withoutshould
pausinghaveto bad
thinkby twice
it.
"An
education,
for
one
thing.
If
could be born all over again and I couldI
have 'Mr.
my pickin's
from that's
the beginning
I'd
say,
Stork-man,
one thing
you've
got
to
guarantee
me.
High
school,
good high school, and college and all that
there
people than
don't me.
think Sothey're
all thestuff.
timeSo'ssmarter
that
nobody can ever pull anything over on
me"And
— or think else,
they're
doingan that.'
"
besides
education?"
asked herwhatfriend.
"A baby, of course," said Ava, simply.
"That, I can tell you, would be first choice
onfriend.
my list."
"You
can still have a baby," said the
"Yeah?" Ava asked. "How?"
"You get married again someday," her
friend
"No, started
huh-uh,"to say,
Ava "and
said,— " interrupting.
"Three
flop
marriages
are
enough forwent
me.
If I got married again and something
wrong, I think — I think I'd kill myself right
there on could
the spot."
her"You
friend. adopt a baby, then," said
"Me?" Ava asked. "At my age — thirtyseven — start taking care of a baby? Alone?
. . . And give up my wild and wonderful
the"You
friend.could adopt one, you know," said
Heart's desire
Ava
life?" threw back her head and began to
laugh. But the laughter did not last long.
Because soon, suddenly, seriously, she was
saying: "I'd pick a girl, a little girl. And
noit and
matter
name That's
was I'dthechange
I'd what
call herher Lisa.
name
Iwhen
used I tothought
think I'd
call
my
girl
I would haveownone.littleThose
nights I used to lie in bed after I was
married, the first time, the second time,
the third time, and think about the day
I'd find out I was pregnant, the day I'd
ingivemy birth,
arms thethatmoment
first timeI'dandholdlookmy atbaby
her
and say to her, 'Honey child, your name,
in She
case stopped
you don't know it, is— ' "
friend
again. and looked over at her
"Couldhalf-smiling
you see meagain.
as a mother?" she
asked,
"Yes," said the friend.
"This whirlpool, this life," Ava asked,
the smile beginning to fade, "do you think
I still
get out of it?"
"Yes,"havesaidtime
the tofriend.
Ava looked down into her glass, at what
was left of her drink.
She was silent for a while.
And then,
she said,
insist ona child,
that,
though,
if I ever
went "I'd
to adopt
even thought of adopting one. Not that I

would think of it. . . . It would have to be
a "Yes,"
little girl,
. ." said to Ava that
the I'dtallsay.
old . nun
morning,
a
few
days
later,
utes you will see her, the "inchilda few
we minhave
selected for your consideration. But before you do see her, before you decide
definitely, you must know this, my dear
lady. The rearing of a child is a tremendous responsibility.
children,
here at our Especially
orphanage, with
who these
from
the beginnings of their young lives have
only known the sadness of things, the
heartbreak, the aloneness. So that those
who adopt them must pledge to God and
to their own hearts that they will offer
care, and love, and time, and attention.
Only these — the good, the clean, the lovto maketheseup children
for all theof
bad, ing,themy dear
dirty lady,
bad things,
ours have known. . . ."
A baby for Ava
Ava thought they would never end.
those
minuteswithshe thesat child.
waiting
for thelong
nun long
to return
She breathed hard when finally, she
heard the door open, when she turned and
saw the little girl standing there.
The girl, she saw, immediately, was a
beautiful child, a tiny child, no more than
three
old, bigbrown-haired,
fairskinned, years
with great
eyes, a little nose,
a little mouth, the mouth half-covered by
a little yellow flower she was holding. The
girl, Ava saw too, looked confused, and
frightened,
into the room,fromto the
this moment
moment, she'd
now, stepped
as the
nun who'd
broughtabout
her labentetichetta,
and whispered something
the
politeness,
then stepped back outside
the door andanddisappeared.
Alone towards
with theher.child, Ava rose. She
walked
"Isn't that a pretty flower," she said, in
broken little
Italian.
that for
maybe?'
girl "Isnodded
and me,
handed
Ava
theTheflower.
"How beautiful," Ava said, " — and how
sweet it smells." She got down on her
knees. "Now," she said, smiling, "I've go1
something
for you."
She opened
her purse and took out s
small package.
giving
it to the "This
girl. is for you," she said
The atgirlit. took the package and stared
down
"Aren't you going to open it?" Ava:
asked,
afterlooked
a moment.
"It's a present."
The girl
up at Ava.
Ava"Don't
asked.you know what a present is?'
The little girl shook her head.
"A present,"
people
like eachAvaother,said,they" — it's
give wher
each
other something to show their friendship
That's
a
present.
Like
this
flower
gave to me. Like this package I giveyoutc
The
girl didn't
understandthe
"Youlittle
know,"
Ava seem
said, tochanging
subject,
"this
is
very
interesting
but Iyoudie
dowhenyouI was
know a that
just —like
little you
girl?lookReally.
At home
I have some pictures. Snapshots. Fron
way
From aAnd
placewhen
in Americs
calledwayNorthback.Carolina.
we ge
home someday, I'll show them to you. Anc
you'll see." Again she smiled. "Of course,
she said, "you'll see, too, that I wasn't a
pretty
asyou."you toare,reach
but —for" the little girl'
She began
hand.
The
girl clenched
" — But,"
Ava wentheron,fist.pretending no
to notice, bringing her own hand back b i
her side, "I've got to say, from what I hea
from
my than
family,you that
was aI was
lot mon
talkative
are, Iwhen
you
age. . . . Oh, how I used to like to talk
they say. Even worse than a toy duck

used to have, a little cheap thing that
used to go quack-quack quack-quack
when
you'd windtheit.duck
Except, they'd
say,
that fortunately
unwound once in a while andwould
quietgetdown.
While I,than
I'd just
on chattering
Worse
any keep
toy duck,
or any away.
other
child, in fact."
This silly lady
She took a breath and looked at the
little girl, who continued staring up at her.
"Don't
then,
softly.you like to talk?" Ava asked
The girl said nothing.
"Don't you like to talk to me?" Ava
asked.
Still, the girl said nothing.
"Don't you like me?" Ava asked, almost
pleading
an answer,
" — this silly
who
comesforfrom
out of nowhere
one lady
day
and says all the wrong things to you? But
who me?"
likes you so much. . . . Don't you
like
But thetracted.little
girl seemed
suddenly
disShe turned
and faced
the door.
She was listening to something else now,
todowna light
tramping
noise that came from
the hall
somewhere.
"Are
those
the
other
children, your
friends?" Ava asked.
"Yes,"
the
little
girl
said, speaking
finally, whispering.
do you want to be with them?"
Ava"Andasked.
"Yes,"
the she
littledropped
girl saidthe again.
With that,
package Ava
had given
her and she began to run towards the door.
She'd
practically
reached it when she
fell,Ava
feDrushed
hard, over
and began
to her. to cry.
"Sweetheart," she called out, "are you
allSheright?"
reached to pick up the little girl,
but the girl resisted.
"No," she shouted, "I want to go outaway. Iknowing
want to that
go." she was hurt,
But side,Ava,
seeing the deep scrape marks on her arms,
paid her no mind.
She picked her up, anyway.
andAndsat. she carried her over to a chair,
And she held the sobbing child close to
her, rocking her, kissing her, saying softly
to her, "It will go away, the hurt — Soon
you won't
more.
Kissingfeelherit."someRocking
more. her some
Until,ened andgradually,
lessened. the
Andgirl's
until,crying
finally,less-at
one point,gether, safter
he liftedshe'd
her stopped
little armscrying
and altotook
Ava's
hand
with
both
her
own
hands
and
clasped it, while with her mouth and with
her eyes she began to smile a little.
"Some day," Ava asked, "soon, would
youThelikelittle
me girl
to come
and see you again?"
nodded.
"I will come someday soon," Ava said.
"The— nodaylater.
after tomorrow, the day after
ibat
"And
then,"
said, "inis about
weeks maybe, ifshe
everything
all right,twoI
will come one fine day and when I leave,
you'll be leaving with me. And after that,
forever
after that, we'll be together, you
andSheme."bent
her head and kissed the child
once more.
"Just you and me," she said.
didn'tspoken
occur those
to Avalastat few
the time
that
sheIt had
sentences
in English, rather than in Italian.
child hadn't
lastThatfewthesentences,
theirunderstood
meaning. these
And that, perhaps, strangely, it was
better that way. . . .
The American, a playboy, an old friend,
phoned Ava that next night. He asked her
to go out with him — "Come on," he said,

"a bigsaidnight
have
no. on
She the
did town."
hesitate Ava
for acould
moment or two. But she ended up by saying
Ava.That was the way it always was with
yes.
That was the way this night began.
It was one of those whirlpool nights,
when things get rougher, tougher, crazier,
more
hours progress.
Ava senseless
had had asthemthe before.
But this was the worst.
She and her friend began by having
cocktailsconcoction;
at her apartment
rye-and-a
brandy
a little —tooa strong,
few too many.
o'clock.
They left the apartment at about ten
Just before they got to the restaurant
where they were to have dinner, Ava and
her dateraphernoticed
a youngon news
photogfollowing them
a motorcycle.
"You
like
this
kind
of
stuff?"
asked
the
date.
"No," said Ava.
The date stopped his car, got out and
flagged down the photographer. When
the photographer
had stopped,
Ava's date
grabbed
him, grabbed
his camera
and
smashed the camera against his head.
Dinner, which followed, was relatively
quiet
lots ofdinner,
food, things
lots of started
wine. moving
But— after
again.
First, Ava and her date went to the Bat
Club, a swank nightspot not far from the
Coliseum. Here they drank champagne.
And they danced. Here, too, after a while,
while
to cut they
in onwere
them.dancing, a stranger tried
"Scat," said Ava.
"Youtheinsult
one of your admirers?"
asked
stranger.
"You heard the lady," said Ava's escort.
he Theasked.stranger smiled. "This is a lady?"
sluggedfree-for-all
him and
he Whereupon
slugged backAva's
and date
a general
began, with the place in an uproar and
Ava and her escort getting away only
minutes before the police arrived.
From the Bat Club they went to another
place, where they skipped the dancing,
and only drank.
Thento they
more
drink.went to another place — with
And another.
And another.
Finally, at five that morning, they were
entering a private all-night club when
Ava, stumbling a bit, spotted another photographer standing near the bar, about to
take her picture.
"Stop that," she shouted. "Leave me
alone
with
that damn ignored
thing." her.
The
photographer
A flashbulb
popped.
said from
stop,"a Avatablescreamed,
a "Idish
she waspicking
standingup
alongside, and flinging it; then a glass,
and another dish, and another glass.
This was the worst
It was one of those whirlpool nights, all
right, when things get rougher, tougher,
crazier, more senseless as the hours proAva had had them before.
gress.
But this was the worst.
She got back to her apartment at about
sixSheo'clock
morning.
went that
straight
to her andbedroom.
She kicked
off her shoes
was about
to struggle with the buttons on her dress
when the telephone rang.
She let it ring a few times, thinking at
first that she wouldn't bother answering.
But ofthenthatwhen
she couldn't
the
sound
bell, knifing
its waystand
into her
head that way, into her brain, she jerked
the receiver up from its hook and she
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Laurence Harvey had waited for that
morning
in 1952by for
long. Shakespeare
At last he'd
been accepted
the sofamous
Memorial Theater Company at Stratfordon-Avon. and it was his first day. He stood
back of the stalls with another dedicated
young actor. Richard Burton, watching a
rehearsal of The Tempest.
A tall, willowy girl with short blonde
hair stood in the center of the stage. Larry
whispered. "Who is that lost-looking spinster with the stringbean figure?"
"Margaret Leighton," said Richard.
"They're
mad answered
about her Larry
down increduloushere.'"
"Really?"
ly.
"Well,
I've
never
heard
of
her."
Yet as the morning wore on he realized
why they were all "mad about her down
here." While some of the company were
moody, Margaret was very friendly. She
tried especially hard to make the new
members of the company feel at home.
"Need any help with your scene?" she'd
ask them. "Can I hear your lines for you?
I can
never get mine
Consequently
it wasright."
more of a shock
than a surprise when Larry invited her to
lunch a couple of days later and she told
him quickly: "No, thank you. I'm very
busyIt wasn't
today." any better when he suggested
dinner. "I'm having a sandwich in my room
and an early night, thank you," she said
coldly.to "We've
got dressed
plenty into plainer
learn."
Every day Larry watched her be charming
everybody.all She
clothes
than
any
woman
he'd
ever
seen.
But
she
walked
and
stood
with
such
poise
that they seemed fabulous on her.
she'd been
publisherinterest.
husbandBut foraftersomeseveral
time
(didHe hediscovered
say spinster?),
and separated
she had nofrom
otherherromantic
days of continually being told she was busy, Larry began to wonder if his technique was wrong.
On the first night of the show he had an idea. During one of their scenes
together Larry paused purposely, as if unsure of the next line. Margaret thought
he'd
dried
and turninghishernextbacksentence
to the
audience sheup, whispered
i > him.
lie made a point of thanking her profusely afterwards for "saving my big
Margaret told him not to worry about
night."
it— the same thing could happen to anyone, she assured him.
In fact, she looked so sympathetic and
comforting
he'd hoped)
to ask her to(asdinner
again. that he dared
"I'd like that." said Margaret with
hands
"ButI there's
I must ontellheryouhips.
before
change. something
With the
acoustics in this theater, when you stand
out on that stage, you can hear just about
everything people say at the back of the
stalls. Yes, I think a good dinner would
be fine for this lost-looking spinster with
MEETING
the stringbean figure."
ED. NOTE: On August 8th, 1957, Margaret Leighton became Mrs. Laurence MARGARET
Harvey.
Laurence's newest films are United
Artists' The Alamo; MGM'S Butterfield 8,nentaland
Films. Expresso Bongo, for Conti-

asked,
angrily.end "Who's
this?"
A manpainfully,
at the other
of the phone
identified himself as a reporter for one of
Rome's English-language newspapers.
"I hear you had yourself quite a time
tonight, Miss Gardner," he said. "I just
wondered
of the story is."
"What then
thewhat
hell your
do youside
And
she
hung
up.care?" Ava asked.
And
And she
she threw
thought:herself back on the bed.
"Don't they ever leave me alone . . . the
press
. . thea gentlemen
She . took
deep breathof astheshepress?"
pictured
the stories in the papers later that morning.
All
over
the
world,
she
thought,
Gardner, lady runaround, on a night— Ava
out,
for everybody to read about.
All over the world, she thought, for
them
New inYork,
them inin Hollywood,
the rocketsthem
and inthem
the
mines.
All over the world, she thought — even
here, in Rome, for everybody to read . . .
even the good nuns . . . even the good
nuns
orphanage
later inthistheday,
before she
she was
saw toherre-visit
little
girlSheagain,
before
—
gasped.
She repeated it to herself, slowly, what
she had just thought of.
Even the good nuns . . . the orphanage
. .She
. today
. her eyes.
little girl. . . .
closed. . her
She saw, in the darkness, for a moment,
the face
little
girl. of the little girl, the beautiful
And then the face disappeared and was
replaced
another,
the hard.
face ofAnda nun.
The nunbystared
at her,
then
she shook her head.
"A tremendous responsibility." she said,
"a
responsibility.
Only lady,
the
good,tremendous
the clean, the
loving, my dear
to make up for all the bad. the dirty bad
things,
children
"But Ithese
love her,"
Ava have
heard known."
herself saying
aloud.
"I
love
her."
"A tremendous
responsibility." the words
came
again.
"Oh Sister ... Oh God," Ava moaned,
opening her eyes. "Please . . . don't take
herHerawayvoicefrombecame
me." high, shrill, uncontrollable.
"I'll be good to her, God — I swear it,"
she
said. "Oh
me another
chance
I'll beplease,
goodgive
to her.
"God? andGod?
Doso You
hear
me?
"I need that baby. And she needs me.
"Do You hear me?" she asked again.
"I"Can't
am begging
You.girl,I amat begging
I have my
least? You.
"Can't I keep something, o?ie thing, in
thisShelifefeltof dizzy,
mine?"suddenly, wet and feverish. She pushed herself
up from the bed.
She walked to a window and opened it.
A breeze came rushing into the room.
It came in hard, so hard that it knocked
down
a glassAvathat heard
had been
the
windowsill.
it fallsitting
and oncrash.
And when she looked down she saw,
lying in the midst of the shattered pieces
of glass, a flower, little and yellow, which
itshe'd
up. been
She
fell togiven
her two
kneesdaysandbefore.
she picked
"Lisa," she said, desperately, as she
tried itto might
fix thestand
flower's
brokenagain.
stem, so
that
straight
"My baby," she said.
as "My
she baby,"
tried toshemendsaid theagainstemandwithagain,all
the
and strength and tenderness
in But
herwarmth
fingers.
it was too late.
The tiny flower was dead. END
last starrer was United Artists' On
TheAva'sBeach.

Liz Walks Out!
(Continued from page 40)
When she walked out of the door of the
Gold Medal Studios in the Bronx, she took
ainside.
whiff of the cool, fresh air, and felt clean
"No regrets?" Eddie asked.
"Not one," she replied vigorously. "And
I don't
care ifit.I ever work again."
She meant
She the
hadn'tvery
wanted
to do Butterfield
8—
from
beginning.
When she
received the script she wasn't prepared
for
she'd find, because she hadn't
read what
the book.
Her own literary preference was toward
Black Beauty and Snow White, when
Butterfield 8 was published back in 1935.
At that time Butterfield 8 was banned in
many
and severely condemned as
lewd andcitiesoffensive.
When MGM first bought the story, they
were warned by The Hays Office to see
that
puttingit was
it on"excessively
the screen. laundered" before
But even with such laundering, the
script was "put foron nearly
the shelf"two— where
half-forgotten
decades.it lay
Ready for Butterfield 8
Back in 1939, Hollywood was shocked
when the singular usage of the word
"damn"
the climactic
scene ofbyGone
With Thein Wind,
was approved
the
censors. It was a revolutionary concession.
By 1959,
however,
damn,
hell,
and
practically every other four, five and seven
letter word
was being used indiscriminately in movies.
And by 1959, Hollywood felt it was
ready for Butterfield 8. It was dusted off

and scheduled.
But ironically when Liz Taylor, the
woman who had been morally castigated,
was
finished
scripta thousand
her first
instinct
was reading
to tear the
it into
shreds.
Eddie walked into the room as she was
struggling
to rip seen
the heavy
dutyin paper.
He had never
his wife
such a
snit.
"Bad part?" he grinned.
"Dependsgiving
on whattheyoustruggle
call bad,"tossshe
answered,
ing the manuscriptup into
the wasteandbasket.
"Oh — I'm sure a dozen actresses would
want tisuch
part — but
but Eddie,
posively— well a— fatnothing
sex andit'ssensationalism.just
I won't do it— and that's all
there is to than
it!" Suddenly Last Summer?"
he "Worse
teased.
She laughed.
"Oh you never will get over the fact that
you didn't want me to do that picture,
even for six Oscar nominawill"Nope.
you?"NotNot
evenI ifgrant
you get
"All tions.right,
you thethatOscar."
Suddenly
wasn't
exactly
suitable
a kiddie's
matinee. But Eddie, at leastforit was
subtle.
I mean,— itifwould
you didn't
such
things
go rightknow
over about
your head.
And if you were old enough and sophisticated enough — what harm would it do?
Adults
aware asthatcannibalism
such things among
exist."
"Sucharethings
Caucasians?"
"Oh Eddie, you're impossible. You know
what
mean."in hisShedirection.
playfully tossed a
throw Ipillow
He ducked and came up fighting. . . .
"Now— about Cat On A Hot Tin Roof?
Kiddie
Matinee?"
She grew
serious.

Married

"That was for Mike. He wanted me to do
it.
He wasoff. so"Butproudthatbecause
. . ." Herup —voice
trailed
was cleaned
and
ifFunny,
you and
didn'tmostknow
the
play,
well . . .
of the critics complained
because it was 'watered down.' But darthis one grew
is so different."
Nowling, Eddie
serious.
"Then, of course, you're not going to do
The threat to Liz
But Liz had one more picture to make
while she was under contract — and she
would
this one, Sol Siegel felt, or
else. . . make
.
She was threatened with a suspension —
of thinking.
until
she came around to the studio's way
A
furious
Liz told
United done
Press,to "It's
aI terribly
mean
thingthethey've
me.
don'tButthink
is treating
fairly.
they the
have studio
the power
to keep me
me
off the screen for two years unless I agree
towhatdo they
Butterfield
are goingandto itdo.looks as if that's
"I've been with the studio for seventeen
years. During that time I was never asked
to play such a horrible role. The leading
lady is almost
a prostitute.
It's
so un-—
Iwouldn't
doI itwasforgoing
anything
under anypalatableconditions.
to set
up a trust fund for my children from the
money stand
I make
in
Cleopatra.
I
don't
underhow one man can take a million
dollars
me andSolmycountered
children."with:
Equallyfromfurious,
"We are earn
willinga and
happydollars
to have
Elizabeth
million
for
Cleopatra — if she fulfills her contract and
makes
Butterfield
us first."
He also
went on 8 toforimply
that Liz had
overestimated
her ownat importance
and
she was not needed
the studio— that
badly. . . .
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stars. to see if you know
1. Both boys in this singing
duo are known by their first
names. Their family name is
Farina. One plays the steel
guitar, and the other the rhythm
guitar.Day.Their latest record is
Lazy
Mark
Pr'ttchard,
Station
W-GTO, 2. He started singing in show
CypressGardens,
business at the age of eleven.
Ha.
label. 19,
His he can be heard on
the Columb Now
past hitstroywas
Don't
DeMe and his current release is titled One
Last Kiss.
3. and
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a movie
Of
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Hawaiian
Eye.
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sings,
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York, N. Y.
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But obviously MGM needed Liz more
than she needed them. The script was rewrit en— and presumably cleaned up. And
Liz agreed to start work.
As a bonus — or, as some cynically called
it, a bribe — they offered Eddie the role of
her piano-playing friend.
"Youto know,"
he told
her, "there
are
going
be charges
of nepotism.
It might
be "What
better does
if I turned
it
down."
it matter?" Liz answered.
"We've thingbeen
else. Andcharged
Eddie,withwithalmost
you everyin the
picture, at least it might be bearable.
Please
say
yes."
He said yes, but it was still unbearable.
Just before the picture was to start, Liz
became violently ill with bronchitis and
fever. The starting date was postponed.
She
secretly wondered
wasn'tof
a psychosomatic
reactionif the
to theillness
thought
going
work.she recovered, she could put
But towhen
itit'lloffbe,"no she
longer.
don'tI know
said,"I "but
guess how
like itgoodor
not,ButI'mhera professional.
I'll
do
my
best." the
best didn't include "selling
picture."
closed
set to When
the press.
She wouldShetalk
to nothe one.
she
finally broke down and agreed to see
Herald Tribune reporter, Joe Hyams, an
old friend, the studio was jubilant.
They shouldn't have been.
That "unprintable" interview
Hyams started the conversation by
saying that he had read the original novel
but hadn't seen the script.
Liz countered with: "Save yourself the
time." Then she made Hyams "promise to
print everything" she said, although most
of
whateyes.she said wasn't printable — in
MGM's
"Doing this picture gripes the hell out
Eddie tried to smooth things over.
"Elizabeth
is superb in everything she
ofdoes
me."
— and the
it willtrouble,"
be commercial."
"That's
Liz interrupted.
"It's too commercial. It's in bad taste.
Everyone
in
it
is
crazy,
mixed-up,
except the part Eddie plays. This issickthe—
last picture in my contract — and I'm doing
it, butremember
I don't wantyouto and
I don't tolikeprint
it—
and
promised
everything
After thatI said!"
there were no more interviews.
A week later the actors went on strike
and
one beknewcompleted.
if— or when Butterfield
wouldno ever
"You know, Eddie," she said when the
studio
dark, "if itandwasn't
the crew
and thewentstagehands
the foractors
who
really need the money, I wouldn't care
ifbe thea strike
lasted
twenty
years.
Then
doddering old grey-haired grand-I'd
mother— and they'd have to get someone
The
followingin day
she and Eddie left
for a vacation
Jamaica.
They swam and danced and frolicked in
theelse."
sun — and never discussed the movie.
Except,
whenever Eddie wanted to tease
Liz
he'd
sing out in a high falsetto
"B-U-T-T-E-R-F-I-E-L-D-8,"
and voice
Liz
would
throw
something
at
him
—
like
sand
or sea-shells — or a baby crab.
When she and Eddie left Jamaica to
return to Hollywood for Oscar night, it
looked as if the strike was about over.
plane west, she tripped
andBoarding
broke hertheankle.
It was almost as though she subconsciously willed herself into, being incapacitated.
While the doctor was applying the heavy
tape,
she teased:
maybe I they'll
won't
be
walk "Hmmm,
for
haveableto toreplace
me aifyear,
the then
strike ends

"What — are you trying to ruin my
career
something?"
teased her.
"And myor scenes
haven't Eddie
even started
yet.
Some
"Youloving
shouldwife."
talk, you have the healthy
"Better get well soon, sweetheart. There
isn't a chance of replacing you. You'll just
get"Come
to play tothe think
rest ofofyourit,"scenes
in bed."
Liz laughed
bitterly. "That's where I think the rest of
them
place
She take
was
kiddinganyway."
— but her words were
almost
prophetic.
When she returned to work, strange
thingspart."began happening. Things that
weren't
written
into the through
script. lighting,
Through
direction,
throughcame bolder.
camera angles, the suggestive beWords
weren't
The action
spokenecessary.
for itself.
And
that's
when
Liz began
to feelpartdirtyof
and ashamed of herself
for being
it.
And when
walked
out! she could take no more, she
Eddie didn't try to change her mind.
They hadn't done his scenes. He knew he
could be was
replaced.
well-being with.
and
happiness
all hefeltLiz'
wasdifferently.
concerned
But her lawyers
They from
pointedtheoutscreen
that forever
she could
barred
if shebe
didn't
return
to
work.
They
pointed
out
the millions that had already gone into
the preparations for Cleopatra.
"You have an obligation to those
people,"
insisted.
Liz said, they
have an obligation
to the
thousands
of"I also
teen-agers
see
me
in a movie.
Some ofthat
thesecomefilmsto can
only
give
them
ideas.
Dangerous
ideas.
There is enough juvenile delinquency and
pregnancy through
and sex crimes
inciting
emotions
motion without
pictures.
My
children are too young to see me in this
kind of movie now. But when it's released
to television they will. They'll be teenAll agers
night
were arguments.
then. . long
. ."Andthere
And
deadlocks.
finallyreturn.
a compromise
was reached.
Liz would
But she
would do no more objectionable scenes.
She had guts to put up a fight and win.
she's to besheadmired
respected
forAndit. Although
has beenandheld
up to
scorn and great criticism in her personal
life, what she does in this area can hurt
only herself. What she does professionally
can, as she has protested, hurt many
others.
Deep concern
Last month. Modern Screen was deeply
concerned with the increasing amount of
filth that has been allowed to seep onto
the realistic
nation's images
screen. ofWelove,
pointed
out that
the
marriage
and
premarital sex have been deeply distorted.
What
has
been
respected
has
been
defiled,
where certain behavior that should be
condemned, has been glorified. We have
cited opinions of experts on how to keep
pornography from the screen, opinions
that ranged from censorship to the classification of"For
We asked
you Adults
for yourOnly."
suggestions, and
you sent many good ones.
Yet the best suggestion has come
through
Stars, Liz'
like actions:
all adults, should exercise
good
and self -censorship in
choosingjudgment
roles to play.
Liz has raised her voice in protest
against the lewd and immoral material
brought
to the screen in the guise of en- !
tertainment.
Others can learn a lesson from her. END
Liz and Eddie star in MGM's Butterfield
8; Liz, later, in 20th-Fox's Cleopatra.

This Is Vivien Leigh
(Continued from page 37)
"My husband has done that. . . ."
Or:
"My husband is the world's greatest livAnding talent."
at one point Susskind interjected,
"How
to say myOlivier."
husband and
have itwonderful
mean Sir Laurence
Vivien
just
smiled.
Her
loveliest
"ScarAndlett" smile.
anyone who watched the show
might twenty
have thought:
wonderful,
that
after
years of"How
marriage,
such love
and unrestrained admiration still exTheyists. .. ."might have thought that — if they
hadn't read the papers that morning, if
they hadn'tnounced:
seenOLIVIERtheASKS
headlines
anVIVIENwhichLEIGH
FOR DIVORCE. ACTOR WISHES TO
MAKE NEW LEADING LADY HIS
LADY.
But almost everyone had read that headline— except, it appeared, Susskind — who
seemed
guilty
timed faux
pas. of an embarrassing, illActually
he
The show hadwasn't.
been taped a week earlier
— when there had been no headlines.
But maybe Vivien had sensed what was
coming.
Maybe that was the reason for the constant glances at the wedding ring, the continuous use of the phrase, "my husband,"
when—
it hadshebeendesperately
simply, "Larry."
It wasalways
as though
wanted
to hold onto the last remaining vestige of
her marriage.
Letter from Larry
The special delivery letter from London arrived May 21 — the day before
Larry's
53rd known
birthday.about Joan Plowright
She had
for a long time.
She had known ever since she had
seen the two rehearsing for The Entertainer.
The signs were there.
The smiles, the glances, the magic rapport of two people creating something
exciting
process. — and falling madly in love in the
She knew all about that — because that
was the way it had happened with Larry
andHeherhadnearly
yearsthebefore
firsttwenty-five
seen her on
London
stage and instantly wanted to meet her.
Within a few months they were costarring in an unpretentious little love
story called 21 Days Together. By the
time the film had been completed, they
were desperately in love.
It didn't
matterto that
she had
married four years
barrister
LeighbeenHolman
and
was
the
mother
of
a
two-year-old
daughter.
didn't six
matter
had Esmond,
been married
forIt over
yearsthattohe Jill
who
had
first just
child.told him she was expecting their
His son was born during production of
Fire Over England — in which he was costarring,
again, with
VivienJillLeigh.
Shortly once
afterward,
he told
that he
wanted his freedom. Jill, still very much
in That
love, same
agreedweek
only Vivien
to a separation.
asked Holman
for a divorce. But he, too, would give
no definite answer, beyond that of consenting to a separation.
Censured by a shocked press, Vivien
was defiant. She loved Larry. She wanted
him. Sheandcouldn't
there was
husband
a wife help
and ittwoif babies
to bea
hurt.
She
hadn't
sought
this
emotion
which was overwhelming her!

"But you wouldn't give up your baby,
would you?" she was asked.
"No, not exactly, but she's more with
her nurse than she is with me."
"And
"Well your
I see husband?"
him so seldom."
"But your home . . ."
"It
no
longer
. . ." to leave.
All this Vivienmatters.
was prepared
And her reputation. No argument could
change her. She would have her love.
Theypear inwent
to Elsinore,
Denmark,
to apan outdoor
production
of Hamlet.
As
they byrehearsed
in the castle's
courtyard,
pelted
storms,
romancewild
reached summer
its climax.
Theytheirvowed
never to be parted.
So when Larry was offered the role of
Heathcliff
Wuthering
he insisted Vivienin must
be signedHeights,
for Cathy.
But Merle Oberon was already set.
It was Vivien who finally talked him into
going without her.
"We'll only be separated a little while.
I'llSixjointhousand
you by New
I promise."
milesYear's
away Eve,
he bombarded
her with
heart-wrenching
passionate
letters, filled with desperation and longing.
Troubled, she dashed to Hollywood for
a five-day
a month way
early.he began
But in hisvisit
slow...deliberate
laying plans to keep her longer.
Vivien's private life
He knew Selznick was searching for a
girl
Wind.to play Scarlett in Gone With The
He had made up his mind that only
Vivien should play the part.
He wangled an invitation to visit the set
where Selznick was in the process of
burning
yet
been Atlanta
chosen.— although his stars hadn't
By thefor time
the had
evening
search
Scarlett
ended.was over, the
But the job that was meant to keep them
together, very nearly was to tear them
apart.
As an English actress only vaguely
knownherin own
this country,
was
business. Vivien's private life
As the girl chosen to play Scarlett
O'Hara,
everyone's
and
was itwhothebecame
concern
ofbusiness,
David
Selznick
hadprime
millions
and his
entire
professional reputation staked on the film.
The night before the contracts were
signed
he tookhe hersaid,aside"that
— "like a father."be
"I think,"
better
if you and Larry do itnotwould
see so
much tureofis released.
one another
afterof thescandal
picEvenuntil
a hint
might queer the film. Gone With The
Wind will make you a big star. You can
make
"No." this small sacrifice for now, can't
"But you don't seem to understand. . ."
"I understand
only .that
separated
from Larry
. . forI will
any not
role. beIf
thisyou?"
ishaps itnot
satisfactory
to
you,
then
perwould be better if you sign another
Selznick relented. He had no choice.
There was no other girl. After testing
eight, he knew. But he sought every
trick of the trade to keep the love story
from the public, and Larry and Vivien
girl."to "co-operate" by staying away
agreed
from public
places.
Instead they took apartments around
the corner from one another in Beverly
Hills.men theTonervous
guard against
snoopingguards
news-in
studio posted
the doorways and on the corner.
In her white Colonial house, Vivien and
Laurence spent all their leisure hours together.
They wentandoverhelping
each other's roles,schemeach
suggesting
ing together how to takethetheother,
ramparts of
Hollywood.

DALE DENNIS, Senior, Union
High School, Tustin, Calif, says:
"I was desperate when I had
pimples.
Ispecial
scrubbedskinandcreams,
scrubbedbut
and
nothingusedmuch
happened. One day,
our druggist suggested Clearasil
and way
am Iitglad!
the
clearedIt wasmy wonderful
skin and
SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED, Hides pimples while it works
clearasil is the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tube or new lotion
squeeze-bottle, clearasil gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialists, and clinical tests prove it really works.
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
J\ softens,
1 . Penetratti
pimplet. ' Keratoly
tic'tissueactionso
■■n^MM
dissolves
V J medications
can affected
penetrate.skinEncourages
quick growth oi healthy, smooth skin!
cause
bacteria. . that
of thepimples
growthspread
. helpscanprevent
stops
. Antisepti
bacteriaoutbreak
Stopt pimple
@2. and
s! c action
further
action -starves' pimples . . . dries up,
ing!
bsorb
pimplet
'feeds'
excess
remove
helps'Starves
pimples
tooilclearthat
fast. Oil-a
. .' . works
@3. pimples
'Floats' Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.
Proved by Skin Specialists ! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved
while tionusing
or tube).clearasil
In Tube,(either
69$ andlo98£.
Long-lasting
Lotion
ML
bottle,
only $1.25
(no fed. squeezetax).
Money-back
guarantee,
^^-^f
At all drug
LARGEST-SELLING BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

Theyflewwereeastseparate-'
in Mnrch
Larry
for a Broadway
show,when
but
they talked constantly on the phone, and
he
secretly
flew
to
California
on
weekends.
In July, when Gone With The Wind was
completed, he took leave of the play and
they
for London
for long,
long sailed
talks with
Jill andtogether
Leigh —Holman.
By this time they were living together
almost openly and both mates knew they
were
losing battleThey— that
was nofighting
passing ainfatuation.
filed this
for
divorce.
Jill
named
Vivien
as
co-respondent, Holman named Olivier.
Theworld
romance
out inwiththe their
open love
and
story.
the
fell was
in love

TH£ MD

A»D THE ffl,VS

■ Autumn in New York, and the air had a nip in it— especially
for young lovers and most especially for a girl named Irene Dunne.
The man of her fancy was a successful young dentist. Francis Griffin
— and her problem was how to get him to propose.
She was walking happily along Fifth Avenue, excited at the fact
that Flo Ziegfeld had chosen her for the lead in Show Boat on tour,
when she spied a wicked, but very handsome, red silk dress in a
store window. "All men like red! If that doesn't do it." mused the
future
Cimarron, "nothing
Irene sensational
Dunne worestartheof devastating
dress at will.*'
her next date with
Dr. Griffin. They went dancing on the roof of the St. Regis to the
music of Vincent Lopez; the menu was perfect and Irene wore her
beau's corsage like a decoration. Everything was just right — except
thatTheyoung
Griffin with
didn'ta regularity
even noticethatthewasnewmonotonous
dress! except
dates Dr.
continued
that each time he might he going to propose. Soon Irene Dunne
would be going on tour, and there were already signs of Hollywood
interest in the talented young actress with a voice like a canary.
One early spring day. the telephone rang. "Would you like to
come to Mass with me on Sundav an'1 lunch afterwards?" he asked.
"That's unless you have other plans. . . ."
"Oh. no." said Irene. "I have no plans . . ." Later she thought.
Spring? 1 need a new hat!
The luncheon at one of New York's nicest hotels was only half
over next Sunday when Dr. Griffin said. "That's a very pretty hat
you're wearing — that reminds me, would you care to marry me?"
"Fes/" said Irene unhesitatingly. . . .
Somewhat later she asked. "Why did you never mention my new
dress? I thought it was such good bait!"
"Well,
uh." heof said.
— for Ianything
had wearing
to say — ita
was something
a STOP"I thought
sign. Today
felt you I were
sort of GO sign."
"But," said Irene, "my hat isn't green — it's blue!"
Dr. Griffin grinned at her wickedly. 'So now you know my guilty
secret." he said. "I'm color blind!"
Today Dr. and Mrs. Francis Griffin are just as much in love as
ever — and blue is still their favorite color.

The most divine fairy tale
With Larry, Vivien flew to Atlanta for
the
Wind.world premiere of Gone With The
With him she spent the night of the New
York
away Avenue.
in a little
French premiere,
restauranthiding
on Third
On
this
night
she
didn't
want
the
crowds,
the
acclaim. Only him.
The next day she laughed about it.
"By Whitney
the time thewaspremiere
Jack
putting wason over
his and
big
party,
we had
to bed."was over,
By the
timeboth
the gone
premiere
they were talking their heads off about
their feelings for one another.
"I don't suppose there ever was a couple
so much in love as we are," Larry said
happily. "I was only half alive before
And Vivien."
she chimed in: "Our love affair has
I met
been
the not
mostgoing
rlivineto fairy
hasn'tfameit?
And
I'm
allow tale,
mylife.new
to interfere with
my private
Even if
I have
to resortI toinsist
outlandish
disguises
do
it because
upon living
likeI'lla
On thebeing."
night she won the Academy
human
Award for Scarlett, she revealed — to no
one's surprise — that they would be mar"as soonwantas topossible."
"Allried we
do," he said, "is spend
theAtrestoneof minute
our livespasttogether."
midnight — August
30th, 1940, they took their vows in the
moonlight
bara ranch.— at Ronald Colman's Santa BarThey sessedhadtwo months
lost everybefore
cent intheya disastrous
had posproduction of Romeo and Juliet, and had
returned to Hollywood for That Hamilton
Woman, only in order to make enough
money to pay their debts.
They were swamped with other offers.
$250,000
apiecedown.
for six weeks' work but
turned them
Theirneeded
country
was at war — and they
were
at home.
They
returned
to
England at the height
of the Blitz.
Although both had always hated and
flying, he joined the Fleet Air Arm
asfeared
a pilot.
She tor's
returned
to the stagea infire-watcher
The DocDilemma, doubled
between shows
and spentas her
week ends
and vacations entertaining the troops.
Likenever
other knew
coupleswhich
in war-torn
England,be
they
might
their last.
When they
werenight
together
they
ing.
were always holding hands, always kissturned
a deaf ear
to Selznick's
plea
toheShe
return
for another
picture
even though
had raised
the ante
to —$350,000.
Her answer was always the same.
"I will not leave Larry."
A miracle — and a tragedy
buzz-bombs,
the
a Inbaby.spite ofhertheonewar,bigthedream
insecurity,
was to have
And in July. 1944, while she was work-

! ing before the cameras in Caesar and
Cleopatra,
her doctor broke the happy
news.
The
picture
long theanddirector
strenuous
schedule. Whenhadshea told
she
was pregnant, he speeded up her scenes.
She worked day and night, in flimsy
gowns on a damp and chilly set. Coal was
a precious commodity. She was exhausted
most of the time and plagued with a
racking
cough.
she wouldn't
down. She
had aButdeadline
to meet. slow
The cough grew worse.
Her strength diminished.
And one day she collapsed.
Larry was at her side when she awoke
in a stark hospital room.
He tried to help.
"We're The
still doctor
young.assured
There me
will webe will."
other
babies.
But
he
didn't
have
the
heart
to
her then — what else the doctor said. tell
the —wracking
coughinsisted,
wasn't or
due tooto
a That
bad cold
as she had
much smoking or nerves.
But
that
she
was
suffering
from
a
severe
case of TB.
She
was
hospitalized
for
five
long
months.
When she was finally released, she was
frail and spent. The little girl look he
hadA loved
so muchafterwassheforever
few weeks
was outgone.of the
hospital
—
in
spite
of
Larry's
to rest,
she was in rehearsals for a pleas
new play.
Triumphs and tragedy
The next few years sped by in a whirl
of professional triumphs.
In 1947 he was knighted by the late
King George. But the joy of being Lady
Olivier was overshadowed by the tragedy
of another miscarriage.
In 1948, he won the Academy Award
Hamlet and
she tolaughed:
sofor relieved.
He used
hate the "Oh
sight I'mof
my Oscar around. I had to make up one
for him as they
a gag."
forInthe1950
first time returned
in a decade.to Hollywood
She to make—
Streetcar Named Desire, he to make Carrie.
It was only the opportunity to be there
at theroles.
same Previous
time that offers
made would
them accept
the
have
meant separation. "It's the most beautiful
thing," sighed a friend. "They hate to
be
of each
Theirout eyes
still other's
continuesightto for
lightan athour.
the
sight of the other. Their hands still continue to cling. Wherever he went he
carried with him a miniature of his wife.
Ifwatching
she — asn't working with him, she was
Business himkeptwork."
him in England and Vivien
arrived in Hollywood a week ahead of him.
Only a week but Vivien couldn't sleep.
• away
"I misswhenLarrysomeone
so. England
far
you love seems
is thereso— in! stead
of
beside
you."
When their assignments were completed, they took the long way home via
a slow freighter. "It's our first vacation
in too many years," she sighed blissfully.
"Nothing. ."to do except be with one an; other.
The following year she won her second
Oscar for Streetcar, and the Oliviers invaded Broadway as a team again alternating the two
— their since
first their
appearance inNewCleopatras
York together
ill-fated Romeo.
This time there was nothing but praise.
And a reporter who paid several visits to
their
dressing
roomandwrote,
seemed
sincerely
in love
happy"They
in their
care rs. Ihave seldom seen a happier, better adjusted couple. They addressed each
other lovingly and they spoke of their
home
in England
nostalgic
affection."
year laterwithVivien
strayed
alone
intoButthea darkness.
They v/ere offered co-starring roles in
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Elephant Walk, but busy with pre-Coronation duties, Olivier declined. Vivien accepted, causing
many
thatsought
she
would
leave
her
love.state
Theto marvel
reassurance
on the
ofproducer
her health.
"She's completely recovered from her
lung environment
ailment," saidandLarry.
"I believerolea
new
an interesting
would
do
her
a
world
of
good."
But in Ceylon, tormented by sleeplessat nightwatching
among the
ruins ness,
or she'dsitwander
till daybreak
the
natives dance. When she was urged to
rest so she would be "your most beautiful
self," her reproach was "I'm no longer
young.
shouldn't
like noan cause
ingenue."
Larry Iflew
out andlookfound
for
concern. Besides, his very appearance
seemed to calm her. They flew to Paris
and he put her on the plane to New York.
He
to comeof his
to Hollywood
as soon
as promised
he was free
commitments.
But he came a great deal sooner.
camefriend
in response
to a frantic call
fromHe his
David Niven.
Vivien had been acting strangely in Hollywood. Eyes overbright, she chattered
ceaselessly.
Obviously
dreaded
solitude, refused
to be weary,
left tosheherself
for
five quiet minutes. She shocked people
by sitting for hours by a radio with her
head pasted against the loud speaker, the
volume
to a pitchExhausted
that deafened
all
othersturned
in theup room.
after
work
she'd
spin
into
a
useless
activity — sweeping, dusting, washingwhirl
dishes.of
And on the set, completely unaware of
the slip, she kept calling Peter Finch, her
leading
man, 9th"Larry."
On March
she collapsed on the set
in Put
hysteria.
to bed she moaned over and over
the lines of the unhappy Blanche Dubois
of Streetcar. She kept crying: "I want my

daughter to get married. I want to becometime
agrandmother."
her husband's
arrival when
failed sheto
calmThisher.
There
were moments
didn't even recognize him.
Larry took her home. Under sedation
she was borne on a stretcher to the airport.
Again
as theontosedatives
off,
she washysterical
half carried
a Londonworebound
plane by her husband and Danny Kaye.
In Hollywood, the breakdown was explained by her
intenseattributed
panic-reaction
air travel,
a panic
to threeto
near-fatal accidents she had been in in
the past. The trip from India amounted
to But
beingthe"scared
to deathin for
hours."
psychiatrists
the 72Netherne
Hospital
in Surrey
''iTerently.
"Your wife's
fear offeltflying
is a substitute for a much deeper fear buried in her
subconscious.
Perhaps sheit isfelta manifestation of the rejection
when her
parentscatedsent
her
when she wasto aEnn1and
child. to be edu"She's all wound up. We will put her
to sleepslowly.
for three
weeks
and letif you
her
unwind
It will
be better
are not with herhe atreturned
this time."Italy — while
theHeartbroken,
press had a field day towith
its own
diagnosis.
In firm black print they recorded their
findings;
except forwould
Vivien's
the
Olivierthatmarriage
have illness
been
called off.
The end of a dream
To live and work with Larry had been
her dream — and her life. Approaching the
age of forty she saw the dream fading. For
years she had taxed her frail body to keep
pace
At thirty-nine
she feltfrom
her
forceswith
fail. him.
All lesser
fears stemmed
the great, the paralyzing fear. Losing vital- 67

ity, losing youth, would she lose him too?
Would he be snatched away from her by
a younger,
moretaken
vital him
womanaway
— in from
the samehis
way
she had
wife? It had happened once. It could
happen again. Or would he stick by her
merely in an act of decency and dull duty?
Such a prospect reduced her to quivering
anguish.
will to live.Yet to lose him meant losing the
Peering into the chasm he shuddered
away
terrible from
conflictit.sheUnder
broke. the burden of
Butself within
a
month
back into the worldsheof ha-l
the forced
living. herAnd within two months she was preparing to return to work.
According
to one of into
her doctors
"Larry
made
her re-entry
public — life
his
cardinal
And itinterest."
was true. Knowing she was
anxious to work with him a^ain, he agreed
to
Princewas— although
in the
playdotheSleeping
male part
not of primary
importance. Throughout the rehearsals
and on opening night he devoted himself to
rebuilding her confidence.
The show was a smash hit, but in her
personal
dous need.life, Vivien still felt a tremen"If only we were able to have another
baby
she'd later
say over
and overthatagain.
And . .two. ?" years
she learned
she
would.
She was working in South Sea Bubble at
the timeinsisted
— and sheLarry,
the
news,
take upon
leave hearing
of the show
immediately.
But longer.
she begged
to stickhasit out
"just a
little
My doctor
pronounced
me fit."
Still, secret
she keptfromherallpregnancy
close
guarded
but a fewa
toclosetalkfriends.
about itSuperstitiously
until she was she
in herrefused
fifth
month,
and
didn't,
until
she
gave
notice
to But
her producers.
while in her fifth month she and
Larry teamed
energetic song
dance
number upatinthean Palladium
for and
the
Actors'
Orphanage.
She
rehearsed
a total
of thirty-five
hours
—
and
played
a
performance of the show each night.
On August 11, she took leave of the play
"toShebe was
a fullgloriously,
time lady-in-waiting."
ecstatically happy.
Her baby was due in November — around
the time of her 43rd birthday.
On August 13th— the pains started.
In agony, she was rushed to the hospital.
The doctor's worked feverishly. They
barely
managed
save the
baby. to save her. They couldn't
Trying desperately to check his emotions,
Olivier said:
"We areupset.
bitterly
pointed and terribly
The disapmain
concern now is Vivien. The important
thing is that she should make a complete
recovery."
Then he got into his car and drove the
forty-five
ley
Abbey. miles to his country house, NotHe walked into the little yellow and
white room which was to be the nursery.
And he cried bitterly.
Over the babies he had lost.
the love story which he now knew
wasOverended.
After that, it was all downhill.
Reasonable explanation
The following summer the Oliviers, who
could never bear to be apart, shocked
England by going off on separate vacations; he with his ex-wife Jill Esmond and
his son to Scotland, she with Leigh Holman and their daughter to Italy.
"Did this mean a divorce?" they were
asked.
"Of course
not. It'sWejust thought
somethingit would
we've
never
done before.
be a good idea to try something new."

When she was soundly criticised by a
female member of Parliament, she cabled
tersely: "Criticism
unmannerly. Presenceill-considered
of our daughterand gives
reasonable explanation of holiday to any
reasonable
person."
In the fall
they returned from their
individual holidays happy and refreshed.
In the fall he met Joan Plowright, "a
brilliant
youngin The
actress,"
and cast her as
his daughter
Entertainer.
The
following
spring
he
Joan came
to America for the New Yorkand run.
Vivien stayed home.
The rumors started again. Vivien
shrugged
"People years
have that
been Larry
saying for thethem
last off.
seventeen
and I would part. We love each other. We
have
happy married
The a following
winterlife."
Larry left for a
six-month
Hollywood
tacus.
The stay
night inbefore
he left,forheSparand
Vivien dined at a romantic Mayfair rest
a
u
r
a
n
t
—
where
she
had
the
orchestra
play
tender love songs.
But she never joined him in Hollywood.
"Can't leave my play."
in England,
couldn't leave her
playJoan,
either
band, Roger But
Gage.she quietly left her husWhen Larry returned from Hollywood,
heStratford.
went straight
a smallin apartment
Vivien into
remained
London. Herin
daughter Suzanne had filled her greatest
wish. She had made her a grandmother.
But the rumors persisted.
This time Vivien was coy. "I won't say
yesFinally
— and Iinwon't
say no."
January
OlivierHeston
left forin New
York
to direct
Charlton
the
short-lived The Tumbler.
Vivien was to join him in March when
she was due to start rehearsals for Duel of
Angels.
they sharing
announced
had
decided But
against
a flatthator "they
anything
of that sort because we won't be together
that much to make it worthwhile."
They weren't York
together
all. before she
a fewat days
wasHe dueleft toNewarrive.
MODERN SCREEN'S
brand-new, revised, 1960-61
SUPER STAR
CHART
is ready !
Be sure to get your copy
and learn thousands of
fascinating facts about
stars of the
stage,
TV, 25andcents
Hollywood.
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in coin
with the coupon below.
Box 190
Super Star Information Chart
Times Square P. O.
New York 36, N. Y.
Enclosed please find 25 cents in coin.
Please rush my copy of
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But heonsent
bouquets of
flowers
the her
nightmagnificent
her play opened.
And she lined her dressing room walls
with six everybody,
photographs ofLarry
"my comes
husband."
And
June told
5th when my play"If closes,
IH see here
him
on June 5th. I miss him terribly. If you
live with a man for twenty-five years you
don't stop missing him."
Buting heresecretly
on Juneshe5th,knewand hethatwasn't
he wascom-no
longer
missing hers
him. and that she would go on
Then, she told about the letter. And his
request
for a divorce
and her
whatever
And plans
finallyto "do
the
bitter truthLarry
about wants."
themselves:
"For
the
past
few
years
our
relationship
has been strictly professional. He has gone
his way and I have gone mine. But we
have always
told eachin the
otherbestthatpossible
we'd
serve
our profession
way. And sometimes the price is a deep
personal loss. I haven't many regrets. Only
the things I've done and said that have
Full circle
hurt
people."
Now that her life has come full circle,
perhaps she was thinking back twentyfive
mond.years. To Leigh Holman. To Jill EsVivien said she'd "do whatever Larry
wishes,"
and he's
wishing
but
her friends
cannot
believeforshea divorce,
will remanner. linquish him in such an un-Leigh like
one, "a and
pointhighin
life"Vivwhenis forty-six,"
a woman said
as intense
strungness.asShe isshestillneeds
security
and
madly in love with tenderLarry.
No matter what has happened in their
lives,
she neverO'Hara
fell out of love. And wasshe'sa
still Scarlett
woman
who fought forandwhatScarlett
she wanted.
Vivien will bend every effort to persuade
herVivien
Larry didto reconsider."
bend every effort.
When her play closed she flew back to
London and made an appointment to meet
with playing
her husband at the theater, where he
was
But when she arrived — ten minutes
early,
Therehewaswasonlygone.a note saying he thought
it would be better "if we don't see each
other
at the time."
Desperate,
she wrote to Joan Plowright,
asking
an opportunity to see her, talk
to Joan
her. for
never answered the letter.
Maybe
because because
she doesn't
face Vivien— or maybe
as itdare
is rumored,
she doesn't want to become too involved
in the cold
Oliviers'
problems
because
gotten
feet about
becoming
the she's
next
ladyIn England
Olivier. Vivien met only with silence:
and hershelawyers
just toa few
days
before
was —tountilreturn
America,
Olivier granted his wife an interview in
his Eaton Square apartment. When she left
the country there was still no official announcement ofa divorce.
"I'll tosee America.
Larry in
September when
he comes
We'll
our problems
further then," ,
was alldiscuss
she would
say.
But she still hopes to get her man back.
How?
doesn't
tooSheupsetherself
to think
aboutquite
it. know. She's
Perhaps,
in she
her finds
room herlatecomfort
at night,in una
b
l
e
t
o
sleep,
the
lines of a script she read long, long ago:
"I won't think of it now. I'll go crazy if
I think
losingmusthim benow.
let
him about
go. There
someButway.I can't
"I'll think about it tomorrow. For tomorrow is another day."
END
Sir Laurence stars in Universal-International's Spartacus.

I Know

nakes your lashes look
long as they really are!

There Are Miracles

(Continued from page 39)
the tears are some kind or an indication
that the world needs our prayers.
there heard
other about.
~ signs"Annette?
or ~ miracles"
thatAreyou've
Of course.
there"swhen,
the tie
greatBlessed
miracleTirgm
with
Samt
Eeirraderie
appeared
to
her
at
Lourdes
and
told
her to erect a shrine for the ailing. And
there are all the great miracles in the
Bible.
But FI1 tell you something I saw for
myself. Jimmy Dodd, who was one ox the
Mouseketeers. had a very rare disease. The
doctors all said it was incurable. Anil — I
hate to say this; — just about everybody
gave time
up hope
and Ifigured
he had very
little
to live.
can t remember
the
name of the disease. It had some long
scientific name. But when he was finally
sent home from the hospital. o2Z of his
friends and relatives starrer praying. I
went to church and lit candles for Jimmy
and
to the
Yirainprayed
to look
aftersaints
him and
and themakeBlessed
him
wenBelieve
it
or
not.
Jimmy
became
better
and. after a while, he was cured!
We were all so happy.
Now. how did Jimmy get well? The
doctors at the hospital had all given up
hope.
him. So you can't say medicine saved
Prayer saver him
And you know something? Jimmy
couldn'tso believe
happened
him Hehe
was
weak what
and sick
that towhen
started to get well it was as if he had
from Presbyterian
the rear .'"ell.AndJimmy's
a::meverybackdevout
now
he's
turned
tt
religrrn
icr:o :he
Iris life's
ipreaches
. - dedicating
his
life
church
GroutHe
ir. i with the
whichFirst
JaneChristian
Russell starrer
with Roy
to hisgivemeet-an
ings. WeRogers).
all listenI'veto gone
Jimmy
inspiring talk, and then we all pray for
the
world's ills to be cured. It's such a
good
friends. feeling, praying together with
One now
person
his
group
— and that
I hopeJimmy's
religiongothelpsin her
see the light — is Beverly Aadland.
Any
other
miracles
that
you
know
of.
Annette?
WeLL
my
father
was
very
sick
a
while
back. He had diabetes, and the doctors
said his case was bad. My mother was
very Sodepressed
sick.
we all about
prayed.Daddy's
I prayedbeing
to theso
Infant of Prague, and I made novenas
regularly. My mother and brothers did.
too.
cured!And do you know, my father was
1 her from
my ronsilsThenout. mereWhenwas I:hecamelime home
the
:;:::a_ I starrer hemorrhaging in the
middle of the night. I remember I heard
my mother strearrur.g. and I saw my
pillow soaked with blood. They rushed me
tothentheI hospital
to stop
came home,
and the
I wasbleeding,
so weakandI
didn't
think
Fd
ever
be
able
to
open my
eyes again.
When I came out of that deep sleep, the
first thing I saw was the wooden crucifix
on the wall with the Blessed Saviour
looking at me.
I looked at the Blessed Saviour and
prayed, and I heard him comfort me. I
heard hrm say. "I am with you . .
And from
on. I well.
didn't worry. I just
prayed,
and then
I became
How do you pray, Annette?
I pray all the time.
I always thank the Good Lord for letting

PERMANENT DARKEN E R
FOR LASHES AND BROWS
r; ravers. God
Father, and I
to someone 5
ask for imrx
Bur so:

told good
myselffor this
God's awiu.
AndBut it Iwas
me. was
I learned
lot
about surging before adult audiences.
Hour ofter~do
Annette?
Every
Sunday,youandgo onto church,
many holy
days.
1 like evet:r I have
stop ain moment.
e church You
and prey
whencan always
find one or two minutes to say a short
prayer and to pause for God's blessing.
People
who
don't have time
for
church
makesaytime.
metheyItmad.
remand much
;ust Church
remands doesn't
a little
thought. And if you don't think about it,
then"■"hen
you I'mwon'thomego inandCalifornia,
pray. we ah go
as a family to St. Cyril's Catholic Church
Encino. onIt'sSunday,
nice tobutgo there
with are
yourcertain
folks
toin church
times,
alone. too. when it's really best to pray
Some people beliece religion is a private
matter. If your fans want to know about
your faith, does this bother uou?
No.
For some folks perhaps, privacy is
important.
But I like to share my feelings about
God with my friends. Some of my fans
send me religious medals that have been
blessed by them bishops or priests, and I
ofthinkme. that's so wonderful of them to think
One fan sent me two bottles of holy
water from the holy springs in France,
and I gave one of the bottles to Kevin

my
At :
of itcresser.
on my fore
sign oftell
the you
cross
no
runsmatter
out! how often I 1
that it'sels
myI don't
religionbelieve
on anyone
talking about my feelings
the
way
I
worship,
should be free to wo:but I
own way. I love my re!
anyone who loves the
though,
someBe
who haveto noseefaith.
without His spirit in y

Iputmakea utt_e
the
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STATE .
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SHORTHAND
~IN Q WEEKS
Write 120 words per minute.
Age SPEED
no obstacle—
LOWEST NoCOST
Famous
shorthand.
symbols,
noFastmachines,
usesWRITING
ABCs'.
Easiest
to Nationally
learn and
use.
preparation
forand
a better
position.
used
inminute—
leading
offices
Civil
Service.
120
words
per
FASTERtaughtthanat home
Civil orService
requiremrooment50%
sinstruction.
. Over 500,000
through
classThe
very
low
cost
will
surprise
you.
Typing
Schools available.
in over 40037thcitiesYear.in I did you sc_

new movies
{Continued from page 8)
ALL THE YOUNG MEN
in the Korean War

AlanPoitier
Ladd
Sidney
James Corbett
Darren
Glenn
Mort Sahl
■ They are in Korea, all of them, including exheavyweight champ Ingemar Johansson. In
case
didn't and
knowtheit Marines
before, war
hell,
SCHOOL OF I flRT'CLE
snow youis cold
are istough.
Twelve of them have to hold a farmhouse
until the main body of troops catches up to
them. Eleven of these men would like to go
meet the main body but Sidney Poitier, who
WRINKLES GONE
has been placed in command by their now
LOOK
MANY
YEARS
YOUNGER
dead
lieutenant,
Sidney areis
TEMPORARY
WRINKLE
REMOVER
his
Is
the
sensational
liquid
Negro
some extrawon't
tensionbudge.
and Since
resentment
that it.youItheard
beauty
editors
rave
felt,
particularly
by
southerner
Paul
Richards.
worf't
banish
wrinkle
[ forever BUT we do say It wll
Alan Ladd's mad because he's an oldtimer
it: special
6 to 8 date).
hours —Works
(wonderful
for
who
expected
to
take
command.
The
nine
Instantly.
others
generally
do
what
they're
told.
Mort
Sahl, who delivers a wryly comic soliloquy,
SPECIAL
SAMPLE
OFFER!D-9,Sr;„ml;d
LECHLER, 560
Broadway,
New York
and James Darren, who sings a song, are among
those others. Holding the farmhouse against
the
someis doing,
that'sa
not enemy
all the horde
drama.takes
Poitier
forced but
to give
High School Course
blood transfusion to one of the men — a shockat Home I Many Finish in 2 Years
•school
time andwork abilities
permit.for Coarse
to the Southern
college and ingan experience
honest attempt
to save this"gentleman,"
film from
H. S.completed,
texts— prepares
supplied.
Diploma
Credit for H. S. subjectsJardalready
.SinKlo subjects
i ir complete triteness. — Columbia.
your
life.
Be
a
HiKh
S.
boot
praduato.
Start
your
trainme
now.
Free BulletinSchool.
on requestDept.H614,
No obligation.
American
Drexelat58th,Chicago37
My God, Will I End Up
(Continued from page 25)
nee
25 for $13. Send pluspholoMoney'
FRKEor snapsliut
5 l7~ enlarge
ROY PHOTO SERVICE •((i(Moi$2-2r»).
Dept. 17, GP0Bo»644.N.Y.l,N.Y.

A bookhave.
everyone who likes to draw
ihould
It is free;
FREE ]
obligation. Simply
addressno |I book
Cartoonists' exchange
Dept. 439 Pleasant Hill, Ohio
U. S. Savings Bonds
Are Defense Bonds
Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Way Without Surgery
Stops
-Relieves
Paina
For the Itch
first time
science has found
new healing; substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain —casewithout
surgery.
after
case, (shrinkage)
while gently tookrelieving
pain,In actual
reduction
place.
Most
amazing
of
all
resultsastonishing
were so
thorough that sufferers — made
statements like "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!"
The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*)institute.
— discovery of a world-famous
research
This substance
suppository or ointmentis now
form available
under thein name
Preparation
H.*
Ask
for
it
at
all
drug
count70 ers— money back guarantee. *ReK. u.s. Pat. off

You know how to model, you know how to
pose. But it's got to be a nude. And if I'm
going
do it at asked
all, I want
"Whyto soon?"
Kim. to do it soon."
"Because,"
replied
the
artist, —"and
going to give it to you straight
you I'm
are
not married so there's no husband to object. And you will not be beautiful forever.stood
Do you upunderstand?"
Kim window
walkedintoto thethestudio.
great
north
thatandslanted
She stared at the busy city streets below.
mean at myhim.time is short?" she said,
not"You
looking
"Every woman's time is short," said the
"it is Ithermustproudest
But
itsculptor;
is not hers.
he givenmoment.
to the man
she loves. If she tries to keep it to herself
it will destroy her. And she will be lost
as Kim
a woman
noddedforever."
her head, still staring.
Then suddenly, without warning, she
turned,
grabbed
her coat and ran out the
door.
The
sculptor
watched
her exit
silence.
He knew what he had said
was intrue.
He
knew, too, that his words had driven deep
into Kim's heart. . . .
No running away
As Kim drove home one phrase of the
sculptor's
repeating
itself over
over in herkeptmind.
"No husband
... andno
husband
.
.
no
husband.
.
.
."
There was no running away from the
truth.
It wasn't the first time Kim had pondered
the question. "My God, will I end up a
Four months ago the world would have
bet that today Kim Novak would be Mrs.
spinster?"
Richard Quine. Instead it was all over with
Dick.
Or wasweeks
it? inKima hospital
didn't know.
after three
becauseEvenof

RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
THE
APARTMENT
(Unitedwry.Artists):
The comedy
in The Apartment is pretty
Jack Lemmon,
see,
works tingforaheadanis insurance
company.
Hisapartment
system forto getto
lend
his
bachelor
the
older (and married) men in the company, as a place
toray)meethas their
girlfriends.
His
boss
(Fred
MacMura girl (Shirley MacLaine) who is secretly
loved byWell,Jack,thewholaughs
doesn'tare know
Fred.
there about
but theShirley
humor andis
nevertheless mixed with the unhappy tension of a
part of big-city life.
STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET (Columbia): In
aNovak
suburban
and Kirkcommunity
Douglas offind young-marrieds,
themselves caughtKimup
inwife,an Barbara
unexpectedRush,love-affair.
Architect Kirk
and a commission
from hasDona
Juan-type
author
Ernie
Kovacs
to
build
a house:
everything
should bethatperfect
Kim
and
Kirk have fantasies
this newexcept
house that
is theirs.
The
solution
of
these
triangles
comes
with
the
finishing
of
the house. Is the romance also over? Go see.
FROM PaulTHENewman
TERRACE
(20th-Fox)mother
: Returning
soldier
has an alcoholic
(Myrna
Loy),
and unloving
and life.
big
ideas about
what he father
should (Leon
now doAmes),
with his
Ambition brings about a marriage with wealthy
Joanne frWoodward
and girlfriend
destroys it.helpJoanne's
boyiend aburning
nd Paul's new
raise toold fever
pitch
a man thechoose
love orquestion
money? this film presents — shall
SUBTERRANEANS
(MGM)West: The
ofTHE
(well, toanyway,
Coast)'beatniks'
gather
in theSan world
Francisco
Live. the
Create, Suffer
(though
mostly
it's
the
last).
Among
their
number
are
George
Peppard.
Caron, Janice
and Roddyplot.McDowall. It'sLesliea complicated
thoughRuleinteresting
a Spinster?
a mysterious ailment the doctors call hepatitis, Kim didn't know. And all that time
thinking
hadn't following
helped. the pattern of
Once more,
anguish that had repeated itself endlessly
in her life, Kim was again without a man.
IsWomen
it Kim'sthinkfaultit that
must shebe. is not married?
One Hollywood actress, not nearly as
beautiful as Kim, but married to a man
she loves and the mother of three lovely
children, comments:
"Kim suffers the curse of all beautiful
women.
prizesfemale
her she
beauty
above hadall
else. As anSheadult
has never
to compete with other women. We who
are less than gorgeous have had to beguile
a man, deliberately attract him, trap him
in a nice way, let him see or understand
that the real and lasting beauty in a woman
is her faith, her love and her respect.
"It is what every woman should know.
That beauty can attract a man but it canthe
who agree.
have romanced
notinholdof
KimMost
thehim."
last men
ten years
One actor says
beauty
overpowering.
Closethat:
to it "Kim's
you cannot
think,is
you
cannot What
be aware
of anything
but her
loveliness.
she
says
means
nothing.
What she thinks is a complete mystery.
You are concerned only with the shape of
her lips, the irresistible moistness of her
eyes, the
graceAndand when
movement
of thatherbeau-all
tiful body.
you leave
you onecanhad doslugged
is shakeyou,yourand head,
if somesay toas yourself.
'What happened?
Where
am
I?'
You
remember Kim as a dream and everyone
knows that dreams don't come true — not
thatKimkindmayof not
dream."
enjoy her reoutation as a
sexpot,faultard sheit may
be unfair,
own
earned
it. but it's Kim's

Some time ago Kim. in a moment of
independence,
based perhaps on the worthat: ship that is given her beauty, told a friend
"I don't believe I'll ever marry. I love
the excitement of falling in love. You can't
getAnd,
that inkind
of fun ofwithextreme
a husband."
a moment
frankness,
Kim is also reported to have admitted that
Sammy Davis, Jr., was the "one and only
man"
her. who ever really pleased and amused
Kim beautiful
denies this
memory
Sammy,similar
but
other
women
have ofechoed
sentiments.
Her mother warned her
insider declares
Kim'schildhood.
refusal
to One
get married
goes backthat
to her
"Kim
has
always
felt
that
her
mother
favored her older sister, Arlene. When the
girls were
in their
teens,longArlene
was allowed to wear
her hair
and arranged
inhervarious
styles
of
the
day.
But
Kim
mother made her wear her hair says
one
way and no other. As a result Kim used
to restyle her hair after she left the house
and put it back before she returned. Her
mother perhaps because she could see
what was coming, had always warned Kim
to get married early and have children.
Kim still doesn't like being told what
to do."
At another
time in was
her solategreat
teens,thatKim's
stable
of boyfriends
the
numbers alarmed her grandmother.
"You must be careful, Kim," she said.
"I tellso many
you that
girl there
just
boys.forYouevery
are using
them areup
tooAfter
fast."her quota of boys was exhausted,
however, Kim, without hesitation, began to
work on her allotment of men. In Hollywood she began
theater-chain
Mac Krim.
Mac with
proposed
often. Kimowner,
said
"No," just
as
frequently.
After that
romance died came Count Mario
Bandini;
Frank Sinatra, John Ireland, Sammy Davis,
Jr., Jorge Guinle, Gen. Rafael Trujillo, Jr.
and director Richard Quine.
lesser toloves,
but these are
theThere
ones were
Kim seems
remember.
Despite
the
fantastic
number
some men with whom Kim has ofhadhandromances, even those who know her best
insist that she has never been in love.
And though it is not generally known,
Kim
does until
a beautiful
job life
of concealing
fact that
now her
as a womanthe
has
been
short-changed.
Kim
know whether
been petrifies
injustlove.doesn't
The
confusion,
whenshe'sshe ever
is alone,
her.
At a party
recently
Kim
was
feeling
depres ed. The public did not yet know that
her
"almost
certain"
marriage
to
Dick
Quine had faded miserably. But it was
obvious to her friends that she was suffering the tormentful remorse of that "end-ofa-romance"
hangover.up the subject of love.
Someone brought
Definitions of the grand passion were offered. Finally, with an air of expectation,
one of the men stared straight at Kim and
said, "Let's hear what the Golden Girl has
to say about love."
Kim'ssmile.lips puckered
the head
cornersslowly.
in a
faint
She shookat her
"Don'tloveaskis.me,"I like
she said.
"I don't
what
to think
that know
it is
happiness without end. It hasn't happened
toelse.me.GodI haven't
it happen
knows seen
I thought
I wasto inanyone
love
with Mac. Maybe I was. But neither of us
know where it went. We'd be ecstatic in
each other's company. Then from out of
nowhere we'd
and street.
I'd slideSo
right
the be
chutearguing
to misery
would down
leave
us?he. Did we leave love or did it
"Sometimes I think love is all physical.
Maybe it's just two people simply satisfy-
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ing"Iteachsounds
other's needs,butfor I warmth,
youcomfort.
learn to love crazy,
first and thenthinkavoid,
atmustall
possible costs, any attempts to define it.
"Do you all remember that advertising
slogan, 'It's fun to be fooled but it's more
fun"Butto know?'
as long Itas isn't.
you realize deep down
inside
what
you'reYou're
doing, fooling
it's all right.
"It's a game.
yourself,
but"How
you many
aren't. women
You know?
have asked themselves, 'Are you really in love with this
man?' How much can you give him until
you
haven't
any— your
more loving
to give? What's
more
his
loving important
you? Those
questions him
neveror get
answered until it's too late.
"That's why
the Ijitters
marriage.
I keepI have
thinking
need about
more
time, moreperience,
wisdom,
maybe
even
exbefore I can decide on more
the man
I want for the rest of my life. Maybe I
justButdon't
therehave
are the
othercourage."
reasons.
The consequences of a mistake
Because of the romances she has had
with men and the headlined notoriety attending them, the public overlooks one
fact fulinandKim's
life that
more poweremphatic
than isismuch
suspected.
Kim is
ataken
church-going
a husband, Catholic.
divorce isOnce
almostsheout hasof
the
that shefaith
couldinnotGodobtain
one.question.
But her Not
childhood
and
the precepts of her religion are now deep
and abiding spiritual convictions. She
dreads the irrevocable consequences of
making a mistake.
"But,to Kim,"
of theyoumenreally
insisted,
hard
believeone that
want"it'sa
husband.
be moreinterested
accurate into
say that Wouldn't
you are it more
"That," said Kim, with a testy timbre, "is
boyfriends?"
ridiculous.
don't know
much II
want to getYoumarried.
I wanthowchildren,
want a home. But how the devil can you

tarl
shq
FL
Un.
Csal
cle*
horn

have any of that when you are not in love.
You know as well as I do that it is a simple
matter for a woman to develop a liking
for a man. But I'm not so sure it's so simple
the real problem is
to One
love
him."
one
Kimfriend
refusesclaims
to admit.
"I'll tell you what the big gap in Kim's
life
saidnever
the acquaintance.
"It is this.
Kim is,"has
anything
other
women.
Alllearned
she knows
about from
love
and life has come from the men in her
past. She is not really close to any female
friend that I know of. So she must rely
on her beauty, her natural attraction for
men, which, when you stop to think of it
is not of her making. She was born with
the chemicals. And up to a point that can
be very successful. But sooner or later
Kim will have to admit that although she
knows a great deal about men she knows
nothing
aboutherself.
womenAndexcept
whatmight
she
knows about
that just
notNotbe long
enough."
observation asked
Iafter hearing
Kim if itthiswasunusual
true. Had
she really
isolated
herself
from
the
comfort and consolation of other women?
She toyed with the question for a
moment.
Then with a graceful shrug, she said:
"I've never thought about it very much.
Now that I think of it, it may have started
back in school. I did avoid other girls. I
can remember being asked to parties, to
club meetings,
to sororities.
I always
refused. Ijustcharacter.
assumed
they were
looking
for a new
was for
gawkya girl.
and And
round-shouldered
too"I tall
I knew that and
the
girl
a tallgroups
one, aallfathadone.characters.
They are You
alwaysknow,
the
butt
of theI jokes,
different.
think the
theiroddballs.
presenceThey're
gives
other girls a feeling of superiority.
"I'm sure that's why I stayed to myself.
Yes, I was alone and loneliness to me was
torment, an inside anguish that found no
outlet. It grows and after a while becomes 71
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almost
to endure. Oh, how I
cry for impossible
lonely people.
"I
used
to
sit
in
and look
the window. It wasmya room
long time
beforeoutI
realized
that
the
world
wasn't
against
me.
Inturned
my ownagainst
girlish,my too-sensitive
way I had
world.
wrong, were
but atjustthe waiting
time I was
sure
that"I was
the others
to laugh
at me to make me even more miserable
than Iis was."
Time
running out
Kim's
Josephmarry
Novak,whenhas shealways
said that father,
Kim would
was
thirty. "She wants to be sure she will
never have to change her mind," says Mr.
Novak. "She has told me many times,
'Daddy,
You When
will never
see
me
in a don't
court worry.
of divorce.
I marry
itThatwillwasbe for
keeps,
like
you
and
Mom.'
my daughter speaking and I
believe
Of late,her."
however, with time running out.
Kim is shaken by the failure of her romance with Quine and frightened perhaps
by
-learned ofknowledge
that
beautytheis lately
no guarantee
love and marShirley MacLaine's
(Continued from page 23)
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riage and a baby carriage. Kim has lapsed
into lengthy moods of depression and disShe is that
twenty-nine.
Kim quiet.
insists
regardless of the symptoms she is certainly in no panic for a man.
"I promised myself a long time ago," she
told
"that II would
something
myselfme, before
took amake
husband.
That ofI
would have a career, do the best I could
for a while and be a fine actress.
not"When
far off,the 1 time
will comes,
marry and
and Itryadmit
to beit isa
good wife — and a good woman. But I have
born Marilyn Pauline Novak
to But
takethemygirltime."
must
advicemortal
of a idols
man who
ofunderstands
clay.heed thethat
havereally
feet
"Every woman's time is short," said the
sculptor,
is herIt proudest
it is not "ithers.
must be moment.
given to But
the
man she loves. If she tries to keep it to
herself it will destroy her. And she will
be lost as a woman forever." end
Kim
now in Columbia's Strangers
When- stars
We Meet.

Marriage

were sleepily drooping, closing down tight.
The child shivered slightly and rested
her
on herpost
mother's
bunch herof
gailyheadcolored
cardslap.fellA from
hands, and Shirley smiled, remembering
how she had bought a number of cards to
keep her active little child occupied. It
didn't
take Sachie
much tohappy.
make She
threewasand such
a halfa
year old
joyous
little thing,nosewithandherpixie
mother's
eyes, turned-up
style blue
red
hair.
Shirley unzipped the hood from her
own coat and wrapped it around Sachie's
legs.
theredidwould
be
this She
long,hadn't
chilly realized
wait. Why
the
waiting room look so lonely at this hour
of the morning? The hands of the big clock
said 1:45. The lights were bright, pickingsidupe itthe
faces raining,
in the room.
Outwas patient
black and
the drizzle
falling in steady, blue lines. She looked
at the sleeping face of her child. She should
be innia.herBut the
own child,
nice, not
warmmuch
bed more
in Califorthan
a baby, was on an important mission. . . .
"Wake up," Shirley said some time later,
shaking the child gently. "Time to get
up,Sachie
Sachie.rubbed
It's here.
her eyesYourand plane."
placed her
hand
her mother's.
walkeda dash
out
into thein black,
wet night They
and made
for the ramp. Inside the plane, Shirley
settled
took theseatarm sorestthatoff she
the
center the
of child;
the double
could sleep in the two seats. There were
only a bent
few minutes
beforeSachie.
take-off.
Shirley
down andleftkissed
The
child said, "Don't worry, Mommy. I'll be
all right."
verySuddenly,
brightly
and
walked Shirley
toward smiled
the door.
she turned and ran back to her child. She
lifted her and hugged her.
"I almost
— oh,Christmas.
my darling,Merry,
I almost forgot.forgot
Merry
Merry
Christmas."
And
ran
out.
She stood in the blackness and watched
the huge airliner fly into the skies and
take her little girl off to Japan.
Answer to a mystery
Why lutely
didadoresShirley
MacLaine,
her little
girl, sendwhoherabsosix
thousand miles away at Christmas time
last year — the one time of all the year

mothers want most of all to be with their
children?
The sweranswer
to that ofquestion
is thePeople
anto the mystery
Shirley.
constantly derstell
her
that
they
cannot
untand her strange marriage to Steve
Parker.
that same
these 6.000
two
— who areThey
oftencan't
partedbelieve
by those
miles
—
can
stay
in
love
with
each
other.
Shirley sent their beloved child to
Steve because he was sick with malaria
and needed Sachie even more than she
did. Busy at work in The Apartment.
Shirley
go. Christmas for Shirley.
It was couldn't
a miserable
She tried to be gay in the midst of the
gaiety,ing forbut
with long-As
her herlittleheart
girl was
and torn
for Steve.
New
Year's
Eve
approached
she
seeing the New Year in without thedreaded
comfort of Sachie's presence. She spent
New Year's Eve at a party at Frank
Sinatra's
andwastriedtornto between
laugh it up.
But toif behome
Shirley
desire
with Sachie
and the desire theto
give
Sachie?happiness to Steve, what about little
What sort of a fife is it for a little girl
her strange
mother part
time —at
toto bemakewithlong,
trips oftotheJapan
other times — and seldom to have the joy
most little girls experience of having
her parents together with her? Sachie
sees
together
only Mommy
about sixis
weeksherout parents
of the year.
Usually,
in Hollywood making pictures; Daddy in
Japan
and shows, and
Sachie producing
shuttles backmovies
and forth.
Shirley can't find any other solution to
their problem.
"We
want divide
her."
Shirley
told loves
me. Japan
' So weboth
her.
Sachie
andhavelovesto Hollywood. She doesn't see anything strange
in Only
her existence."
a few months ago they were in
Japan
one could
of thosebeinfrequent
when during
all three
together times
as a
family. But the reason was a sad one.
Shirley noticed that Steve sounded very
weak when he phoned her one evening.
Worried, she asked him what was wrong.
Finallyhepatitis.
he admitted
with
"I'm goinghe'dto been
be sentstricken
to the
hospital
said, and inShirley
could
hear the soon,"
fear andhe loneliness
his voice.

■ iaumey naa some unexpected tune on
because of the actors' strike, and she told
him, "I'm going to take the first plane that
leaves for Japan this week. We'll see
soon."looked a little confused, then
youSachie
smiled when they got off at the Haneda
Airport in Tokyo. "I came here before.
Mommy,Thebuttwoall ofalone.
nicerdirectly
with
theminIt's
drove
toyou."
the Yamate Hospital
Yokohama
to
see Steve. With a high fever. Steve looked
gaunt and yellow. Sachie came close to
the bed and said. "Daddy, you've been
away so long. Why didn't you come back,
Daddy?"
He stroked her hand and said, "I
couldn't. Your
Sachie.mother
I had can
to work
here allin
Japan.
tell you
about it."
Together — but not quite
Shirley and Sachie went back to their
Japanese
where,called
in a Yoyogi.
suburbanSachie
section outsidehome,
of Tokyo
had been many times without Shirley. But
it was exciting to have her mother with
Look for Liz
and her daughter
on the cover of
next month's
MODERN SCREEN
and their story
that will make news
throughout the world!
On Sale September 6
her. Through the irony of circumstances,
even though both parents wanted to be
with her, she could only see Daddy at rare
intervals because he was in the hospital,
and Mommy only in the evening when she
returned from the hospital each day.
To keep the child from being lonely.
Shirley enrolled Sachie in a Japanese
nursery school. One day, the little instructor from the school padded up to
the house
and said
ing so much
moneyto Shirley.
for child"Youto spendgo to
school, why doesn't she take up violin
there,
all
for
same
good
money?"
hardly was
suppress
smile.
TheShirley
fee atcould
the school
SI. 75 hera month.
But the idea of giving Sachie violin
lessons appealed to her. Practicing each
day on the violin would help Sachie forget that But
she incouldn't
her
parents.
spite of see
the much
violin. ofSachie
missed her daddy. She remembered other
visits to Japan, when he had been able
to play with her and had taken her on
visits all over Tokyo.
striketo wasHollywood
settled, andandShirley
hadThetoactors'
go back
work
again.
Originally,
she
take Sachie back with her.hadButplanned
the childto
had seen practically nothing of her father
during this visit. Shirley recalled her
lonely Christmas without Sachie. But she
thought, also, of Steve coming home from
the hospital, weak and depressed, without any one of his loved ones there. Shirley
sighed.
remainoff inat Japan.
Sachie Sachie
saw herwould
mother
Haneda
Airport, and returned home to be with her
father. Because the family is almost con-

stantly in a state or separation, they ve
worked out a system where they correspond through tape recordings. It makes
Sachie feel closer to whichever parent is
away to hear his or her voice. Steve would
play
tape recordings
voice,to
and the
Sachie
would talkof Shirley's
her letter
Mommy into her recorder.
One day Steve told Shirley through the
tape:
"I'mhaving
feelinga wonderful
better now.timeandtogether.
Sachie
and I are
Of course she misses you. but I find things
to keep her busy all day long. Today
Norikomentmade
special
that she a told
Sachieflower
was arrangejust for
her. Sachie was so excited, she even comp
o
s
e
d
a
little
song
on
her
violin
for the
flowers.
"Soon I shall be well enough to start
Geisha.of weeks.
We'll beHow
goingabout
on location
aMycouple
my takingin
Sachie along? It will be a new, exciting experience
Shirley,
alone forin her."
her home in Sherman
Oaks, bit her lips. Finally, she reached
out for the little recorder and spoke. "I'm
glad Sachie is so, happy, dear," she said.
"But
send isherno home
to our
me. baby.
The
interiorplease
of Japan
place for
It's too primitive. It's too dangerous for an
American
child."
In suspense,
answer.
It was Shirley
a happy waited
surprise.for Steve's
After that Christmas visit
Although he was not yet fully recovered
from the hepatitis, he flew to Hollywood
with Sachie and surprised Shirley. So many
times before this, little Sachie had had to
make the journey to the States alone.
But it seems almost as if Sachie has absorbed the philosophy of her parents
who are faced with a continuing problem. Be a bamboo, bend with the wind,
is something Shirley believes. Still, how
much bending can a little girl learn to
do? It had
was tobadwork
enough
that Shirley
Steve
in separate
partsandof
the world
because
Hollywood
didn't
recogSteve'senough
talents that
the little
way Tokyo
It wasnizebad
Sachie did.
had
to travel back and forth between continents, so that she could sometimes be with
one
sometimeswho with
This
was parent,
what a woman
lovedtheherother.
husband
must do for both his sake and the sake of
their child.
But this time. Steve was coming with
Sachie and as Sachie watched Mommy and
Daddy
other'swondered
arms andwhatkiss,it
her littlefallfaceintoliteach
up. She
would be like to have both her mommy
and daddy itwith
wonderful
wouldherbe. all. . .the time. How
It was only a few days later she walked
into the back yard and bent to pick a big
daisy. Inside the house. Mommy and
Daddy were still talking. Just before she
had left the house, Sachie had heard
Daddy say he would have to leave soon
for
And itMommy's
sounded
that Japan.
quiet way
always voice
did when
she
talked
to
Daddy
before
he'd
leave.
And
Daddy had said how he wished Sachie
could go with him. And Mommy had said
no, not this time, maybe a little later.
So there it was again. She would either
stay here with Mommy or there with
Daddy.
Sachie lowered her head to smell the
daisy.theIt didn't
have a smell
at all.which
Not
like
tiny mokusei
blossoms
grew
in
their
back
yard
in
Yoyogi
and
smelled so sweet. But the daises had such
pretty
whiteallpetals.
It was
so confusing. Everything
could
get
so mixed-up
who was hardly
four. . .for.a little girl
END
Shirley's newest films are United Artists'
The
and All Ix A Night's
Work Apartment,
for Paramount.
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Bob Stack
(Continued from page 21)
could hear them think, " — guy's almost
arrived so many times, he's worn out the
welcome
mat." he could hear them, " — all
"Pooryears
Bob,"
these
of batting away, and still
minor
league."
"Poor
Bob,"
"Poor guy." he could hear them.
He turned back to Rosemarie.
He took her hand.
"I love you, Rose," he said, very softly.
"I could have lost you once. But I didn't.
Thank
have you,
least."once more,
And God
then,I facing
the atstage
he began to think of that shelf in the den
of
their
home,
which
Rosemarie
had
cleared earlier in the day, saying proudly,
"Here is where your Oscar goes, darling,
right here. The prize you've worked so
hard
in this business,
And for,
wonder,all these
for theyears!"
first
time
in heallbegan
these toyears:
"How did I get into this business, anyway? How? And why? Why? . . ."
It began with a kiss
Actually,
Bob'snotecareer
gan on a light
. . . inwithpictures
a kiss,be-in
fact; one of the most famous kisses in
screen history. The year was 1939. Deanna
Durbin, the
teen-ageit star,
was
sixteen.
Her reigning
studio, deciding
was time
for their million-dollar baby to grow up,
prepared
for her man
calledthatFirstfollowed
Love.
The searcha script
for a leading
was a publicity natural. "Who will be the
first young
to kiss our
Deanna?"
came
the cry man
from Universal
Pictures.
And
the world, or at least a great part of it,
waited breathlessly while young man after
young man was tested for the job.
it happened, no suitable young man
wasAs found.
Not, that is, for about two months, and
till the day a fellow named Robert Stack
— nineteen, six-one, blue-eyed, blond, very
handsome, a socialite, an All-American
skeet champion, and fresh out of college —
dropped whom
by thehestudio
Deanna,
knew. for a visit with
They were in the studio commissary,
having lunch, when it happened.
Deanna's producer, a very German
German-type, passed by their table.
"Mein dear," heDeanna.
said, bowing slightly
when
Thenhehespotted
looked over at her lunch date.
"Mein Gott!" he said, his monocle beginning to twitch against his nose. "But you
are wunderbar, marvelous," he said to
Bob."No," "You
are an actor?"
said Bob.
"You would like to be an actor?" asked
the producer.
Bob."I never thought much about it," said
"Mit dot face, mit dot physique," said
producer,
be an actor . . .
Ithedon't
take no"you
for anmustanswer."
He didn't,
For
the nexteither.
hour, right there at the
table, he talked to Bob, talking him right
into a contract, which was signed a couple
of days later. Then, for the next few
months, he and his director guided Bob
through the paces of picture-making, right
up till the last day of shooting, the day of
the Big Kiss, the scene in which Deanna,
once and finally kissed, swoons dazedly
into her young boyfriend's arms.
When thewaspicture
was released,
Deanna's
swooning
multiplied
by millions.
Girls
and women all over the country began to
flood the fan-letter bin at Universal with
cards
Theyhe?wanted
to knowandallletters
about about
him. Bob.
Who was
What

was neall reany
iuta :— uu,
been
their lives?
"Adulation, especially at the beginning,
is a funny thing," Bob says today, looking
back. "I guess it turns lots of people's
heads out
was com- I
pletelyhere.
untouched Ibydon't
it. say
But Iwhenever
did start to get a little cocky about the
way things were going I'dsaidalways
merememafter
he sawber whatme myon brother
the screen theto first
time:
'Bob,' he said, 'you're sort of all teeth and
no talent.' He said it in a kidding way.
But that about summed me up, I guess."
Still,dingthose
any tearsfirstoveryears,
the Bob
fact wasn't
that heshedwas
minus on the acting side "and being paid
well
for
something
I
couldn't
even
do."
Life as a young Hollywood personality
was fun.
And fighting
young Bob
bound
to start
fun. Stack wasn't
Active to passive to active again
"The first
onlyfourmisgiving
I had first
at theninetime,or
those
years, those
ten pictures,"
he recalls,
that Iwhile
was
living
a primarily
passive "was
existence
all my life I'd been used to action. You
see,
when mayyou're
pictures
you're the
guy behind
who
upin there
but
yoube there
are on
lotstheof screen,
people
plotting things out for you, telling you
what to do, how to do it, what to say, how
to say and
it. And
there's
waiting, sometimes
days and
weeks
months
of waiting
between
scripts.
...
I
wasn't
used
this
As a kid I'd lived rough, tough, todespite
the
fact
that
we
were
fairly
well-to-do
My dad died when I was about nine. And
because went
he'd overboard
been quitewith
an athlete,
my
mother
my brother
and me in athletics. 'Wouldn't Jim have
wantedyouthem
say. riding
And be
fore
knewto itdo wethis?'wereshe'deither
motorbike or a polo pony or a hydro
plane or fooling around with guns. A:
it turned out my brother and I had aboui
awho'd
hundred
ofon mycampin
dad':
come usfathers,
overhowandtofriends
take usthis,
trips,been
teach
had
an active
life ride,
for us. Andthat.now]
for me, suddenly, it was passive. ... As 1
said, I had some misgivings about this al
the beginning. But not too many. I wa
living
it up. And,
I guess,muchI sortaboutof didn'
make
to think
it."
The the
war, time
however,
helped change thing
—1946and which
those Bob
five spent
years inbetween
1942
anc
the Navy gav€
him plenty of time to start thinking thing:
over.
They were a long and sobering five year:
for the good-looking young lieutenant fron
Hollywood.
And when they were nearly over, these
five years away from The Town, th
parties, the general hoopla, Bob decidec
that"I had
he would
become onean night,"
'Actor. h«
a talk try
withto myself
says. "It was very brief and simple. 'Goc
willing, Charlie, you've come through th
warfairokay,'
myself, were
'and you've
dor
ado.
atI told
what
assigned
Nowjob how
aboutyougrowing
up, gettingtc
serious
to dohome,
a jobhowever,
at home? ht'
When andBobtrying
did get
found that nobody there gave a hoot abou
how
said. he had talked to himself, or what he'e
"To every producer in town, I was ai
image,"
"Their
Bob
Stackhewasexplains.
of a guy who
kissesimage
Deann;o
Durbin,martinis
swings ata debutante
mean tennis
anc
mixes
ballsracket
. . . Well
I had an image of myself, too, a great bis
image, and
of theprove
guy himself
who was andgoingget totobuckl<
down
worl
with directors like George Stevens anc
play
opposite
stars
like
Bergman
and
t<
hell withtinis. Itthe
rackets
and the
was tennis
a fight
between
the martwe
images — theirs and mine. It was a worth

while fight. A valiant fight, you might
say. But I lost, almost before I even
started."
was inin
a Bob's
trifle first
calledpost-war
A Dateassignment
With Judy,
which he played opposite Jane Powell and
a This
then thirteen-year-old
Elizabeth
Taylor.
was followed by something called
Miss
Millions.
And Tatlock's
so it went.
On and on.
There were times when it looked as
if things
weredecent
lookingroleupoccasionally,
for Bob. He'd
land
a fairly
give
it everything he had, and the critics would
clap. "Surprise discovery — the guy can
act,"
effect.
Bob. forin
effect, they'd
would say.
sit byin his
phone,Thenwaiting
theIt big
neverrole-call
did. to come.
And what resulted was a period of complete despair — some ten years of it.
"Despair," a Bob
says, period
"and athatkind
humiliation,
miserable
got soof
out ofing orhand
didn't know Iif became
I was comgoingI sometimes.
like
all the other insecure people in this town.
I'd sit talking to producers and I'd find
myself
me, me,Charlie!
Love me,thinking,
Charlie! 'Look
Pity me,at pity
Man,
and give
me
my
chance!'
I
realize after a while, though, began
that toI was
doomed to mediocrity, and that that was
worse than
failureLike. . .theOther
people realized this, too.
photographers,
guys
who'd
been
great
to
me
on
up but who had little practical usemyfor way
me
now. How many premieres did I go to
where some of them would take pictures
ofthatme,their
justcameras
like old hadtimes,the only
I'd notice
safety-catches
on?
. . . Humiliation,
sir. Real
bad . . .
And so I began to hang around with all
the other humiliated people I could find,
people who complained all day. I was tops
in that list. I was miserable. I was unsuccessful. AndtoIanddidn't
told my problems
what care
miserywho
I hadI
to listen to in return."
What's needed
One day during this period (it was 1952—
Bob was now thirty-two) he picked up a
movie magazine that happened to be rung a by-now
on him. like:
The nintitle
of the rare
story story
ran something
Why Is Bob Stack Going To Pot?
The answer, summed up at the end of
the story, read something like: What Hollywood'sismost-eligible
(if unsuccessful)
bachelor
in short, aneeds
wife. to settle down — he needs,
Bob laughed long and loud when he finished reading the article, as he threw the
magazine down.
"I thought to myself, 'That's all I need,
a wifeconvinced
to help pull
under,' "washe says.
was
that memarriage
a drag."I
And
reason,weretoo.either
Most divorced
of my
friendsforat good
that time
or unhappily married^ very unhappily
married. And me. I was a cuspidor for
everybody's
I'd likebackto have
a dollar for flop
everymarriage.
hour I spent
then
listening to somebody gripe to me about
what he'd gone through ever since that
sir,
Ifatal
beganday towhen
thinkheatsaid,
a very'I do.'
early...age,No nobody was ever going to catch me getting
involved with any of that preacher stuff.
What little fun there might be left in life
for me wasn't going to be hampered by
any wije!"
To make
be no slip-up.
went
so far sure
as tothere'd
teach himself
how notBobto
fall in love. His system was painless. He
picked the most beautiful girls in town to
date "becausegirlsthey
are easilyandtheI knew
most
competitive
in Hollywood
I could never stand being with a competigirl for long."
He tiveplayed
the gorgeous gal field to the

hilt. He played the field well, but strictly
for laughs. One date, two dates, maybe
three — then finis, and on to the next lovely
picking.
pickings were lush, needless to say.
AndThe easy.
New new-girl-in-town
one night,
forButhis then,
purposes
at theBobtime.picked wrong —
It waspened 1955,
summer,
party.party
Bob alone
hapto have come toa the
that
night.
So
had
a
girl,
an
unusually
beautiful girl.
The party's
hostessto talk.
introduced
them. the
And
they began
Bob asking
usual questions, the girl answering.
Her name, she told him, was Rosemarie
Bowe. She came from Washington state,
had been in Hollywood for a little over a
year,
— andtalk.that's
as far had
as shemadewenta few
with pictures
any career
Now this alone surprised Bob. Most- of
the
new-girls-in-town
never
stopped
talking about thehe'd
beautymetcontests
they'd
won,
the
magazine
covers
they'd
made, estthe
producers who were so interahead. ed in them, the big picture possibilities
But Rosemarie, that first night — she was
different.
She
talked
about thingsonelikelittle
home, Tacoma,
the hundred
she missed
about it. and
She talked aboutthings
her
mother, her family, the wonderful kind of
people
they a were.
She aswas
girl, Bob Andsaw sherighthadoff,a
smart
well smart
as beautiful.
joy of life about her. And an openness, as
open and clean as a freshly -washed pane
of Bob
glass.liked her, right from the beginning.
He asked her, after a while, if he might
take her to dinner the following evening.
A slight blush came to Rosemarie's face
now,
a natural inphenomenon
Bob hadn't
seen off-screen
a long, long time.
"Will you," he asked again, " — tomorrow
"Thatthe would
be very nice," Rosemarie
said,
blush deepening.
"It was that next night at dinner that
night?"
the trouble began." Bob says, looking back.
"I found
rapidly
inthere,
love Iwith
this
girl. myself
We
just tofalling
sitting
remember, andwere
I started
feel this
strange
warm feeling inside me, just looking at
her, just listening to her talk. Whoa.
Charlie.'
saidthis
to myself,
'hurryhome
up andbefore
eat
and
then Iget
Miss Bowe
you start thinking maybe you feel serious
about
Get herherhome,
And pronto!'
"I did.her.
rightIboy.
I went
backI drove
to my place.
gothomeinto and
bed then
and
tried
to
fall
asleep.
But
I
couldn't.
I just lay there and kept saying her Instead
name,
over and over . . . 'Rosemarie . . . Rose . . .
Rosemarie.
. .'
Great for a . while
"Theing her.next
morning
found shemyself
I asked her Iwhat
was phondoing
that night. I told her I wanted to see her
again.
I had toI wasn't
see her very
again.truthful — I didn't say
"Well,
we
began
out. WeAndwentbefore
out,
were together, all going
the time.
long we both knew it, that we were in love
with each other. We didn't say it in so
many
words; you know, the I-love-youdo-you-love-me
for both of us. thing. But it was there;
for a somebody
while, beingto intalklove.to,
It "Itwas wasgreatgreatto have
to let the guards down with, to want to be
with, to have one girl who meant everythinggether,instead
a dozen who. all put tomeant ofnothing.
"It
was
great
all
summer and all
that fall, in fact, beingthattogether.
"And
then,
in
December,
one night
just
before Christmas, Rosemarie
somehow
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Seven-year-old Joan Drost sat
nervously in the back pew of
Corpus Christi Church in Buffalo, New York. She was nervous
gwgvBfM
because
man headed
with the
§ If lift
tion platethewas
her collecway,
because she didn't have anything
■
to put into the plate. There'd
fill
been a fire at her house a few
days before. Everything had been
ruined. The Drosts, a poor family, unable to get another place to
live right away, had had to scat/oon/e
ter. Joan, for one, had gone to
live with a family friend. It was
the friend,
in fact,
who'dwearing
given
the dress
she was
Sommers- Joan
this Sunday morning, an old red
velvet affair the woman herself
had worn when she was a girl;
an MM/
old, too long, loose-fitting and
!f% m\ with the most tarnished and
¥f% Wl/
111 If 1
loosest-drooping
buttons
down the front youbrass
ever did
see.
Well, the dress had made Joan
uncomfortable, to say the least.
But that embarrassment was nothing compared with what she felt now, this
moment, in church— as the man with the collection plate came closer and closer
to where she sat. She would have to think of something, she knew, and quick.
"Oh God," she whispered closing her eyes, when the man was upon her, "I
know I should give you something in thanks for this beautiful Mass, but I don't
haveJoananything.
You know
how very
awfulquickly
I feel,andwith
nothing forthethelittle
plate."
made herAnd
decision.
Quickly,
clandestinely,
girl
pulled one of the buttons from her dress and dropped it into the collection plate.
When it clinked— just the way a nickel would clink, and when the man had
walked away, without realizing, Joan closed her eyes once again and thought:
"God, I know what I just did is wrong. But sometime, when I'm big, when I
get a good job somewhere and I've got some money, I'll give that money to You
. . . I'll
was all the money in the world? How much could a person
evergivehopeYou—"
to haveWhat? "—I'll
she the
thought,
"a whole hundred dollars.
Andgivewithyou,"that,
unhappy
child felt a little better. . . .
A few weeks ago, in Hollywood, Joan Drost— now eighteen,
a singer and named Joanie Sommers— received her first royalty
check from her first album release, Positively The Most. The
amount read: $103.00.
Without thinking twice about
what she was going to do with
the money, she went to a bank,
cashed the check, then walked to
the nearest church. Inside the
churchhundred
she placed
spankingnew
dollar a bill
into a
collection box. That deed done,
she said a prayer and began to
walk away.
But at the door of the church
she stopped suddenly.
She had just now thought of
something. Something important.
A moment later, she was back
at the collection box.
Then, one by one, she shoved
three spanking-new dollar bills
through the box-slot.
"In case you're wondering,
God," she whispered then, smiling, "—that's for what we down
here call 'interest' !"

asked me if I had any intention of marry" 'Iing her.know how you've felt about marriage in themuchpast,toBob,'
said, this
'and ifI love
you too
go onshe like
you
say way.'
anything.
still"I didn't
feel that
" 'Do you, Bob— do you still feel that
way?' Rosemarie asked.
"She
gave I mebegana long
time to answer.
"Finally,
to nod.
" 'Yes,' I said, 'that's still the way I feel.'
"Rosemarie
forget it, her sittingbegan
thereto incry.the I'llcarnever
alongside
me, beginning to cry, like a little girl —
and
me sitting
soft and
let the there
tears thinking,
sway you,'Don't
Charlie.go
Remember, no matter how much you love
her, berthisyour marriage
stuff'shappened
a drag. Remempals and what
to them.
Who'll be your cuspidor when your probbegin? Who's
going towhen
be who'll
have tolems listen
to you itcomplain
your
marriage
begins to gohomesour?'
"I took Rosemarie
right after that.
I toldoneheranother
I guessedanymore,
it was best
see
seeingif wehowdidn't
she
felt."Then
I went home.
"I tried to forget her, everything about
her, by plunging into my work. I was just
beginning a picture called Written On The
Wind.
I played
tortured
man. And
that wasa nutme inall this.
over Athose
next
couple of weeks — a very tortured man.
"And then one night, after work, I was
atcamemy toplace,
me thatsitting
I was there,
a fool alone,
trying when
to fightit
a decision that had been made for me by
aRosemarie,
big powerour uplove,there
someplace.
everything
about That
the
two of us had already been decided on,
by a power bigger than either of us.
wentI was
to the phone and I called her. I
told"I her
then
I hung up.coming over to see her, and
"When asI got
I started
talking,
soonto ashersheapartment
opened the
door.
'Rose, will you marry me?' I said. I kept
talking,
waiting
any answer. 'It'sI
going
to notbe going
a goodto for
said. 'We're
bemarriage,
happy. darling,'
We're going to have kids, Lord willing. We're going
to build
ourselves
a
home.
And
ing to make that home a place towe're
live go-in,
strictly, leaving all the indignities of this
town, this business, outside the door . . .
And
we're going
a ball,
cockamamey
ball to. . have
. And fun,
darling,
dar-a
will you
marry me?'
"Itganling,
was
at this
to shake.
Theypoint
shookthatso myhardknees
I hadbe-to
sit
down,
or
else
I'd
have
fallen
down.
I sat, and I tried to get up once. But SoI
couldn't.
So I sat again.
"Rosemarie
" 'What's so began
funny?'to I laugh.
asked.
"She pointed to my knees, still shaking
away like crazy, my hands clamped over
them, trying to get them to quit it.
"Andmore.
then she laughed some more, and
some
"When
she finally
stopped, she said, 'By
'"Yes what?'
I asked.
the way, Boh — yes.'
'Yes, I'll
you,' Rosemarie said.
" 'You
will?'marry
I asked.
" 'Yes,' she said again.
"Suddenly, my knees stopped shakThe wedding took place a few weeks
later, in late January, 1956. It was a small
happying. . . wedding,
followed by a long happy
." in Hawaii
honeymoon
— followed by a very
happy first year, during which, for the first
time
in
a
long
time,
Bob's career seemed
ready
to take
It came
aboutoff. with his Academy Award
nomination for his performance in Written
On The Wind.
It had been a fine performance and there
seemed to be little question that it would

get Bob an Oscar and the subsequent good
offers that normally come to an Oscar
Winner. riety,Asthe ifleading
to insuretrade
Bob'snewspaper
victory, Va-in
Hollywood, predicted he would win — and
Variety hadn't been wrong in over thirty
years.
But then, that night in April, 1957, Va-iety proved itself fallible.
Bob didn't win.
And, chance
at thirty-eight,
his
oiggest
over with,he a felt
dud, that,
he was
doomed
to
be
an
almost-made-it
from
here
on in.
"My first reaction," he told us recently,
to ask inmyself
whatplace.
was
I'was
doingto ingetthismad,business
the first
iVTy second thought was: Well, what else
did you prepare for those years, way back,
*hen there was time to figure things out?
My third was a decision.
"I decided this way:
was through being desperate about
ny"Iwork.
"I was going to relax.
"I didn't care who I impressed any more.
"I figured
the
itars
for me, ifit there
would wascomea break
to me insomelay, anyway — so why not relax for a
:hange."
Bob really relaxed those next two years.
3e made a few pictures — "the kind that
leither
helped me."
He andof
losemariehurthadnorthemselves
a couple
beautiful children, a daughter named
Elizabeth, a son named Charles. And life,
n general, went along smoothly, calmly,
lealthily and well.
And then one Saturday night about a
'ear ago,
it came
ional break
which— that
Bob dazzling
had longprofesssince
topped hoping for, or thinking about.
It didn't
soundDesilikeArnaz,
much producer
at first, and
the
jhone
call atfrom
lead man
Desilu Productions.
a script
here, Bob," There's
said Desi.a
We"We've
call got
it The
Untouchables.
ead for you — fellow named Ness, a Chiago detective who tracks down the Caaone mob. I know, it's not the kind of part
■ou're associated with. But the script is
;ood. And it's going to be a two-parter.
\nd I think you'd be good for it. Real
;ood.
good."
Bob Iwasmeannot very
as enthusiastic.
He told Desi
le'd stop by the office one day next week,
We're Getting Married
Continued from page 42)
night as well tell you honest right now —
10, shethings
can't,likenotTV-dinners,
yet. I mean,if she's
great
vith
you know
vhat like
I mean.
But with
of mya lafavortes,
manicotti
and some
chicken
king
homemade, not that canned jazz) and
ieef stroganoff and five-minute soft-boiled
ggs (very hard to make just right) , the anwer remains no, she can't cook yet. But I
totice
around within the
my
ister, she's
Nina, been
quitehanging
a bit recently,
dtchen, asking questions and watching
dina make with the pots and pans, and
hough neither of them will admit it, I
lave a hunch there are some lessons going
mtoreandforthatme there's
gonnasoon.be a surprise in
some day
When Jo and I get married.
That first day after our honeymoon,
naybe.
Around eventide, as the poets say.
Me, sitting in the living room, perusing
nylippers
Downbeat,
bit. indulging in the pipe-andSuddenly sniffing in deep and smelling
delicious-smelling wafting
homething
rough the room.

it.read the script and see what he thought of
said Desi.
"I better
over"No,to Bob,"
your house
tonight.
Mira — send
we be-it
gin
shooting
on
Monday
morning."
"Monday?" Bob asked, incredulous.
"That'sthattelevision,"
said Desi.
And
was television,
as Bob was to
find out when he showed up for work early
that Monday morning, the script he had
read and liked hugged under his arm. Television— that quick-to-get-ready, quickto-rehearse,
quick-to-make-you or quickto-lose-you medium.
In Bob's case, it made him, literally
overnight.
■ The Untouchables was a smash, it soon
became
a weekly
series Ness,
and
Robert Stack,
in the hour-long
person of Elliot
had
broken
the
fifteen-year-old
bad-luck
barrier and, finally, had arrived.
it feel — to arrive, we asked Bob
theHowotherdidday.
"Great,
just
said. to see a jinx
And what didgreat,"
it feelhe like
broken?
"It makes me, of course, appreciate the
break
that ".did. .it.Andthoseit makes
first two shows,"
Bob said.
ciate the fact
that I decided a mefew appreyears
ago to rally,
relax
let the break
insteadand
of pushing
for it,come
pushingnatu-so
hard that I might have pushed it away . . .
And that makes me appreciate, realize, the
fact that the only reason I was able to rewas because
of myRosemarie.
wife. I Without
couldn't
have laxdone
it without
a good there,
wife, a somewhere,
wonderful wife,
I'd still
down
sitting
aroundbe
with that junk-heap feeling I was growBobing pretty
smiledusedthen.
to." And he added:
"Come to think of it, when you say 'argot todayqualify
word. from
For
example,rived,'theyou'veother
I got thea letter
somebody who watches the show. He
wrote:
Dear Mr. Stack — Please send me a picture of my favorite person, the real
Elliot Ness. If you haven't got a picture
I'll AltakeCapone.
one of And
my second
favoriteof him,
person,
if you
haven't
got
pictures
of
either
of them,
then
I'll
take
one
of
you.
Bob scratched his head.
"That's 'arrived?'" he asked. . . . END

Calling out, "Honey, I thought we were
going
out tonight."
And tohereat calling
back, "Shhhhh, or my
seven-layer
cake
will fall.
. ." talking
It's
funny,
me
sitting
here . now,
about my girl, looking forward
to the day
when she's my wife.
I
didn't
think
way
back,
a
years ago, that I ever would getcouple
married.of
"Not till I have a million bucks and don't
have
to sayI came
sir toacross
anyone"who— that's
I'd
tell gals
hintedwhatat the
subject.
(Hinted?
There
was
one
who'd
start
fourth-finger left-hand
every scratching
time I sawher her!)
"Not me," I'd say, " — not till I have my
Well, here I am, still a long way from
million."
having
are going.that kind of cash, good as things
But I'vemarch.
changed my tune about the
wedding
Because if just so happens that I'm in
love.
With a doll.
And marrying her, being with her, for
the rest of my life, is right now the only
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important thing in my whole life. . . .
Was it love at first sight between me
and Jo? — some people have asked.
No,
Matterit wasn't
of fact, it would have taken a
genius
figuremeeting
anythingof ours.
was ever to come
of that tofirst
That was two-and-a-half years ago, in
New
York,I used
at Hanson's,
a Timesin Square
drugstore
to hang around
all the
time with all the other struggling young
singers and actors in town.
Well, this night I was sitting at a table
with one group, when another group came
over and joined us.
I knew all of them except one of the
girls,
to me. the one who ended up sitting next
She cawas
beuse Iwas quiet,
on bigI remember
that night,— mainly
doing most
of the talking and yakking, and so she
didn't thing
haveanyway.much of a chance to say anyBut during one pause, I remember, she
did say, "By the way, my name is Jo-Ann
Campbell."
"That's nice," I said. And then I said,
"Mine's King."
"Last name or first?" she asked.
"Nickname," I said. "It's what people
call me, because I'm like a natural leader."
I laughed, and she said, "You know — but
you"Why
soundshouldn't
just a little
me."
I be?"bit Iconceited
answeredto back.
"I'm a man of talent — and taste."
"Boy!"brrrrrrrrr,
she said. but there was a chill,
And
chill
breeze
in Hanson's
We saw each
other a that
few night.
times after
that those next few months. Backstage at
places like the Brooklyn Paramount, where
we were both booked as singers on the
same theaters,
rock 'n' roll
shows. andAndPennsylvania,
a couple of
other
in Jersey
and places like that.
We saw
each other,
But
we never
talked. I say.
And then early one evening I ran into
another singer I know, girl named Jeanie
Allen. She asked me if I could come up to
her place for a little while to look over
some
had
made vocal
for herarrangements
act, since I she'd
was ajust
hotshot
part-time songwriter and arranger too.
"Besides," Jeanie said, "I want you to
meet my new roommate. She's the sweetest
thing!"
"Yeah? — Who cares?" I thought to mysince in Icase
haven't offsaidgirlsit yet
I'll
say itself,now:
was Istrictly
at this
particular
time.
I'd
had
them
all
after
Gloria.
Gloria
dancer,
when I met
her. was
And aI was
a kid,thirty-one
eighteen,
who
didn't
know
a
shingle
from
And for some reason I fell in Cheyenne.
love with
her. And she said she loved me, too, and
that she had great plans for helping me
with my career. But that woman was more
mixed-up
I was.of Because
one really
day I
found out than
the type
woman she
was. And I was so mad, disgusted at everything that some days I wouldn't even
bother
to get
of bed.
That's time.
how bad
it was for
me out
at this
particular
And so when Jeanie talked about her
roommate, I thought to myself, "Who
Acares?"
cold hello
And getting to the apartment and seeing
the roommate a few minutes later, the only
reason causeI shetook
was Miss
beturneda long
out tolookbe atthatherlittle
Jo-Ann
fame. Campbell of Hanson's drugstore
Brrrrrrrr, but things were suddenly cold
again.
We both said hello to one another, finally (out of politeness to Jeanie) and then
jeanie and I got to work on the arrangeher own room
78 for the ments,
hourJo-Annor retiring
so I wasto there.

I was just about to leave, in fact, when
Jeanie extended the invitation that was,
in time, to change my whole life.
"Why don't you stay to dinner?" she
asked.
Before I could get the ahem out of my
mouth and say look this is the story and
so I derdon't
think it wouldJeanie
be advisable
the circumstances,
called outun-to
Jo-Ann and said, "Sweetie, you and Bobby
go to the grocer's, while I fix the salad, and
pickJo-Ann
up some
right?"
came iceoutcream,
of her allroom,
looked at
me for a second, shrugged and said — reluctantly, Ithought — "Oh, all right."
Our walk to the grocer's was like a cross
between
originalChristmas.
Ben-Hur Very
and silent.
'Twas
The NighttheBefore
Very
silent.have been that way on the
And very
it would
walk feeling
back, too,
this
that ifit suddenly
was time Itohadn't
break had
the
ice a little. (Mysteriously, for some reason,
this girl was starting to intrigue me.)
So I found myself taking her hand, very
quick-like.
And so she pulled her hand back, even
quicker-like.
Hmmmmmm, I thought then, pretty unforgiving lit le gal we had here.
Well, I thought then, next step was to
embarrass
her — that
you she
know;mademakea fool
her out
just ofa
little bit sorry
me, the
guyand who'd
given making
up damessuchfora
good
had started
fool ofnowhimself.
"What asin she
the stopped
world areandyou watched
doing?" she
asked,
me
throw myself down on the sidewalk sudment. denly and press my ear against the pave"Quiet, gal," I said. "I hear hoofbeats. I
think
the posse's
Embarrass
her? on its way!"
Heck. It was as if this was the funniest
bit she'd ever seen or heard. And she
started to laugh, man, but laugh. "Oh," she
said, hysterical-wise, "you look so fun-ny
And there
from that moment on and for the
down
next
couple —of" hours — the rest of our walk
home,
dinner,
so on everything
— she was inI said
one
of those moodsandwhere
struck her as funnier and funnier.
She laughed, in fact, until she cried,
really cried, I mean, genuine sad-type
tears. And that's when I learned the other
side of her, my Jo-Ann — the soft and sweet
andIt was
sentimental
and little-girl
side. night.
about midnight
that same
Jeanie and Jo-Ann had done the dishes
while I watched some TV, and then Jeanie
had excused herself and gone to bed.
Jo-Ann and I were sitting in the parlor
of the apartment alone, just the two of us.
Little by little the talk had gotten kind
of serious
Jo-Annherself.
had begun
tell
me
a little and
bit about
How sheto was
from Jacksonville. Florida. How she lived
there with her parents and grandparents.
In a little white house with a garden and
a four-man swing in the back — "kind of
lovely
old-fashioned,"
like theshebeach,
said.
All this and
not far
from the water,
where
theyswimming
all wentandweek-ends,
round, for
picnics. year"I —came
up somewhere
here," she inside
said, "to
York
because
me, New
ever
since I was a little child, there's been a
bug in me that's said to me, 'You've got to
become a singer, you've got to become a
singer.'cided itSo,
dewas when
time forI was
me toeighteen,
up and Ileave.
"It gets a little lonely for me," she said,
"up here, far away — but," she said, "when
you've got a dream, you've got to give up
certain
things toabout
try tohertouchdream
that adream."
She talked
little,
closing her eyes as she did.
And then she opened them and stopped
what she was saying and she said to me,
"Now you, Bobby . . . I've talked enough

. . . Now you tell me all about ycmrse
— "Well,"
I said,baby
"I wason borr;
TheI began
Bronx,
the sickest
rec
there — and there've been lots of bal
born
there
in
The
Bronx.
In
fact,"
I s;
"I was so sickly that neighbors used
stop my mother on the street and s
'Whaddya wanna wheel that thing aroi
That's
Jo-Ann
for?When
It's when
gonna these
die.' tears,
" beganbig toas cry.
anyth;
come to Ihersaw eyes.
"What's
the
matter,"
I
said,
"
—
even start the sad, sad story of myI dieli
"Those terrible people," she said, ign
ing
cute a remark,
"saying
that myabout
poor little
baby a . thing
. . ab1
And she bawled now. Really baw
waiting, not knowing w
toAnddo,I sat
till there
she stopped.
When she did, I took her hand.
This time she didn't pull it back.
A pretty grim childhood
I started talking again. I told about
childhood — what I remembered of it— D
Bronx, the not-so-good part of it wh
we
lived;I was
my mom,
few mon
before
born, widowed
doing her a best
to t;
care of you."
me and Nina; the relief checks w
get
work,when
and tlh
we'dwhen
wait myformom
themcouldn't
and then,
came,
be soandashamed
to go;
the storehowor we'd
the bank
cash them;
it was all a pretty grim childhood exc
that
me, like
been inside
was ainside
bug with
the there'd
same message
as he1
"You've got to be a singer someday, you
got
to be a singer
someday." The
only e
ference
who livedbeing
with that
him myand bug
who had
useda tocout
onto
the message:
got to beson
best and
biggest of "You've
all the singers
I talked about my dreams then.
How I wanted to make the big-ti
How I wanted
start doing it all f
someday,
become to"famous."
fast, with no time to waste because (oi
I've always been an impatient-type g
and (two)
mom wasbefore
sick w
her
heart because
now andmy because
day!"
went,
God'sto will
she didGodgo,forbid,
I meant,if itI was
wanted
get t
the
she'd always
houseoneinthing
the country,
a placedreamed
away froi
The Bronx, with fresh air and trees an
sky
look like walls,
a ceiling
over that
a lotdidn't
of red-brick
but hang
a s£
that she could enjoy for a little wh
anyway.
I talked and I talked that night.
And when I was finished I could se<
was dawn coming up already outside
window of the apartment.
So
I Isaid,
"I'vemove.gotta go now."
But
didn't
Because
I knew
that before I wen
wanted to kiss this girl I'd been talk
to, this girl whose hand I'd been hold
these
few any
hours,girllikebefore.
I'd never e
wantedpastto kiss
For
some
reason,
I
was
nervous
So I started with the jivey talk. aboui
"My life you've heard," I said. "N
aboutformydoing
personality,"
said, like,
" — mo.'wl
I'm
what you I feel
"Is that so?" Jo asked, in that littleyou feel
like."
way
of hers.
"Yep," I went on, "I'm for what e
person feels for the other. Sudden
pulses . . . Like sudden kisses.
"I mean," I said, "if you want to kis
girl and it's mutual, then you should dc
If you're going to swing, swing, I say."
"Bobby," Jo said, very softly, I'll ne
forget how softly, "Bobby — I'm as nerv
asIf you'd
you are. The
talk's not going to h<
And I like
did. to kiss me, please do. Bob!

j And ship,that's
how itour
all started,
our romance,
love for our
eachfriendother
(though, deep down, I fought the idea that
i it was "love" at the time). . . .
: ' We went out lots together those first six
: months,
though actually
"wentworkout"hard
is theto
wrong expression
since, with
5 come by, I didn't have money for that. Instead, we'd spend
most ofeating
our time at TVJo's
and
Jeanie's
apartment,
dinners
I talked
about before, those
watching
TV, listening to records, singing ourselves;
or else we'd visit friends, or my mom, or
i Jo's mom and dad and grandparents, Mr.
- North
and Mrs.
HarrytimeHatcher,
by this
and to who'd
Long moved
Island,
which is very accessible to New York.
Then, at about the time the first six
months or so passed, somebody suggested to
me one day
write
a song.
(1 written
aboutthattenIand
dozen,
seven I'dimmediate
ofalready
which
were recorded
became
flops. But this friend of mine suggested I
try something in the rock 'n' roll style. As
he said, "Everybody else is doing it and
good."
iI making
So onetwelve
day Iminutes.
wrote Splish-Splash, in
exactly
x It got recorded.
Within ten days it had sold nearly 100,000
:r: ; records.
And I was on my way.
To put it mildly, I was in seventh
llj heaven.
there,bring
looking
back. AndA little
it wastooJo high
who uphelped
me
. down to earth.
c. I remember this one night we were sit- ting in a Chinese restaurant over on West
Forty-Ninth
Street,AndI mean
actually
having dinner out.
I started
to laugh
1 about
this
and
say
something
like,
about time, hey, honey, the two of"It'sus
6 living,
real people?"
And like
I remember
how Jo said to me,
t get
Thisspoiled
is onlyor the
beginning,
Don't
satisfied
by onlyBobby.
one record.

rock n other
roll hitfellows
— that instead
makes ofyoulikelikea
aOnethousand
million others. Now you've got to show
them
you can another
really sing,
. ."
And that
I remember
time, too.
not .long
after I started to show them, and started
getting club bookings here and there, how
something
wrong towithmy meaudiences;
— I wasn'tI
really gettingwas through
guess I was afraid and made myself into
aandpretty
brash
and
unpleasant
character
I remember how Jo sat with me one—
night right after a show and said to me,
"Bobby, IButdon'tthisknow
business.
muchmuch
I do about
know. show
The
real performers, they don't fight the audience. They enjoy it. Which is what you've
gotI toremember
do, Bobby.theseEnjoythings
it. . Jo. ." said to me,
at a time they needed saying.
And,
remembering,
tostarted
think drifting
that thisapart.
is justit'saboutstrange,
the timeironic,
we
Or, I should say, the time I started drifting awayhappened?
from Jo.
What
It's hard to explain.
I justmore. Iwas
wouldn't
see her
so much
anydedicating
myself
to a whole
new world now, and the strain of this
dedication
was
knocking
me
out
—
the
work, the newness of it, the constant hard
late
hours, the learning to sleep by day and
live by night, the excitement, the having
to hang around a lot with all sorts of
people, some of them who wished you well,
othersbutwhojustdidn't
give for
a damn,
you'dridefind—
out,
the tofree
a new life, allhungof iton devoted
the Big
Crowd, and that gave me little time for
those few people who really cared.
People
Jo-Ann. about this one night;
We had like
a discussion
nearly a fight.
Jo was blue because I hadn't shown up
a few times when I'd promised to.

I was born in a small town, Bobby,
she
it's different
greatsaid.
big "Maybe
New York.
But whereup here
I comein
from
break we're
a date used
if he tohasa to,fellow
even calling
calling toa
girl once in a while between dates just
to talk. Girls like to be treated that way,
I answered all this with a lot of stuff
that sounded very good and reasonable to
Bobby."
my own ears at the time. "The kind of
thing you're talking about," I said, "is
forced
and anything
forcedsaying,
is ill."to Ittakeall
boiled — down,
what I was
me,"Yes,"
Jo-Ann,
or
leave
me.
she said.
"Take me?"
I said, when I was finished.
"Good," I said, "because this is just
theButwaynothing
it's got to be." really right between us, for awaslongever
time after that.
I was still going through my period of
making the grade, of confusion. And my
mom died suddenly during this period, and
her
passing ever
madehaveme wanted
more miserable
she would
me to be, than
this
wonderful
who'd done so much
for
me. . . mother
.
far aas while
Jo wasandconcerned,
seeAnyway,
hertimesafor three
lotas for
then,
some-I'dI
or four weeks
running,
wouldn't see her at all.
Finally, us.one night, it really seemed over
between
I phonedandhertoldafterher onethatof a these
stretches
friendlongof
mine ner and
his
wife
had
invited
me
to dinhouse and
a date at their
if I wanted
to. asked me to bring
"Would you
come?" I asked.
Jo-Ann
said like
she towould.
During dinner that night I got to feeling
about was
something.
I couldn't
Idepressed
figured there
no sense
staying eat.at
the that
table.thisI don't
me
wouldknow
make if itit aoccurred
little hardto
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Please circle the box to the left of the one phrase which best answers each question:
1. I LIKE MARILYN MONROE:
I READ: UJ all of her story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
UJ not at all
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
4. I LIKE KIM NOVAK:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: UJ super-completely
0 more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ not at all
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with her
2. I LIKE ROBERT STACK:
1 READ: UJ all of her story UJ part UJ none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
UJ am not very familiar with him
UJ not at all
I READ: UJ all of his story UJ part UJ none
5. I LIKE MAY BRITT:
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
UJ completely UJ fairly well UJ very little
UJ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ not at all
0 fairly well UJ very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
3. I LIKE SHIRLEY MACLAINE:
I LIKE SAMMY DAVIS, JR.
□ more than almost any star UJ a lot
UJ fairly well UJ very little UJ not at all
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
UJ am not very familiar with her
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all

0 am not very familiar with him
1 READ: 0 all of their story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
6. I LIKE TUESDAY WELD:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
7. I LIKE BOBBY RYDELL:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
01 READ:
am not0 very
all offamiliar
his storywith0 himpart 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all

on Jo, sitting alone at a table with people
she barely knew. All I know is that I was
depressed. And that I got up and went into
the living room and put on some records.
to Ame.little while later, Jo-Ann came over
She put her hand on the top of my head.
"Good-bye, Bobby," she said.
"Where you going?" I asked her.
"Home," she said. "I've apologized to our
hosts."
"How you going home?" I asked.
"I phoned a cab," she said.
to "Why
get a you
littlegoing
miffedhome?"
about I it,asked,
mad. starting
"Because," Jo-Ann said, not mad-sounding, not un-mad; I guess "resigned" is the
only word
"because,"
said, And
"I don't
want
to be —hurt
anymore,sheBobby.
because Idon't want to tie you down to a
girl who's always going to be hurt, even
for the few hours she's together with you.
"Don't you see?" she said then. "Don't
youI said,
see what
"No. II'mmean,
tiredBobby?"
and my eyes are
blurred.
don't away.
see anything."
And I Iturned
And as I did I tried to say to myself,
"Who cares if you come or go, Miss CampBut bell?
evenWho needs
though you?"
I was saying the words
tothroat.
myself, they seemed to get stuck in my
ISodidn't
I did know
nothing,whatand tojustdo letabout
her Jo.
go. . . .
Mack the Knife came to me shortly after
this. And the world came to me, too now,
in dollars and in applause, in gold records
and so many booking offers I had to turn
half of them down, in screen tests and interviews and picture-taking sessions with
high-class photographers and in autographs and screaming kids — the works.
It was great, and I put my arms around
it like aas lover
who'd taken
girl named
Career
his mistress,
holdinga hard,
never

letting go. Because it happened so fast, it
gave me little time to think. And this, I
thought, was good for me. I was constantly
surrounded by people now. I was never
alone.
show forThere
me atwasn't
the snapa face
of a that
finger,wouldn't
to talk
it up with me, to keep things hopping, to
tell me, remind me, how fine I was, how
great I was doing, how I had the world on
a string, how I had everything.
And tween
thenshows one
in California,
beat a night,
club there,
I was sitting
alone in my dressing room.
As itthat
happened,
alone
night. I was feeling particularly
I could have called for somebody,
But Ito didn't
wanted
see. know just who I really
I sat facing the door.
"If anyone could walk through that door
right now," I thought, "who would you
want
see, moreof her
than came
anyoneto else?"
The topicture
me in a
flash.
The
golden
hair.
The big blue eyes.
The little girl look.
Everything about her that I thought I'd
forgotten
I began byto now,
have but
this hadn't.
conversation with
myself.
"Call her? See her? But she's in New
York," Part A of me said to Part B.
" —"So
you what,
call heryouandschnook,"
maybe shesaidcomesParthereB,
"Comes? She probably won't even talk
tomorrow."
"How like
you gonna
that?" know, unless you try?"
to "Just
me." like that."
"Just
"And what do I say?"
her the facts.
That youyou've
a "You
dope, tell
a schnook,
and that
miss been
her
and"Love
you her?
love her."
Me in love?"

8. I LIKE VIVIEN LEIGH:
CO more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her

0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
rj not at all
10. I LIKE ELIZABETH TAYLOR:
[TJ more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
I LIKE LAURENCE OLIVIER:
[7] am not very familiar with her
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with him
[JJ more than almost any star 0 a lot
1 READ: 0 all of their story 0 part 0 none
[TJ very little
not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
010 READ:
amfairlynot0 well
very
with [JJ[TJ
himpart
0 completely 0 fairly welJ 0 very little
all offamiliar
their story
[JJ none
0 not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: [JJ super-completely
[JJ completely UJ fairly well 0 very little
9. I LIKE ANNETTE FUNICEUO:
[JJ not at all
|T| more than almost any star 0 a lot
11. I LIKE BOBBY DARIN:
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
[JJ more than almost any star [JJ a lot
1 READ: 0 all of her story 0 part 0 none
[JJ fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 am not very familiar with him
14. The stars I most want to read about are:
(1) .
(i)
(2) .

AGE NAME
ADDRESS
STREET
CITY
ZONE
STATE

Bobby guest-stars in Columbia's Pep:
I READ: 0 all of his story 0 part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
12. I LIKE AVA GARDNER:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
01 READ:
am not0 all
veryof familiar
her storywith0 her
part 0 none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: 0 super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
13. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
0 more than almost any star 0 a lot
0 fairly well 0 very little 0 not at all
0 am not very familiar with her
of her story
part 0 none 1
IT1 READ:
HELD 0MY allINTEREST:
0 0super-completely
0 completely 0 fairly well 0 very little
0 not at all
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Just for the fun of it, be a blonde and see ... a Lady Clairol
blonde
! You'llladvlike
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it ! The
soft touchwithandshining,
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it! Thehairlovely
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the pure eye make-up you know you can use with perfect confidence. Maybelline offers
everything for eye-beauty . . . quality unrivalled, prices unmatched ... in a
wonderful range of precious jewel colors that give eyes shimmering, glimmering loveliness.
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That's why Maybelline is so necessary to every-upwoman
^y|meant
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Costain's Most Colorful Hit Since "The Black Rose"
The Wedding Night
that Shook an Empire!
haired bride who shone like a i
among
the fortyof other
wives
ofgoddess
Attila,
would-be
Why did she
allow Ruler
herself tothebe World?
led off
to the baricwedding
chamber
of
this
bar-of
warrior—loved?
under Witness
the verytheeyesmost
the man she
astounding
nuptialthe scene
history—
on a night when
fate ofinRome
and
civilizationspectacular
hung in the balanceinallTheCostain's
Darkness and the Dawn.best-seller.

Spectacular 30th Anniversary Offer
from Doubleday's Dollar Book Club
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shave, lady:
don't do it!

Cream hair away the beautiful way...
with new baby-pink, sweet-smelling
neet. Always to nicen underarms,
everytime to smooth legs to smoother
beauty, and next time for that faint
downy fuzz on the face, why not
consider neet? Goes down deep where
no razor can reach to cream hair
away the beautiful way.

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
For vital statistics and biographical information about the stars
get Modern Screen's SUPER STAR CHART. Coupon, page 64.
Q Who ormakes
money — Natalie 9- Why did Kipp Hamilton decide to
Wood
Robertmore
Wagner?
her
to Efrem
Zim— I.S., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. break
balist
Jr., engagement
after escorting
his children
to Connecticut?
— R.G.. San Antonio, Tex.
A On a free-lance basis, Nat makes
twice husbandlessBob's
asking
price —of but,
considerably
tinder
the
terms
her
Warner Bros, contract.
A Obviously
it wasn't—
exactly
in goodKipptastefeltto that
be engaged
the
fiance
in
question
wasn't
9 Sophia Loren recently made a crack when
completely divorced.
that she was sorry she got The Million- 9 Is it true that the ASPCA is taking
aires role away from Katharine HepHunter's
dog away
from getting
him anda
but Katie towasrecreate
too oldherandstagehadn't
is trying
to prevent
him from
the sexburn appeal
role Tab
other animal?
of eight years ago on the screen. What license to own any
— E.R., Hamden, Conn.
was Miss
Hepburn's reply to this unkind remark?
— R.E., Long Beach, N.Y. A Tab has denied beating the dog — said
he was merely yelling at it. Since no
A Cold stone-dead silence.
one
pressed will.
charges, it's unlikely
that has
the ASPCA
9 Will Debbie Reynolds allow and
receive
Liz Taylor
her tohome
9 What's
story was
aboutbadly
the
that theAvainside
Gardner
Eddie Fisher
comes inthere
visit when
with report
crippledwithout
in an aaccident
and may never
Todd and Carrie?
walk
limp
again?
— K.H., San Jose, Calif.
— NJM., Boston, Mass.
A Debbie will allow Liz in her home, A An exaggeration. Ava injured her leg
but
it's
unlikely
she'll
be
at
home
to
and went on to London for treatment.
receive her.
She will walk normally as soon as it's
9 Is her mother trying to force Tues- completed.
day Weld to settle down and marry
Dick Beymer?
to Zanuck's
— P.E., Cleveland, Ohio. 9greatWhatever
plans for happened
Bella —Darvi?
V.P., Rye, N.Y.
A She's been. . using
the daughter:
art of gentle
persuasion
. on her
the A Zanuck transferred his plans to
Ju/iette
Darvi 's living it
power of suggestion on Dick.
up in the Greco.
South ofMissFrance.
9 Is it true that Mel Ferrer, who just
became a father, has a daughter who 9 Iingreadcompany
Eddie out
Fisher's
record-of
putting
album
acts under a different family name tone-poemswhereisdedicated
to anthe
most
because
she's
older
than
Mel's
wife
glamorous
women
in
the
world
—
among
Audrey Hepburn?
Ava Gardner, Garbo, Garland,
— R.E., Philadelphia, Pa. them
Marilyn, Zsa Zsa, Bardot, Lena, Lana,
Wood. I can underA No. Budding actress Mela Ferrer is Liz, andstand hisNatalie
choice in most instances — but
seventeen. Audrey's thirty-one.
how did Natalie get into this? She's
9 I read a funny story that Marlon really just a cute kid.
— P.K., Elko, Nev.
Brando saw a gorgeous Oriental across
a close friend of
aintroduced
crowded and
dimly-lit
askedhis toownbe A . . And
learnedroom,it was
ex-wife, Anna Kashfi. Did this happen Eddie and Liz'.
— or aisctive ? someone's imagination over- 9 Was tax savings the motive behind
Kerr renouncing her Ameri— G.F., Montclaxr, NJ. Deborah
can citizenship and going to live in
Switzerland —— like
other stars?Mo.
A.S.,allSt.the Charles,
A Marlon's
but
not hisvision
instinctwas forunder-active
type. To .his. .
great embarrassment — the story's true! A She's not an American citizen.

WOMAN
THE
FOR,
TARGET

LACE ...
IVUDTMlQHT
IN THE
TERROR,?
TEMPT/ITiOlV...OR
THE SHOCKING
MIDNIGHT THREATS.,

HAD SHE INVENTED
THEM... OR, WAS
SHE LIVING TWO
lives. ..without
KNOWING iT...?

DORIS

DAY*

JOHN

REX

HAR

GAVIN

MYRNA LOY- RODDY McDOWALL
HERBERT MARSHALL - NATASHA PARRY- JOHN WILLIAMS
«ith HERMIONE BADDELEY
Directed by DAVID MILLER • Screenplay by IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS
"MATILDA MELCHER
SHOUTED • FIRE"
by Janet Green Release
Produced by Based
ROSS upon
HUNTERthe play
and MARTIN
A Universal-International
IN EASTMAN COLOR
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JIMMY
DURANTE
there's a bra

AND
TOSCANINI

for all the
women

6

tival Longline
For the career woman (office or home) . . . Knot Naughty with
magic slip knot that lets each cup move independently as you move. Embroidered white cotton . . .A,B,C cups — just $2
For the full-day woman . . . Just A' Just means all-day comfort. Magic Tab
adjusts bra to fit just you . . . gives as much fullness and separation as you
need. White and Black embroidered cotton, nylon lace and nylon marquisette.
A,B,C,D CUps,. .from $2.9S(D cup slightly more) Elastic of acetate, cotton and rubber
For the after-five woman . . . Festival Longline with convenient front opening
assures a smooth
'party'FINEline.BRASEmbroidered
. B,C cupsAND. . .CANADA
$3.50
AVAILABLE
WHEREVER
ARE SOLD INwhite
THE cotton
UNITED . . STATES

■ A vintage phonograph was one of
the prize possessions in the barber
shop of Papa Durante on Catherine
Street
Side. on New York City's Lower East
And the music heard on it most freq-iently was the symphonic records of
.Arturo Toscanini . . . with Enrico
Caruso records a close second.
When young
Durante
lathering
up the Jimmy
customers
to getwasn't
them
ready for his dad's razor, he was forwer cranking up the old phonograph.
"My father never let me shave a
customer or cut their hair," Jimmy
recalls, "but he sure did trust me with
that phonograph. The only trouble was
IIt didn't
play the records
I liked.
had todare
be Toscanini
or Caruso.
To
him they were Roman gods.
"I didn't treat them with much reverence though. Years later when I
needed a specialty song for my radio
program I wrote a tune called Toscanini, Stokowski and Me. I got the
best of it in the lyrics, and the song
wound up with me saying that Stokowski couldn't sing but I could, and
Toscanini
I could. couldn't play the piano, but
"I could tell it was a hit when the
studio audience laughed (they got in
free),
and even
in thesmile
sponsor's
booth there
was aupfrozen
when
they heard it. So I sang it again— wid
emphasasis !
"I gotlater
backandto noticed
my hotel a a little
couplemanof
hours
wearing a big black hat, waiting outside my room. This is either a bill collector or an autograph collector, I
thinks— and he wasn't holding an autograph book. I began wondering if the
payments on my tuxedo were up to
date.
I walkedandupheto draws
the door,
sort
of "Well,
nonchalant,
himself
up to his full five feet two and looks
at me like I had insulted all his ancestors.
"'Mr. Durante?' he asked.
"Yes," I admitted. Then he poked
his fist at me, but just to hand me his
calling card.
" 'There are several things you don't
know
shouted.about me, Mr. Durante,' he
" 'First, my name is Toscanini . . .
second, I do play the piano-and much
better than you.
"'I also can sing better
In fact, if I tried, I could than
even you.
tell
jokes better than you! Good night,
Mr. Durante!' "
end

Look!

Real cream

deodorant

your fingers need never touch !

New glide-on applicator!
Just twist the bottom . . .
cream comes out the top!

Now you can have the all-day protection
only a real cream deodorant can give plus
glide-on convenience — both in new Desert Dri.
It glides on and rubs in right from its own
exclusive applicator. Not just a rolled-on
surface coating, it penetrates for positive
all-day protection. Checks perspiration,
stops odor, won't damage clothes.
3 months'1 supply — 1.00 plus tax.

New Desert Dri®— real cream deodorant— anti-perspirant©Shulton,
by Shulton
Inc., 1960

Only 20 minutes more than last night's pin-up . . .

wake

jOcKEyS-

up
with

a
I3V LYLE IvEXVOX EXGEL

permanent/.

Only new Bobbi waves while you sleep. . .
brushes into a softly feminine, lasting hairstyle!
If you can put up your hair in
pin curls, you can give yourself a
Bobbi— the easy pin curl permanent. Ittakes only twenty minutes
more than a setting! Then, the
wave "takes" while you sleep because Bobbi is self-neutralizing.
In the morning you wake up with
a permanent that brushes into a
soft, finished hairstyle with the lasting body only a permanent gives.
Complete kit, $2.00. Refill, $1.50.
The most convenient permanent of all— home or beauty shop!
m

The
Top Diskto seeJockeys
seriesNation's
of questions
if youposeknowa
your record stars.
known
1. more
This performer
for his
for his voice
singingandbutcanhe sing
has
anthanexcellent
a beautiful ballad. He gyrations
just had
the hit titled Stuck On You
Richard Smith,
Station
WLCO, on the RCA Victor label.
in1937.
BirmingEustis, Fla. 2. He washam, born
Ala., inthat
His
voice is the type
can sing
most anything. On the
Cub
label
his
last
single
was Handy Man. His
latest record is the big
Good twenty-two
Timin'.Windsor,
3.hit kails
He's
and
from
Ontario. He records for
Top
Rank.
His
musical
interests are playing ira Cook,
guitar, writing and com- Station KMPC,
is Burning Bridges. hit Los A"geles. CallfPosing. His current
4. This vocalist was a secAmerica" ondinrunner-up
1958. toHer "Miss
titlewas "Miss Oklahoma." She
was born
in
Tulsa,
Oklahoma, in 1940. Her lovely
voice may
be heard
in an
album
the
title
of which
her name. She
has
the topis
hit single Paper Roses.
5. Brooklyn, N. Y ., is his
birthplace.
He's television
sung in
Ed Meath,
movies,
on radio,
Station
He hadAgain.
the
Rochester,WHECN. and
millionnightclubs.
record seller
His latest album is entitled
This Game Of Love.
6. These six boys (Terry,
Paul,
Nate,
Jacob,
Tommy and Zeke) go under
a
group
name.
Their
latest
album nade.is TheirFlamingo
Serebig song now
is Nobody Loves Me Like
You on the End label.
7. group
They sing.
He heads
the
consisting
of Fred,
Angelo
and
Carlo.
They've
been on clubs.
TV Theyandrecord
in nightfor
Laurie.
They hadIn million
seller Teenager
Love
and I Wonder Why.
iOBuuuvjJ «g
3U0MVQ Oijf «g
tuViUg vjiuy »j
ssuof atuiiutf
fo/rstj
swig »j
John Dixon & Chuck Thompson,
Station WALA-TV,
Mobile,
Ala.
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in this issue:
Parties and Politics
Romances and Partings
Tab In Bad Trouble

(R. to L.) Louella and Jimmy McHugh enjoyed
hosting Fabian,JudyMcHugh,Fabe'sbrotherBob.

Lana and Fred May enjoyed the
party— before the trouble began. 9

continued

Milton Berle and Lyndon Johnson
(right) discussed affairs of state.

10

Convention delegate Sinatra was
solidly behind Senator Kennedy.

Judy Garland and Sammy Davis, Jr. ivere among the shoiv-business
The Pete)- Lawfords' party was for Presidential
stars gathered in honor of political lights like Adlai Stevenson.
nominee Jack Kennedy (Peter's brother-in-law).
ticket to accompany New Orleans mayor De Then Perle Mesta — who else — gave a brunch
Parties . . . Politics . . .
Lesseps Morrison to the floor of the conven- in the Cocoanut Grove to which six thousand
carried. .as. a "news" flash over showed up to shake the hand of "the hostess
nationaltion, it was
television!
Pretty Girls
with thestarmostest"
meet William
her political
and
pals. Myand boss,
Randolph
My
own
personal
when movie
Janet Leigh fainted at the Henry Senator Kennedy, lookingbig asexcitement
Hearst, Jr., and his beautiful Austine hosted
fresh as —though
he had not been campaigning for months and a wonderful luncheon at the Wilshire Country
Fondas'riseparty
the that
Democratic
giving
to theforrumor
she and biggies,
Tony was not under the strain of the Convention Club, particularly pleasant because one could
were expecting a third little Curtis. But she which later nominated him, greeted me at the talk to and enjoy all the celebrated guests.
said "No, it's just a reaction from some pills Phil Regan party with a cheerful "Hello, Gore Vidal, the playwright-politician, took
I've taken for sinus trouble." . . .
Louella," and posed for picture after over Romanoff's for a delightful affair, and
The TV cameras, having a field day with picture.
Phil Regan invited five-hundred and got over
.
What .a. week!
Frantic, hectic and exhaust- nine-hundred into Chasens.
soto many
movie
stars
on
hand
"free,"
flashed
Frank Sinatra and Peter Lawford
Style note: Most of the screen stars and
ing— yes,so I'vemanyneverhands,
covered
seen sosomany
many parties,
movie wives of the politicians wore vivid print or
(brother-in-law of Democratic nominee Senator shaken
John Kennedy) almost as often as they did to stars turn out en masse (even such staunch lace cocktail dresses with cocktail coats. Few
the politicians. . . .
Republicans as the Gary Coopers and furs — but much beautiful jewelry. . . .
The Peter Lawfords had the most
Edward G. Robinson got the biggest Jennifer Jones and David Selznick
hand from the delegates; Nat King Cole showed up for all the doing for the Demo- "Democratic" decoration theme — donkey place
almost as big. . . .
cards and a live, honest-to-goodness donkey
). But neversawsaythree
it hasn't
tun!
Many cratsdays
or fourbeenmagnificent
the garden, delighting all the Kennedy
withHope
demureLange's
collar wasschoolgirl
the most black
modest dress
out- parties within the twenty-four hour span and inchildren
to stay up until 9:00!), as
fit worn the entire week the Democrats were all I can say is that our movietown hostesses well as (permitted
Judy Garland, Nat King Cole,
Milton Berle, the Gary Coopers, Henry
among us. . . .
can
stand
up
and
be
counted
among
the
finest
in the nation.
Fondas and Tony and Janet who attended the
Leigh's whistle-bait
decolletage,
in Janet
mid-afternoon,
the most daring.
. . . worn
On the Saturday before the Monday open- family affair. . . .
No one seemed to note or care that Shelley
ing
day,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jules
Stein
entertained
I guess I could take the rest of this departWinters arrived and departed from the three hundred on the terrace of their hilltop
ment telling you about all the wonderful times
opening ceremonies with Tony Franciosa. home; the Edwin Pauleys six-hundred-forty at we've had while the Democrats were in town
the husband she had just announced shedding their garden supper-dance; the Peter Lawfords among my little movie playmates. But space
twenty-four hours previously. . . .
over one hundred at a "little family" affair doesn't permit. Besides I'm limp — and a
When Zsa Zsa Gabor couldn't get a at their beach home for Senator Kennedy. Republican to boot!

Nursery Notes
Shelley and
The baby that Audrey Hepburn wanted
Tony Part
more than anything in the world was born on
July 17th at the Lucerne Maternity Clinic in
No one, under similar circumstances, ever
Switzerland, a strapping nine-pound boy,
sounded as cool, calm and collected as
whom Audrey and Mel Ferrer promptly
Shelley Winters did when she called me
named Sean. Despite the fact that Audrey is
from New York to tell me she had asked Tony
so frail and delicate and a Caesarean birth
Franciosa to move out of her Beverly Hills
had been anticipated, young Sean arrived by
home and that they were separating.
normal delivery. Now, at last, all the heartI couldn'tandhelp
remembering
tearful,
ache that Audrey knew last year when she
hysterical
unhappy
she had how
sounded
the
lost
a baby, is past and forgotten in her
time she had called to tell me that she was
delight
over the new arrival.
leavingband,Vittorio
her first
husAnd from the other side of the world, from
and father ofGassman,
her daughter,
Vittoria.
Nassau in the Bahamas, came a happy cable
Knowing
Shell, I'mshesureloved
the change
from Connie Towers and Eugene McGrath
was
not because
Vittorio inmoreattitude
and
(TerryMichael
Moore's
that another
Tony less.
man,
Ford ex)
McGrath,
had madeyounghis
just thatofsheherwassecond
more marriage.
reconciledSheto
arrival. Mike surprised a yachting party by
theIt'sbreak-up
deciding to be born three weeks ahead of
and Tony, during the past two years, have
schedule. Oh, well — the Irish are always
been on the verge of parting so often the
actual break must have been an emotional
impatient.
anti-climax.
"Tony and I are not parting in anger or
after a fight," she said from 3,000 miles away.
"Ia just
had tosetfaceof the
situationSo that
we have
different
values.
I made
the
decision that it's far better for us to live
apart."
Now the Oscar
only male
in Shelley's
is theof
treasured
she won
for The lifeDiary
has her- daughter Vittoria to
Anne Frank and if you ask me, Shelley will Shelley
think long and hard before she tries matrimony think of before she marries again.
again.
Tribute to
Buddy Adler
Hollywood was deeply saddened by the loss
of handsome, white-haired, fifty-one-year-old
Buddy Adler, executive producer of 20th
Century-Fox who died of cancer of the lung
in early July.
Nor was there a dry eye among those in
the Temple attending his funeral services
when the organ softly played Love Is A
Many Splendored Thing and From Here To
Eternity, the theme songs from his two greatest pictures.
He will be deeply missed and every heart
goes out to his actress wife Anita Louise
and his two children.

Producer Buddy Adler (with wife
Anita Louise) will be sorely missed.

Bobbij Darin and Jo-Ann Campbell postponed marriage in favor of their careers.
As for you boys who have a crush on
Connie Francis — she too is still heart free,
Cupid Takes
despite
talk she could hardly wait to return to
the Count
Germany
resume her romance with screen
star Peterto Krauss.
Take heart, girls; Bobby Darin ran up a
"Sure I had a crush on him when I met him
big telephone bill to call me from Honolulu in Europe," Connie told me, "and when I go
that he and Jo-Ann Campbell have broken back to do my special show over Luxembourg
their engagement (if it was ever really on!). Radio, I expect to date Peter. But I'm married
"Our careers keep us separated," said to Producer
my career Joe— andPasternak
I mean tells
it." me that Connie
Bobby
"the other
only is going
chance from
Jo-Ann theand Hawaiian
I have to isle,
see each
to be just as much of a smash in the
is when I play the Copacabana in New York. movies as she's been making records after
What kind of a marriage would this be? It you see and hear her in his MGM musical
Where The Boys Are.
just wouldn't work out."

OPEN
LETTER

The still-strong memory of hi
Why Elvis
Stayed Away
what Presley
anyone says,
the
realI don't
reasoncareElvis
did Inotthinkattend
the marriage of his father, Vernon Presley, to
Mrs.
"Dee" ofElliott
in Alabama,
because
the memory
his mother
who diedis just
last
year is still too deep in Elvis's heart.
I don't mean
to imply
that histhere's
estrangement
between
Elvis and
dad andan
new step-mother. At heart Elvis is a sweet
boy and a kind one no matter how many jibes
he takes as 'Mr. Swivel Hips.' I'm sure he

kept Elvis from his father's wedding.
wants his father to be happy.
But as much as I like the Presley mentor,
good old Colonel Tom Parker, I just couldn't
swallow his explanation for Elvis's absence,
"The boy
thought the
shoulddownbe asto
quiet
as possible.
If hewedding
had flown
Alabama, it would have been a riot."
the way.
tells me premiere
that Elvis'sin
GIByBlues
will Paramount
have a special
Heidelberg,
Germany,
for
his
buddies
in the
Third Armored Division.
It was while Elvis was stationed in Germany
that Vernon Presley met Mrs. Elliott, the forofficers.mer wife of one of young Presley's superior

Juliet Proivse has dated co-star Elvis Pi
but her heart belongs to Frank.
Frank and Juliet
the moment
no one
in the
lifeAsofofElvis.
Forgetthere's
that talk
aboutgirlJuliet
Prowse, his GI Blues leading lady. Sure,
there was a flirtation on the set during the
shooting
the picture.
belongs toofFrank
Sinatra. But Juliet's heart
Frank brought her a string of matched pearls
and a jade bracelet from the Orient, not that
the girl is influenced by these baubles. But
when she and Elvis parted the final day of
the
the picture,
cheek. they exchanged a friendly kiss on

to Tab Hunter:
I know you have been advised by men you
consider wiser than yourself to let these "dog
beating"
downthe without
much of acharges
stand todiefight
shockingtaking
accusa-too
tions.
Someone that
closehe towasyou only
told disciplining
me, "Tab has
explained
his
thoroughbred Weimaraner hunting dog from
digging up the garden as he had been
instructed to do by an expert trainer of this
breed. But how can anyone really fight
charges like these — it's like the question:
'When
" I
I can didseeyouthe stop
pointbeating
— but I your
do notwife?'
agree.
think you should shout from the housetops
your denial that you have been cruel to a
little animal, as some of your neighbors have
charged, even to calling the police and
instigating charges against you. I believe it
is imperative that you fight back because you
should read the letters that have poured into
my office from irate people who have listened
to just one side.
Nothing arouses the ire of all the people
who love animals as much as a charge of
cruelty
them.silent.
You can't take it standing
still and tobeing
I happen to know that the neighbors who
live right next door to you are horrified and
shocked over the "beating" complaints lodged
by some people who live across the street
from your home in the Valley. Your next door
neighbor
said,never
"Why been
Tab cruel
loves tothathim.dog!I
I swear hehas has
have a dog of my own and we frequently talk
over the back fence about training our dogs
and tomaking
I'll gladly
go
court — them
if it well
shouldbehaved.
reach there
— and
You
have
always
been
known
as
a
to this."horses and dogs. If you lover
ofswearanimals,
are
innocent — you must fight back. To do otherwise, could be dangerous to your career.

Tab should
up toto those
accuse him ofstand
cruelty
his petwhodog!

Party for "Portrait in
Black-and Blue
If ever a beauty was created for triumphs
and troubles, it's Lana Turner.
What started out to be her only happy
"party"
since the latest
heartaches
over
Cheryl — night
the premiere
of Portrait
in Black
followed by producer Ross Hunter's swank
party at Romanoff's — turned into another
"black"
headlineskirmish
for Lana.
Frankly,
was
just
a pushing
between
her itescort,
the man in her life these days, Fred May,
and a well-known columnist.
May, smouldering over what he considered
unfavorable comments about his love, kept
yelling,
her." Well,
anyway —"Inowlovewethisknowgirl —hisI love
real feelings.
Lana burst into tears asking Fred why he
had done it— all of which wound up in print
asIngemar
a "fight"Johansson-Patterson
almost equally exciting
brawl.as the
But before all this -it had been one of the
most glamorous and star-studded social events
in months. There were so many beauties in
lovely summer gowns dancing every dance
in the ornate Crown Room you hardly knew

where to look first.
Lana, a portrait in pale pink, was on everytongue onthe andway offshethekeeps
blondein
beautyone'sboth
screen.herEarly
the evening she had seemed so happy dancing
cheek someto youngcheek
May.with the good-looking, handAt our table sat two outstanding lovelies,
the dark, exotic Anna Kashfi (the ex-Mrs.
Marlon
was Dina
producer
Hunter's
date) and Brando
blonde, lovely
Merrill.
You so seldom see Loretta Young at a
party that she caught every eye dancing with
her brother-in-law Ricardo Montalban
and her favorite designer, Jean Louis.
Loretta's
gown was
floor length
colored chiffon
whicha swirled
and smokyflowed
around her slender figure as she twirled.
Doris Day, her hair swept into a smooth
"beehive" around her head and wearing an
Oriental-type white gown and coat, laughed
when I accused her of suddenly becoming a
social butterfly. "Not really," she protested,
"Martyjust(hercomes
ever down
lovin'to husband,
cher)
our tennisMarty
court Meland
gets the hook to make me go out. He thinks I
should.
But
left
to
my
own
devices,
I'd
play
tennis, have dinner early looking at TV, and

go Redheaded
to bed everyJanet
night atBlair,
ten!" usually so conservative, caused a few
surprised gasps of
admiration from the males, by a long dress
but just a little above the knee, " — the most
daring
ever owned,"
JaneI'vePowell,
another shegoingadmitted.
sophisticated
these evenings, was in short red strapless
taffeta,
"cute"before
(she'llrealized
hate me howfor
saying still
that).looking
I never
witty and amusing Pat Nerney, her husband,
is. I sat between Pat and Ross Hunter and
they certainly kept the conversation lively.
Despite gossip that he is madly in love with
Kipp Hamilton, Efrem Zimbalist came
"stag." Susan Kohner wasn't with her
"steady" either. George Hamilton was
out of town so Susan's escort was Jim Shelton.
Ringsiding ofatpinkthe roses
candle-lit
tables were
with
centerpieces
and peonies
the Robert Taylors; George Nader
with
McCullogh;
Robert Craig
Cummings.Pat the
Vincentthe Prices;
Stevens and Alexis Smith, the Art
Linkletters, the Charles Coburns, Zsa
Zsa Gabor and Bundy Solt, Jeanne Crain
and Paul Brinkman, the Ronnie Reagans 13
— truly a star turnout.

continued

Tony Aquaviva is proud of his wife Joni James' success.
(That's the real Joni standing on a table in the center.)
Troy Donahue brought his sister to the
party, and she interviewed Louella!

Jimmy Boyd and Yvonne Craig
"planned to marry in just one week.

Jimmy McHugh's
Party for Joni
If all the singers who came to Jimmy McHugh's gardenTonypartyAquaviva,
for JonihadJames
her husband
burst and
into
song at the same time, it would have been the
most expensive chorus ever heard. Practically
every top composer was there, so any record
company would have had a field day.
wasn'tto welcome
all — the Joni
younger
out
in That
full force
before setshe was
opened
at the Cocoanut Grove. Fabian, who spent
most of his time with Judy McHugh, granddaughter of the host, brought his young
brother Bobby, fourteen. Natalie Trundy,
who has more freckles than I have ever seen,
was with Mark Damon. His frequent date.
Jack Benny's daughter Joan, was with another handsome escort, whose name I didn't
Troy Donahue brought his mother and
fifteen-year-old sister who told me she is a
columnist. "I have a column twice a week,"
get.
she said, "and I'm going to write about you."
She's
a picture.
Byrnespretty
was ashaving
himself Edd
a time"Kookie"
with Asa
Maynor.
He's
so
happy
these
now that
his troubles with Warner Bros, days,
are over.
Jimmy Boyd and Yvonne Craig, who
should be married by the time this is in print
because they planned to marry the week end
after Jimmy's party, looked very happy.
David
who although
really doesn't
belong
to theJanssen,
younger crowd
he is
only
twenty-nine,
created
quite
he walked in with his Ellie. Pattia dash
Page when
and
Joni James talked songs and who recorded
what first. Irene Dunne always gets a lot
ofset. admiring glances, even from the younger
When Audrey Meadows and her sister
Jayne (Allen) walked in with Steve Allen
and Robert Six, Audrey asked me if I could
tell them apart. You know the funny thing is
that I don't think they look too much alike
anymore.

Guests of honor Tony and Joni (left)
chatted with Kookie and Asa Maynor.

Cute,
freckle-faced
Trundy
ivas escorted
by actorNatalie
Mark Damon.

$25,000 Roman Orgy
-Hollywood Style
"I wish the fans could see us now," whispered Jack Lemmon in my ear as we sat
in a Roman-Grecian decorated cabana beside
the flower-strewn swimming pool at the
Beverly Hills Hotel which, this night, millionaire-producer Joe Levine and his wife had
turned
into a S25.000 party-plug for Hercuies
Unchained.
I knew what Jack meant. This lavish splurge
was just exactly what some fans think Hollywood life really is: There were beautiful
models (hired for the evening) lounging in
white and gold Grecian style bathing suits on
gold satin lounges around the pool; Herculestype young Adonises (also models, of the
male gender) were strolling around in goldcolored trunks and little else; floating in the
enormous pools were veritable islands of the
most gorgeous flowers, so abundant that their

fragrance scented the air.
Completely modern, however, were the four
bars serving everything under the moon to
drink, the gold fountains spraying champagne, and table after table groaning
with the finest food and fruits our generous
hosts could find.
Rooms overlooking the pool from the hotel
were jammed with wide-eyed tourists who
must have been saying to themselves — "See?
I told
life inhadHollywood
like wants
this!"
Jack you
Lemmon
come alonewas(who
to bring a date to even a fake 'orgy') and he
was
delightforof histhe autograph
'Grecian' beauties
askedthe him
when who
they
weren't splashing in and out of the pool.
Certainly for lavish outlay — Hollywood
may never see another evening like this. Even
a big paper moon came over the hibiscus
bushes to cast glamor over Zsa Zsa Gabor
Dana Wynter, Barbara Rush, Barbara
Nichols and all the other goggle-eyed
guests who all said, "This is the party the
public would pay to look in on!"

Jack Lemmon came stag to the 'orgy' and delighted the 'Grecians!'

As Barbara Nichols said, "This is the
party people would pay to look in on!"
Mitzi Gaynor got quite a lift from
two muscular young Adonises.

-Ina Balin
beingto hailed
as the only
one
of She's
the newalready
actresses
give promise
of being
a great glamour star along the lines of an
Ava
Gardner
or a Lana
how the
critics have
greetedTurner.
her sexyThat's
and
as thePaul
"otherNewman
woman"
inglamorous
From Theperformance
Terrace with
and Joanne Woodward.
Amusingly, Joanne and Paul and Ina are
the best of friends off screen. Calling themfrom Newbuilding
York,"during
they
lived in selves
the "immigrants
same apartment
the filming of the 20th picture. Either in Joanne
and Paul's
apartment
Ina's small
one,
they
spent bigalmost
every orevening
together
going
over
their
"lines"
over
homemade
dinners of hamburgers and coffee.
Also like the Newmans, Ina had her profes ional ro ts in the New York theater — she
was a big hit in Compulsion on Broadway
— before 20th Century-Fox grabbed her for
pictures. Ina was a little nervous about giving
Hollywood
"second"
She had abeen
one ofchance.
the actresses in the
running for Marjorie Morningstar and thought
she had it clinched before she read in
my column one morning that the (then)
coveted role had gone to Natalie Wood! A
bit bitter and cynical she had returned to
Broadway and Compulsion before Hollywood
paged
Ina, hera again.
dark-haired, exciting-type beauty
need have no farther fears since her reviews
in Terrace. At the age of twenty-two, she
seems to have completely conguered two
fields, the stage and the screen.
Born Ina Sandra Rosenberg in Brooklyn,
New York, she can't remember when she
wasn't stage
struck. Used
to baby
money
for dramatic
coaching
when sitsheto earn
was
just thirteen. She came up the usual route,
summer stock, some modeling, then TV, before
hitting good roles in Bus Stop, Compulsion and
AJa/oriry of One.
Too bad, toBroadway
Hollywood
stay. — it looks like Ina's in 15

LETTER
BOX
"What is Holden,
your honestAvaopinionGardner
of stars and
like
William
some others who have pulled up stakes in
their native USA and moved to Europe to save
taxes? I was shocked to read that Holden
reiused to star in a picture made in Hollywood and give work to his countrymen — because he doesn't want to spoil his 'residence'
set up in Europe," blasts Mrs. Vernon DeVore,
My honest opinion?
much Atlanta.
against
on the I'mpartveryof
American
actors.such. .conduct
.
Mae Belle Marks, Detroit, who says she
is seventeen, writes: How can a girl as young
as Sandra Dee admit in print that she has
spent as much as SI, 500 on clothes on a single
shopping
should be jaunt?
helpingSounds
Sandrato me
savethather someone
money.
(I have an interview coming up in Modern
Screen on Sandra which will explain her
attitude on investing in glamour — and other
things, Mae Belle. Look for it. . . .
Do you deny thatElvis
you lavor
Fabian Ricky
above
Some stars, like Ava Gardner- and William Holden, have pulled up stakes Bobby
Presley,
in the USA and moved to Europe to save taxes. Louella's against it. Nelson, Darin,
Frankie Avalon and other young
singers?
snaps notGloria
O'Dell ofof Ft.the Worth.
I sincerely
youngsters. Ilike try
them all.to Ifavor
have any
just found Fabian
to be a charming young boy, modest, hard
working and not at all conceited — very likeable qualities, you must admit. . . .
Richard Meers, New York, postcards: Is it
true Kim Novak is so ill she will never
make another movie? No, no, no.' Kim had a
siege of hepatitis — but she is much improved
and will make many more movies. . . .
You keep
saying that
tween the Crosby
boystheandfamily
Singlightis beall
settled. How come then that we continue to
read magazine stories in which Gary criticizes
(a mild word lor if) his dad? asks Bill
Battenburg,
it myself. Philadelphia. Don't understand
Mrs. Adelaide Hanheimer, Brooklyn,
Someone should speak to Debbie
Louella has found Fabian to be a charming writes:
Reynolds
marrying Harry Karl. How
young boy, hard working, and not conceited. do you meanabout
that — speak for or against it?
My mother tells me that she read that
Dolores Hart dates only on week ends and
goes
ten o'clock
other tonights.
true orto isbedmy atmother
just trying
sell meIs this
the
old-fashioned idea thai young girls should
stay home five nights a week? asks Peggy
Potter, Milwaukee. It's true, Peggy, thai
Dolores
dates
on week
ends in— buta movie
that's
because
she'sinonly
usually
working
and
believes
the cameras.
. . .getting her beauty sleep for
Dottie Donaldson, Seattle, has a problem: Iam a nice-looking girl except for very
bad skin. 1 have been told that movie actresses
have many secrets for keeping their skin
good. Can you tell me some of them? If your
skin is really bad, Dottie, I suggest you consult a good dermatologist in your home town.
Don't
tips medical
on treatments
cures. accept
Get expert
advice. or. ."sure
. fire"
That's all for now. See you next month.
Bing and Gary surely are not feuding
Louella
Sandra
attitude ivill
aboutexplain
glamour,
etc., Dee's
soon.
here : Bing cam e during Gary's Vegas stin t.
continued

PHOTOGRAPHED IN THE GRAND SALON AT PIERRE CARDIN IN PARIS

\

uru
matdenfbrjri
bra
/wore an original, too! New ARABESQUE* — the bra that tops the whole Paris picture! Bias-cut insert between the cups for superb separation, uncanny (almost custom) fit. Noteworthy: flowered circular stitching
combines hand-embroidered look with newly defined contour. Excitement . . . high! Price . . . low! White,
A. B and C cups. 2.50. Pre-shaped ARABESQUE* (with light foam lining) 3.50. At stores everywhere.

OCTOBER
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in October, your
birthstone is the opal and your flower is
the calendula. And here are some of the
stars who share your birthday:

be ahead

in beauty

INSTANTLY
IMAGINE, beautiful, natural-looking hair color in an
instant ... a woman's dream come true! A color
rinse that requires no patch or strand tests
That's NOREEN . . . "INSTANT" because
there is no waiting for color to develop
39C and 69C (plus tax)
...a TRUE HAIR RINSE because it adds '
At cosmetic counters
just the right amount of safe, temporary
everywhere.
color to beautify all shades of hair, or blend-in
scattered gray. Color can be removed only by shampooing. Actually,
all hair colorings fade and become dull in a week or so, and should
be refreshed after each shampoo, NOREEN gives your hair
that lustrous, fresh-looking color instantly . . . without rub-off.
Noreen of Denver, distributes
Noreen Color Hair Rinse and new Liqi
the instant liquid color hair rinse.
INSTANT

October 1— Stella Stevens
Laurence Harvey
George Peppard
October 4— Charlton Heston
October 5— Peter Brown
Skip Homeier
October 7— Glynis Johns
October 10— Helen Hayes
Richard Jaeckel
October 13 — Laraine Day
Yves Montand
Roger Moore
Cornel
Wilde
October 16— Angela Lansbury
October 17— Julie Adams
Jean Arthur
Rita Hayworth
Montgomery Clift
October 18— Inger Stevens
October 20— Barrie Chase
Dolores Hart
October 22 — Joan Fontaine
Annette Funicello
October 23 — Diana Dors
October 24 — David Nelson
October 25— Anthony Franciosa
October 27— Teresa Wright
October 28— Suzy Parker
October 31— Barbara Bel Geddes
Michael Landon

COLOR
HAIR
RINSE

George Nader
October 19

^,:||
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I am blonde,

white,

Swedish,

Prctes

I *antf and Samay Davis is negro, a
V 9ii *mJEL
instead of hating each other,
#|
«Pte
|L^^
I
—
we love each other •
So we have de
|

"| cided

to get

married,

after September 28th nexty namely ^en ^ divor
> immm
from my first husband has become
^^^Mnj&S
HI
BmHH
actual*
Every time that a Negro
makes up his mind to marry a white woman, a deep,
morbid concern is created around them, especially
in the United States, where unfortunately very de
race barriers still exist.
Then any time that a
Negro and a white woman, who are very well known,
speak of marriage, the world seems to divide into
two opposite factions, both of them well trained d
both of them very strong, both of them alleging
reasons seemingly valid.
But all these unknown
people, who want to thrust their nose into other

people's life, give the impression of not realizing that, if a Negro and a white woman have made
up their ndnd to get married, this is an evident
proof
cided

that they love each other.
If they have de-|
to take this step, in spite the difference
of race, their love is certainly much greater than
that of many other people, who are willing to get,
married, because they belong to the same race, but

perhaps

they

would

not

do so,

if

they

were

of difi|

rent race.
Now I should like to ask all the be- |
trothed of the same race this question: would you j
marry your play boy or your play girl, if he or s
were of different races?
If their answer is posi
tive,

to presume that theirs is a
but if their answer were negative, I
that their love is relative, or in any

I should

real love,
should say

be led

ill
ase subject to conditions.
As we belong to two
ifferent religions, we have made up our minds that
four children may grow and choose the religion they
ifeel like professing the more, without any constraint whatsoever and without any hurry*
As both
of us have wished to have our own family for a long
jtime, both of us want a tranquil, calm, usual life
rwith a brood of cheerful children around us*
Sammy has told a journalist, who put the question
fof children before him, that he did not want to be
ianxious about their skin colour:
It does not
%atter,

whether

they

(because we shall be
sider them all only
may

have

our

way

are

black,

white

their parents and
as our children.

or spotted
we will conMany people

the impression that all this is disconcerting and excessive, but, joking apart, this is
of how to face a marriage*
We are quite

iaware that, loving each
Hre shall have difficult

other and getting
problems to solve

obstacles

We

have

already

selves these questions and
ject of our considerations.

they
We

have been
are quite

^therefore,
happiest.

to overcome*

that our marriage
It is possible we

%iotels, where we are not
Jband and wife, there may

married
and many

asked

our-

the obconvinced

will be one of the
may happen to find

allowed
be some

to stay as husStates of the

%.S*A*

where we will not be received in the families, there may be public places, where we will be
obliged to part, owing to the different colour of

jour skin*
Well, let it be so, we will avoid to
nfrequent these hotels, these places, these friends
land it will not be a great sacrifice for any of us.
Some one thinks that, if I marry Sammy, in many
States and towns my films will be prevented from
(Continued on page 78)

a

tragic

cess

prin

tries

to

rebuild

her

shattered

life

■ It had been a strange
little party at the Palace
that night. Grace, the
Princess, had had a
headache. Rainier, the
Prince, had been moody
over some business
transaction gone wrong
during the day. Their
guests, a Count from
here, a ship owner from
there, their overdressed
and underdressed ladies
— nobody had seemed in
proper spirits that night.
The strange little
party was over now.
The guests were gone.
And Grace and Rainier were in their huge
bedroom now, quiet, not
talking, Grace seated at
her vanity, listlessly
brushing her hair, Rainier seated in a chair near
the bed, looking through
a large folder of contracts and complicated
legal documents that
perched upon his lap.
After a while, Grace's
maid knocked and entered the room.
She told her Princess
that a long distance call,
from Philadelphia, Pa.,
U.S.A., had just been
received at the Palace
switchboard.
"Would Madame like
to take it in the sitting
room as usual?" she
asked, in French.
{Continued on page 56)
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■ I'm quitting the Lawrence Welk Show as
soon as Dick Gass and I get married.
He got out of the paratroopers in June and we'll
get married this month.
That will give us plenty of
time to fix up our home. Dick's
moved into a larger house a year
and he bought the two-bedroom
they'd had and he's been renting it
means we have our own home to

family
or so ago
home
out. So that

move into-how many people our age have
that? We're going to paint it from
top to bottom and Dick's going to make
some furniture; he's so handy, he can
build or do anything, and I'll make curtains.
Yes, Mr. Welk knows I'm going to quit.
He's a family man and he's so happy
for me. The other girls will get on very
well as a trio. Janet and I (Continued on page 54)

by future
DianneMrs. Gass
the
Lennon

AGAIN!

■ When Elvis Presley returned from the
Army in March to Graceland, his Memphis
mansion, a profound and disturbing change
in his life was in the making. The hullabaloo
of his return kept the disquieting element in
the background — because all was happiness
and gaiety and laughter now that Elvis was
home.
The change in his life: his father's love
interest, Mrs. Devada (Dee) Elliott, 34, a
blonde, pretty, shapely and the mother of
three young children, who had met Vernon
Presley and had divorced her Army husband.
Elvis, an only child (his twin brother died
at birth), had always been close to his parents. He would have done anything for them
— and did. They were as close as parents and
child could be.
What Elvis was having a hard time adjusting to, when he returned to Memphis after
the filming of GI Blues, was that his father
was still a young man at 44, lonely and
attractive, very much (Conti
in need
nued ofon love.
page 82)
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the first exclusive

A few weeks after the tender parting scene pictured
here, little Tracy was striding around grandly in a suite she shared
with her mother at London's Dorchester Hotel.
She looked so adorable in her new formal
English riding habit that Jean
couldn't resist
child's
the jeans she was
out

a proud smile. The fitted jodhpurs on the
chubby little legs were so unlike
used to wearing on the ranch when she'd ride
on the vast Arizona acres with

her father. Sometimes-and Jean smiled tenderly at the
memory-Tracy would sit on the same horse with
Stewart holding the reins while he guided her hand gently,
taking care that the horse didn't jounce
her too hard. Now that she (Continued on page 68)

EDDIE

The

tender,

heartfilled

story

of his
adoption

of the

daughter
Elizabeth

of

Taylor

and
Mike

Todd

NAMED

FATHER

OF

LIZA

■ Liza Frances Todd was only seven months old when her famous father, Mike Todd, met a spec- j
tacular end in a plane crash over Grant, New Mexico. Her mother, the beautiful queen of
the American cinema, Elizabeth Taylor, was spared from the same fate by the fortuitous \
fact of a serious cold which kept her homebound that blustery March day three years ago.
Liza was too young then to perceive the grief that had befallen her and her
mother. She was still surrounded by love and attention. If she missed that mock-stern !
voice of her father's calling her "sweet monkey," she could not communicate
her loss to anyone. Besides, Mama was there, hugging her to pieces
and bathing her tiny face in warm kisses. Liza never knew that
those moist kisses were mingled with tears of anguish.
Then there was all the traveling and two big brothers to
tease her and please her every whim. Then the first
steps into Mama's arms, the first word "Mama" — for the
beautiful lady who played for hours on end with
her. The kind soft voice that encouraged a baby to smile,
crinkling nose and mouth and bringing a sparkle of love to
those magnificent blue eyes so like her late father's.
Then it was talking time. Words put together like magic.
Words that could bring squeals of pleasure and

4—

prideagain
fromso beautiful
WordsMama
that telling
Mama'Liza
saidabout
over
and over
little Liza Mama.
could learn.
little puppies and kittens and pretty blue birds, pointing
out the floppy tail, the tickling whiskers, the soft feathers and
explaining each over and over as if the words had as much
meaning for the tiny two-year-old as they did for Mama herself.
That was the secret, of course. Mama felt Liza could understand and Liza did understand. Mama never talked
itty-bitty baby talk. She said words of love, of instruction, of happiness, of pride, of soothing, of prayer in her grown-up way so
Liza could learn how to grow up too.
Then there was the day that Mama looked so very beautiful
in moss green chiffon with lots of people kissing her. Liza wanted to
kiss her Mama too. She was like a fairy tale princess, too
unreal to be true. But when Mama saw her, she stooped to scoop her
up in her arms, crushing the lovely dress and flowers and not caring
one single bit. Then Mama took (continued on page 78)
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An extraordinary account from Connie Stevens of her life
as a tough little girl in a Catholic School

New Jersey, Connie thought, looking out the bus window — they might as well have sent me to
Jhina! She remembered her father's words: "It's a good school you're going to, Connie. Daddy's
:otta pay a lot of money to send you. But it's a good place, Catholic, with good nuns, and you'll
neet nice friends there, young ladies, with manners, and good backgrounds." She remembered her
»wn words: "Please don't send me. I wanna stay in Brooklyn." And she remembered the words of
•ne of her girlfriends: "Just be mean and tough with all those creeps and you'll see how fast they'll
end you back."
The bus stopped, in front of the school. And Connie, clutching her valise, got out.
On the porch of the main building she bumped into a girl, about her own age, with short hair,
tnlike hers, and a pretty dress, unlike hers.
"Are you the new student?" the girl asked, smiling, in that ritzy New (Continued on page 72)

In these troubled times the divorce rate
rises every day — especially in Hollywood. We
at Modern Screen, who are so close to the
problems of the stars and (thanks to your
letters) of our readers, find ourselves increasingly distressed by this situation. Is there
some small way, we wondered, in which we
might help stop this alarming increase of broken
homes across our nation? After talking with
hundreds of stars — married and divorced — we
learned that many, far too many couples
begin marriage thinking life together will be all
sugar and spice and everything nice — and
when doubts and despairs set in (as they must)
they assume their marriage has failed. If we
could only show such people, we decided, that
doubts and despairs are a natural part of
marriage, that the best, most lasting and loving
marriages are never free of them — then perhaps some humpty-dumpty home somewhere
might be put together again, and our small
effort would have been worthwhile. With this
in mind, we've chosen eight wives among the
hundreds we talked with, to reveal the sorts
and degrees of problems marriages run into.
Your own problems will of course be different,
but for the good wife the point is always:
problems are what a marriage runs into and not
away from! We would appreciate your comments after reading the stories beginning on the
next page.
^
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Dean Martin says it's easy to been no joke to raise their three
raise seven kids: "The older children, plus Dean's four children by his first marriage.
children pass on the clothes; we
Jeanne was thrust into the
keep the crib and the high chair
for the next kids ; we never throw difficult and usually thankless
anything
away." everything look
Dean makes
easy, even his second marriage,
to petite blonde Jeanne Biegger,
in 1949. But for Jeanne, it has

role
a stepmother
whenof Dean's
first ofwife
lost custody
Craig,
Claudia, Dena and Gail, who
then moved in with Dean and
Jeanne. (Continued on page 76)

Dear Someone:
I'm Paul Anka. I'm writing this open letter because I guess you
might say I have no one right now to write a "closed," private letter to. I'm
loping that someone who reads this may turn out to be "the" one.
So I'd like to just ramble on here a few minutes and tell you about myself
and my feelings. ...
(Continued on next page)
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Isn't it funny how a lot of song
lyrics really tell the truth about
people's feelings? I like listening
to a song because something
happens to me — inside. And I
like writing songs because I can
let out my feelings.
This summer, for instance, I
knew something was missing
from my life, because I was
moody and blue. Now, don't get
me wrong. I know I'm lucky in
many ways. I'm healthy, and I
PUPPY LOVE

have the most wonderful family
and
say I'm
success
ful. adults
But what
wasverysuccess,
asked myself. Success brings
fame, fortune. Is this enough to
make a person's life worthwhile
So I wrote a song about the
deep feelings in my heart .
I'm just a lonely boy,
Lonely
I'm all and
aloneblue.
With nothing to do.
(Continued on page 63)

A

Bogie

W'S

WIDO

is dead, Lauren

herself ...Jason

like Bogie,

looks

but my

Bacall

keeps

like Bogie

heart

telling

and

talks

is in the gravej

isn't it? Isn't it?

■ On January 14, 1957, the unyielding killer, cancer, robbed
Lauren Bacall of the love that
shielded her from the cruelties of
the world, and took from her the
one man in her life, Humphrey
Bogart.
The days that followed were
bleak and empty, and the memories that haunted her made her
finally sell the Holmby Hills
house that love built.
{Continued on page 75)
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The most exciting thing in the world (or out of it)
has just happened at Modern Screen. We've
captured alive and are now holding in our offices a
genuine Fairy Godmother — the same one who, you remember.; many years ago visited poor, lonely, dusty,
little Cinderella, and with a few strokes of her magic
wand made her a princess. Impossible?
Ridiculous? That's what we thought too, so we put
our captive to the test: we took her downtown in
a taxi to visit a poor, lonely, dusty,
little mouse of a girl who, like Cinderella, was
hard at work as a maid in a humble cottage. (The humble
cottage belonged to our editor, by the way, and
the maid's name was Evelyn.) Well, out
came the magic wand and quick as a flash Evelyn
became a princess. We knew no one would believe
what actually happened, so we took pictures
of the extraordinary event, and will publish
them in next month's Modern Screen. Whatever you
do, don't miss the next issue, or the one after
that, or after that, or after that, because every
month in Modern Screen the Fairy Godmother (whose
earth name is Fran Hodges) has agreed to perform
one of her miracles. Meanwhile, turn the page for a
personal message from the Fairy Godmother herself ....
(Continued on next page)

Yes, my darlings, that's the way it happened . . . And it's
pleased and proud I am to be around as chief Fairy Godmother, free every month to work a whole new batch of
magic on some Cinderella who might happen to need my
attention.
But, don't be taken in by all that talk of "wand-waving"I'm a modern, 1960-type Fairy Godmother. Aii the ingredients for my magic make-overs will be easily available to
every one of you — as near as the corner drugstore or your
favorite department store, as simple to reach, for as the
telephone. I plan to tell you all of my secrets so that, wherever you are, you may use them to do your own miracles.
From lipsticks to lingerie . . . from home-permanents to
high fashion . . . from perfume vial to undercover style [ . .
you'll get the word, how to use our new MODERN CINDERELLA beauty-fashion portfolio to make your own
dreams come true.
And, my dears, if there is anything you want to tell me,
or ask me, please don't hesitate to drop me a line . . .
I'll be around, working on a new miracle. . . .
See you in these pages next month.
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Scotland Yard organized a thorough investigation, but the thief remains at large.
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England
on the most
terrifying
night
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Sophia
life...

Loren's

■ When Sophia Loren became the victim of the greatest jewel robbery in England's history, there were people who
were inclined to pooh-pooh the whole
situation with something like, "Oh well,
she's a big movie star, she makes lots of
money
more." Loren frantically
But, toasbuySophia
sobbed out her story to a Scotland Yard
inspector and said, "Money I can always
make. But I cannot buy back memories,"
there were few who could share her bitter memories. Like that of the oh so
shabbily dressed little girl who stood in
a muddy Naples street watching a big
chauffeur-driven car, carrying an elegantly dressed woman with two magnificent strands of pearls around her throat.
As the car drove away and splashed mud
on the only dress she owned, the girl
vowed that one day she would have a
big car and driver — and she would have
pearls. Three strands.
And the little girl, Sophia Scicolone,
grew up to be movie star Sophia Loren
and she kept her vow. Each movie
brought new fame, new riches, hosts of
admirers — and with each success,
Sophia acquired some precious new
jewel, that would hold & memory fast in
its flashing depths.
So, just this past May 27th, when the
headlines in papers round the world
screamed the news that over half a million dollars worth of jewels had been
taken from the chalet where Sophia was
living, called the Norwegian Barn, what
couldn't be recorded were the emotions
of a woman who felt that she faced the
greatest tragedy of her life.

This is the drawing room where Sophia, her husband and her staff sat leisurely talking
and enjoying a nightcap, never dreaming that all the while a clever thief lurked upstairs.
The heartbreak had already begun
when Scotland Yard man Eric Shepherd
was roused from a sound sleep, at 12:21
a.m., Sunday, May 29th.
"This is Sophia Loren," said the voice
on the telephone.
"Yes?" Shepherd's eyebrows went up
a fraction.
"My jewels . . . stolen. . . ." Her words
came fast and frantically. The voice was
filled with grief — and something else.
Fright.
At the Norwegian Barn, Sophia Loren
was standing in a dark upstairs corridor,
clutching the telephone. The cord of the
bedroom extension was taut, strained to
capacity, as she pulled the instrument as
far as she could into the hallway. She
could hear her husband Carlo and her
manager, Bascilio Francina, as they
searched the loft. She wanted to be as
near as possible to their voices and, at
the same time, become invisible in the
corner of the hall. She was afraid "he,"
the thief, would return, armed and in
panic. She was afraid he would shoot
her.
She'd dialed 999, Police Emergency.
"What number are you calling from?"
an operator had asked. Somehow, she'd
managed to remember it. Moments later,
she was through to the nearest police
station with a Scotland Yard office, telling the details, trying to be coherent.
When her call had been transferred to
Shepherd, an automatic alert went out
from the Golders Green switchboard — to
radio cars, ports of embarkation, police
stations throughout the country. The
men who handled the police dogs were

awakened at their homes, instructed to
proceed to the estate. Assuring Sophia
that help would arrive soon, Shepherd
dressed and started for the scene of the
crime.
He arrived at 1:00 a.m. Policemen
with their dogs were already at work,
searching the grounds. Officers in uniform stood in front of the doorway. Ponti
and Francina were in the drawing room,
speaking in bursts of rapid Italian. Their
search had been futile. Shepherd introduced himself, expressed his sympathy,
then asked, "Now, tell me where it hap"It was upstairs. . . ."
"Let's go up and look around. . . ."
pened."
They were met by the blue-jean clad
figure of Sophia. Her eyes were red from
weeping. She showed them into the bedro m. Itwas a small room, with a little
alcove at the far end. A blue and gilt
Italian chest of drawers stood beneath
the only window, a few feet from the
door. The top drawer was open. It was
evident that the lock had been forced.
The window was open, too. Looking out,
the superintendent saw a light. "What's
that?" he asked them.
"A little house. A gardener uses it. He
comes and goes in the daytime," Francina answered. "But no one lives there."
They went downstairs, through the
kitchen door and over to the cottage behind a hedge a few steps away. An officer with a dog entered first. The place
was empty, except for a few gardening
tools. The dog, sniffing the concrete
floor, led the way into the largest of
three rooms — a room with a window

They'reciousgone,
theseof jewels,
these riseandfromall her
premementoes
her brilliant
poverty.
that looked
into Sophia's
bedro m, a roomdirectly
from upwhich
a thief might
have watched, where an accomplice
might have waited, possibly to signal,
with a light, the arrival of a car in the
driveway.
They returned to the main house.
"Now, tell me what happened," the
superintendent
asked Tell
them.me "How
was
the
theft discovered?
everything
youSaturday
remember.
. . example
."
had Everything.
been a sterling
of good English weather. The cast of
"The Millionairess" could especially enjoy
it. There was no shooting that day. For
Sophia, herself, it was a very special day:
Carlo Ponti was arriving from Rome.
Around 10:30 a.m., the members of
the household — Francina; Franca, the
maid; Maria, the hairdresser — gathered
in Sophia's room to discuss housekeeping matters. In the midst of the conversation, Sophia started. "What's that?"
They listened in silence. "I'm certain I
heard a noise downstairs."
it?"Francina
he called.went to the door. "Who is
There was no answer. "Franca, would
Franca
youButgo and
see?"found no one. Sophia
shrugged. "I must have been mistaken.
Perhaps
was while
the wind."
A little itlater,
Franca was preparing lunch, Sophia went over her lines
with Francina, who was her artistic advisor as well as manager. Maria sat listening. Shortly after noon, they went
down to the dining room. They were
there for over an hour. Then, returning
upstairs, they (Continued on page 65)

Dear Kathy —
It was so good to see you when you were in
New York, even though you had the measles.
The only sad thing was that we had so little
time alone together. That last day, I'd hoped
we might snatch a few minutes for gossip, and
what happened?
When I got to the hotel, your suite was filling
up rapidly — a close friend, a newspaper reporter, the man responsible for seeing you got

I'm so worried about you, Kathy
to the airport safely, a writer with a tape recorder to do an interview, and telephone calls
by the dozen ... but no time for intimacy.
That's why I'm writing to you. There are so
many things I want to say, but when we see
each other face to face, other things get in the
way.
I was so proud of you!
It seemed natural to see you surrounded by
friends. You've always had a great capacity for
real friendship, and that isn't so common
among theater people as you might think.
You're a thoughtful hostess, too. I noticed
how naturally you put everyone at ease, how
generously you suggested coffee, sandwiches,
cigarettes — anything anyone might enjoy.
Like most mothers, I slipped away to pack
your clothes so you could make the plane, so I
didn't hear all your answers to the interviews.

AN

URGENT

NOLAN

FROM

I was proud of what I did hear, but not surprised at your fluency. Do you remember your
high school principal in St. Louis said, "Kathy
has the potential to win a scholarship instead
of just passing. She's got a brain!"
In those days I spent almost as much time
at school as you. I was forever having to explain your sister Nancy Carroll's tardiness, and
your playing hookey.
I never blamed you. It must have been hard
to go to school and wait to grow up while your
sister was studying drama in New York. She
wasn't always entirely sure she wanted to be
an actress — but you always knew.
You always wanted to be a star. You've
always believed in yourself, never let anything
deter you from your goal. So far you've gone
ahead steadily, because you put your whole
heart and soul into everything you do. You
know what I think of your talent: I can sum it
up in one word: great! You're that rare combination ofa potentially top comedienne with a
fine serious dramatic actress. That's why I'm
so happy to hear about the experimental
theater work you've been doing in Los Angeles.
Television has been the best thing in the
world to establish you quickly. But I know
you'll get the greatest satisfaction out of a
Broadway play. To anyone in show business,
success on Broadway is like a writer's winning
the Nobel Prize, so I'm happy to hear that
you're working at your craft.
You know I watch (Continued on page 61)
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JUDY SULLIVAN, Student, School
of Nursing, Cambridge, Mass., says:
"I cried when I saw those pimples
on my face. I'd been asked to the
MilitarygoBallawayand inI wastime.sureA they'd
never
friend
suggested
wonders! MyClearasil
skin wasandclearit worked
by the
night of the dance!"
SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED, Hides pimples while it works
clearasil is the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tube or new lotion
squeeze-bottle, clearasil gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialists, and clinical tests prove it really works.
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
1 . Penetratet
pimples.affected
' Keratolytic'
softens,
dissolves
skin tissueactionso
medications can penetrate. Encourages
quick
growth
oi
healthy,
2. Stops bacteria. Antisepticsmooth
action skin
stopsI
growth of the bacteria that can cause
and spread pimples . . . helps prevent
further pimple outbreaks!
3. 'Starves' pimples. Oil-absorbing
action <slarves' pimples . . . dries up,
helps remove
'feeds'
pimples
. . . worksexcessfast tooilclearthatpimples!
'Floats' Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.
Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on over
300 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved fjTTTTI
while
Clearasil
tion orusing
tube).clearasil
In Tube,(either
69<i andlo- ^JLLUJJL^
98(f.
Long-lasting
Lotion
bottle, only $1.25 (no fed. squeezetax).
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AtMoney-back
all drugguarantee.
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LARGEST-SELLING BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

I'll Never Sing Again!"
(Continued from page 25)
actually double on the lead, you see;
they have such sweet voices, they'll be
fine.
And giving
I just myself
can't approach
marriage
without
to it completely,
the way my mother did. Mother was only
nineteen when she married Daddy and she
gave up her job as a dental assistant. The
important thing, the most important thing
to me in the world, is marriage. Singing
was never important to me; it was fun.
Marriage is a sacrament, and the more of
the world I've seen in the years we've been
singing,riagetheand a more
realizedThere
what aremar-so
familyI'vemean.
many great stars who have missed what
we've and
always
our inhouse
Dick
I hopehadtoinhave
ours. and what
Ever
since
I
can
remember,
I've had and
one
dream: to grow up and get married
have a big houseful of children like Mom
and
Dad. Maybe
that's
why I fellthein same
love
with
He's alldreamed
dream,Dick
and Gass.
he likes
the same things
and he'swithcrazythem.about
soI dowonderful
I'm children
the oldestandin
afamily
familyofof eight—
twelve,as Dick's
the
a matter oldest
of factin ina
school there was a Gass for every Lennon
down to our Billy and their Debbie, always
a boy of one family and a girl of the other
family in each room. Dick is so like my
dad, he might be his son, they even look
alike; and Dad is crazy about Dick, the
whole
able. family is. They know he's dependWhat marriage needs
This is something terribly important. I
have seen a number of marriages that
started out with plenty of love but they
didn't
out grown
becauseupneither
nor thework
girl had
enough.theTo fellow
be in
love is wonderful, to have someone your
very own; but I couldn't have grown up
in this family,
couldn't
have watched
parents
handle I the
complicated
matter myof
daily living for themselves and all of us
Lennons — without being aware that it takes
more than love to make a marriage work.
It takes faith and humor, tolerance and
understanding and it certainly takes the
ability to assume responsibility.
Dick and I would just have to have these
qualities,
being and
the oldest.
out for hiseachbrothers
sisters asHe I looks
look
after
mine.
I've
known
his family
for
fourteen years, I dated his younger
brother
in seventh grade and I knew who Dick
was but he was three years older than I.
He was a senior at Saint Monica High
when I was a sophomore and I met him
for the first time — really met him — October
19, 1957, atat exactly
seven-thirty.
working
the telephone
companyHe aswasa
cable splicer. He knew my Uncle Dan and
Uncle Dan had said yes, Dick should go
ahead and phone me. So Dick called and
he arrived, right on time; when I bounced
down the stairs he was talking with Daddy
and
Daddy going
'd evidently
he supposed
we were
to the said
football
game at
school
and
then
to
the
dance,
so that's
where we went — thanks to Daddy.
The
funny thing — neither Dick nor I wanted
toup gowiththerea steady
at all. date,
We'd weeacheach
just dreaded
broken
going wonder
back towhatschool
would
had where
happenedeveryone
to our
former dates and how come we were together. It was a miserable kind of evening and the fact that I started it off stepping into a mud puddle when I was trying
to get in the car, didn't help things a bit.
Nor
did jitterbugged
the fact thatwith
I couldn't
jitterbug
so Dick
his sister!

ever expect,
him heagain.
ButI didn't
the following
week,to Iseeguess
decided to give it one more try. He phoned
and asked me for a Saturday night date
and
said from
yes; the
but studio,
Saturday
when was
we
came Ihome
my throat
so swollen, I had to call him and call it
off. He arrived at the house anyhow, about
an hour later, bringing me a strawberry
sundae, and sore as my throat was, he had
me laughing after awhile.
I dated other boys once or twice after
that, but from our fourth date I just knew
that I wanted to marry Dick with all my
heart
want heto looks,
marry lean
me. And
he did.— ifI only
love he'd
the way
and
strong and clean-cut, with sandy hair and
good teeth. I love his religious devotion —
he's
Catholic,at the
he's seminary
strong inforhis tenfaith—
he studied
years.andI
love the sense of humor that shows in his
blue eyes,cisionsIand love
his ability
to make
deto take
over. No
question
about who's going to be head of the house.
He likeswouldsportsbe —lost
anyone
like
sports
at ourwhohousedidn't
because
my parents love sports and we've just
grown ball,up basketball,
that way.
We'reandbaseball,
boxing
track footfans,
to name just a few. Well, Dick loves sports
too, and he loves children — anyone who
didn't
certainly
be lost
at our where
house
where would
we enjoy
children
so much,
the dearest thing in life has been caring
for the babies and watching them grow.
How the Lennon Sisters started
In a way, it was our growing family that
began our career. We started singing in
the first place to build on another bedroom
tohouseour andhouse.
had a totwo-bedroom
it wasWe'd
beginning
be a lot too
small.
My
dad
has
a
goodhouse,
voice soandit we'd
always sung around the
was
easy to sing for club groups and socials. It
was
Mr.
Welk's
son
Larry
who
heard
sing at an Elks Club affair — he was myus
date that night — and he was the one who
brought
to Mr. Welk.
It's allhappy
been sort
of a happyus accident,
especially
this
last paratroopers
year and a half
sinceBrad,
Dick'sNorth
been Carowith
the
at
Fort
lina; because every time we go on tour,
I'm able to meet Dick somewhere. We
spent Thanksgiving together in New York
and he was with us in Washington when
we sang for the President, and he surfore plast.rised us in Atlantic City Christmas beOf course he surprised us even more last
July 4th when he gave me my ring. I
hadn'ta expected
untillastChristmas.
had
two-weekthatleave
summer. Dick
We
had dinner at the Sea Lion Inn, and on
the way back to Ocean Park to see the
fireworks, he gave me this box and in it,
this dear dainty ring, like a diamond
flower. "Now let's find your folks and tell
'em," he said, holding my hand tight. Then
he grinned. "I sure am scared to tell your
dad,"
hewasn't
said. so"Soeasy.
let'sThere
get itwere
over with."a
Whichthousand
few
cars parked
at Ocean only
Park
pier to see the fireworks. When we finally
found my family it was a real sight. They
had the tail gate down on the station
wagon and the car was crammed with
kids, all of ours, including Annie who was
asleepbor onchildren
Mother's
lap, and
several neigh-as
too. Our
announcement,
you can see, was very private. We were
kneeling on a couple of children on the
and seat.
shouting up to Dad and Mom
intailthegatefront
"Deedee
and
shouted. Then heI hadare toengaged!"
do it all Dick
over
again
because
Dad
couldn't
over en-all
the other noise. "Deedee andhearI are
Dad says he was all shook up. Not on
account of Dick — he knows as well as I

do that this is the one for me. Not on
accountI have
of me,
he but
knowsI know
I'm
ready.
starsbecause
in my eyes
how many things there are to face up to
as you go along. Not on account of the
future,
is Daddy
himselfprovides.
who's
always because
taught usit that
the Lord
It's just the first of us leaving home, the
thought of it. We've been so happy.
This is, I'm sure, why I've dreamed so
of marriage;
beenwesuch
happy
family
and thewe've
reason
werea happy
grew out of the wonderful easy relationship our parents have. They're not old
parents, and I'm not talking about age,
and they're not always parents. What I
mean is— besides being parents, they're
also companions. If there's a baseball game
going
out in lifethe asback
they'renothing
in it.
They enjoy
they yard,
go along;
bugs them.
Focus on family
I think what's behind my mother and
father's
love
but ability
a sense toof get
humoralongand isa not
focusonlyon
the ingfamily.
no suchThisthing
as keepup with There's
the Joneses.
is something
that
just job
doesn't
glad Dick
has
a steady
that count.
will beI'mwaiting
for him
at the telephone company when he gets
out
service.
glad
that ofhisthesense
of I'm
fun even
and more
well-being
doesn't wedepend
on spending
of money.
When
first started
dating,a lotthere
was a
big rain storm and loads of cables were
out. Dick
duty that
night soalong
we
spent
the wasn't
evening onvisiting
manholes
Highway 101. It was exciting and it was
fun,
meetingwithDick's
and chat
us a friends
momentwho'd
and pop
tell upus
goingtakeon. the
Othertramnights
we'd drive
towhatthe wasbeach,
to Ocean
Park
pier, watch all the crazy parade of people,
such interesting
different
people
everywhere you look; then for another dime,
we'd ride the tram to Santa Monica Pier
and
watch
the parade
go to
Palisades Park
and seethere.
some Orof we'd
the people
we
know,
just
walking
about.
Or
play miniature golf or see a movie. we'd
a person
who trying
knows tohowputto onhavea
a Dick's
good time
without
big splash. And on Wednesday nights,
we'd go to visit his grandmother. She's
and we're
atdeadournow,wedding,
but going
we hadto miss
lovelyhereve-so
nings, watching TV, going through old
albums of family pictures. This, to me, is
how you know you can live day after day,
year after year with somone — that while
we were dating
have And
to domany
extravagant thingsweto didn't
have fun.
and many a time, Saturdays and Sundays
especially, we've hauled a couple of
brothers
and sistersthewith
If we're —going
tonot thetakebeach
San us.Diego
some orof the
kids?
When zoo
Dick why
was
home this summer, we went to the beach
one day and took three of my brothers
and
little sister, three of Dick's sisters
andIf my
aa friend's
fellow canchildhavebesides.
a happy time and
keep all those children happy, and be
calm even when they get rambunctious
and if you are right with him, enjoying
it— thento make
you know
you'vework.got what it
takes
a marriage
Plans and dreams
Now all I pray for is Dick's safe return
home. He's taken seventeen jumps and he
takes pictures while he's jumping and he
can'tbivouacs
write every day quite
becausea lot
they go out
on
ing. But he —callsso Iondospecial
days andof praysends
little gifts: a paratrooper suit to each of
my brothers, a darling white blouse monogrammed in red, a pink satin heart of
candy and a story book doll for my Valentine, and we're planning and dreaming.

ALL THIS FURNITURE,
ALL THESE APPLIANCES,
AND A MODERN, TWO BEDROOM HOME.
FOR LESS THAN $6,500.
It's sono much
problemlessat .all. .towhen
live ayouwholeownlota better
...
for
spacious,
distinctively styled New Moon home.
The down payment is surprisingly low, and monthly
payments easily fit the tightest budget. Best of
all, your New Moon home is completely furnished
throughout,
',st Nt ready right now for you to move in.
NEW
MOON DALLAS HOMES
INC.
1 , TEXAS
Factories: Alma, Mi<
Ga., Hazelton, Pa., Rapid City, S. D.

big . . . beau t if u I ly bi
We'll be married right next door at St.
Mark's getchurch.
motherand says
they'll
never
all the My
Lennons
the Gasses
in — the church was crammed for the
baby's baptism and Dick has more friends
than
anyonePeggy
I've will
ever beknown
life.
My sister
maid inofmyhonor,
best
man
will
be
either
Dick's
brother
Mark or his best friend Don Smith. My
four-and-a-half-year-old
Dick'sbe
five- and- a -half- year -oldMimi
Debbieand will
the flower girls; our junior bridesmaids
will be Joannie Esser and my sister Janet;
the other bridesmaids, my sister Kathy,
Dick's sister Patsy and my dear friend
Cleo Clapp who's been my pal since we
were too.little
kids. She's
gettingus. married
soon
Monsignor
will marry
I asked
him because we love him so and he's such
a family priest — that's why he wanted to
be Oh,hereandin toVenice
a family mytown.sister
make— it's
it perfect,

and the best buy for better living.
Kathy 's going to lend us her brand new
Lincoln for our honeymoon. It's a funny
story
about itKathy
looks
as though
should's Lincoln
belong to(which
the British
Ambassador or someone). We were up in
St. Cloud, Minnesota, recently and there
was a Catholic Family Life Benefit dinner
where we were invited to sing. Merchants
in the totown
with a
ticket
the presented
dinner andeach
afterof theus dinner,
they asked Janet to draw a dinner ticket
for the lined
door inprizeblack
— thisandbeautiful
black
Lincoln
white leather!
Guess
whatliketicket
Janetto drew
Kathymost's.
It seems
I'm going
have — the
wonderful life possible. When we're on
tour, you're
so many going
peopleto sayquitto singing?"
me, "Is it And
true
that
when
I
say
yes,
they
say,
"Oh,
that's
bad." But it isn't, it's going to be basic,tooa
real way
been living END
to- 55
ward sinceof thelife,daywhatI wasI've born.

A Tragic Princess
(Continued from page 23)
"Of course,"
in French.
She
rose andanswered
entered Grace,
the sitting
room
next ingdoor.
She
stood
by
the
phone,
for the call to be transmitted. Aswaitshe
stood there she looked back into the bedro m, at Rainier. He was still reading. He
yawned once or twice.
Finally
the phone
buzzed.
Grace lifted
the receiver.
"Hello," she said, in English now.
"Mother
... is that you?"
She frowned.
"Mother,
she asked.a few
...
She walkedwhat's
back wrong?"
into the bedroom
minutes
later.
Her
body
was
tense,
her
face pale.
"Eh?" Rainier asked, smiling a trifle,
looking
entered,
what
is wrongup nowas she
in the
City "of— and
Brotherly

WAIST-IN
Gently yet firmly will whittle your
waist. Tuck in tummy too. White
breathable feathernap — adjustable
supporters. Sizes 22-36, $2.95.

"It's my father," Grace said. "He's sick.
He's very sick. He just underwent an
operation.
Love?" They thought it would be nothwas thecancer."
She ing,"satshe said.
down "But
as sheitsaid
word.
"Cancer,"
she said
again.or two she was
For the next
moment
silent, as she thought of her father, John
Brendan Kelly, Big Jack
sick-a-day-in-his-life
Jack Kelly,
Kelly, neverstrong
unbeatable contractor, Brickwork-byKellyestKelly,
Kelly
the
athlete,
the
greatAmerican oarsman who ever lived,
Kelly
who'd thumbed
his nose
George
V of England
for not letting
him atenter
the
Diamond Sculls because he'd worked with
his
hands
and
who'd
then
raised
a
son
trained a son — who twenty-seven years—
later would
Diamond
Cup,
Jack
Kelly, win
her thefather,
The Sculls'
Unbeatable,
down now, with cancer, down and dying
of cancer. "Six days, six months, we don't
know how long he'll live," her mother had
said. "But he's dying, Grace. . . ."
Rainier rules
"We've got to go home," Grace said,
suddenly.
"J?"
Rainieras asked,
almostjustcutting
the sentence,
if he knew
what into
was
coming. "I cannot, not right now." He lifted
the papers he was holding. "There are
problems
I must tend
"This is ahere
Principality
I runto,". . he. notsaid.a
"But
my father
" Grace said.
boutique."
"I cannot,"
said— Rainier.
"Then
the
children
and I— " Grace
started to say.
Rainier interrupted her by tossing down
his
"Albert. . is. sick,"
he said. "IsWhat
the
babypapers.
not sick?
And Caroline.
happened to her the last time she was in
a plane.
you remember?"
"Their Dograndfather
is dying . . . dying,"
Grace
said.
"Don't
you understand
"You talk
youthat?"
getof
excited
with— "meRainier
as if said
it is" —thatand uncle
yours
your father.
What who's
has hedying
meantinstead
to youof really,
your
father? What about some of the things
you've told me about him . . . the hurts,
He stopped.
— " about your father," he said.
sorry
and"I'mthe
"But
I cannot come with you. And neither
can"Youthe want
children."
me to go alone then?" Grace
asked.
"Exactly," said Rainier.
"You
want me to go alone," Grace said,
not
asking
in her
chair.this time, sitting back wearily
Rainier rose. He began to head for the
sitting room. "I'll phone for your tickets

right now," he said. "Of course you want
to Grace
leave nodded
on the and
earliest
plane."her hand up
brought
to her forehead.
"You're
feeling
dizzy?"
Rainier asked.
Grace nodded.
"You'd like a drink?"
Grace glanced at a small bar, a few feet
from
nodded.where Rainier stood. Again, she
"I'll get your maid then," Rainier said.
"What should I tell her you'd like ... A
brandy?
... A answer.
cognac?"
Grace
Instead,didn't
her Serene Highness of Monaco
looked from the bar, over at her husband
— looked at him long, long and hard. . . .
"I She
wanttried
to see
my grandchildren"
to smile
as she bent over to
kiss her father in his bed that next night —
but
she
couldn't.
Because
it wasagain,
not like
seeing her father, Jack Kelly,
but
rather it was to her as if there were some
strange man in his bed, an old man, a
hollow-cheeked man with a thin neck and
thin hands, and with yellowing skin and
with breathings that came hard and warm
from his mouth, and with eyes that had
obviously once been very blue but which,
somehow, were not so blue anymore, and
with a voice, once so strong and booming,
now so weak as it asked, "Gracie, is it you
who's come to see your old man in this
nodding.
"Yes, Daddy," Grace said, very softly,
He reached for her hand.
managed
smile his daughter had
notHe been
able tothemanage.
state?"
"I'm
glad,
Gracie,"
he said,
I'm
a sick man. Awful sick.
No "because
matter how
much those whitecoats try to fool me, that
I know. And because, Gracie, before I
Grace shook her head. "Shhh," she said,
"don't go talking like that now."
"Because before I go," her father went
on, "I want to see you again, Gracie. You
and your babies . . . I've been thinking of
this.
From . as. .
soon Of
as Iwhen
woke you'd
up aftercomethatback.
operation
Us talking like this. You coming with your
He squeezed her hand. He barely noticed
that it had begun to tremble in his.
"Carrie," he asked, "how is she, that
babies."
little
ofDaddy,"
yours?" Grace said.
"She'sCarrie
fine,
go—"he
"And Al,"
said, " — did you know,
Gracie,
that
I've
seen him,Albert
my
new grandson, Hisnever
RoyalevenHighness
or whatever the heck it is those people
call him over there . . . Did you know
"I know," Grace said.
"And now," Jack Kelly said, raising his
head a bit, with a struggle, it seemed,
"just
once I wanthis tooldbe grandpa.
with him,Andso heso
can remember
thatthat?"
I, when I'm Upstairs, taking my walks
in those
Irish-green
I hearhim,
they've
got
up there,
I canpastures
remember
too.
Just like I'll be remembering all of you.
My family. My bunch of Kellys and their
He took a deep breath. And his head
fell back on the pillow once more.
"Are they downstairs, Gracie, the kids
and your husband?" he asked then.
Again,
Grace's
And before
she hand
could began
answer, tohertremble.
father
kids."
said, "I'll see them in a little while. I'm
feeling
of drowsy
I don't
want
them to kind
see me,
drowsy now.
like this
. . . later,
when I'm better.
"But for now," he said then, letting go of
her
here beside
the
bed, hand,
and tell"youme sit,
aboutrightyourself,
daughter,
and things that have been happening since
I saw you last."

Grace sat. And she began to talk, telling a little about little things, about this,
that, talking just to talk, talking, on and on,
as if by talking she could keep what she
now knew to be a room of death alive —
even if only by talking.
she"That's
talked.nice," her father would say, as
"That's
Once in nice."
a while he would close his eyes
and seem to be asleep. But then, suddenly, he would open them and he'd say,
"That's nice, my girl, my Gracie."
And then he'd say, asking, as if he'd
forgotten, "The kids? Are they downstairs,
Gracie?"
And toeachtelltime
said that,
Grace would
start
him heabout
the children
not
being there. But, unable to finish, she
would stop. Until, unable to continue talking at all, she stopped completely and let
her father talk. Because it seemed as if,
suddenly, hard as it was for him, he
wanted to talk now, very much.
The Irish influence
"Do they say their prayers?" he asked,
at one apoint,
quite
while.after he'd been talking on for
"Yes," Grace said. "At least, Caroline
does . . . Albert's still too young."
"Well,"
Jack like
Kelly said,
"see thatbrother
they
both
do — just
and sisters
used to you
. . .andTellyour
me, Gracie,
how did it go, that prayer you all used to
say, the one at the table? You should remember. You're the actress, the one with
theGrace
memory
told inhim.the family."
"We would sit around the table," she
said, "and Peggy would start.
" 'Bless
she'd tosay,receive
'and
these
Thy us,
giftsOhwe Lord,'
are about
from Thy bounty through Christ our Lord.'
"And asthen
say, 'Dodo unto
others
you Kelly
would would
have others
unto
you.'
"And I'd say, 'Politeness is to do and say
the kindest thing in the kindest way.'
"And Lizanne would say, 'Amen.' "
to "And
laugh.me?" Jack Kelly asked, beginning
"You'd say, 'Let's eat!' "
"And your mother?"
"She'd say, 'Poppa, really!' "
"Yes," Jack Kelly said, remembering,
"that's right . . . Your mom," he said, the
laugh
go, " who
— youyouknow,
Gracie, beginning
there is a towoman
can
learn by. She taught you all to be good for
good's sake. And to live clean lives. Active
and healthy
lives. ourThat's
the spiritby. Margaret Kelly raised
youngsters
Letting you have it when you needed having
it. Trudging
all off toThat
St. was
Bridget's
every
Sundayyoumorning.
her
spirit.
And that's
the way
got to Her
bringway.
up your
kids, your
princeyou've
and
princess or whatever it is they call my
grandchildren
He closed hisover
eyes.there."
He
seemed
to
! could see that. be in some pain; Grace
But, still, he talked.
"Anding to exercise,"
he asked, "areareyougetting
seeit my grandchildren
plenty
exercise?"
"Yes,"of Grace
said.
"Too much sitting nowadays," Jack
Kelly said. "Too many escalators, elevators, cars. Everybody rides. And if they're
not
riding,you they're
. . . you
That'sknow.
not
the way
make asitting
champion,
And
remember,
Gracie,
it's
a
family
champions — champions — you just happenof
to come from."
Not like the others
He opened his eyes.
Again he reached for her hand.
"Of course," he said, smiling, "you were

the different one, Gracie. Always with
your dolls. And making up your plays.
My quiet little girl, with her dolls, her
plays. And her poems. . . .
"Gracie," he said then, still clinging to
her hand, "sometimes — it's no secret bebut sometimes
didn'tbeingunderstandtwe n uyou,s — Gracie.
With youI not
like
the others; with me wanting you so much
to be like the others . . . And I hope, all
I hope now is that I never hurt you for
not
sometimes."
Hisunderstanding
eyes looked into
hers, almost pleadingly.
"Did I hurt you, Grace? . . . Did I hurt
"No,"
Grace said, shaking her head, "you
you
much?"
never
did, good
Daddy."
"That's
to hear
you his
say eyes
that," once
her
father whispered,
closing
again, " — even though I know you're lying
tosaying
your this
old toman.makeEvenme though
feel goodyou're
now only
...
Because
I
know,"
he
said,
"that
there
were
times — your mother would tell me about
them later — times when I hurt you . . .
times
I madedown,you and
feel asbad."
Gracewhenlooked
she . did the
times came flashing into her mind; much
as she tried to keep them from coming,
they came.
"Swim like a Kelly," they came, her
father's
words,
"not like a stranger with
arms made
of putty!
"What's she sniveling about now? So I
forgotday and
a candle less on her birthcake. Soput what?
"My
daughter,
she
get to be asbecome
shallowan asactress?
the rest Soof
thosecanpeople?
"She amazes
Gracesisterdoes.
thought
it would me,
be her
Peggy.1 always
Anything
Grace
could
do,
Peggy
could do
better.
"Sniveling.
"Sensitive.
"Different — darn it, she's different.
"Can't anyone knock some Kelly into
"But I never meant to hurt you, Gracie,"
she heard her father's voice again.
"I know, Daddy," she said, looking up.
A her?"
chance to apologize
"And
you time,
know,"
said,that"sometimes,
most of the
whatheI said
hurt you
was
But meyou, a you'd
admitunintentional.
this and give
chanceneverto
apologize.
You'don just
made
it hard
me, avoid
Gracie.me Iafter
was that.
neverIt
one to go chasing after people . . . And
you"I made
me a lot of the time."
know,"it hard
Gracieon said.
"I wasI expected
a gruff man,"
Jack Kellyto said.
guess
my children
be that"I
way,
too.
All
of
them
.
.
.
But
you,"
he
said,
"you Just
were likelikemyyoursisteraunt.Grace,
I realize
that
now.
Lord
rest her sweet and beautiful soul. She
was the most beautiful girl you've ever
seen, Gracie," he went on, remembering.
a voice,
to"Shego had
on the
stage.a real
But talent.
none ofSheus wanted
would
ever allow it. Your mother, she was pregnant with you when my sister died.
Twenty-three
yearstheoldday when
died.
And someone said
of hershefuneral,
'The
namesake
will
have
the
talent
our
Grace had, and the chance we never gave
her.' And that was you, Gracie. The nameDid you know that?"
Gracesake . . .nodded.
"Like my sister you were," Jack Kelly
said,
opening
his eyes
once Like
more,him" — you
and
like my
brother
George.
were,
and
not
at
all
like
me."
Again Grace looked down. And again,
the thoughts— hard as she tried to keep
themUnclefromGeorge,
coming came
— came.the thoughts, the
memories. Mr. George Kelly. Writer.
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JOHN GAVIN:

PAY THE MAN
THE TWO DOLLARS!
John Gavin knew his wife Cecily for
eight long years before he "set the date."
once another
they decided,
toButdelay
minute. they didn't want
They took their blood tests and rushed
down to the license bureau about a half
hour before closing. They signed the
necessary papers. Then the clerk said:
"That will be two dollars please."
John reached into his pocket — but in
his
money.rush he'd forgotten to take any
"Got any money with you, dear?" he
asked.
"About $20," Cecily replied. "Why?"
"Well, it seems I forgot my wallet, and
I need
"No." to pay the man the two dollars."
"No what?"
"No, I won't lend you the two dollars."
"Honey, don't be silly. I'll give it to
you back the minute I get home."
"That's not the point," Cecily replied.
"I'd give you anything in the world . . .
forever. But I'm just not going to pay
for my own marriage license."
"But I won't have time to go all the
way home. . . ."
"I love you. I'll always love you. But
John asked the clerk if he'd accept a
no."
check.
But the man said, "Nope — two dollars
— cash."
"Stay right here, honey," John told his
girl. "I'll
back."
canvassed everybegasright
station
in theAndareahetrying
to get a two-dollar check cashed. He was
turned down cold — by attendants who
looked at him as though he was some
kind of nut after they heard his story.
Finally — about five minutes before the
license bureau closed, he found a fellow
who cashed it without hesitation. "Know
just how you feel, Bud," he said. "Same
thing happened to me 15 years ago."
John"Howasked.did you manage to solve it?"
"Didn't," replied the man. "I lost the
girl."stars, with Sandra Dee, in UniversalJohn
Inter national's Romanoff And Juliet.

Pulitzer-Prize playwright . . . Sitting at the
piano
Chopin
little
girl . playing
. . Walking
withandherRavel
when forhea came
to visit, right here down Henry Avenue,
walking and reciting his poetry to her
while the rest of the world rode and
walkedwriteby,a not
. . "Someday,
will
play knowing
for you, .young
lady, andI
you willgetheractduringin theit and
we
will
stand
curtain calls, arm to-in
arm" ... '7 look into your pretty eyes,
youngmysticism
lady, and andI seemelancholy
that sameas strain
Irish
is mine,of
mine" ... "J love you, my niece, my fairy
child
P-A." she heard her
"Likeof East
him Falls,
you were,"
father's
"and,have
and been
sometimes
I think voice
that heagain,
should
your
father . . . that you would have been a
happier child with him than you were
Daddy," Grace said, pressing his
with"No,me."
hand.
"Don't say that, Daddy."
"I complained about you a lot," Jack
Kelly said. " 'No spunk like the others,'
I'd
that say.
it wasBut"you— hewho nodded
had the— "Irealknow
spunknowin
this family of ours. Going up there to
New York the way you did when you
were
eighteen,
after
asked
you not
totheater.
go.onlyAndThe
showing
themI'd—Then
and me.
modeling.
the The
TV.
Then Hollywood. And those grand pictures
you made. And that prize you won. Your
Academy Award.
"I was proud Ithat
Gracie,"
he said,
"prouder
had night,
any proud
right
toI be.
if I never than
told you
how
was And
...
I want
to tell you now."
He sighed.
Again the pain had hit him, it seemed.
"I'msuddenly
talking more
too much,"
said,been
his
voice
wan thanheit had
before, more tired.
said."You should rest for a while," Grace
"Yes," Jack Kelly said. ". . . And while
Ianddo, soothing
you talk voice
to me,of Gracie,
that your
cool
yours. with
And tell
old
man,
while
you're
talking,
about
some
of the better things you remember about
him." He smiled a little, and he even
winked.
me
about what"Go a ahead,"
wonderfulhe said,
dad I"and
was tell
to you
sometimes.
I
won't
be
embarrassed."
Grace smiled back.
"Well — " she started to say, the word
sticking in her throat.
"Well—"
She tried to think. Desperately, she tried
to think.
"Oh God," she thought to herself then.
"I can't remember. There were things. I
know there were things . . . But I can't
remember.
"Oh please.
please," she thought.
"Oh make me remember."
Andself then,
suddenly,
she could
hertalking.
Very hear
softly.
a voice
and Very
mannercalmly.
that were
obviouslyIn
very pleasing to Jack Kelly.
A few good things
she said,Alice
"playing
Tcitchen'
this"I remember,"
one day. With
Walters.
We
were looking
through
the
old
Boston
Cookbook and we saw this recipe for vinegar
candy. It sounded funny, so we made it.
And that night, after dinner, I said I had a
surprise dessert for everyone. And everyone said,'Vinegar
'Really; what is it,And
Grace?'
I said,
they And
all
laughed
and made candy.'
faces. All except
you,
Daddy. You said, 'If you made it, daughI'll braveit ...
it.' And
you hadthata piece.
You ter,tasted
I remember
now.
Yes,"And?"
I remember
thatasked.
now."
her father
"And the time I made the turtle soup —
do you remember that, Daddy?" Grace

asked.
She was so thankful that she remembered.
"Tell me about it, Gracie," he said.
"The time we were alone in the house,
I mean — Everybody was out, even the
cook,"
said, "and
told youa canI'd
prepare Grace
your supper.
And II opened
of
Campbell's
pea
soup
and
was — what did I say? — I told told
you you
it wasit
a rare green turtle soup, I said, imported
directly from the palace of the King of
Jack Kelly laughed.
"Yes, I remember," he said.
Barcelona."
"And?" he asked then. "And?"
"AndyouI remember,"
night
made me sitGrace
at the said,
table "the
till
nine o'clock because I wouldn't eat my
calves' liver. How you wouldn't talk to me
atevenfirst,talkyouto were
so mad.
How youelsedidn't
me after
everybody
had
gotten up from the table and just the two
of us sat there, alone, just you and me and
that portion of calves' liver. I remember
how the
hours topassed.
I didn't And
eat.
How
I started
cry all How
of a sudden.
how you looked at me then, sternly, so
sternly
I'd better
eat. And
began. that
And I Ifigured
swallowed
it down,
pieceI
after piece,
that
awful
meat.
And
I
member how, soon as I finished, I began re-to
cry
again.
How How
you that
got up
chair as I cried.
sternfrom
look your
was
gone from your face now. And how you
kissed me ... I remember that."
"WhyKellyareasked.
you crying now, Gracie?"
Jack
"I don't know," Grace said, shrugging,
wiping away her tears with her fingers.
"Is it," her father asked, "is it because
I never
kissed you
"No, Daddy,
it's notenough?"
that,"
said.
Kelly brought
a handGracie
up, weakly,
to Jack
his neck.
"Is it because I'm going to die?" he
asked.
Grace didn't answer.
No regrets
"I'm not afraid, Gracie, in case that's what
you're thinking," he said. "In fact, to tell
the truth, I'm even a little curious. I've lived
seventy years. I'd liked to have lived a
little
He longer.
paused. But I've no regrets," he said.
"Don't cry," he said then. "A few tears
after then.
I'm gone
maybe,
more
more Gracie.
now. But no
"Believe
me.Andnow,no Gracie.
"I'm happy
"You're
here.
"My turned
grandchildren
here — "
He
his head aarelittle.
"The
kids.
"Where are they, anyway, huh?" he
asked.
"I don't hear them.
preserve us, but this house
is "St.
like Anthony
a tomb lately.
"Even the voices of children are being
"Daddy," this
Grace
sobbing suddenly,
hushed
—knees
" said,suddenly,
falling toin her
beside the
bed. "The children . . . They're not here.
I'm"What?"
sorry. But
they're
not."
her father asked.
"I wanted to bring them," Grace said.
"But
husband.
He — " asked.
"He mywhat?"
Jack Kelly
"He thewouldn't
let me bring
said,
tears coming
to herthem,"
eyes Grace
again,
the sobbing returning.
Her
father
brought
his
hand
down
his neck and touched her head with it. from
"Get up, Gracie," he said.
"Hey didn't.
there,"
said then, to"what
kind of
She
Princess
are youhe supposed
be, anyway,
kneeling
like
this,
crying
like
this?"
the
tears coming to hip own eyes as he — said
that."Look," he said, "look at me, Gracie, and

listen to me. . . .
"Your husband," he said, talking very
slowlyseemnow,wrong
very tosoftly,
he didhe
may
you, I"—what
know. But
must know what's best for them, for the
children.
a father's
easy
one.YouThatsee,much
old job
Jackisn'tKellyan
knows. And a Prince's job — that mustn't
be so Not
easy,so either.
And I guessHey,
a Princess'
too.
easy sometimes.
daughter?"
She shook her head.
"Tell me, Grade," her father asked then,
"does over
it everthereget intooMonaco,
tough onliving
you, sobeing
way
far
away from everything you know, living
there in that big palace, people bowing and
scraping
all over
place,opened
people —at " that
The door
to thetheroom
moment and a nurse walked in. First, she
handed Grace an envelope she was carrying. And then, merrily, she said, "Time for
Mr. Kelly's needle so's Mr. Kelly can get
some
now!" her as she filled a needle
Gracesleep
watched
with some serum, then brought it up to
herThen,
father's
and injected
after arm
the nurse
had left it.the room,
sheThelooked
up
at
Jack
Kelly's
again.
serumsee.had begun its workfacealready,
she could
His eyes were closed again.
His thin body, for the first time, seemed
relaxed.
He began to talk again, rambling from
this subject to that. But as he talked now
it was clear that his voice was becoming
husky. And his lips dried, and he licked
his lips as he talked now and as, slowly,
drowsily, he began to fall off to sleep.
"Your Aunt Grace," he said, at one
point, forgetting what he'd been saying
before, about Rainier, a Prince's duties, a
Princess';
"dead at twenty-three . . . The
namesake
Then: . . . Your namesake. . . ."
"I wasGracie,
proud youthatstanding
night youtherewonon your
statue,
that
stage,
Then:all those people clapping."
aboutI mywanted
grandchildren
not"Don't
beingfeelhere.
them, but. .if.
they're
Then: not here — "
"Gracie?"
"Yes?" she asked.
told youyou . .. .. how
I feel Have
... inI
my"Have
heart,I about
. Gracie?
ever"Yes."
told you?"
"Are
"Yes." you sure?"
"When did I tell you last."
"I don't know, Daddy," she said. "I
can't remember right now."
"Then let me tell you . . . Gracie?"
"Yes, Daddy; tell me, Daddy."
"Let me tell you. . . ."
to "Yes,
the Daddy"
bed. — she leaned forward, closer
"Before it's too late. . . ."
Daddy."
beat"Yes,strong
insideSheher.could feel her heart
"Gracie?
.
. . Gracie?"
"Yes?"
"Gr
acie?
But he was asleep now.
said toonceme, more,
you"Yes?"
going sheto say
Daddy?" — what
Were were
you
going
say that
lovedthat
me she
. . .knew.
?"
But toit was
no useyou now;
Her father was asleep, knocked out by
theAnddrugso she
he'd satjustbackbeenin her
injected
chair with.
and she
him she
for abecame
little while
longer. ofAnd,
aswatched
she did,
conscious
the
envelope she's been holding these past few
minute.
She looked down at it.
It was a cablegram, obviously from
Rainier.

She opened it. and read it.
RETURN ARE
IMMEDIATELY,
read.
CHILDREN
ASKING FORit YOU.
ALSO YOU ARE NEEDED HERE FOR
THE RED CROSS BALL NEXT THURSDAY.
Her eyes darted back to those first two
words.
RETURN IMMEDIATELY.
She read them, over and over again.
And then, finished reading them, she
began furiously.
to crumble the cablegram in her
hand,
won't!"
TheAndmanshewhowhispered,
was her "Ihusband
She did, however. After another cable
from Rainier, then an overseas phone call
from him, and after a talk with her
mother
and her her
father's
doctor, with
both herof
whom convinced
that staying
father would prove of no use now, Grace
returned to Monaco, to her children, to the
man
who Cross
was ball
her husband,
to waitof her
for
the Red
and for word
father's death.
She waited alone, most of the time, she
and the
children, avoiding Rainier whenever possible.
Finally,
only acame
few that
daysherafterfather
her had
return, the news
passed away.
Grace was on a Philadelphia-bound jet
again inwasa matter
Rainier
with her.of hours. This time,
He remained in Philadelphia with Grace
for five days and, immediately following
the funeral, he flew back to Monaco, alone.
Grace stayed on a few days longer.
Then she, too, flew back.
People who were around them those five
days they spent in Philadelphia say they
barely exchanged that many words, exceptmentsfor the
they had.two or three violent arguWord of the arguments caused much
speculation.
Some people said that Rainier was
angered by the fact that he had been
"playfully, but purposely" excluded from
JackOthers
Kelly's
saidwill.
this was nonsense— that it
was that
Grace's
"coldness"
him
had growing
caused the
trouble. towards
At any rate, Rainier left Philadelphia a
few days before Grace, and, immediately,
items about the two began to appear in
newspapers all over the world, items
liberally
"Rift!" sprinkled with the words:
"Separation?"
"Divorce?"
Quickly,of it1956seemed,
romance
headingwasforthean fairy-tale
end. . . .
Belonging
Grace had been back at the palace for
only a few minutes, and she sat now on
the terrace just outside her bedroom, alone,
still wearing the black dress she'd traveled
in,
wearing
wornstillthese
past thetwotight
weeks.expression she'd
Rainier joined her after a while, welcoming her back in a few words, then
sitting beside her.
"I just spoke to Caroline's nurse," he
said. "She tells me that you were upset the
child
greetedher youto speak
in French."
"I want
to me in English
from now on," Grace said, " — in English."
."I will make that clear to the nurse,"
Rainier
that isfrom
your him.
wish."
Grace said,
turned"if away
"Grace,"
he
said,
trying
to
take her
hand.
She pulled hers away.
"Grace," tohe us,
said,these
"howpastis itfewthatmonths?
this is
happening
Does it happen to all married people after
a Grace
while, didn't
after such
answer.a short while?"
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ROBERT
STACK
AND THE
DIGNIFIED
ENTRANCE
Robert Stack, who portrays the sincere, dedicated, no-nonsense Elliot
Ness on TV's The Untouchables, is. in real life, a sincerely dedicated family
is spending
heman.callsHisit.greatest
He and joy
his wife
Rosemarytimelove"getting
to driveto outknowintohisthechildren,"
country foras
family picnics, family beach parties.
One night Robert Stack and Rosemary were getting dressed to attend a
press premiere
them.
Or better and
still,thegokids
withdecided
him. they'd rather have Daddy at home with
kids," heis?saidFromfirmly,
Do youeveryone
realize
what"Nowa premiere
the "you
minutejustyoucan't
drivecome
up towiththe us.theater,
stares at you. You have to be very dignified. It seems like miles sometimes
till you're inside. And you have to be all dressed up. It's quite an elegant
affair."
"Are you elegant. Pop?" they asked.
"When I have to be. yes," Robert Stack answered grimly.
"And you're going to be dignified tonight. Pop?"
"I hope so, if I can ever get dressed in peace. Now you kids scat."
"Aw, gee, Pop, we'd be good. . . ."'
you through
can"t giggle,
it is
you"Now
have look.
to beYoureadycan'tto squirm,
walk right
that and
crowdthe andhardnotpartloseof your
composure."
"What's composure. Pop?"
"When you're old enough to know what that means. I promise you, you
canAndcomeso itto wasa premiere.
. . ." and Robert Stack managed to get off to the
that Rosemary
premiere, and miraculously, on time too.
They pulled up in front of the theater, the doorman opened the door.
Robert Stack, elegant in his impeccably-tailored evening clothes took the
arm of his beautiful wife, and smiled a dignified smile as the people crowding the velvet ropes gasped at her fabulous gown. Then suddenly a smothered titter arose from the crowd and everyone stared in the direction of
his car.
He turned, puzzled, just in time to watch two empty Coke bottles and a
leftover picnic orange roll to the pavement. It was an embarrassing moment.
But his fans smiled indulgently. They just wanted to see Robert Stack.
They didn't care if he was composed or dignified or not.

"At the beginning," he said, going on
nonetheless,
"how and
werejoking
we buttogether
so happy,
so much laughing
and
being together . . . And now, so many
angry
words.
And,
sometimes,
for
long
times, no words. Not talking. But trying
to lose ourselves instead, trying to get lost
from one another all the time in these two
hundred rooms . . . How does it happen,
Still, she said nothing.
"I know," Rainier said, "part of it is
your anger
not before
sendinghethedied.
chil-I
dren to see over
your myfather
thought I had good reason not to. I realize
Grace?"
now —I about
had nothereason.
And and
I'm sorry
that
children,
about about
you,
notHebeing
pausedtherefor when
a while.he died. . . ."
"And I know, too," he said, "that it is
not easy putting up with some of the life
you
up with, all
livingsortsin aofstrange
littlemust
land,putattending
galas,
night after night, being pleasant to people
neither you nor I can really stand, but
being pleasant to them because they are
important
me and
this little
land
whichto has
been tohanded
downbit toof
He paused again.
"And me," he said. " 'What manner of
me.
.is. ."he?' the
man
when
you married
me, whole
after soworld
short asked,
a courtship,
'like?
— thisHow
Princecan— who
is
he?
What
she know what he isislikehe
after so short a time, and take so great
"Well," he said, "I don't know how much
you've
learned
these Ifour
aGrace.
chance?'
About myaboutgoodme points,
hopeyears,
you
have found a few, at least.
"And
about
my
bad
ones
—
"
He clasped his .hands together.
"Aboutsometimes,
my bad my
ones,"giving
he said,
"my
temper
of orders,
my moodiness, my suspicion of people; I
guess you know those well by now . . .
But, know, too, Grace, that before I met
you my life was not an easy one. I've told
you
of my oflifebeing
before.
you ofsomething
the loneliness
a boyI'veandtolda
prince at the same time. Of the distrust
that came to me of people who catered to
me only for their own wants. Of the other
bad and confusing things . . . And strange,
isn't Iit,wasthatbeing
the only
way I could
life
smothered
under fight
was the
by
becoming a bully at times, and snapping
orders, and being moody, and showing
temper t—imes. .just
. as I do with you some"Last
night,"
"as ready
I lay into
our bed, thinkinghe ofsaidyouthen,
getting
board the plane, getting ready to return
here, I began to think what was it that had
brought the two of us together. I thought
about bered
it theforfirsta long
time. weYes,hadI rememattraction
for one
another. The first laughter we shared.
The
feeling
of
the
first
kiss.
I
remembered
all that. But I tried to probe more deeply,
for a fuller answer. And I realized that
what had really drawn us together was an
unbelonging, if there is such a word in
English; a feeling shared by both of us
that despite all our titles and honors and
glamour of living and money and such
things, that neither of us had ever really,
really belonged to anything. And then we
found
And while.
we belonged. For a
while. each
For aother.
beautiful
"But,"
he
went
on,
"as I lay therewhatin
bed
I also began
it waslastthatnightis tearing
us apartto wonder
now, slowly,
so slowly, but so surely.
"What, I wondered, is causing the angry
looks,
the angry words, the hiding from
one another?
"I wondered. And I wondered.
"I probed.
And Inever
probed.came to me.
"But
the answer

"I do not know the answer. . . .
"Do waited
you, Grace?"
He
thing. . . in vain for her to say some"Only once before you," he said then,
"did something really belong to me." He
smiled a little. "I have never told you
about
her before,"
he said,
but herher.
nameIt
was Carmen.
I will
never" — forget
was a few years before I met you, Grace.
It was at the opera where we met. I was
very tired that night, I remember, and I
said specifically to Jean-Pierre, my aide
then, that I wanted only to hear the opera,
that I didn't want to be with people. When
we got to the opera Jean-Pierre said, 'Sir,
there's a lady in your loge.' 'I told you I
didn't want to see anyone tonight,' I replied. 'But she is here anyway,' said JeanPierre. 'Well,' I said, trying to keep my
temper,
'Well, where
is she?' little
And pigeon
JeanPierre pointed
to a forlorn
hiding in the columns of the loge. I could
see that something was wrong with the
pigeon. I picked her up and I saw that
her wing was broken. I held her in my lap
all through the opera and that night, later,
I took her here, back to the palace with
me, and I began to tend after her.
greather,friends,
and"WeI, asbecame
I tended
soothedmy herCarmen
hurt,
took care of her wing. We became, you
coulding at say,
almost
like
lovers,
always
one another at first and playing coosilly
with one another, Rainier of Monaco and
the pigeon named Carmen.
"And then one day it became apparent
to me thatAndCarmen's
wingto notice
was completely,
mended.
I beganShe
certain
restlessness.
did not inseemher toa
like my room in the palace anymore, the
big room with its big closed windows. She
seemed to want to fly away now.
asked herwhispering
one day ifthethatquestion
was whatto
she"I wanted,
her,
in
her
ear,
the
way
gypsies
do with
animals and birds.
"And,
immediately,
hearing
me,
flew to the window and pushed Carmen
all her
weight against it, and I opened the window,

then and there, and I let her go. . . .
"She belonged
was the first thingGrace,
that had ever
really
for
a while. You toare me,
the second. loved me
"Now,
restlessness thatI I sense
sensedin inyoumy thelittlesamepigeon.
"Now, I ask you — would you like to be
waited through the silence that
setHefree?"
followed.
"If
you
stay,"
"we
will begin all
overRainier
again. said
And then,
I promise
you
will tryof tous make
our dreamed
happiness of.more
than Ieither
has ever
he said,
tone know
firmer this.
now, "also
if "But,"
you stay,
youhismust
That
when and if we argue again, when something is wrong, anything, you must not
climb into a shell and make it impossible
for me to apologize to you. You do that,
you
don'tyouknow
if you've
been know.
told this,I but
do that.
And I,ever
you
should know, I am not a man who can go
out seeking people to apologize. Not even
my"I —wife.
" he started. But he stopped.
Because
for the
first that
time Grace
since he'd
begun
talking,
he saw
had
turned her head and was looking at him.
And he saw, or at least he thought he
saw, a look in her eyes that he had not
noticed for a very long time.
Slowly,
hand
and almost
he kissedshylyit. then, he took her
"I hope you stay," he said. "Because I
love
I don't
tell youandenough.
But Iyou,do, Grace.
with all
the heart
blood
that's
in
me.
And
I
tell
for the first time, hoping youthatnow,
it isasnotif
too latetimes what. .a .person
Because,feels,youhe know,
does notsomesay
for a long time. And then it becomes too
late
...
Do
you
know
what
I
mean?"
he
asked.
"I know," said Grace, speaking finally.
"I hopeto drawyou hisstay,"
said again, beginhandheaway.
But ning this
time Grace
took it back.
And she held it in hers.
"I will stay, Rainier," she said. END

TAMPAX
NEVER FAILS TO
AMAZE ME! A

An Urgent Letter to Kathy Nolan
(Continued jrom page 53)
The Real McCoys every week. I buy every
magazine that even mentions your name,
although some of your publicity has been
pretty thingweird,
everyIread. Iand
trulyI don't
believebelieve
your success
is going tostandinggrow
career. and develop into an outAll the
I'm a mother
I worry
about
you same,
even though
you leadandyour
own
life very couraged
successfully.
I've
always
you and your sister to be en-as
independent and self-reliant as possible —
sometimes I wonder if you're both a little
too much
so. But
had twenty,
a home andof
your
own ever
sinceyou've
you were
you've
managed
it
well.
I
taught
you to
be a good cook and to keep house properly, vite
so it everybody
doesn't you
surprise
you'll inknowmeforthata Christmas
turkey dinner— and feed them until they
burst.
The last time I visited you was before
you'd bought
yoursorthouse,
but Iyou
knowwant.
it's
going
to be the
of home
When I was in Hollywood, I stayed a month
and felt we were very close all the time.
You — more than your sister — are like me.
We like the same people, approach our
problems in the same way, and because
we're other
so alike,
sometimes
understand
each
too well
and areweextra
critical.

But when I was in Hollywood, we were
really en rapport.
You took so much trouble to be sure I
met all your friends, and you planned such
fun-evenings. Remember you told me,
"You can dance longer and stay up later
than
never forget
such I!"
deepI'llpleasure
to be that
with visit.
you, toIt was
feel
close, to be proud of the success in your
life.
The women in the family
Still, I worry about you, dear. Like all
the women in our family, you have a
tendency to overdo. I saw it most clearly
on this last trip. You opened the door to
me and you looked chic in your beautiful
silk
pajamas — but your face
was print
peakedlounging
and drawn.
I know this about you: when you're sick,
you won't tell anyone how badly you feel.
You're
a trouper.
you werequitea child
in St.I remember
Louis and when
were
doing
a
children's
show
in
a little
You were quite young and
you theater.
ran a
needle
but youtoldwent
right
on with into
the your
show foot
and— never
us about
it until afterward!
So when you had measles, you made
light added
of it. a"It'sdramatic
nothing,"description
you said ofairily
and
the

"No icalbelts,
pins!dreamed
Instead—possible
physfreedompads,
I never
during that time of the month. All this
I owe to Tampax®— the neat and simple
internal way. So comfortable in place,
you're not even aware of wearing it.
Can't show under anything. Can't cause
odor.
secret.
In just
secondsCan't
you betray
insert, your
change,
dispose
of
Tampax.
You bathe
to your heart's
content. Do what
you normally
do without
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Really, its advantages are just amazing!"
* * * *
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absorbencieLivherever such products are sold.
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my The
bed
ofdoctor's
pain. visit.
I look"There
up andI am,
whatlying
do Ionsee?
doctor's brought three little kids to visit
me! I said,member Ihave
'For Pete's
sake, don't you remeasles?'
"And he said, 'Don't you remember I'm
the
one wholeantoldoveryouandyoukisshadKathy
'em? Nolan
Come
on, kids—
... so you'll get measles and be through
with 'em.' Just like that!" you said, snapping your fingers. "Come to find out — after
they'd
kissedhis meownenthusiastically—
they
weren't alleven
children!"
"Whose were they, then?" someone
asked.
"Three patients," you replied calmly.
"He went right home from diagnosing me,
called
said, measles.
'Kathy
Nolan's their
at the parents
Sheraton and
East with
Have your kids ready at 10:00 a.m. and I'll
take 'em down and expose 'em!' Now
there's
scientific advance
for you!"
But underneath
the laughter,
I could tell
from looking at you that you were really
pretty miserable and just putting on an
act. Itfrom
wasn'toverwork,
lack of make-up;
you looked
pale
and the very
people
who should
have
canceled
your
ments were actually piling more andengagemore
onto you.
When someone sympathized with you for
having to cancel engagements and stay in
bed for three days, you just laughed. "Who
stayed
bed?" and
you twelve
remarkedmagazine
sadly. inter"I did
six radioin shows
views,
and
when
I
simply
couldn't
take
luncheon appointment yesterday, the pub-a
lic relations agency couldn't understand it.
They kept
only must
a littlego
fever,
you cansaying,
make 'But
it— theit's show
on,Butyouevenknow!'
"
though measles may sound absurd, they're
over
thirteen,
and devastating
even thoughforyouanyone
no longer
had a fever, you showed the strain. It was
hard to keep still when I saw you receiving hordes of guests and answering the
phone constantly. You should have been
resting,
but I knew
only. .be. then.
impatient
if I protested,
so I wasyou'dsilent
Now
I'mYouspeaking
my
mind.
push yourself entirely too far. You
don't erly.restYou are
enough
and you
don't eatup,proptoo alive,
too wound
with
too many things cooking for you all the
time.
When
someone
asked
where
you'd
beschedule
two weeks
you announcer.
rattled off your
like anhence,
airlines
"Next week,
San
Francisco
— then Washington, DC, for an appearance,
three
weeks thonfrom
go to Miami
... I wasnowin IWisconsin
last for
weeka teleend.
. . ."just
And listening
so on andto you.
so on ... I was worn
out
When I was with you in Hollywood, I
wanted to do the sentimental, homely
things a mother always does for her child.
Iandfixedyou breakfast
a month
never ate every
a bite.dayYouforwere
always—
on
the
telephone,
or
late
for
an
appointment.
Straight talk from mother
Of course, I can understand that overworking ispart of being young and a star,
but still 7 know you will pay for it later.
You
can't
regular
meals, and
up feeling ignore
so starved
at midnight
that wind
you
eat far too much of the wrong things. Perh
a
p
s
i
t
doesn't
matter
now,
because
you're
young and healthy — but when you are
older indiscretions.
you'll begin to pay for every one of
your
You've the wiry physique and you naturally have a great deal of energy. You've
always
healthy....OfI course
you've
broken been
a lotvery
of bones
still shudder
every time I see a Broadway play that
requires a platform, remembering the time
you fell in Peter Pan and broke your leg.
When you got concussion on the set of The
62 Real McCoys, I was really frantic!

You telephoned to let us know you were
in hospital, and you made light of it. "I got
a hit on the head, Mom," you said. "Nothing serious.when
. . ."you get even a minor ailUsually,
you're wiseof trying
enoughto totakego care
to theof
hospitalment,instead
yourself alone, so I'm used to your phoning you're in hospital — but that day I was
psychic.
simply wait
knew it your
wasn'tfather
a little
thing.
I Icouldn't
come home
before callingforagain.
The nurseto
told me you'd been taken down for a
spinal.
Thatfather
didn't knows
mean anything
to me,
but
your
more about
medical
matters than I, and when I told him the
report, he said, "That means they don't
know
exactlycase,"
how I badly
hurt "one
she is."
"In that
told him,
of us
must
be
there."
He wasn't
it was just
that long
serious,
but
I was
firm. Wesuredelayed
enough
to telephone you that evening, and when
we heard your weak little voice, he was
as worried as I. We packed and phoned,
made his reservation and didn't get to bed
until
decided
should wasgo
rather3:00thana.m.I,We'd
because
yourhe sister
having her first baby and wanted Mama
with her. But your father was on the first
plane anto Los
and I didn't
draw
easyAngeles
breath next
until day,
he phoned
that
you were all right.
In a sporting
club on introduced
the French
Riviera,
Noel Coward
Frank Sinatra to the audience in
both French and English. Frank
mounted to the stage and held the
audience spellbound through a
forty-minute routine. He used his
own unique lingo, including words
like others.
"gasser,"Frank
"grabber,"
and
suggested"clyde,"
to the
audience,
"If
any
of
you turn
cats todon't
dig this crazy talk, just
the
person next to you and maybe he'll
LeonardYorkLyons
lay the news on you."
in the New
Post
But I never know what you will do next!
Ifromnever
knew you'd really
day parachuted
when
McCreaa plane
cameuntilintothatthelasthotel
suite.Jody
He
brought you a silly baby sleep doll,
dressed in red and white polka dots, "to
matchin Kathy's
had wound
a musicit
box
the back measles."
and whenIt you
up,Everybody
it played shrieked
Brahms' with
Lullaby.
laughter when
he said, "I brought this because you never
sleep — so he'll do your sleeping for you!"
But all the same, it wasn't really funny—
because
I knew
been jockeys,
entertaining
people,
criticsyou'd
to disk
4:00 a.m.from
the night
before
. . . despite until
your
measles.
"Sleep?" you said with a shrug, winding
up"You
the doll
needs"ifit?"
will,"again.
Jody "Who
told you,
you want
to That
go parachuting
from Imyknewplane!"
was the firstagain
moment
the
story was true — and it really startled me.
Iknow
wantedyou're
to crytaking
out, to your
protest,life"Don't
you
in your
hands!"
But satof quietly
course, andI couldn't
word. I just
listened tosaythea
banter between you and Jody . . . and
wondered why you hadn't told me.
Did
you think I wouldn't understand?
Ifsame
I had
thing!the opportunity I might do the
Naturally I wish you'd write letters more
regularly,
andremember
I'm sentimental
enough
wish
send just
a cardtoI
for myyou'd
birthday—
but toI have
to admit

wasn't
parentsto
when Ianywas more
your thoughtful
age. I usedof tomy forget
write, forget my mother's anniversaries,
so I'llyouneverhavereproach
You'll
when
children you.
of your
own.learn
Problem with love
I'll confess that's one part of your life
that
worriesmature,
me deeply.
think love.
you'reIn
completely
except Iabout
that department, you're still searching.
When
peoplehave
ask meto say
if you're — happy
with
stardom,
andis No.
know
that Imuch
of your lifeYestoday
sheerI
bravado. You need somebody to talk to,
someone to look up to and respect, somefinger.one you can't wind around your little
One of your greatest problems is that
you're tion,inall generosity.
love with love.I think
You're sometimes
all affecpeople take advantage of this, and I know
you're not so perceptive of people as you
might
. . . buta Ivital
wouldn't
different,be because
part ofhaveyouyouis
your faith in people, your love for them.
But you
to admire
and re-I
spect. Thenneedlovesomeone
will follow
naturally.
think
it's
perfectly
possible
for
you
the sort of love you need, even toin find
the
theatrical
profession
and inwithtwoallcareers
the haz-in
ards we both
recognize
a family and so on. The right love for you
will grow out of meeting many different
people,
and day
experience
yourself.adding
Then maturity
finally, one
the rightto
person will simply be for you.
You've seen that happen with your sister. Ithink
littleright
envious of hersometimes
happinessyou're
with a the
man — but she's sometimes a little envious
ofthe you,
into New carYorkto with
minkwhen
and you
the fly
chauffeured
take
you from one glamour spot to another.
That's natural, because the grass always
looks just
greener
in thefound
other itperson's
but
as you
hard toyardwait—
through high school when Nancy Carroll
was that
out happy
in the marriage
world, soyouyou'll
get
yearneventually
for now.
One thing I'm certain: you'll never place
security
and
money
ahead
of
love.
never marry a rich man because You'll
he if
rich, but only if you love him . . . and
he'll have to understand your need for the
theater, because it's in your blood and
you'll
neverthegivefirstit big
up. show
I've known
ever since
you didtha+on
the show boat with your father and me.
it's a serious
but,I know
my darling
daughter,business
I know,withtoo,youthat—
you'll never be completely happy . . .
you won't
even realize
the greata full
talentlife.I
know
possess
. . . without
And
thatyou means
a happy
marriage, a home,
husband and children. You've always loved
children, and I think you're going to be a
very
Thesegooddaysmother.
the world is very much your
oyster.
You're with
prettylotsandof beaux
popular,to young
and successful
escort
you
to
premieres
and
parties.
I've able
neverto
seriously worried about your being
take care of yourself. The silly stories that
make you sound a madcap are only stories
—magazine
and you're
not to trust every
writerlearning
you meet.
Still, I'd like to see you happily married,
enjoyinga your
raisinginstead
children, making
home career,
for a family
ofsayjustto yourself.
These
are
all
things
I
can't
you time
whenforwe're
Mostly,
there isn't
talking,together.
but anyway
I
know we'd
both be embarrassed by too
much
sentiment.
All the same, I'm your mother. I love
you
dearlyhappiness.
— I alwaysPlease
will —take
and more
all I want
is your
care
of yourself, darling — until
happiness
Love that
always,
arrives.
Mama

Letter to a Lonely Girl
(Continued from page 42)
I've got
You
can everything
think of.
But all I want
Is someone to love.
How does a guy know he needs someone to love? Well, if you're human,
sooner
laterheart,
something's
pound terfly
inorthatyour
like bound
the from
but-to
quivers
to and
be released
the
dark cocoon, a guy's love wants to see
the light.
True,
sense.to
TravelingI'vethebeen
way fortunate
I do I getina one
chance
meet a lot of wonderful girls. But the
trouble is I meet them for a moment and
thenlife:
it's here
good-bye.
That'stomorrow.
the storyAndof
my
today, gone
a lot of people still link me romantically
with
that'sup anowpiece... ofin past
historyAnnette,
I want toandclear
this
story. But, I'm getting ahead of myself.
The first girl; the first song
Let me start at the beginning when I
was a freshman at Ottawa High School in
Canada.
gal named
in front
of me in Aclass.
She woreKathy
her sat
blonde
hair
in a perky ponytail, and she had bright
blue eyes that glittered like jewels. To be
perfectly honest, I had a devilish streak
in me (still do!), and I used to pull her
ponytail. And she'd holler, "Paul, will
youHerplease
actingcutlikerighta child!"
wordsstopalways
through me,
but when a fellow's only fourteen years
old, he's not experienced in the ways of
the
worldintoandcivilized
he doesn't
know how Soto get
a girl
conversation.
he
pulls her ponytail to let her know he
notices her. Girls, on the other hand, even
at fourteen, seem to be wiser than guys.
I guess the Good Lord made them that
way so that they could put up with all
the guff they have to take from the fellows.
SincehowI didn't
didn't
know
to talkhaveto any
Kathypoisein and
a sensible
way, I pined quietly for her all that school
year. Finally, an idea popped in my head.
Writing never frightened me as much as
speaking; so why not send her a note. I
don't
the first folded
note I wrote
but Iremember
started passing
piecesher,of
tablet paper to Kathy, and I'd write things
like,
looking good
today!end?Or AndI'd
write, You're
Doing anything
this week
she'd answer, Yeah. I'm busy!
got the message.
be Ibothered.
And then, She
that didn't
spring, want
I heardto
she
was
going
steady
so
I
gave
up
tryingI
to find out if she had a free week end.
just
wrote
her
nutty
like,
What's
black
and
white and red all over? And she'd write
back,
A
newspaper,
and
I'd
answer,
No,
a
blushing zebra!
We had laughs, lots of laughs, with the
notes. And then school came to an end,
and it was summer, and I didn't see her
until September. But I couldn't get her out
of my mind. I guess that's when you begin
toand realize
something's
you
your heart.
I alwayshappening
wondered toabout
her, what she was doing that very minute
while I was swimming or having lunch
orlikedriding
my bike.
And I'dandwonder
she
pistachio
ice cream
cherriesif and
ukulele music the way I did.
Now atI'veschool,
never but
beenI was
a great
grades
happyoneasfora
chimp when Labor Day came around beause Iwouldthebe way
seeingshe Kathy
I'll
never cforget
looked again.
that first
day at school. She wore a blue checked
dress, and her blue eyes sparkled like
blue-white diamonds. That first week I
got up my gumption, after rehearsing what

I wanted to ask her night after night, I
said, "Kathy, will you go to the prep dance
withHer meeyeson looked
Friday into
afternoon?"
mine, and I melted.
I don't think
I
heard
her say
I remember seeing her sweet
lips yes.
mouthing
it. I was in a kind of Utopia just looking
at her.
That's when I stopped pulling her ponytail. I didn't stop doing it consciously, but
II remember
now stops
I didn'tbeing
pull itmischievous
after that.
guess a guy
when tionahis girl
way. he likes throws a little attenThe prep dance was from four to six
(every Friday afternoon there were prep
dances at Ottawa High). When I danced
with Kathy, I was in what I called "stepladder
heaven." They say there are seven
heavens.
all of them.Well, I was hopping around on
We danced wonderfully together, and
once I putso clean.
my lips against her hair which
smelled
I wanted to kiss her but I was afraid
she would think I was fresh — and fast.
Then, one Saturday night I asked her to
a party
house, and
for
hours.at someone's
I can remember
the wesongsdanced
that
were our favorites. The Crew Cuts singing
Earth Angel and the Charms crooning
Two Hearts, Two Kisses. Finally, as the
party was ending and we were dancing
our last dance in the dim lamplight, I
whispered in her ear, "Promise me . . .
that when we're alone, you'll give me a
And she squeezed my hand and said, "I
One of the guys gave Kathy and me a
kiss."
lift to her house (she lived way out on
promise."
the
outskirts
of town;
I always
had outto
transfer
to three
buses when
I went
there), and we ducked behind the house
to the back door because my buddy was
waiting to drive me home. It was autumn,
late autumn I guess, because a light snow
was falling, the first of the season, and
everything looked pure and white and
beautiful. A snowflake fell on her nose,
and I blew on it lightly, so lightly. And
the snowflake drifted away.
"Kathy," I whispered, "I ... I never
pass up a promise." And she looked up at
me and I kissed her, and I'm embarrassed
toask tellme youwhy.thisButbuteverything
I started towascry.too Don't
perKathy and theallkiss
and the
white fect:
wonderland
around
us. dazzling
And suddenly a car horn honked, and I
said good-bye and began to walk away.
But I stopped and walked back to her and
took her in my arms again and I said,
spells
"Kathy, oh Kathy, I love you."
Jealousy
bobby
pins
We went steady for almost a month,
but Lady Luck was against us. Everything
seemed to go wrong. If Kathy talked to
another guy, if I talked to another girl,
we
each jealousy.
other's necks.
You've
neverwereseenat such
And so,
one
night, I went up to her house. It was a
cold night, but we sat out on the front
porch some
in ourprivacy.
plaid Itmackinaws
have
was time soto we'd
talk
things out. The evening stars looked like
a handful of silverdust in the inky Ottawa
sky, and there was a frost in the air. Our
breaths clouded in front of us, but we
held hands, and I said, "Kathy, I like
you.
And
shelot."said,
like you." Then I
We Awere
silent"Paul,
for aI moment.
knew
I
had
to
say
it.
"Kathy,"
I began,
HOLD-BOB®
"we're still young, and we're acting
like
we're going to kill each other if we just
happen to look at somebody else. We're
world's best bobby pins
only
once, We're
Kathy,making
and we're
not
havingyoung
any fun.
so many
©
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enemies because of the way we act. You're

afraid to talk to fellows because I get
jealous, and I'm petrified if I say hello
to another girl because I know you'll get
"Let's call the whole thing off," she
mad."
snapped,
suddenly.
And I said
we didn'tbe
have
call
it quits,
should
more toreasonable
with that
eachwe other.
But
she
got into
up, and
she said, "It's over," and
walked
her house.
That was it. Every time I saw her at
school after that, she'd lower her eyes and
I'd feel my heart twisting and hurting.
I'd go homeAvenue,
to our hole
red upbrick
87So Clearview
in thehousebase-at
ment
with
my
second-hand
and
write sad songs about love. piano
That was
when I began to think about writing a
song — which I did later — with the lyrics:
When to somebody
time
cry. . . . leaves you, That's the
The next girl; the next song
Isn't it,
it can
funnyyou?
aboutAndlove?
define
yet, You
just can't
look
at the thousands of songs we write about
it. Oncethatyoumakes
experience
it, it's the only
thing
life worthwhile.
After Kathy, I was a lonely boy for a
long while, and then late that spring I
noticed Margaret, a girl who was a grade
ahead of me. She was always coming out
of Mr.in;Payne's
sciencesmile
classat asher.I was
going
and I would
But
the
smile
got
me
nowhere.
write a note. And it worked.So I figured I'd
I wrote: Hi, I'm Paul. Can't help but
notice
school . you.
. . I'd like to see you after
And the next day she passed me a note,
andTheit railroad
said: Meettracks
you were
by theneartracks.
the school,
and so we met and talked and then we
walked to the soda shop for ice cream
sodas. From then on, Margaret and I met
by the railroad tracks after school, and I
whereTheI got
toguess
writethat's
my song,
Traintheof inspiration
Love.
Margaret and I were never serious, but
the thing
that
fascinated
me
about
garet was her mystery. She never toldMarme
everything about herself. She always
knew how to hold something in reserve
and to keep me guessing. And her gray
eyes had a strange, faraway look that
flipped me. After we went to a bunch of
parties, our friendship cooled. I found
out
was going with another guy, and
I wasshecrushed.
I stayed away from girls all through
that yearButat Ischool.
Not that
I didn'thurt.
notice
them!
was afraid
of getting
In July of that summer a girl came up
from the
She wascottage
visitingby relatives who"States."
had a white
the
lake. All the teen-agers in Ottawa went
to the public swimming pool in the afternoons, and that's
where andI noticed
Her name
was Elaine,
she was her.petite
with dark brown hair, dark eyes and a
dimple.
sister. MyI double-dated
older cousin with
Bob, herwhoandhadhera
beat-up
Ford,
dated
her
We went
riding a couple of times,sister.
and then
one
nightoutElaine
and
I
went
out
alone,
withBob and her sister, and we walked
down to the lake. The ivory light of the
full moon shone on the lakewater, and
the lake looked like a long carpet of silver
sequins.
Elaine looked beautiful in the soft light
of the moon, and I said, "Moonlight beand toshemine
turned
to me.
face wascomessoyou,"close
I could
feel Her
her
warm sweet breath so I kissed her. And
I'll never forget what she said.
"Ooh, what a lover!" Those were her
words. "I ... I like you, Paul."
"I . kissed
. . likeagain
you, and
Elaine."
We
walked home hand
64 in hand. And for two weeks we were al-

We knew each other so well she always
referred
me asI asked
"CousinherPaul"
called herto Coz.
for aanddateI
after the basketball game next Friday
night, and she accepted.
onI guess
Friday,girlsafterhavewebuilt-in
whoopedradar,it upbecause
at a
party since our team won, she told me
she
didn't
like
the
way
I
was
acting
at
theAndparty,I became
as if she ashamed
were my and
one and
afraidonly.to
ask her for a date again. So I wrote a pile
of love songs, packed my grip and took
off to try to forget my loneliness. Later,
when I thought about Baby back home,
I wrote My Hometown.
Well, I knocked on a lot of doors to try
toandgetJoeanywhere
my music.
Bahari ofwith
Modern
RecordsAndlet Sol
me
record Blau Wil de Beest Fontaine. They
paid me fifty bucks for it, and I called
home,
joy, but the record
turned bursting
out to bewith
a bomb.
I went home, my face red. I decided to
organize a small combo for some fun and
excitement. We played a lot of school
"Nope.thisShesummer,
was hereand forwe a hit
couple
it off.of affairs, and I got a great deal of experiIweeks
know?"
ence. And during Easter vacation I begged
And then she had to go back to Detroit
my dad to let me try the big city of New
and"Aw,
she met
College
she'dJoehave
left andyouditched
soonerme."or York.
He frowned.
"Nothing
doing!"
heif
toldhehim
that let
later," left
my her.
buddy Look
said. at"Orthatyoudistance
would itbellowed.
meant so But
muchmy to mom
me that
should
have
Lucky
me try marketing my songs for a couple
between
"But weyou."were going to see each other of days. And so he let me go.
next summer," I explained.
"Come on now, buddy boy. Next sumI took the train, arrived in the big city
is hundreds
He mer was
right! ofAndyearsin away!"
a while I took
a soul),
the classified
first renotice of Baby. Her first name starts with (didn't know
company
I foundcalled
in the
an M. I call her Miss Mystery because I telephonecordingdirectory:
ABC
-Paramount.
knew her all my life, and she came up on
They gave me an appointment.
me Herunawares,
way theoverspringtime
does.
Somebodyin love
told me oncelucky
that ifin you're
folks hadthe come
to our house
unlucky
other
one Sunday night, and we were all having things.
And I was you're
lucky. My songs
sold.
supper and I looked across the table — and My mom and dad were wonderful to me.
me the
I needed onto live
wow! Now, let me explain. She wasn't a They
NewgaveYork.
And money
I concentrated
my
Her looks
anythingblonde
out incareer.
ofknockout.
the ordinary.
She weren't
had darkish
hair, plenty
of
freckles.
But
she
had
SomeDiana
was
my
first
big
hit,
and
I
began
thing. It. Whatever It is.
touring, and I met wonderful girls all over
the country. And last year I had the
good luck to meet Annette Funicello. When
I met Annette, I knew she was a very
MODERN SCREEN'S
special
warm,when
so sincere.
We metperson.
on the She's
West soCoast
I was
brand-new, revised, 1960-61
filming
Girls'
Town,
and
then
we really
got to know each other very well
on a
SUPER STAR
p.a. tour tionship
across
country.
relawas ruined
by allButtheourrumors.
CHART
All theried.magazines
wanted
us
to
get
maris ready!
Every other day Annette or I would
read something about wedding bells ringBe sure to get your copy
ing
for
us
and very
how soon.
we planned to walk
down the aisle
and learn thousands of
And wewondered
didn't know
whattelling
to believe.
fascinating
Annette
if I was
these
stars offacts
the about
stories to people, and I wondered if she
stage,
TV,
and
Hollywood.
was
making
them
up.
So
we
decided to
Just mail 25 cents in coin
cool the whole thing because we were
with the coupon below.
young and
close
friends
now, hadmoreourlikecareers.
brother We're
and sister.
Box 190
After my romance with Annette, I wrote
Super Star Information Chart
Puppy
Now, Love.
again I'm all alone, looking for
Times Square P. O.
someone who's right for me. someone
New York 36, N. Y.
whom I'll be right for. And now that sumover, I keepin Ottawa
thinking with
of allthemy girls
sum- I
mermer'sromances
Enclosed please find 25 cents in coin.
told you about, with Kathy and Elaine and
Please rush my copy of
Baby, and I've written a song, out of my
nostalgia,
and Icalled
Gone. are
SUPERMODERN
STAR SCREEN'S
INFORMATION
In the song
say, .it. Summer's
. No songbirds
CHART
singing 'cause you're gone . . . gone from
my arms, gone from my lips, but still in
myAndheart.that's the way I feel. There's love
in my heart, and I want someone to love.
And
maybe,waythere's
who feels
the same
I do, someone
some girlelsesomewhere
who'll
put
her
head
on
my
shoulder
now
that summer's gone. . . .
END
ways together and we'd kiss often. And
Ito figure
whereHeadI gotOn theMy inspiration
write that's
Put Your
Shoulder.
Only
our
happiness
too short-lived.
Elaine had to return wasto Detroit,
Michigan. And we promised to write to each
other. But that fall she wrote me a "Dear
Paul"
she went
collegeletter,
guy telling
who wasme The
Most, outandwiththata
sheI wasn't
going
to
write
anymore.
was heartbroken. I went back to
school
didn'tI could
care
whetherwithout
I passedanyor spirit.
failed. I All
think of was Elaine with her college Casanova, the good times they were having
and howdayI'd Ibeen
left behind.
to One
a buddy. finally confided my feelings
"I ... I can't get this girl out of my
mind,"
I told him
washsadroombecause
after
a basketball
game.in the
I was
everybody was going out with a girl after
the"Who's
game, the
and chick?"
I wasn't.he asked. "Anybody

"They Stole My Memories"
(Continued from page 51)
setWhen
about putting
the topreturned
drawer. she cried, over and over, grief-stricken."
Francinaa lock
and onMaria
Carlo rushed up the stairs and into the
room. He was followed by the frightened
downstairs,
Sophia
picked
up
the
script of The Millionairess. But shemanuput Maria and Franca. They heard a noise,
it down again a moment later. There somewhere outside the room. "He may
was something else to be done. She still be in the house," Carlo raged. "Call
walked
dressinga black
table, opened
a draweroverandto the
removed
leather the police, Sophia, Francina and I will
attache case. From the case, she took a
Now the police were there. But there
small box, opened it and smiled as she was little more they could do until daylooked at the necklace. She held it up look." light. "We'll be back later in the mornto the light. She loved to look at her
ing. Try to get a bit of sleep now," said
jewels. She loved having them near her. the superintendent.
How kind they are, Sophia thought.
They were beautiful. They were symThey her
weresteps
proofto offame
her from
suc- theBefore
clock.getting
It was into
5:00bed,
a.m.sheSheglanced
tried toat
cess,bolic,theytoo. were
poverty, they were assurance that she sleep, but sleep wouldn't come.
would never again be poor. She returned The memories
the
to its
the
case necklace
in the chest.
She box
turnedand theplaced
lock and
Her jewels. . . . They weren't insured.
slipped the key into her pocket. She She'd
waiting for Carlo
picked up her script, stretched out on the make been
the arrangements,
sign tothecome,
neces-to
bed and began to study.
sary
papers.
"But
it
was
not
only
the
PERIODIC PAIN
On cinatheand ground
floorinofthethe living
barn, Franvalue," she told Modern Screen
Maria sat
room. financial
later.
"Money
I
can
always
make.
But
I
Midol acts three ways to bring
Franca was busy in the kitchen. Outside
back memories."
With buy
the money
from each picture, she
a studio driver waited in the Rolls-Royce cannot
relief from menstrual suffering.
that thevided forproduction
had pro-by bought
jewelry. from
How theproud
been
of the necklace
first she'd
one, Gold
its star. Hecompany
was standing
It relieves cramps, eases headin case there were any errands to be done of Naples. An inexpensive necklace — but
in Elstree during the afternoon and, most her first. And she'd been able to buy it
and it takes
chases Midol
the "blues".
importantly, to drive Miss Loren to the herself. There were the diamonds she'd
Sally achenow
at the
airport that night.
she'd beenWho
presented
the
first sign of menstrual distress.
At 4:00 pjn., he was told that he worn
Queen when
of England.
would tohave
dreamed
that
Sophia
Scicolone
would
ever
wouldn't
until 5:30.
returned, behe needed
was dismissed
for theWhen
rest heof have been presented to a Queen? There
"WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW"
the day. Ricardo Aragno, one of the were the diamonds, emeralds, sapphires r a 24-page book explaining menstruation
that her husband had given her. His first
is yours,YorkFREE.
F100, wrapper).
Box 280,
script
writers,
and
a
close
friend
of
Carlo's
New
18, N.Write
Y. (SentDep'tin plain
had stopped
by. Heto had
car. husband.
He would gifts to her. He'd never bought presents
drive
Miss Loren
meeta her
on her birthday, or on an anniversary.
Just before 8:00 p.m., Sophia went to No, never. He would surprise her on an
her room to get her coat. "Usually, I wore ordinary day, and make it the most special
some
of thetimejewelry,"
remembered.
day in the world. "My jewels . . ." she
"But this
I was she
dressed
in blue fell
moaned.
asleep. "My jewels. . . " Finally, she
jeans.
This
time,
I
took
nothing."
The police returned promptly at 10:00
At 8:05, she and Aragno left for the
plane. At 8:25, Franca went to turn down a.m. They combed the house and the
the bed. Afterwards, she and Maria and
Francina watched television in the draw- grounds.
It was Carlo who made the most specing room. Ironically enough, one of the
tacular discovery of the day — in the wall
programs
scheduled
that
night
was
Dial
which
Sophia'sherroom
fromhung.
the
999.
half of separated
the loft where
clothes
The Pontis arrived back at the house The spaces between the logs had been
at 10:40. Carlo
had never
seen the
withside.
a tan Inputty-like
substance,
Francina
volunteered
to show
it tohouse,
him. filled
the loft
the corner,
just tofrom
the
When they reached the bedroom, Carlo left of the headboard he found that the
eyed the drawer with the lock. It was putty
had
been
scraped
away.
Through
the crack, the thief had been able to look
open.
casually."You put the lock on?" he asked straight across to the chest. He'd also
had
perfect view of the rest of the room.
"Yes . . . for the jewels," replied Fran- The athief
had obviously been in the house
cina. He thought idly, "She hasn't put for a lengthy
them in about
yet." And
he thought
further
it. Then
he andnothing
Carlo perfect hiding time
place.— and he had found a
They dusted for fingerprints. Took away
returned to the drawing room to join
the chest. They discovered that the winSophiaone a drink.
and Maria.
Franca
They sat
and mixed
talked. every- been dowbroken.
of Francina's
downstairs
had
They room
took that,
too. They
Discovery
fingerprinted each member of the household, so that they could eliminate the
At midnight, Sophia said good night
prints when they found them on the pieces
and went upstairs. "In the small room, of
furniture. They discovered scratches
the
furniture
was
close
to
the
door,"
she
remembered.
outside Sophia's
.wood
. . scratches
that mightbedroom
have winbeen
even wanting "You
to. Thelooked
drawerat itwaswithout
open. on thedow by
someone climbing out.
I called to my hairdresser to ask if per- made
There
were
more
questions.
There
hapsShe
she'd picked
themthatup sheforhadn't.
some much to be discovered. How had was
the
reason.
called
back
Ithe
walked
over
to
the
dresser,
looked
thief'splanned
mind worked?
the robbery
lock and called Francina and askedat been
from the Had
Continent?
Had
him if he had the jewels. He said that the criminals followed her for days? They
must have, she thought. Only a very
he hadn't."
few people knew the whereabouts of the
"I saw that
the lock had
been
forced,"
jewels
. . . people close to me, people I
Francina
remembered.
"It
was
at
that
moment we realized what had happened. can trust. Whoever it was must have
Sophia screamed. She doubled over, hold- been watching us all. Whom had she
ing her stomach as in pain. She had to seen? Whom had she met? Who might
lean on me. 'My jewels . . . my jewels . . . , have seen her? Where had she been?

During a terrible storm in France recently a
recording executive just barely prevented
his car from skidding on the slippery roads of
Neauphle-le-Chateau. He decided to interrupt
his journey to Paris and have a brandy to steady
his nerves.
As he entered the bistro he saw that the place
was nearly deserted, and he was glad that he
would be able to sit quietly sipping his cognac
while recovering from the shock.
He was just debating whether to risk having
another brandy when he thought he heard someone singing outside. Whoever she was, she had
the most exciting voice he had heai'd in years.
The recording executive was most intrigued.
"Listen," he said to the barman. "Do you know
who it is?"
"Yes. That's Madame Charles David. She has
a beautiful voice, you know."
"Where does she live?" the executive shouted excitedly.
"Just a few minutes walk from here. She lives with her husband and
family in one of the small farmhouses you'll see up the road. . . ."
The recording executive didn't wait for any more. He paid for the brandy,
left an enormous tip and raced up the road.
Madame Charles David looked quite surprised to see her caller when
she opened the door to him. He was equally surprised because he had expected
the owner of the voice he had heard to be much younger and slimmer. He
handed his card to her, explained that he was always looking for new talent
to sing on his records, and was puzzled when all she did was smile in a very
secret way, as if she was enjoying a private joke.
He told her that he wanted her to travel to Paris next day and he would
arrange an audition for her in front of his colleagues, but he was certain
that they would all like her voice as much as he had done. When she declined
his offer he was puzzled, but then he told her how rich and famous she could
become if she did take advantage of his offer.
want to leave
hometraceand offamily,"
she said.accent
It"I'mwassorry
then butthatI don't
the executive
noticedmy the
an American
in her voice. So she must be an American married to a Frenchman. That was
interesting.
"You'll remember American singers like Deanna Durbin, Jane Powell,
Kathryn Grayson and Jeannette MacDonald, and I can guarantee that my
company
will makeCharles
you asDavid
big anshook
international
they used heto realized
be."
Still Madame
her head, star
and aseventually
that he wouldn't do any good ai'guing with her. He would write to her when
he returned to Paris. As he walked down the pathway from the farm onto
the main road he heard her singing again, and her voice followed him all
the way down to the bistro where he went in to see the owner to ask him
more about Madame David.
"Yes, she has a lovely voice," he laughed. "Once she used to sing professional y and make films. They used to call her Deanna Durbin then, you know."

Deanna
Today!

How had she spent all of her time?
. . . She'd
landed17th,
at Folkstone
on the
morning
of May
accompanied
by
Francina. Franca and Maria would arrive
the next day, Carlo the following week. As
she stepped off the boat, she carried the
black attache case, along with her handThey'd gone
straighta little
to theapartcustoms
shed. bag.There,
they stood
from
the rest of the passengers. But, she thought
later, only a little.
"Have man
you had
anything
to declare?" the
customs
asked her.
jewelry,"
she'd nodded down at
the"My
case
she
held.
"Yes." they personal property?"
"Are
"All right, then."
open the
the train,
case.
AsSheshe wasn't
left therequired
shed totoboard
she glanced at the other passengers from
the boat. Many of them had been watching her, stillshewatched
in pictures,
thought.her.SheBecause
smiled I'mat
them as she made her way to the Golden
Arrow.
Arriving at Victoria Station, she found
aSellers,
lavishwasreception.
there to Her
meet co-star.
her. So Peter
were
half the photographers and reporters in
London, it seemed. A crowd gathered to
stare at the spectacle. She saw no faces,
only
outlines.
She wasintostill
the casethe when
she walked
the clutching
crowded
lobby of the Ritz Hotel. She laid her
purse on the desk when she registered.
She held the case. If people thought it
odd, they might assume she was carrying
important papers.
That's what
attache
cases
thought.
wouldin
dream areshe for,
had she
a half
millionWhodollars
herShehand?
Who,
but
a
practiced
thief?
took the case with her to her room,
selected the jewelry that she planned to
wear
for
the taken
5: 00 p.m.
had the case
to thepress
hotelconference,
safe.
The landday
following
her
arrival
Eng, a studio driver arrived in ain RollsRoyce to take her to the studio at Elstree.
It was 9:00 a.m. At 11:00, he returned to
pick
luggage.
were upto Francina
drive to andthe thehouse
which They
the
studio had rented for her. "At first she'd
asked to stay
the club,"
the
remembers. "Sheatandliked
But owner
this
we were full,
so itweso.offered
her time
the
"I noticed that day that Mr. Francina
sat with Miss Loren's attache case on his
lap all the
the
driver.
"But waylike toI the
told Barn,"
ScotlandsaysYard,
ifBarn."
I'd thought for one minute that there
were
two orlying
three around
thousandthe pounds'
worth even
of jewels
house,
I'd
have
gone
to
the
security
officerthatat
the studio and asked him to suggest
they putthethesuggestion
things in the studio safe. I
think
better coming from him.would have been
"But if I'd had any idea of what was
in The
the house,
have gone
driver I'd
unloaded
the mad!"
luggage and
took them into the house. Francina, with
the attache
case,
walked
the
hundred yards to the country club.three
He asked
for the secretary, Mr. Scriben. When told
he
in, heinasked
whether
put wasn't
the jewels
the club
safe. heNo,might
the
gentleman
was
afraid
that
was
impossible.
The safe was for the use of members
only.
And it was only a small one.
responsible
for the safekeeping
of "To
thingsbe like
that is something
one thinks
twice about,"
the
countryclub housekeeper explained to Modern Screen
later.
"Ibank.
alwaysI was
feel under
that things
are safer in that
the
the impression
she'd
put
them
in
the
bank."
"I felt dreadful about the robbery when
Ipeople
heard were
of it. there
I didn'tmilling
go over— so manySo II
sent her a little
note to say about.
how sorrv

was that this awful thing had happened.
Francina returned to the house with the
attache case. It seemed logical to keep
them there for the night. ("The next day
was the first day of shooting and she didn't
know
which scene sheScreen.
would "She
be playing,"
wanted
I Francina
to be abletold toModern
make a selection,
decide
that night, which might be the most suitable.")
The days passed. "It was so pleasant
• here," Sophia remembered. "It seemed as
if Yet,
nothing
unpleasant
couldvaguely
happen.uneasy.
. . ."
on Friday,
she felt
Finally, she called the club. She spoke
to Mr. Scriben. "Would it be possible
tor me to have a watchman?" she asked
|him. "I have many things of great value
in the house."
Scriben chuckled. "He told me," Sophia
recalled, "that in England you could sleep
with
doors open talked
at night."that Sunday
|afternoon,
...your
While
the Sophia
police listened intently.
She
talked "until I was so tired I just couldn't
talk any more." She went to her room,
lay on the bed, almost as in a daze. "I
couldn't think about anything but the
things
in thethat
case,"I hadshe won
says.for"There
were
the awards
my acting
in Italy and France. . . . They meant that
I had been recognized as an actress. They
were great honors. And there was the
little gold brooch from a fan in Sicily.
My
first time
gift from
for
the first
told mea fan
that— athegiftfansthatloved
me. . . ." To the girl who'd known the
cruelty of the taunts, the jeers of "Little
girl who'd
oncethethought
that
noStick,"
one tocouldthe ever
love her,
knowledge
was priceless. Her mother had said that
the contents of the case had been bought
with tears. How right she had been.
On Monday
the tension
Elstree
was allmorning,
but unbearable.
Whenat
he'd
heard
the
news
the
day
before,
cameraman Jack Hildyard had mentally
to rearrange
the lighting.
bebegun
shooting
another scene,
of course.They'd
How
could Sophia be expected to appear. As
director
later,and"I
was
readyAnthony
to shootAsquith
aroundsaidSophia
give her a chance to recover. I didn't
expect
her that atday7:45,
at all."
She arrived
going straight to
her dressing room. "Everyone told how
sorry they were," remembers the publicist,
Hugh
Samson. in"Buta maudlin
they didn't keepThaton
sympathizing
would have made
it worse forway.
her. She
carried
on
like
a
real
the
camera. But when she procamein front
off, sheof was
miles away.
intoher.
a real
study.
I felt soShe'dsorrygo for
Oncebrown
that
day, she turned to me. There were tears
in her eyes. 'Please help me recover my
jewels,' she asked me.
"I suppose she thought I could help
throughI told
publicity
. . butI could.
I don'tI know
how.
her, T . wish
could
killScotland
the guy Yard
who took
them.'
men made " the first of
many visits to the set. They got a set of
photographs of Sophia wearing the jewels
irom the still department. They talked to
everyone connected with the film, on and
off the set. "They came to me first thing,"
the driver.
"It wasthat a she
natural
Isayshappened
to know
was fact
goingthatto
pick up Mr. Ponti, because I was going
to take her
the airfield.
I didn't,on only
because
Mr. toAragno
came along
the
spur of the moment.
"They
towaiting
know ifthatI'd day.
seen Well,
anyone whilewanted
I was have
someone
could
stood behind those
bushesI did
and I'd never
have caughtandsight
of
him.
over to thenotice
club people
. . . andcoming
some of going
them
were wandering across the grass. At the
time, the thought crossed my mind that
they must be having some sort of function

there. Franca
she'd seen
car
arrive
and turnsaidaround
and goa strange
out again,
but it must have been while I was gone.
As for anyone I could say looked suspis— no. No,
get ittooutwalkof
your cioumind
that you've
a thiefgotis togoing
around looking like a thief. That's only
in ...
the movies."
It was
fisherman
namedon Monday
Fred Smithmorning
saw a that
blacka
case as he was helping uncover a cargo
ofpolericewithby aFisher's
a long
hook onWharf.
the endHeof took
it, reached
into the water and caught hold of the
case. The string around it broke, and some
of the contents spilled out. (They were
later found to be empty boxes.) But Smith
caught a glimpse of a small gold brooch.
He
out of theHmmm.
box. Can't
be worth
much,tookhe itthought.
interesting
...
spelledened.'Sophia.'
Sophia!
His
eyes
widHe
went
to
call
the
police.
The brooch was taken to the studio.
"Yes! Yes! It's mine," Sophia cried. "May
I have
it now? May
I keep it?"
The detectives
returned
to her. promised that it would be
"Most people want to be helpful," Sophia
told Modern Screen. "Most are kind. But
the
. ." SheOneshuddered.
are hoaxers.
the evil .people.
of them "They
wired
me, 'Meet me at Victoria Railway Station
tonightever sent. . it.' orpromised
something
like
that.
Whohelp, but signed no
name." She brightened. "But others . . .
they'd
written
such
nice
letters. TheyVe
sent
and bracelets
crosses.
And gold
I hadrings
a letter
from the and
Sicilian
fan
saying that he was so happy that they
had
the brooch
given me and
that found
he wished
me luckhe'din recovering
the
rest of the things. So there is something
good about even the bad things that happen to you. You see, I never knew before
how much people love me.
"And then there are the police. They
areAndkindness
itself. . .But." firm. Each day,
understanding.
the superintendent
port their progress. would appear to reA $60,000 reward was offered for the
recovery of the jewels. "That is approxitely ten was
percent," saida precise
Francina. "Actually,mathere
It would
have never
been hard to evaluation.
make. In
any event, the reward is as much as the
thief might get. The gems were antiques.
They came from important jewelry. Every
expert would know them. And so they
would have torecognbeizable. Andbroken
up, take
made them
unwhen you
outThere
of theirwere
settings,
their
value
decreases."
no replacements for the
jewels. "I don't want anything yet," Sophia said. "I must wait a bit. If Carlo
were to give me something, I'd have the
feeling
of starting
all over
want that.
The police
here again.
are theI don't
best
in She
the world
faith."visit of
waitedandeachI must
day have
for the
Inspector Shepherd. And each day, as
she'dthroat.
go toButmeetstill,him,
her
thereherwasheart
hope was
in herin
heart.
Sophiawithleftuninsured
for Rome, luggage.
the case
stillFinally
unsolved,
"The it,"insurance
just wouldn't
insure
she said.company
"The reason
is pretty
obvious, but I don't think anyone would
try
anything
now.
Everything
is
gone.
..."
The grown
child upwhoand was
'littlefearstick'
has
need called
no longer
the
jeers and taunts of the gutter. But, the
past is not so far behind her that she
can keep the wistfulness from her voice
when she says of the jewels and her meEND
mories, "Everything is gone."
Sophia'sand latest
films are
StartedbothIn
Naples
A Breath
Of ItScandal,
Paramount.
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or roar if she tried to move a chair. Onl;
she was wrong. Delightedly wrong. H<
baby.
became
absolutely unsophisticated wher
he knew that they were going to have
Like the way he took over when Jeai
adored him then . . . had been in love
developing crazy hankerings for food
with him from the time she was fourteen was
She
woke up one morning with an acut<
and had first seen him walking across a longing
for fried
bread. wistfully.
"Don't IAlmos
smel
studio lot. It had taken her five years to bread frying?"
she asked
win him, for he had been afraid she was from the beginning
of
their
marriage.
Jimtoo young to know her own mind. He had
my, an excellent
cook, had taken over th«
"No,"
heandsaid.
been through the upheaval of one divorce cooking
baking chores.
. . . for a while he had known the wrenching experience of being separated from his
But shortly afterwards she smelled baboy and girl by his first marriage.
con grease frying in the kitchen, and knew
that
Jimmy was frying bread, just the wa\
It wascallsafterhimJean's
to Jimmy
(Jean
by hismarriage
real name)
that she liked it. Knowing it wasn't good foi
the two children, James and Lindsay, her to continue to yearn for fried bread
came to live with them, because their he cunningly gave it to her for breakfast
mother
and dinner — till she got so tired ol
them. became too ill to take care of itlunch
she never wanted to taste it again. Ever
And being responsible for these children very
the
doctor
cleverly.agreed that he'd handled il
had brought Jimmy and Jean even closer
together
than
they'd
been
before.
More
She
was
grateful
than ever, Jean knew then what she
Jimmy could handle everything, just
wanted
and hers.most out of life — Jimmy's child everything.
Jean, on the other hand, fell
When she first knew that she was going
a completelet idiot
to become a mother, she had to break the that shething.was
She gratefully
Jimmyabouttakeeveryover
news to him over the Transatlantic phone. completely. Even the baby.
When the baby was born, Jean was
Italways
was notfancied
the wayherself
she'd whispering
dreamed. She'd
the frightened.
happy news to him and being swept up in
"She's so tiny," she said. "I'm afraid if
his
arms.
But
he
was
in
London
making
a
film at the time.
I hold
I might drop her.*' looked at
She her
remembered
Jimmy
while he heldhowhisshe'd
baby tenderly,
his big hands
sure. ofAtthethebaby.
begin ing he tookgentle
over and
the care
Ray Bolger once played golf
Tracy,ofjust
he'd already
takeneverything
over the
care
the aswhole
house and
with Sam Gold wyn because he
else around.
wanted a part Goldwyn was castFor
all
this
and
more,
Jean
loved
him.
ing in a picture.
She felt as if her heart would burst with
Goldwyn
didn't
mention
the
picgratitude.
If
later
this
was
to
give
her
a
ture for hours. Finally he got
feelingness ofofit being
she hadonly,
no awarethen. stifled,
She thought
at that
around
to
it.
He
said,
"I'm
looking
for a great dancer to do a wontime, "Where in the world is there another
derful role in a new picture. What
man inglike
— so and
rough,so soft
so domineeron theJimmy
outside,
the
Wilson
would you think of GeneEarlKelly?"
children?
And
what other
manwithwould
in the New York Post
coddle
mea perfect
so, makemarriage.
me feel Even
like athechild?"
It plewasin Hollywood
who had thought
it peowas.
a
crazy
marriage
at
first
—
a
beautiful,
ardent, flighty young girl marrying a man
"What's that you're saying?" he'd yelled
twenty toyears
she —okay.
were They
now
intoHe theflewphone.
home "Aas baby
soon — aswhen?"
he could, and ready
admitolder
thatthan
it was
he stormed into the house, railing at pro- were beginning to understand that Jean,
ducers and at the rat race of picture-mak- in her own gentle way. was able to handle
ing that had kept him away from the side the
blustering
wood feared. actor whom most of Hollyof Jean
his beloved
Face."this.
smiled, "Pot
recalling
But even while Hollywood was making
up its mind that perhaps these two, after
Strangers
understand
each ofother,
seem"Pot Face"wouldn't
— that was
what he called her all, were
ingly right
wonderfulforfabric
their themarriage
— and only he and Jean knew the tender- wasIt beginning
to
deteriorate.
had begun so quietly, so slowly, the
ness, the love that went into that nickname. Strangers thought it was an odd deterioration of their marriage. Now that
she
thought
of it, it had begun even benickname;
they
didn't
understand
the
humor that was shared by these two.
The whole family was Bohemian, and
Evenfore Tracy
whilewas sheborn.was defending him in
her
mind,
she
was reacting unhappily to
had customs that were odd to Hollywood.
way in which he bawled out people on
They called Stewart's boy James "James- the
the set. If a plumber came to their house
bag," and
his the
daughter,
"Lindsaybag"
childrenLindsay,
called Jean
just to do work for them and Jimmy didn't
like
work hewas himself
done, he'd
though
knewbawla
Most people thought Stewart-Bag was him theoutwayas the
plain
great deal more about plumbing than the
just inga and"Bag."
tyrant.
He
was
accustomed
to
roarswaggering around the studios. At plumber did. It was the same way with
home,
had knew
his ownthat way
100 percent.
But Jeanhe also
at home
he had directors.
She knew that people in Hollywood
moods of wonderful tenderness when he
thought She
of them
as the popular
"doll" with
and the
romped with his two children. She knew "brute."
was always
the
that
who wasto their
so good
people with
she Stewart
worked werewith;
who
would a bemanwonderful
own tochild.them hostility.
worked
oftenthose
livid with
Of course, they were very sophisticated
people and Jean knew that Jimmy
At first
he was
olderlikeanda
wiser
than sheshe.figured
And she
thrilled
wouldn'tthers. Hebehave
was a like
man most
of theexpectant
world, fahis little girl at his rages, thinking his anger
sentimental feelings controlled. He was a sign of his strength.
It was inevitable that when she was cast
wouldn't get excited or stumble into doors

The Saddest Picture of the Year
(Continued from page 31)
had Tracy with her in London while
she erwas
The Grassfor istheGreenthere, working
Jean hadonarranged
child
to go horseback riding, because she loved
horses so. At first Tracy hadn't been able
to get used to the English saddle. "But
it's not the way Daddy and I ride back
home," she riding
said. And
afteroutside
her firstof
experience
at thethen,
stables
London, Tracy'd come home with Nanny,
her face dimpling. "I must tell Daddy how
IOh,rode,"
so funny.
how she'd
Daddyexclaimed.
will laugh"It'swhen
I tell
him.Would
. . ." he? A shadow crossed over
Jean's
She knew
she and Tracy
would beface.coming
home that
to Hollywood
soon.
But she knew what the child didn't know
. . . that for a long time she'd been uny in her marriage;
she'dadoration
tried to
save ithapbecause
there wasthatsuch
between Stewart and Tracy . . . and that
she was getting very tired of living a lie,
of pretending that she and Stewart had
an ideal marriage when the truth was so
very different.
Little girls and their fathers have a special love of their own, she'd heard people
say.
seen their
so many
little and
girls'daddies
hearts
brokenShe'dwhen
mothers
could no longer get along with each other.
And she'd
minda over
years
ago, made
when upTracyher was
baby, three
that
she
of herwouldn't
father. let anything deprive Tracy
The only trouble was that even then
there was a shadow on their marriage.
Even then, while they were pretending to
be so very happy together, the marriage
was beginning to deterioriate.
More familiar than his wife
Nanny came in to take Tracy for her
ride in the park. Jean knelt and took her
daughter
her arms
your daddyin laugh
when andyou said,
show "Oh,
him will
the
waySheyousmiled
ride tonow."
herself at the thought of
Tracy'sknew
childlike
her
daddy
nothingassumption
about thethat
English
customs. They were, of course, as familiar
to him — even more familiar, she thought
wrylyhad— asbeenthebrought
sight ofuphisinown
wife. For
he
England,
and
he'd shuttled between England and other
countries
very often.as often
He'd seen
of England
as he theandshores
Jean
had
seen eachalmost
other.
They'd never dreamed when they were
first
thatwork
they'dtookbe parted
quite so
much.married
ratePicture
directions all
over the them
world.in Itsepawas
odd, with all their partings that the relabetween Stewart
ter was sotionshipclose.
For the and
childhishaddaughbeen
traveling with her. But the thing was, a
little
girl
who
had
fun
with
her
father
and could ride on the same horse or side
by sidemain close
withto her
rehim, father,
even ifcould
they always
were miles
away.
Tracy's
Daddy
was
something
very
special to her.
But a. . grown,
woman
. how canwarm-blooded
memories of ayoung
husband who is far away be enough when she
longs for his arms on a lonely night?
It was so strange how on the days and
nights when she needed him most, destiny
had so often gethkept
them that
apart.cemented
It was to-a
ernes , they said,
marriage.
Butart hadin been
the last
four years
she and
together
less than
two Stewyears.
When she married him almost ten years
ago, she had been so sure that their marriage could survive everything. She'd

in different
movies opposite
handsome and competent
actors thatother
she should
compare them in her mind with Stewart.
Most of them were wiser in their industry relations. They didn't fight with
their ers,directors,
didn't tell off the set workdisplay temperament.
Though
she
wouldn't
even ofto
herself, she was gettingconfess
a littleit tired
the temper tantrums.
Did a really strong man have to have
tantrums,
she wondered
tosuchbanish
the thought
from her— and
mind,triedas
though it were a sign of disloyalty.
And then came Stewart Granger's great
inspiration.
it be wonderful,
now that
hadWouldn't
three children
to look after,
to buytheya
big ranch in Arizona where the children
would have a normal life? Eventually they
could retire to this ranch.
She was appalled. Why, they were so
young. ment?
HowAnd anyway,
could Jimmy
talk they
of retirewhat did
know
ofage ranch
life?
Such
a
life
was
for
one'sthen,
old
—
fifteen
or
twenty
years
from
they might be ready for retirement.
Jimmy had laughed at her fears. "Retirement?" hehowled.
"I meant
years offrom
now. Not now.
Have you
any idea
the
hard
workmyself
involved
on amad.
ranch?
I'll bea
knocking
out like
Anyway,
ranch
take thing
us years,
darling, isto expensive.
pay for theIt'll
darned
or to
make it begin to pay for itself. Meanwhile,
it'll be a wonderful place for the children."
Yes, the children. Maybe it would be
good for them. She had become accusthe decisions.tomed Evento letting
though Jimmy
she hadmake
misgivings
she
went along with the idea and invested her
money in the ranch.
converted
old adobe
house intoit
a They
beautiful
ranch anhome,
and furnished
beautifully. As usual, Jimmy was in
charge
the whole
thing;there
Jeanwhen
looking
on like ofa child.
She went
she
could and tried to convince herself that
she loved it, but she was miserable there.
She felt as though she were stuck in the
middle of nowhere; she couldn't stand
eithernessthe
inside.110° heat outside, or the dullLife on the ranch was strenuous for
Jimmy,
there were
just wasn't
enoughwhenfor
Jean to but
do. There
many times
found the monotony almost too much
toshetake.
She and Jimmy would get up around
seven; then she and Tracy would go riding
on
the truck
she'd thetakeheatthebecame
child
horseback
ridingandbefore
unbearable. Jean tried to get interested
in watching the branding and other activiher. ties on the ranch, but they soon palled on
adjusting
theAdded
ranch towasthetheproblem
fact thatofthere
were soto
many times when she and Jimmy were
parted by their work. At such times he
would leave the baby reluctantly. It was
those
with Tracy
that
made reluctant
her feel partings
that somehow
she must
make her marriage last.
it happened,
it When
was allhadover.
. . ? that feeling that
Was it that certain evening at the
ranch, a few months ago, when something
happened to finally make her face the fact
that she no longer was in love with
Jimmy?
The thrill was gone
The children were asleep, and Jimmy,
long legs stretched out on an immense
leather hassock, his ruggedly chiseled features and greying hair highlighted by the
fire on theout hearth,
reached
for her sighed
hand. contentedly and
She let him put his strong hand over her
slim one, but the thrill she had once felt

when his hands touched hers was no longeringthere.
She used
stirredto restlessly,
rememberhow she
tingle at every
touch
of his. His face was as handsome as ever,
the
magnificent
body
was
still
youthful
and vital.
muchbeenmorein serenity
in And
him there
than was
thereso had
the old
days. She had thought she would welcome
the serenity. Instead, she chafed at it. It
made her
yearsyears
between them.tooInconscious
the nine ofandthea half
they had been married, she had changed
from a sirable
naivewoman,young
girl to had
a restless,
and Jimmy
changed de-to
a mellow but middle-aged man. Now
everybody
fascinating
an, and manycalled
men herhad a been
fascinatedwom-by
her. That wouldn't have mattered if Jimmy had assure
beenher with
close his
by love,
at all his
timesphysical
to represence.
There had been too many times when
he was away, times when she ached for a
man's
armsfinally,
aroundaching
her, sobutmuchstifled
that
ache. And
for love
and notsuagehaving
her
husband
there
to
asthe ache had left a void in her
heart.
Make Believe
make-believe
forTheir
a longmarriage
time now.hadHowbeencould
she go on
pretending? If she did, she might end by
hating Jimmy — Jimmy, who, after all, was
not attingfault.
He had
been very
decent away
lether travel
thousands
of miles
from him with Tracy.
Tracy . . . Tracy . . . the little daughter
namedcer for
Tracy.oneHowof their
she best
had friends,
put offSpenthe
thought that she might some day be forced
to tell her, "No darling, Daddy does not
liveThatherenight
with onus."the ranch she thought
about it . . . thought about her restlessness.
She couldn't sleep. And finally she said
to herself, "Some day I must decide
whether or not to leave Jimmy. We're no
longer right for each other. But I'll decide
And now, sitting in her suite in the
tomorrow."
Dorchester,
it seemed that the tomorrow
she had been staving off these past months,
had finally come. She and Tracy would
soon be leaving London. Jimmy was in
Hollywood, awaiting her return with their
little girl. Then he would take off for India,
for
a picture. When
off somewhere.
Jean heputreturned
her handshe'd
to herbe
head.
It
could
only
drag
on
like
that
forever.
tell him pattern
now, they'd
intoIf she
the didn't
same endless
. . . fall
the
separations, the pretending, the frustrations. This was the time to resolve it, before they came face to face again. When
she faced Jimmy, her courage fled.
She reached for the phone and put
through a call to Beverly Hills. She must
tell him before Tracy came home with
Nanny.
"Darling," she said when she heard his
voice. And then she thought, "How we
cling to old phrases even after they're
"Jimmy," she said slowly, "Don't think
this is a sudden decision with me. It's not.
dead."
I've been thinking — for such a long
time.
. ." seemed shocked. Then he'd
He . had
asked
be ableSheto
see herabout
any Tracy.
time itYes,washe'dpossible.
wouldn't
Then shedeprive
sat bythethechild.
phone and waited
for Tracy to come back. . . .
END
Jean stars in three new films — United
Artists' Elmer Gantry, and Universal-International's Spartacus and The Grass Is
Greener.
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The Truth About Our Make-Believe Romance
(Continued from page 26)
doorway and cars and all the money
the public, the press, and to some extent needed to satisfy the wildest whim of any
themselves, into making believe they are of them. And trips and resort homes, subin love and headed for a lifetime together.
sidiaries of the big house, and furs and
jewels and fine schools for the children
But ingallareofnottheincastles
they've
the air;
some been
are buildfirmly as they grew older. And most important
of all, there would be a man about the
rooted in the dry California soil.
HarryhimKarla sold
a homeas house, a man to point authoritatively
heSome
had months
built toago last
lifetime
to the stairway at bedtime, take care of
aandhappy
had twodollars.
bedroomsIn Todd when he fell out of a tree, fix the
it soldbachelor.
for half Ita million
broken
Carrie's when
doll andthey
put them
both onheadtheof carpet
were
parting with the gem, Karl stood sadly in naughty.
the
street
with
the
new
occupant
for
a
last look.
"Couldprecious
I," Debbie
"exchange
these
thingswondered,
my children
have
"I hate to give it up," he said.
with for all of that?"
"Then why are you selling it?" the buyer lived
asked.
She
knew
she'd
have
to
find
the
answer
"I have to have a bigger place for Debbie soon. . .
And at the Beverly Hills Hotel, scanand the kids," Karl said.
ning the pamphlets and plans, Harry Karl,
Harry's
suite
and
Debbie's
home
caring
not for the cost of anything, halted
And from his large suite at The Beverly for a moment,
back and pondered
Hills Hotel, Harry Karl began leisurely on a well-lived leaned
life and a future he was
house hunting. He pored over elegant
brochures from the toniest realty offices
in Hollywood and its environs, beautifully
mmmmm
illustrated
photos mansions
of Taj Mahal-type
cottages andwithroomy
and with
text bordering on literature describing the
Everybody in America
superb features of the properties offered.
And therepensive
weresuggestions
stacksasof tobluewhat
prints,money
exivill be reading
can accomplish in piling brick on stone to
come up with a home.
In another part of the town Debbie
NEXT MONTH'S
Reynolds walked the long length of her
MODERN SCREEN.
living room to a window that overlooked
the yard in which her children, Carrie and
Todd Fisher, were playing. She listened
You'll see tvhy ivhen
to the sounds of their play and watched
the physical activity they put into it, and
it hits the neivsstands.
she
but think:
home couldn't
they havehelpalways
known."This
Theseis the
are
On Sale October U
the trees and that is the grass and those
are the flowers they have in their minds
when they ask to go out to play. Can I
takeShethemlet away
thesefall
things?"
the from
curtain
back into
place, hiding all but the voices of the sure he would like. His start in life
children from her, and paced off the car- had been a foundling home. He was taken
pet to the other end of the living room.
She noticed the spots on the carpet where from it as a sickly baby by a childless
candy had been dropped or milk spilled Russian immigrant couple who doted on
Although he grew up to head a
or where
particularly
dirty pair olmark.
in- him.
fant shoesa had
left a permanent
million-dollar enterprise, he could never
And there was the chip in the edge of forget that he started, at eight years old,
the coffee table, beyond repair, and the by polishing shoes in what was then a
scratches made by adventurous hands cramped repair shop. Although his life
questioning the relative hardness of a was one of ease and luxury now, he didn't
have the one thing he wanted most:
metal toy car and mahogany — and the thin, recognition
and the spotlight.
long streaks in the couch cushions resultThis he could have, married to a famous
ing
from
a
child's
curiosity
about
how
long
a jutting piece of thread would turn out to movie star. . . .
be
it were pulled from the material Eddie's Worry
withif determination.
At an elegant New York restaurant,
"Can I,"things
she said
"take these
familiar
awayto herself,
from them?
Will Eddie Fisher and his wife, Elizabeth Taythey nerfeelof mansion
displaced,I noreplace
matter these
what things
manlor, ssatitelyatfor two,
TableandNumber
One, set Lizexquidined silently.
had
thoughts
about
tomorrow's
scenes
and
theto
lines
she
must
learn
before
she
went
Debbie
threw
herself
deep
into
the
with?" comfort of a large chair and sleep. Eddie was engrossed in a more
feathery
pertinent
thought:really love Harry Karl?
speculated,
brochures
or blueDid Debbie
prints, but onnot theon manner
of home
she
could provide if she married Harry Karl. Would she be happy with him? It was important tohim, because the future serenity
Luxury would be there in abundance,
of his children might depend on it. If she
she well
knew, ofluxury
in real
yond the hopes
even the
most things
famous be-of didn't love him, would she be happy anyhow with what he could give her?
movie stars. Space would be there, more
than enough to sleep and feed the five
"How is your steak?" Liz asked.
children that might sometimes live there
"Time will tell," said Eddie. Then he
together — and allow them room to romp laughed. "I'm sorry," he said, "I was
—daughter,
and the son-in-law
in-laws and andHarrygrandson
Karl's ifgrown
thinking
of something
." — of
The romance
— if it else.
is a . .romance
they
should all pile in at once.
Harryconcern
Karl is,forin-a
70 And there would be servants in every Debbie de d,Reynolds
a matter ofandvital

number of people. For the children involved, the couple themselves, the exhusband of Debbie, the former wives of
Harry Karl and his year-old grandson.
AllWillwillthey
be affected
marry? by it, substantially.
A few weeks ago a press agent called
a Hollywood columnist and indirectly
mentioned the "coming marriage of Debbie Reynolds and Harry Karl." The colurnnist
the ceiling.
and
tired," hehitsnarled,
"listening"I am
to thesickphony
story about those two. Why don't you
Nevertheless,
all the newspaper and
try
something
new?"
magazine
reporters
who acover
Hol-on
lywood
beat
are
keeping
close the
watchmany
the developments.
Consequently,
hours are spent in the grog and coffee
shops these press people frequent on
speculation
as toconversation
where, when,between
how, etc.
And if. A recent
the
legmen of two of the top columnists went
something like this:
"Where
do you
it?" a
"If it's up
to herthinksomethey'll
quietdo place,
hideout. If it's up to him, maybe Las
"How
do youher.figure
that?" wants com"You know
Reserved,
plete privacy in her personal life. And
he"Dolovesyoua think
parade — and bepublicity."
Vegas."
"Why not? They'llthey'll
both be happy?"
getting what
they want.
She
wants
and spot
a per-on
manent home. He wantssecurity
a magenta
him every time he goes outdoors. He can
"Do you think this marriage will be
."
use"No.hers."
made
in. . heaven?"
What
of thethinks
"romance"
The Hollywood
gist of what thinks
Hollywood
of the
union of Debbie Reynolds and Harry Karl
is contained in that conversation. Take
a look at the past of Debbie, for instance.
Torn from obscurity by a local beauty
contest, she was plunged into a world of
make-believe
But
it was work, she
betterneverthanreally
she wanted.
could have
found in Burbank. And, while the glare
of publicity that went along with the job
wasn't
liking she
of awas,
girl early
who
craved much
a lot toof the
solitude,
infices.the game, willing to make the sacrithe years
Debbie
roseThen,
from asa starlet
beingpassed
pushedandto the
top
of the heap by every means her studio
could muster, and her fan mail proved
what was happening, and her salary into that certain
of a topfacts.
star —The
Debbie
forced tocreasedface
pricewasof
fame is high. She had, by becoming an
idol of countless millions of young people,
accepted
she tocouldbe
not shirk.certain
If sheresponsibilities
had inclinations
wayward they had to be curbed. If she
wanted to go to some place she saw pictured in a travel
she hadgirlto who
remember
was magazine,
not thein little
lived in she
a little
house
Burbank but
Debbie
be seen Reynolds,
in such a who
place,maybe
or sheshouldn't
had to
face the true fact that she wasn't able to
go
places
like
an
average
vacationer,
because she was Debbie Reynolds, the movie
star. And she had to forego the heady
days of juvenile romance, getting a crush
on the best-looking basketball player in
school,orsteady-dating
the
block
falling in lovethewithkidthedown
delivery
boy from the corner drug store. She was
a famous
been
fit. celebrity — and it wouldn't have
The price
was high — but the
rewards
were ofnotfame
in proportion.
Fame, for instance, is, in the main, a
pryinga eye.
a chain
of bondage
after
while. ItAndis then
the money.
The
first figure on the paycheck was big,
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real
— but,thenafter
it was bigsmall;
the the
agents,taxthedeductions,
publicity
men, the dressmakers, the hundred and one
demands made on the check brought it
down to nothing like what a girl hoped
itwondered
might be ifat thethe sacrifice
beginning.was Andworth
Debbie
the
pay-off.
At
the
rate
she
was
going
she'd
be secure for life — but she'd never be
rich. The yachts and silver Rolls-Royces
are not for movie stars. They can't afford
them.
There is no question about Debbie
Reynolds'
marriage
to Eddie
Fisher
aconcerned,
love match.
far Even
as sheinbeing
was
it wasAnd,foraslife.
the
spotlight, she thought. I can find some
normality, something that resembles the
happiness I see in others. She was wrong.
'"Debbie Reynolds," a radio gabber said,
"is
taking Eddie
the smash-up
to singer
Fisher likeofa her
real marriage
trouper.
She is dignified in her statements. She is
accepting defeat at the hands of Elizabeth
Taylor
sense ofgraciously.
humor. . .And
." she hasn't lost her
And all the while Debbie was like any
other young
woman
too
stunned
to make
sense,in inhertearssituation
every —time
she was alone, proud before strangers,
and, as she had been taught, witty when
the
who face
couldn't
sorrowjerksin her
made read
their asillywoman's
jokes.
And. likesition,the
rest of the
poshe suffered
the women
cuts andin her
walked
away from the inevitable one day with
the
thosesame
scars.scars. You know her today by
Debbie's fear
And she confides to her closest friends
now that she is afraid she may never fall
in love again. Yet being with Harry Karl,
experiencing the warmth of his deep concern for her and her children, having
someone there to take the heavy load of
her responsibilities on his shoulders, being
treated like a glamorous young woman
instead of a wife cast aside — all this left a
glow that seemed very much like love.
And it would be so good to feel that wonderful feeling again. Debbie longed to be
in Debbie
love again.Reynolds
But if itiswasn't
. . . ?the
no real
longer
youngster
with
stars
in
her
eyes.
She
is a
mature woman with concrete values. She
devotes a good deal of her time to work
with The Thalians, a group dedicated to
the care of mentally retarded children.
She
play at asthisa— she
workssoundat it
and doesn't
she is known
tireless,
thinking executive officer of the group. In
business, the business of making deals for
movies, more
that is,
is known
trader,
thanshewise
to her asowna sharp
value
and the value of a dollar. As a film star,
she knows her rank in the firmament and
she sees that she gets every bit of respect
due her on the set. To some people she is
known as a tyrant, to others a snob, to
others a real tough dame. Maybe she is all
of these things. And if she is, it is because shegrewas
that went
way. into
The the
indients of themade
formula
flask —day,and
Debbie
Reynolds,
as
she
is
tocame out.
As to Harry Karl, his tale is the reverse
of Debbie's.
Some including
say he has ahisveryformer
large
fortune
wives, —notothers,
so large.
At any rate it is
enough to allow him to live in luxury such
as few men get to know. His whole background is laced with evidence of his liking for publicity and desire for acceptance
by the community of celebrities in which
he lives as one worthy of mention in the
daily blabs. He has had a press agent for
years—
is probably
only press
shoe
maker and
in thehe world
with a theprivate
^gent. In moments of strife, such as when
his ex -wife got into quite startling jams,

Harry was always available to the boys
with the tributes
by-lines
conhandsomelyforto a thequote.
Los HeAngeles
Press Club. One of his adopted sons is
named Harrison,
after athelocallimelight.
gossip colAs to umnist.theYes, Harry
kind digs
of husband he would
make Debbie, who can tell? But his exwives may give us a clue. His first wife,
Ruth Winters, now operates an accessory
shop in a Beverly Hills beauty salon. They
were married twenty-four years ago. not
too long after Debbie was born, and have
been divorced fourteen years. They had a
daughter, Judy, who is now twenty. Harry
owes nothing, nor does he give anything
to his first wife. He does, however, employ
his daughter's
husband
a quite
able salary — and
more atthan
likelyrespectgives
his grandson shoes for free.
Not joyous at all
secondlesswife.
is Harry's
considerably
thanMarie
kind MacDonald.
in speaking
of Harry and her memory of her times
with him are not joyous at all.
"I hated being married to Harry," she
stated Ifrankly
quite I recently.
"He know
was fun
when
didn'thiseven
was a richdatedman.him.I thought
uncle ownedhe
a few shoe stores. (There will be loud
laughter from many who know the canny
Marie at this.) After we were married I
discovered he was subject to terrible fits
He'd stay inup bedin fordepressed
days at
aof depression.
time, all wrapped
moods.
I
couldn't
stand
it.
We
lived
in a
house
Wuthering
and after
a while like
I began
to feel Heights
low and— depressed
all the time. When I left him, I felt as
though a great weight had been lifted
Marieme."adds.
''I thinkin heme. finds
in Debbie
from
something
he found
Vivacity.
Now
in my case, I had all the vivacity — and I
think she'll find out the same thing. She
won't dating
know him.
what he's really like while
she's
"And
as
for
children,
we have three,
two adopted, the
Denise
and Harrison,
both
aged ten, and Tina, who is our natural
child, aged three and a half. Harry has
seen the children only three times last
year and twice this year. I don't know how
good
is to Debbie's
botherhe much
with his kids—
own." but he doesn't
According
to
Marie,
Karl'sa year
income, after taxes, is aboutHarry
$56. 000.00
today. If he were to live with Debbie and
the family, the way he wants to live, this
wouldn't
And he gopaysverya far.
heavy divorce settlement
to Marie. She gets $3,500 a month alimony
until riestheagain day
she
dies,getswhether
maror not. She
$750.00 shea month
each
for
the
three
children
—
and
Harry
pays extra for such items as clothing, toys,
medical and dental care, transportation to
and from school — and, when the day
comes, he will pay their college tuitions
and board while they are being educated.
So, even if he is a little blue once in a
while, he most surely has established
credit as a good family provider in latter
years.
. . . Karl pores over luxury house
As Harry
planstel,in Debbie
his suite
the Beverly
Hills Holooks ataround
the home
her
children know and love. And she looks
into her heart and the truth becomes very
clear to her. She is not in love with Harry
Karl, shesheprobably
never was.
had
wished
were. Wished
it soButmuchshe that
she almost believed it, and certainly the
public believed
fooling
herself. it. But she'd only been
She knew now, beyond a doubt what the
answer would be: "I like him better than
any man I know," she admitted, "but I
have no plans to marry . . . I'm going to
think a long time before I marry anyone."
END
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The Nun I Hated
{Continued from page 35)
Jersey tone of hers. She smiled pleasantly.
"Yeah," Connie said, flatly.
"Welcome then," said the girl, "and here,
let me help you with your suitcase."
Connie pulled the valise away. "I'll kick
you in the shins if you touch this," she
—"
snapped.
A voice "I'll
interrupted
her. "Hello," it said,
"you must be Concetta Ingolia. We've been
expecting
you.
My
name
is Sister
Connie looked up at the
nun, Ma young."
and beautiful lady, with one of those faces
and expressions
she'd seen in used
paintingskeepof
saints
around herthe dead
house.grandmother
It made her sad toto think
of her dead grandmother now. It made
her
feel like
But she bawling
wasn't going
to bawl
now, bawling.
no sir. Because
was
the farthest thing from being tough.
"Come," the nun said, as Connie stood
looking at her, "let's go to my office and
get to know one another a little. . . ."
The nosy business
Ined the
sure business.
enough, the nun startwith office,
the nosy
"I see no mention here of your mother,"
she said, looking at a paper she'd just
pulled from a folder. "Is she alive, Concetta?"
"She and my father got divorced when
I was two," Connie said.
nun."And do you ever see her?" asked the
"Sure,
lot," sheConnie
the
truth
beinga that
only said,
saw herlying,
mother
a couple of times a year.
said."And your father's a musician," the nun
"That's why I'm here," Connie said.
"He's gotta go on the road all the time
to make a buck and he couldn't take care
of "You
me." lived with your grandmother until
recently?" asked the nun.
"Until she died," Connie said.
"Rest her soul," said the nun. Then,
"And I guess there was nobody else to
take care of you."
Conniefirstsaid.cousins
"I've and
got
nine"Sure
auntsthere
and was,"
thirty-one
we're
a bigwould
closeshow
familyif she
— " kept
She onstopped.
The truth
talking, she was afraid; the truth that nobody
in that big close family, nice as some of
them were, really wanted to take care of
her,Shetowatched
take thetheresponsibility
for reached
her.
nun now as she
for
another
piece
of
paper
—
a
medical
report. And she listened as the nun, in a
very quiet and long way, and even turning red in the face once in a while, asked
the nosiest question of them all — "because," as she my
said, dear,
"I mustandknow
for our
own records,
so that
we
canConnie
help sat,
you hearing
and giveheryouout. advice."
then she yeah.
said, "Oh,
to And
me already,
I knowthat'sall happened
about it.
I was in a hotel room one night, on the
road, visiting my father. He was out,
working. I was alone when it happened.
I got scared at first. I even thought I was
dying. But I asked a maid in the hotel,
finally. And she explained it all to me . . .
ThisWhenmaid."she was finished talking, Connie
noticed that the nun was looking at her,
very
Thissympathetic.
made her uncomfortable.
She didn't
want any notsympathy
anybody
here, especially
from a nun.from
"How come
you're a hearing
nun?" she
suddenly,
remembering
once asked,
from
somebody
that
nuns
don't
like
to
be asked
that question.

"How notcome?"
askeda back.
And
mad, Sister
either. M
But smiling
little,
just like those pictures of the saints. "Because, Concetta,"
she said,
am in love
with Christ
our Lord,
and "Ibecause
this
is the only way I know to show Him my
love.
"What,"
then,you"do grow
you
want
your she
life asked
to be Connie
like, when
older?
What
do
you
want
to
become?"
"I don't know," Connie said, lying again,
since more than anything she wanted to be
a singer — but why should she go telling
this nun and have to hear her say, "Oh,
how
nice." or something stupid and phony
like that?
"Well," said the nun, "there's plenty of
time to decide, isn't there?"
If anything is ever wrong . . .
When Connie didn't answer, she got up
from
she room
said, and
"Concetta,
before her
I showchairyouandto your
introduce you to some of the girls, I want you
to know that if anything is ever wrong,
if you ever want to talk over anything,
you must feel free to come and talk with
meConnie
. . . Allshrugged.
right?" "I guess so," she said.
"And,"ning,the
nun started,
at theyourself
beginespecially,
you ever"if, find
feeling
— " interrupted. "I'm never
"Me?"lonely
Connie
lonely kid,
. . .myLook,"
I was ina
little
veryshefirstsaid,day"When
of school,
kindergarten, I went alone. Other kids
were standing around with their mothers,
holding their hands, crying. And me, I
was"You're
alone. a And
crying." young lady,
very notindependent
aren't you?" the nun asked, still smiling "a
little.
said, "very
— "Yeah,"
whateverConnie
that word
meant.independent"
For the next moment, the two of them
stood, looking at each other, the nun
thinking her thoughts; and Connie thinking hers— how she wanted so much right
now to say something mean and nasty
to this stiff lady in black with all her
make-believe
niceness,
something
and terrible that
the nun
would sohavemeanto
let her have it, a good hard slap in the
face; yes, that was what she wanted.
Connie knew now, for the nun to get so
mad she'd have to bring up her hand, and
so that she, Connie, could say, "You lay
a paw on me and they'll hear me all the
way soovershe incould
Brooklyn!"
— just
slap
leave this
placeoneandgoodgo
back to where she'd come from and stay
with
girlfriend's
family,
anybody,
till shea got
old enough
to bewithon her
own.
Oh yes, Connie knew, this was just the
time for her to say something and get the
nun's goat and then get going.
But she now,
knew, nottoo,now
that this
she couldn't
anything
minute, say
not
as the nun stood there with her fingers
touching, all of a sudden, very gentle, that
big silver
her
neck. crucifix she was wearing around
Well. Connie thought, looking back up,
into the nun's eye, there's still time.
And just
there'swaitways.
You
and And
see. I'll
. . . find a way . . .
For the next few weeks, Connie tried
everything to get kicked out of the school.
She didn't
through
her
classes.study;
She she
was yawned
sullen allsometimes,
mopey.
And
when
she
wasn't
moping
she
was rude, always looking for fights. She
tried aggravating everybody; the girls on
her floor, the girls in her classes, the nuns,
Sister M , especially, the one she
couldn't
most ofherall.herButaggravations
everybody,
it seemed,standforgave
and turned the other cheek. "Poor Concet a," she overheard one of them say one
day, "she must be so lonely with nobody
ever coming to visit her. It's no wonder

she's so nervous and doesn't want to talk
"Poor Concetta, my eye," Connie thought
"Just
give
time!"
More
weeksme passed.
And
to Still,
us." more.
nobody was kicking Connie ou
of any place.
How to get kicked out
And heardthen,
day, Connie
anotheranother
conversation.
This timeoverthe
girls were talking about a former classmate of theirs, wondering how she was
doing now. It seemed that this girl had
had the pleasure of being asked to leave
the school, because she'd been caughi
writing something "insulting," by Sister
M
too. , of all people, and in her class
Mmmmmmmmmm, Connie thought tc
herself, hearing this.
"Mmmmmmmmmmboy!"
Suddenly,
triumphantly.
She knew she
now smiled
what she
had to do.
She
sat
in
Sister
M
classsitting
thai
next morning. The other girls 'swere
with clasped hands, looking up all attention
at the nun, who was explaining something
on the blackboard, while Connie, ignoring
the lesson,
her
notebook.was writing furiously away in
I hate this school, she wrote.
1 hate the food.
I hate my room.
II hate
hate the
the nuns.
girls.
holy.
And I really hate Sister M , whc.
is a pain in the neck and thinks she's sc
She looked up when she was finished
wondering whether the nun had noticed
her.
But Sister M
hadn't; or. at least ?
sheSo looked
if she again.
hadn't.And this time
Connie asstarted
she pressed down harder with her pencil
and wrote slower, and underlined the
words
hate she
and was
SistergladMto see,. she
And really
this time,
got caught while doing it.
"Concetta," the voice came floating across
the"Nothing,"
room, "whatConnie
are yousaid.doing?"
She gave her notebook a push and made
it drop to the floor.
"Have you been writing something, Concetta, instead of listening?" Sister M
asked.
"Sort of," Connie said.
"May I cleared
see whatheryou've
writing?'
Connie
throat been
and pretended
to be embarrassed. She picked her notebook up from the floor. "I'd rather not,'
she said.
"Concetta," the nun's voice came, "if you
don't mind, please bring that book up
Connie did.
Sister M
read what she had
written.
"All
said
tofinished,
me." right."
her voice the
verynun,calm,whenbut she'd
her
eyes kind of sad-looking, of all things.
" — now you tear this page out of your
book, out
and ingothetackhall,itandontothenthegobulletin
board
to my
office
and
wait —fornearly
me." skipped — out into
Connie rushed
the hall, and did as she was told. Then,
as she was about to go on to Sistei
M
nun, anhadoldtacked
nun.
came over's office,
to see another
what Connie
to the board.
"Tsk-tsk," said the nun, when she read
it, "andSister
we'd had
hopes foralways
you
here.
M such, high
especially,
saying those nice things about your poTwo girls, walking by now, came to
see what the old nun was tsk-tsking about
They,
tentials."too, read what Connie had written

"Golly/' one of them said, looking at
Connie, "at least it's nice to know who
jour
are." and can't take us,"
"So friends
she's chicken
the other said, not looking. "Well then,
good
to her."away. . . .
And riddance
they walked
The nun's farewell
Connie
sat waitinglater.in She'd
Sister been
M wait-'s
ioffice
ing aonlylittle
a fewwhile
minutes, but it had
seemed
like days. She wished the nun would
hurry up and come, so they could get this
ever
feel her
good,head
all ofwasa
sudden,with.for Shesomedidn't
reason;
aching and her stomach was making noises,
and she wished — oh come on, come on,
she wished — that they could get this over
-with.
Sisterto Mthe office,
, whensaidshe nothing
finally didat come
back
first.
She just sat down in her chair and she
looked at Connie with those suddenly sad
eyes of hers.
"Well, said
you after
gonnaa minute,
kick mefiguring
out now?"
Connie
that
maybe
the one who was supposed
to startshethewasconversation.
"No," Sister M
said, shaking her
head. "I'm not going to kick you out, as
you say, Concetta . . . I'm going to let
out."
you"Same
thing." Connie said.
"No," Sister M
said again, shaking
her head.
"It's not
Concetta. Bad girls,
reallythebadsame
girls,thing.
get kicked
out of here. But good girls, really and
basically good girls, like you — "
"I'm not so good," Connie found herself
saying.
" — But good girls like you," the nun
went on, "well, it always gives us much
sorrow to find out they don't want us, any
ofwithus,us."and that they don't want to stay
Thenfather,
the nunandsaid,
have you
to notify
your
tell "We'll
him that
want
to go. Where can we locate him right now,
Concetta?"
Connie told her.
right,"while.
said He
the nun.
"I'll phone
him
in "All
a little
can send
somebody
over to pick you up . . . and then you
canConnie
go."
deepthebreath
started totook
heada for
door. and rose and
"It
might
take
a
few
days," the nun
said, as she did.
"I
know,"
Concetta
said,
placing her
hand on the doorknob.
"And,"
the
nun
said,
"meanwhile,
if you
want, you can keep on coming to classes.
Or you can stay in your room. Or do
anything, Concetta. . . .
"And," she went on, smiling a little again
now, the way she normally did, "while
you
anything you
want,remain
want here,
to talkif there's
over, anything,
you
just come
down
here
and
you
sider yourself free to talk with still
me. conAny
:ime, Concetta ... Do you understand,
my dear?"
Connie's hand tightened on the door
]knob.
She
tried ittofeltturnheavy
it, butin her
she hand
couldn't.now,
Because
and her hand felt very light, both at the
same the
time,door.
and she couldn't, she couldn't
open
"If you'd like to stay . . ."
She stood there for a long moment,
trying.
And then the ache in her head got worse,
suddenly, and her stomach began to feel
more and more upset. And she began to
cry, suddenly.
"You!"
screamed
then,atlooking
from
her shehand,
and over
the nun.up
Youuuuuuuuu!"
Sister M
got up. "What's the mat-

ter?" she asked, all concerned. "What in
the"You!"
world'sConnie
the matter?"
do you have to be screamed
so nice likeagain.
this? "Why
Why
can't
you
be
mean
like
me?
Why
have to go making me feel so baddo .you. . "'"Marvel Na
ils
Sheing, was
bawling by this time; not cry- made lovely in minutes
but bawling.
"I don't deserve it," she said, the bawling
now?"
growing louder, " — you being so nice to — a new liquid preparation that hardens into long,
glamoroussplit,finger
nails.nailsNowinto youstrongcan beautiful
change
She leaned against the door.
nails — stronger bitten
than your
own nails. STOPS NAIL
"Why," she bawled, " — why don't you broken,
BITING.
justSister
let meM go in peace?"
rushed from where she
or crack. Stays on until your own
was me."
standing, and over to Connie. She put Will not break
out. Each
Can benailfiled,
trimmed one
and minute.
beautiher arms around the girl. She held her j nails grow
polished.
close, and gentle, as she let her cry it out. nails.
You canfully
do
any
type like
workisIt.made
while inwearing
fhese
No
preparation
And then, when the crying had stopped,
MARVEL
KIT,
59*
she said, "Would you like me to get you
DELUXE JIFFY KIT. $1.50
"No,"water?"
Connie said.
some
If not available
store,
send 65$ attoryourSI.favorite
651 to:
"Is
there
anything
you'd
like?"
the
nun
asked.
Connie said nothing.
MARVEL NAILS, Dept. DM-10
5249 W. Harrison St. Chicago 44, III.
"Is there.
Still,
ConnieConcetta?"
said nothing.
"Tell me," said the nun, very softly.
"Come on . . . don't be a baby. If you'd
like"Youto stay,
tell me."
mean just
I can?"
Connie asked. "I'm KILL THE HAIR ROOT
not in too hot water? Hey, how'd you
know,
thatjustI wanted
stay?"little
Sisterofanyway,
M
smiled tothat
smile
hers.
And to Connie,
figuring
get
back
her classes
whileshe'd
the better
going was
good, whispered something about a thank
you, and turned towards the door.
IMITATION
And once again she brought her hand
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Talks with sister
MONEY
You would have thought Connie had
postal charges
taken
a leasetogether
on Sister
M after
's office,
they were
so much
that
NewE~~ York
N. Y. C2SO
NO 30 WONChurch
~ St.. 7. Dept.
incident
—
that
is,
when
Connie
wasn't
in
class orwork orupspending
in her room
her hometime doing
with lots
of the
WANTED
for
musical Anysetting
and
girls
who'd
become
her
friends.
She spent
recording.
subject.
lots of time with these friends now,
hour POEMS
consideration.
FREE
examination.
after hour, nice pleasant hours. But her Immediate
Send your poems today to SO N G C R AFT E RS ,
happiest hours, by far, were those she Studio
L, Acklen Station, Nashville, Tenn.
would
spend
in
Sister
M
's
office,
whenever Sister M
had the time to
spare, and where they both would relax,
and talk, talk, talk. They talked about
many
the twowhatof you
them might
— religious
things, things,
lay things,
call
hygiene
things,
happy
things,
sad
current events things, future things,things,
past
things, all things.
Monuments— Marhers— Direct to you
And though many of these conversations
Satisfaction
or money
back —Catalog.
Lowest
they niehadnow,areswept
just vague
memories
to
ConPrices—
Paid. 499,Free
(DALE MONUMENTFreight
CO., Dept.
JOLIET. UU
away by the sands of
time, as they say, some of the things that
happened
her and Sister they
M had, ,
and
some between
of the conversations
Shrinks Hemorrhoids
these Connie will never forget.
Likenie wastheir
that day Confeelingconversations
blue.
New Way Without Surgery
"I feel sometimes, Sister," she'd say,
"like things are wrong, even though I don't
know what's wrong. And I get all choked- Stops
-Relieves
Paina
the Itch
first time
science has found
up feeling
really .not. . newForhealing
substance with the astonishing
much
good, inside
much me.
fun,And
to beI'maround
ability
to
shrink
hemorrhoids
and
to
relieve
And I don't know what to do till the pain — without surgery.
In
case
after
case,
while
gently
relieving
feeling
passes."
"Well," Sister M
had said, "if I pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place.
I'd use
that totime
catchAndup thorough
Most amazing
of all — made
resultsastonishing
were so
onweresomeyou,of my
prayers,
beginto with.
that sufferers
I'd use it to read; that's a perfect time to statements like "Piles have ceased to be a
sit alone with a book, you know. And,"
The secret is a new healing substance
she'd asked, "you like to sing, don't you, (Bio-Dyne*
) — discovery of a world-famous
Concetta?" At least, I hear you some- research institute.
times, singing softly, when I'm passing problem!
This substance
sup"pository or ointmentis now
form available
under thein name
"Yes,"room?"
Connie had said, "I love to sing." Prepa.ro.tion H.* Ask for it at all drug countyour
ers—money back guarantee. *Ree. o.s. Pat. off
"Then sing aloud," Sister M
had

said, "for all the world to hear. Happy
songs.then
Songsshe'dyou winked,
like. Sing,"
she'd she'd
said,
and
"except,"
said, "during Mass and during Meditation,
of course. . . ."
And then there was the time they'd
talked about Connie's "boyfriend."
"Who is he you're so stuck on," Sister
M
had asked, "and why are you so
sad about him?"
"Well,
you
Fridays,with
when Sister
I go
shopping at know
the onmarket
A
?"
Connie
had
asked.
"Well,
there's
this dreamboat of a boy who works there,
in meats and fish. And every Friday I'd
try
catchAndhisfinally,
eye andlast hope
talk toto me.
Fridaythathe he'd
did.
And do you know what he said? He said
he "The
was Army?"
going in Sister
the Army
M righthadaway."
asked,
all astounded. "How old is this boy, Concetta?"
"Going on twenty-one," Connie had said.
"And how old are you?"
"Going like
on fourteen."
"More
thirteen," the nun had said.
"Oh,
And Concetta!"
there had followed a very serious
discussion on boys and girls and the little
matter of differences-in-their-ages. . . .
About sin. about heaven
There were other times together, other
conversations.
Like the conversation about Connie's
stepsister, and Connie's own sin.
"My mother got married again, you see,"
she'd
said, "and...sheI had
daughter,
my stepsister
went another
to see them
one
day. My mother took me in to see the baby.
And you should have seen the room —
aandroomwithalla tobeautiful
herself, crib,
she had
all ina pink,
and — with
place
where
my
mother
said
the
baby's
bed
would go when she was bigger, a canopy
bed, she said. And all I could do was stand
there and envy this little baby, because
she was going to get all the things from
my mother that I never got. . . . And,
Sister, I wonder, was it a sin to envy
this baby like I did?"
you envy her still?" Sister M
had"Doasked.
"No," Connie had said. "I've thought
it over since then — she's only a little baby,
and"Then,"
I can Sister
only wish
the said,
best." much
M her had
to Connie's happiness, "it was a sin at
the time. But it is no longer. . . ."
And about
then there
talked
Brownie.was the time they'd
"He was my dog, when I was a kid,"
Connie
mutt in had
the said,
world."theHemostran wonderful
away one little
day,
and I think he got killed. Anyway, I asked
another nun, in Brooklyn, if he would go
to heaven, at least; if there was a place
in heaven for dogs, even mutts. And she
said, 'Don't The
go church
botheringhas meenough
with tosuchdo
foolishness.
worrying about the human soul, let alone
dogs'.
And,ago,youI still
know,thinkevenaboutthough
that
was years
Brownie.
And
wonder,might
Sisterbe Ma place, butin do
you
think I there
heaven
forVery
dogs?"simple and direct, the nun had
nodded. "I do," she'd said. "At least, I'd
be veryupdisappointed
didn'tourfindLord
my
pooch
there if andif Iwhen
allows
And methatin."had settled the matter of
Brownie
for Connie,
once and and
for his
all. whereabouts
...
There
were
other
times
together,
other
conversations.
And they all of them had made Connie
feel so good, not only because she finally
had somebody she could talk to, really
talk to; but because when she talked with
Sister a M
she felt
74 with
woman , who
was she
to herwasa talking
friend,

a sister, a mother, and her private saint.
They lasted, these conversations with
Sister
, for the two years Connie
was at M
the school.
And they ended on that morning followConnie's graduation
night, ever
when have
the
last ingconversation
they would
together took place . . . the one which
began with
Sister. . M
so mad, suddenly, at first.
.
The walk in the rain
The nun
hadthebeenfloor,
waiting
room,
pacing
lookingin Connie's
out the
window
sometimes.
Waiting.
And then, when Connie did come in,
she called
out, sick
"Where've
you look
been? atWe've
been
worried
. . . And
you,
soaking wet. Your beautiful new dress —
Your hair — Where've you been, Con"In the rain," said Connie, "walking."
"Since Connie
last night?"
"Yes,"
said. asked the nun.
cetta?"
"But why, Concetta? Why?"
"Because," said Connie vaguely, "I like
the rain. It's like life is, really. It's good
and
bad. people
It makescoldsthe. .flowers
and itit'sgives
. And grow,
me, I
want
to
catch
cold
and
die."
"Concetta!" said Sister M
, sharply.
"I know," Connie said. "It's a sin to
say."Why?"
But I do.
do." asked.
sheI was
Connie, "the
all"Because,"
nights— mysaidgraduation.
And night
did sheof
"Who, Concetta?"
"My mother, that's who," said Connie.
come?"
She
to laugh.
"Oh ever
boy, hit
howmeI
felt. pretended
I didn't think
it would
like this. But last night, after the cereseeing all waiting
the otherforgirls
withintheir
mothersmony,there,
them,
the
lobby, with those big flowers, those big
bouquets . . . And me. just standing there
alone, like a big jerk, making believe I
was looking around for my mother, making
She stopped, and she pretended to laugh
again.
— " invite your mother, Concetta?"
believe
"Did Myou
Sister
asked, cutting off the laugh.
"She knew it was my graduation," said
Connie.
"But did you invite her?" the nun asked.
This
"You time,
know,"Connie
said didn't
Sister answer.
M
now.
"she
might
have
thought
want
her to come. Did you ever youstopdidn't
and think
of "But
it thatshe way?"
knew," said Connie. "She knew
it Sister
was myMgraduation."
sighed.
"Well, now," she said, changing the subject, "most
have first
gonething
already.
Scooted
rightof the
out girls
of here,
this
morning . . . And how about your plans,
Connie?noon andStilltakethethesametrain
— to toleave
this
afterSt. Louis and
go "Sort
live with
of theyour
same.father?"
I guess," said Connie.
"Except he's not gonna stay in St. Louis
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long. He got a job in Beverly Hills, Cali-y
fornia, beginning a few weeks from now
playing at a restaurant or something . .
He"Beverly
wants meHills,"
to go there
with him."
said
Sister
M it?
"That's
right
near
Hollywood,
isn't
"I think so/' said Connie.
said thefornun,you"that
nice"Wellandnow,"
convenient
whenwillyoi:be
decide you're ready to become a movie
star." She smiled a little, in that way oi j
hers. "You still want to become a singe;
and
a movie
don't youi
you i
Concetta?
Or star
have someday,
you changed
"I don't know anymore," said Connie.
"Connie Stevens," said the nun, " — that what you said you're going to call yourself, wasn't it? After the name your fathei
"I don't know anymore," said Connie.
mind?"
"Well," said the nun, "I know. I know
you're going to make it, too, Concetta. And i
the
us allforsous,happy
past waytwo you've
years, made
singing
actingthesein
our
plays,
that's
the
way
you're
going . to.
?"
make
uses the whole world happy someday
And," she said, "believe me, even though
I won't be seeing any of your big pictures.
I'll know when you make them. And I'll
be Sherooting
for you,something
praying that
for you.
swallowed
seemed. . to.t'
get caught in her throat.
End of an era
Then she
said.talking.
"All right
Concetta.
enough
of this
Get now,
on with
you,
now, right in there, in the bathroom, and
dry your hair out and change your clothes
And
quick,andtoo.endBefore
you really
that cold
up sneezing
your catch
way
all"Go
the on,
way now.
to California. . . .
"Go on."
obeyed, going into the bathroom,
andConnie
changing.
And
it
she herwasroom,
finished,
till she camewasn't
back until
out into
that
she realized that the nun was not there.
Then she saw the note on her desk.
It was a short note, very short, and it
was"Dear
signedConcetta,"
by Sister itMread, "I. do not like
good-byes.
have. Soin this
pleasemanner.
allow
me to bid youI never
bon voyage
Be good. Be successful. Love our Lord,
always. And remember that I shall always
be There
thinkingwas ofa you."
P.S. to the note. too.
it read,
"thinknot about
I "Please,
said abouttoo,"your
mother
comingwhatto
your graduation last night. Remember, you
did not ask her, and maybe that was all
she was waiting for, an invitation. Could
Connie
nodded.Concetta?"
I not
be right,
"Yes, Sister," she found herself saying,
as she stared down at the note. "Yes, you're
She looked up then. And she looked
around
the empty
room.out.
"Sister?"
she called
"Sister — aren't we ever gonna talk together again,
and
. . .years
Sister?"
But, was
for
theno you
first
time me?
two
right."
there
answer
toin her
call. now.
And Connie, knowing that it was over,
this part of her life, these two beautiful
put downandtherested
note and
walkedagainst
over
toyears,
the window
her hand
the pane.
ItThewas rain
still raining
outside,slamming
she could itself
see.
was really
against
the
window.
It was making a design, too, a long and
streaming design, like tears.
And, all of a sudden, Connie saw, there
were tears coming down both sides of END
the
window.
Co?i?iie will co-star in Parrish. Warner
Bros.

iA Widow's Torment
'
f
\(Continued from page 45)
Lauren made up her mind, packed her
belongings, took her two children, Stevie,
•aged
and York,
Leslie, far
a perky
and
movedeight,
to New
from four,
the shop
talk and shattered dreams of a Hollywood that no Bogie.
longer was home for her —
not without
When love has been good to two people,
3nd love was more than good to Lauren
and Bogie, it sometimes robs the survivor
of the will to love again. But Lauren
Bacall is made of stronger stuff. She has
the guts to face her mirror and call a
6pade a spade.
"Our marriage was so good I find
livegivers
any other
way."are
Init difficult
love, thereto are
and there
takers. Lauren is a giver. Bogie was
fa taker, a man who had lost at marriage
t three times by trying for the impossible:
a bachelor's offreedom
within the cast-iron
I conventions
marriage.
j!fThen
But allwith
Lauren,
he
learned
give.
too soon he was gone.
And toLauren
had to learn to give all over again.
Reincarnation of Bogie
New York was the spirit and the soul
that helped Lauren to forget and to
^nd a man, a man who in his own Bogart
fashion, helped Lauren to smile again.
Jason Robards, Jr. is a sensitive, some:imes violent stage actor, who is to the
teeth a reincarnation of Bogie. But
Jason prefers to live on as Jason, not as
:he spirit of a dead man. Jason will not
olay Bogie,
their physical resemblance is notthough
to be denied.
"Jason
did
Petrified
the
Equity Library TheatreForest
stageonsome
years back, and he did the role
Bogie played on screen, and it was
frightening the resemblance the two
rebels
opined.
Lauren had,"
noticeda director
the resemblance
immediately, but Jason, who became her
;lose friend in short order, fought to keep
nis own identity, fought to free himself
Df the ghost-like role that Lauren was
Drojecting him into.
On a recent night, they entered the
3aq Room, an intimate West Side spot
A'here an uninhibited song stylist named
Janice meant
Mars sang
like inblues
were
to belover's
sung. blues
Sitting
the
oom were the perpetual newlyweds, Bob
Wagner and Natalie Wood.
[ Lauren.
"Hi Betty," Bob warmly greeted
time friends
favorte,Natalie
Lauren smiled
Bacall,atwhotheirto long
her good
s always Betty. Jason calmly surveyed
he room. Janice Mars was about to do another number.
"Hey,winked
Jase, atjoinLauren,
me," she
she smiled
called. back
Jason
2i theJason
off-handed
way tothattheonly
»nd
was off
racesshe incan,a
ivheel-and-deal
mannerhis reminiscent
3ogie, yet completely
own effortlessof
<nd
unapproachable
Robards'
way of
aughing at life.
Jason, in his slow gin baritone, belted
•ut an old Irish ditty that was blues in
he Dublin style. Janice Mars, playing it
traight faced, chimed in behind Jason,
md Lauren — she just smiled her warmhearted approval at a man who had taught
ler how to smile again.
"Hey,
honey,
join us," Jason tossed
in an aside
to Lauren.
The crowd, not knowing to what extent
he would take their prodding, gently inisted
oice. she bail Jason out with a singing

And, there, in the smoke of a dimly
lit back room, with the bluish light playing across their happy faces, a happiness
long gone seemed to be reborn, as Lauren
and
Jason that
sang would
in a broken
-bottleBogie
pair
of voices
have made
laugh a thousand times over.
"They look great," laughed Bob
Wagner. "It's good to see her smile
"It's like old times," Natalie added.
Bacall's
smileAndthatthe night
was
a Lauren
smile
overdue.
man who
ain."long
put agthe
smile on her face is a man who
has
successfully
of hard
knocks. come through a school
Jason Robards, Jr. like Betty Bacall, has
known moments of great sorrow. His
idol, Jason Robards, Sr., was a talented
stage star who went blind at the height
of his career. The boy Jason worshipped
his father and the thought that his idol,
now blind and weary, would never be
onsadness.
a stage again saddened him beyond all
"My dad was a great actor," Jason
said, "and it was sad to see him die
inside
Finally,eachafterday."years of darkness, the
miracle came to pass. Jason Robards,
Sr.
got ashis ifsight
back, andhadto opened
Jason, Jr.to
it was
the heavens
them.
Jason had a tough ride himself. After
Navy service, during which a ship he was
on was torpedoed, he came back to a
theater that was not overly anxious to
welcome home any more actors.
But he plugged, and after his Equity
Library
he
did a Theater
number stint
of livein Petrified
television Forest.
shows
in which his work was noticed. Finally,
his big break came on Broadway in
Eugene
to Night.O'Neill's Long Day's Journey InThe raves were all his, and he followed
Journey with The Disenchanted, playing
the sodden drunk that Scott Fitzgerald,
legendary
tothehave
become writer
in his oflastthedays.'20's, seemed
But
Jason's
marriage
wasfights.
not working
out too tions.well.
There were
SeparaAnd a growing
apartness.
His energy seemed to be channeled into
areas that
canHisonlydrinking
be harmful
a creative talent.
boutsto became
almost
as
legendary
as
Bogie's.
Then
...
He met Lauren.
Lauren, having moved into the stately
Dakota apartments on Central Park West,
and having stepped into the New York
social whirl, found little time on her
hands,
but She
still could
there was
void into
her life.
not afindgreata man
replace
Bogie.
Then
.
.
.
She met Jason.
She recalled the day when she was
only nineteen and the worldly-wise Bogie
had
her. swept her off her feet and married
"I wasn't exactly what you'd call a
woman
Bi t whenof the
she world."
met Jason, she had had
aknown
taste the
of the
of glamour, adulation.
and had
thrillworld
of international
But . . .
The same feeling that had hit her with
Bogie when
a fresh-faced unknown of 19, she
hit was
her again.
She has found many happy moments in
the company of the completely uninhibited
Jason Robards. In New York, a party
is not really a party until Jason hits it.
Then, he swings into high gear, taking
over the singing, dancing, and merry
making. Apearancparty
brightens
ape, and so does
Lauren,withforhisJason
has that hell-for-leather attitude toward
life that her beloved Bogie had.
Lauren has met the challenge of loneliness and appears to have come out of
her self-imposed shell.
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Only Frank
pursuers, came Sinatra,
anywhereof her
nearmanycatching
Lauren. But Lauren says now, "The less
saidFrank,
abouta doting
Misterfather
Sinatra,
histhechoice
ownbetter!"
children, was not exactly
thetobest
for
Lauren
and
Bogie's
children.
And,
Lauren, her children come first. with
"Right
now,"mostsheimportant
said, "thethingchil-in
dren are the
my
life."
And, she knows all too well the sacred
image held of Bogie by young Stephen.
"Stephen
remembers
his father
well,
and I want
him always
to thinkso
of what a kind, wonderful man he
was."
a 'but.'
"But, Then,
I don't Lauren
want to added
talk about
him
everyate day
because
I
don't
want
to creany insurmountable obstacles
for
them (meaning her children) when I
remarry."
Jason
Robards is a proud man and he
will make it on his own. With Bogie's
Lauren.
Bogie's
And, withWith
Stephen
and friends
Leslie. and hers.
Laurenit time
Bacallandis again,
a lot ofespecially
woman. during
She's
proved
the desperately trying period in which
she was the only one who knew Bogie
was dying. For ten months, she played
it straight as if nothing were happening.
And, Bogie, realizing the end was near,

and watching her keep her heart from
showing on her sleeve, said:
"She's my wife. So she stays home.
Maybe that's the way you tell the
ladies
fromseeks
the happiness.
broads in this
Now, she
And,town."
as she
says
it in the candid way that has become
her trademark:
"I feel that the greatest compliment
I can pay
Because our Bogie
marriageis towasget somarried.
good I find
itShedifficult
to
live
any
other
way."
leaves her heart open. And, for
Jason Robards that opening is perhaps
the lead he needs to make his move.
Jason, delighted when Lauren opened
in Good-bye
Charlieto onall Broadway,
her
to the skies
his close boosted
friends.
Then, not to be outdone, he starred in
Toys in the Attic to rave notices, and no
one
have been happier than Lauren
over could
his success.
They pagne,toasted
each other
chamand the bubbling
smiles with
that crossed
their happy faces were more than just the
effects of sparkling champagne.
Theirs is not one of those dimly-lit,
out-of-the-way restaurant type friendappear infrequented
such spotsby asmany
the
Brasserie,ships.aTheyrestaurant
and as bright as a Christmas tree. Even
the most cynical beings wish them the
best.

"Jason's his own man. And Betty
knows toit.makeHe everything
doesn't need
Bogie
seem toright.do
And,
if
he
had
to,
he'd
change just
his
physical resemblance to Bogie,
to make whoit onknows
his own."
Anyone
Jason
knows
this.
The actor who said it had known Jason
through and thelikedhardLauren.
times, Hebutwas hehoping
also
knew
the comparisons between Bogie and Jason
wouldn't
be any stumbling block to the
new
have happiness
found. Lauren and Jason seem to
One of the funniest, though cherished,
taunts
when hethat
said:Bogie ever tossed out was
"I had to marry her. She chased me
until I had my back to the wall. I did
what any gentleman would do — I gave
Lauren has always laughed at the
old line.
It was a private joke between Betty and
her Bogie. Now, she has left the way open
for a fiercely independent man to laugh
at the same line, a line Bogie coined, but
held no tleman
copyright
on. A tolinethink
that over.
any genwould be wise
For,
as
Jason
knows,
when
a
man's
his
back against the wall, giving got
in can
more fun. Especially if he gives ENDin
tobe Lauren.

The Good Wife

he wouldn't
compromise.
marry
impulse.
He held heoffHeresisted
the wouldn't
aggressiveonHollywood
actresses;
the
glamour girls looking for a star husband.
He waited, and kept looking, until he
found the Right Girl.
Of course,justmenhets. He hadhad toto adjust
make ato lota ofcouple
adof lively stepchildren, to having his own
children late in life, to being surrounded
by noisy,
the house, to having a wifehappy
and kids
new inresponsibilities,
not
easyHe forwasa long-time
bachelor.
fortunate in finding Gloria, a
well-poised,
Hollywood toobeautiful
well to socialite
want to who
becomeknewan
actress. She runs their big house efficiently,
giving the kind of formal parties he likes,
such as their recent party for the King of
Nepal. With her encouragement, he has
come out of his shell enough to become
active in civic and school organizations
and the Boy Scouts.
"I like family life," he says. Gloria
sighs, "He's the ideal man: patient, kind,
thoughtful."
wasJimm.v
only gambled
One Girlinforthehimfirmandbeliefshe there
was
worth waiting for . . . and winning.
Janet Curtis
When Janet Leigh married Tony Curtis
itit was
thirdit marriage.
She didn't
then,her but
was destined
to beknow
her
toughest . . . and happiest.
On the surface, at the beginning, things
looked good. Janet got better roles; Tony
moved up at Universal studios; they
started saving money, and they were
working out their cultural, religious and
personality differences. Then, suddenly,
the pressures of Hollywood got Tony
down, and
became
tressed, heemotionally
ill, anddepressed,
had to godis-to
a In
psychoanalyst
for
help.
this crisis, when the man of the
family is down, Janet knew instinctively
her role. She stayed home, started raising
babies, became more the wife and less the
actress. She stopped taking picture offers
that required going on location away from
Tony. She encouraged Tony in his new
self probings, his budding intellectualism.
She gave him a deeper love and a greater
understanding as he wandered down the

in." paths of analysis, tearing
dark, tortured
at the roots
of
childhood memories and reliving past agonies.
She summoned all her patience to
tolerate
Tony's frustration.
mercurial moods
of anger,
self-reproach,
She stood
fast
by her man, as all loving women have
done
through
the
ages
when
their
man
was threatened.
Instead of competing with him — as many
actresses
do withherself
their soactor
she submerged
that husbands
Tony was—
undisputed boss and big star of the family.
She watched happily as he developed confidence, got top roles, earned huge salaries,
took latehisyoungplace
among Hollywood's articuleaders.
marriage'
worked loving
becausehershemate
did
notTheir
hesitate
to continue
through sickness, as well as in health,
as they had promised each other solemnly
in the marriage vows.
Lydia
ChuckHeston
Heston fell in love with Lydia
Clarke when they were speech majors at
Northwestern University. Two years later,
in 1944, just before he went into the Army
forWhen
three he
years,returned,
they married.
they started the
heartbreaking job of looking for acting
jobs. Sometimes they acted in the same
play, the
sometimes
In 1950,
they
won
Theatre they
Worlddidn't.
Awards
as "most
promising
actor and worked
actress ofduring
the year."
Their marriage
their
lean years because, as Chuck said then,
"We both want the same things — each
other,
work in the career
theater."started
The testto
came and
when
move.
Lydia Chuck's
could have competed
with
him,
trying
to
keep
up
the
pace.
she reacted as a wife instead ofInstead,
as an
actress, and she deliberately slowed down
her own career, to help Chuck. She sought
modeling
work,pursued
so theynewcould
while Chuck
actingsurvive
jobs.
They lived in a one-room cold-water flat
"overlooking a garbage can."
Lydia
"Two happily
people can
work they
and
still
live said,
together
provided
are both interested in each other's work."
She tookbutoccasional
actingfirstjobs,baby,
at Chuck's
urging,
when their
Fraser,
arrived, she went into semi-retirement.

(Continued from page 39)
Jeanneing herhadcareer
to forget
hopes Besides,
for resumas a allmodel.
she
soon had her own Dino, Ricci and Gina to
raise.
Many times, when the stepchildren were
going through the usual adolescent rebel ion, she wondered if they were thinking, "You're not my real mother; you're
only
my
stepmother!"
held and
her
temper, mustered
all But
her she
patience
offered all her love in handling each little
crisis
in
a
big
family.
There were times when Dean found
married life oppressive and stormed out,
only to return and promise to try a little
harder the next time. Things got better
after he split with Jerry Lewis, and he
said then, "Now I can give more time to
family
life." kids, plus Dean, Jeanne and
All seven
three
servants,
live happily
a bigDean
11room Beverly Hills
House. inWhile
goes out to work, Jeanne runs the house
and keeps the kids in line, and still has
enough
do occasional
partying withenergy
Dean. left
For tohim,
she is a patient,
tolerant, understanding wife. But perhaps
more important, at home she plays her
greatest
role, a loving stepmother, and
does it well.
Gloria Stewart
James Stewart was 41 when he finally
married, in 1949.
Hollywood's
eligiblemanybachelor
forAsa long
time, he most
had dated
stars
from Marlene Dietrich to Olivia de Haviland. But he kept avoiding marriage.
"I couldn't stand having anybody around
me
allin the
explained.
his
years
thehetime,"
U. returned
S. Airhe Force
changedBut him,
and when
to Hollywood,
he
was more of an extrovert. At the Gary
Coopers'
house,
he
met
and
fell
in
love
with Gloria McLean Hatrick, a divorcee
with two children. They married and two
years later, their twin daughters were
born.
76 Jimmy's marriage has worked because

Because Chuck has been on location so
much and because the baby arrived when
he was duredabroad,
and separations.
Lydia have Too.
enmany andhelong
she has virtually given up her own career.
Yet theirs is a happy marriage. Chuck
seems calm, considerate, loving, and insists, "A successful marriage is the art of
the possible;
argue with
my wife."'
She
admits Itheneverconstant
traveling
and
their three homes make life exciting.
If she had tried to race him. careerwise.
she might have wrecked their marriage.
By marital
deliberately
the
race. falling behind, she won
Roselle Como
"I've always wanted to be on your
show," crew
the gorgeous
the
studio
wandered girl
awaysaidandwhen
left her
momentarily alone with Perry Como.
"You'reas a she
fine sized
singer,"himPerry
said. She
smiled,
up appreciatively. He was over
40, his black
hair was
graying, he had a wife and three kids. But
he was still handsome, a power in TV, and
rich. "After the show." she whispered.
"Whyunwind?
don't you
over
place
and
. . .come
We'll
relax."toof my
If Roselle Como
had known
this conrsation, she husband.
wouldn't have worried —
she trusted veher
"Sorry."readysaid
"Can'tBob. . .and
I've my
alpromisedPerry.
Father
brother-in-law Dee to go for spaghetti . . .
then we got to hurry home . . . tomor. earlydidmass."
Afterrow'stheSunday
show.. . Perry
just what he
said
he'd
do.
The
next
morning
he and
Roselle,
and
Terry
and
David,
church. Their eldest. Ronnie, wouldwenthaveto
gone, too; but he was away at Notre Dame.
When Perry and Roselle eloped in 1933.
he was a odically
touring
bandtovocalist
who when
periwent back
barbering
things got bad. When he finally made the
big time in New York, he and Roselle
agreed they didn't
want
toglamorous
be a showbusiness
in a worked
fishbowl. So couple
their living
marriage
because
they accepted a discipline, backed by a
strong religious faith. They moved to the
suburbs,
show-business croniespermitted
to come very
to theirfewhome,
avoided
night clubs and premieres, and tried to
lead
a
"normal
life"
—
going
to
playing tennis and golf, barbecuing church,
meals,
singing in the kitchen while strumming a
mandolin, sitting around and watching
TV, playing with the kids in the yard.
best your
thingsfamily.
in life
your were
God.
your"Thehome,
Theseare things
mine when I was making S15 a week as
a barber. They are still the only things
that count for me."
Shirley Parker
In these days, when Togetherness is
supposed to be the core of a good marriage, Shirley MacLaine has built her marriage on Apartness.
In six years of marriage to Steve Parker,
they have been apart most of the time. She
works in Hollywood; he makes movies in
Tokyo. It all started when he went to the
Orient four years ago to make good on
his own and thus head off being called
"Mr.
Shirley MacLaine."
remained
in Hollywood
and even Shirley
had thenbaby
alone
—
she
drove
to
the
hospital
unescorted
when the time came.
When Steve's away, she goes alone to
the
Sinatra-Martin
"clan" gossip.
parties, Yet
leaving
herself
open to malicious
her
marriage works, and her radiant spirits
indicate she's a happy wife. In a mantrapping
a wifecan doesn't
trust her community,
husband as where
far as she
throw
ahusband
Martini for
glass,months
she often
does
see her
at a time.not Yet
she
doesn't seem to worry; she doesn't seem

to care what people think of her marriage.
She's admitted that Steve is so different.
"His thing
viewswearehaveso inopposite,"
only
common isandthat "the
we
both each
like toother
be alone
at times."
they
love
fiercely,
and theyBut phone
each other an hour at a time, two or three
times a week, and they write daily.
This curious relationship is being held
by distance rather than closeness, and by
the hope that today's sacrifice is tomorrow's arations
happiness.becauseShirley
the sep-to
they tolerates
enable Steve
establish himself as a producer, and then
he'll be more comfortable being a star's
husband.
Soon,— six
she says, they'll be together
all months
the time
six
in Tokyo.months in Hollywood,
Dorothy Mitchum
Mitchumhermetat Dorothy
andBobmarried
27. when Spence
he wasat an16
odd
-jobs
man.
restlessly
trj'ing
to find
the right occupation.
She has put up with him through
failuremust
and have
success.wondered
And surely
sometimesis
she
if success
better aforstartheirhas marriage,
because Bob's
being
made it impossible
for
him lytounconventional
Live It Up unnoticed.
Bob, naturaland
rebellious,
makes
headlines with his brawls and frank talk.
Bob has admittedly been in and out of
jails for vagrancy as a kid; his fifty days
in jail on a marijuana charge made the
front pages: his involvement with booze
and broads is well known. He is hardly
the type of husband women yearn for
openly. Yet his marriage has held fast. He
and Dorothy have raised three fine kids;
he is devoted to them, and he is a loving
husband to Dorothy in his own fashion.
understands
her husband
— andto isn't
thatShe what
every wife
should try
do?
She expects from him only what she
knows he can give. Her realistic approach
has saved this marriage for 20 years. She
has built an exciting family life around
his shortcomings as well as his loving
qualities
— instead
of trying
push virtue
for a
safe,
colorless
husband
whoseto main
is keeping out of trouble.
Shirley Boone
Pat Boone dated Shirley Foley ten
months before he got up enough nerve
to kiss her.
They steady-dated two years, when
suddenly
Shirley's
had totheymovecouldto
another city.
The family
only way
stay together was to marry. But their
families thought they were too young.
Nobody
faith inwhen
two the
19-year-olds
marrying,hadespecially
boy was
still going to college and had no money.
But Pat and Shirley had faith in their
love and common sense, so they eloped
with the help of a sympathetic minister,
who gave them their first gift, a Bible.
Pat legedidwhilethebuilding
impossible
by finishingcareer,
cola sensational
and Shirley proved she could run the
little family on S40 a week as well as
S40.000 a week. When fame came along,
Pat resisted
the orusual
temptation
to be-he
come a playboy
a showoff.
Instead,
stayed
close
to
the
"square"
virtues
faithfulness, churchgoing. giving to charity,of
working for religious and moral causes.
He and Shirley periodically repeat their
marriage vows, to remind themselves that
"you never get anything good out of
breaking
a promisehas toworked
God." because they
Their marriage
had good family backgrounds, they grew
through adolescence together and matured
together, they worked side by side, they
struggled together,
weren't And
afraidwithof
problems,
they prayedtheytogether.
Pat,
Shirley knew she would take any
chance.
END
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(Continued from page 33)
out a little silver comb and started to.
comb
hair —bigrightwhite
therecake
at that
party Liza's
with the
on big
the
table with all the other pretty things.
Mama made Liza feel like the party was
for her.
theThenthreeLizaof saw
themEddie
werekissing
in a Mama
huddle andof
love. They laughed and it made Liza so
happy.die andShe
armssheer
for Edclungreached
to his out
neckherwith
joy.
He said lovely things to her in a tender
voice — not like that other mock-stern
voice voice
she couldn't
older
that was quite
there,remember.
and then That
sudThis denly,
was wasn'tthethere
man anymore.
who put her on top of
a pillow in a bicycle basket and took her
for fun rides when they were on a vacation in England. This was the man who
swung her way up in the air, calling her
"baby kin."doll,"
princess"
and her
"pumpwas"sweet
the man
who The
held
tiny
hand so Thisvery
gently
in his.
man who
sang at the top of his voice just for her.
Mama Liza
had had
said trotted
once, "Daddy
And
over to hashis gum."
knee,
put her fragile little hand on it and asked,
"Daddy,
gum, just
please,sat gum,
And Daddy
there,Daddy."
eyes riveted

on Mama — both of them breathless. Then
Daddy
said,hugged
"Here'sher theso tight
gum itforhurt.
Daddy's
girl,"
Thatandcould
have been the moment
that
Eddie Fisher decided to adopt Elizabeth
andIt could
Mike have
Todd's
daughter
as
his
own.
been later when they lived
in New Eddie
York. came
It could
nighta
when
homehavetiredbeenandonefound
child waiting with eagerness for his hug
and kiss. It could have been one morning
when a little person that looked just like
a bunny walked into the bedroom and
said,
me." the
Or "Daddy,
it might wake
very up,wellplayhavewithbeen
day Daddy held her up in front of the big
picture
of
Carrie
Frances
and
Todd.
dy told her who they were. ThenDad-he
played
gamefaces
withwere.
her And
and Liza
askedknew.
her
who the asweet
Liza said, "That's Carrie Frances and
that's Todd." And Daddy said, "That's
right,
thosesounded
are Daddy's
And Liza,
his voice
awful babies."
funny.
Then Liza said, "Liza is Daddy's baby,
too,"
in a worried
voiceherandneed
Daddy
squeezed
closeshe—little
knowing
reassuranceher that
had a daddy
too. for
After that, Mama and Daddy used to
have long talks about Liza. Mama and

Daddy had talked to Michael and Christo
pher andDaddy.
they understood why Eddie wa
Liza's
neverAndcalled
"Daddy"—
onl
Liza
how Eddie
she loved
her Dad
dy.Theycould.
Then Daddy told her one day that he
name was Liza Todd Fisher. And she re
peated it, Liza Todd Fisher. She knev
something
Mama and special
Daddy waswerehappening
so happy.becaus<
Anr
there was a nice man there from California who said it was all official. He sak
very solemnly, like a lawyer would
"What a charming pixie you are, Liza Todc
Fisher,"
and thesuddenly
Daddyherwa:t<
bowing from
waist andher asking
dance with him even though there wa:
no music on the record-player.
His arms were guiding her so firmly
she didn't even lose her footing once. She
felt
her Daddy'sthearms
even if sh«o
couldsafenot incomprehend
complexities
Life
had wrought happiness for hei
out ofthat
tragedy.
When she is grown, Elizabeth and Eddk
will tell Liza about the father she nevei
knew. And Liza will know that she toe
has given happiness to her adopted Dadd>
who hadrationtofrom bear
silently
the pain of sepahis own
babies.
end
Liz Artists'
stars inTwo 20th-Fox's
Cleopatra
United
For The Seesaw,
and
Liz and8. Eddie are both in MGM's Butterfield

May Britt's Own Story
(Continued from page 21)
being
and happen,
I shall beI should
forbiddengo
to work:performed
should this
back to Europe to work, where these race
discriminations do not exist or are not so
deeply
Some felt.
other people foresee that, marrying
Sammy, the demand for my services as
actress on the cinematographic market will
suffer a heavy loss and I will find work
with more and more increasing difficulty.
And also this is a risk that I feel like
running.
It is true that I am fond of my work,
but it is true as well that I would give it
up forthan
Sammy's
love: thing
becausein Itheloveworld.
him
more
any other
And Father says that had I been an
American girl, perhaps my point of view
would have been quite different. But I
have been brought up in a family and in
a country where a complete race tolerance
exists and where the color of the skin does
not represent a barrier.
Perhaps it is due to this that I was not
afraid of the judgment of my family about
the decision I had taken. In fact my father
came to London where Sammy had accompanied me: they made their mutual
acquaintance and they took a liking to each
other. They understood each other and
joked as if they were two old friends.
Sammy is for me a very good boy:
honest,
open-hearted,
sincere,
dynamic,
always ready
to make fun
of everything
and everybody, including himself.
In America and in Europe, when his
performance begins and the searchlights
brighten up his face, the public remains as
if they were hypnotized. And they laugh
during the 90 minutes of his performance,
are moved, enjoy themselves. It is just as
if he had a radar, suitable for getting the
moods every
evening
and just
asspectators'
if he commanded
all their
reactions.
This is the sixth sense that only great
actors have and Sammy, who is a dancer,
78 singer, mime, actor, juggler, possesses it

in the real complete sense of the word.
I think that when people see Sammy
work they find him beautiful and nice,
because behind his grimaces, his burst of
laughters,
his plays,
there
is the man his
who imitations,
has understood
the secret
to overcoming the obstacle of the race
barrier, to start from nothing and reach
the stars, to be a star in the most absolute
sense of the word, in spite of his origins
and of the narrow mind of many people.
The Americans have nicknamed him
"the running man," because he is always
in a hurry,
always active, alwayshe inis aalways
mood busy,
for joking,
for
amusing other people.
His biographer says that all his life has
been a continual defiance aiming to prove
to other people and to himself that his
skinInstead,
does not
all.
I am mean
of the"inferiority"
opinion thatatSammy
has always felt tremendously lonely, since
he was a boy, a poor boy in Harlem (some
more than 30 years ago) till when he
obtained the first great successes with
Sinatra
and famous
Mickey andRooney
in 1951.he has
The more
successful
been, the more lonely he has felt. Sammy's performances are almost never over
later
than never
two o'clock
night,eight
but
he usually
goes toinbedthebefore
o'clock in the morning.
Two lonely people
After the stage, the rejoicings, the jokes,
his friends'
uproars,
ment comes, with
dawn,forto him
go to the
bed moand
it is then that he feels lonely more than
any
other
moment.
Sometimes
he
says
his friends or to his audience in a loudto
voice: "Let us take a taxi and let us make
merry
Everybody
that
this mayat behome."
a witty
remark tothinks
conclude
the night, but most times it is a friendly
invitation that few people or nobody
understand.
On one of these occasions I was near
Sammy and for one moment I hoped that
the invitation would be addressed only
to me, because I felt terribly lonely — like
he was,
I couldI toonot needed
disclosemuch
my feelings withandanyone.
love.
So we began by walking about the

largest and the most charming city in the
world, readgetting
to themeeting
general men
markets
y in excitement,
washingalthe streets, sleepy workers going to their
work, poor people, who after having slept
in the park, resuming their begging life.
Talking,
keeping
silent,this
walking,
ing ourselves
to follow
or thatenjoynice
scene,
this
or
that
character,
began
feeling that we were quite happy wetogether,
that both of us were a complete unique
thing, that we were no longer so lonely and
sad. Contrary to what happens for most
human
beings,
our sunbeam.
love began at day-,
break, with
the first
Now
I
know
that
when
the United States, anythingwemaygo back
happen.to
Sammy will do his best not to rouse
hatred of violent men, who intend creating
some clamorous incident around us. Sammy is aandquietwhoboy,wants
who tohaslivenever
hurt',
anyone
in peace,
loving his fellow creatures.
The incident, which took place in London, where some violent people tried to
provoke him to anger, has tranquillized
me in this sense. They had gathered in
small groups in front of the place where
he was working, carrying placards with
outrageous writings against him and against
me. Sammy did not want to hide himself
in order to avoid that hostile manifestation,
entering
throughthea police
small tobackdispel
door;thesehe
had
not asked
demonstrants, because everyone is free
to profess
his own ideas politely and without any violence.
Therefore
at the fixed time he went to
his work,strants andcrossed
the crowd hisof scene.
demonwent
is understood thattohe,prepare
that evening, wasIt
not thecause hehappiest
man intothefindworld,
bedideven
not inexpect
so much
intolerance
London.
But, in fact, for every demonstrant who
intended offending us, there were many
other English people who have written to
us, apologizing for their fellow country
people who had ill-treated us. END
May's last film is Murder, Inc., /or
Oceans
20th-Fox:11. Sammy's next is Warner Bros.'

Eddie Named

Father of Liza
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Trevor
Howard
Burt
Lancaster
ELMER GANTRY
SONS
AND
LOVERS
Dean Stockwell
JeanDeanSimmons
WendyMaryHitler
Jagger Mama's boy grows up
sin or be saved . . .
Arthur
Kennedy
Ure HOW TO
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CARLTON
DM10
ful film. It opens in a Welsh mining town
The result is a marvelous portrait of an opportunist who can jump on any bandwagon where a young man can dream but often can't BOOK 84 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.
and turn it into the golden chariot of a keep his head above the ground (it's usually
into the coal mines for him!) Dean
conqueror. Lancaster's a salesman with a pow- down
erful gift of gab, a lively (if always tempo- Stockwell has a talent for painting and a
rary) interest in women, a thirst for alco- strong-willed mother (Wendy Hiller) who
hol, a tremendous desire to be liked and an wants this favorite son of hers to make somealmost total disbelief in his fellow man. What
thing of himself. His father (Trevor Howard),
NEVER FAILcould fit his talents more than to preach the begrimed, embittered — and often drunk befear of God and eternal damnation to eager,
causanother
e of his wife'sson obvious
contempt
for inhim,a
E
ZON
favors
who
is
soon
killed
lonely souls who want to be saved? Making a
name for herself in the midwest is Evangelist cave-in. Dean paints, and dreams with the help
Sister Sharon (Jean Simmons). Her saintliness of Heather Sears, a young neighbor who loves
inspires the constant, paternal care of Dean him but it is somewhat hampered by her
YOUR MAIL
Jagger. And her growing popularity has added puritannical upbringing (her mother watches
atheistic newspaperman, Arthur Kennedy, to her carefully and is always telling her how vile
The
Post Office has divided
her caravan. Earthly love, a desire for the the flesh is). In flight from her, and from his
buck and an infatuation with his own voice own mother's possessiveness, Dean is attracted
106
cities
into postal delivery
makes Lancaster her newest and most per- to feminist Mary Ure who is office manager of
zones to speed mail delivery.
suasive convert. Together they save enough a small factory that makes ladies' corsets.
souls to tackle the big city of Zenith. There, (Dean has bypassed a rich man's offer to fiBe sure to include zone number
nance apainting education to get a job in the
business and religion are not as separate as
one might think, and the fire of religious pas- factory.) His romance with Mary, who is when writing to these cities; be
sion burns in many directions, few of them separated from her husband, propels him tosure to include your zone numward a knowledge of freedom. The illness of
heavenly. Based on a famous novel by Sinclair
Lewis which was banned in many cities when his mother is his final push into the advenber in your return addressturous, lonely world of adulthood. Essentially,
it first appeared, this is a vibrant, if not exafter the city, before the state.
actly revelatory, study of corruption. — Tech- this is the story of an (Continued
unusually
sensitive
boy's
on page 80)
nicolor, United Artists.

THE
CHRISTMAS
FAIRY
ARRIVED
IN
OCTOBER
■ When Jean Simmons was a seventeen-year-old starlet in Britain, there was
such a shortage of clothing that everyone was issued a book of clothing coupons.
For the ordinary person it was difficult enough to find clothes to wear; for the
entertainers, it was a nightmare.
Jean had already appeared in several films, and achieved some favourable
notices. But she knew that if she were to get anywhere big, she would have
to be seen in the best places. And getting different clothes for all these appearances
was quite a problem.
One October evening she received a call from her drama teacher and agent
who had just been given a number of tickets for a very important film premiere
and planned to take a group of her most talented artistes. Needless to say, each
girl was supposed to look magnificent.
The clothing coupons were taken out, and lliere were just enough to buv a
simple evening frock. Al such short notice there wasn't time to get a gown made
for hersupposed
— and there
huge range
the fashionable
was
to bejust
for wasn't
utility a wear,
not forin film
premieres. shops. Everything
But Jean finally found a gown, pink, flecked with white, and it made her look
very much the film star. . . .
As she was about to step from the taxi she had taken to the London theater, she
saw some of her friends waiting for her. One of them was wearing exactly the
same dress as her own. At that moment, another friend arrived — also wearing
this pink-and-white dress.
the driver
to turnher'round,
she could
buyJean
someordered
trimmings
to disguise
dress.andBut look
soonoutsheforwasa store
forcedwhere
to realize
that
all the shops were closed — and it was too late to drive home and change into
something else.
Then the driver spotted a shop still open. He drove near it. It was a stationer's
shop
and Jean's heart fell. How could magazines, postcards, books or calendars
help —her?
But, perhaps . . . ?
The wizened old shop proprietor eyed her. and asked what she wanted. She told
himSuddenly
the wholehe story
— andthathe heshook
think ofto anything
at all.a
shouted
had hisan head.
idea, ifHe shecouldn't
was willing
risk making
fool
of
herself.
He'd
received
his
stock
of
Christmas
decorations
that
day.
and
if
she could use anything like tinsel, he would get it for her. . . .
Ten minutes before the film started Jean Simmons arrived at the entrance to
the cinema, looking happy and radiant. She stepped from the taxi-cab. and waved
to her friends who , stared at her in disbelief. Curious fans gazed at her and
smiled — while photographers rushed towards her and started clicking away.
Next day pictures of seventeen-year-old Jean Simmons appeared in most of the
morning papers, and in one the caption read The Christmas Fairy Arrived in
October.
It was an appropriate caption too. because Jean Simmons disguised the pinkand-white dress
with garlands of glittering tinsel, and gorgeously technicolored
snowflakes
!
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new movies
(Continued from page 79)
growth, and of family ties that can strangle a
well as provide, in their close moment;
poignant and unforgettable love. — Cinema
scope, 20th-Fox.
ALL THE FINE YOUNG Robert
CANNIBALS
NatalieWagne.
Wooc
. . . eating their hearts out George
SusanHamiltor
Kohner
Pearl Baile
■ Cannibals are notorious for eating people
(after boiling them in a big pot). This movie'a potboiler, all right, in which the cannibaleat each other; that they don't all die of acute;
indigestionmaking.isThe one
of moviedinnerof the
startsmiracles
in Texas
where
barefooted Natalie Wood has changed her
name from Sarah to Salome on the theory thai
life holds more for her than what she finds in
her father's
houseand
— a sisters.
shanty filled
barefooted brothers
RobertwithWagner:
tortured son of a minister, hopes that life
holds more too. but has no notion how to get
whatever it is. For a starter, he gets Natalie!
pregnant; he would also like to marry her but
she, fearful of being trapped, runs out on him.
Lucky for her George Hamilton boards the
same train she does. George, playboy son off
areputation
rich Texan,as isan trying
his bestof tohigher
ruin Vale's
institution
learning. He proposes to Natalie and she hastily accepts him. Back home Wagner befriends Pearl
Bailey, a famous singer who has decided to
quit her career and die because her boyfriend
jilted her. Before she kicks off, however, shei
discovers that Wagner is a great horn player
and insists on taking him to New York. There
he
findssister,
fame whoand writhes
Susan with
Kohner.
George'sTo
playgirl
boredom.
get even with Natalie. Wagner marries Susan.
Get the picture? George loves Natalie and the
child he thinks is his; Natalie loves nobody:
Susan loves Wagner; Wagner hates Natalie:
Pearl
dying. TheMGM.
pot boileth over in
no time.Bailey's
— Cinemascope,
IT STARTED IN NAPLES Sophia
Clark Loren
Gable
— and ended
Marietto
, , in love
,
Vittorio
Sica
Paolo DeCarlini
■ When Clark Gable arrives in Naples he's as
smug and businesslike as you'd expect a Philalawyer tothebe.estate
He's not
vacation;whohe
wants todelphiasettle
of hison brother
deserted an American wife ten years before and
died in Naples with a girlfriend. Much to
Gable's cynical amusement, his brother left beson (Marietto)
and "a
carton hindofan eight-year-old
firecrackers. Marietto
smokes, drinks
wine, ignores school, makes suckers out of
tourists and is, all in all, one of the most delightful waifs in film history. He lives with
his aunt, Sophia Loren, who, aside from
dancing in a honky-tonk, has other, questionable, methods of survival. Gable wou'd like
to take Marietto back to America — or at least
send
schoolActing
in Rome,
Sophia ofwon'this
part him
with tohim.
on thebut advice
lawyer (Vittorio De Sica) Gable tries to win
his waymancewith
"sweetness
light." His
with Sophia
providesanda colorful
tour ro-of
tourist attractions in Naples and Capri, but
itwhendoesn't
Sophiaprovide
discovershimthatwithGableMarietto
is about— notas
marriage-minded as his late brother. The dialogue isclever
style —as
animated.
The andmood— inisendearing
as gay andItalian
carefree
a Neapolitan love
song. It's a fun picture. —
Technicolor,
Paramount.

Deborah Kerr
THE SUNDOWNERS
Robert
Peter Mitchum
Ustinov
Glynis JohnsJr.
top-notch saga
Michael Anderson,
ijjwwinning
This movie
caliber.is Itcertainly
has a ofsolid,Academy-award
unusual plot
! :and, without straining, goes deeply into the human heart. Filmed in Australia, it is the story
1*! of a family whose head (Robert Mitchum) has
JT a restless need to wander. Out of devotion, his
«h< wife (Deborah Kerr) has tried to forget her
jjfj desire to settle on a farm. Instead, she and her
fourteen-year-old
Jr.)
w' pitch
in and help sonhim(Michael
on one Anderson,
sheep-herding
; drive after another (hence the term, sun-f downers — they pitch their tent wherever they
- 1 are when the sun sets). The marriage is good;
ifj the love obvious, but as her boy grows — and
ata increases
?he gets older
aboutMitchum
settling
and — sheDeborah's
tries to tension
maneuver
«|i into earning enough money for a farm. Atm traded by this family, a humorous, perennial
itj bachelor (Peter Ustinov) becomes their mas: i cot and aide. Mitchum goes to work as a sheepinj shearer after a big drive, but even staying in
■ > one place for a few months is too confining for
4 him. Ustinov keeps his interest alive by arranging asheep-shearing contest. Losing that,
but winning a beautiful racehorse while gambling ina local pub cheers Mitchum. He figures
that with his son as rider they can win races all
over Australia. However, he has also won
enough money at gambling to buy a farm.
Deborah finally has the chance to tie him
down. Trying to tie Ustinov down is a lively,
charming pub owner, Glynis Johns. Neither
Mitchum nor Ustinov tie that easily. Go see
this film — the countryside is beautiful, you'll
learn a lot about sheep and, you can count on
it,
a good deal about men. — Cinemascope,
Warners.
Spencer
Tracy
INHERIT THE WIND
Fredric
Gene March
Kelly
York
the animal in man . . . Florence Dick
Eldridge
■ In a small American town where the Bible
is taken as the literal truth a young biology
jteacher (Dick York) has the nerve to lecture
; on Darwin's theory of evolution to his class.
[Since his action violates the state law he's
arrested. This incident would probably have
been ignored if a big city newspaperman (Gene
;Presidential
Kelly) hadn'tcandidate
played it(Fredric
up, and March)
if a three-time
hadn't
announced his intention to prosecute the case.
Through
efforts, (Spencer
one of theTracy)
outstanding
lawyers ofKelly's
the century
agrees
to defend York. The townspeople, outraged at
the thought that man may be related to mondon't welcome
him kindly.
York'sof ownthe
fianceekeys,(Donna
Anderson),
daughter
local minister, deserts him temporarily. But the
main drama occurs in the courtroom where
jtwo brilliant performances (by March and
Tracy) bring the issue of man's right to think
and even to be wrong into the open. Knowing
that this film was based on the famous Scopes'
trial (whose participants were Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan) gives it
added
Artists. excitement and significance.— United
THE THREE WORLDS OFKerwin
GULLIVER
Mathews
j
June
Thorburn
magic• classic
tee
Patterson
Gregoire
Asian
Basil Sydney
■ A special filming process whereby Gulliver
tan seem like a huge giant when all around

him are as tiny as ants — and vice -versa, makes
this film delightful. In other words this is not
an animated cartoon, its characters are real
people. Gulliver (Kerwin Mathews) wants
money instead of livestock for his services as a
doctor. Much against the wishes of his fiancee
(June Thorburn) he goes to sea to make his
fortune (she stows away on board). Unfortunately, astorm sweeps him off the ship. When
he comes
to, he's
in the court
land ofcanthefit Lilliputs.
The
king and
his entire
into the
palm of his hand, but Gulliver is a kind giant
who only wants to help them. Dipping his hat
into the sea he catches enough fish for a year;
uprooting "forests" he extends their farmlands which he furrows with his fingers; capturing their neighbors' fleet as if they were toys
in a bathtub he leads them to victory in war.
However, the Lilliputs turn against him and
he makes his escape. Next time he wakes he's
the ant surrounded by giants in a kingdom as
backward as any in the Middle Ages. There he
finds his fiancee living happily at court in a
magnificent doll's house. But life isn't easy for
"ants" who are smarter than giants, nor is it
easy when a squirrel looms before them as large
as a mountain. Another twist of fate and
Gulliver and his girl are back to normal size in
their own country. Was it a dream? It's really
aomnipotence
story of every
human being'sandfeelings
and insignificance,
a bitingof
commentary on the puny, often stupid desires
of mankind. — Columbia.
13 GHOSTS Rosemary
Camp
Charles DeHerbert
. . . and a handful of creeps Donald
Martin Woods
Miin™
■ Donald Woods works in a museum. Too bad
can't liverepossessing
in it, becausethe thefurniture
finance wherever
companyishe always
he and his family do live. Thank goodness old
Uncle Zorba dies and leaves him a mansion
(complete with spooky housekeeper Margaret
Hamilton). Would you believe it? The house
is haunted. Thirteen ghosts (the management
will provide you with lenses to see them) are
constantly rattling around horrifying everyone.
Sliding down the bannister one day, 10-yearold Charles Herbert finds a couple of $100
bills at his feet. You mean Uncle Zorba was
rich, too? Zorba's lawyer (Martin Milner)
apparently thinks so. At first Marty just seemed
like an affable fellow enamoured of Woods'
attractive young daughter, Jo Morrow. Now,
I don't know. . . . — Columbia.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES NOW PLAYING:
PORTRAIT
BLACKbut would
(U-I) :rather
Lana beTurner
wife
of Lloyd INNolan,
the wifeis theof
Anthony
Quinn.
Well,
Nolan's
dying
anyway,
Quinn's
a doctor—patcheverything
can be arranged!
dised with a long hypodermic
needle Nolan
and a isteeny
air bubble — the perfect crime. Only, it's not so perfect, 'cause Lana
gets a letter yes?
congratulating
her on
the murder.
Nervous-making,
The letter-writer
suspects
include
Lana's
step-daughter
Sandra
Dee,
maid Anna May Wong, chauffeur Ray Walston,
Nolan's flawyer
RichardMoreBasehart,
andmore
Sandra's
boyr
i
e
n
d
,
J
o
h
n
Saxon.
murder,
problems,
before the letter writer is revealed. Go see'
PSYCHO
an unlikely
thief,
ts one,(Paramount):
to the tune ofJanetfortyLeigh,
thousand
dollars.
John Gavin
stops
toShe'srest rushing
at a motelto meet
run byboyfriend
Tony Perkins
and hisbut mom.
Tony'sa room
mom doesn't
likestuffed
girls, birds,
the moteland,is vacant
and
has
full
of
ultimately,
Janet disappears. So does an investigator sent to find
her.
Gavin andfurther.
Janet's It'ssisterall (Vera
Miles) pursue the
investigation
MURDER, INC.
(20th-Fox) a: bitThismacabre.
was a business
that
lived
up
to
its
name.
Hoods
named
Lepke (David
Stewart)
and
Reles
(Peter
Falk)
are
men. Stuart Whitman is a guy who owesorganization
Falk some
money, and thus agrees to be his chauffeur for some
"business
transactions."
Whitman's
wife,
May
Britt,up
gets
into theD.A.mess,Henry
but itMorgan
all getscomes
cleanedalong.
when dragged
new Assistant
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Disgrace at Graceland
(Continued from, page 29)
Vernon's
life that
to overflowing
as Elvis
a sonforfilled
— abutloving
there wife
is still
need
and a God-given
real home
life which Elvis knew his father missed
terribly. He knew it from the time his
father many.
metAnd Elvis
and began
Dee in when
Gerknew dating
it was serious
Dee came to Graceland for a visit when he
and his father and grandmother returned
home
Army. after his formal discharge from the
Then on before
Elvis' two
Graceland,
he -week
was tovacation
return toat
Hollywood, it happened.
Elvis had met Dee Elliott in Germany
and again when she came to visit at
Graceland. Elvis liked her, and realized
how much she meant to his father, but try
as he would, he still could not think
of
this attractive young stranger as his
mother.
In April, Vernon Presley had announced
that hetillwould
Dee, tothatserve
they aswould
wait
Elvis marry
was free
best
man, and then they would have the church
wedding
that
his
bride-to-be
always
dreamed of.
All tthis
on Elvis,it. but somehing in himregistered
did not believe
When he finished his Hollywood chores,
he was so anxious to get home that he
overcame his fear of flying and took a jet
to St. Louis, rented a car and sped on from
ofthere,
solidhisrest.mind on nothing but two weeks
It did not occur to him that he was now
free, that the moment he walked in the
door
plans ofoperation.
three months' standing
would
It didgonotintooccur
to him until he looked
at his father and realized that all the talk
had meaning, that the marriage would
take place, and that he could not go
through with it.
"I'm sorry," Dad
Vernon Presley knew his son very well.
It was hardly necessary for Elvis to say a
word. do.
"I'm sorry, Dad," was the best Elvis
could
And Vernon Presley understood and
said only, "It's all right, son. Don't worry.
Everything
all right."
The next will
day beVernon
Presley drove to
Huntsville where his bride-to-be and her
three nonchildren
were
staying.
There,license
Verand Dee took out a wedding
July cuit3, Judge
and Harry
were quietly
married
by
CirL. Pennington that very
night.
Meanwhile,
Memphis, allElvis
ing up late andin sleeping
day was
to trystay-to
drive
heart. away the hurt and loneliness in his
July 4—hada holiday
and histogether,
mother
andOn father
always heenjoyed
he remembered back through the years of
his happiness with his parents and could
not restrain the tears. He slipped away
from his friends, got on his motorcycle
and drove to Forrest Hill Cemetery, where
his mother, Gladys Presley, is buried.
There he knelt and prayed.
He prayed
his father
really understood that hethatwished
him happiness
and
wished him love. He prayed that Dee
Presley would understand that he wished
her
his asfather's
wife, Hebut prayed
could
neverwell
acceptas her
his mother.
fervently
that
Graceland,
his
mother's
house, a house he thought of as almost holy
would never be disgraced . . . That no one
would misunderstand why he had not gone
to the wedding.
And like so many prayers that come

truly from
heart, Elvis' was answered,
before
it wasthe spoken.
For toDeeModern
PresleyScreen.
had already opened her
heart
It had occurred a week before Elvis
came home, a week and a half before her
wedding.
"I only
said Deehe Elliott,
when
Elvishope,"
gets married
finds a"that
girl
who loves him as much as I love his faDee had never talked to a reporter before has
(EDITOR'S
to this date Mrs.
Presley
givenNOTE:
noto other
ther."
and love.
seemed
anxious
tell theinterviews)
world of
her
"After we told Elvis of our plans to
marry," said Dee, "he took me out to the
cemeteryWhenat Memphis
visit hisso mother's
grave.
I saw him tolooking
sadly at
his
mother'sif grave
just made
cry. I
wondered
I couldit ever
be an meadequate
"I understand
beingmother
left alone
stepmother."
without
a mother.about
My own
died
when I was only four years old. The only
thing I can remember is kissing her in her
coffin.
"Myder thefather
remarried
up unguidance
of a and
veryI grew
sympathetic
stepmother. It took her a long time to win
me.HowIt will
me aabout
while that
too."the former
did take
it come
wife
of
an
Army
sergeant,
nurse and hotel hostess foundex-trainee
herself
ley?
caught up in a romance with Vernon PresActually, stated Dee, the story went back
to an early fall morning in 1958 in Bad
Nauheim, Germany, when she accepted an
invitation to attend a morning coffee party
given
by Vernon
mother.
At that
time Mrs.Presley's
Elliott was
living with
her husband, the sergeant, who was on
assignment to Germany, and Vernon Presley had taken up quarters at Bad Nauheim
while his son completed a tour of Army
duty
at Friedberg,
a picturesque town not
far from
Bad Nauheim.
First meeting
Well, that was their first meeting, but
this time there was no flash of lightning to
indicate love at first sight. It was nothing
like that. Mrs. Elliott's own restrained
comment on their introduction: "When I
metBadVernon
immediately."
NauheimI liked
is a him
fair-sized
resort city,
but the American Army colony is not so
large now and there were other occasions
when the two were thrown together.
Elliott'sshefirst
withered
longMrs.before
metmarriage
Vernon had
Presley,
she
said. "My husband and I had decided on
a divorce sometime before, but we hadn't
madesaid.any announcement to our friends,"
she
but"WeI hadwould
my have
three separated
sons, aged long
4, 6 before,
and 7,
to think of, and I didn't want them to be
without one parent as I had been," she
explained.
At any callrateit she
and theshe sergeant
deAmericacided to and
filedquitsfor and
a divorce.returned to
next meeting
came in
theHersummer
of 1959withwhenVernon
he returned
to his luxurious home at Memphis for a
two-month
returningby tooneGer-of
many. Mrs. visit
Elliott,before
chaperoned
Elvis'
aunts,
was
a
welcome
guest at
Graceland
country. during part of his stay in this
By themancetime
this visitandended
real had
rohad bloomed
theira life
been
course that would inevitably
lead toset theon aaltar.
In the fall of 1959 they were together
again, this time in Germany. Mrs. Elliott
flew to Bad Nauheim and spent four
months in Europe, much of it spent as a
guest of Elvis' grandmother.

She waslateron when
hand Elvis
at Washington
months
made his twtri |
umphantduty return
to America after h:'
Army
in Germany.
Vernon, accompanied by his son, me
Mrs. Elliott in the Capital, and it was £ j
this point that the press spotted her an
began toofspeculate
sibility
marriage. in print about the pos '
Fromthethen
on Dee's oflifea private
was transformer
from
tranquility
existenc j
to the turmoil of dodging into shadows t<
escape
the spotlight beamed on the Pres-j
leyShefamily.
divided most of her time betweei
Huntsville, Alabama, where her brother iJ
employed
at theAtArmy's
missileshecenter!
and
Graceland.
both points
waJ
chasedcurious
by thepress.curious public and thu
more
False reports
But her very reluctance to meet witH
the press and share the public spotligh;
led
manyshefalse
aboutto her,
says.reports being circulated
"They (the newspapers) have even got ]
ten
said. of"The\l
refermyto religion
me as awrong,"
'former she
member
tha
Church
of Christ.'
This and
is notI am
true.still
I love]
the
Church
of
Christ
arj
active member.
"There were even reports that I lova
wild nightlife, and that's just pure non-1
sense.said.Both Vernon and I are teetotalers."'
she
"I didn't know any reason that Elvis]
shouldn't accept me. I love him just be-]
cause
he's Vernon's
son. have
I can learned
only pray]
that someday
he will
tcj
loveAndme possibly
too." quickly
Dee's prayer
is being
an-j
swered
more
than even
she hacfl
expected.
For soon after the wedding Elvis said.
"The reason for me not going is nothing
personal. If I went, it would be made intc
personal
ofa big
mine.thing
I was— like
going,a but
I got toappearance
thinking
What I thought was, if they could be
married
without
any
clamor,
it
would
be
better for all of us.
me "Daddy's
one bit. getting married doesn't bothei
"DaddyHe was
years.
neverwithleftmyhermother
side asfor far26 long
as I
know.
Now
she
has
passed
away and he is
all alone.
"If he can find happiness in some way,
I'm all for him. All of the time he was in
Germany with me, he was a miserable unbroken man.
"She happy,
(Mrs.
Presley) seems to be a
pretty
nice, me
understanding type of person.
She
treats
does Daddy. with respect just as shej
"She knows she could never be my
mother.
mother Asandlongthat'sas
it. There'llI only
neverhad beoneanother.
she understands that, we won't have any
trouble.
"Daddy has got some pretty horrible letters since this thing came out. But he ismy
I've gothimleftor instand
the.
in hisfather
way.
world.
I'll and
neverhe'sgo allagainst
"He stood
all these
and
sacrificed
thingsbyandhemelunch
wanted
so thatyears
have clothes
money
toI gocouldto
school.
"I'll stand
by himthenowstory.
— right or wrong.''
And
that ends
On July nounced
16 their
Vernon
and
Dee Presley
secret wedding,
and anthe
world
registered shock that Elvis had
stayed away.
But the world did not know that three
thoughtful, loving, considerate people were
doing
very best to bring happiness
to each their
other.
END
Elvis stars in Paramount's G. I. Blues.
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The
desirable

most
woman
in town

and

the

easiest
to

find..

just call...
BUtterfield
8

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

who knew that no one
This is Liggett
called Glooria when- man owned tiloria ... for she must hold
ever his wife was away! many in her arms to find the one she loves!

in CINEMASCOPE and METR0C0L0R

DINA MERRILL • m* mildred dunnock ■ betty field ■ Jeffrey lynn • kay medford • susan Oliver
™ IS CHARLES SCHNEE and JOHN MICHAEL HAYES • directed by DANIEL MANN • A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION.
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\Pdkite
brings you the art of

eye makeup
a different you for every fashion look!

■4wiovies
by Florence Epstein

EXOTIC EYES-.. need a thin brush stroke of
Lashbrite,
non-smear
ward.
Try Black,
Brown,Liquid
also Eyeliner
Iridescentblended
colors urt.of
Turquoise. Green, Violet, Blue, Gold, Silver. 490*

VELVETY
.a flick of Lashbrite's
Swirl-on
MascaraLASHES..
it. Waterproof,
too. Carry
it everywhere
in itsdoeselegant
brushed gold
case.
In Jet Black, Blue or Velvet Brown. 79g';

Billionaire Yves Montana* could have any girl, but he tvants
Marilyn, and he has a delightful scheme to win her.
Marilyn
Monroe
Yves Montand
Tony Vaughn
Randall
Frankie
Wilfred Hyde White
■ If the girl's Marilyn Monroe and the boy's
Yves
Montand
much
of a plot.
And the
not picture
much ofdoesn't
a plot need
is exactly
what you get in this frothy comedy with
music. Montand is a billionaire businessman
who can have any girl in the world — and has
had a majority of them. But he knows they
love him for the diamond bracelets he distributes like popcorn. He has become such a
notorious playboy that an off-Broadway group
has written a play about him. Jumping into
his Rolls-Royce he is taken to the scene of
this crime where he finds Marilyn wearing
practically nothing and knitting (it keeps her
hands busy during rehearsal). He is so enamf her that when
mistaken
an actoroured oauditioning
for thehe'splayboy
role forhe
goes along with the gag. He wants Marilyn
to love him for himself. Since she appears to
be
in loveMontand
with thehas show's
Vaughn)
a job cutsinger
out (Frankie
for him.
Desperate to make good in the part, he hires
Milton Berle, Bing Crosby and Gene Kelly
to give him private instructions in their respective arts. This works out very well because
Montand has also bought 5V.( interest in the
show. It's a slick movie, all right, and Marilyn's singing
You keep
Montand
couldis delightful.
have displayed
more wishing
of his
many talents and that a couple with this
much fire had been given better fuel to burn.
— Cinemascope, 20th-Fox.

LET'S MAKE LOVE
. . . with Marilyn

BEWITCHING EYES. . created with
Lashbrite's
Shadowand Tones
hues
Gold forin three
dramaticfancy-free
effects
...all plus
in oneSilverpalette.
590
Golden-Cased Eye Shadow stick in five fabulous Iridescent colors. 590'

^a4&j(kite glamour in eye makeup
...at prices that make your budget sing!
In all Variety, Drug and Chain Stores
" plus tax Prices slightly higher in Canada
THEON CO., NEW YORK THEON LTD., MONTREAL

LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH
Burl Ives
Shelley
Jean Winters
Seberg
James
Darren
boy of the slums
Ricardo Montalban
■he'sTheupyoung
James
doesn'tin know
what
— his Darren
father
the electric
chair andagainst
his mother
(ShelleydiedWinters)
works
as a "B" girl in a cafe to support him. Nevertheless, Shelley has some good friends there
on the seamy South Side of Chicago and, one
Christmas Eve, they all decide to become
Jimmy's godparents. You can't call any
of these
peoplea prostitute,
solid citizens
— a punchdrunk
ex-fighter,
a dope-addicted
singer (Ella Fitzgerald), an alcoholic exjudge
Ives), they
etc., domakehimup good
the "family."he
Happily(Burl
becomes
anenough
outstanding
piano student. and
Shelley
worries because he gets into fights defending
his late father's reputation. Jimmy doesn't tell
her
defending
reputation.
Finally
hauledthatuphe'sbefore
a judgeher Jimmy
is surprised
when a stranger (Ricardo Montalban) pays
his fine. Ricardo has been romancing Shelley
and, just lately, has introduced her to the
use of drugs. Jimmy has just fallen in love
with Jean Seberg, a girl from the other side
of Chicago, and is about to audition for a
music scholarship when he learns how Ricardo
has victimized his mother. In a rage Jimmy
breaks into Ricardo's florist shop (he peddles
drugs in the backroom) and waves a pistol at
him. Luckily,
godparents are sober
enough
for theJimmy's
finale. — Columbia.
(Continued on page 6)

New
stops

Vicks "Cough
nagging

New discovery works in your cough control center . . .
without narcotic codeine . . . lets you sleep all night!
Did you know that nagging coughs are actually controlled in the brain
... at your Cough Control Center? Congestion and irritation in your
throat and chest overexcite, aggravate this Control, make you cough.
Until recently, only medicines containing narcotics like codeine could
reach this Cough Control Center. But, codeine can have sickening side
effects. Can be habit-forming.
Now Vicks announces an amazing new cough silencer called
Silentium, that works in your Cough Control Center . . . calms, quiets,
stops nagging coughs, safely, surely . . . without narcotic codeine. Lets
you sleep the whole night through!
Get Silentium in two Vicks cough syrups: Improved Vicks Cough
Syrup with the wild cherry flavor children love; and for Silentium in
extra-strength, new Vicks Formula 44. Buy both, stop nagging coughs!

Silencer"
coughs

Extra-Strength
Formula
For Severe Coughs

Rex Doris
HarrisoDa
Roddy McDowal
John Gavii
Myrna Lo
■ Marry an American and anything can hap
pen, but suave financier Rex Harrison neve
imagined that his wife (Doris Day) woul<
pounce on the idea that someone was tryin
to
kill her.
walkinj
through
the What
Londonfor?fog First
and she's
a threaterrin:
voice floating out of it nearly scares her t
death. Next a load of steel girders just misse
falling on her head. Contractor John Gavin
a husky bloke, hurls her out of the way
When
Doris notices
that happily
her housekeeper'
son (Roddy
McDowall)
walks o!
with all his mother's wages there's more foe
for thought. And when Roddy leaves, ttv
phone rings — another threat. Rex informs he
that London is full of practical jokers but h
takes her to Scotland Yard anyway, when
Inspector John Williams decides she just like
attention. She gets plenty — more phone calls
split-second rescues from a stalled elevato
and a wayward bus, more phone calls. Ir
desperation
Rex vou
says inhe'lla gondola?
take her toWho,
Venicein
Who can harm
deed ?— U.-I.
Dal)
Curt
Jurgen:
AIM AT THE STARS Victoria Shav
Herbert Lon
conquering outer space
Gia Seal;
■ Does a scientist's desire to conquer oute
space excuse him from the necessity of mak
ing
choiceswantson this
earth ? That's
tionmoral
nobody
to answer
in thisa ques
film
Playing it safe the story concerns itself mainl;
with a boy whose infatuation for designing
rockets never dies. The boy grows up int<
Wernher von Braun (Curt Jurgens) who
while Hitler is marching through Europe, i
busily perfecting the V-2 rocket in Germany
doesn'tin join
partyhisat work
first
heYondoesBraunso later
ordertheto Nazi
continue
The fact that his work may reduce London t<
rubbish is somehow ignored by Jurgens whost
only desire, he insists, is to reach the stars
(His attitude, to be fair, even makes the Nazisuspicious.) When he and his co-worker
finally surrender to the Americans, Majoi
James Daly resents the special treatmen,,
given
him.
Daly's basis
resentment
is explainer
away
on aButpersonal
—inthata London
is.
his wiltail
and children
were killed
raid. The war over, von Braun goes on T\,
in America to warn the people about the im
portance ofhimself,
winningasksthe him
"spaceto race."
President,
launch Thear
American missile into orbit — which he does
Itthe isRussians
ExplorerhadI. It's
chillinghimtohethink
captured
mightthathaviii
been on their "team" now. Victoria Shaw
plays
his childhood
sweetheart,
whom he mar-i
ries. Gia
Scala is one
of his secretaries
who
was able, despite the German secret police, tr.
do a little spy work on the side. — Columbia
THE DARK AT THE TOP OF THE
Robert McGuirc
Prestor
STAIRS
Dorothy
family
Angela EveLansbury
, ., drama
,
Arder
Shirley Knighf
MIDNIGHT LACE
suspense in London

How could a girl resist Martin Denny? He sweeps you away to a tropic paradise
and the gay glam- fjjfHMIHM our °^ New York m a breathtaking evening...with his new BP^|^9H| EXOTIC SOUNDS VISIT BROADWAY album.
Catch the way he HTq jWB^^" weaves tropic sounds into "Hernando's
Hideaway" and
"Love for Sale/' Exciting! You'll love his
other albums too— like quiet village and silver screen. But the man who
really tickles me (makes me laugh, I mean) is Dave Barry. I have a ball with
Dave and his new album laughs for losers... 3 ten laughloaded routines like "The Unfair Sex" and "Dis- H
gM honesty is
the Best Policy" recorded from an actual Las BctImIt tH Vegas nightclub performance. Honey, you haven't lived till |^HHKflH you've met
Dave Barry ! There's another funny man in my love life— Spike Jones. Just wait
till you hear his latest Liberty album 60 years of music America hates best.
You'll laugh as I did when you hear some of his "zany" takeoffs on tunes like "Three Little Fishies" and "Hut Sut Song."
More surprises than a carload of crackerjack boxes and just as
nutty! If you're a Spike fan like I am, you'll want his omnibust
album too. P.S. Like to MraSp^^HH put the man in your life in a romantic mood? Leave it to ■gJMMlM|| me. My new around midnight
album has twelve tan- MjK^HRM talizing love songs like "Misty,"
"The Party's Over" and hBHHHB "Don t Smoke in Bed " For an
encore try my other Liberty albums your number please & and julie is
her name. Just write me for a complete catalog of all the new'
Liberty albums... Julie London, Liberty Records, a
Dept. MS-11, Los Angeles 28, California.
EXOTICSOUNDSVISIT BROADWAr — MartinDenny — LRP3163/LST 7163 - 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA HATES BEST — SpikeJores — LRP 31 54/LST 71 54
LAUGHS FOR LOSERS— Dave Barry— LRP 31 76, monaural only • AROUND MIDNIGHT — Julie London — LRP 31 64/LST 71 64

■ Family life in the '20*s was not radicalh
different
from life
in the
salesman Robert
Preston
is the'60's.
kindTraveling
all customers love and all wives (e.g., Dorothy Mc
Guire) complain about. He's not home enough
he doesn't make enough money, he's not a good
enough father. Teen-ager Shirlev Knight need:

clothes (she needs something to overcome her
shyness with boys) and 10-year-old Robert
Eyer needs masculine influence. A fight about
one ofhas Shirley's
dresses
who
just lost new
his job,
flyingsends
into Preston,
Angela
Lansbury's beauty shop (she's a sympathetic
widow).
unhappily
married
sister (Eve Dorothy's
Arden) arrives
with her
unhappy
husband (Frank Overton) to console her.
Dorothy and Preston reconcile only to split
again when she resists his affectionate advances. Meanwhile teen-ager Shirley is having
problems
her when
own. She's
finally found
beau
(theyof met
he narrowly
avoideda
running her down with his car) but he has a
Jewish name and is asked to leave the country club where
they've
been todancing
and
smooching.
This snub
is enough
make him
commit suicide. Preston has moved to a hotel
and found a new job. Will Angela Lansbury
get him — or will Dorothy McGuire bring him
home alive? — Warners.
SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO
Ralph Bellamy
E • days
j„„ of
r
Greer Cronyn
Garson
early
a great president AnnHume
Shoemaker
Jean
Hagen
■ A hit on Broadway, Sunrise At Campobello
retains all the qualities which made it an inspiring story of courage. It also retains the
original star (Ralph Bellamy) as Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. On a summer afternoon in
1921 the Roosevelts — Greer Garson plays
Eleanor — and their five children are happily
swimming and sailing near their summer lodge
in Canada. That night FDR is stricken by
polio. friend
A clash(Hume
soon develops
close
Cronyn) between
and his FDR's
domineering mother (Ann Shoemaker). Mother
wants FDR to rest and retire at Hyde Park;
Cronyn believes that a political career and
dreams of achievement will speed his recovery.
Eleanor, who is extremely shy, forces herself
to enter public life in order to keep her husband informed. Meanwhile, he delves into
business and spends much time building up
his physical strength. A final clash with his
mother about his future prompts him to rise
from his wheelchair in a brave attempt to
walk. In 1924 FDR is asked to give the nominating speech for Al Smith at the Democratic
Convention. To do this he must be able to
stand on his feet for half an hour and must
take ten steps from his seat to the lectern. As
his friend Cronyn informs him, they are the
biggest
steps he'll ever take in his life.
Go see! —tenWarners.
Jeffrey
Hunter
HELL TO ETERNITY
David
Janssen
Vic Damone
Patricia
island warfare
RichardOwens
Eyer
■ This movie is based on the life of a then
eighteen-year-old Marine who captured nearly
2,000 Japanese single-handedly during World
War speak
II (it'stheremarkable
happenGuyif
you
language).whatThecanyoung
Gabaldon (Richard Eyer) is a pugnacious kid
born in the slums of Los Angeles. One day
he steals some potatoes and the school athletic coach (George Shibata), a JapaneseAmerican, escorts him home. It turns out that
Richard's
been him
livingtoalone
in abject
Shibata takes
his own
homepoverty.
where
Guy discovers the warmth and security of a
happy family life. He learns to speak Japanese and grows up into a husky, sensitive
specimen of a man (Jeffrey Hunter). When
(Continued on page 56)

JUST

AJUST

I'm the
magic

Your form wasn't meant to conform to a
cup. . . the cup must conform to you!
I'm trick.
the magic
can pull
theAndmagic
Just tab
pull that
me up...
or
down . . . for just the fullness and
separation you need. . . just the
comfort and attract-appeal you want!
Imagine . . . custom fit at a ready-made price. ?
Available in Bandeau and Longline . . . black or °
whitelace.
. . . embroidered
cotton;cotton
nylon and
marquisette
or nylon
Elastic of acetate,
rubber. »*
A,B,C
and
D
cups.
In
bandeau,
illus.
. . -$995 §5
In longline from $5 to $7.50 (illus.)
D cup slightly higher. |
AVAILABLE WHEREVER FINE BRASSIERES ARE SOLD IN THE U.S.A. AND CANADA

JUST
ONE
WORD
FROM

YOU

"

A

„JMHl.

CAN
SPELL FREEDOM
FOR HER
The word is — Tampax! Tampax® internal sanitary protection. Read what girls
just like you have said about recommending itto a friend:
"Of course I'd tell a friend about Tampax
—just as Yd tell a savage that electric light
is better than an oil lamp. "
"I tell myfromfriends
that and
usingbuggy
Tampax
moving
the horse
age isto like
the
automotive age."
rabid onof mine
the subject.
can't stand
to"I'mhavejusta friend
in thatI cumbersome
belt-pin -pad harness."
Do users think Tampax is a step ahead?
They most certainly do! A step ahead in
freedom, in comfort, in convenience!
Tampax
can't prevents
be seen odor.
or felt,Tampax
once inis
place. Tampax
easy to insert with satin-smooth applicator, easy to dispose of, convenient to
carry. And Tampax meets the needs of
every girl with 3 absorbency sizes: Regular, Superjunior, available wherever such
products are sold.
TAMPAX

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen.
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
For vital statistics and biographical information about the stars
get Modern Screen's SUPER STAR CHART. Coupon, page 64.
will go the
9 I read that all the Crosbys are so romances?
of all Sandra's other
completely
reconciled
now Bing,
that the
entire clan, sons,
grandsons,
Kathy,
-Z.R., London, England
etc., alldayspetand then
togetherhavefor achurch
Sun- A If
long onweekly
brunch
at
Bing's
house
each
week.
How
did all this come about?
9 Do Jean Simmons and director
— G.F., New York City Richard<onc.Brooks plan to get married
right awayfromnowStewart
that she Granger?
has a rush
A Through the fertile imagination of a divorce
— T.G., Portland, Ore.
press-agent. Not a word of truth to it.
9 Now that Shelley Winters and Tony A You can gel a rush divorce in Arizona, but not a rush remarriage. Jean
Fronciosaterested iare
divorcing,
is Tony? inn another
girl already
wait a year before be— R.L., Riverside, California will havecomingtoMrs. Brooks.
A Several.
9 I fourteen-year-old
heard a rumor that
Mills.
the
star Hayley
of PoUyanna,
9 All the columns have Marlon Brando has a big crush on a famous older star
secretlv.
it?
FortWhoLee, isN.J.
datingParis.
Charles
over
What Boyer's
does thisdaughter
mean? all and is dating him— T.F.,
— T.H., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hayley has a crush on Elvis Presley.
A Just that someone goofed. Boyer only ATheir
only "dates" are via a recording
has a son.
machine. She doesn't go out with boys
of
any
age . . . yet.
9 Is it true that Hope Lange Murray
and Don s new girl Dolores Michaels 9 Is it true that Bill Holden is still
are set to appear in the same movie to- such a big draw that his name on a
marquee automatically means at least a
gether? Isn—'t Don
U.H., embarrassed?
Portland, Maine million dollars profit for a movie?
— C.C., Chicago, III.
A They are competing for I he same role
A
Tin
Kin
in
a
couple
of yea s back)
intownDragon
Tree.
Don's
been
out
of
— and out of the situation.
Soph/a Lor fin which Bill star cd with
loss. It
the story.
an aonmillion
'doll a i
9 What
ever happened
toromance?
the Tues- depends rely
day Weld-Dick
Beymer
— H.B., Canton, Ohio 9 What's the story behind the Lee
Remick-Yves Montand feud?
Awhole
As usual,
Tuesday
got bored with the
— T.G., Syracuse, N.Y.
thing.
A
Yves
isn't
feuding
with Lee — just
9 Is it serious between Ina Balin and their studio — for giving
the with
best
Roddy McDowall?
scenes in their new movie,herSanctuary.
— Y.F., Brooklyn, N.Y.
9forNowFernando
that Esther
LamasWilliams
where has
doesfallen
this
A It's strictly for laughs.
leave Jeff Chandler?
9withIs Eddie
it true when
that Lizhe Taylor
went
along
—
E.E.,
Santa
Monica,
Calif.
visited his children
in California this summer? Did Debbie A High and dry.
give her permission
for Denver,
this? Col.
— M.B.,
9 I read a story in which Diane Baker
isunless
supposed
havemeatier
told herrolesstudio
that
A No.
she istogive
in more
"classy" pictures she'd prefer to take a
9for They
Sandrashe Dee
since?
a boysaywhom
met has
whilefallen
she suspension. What's
— P.L., happened
Lubbock, Texas
was in Rome filming Romanoff and
Juliet. What are the possibilities of this A Diane's currently starring in The
romance lasting? Or do you think it Wizard or Baghdad.
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NEW

I

PEARLESGENT
MAKEUP
Touches

your complexion

with moonlight

Sparkles your lips with iridescent color
A whole new concept — a makeup that lights up your complexion with the shimmering
beauty of pearls. Puff on new glittering Pearlescent powder; instantly your complexion looks flawlessly caressed with moonlight. Touch on new creamy Pearlescent
ipstick; your lips are moist with an iridescent sparkling beauty that he's bound to
5nd more than a little disturbing. Find out for yourself —pearls are a girl's best friend!
CREATED IN PARlJ>,«TvlADE BY BOURJOIS, U.S.A.

"Think Pink"

■
Is it true..
blondes
have

more

fun?

Just for the fun of it, be a blonde and see ... a Lady Clairol blonde with shining,
silken hair! You'll love the life in it! The soft touch and tone of it! The lovely
ladylike way it lights up your looks. With amazingly gentle new Instant Whip
Lady Clairol, it's so easy! It takes only minutes!
And Lady Clairol feels deliciously cool going on, leaves hair in wonderful
condition -lovelier, livelier than ever. So if your hair is dull blonde or mousey
brown, why hesitate? Hair responds to Lady Clairol like a man responds to
blondes— and darling, that's a beautiful advantage! Try it and see!
Your hairdresser ivill tell you a blonde's best friend is

Instant Whip*

Lady

»t M mrafin riairnl inrrnrniCreme
.rafc-e StamfordHair
Conn. Available
also in Canada
Lightener
Clairol®

by
MODERN
SCREEN'S
GOSSIP
EXTRA

HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST
COLUMNIST

\in this issue:
fun Party for George Burns
and Bobby Darin
e Truth About
Marilyn and Yves
Debbie Makes an
Announcement

Glamorous Rosalind Russell (left) joined Louella and her escort Jimmy
McHugh for George Burns' and Bobby Darin's Greek Theater gala opening.

LOU
continued

Esther and Fernando: seen together
lately in quiet restaurant corners.

Poor Taina Elg (left). Ont
Larsen: the next she disco

oment she ivas looking forivi
■ed he had just married acti

Backstage Drama
The vivid redheaded star stood in the wings
of the Redhead show at the Dallas State Fair
waiting for her cue music that would bring her
onto the stage. But first she paused to read
again the telegram which had brought such a
big smile to her face: ARRIVING OVER THE
WEEK END. LOVE, KEITH.
Once again she quickly read the message
which had made her so happy before shoving
it into the hands of her dresser. Then Taina
Elg whirled onto the stage to the sound of
much applause.
Two hours later, sitting in her dressing
room, removing her make-up, she switched on
the small radio on her dressing table to a news
broadcast.
"Flash from Hollywood," came the voice of
12

Esther and a New
Beau?
The first rumor that Esther Williams had
said farewell to her boyfriend of three years,
Jeff Chandler, was surprising news since
all Hollywood believed they were preparing
to marry. In fact, Esther and Jeff hinted they
were headed in that direction. Their romance
started when they made a picture together in
Rome and continued to be one of our most
steady
flames.word that Esther had fallen hard
Then came
for another of her leading men. Just as in the
case of Jeff, this leading man also was married. He was with her in her TV Spectacular,
Esther Williams at Cypress Gardens. I speak
of Fernando Lamas.
didn't seemArlene
possibleDahl
until,sued
out
of The
the gossip
blue, redheaded
Lamas for divorce on the ground of extreme
cruelty. Then Esther and Fernando were seen
together
corners atwillsmaller
restaurants.
Whetherin guiet
this romance
continue
no one
can
say,
but
as
this
is
being
written
the movie
Latin
lover
seems
to
have
fallen
hard
for
the
mermaid.

from(right).
Keith
•avisit
Miles

Jean and Stewart
Reach a Settlement
Although I had known for a couple of years
that the marriage of Jean Simmons and
Stewart Granger was in shambles, they
persisted in denying it. Then, out of the blue,
from London Jean announced that a divorce
was contemplated— and about three weeks
later she slipped quietly into Nogales, Arizona,
her legal residence, and filed for a divorce.
Why all the long drawn-out shenanigans?
In the beginning I think the British Stewart
was determined that his lovely English bride
of over nine years would not get a divorce
with his approval. He seemed on the verge
of a nervous breakdown every time I called to j:
check were
him over
persistent reports that he and
Jean
through.
This may have been partly due to the fact
that Jean's screen career is soaring and
Granger's has slipped in recent years. He was
veryFinances
unhappywereaboutanother
not working
hurdle. more.
They had
bought
jointly
a
10,000-acre
ranch
in
stocked with the finest cattle and the Arizona
investof Jean's
earnings.
Therement tookwasa bigalsochunk
the big
difference
in their
ages. Granger being forty-one when he married the young
These
tensionsteen-age
mounted actress
over thein London.
years and
even the birth of their loved little daughter
Tracy after six years of marriage did not
bring the happiness they hoped for.
It seemed for a time as if this marriage had
reached an impasse that might drag into years
of Jean going her way and Stewart going his
without benefit of real freedom — when suddenly a fine thing happened. MGM signed
Stewarttions he for
big the
pictures
and theseemed
frustra-to
had three
felt, and
bitterness,
melt away in the glow of contentment he
in againwasbeingreached
a busybetween
and active
Afoundsettlement
him man.
and
Jean — and their friends hope there is content- |I6
ment ahead for both of these Britishers, now
American citizens.

the announcer,
"KeithMiles
Larsen,
and
blonde
actress Vera
were TVjuststar,
married
in Las Vegas in a surprise move that caught
most of Hollywood off guard. The newlyweds
will return immediately
bride's home
Thousands
Oaks in the toSantheFernando
Valleyin
where
they
will
join
Miss
Miles'
son
by a
previous marriage to Gordon (Tarzan)
Scott, and two daughters by her marriage
to AsBob they
Miles."
say inis tothethisscripts
— Cut.littleAndstorythat's
about all there
strange
except that when Taina returned to Hollywood
someone
connected
with
Keith's
TV
show
Aquanuf, who probably was unaware of the
situation, offered her the lead in his next
chapter!
Although their marriage was long on
said, "Everyone
will say— that
I Shrugging,
refused it she
because
of other reasons
but the rocks, Jean Simmons and Stewart Granger persisted in denying it.
honestly the role wasn't up my street."

Kelly married his pretty dance assistant
Jeannie Coyne in a surprise ceremony at 2:00
in the morning in Tonopah, Nevada. Gene had
waited until his fourteen-year-old daughter
Kerry was visiting from her school in Switzerland so she could be present at his wedding.
Gene quietly
(euphonious,
Now her divorce from Stewart Granger is Jeannie
have beenanddating
for somearen't
time.they?)
Their
■ehind her and their years of unhappiness are close friends suspected they were in love — but
o longer denied, look for Jean Simmons even so, the marriage came as a bit of a surb become the bride of director Richard Brooks,
prise. . .
How time passes — much too swiftly.
'hey
wait the full
year admits
required con-by Tommy
Rettig the first little boy star of
Arizonamay lawnot although
neither
smplating a quickie marriage in a state Lassie, now has a 7-pound, 13-ounce little boy
ermitting immediate remarriage after a of his own. Tommy and Darlene have named
ivorce. . . .
their first Thomas Eugene — and Tommy says,
Too bad. girls. One more eligible Hollywood
achelor is out of circulation since Gene "Yes, as soon as he's old enough we're going
to get him a dog!"
PERSONAL
OPINIONS

Lucky Nat's ever-lovin' husband R. J.
gifted her with a birthday surprise.

ene Kelly (center) with his two favorite girls— his recent bride, Jeannie
oyne (left), and his fourteen-year-old daughter Kerry, home from abroad.
>ebbie Says
She'll Marry Harry
When Elizabeth Taylor and Eddie
isher were in Hollywood they saw none of
eir friends. They attended no social events
id Eddie told pals his sole reason for being
Hollywood was to see his two children,
rrrie Frances and Todd.
When he visited them, Debbie Reynolds,
e mother of these two beautiful children,
ade it a point to be absent. She had no wish
meet Eddie for whom she still holds some
tterness although she never admits it, nor
>9S she show it by word or deed.
Those who claim to know say that Debbie
.11 be mistress of the beautiful home that
3rry Karl, shoe manufacturer, has recently
decorated for her. She dates no one else
idid she
says he is very good to her parents
children.
He gifts her with beautiful furs and jewelry
:d she says no one has ever been as good to
.r as Karl. That, if anything, can win a
oman's
She issaid
said it— they'll marry just as
on as hisheart.
divorce
final.they'll marry as She
as Harry Karl's divorce is final.

Birthday Party via
Long Distance
thereimpression
myself I couldn't
have
hadIf Iahadmorebeenvivid
of Natalie
Wood's
twenty-second
birthday
fiesta
than
I
received
Nat
herself.long distance from New York from
"The mymostmother
wonderful
surpriseGurdin)
was plane
Bob's
having
(Mrs. Marie
in from Hollywood the afternoon of the party
—at and
then he hid her until time to spring her
the party!
Then Natalie lapsed back into referring to
her doting Bob Wagner as the usual "R.J."
as she happily rattled on. "R.J. took over the
wine cellar
just like
do for
parties
in Parisat Pierre's
and all —those
kegs they
and bottles
around sure puts everyone in a convivial mood
■— to understate it," Natalie laughed.
and theout party
enough set—
old"IfR.J.mother
also broke
with aweren't
big diamond
in the middle of a heart for my birthday gift —
am I luckycontinued
or not?"
up her
bill
as Natalie
she went on with tothe rundetails
of the'phone
celebration. "Remember Frank (Sinatra) gave
me my twenty-first birthday party last year at
Romanoff's. He couldn't be in New York — but
Ioriginal
can tell3,000youmileshe'saway
just asas hethoughtful
is on tap. and
"He had twenty-two bouquets of flowers
made up — and one was delivered every hour
during the evening. Also, he hired 22 musicians
who marched in playing and singing. There's
Nothing Like a Dame. How about that?"
If you're
me — itorcouldn't
have happened to a asking
more excited
appreciative
girl,
Natalie. Even if you have hit the big-time
stardom in your New York picture Splendor In
The Grass you still sound like the slightly
slangy and down-to-earth girl you were when
you left town.
1

Bob Taylor's
Stepdaughter Elopes
Another teen-ager making Hollywood headlines was Manuela Theiss, 17-year-old daughCOTltinued ter of Ursula Theiss and stepdaughter of
Robert Taylor. Without a word to her distraught parents, Manuela had eloped to
Tijuana, Mexico, and married Lai Baum.
Ursula was too crushed to talk about it but
Bob told me:
thought this
thing was
as "We
far ashad Manuela
was whole
concerned.
She over
had
been dating Baum for some time against our
wishes
latelybusiness
it seemed
to be over."
asked Bobbutwhat
the bridegroom
is in.I
He laughed,
seems tomost
work ofamong
the
potted
plants in"Hea nursery
the time.
He told me he had an Actor's Guild card — but

Swank Young
Set Event
The visit of the young Detroit heiresses,
Anne and Charlotte Ford, charming daughters
of the Henry Fords, inspired the party hosted
by Merle Oberon and Bruno Pagliai at
which Maria
(Gary hostess.
Cooper's young
beauty)
actedCooper
as assistant
All ofherMerle's
though
home isparties
famed are
for itsdelightful.
paintings Even
and
objets
d'art
and
her
silver
and
crystal
is exquisite, she makes a point of seeingservice
that
her affairs are not stuffy or formal.
Dancing was the order of the evening at

which the young Ford girls met many of their
Hollywood contemporaries— and the music
put everyone in a toe-tapping mood from the
start.
Hollywood's
"aristocrat,"
Kohner
came young
(surprisingly)
with Susan
John
Saxon but whispered to me not to make a
"note" offella,
it as was
George
Hamilton, her extraspecial
working.
Mark Damon spun by with Joan Benny
Rudolph,The Jack
Benny's Gardner
daughter, McKay
and his
date.
very handsome
stagged it— much to the delight of many of the
belles.
Fabian
inviteddue— butto acouldn't
tend, muchhad
to hisbeenregret,
persistentat-

I never
his having
job."
I had knew
heard ofthat
Ursula anandacting
Bob planr
tounder
haveage.the marriage annuled as Manuelc
"Definitely not!" he retorted. "Ursula agre
with me that Manuela took this step with t
eyes
if thereit. is a lesson to i,
learnedopen
— let— and
her learn
"On the other hand, we have no intentj
ofriedgiving
her to be remf
to Eaumour inpermission
the UnitedforStates.
"She just telephoned us from Mexico — to*
of her marriage — and we haven't heard an
thing
sincetime,
— notI sincerely
even wherehopeshetheis."situation
By this
happier for all concerned. Bob has been'
wonderful
father toas well
Ursula's
previous marriage
as tochildren
their own byh
beautiful youngsters and I know he wai
to act as wisely as though Manuela was 3
own.

sore throat. "But I shall be represented b
my fourteen-year-old brother," Fabian told m
overI took
the particular
telephone before
notice ofI left
the forfactMerle's.
that botof the Nelson boys, David and Ricky, d<
voted themselves to Anne Ford, one of th
prettiest and most intelligent young girls
have ever met.
Tony Curtis, who kept insisting he wo
one of the few "veteran" actors invited, cappe
the evening for laughs when, hearing the Goo
Humor wagon passing by, dashed out an
bought 100 chocolate-covered ice cream bar
for all theLeigh,
guests.ofThecourse,
"older"thesetGary
also Coopers
include
Janet
Ernie Kovacs and Yves Montand.

Arthur Miller (left) advises his friend Simone Signoret, wife Marilyn Monroe
and Yves Montand not to be perturbed by the shocking lies about divorce.
charmer told me.
"Although
knew completing
this to be theher worst
"Arthur Miller to
untruth,
she Simone
is in Paris
new
film, and the headline has been so humiliating
Divorce Marilyn
to her. We have talked almost daily over the
Monroe Naming
telephone.
unhappy, Only
I am Arthur
furious —is
it has been Marilyn
such a isheadache.
unperturbed because he is an unperturbable
I nominate for
Yves Montand"
confronted
by athatlie."he and Marilyn
. . . this, Yves himself told me at Merle manYveswhen
believes
the gossip
STARDOM
"infatuated,"
give photographs
it an understateOberon's
the shocking headline were ment,
printed in aparty,
Paris was
newspaper!
began with theto sexy
they
He was,
and is,hasseething
this "libel"
for to exploit Let's Make Love.
.
which
he says
broughtabout
on intense
em- posed
"It's hitting below the belt to print things CdDUCine
that have no semblance of truth," said the hotbarrassment
between
four
fine
friends.
"My
wife Simone (Signoret), Arthur, Mari- under-the-collar Montand — and I'll admit I She's no "cutie" or "doll" or baby beatnik.
9 lyn and I have been fast friends ever since agree
with him in this case. I usually stick Onmodelthe who
contrary
hailsthefromfive-feet
Franceseven-inch
is more former
in the
newspaper
1E 1theappeared
in onebutof Arthur's
plays in French
Paris," up forlinemywas pretty
fascinating
very distressed
strong confreres
stuff. — but that head- tradition of a Garbo, a Dietrich, or the former
great beauties of the screen. In this wave of
obviously over-sexed and over-exposed glamour girls, she's a welcome relief.
The one-name beauty moves through the delightful Song Without End, the classic music
treat with Dirk Bogarde portraying Franz
Liszt, like a series of animated exquisite posters.
Then, surprisingly, she went from this lovely
period piece into the lead opposite rugged
John
Wayne in Worth To Alaska with equal
effectiveness.
Off screen, she maintains consciously or unsciously afeeling
of mystery
and before
excitement of the consame
variety
she projects
Terry Moore
the
cameras.
Yet
she
has
a
quiet
and
appeal1 proudly displaying
ing sense of humor.
son to daddy St uart
Born Germaine Lefebvre in Toulon, France,
Cramer) watched
she changed her name to the single Capucine
birth in a mirror.
after she started to click big as a leading model
Without Fear and taking all the exercises in Paris. Asked why, she laughed, "I'm a
Childbirth: Ultrarecommended. I feel just great and so happy. name
She ereddropper!"
lives
quietly since
was discovby theso Famous
Playersshe Agency
and
Modern Method
Everything
in the mybookheadis true!"
All I couldtheydo promised
is just shake
with brought to Hollywood from New York, where
I've talked with new mothers soon after the wonderment over these new mothers. Just the she had transplanted her success as a model,
night previous I had seen Terry and Stuart at that she's practically never seen at the nightV; tilth who
of a hadbaby.watched
But I'vethe never
c-cne
whole talked
thing inwitha Ginny Simms' cocktail party. They had told
clubs or premieres. But already she is a charmmirror and who was on the telephone exactly me
they were going on to the theater to see
er in movietown's more social circles.
She is crazy about children and dogs in the
• one hour later as was a very excited and Vivien Leigh in Duel of Angels.
At 2:30 the following morning, Terry order named. She brings her toy poodle,
-i happy Terry Moore (Mrs. Stuart Cramer
awakened her husband and at 9:30 young Mr. France, on the set of North To Alaska and
IH).
formed an immediate and surprising friendship
Cramer
arrived.
"I've just gone through the most wonderful
"I just
hope thathears
any about
youngmywifeexperience
who is with Fabian (also in the movie) because "he
of mySamaritan
life," saidHospital
Terry tofromwhich
her afraid
of childbirth
;: experience
room in Good
my public
dog, too."
and prepares herself for this miracle by being loves
To the
eye her ash-blonde hair is aljjjshe
been returned
er eredhadof just
a 6-pound,
13-ouncefromboybeing
who delivhad well and happy and interested during the birth
ways
immaculately groomed and her greyd chosen to arrive three weeks ahead of of her baby," said the astounding Terry.
eyes carefully made up. "But when I
Then someone grabbed the telephone and blue
g schedule.
alone and relaxing," she admits with that
me the new mother should really get some am
{;- "I watched the entire delivery in a mirror," told
surprising
reallyfroma mess.
models are humor,
— it's such"I ama relief
always Most
betk went on the excited redheaded movie star. "I rest.I should think sol
had prepared myself by reading Childbirth
ing dressed up."

1

continued

Bobby Darin (left) thought it ivas pretty funny when Pat McCallum
(center) told him how Rock ate all his fried chicken— and hers.

Ronnie Burns made no bones about it:
Carol Everne is his very best girl!

Anne and Kirk Douglas had a gay
time at George and Grade's party.

m
Pamek ; (Mrs. James) Masoi
proud t f her grownup-looking P

Their old friend Mary Livingston (right) contributed good ideas
that made the Burns and Allen party the fun party of the month.

The Fun Party of
the Month
Guess you could call it the Hollywood verseen sisoon of the
manyold-fashioned
stars havinghayride.
such a I've
gay never
carefree time as they did riding three luxury buses
from Gracie Allen and George Burns
house in Beverly to the outdoor Greek Theater
prior
ing. to George and Bobby Darin's openGracie and George and Mary and Jack
Benny got the idea of transporting their
large group of pals via bus — and believe me
they did it up with all the trimmings. Each bus
was equipped with a bar and some very

dignified ladies of stage, screen an
healthy ready
"snacks"and plus
those delicious box TV Those
lunches
waiting.
— Greer Garson and Rosalind Rus
Rock Hudson, beaming like a kid, and sell acted like teen-agers during the entir
with
goes here
— and then reverted to glamorous movi
more PatandMcCallum
more Rockin tow
seems(whatto have
settled— ride
queens when they got off the bus and wer
on Pat as his favorite date?) sat in the front deluged
by all the fans at the Greek Theate
seats behind the driver. Rock ate not only
Dana Wynter and Greg Bautzer lamente
his
own cold fried chicken — but all of Pat's that their eight-month-old son Mark wasn
as well.
"quite" old enough to be brought along — bi
Ronnie Burns made no bones about be- they
him! just happened to have some pictures c
ing with his favorite date and called Carol
Portland Mason, looking all of eighteei
Everne
"my
best
girl"
when
he
introduced
us.
The Kirk Douglases were so happy that "chaperoned"
her parents, Pamela and Jame
Mason, and among others having a fine ol
Anne's
mother,
Mrs.
Pauline
Michael,
visiting
from Paris, had the opportunity of enjoying time were Carol Charming and Barbar
such a different kind of American party.
Rush. Big night — lots of fun.

I

dreamed

I

was

WANTED
in

my

Maidenf

orm

bra

Name: Star Flower*
Reward: Just wearing it!
Distinguishing characteristics: Circular stitched cups in pretty petal
pattern. Twin elastic bands beneath cups. Upper bands adjust to make bra
fit like custom-made. Lower bands make bra breathe with wearer.
Physical description: White broadcloth. A, B, C cups. 2.50.
Last seen: In stores everywhere. Looking ravishing.

Elvis and Juliet Prows
just a press agent's dreat
A cautious Kim is being very careful before
she leaps into marriage with Dick Quine.

■3

LETTER
BOX

What's the matter with Kim Novak that
she is afraid to marry the man she admits she
loves
Richard Quine?
she
needs — psychiatric
counsel Don't
about youher think
love lite?
asks Virginia F. Weidmann, Spokane. Not
necessarily.
Kim'swhich
just being
carefulin my
before she leaps,
is muchverybetter
book than marrying and divorcing, divorcing
and marrying. . . .
Wish you would plug the career of John
(Mr. Lucky) Vivyan as ardenffy as you did
for TV's David Janssen. hints Jon Beers, Ft.
Worth.
opinionis waiting
that thehisnextbreakgreatin
male star It's
ot themy screen
the movies standing in the wings of TV. The
P.S. on your letter reveals that you are a girl
with the unusual name of Jon. I thought your
enthusiasm sounded quite feminine, my Texas
friend. . . .
Sixteen-year-old Kathryn Carter, Milwrites: It'sandall right
to say that and
tall
girls are waukee,
in vogue
that Capucine
Suzy Parker among other newcomers like
Julie Newmar are the new 'glamazons' of
the movies — buf fake if from me, it's tough to be
a girl towering 5-feet, 11 -inches, over most ot
your dates! There was much more to your semicomic,
semi-sad
letter,of Kathryn
— but Stand
don't upgo
into a spin
because
your height.
straight and look the world in the eye — you

Newly weds Millie Perkins and Dean
Stockwell persist in "hiding. . . ."
may eventually find yourself looking straight what I wrote in this department last mor
into the eyes of a six-foot male who will be you'll know that I more or less agree with yc
proud of you. . . .
Nice. .to. hear from a mature fan such
Just one question, postcards Willie Mae Van Tiny.
Ness, Detroit: Whaf has happened to Millie Oliver Williams (says he is fifty-two, a mo\
fan and proud of it) who writes: just saw t
Perkins?
She's still
much around
still under contract
to 20thveryCentury-Fox
and as— wonderful and beautiful Song Without E
this is written, about to go into a new picture. and was fransporfed info another world
music, sight and sound. There is nothing wroi
Don't askin meliving
why andshe acting
and Dean
the movies that motion pictures such
persist
like Stockwell
they are on with
this will not cure. I agree with everything y
the lam from the FBI. . . .
Dodie Weaver (no relation to the celebrity ) say, Mr. W. — and thank you for writing such c
who hails from Albany, has been making her intelligent letter about a really fine picture
was almost like a professional review. .
own private poll of the stars who are "polite" it Am
the only one who thinks that Fabian
enoughday Weld
to answer
"nice"Shefanactually
letters:answers
Tues- career I might
is the best.
take a more dignified turn if 1
used
his
full two names — Fabian Forte? H<
questions I have asked her and seems inthere
ever
been
a big star with just one narrn
(ThisTuesday.)
isn't the first
fan praiseterested Iin myhaveproblems.
heard about
The asks Ginny Greer, Tampa. Well, — Cant h
absolute worst is Susan Hayward who has flas comes quickly to mind. And both Gre1
not only ignored my letters for two years — buf Garbo and Rudolph Valentino becan
fhose of five other fans I know. Don't forget world famous by just their last names. Beside
that when Susan isn't actually working in who wants Fabian overly "dignified?"
Thats' all for now. See you next month.
Hollywood
she's and
now may
a happy
livmiss housewife
much of her
mail. ing.in .Georgia
.
You'll never make me believe that Elvis
Presley tell for Juliet Prowse, snaps
"Tiny" of Tallahassee. It was just a press
agent's dream for their picture. If you read

A touch of smoke
a hint of fire...
Vintage hues by cutex
From Mediterranean hillsides, the warm, mellow tones of ripening
grapes . . . the flash and fire of a fair Italian contessa. Cutex captures both
the colors and the mood in its thrilling new "Vintage Hues" for your
lips and nails. Wear Cutex "Tawny Port" for a smoldering bronzy look. ,
Wear "Ruby Grape" when you need a red that's rich and luscious. It's a
vintage year for color . . . and Cutex brings you the choicest reds of all !
Tawny

Port

and

Ruby

Grape

. .J

This question whirls & which he thought
and burns in Debmight very well be
bie's troubled
his last as the "onlymind. Should I? Eddie
father" to Todd
wants me to marry.
and Carrie, Eddie had
Should I? She must
a serious talk with
Debbie. For on
find an answer to
November
6th Harry
the plea of her exKarl's divorce
husband, the father of
her children. On
becomes final, he
will be free to marry
Eddie's last visit to
(Continued on page 75)
Debbie, a visit

Everyone knew the
papers were referring to
Yves Montand and
Marilyn Monroe. Every
day there were new digs,
new insinuations. But
today Marilyn could
take it no longer.
She sat in the living room
of Bungalow 7 of the
Beverly Hills Hotel, clutching^
the newspaper, the nails
of her right hand still
clawing into the column item she'd just
read : What blonde boxoffice queen,
husband
is away,whose
is acting very cozy with
what leading man, whose
wife is away?
"Again," she thought.
"Why don't they leave us

After a while, she flung
the paper to the floor.
onte?"up and she
She algo
walked to the phone. "Mr.
Montand," she said into
the receiver, her voice
tight, tense. "Yves Montand.
(Continued on next page)

Reunited in Paris
after the hubbub
about Marilyn, Yves
Montand and wife
Simone Signoret sat
tensely in airport
cafe, walked thoughtfully bythe Seine as
Yves explained over
and over, "I love only
you." In their own
home at last, Simone
believed her man,
flew into his arms.
Later to the world
she said simply:
"I had faith in my
husband. I waited.
He returned."
He is staying in
Nine."
SheBungalow
waited impatiently
while the operator tried
to connect the call.
"Sorry, Mrs. Miller," she
heard the operator say after
a few moments.
"Mr. Montand does not
seem to be in." "But he
(Continued
must onbe,"page 60)

A terrible accusation has been leveled
against Tab Hunter.
Modern

The editors of

Screen are proud that Tab has

chosen our pages in which to answer his
accusers.

■ "I didn't beat my dog. I've never beaten any dog or
horse or animal in my entire life.
"As God is my witness, this is so.
"For the past two months — ever since the manager of
the building across the way from me called the police
and accused me of cruel and inhuman treatment of
my two-year-old Weimaraner, Fritz, I've been brokenhearted.
"I didn't have to defend myself or deny these charges
to my friends or to the people who knew me.
"They know my love for animals. And they have been
just as upset as I have because they know there is no
truth to these accusations. {Continued on page 78)
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Pi

■ Love sometimes carries an impossibly high
price. Sometimes it's stolen and cherished in the
darkness. Other times it's paid for with fortunes
or with debts.
Two years ago Deborah Kerr celebrated her
twelfth anniversary as Mrs. Anthony Bartley.
Had she pictured herself as an unhappy wife?
Never. When a friend once asked her about
herself and her life, Deborah replied, "I've
been lucky. I have what every woman needs.
My children, a devoted husband and my work."
She spoke the truth, as she knew it then. Her
life as Mi's. Anthony Bartley was quiet, sedate,
contented. Her home in Hollywood with its
spacious gardens and sweeping view of the
Pacific Ocean, rang with the cheerful sound of
her daughters' voices. "I live for Melanie's and
Francesca's happiness," she told friends again
and again.
No one suspected a marital unrest, least of
all Deborah herself.
Although, there was one clue.
On the door of her studio dressing room, she
had installed a "mood barometer." The barometer, designed in the graceful curves of the
Baroque era, had a dial which was adjustable
to Deborah's changing (Continued on page 73)

■ For days now Tommy Sands had been in a
fog. The non-coms would issue orders
and sometimes he'd have to ask
a buddy to tell him what they had
said. Words, moments, impres ions al blended together
because his mind throbbed
with one hundred thoughts
about Nancy.
For two weeks they hadn't spoken
on the telephone, and it was as if
his whole world was on the verge of
collapse. He was on maneuvers
on a lonely dusty (Continued on page 80)

' 5te rest. No phone
s, no interviews,
t nothing.Justquiet.
' iderstand?" The

doctor raised his eyebrows and peered
down at the young
man, stretched out

on the bed. The young
man's face was very
pale, but he managed
a cocky half-smile.

"Okay, Doc, okay.
Anything you say,
Doc. Anything you
(Cont. on page 81)
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"Your hair needs a
vigorous brushing and
.a good shampoo to give
it life ... a new redtint rinse to add highlights."

Hi

The Cinderella styling takes shape.
"Try the blue-green
eye
... mascara.
a deeper
toneshadow
liner and
Then groom the brows
■usewitha curler
a tiny brush
to turnand
long straight lashes
upward."

"Try
a new inmedicated
formula
the
creams, lotions and
.foundations to improve
your oily skin and
those blemishes."

"Carefully
shapewithin
your
lipsnatural
staying
their
outline.
"of Then
the magic
the newaddhigh-bright
red-red lipsticks."

"And for that square
jaw-line, use white
_make-up
blend
two orstick
three. . .inches
down from
toward the the
chin ears
before
final powdering."

If anyone had ever told me that I could be
beautiful — and no one ever did — Fd have said
they were crazy. But the girl you saw on page 34
is me, the mousy me" you see opposite as I used to
be. Honestly, I never dreamed that anything so
unbelievable could have happened to me, and I
can only try to tell you how it feels to be a
Cinderella who found a fairy godmother.
I'm 19, and sort of a mother's helper for the
Myers family to earn my way through college.
They're lovely people, sophisticated in that New
York way of editors, artists, writers and the other
exciting people who make Up their wonderful
world, which I love to watch, but a world I never
dared aspire to. I was so terribly shy and selfconscious that I just (Continued on next page)

onely lights, I

I feel just like a princess

In Celebrities' Cornerting attheSardi's
getroyal
This is atreatminutesment.before
I few
met
Paul Anka. The
dress was a big hit!
Lucky me! Paul asked for another
date— this one at the St. Moritz.

Me,
going into...Sardi's
restaurant
the
•dress, middled with
£ayon
satin,
is
a
honeytoned wool flannel . . .
matching jacket. Cos$10.98. tume, sizes 5—15,

couldn't bear to talk to any of their friends
when they'd eome to the house. As a matter
of fact I couldn't talk casually even with
the girls on campus, let alone the men! But
I was at home with the Myers children, and
when I was with them I was happy . . . very
happy. I would tell them the saddest stories
about the saddest girl who was all alone in
the world: she had no friends, no one to
love her; she was ugly and pitiful; she had
no pretty clothes, no beautiful jewels; she
worked hard, studied and sometimes had
time to read books, exciting ones about
people she would never know. How the
children loved those stories, and, of course,
I was the heroine of every one!
One afternoon some guests arrived and,
as usual, I quickly rushed to the garden
with the children so that I wouldn't have
to say even "Hello" to any of them. Suddenly, as I was telling one of my tales, I was
aware of someone sitting near me. I looked
up and there was a (Continued on page 72)
Find the fashions on these pages at Sears Fashion
Stores throughout the country.
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MIRACLI

were the real medicines that turned tragedy to triumph fc
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BUERGENSTOCK

■ To visit the beautiful resort
of Buergenstock on its high
mountain in Switzerland, you
would never think of it as a
setting for heartbreak or despair. Gaze at the miles and
miles of fluttering searlet and
purple wild flowers, breathe the
pure, invigorating air, bask in
the smiling friendship of its
kind villagers, and you are convinced this is a paradise, a
heaven (Continued on page 68)

jdrey Hepburn, the girl who feared she was too fragile to have a baby.
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— My name is Brenda Lee and I want to tell you about
the most thrilling thing that ever happened to me in my
whole life. It wasn't when my recordings Sweet Nutkin's
and I'm Sorry made the Hot 100 lists in Billboard and
Xtashbox magazines, although this was probably the second
greatest, for a fifteen-year-old girl.
The greatest thrill I've ever had came when I was
saved. Saved from sin and the curse of the devil. Saved
because I finally mustered up enough courage to march
down the aisle of our First Baptist Church back home.
Saved because I became a Child of God after all the
terrible things I'd done.
Before I was saved there seemed to be a devil in my
soul. I knew what I was doing was sinning, but I couldn't
help it and I almost didn't care. My biggest sin was
against my pop.
He was a handsome man with coal black hair, deep-set
burning eyes and a ruddy complexion.
His name was Rube, and he {Continued on page 79)

The French people spare no one
when it comes to caustic comment, not even
Ingrid Bergman who, since her
marriage last year to producer Lars Schmidt, resides
in a rambling stone villa in the country town
of Choisel, outside of Paris.
"Who does she think she is?" one of France's top
screen actresses blurted the afternoon
Ingrid appeared at a theatrical
cocktail party held by her friends in Paris to celebrate
Ingrid's Emmy Award for her remarkable
performance in the TV production of
The Turn of the Screw.
"It's after six," the French actress continued,
"a time when everyone who's anyone
gets dressed to the hilt. Only our honored guest bounces
in looking for all the (Continued on next page)

world like a parlor maid. Not
a touch of make-up. Her
hair's pulled back and tied in
a spinster's knot, and there's
a milk-fed expression on her
face. She comes in wearing
that hideous duffel coat that's
designed for a child, and look
at all the men. They're gasping. They think she's the living end." the French actress
What
said was true. Ingrid bowled
the men over. Every man in
the smoky cocktail salon
preened when Ingrid entered
the room. She smiled, chatted
with them. Finally, one of the
flashily-dressed women, a diplomat's wife, walked up to her.
"Miss Bergman," she said,
"your coat? May we help you
it?" for a moment,
with
Ingrid,
looked perplexed. "Oh, " she
said. "I'd forgotten."
The diplomat's wife clapped
her hands, her long manicured
fingers glittering with jewels,
and summoned a servant who
took Ingrid's brown suede,
sheepskin-lined duffel coat to
the cloakroom.
The popular French actress
picked up the thread of her
sassy conversation with her
ladyfriend. "Now where on
earth do you suppose she
picked up that stupid coat?"
"What does it matter?"
her {Continued on page 65)

"each morning

I feel reborn

I Was
Rock

One

HudsoN

ON'LoCATiON

■ Rock and Erika
met one Sunday recently in Acapulco.
Erika, there for the
week end, relaxing,
had just completed
touring Mexico with
a Spanish-speaking
road-show company
of The Redhead. The
twenty-three-yearold Erika spoke perfect Spanish, even

of

though she was an
American citizen.
She'd lived in Mexico
for thirteen years,
alone now, after her
Danish father (from
whom she'd gotten her
slight European accent) and American
mother went back to
the States. Rock was

s

GiRls

relaxing,
just
finished too
all ;he'd
location
work on his latest
picture and would
leave, that evening,
for Mexico City and
two additional weeks
of interior shooting.
News of his being in
Acapulco was plastered all over the papers that Sunday
(Continued on page 69)
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By Taylor M. Mills
Director of Public Relations — Motion Picture Association of America
The August issue of Modern
Screen carried an article entitled
For Adults Only. It brought forth a
flood of mail from readers, many of
whom agreed with the theme of the
article — that movies today present
too much adult entertainment, and
that perhaps some form of "adult"
classification should be adopted by
the motion picture industry to advise
movie patrons concerning films
treating mature subjects.
We appreciate this opportunity to
present our viewpoint on these subjects and to reply to some of youi
very thoughtful letters you wrote in
response to this article. The editors
of Modern Screen were good
enough to share them with us.
The article discussed ten films
which the editors implied were too
adult for those of tender years. The
films mentioned were: Who Was
That Lady?, Blue Denim, Because
They're Young, A Summer Place,
Home from the Hill, Pillow Talk,
Happy Anniversary, The Best of
Everything, Suddenly Last Summer
and The Fugitive Kind.
Though the majority of letters received agreed with the publication's
views, more than a few readers contributed some interesting personal
comments. In connection with the
film, Who Was That Lady?, one
young film fan said: "What was so
terribly 'sordid' about that film? In
the movie Tony Curtis and Janet
Leigh played the parts of a young
married couple — just as they are in

real life. Everyone who saw the film
realized this. And if I can be frank
for a moment." she added, "what is
wrong about a married couple being
shown together in a bed?" (Incidental y the bed scenes shown in the
two photographs in the article
did not appear in the picture as
released.)
Blue Denim also was listed in the
article as a shocking film — especially
for teen-agers. A fifteen-year-old girl
from Portland, Maine, wrote: "The
advertisements gave a good idea of
what the movie was about. The action, dialogue and story-line were
all handled carefully and with good
taste. I personally feel that all teenagers should have seen this movie."
Another young writer from Illinois told the editor: "I thoroughly
disagree with your opinion that these
movies are ruining teen-agers. Everyone of the movies mentioned, and I
have seen most of them, pointed out
to teen-agers the problems that result
from being over-emotional about
their feelings and desires. All of the
movies mentioned taught a lesson to
teens. I feel they are presented in
such a fashion as to teach a moral."
This young lady sounds like a
thoughtful and mature person for
nineteen years of age.
If the plea from those who wrote
to the editor asking for more wholesome family entertainment is an
honest and sincere one, the question
arises as to why the public, supposedly hungry for such films, does

not give better support to these subjects at the local theaters. Many a
fine picture suitable for the entire
family has failed to succeed at the
box-office. Frequently these have
been expensive color films that have
been widely advertised and yet never
earned their production cost, not to
mention any profit for the producing
company. So despite the fact that
many of the letters received by the
editors appeal for more fine family
films, moviegoers seem to flock to
pictures based on powerful, dramatic
subjects
true-to-life
stories. Oneportraying
cannot expect
any film
company to continue to produce
family films, if these pictures do not
gain support at the box-office.
The year 1-960 has seen more
family-type
picturesforreleased
than
have been noted
some time.
How many have you seen? Over the
Christmas holidays you had: Journey to the Center of the Earth, The
Last Angry Man, 1001 Arabian
Nights (the feature-length Mr. Magoo cartoon) and Disney's dramatic
Alpine story, Third Man on the
Mountain. The Easter season saw
Dog of Flanders, Scent of Mystery,
The Snow Queen, When Comedy
Was KingThisandpastPlease
Don'tthereEatwere
the
Daisies.
summer
a host of fine family films to choose
from, including: The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, Hound Dog Man,
Kidnapped, Toby Tyler and Pollyanna. And certainly no one could
object {Continued on next page)

Against Censorship, continued

on moral grounds to Ben-Hur, Thi
Story of Ruth, Hercules Unchained,
Sergeant Rutledge, A Visit to a
Small Planet, Conspiracy of Hearts,
or Bells Are Ringing.
Yes, there have been many fine,
wholesome films that offer many
wonderful hours of family fun.
(Family films for 1960 are listed
on the next page.)
It seems unfair that any writer
should condemn the entire output
of the movie industry by using a
handful of films as examples. Many
of the titles mentioned as examples
of "adult" films were spectc. ularly
successful at the box-office. Obviously the majority of movie fans enjoy seeing films with mature themes.
There have been great sociological
changes in our society since the end
of World War II. The theater, books
and magazines, and even our daily
newspapers treat subjects that twenty
years ago were considered hush-hush
and taboo. The motion picture has
been well behind other mass media
in their approach to mature themes.
When skillfully treated, almost
any subject can be presented without
offense. Provocative books like From
Here to Eternity, Peyton Place and
Suddenly Last Summer have been
brought to the screen under the Production Code as effective dramatic
films. They have been well received
by theater patrons. The industry, in
presenting this material on the screen
with consideration and in good taste,
is meeting a definite demand for
well-handled adult themes.
The article also broached the subject of classifying films — in other
words labeling certain films as adult
entertainment. Again, a majority
of you, in response to Modern
~2 Screen's article, favored some sort

of classification. However, a number
of young people felt this wouldn't
work at all — that any such classification of films would merely incite the
curious teen-ager to attend those
films labeled Adult.
Classification is used in a number
of foreign countries, but not always
with complete success. In England
the "X" or "Adults Only" rating has
resulted in the production of a number of very daring films. As long as
a film was going to be classified "For
Adults Only" some producers decided to go all out with little or no
restraint.
Classification of films by any government body is another form of
censorship and is not the American
way of solving anything. We in the
United States have always fought to
maintain our freedom of expression
and freedom of choice. We like to examine the facts and make up our
own minds.
As far as young children are concerned, itis not only the right, but
it is the responsibility of parents to
make their own decisions in selecting
motion picture entertainment for
their children.
There are many sources of information about film content and
audience suitability available. Newspapers usually review films and
describe their content. Many magazines carry a listing of current films
and some rate the films for various
age groups. The Film Estimate
Board of National Organizations
(FEBNO), made up of representatives of eleven national women's
organizations, publish a monthly
Green Sheet which reviews and rates
films for adults, adults-and-matureyoung-people, family-and-childrenunder-twelve-years. The Green Sheet

may be found on library and church
bulletin boards. The Legion of Decency of the Catholic Church releases regular ratings of films for the
members of their faith. Certainly
any parent who is interested can find
information about films. You can always consult the theater manager before sending your children.
The motion picture industry —
through the Motion Picture Association of America — operates a voluntary code of self-regulation called
the Production Code. Every film
carrying the Production Code Seal
has been carefully reviewed from the
first script — right down to the final
release print. The Code is based on
sound morals common to all peoples
and all religions. The Code Seal has
never been giv en to an immoral film.
[Editor's Note: You will find the
code reprinted in full on page 54.
We suggest you decide for yourself
whether Hollywood has lived up to it.]
As Production Code Administrator, Geoffrey M. Shurlock, said recently before a Congressional Commit e in Washington, "In the long
run it is not the subject matter but
the treatment that counts. And it is
with treatment that the Code operation is fundamentally concerned.
Hollywood film producers have
proved themselves skillful and trustworthy enough to take outstanding,
if sometimes sensational material
and, applying the Code machinery,
develop inherent drama and engrossing character delineations, to come
up with entertainment that is mature, morally acceptable and of
world-wide appeal."
We have appreciated the interest
so many of you have shown by writing your feelings about Modern
Screen's article on "adult movies."

A DOG OF FLANDERS
BOBBIKINS
JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH
MASTERS OF THE CONGO JUNGLE
SWAN LAKE
KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO
PLEASE DON'T EAT THE DAISIES
SCENT OF MYSTERY
TOBY TYLER
WHEN COMEDY WAS KING
THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
THE BOY AND THE PIRATES
CIRCUS STARS
POLLYANNA
RAYMIE
MY DOG BUDDIE
STOP, LOOK AND LAUGH
TWELVE TO THE MOON
CHARTROOSE CABOOSE
DINOSAURUS
JUNGLE CAT
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE
THE LOST WORLD
THE SIGN OF ZORRO

THE BELLBOY
THE LAST ANGRY MAN
1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS
THIRD MAN ON THE MOUNTAIN
KIDNAPPED
SNOW QUEEN
BEN-HUR
THE STORY OF RUTH
HERCULES UNCHAINED
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE
A VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET
CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS
BELLS ARE RINGING
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
SUNRISE AT CAMPOBELLO
SPARTACUS
CIMARRON
THE ALAMO
I AIM AT THE STARS
SONG WITHOUT END
101 DALMATIANS
THREE WORLDS OF GULLIVER
CINDERFELLA
THE TIME MACHINE

GENERAL PRINCIPLES:
shall bestandards
producedof which
will1. No
lowerpicture
the moral
those
who
see
it.
Hence
the
sympathy
the
audience shall never be thrown to theof side
of crime, wrong-doing, evil or sin.
2. Correct standards of life, subject only
to the requirements of drama and entertainment, shal be presented.
3. Law— divine, natural or human— shall
not
be ridiculed,
nor shall sympathy be
created
for its violation.
PARTICULAR APPLICATIONS:
I. CRIME:
1. Crime shall never be presented in such
a way as to throw sympathy with the
crime as against law and justice, or to
inspire
tion. others with a desire for imita2. Methods of crime shall not be explicitly
presented or detailed in a manner calimitation.culated to glamorize crime or inspire
3. Action
of humanIts
life is toshowing
be held the
to thetaking
minimum.
frequent presentation tends to lessen
regard for the sacredness of life.
4. Suicide, as a solution of problems occur ing in the development of screen
drama, is to be discouraged unless absolutely necessary for the development
of the plot, and shall never be justified,
or glorified,
specifically to defeat the ends orofused
justice.
5. Excessive flaunting of weapons by
criminals shall not be permitted.
6. There shall be no scenes of law-enforcingnals,
officersunlessdying
the hands
of crimi^uch atscenes
are absolutely
necessary to the plot.
7. Pictures dealing with criminal activities in which minors participate, or to
which minors are related, shall not be
approved ifmoralizingtheyimitationtend
inciteof the
deon theto part
youth.

S. Murder:
(a) The technique of murder must not
be presented in a way that will inspire imitation.
(b) Brutal sekillings
nted in detail. are not to be pre(c) , Revenge in modern times shall not
be justified.
(d) Mercy killings shall never be made
to seem right or permissible.
9. Drug addiction or the illicit traffic in
addiction-producing
shown if the portrayal:drugs shall not be
(a) Tends in any manner to encourage,
stimulate or justify the use of such
drugs; or
(b) Stresses, visually or by dialogue,
their temporarily attractive effects;
(c) orSuggests that the drug habit may
be quickly or easily broken; or
(d) Shows details of drug procurement
ormanner;
of theortaking of drugs in any
(e) Emphasizes
traffic; or the profits of the drug
(f) Involves children who are shown
knowingly to use or traffic in drugs
10. Stories on the kidnapping or illegal abduction of children are acceptable under the Code only (1) when the subject is handled with restraint and
discretion
and undue
avoids horror,
details, and
of gruesomeness and
(2)
the child is returned unharmed.
11. BRUTALITY:
Excessive and inhumane acts of cruelty
and brutality shall not be presented. This
includes all detailed and protracted presabuse. entation of physical violence, torture and
III. SEX:
The sanctity of the institution of marriage and the home shall be upheld. No
film shall infer that casual or promiscuous
sex relationships
are the accepted or common thing.

1. Adultery and illicit sex, sometimes
necessary plot material, shall not be explicitly treated, nor shall they be justified or made to seem right and
permissible.
2. Scenes
of passion:
(a) These should not be introduced
except where
sential to the they
plot.are definitely es(b) Lustful
and
open-mouth
lustful embraces, suggestivekissing,
posture and gestures are not to be
shown.
(c) In general,
passion should
treated in such manner
as not tobe stimu
late the baser emotions.
3. Seduction or rape:
(a) These should never be more than
suggested,sential toand
only
the then
plot.
Theywhen
shouldesnever be shown
explicitly.
(b) They
matter arefor never
comedy.acceptable subject
(c) They
should
be made to
seem right and never
permissible.
4. The subject of abortion shall be discouraged, shal never be more than suggested, and when
condemned.
It mustreferred
never tobe shall
treatedbe
lightly or made the subject of comedy.
Abortion shall never be shown explicitly or by inference, and a story must not
indicate that an abortion has been perbe used. formed. The word "abortion" shall not
5. The methods and techniques of prostitution and white slavery shall never be
presented in detail, nor shall the subjecttrsasbte tpresented
unless shown
in cono right standards
of behavior.
Brothels in any clear identification as
such may not be shown.
6. Sex
perversion or any inference of it is
forbidden.
7. Sex hygiene and venereal diseases are
not acceptable
subject matter for theatrical motion pictures.
8. Children's
sex
organs
to be
exposed. This provision areshallnever
not apply
to infants.
IV. VULGARITY:
Vulgar expressions and double meanings
having the same effect are forbidden. The
treatment of low, disgusting, unpleasant,
though not necessarily evil, subjects should
be guided always by the dictates of good
taste tieand
proper regard for the sensibilis of thea audience.
V. OBSCENITY:
1. Dances suggesting or representing
sexual actions or emphasizing indecent
movements are to be regarded as
obscene.
2. Obscenity in words, gesture, reference,
song,
by suggestion,
evenpartwhenof
likely joke
to beorunderstood
by only
the audience, is forbidden.
VI. BLASPHEMY AND PROFANITY:
1. Blasphemy is forbidden. Reference to
the Deity, God, Lord, Jesus, Christ,
shall not be irreverent.
2. "hell"
Profanity
forbidden.
words
and is"damn,"
while The
sometimes
dramatically
valid,
will
if
used
without
moderation be considered offensive by
many members of the audience. Their

u^e shall be governed bv the discretion
and
prudent advice of the Code Administration.
VII. COSTUMES:
1. Complete nuditv. in fact or in silhouet e, isnever permitted, nor shall there
be anv licentious notice by characters
in the film of suggested nuditv.
2. Indecent
bidden. or undue exposure is for(a) The foregoing shall not be interpreted to exclude actual scenes
photographed in a foreign land of
the natives of that land, showing
native life, provided:
(1; Such scenes are included in a
documentary film or travelogue depicting
exclusively
such land,
its customs
and
civilization; and
(2) Such scenes are not in themable. selves intrinsically objectionVIII. RELIGION:
1. Xo film or episode shall throw ridicule
on anv religious faith.
2. Ministers of religion, or persons posing
as such, shallor notas bevillains
portrayed
characters
so asastocomic
cast
disrespect on religion.
3. Ceremonies of any definite religion
shall be carefully and respectfully
handled.
IX. SPECIAL SUBJECTS:
following and
subjects
must and
be treated
withThe discretion
restraint
within
the1. Bedroom
careful limits
of
good
taste:
scenes.
2. Hangings and electrocutions.
3. Liquor and drinking.
4. Surgical operations and childbirth.
5. Third degree methods.
X. NATIONAL FEELINGS:
1. The use of the flag shall be consistently
respectful.
2. The history, institutions, prominent
people and citizenry of all nations shall
be represented fairly.
3. Xo picture shall be produced that tends
to incite bigotry or hatred among
peoples of differing races, religions or
national origins. The use of such offensive words as Chink, Dago, Frog.
Greaser, Hunkie, Kike, Xigger, Spig.
Wop, Yid, should be avoided.
XI. TITLES:
The following titles shall not be used:
L. Titles which are salacious, indecent.
obscene, profane or vulgar.
2. Titles
of this which
Code. violate any other clause
XII. CRUELTY TO ANIMALS:
In the production of motion pictures involving animals the producer shall consult
with
the authorized
representative
the
American
Humane Association,
and ofinvite
him toanimal
be present
the staging
such
action. during
There shall
be no useof
of anv contrivance or apparatus for tripping or otherwise treating animals in anv
unacceptable harsh manner.

new movies
(Continued from page 7)
ELVS

and

charity

In our August issue we ran a story entitled, "Have I Failed as a
True Christian?" We chose this story because we wanted to show
how stars can be misunderstood, how one misstep can, sometimes,
forever erase a man's good reputation. As an example, we reprinted
a letter from a reader about an encounter she had with Elvis Presley,
in which he turned down her request that he appear at the Crippled
Children's Hospital in Memphis. The mail response to this story was
enormous. Most of the letters defended Elvis vigorously and completely, and we were very glad to know that the loyalty of Elvis'
devoted fans and friends was too deep to be affected by one not-toopleasant incident. To bring the story to a real conclusion, we want
to share with you the following letter, which so perfectly describes
our own feelings about Elvis Presley.

Cripple!) CijilDten'a hospital School
BR MEMPHIS
2-2261 TELEPHONES
BR 2-2620
14, TENNESSEE
July 27, I960
Mr. David Myers, Editor Modern Screen
c/o Dell Publishing Company, Inc.
750 Third Avenue
New York 17, New York
Dear Mr. Myers:
An
article,Presley
"Have inI your
failedAugust
as a True
referring
to
issue Christian?"
of Modern Screen,
has Elvis
come to our attention.
The
ladies Board
of Managers
Crippledof Memphis
Children'sfeelHospital
in Memphis,
and thehasof people
strongly
thatTennessee,
Elvis Presley
been more
than generousmost
with his time and has graciously supported all charity work
in Memphis. He has made numerous contributions to this
Hospital
and has been most cooperative whenever he has been
called upon.
All the entertainers who come to Memphis have been exceptionally
wonderful
aboutgiving
visitingour Hospital
we are mostand grateful for their
of their
talents and
to entertain
provide happiness for our children.
We would like to request that you publish this letter so
friends and
fans of Elvis would know that his generosity
isthatsincerely
appreciated.
Very truly yours,
CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL SCHOOL
(Tm
Mrs. W.h//lli'oLUU
L. TaylorL'TbujIdrL~
Member of Board of Managers
cc: Mr.
Elvis Tenn.
Presley"
Memphis,

the Japanese attack Pearl Harbor he is torn
by
conflict.
He family
doesn't and
wanthetoisfight
againstby
people
like his
enraged
the fact that his adopted mother and father
are considered dangerous and sent to a recamp. However,
American location
brothers
join the when
Army hisJeffJapanesesigns up
with the Marines where he becomes the close
buddy of David Janssen and Vic Damone.
Jeff's
an expert
shot but he until
prefersone toof talk
the enemy
into surrendering
his
buddies is brutally killed. Then Jeff goes berserk and runs all over Saipan bent on slaughter. Later, a calmer Jeff matches wits against
General Sessue Hayakawa and succeeds in
delivering, unarmed, every Japanese on the
island to his superior officer. There are scenes
of violence in this movie which one can only
accept as the truth about war, but there are
other scenes (particularly of a drinking and
strip-tease party) that are in amazingly bad
taste. — Allied Artists.
BETWEEN TIME AND ETERNITY
Lilli Palmer
Willy
Birgel
Carlos
love aqainst death Robert
Ellen Thompson
Schwiers
Lindner
■ Although her famous doctor husband (Willy
Birgel) has been trying to keep the news from
her, Lilli Palmer knows that her days are i
numbered.
suffering tofrom
and f
fatal disease.She's
Determined
enjoya rare
whatever
time is left to her she wanders alone and
restlessly over Europe and eventually finds a .
little island in the Mediterranean whose seenery is beautified by Carlos Thompson. Thompson promptly steals her bracelet and signs her
up for some sightseeing trips with him as
guide. He then informs his girlfriend (Ellen
Schwiers), a passionate gyspy type, that he
and sheNaturally,
will growThompson
rich on Lilli's
heart.
has nosentimental
intention
of falling in love with Lilli, an accident that
makes him regard his past with a certain
shame, Their romance is so therapeutic that
Lilli feels completely healthy and plans to
stay on the island with him forever. Well,
love has been said to move mountains — can
it cure fatal diseases, too ?— Technicolor, U.-I.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
ELMER GANTRY (United Artists) : In Elmer
Gantry,
Jean
Sharon.
Her saintlinessSimmons
and zealplays
attractRevivalist
a numberSister
of different
people
for
a
number
of
different
reasons
:
Dean
Jagger .
gives her constant paternal care, atheistic newsman
Arthurthough
Kennedy
himself — and
last,
surelyis notdrawnleast,in isspite
BurtofLancaster
(or,
Elmer
Gantry,
a preacher-cum-adman
has the Gantry).
gift of gab,
a powerful
alcoholic thirst, type
and
an equally powerful appetite for the opposite sex.
Based on Sinclair Lewis' novel, the story of Gantry
isSONS
a fascinating
studv in (20th-Fox)
corruption. :AThis
"must"is essenfilm!
ANDstoryLOVERS
tially
of a sensitive
boy's growing-up
— and ;,
ofDeanthetheStockwell
family ties,
both
welcome
and
unwelcome.
(the boy) is a painter: he has a
strong-willed
mother (Wendy
Hiller),
embittered,
often
drunk
coal-miner
(Trevor anHoward)
and
awhodreamhelp oforescape
fromhisfather
hisdream
background.
TheLirewomen
hinder
are
Mary
and
Heather Sears. Here is a graphic tale of the strange,
lonely
giant FINE
step into
the alien
world of adulthood.
ALL THE
YOUNG
CANNIBALS
(MCM) :
All of these fine young cannibals (Natalie Wood,
Robert Wagner, George Hamilton and Susan Kohner)
gobble each other up in short order (no pun intended).
Lives that
in dirty Texassurroundings.
shanties end The
in dra-somatic and begin
rich cosmopolitan
is also inhabited
by singer
Pearl Bailey.phisticated
The atmosphere
complications
are numerous
and
really should
I among
the young.be seen in this film of love and life

Here is Elvis Presley's newest album.
It's the original cast soundtrack of "G. I.
Blues," his new Paramount Picture, now
available from your RCA Victor record dealer. Get it today. <$ IK
TOR ©
Atten-SHUN!

Paramount Presents
ELVIS PRESLEY
G. I. BLUES
A HAL WALLIS
PRODUCTION
Co-starring
JULIET PROWSE
Directed By
Norman Taurog

Tonight Is So Right for Love
What's
Really Like
FrankfortSheSpecial
Wooden Heart

G. I. Blues
Pocketful of Rainbows
Shoppin'
Big Boots Around
Didja'
Ever Shoes
Blue Suede
Doin' the Best I Can

la

t

(as told to George Christy)

■ I dropped a dime in the wall juke-box,
and I sat back in the empty booth and
listened to Little Anthony and the
Imperials take off with Shimmy Shimmy
Ko Ko Bop. I was lonely. Sure, it was exciting making a movie in Texas with John
Wayne, but I hardly knew anyone in the
town. Every day (Continued on page 59)

I was up at the crack of dawn to go in
front of the cameras, and when evening
came Clark
I was Ranch
beat. where
I'd havewe dinner
at the
Fort
were staying
Brackettville
(somehow
reminded
me
ofin Schofield
Barracks
in the itflicker
of From
Here pong
to Eternity).
ThenTroz,
I'd play
a little
ping
with Sonny
my guitarist
me, finally
towhomy wasroom"standing
and play in"my fortrumpet
or listengo
to records before I fell asleep.
Saturday,
last day with
off,
andBut I this
had wasdriven
to SanourAntonio
Sonny. He wanted to buy some ranch
clothes
men'sso store,
and into
I justa
wanted atto atakefancyit easy
I ducked
soda shop for a pineapple milkshake. I
wore
white ten-gallon
JohnfaceWayne
gave methe because
it shadowedhat my
and
this way people wouldn't recognize me.
SITTING THERE in the soda shop booth
though, I was wondering about the girls
back home, what they were doing, and I
was wishing I had a date.
Suddenly, in the booth in front of me, I
saw athen
girl's headdown
pop up quickly, look at
me,
box. I put drop
another dimelikeina thejack-in-thejuke box
and I heard her voice say, "Hey, play that
songI punched
again. I like
it!"
the number for Shimmy
Shimmy Ko Ko Bop, and I got up and
walked
over
to
voice came from.the booth where the girl's
She looked me in the eye for a second;
then she looked away. "You . . . you're
Frankie Avalon," she said, her voice
shivery with excitement. "I'm . . . I'm a
big fan looking
of yours,"at her
she pretty
told me wavy
and Iauburn
found
myself
hair and her soft brown eyes. She wore
eyeglasses
to tellThere
the was
truth,something
I didn't
really noticebut,them.
about her face that I liked. It glowed.
"Mindnodded
if I sitherdown?"
She
head. I asked.
"Gee, Frankie," she said, looking at me,
"I'd ... nobody
I'd really
autograph
because
will love
believeyourI saw
you. I
wanted to scream when I recognized you.
I don't
know
how
I
controlled
myself."
I reached for a paper napkin from the
metal container. "If you have a pen I'll
sign"Darn,"
the napkin
for you."
she said.
"I don't."
"Well," says I, "I'll ask the soda jerk."
"Oh
no,
don't.
He'll
notice who
you tell
are
and wanted
then there'll
I could
you
to playbeit acoolriot!because
of the
wayI liked
you were
wearing
big hat."
her, not
only your
the way
her pink
cheeks glowed but the way she talked.
"That's
a
wild
sweater,"
I
said,
looking
at the striped white sweater that brought
out the pink in her cheeks.
"It's my Frankie Avalon sweater," she
said. "I bought it because it reminds me
of the sweaters you wear!"
I didn'tsuch
knownicewhatthings
to say. She seemed
to
them.sayI was
bowled over. — and to mean
"What's your name?" I asked.
"Vir — " she started to say. But she
caught
herself andit. You
said, meet
"Why?so You'll
never remember
many
girls every day in the year."
"But I want to know," I insisted.
"Why don't you call me KoKo?" she
said. "From the song — Shimmy Shimmy
Ko Ko Bop!"
"Okay," says I. "It's KoKo then, if that's
what you want."
I ASKEDto HER
she'dofshow
me around.
I wanted
see a iflittle
San Antonio.
Her eyes lit up. Then, in an instant
change of mood, she seemed downhearted:
"I "Oh."
can't. I'm supposed to meet someone."
"He's a good friend, a classmate."
"What year are you in school?"

Obviously, the lady doesn't know
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"Senior!" she said proudly. "But we've
got too much homework. It's killing me."
"Are
"Yeah,"youshemeeting
said. your friend here?"
"Well, maybe I better go!"
"Don't forget," she reminded me. "The
autograph!"
"But I don't have a pen or a pencil and
you don't want me to ask the soda jerk."
She paused, then announced, "I'll go up
andSheborrow
one." with a ballpoint and I
returned
signed the napkin: To KoKo, the first rose
IFrankie
met inAvalon.
San Antonio. Best o' luck —
she the
said.white
"I'll treasure reverthis."
She"Thanks,"
looked
ently. Iwas attouched
becausenapkin
I could tell
the autograph meant a lot to her.
"What I. ventured.
. . what are you doing later,
KoKo?"
"I don't know," she answered. "I'm
waiting for my friend. I don't know what
he I wants
to do."then I asked the $64,000
swallowed,
question.
"Is he your steady?"
She smiled.
Her eyes sparkled.
But she didn't answer me.
"Well, I'm going to leave now. Nice
meeting
you." into my eyes and there was
She looked
athatsweet
meltedwistful
me. expression on her face
I wanted to reach out and touch her
wavy
hair but
and I brown
held myself
back.I knew I shouldn't
"So long, pardner," I muttered.
the
way"Soshelong,
said Frankie,"
Frankie itshe
was said,
as if and
she was
singing lyrics to a song. It was beautiful.
I LOOKED AROUND the busy street,
wondering
go. The
Texas sun what
was outto do,
and where
the Santo Antonio
skylinecause Iwas
was alone
bright.again.
But KoKo
I was was
blue cute,
beand I wished she didn't have any plans.
ButI began
it just wasn't mydownluck.the street, glancing into thewalking
gleaming shopwindows, and I
heard
someone rushing behind me.
I turned.
It was KoKo.
"Hi," she
said even
softly,prettier
the ribbed
sweater
looking
in the wool
sun
light. "I was thinking about what you said.
I'm
expecting
to seeweremy free
friendlaternow,. . .but
thought
... if you
well,I
I'd meet you."
"But won't your boyfriend be upset?"
"Let me worry about that."

"I was going to walk around town,
that's
"Whyall."don't we meet in an hour back
at the snack shack?" she suggested.
"Only if you don't get into any trouble
with"Don't
your worry."
guy," I emphasized.
"Tell the truth. Tell him you met someone that's a stranger and that he's asked
youSheto smiled,
show himthenthenodded.
town." "See you soon,
huh?"
she
cooed
and
seemed to be smiling, too.her. . .brown eyes
WE MET and she told me her boyfriend
was having trouble with his car and that
he had to take it to the garage for a
check-up.
"Anyway,"
not
my 100%
steady. she
We explained,
sort of go"he's
together
but
I
wish
everybody
the word 'steady' so seriously.didn't
We take
like
each other a lot, but we're not going to
stop seeing other people. It's not fair when
you're
Don'tI you
"I'm young.
with you,"
told agree?"
her.
We took a bus and she began to point
out thement sights
of
the
city
me: She
departstores, hotels, the cityto jail.
told
me a couple of jokes, some daffynitions I
got a kick out of. A tennis racket was a
bunch
of holesafterstrung
was a buck
taxes.together and a dime
"When do you have to be home for supas weto call
got offandthetellbus.Mom
"I'm per?".Iasked
. . I'mhergoing
I'm"Dogoing
to
be
late."
you think you can have something
to She
eat looked
with Sonny
directlyand intome?"my eyes, and I
shivered
all
over.
"Maybe,"
She came back from
the she
pay said.
phone in
the corner drug store and said her mom
would let her stay out. We picked up
Sonny
the fine.
men's store, and KoKo and
he Wegotateatalong
in
a
noisy cafeteria:
steak and chocolate
cake and hamburger
milk.
Thenpany wecar Sonny
went and
for aI spin
had, ina the
blue comand
white
'59
Chevy,
and
we
sang
BeMackMy
Guest
and
Just
Ask
Your
Heart
and
the Knife. KoKo sat between us in the
front seat, and, boy, did it feel great to be
with a girl.
"I was wondering," KoKo began, her
voice
and inquiring,
"if I you
calledaboutJoey—
— he's soft
the friend
I was telling
we
all
might
have
a
little
party.
that be fun? Joey plays the pianoWouldn't
and a
friend of his plays the drum, and you play
trumpet, Frankie, and Sonny plays guitar.
We could have a jam session. Be great,

wouldn't it? We'd all just love it, Frankie."
I didn't want to disappoint her, but I
had to say it. "We don't have our instruKoKo,ments her
brown eyes flashing,
here." bright
pooh-poohed
my comment. "We could
borrow
some,thecouldn't
we?"searching for a
We spent
next hour
music shop that was open, and finally
we found one. The old, hunched, whitehaired proprietor was Italian, and I exof words with him in
Italian andchanged acouple
he nipped.
WE RENTED a guitar and trumpet. KoKo
promised she'd return them both on Monwe left,
"He's hea
nice day.
man,When but
you KoKo
know, said,
Frankie,
didn't
recognize
who
you
are!"
"What's wrong with that?" I asked.
"I just thought maybe you'd feel funny.
Doesn't
every. . star
"Depends
." like to be recognized?"
We
drove
to
Joey's
place and
made some
mighty wild music. KoKo
shimmied
and
clapped.
She took turns dancing with each of
us. We bopped, rock 'n' rolled, calypsoed.
Then,
came tohome
movies Joey's
and weparents
said hello
them.from the
Sonnymost oneand
I
had
a
long
drive
ahead,so alhundred and thirty miles,
we
decided we had better get started. KoKo
was holding
Joey'swishing
hand as we said
and I forkept
the goodnerve
to askbye,her
her telephoneI hadnumber.
I just andcouldn't
Sonny
I got ask.
into Itthedidn't
Chevyseemandright.
we
started the drive back. When we got to
the Fort Clark Ranch, the lights were all
out. It was past midnight, and Sonny and
I went to our rooms to fall asleep. I was
exhausted.
stop ofthinking
KoKo. The ButmoreI couldn't
I thought
her, theof
more special I thought she was. Because
now, as I thought back, I realized she
wasn't
pretty.herYetvitality
she made
pretty with
and herself
the way seem
she
flirted with her bright brown eyes.
Just in the space of one afternoon and
evening KoKo came into a part of my
heart.
It's sad
never her
see
her again.
I keepto think
wishingI might
I had asked
for
her
telephone
number,
but
I
couldn't.
Itanyone
just out
didn'tSan seem
Antoniofairwayto Joey.
knows But
KoKoif
please tell her thanks for the good time
and also tell her that should she and Joey
ever
call next
it quits
love a date. endI'd
take the
flightI'dforsureTexas!
Frankie's in United Artists' The Alamo.

The Man Who Almost Destroyed Marilyn Monroe's Marriage
(Continued from page 25)
into the bungalow, to the middle she knows those types. She took one look
Marilyn said. "He really must be in — " rushed
at me years ago and said to herself, T can
"Sorry," placed
the operator
said
again. And of the room.
Marilyn
down
the
receiver.
"What,
Marilyn?"
him,' and
When she
she turned and she ran to the door of her
reads foolish
storiesshe inwastheright.
newspaper
she
ing the door
behind hehim.asked again, clos- handle
bungalow, and then outside, and into the
laughs. Do you think she knows me too
"I
had
to
talk
to
someone,"
she
said,
lovely little garden there, and across it . . . finally. "I had to talk to you ... Do you
running, faster and faster, until she came see what they keep writing about us in
"No, no," said Marilyn. "You can't know
to Bungalow Nine.
She rapped on the door.
"You too
don'twell."
really think Arthur believes
"Bah,"
heEspecially
said, "they
must
write
somethe
papers?"
anyone
thing.
about
two
people
who
"Yves,"
she called
this nonsense?"
said Yves waving in disShe rapped
again, out.
harder.
gust at the newspaper.
work
in
the
same
picture
together.
Isn't
Marilyn turned her back to Yves and
"Yves,"
she
called,
"please
be
in.
.
.
."
that
the
custom
here?
.
.
.
And
besides,"
"Whatwas isbehind
the matter?"
he said, "Simone in France, and Arthur stood
in"wonderful
thought. "I've seen,"
He
her.
saida moment
slowly,
unin "But
Ireland,do they
knowMarilyn
it is notasked.
true." "Do shewell?"
She turned.
derstanding people
destroyed people,
by rumor,
they?"
and cruelty and gossip. It could happen
She
brought
a
trembling
hand
up
"Yves," she asked, "where've you been?" they?"
face. She rubbed it hard against to us too, Yves. Just because we talk to
"I went to the main building," he said, toher hercheek.
each other . . . just because, well, just beopeningret es .. his
door,the"tomatter?"
buy some ciga. What's
cause I'm here, alone with you now.
Yves
smiled.Some"Simone
knows they
me very
well indeed.
types, maybe
play
"Oh how I hate them, some of those
<S0 SHE DIDN'T ANSWER him at first. She with love and with marriage. But Simone, writers," she said. "With their lies. Their

bitterness . . . Oh, how I hate them all."
Yves, right
lightly,now
"something
you"I know,"
would said
not hate
.A
drink?"
"Oh how I hate them," Marilyn said.
Yves shrugged. "Today you hate them,
yes," he said. "But tomorrow, you will
see, tomorrow you will forgive them."
"No," Marilyn said. "No, no, not me.
Not for what they're trying to do."
"Yes, cially,
you'll
said. it"You
Marilyn.see,"
For he
hatred,
is notespefor
you. Just like for me, it is not for me. I
think we are the same way. About such
a Hethingpaused
as hatred."
for a moment.
he saidstop
then.hating
"I thought
that"HATRED,"
I would never
... It once
was
a long time back. During the war. In
France . . . Shall I tell you about it?"
Marilyn
didn't answer.
"It was hatred
for the Germans I had
then," said Yves, going on, anyway. " 'The
pigs
from
the
East,'
we would
them. Hatred becauseas they
killed call
our
people and conquered our country and
laughed at us, the French, their old
enemy, their new slave.
"I remember the last day of the war, how
Ithathated
said.Etoile,
"I waswithin many
Paris
day. them,"
I was heat the
other people. We were cheering. We
thoughtmans.they
were gone,
finally,
GerBut they
Not theall the
of them.
Because all
of a were
suddennot.from
windows
of some of the buildings around us the
Germans, those who stayed behind, they
began to open fire on the crowd. And I
see women standing near me fall, and
men, and little children. Fall. Fall dead.
after,nowI join
someridofofthethese
soldiers
who"Soonarrive
to get
last
Germans. I help them, walking with them,

a captain and five or six of his men. At
this time the streets are practically empty.
IWeam are
walking
Champs-Elysee
now I
near upthetheNormandie
Theater,
remember, when we see him — a young
boy, blond,
a Nazi — Hestanding
in the
way of a building.
is alone.
He doorseem
to have no gun. He look frightened. The
captain I am with says to the Nazi, 'Hey,
pig,
Then,he while
holds come
his gunhere.'
on him,
asks methe tocaptain
touch
the
Nazi,
all
up
and
down,
to see whether
he has a gun.
"So II find
beginthatto now
touchI amhim.shy And,
you
know,
to touch
him. Because suddenly he becomes not
a Nazi to me, but a human being. One
half hour before he is probably with the
others, killing everybody, I know. But
now
now that
that II know
stand the
herewarfaceis tooverfacenearly,
with
anothersion is gone.
humanAndbeing,
the paswith I itfeelthe that
hatred.
The
terrible hatred that makes us fight one
another all the time, and have to kill, inhurt. . . ."
He sult,stopped.
had brought her hand down
fromMarilyn
her face.
He smiled.
said,a "now
you"Howwillabout
stay it,"
and hehave
drinkmaybe
with
me
. . . bar,
Look,"pointing
he said,
over onto
a small
to awalking
lone bottle
top of the enough.
bar, "I have not
so much
whishere,
this both
thing,a
therekey— but
is ice. And And
I willin make
us
good
on theMarilyn
stones."said.
"On whiskey
theasked
rocks,"
"Eh?"
Yves.
" —"On
hot the
'the rocks,
stones.' we" say," said Marilyn,
She
couldn't
helpYves,
it; sheas began
"Ahhhhh," said
she did.to laugh.
"That

is better. To see you laugh like this. Much
better than to see you with your face
long,
He like
made a ahorse
face. . . . like this"
And Marilyn laughed some more.
"Come," Yves said, suddenly, laying
down the glass he'd just begun to lift, "if
it's
laughing
you will
need,make
I have
to show
you that
you something
laugh for
real. Here. In the kitchen. Come."
MARILYN FOLLOWED him into the
other room.
She watched him as he placed his hand
onturned
the torefrigerator
face her. door, and then as he
He kissed the air and then he opened
the refrigerator door.
make myself this," he said, pointing
to "Ia dish.
Marilyn
"What is looked.
that?" she asked.
"An omelet," Yves said, "with onions."
"And you put it in the refrigerator
"Of omelet.
course," The
Yveswaysaid.I used
"This tois have
picnic-it
style
when I was a boy. On the special day.
The Sunday in the summer. The day when
my
little money
hefirst?"
hadpapaandwould
bring take
us, allwhat
the family,
in the
trolley car, to the beach. And there, first,
we would swim and play in the water.
And
then, allatruntwelve
o'clock,
to the was
dot,
we would
to where
my maman
sitting, holding the bag in which she had
packed the cold omelet. And we would
eat. There on the beach. With the blue,
blue water next to us. And the yachts
going
by. our
And wonderful
the sun smiling
us. And
us, with
omeleton and
our
bottle of wine ... just like the biggest
millionaires
felt weand were."
"You makeon itearth
soundwelovely,
deli-
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cious," said Marilyn smiling at his story.
"It is lovely and delicious," said Yves.
"Now,
You omelet?"
will stay with
me andhowshareaboutsomeyou?of the
Marilyn shook her head. "I don't
know — " she started to say.
know,"
said. "Youtonight.
will
stay"Well,
withI me
for Yves
picnic-dinner
And you will say, Yes, I am happy, Yves,
toyoustaywillforwork,
the kind
then
like invitation.'
the womanAndshould,
and put the dishes on the table while me,
I He
startlooked
to cut attheMarilyn,
bread." teasingly.
"Am
I
understood?"
he asked. "Am I— "
But he stopped suddenly.
"That is," he said, and not teasingly
now, itMarilyn,
seemed, to" —share
that with
is, if meyousuch
don'ta
mind,
simple
dish smiled.
as this, an omelet with onions."
Marilyn
"Yves,"
were less
manyto
times
in myshelife said,
when "there
I had much
eat."
YVES SMILED BACK. "Moi aussi," he
said.
too . I. was
. youyoung
know,"it washe food,
said, or"I
think "Me,
that when
the absence of it, that gave me my whole
style
of singing.
it is true
. . . YouThat's
see, thefunny,
very isn't
first it?timeButI
ever went to an audition, it was at a
cabaret, in Marseilles. And it was at
lunchtime.thatAndafternoon
there wasbutnobody
cabaret
me andin the
the
owner
—
and
his
lunch.
Hola,
I
in my life seen such a lunch have
as henever
was
eating, that
I stared
it, I remember, likeowner.
it was not
real; theat soup,
the
fish, the meat, the salad, the cheese, the
everything that he was eating. I stared
so hard, in fact, that I did not begin to
sing at first. And the owner, annoyed,
said,
'Well, sing
if you're
sing.'I
So I began.
To sing.
But allgoingthe towhile
am still staring at the food and getting
hungrier and hungrier. And, you know,
as I am getting hungrier, my voice, it
starts to get better. So better, in fact, that
I am hired right away. And ever since
that day, before I sing, I never eat too
much
now. It's
am remembering
that hungry
day. asAndif Iremembering
what
a blessing it was that it brought me, being
hungry
. . That's
funny,softly.
isn't it?"
"Yes," . said
Marilyn,
"And what are you thinking," Yves
asked, "with your face so thoughtful like
that all of a sudden?"
"About food, too, and once when I didn't
have any," said Marilyn.
"A droll story," asked Yves, "like
mine?"
. It
was"No,thenotfirstreally,"
time insaidmy Marilyn.
life I was". .ever
actually going hungry. I mean, as a kid
never Ibeen
in most
ofthere'd
the homes
livedmuch
in, thefood,
orphanages.
But, at least, came mealtime and there
was always something, something to stick
in your mouth, and to swallow . . . But
this time, it was years later, I was here,
in Hollywood, just beginning. I was in
hock for everything I owned. And there
was absolutely no money for food. So I
spent one day not eating. And another.
And part of a third. And on that third
afternoon
called me. the phone rang and this man
"He with
was anone oldof man.
He was outfits.
a big
wheel
the publicity
He was an obnoxious person, always callsay ingno me,toalways
him. after me. And always I'd
"But methisto day
he called
asked
go outwhento dinner
withmehim,andI
said yes. I was that hungry.
"Oh, weyougot should
seen that
me, night.
Yves,
when
to the have
restaurant
even came
botheroverlooking
62 IThedidn'twaiter
to theat th~
tablemenu.
and

ber them.' So then, he say, 'Tell me about
some ofof one.
the Ibeautiful
think
tell him moments.'
about one So
time,I
in France,
on a after
picture, Salairewhende leI amPeur.working
And how
the picture is finished the crew chips in
and buys me a present. It is not the watch.
Or the wallet. Or the usual thing. But it
is— how do they say it here — the Erector
Set.
I say meto once
the writer,
'the
crew 'You
had see,'
overheard
tell somebody that as a boy I never had any toy,
that
one thing
the Erector
Set. I'd
So wanted
now theysobuymuchone was
for
me. And it is one of the happiest mom
e
n
t
s
o
f
my
life.'
.
.
.
And
after
I
get
through telling this story to the writer,
you know what he say, Marilyn?" Again
he smiled. "He say to me, 'Mr. Montand.
is "Yves,"
that theMarilyn
best youasked,
can " —do?'what" did you
tell"About
him about
you?" me?"
"They asked
alwayseverybody
ask. 'What's
They've
else she
I've like?'
ever
worked with ... If they haven't asked
youSHEyet,PAUSED
they will."for a moment, and took
another sip from her glass.
"What will you tell them, Yves," she
said"About
then, Marilyn
" — when Monroe,"
they do ask?"
he said, not
pausing,
"I
will
tell
she isthisa
courageous woman. Forthem
her that
is torture
job,
I
will
say,
and
she
does
it
with
the
most conscientious and courage she can.
Yes,
maybe
she
come
late
on
the
set
lot of the time, I will say; you boys area
always writing about that with a chuckle,
about the big star who always keep everybody waiting. But that is not because she
is Marilyn Monroe she does this. I will
say, but because she is frightened and it
takes her time to get over this fear and to
get"And
readywhen
to work.
she does work, I will say,"
he went
on, "thatShe shehasis aanwonderful
amazing creature to watch.
thing
— an extraordinary instinct for acting.
She ers,never
Othme, we does
make anything
a mistakeridiculous.
in rehearsing,
or with the camera on us, and we are
ridiculous, we are suddenly out of the
role we are playing and people, they can
only laugh at us. But if Marilyn forget
something, or do something wrong, she is
not ridiculous. This is a talent very few
creatures have in the theater, the pictures.
This is a real talent.
"Also," he said then, "I will say that
she
rich inin her
beauty,
But isthatnotsheonlyis rich
heart.thisShegirl.is
awillgoodthink
person.of And
she
does
good
things.ago,I
her that night, long
when man,sheand sat
with
the
obnoxious
how she could not eat. gentleI will
thinking it,ofsheherthought,
the day,when
with she
nobody
sent knowa big
check to the widow of one of the electrical men who died while we were making our picture together. I will think of
these things and I will say that she is a
good person. That also she makes me feel
very
goodveryjustfond
to be with. .her.
—I
am"Now."
very,
. toThat
he said — ofheher.began
smile,
suddenly
—
"when
they
ask
you,
Marilyn,
about me . . . and I have enough of the
ego to hope that they will . . what will
Marilyn looked down into her glass.
"The
she Yves.
whispered.
"That truth,"
is?" asked
you"That
say?"you are the finest actor I have
worked
with," toMarilyn
you are
wonderful
be with.said.
That"That
you
"And he says to me another time," ever
are very attractive. That you have the
said,
"
—
he
says,
'Tell
me,
Mr.
MonheYvesask?"
tand, about some of the sad incidents in face of a peasant, and of a king, in one . . .
your life which you remember best.' And That
Againyou there
an awkward silence.
are awasman."
I say to him, 'I won't; I refuse to remem-

said,
the old
youngmanlady
he said'What
this will
to the
— andhave?'
I an-—
swered and Icocktail
said, 'The
have shrimp
and young
thick lady
soup will
and
the"The
biggest
and
thickest
steak
you've
got.'
old
man
thought
this
was
very
funny. He laughed and he laughed. I
laughed, too. Till they brought me the
shrimp. Till I started to eat it, and I had
my
forkseeup himto my
but
I could
sittingmouth,
there, like
the this
old —man,
from the corner of my eye. And I was so
ashamed of myself suddenly for having
come with him, for having said yes, that
Ieatcouldn't
couldn'tNoteat.a thing.
I couldn't
anythingeat.thatI night.
Not
until I made him take me home and I got
back into my apartment and, all alone
then, opened my purse and took out a
little package of saltines I'd filched from
theShetablelooked
and gobbled
down. them down. . . ."
said eatYves,
only saythatthat1 doI
hope"Well,"
you can
with"Imecantonight,
not have the same effect on you that this
obnoxious
Marilyn gentleman
looked backhad."
up.
are
just"You,the Yves?"
oppositeshe ofasked.
that "You?
kind ofYou man.
She looked
brown
eyes. at him, long, into his deep
"You — " she started to say again.
Her face flushed then, suddenly.
You—"
And, suddenly, nervously, she turned
and began to walk toward the door.
"Marilyn, where are you going?" Yves
asked.
the again.
door. I"I'm
sheShesaid.stopped
"I feel atupset
don't sorry,"
know
why. I get like this sometimes. . . ." She
took a deep breath. "Besides," she said
then,
"you stones
said —you'd
make meAnd
a drink.
On the
remember?
you
didn't
...
I'd
like
that
drink,
if
you
don't
mind," she said.
"And later we will eat?" asked Yves.
"Yes," said Marilyn. "Later. In a little
while.
. ." on a large easy chair, next to
SHE .SAT
a small table, while Yves fixed the drinks.
He self,handed
for himand then onehe tosat,her.too,kept
acrossone from
her.
For lence
a minute
or
two,
an
awkward
siovercame them both, awkward for
two
people
who'd
had
so
much
to
say
one another only a few minutes before.to
And then Yves, in an attempt to say
something,yousaid,
"Youthere
know, wasMarilyn,
just
before
came,
a young
writer here, from a magazine. He came
to "Heinterview
me."
sip fromdid?"her asked
glass. Marilyn, taking a quick
"He asked me many questions," Yves
went on. "But, you know, I don't think
he "Why
liked not?"
my answers."
Marilyn said. "What did
"Well,"
said Yves, "he says to me at one
you
tell
him?"
point:
French,
please 'You
tell meare all
about Mr.yourMontand.
bachelor-So
hood and all the women, eh?' And he
winks
at me.might
'Well,'think
I say ofto me,
him, and
'despiteall
what you
Frenchmen, but especially me. I worked
hard at my job when I am a bachelor. And
when you work the way I did, doing the
one-man show all the time, in the music
hall, that is a lot of work and you move
around
and you" Yves
don't have
much "Poor
time
for thea lot
women.'
smiled.
writer,"
he
said.
"He
was
so
disappointed."
"And?" Marilyn asked. "What else did

a "Your
while. ice is melting?" asked Yves, after
"Yes," said Marilyn, looking up. "I'd
likeYvesanother
if you don't
mind."glass.
rose drink
and reached
for her
Their hands touched as he did. Marilyn
drew hers back, with a start. . . .
SHE LOOKED AWAY, to her right. She
tound herself looking at a photograph, in
a frame,
of what was obviously a cha- Woman's 'Difficult Days'
teau, in France.
"Is
this
and Her
she asked. where you live, with Simone?"
"Yes," said Yves, from the other side of
the room mandy.now.
in NorIt was "That's
built inourtheplace
seventeenth
century. It is beautiful, no?"
Perspiration
Problems
"How'd you meet Simone?" she asked.
"Did inyou France,
ever hear,"
place
namedaskedSt.Yves,
Paul "of dea i
Vence?"
Doctors tell why her underarm perspiration
Marilyn shook her head.
"Well,"
said
Yves,
"that
is
one
of
the
most beautiful of all places on the Riviera.
problems increase during monthly cycle.
And it was there, in 1949, I met Simone.
on awesmall
old,
old"Itinnwaswhere
met. terrace
I was oftherean that
What can be done about it?
day with people I know, Picasso, other
artists and entertainers. And then someone enters, a beautiful girl. It is Simone
Signoret, the actress, the top star. We are
introduced. But she goes away after she
say hello to me and she talks to some
other young man. Then, after a while, I
see her again. She is not with the young Science has now discovUsed daily, ARRID with
I man anymore, but she is over in a corner
ered that a thing called
Perstop* penetrates deep
j dove.
of the terrace feeding a little colombe, a
into the pores and stops
"So I walk over to her and I say, 'You "emotional perspiration" is
are very tender with the birds.' And she closely linked to a woman's
"emotional
perspiration"
say, 'Shhhhh, you will make him fly "difficult days." So much so
stains and odor . . . stops it
away.'tionAnd
secondat lunch.
conversatogetherthat
. . .isTillourlater,
We that during this monthly
as no roll-on, spray or stick
sit next to one another. And we begin to
could ever do !
:alk. And we talk about so many things,
underarm perspiValda Sherman
all that afternoon, and half into the cycle herration
You rub ARRID CREAM
problems are not
evening. . . ."
"Did you love her — Simone," asked only greater but more embarrassing. in . . . you rub perspiration out. Rub
Marilyn, then, "from the beginning?"
ARRID CREAM in . . . rub odor out.
Yves nodded. "Yes," he said.
You see, "emotional perspiration"
"Why?
What
was
there
about
her
—
"
Marilyn asked.
is caused by special glands. They're
Twice as effective as roll-ons
"Because
she
was
a "With
good woman,
I bigger and more powerful. And
:ould
see,"
said
Yves.
the
same
;ood qualities you have. Very warm. And when they're stimulated they liter- Doctors have proved ARRID is more
eminine. Very soft . . . And because she
ally pour out perspiration. It is this effective than any cream, twice as
:ould put up with my qualities, many of
hem not so good. My temperament. My kind of perspiration that causes the effective as any roll-on or spray
jetting mad at things easily. My blowing most offensive odor.
tested. And yet ARRID CREAM
he top when something does not go my
Deodorant is so gentle, antiseptic,
bay."
He smiled.
New Scientific Discovery
non-irritating . . . completely safe for
"OF COURSE,"
said, "I without
don't say fault,
that Science has found that a woman normal underarm skin.
Simone,
she was heperfect,
So ... to be sure you are free of
needs a special deodorant to counter^ike
with
the
make-up
she
used
to
wear.
3o boy, you know, she used to wear two
act this "emotional perspiration" and the embarrassment of "emotional
■ounds of it on her face; two pounds. I
wear you. And how this used to annoy stop offensive stains and odor. And perspiration," use this special kind of
a& I would say, 'Simone, you are not a now it's here ... a deodorant with an cream deodorant. ARRID with Perlown, why do you wear so much junk?' exclusive
specifically
ind
she would
'Oh time
yes, Iyouwilldon't
stop* stops perspiration stains . . .
ke this;
all right,say,next
not formulated ingredient
to maintain effectiveness stops odor
too, not only during the
ut on Soso one
much.'night,
But just
next after
time, weit never
ame.
were
even
at
those
times
of
tense
emotion
"difficult
days" but every day.
larried, I see her with all this junk on
er eyes, her mouth, her cheeks. And I . . . during "difficult days" when she
Remember, nothing protects you
an't
standintoit, nothe more.
So I and
take I her
le hand,
bathroom,
take bya is more likely to offend.
like a cream, and no cream protects
Dwel and I wipe her face clean. And
It's wonderful new ARRID CREAM you like ARRID. So don't be half safe.
imone, you know what she say? She say
othing. And after that she never wear
nything again on her face except a little Deodorant, now fortified with amaz- Be completely safe. Use ARRID
iadow here — " he pointed to his eyes —
ing Perstop,* the most remarkable CREAM Deodorant with Perstop* to
snd
little rouge on the mouth."
antiperspirant ever developed! So be sure. Buy a jar at any drug or cosHe apaused.
metic counter. Only 49^ plus tax.
effective, yet so gentle.
'She is the kind of woman — " he started
ien.
Marilyn,
d for"Dome, you
a fewknow,
months
ago? what
It is she
the
me of the Academy Award, remember?
*Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

Simone is nominated. Maybe she will win
an Oscar, forandherself?
maybe No.
she Not
won't.Simone.
But is She
she
nervous
is nervous for me. Because me, I am to
appear on the same show that night. I
am to sing and dance. In front of eighty
million people watching the TV . . . But
me, while I have been starting to make the
picture with you, I have not practiced the
dancing for months. When I rehearse,
the first time, everything goes wrong. I
drop my cane. I drop my hat. I trip over
my feet.peningSowith meSimone
seesthree
what days
is hapand for
and
nights before the show she rehearses my
act with me. For hour, and hour, and
hour.
untilwith
it's time
to go into this
the
theaterRight
she up
stands
me, here,
room, throwing me my hat and cane,
dancing with me, making me calm, saying
I will be great, so not to worry. Her night.
And she is thinking only about . . . Now
that is a wonderful woman, I think. Don't
youShethink,
nodded.Marilyn?"
said."You must miss her very much," she
"Yes,"
"I doyour. . Arthur
. Just like
right
now said
you Yves,
must miss
...
You know, Marilyn," he said, "I am sure
IArthur,
don't have
to
tell
you
this
—
but
your
he love you very much. Oh, he
love you all right ... I tell you, Marilyn.
I was sitting on the set with him one day.
You were doing a scene. You were very
good, and I say something very much
compliment to Arthur about you. And
him, instead of saying anything, he just
continue to look at you, to watch you.
And I think to myself that this is really
the good
because whenemotion,
you arethethebest
mostemotion;
happy, and
proud, just as when you are in the biggest pain,Marilyn
then younodded.
say nothing, no?"
Again,
"Do
you
want
another
drink?" Yves
asked, ishednoticing
her second.that she had already fin"No," she said.
-"Do you
more?"
Yvesmind
asked.to talk with me a little
said."No . . I want to talk to you," Marilyn
"Then,"
Yves answered
said, "answer
tion, as I have
yoursme . a. .quesHow
did you and Arthur first meet?"
"On the lot one day," said Marilyn, "at
"That's all?" Yves asked.
Fox."
was towalking
with anotherIt was
actor,nineon
our"I way
the commissary.
years ago. I was working in my second
picture. I was walking, and I saw him."
"SO laughed.
YOU MET and you got married,"
Yves
"No,"
began to said
talk toMarilyn.
Arthur, "We
right met.
away, And
aboutI
his
plays.
I'd
read
them
all.
I
didn't
want
him to think I was just another Hollywood blonde."
"He did not ask you to marry him right
there?" Yves laughed, again.
"Arthur was married at the time," Marilyn dren,
said. living
"HeinhadBrooklyn.
a wife Iandcould
two tell
chil-it
wasn't a good marriage. Maybe it had
been. But it wasn't any more. But, still,
there
was a wife and children, and — "
"And?"
"So after a while, Arthur went away.
And
I thought
I'd never
again. toI
felt very
sad about
this,seebuthimI tried
cover up my sadness by going out a lot.
I went with many men. Finally, I met one
I thought I could love. We got married.
But it wasn't a good marriage. We tried.
But"And?"
it wasn't good."
1
"We
divorced.
I, II left
decided
64 change got
my whole
way And
of life.
Holly-to

She stared again into his eyes.
And thentrustshe issaid,
. . . Yes,
in a
marriage,
very "Trust
important.
On both
She Trust."
sat there, very still, very quietly,
sides.
for
a while. And then she smiled.
"What
thinking?" Yves asked.
Marilyn aresaidyounothing.
"I tell you one thing, what I am thinkThatinita iswhile.
good About
for us
to talking," saidlikeYves.
this " —once
the husband
away, other
the wife
remember to each
the away.
things Toabout
them that we love. Things we take for the
granted sometime. Things the miles of
separation make us forget just a little
sometimes.
." me, Marilyn," he said.
"Now you. .tell
"What are you thinking?"
"How
strange,"
then,
strange
mixed-upsheForasaid
girla while.
can get" —For
tohow
be,a
to feel, andsometimes.
month or a week, a day or an hour, a
minute sometimes . . . That's what I'm
"I don't understand," said Yves.
thinking."
Marilyn shook her head. "It's better
sometimes." she said, "that a man doesn't
understand
everything
She continued
to smile.a woman says."
And Yves began to smile, too.
"What
are youher thinking
Marilynelseopened
eyes. — now?"
"Right now," she said, her voice vital
suddenly,
happynightsuddenly,
"I'mtogether
thinking—
about the first
we all met
you"When
and me,
and
Arthur
and
Simone."
you made said.
the spaghetti?"you both
"Yes,"
"Trust," Yves said. "That is very im- came
overMarilyn
and we sat on"How
the floor. And
p
o
r
t
a
n
t
i
n
a
love,
is
it
not?"
talked. And ate. And laughed . . . How
"Yes," Marilyn whispered.
trust."
"And in a person."
"Yes."
we liked each other so much. All of us."
Yves"Thatsaid.was a good time, that night,"
"And in a marriage."
"I wantArthur
to docomes
it again,"
MarilynSimone
said.
MARILYN LOOKED AWAY from the "When
back. When
photograph
and
over
at
Yves
again,
look"We
will,"
Yves
said.
darkness that had
fallening atonhimthethrough
room, the
gradually.
comes
"And back."
I'll make spaghetti again," said
Marilyn. "I'll go all the way. You'll think
I was born in Rome by the time you're all
finished
make garlicky
an antipasto.
too, and eating
meatballs. . .andI'll real
bread.
MODERN SCREEN'S
And there'll be spumoni, of course. And
1960-61
apples
that said.
gorgonzola
And are
—"
"Hey,"andYves
"Stop cheese.
that. You
SUPER STAR
making
too hungry."
"And —me" Marilyn
started to go on.
CHART
now"Hey,"
. . . Yves
Besides,saidouragain.
meal, "That's
in the enough
refrigis ready!
erator. Maybe it's getting too cold now."
Marilyn
threw
up
her
hands.
"Let's
Be sure to get your copy
eat"Yes,"
then," said
she Yves.
said. He pointed at her.go
and learn thousands of
"And then you, you go off with you to
fascinating
stars offacts
the about
sleep after we've eaten. And me, I go to
sleep, too.morrow,
We remember?
have a The
big scene
scene toin dowhich
tostage,
TV,
and
Hollywood.
Just mail 25 cents in coin
with the coupon below.
"It's 'spank,' " said Marilyn.
I spink
you." Yves said. "If you don't let
"No matter,"
Box 190
me eatyouandwhatever-it-is
get some sleep
give
good tonight.
tomorrow,I'll
Super Star Information Chart
on
the
set,
so
you
will
not
forget
Times Square P. O.
They Yves
got uppulled
from thetheirswitch
chairs.on ait."lamp
And
New York 36, N. Y.
close
stood. with new light,
The byroomwhere
filled,hesuddenly,
Enclosed please find 25 cents in coin.
Marilyn walked towards him, and she
Please rush my cop3' of
took his hand.
"You're a very good friend, Yves," she
SCREEN'S
SUPERMODERN
STAR
INFORMATION
said."I hope, too," he said, "that I am still
CHART
stillmaker."
held his hand as they
a Marilyn
good omelet
Name
walked, laughing, to the kitchen. ENC
Address
Marilyn and Yves co-star in Let's Make
Love
for 20th-Fox.
Marilyn's
is The
City
Zone.... State. ..
Misfits.is Time
on HernextHands—
both filmsYves'
for United
Artists.

Acting.wo d.AndIwentwhileto New
I wasYork
there,to study.
at a party
one"Henight,
I
met
Arthur
again."
was still married?"
"Still.between
But now
badly
him itandwashis really
wife. Sogoing
we
began
see one
bit.
More andto more.
And another,
then, fourquite
yearsa ago,
in June, in Connecticut, we got married."
"You werelooked
very to
muchherin right,
love?" at the
Marilyn
photograph of the chateau on the table.
"For the first time in my life, I felt."
"You had loved him from the beginning," Yves asked, "from that first time
youMarilyn
had met?"
nodded.
"Yes," she said.
"Why?"
Yves asked.
"I remember,"
said, up"as into
I stood
talking
to him, asMarilyn
I looked
his
face, I could see that it was a sensitive
and compassionate
I'd never
had
much
compassion fromface.anyone
in my life.
I guess I figured I would find it in
She thought for a moment.
Arthur."
"And," she said, still looking at the
chateau, "I trusted his face . . . Does that
"No,"
Yves said.
sound silly?"
"I really trusted it. In my life, too, bethis, I'd never
been always
able to either
trust
peoplefore much.
They were
kicking me out of places, or trying to
drag me into something. And then, suddenly, looking
saw
something
thereintothatArthur's
I knewface,I Icould

I Refuse to Grow Old
(Continued from page 46)
iriend
men thedon'tband,
care.andHerein
we are,replied.
dressed "The
to beat
she
struts
looking
like
she's
just
cleaning her living room, and everyfinished
man
in "I'd
the like
placeto hops
toherher secret,"
side." the actress
know
confided.
"Who wouldn't?" her friend frankly
replied.
And so the gossip goes, year in and
year out.
secret? ThisWhat
womanis Ingrid
who hasBergman's
three marriages
behind
her.
who
became
the
disgrace of the world by flaunting an illicit
love affair
in the
face, who and
has
four
children
(onepublic's
fully grown-up
married), who thinks nothing of appearing
at
a
party
without
make-up
—
what
is it about her that charms men the world
ever?
Her movies, in spite of strong religious
pressures to ban them because of her love
tffair with Italian director Roberto Ros;ellini. gross millions of dollars. Her rolike Cary
Grant's,
grows
instead mantic
of appeal,
dwindling
at the
box-office.
Even teen-agers, who know little of the
many great
she's film
portrayed,
list
Ingrid
as theirroles
favorite
actress regardles of the fact that she appears in
-less than a film a year.
What is it, then, this mystery that
makes for such exciting Bergman magic?
Elusive and difficult to pin down, it nonetheless begins to reveal itself if one examines the high points in her life story.
AN ONLY CHILD, Ingrid was born in
Sweden of humble parents on the 29th of
August at the time of the First World War.
;One year later, 1916, she was posing for
tier photographer father by snuggling and
cooing shein was
her two,
mother's
arms died,
and and
lap.
When
her mother
■inawayanother
year's
time her
father
passed
from
heartbreak.
An
elderly
Aunt
Ellen cared for her, but in a while Aunt
Ellen died. Saddened and torn by her
;;arly
Ingrid five
went children
to live
with anorphaned
Uncle status.
Otto whose
her for being "all arms and legs,
50tormented
awkward."
She lived
in where
agony thein teasing
her uncle's
strange
household
never
.stopped. She was ashamed of her gangly,
:owering height. The boys laughed at her,
,:old
herlittleshe'd
neverJustus
marry.Bergman
Finally,leftwithto
.■■'hat
money
lis daughter,
she was
sent to the Lyceum
School for Girls where she, again, was
f;oked fun at.
One day when a gym teacher was sick
,/.'ith
class was
called influenza.
off. And theIngrid's
studentsgym
sat around
the
jyrrmasium wondering what to do.
"I'll ... Ingrid
I'll act ventured.
out a story for you," and
the
■etiring
passionately,
within her heart,Secretly
she wanted
jta:hebe wanted
friends their
with teasing
all of theto girls
at
school.
stop.
.Droposal.
But the girls laughed aloud at Ingrid's
Ingrid looked at their ridiculing eyes,
blenched her fists together and walked
directly to the bandstand at the far end of
he gymnasium.
-•heMuttering
to herself
she'dstoodproveon
could entertain
them,that
Ingrid
- nocking
he stage and
stared at herBut
audience
contemporaries.
nothingof
■amebertoany her
mind.
Ingrid
couldn't
rememof theshe plays
the books tosheshow
had
ead. Still,
was ordetermined
'-heClosing
class she
pleaseasked
them.God to help
her could
eyes, she
"ier, and began making up the tale of a

lonely girl who was impatiently waiting,
praying,
to come, ofa man
soft voiceforanda mana heartful
love with
and aa
princely white steed, a man who would
take her away in his arms, away from the
dreary loneliness, away from all the scary
strangers.
The girls sat spellbound, enraptured.
For
afterward
Ingrid was to
amusemanyand hours
entertain
her fellow-students
with her make-believe stories.
In due time, however, she was faced
with the imminence of her graduation
from the Lyceum School. There was the
problem
should sheofdo?her life thereafter. What
WHAT LITTLE LEGACY her father had
left her had gone to those first few years of
schooling. There was no money for furIngrid's
almostther education.
impossible
one only
at hope,
that, and
was ana
scholarship
at
the
state-owned
Dramatic Theater School. Over two Royal
dozen
judges chose a handful of scholarship
winners.
She tion.entered
scholarship
competi-of
After her the
delivery
of the speech
the
lon, deranged
the judges boysat from
silent, Rostand's
immobile, L'Aigwithexpressing
so much
Sheout was
positive
she ashada "thank
failed. you."
Two days later she was notified she was
chosen. She had so affected the judges
with her performance they were stunned
and speechless,
unabletwotomonths
applaud after
or congratulate her. And
she
was chosen, she met the man who was to
lift her out of her pitiful loneliness. Instever,
ead of the
dashing white
his attraction
turnedcharger,
out tohow-be
spotless white uniform of a dentist. To the
teen-aged
Ingrid, the uniform symbolized
solidity, security.
At eighteen she began going with Dr.
Peter Lindstrom, ten years her senior. For
an orphan girl who had been teased and
tormented by boys and girls most of her
life,
Dr. Lindstrom's
kind attention,
thoughtfulness
and soft-spoken
manner
were like a soothing balm to a whimpering heart.
It wasn't grew.
love atAndfirst long
sight.before
But their
friendship
the
night when they decided to marry. Ingrid
hoped that
a
man
like
Peter
who
displayed a strong interest in her work and
in her personal life, a man who had both
his feet on the ground, would guide her
out of her fog of loneliness and lead her
to the world of bliss and happiness her
love-starved heart craved.
They married on July 10, 1937, in a
Lutheran church in Sweden. A year later,
a daughter. Pia. was born. At the time of
Pia's
birth,of Ingrid's
Intermezzo,
was
the rage
Europe. film,
Hollywood
producer
David
O.
Selznick's
representative.
Kay
Brown,lish suggested
an Engversion of it.Selznick
But themakeshrewd
Mr.
Selznick.
after
seeing
a
print
of
the
dish film, not only bought the storySwebut
snagged its star into a contract as well.
"I'm flattered to go to Hollywood, darling." Ingrid
told her movies,
husband. "I'd like to
work
American
want toin leave
you and Pia.butTheI don't
baby
needs me, and you have so much to do
with your work that you need me to look
after
you." worry," Peter comforted her.
"Don't
'You
won't be there forever. Just for a
while,went
and tothenhimyou'll
back him
to us."
She
and come
embraced
for
his understanding, but, deep within her
heart, she trembled because she sensed
Peter
withoutdidn't
her. need her, could get along
IN HOLLYWOOD, at the swanky party
Selznick gave to introduce her to the
Hollywood elite — Cary Grant, Katharine
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Hepburn, Greer Garson, Livvy de Havilland,
Gary Cooper
top directors,
Ingridandsatallinof aHollywood's
corner by
herself all through the long evening,
tongue-tied,
bewildered
by
the
polish
and
slickness of the Hollywood stars. The
world-renowned director, Ernst Lubitsch,
shook his head over Selznick's folly. "She's nothing but a big peasant," he
lamented.
Selznick asked her to change her name,
but Ingrid refused. She wanted to keep it
in honor of her father. But she agreed to
work on improving her English. She
wrote
that needed
it was hisdifficult
livingto
without Peter
him. She
manliness
guide her. "I can't wait," she wrote him,
"to finish the film and return to your
She returned to Pia and Peter as war
love."
began
ravage central
Europe. Selznick's
Englishto version
of Intermezzo
was released in America, and it was a huge success. Both press and public acclaimed
Ingrident.Bergman's
"star"herquality
and tal-to
Selznick cabled
to return
Hollywood, and Peter beseeched her,
"Take Pia and go. Don't worry about me.
I'll join
before
But
out before theyou
warseparation.
reacheslong.
us More
here."getloneliness.
Another
Ingrid starred in Gaslight, Casablanca,
For Whom
lowed success.the Bell Tolls. Success folFinally Peter came to America to continue his studies for an M.D. at the Unirsity of Rochester.
Ingridto becouldn't
bear
to have vehim
so far away,
so desperately alone in Hollywood, without an escort in a showplace where everyone has
an escort. She begged him to transfer to
Stanford University at Palo Alto near San
Francisco. He agreed, and she flew to him
every week end.
"My darling," she told him, "the work
you're
so much
than mydoing
work. isAnd
I want more
to be important
near you
to
help
you."
She
tried
to
her
guilty feelings of separation, assuage
of rejection
by Peter,
by
rationalizing
and
downgrading her acting ability.
But Peter
a care forfromHollywood, and hedidn't
chose give
to withdraw
the
spotlight around his wife. She was the
star. She should bask in the limelight.
And suddenly
was no tolonger
shoulder
Ingridhis needed
leantheon strong
with
her woes. He took a position behind her,
inbroke
shadow,
while
film
after
film
of
Ingrid's
box-office records — Notorious with
Cary Crosby.
Grant, The Bells of St. Mary's with
Bing
TODAY,should
PERHAPS,
it's easy
to saycareer
that
Ingrid
have forced
given
up her
when her
stardom
Peter
into the
shadowyat thebackground.
Buttheir
Peter's
willingbeginning
marriage
have nes her
leave
theirof home
in Swedento
frightened her. One day her publicist, Joseph Henry between
Steele, asked
she had
her choice
her her
workif and
her
home — would she give up her career?
"Never!"
snapped, clamping her
teeth
in harshIngrid
retaliation.
How could she throw all her success to
the winds now? Within herself Ingrid had
built up a fever pitch of excitement.
Everyone loved her, and this mass love
gave her more of the confidence she
needed. The lonely orphan girl from
Stockholm
was dreams,
the world's
But
the man in her
the mandarling!
who rode
the beautiful white charger, the man who
could save her from anything — where was
he?
Her like
love cousins
for Peteroncehadremoved
died. They
more
now. were
One
autumn evening in 1946, two years before
she was to meet the man who could disgrace her name, she turned to Peter Lind66 strom, as they sat by the glowing fire in

the living room of their Hillhaven Lodge.
"Peter," she said, unflinchingly, "I want
mouthhers;
dropped.
His wrinkled
penetratingin
aeyesPeter's
divorce."
searched
his brow
puzzlement.
"No," she continued, "it's not another
man or anything like that. It's just that
grown and
so much
little
inwe'vecommon
why apart
shouldwe wehavedeceive
ourselves?
I'll always
our
love is no longer
what love
it was.you,We butshould
bothPeterbe free
to
love
again."
didn't answer
She brought
up the subject
again; heher.ignored
it. In a
few months she accepted the leading role
inwhich
Maxwell
Anderson's
Lorraine,
was being
readiedJoanforojBroadway.
She hoped the separation would help
them. Several evenings before the play
opened
to her, sending
cable thatPeterhe flew
was LONESOME
FOR herMYa
GIRL— and signing it, YOUR P.
Moved to tears by his wire, she waited
breathlessly for his arrival, and they went
night-clubbing the night he arrived. Columnists had begun to hint at the break-up
of"night
theironmarriage,
Ingridawayand allPeter's
the town"butwiped
suspicions.
After her play opened, Peter returned
to his medical work in California. Ingrid
became very involved with the theatrical
cliques in New York.
separation
didn't marriage.
help patchIt
upStill,
the the
differences
of their
made Ingrid realize all the more that the
two
of
them
could
no
longer
be
happy —
forever.
When she returned from New York, she
couldn't
stop raving
about a certain
movie
she
most-talkedabouthadfilmseen.
in NewIt was
York:thePaisan
directed
by
the young Italian genius, Roberto Rossellini.
"How exciting it would be to make a
picture
with aPeter
director
told
her
husband
who like
urgedthat!"
her she
to write
him.
"But he'll probably misunderstand and
think I'm interested in him," Ingrid countered.

When Rossellini didn't raise the film
money in Italy (as had been agreed upon), Peter and Ingrid invited him to move
into their small California guesthouse to
work on the plans for the movie while
Peter tried to raise the capital.
Ingrid and Roberto couldn't resist seeeach other every
in theing melodious
languageday,of talking
French, "art"
discussing music and all the other subjects
they had in common. They took long
walks
wildThelife.idol
She together
had foundexploring
him: herthehero.
she dreamed about. Instead of a white
horse, he had a movie camera. Roberto
returned to Italy in February. In March,
Ingrid followed him to begin filming
Stromboli.
at Rome's
airportwaited
the midnight of herAnd arrival,
Roberto
for
her and embraced her, kissing her on both
cheeks
whispered,
"JeIngrid
t'aime."couldn't
Withinasherself.
ahe week's
time,shuddered
contain
her
heart.
She was Ecstasy
torn between
lovein and
marriage. But she had to tell Peter:
It was not my intention to fall in
love and go to Italy forever. But how
can
help like
or change
knowhouse,
this
letterI falls
a bomb it?on I our
our Pelle (the name they had selected,
for their next child), our future, our
past so filled with sacrifice and help
on yourand part.
alone
I am And
unablenow to you
help stand
you.
Poor
little
papa,
but
also
poor
little
Mama.
(signed) Mama
Ingrid applied for a Mexican
divorce.
While waiting for it, she gave birth to
Roberto's
son
on
February
7,
1950.
the
Villa Margherita Clinic. Cables andat letters arrived from people the world over,
bearing
vile obscenities
and affair
outrageous
threats about
her illicit love
with
Roberto
and
their
child
which
they
named
Renato Roberto.
Ingrid,mored, contrary
whatdaughter.
people Pia.
rudid not forgetto her
She spoke
to
her
constantly
via
transatlantic telephone; and before Ingrid gave
birth, gridsheaskedwrote
Pia a ten-page
letter. Inclosest
towithcontact
Piaherbefore
theHollywood
birthscreamed
and friends
to stay
her
while
the
headlines
the
PETER CHIDED HER for "dark news of the child born out of wedlock.
thoughts."
Finally,and shebegan:
listened to Peter,
satDear
at herMr. desk
THREE MONTHS AFTER Ingrid gave
Rossellini,
birth, she and Roberto were married by
I saw your
films,
"Open them
City" very
and
proxy. Sweden refused to recognize her
"Paisayi,"
and
enjoyed
much. If you need a Swedish actress
Mexican
divorce.unless
Italy Sweden
wouldn't agreed
permit toa
civil ceremony
who speaks English very well, who
has not forgotten her German, who is the divorce. Consequently a judge married
them in Mexico while they knelt in a
not very understandable in French,
Roman chapel, praying for
and
who
inready
Italian
knows only "ti sidestreet
guidance and forgiveness.
amo," with
I am you.
The press, from all corners of the earth,
film
Bestto come
regards,and make a
clobbered them. The American public
Ingrid Bergman
Rossellini wired back that her letter ar- after lavishing endless adulation, rejected
rived on his birthday; it was the most her
for her tosin.their
Ingridimage
was aofbadthe woman,
a disgrace
happy
precious
be- homemaker.
gan for gift
Ingridhe toreceived.
make Negotiations
the movie with
Her film with Roberto turned out to be
Rossellini
after
she
filmed.
Under
Capricorn, for Alfred Hitchcock in London.
a colossal flop; the world was thrilled.
They were to meet on a Sunday at the This was justice; this was the penalty she
George V Hotel in Paris. Dr. Lindstrom must pay. Frightened by the overpowering
was toness deal,
negotiate
Ingrid's
the busi- hatredgrid she
and there
were end
to beof producers
worked encountered
with Roberto everywhere,
in seclusion In-on
and business representatives present.
plans
for
forthcoming
films
while she
looked after the baby.
The meeting
was very
financial
agreement
was business-like.
reached. PeterA
Meanwhile, Peter Lindstrom married
flew back to California. Ingrid returned Dr. Agnes Ronanek of Pittsburgh. Ingrid
to London.
gave birth to twins, Ingrid and Isabella.
But shechubby-faced
couldn't forget
the After
Peter's
marriage,
Ingridofwrote
smiling,
artistRossellini,
who seemed
friend,
duringRoberto:
the filming
her tofiftha
failure with
uneasyners among
the
businessmen.
His
manhe kissed
Isn'twedding!
it wonderful
Peher handwere impeccable,
she shook and
withafternervousness,
ter's
I am sonews
happyabout
for him.
awed over being introduced to a genius. ' Maybe
haveI soreceived
much time
He seemed nervous, too. And the two
hate mehe anywon'tmore.
a veryto
sweet letter from Pia for my birthday.
of them couldn't stop looking at one anShe said she has sent me a gift.
other,through
trying totheirsensesidelong
each other's
acter
stares. charBeset with agonizing financial head-

aches, her fortune squandered on Robfilms, Ingrid
foundmoney
herselfto worrying
about erto's
having
enough
buv the
babies' new shoes. She confided to friends
that the "style of her work with Roberto
was unsatisfactory."
Angelo Sol Ingrid
mi, Italy's
famed
movie critic, suggested
and
Roberto "retire into dignified silence."
Yearsnil.passed.
accomplishments
were
FinallyIngrid's
she admitted
to her
American agents that she would consider
making
a
non-Rossellini
film.
Hollywood had no stories for her.
In Paris she was offered the leading role
of the sexually rejected wife in the
French stage version of Cat On a Hot Tin
Roof. She turned it down. "It's not me,"
she
But she
agreedsaid.to "People
play the would
role oflaugh."
the schoolmaster's
wife
who
gives
her
love
to
a
troubled
student in Tea and Sympathy.
Roberto censured her for accepting the
role
— "pure
trash" athethecalled
the
same,
he jumped
chanceit.later
toAllmake
some documentaries
in India
that
year while Ingrid studied French for the
production
Tea and anSympathy.
while, Ingridof accepted
offer fromMeanJean
Renoir tographed istar
in
a
movie
to be photon Paris.
During the shooting of Paris Does
Strange Things, her American agents flew
to Ingrid and asked her to accept the
starring rolelion-dolinar film, Anastasia.
20th Century Fox's milShe asked Roberto's advice. He labeled
the movie
"junk."hadRoberto
Rainy
weather
delayedwashisdepressed.
work in
India. The following May, Roberto left
for India, and Ingrid agreed to star in
Anastasia against his wishes.
Her acting in Anastasia was acclaimed
by
American
critics. Film
They Critics
voted
her allto the
receive
the coveted
Best Actress Award. She replied from
Paris that she would fly to New York to
accept it.
Author Ernest Hemingway, visiting
Paris
you letat methe flytime,withtoldyouIngrid,
to New"Why
York?don'tIf
anyone's mean to you, I'll fight them."
"No, thanks," Ingrid laughed. "With all
that I've been through now, I think I can
take care of myself."
SHE NOT ONLY WON the Film Critics
award; she received the Academy Award
for her performance in Anastasia. And
Cary Grant, in accepting the award for
her,
"Dearall Ingrid,
if you here
can send
hear
me viasaid,radio,
your friends
you congratulations, love, admiration and
every
thought."
Two affectionate
months later
Roberto Rossellini
telephoned Ingrid from Bombay. "There's
going to be a scandal," he announced furtively, "but don't believe a word of it. It's
all blackmail. Nothing but blackmail!"
The
news
of Roberto's
passionate love
affair with dark-eyed,
twenty-seven-yearold
Sonali
Das
Gupta
broke
front-page
newspaper headlines aroundin the
world.
Sonali sisted.
was Ingridpregnant,
the
reporters
invehemently defended her
husband. "All of this Hindu hoopla," she
toldThata reporter,
stuff." Brown,
month, "ishermade-up
agent, Kay
flew to Paris to ask Ingrid to read the
script of Indiscreet which Cary Grant
wanted to star in. Ingrid liked the story
and signed a contract. Miss Brown had
planned
in Paris, toalsotransact
to tend business
to other with
detailsIngrid
with
a Swedish producer, Lars Schmidt.
"Since you and Lars," she told Ingrid,
"are the two nicest Swedes I know, I want
both of you to know each other."
Kay HeBrown's
dinner
party, blond.
Ingrid
metAt Lars.
was tall,
handsome,
There was no immediate attraction between them, other than he was wonderful
company, unaffected, easy to listen to —

and so calm, after the fiery temperament
she learned to put up with from Roberto
When
returned him.
fromTheIndia,
Sonali Das Roberto
Gupta followed
scandal
was true. Ingrid met him at the airport,
pretended nothing had happened. By the
end of the month, they both flew to Rome
to conclude a legal separation.
Roberto filed for an annulment, and
early that March, Lars invited Ingrid to
visit Sweden with him. After her holiday
in Sweden, she flew to London to begin
work on The Inn Of The Sixth Happiness.
Lars phoned her daily. He wanted to
protect her from the mess in the Roman
courts over the custody of her children
with Roberto. He was the Rock of Gibraltar at a time when Roberto's scandal tore
Ingrid's
heart.he There
were no a heroics
about Lars;
was without
white
charger. He was a simple man, someone
she respected,
a
man
with
a
deep
understanding of her spirit. Perhaps, a white
charger, after all, was a childish dream.
With
Lars'
concerncourts
and affection,
Ingridof
battled the Italian
for custody
Robertino, Ingrid and Isabella.
And on December 21, 1958, she gave in
to the pleasat ofCaxton
her heart
married Lars
Schmidt
Hall andin London.
The
only invited guest was Cary Grant, a
friend
who
had
stood
beside
her
through
thick and thin. . . .

NOVEMBER
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday is in November, your
birthstone is a Topaz and your flower is a
Chrysanthemum; and here are some of
the stars who share it with you:
November 1- Jo Morrow
Betsy Palmer
Jeff Richards
Nov ember 2- Burt Lancaster
November 4- Cameron Mitchell
Gig Young
November 5- Vivien Leigh
Joel McCrea
Dean Jagger
November 7Dandridge
Nov ember 9- Dorothy
Russell Johnson
-Richard
Burton
Nov ember 10November 11- Susan Kohner
Pat
O'Brien
Robert
Ryan
Ina Balin
Grace Kelly
Jean Seberg
November 13November 15- Joanna Barnes
Lloyd Bridges
John Kerr
November 17- Rock Hudson
November 21- Ralph Meeker
Mickey Callara
November 22- Geraldine
Page
Victor Jory
November 23Boris Karloff
November 25- Kathryn Grant
Jeffrey Hunter
Ricardo Montalban
November 26- Barry Coe
November 28- Gloria Grahame
Hope Lange
November 30 Virginia Mayo
Dick Clark
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

WHEN CARY MET HER. some months
later, in Paris, Ingrid was waiting for him
at the bustling train depot in her station
wagon.
"Cary, Cary," she spoke his name as if
she were singing a song. "I've never been
happier." They drove along the narrow
roadafraid.
to herI used
villa in be.Choisel.
"I'm
nocountry
longer
And
always got into
trouble. I toknow
now I that
whentheI kind
look ofat person
myself who
in thecan mirror,
not
put on I'm
the
brakes when it comes to living. I have to
love. And I'm not afraid of it.
good myto me.
given
me"GodLars.has Hebeenfeeds
life Heandhasunderstands me. That's the most difficult part
of living. Understanding. That's where we
always
and
stumble."children, their
They fumble
talked
of Ingrid's
acceptance
of Lars.
And then Ingrid said,
"The surest knowledge I have has come
from
my
errors.
I've
learned
woman I
must be honest to herself,
to hera heart.
have no regrets. That is my secret. I would
do everything all over again, because I'm
not
afraid. now.
PeopleWell,
say when
I'm tooI hear
old tothatfindI
happiness
always
think
of
Sacha
Guitry's
comment:
'People may forgive success — but
never
She
sat
behind
the
steering
wheel,
happiness.'
" car carefully alongguiding the large
the
winding
dusty
road.
She hair
wore fell
no loosely
makeup;
her
shining
blonde
to her shoulders. She wore an old white
shirt
barefoot.and rumpled blue jeans. She was
"Ingrid," Cary Grant said, looking at
her, "you are the most beautiful woman
in She
the looked
world." at him for a second. Her
eyes smiled and winked. Then she
laughed. "Cary,
Cary," she said, "I'm a
mess.
I'm in Just
love.look
. . ."at me! But I'm happy and
"How do you do it, Ingrid? How do you
keep tifulso andyoung?
You're
. . beauchild."likeshea .turned
Shruggingwonderful
her shoulders,
the
car into the flower-bordered driveway of
the medieval stone villa at Choisel. "I
guess," sheto me,
said,I "in
of allto that's
happened
simplyspiterefused
grow
Old!"
END
Dick Powell14
Ingrid stars in United Artists' Time on Her November
Hands.

Clifton Webb
November 19

The Miracle at Buergenstock
(Continued from page 41)
ONE DAY as Mel and Audrey were
on earth. But for two people, a man and a
woman in a mountaintop chalet in Buer- walking
silently
wildflowers, Mel
turnedthrough
to his awifefieldandof began,
genstock,
wracked
with
anxiety,
nervousness and fear, this was not always so.
falteringly,
"We're
heartbroken,
my
Only a few years ago, when Audrey . . . both of us. We've been immersedlovein
for too many days now. Let me take
Hepburn and Mel Ferrer decided to settle grief
in Buergenstock, they dreamed of having toyou India
away where
from allwe this.
on a trip
can Let's
studygo Yoga
and
the happiest household in the whole of
Europe. But their hopeful dream turned forget our sadness for a while."
intoWhy?
a harrowing nightmare.
"I ... I don't want to leave," she confided. "I've wanted a home for so long,
Because of their great desire to create a
now we have it. I want to stay."
child of their own. Even before their mar- and"But,
darling,"
told her, "there are
riage in a chapel in Switzerland, Audrey so many
wordlesswehememories
ories of dreams
shared forhere,our memlittle
told Mel, "I love my work, my darling, but
it's
an
avocation
next
to
you.
You
are
my
one.
If
we
go
away,
just
for
a
while,
we'll
life, you and the wonderful family we come back with lighter hearts."
She didn't want
quiettornof
want to have."
Buergenstock
whichto leave
soothedthe her
AFTER THEIR MARRIAGE, they lived heart. But she never liked to refuse her
in a chain of rented homes in England, husband any of his wishes.
France, Italy, Mexico, the United States.
Mel suggested,
don't
Homeless vagabonds, they traveled with we"Better
go to yet,"
Hollywood
and see a"why
screening
their wedding china and silver so that of your new film, The Unforgiven. Then
something might have a personal touch in we can make up our minds about what
the various strange homes they lived in. we'd like to do. We can fly to India, if we
Finally, when they chose the fairytale
or we can
return
here."
chalet in Switzerland with its ivy-covered want,
"Whatever
you and
want,"
she and
agreedshe softly.
was her lord
master,
hated
walls and green shuttered windows, the He
to
interfere
with
his
desires.
time they had waited for so anxiously
In less than a week they were flying to
through their years of marriage and traveling had arrived. They had a home, roots of
fromchild.
the restless memories of theiraway
unborn
their own, and it was the moment they California,
dreamed of: to begin their family.
In
Hollywood
Audrey
remained deAll the while, though, Audrey had been
pressed, moody, haunted by the devastating
fear
that
she
was
too
fragile,
too delia wonderful
stepmother
to
Mel's
four
teenc
a
t
e
t
o
carry
a
child.
age children from his two previous marShe brooded morning, noon and night.
riages: Pepa, Mela, Christopher and Mark.
finickilytoastnibbed
Audrey dren,referred
themfrom
as "our"
chil- at One
her morning
breakfast asofAudrey
whole wheat
and
sent them togifts
her world
travels, held parties in their honor when- boiled eggs, Mel suggested she visit a devoted doctor friend in Los Angeles.
ever they were together.
But Audrey yearned for the day when
"But I'm so tired of hospitals and docshe could
"This .at. .thethisfamed
is myLucerne
child!" swered.tors with their long faces," Audrey anAnd
when say,
the doctor
clinic told her one day, two years ago, that
don't you call Sister Luke? She'll
she was with child, her heart thundered be "Why
the oneup who'll
know Shewhatnursed
you can
with happiness and she rushed to the to build
your body.
you doso
lovingly
all
through
your
spinal
injury
chalet
where
she
made
pate
sandwiches
and tea as she awaited Mel to tell him when you fell off the horse."
their glorious news.
"I ing,
loverecalling
SistertheLuke,"
said, sighTo celebrate
good fortune,
they
hours Audrey
of enjoyment
she
treated
themselvestheir
to whirlwind
week ends
shared with the Sister whom she portrayed
in Rome, Paris, London. Mel told their on the screen in The Nun's Story. "But
friends, "We want this baby so much. Not Sister Luke is not a doctor. She's only a
She's the first to admit it."
only
an expression
of our hadlove,a bedside nurse.
but forbecause
anotherit's reason,
too. Audrey
Mel smiled,
me
very unhappy childhood in Holland and that"Then,"
you should
see a "you
doctoragree
. . . ?with
I want
Belgium during the war when the Nazi us to have a child, my darling. And the
killers moved in and machine-gunned her only person who can help us is someone
relatives. She grew up under cover, forever in the aterrifying
She promised
arrange
an appointment
she wants
child ofshadow
her ownof fear.
that And
she before
he finishedto his
sentence.
can raise with joy and happiness in its
The
doctor,
a
gynecologist
heart, without the awful fear that scarred to her — by" Sister Luke, turnedrecommended
out to be a
who godfather. An aging man, with
fairy
hers."
pince-nez
perched
midway
on
his
"We
can't
wait,"
Audrey
announced
to
to help Audrey. nose, he
her circle of friends and acquaintances. wasAfterdetermined
a series of tests, he summoned her
"If it's a girl, we're thinking of naming her for the consultation.
Kathleen. If it's a boy, I'm sentimental
about
brother's
— which
is Ian."
"You lost your child," he began, his blue
Then,my that
spring,nameafter
a staggering
bobbing brightly behind the pincepromotional tour in behalf of her award- eyes
nez, "because of a lack of hormone activity
winning
film,
The
Nun's
Story,
Audrey
within
your body." frightened, wondering
and Mel returned to their hideaway house if Audrey
this meantgasped,
the end of all her dreams.
to await the birth of their baby.
Within weeks the harsh hammerblows
"This is not an uncommon failing," he
of tragedy struck. Exhausted, achingly continued,
"withformothers-to-be
who are
the first time. What
we
weary from her tour, Audrey collapsed carrying a child
and suffered a miscarriage. For days she must do is step up your hormone production with injections. If you will listen to
sobbed incessantly, unable to control her
shattered nerves over the heartbreaking me and rest — and this means that you
stop working completely during your
news. Their mountaintop villa, once gay must
with
happiness, was pregnancy — there's no reason in the world
68 quiet, Audrey
somber, aandsceneMel'sof mourning.
why you can't have a baby."

It took a moment for his words to reach
her heart. She wanted to leap out of the
hard
chair and kiss the kindly old
man onwooden
both cheeks.
"Doctor," she managed to say, her voice
quavering, "you've just made me one of
the happiest women in the world."
THE INJECTIONS BEGAN, and after
several
timefinal
the examination
doctor asked that
her
to come months'
in for the
would reveal the good news.
When he voiced her wishes, Audrey
quietly prayed, and consequently she
didn't
last words:
. . You must
remain hear
here,hisnapping
every ".afternoon,
not
straining
yourself
in
the
slightest.
least strain will endanger the life you The
are
carrying
in your tobody."
"I can't
telltomorrow
my husband."
she
said.
"We'rewaitleaving
for Rome
where
he's
to
make
a
movie."
"You can't leave. I won't allow you to
"But I must," she insisted.
"It's out of the question,-' the doctor
snapped.
travel." "Why, the traveling alone could
She panicked,
rushed home to tell Mel.
destroy
your child."
"Why don't
we both go and talk to the
doctor?"
Mel offered.
"Yes," Audrey cried. "And you must tell
himAt how
I'll be the
without
you!"
the miserable
doctor's office,
discussion
raged for over an hour. "I will only allow
you
doctorto finally
told Audrey,
"if youto ingo,"
willthethe
promise
go and
directly
your
home
mountains
stayto there.
Your husband can visit you week ends
while
he'smovie
in Rome
for the hemovie.
after his
is finished,
can beThen,by
your fectside.
Your
villa
sounds
like
perplace for rest. I shall give you a extra
injections
your journey.
We'reall taking
a chance, offor course,
but we will
say a
prayer
to be goodwasto you."
The and
flightasktoGodSwitzerland
easy,
peaceful. At the chalet Audrey rested
quietly,
forgetting
all
the
shadowy
ghosts
of memories that had once haunted her
there. She walked leisurely in the mornings through the fields of wild wind flowers
accompanied
Famous.
When bythe her
New Yorkshire
York drama terrier.
critics
cabled her that they had chosen her the
outstanding actress of 1959 for her pernce inThe York
Nun'sto Story,
her
to come toformaNew
accept inviting
the award,
she wrote them that she was honored but
that she could not leave her home where
she wasof under
doctor'sWhenordersshe towasawaitnomithe
birth
nated her
for thebaby.
coveted Academy Awards,
again Audrey refused the invitation to
appear, ofknowing
she stirring
must safeguard
the
health
the child
within her.
Finally,
this
summer,
the
long
nine
months came to their end. And on the
morningand ofasked
July Mel17thto she
dawn
driveawakened
her to theat
Lucerne
Maternity
Clinic.she"I think
it's now,
the timebrown
for the
him,
her
lovely
eyesbaby,"
radiant withtoldhappiness.
Mel drove her slowly over the country
roads to the clinic where Rita Hayworth
gave birth to her Princess Yasmin, where
Ingrid Bergman had her Roberto, and
where, late that afternoon, Audrey Hepburn gave birth to her first child, a ninepound boy named
Ferrer, under
the
supervision
of SwissSean
obstetrician,
Dr. Carlo
Gianella.
Now, ofAudrey's
and rings
Mel's with
chalet,theoncegur-a
house
heartbreak,
glings of healthy Sean and bursts with a
joy and thanksgiving that may make it . . .
the happiest home in Europe. END
forAudrey
United stars
Artists.in MelThe willChildren's
next appearHourin
Paramount's Blood and Roses.

Rock Hudson's On-Location Girl
(Continued from page 49)
She turned back around to face him.
morning. And Erika, when she read the
"Yes?"
news at breakfast, swooned.
"I've got to meet him," she said. "I've
"Is that all you've got to say to me?"
Erika
"I think
so." her. He
to." the girlfriend she was rooming
Rock shrugged.
walked over
towards
got"How?"
with
laughed.
couldn't help smiling.
"May I ask please," said Erika, "what
"I don't know exactly," said Erika, "but
figure and
a way."
She picked
up her cup
is "It's
so funny?"
ofI'll coffee
swallowed.
"I know!"
she come
girls have
upjust,"
to meRock
with said,
many "that
an opener.
But
said, suddenly. "He's staying at the Presof them ever said what you just did."
idente. He'll probably be at the beach none
Erika looked abashed. "It was the only
this morning. Well, I'll be there too — "
said, you
"he'llin see
that ifcameit disturbed
to my head,"
you," — And,"
come uptheto girlfriend
you and take
his thing
"I'm sorry
you." she said.
"Not upat toall,"
Rock
said.
"Once
girl
arms."
came
me,
took
a
look
at mea and
"He'll see me, at least," said Erika.
"Because I'll be wearing the tightest started to bawl. Now that disturbed me."
He smiled again. "But you," he said,
bathing suit I've got. My white one."
didn't disturb
"My," said her friend, "you're getting "you
Hewas looked
up at theme suna bit."
for a moment.
very brazen all of a sudden."
a scorcher.
"Once in a while," Erika said, "a girl It "How
aboutme?it?" Out
he said
has to be . . . And," she added, "that a swim with
to thatthen.
raft?"Take
...
wasn't nice
said,make
about ithimall
taking
me inwhathis you
arms.justYou
Erika
opened
her
mouth
to
say
something.
sound
foolish,
as
if
I'm
a
dreamer.
All
I
talk to him,
looknear
at him,
towantbe toabledotoisremember
I stood
him Okay?"
Nothing happened.
for a few minutes. . . . You know how
"Okay," said Rock, taking her hand.
"Come on, let's go. . . ."
I've always felt about him."
Her
friend
laughed
again.
"I'm
sorry,"
she said.
THEY SAT ON THE RAFT, very
few looking
minutes, away
Rock look"That'ssheall picked
right," upErikaa piece
said. of toast, silently
ing at those
Erika,firstErika
from
Then
him.
took
a
bite,
and
began
to
re-read
the
Then,
finally,
she
brought
her
eyes
announcement
in
the
paper.
She shook her head.
around to his.
"You know," she said, "I am and have
"He's here," she said, unbelievingly.
always
been a great
"No kidding,"
Rock admirer
said. of yours."
sheSHEsawSTARED,
him. UNBELIEVINGLY, when
"Yes
.
.
.
seriously,"
she said.
"I have
There he was, Rock Hudson, standing
in which
you Taza,
ever
apon the beach, standing right there, near seen everypeared, picture
with
the
exception
of
Son
the water. And there she was, standing bed
of
Cochise,
made
in
1954.
I
was
sick
at the time. But I will see it onein
on that same beach, no more than twenty
yards away from him.
day . . . And, also, I know everything
"Well," a voice inside her asked, "he there is to know about you, since I've
doesn't seem to be looking this way. Are read every word that has ever been
you going over to him?"
on your life."
"I don't know," Erika answered herself. written
"Well, now — "
what
the"You'd
voice. better hurry if you are," said you"Yes,likeI todo,"eat,saidwhatErika.
colors"I know
you prefer,
the kind of house you live in. I know
"I'm so nervous," Erika said.
your greatest embarrassments were,
"You'd better take a look around you what
greatthen,"
the voice.
Erikasaidlooked.
And she saw them, a yourestgreatest
moments ofdisappointments,
pride. I know your
everything
couple of dozen other girls, of all sizes and about you — even though I can't believe
shapes, some prettier than the five-foot- some
of those
"Like?"
Rock things
asked. I read."
ten, blue-eyed,
some over
not soat
pretty,
but all blonde
of themErika,
looking
"No," said Erika, "I don't like those
Rock,
and
with
that
same
ga-ga
look
in
all
their eyes.
things
at all."instance, I mean," Rock said.
"Like
"Oh," for
said Erika. "Well . . . I read
"Hurry, Erika" — the voice spoke up
again — "or else these girls, they might once that when you first arrived in Hollyhave
the
same
idea
you
had."
wood
you
couldn't
withand walk
you down
had stairs
a squeaky
himShea found
momentherself
later. walking over towards voice.out.tumbling
.
.
Now
that
isn't
true,
is
She found herself standing beside him.
"Sort of," said Rock, squeaking it?"
his
"Mr. Hudson," she said — he turned to voice.
Erika
nearly laughed.
look ingatmanherand— "You
are
a
very
good-lookyou should not be walking
that first
the
about the beach teasing all the girls like first"Andsceneonce,"
you sheeversaid,made"I read
in your
picture
had
to
be
done
over
thirty
-eight
this."
She gulped.
times because you made so many mis"And,"
she that
said, your
"you eyes
must arenot thego same
telltakes said
... Is that
ing reporters
Rock.true?"
He made a face. "It
color as brown shoe polish. . . . You have was"No,"
thirty-nine
Erika did laughtimes."
now.
very beautiful eyes. They are more like
the color of fine caoba."
"Tell me," said Rock then, "haven't you
"What's that?" her surprised victim ever read anything good about me?"
asked.
"Oh yes,"
said.love"Youwithhavealla your
dog
named
Tuckershe you
"Mahogany,"
Erika said.
She gulped again.
"Yep, that's true," Rock said.
"Well," she said then, as she began to
"And you
are there
a wonderful
son tosonyourin
turn and walk away, "I just wanted you heart."
mother.
I read
is no better
to know. . . . Good-bye."
"Hey," Rock called after her.
Hollywood than you are."
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"Well, I— " Rock started to say.
"And thoughI youread,"
she went
alare reserved
with on,most"that
people,
that you are really very very kind to your
true friends,
of which
have fiveone— onean
being
an actor,
one anyou actress,
artist, one a piano teacher and one a
liquor
salesman." She took a deep breath.
"Correct?"
"Yes," said Rock. "Except," he said,
"I'd just kind of like to make that list a
little
. . . "And
Say sixwhofriends?"
"Oh?"longer
Erikanow.asked.
would
that"You,"
be?" said Rock.
She looked down suddenly.
"What's
She told your
him. name?" he asked.
"Do
you
live here, in Acapulco?" he
asked.
"No," she said, "I live in Mexico City."
"What kind of work do you do?" Rock
asked.
She told him.
"Did anyone ever tell you," he asked,
"that you are an extremely pretty girl?"
"Some of the photographers, when I go
totell pose
for pictures," Erika said. "They
me sometimes."
"Do they ever ask you out for dinner,
these
photographers?"
"Sometimes,"
Erika said.
"And dosaidyounothing.
go with them?"
Erika
"Once
in
a
while?"
Still she said nothing.
"Willlooked
you come
to dinner
She
back up
at him. with me?"
"With y-you?" she asked.
"Yes," said Rock. " — When do you go
back
Mexico City?"
"Thisto afternoon."
"I go back tonight," Rock said. "Why
don't
makeand ita tomorrow
Okay?
You andwe me,
moon like then.
a big yellow
tortilla shining overhead."
Erika stood suddenly. "Oh please," she
said,
" — butRockthis asked.
is very cruel."
"Huh?"
"It's not nice, Mr. Hudson, in case you
don't know, to tease a girl this way," she
said.
"To tellto lies
will to
takethink
her
to dinner,
makethatheryoubegin
things
that will
never
be."
She
shook
her
head,
rushed
to
the
end
of the raft and dove into the water.
"Hey," Rock called. "What's your address?"
raft.Erika looked up over the side of the
said."Thirtieth-of-September Street," she
"And your phone number?"
"No," she said, "I shouldn't have given
you the street. And now I won't give
you"Well,"
the phone." grinned, "I'm sure it's in
the book. Rock
. . . See you, Miss Carlsson. . . .
So "Ohhhhhh,"
long."
Erika moaned, "don't, Mr.
Hudson.
Please don't
spoil everything
for make
me Ijokes.
have Don't
ever
thought
about
you.
Please."
And
she
made
a
quick
turn
then,
and
off she swam.

time.her She's
open;
comes
todames
She's shenotwhosays
likeflirtwhat
those
other
I head.
keep meeting,
too much,
or laugh too much, or booze it up too
much and start telling the sad stories of
their lives and who look hurt when you
don't cry and drink along with them."
"To tell you the truth," said the direcsoundstor, dryly,
like"this
just Erika
anotherwhateverhernameis
Grade-A movie
fan"Yeah,"
to me." said Rock, "except there is
something
different
about her."
"You going
to phone?"
asked the director.
"Sure," said Rock.
"Boy," the director said, "will she be
surprised. . ."
ERIKA CARLSSON was flabbergasted.
She'd noon,
gotten
that dressafterMonday,theandcallshefrom
was him
finished
waiting.
She True,
couldn'tthatbelieve
he'd
reallying now,come,
though.
had been
his voice on the phone. "Seven o'clock
pronto,"
he'dreally
said. come
But still,
she ifwouldn't
believe
he'd
. . . ofAnd
she wondered,
that picture
him hein did,
the
fancy frame on the little table near the
piano
—
should
she
put
it
away?
Would
look too silly there, she wondered, his ownit
picture, looking back at him square in the
eye; and would he think of her as a tenyear-old
having room
his picture
sitting. up. .
there in type,
the living
like that?
No, she thought then, why should she
put it away? That photo had sat on that
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table for three years now, and it would
continue to sit there. Yes, she made up
her mind,
it would stay.
. . . The
doorbell rang suddenly.
She heard
his voice.
"Hello in there," he called. "Oh my
goodness,"
she whispered.
her
hair. She adjusted
the strapSheof patted
her dress.
She began to walk towards the door.
Midway she stopped, turned, ran back
to the little table near the piano and
shoved the picture into a drawer. Then,
once again, she walked towards the door.
She opened it. He stood there, grinning.
He said.
held flowers. He'd really come. "Hi,"
he
"It's just
wanted
to bustlikeoutin andthe say.movies," Erika
So she did.
THEY WENT OUT that night and they
rightwasoff what
that
what a hefinelikedtime.bestRock
aboutsawErika
ROCK SAT ON THE PLANE that night, had
doodling
with
a
pencil
on
the
back
of
his
he'd
figured;
she
wasn't
like
the
other
ticket folder.
girls he'd known these past couple of
"Erika,"
he doodled.
"E-R-I-K-A."
She didn't talk about careers —
"Who's that?"
the fellow
seated next years.or hers.
didn't andask Jane
aboutWyman,
Doris
to him,ture, asked.
an assistant director on the pic- his,
Day, and Kirk She
Douglas,
"and what are they really like, all these
"A gal," Rock said. "A very unusual people you've worked with?" Best of all,
for quiet
that moment
inHe told the director the story of their she didn'tvariablywait
came, that
moment that
towards
meeting
the end of the evening, when that one
gal." that morning.
sounds unusual, all right," said big
question
most foralways
knowit
the"She
director.
it must
be hard
you tocame:
talk "Iabout
. . . but how has it affected you, your
"No, I mean . . . there's a quality about divorce,
how have you felt these
this girl
. ." smart,
Rock said.
very two yearsI mean;
70 naive,
and . very
both at"She's
the same
since you and your wife broke

up? Have you been lonely — terribly, terribly lonely?"
. Instead,
the things
Erika. .talked
aboutRock
were noticed,
things
that
happened
to
interest
them
both.
Music. Art. Books. The sea. People.
What
kind
of
thing
makes
people
tick.
...
He liked this about her. He liked this
fine. . .
The next morning, Tuesday, he picked
Erika
up and drove
her outa scene.
to the studio.
She watched
him shoot
When
it was over, and as he led her to lunch.
Rock asked, "What did you think of all
"The watching-you part was fine," Erika
said. "But the repetition, the same things
overRockand roared
over again,
me it's a big bore."
with tolaughter.
"Shouldn't I have said that?" Erika
asked.
"Never
change," said Rock. . . .
this?" went
They
to dinner again that night,
and
the
following
night, and the night
after that.
On the Friday, since Rock had no
work-call
got intoFlotante,
a car
and
drove that
out day,
to thetheyJardines
the floating Gardens, where they spent
the day sitting
in one
of those
bedecked
gondolas,
holding
hands,gardeniasniffing
in the perfume around them, talking some
more, and some more.
On the Saturday, on a sudden urge,
Rock bought two plane tickets to Acapulco, where they spent the afternoon
ondancing.
the beach where they'd met, the night
On Sunday afternoon, back in Mexico
City,
bullfights.
And they
it waswentin tofacttheafter
the fights, and
as
they
were
leaving
the conference
arena, whenhe
Rock told Erika about the
had to attend, called that morning for
late that afternoon.
"On a Sunday?" Erika asked.
"When a picture's on location." Rock
said, "they're liable to call 'em at three
inthen.
the "I'll
morning.
. . .aCome
get you
cab, on,"
you hecan saidgo
home
change. Erika.
And do
thenyoutonight."
he said,and"tonight,
know
what
I'd likesheto asked,
do?" as they continued
walking.
"What?"
"Something
special,"
said.
"But we're very
always
doingRocksomething
special,"
Erika
said.
"I mean special for you," said Rock.
"Other nights
I'm tothego,onethings
who'stobeen
suggesting
places
do.
Tonight
I
want
you
to
take
your
pick."
Erika
was
silent
for
a
few
moments.
"Well?" Rock asked.
"Well," Erika said, finally, "what I
would
like "No,"
very much said,
to do"it's
— " She
shook
her
really
not
at allhead.
proper in she
this country
. . . And
I don't
know Rock
if it'sasked.
proper in yours."
"What'seventhat?"
"I was
said Erika, "that
maybe
you thinking,"
might
for
dinner.
I wouldcome
like toto mycookapartment
for you,
Rock"And"
interrupted
said.
— he" tookher.
her "It's
hand, a hedate,"
winkedhe
and —good,
—you"if see,
it's any
I may just come again.
I've got
another
here, inandrestaurants
I'm getting darned
tired week
of eating
all the time . . . So" — he smiled— "for
your own sake, Erika, you'd better not
"I'll ittry,"
smiled back.
make
too she
good."
IF EVER A GIRL has tried hard not
to makewas a notgoodErika
mealCarlsson.
for her For
man,those
her
name
two hours between the time she got home
and theteredtime
Rockkitchen
was tolikecome,
putaround her
half shea dozen
Waldorf chefs in one. Rock liked a big
fruit cocktail to start? She made a big
fruit cocktail. Rock liked scallopine with

mushroom sauce? She made that. He
liked au gratin potatoes and carrots with
just a little sugar glazing? To his order.
Red wine,Caramel
not too custard
light? Lucky
there wasYesa
bottle.
for dessert?
sir; she beat those eggs and up it came.
Finished with all this, she set the table,
jumped into a shower, set her hair, and
got dressed.
She was just finished dressing when
theShedoorbell
ran to rang.
the door.
She opened it.
'"Hi." she said, smiling.
"Hi." Rock didn't smile.
"A few minutes earlier." Erika started
to say, "and you would have found me
withShe mystopped.
hair — "
'"Rock." she asked, " — is something
wrong?"
"Yes," he said. "Yes, about tonight. . . .
I won't be able to stay for more than
just a couple of minutes, Erika."
■"Something at the conference?" she
Rock
nodded.
"They anddecided
we'resometo
go to Aguas
Calientes
re-shoot
scenes. The whole company."
""For tomorrow only?" Erika asked.
"For the
the week,"
"Oh.
. . . rest
And ofthen?"
Erika said
asked.Rock.
"And
then."
Rock
said,
"we
go toof
Hollywood to finish interiors, instead
finishing them here. . . . And then, that's
it. The picture's wrapped up and I'm off
to Spain to start another one."
Carroll Baker: Regardless of what
anyone
else might
own severest
critic. say, I am my
"I see," Erika said. "I see. . . ." She
smiled again, tentatively this time. "But
tonight."
"won't
able
to stay at she
leastsaid,
a little
while?youI'vebe made
your favorite kind of scallopine, Rock,"
she
said. "And
there's — wine,
too light.
And there's
" red, but not
"Erika."
Rock
said,
"
—
stairs, right now, waiting the
for car's
me. Idownwent
from the conference to my hotel room to
pack. My stuff's in the "car downstairs.
We'velooked
got away
to takefromoff her
rightforaway
. . ."
He
a moment
and to a corner of the room, at the fancyset
table
there.
"Did
you
go
through
much
"No,"trouble,
she lied.Erika?" he asked.
"I was looking forward to it." he said,
" — tonight, the rest of the week."
"I was. too," she said, not lying this
time.
For athing.while,
them said
And thenneither
Rock ofreached
intoanyhis
pocket for a package.
"This is for you, Erika," he said, handing it to her. "Open it, go ahead.
"I aswanted
to get
he
said,
"I sawyou
thissomething,"
in athewindow.
The
placeshewasdid.closed.
I figured
owner
might live upstairs, though. So I banged
on
the door." He
laughed
a little. "Iit
banged
was a fireso .hard,
. . So hehe must
came have
down thought
. . . And
I was
get youthethis."package by this
Erikaablehadto opened
time.
"Oh Rock,"
she said, "it's beautiful.
It's much
too beautiful."
"May
I
put
it
orv
you?" he asked.
She nodded.
He took it, this gold and pearl necklace
he'd
bought her, and he put it around
her neck.
He brought
shoulders
then. his hands down to her
"I'm sorry that it all had to happen this
way," he said, very softly.

"Me too." Erika said.
"We
lot ofErika.
fun," he said.
'■We had
did,"a said
"I — " he said, "I haven't enjoyed being
with
I've
enjoyedanybody,
being anybody,
with you asthismuch
past asweek.
Not for a long time, Erika. Not for a
very
long attime."
She very
looked
him, and her feelings
showed.
"'Will
you
write
to me?" he asked.
"Where?"
"I'll send you my address, in Spain, as
soon"Of ascourse,"
I know she
it." whispered. "Of course
I will
write."
you cook me a dinner again?"
he "And
askedwillthen.
"When?"
"I'll
be
back
sometime," he said.
Erika said nothing.
"I will," he said.
A car horn tooted downstairs.
They listened for a moment, as if to
seeIt whether
it would toot again.
did.
Rock
brought
hands her
downwaist
from now.
her
shoulders, down hisaround
"Good-bye.
Erika,"
he
said.
"Good-bye,"
He
kissed her.she said.
The car horn tooted another time.
Rock held Erika close.
He didn't move.
"Youa while.
. . . you had better go," she said,
after
""Had I?" he asked.
'Yes," she said — she forced a little
laugh
else," shelikesaid,
"they'll come
up here—ture,"or
picandwith
takeguns,
you away.in aThecowboy
way they
did to you in Winchester '73, which was
"'It was?" Rock asked.
made
"Yes,"in 1950."
Erika said.
"Well — " he said, and kissed her again,
"'Rock,
—"
He kissedyou'd
her better
once more.
And then, suddenly, he turned and left.
SHE STARED at the door for a mo, a long she
moment.
And mentthen
went to the little table
near themoved thepiano,
opened
the drawer,
repicture
frame inside
and placed
it back on the table.
She looked at it. this photograph of
Rock.
She wondered
how long it would be
before
he came back.
She wondered if he would ever come
back.
She closed her eyes.
She began to remember that scene on
the raft, that very first morning.
"How about it?" he'd said. "Will you
come
dinnershe'd
withsaid.me?"
"Don'tand behavecruel,"
"Tm not kidding," he'd said.
"Please, Mr. Hudson," she'd said, " — don't
She jokes."
remembered the following night
make
then,
doorbell ringing, him standing
at "Hi,"
the thedoor.
he'd said.
came," she'd thought.
"You came.
'You came."
She opened her eyes.
She looked at the picture once more.
She began to nod.
"Yes," she found herself whispering.
" — maybe
me,
Rock.
Maybeyou youwillwill.come. . back
. And toif you
do," she whispered, "I'll be waiting for
She brought her hand up now to touch
the necklace he had given her.
She tried very hard not to cry . . . END
"
Rock
the title role in Warners'
you — plays
Montezuma.
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Cinderella
(Continued from page 39)
woman
whomsmiled
I don't
seen
before. She
and recall
begged having
my pardon
.me. and
. saidthe sheyoungsters,
was "enchanted"
watching
and could she hear
the end of the story? I said, "It's always
the
same
—
that's
the
way
they inlikeloveit best:
she becomes beautiful, falls
with
a rich, handsome man and all that kind of
thing . . . really, it's just Cinderella stuff."
Somehow, I wasn't asself-conscious
until and
she
introduced
the new
fashion editorherself
of Modern
Screen.beauty
For one
hideous moment, it was as if a mirror were
there reflecting me as I am at my dreadful
worst, in the eyes of someone who is
everything I'm not!
"I'm Frances Hodges," she said. "You
must be She
Jerry?"
No voice
cameat some,I just
nodded.
continued
to look
and
then
she
spoke
again,
"You
know,
you
have ing .the
loveliest
eyes, story
Jerry.youI amcould
think-be
. . what
a great
ifloveyouto would
let me
over. the
I'd
show you
what make
to do youto make
most
the qualitiesAndyouthenhave."
Me? ofAttractive?
she went on.
"I could
show beautiful,
you how just
to make
your
whole
face quite
with those
eyes,
and
then,
I'd
love
to
do
something
special and becoming to your hair which
should be shining and prettier than it is
. it's a very nice color, really, but I'd
love drab,
to bring
up hair
the red
think itI see."
My
lifeless
. . .I could
ever
be anything else? I hide behind it!
"You mean you'd dye it?" I asked in a
panic. "You wouldn't cut it, would you?"
"No, you don't need dye . . . but I could
do something with a tinted rinse . . . you'd
I mean,it and
like to cut iteasier
just
aseebitwhat
to make
more I'dmanageable,
to take to a new styling."
IMAGINE! Here was I actually talking
about me. Then I just spilled over ... in
a rush everything gushed out, all the
things I hate about me, my terrible figure
that's undersized
and lumpy,
skin on.
that'sIt
sallow
and blemished,
and onmy and
was onesimply
wonderful
to talk,howto tell
some-to
other than
the children
it feels
be plain and unpopular. Could she make
me over? Would she? Please, God, let her
ask me again!
"Jerry, I have a proposition . . . how
would you like to be 'Cinderella' for us?
I'll
you feel
into like
a brand-new
girl —betlookI canlik»;make
one and
one. Are
you game? And, if you like the results,
will
you
write
what
happened?"
yes,
. would I ever! Just Oh!
tell yes,
me
when yesand. .where!
started
...
theThat's
rest istheherewaywiththisthestory
pictures
to prove
thattelling
there you
are "miracles."
thrilledday,to
be
of that one I'mfabulous
my most unforgettable one. And, at this
writing, I want to assure you, just as
Fran
(we're
now greattheyfriends!)
me, that
everything
showed reassured
me how
to do, I now do for myself. You can, too!
On that day, I was up early to get to
ModernHodges.
Screen's
by 8:30
to meet
Miss
With offices
her were
Barbara
and
Justin Kerr, a team of photographers who
were so kind and understanding. They
snapped
pictures
. . . me,
just
as Imany
was. "before"
I had plenty
of moments
when I wished I were far, far away . . .
any place but in front of a camera. When
we finished,
we went
office
where there
wereintoloadsMissof Hodges'
darling
things hanging on a rack. Still skeptical,
I approached
(as was
they tried
call
it)
timidly, butthatas "fitting"
each outfit
7t on, and fitted so wonderfully and looked

so terrific, I could begin to see what Miss
Hodges meant when she said I needed to
learn to dress to bring out my best points.
I'm
4'11",thatwhich
I've always
resented,
but
to find
so many
things were
perfect,
I realized that I'd been a dope ... I'd
never
for the
I'm foran
almost shopped
perfect size
7, I right
found,size.
except
those lumpy hips which disappeared under
a new panty girdle which they fitted on
me.
alterations
were
skirt Anyway,
lengths .the. . only
this year
just barely
covering the kneecap to be smart. We went
so fast that I hardly had time to be afraid,
and everyone that came in said such nice
things. I even asked if I could help hem
up the skirts!
By 9:30 I was finished, we were packed
and ready to dash. The first stop was
Albert
58th Street.
over inCarter's
the cabSalon
Franonchatted
about Going
new
hairdos and ideas she had for me. She
kept using
the
word
"young,"
and
I
realized that she really meant I looked much
older
than
my
nineteen
years.
I
don't
think at that minute I was quite ready
place" I'd
had
into myleavehair,thebut"hiding
Miss Hodges
said always
again that
there would be no dying or cutting, and
besides
couldn't
jumpwhatever
out of the
She alsoI told
me that
styletaxi!
we
finally decided on would be the one that
I, or anyone for that matter, could easily
adapt or copy at home . . . True! I can.
FOR A GIRL who'd never had "the
works,"
like girl
all did
of this
attention IwasI began
getting.to One
the shampoo, (how delicious to have your scalp
scrubbed) another stood by advising on
the new color-rinse, which did scare me
a little. In between times, Justin would
snap a picture or two, and Miss Hodges
conferred with Mr. Carter and Ray, the
stylist
who washands,
to "do"peered
me. They
talked
with their
and allanalyzed
until I felt about like a bug on a pin, but
secretly, I was beginning to enjoy it. Only
yesterday
have died
the ofstares
all the otherI'd ladies
in andat out
dryers.of
I
guess
Ray
knew
exactly
what
wanted to do, because when he started hehe
combed and rolled with the deftest of hands.
All it seemed to me was a maze of curlwhich But
I've Ifound
are ers,
verythose wire
easy tube
to useonesmyself.
was
getting
excited,
I'll
admit,
at
havingpic-a
style created
especially
for
me.
More
tures, under the dryer, and out . . . back
to Ray. And then ... as he brushed and
combed and patted, suddenly it was happening! Icould see it with my very own
eyes
was and
beautiful!
began
to fizzthatfrommythehairinside,
I kept Isaying,
"I can't believe it! I can't believe it's me!"
I felt justsaidgorgeous,
just
a real prinso,as too,
and like
everyone
seemedcess andabout
excited
as I. around
I literally floated out of that salon, past
Mr. Carter, Ray and all the admiring
ladies. I heard one of them say, "She must
be a starlet,"
and IthegrewYellow
an inch,
believe.
Somehow,
Taxi Iwasdo
a pumpkin coach that took us on to the
Kerrs'
studio.too They
but I was
bubblyhad tolunch
care brought
about thein
hamburger, usually my favorite food.
Champagne
would
have
matched
my mood
that moment.
Then came the rest of the magic. The
dressing room had one of those mirrors
surrounded by light bulbs (just like a
movie
table set
covered
jars andstar's)
bottles,overand a things
up allwith
for
me.
that next
got ofthemaking
lesson
of a Inlifetime
in thehalf-hour
art and Iskill
up. What I know now about my skin and
face! It must have been a magic mirror
because I had looked and looked at myselfactlybefore,
what tobutdo.Fran seemed to know exEarlier, at the hairdresser's, we had dis-

cus ed the state of my face. My skin is oily
and I had had blemishes most of the time.
While I ducedwasto a under
the dryer,
introwonderful
newI was
medicated
cream, and later a medicated lotion, both
of which seemed to work even in a short
morning. So, before the make-up, Fran
applied the lotion again, soothing and reg, and then inshea used
a medicated
foundationfreshincream
tint just
a shade
darker than my skin which she calls
"ivory"
(it
sounds
so
much
better
"sallow"!). Then she did a trick withthana
white make-up stick, running a few strokes
ofbelow
it along
jaw line
just
my my
ears squarish
down about
threefrominches.
This, it seems, fools the camera a bit,
tends to soften any hard lines. She used
a dab more on each of those fullish spots
under my eyebrows which seem to disap ear in the pictures. Fran said this is
good
make-up
dates
lately!).
it . . .for
it'sevening
marvelous!
(Yes, and
I've I've
even tried
had
MY BROWS needed a bit of shaping
and cleaning up, and I loved the little soft
brush made especially for eyebrow grooming ... it gives such a natural look, and
seems
shine. For
to try toeyeaddshadow
and years,
liner, I've
and wanted
never
dared
because
I
-didn't
know
how, careso I
was careful
to
watch
that
operation
fully and use it often now! Barbara and
Fran said my eyes are the greatest and
I'm
believe
So when
put going
on theto eye
liner,them.
I really
begantheyto
sparkle. I seemed to feel flirty and by the
time they'd
added glances.
the mascara
practicing
side-long
JustinatI was
stuck
his
head
in
the
door,
and
I
flirted
him,
and
when he said my lashes were fringy and
wonderful "like
Liz Taylor's"
I did a real
flip!
lipstick,
new Then
shade came
of satinthered.
I havea togorgeous
admit
it— I felt like a doll— a real doll.
And now for the acid test . . . me as a
model! What an experience! I loved that
one
of it, butJustin
I don'twasthink
care terrific
to do day
it forever.
like I'da
director talking to me, teasing me, making
me laugh, and, you know, I got the hang
of posing in no time. It is something like
acting ... as a matter of fact with makeup on and behind lights I suddenly was
aloneone and
play attobeing
someelse. Itquite
was free
fun toto begin
understand
what makes actors act. Barbara helped
along the way, and both she and Fran
were my ladies' maids to help the quick
changes. Along about four o'clock Justin
suddenly
jumpedThisingirl's
the air shouting,
having
a ball!
That, "I'm
and
the "starlet"
line set me great!"
up forever.
At
5:00,
when
we'd
all
about
had
Fran, who had rushed around all dayit,
herself said, "How about going over to
Sardi's
something
eat and ...
maybewegetcould
a goodgetpicture
of thatto
last
date
dress."
So,
off
we
trooped,
me
looking just
gorgeousTheanddoorman
my friends
just
looking
exhausted.
literally
swept the door open for me with a deep
bow,
and there I was, in Sardi's, for the
first time.
The Captain ushered us upstairs to the
famous Celebrities' Corner, and I heard
several while
whispers
as, "Who
Then,
I wassuchtrying
to actis she?"
as if
this was the sort of thing I did every evening,
and
practicing
my
new
sidelong
flirts, the waiter came over with a bottle
of champagne and with it a note . . . and
this you may never believe, but you must!
. . . the note said. Hello, beautiful — may
Iacross
join you?"
Signed,
Paul Anka.
and before
didI looked
somethinthe
g Icouldroom,
neversawhavehim done
...
Idonodded
my headin my
and silently
said,never
"Pleasebe
—
"
I
knew
heart,
I'd
afraid again.
But that was just the end of a day and

the beginning of a brand new me. When
I got home and walked in the door, you
should
have disbelief!
seen the looks
everyone's
face
— sheer
And Ionjust
felt so
good and so bubbling I could scarcely
stand
it.
myself!
I
wasn't
''Jerry"
longer ... I suddenly was Evelyn, ariy
and
Evelyn I've continued to be. Maybe you
don't think this any miracle . . . maybe
you're thinking that any girl could do as
much for herself, and I know you're right
—enough
any girl
do it— butto there
aren't
fairycangodmothers
go around.
But for lucky, lucky me, it was . . . and
the real miracle is not that I'm more at. . . it's
that I'm
attractivetractive ttoo lookbe at with.
I have
loadsmoreof

goodP.S. friends
. . . I'm nowonderful
longer alone.
I havenow several
new I
stories for the children which they like <
just as much or maybe better!
STOP
Editor's note: Well, that is Evelyn's
story,
and
those
of
you
who
are
"'too
little"
and who feel insignificant and left out,
can surely find something to help you.
That is our hope. Next month, we will tell
you Suzy's story . . . Suzy is just the
MEDICATED FOR
opposite.
She girls
is —onewaitof tillthose
tall" p(BCbttx
and
''too fat"
you "too
see what
QUICK RELIEF. DAILY
we've
with Myher!bestSee toyouall
USE CONDITIONS
around accomplished
here next month.
of you!
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Fran Hodges
SOFT AND HEALTHY.

We Paid $300,000
(Continued jrom page 28)
moods. She would set the dial morning
and afternoon so that her friends and felworkers she
wouldhad know
The lowmoods
chosenwhatfortoherexpect.
dial
were: very loving, tender, affectionate,
bossy, sulky, nervous, malicious, dangerous. And for several years she was alter"sulky" orof "nervous"
cramped nately
confines
her dressingwithin
room. the
Or
sothe sheset, marked
her
"mood
barometer."
though, she was her usual charm-On
ingone andand she
friendly
self, intalking
with everywas held
high esteem
by all
her co-workers, as "the English lady who's
never
uppity."
When she arrived in Vienna that May
of 1958 to film The Journey with Yul
Brynner, she had just completed three
movies
with nofrom
vacation
between. inShea row—
had rushed
the lastin
shooting
of An Affair
to Remember
today's
France
for Bonjour
Tristesse,
then hurried Tables.
back to the United States for Separate
Without one day of rest she arrived,
pale and bone-thin from exhaustion, in
Vienna. Her co-star. Yul Brynner. took
her to dinner at the Imperial Hotel and
asked her to the opera that evening, but
she turned him down. "I'm so weary,"
she confessed, "that I can hardly think.
I better get a good night's sleep so that
I'll have my wits about me tomorrow."
Yul,tivewho's
very sensitive
percepabout women,
remarked.and "Deborah,
is something bothering you?"
"No," she she
answered tocurtly.
"I'm just
tired."
excused.
But. Then
for Yul, itasked
was verybe easy
to put
two and two together. Deborah Kerr, a
married woman for a dozen years, was
the breadwinner of her family; and, yet.
during
pastanfiveold years
felt morethe like
maid she
thanprobably
a wife.
Her husband was a slippery shadow in
the Hollywood
attended parties andlimelight.
premieresDeborah
alone and
unescorted. She joined groups of friends.
But as a wife she was lonely. Is there a
woman in the world who wears a gold
wedding band on the third finger of her
left hand who actually enjoys "stepping
out"
by herself?
work demanded
it, herAlthough
husband Deborah's
Tony refused to take her to the Academy Award
dinnerswoodand
the
press
galas.
The
colony looked upon her as Hollya lost,
sad soul, in spite of the fact that she made
statement after statement that her marriage was a happy one.
IN VIENNA THAT MAY the lilacs
bloomed in the dooryards, and chestnut
trees blossomed with buds of rosepink and
milk-white. Every morning on the set

Deborah was greeted by screenwriter Peter
Viertel who gave her the rewrites of her
scenes. Often he told her how beautifully
she was portraying her difficult role.
She had met Peter at Hollywood gettogethers; they were casual acquaintances. She mother,
had heardSalka,
of Peter's
warm Greta
and
wonderful
who was
Garbo'sabout
dearest
and talked,
she asked
Peter
her. friend,
As Peter
she
found herself admiring the strength in
his face: his blazing eyes, bushy black
eyebrows, square jaw. They chatted about
everything from Hollywood hypocrisy to
the lovely
rhododendrons
her set,
back-he
yard. Wherever
she went onin the
looked after her, bringing her a tray of
tea and Viennese pastry, surprising her
with a from
bunchthe ofroadside.
beautiful violets he'd
picked
Mike Kellin, whose current screen
role is in "Wackiest Ship In The
Army," awas
discussing the peculirities of film
ever Kellin
was executives.
scheduled to Whenleave
Hollywood, his agent would
phone each studio head and say:
"Y'know? Mike Kellin is leaving
town" ... As a result, said the
actor,
even
producers"Theywho gotneverpanicky
even — heard
of me — and four times I was
yanked off planes to be signed to
Leonard Lyons
a movie deal."
in the Xe-c York Post
One day, as they were walking from the
studio, he stopped suddenly. "May I tell
you"Ofwhat
I feel?"she heanswered.
asked. "You should
course,"
be 'You
honest. .with
friends."
. you are as beautiful as the
spring
in Vienna,"
he said
It took
a moment
for softly.
his words to
penetrate, to reach the target of her
heart. She looked into his piercing eyes
and she began to cry.
Then he whispered, "Even when you cry,
you're
beautiful. I . embraced
. . love you."
Hising strong
her, and arms
she looked intoher,hiscrushdark
eyes as his lips came closer to hers. Tears
streamed
down
her
cheeks.
The
flowering
chestnut trees blurred all around her.
"I'm
"I'm sonot,". . .heconfused,"
answered.she managed.
He kissed her gently then, and she
froze. She looked at him, scared and petrified. "What . . . what have you done?"
she
She
stifledblurted.
a sob "I'm
and aranmarried
to herwoman!"
hotel room
where she sat by the window, unable to
stop ingherViennatears.
Shewondering
gazed at why
the deepenallowed Peterdusk,to hold
and kiss hershein had
the
shade of the chestnut tree on the public
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country road. Had she gone mad?
Her telephone
Pullingit. herself
together, she went rang.
to answer
She hoped
it was her husband. How many days had
passed now since her arrival in Vienna,
and he had yet to call.
It was Peter on the phone, asking her
his street
guest where
at dinner.
onto bea side
we'll "There's
be alone."a cafe
"I can't," she fibbed. "I must study my
lines."
"One drink, then," he suggested. "Just
have
drink with me."
She one
refused.
"I want to see you so much," he said.
"I Taking
love you,a long
Deborah."
deep breath, she said,
"Peter, we must stop seeing each other.
You're married, and I'm married, and I
don't think all this is right."
"Deborah,"
whispered,
wrong.
I know hesomehow
we need"you're
each
other."
She said good night to him. But she
couldn't
fallwhyasleep.
She tossedPeterfor tohours,
wondering
she allowed
brace her, why
she
had responded to em-his
kiss. Was . . . was she hungry for love?
UNTIL THAT EVENING, Deborah believedTonythat her
relationship
with her
band,
Bartley,
was faultless,
morehus-or
less what every woman expected of marnessriage.and Now,
hissuddenly,
kiss, the after
beat Peter's
of her nearheart
quickened: there were murmurings of
awakened emotions she had long forgotten.
Could it be the springtime in Vienna . . .
or was it Peter who was making her feel
alive
Afteragain?
another week she knew it was
Peter.
It was Peter who gave her sprigs of
lily-of-the-valley or a handful of violets
every
morning,
"Theysunlooked
beautiful
in thesaying,
morning
that soI
wanted
you
to
have
them."
It
was
who cared enough to talk with herPeteron
the set about her children, her future.
It was Peter who gifted her with a yelring withTony
a ruby
(how
many yearslow-gold since
had heart
ever given
her a present? ) .
Finally, unable to hold back the longingtioinn ther
heart,Andshe each
gave evening
in to histhey
invitao dinner.
ate
schnitzel or goulash at the quaint outdoor
cafes walk
andbalalaika
listened
to
the
strolling
sideplayers. They visited the
Stadstoper — the State Opera House; the
Auersberg Winter Gardens, the KunstHistorisches Museum with its many
Breughel paintings. At the Hofburg where
the Austrian crown jewels were on display, Peter said, after pointing to a crown
of
how fireeverlasting
my fiery
love isrubies,
for you"That's
— like the
in those
jewels."
How could she help herself? She hadn't
planned
fallButin love.
Shelovedidn't
want
to falldormant
in tolove.
Peter's
awakened
her
heart.
Her
marriage,
she
nally confessed to Peter, was prosaic, dull.fiAt the end of the filming, she flew
home to Hollywood. She refused to deTony. met
She someone
told himfor everything;
how sheceivehad
whom she
cared.
The word leaked out to their friends
and
columnists,
Deborah's
romancein
with to Peter
Vierteland made
headlines
Europe and America. She was ashamed
and crushed, afraid that her children
would suffer. "More than anything else,"
"I want
to protect
IshewanttoldusTony,
to think
everything
throughthem.so
thatBut theyTonywon'thadbe hurt."
stopped
listening
Deborah. He had decided to launch theto
offensive with their separation. Deborah
74 was stunned when he suddenly took their

were welcomed later at the Chesa
Grischuna cafe by warm friends: Yul and
Doris Brynner, Audrey Hepburn and
Mel Ferrer, Anatole Litvak, Irwin Shaw,
Elsa Schiaparelli. They enjoyed a candlelightlinistssupperplayedwith
while Swiss
violiltingwineEuropean
lovesongs.
The following morning, the day of the
wedding, turned out to be gray and
drizzly. Dozens of reporters arrived. But
by 10:00 that morning Deborah was in a
panic.
Her wedding
The ceremony
was duedressat had
11:30.not arrived.
Peter's
young
secretary,
Hutton.
raced to the post office in herAnnsports
car.
The dress was to have arrived air-mail
special-delivery
from
the
famed
salon
of
PETER'S
WIFE,
Virginia,
filed
for
divorce, asking for $12,000 in yearly alimony Givenchy in Paris.
The divorce was granted. Months later,
But
the
postmaster
shook
his
head,
"No,
Virginia fell asleep smoking in bed. Her there is no package for Miss Kerr."
nightgown caught fire. Suffering from
Ann better
drove back
horrible
first-degree
go withto tell
you,"Deborah.
Deborah"Maysaid.
in a matter
of days. burns, she died with- "He be I'dmust
have
it
there,
somewhere."
Ann zoomed to the village post office
Deborah was shaken by Virginia's where
the postmaster shrugged his shoultragic
death.Peter,
But she
knewof she
couldn't
stop loving
in spite
the anders. "No, Miss Kerr," he nodded, "there
guish and embarrassment.
For allweeks
she
talked with marriage counselors, lawyers, is no package for you. You can see for
advisers, all of whom helped her decide
that she would pay Tony Bartley $300,000
DEBORAH QUICKLY LOOKED through
for the freedom to love the man who gave the clutter of parcels waiting to be picked
her spirit strength and happiness.
yourself."
up
TherethewasHouse
a blueof
After Deborah agreed to pay Tony the denimby village
wrappedresidents.
trunk from
gargantuan divorce settlement, the scan- Givenchy. "This is it!" she shouted with
joy."But"Mythewedding
label saysdress."
it's for Mr. Viertel,"
the postmaster pointed out. "I can't let you
have
this
without
his
written
permission."
NEXT
MONTH'S
Again, Ann drove off.
She found
Peter
MODERN SCREEN
who
signed
the
postmaster's
release
form.
Deborah
rushed
then
to
the
Chesa
Grimakes public
schuna, changed hurriedly into her embroidered peppermint-pink wedding dress,
the whole story
the
peppermint-pink
pictureshoes.
hat, her
matching
embroidered court
of the threat
The
rain
continued.
In
the
meanwhile,
to kidnap
spectators surrounded the main street
andin thethehallowed
Gemeindehaus
(CityGemeindehaus.
Hall). Withhalls of the
another crisis occurred. The official wedLiz Taylor's
children.
...
ding documents were not back from Chur.
the capital of Graubunden, and Mr. Hans
On sale November 3
Joos, the alderman who planned to marry
them, announced, "Without the papers I
willHundreds
not perform
the ceremony."
of spectators
with umbrellas
mobbed guests
the street
now.
The festivelydais came out about Tony, how he wasn't dressed
arrived
in
dark
the ideal husband she'd pictured him to in the gray, chilly drizzle. When limousines
Deborah
be,
how
he
had
enjoyed
a
"private"
life
all his own while he was married to arrivedters andatIrwin
Gemeindehaus
daugh-in
Shaw who with
was her
standing
Deborah, squiring pretty girls to dinner for her
a witness, the crowd sighed
and out-of-the-way hangouts. But it was over her asbeauty,
and the dark rainclouds
all too vorce
late.agreement.
Deborah
di- lifted. And, suddenly
as if by a miracle,
She had
was signed
to paytheTony
the sunof light.
shone through with a brilliant
for the right to her freedom. And Tony burst
took every cent. . . .
At exactly eleven twenty-eight, the
Peter then began building a stone bun- wedding
galow at Klosters, Switzerland, after messenger. documents arrived by special
Deborah's
divorce
was
granted
on
the
Hans Joos called the gathering to order.
15th of July, 1959. The decree specified she
was to wait a year before marrying. And Peter, in a dark blue suit, waited with his
all through that year, Deborah and Peter daughter, Christina. Deborah walked to
his hand. Christina, bowwere
They him andgave took
flew toseparated
each otherby asDeborah's
often as work.
they could.
Deborah a wedding bouquet of
Finally, when the British court allowed pink ing,carnations.
a moment, stained
as the glass
sunshine gilded theIn medieval
Deborah custody of her daughters on
week ends, she and Melanie and Fran- windows of the Gemeindehaus, Hans Joos
cesca tersflewfrom every
to KlosproDeborah Kerrceremony
and PeterthatViertel
London,Friday
whereevening
Deborah
was began thenouncedageless
and wife.
filming The Grass Is Greener with Cary manCameras
clicked. Rice laced the air.
Grant. Deborah got to know and adore
and Peter kissed, and as they
Peter's daughter, Christina, and Peter got Deborah
front door of the Gemeinto Ofknowcourse,
and love
daughters.and walked todehaus,thePeter kissed
everyDeborah's
time Deborah
her again, whisperPeter met they talked of their wedding.
"My darling,
love you
The date they chose was a Saturday,
Hering,heart
nearlyI will
bursting
with forever."
ecstasy,
July 23, 1960. The 22nd of July was Deborah thanked God for the new richness
in
her
life
with
Peter
by
her
side.
END
Deborah's
final that
day Friday
of shooting
in London.
She arrived
evening
before
her wedding at Kloten, the Zurich air- You can see Deborah in Paramount's The
port, where she was met by Peter. They Sundowners.

two
had Naive
them
made daughters
wards of totheEurope
Britishandcourt.
and embarrassed over the publicity of
her
didn'tthorn
knowof how
tangleromance,
with theshepainful
divorce.to
In the
British
newspapers,
Tony
accused Peter of having stolen the affection
of his wife, and he demanded $300,000.
Deborah
it. Finally
she
called himcouldn't
on the believe
transatlantic
telephone,
and he repeated his demands. The British
press then took her to task for destroying
her happy home. All the British journalwar ists
hero.defended Tony since he was an ex-

Should I?
(Continued from page 20)
Debbie,
decision. and Debbie will have made her
Eddie cares deeply what her decision
will be. He cares deeply about the man
who
him Were
as theDebbie
day-to-day
father will
of hisreplace
children.
a bitter person, she might say to herself that
Eddie chose to leave her and her children,
and therefore has not the right to even
an opinion about who and whether or not
she will marry. But Debbie is not a bitter
person; Eddie is still the natural father
of her children, and Debbie is listening
carefully
to-be. to his feelings on her marriage Eddie is worried. He has confessed this
worry to those who are close to him. He
is worried that Debbie may decide not to
marry. He more than any other human
being knows how deeply Debbie was hurt
by her marriage with him; he knows that
she has good cause to be frightened of
marriage,
and thatarrives
when next
the fateful
ment of decision
month, moshe
may
say nofortohera husband
herself
a father
children.forWith
all and
the
concern
he can express,
Eddiemustwantsnot Debbie to understand
that she
fear
marriagefear— that,
the contrary,
what she
must
is theon profound
emptiness
for
herself
and
her
children
so
long
therea
is no father there to make their ashouse
real home.
SOON, EDDIE KNOWS, the children
will be in school — there will be questions
from
like, "Who's
There playmates
will be school
partiesyouranddaddy?"
report
cardstle totimessign,
a hundred
litwhenandDaddy
shouldandbeonethere.
He, Eddie, cannot be there, and he hopes
and prays that someone else will be.
Perhaps he has no right to interfere
with his
opinionshe ofdoesDebbie's
but,
right
or wrong,
not wantsuitors;
his children to go through the confusion of a
broken home another time. And so, in his
heart of hearts, he wants to convince
Debbie not only to marry again but to
marry the man who will be mature
enough to be a solid and selfless father.
He knowssonally:most
of Debbie's
suitorsWalter
perLeon Tyler,
Glenn Ford,
Troutman, Bob Neal, Michael Dante,
Jorge Guinle, Bob Peterson, Carleton
Carpenter, Jerry Wunderlich, and Harry
Karl. And as a father, concerned with the
security and happiness of his children, he
has confided to intimates that he approves of Harry Karl, and hopes she will
marry
Harry Karl
despite him.
his wealth,
loves— the
mostmanto who,
take
Carrie and Todd to Disneyland and buy
them ingpopsicles,
or
sit
home
at
night
helpthem build little doll houses on the
rug, helping them all feel again that they
are
a
family.
If Debbie
great and terrible
burdenmarries
will beHarry
lifteda
from
Eddie's
heart.
But, there is another man whose feelings Debbie is also listening to now — a
man who has known Debbie even longer
than
and whoto inher.many
ways who
has
been Eddie,
even closer
A man
through thick and thin, through his own
hopes and disappointments has always
been there waiting to guide Debbie. This
man is Leon Tyler, and as deeply as Eddie
hopes Debbie will marry, Leon hopes she
will wait.
as Eddie
feelsandHarry
Karl
will beAs a deeply
wonderful
husband
father, Leon feels that by marrying Harry
Debbie will destroy the essence of the human being she really is. No one knows the
real Debbie Reynolds better than Leon
Tyler. No one in the world is more en-

titled to speak now or forever hold his
peace if he can show any just cause why
Debbie and Harry should not be married.
For a and
long Leon
time during
the periodBurbank
when
Debbie
had attended
High, they were sweethearts. At the time,
Debbie was an independent youngster
who wouldn't
go steady
boy, with
but
went
more steadily
withwith
Leonanythan
anyone else.
He worshipped her. She was a tiny
bundle of energy, and he loved the way
she clowned around. His mother, Mrs.
Maud
Sperl,
and were
Debbie's
mother, Mrs.
Maxineand
Reynolds,
neighbors
bank
close friends.
They werein Burboth
hearty, capable women who went to
church together, had the same type of
family background and thought alike.
Debbie'dbutalready
beenearning
signed only
to a movie
contract,
she was
$65 a
week, and no one thought she was going
to be a great star. Leon had acting ambitions, too, and because he was a talented
dancer, the kids thought he would be the
one to make it in pictures.
If Leon had become a star, he and Debbie might be married today. And happily
so. But though Leon loved Debbie, he
didn't
reallyandpropose.
He hesawknew
Debbie's
starcould
rising
and
he
never berising,
content
to become that
Mr.
Debbie Reynolds. One evening, as they
were sitting in Debbie's back yard in Burbank, they made a pact: "If neither of us
falls in love and marries before 29, we'll
marry each other."
THE LOVE LEON FELT for Debbie was
so greatness andthatsuffer
he could
m hershehappiwith rejoice
her when
was
unhappy. He could share every mood,
everying emotion
of
Debbie's.
It
is
an
endurlove from which the heat had vanhed— butthattherethisareis marriage
counsellors
who issay
the greatest
love of
all. And with it goes the deepest of understandings,
Debbie
has side
alwaysthrough
turnedeverything
to Leon. He's
been
by her
that
happened through the years, through the
good
and
the
bad.
He was with her six years ago when she
had a party in Burbank, and she was
clowning
around
haired young
man when
walkeda in.slight,
Whendarkthe
party was over, Debbie came over to
Leon, the clown expression gone from her
face. Looking very thoughtful, she said,
"Did you see that boy?"
"You mean the singer — you mean Eddie
"Yes.
Well, I like him. A lot. I think I'm
Fisher?"
in love with him. I'm going to marry
After she married Eddie, Leon often
went along with the two of them on dates.
When things began to go badly between
him." and Debbie, he saw the strain DebEddie
bie was going through. And he suffered
untold agonies himself, seeing the girl
he'd
always loved going through her own
private
When hell.
the world did its best to get her
to talk about how Liz had broken up her
marriage, she wouldn't talk to the world;
she
to reporters,
but when
she'd
call wouldn't
Leon at alltalkhours
of the night,
she was unable to sleep. To Leon she
poured out her heart. She knew that he
was
her mostfriend
sympathetic
friend. Andthatif
this selfless
wishes sometimes
he could have been more than a friend to
her, he puts the thought behind him.
"The movies are a funny business," he
said. "Debbie got there first, and I didn't
want
be a —Mr.stillReynolds."
Nowto Leon
in love with Debbie —
watches unhappily as she goes out on
dates
with
Harry
Karl.
Not upbecause
he's
jealous. Long ago he gave
any idea,
any hope of ever marrying Debbie him-
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self. inButherhe's
seen her
go through
hell
once
marriage
to Eddie
Fisher. And
heas serious
wonders a ifmistake.
marrying Harry will prove
Leon — confided,
"Harry's
really anylike
Debbie
not like the
DebbienotI know,
way.
He
hasn't
her
warmth;
he
doesn't
understand her kind of clowning around.
I'm afraid if she marries him, he may try
to change
and if he does,
destroy the her
warm,. . . wonderful
girl he'll
I know.
And
Debbie
doesn't
take
matters
of
the
heart lightly. She fought hard to keep
from becoming bitter after Eddie left her.
If shetomarries
she'llmarriage.
fight equally
hard
make a Harry,
go of that
"I
hope
she
doesn't
rush
into
with Harry. There are so many marriage
warning
signs
on the
Debbie
is ahorizon."
completely different person
with Leon than she is with Harry. Not
long ago, Debbie was talking to Leon and
suggested, "Let's dress up as beatniks and
have
laughs."
He was
enthusiastic
about some
theto suit
idea
as she
was —asitThey
was rented
crazy
enough
both
of them.
the beatnik costumes and then paraded
down Beverly Boulevard, drawing stares.
Debbie grinned like a gamin. Then she
had another idea. "Let's surprise Harry.
I want
on hisBeverly
face."
They togotseea the
lift expression
to the swank
Hills Hotel where Harry now lives. The
doorman,
recognizing
let
them in.notThey
slipped inDebbie,
throughwouldn't
a side
entrance. A bellboy tried to get them to
leave, but Debbie insisted upon calling
Harry Karl on the house telephone.
DISGUISING HER VOICE, Debbie said,
"This
Mrs. Herman
Schultz,
Debbieis Reynolds.
Debbie
told amefriend
to callof
you.
you'reyoutheto living
end — real
cool — She
and says
she wants
come down
and
meet another cat and me. So why don't
youHarry
get oncameyourdown.
bicycle
and rollat down?"
He looked
Debbie
and Leon, and a horrified light of recognition dawned in his eyes. "What's the
idea of doing this, honey?" he asked Debbie.
"Oh, Harry, I think this is fun. Real
funsville.
Whyswankiest
don't youcocktail
take Leon
me
into the
room andin
theHarry
hotel. looked
We'll knock
their
eyes
out."
as if he wanted to crawl
underground.
"He was in a state," Leon recalled. "He
just didn't
dig and
Debbie's
pixie sense
humor. Debbie
I, however,
tookof each
other's hands and walked in. We were
hysterical
with laughter.
Harryin
was just plain
hysterical.I'mWeafraid
stayed
that cocktail room, attracting lots of talk
and lots of stares, until Harry, hot under
the collar, insisted that we all leave. But
Debbie and I had a ball. Harry begged
her to change those crazy clothes and behave herself. She said, 'Okay, Harry. I'll
seeWhen
you later.'
Leon " drove her home, she said
she was going to shower, put on an evening dress and go with Harry to Romanoff's. She looked a little wistful as she said
it. Or was it just Leon's imagination?
"Why should Harry try to talk her into
marrying
if he feels
can'tspirit,
accepta
her as she him,
is? Debbie
is a heblithe
pixie.
does tohe make
say he's
with
her if Why
he wants
her inintolovea Beverly Hills society matron? On the other
hand, I adore Debbie for exactly what she
is. And I always have. She relaxes when
she's
Afterwitha me."
steady diet of Harry, Debbie
seems almost compelled to go out on a
dateWhywithdoesLeon
she "to
feel relax."
this necessity?
With Harry, Debbie goes to the finest
restaurants and night clubs, dresses up,
wearing her minks and the fabulous
76 jewels Harry gave her.

But
altogether
One with
night,Leon,
only it's
a short
while different.
ago, she
and Leon made a date. "What are you going to wear, Leon?" she asked him.
"A blue
sweater,
maybe anred almost
Bermudas."
She
showed
up wearing
identical
costume
—
big,
bulky
blue
and red Bermudas. Her hair was tiedsweater
back
in a ponytail. She looked like a cute teena
g
e
r
—
the
pre-glamorous,
pre-Harry
Karl
Debbie.
"Let's have laughs," she said. She and
Leon doubledated with another couple—
an old vens,Burbank
schoolCarole.
friend,They
Ray went
Steand his wife,
bowling. Debbie was a riot, clowning all
over
place. She
Her was
eyes like
danced.a kid.
She Then
took
off herthe shoes.
they
went
to
some
little
"dives"
around
Sunland and in the Valley.
"She was a three-ring circus," said Leon
wistfully.
alleyit was
she
hoisted a big"Inball,thethenbowling
pretended
too heavy for her, and as she tossed it, she
fell down the alley with the ball. Debbie
was her old self, clowning, laughing, her
pony-tail
flying.andIt Imade
me feel
was eighteen
nineteen
again,as ifandsheI
thought back to the days when we had
solemnly looked at expensive lots and
laughed at the idea of either of us ever
having
like that.enough money to afford anything
"When I started to drive Debbie home,
her face was glowing."
THEN, AS SHE WAS LEAVING for her
big. beautiful home, facing a formal date
with ITa*-ry the next evening, Debbie shivered slightly. She looked up at Leon tenderly and said, "I had such a wonderful
time
almost
was totonight.
have funI'd like
this forgotten
any more. what
I lovedit
it. This is the kind of fun I enjoy. I've had
the bes* time tonight I've had in two
years.
Thanksheyou,
Leon intodear."
And fhen
walked
her beautiful
home. The
next Harry
night she
the glamorous Debbie
Karlwasknows
and
loves.
But Leonderstand tsays,
"Can
Harry reallyto unhis girl?break
Or will
make her— and
her? heIt try
would re-be
tragic if he did. For Debbie has a priceof funDebbie
and laughter."
Whyless giftdoes
continue to see HarWhy, perhaps,
will inshe hermarry
him,
when ry?there
is so much
bubbling
personality
alien toa man
his nature?
Leon thinksthatsheis wants
to respect
and look up to, emotionally, financially

This is a picture of Leon Tyler and Debbie,
taken when they were teenagers. They
have remained true and steadfast friends.

and socially.
she'son rationalizing.
Harry
seems to"Ifillthink
the bill
those things
Debbieexperience
thinks she
needs. She's
bad
in marriage.
She hadwas oneso
badly hurt, now she wants protection and
dignity. She thinks Harry will give her
that
protection. She
need his
money
will doesn't
make
through— Debbie
her own talent.
But theremillions
is an
aura of power around Harry. People bow
tobig himtips,— thehis maitre
d's
to
whom
he
hundreds of employees,gives
the
people in Hollywood cafe society to whom
he
is
a
big
spender.
I
think
Debbie's
beglamoured and confused.
"I'd rather see her wait for a while until she's sure. I think she's lonely. Perhaps
that's
likesafterto goanother,
with Harry.
It's
alwaysing towhy
one she
party
or travelPalm
Springs
or Las Vegas,
or to
night clubs. When she's with Harry,
they're
with other
peoplemoving,
or doingso
somethingalways
— moving,
moving,
that Debbie doesn't even know what
Harry
inside."
At oneis like
time —deep
shortly
after her breakup
with Eddie — Harry seemed to be the answer
to
Debbie's
needs.
were lots of men who wantedAt tofirst
date there
her.
She found out that many of them were
leeches — out for the publicity they could
get from dating a big-name star.
time,earnestly,
she took Leon's many
hand
in Once
hers atandthissaidbut
acquaintances,
I can count"I have
my friends
on Debbie
the fingers
one Harry
hand." likes her for
feelsofthat
herself. He doesn't need her money. She
feels he doesn't
need her many
fame, people
and isn'tin
attracted
by it (although
Hollywood
her about
that) .
Once, one disagree
of her oldwithfriends
in Burbank
warned her, "Harry doesn't have any
sense of humor."
SHE QUICKLY DEFENDED HTM. "He
has ours.
a dry He's
sensea different
of humor.kindMaybe
not
like
of manit's— but
he When
has a any
worldly
humor.'
Burbank friends warn her
aboutdefense.
Harry's weak points, she rushes to
his
"He does so many things for Debbie.
How
can she help tobutthebehouse,
impressed?" with
says
Leon.
gifts for"Hehercomes
children. More thanloaded
anything
else,
this someone
strikes home
Once,
who with
loves Debbie."
Debbie and
feels
Harry
is
wrong
for
herwhat
said, about
"Debbie,
ifown?
he's Although
so fond ofhechildren,
pays a hefty sum his
for
the support of his three young children
(as decreed by the courts) he seldom
At this,
comes
to seeDebbie
them!"flared up and defended
Harrychildren,
all the andmore,doesinsisting
he loves
his
his bestthat
to see
them
whenever possible — and that it isn't alpossible. mornings, Leon is often at
On ways
Sunday
Debbie's
with down
her children. He house,
doesn't romping
come loaded
with
as many expensive
gifts, but seethe him.
children's
faces
adore light
him. up
Leonwhen
has they
a special way They
with
children;
heandteaches
youngsters
ingeta down
Valley
school
he
knows
how
to
on the floor with little Carrie and Toddy
and play with them.
Many of Debbie's Burbank friends hope
that
she doesn't marry
Harry.
"Hetheydoesn't
really
or us,"and
say.
"When understand
Debbie letsher loose
clowns,
sometimes
he
acts
startled,
as
if
he
can't
quite getcently,with
it. At Harry,
a party some
she gave
reshe invited
of her
movie bankfriends,
her
family
and
the
Burcrowd. She and Leon did a rock-and
roll-dance together and they were a riot.
She was the bouncing, clowning Debbie
we used to know before her heart was
broken by Eddie. Everyone was laughing.

having a good time. Except Harry, who
kept to himself and had very little to say.
He seemed stiff and repressed at the
party.
her
own"He'sway,notshereally
likes Debbie's
to have type.
a goodIntime.
She has a good time when she's with
Leon. But her way is not really Harry's
y." ways are Debbie's ways," says
wa"Leon's
Leon'sa graduate
mother. "My Losson Angeles
is a brilliant, kind
boy,
lege. He teaches ofschool
and also State
helps Colout
inworships
his father's
ten-pump
He
Debbie.
Always gashas.station.
He and
Debbie always loved each other. He used
to tell her, 'Some day I'll make so much
money I'll be able to buy you anything
you want.' Debbie would laugh and reply,
'I don't want a lot of money. I want to be
happy
"She.' was born to be happy — that girl.
But
with somehow
Eddie. Andshewithdidn't
Harry,quitewhatmake
is sheit
e;o::ng to have — lots of money or lots of
laughs?
doesn't
when she'sShe with
him."seem to laugh much
DEBBIEHarryISN'Tshowers
IMPRESSED
the
money
on her, only
the byjewels
he gives her. Next to her love for her
children comes her love for her family.
Harry
Karl is very good to Debbie's folks.
She feels
nes in him.this denotes strength and kindWhen Debbie's brother Bill married a
few months ago, Harry paid all the exs for histhehoneymoon
at Squaw were
Valley,pensewhere
winter Olympics
being held. Not only did this take money
—everyone
but it took
and influence,
for
and power
his brother
had tried too,to get
reservations at Squaw Valley at that time.
But
eyed. Harry got them. Debbie was wideAlthough Harry tries hard to be nice to
Debbie's folks, they don't really click.
Like oil and water," exclaims one of the
Burbank
neighbors. "They have different
setsSeveral
of values."
months ago, Debbie was asked
to ride at the head of a parade in Burbank.
She
bank, and agreed.
BurbankShe'sis crazy
crazy about
about Burher.
The town is only 30 miles away from
Hollywood, but it might as well be 3,000
miles. It's small God-fearing
town — with small
houses,
hard-working,
people
who
like to go to church, who listen
to Billy
Graham, who have fun visiting each other
and going on community picnics.
very children
own whenin
she"Debbie
rode inwastheBurbank's
parade, her
her lap. Harry, wanting to be nice to Debfamily, offered
take pulled
her parents
to thebie'sparade.
When toHarry
up in
his big, black Rolls Royce, driven by a
chauffeur, Mrs. Reynolds nearly died of
embarrassment.
She didn't
want and
to ridehavein
a chauffeur-driven
limousine
her neighbors think she was putting on
airs. But she couldn't
hurt Harry's feel-it
seemedings bytotelling
her tohimbe how
drivenpreposterous
around in a
chauffeur- driven limousine in the heart of
Burbank. The way of life in Burbank is
simple — and a chauffeured car is pretentious. Debbie's
has been
pretentious.
She mother
was so never
embarrassed
she
slipped way down in the car when they
got to where the crowd was, hoping her
neighbors wouldn't see her.
"Perhaps
someonethatshould
havewealth
explained to Harry
flashing
around
isn't
the
way
to
make
a
hit
Burbank. But if he hasn't found all thisin
out for himself, who is going to tell him?"
ALTHOUGH LEON USED TO accompany Debbie when she was with Eddie, he
doesn't do it with Debbie and Harry. Harry
is not too pleased with Debbie's continuing

friendship with Leon. Harry would like to
be the times,onlywhen Harry
man inwasDebbie's
anxious life.
to seeSomeher,
Debbie would toss her head and say, "I'm
going
out
with
Leon."
Once
when
she
had
beeningout
on arrivhome, with
that Leon,
Harry she
had found,
been calling
her
every half hour.
Yet Debbie seems to feel the need,
every now and then, of getting away from
Harry
— of Burbank
being withfriends,
Leon, ofof being
mingling
with her
the
clownish
and
happy
"Miss
Burbank."
hostessed a party at the Moulin Rouge She
for
her friend, Camille Williams. That evening
Debbie
didn't
try
to
mix
oil
and
water— the Harry Karl crowd and the
Burbank
Leon friends.
was there,Harry
and Karl
several of hercrowd.
Burbank
was not.sionalLeon,
who
used
to
be
a
profesdancer, and Debbie danced a lot.
Debbie
him, up"This
is likeat
the
timesmurmured
we used totodance
a storm
theNoPalladium
. . . remember.
. . ." uneasy
wonder Harry
is frequently
about her friendship with Leon. "It's just
friendship,"
assures
him. And — itandis.
But
is aDebbie
deep,
deepit friendship
Harryit dreads
the gulf
places between
him and Debbie. He knows that the girl
Leon knows is very different from his
girl — and yet both inhabit the same body.
Perhaps Leon sums up this strange triangle better than
"There'sanda
very special
thinganyone
betweencan.Debbie
me. Not long ago, I was bedridden, as the
result of an old injury flaring up again —
it was dent.originally
causedill,byDebbie
an autowasacci-in
When I became
Palm Springs. She wanted to fly in to
visit tomecome,
at St. Joseph's
Hospital. I told her
not
wonderful to but
see she
her. came anyway. It was
time previously
she had toinvited
me"Some
to a party
she was planning
have
in her home in Holmby Hills. When I
spoke to Debbie on the phone before she
flewablein, toI told
be
makeherthethat
party.I didn't think I'd
'When meDebbie
see me,can.sheI
cheered
up, ascameonlytoDebbie
don't
know
whether
it
was
Debbie's
visit
that did it or the miracles of modern wonderrivedrugs,
but
by
the
time
the
date
d for the party, I was well enough to argo.
"It was
I enjoyed it, buta big,
still beautiful
weak fromparty.
my recent
illness, I tired easily, and started to leave
early.
me leaving,
left
the"When
groupsheof sawpeople
she was Debbie
with and
said, 'Oh, Leon, don't leave yet. We've
hardly
had a chance
visit.'onIgnoring
the
other guests,
she sat todown
the couch.
She said, in the sweet, sincere way she
has,
need bills,
any money
for
doctor'Leon,
bills ifor you
hospital
as an old
friend, I want to help. I mean it. I don't
want
happen
to you.'to happen
"Andanything
I don't towant
anything
to
Debbie,
either.
I
mean
I don't
want anyone or anything to hurt
her. ever
"I'mbie anynotmore.
in theA lot
sameof category
our dreamswithhadDeb-to
go out the window when she became a
big
star. Butthatthere
something
wonderful
existsis still
between
us. Andveryin
my
heart
I
can
only
ask
Debbie,
the
name of that wonderful bond that inthere
has always been between us, not to marry
without thinking it over very carefully.
Debbie,
love the don't
sprite marry
that youanyone
are. Forwhoyoudoesn't
have
always
been
a
blithe
spirit
— andyou,
if Harry
or anyone else tries to change
a lot
of laughter and gaiety will go out of the
world.
"Think it over, Debbie.". . .
END
Watch for Debbie in The Rat Race and
The Pleasure of His Company, both for
Paramount.
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I Did Not Beat My Dog
(Continued from page 27)
"When the situation happened, I was advised to keep
quietfight
and charges
'let it pass'likebecause
how can
anyone
these.
It's like answering the question, 'When
did you stop beating your wife?'
"Andfend frankly
I did something
not know how
to de-I
myself against
of which
was entirely innocent.
"There's
ruling isininnocent
the U.S. until
Constitution that a aperson
he is
proven guilty.
"But
in
the
minds
of
many
animal
lovers
throughout
— whoin thereadpapers
the
initial accountstheof country
this story
— I'm guilty — period.
"After the police came to my house, the
newspaper
printed Iawas'so-called
statement'
from
admittingmethat Iinwaswhich
cruel to myquoted
dog andas offered
'to give him away if that will help matters.'
"But I have never made such a statesoonerthancut tooffpart
my with
right Fritz.
arm and
give thatment. I'daway
"At first I was only heartsick and bewilby whatthathappened.
sick deredbut now
the shockI'mhasstillwornheart-off
a little, I'm also fighting mad.
"And I'm not fighting for my 'good
name,' nor for my career.
"I'm
the public
— which
I knowablyfighting
has beenfor badly
shaken.faithUnjustifishaken.
"I KNOW
letters
I have THIS
received.because of the many
"Cruel
letters,
unsigned, which
give me no chance many
to answer.
"I've received
letters
which
weren'tof addres ed at all. Just the headlines
the
story, pasted on the back of a three-cent
post-card.
such"I don't
letters. hate these people for writing
think read
perhaps
I would
equallynature
irate
if "II had
a story
of a besimilar
about
animals someone
would. else. Anyone who loves
"But I do think I would have waited for
more evidence — more proof that the
charges
were condemned
irrevocably the
true —individual
before I
would have
involved.
for."And that's the only consideration I ask
"That the truth be heard. And the reasons forwasthe ataccusations
understood." as he
saidTabthis.
The the
last breaking
few weekspoint
had been
torment for him.
"I share
love Fritz.
I love allfor animals.
my
of kidding
being soI'vegonetakenon
animals.
"In fact I even bought my house in an
unfashionable
'for a movie
— districtof
of Glendale —because
it hadstar'plenty
grounds in which a dog could roam — withoutcausebeingthe stables
in any were
trafficlocated
hazard,nearby.
and be"I couldn't care less that I was miles
away from
or from the fashionable Belthe
Air studios
party —circuit.
"I
bought
the
house
soon
got Fritz.I
Dogs were not permitted inafter
the Ibuilding
was living in at the time. And I wanted a
dog.
sinceto I have
was aonebabyof our
but
we "I've
neverloved
couldpupsafford
own. 'Three mouths are enough to feed,'
Mother would say. 'We simply can't bring
in a fourth.'
"I begged for a little pup. Very little,
'who wouldn't eat much,' but the answer
was
alwaysI found
the same.
We couldn't affordlittleit.
78 "Then
an undernourished

dachshund wandering in the streets and
pleaded
with its
mother
let mefound.
takeI care
of him until
ownerto was
was
afraid he'd die of the cold and starvation
just on cationhisand own.
He
had
no
tag,
no
identifiweeks weButmadehe every
effort
to find hisfor owner.
was never
claimed
and finally,
mother
have to send
him to the
pound.told me we'd
"I ingremember
promisthat I would crying
share bitterly
my mealsand with
him
and
do
anything
to
support
him
and
take
care of him.
"I think
awayMother
from
home
— if heI threatened
went to theto run
pound.
eventually
gave
in
—
and
in
doing
so
me something I have never forgotten: told
care ofGodhim,to Art,
him" 'Take
love. good
We have
look andto — give
but
animals have only us to look to.' "
TAB ALWAYS REMEMBERED this advice. And the relationship between him
and his dog Fritz has been like something
out of a book. We have spoken to his
friends, and
his neighbors,
his
trainer
others who hishaveveterinarian,
seen the two
together, to learn of this relationship.
Two years ago come December, a friend
of his, connected with the Artesia Stock
farms,
phoned
him anda dog.
asked if he was still
interested
in owning
"You're so right I am," Tab replied.
"What's on your mind?"
"A beautifulPedigreed.
pup," Millie
replied.thing.
"A
Weimaraner.
The whole
He belongs to two friends of mine who are
getting a divorce. Both are moving into
apartments — and both are too emotionally
upset asked
to keepme a tohigh-strung
They
see if I couldbreedfind ofhimdog.a
home.
I
thought
of
you first off."
"When can I see him?"
"When
do
you
want
to?"
"Tonight."
Tab
took
one
look
at
pup — and knew
this was the dog he had thewanted.
him Fritz, after my first pup,"
he "I'll
toldcall
Millie.
"You have no choice in the matter," she
replied.
the papers."
papers." Tab
"I don't"His
carename
what'sis onon the
said stubbornly. "His name is going to be
"Whydid don't
look athisthepuppapers?"
—Fritz.
and youlearned
was Fritz.
El HeGreco
Fritz."
He took him home that night.
And the next day started looking for an
apartment
mitted. or house where dogs were perSince hewhere
was bucking
a "no pets
allowed"to
problem
he was living,
he decided
move
into
his
agent
Dick
Clayton's
house
over the Christmas holidays. This would
enable Fritz to have plenty of room in
which to romp and also help out Dick who
was looking for a guardian for his German
Shepherd,
Sam, while he was out of town
for
the holidays.
On Christmas Eve, while Tab was dressing for a party, the two dogs were playing
in the garden. Sam jumped over a hedge
and Fritz went after him, but being just a
puppy,
stumbled.he limped into the house
Whimpering,
and held his forepaw up to his master.
Tab picked up the puppy and carried it
gently
to hiswascar. forgotten.
His party
His date was forgotten.
For two hours he drove through Hollywood and the San Fernando Valley searching for a vet who was home.
Finally he found one — and stayed in sur-

gery was
withbeing
the taken
doctorcare-while
paw
of. the injured
AND AT MIDNIGHT— when the chimes
in the Valley heralded Christmas, Tab
lifted the cup of coffee he was drinking
to keep awake, and toasted his small com"Merry
panion:
After thatChristmas,
— dog andFritz."
man were almost
inseparable.
Tab went, Fritz came along,
if Wherever
humanly possible.
On Sunday mornings, he'd say to his pup:
"The stables, Fritz. We're going to the
horses today." And the pup would grab
Tab's
and tojumpawaitintohisthemaster.
front
ofOncethe lunge
pick-uplinestables,
truck
romp
about atthe the
horses. WhenFritz
they would
got bathed,
he would yowl until he too was given his
bath.
There were certain places, however, to
which Fritz could not come along.
Last winter, Tab went to the Orient on
a buying
trip Fritz
for his
newexcellent
shop, ThecareFarof
East,
and left
in the
the Happy Glen Dog Training School in
Agoura.
On his way home he stopped off in
Hawaii
for anight
week'sthere,
vacation.
The first
he called Dick to
see if there were any urgent matters in
Hollywood
requiring
his
attenand if everything wasimmediate
going smoothly
in histionabsence.
"No trouble, businesswise," Dick told
him,Tab "butpanicked.
I'm terribly worried about Fritz."
"What's wrong with Fritz? Is he ill?"
"Not really ill— yet," Dick replied. "More
like
around,to
will heart-sick.
hardly touchHe'shis been
food moping
and refuses
take
water.he He's
dehydrated.
We think
feels completely
you have gone
off and
deserted
"I'll takehimtheforever."
first available plane back.
I'll wire you when I'm arriving. Can you
meet"Willme do."
at the airport?"
When to hego got
the plane,
Tab instead
didn't
bother
to hisoffhouse,
but drove
directly to the kennels.
When he saw Fritz he hardly recognized
him. His eyes were glazed and his coat
dull.Mr. Frederick von Huly who owns the
school has one of the best reputations in
the country,
told InTab,
just
nothing Ibutcouldhe do.
all my"There
yearswasof
handling animals I rarely have seen a pup
took Fritz home immediately, stopso Tab
homesick."
briefly
local
super-market
to Once
pickping atuponly home
some heofatset
hisa out
favorite
foods.bowls
two large
for Fritz — one of food and one of water.
Fritz nibbled at the meat — but despite
Tab's
coaxing
water. and
So Tab
dippedstillhiswouldn't
hand in take
the bowl,
placed
his
wet
fingers
on
Fritz's
He kept repeating this until the bowltongue.
was
half days
empty,untiland Fritz,
kept secure
this up inforhaving
the next
few
his
master bowl
backalone.
with him, ventured to the
water
Shortly after his return to the Orient,
Tab hired a wonderful Mexican housekeeper named Ninfa, to look after his home
and particularly Fritz, whenever he had
to be away for short periods of time.
"There never has been an hour," says
Tab,
"when
hasn'tthe kept
Fritz's
bowl
full, Fritz
norNinfataken
besthad
carecomplete
ofwater
him
too. And
has always
freedom of action within the fence that
runsConsidering
around myhisproperty."
deep affection for this
animal,menthow
the manager
of theto apartbuildingdidacross
the way dare
lodge
a cruelty complaint against him, and con-

vince tenants of the building to sign the
petition that resulted in the city attorney of
Glendale taking legal action?
TAB WILL NOT TALK about those
people
— for many
we talked
to a former
residentreasons.
of theButbuilding
who
- is extremely bitter over what he calls "the
awful persecution of this guy."
"Let's
the man itsaid.rough
"Thesefor people havefacebeenit," making
Tab
practically from the day he moved in. I
i guess he was the first movie star they had
ever lived close to, and they figured it
I would be chumsville. You know, having
j him in for drinks — or going over to his
place. And when he wouldn't play their
j way,"Whenever
they decided
'let himparties
have it.'in our
thereto were
j building and things got a little dull, the big
I game for the evening was 'target practice,'
[ and
was the
for beer
cans Tab's
and yard
barbecue
coals target:
— and anything
Ii the
else morning
that was he'throwable.'
into Tab
was cleaningI ran
his yard
out
! after one such party, and he was visibly
upset. 'Why are they doing this? ' he asked.
I haven't done anything to them.'
" 'Ignore it,' I told him. 'If they see it
doesn't get your goat, they'll stop.'
"But they didn't stop. After a big party
I Tab's
yardcans
was and
oftenwhiskey
the localbottles,
receptacle
for beer
and
when
they
couldn't
get
to
him
way
they started working on Fritz by that
taunting
him with a stick through the fencing.
' I saw
"One Tab
morning
I wasat driving
catch asthem
this, andto work,
heard
him threaten to call the police if he ever
caught anyone teasing his dog again.
"I moved out of the building shortly beHear This Sinner
(Continued from page 43)
was a construction worker. My mom,
Grace, was — and still is— a housewife.
Everyone says Mom and I look a little
alike with our dark brown eyes and
auburn hair. I'm four-feet, eleven-inches
tall,
mom's about
an inch
grew andup myin Atlanta,
Georgia,
wheretaller.PopI
worked — and where he died, God rest his
soul.
I used to fight with him something terriragingandkindhours
of fights
that would
on forble, thehours
and never
seem goto
stop. My temper would hit high C, and I
often thought I was losing my mind.
Pop loved watching boxing and wrestling on television.
I despised
it. I couldn't
stand
men mauling
and
manglingto see
eachgrown-up
other. Shivers
would creep
up and down my spine. I liked the radio.
I'd
listenwhoto were
it andsinging
imitatehitthesongs.
different
singers
But
Pop
wouldn't
allow
me
to
play
it
; —while he was watching television.— ever!
; ' NIGHT AFTER NIGHT, it was the same
: jld story. Pop'd come home from work and
we'd all sit down to supper (I have two
sisters, Linda who's older and Robyn who's
' younger — although she wasn't born then,
: and
who'sandten).
woulda gobrother,
into theRandall,
front room
turn Pop
the
IV on, and he demanded complete quiet
'■ while
he
looked
at
all
the
fights.
I'd
turn
an the radio very low in the kitchen while
«ve washed and dried the dishes, but Pop
iad radar ears. He'd hear the radio and
• i jf:omethisinnoise,
and snap
me, "I Idon't
any
hear?at When
watchwanta fight,
-:• i}[hese
give fool
it allsongs
my attention
and
I
won't
have
distracting me."
Mom'd interrupt and say, "Have a heart,
• r'.ube. Just a little music isn't going to dis-

all the trouble
so I can't
what forereally
started started,
the fireworks.
But sayin
my opinion, it was just another spiteful
gesture. Because in all the time I lived
there I never saw Fritz treated with anylove andneighbors,
affection."Mr. and Mrs.
Tab'sthing butclosest
this:since
"My hewifemoved
and
IEmile
have Avery,
known confirm
Tab ever
next
door," badly
Mr. Avery
"and situation.
we both
feel very
about said,
his dog
Tab is a good neighbor and he treats his
dog with great care. In fact I rarely have
seen anyone who has more affection with
Mr. Avery knows this from experience.
animals."
A few herdweeks
his own away
GermanfromShepFrauleinagowandered
the
house. Tab was entertaining at the time
but when Mr. Avery told him the dog was
missing he left his guests, got into his car,
and searched the neighborhood for more
than ousanpup. hour until he found the adventurBefore a charge can be made, however,
there must be some catalyst, no matter
how minute, to set it off.
And we asked Tab to tell us exactly what
happened
summer. on that Thursday afternoon last
"I had been home all day," Tab exscriptoutforfor mya swim
new
TV series,plained,
and "working
whenon I awent
I spotted Fritz digging up the garden.
"He had done this before many times
and dig,
I would
no
and heshout
wouldat him,
lower 'Nohis dig,
eyesFritz,
and
slink away. Whenever I had to discipline
Fritz,
I'd
simply
walk
away
from
him
and
ignore him for hours. In that way he knew
he had done something naughty. In most

cases
of punishment
it was this
veryformdifficult
to train himworked—
not to but
dig
up the garden. I consulted a top dog
trainer who advised me to take Fritz's
paws, putro ted, them
the ground
had inup-a
and spankin them,
while hesaying
loud"Andsternthat's
voice,exactly
'No dig,what
no dig.'
that
Thursday afternoon. This is Ia did
common
procedure in dog training and I was in no
way being cruel to — or mistreating Fritz.
"However, Fritz does not like being
spanked,
at or some
ignored.mischief
He's likeanda
child whoshouted
has done
doesn't
want
to
be
punished.
So
when I
put his paws into the hole and spanked
them, he began to howl. And when I
ignored him afterward, he kept howling.
"Honestly, that's all there was to it.
"I didn't
the came
incident
another
thought
until give
the police
by later
that
evening
and
told
me
a
complaint
had
been
lodged.
"As I said before, I didn't speak to any
member
pressstatement
— and I have
no ideato
who gave ofoutthethat
attributed
me in which I was quoted as admitting the
charges, but as I did say in my only previous statement about this matter — and I
repeat
'No accusation
which could
be madeit sonagain:
peraagainst
l y as deeplyme ascould
this wound
which me
involves
cruelty
to
an
animal
I
love.
I'm
confident
that a thorough investigation of the facts
will result in myhappens
completeFritzvindication.'
with
me."ButAndwhatever
nothing or no —one
willstayschange
that."
END
Watch for Tab in The Pleasure of His
Company.

Littleto listen
Brenda'sto some
so music-minded
I like turbforyou.her
songs before
sheButgoeshe'dto flick
bed." the dial on the radio and
say, "Nuthin' doing, I'm boss at this house,
after four o'clock and what I say — goes!"
At first,
afraid toandspeak
voice
was Isowasbooming,
whenup.hePop's
got
mad you could see the blood vessels swell
in his neck. But my mom was right. I was
a bug about music. When I was four I sang
talent show
at my I sister
Linda's school
inin aConyers,
Georgia.
sang Slowpoke
and
won the first prize trophy. People asked
me afterward if I was scared to go out on
the stage and sing, and I said, "No, was I
Singing never scared me. I loved it too
supposed
much. But toI be?"
never expected anyone to give
me a prize for doing something I enjoyed
with all my heart. And the only way I
knew
pick toup thetimes
was to tolisten
radioandafterto learn
school.lyrics
But
Pop wouldn't allow me so I started to give
him"How
a little
I'm ashamed
admit. if I
can lip,I enter
another tocontest
can't listen to some music?"
say."Don't give me any sass, Brenda," he'd
"That's no sass," I'd answer. "That s an
"It's sass!"
honest
question."
"It
isn't."
And
the
turn blood fight
red inwashis on.faceHe'dand holler
tell meandI
was aggravating him deliberately, and that
there was a devil in my soul prodding me
with a pitchfork. I hollered back and then
my mom would get me a crack and tell me
tomore,
stop andyapping
like awould
fool. slap
I'd moan
some
my mom
me again,
and
eitherorburst
and runand outgo
of theI'dhouse
stick into
out mytearstongue
lock myself in my room.
IN MYwonder
ROOM ifI'd ittremble
all over,toandlikeI
would
was wrong
music and if singing was a bad business.

Maybe I ought to try to forget music and
become interested in something else. For a
stretch
dogs andI tried
flying tomboyin'
kites). Then(chasing
I triedmean
my
hand at making fudge which always turned
out to be pure slop. Then I decided to be
ahouses,
ghost, but
and I'd go whooingout through
empty
biggest bore ofthatall.turned
I never tometbe athesingle,
honest-to-gosh ghost, and I could never
get any of my pals to go with me because
they'd tioned
shake
all over
soon ofas mind
I men-to
that I was
of theas frame
So I went back to my first love, singing,
and I would turn on the radio sneakily,
goand ghostin'.
wouldand hear
and his
he'dblood
run
into my
the pop
kitchen
rage ituntil
vessels stood out like peppermint sticks on
his neck. If I sassed him, my mom would
me, and if I didn't I'd go to bed mad
aswhipa hawk.
"You don't care about anybody else," I
snapped once.
"Well, nobody cares about me," he
snapped
"We do back.
care," I said. "You're our father."
that makes
any difference!"
I"Asfeltiffunny
after that,
and for a while
I didn't listen to the radio. I was songstarved
for
weeks,
except
whenbit.I'd visit
neighbors and listen for a little
One
day
my
Aunt
Rene,
who
nuts
about music as I was, wrote inwasto asa local
TV station, and she asked if I could appear
on the program, TV Wranglers. I dressed
up
a purplecowboy
ranch shirt,
buckskin
within fringe,
boots aand
a hat, skirt
and
Ia sang
cowboy
style.
I
was
nine,
and and
I hadI
ball. Well, the TV station called
sang every
three
years. Saturday on TV Wranglers for
At that time father died. He passed
away
the
brain. onAndthethejobnextfromthinga concussion
I knew we ofwere
all
standing
up
front
in
our
First
Baptist
church while the preacher prayed for
daddy's soul, and suddenly we were walk-

ing to the graveyard behind the church
while the choir sang Abide With Me so
sweetly my heart almost broke. They lowthe
ground,ered myanddaddy's
I startedwooden
to bawlcoffin
like into
a baby.
"He'll never, never forgive me," I
screamed. "He'll never forgive all the sass
and trouble I gave him!"
And my Aunt Rene said, "Pray, child,
pray.
Pray for
soul never
to go toforget
heaven."
I prayed,
but hisI could
all the
hard times I gave my pop. All the nights
we yelled and hollered because I wanted
the radio playing while he watched his
favorite wrestling and boxing matches on
TV. Sometimes, I got up in the middle of
the night, all nervous and sweaty, because
my father's face appeared in the darkness,
and I'd say, "Pop, I'm sorry. I'm sorry for
any
causedmy you."
he wouldn't
say trouble
a thing, I and
heart Butwould
thunder
and I'd cry.
I PRAYED every Sunday at our First
Baptist church, and every time I'd hear
our
sad hymn
think ofI
Daddychoirandsingalla the
terribleI'dtrouble
caused him. One winter night, after we
had moved to Nashville,
my
momto and
sisand moon
I went
It wasters andsomycoldbrother
that the
lookedchurch.
like
a hunk of ice, and when we stepped inside
the church,
neversinging,
forgetJesus
what Ishappened. A childI'll was
the
One. She sang it so sweetly that tears came
to my eyes. And up at the altar the
preacher
asking
the congregation
we
had everwasasked
ourselves,
searched intoif
our souls to find out, if we were really
and truly Children of God.
"A Childcleanof God,"
"is
baptized
and purethe inpreacher
the namesaid,
of the
Father
and
the
Son."
The little choir child sang another hymn,
and the preacher told us how this fiveyear-old already had had the urge to be
A Soldier's Love Story
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stretch in Texas. Nancy wrote to him
every day, and he read her letters a dozen
times before he fell asleep in the canvas
tent
buddy.he shared with Jock, his kibitzing
really chow.
got it bad," Jock told him
one"You've
night after
"What?"
"You'rearound
hooked,likeman.
walking
you Hooked!
were in aYou're
daze,
and if you don't get married soon you're
going
to passnever
out from
Tommy
talkednervous
aboutexhaustion."
Nancy to
Jock. Somehow,
she commands
didn't belong
this
harsh
world of curt
and inclanking mess kits. She was the dream he
dreamed day and night of a world beyond
this rigorous
life ofduring
soldiering.
He wondered how men,
the war,
were
able to spend so many months and years
away from their dear ones.
NOW, THIS WEEKEND, he was to see
Nancy. She was driving to San Antonio
since his commanding officer had promised
the airmen week end passes if the maneuvers wentsince
well. hisHe leave
hadn'tlastseensummer,
Nancy and
for
months,
he wondered what it would be like, seeing her, after so long a separation.
Would things be the same? Maybe, he
shuddered, she had changed her mind
about
Maybe she
want
to geteverything.
married. Maybe
she didn't
had found
someone else. Maybe things were different.
He was right. Things were different.
She pulled up to the tan clapboard

baptized, to be cleansed and born anew.
his soul insaved,
his"Does
soul anyone
cleansed,here
his wish
soul baptized
the
name of Jesus Christ Our Lord?"
I'd heard our Baptist preacher in Georgia
give
call"looked
before, tobutseeI waswhonever
moved.the I"altar
always
felt
sinful enough to march down the aisle.
Well, all of a sudden, from out of some
dark corner in my heart, a voice, faraway
and holy, cried, "Go ... go forth, sinner.
StepI didn't
forward and be saved."
do. Iclosed
looked asat she
my
mother whoknowhadwhather toeyes
sang a hymn. I closed my eyes and sang,
but
the voice Bein my
Go forward.
saved.heartNow!wouldn't stop.
I
had
sinned
against
father. I knew
that. I had defied the Tenmy Commandments.
I had not obeyed him.
The voice prodded at me like a prickly
thorn, and I started to shake, knowing my
time had come. Then, the strangest thing
happened.
soon down
as I stepped
and started Asto walk
the churchforward
aisle
to the preacher, the most glorious feeling
came over me. It was as if trumpets were
sounding in heaven and calling me to hold
hands with the angels. I knew then God
wanted me to be baptized. And I walked
forward with pride and confidence and
with the most thrilling feeling in my heart
that I've ever had.
want to when
confessI all
my sins,"
I told
the"I preacher
reached
the altar.
And the preacher looked up and cried,
"OI Lamb
of God,him,hearandthisI listened
sinner!" to him
knelt before
pray,
and
I
prayed
with
him
whileandtheI
heavenly sound of trumpets called
saw the shining, beautiful face of our Good
Lord, Jesus, smile upon me.
I couldn't wait then for the day of my
baptism.
On that day I wore a white dress, and I
walked into the river up to my waist, and

the preacher stood in the water beside me.
"In the name of the Father, the Son and
the Holy Ghost," he said, "I baptize thee,
Brenda
Lee, a Child of God." And he
touched
into the my
water.head gently and immersed me
I came out of the water, soaking wet,
and I opened my eyes to the most beautiful
sun shone
on everything,sightandI'dtheseen.hillsThearound
the river
were
emerald green. And I thanked the Lamb
of God silently
for giving me "theI thanked
call" to
baptism
Him for and
savingtrueme. Christianity.
...
HOW DID THIS HELP ME? If you beGod, love.
it's enough
to know
that not
He
returnslieve inyour
And while
He may
shower you with gifts, if you pray and
have
faith you.
He'll ultimately take your hand
and guide
He gave me strength. I made personal
appearances in out-of-the-way places,
never expecting anyone to hear about
them.
ButandRedhe Foley
came
unexpectedly,
signedAfter
me toonce,
him
for six
months.
that,singI with
was
signed by Steve Allen and Perry Como to
appear on their shows. Then I recorded
Sweet Nuthin's and it collected dust for
months. Everyone at the recording company complained it was a dud. I prayed.
I didn'tager, lose
faith. Andtoldonemeday,thatmywemanAlbritton.
made theDub Hot
100 chart in Billboard. had
After Sweet Nuthin's climbed to the top.
I recordedLee.I'm And
Sorry,before
and anyoualbum
Brenda
couldcalled
say
boo,
I'm
Sorry
topped
the
Hot
100a bestlists,
and,
after
that,
the
album
became
seller.
Everyourmorning
and for
everyHis evening
thank
Good Lord
blessings,I
for
all
the
happiness
He's
given
me,
ask Him if I can help Him in any andway I
to have other sinners see the light. end

orderlynoon,room
and whenthatthecloudy
C. Q. Saturday
announcedafterhis
name
over theandsquawk-box,
froma
his barracks
ran to her.he Hebolted
let out
yell and reached out and embraced her.
and the two of them kissed. Holding her
tight in his arms, Tommy whispered,
"Nanny, oh Nanny, I've missed you. You'll
never
know how much." She didn't speak.
SheNancy
lookedwasuptongue-tied.
at him in his neatly pressed
airman's uniform.
"Hey," he suddenly cried out, "you want
to see something new?" There was a flash
of excitement
in hison eyes.
"Take a himlook.
Feast
your peepers
Mr. Choptops
self!" And Tommy removed his blue airwinked
bowed
his headman's captoandshow
Nancyan eye
his asGI hecrewcut.
Her eyes lit up and she smiled, and she
reached out to touch his short, furry hair.
"Tommy," she said shyly, "I ought to
check
my motel."
"Okay,in athoney,"
he answered softly. "Let
meThesign slate-gray
out first." sky rumbled and it
started to rain. Tommy hurried into the
orderly room. After he returned, he said,
"You know, I ought to introduce you to
Jock,
I guessaboutthat us,canbutwait.I canI've tell
neverhe
talked butto him
wants to meet you. He swears I'm gone,
real gone, over you. And you know he's
Nancy gave Tommy the key to the car.
She sat opposite him on the front seat. He
started
right!" the motor and pressed the acceler-

"We'llator.be"It's just
therea inmileno away,"
time." Tommy said.
AT THE MOTEL, Nancy checked in and
the
clerk asking
wouldn'therlet her
go to her
cabin
without
a dozen
questions
about her father. Tommy ultimately interrupted. "Maybe you all can talk later because right now I'm famished and I'd
likeTheto clerk
get some
took chow."
Nancy's
her
cabin, and Tommy
waitedsuitcases
in the tolamplighted
lobby.
Something's
the
matter,
told
himself.acting
Somethingdistant,
isn't soright.
Whyhe
InwasallNancy
her letters sheso had
vowed strange?
her love
for him, and now why was she acting as if
they'd
? autumn drizzle
They just
drovemetin .the. . chilly
as dusk veiled the dry countryside.
"Honest," Tommy said, "I'm not hungry
I only said that to get the clerk off his
third-degree
kick about
"But you must
be a your
littledad."
hungry so
let's"No.stop."
baby,
I'm
not."
They drove on in the darkness, the
headlights
of the car At
shining onintersection.
the rainspattered
highway.
Tommy turned
and the caranjostled
along a
bumpy country road. Tall black trees
seemed to sigh from the rain, roadside gulleys gurgled.
smallof hill.
Tommy
pulledAtthethecartoptoofthethe side
the
road, braked it and turned off the ignition.
He sidecleared
his
throat,
and
they
sat
beeach other. Their eyes looked at one
another, and for a moment Tommy thought
he
would
of his mind. What was
the matter gowithoutNancy?
He closed his eyes and drew an uneasy
breath, and in that next minute he felt her
warm fingers clutching his hand, holding

:
i

j
j

j

it tight. He swallowed. Then she laid her
head gently on his shoulder.
"Tommy," thrummed
he heard against
her whisper
the
raindrops
the aswindshield.
"Yes,
"I'm . Nanny."
. . I'm afraid."
"Of what?"
Her
fingers clasped his hand tighter.
'I've been counting the hours when we'd
be together again. I've prayed for this day
forHeso turned
many months.
his headAndandnowhis I'mlipsscared."
grazed
against her downy cheek. ''Is . . . something the matter?" he ventured. "Has
anything
changedand. . .she
between
She paused
lickedus?"her lips.
'Tommy," she sighed. "You've changed!"
"I've changed?" he gulped. "And all
the while I've been wondering if you've
changed.
."
"You're . .different."
she insisted. "And
Pm frightened."
He
didn't
know
what
taken him by surprise. to say. She had
"I'm afraid," she continued, "of our
love."
"Wh-a-a-t?" he countered, his voice
:-ising sharply. "Why are you afraid of — "
SHE INTERRUPTED. "Tommy, maybe
you'll think I'm crazy, but you have
changed.
no longer
love with. You're
I saw that
today the
whenboyyouI fell
camein
out of face
the barracks.
a man!
Your
has lost You're
all its ...
babyishness,
I'm Gonna Die Young
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'•say.
him. "You're the boss." And he winked at
j"sadly.
The doctor
and way,"
shook his
"If I sighed
had my
he head
said
firmly, "you wouldn't be going back on
that
stage
tomorrow
night."
He
jerked
his
head in the direction of the door. "You
wouldn't
be
doing
any
shows
or
singing,
or anything but resting for a good three
weeks.SoButthe I most
know I I cancan'tsayholdis take
you toit
that.
easy. Just slow down. You know the
score. You were lucky this time, but next
time. . . ." The doctor broke off abruptly.
"Don't worry, Doc. Don't worry," the
Young man wise-cracked. "I'll be around
::o sing at your funeral!"
The doctor didn't smile. 'I hope so," he
^aid
hopetheso."
phBobby
hisgravely.
heelDarin
and"I left
room.Andas hetheturned
lay quietly
door
,:losed shut. He lay there and listened to
lis own breathing. Then he held his breath
ind he could almost hear it— the haunttig, telltale sound of his heart murmur,
','heasn't
frightening whisper
that said
his heartbe
properly,
wouldn't
tormal. functioning
Ever.
He released his breath in a quick spurt
.ind
prickles,Thehe murmurs
began to
;reakslowly,
out in ina little
cold sweat.
weren't
new.
He'd
been
living
with
them
or a long time, ever since the four horrible
'ittacks of rheumatic fever he'd had when
tie was a kid. They'd occurred between
he ages too
of four
eight.those
He years,
didn't renember
muchandabout
the
ost years. They telescoped now into one
Hg blur of pain. The fever, a form of arthtis. had attacked his joints, inflaming
.hem, making them swell and making them
o tender that if he moved the slightest
lit, searing pains would shoot through
lim, so violently that he felt as if he was
,ieing
apart.
&t up torn
and he
couldFinally,
get outtheofsiege
bed had
and

and you look so rugged that you probably
could fly to the ends of the world . . . and
fight . . and win! I was so worried when
you went into the Air Force because I
thought the tough training would be so
hard on you. I wanted you to be pampered.
I hated the Air Force for taking you away
from me. I wanted to see you every day
and talk and laugh and be near you. I
wanted to spoil you with my love and all
the attention I could give you because
lonelyall life.
Iyou've
wantedhadto such
make aupterrible,
for it with
the
tenderness
and
thoughtfulness
. .Tommy
."
"There's
still
.
.
time,"
whispered.
"But I was wrong," Nancy said. "I see
it now.let I you
was become
wrong because
I wouldn't
have
a man. And
every
boy
has
to
become
a
man
one
day.
the way God wills it. Just as everyThat's
girl
must become a woman. I'll tell you now
why I'mcause I never
afraid.knew
I'm afraid,
Tommy,
behow deep our love
was until this afternoon. When I saw you
Iasgotthough
dizzy.it Iwere
couldn't
throat and
felt
stuffedtalk.withMy cotton,
my heart pounded so. I never knew that
it was possible for one human being to
love another so much. And maybe that's
why I'm so scared. I've never felt anything so deep
hearther.before."
"I love
you,"inherhemy head
told
She
rubbed
against his neck.
"It's funny," she spoke so softly now her
voice was like a faint sigh, "but I be-

grudged the Air Force all the time it was
taking out of our lives, and now I realize
that it's given us both a chance to grow
. for never
the better.
I'm scared.
I. .just
knew But,thatTommy,
love could
be so
"Don't be scared, my love," Tommy said
softly, soothingly, "Just keep loving me,
powerful."
and
I'll keep
you .while
. ." And
their
lips
met
in theloving
darkness
the night
winds rustled through the rain. . .
After he dropped Nancy off at the dark
and
quiet The
motel,earth
he drove
car like
to hisa
barracks.
smelledherclean
fresh spice, and the breezes brushed like
light silkdressedagainst
cheek.his Tommy
and droppedhis into
cot, and un-he
began to think of tomorrow when he and
Nancy were going to study the furniture
booklets she had brought with her, visit
the Alamo, take a tour through the Air
Force museum, go for a boat ride, be
with each other again.
so Hehe couldn't
could be wait
with for
her this
again.night to end
But she was right. They had changed.
The ceptseparation,
it wassomething
to acat first, had hard
given asthem
after all.
And,
as
he
lay
there
in
the
ness with the rain rattling againstdarkthe
roof, he wondered if this was true of every
man and his sweetheart, if perhaps true
love deepened and strengthened after a
parting,
possibly — love
the
crowning iftouchthisto wasn't
every — soldier's
story.
END

start to lead a somewhat normal life. But
it hadn't
him a escape
would
alwayslet have
hold on entirely.
him: it hadIt
irreparably damaged his heart valves, the
ones thatbloodopened
to let theoflifegiving
flow and
fromclosed
one chamber
his
heart to the rest of his body. It had
scarred the valves in three places so that
they blood
didn'tslipworkbackright;
let some
of
the
into they
theforced
heart
chamber
instead
of
all
being
into
the
arteries and veins.
If too much blood leaked back, well,
that could be the end. But right now, it
wasn'twhen
real hebad,wentthein doctors
told
him,
for the had
frequent
periodic check-ups that every heart condition
victim
must
have.
Right
now,
everything would be okay, if he took it easy,
if he didn't let himself get run down.
TWENTY
he'd men
first
come
down YEARS
with theAGO,
fever,when
medical
knew dayvery
little
about
what but
causednowit. they
To,
i
t
was
still
a
mystery,
had a few more clues: there seemed to be
a connection between the fever and certain
harmful
"bugs"or in
your systembacteria;
— either
streptococcus
staphylococcus
they knew that if you got run down, these
bugs could easily take over; they knew
that a sore
or evenrheumatic
a common fever
cold
could
leavethroat,
a former
sufferer wide open to a new attack, even
though it might be years since he'd been
stricken.
So they warned him to be careful. They
prescribed daily dosages of penicillin to
ward off infection, but he was allergic to
penicillin, so he took sulfa pills. He had
to double the sulfa dosage, or take some
antibiotic before something as simple as a
tooth extraction, just in case there should
beground
an open
his Most
mouthof— all,
fertilehe
for thewound
strep inbugs.
had
to
get
'a
lot
of
rest,
not
overwork
himself,comenot
his infection
body weaken
beprey tolet the
whichandcould
bring on another attack. Because you
never knew what would happen if the
fever struck again. It might not affect
his heart — but then again, it might. It

just might hurt it beyond repair. . .
And now he was lying in bed with a
case of glandular fever. The disease itself
wasn'ting to take
serious;
it wasthejust
nature's
it easy,
danger
signalwarnthat
he wasn't as strong as he should be, that
he
couldn't
fight
off
the
harmful
germs.
It was precisely the internal condition
that his doctors were trying to avoid.
Here he was lying in bed in his suite
in Hotel Fourteen, the annex to New
Copacabana
where
heYork's
was plush
headliner;
lying nightclub,
there helplessly,
while the management told the audience
that Mr. Darin had suddenly taken sick
and he wouldn't be doing the second show
tonight.
No, it wasn't serious and
— Mr.hisDarin
was just
doctors had terribly
forbiddenoverworked
him to finish the
evening. Oh yes, Mr. Darin would be fine by
tomorrow
and
the
shows
would
go
on
as
scheduled.
The inevitable buzz that always follows
such an announcement would sweep
through the crowd — the sighs of disappointment, and that
the grumbles
of annoyance. He knew
many of the
people
who
had
paid
good
money
to
and
see him would leave angrily, come
muttering
todoesthemselves
and
to
each
other.
"Just
who
he think he is anyway? Another
Sinatra? That he can just take a vacation
whenever he doesn't feel like singing?"
Becausethe they
know
real didn't
reason. know. They couldn't
And maybe they'd come back tomorrow,
when andhe whisper
was on resentfully
Stage and tothey'd
him
each watch
other
that he looked fine, and that he was probablyfore."justBecause
playin'
possum"
the
night
beand a little
talent can hide make-up
almost anything.
And acting
they
wouldn't
be there,
full
wellknow
thatthathe he'dshould
be realizing
in bed,
giving
his
all,
singing
his
heart
out, secret
while
the fear nagged inside him, the
fear that maybe this would be the last
showthein better
a long,of long
the germs
got
him.while.
If theyIf really
dug
in and laid him low. . .
HE CLOSED HIS EYES and he saw the 81

whole scene again, how it had all happened
earlier
He hadn't
too
well alltonight.
day — sort
of tiredbeenandfeeling
a little
groggy.
He'd
tried
to
catnap
during
the
afternoon, but something was always interfering with his rest: phone calls, interconferencewhenwithsomeone
his conductor andviews, ahasty
accompanist
had
misplaced some music and mild hysteria
had set in. . . . And then he had gone on
stage and in the middle of his fourth
number, he'd suddenly felt very dizzy.
After that
song he'd
taken a drinkmak-of
water,
and andwalked
ing jokes
light around
talk offthethestage,
top of his
head, hoping that the nausea would pass.
But
it
didn't.
The
audience
started
blur before his eyes; his arms and legsto
felt like lead weights, his head began to
throb and pound and he could feel the
sweat pouring down his face, streaking the
make-up and trickling into his collar. But
he'd finished the show and taken a quick
bow.# Thenheavily
he'd staggered
back atstage,
breathing
and clutching
his
collar.
His manager had taken one look at
him, felt his forehead, and gasped, "My
God, Bobby, you're burning up!" He'd
ignored Bobby's half-hearted quip, "Well,
vou can't say I didn't go out in a blaze of
glory,"called
shooed
right Two
up todoctors
the suite,
and
the him
doctor.
had
come immediately and examined him as
he lay limply on the bed, alternately
sweating
and shivering.
it as glandular
fever, aThey'd
virus diagnosed
that was
going around town at the time, given him
ato double
dosage
of
sulfa
and
ordered
him
rest. Period.
He smiled a little bitterly. The Copa
— that shining beacon to which every aspiring young entertainer fixes his sights. The
Copa
— symbol
arrived"made
in show
business.
Yes,of he"having
had finally
the
big
time,Lying
the Copa
doing?
flat —onandhis what
back was
with hea
virus, and the stern warning that it could
lead to complications . . .
It was only a little over a year since
he'd inbeentheonecrowd
of the
aspirants,
anotherof
face
of eager
hopefuls,
talented, but not yet arrived performers,
just another name people said "might
amount
to something
A lot had
happened one
to himday."in that year
and a half. He got his break, he made
ithimin asa the
big entertainment
way. And theysensation
began toof hail
his
generation.
Even
the
staid,
New York Times had swallowedconservative
its usual
disdain for young pop music talent long
enough to glowingly report in February
of 1960: . . . On records, the most striking
insistence
the renaissance
oj showmanship can beof found
in the work
of Bobby
Darin, not only because he is a young
singer with all the assurance, projection
and
casualis craftsmanship
of anbecause
old pro,he
but what
more remarkable,
first
gained his popularity in the rock 'n'
roll scramble.
They Darin
said had
it couldn't
and
Bobby
done it. beHe done
had —done
it beyond the shadow of a doubt.
Yet most people talked about his sudappearancetonein the
big time
the den
hushed
of awe
thatline-up
one re-in
serves for the recounting of a miracle,
or shrugged off his success as an unprece"streak ofa lucky
luck. The
been borndentedunder
star. kidHowmusta
else
could he have made it so fast?"
Butder a lucky
the kidstar.
Bobby
been had
bornmade
unThe hadn't
kid Bobby
it on two things: an abundance of talent
and the unwavering will to make the
biggest splash ever in the show biz pool.
madeandit think
fast because he'dactu-lie
inAndbedallyhehear,
athadinnight
the stillness of hethecould
room, that
82 chilling heart murmur and with it the

harsh
possiblyhopefuls
he didn't
have asreality
much that
timeveryas most
do,
that ifto hedo was
going to make good, he'd
have
it quickly.
So, he plunged in and flailed away,
grimly
his goal.
And whendetermined
he was wellto onreach
the way,
they
censured
him
for
being
brash,
pushy,
conceited.
ONCE, A FEW MONTHS ago, when a
reportercisms, hhad
of these with
criti-a
e had reminded
shrugged him
and replied
characteristic candor: "I've got this feeling
that I'm gonna die young and there's so
little
time,Butso hewhathadn't
I've gotta do, I've
gotta
doaboutfast."
anything
his weak heart, andmentioned
the reporter,
not
knowing the truth, had insinuated that any
24-year-old
who
talked
this
way
must
off his rocker and that the criticismsbe
leveled
at Bobby Darin were probably
well-founded.
Bobby winced when he read these and
other comments, but still, he refused to
talk about the real impetus behind his
seemingly demoniacal drive. He shied away
from it mainly because he didn't want
pity,
didn'tfeltwant
people to likeHe him
becausehe they
remembered to manysorry
yearsforof him.
that. Of lying
in bed with pain and pity as his constant
companions. And later, the years of poverty and more pity, when his fatherless
family was on relief, when they practically had to beg to stay alive. He reand acceptance
he didn't want
more of it; memhebered al that
wanted
and any
reect, sure — butas aonly
if he had
by his sptalent
performer
and earned
by whatit
he hadman being.
to offer as a normal, intelligent huSo, whenever an interviewer would sniff
along
of thewithtruth,
he'd defense,
squelch
the linetheoftrail
inquiry
a sharp
"Whaddya mean weak heart? Everybody
dies of heart failure, y' know. Look, I
don't ask for sympathy from anybody.
Nobody, see? I'm in a position now to
give sympathy. Not take it. I don't need
sympathy.
from anybody
... I don't
worry
aboutNotdying.
Who knows
what
death is? Do you know what death is?
Well, all right . . . When He comes to
take me away . . . When He calls . .
then
I'll godifferent?
. . . Bye-bye
do it any
Huh? . . . You gonna
"You're
satisfied?
Okay.toldLook,
when
I wasstilltennotyears
old, they
my
mother that I'd never live to be 14. They
never
haveI laughed
in their
faces. told
Nowme.theyI'd say
may never
live
to be 30 and I laugh in their faces. So you
see, there's no story. There's nothing to
He .could
tell.
. ." fool most outsiders with that
flippant,
I-don't-give-a-damn
attitude,
but he knew
couldn't
people
really
and fool
lovedthehim.few And
mostwhoof
all he couldn't fool himself. Not when he
got outbers.ofNot when
breathheafter
singing
two
often had to rest numafter
climbing a steep flight of stairs.
Still, he'd try. When a worried friend
would admonish him, "Bobby, you've got
to take it easy. You're doing too much,
too fast.
this and
pace carelessly
you'll kill retort,
yourself," he'dAtshrug
"When
I
go,
Baby,
it'll
be
with
a
bang."
But a split second after the quip, an almost
imperceptible shadow of fear would cloud
his face, and he'd murmur soberly, before
the friend could say a word, "I know,
honey,ful. II'veknow.
to be more
caregot to I've
be asgotcareful
as I know

ifYoung
there Man
wouldin beA Hurry.
time later,He sodidn't
he hadknowto
prove he was top material now. Right
away. He had to prove it not only in his
career, but also as a man. In the career,
he had to buck the handicap of having
started
out most
late — newcomers
at the age are
of 21
field where
oftenin ina
their early teens. He had to make the
transition from the idol-hungry, rarely
ta'ient-conscious,
rock sophisticated,
'n' roll teen-agesomeaudience to the more
what selective, young adult nightclub
crowd — tweenandthesemake
fast. It'sanda bighis gapbridge
betwo itworlds,
was one of sheer guts. He simply turned
his back on the teen-agers, the only real
security he knew, and took the risk that
he'd
be accepted by the — older
He
gambled
not socrowd.
a singer, onbuthisas talents
a performer
whomuchcouldas
magnetize
by weaving
spell of sexpost-teen
on thewomen
nightclub
floor, bya
arousingingly with
themsensuous,
unabashedly
and
calculat-It
subtle motions.
worked.
As a man, he had to face up to the fact
that
the best-looking
in the
world.he wasn't
He leaped
that hurdle byguy gaining
an outstanding reputation as one of Hollysexpots,the a slickest
"big tenof
swinger,"wood'shithottest'n' new
run lover,
the love 'em and leave 'em brigade, a guy
who wanted
funwithout
without
deep girls,
involvement, courtshipWomen
marriage,
but
not wives.
complained
bitterly
about him: he was forgetful, he was never
on
write, heAndflirted
othertime,
girlshein didn't
their presence.
yet, with
they
flocked to him as mice to the Pied Piper,
they said he was, "a doll . . . amusing . .
entertaining
adored him. . . unpredictable . . ." They
Then he found what he wanted. Love,
real
love. Jo-Ann
Campbell.
No,loveit wasn't
so
had found
— love
had much
found that
him.heJo-Ann
had loved
him
long
and
silently
before
she
could
break
down his resistance to real happiness,
before he could accept the wonder oi
the
love sothey
shared.thatAndevenforambition
a whilelife was
wonderful
driven Bobby was satisfied at last. Hij
career was nearing the top: he had the love
of an understanding woman; he would J
soon have a wife, a home.
But then it began again, that needling
fear that there wasn't too much time left
that if ment,
he stoppedwithrunning
for even
more time
woulda mo-ge
the top.of someone
ahead
him, would block his way tc

So he did what he had to do. "What I've
gotta self,do,and I've
do fast,"
theregotta
wasn't
time hefor told
love,him-foi
marriage,
for
a
home.
There
wasn't
time at all, only enough to get to themuclto}
before
it was too tolate.
So he "postponed'H<
his
Jo-Ann
wouldengagement
go off on tour,
alone, Campbell.
it would giv< ;
them time
knew. . in. hi
heart
what tothe"think."
answer But
wouldhe be.
Now he lay in bed in the shadowy roon
and listened to the steady swish, swisl
of traffic beneath his window, occasionally
interrupted
by the
bleat ofwhoa carwerehornmako |
the shrill voices
of revelers
ing
a
late
night
of
And onhe thesawnighth(
form of the sulfa pillit.bottle
table: the crutch. He resisted the impuls
to reachto out,
grabonit the
and opposite
hurl it across
room
shatter
wall. thH
gripped
the
sides
of
the
mattress
hard
both hands and firmly vowed not towit!le
himself get rundown like this again, to ge
off the treadmill and take it easy. But eve
the resolution, he wondered i
WHAT HE WANTED most of all was a ashe heevermadewould
slow down, if h
guarantee that there would be time, time ever could. Andreally
if he couldn't, wh?EN
for all the things he wanted to do. But would happen . . . ?
hehow."
didn't
get that guarantee, so he think
becamehe'dtheeverpersonification
of a Bobby's in United Artists' The Alamo, j
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Many doctors know coughs really
start in your Cough Control Center

Now, Vicks cough syrups calm your
Cough Control Center, let you sleep

i

New
stops

Vicks "Cough
nagging

New discovery works in your cough control center . . .
without narcotic codeine . . . lets you sleep all night!
Did you know that nagging coughs are actually controlled in the brain
... at your Cough Control Center? Congestion and irritation in your
throat and chest overexcite, aggravate this Control, make you cough.
Until recently, only medicines containing narcotics like codeine could
reach this Cough Control Center. But, codeine can have sickening side
effects. Can be habit-forming.
Now Vicks announces an amazing new cough silencer called
Silentium, that works in your Cough Control Center . . . calms, quiets,
stops nagging coughs, safely, surely . . . without narcotic codeine. Lets
you sleep the whole night through!
Get Silentium in two Vicks cough syrups: Improved Vicks Cough
Syrup with the wild cherry flavor children love; and for Silentium in
extra-strength, new Vicks Formula 44. Buy both, stop nagging coughs!

Silencer"
coughs

KIRK
DOUGLAS
IT'S ALL IN
THE
VIEWPOINT
B It happened while Kirk Douglas
was living at Palm Springs and commuting- toHollywood.
The studioso rented a chanffeured
automobile
their
star could unwind each evening. But
let Kirk tell it:
"It started
night.
I was out
realgreat,
tired,too,andtheI first
fell
asleep on the back seat, curled up under a big blanket. What luxury!
"But suddenly I realized we had
stopped. The
tunately, sincecarI was
was still
still there
in it),(forbut
the chauffeur had disappeared! I
spotted him through the window, at
a roadside restaurant, grabbing a
sandwich and coffee while he thought
I slept. I noticed a bar at the end of
the building, and I was thirsty. I
crawled out to have a quick beer.
"Onlyit quick
troubleenough!
was that
make
When I I didn't
came
out the door two minutes later, there
went my departing car and chauffeur, hi-tailing it for Palm Springs!
So back I went for another beer, thinking the guy would miss me in a short
while and figure out the situation. But
he didn't get the message till he pulled
into my driveway— and no me!
"That started him on a 40-mile returnwhiltripe Ihadto the
restaurant,a ride
but meanhitch-hiked
home.
We
finally
got
things
straig-htened
out.
with chauffeur, car, and Kirk Douglas
in the same place again, just in time
for him to drive us (my wife Anne and
me) to a party that night.
"Of and
coursewound
I toldup theby whole
there,
asking story
how
anyone could be so dumb as to drive
off that way without checking to see if
I was in the car. Later I wandered out
to the kitchen for some extra ice
cubes. Nearing the kitchen door, I
heard
He was
visitingmythechauffeur's
maid, andvoice
regaling
her
with the same storv r had told my
friends about the mixup.
"Did I say th-1 saive story? My
chauffeur ended it by asking- the maid,
'Can
imagine
dumb you
enough
not ato movie
1st mestarknowbeing-he
got out of the car!' "

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
Box 515, Times Square P.O., N.Y. 36, N.Y. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.
For vital statistics and biographical information about the stars
get Modern Screen's SUPER STAR CHART. Coupon, page 56.
Qrented
I read
thatinDebbie
Reynolds
has
patra— does this mean that at long last
a house
the Bahamas
for next
winter? Does she intend this to be her she is pregnant ?— F.F., Elizabeth, N.J.
honeymoon house?
— F.D., St. Louis, Mo. A Never a well girl, Liz wants her own
nearby fora possible
all and pregnancy.
any emerA Not unless her Mama and two chil- physiciangencies— including
dren are going along on the honeymoon.
9 Is tiitng al true
that Yves
Montand
is getthe roles
that other
Hollywood
9Lcltobrigida
Any truth toand theRockrumorHudson
that Ginaare stars
turn down because his asking
feuding
on the Come September film- price is so cheap? What is his asking
ing in Italy?
— I.K., Daytona Beach, Fla. price anyhow? — R.R., Madison, Wis.
A Yes.
A $300,000 per film now. Considerably
Q There is a report that Elvis Presley less in his first two Hollywood films.
has
taken toAlygetKhan's
home from
in Santaall 9 Did Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. really
Monica
some oldprivacy
to walk out of Warners a-lahis girl friends who know the location threaten
Edd Byrnes. Clint Walker, and James
ofIs this
the Hollywood
hotel
he
stayed
in.
Garner,
unless he got permission to
so?
do By Love Possessed with Lana
— R.R., Burbank, Calif. Turner?
— F.F., Spokane, Wash.
A No Privacy with his girl friends.
A
Efrem
used
psychology.
9 Now that they are so busy on TV, Agreed to stay fourreverse
years longer if he
do you think that Barbara Stanwyck got permission. It worked.
June Allyson will ever again work
inandmovies?
I've read conflicting reports: was
— G.F., Brooklyn, N.Y. 9"
Gene Tierney flooded with offers for
TV and movies after she returned to
A They'd like to think so.
Hollywood for a GE Theater ... or
did
she getstated?
no offers at all, as another
columnist
9Granger
Can you
tell
me
why
Stewart
is so terribly bitter over the
—
R.G., Wilmington, Del.
divorcecause ofrom
Simmons?
bef all theJean
alimonv
he has Isto itpay?
A
Two
offers
for TV roles at 20th—
— F.D., Crowley, La. who hold her contract.
A No alimony problems involved. 9 The papers revealed that the new
Friends say Stewart agreed to have
Capucine was Dirk Bogarde s
Jean get complete custody of their little star
house-guest in London for the premiere
girl
sworeAftertherethe was
other when
man Jean
involved.
divorceno of SongsidereWithout
End. toWas
d the right thing
do? this conshe
admitted her attraction to Richard
— C.S., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brooks.
9 In your recent story by May Britt A Bogarde has a large house and a
about herself and Sammy Davis, Jr. number of house-guests. He's also a
she stated by saying: "Sammy is Jew- pal
more platonic.
fiance. It couldn't
ishwhite."
and NegroNow
— I'mthere's
Swedish.a rumor
Protestant have ofbeenCapucine's
and
How Stuart
come were
Gary ableCrosby
and
she intends
to convert
to Judaism that
for 9Barbara
to marry
Sammy's sake.— IsW.T.,
this Fairbanks,
so?
religious andceremony
when
she
had
Ala. inbeena married
divorced once before?
— K.J., Dayton, Ohio
A Yes.
9 Since Liz Taylor has paid all her A Barbara got an annulment of her
doctor's expenses to come to London earlier marriage
an acceptable membersoof that
the she'd
Crosbybe Clan.
and Egypt while she is making Cleo-
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MOVIES

by Florence Epstein

PERIODIC PAIN
Don't let the calendar make a
slave of you, Betty! Just take a
Midol tablet with a glass of water
. , .that's all. Midol brings faster
and more complete relief from
menstrual pain-it relieves
cramps, eases headache and
chases the "blues."

The Swiss Family Robinson, here led by father (John Mills) and mother (Dorothy McGuire), join in a prayer of hope and thanksgiving, after their shipwreck.
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON John Mills
Dorothy McGuire
Hayakawa
on a desert island Sessue
life'
James
KevinMacArthur
Corcoran
■ This movie is based on a well-known novel
by Johann Wyss. It's the story of a family
bound for Xew Guinea and a life of pioneering when their sea voyage is interrupted by
marauding pirates (led by Sessue Hayakawa).
Sinking fast, the family build a tub-raft and
head for the nearest island (the movie was
filmed in the British West Indies so the
scenery is lovely). The island is deserted but
the father of the family (John Mills) is a
fighter from way back; his wife (Dorothy
McGuire) is his most ardent supporter and
his sons provide brawn (James MacArthur)
and ingenuity (Tommy Kirk). The kid of the
family (Kevin Corcoran) immediately runs
off into the jungle and comes back with a
baby elephant. Mama likes comfort so the
family
astound
a split-level
tree house
wherehersheby canbuilding
live more
or less
like a lady until help arrives. Naturally no
one arrives but Sessue Hayakawa and he
chooses a camp site on the other side of the
island where he dumps two prisoners. One
of them (teen-ager Janet Munro) is rescued
by James and Tommy. Now war with the
pirates
seems ininevitable.
their spirits
the least. This
Most doesn't
of the dampen
adventures in this movie seem more amusing than
dangerous; essentially it celebrates the beau-

ties of
VISION. 'natural" life. — Technicolor, Pan.j
G.I. BLUES
Elvis Presley
Juliet
Prowse
—baby-sitter
romance of(Elvis)
a swinging
Leticia Roman
■ Elvis, naturally, is back, and if you want
to know what he was doing those two years
in the army, this is what he was doing (except
for the romantic scenes, the baby-sitting
scenes and the puppet show scenes which
are fictional) . In this movie he serves — as he
did in life — in the U.S. 3rd Armored (Spearhead) Division in West Germany. Defense
maneuvers, as pictured, are guaranteed authentic. Juliet Prowse's two modern dance
numbers don't need any seal of approval. As
for thedenlystory:
buddiesandis Elvis
sudtransferredoneto ofdutyElvis'
in Alaska
is drafted, by his remaining buddies, to test
his romantic prowess with Juliet. Juliet is a
cafe dancer. If Elvis manages to stay till
dawn in her company his buddies will enrich
him by $300. The complications are: Juliet
isandforewarned
Elvis, when byhe Sergeant
sees her upArchclose,Johnson
falls —in
love. How is he going to overcome that first
bad impression so that he can marry the girl?
While worrying the problem he introduces
ten new songs and sings some of his old
ones, too. — Paramount.
(Continued on page 6)

DECEMBER
BIRTHDAYS
If your birthday falls in December, your
birthstone is the turquoise and your flower
is the narcissus; and here are some of the
stars who share it with you:
December
Mary Martin
December
-Julie Harris
December
-Deanna Durbin
Rod Cameron
December
Eli Wallach
Davis, Jr.
December 8- Sammy
James MacArthur
Dewey Martin
- Dina Merrill
Lee J. Cobb
Broderick Crawford
December 10- -Dorothy
Lam our
Barbara Nichols
December 11- - Gilbert
Betsy Blair
Roland
Francis
December 12- -Connie
Frank Sinatra
December 13- Van Heflin
December 14- -Jack Benny
Dec ember 15- Jeff Chandler
December 17- Richard Long
December 18- Betty Grable
Roger Smith
December 19- Kirk Douglas
December 20- Dennis Morgan
December 21- Jane Fonda
December 23- -Ruth Roman
Harry Guardino
December 24- Ava Gardner
December 26- Steve Allen
December 27- -Marlene Dietrich
Dec ember 28- Lew Ay res
December 30- -Jb Van Fleet
Jack Lord
Russ Tamblyn
i/— Tim Considine

Agnes IWoorehead
December 6

Dan Dailey
December 14

Irene Dunne
December 20

Richard Widmark
December 26

new movies
(Continued jrom page 5)
SPARTACUS
Kirk Douglas
Laurence
Olivier
TonySimmons
Curtis
Jean
spectacle in Rome
Charles Laughton
■ Spartacus (Kirk Douglas) comes of a family
of slaves and his fate is to be sold to Peter
Ustinov, the wealthy head of a gladiator school
at Capua. Enroute to Rome the aristocratic
general Laurence Olivier stops at Capua and
demands to be entertained. Ustinov orders
two gladiators to come forth and fight to
the death. One fighter is a giant Xegro
(Woody Strode), the other is Spartacus (Kirk
Douglas). Jean Simmons (a slave given to
Douglas to keep him happy) watches terrified
as Woody proves the better fighter. But
Woody refuses to kill his friend (which is the
end of Woody; Olivier finishes him with a
knife in the neck). Kirk Douglas is appalled
by Woody's
death,opensoon
leads with
a slave
and
escapes into
country
Jean,revolt
now
his beloved. As a slave leader his army grows,
piles up victories and causes a crisis in the
Roman Senate. There, Charles Laughton,
politicalrenceleader
of Rome,
struggles theories
with Lau-of
Olivier over
their differing
how to subdue mobs and rule the people.
A lull scale war has begun against Rome
and Olivier's slave (Tony Curtis) escapes to
join Douglas' army. As he marches towards

Rome, three armies, led by Olivier, converge
on him and his 90,000 men. After a bloody
slaughter, Douglas is defeated. Olivier wants
to see readyhisbecome
corpse
personallyand buttakeshe hishasplace
alanonymous
among 6,000 prisoners. Jean and her neware takena into
Olivier'sattitude
house
where bornshebabymaintains
stand-offish
that
enrages
him.
He
can't
understand
how
Douglas, without wealth or political power,
could win not only the love of a beautiful
woman but also the loyalty of a great army.
When he eventually learns that Douglas is
still
alive he takes his revenge. — Technicolor,
Universal-International.
THE WORLD OF SUZIE William
WONG Holden
Nancy Kwan
Michael
Wilding
East-West romanceLaurence
SylviaNaismith
syms
■ The world of Suzie Wong (Nancy Kwan)
comes as quite a shock to artist William
Holden. He's a free soul but not so free he
can enjoy
house ofembarrassment.
"yum-yum"
girls
withoutliving
feelingin aa certain
Holden has arrived in Hong Kong with a
little money and a big dream — he wants to
see if he really is an artist. He is no sooner
aboard a ferrv that will take him to his des-

Jean Simmons, herself a slave, cradles the head of her lover, a slave called Spartacus (played by Kirk Douglas). This is one of the few lyric moments the two
may share, since Spartacus' fate is to lead an army of slaves against oppression.
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Please send me, at no cost, one copy of "How To
Control Your Weight, " the booklet issued by the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. containing the
new weight charts for best health. It also contains
charts of calorie contents of average servings of
about 250 food and beverage items. Thank you!
Send to: (Please print.)
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Street
City
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State

This offer is open to the first 5,000 who send in
their requests.

tination than he rips a sketchbook out of his
pocket and starts to draw. Into his view
floats Suzie, a Chinese beauty of rare eleobjects toShebeing
neathgance.herShestation.
says sketched,
her fatherit'sisbe-a
rich man and she is now on her way to
marrying the boy of his choice. Dashed,
Holden puts away his pad. A few hours later
he has installed himself in a second-rate hotel.
The price is right, but the atmosphere is unusual. It turns out he's the only male tenant;
everybody
a "yum-yum"
Suzie whomelseheissees
on the armgirl,of including
a sailor.
Well, there are other girls in Hong Kong —
nice English girls like Sylvia Syms who is the
daughterhe ofthinks
a banker.
Thenfurther
there's byhis having
career
which
he can
Suzie pose as a model. Having Suzie as
a model entails having her ex-boyfriend
(Michael Wilding) crying on his shoulder;
also having Suzie as a model makes it hard
for him to put her out of his room. Suzie
keeps insisting she's a good girl who took up
her
trade Holden
because would
it's a like
respectable
Oriental
custom.
to believe
her
since he's falling in love with her. But, after
all, she's Chinese and it never occurred to
him that he'd marry a girl of her race. And
she has a baby (which she didn't mention)
and there's that lovely Sylvia. The exteriors
were filmed in Hong Kong — a place that
"sparkles," says the studio cast sheet, "with
life and vitality; it is opulent and povertystricken, an orchid on a volcano; eye-filling,
ear-splitting,
— and all in Technicolor, on a nose-assailing,"
wide screen. — Paramount.
THE SAVAGE INNOCENTSAnthony Quinn
Yoko Tani
life amonq the Eskimos Marco
CarloGuglieSmi
Guistini
Peter O'Toole
■ The Savage Innocents is an unintentionally

brutal film. Its aim is to dramatize a little
known segment of the world — life among the
Polar Eskimos. In this sense it has the fascination of a documentary. Isolated, primitive,
the Polar Eskimos' world is bounded by the
igloo, dependent on the hunt, necessarily devoid of the humanizing aspects of easier societies. A nod of consent gets a man a wife, a
rare visit from a friend prompts the husband
to gladly panoffer
his wife
as a "laughing"
comion. As Inuk,
Anthony
Quinn certainly
gives
a
convincing
performance.
He's
sufficient, strong but lonely and yearns forself-a
wife. The arrival of two sisters and their old
mother at a friend's igloo fills him with glee.
He
decidefriend
which decisively
one to marry.
the can't
bachelor
mushesWhenoff
with
one
of
the
girls
Quinn
thinks
that's pair
the
girl he wants. Catching up to the bridal
he realizes
The world
brutality
the
film ariseshe'swhenmistaken.
the Eskimo
mergesof
with the world of the white trader. Learning
that the white man will pay with a gun for
fox skins,
Quinn stops hundreds
hunting bear
and skins.
walrus and accumulates
of fox
With his wife he travels six months to reach
the trading
post. There
meets "civilized"
Eskimos
in western
dress, heis introduced
to the
drafts of a wooden shack, the raucous noise of
a juke box, the debasing effects of alcohol,
the sordid atmosphere that symbolizes the
man's World.
he isandspotted
bywhitea missionary
of theThere,
most too,
earnest
fatuous kind who visits Quinn and his wife in
their igloo and attempts to convince them
that they are sinners who must repent to be
saved. Confused and angered by what he
considers an insult (the missionary refuses to
accept his
wife as akills
"laughing"
companion),
Quinn
accidentally
the missionary
and
becomes an outlaw. Some fascinating scenery
and probably accurate information about the
(Continued on page 8)

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COIORED, Hides pimples while it works
CLearasil is the new-type scientific medication
especially for pimples. In tube or new lotion
squeeze-bottle, clearasil gives you the effective
medications prescribed by leading Skin Specialists, and clinical tests prove it really works.
HOW CLEARASIL WORKS FAST
softens,
ct'-.I skinEncourages
tissue so
mediationsdissoKrs
can all-penetrate.
quick
growth
of
healthy,
smooth
2. Stops bacteria. Antiseptic action skin!
stops
growth
of thepimples
bacteria. . that
cause
and spread
. helpscanprevent
further
pimplepimples.
outbreaks!O i 1 - a b s o r b i n g
3. 'Starves'
action 'starves' pimples . . . dries up,
helps remove
'feeds'
pimples
. . . worksexcessfast tooilclearthatpimples!
'Floats' Out Blackheads, clearasil softens
and loosens blackheads so they float out with
normal washing. And, clearasil is greaseless,
stainless, pleasant to use day and night for
uninterrupted medication.
Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on over
300
out of every
10 cases
Clearasil
clearedpatients,
up or 9definitely
improved
IfiTTTIwere
while
using
clearasil
(either
lo^JIIJIIL
tion or tube). In Tube, 69(£ and
98^.
Lotionfed. squeezebottle,Long-lasting
only $1.25 (no
tax).
Money-back guarantee.
At all drug _^-r^?ai*\
counters.
LARGEST-CELLING BECAUSE IT REALLY WORKS

PADLETTE

GODDARD:

\~7
no

snoh,

The reporter was frantic.
He'd come from an out-of-town
paper, especially to do an exclusive
interview with Paulette Goddard.
They'd had an elegant luncheon in a
famous restaurant and he'd filled his
notebook with copious notes on her
• harm, her glamour, on the exciting
life she lived, on her fabled furs and
jewels and works of art. Miss Goddard had been so co-operative. What
a story he'd turn in!
What made the biggest impression
was that along with her sophistication, her glamour, she seemed somehow down-to-earth. She had a quality
that made her seem . . . well, "like
everybody else." She'd probably
answered
questionsbut he'd
asked, timemost
and oftimethe before,
she
never appeared bored.
Now as he sat down at the typewriter, inhis hotel room, container of
coffee at hand, ready to begin, he
reached for his notes and knocked
[he coffee all over them. He grabbed
them up. but too late — about half
were unreadable. Well, he could do
most
it from memory,
such anof impression
on him,she'd
but made
those
names: Those painters, those places
all over the world where she'd traveled, those people from the international set who came to her parties. . . .
How could he ever get those straight?
Yes, he'd just have to call her. He
hated to bother her, but she'd been
so nice, so sincere-seeming, and it
was just a few — but very important

VTW-'
she!

- — names he needed. Lucky he knew
a newsman in town who kept a list
of celebrities' unlisted telephones and
addresses, or he'd really be stuck.
Meanwhile, he'd better tell the maid
about the coffee on the rug. . . .
The maid came in just as he was
putting in his call to the big-city
newspaper where his friend worked.
She began straightening up the room
as he said pleadingly into the phone,
"He's out on an assignment? Look,
could you do me a favor — I know he
keeps a list of hard-to-get numbers
and addresses of important people —
this is an emergency and I just must
reach Paulette Goddard. It practically means my job. That's right. PaulYeah, later
I'll wait.
. . ."
A ette
fewGoddard.
moments
he groaned,
anguished, "You mean, there's nothing . . . you're sure? . . . Paulette
Goddard? . . . you're sure there's no
listing
for her?"
He hung
up and glared at his notes
in despair.
Suddenly he felt a tap on his
shoulder. It was the maid. "Excuse
me,
couldn't
helpwhyoverhearin'
you, but
and Iwell,
I figured
not look
in the telephone book, like everybody
else." She put the book in front of
him and pointed. "Would this be
whatAndyou're
therelookin'
it was,for?"
right there in
the book: Paulette Goddard, 320 E.
57, PLaza 9-4233.
Like he always said, nothing snobbish about Miss Goddard!

new
(Continuedmovies
from page 7)
Eskimo can't erase the overall sense of demount. pres ion this film instills. — Technicolor, ParaElizabeth Harvey
Taylor
BUTTERFIELD 8
Laurence
modern tragedy
Dina Merrill
EddieDunnock
Fisher
Mildred
■ Dial "Butterfield 8" and you get Gloria
(Elizabeth Taylor). If the phone didn't ring
she'd go out of her mind. Fortunately, that's
no problem. Elizabeth is beautiful — all men
want her, all women hate her — especially Laurence Harvey's wife. But that's getting ahead
of the causestory.
Elizabeth
is the she
way was
she eleven
is beher father
died when
and her mother, with whom she lives, is too
vaguegoodandfriend
weakis toSteveface(Eddie
reality.Fisher)
Elizabeth's
one
whom
she
loves
in
a
platonic
way.
That's
because Eddie has a girlfriend whom fortunate,
he eventually decides to marry. Meanwhile, there is
Laurence Harvey. He was a law student who
gave up his ambition to marry a rich girl
(Dina Merrill)
family's
business.
It hasandtakenbe taken
a lot into
out ofthe him
and
he toys with the idea of getting a divorce.
Luckily he doesn't do more than toy because
Dina
wouldn'tElizabeth
give hima lota indivorce.
Harvey
has noticed
the nightclubs
heintroduced
and his tofriends
frequent
and
finally
he's
her. They fall in love. Things
progress more or less smoothly until Liz
leaves
with toDina's
coat
on her hisbackapartment
and refuses
returnmink
it. Laurence is so angry he stops seeing her: Eddie
has just gotten married. Mink coat or not,
Elizabeth is Laurence
very depressed
— soher,
she protesting
heads for
Montreal.
follows
his love vorce.
andSplendid.
announcing
that
he'll
a diOnly Elizabeth isgetturning
over
a
new
leaf;
she
doesn't
want
to
spend
the night with him. Disappointed, Laurence
launches into a tirade and Elizabeth dashes
out of his room and into the path of disaster.
A strong screen-play by Charles Schnee and
John Michael Hayes. — Metrocolor, MGM.
RECOMMENDED MOVIES:
LET'SYvesMAKE
(20th-Fox):
and
MontandLOVEare several
of the Marilyn
ingredientsMonroe
that
get whipped together in this frothy comedy. He is a
somewhat bored I-can-have-any-girl-I-want billionaire
(that's right, billionaire!),
is a once
somewhat
earnest
actress;andaccidentally
but.she when
they
meet, no off-Broadway
one is bored. Montand
gets hired
for
Marilyn's
show,
which
just
happens
to
be
about
him
anyway,
he has to Kellv,
hire great showbusinessto
lights
(MiltonlifeandBerle,
teach
behindGene
the footlights.BingThisCrosbv)
is a slick
movie himand ofa fun
one!
LET NO MAN WRITE MY EPITAPH (Columbia):
The big question in this movie is whether a boy from
thea mother
seamy andSoutha father
Side ofwhoChicago,
"B" girlchair,for
died inwiththe aelectric
can make good. The boy is Jimmy Darren, the mother
is Shelley Winters, and the motley, less-than-soUd
citizens
who make
upEllatheirFitzgerald,
"adopted"alcoholic
family areexdope-addicted
singer
judge
prostitute
and Jean
an ex-fighter.
lomanceBurlcomeIves,toa Jimmy
(with
Seberg) Aandgooda
bad
Shelley
Montalban):
theseonetwotoloves
come(with
many Ricardo
complications.
The endfromis
tense
bad for— a ourphoto-finish
hero. between the good life and the
MIDNIGHT LACE (U.I.) : London is a cosmopolitan
city,
full of suspense (allforthatDorisfog, Day
y'know). fearfully
But, it's
positively
tells her spine-tingling
suave financier husband (Rexwho Harrison)
that someone is trying to kill her. Voices out of the
fog warning her, elevators suddenly stalling, steel
girders nearly
her — Gavin
these aresavessomeheroffromthe
dangers
menacingfalling
Doris.on John
one
fate worse
than death,
Roddy McDowall
adds to
the
threat
of
another,
and
husband
Rex Ipromises
take her to Venice where she will be safe.
mean, whoto
can harm you in a gondola? Who? Go see!
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Nancy and Tommy:

The Wedding

of the Year!
The lovely bride wore a white satin toque
with a short illusion veil over her dark hair,
and she wouldn't have been her dad's daughbe original,
whenter if sheshehadn't
was managed
following totradition.
Proofevenis
the "something old" she wore with her bridal
outfit.
This was a pair of real lace panties, which
were, of course, not visible. Nancy had
cherished these since she was twelve, when
she had received them as a Christmas present.
Even at that pre-teen age, she knew they were
too fragile and valuable to wear for any
routine occasion. So for eight years she treasured them for her dream wedding, and when
the dream came true, the pants got their
chance.

I mean marriage
'Wedding ofof this
the Month?'
TheWhatmostdo romantic
or any
other year took place when radiantly happy
Nancy Sinatra, just twenty, married Tommy
Sands, an older man of twenty-three in the
EmeraldHotelRoomin Las
of herVegas.
dad's favorite spot, the
Sands

to rushmade
Nancy's
traditional
white French
gown, which
was
of white
appligued
lace,
*
with a high boat neck, long sleeves and a
bouffant skirt. At the Emerald Room, they had
approximately six seconds to turn it into a
wonderful garden abloom with roses, carnations, gladioli and chrysanthemums.
Jack Entratter. who owns the Sands, rushed
around with the secret plans, and took over
ordering the wedding cake, which was careful y left anonymous until I broke with the
story that shattered all this secrecy to bits. In
all this rush, even the bridegroom nearly went
to the altar wearing the wrong trousers to his
airman's uniform. He was only saved from
this fate worse than court martial by his alerteyed half-brother, Dr. Edward Deam.
Eddie, who was also Tommy's best man.
spotted
Tommy's
pants,
pressed the
themerror,
himself,got and
helpedcorrect
hurl Tommy
into them about one minute before 4:00 P.M.,
when wDistrict
Zenoff stepped forard to conductJudgethe David
ceremony.
Nancy held her proud little head high as
her father gave her away, and believe me. I
never expected to see sentimental tears in
Frank's
Bethof Petruch,
seen themeyes,then.but they tell me I would have Achumsmiling
and maid
honor, woreNancy's
pink.

A bemused Tommy nearly wore
wrong pants, ivas saved by best man.
I was so sorry that work prevented my being
among the thirty-five guests present, because
I have watched this lovely girl grow up. But
Iphone
didn'tmehave
moment's
doubt that
right a after
the ceremony
and she'd
give
me all the details.
suddento wait
decision
that
theyNancy
were andtoo Tommy's
much in love
for their
original late winter wedding date had everybody hustling.
to be chartered
A tender her
picture:
veil Nancy's
being mother
placed.
thePrivate
weddingplanes
party hadto Nevada.
Don Lopertohadfly watches

Nancy
Sr., andeach
Tommy's
mother Sinatra,
happily hugged
other.

Tommy and Nancy
gave Louella
this photo scoop,
the only shots
taken of the
actual ceremony.
Aren't they
lovely?
The most solemn moment — a
man placing the ring on the finger of his beloved, the woman to
love and honor above all others.
Nancy and Tommy stood tall,
heads high, as they listened to
the ceremony, sure and happy
in their love for each other.
Frank's gentle smile reflects
hoiv proud he ivas to escort his
young daughter. Later, his eyes
filled with sentimental tears.

With
I

this

ring

thee

wed

V
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And then, bridal veil lifted, vows exchanged, Tommy kissed his bride.

Her "something borrowed" was her sister
Tina's
"something
wore
a blue pearls.
silk garterFor that
her closestblue"schoolshe chum,
Beth Potruch,
given her.a Beth
Nancy's
maid
of honor,had wearing
pink waschiffon,
full
skirted dress, also designed by Don Loper,
with a matching toque. Beth carried a pink
and white bouquet and all the members of the
bridal party had pink and white matching corsages, while Nancy's bride's bouquet was enorchids.tirely made up of the most magnificent white
In the immediate wedding party were all
the family, — Frank Sinatra and Nancy.
Senior,
Frankie, Jr.,
Tina, andthe Jack
family's
private secretary,
GloriaandLovell,
and
Mrs. Entratter. Tommy had his father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Sands, there, his
half-brother and his wife, and Ted Wick, his
personal manager. But if the ceremony was
simple, the reception afterward was not.
The moment the doors of the Emerald Room
in the Sands Hotel were opened, the crowd
swarmed in. The champagne began to flow. In
one corner, the orchestra of Jonah Jones
started playing. In another, Morry King and
his violins began individual serenades. Such
baseball heroes as Joe DiMaggio and Leo
Durocher crowded around young Nancy, congratulating her and Tommy, and being properlyrings hbedazzled
the priceless
er father, byFrank,
has given diamond
her, and earthe
exquisite
pear
shaped
diamond
on
the
platibride. num chain that Tommy had presented to his
Nancy had given a wafer-thin evening
watch to Tommy — but not without difficulties,
and
without
father's assistance.
The
watchnotwhich
Nancyhereventually
purchased was
a duplicate of one Frank has, and which young
Nancy has always admired. If you want to
I

know the truth of it, there's nothing about her
father that Nancy doesn't dote on, and that
goes
double as far as Frank's love for her is
concerned.
This may sound sentimental to you, but I
can't help it. I honestly believe that some of
Frank'shis love
daughter
from
memoryof ofhistheoldest
unspoiled
time instemshis
life when she was born.
wasn'tbride,the Nancy,
Frank Sinatra
and
hisHeyoung
were so then.
in love.He They
were having a rough time, financially, but
nothing mattered less to them then than
money. They had occasional opulent weeks
when Frank made a whole S25. They had
other weeks when it was a good thing they
were Italians and loved spaghetti, for which
they
affordthismeat
Nancy couldn't
was bornevenduring
happyballs.time.LittleBy
the time, Frank, Jr. came along, fame was
rolling for Frankie. By the time Tina was
bom, the Sinatra marriage was all but over.
Say what you want about Frank, he has always been a wonderful father to his children,
all of whom he loves, but little Nancy is
definitely the flawless apple of his eye.
Thus, when just before her wedding she
confided to her father that she had unavailingly hunted all over Los Angeles for a watch
like his for her bridegroom, Daddy went into
action. It was after hours in the jewelry shops
but a named
thing like
that Frankie
can't stophada them
devotedall
father
Sinatra.
opened up, or perhaps I ought to say love
laughed at locksmiths. Anyhow, Tommy got
his watch.
It was Frank, Sr. who expressed it best
when Tommy took Nancy into his arms for
their first dance together as Mr. and Mrs.
Sands. "Stardust," murmured Frank, looking
atwastheirproud
radiantly
faces,andandhisI'mnewsureson-he
of his happy
daughter
in-law, when he noted how politely they were
behaving, even at this most bemused moment
of their young lives.
Because, once around the floor, Nancy and

Jr. whoto ishave
a double
his musical
father and
seems
inheritedof his
talentwhoto
an
extent
that
may
well
make
him
surpass
the original.
There's
no
telling
what
Frank
must
have
been thinking as he looked at Nancy, Senior.
He's always told everyone how great a mother
he thinks her. But I'm sure there were other,
deeper emotions in that wandering heart of
his,
daughter's
that there
night inat thehis Copa
Room atwedding.
the SandsLaterhe
told
the
audience,
"I'd
like
to
take
just men
two
minutes to say I am one of the happiest
in the world today. My daughter, Nancy, married a wonderful fellow named Tommy Sands
and I wish them all the happiness they both
deserve
much." like that, however, as he
He saidso nothing
danced at the reception with Nancy, Sr. What
was touching to the observers was that they
both smiled and talked so lightly, not like
lost sweethearts but with the careful good
manners of any lady and gentleman ^dancing
together at any party. Besides, they have always remained good friends, and Frank is
veryIt was
generous
with
with her.his characteristic smooth
The groom lightly brushed a tear of ness who,Frank,
somehow right then, threw the
open histo everyone.
Crosby
was
happiness from his wife's cheek. party
there with
bride and Gary
he started
dancing.
Tommy, very correctly separated, and Tommy In an instant, everyone was on the floor, dancstepped across the room to dance with the
ing with whomever they chose and protocol
mother of the bride and Nancy with the father was forgotten. People smiled at one another,
of the groom. Then they switched again. repeating young Nancy's remarks about how
Tommy dancing with his mother, Grace, and she had to start furnishing Mr. and Mrs.
Nancy with her father. Then as they separated Tommy Sands' apartment immediately after
from
honeymoon.
came. those partners, the dramatic moment theirThatone-day
was all the time Tommy could get off
Frank Sinatra stood there, facing his ex- until his separation from the Army in November, after which the blissful couple are going
wife, Nancy. It certainly can be no secret to
him that she still loves him, and on this on a real honeymoon trip to the Orient.
particular day, she looked very beautiful. She
Said Nancy, her eyes shining like star
was wearing a gold satin dress, with a match- sapphires, "I have to learn to cook and to
ing mink-collared jacket. Near her stood lively keep house. After all, I'm a married woman
Tina Sinatra, wearing a yellow organza dress now.
I'm Mrs. Tommy Sands. That's a lot to
that was the prettiest. At her side was Frank,
live up to."

The gorgeous tiered ivedding cake tvas cut carefully
by Tommy and Nancy, to insure future good luck.

Then . . . Nancy and Tommy were
alone; time belonged only to them.

Rita's Daughters
Little Princess Yasmin, daughter of Rita
Hayworth and the late Aly Khan, will be
a very rich girl when she reaches the age of
twenty-one. Aly adored his beautiful little
daughter, and very touchingly in his will told
his two sons to give her love and protection
always.
Yasmin, who lives with her mother, is a whiz
at playing tells
golf.meHerthatstep-father,
producer,
she beatsJimhimHill,at the
the
game regularly. Rita adores golf and there
isis onpractically
the links. not a day goes by but that she
Rebecca,
by baby
Orsonfat
Welles, has Rita's
taken offdaughter
some of her
and is growing tall and attractive. There is a
great devotion between the half-sisters even
if they are so completely unlike one another
both inderfullooksmother and
to bothtemperament.
of them. Rita is a won-

what it takes, by which I mean sex, humor
and a joy of living that blazed right past the
distinguished company of Frank, Shirley
MacLaine and Maurice Chevalier in
Can-Can and just about knocked Elvis out
of his G. I. shoes in G. J. Biues.
Elvis was dating her, all during the making
of his picture but make no mistake: her heart
Juliet Prowse
belongs to Frankie. Paramount, after seeing
to pay a mint to buy her
When Barrie Chase, Fred Astaire's Juliet in it, is willing
but Twentieth is not listening.
favorite dancing partner, walked out on Can- fromJulietTwentieth,
Prowse is her real name and she
Can because she felt the role was too small
for her, she couldn't foresee that two char- was born twenty-three years ago of English
Bombay,
She's danced
one. acters would be merged into one very strong parents
since shein was
three, India.
has always
been a ever
hit,
Neither could Twentieth Century-Fox foresee has traveled all over the world but has always
been
too
busy
to
marry,
but
she
has
a
boy
when they signed an unknown leggy girl
named Juliet Prowse on the recommenda- friend in Italy, Sergio Fadini about whom she
tion of Hermes Pan, the choreographer, that is guite serious — or was, at least until she
they were signing a girl headed for stardom met an Italian in America, named Sinatra.
For her originality, her chic, her impudence,
and Frank Sinatra's heart.
ability as an actress, I nominate her for A tvhiz at golf, young Princess YasJuliet isn't a bit beautiful. By most standards, her
stardom
and of a very high grade, too.
she's too tall. But in her 34-24-35 way, she has
min's first love is still her pony.
I nominate for
STARDOM
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Jean Is Dining Out...
Whether or not it will be wedding bells for
producer-director
Jean
Simmons
when Richard
her divorceBrooks
from and
Stewart
Granger
becomesthatfinal,
be knowing. I do know
JeanI wouldn't
took a somewhat
unique method of letting Hollywood know
how deep her interest was in Brooks, whom
she met during the making of Elmer Gantry.
She phoned me and several other columnists and said, "I want you to know that I
shall
be dining
tonight
with Richard
Brooks
and atthat"AuafterPetit
this Jean"
I expect to go out with Mr. Brooks and other
escorts."
Nobody has yet seen anything of these
"other escorts" and I doubt that we will.
Stewart Granger, by the by, is very bitter A newly-divorced Jean Simmons had a unique method of announcing
over the whole thing.
that director Richard Brooks would be a rather constant future escort.
Winter Wedding Beils
for Debbie
Debbie Reynolds will marry Harry Karl. She
dates no one else and as she says herself
she
ever likes
met. him better than any man she has
"Harry is a fine man," Debbie told me. "He
makes drenmeand heveryis happy.
to my chilwonderfulHe'sto good
my mother
and
father and my brother. He has given me lovely
presents
it isn'tto because
that I havebut come
be so fondof ofmaterial
him. things
"I have all the money I want to buy myself gowns and jewels. What is important to
me is that I have a real home and someone
who will love my children and I think Harry
and I would be very happy."
Knowing
Debbie,tillI late
know thisshe'llwinter,
do nothing
about
marriage
when
Harry's
divorce
from
Mrs.
Joan
Cohn
becomesfor
final, but then you can start listening
wedding bells.

Lana
Turner
seems
happy husband,
these daysbut because
Fred May;
not only
will he
be asoloving
a good she's
fatherfound
for Cheryl,
too.
f
i
d
e
d
t
o
me
that
Lana
had
said
that
if
Cheryl
Lana and the
didn't thing
approve
as her them.
step-father, everywould be ofoffhimbetween
Right Man
But Cheryl, who is being allowed tc live
I was very pleased that Fred May called with Lana now, and who is growing prettier
me personally to tell me he was marrying every day, highly approved of Fred, and she
Lana Turner. I do think that at long last is so right. Fred May is a man of real substance, not only in terms of his fine character
Lana has found the right man, not only for
herself but for Cheryl who definitely comes but he is also rich and mature enough to apfirst
preciate the demands of Lana's career.
days.in all of Lana's thoughts and plans these
I'm certainly
wishing
three ofhadthema very
hapIt was Fred himself, who is such a nice,
piness. Lana and
Cherylall have
sincere man, who told me that before Lana rough time but their troubles have only made
would consent to marrying him she discussed standing.
them love one another with deeper underthe whole situation with her daughter. He con-

Wedding bells ivill sound for Debbie when Harry Karl is divorced.

An older reader believes that fan-magazine neglect of such mature stars
as Barbara Stamvyck and Shirley Booth damages the movie business.
A youthful, lovely Greer Garson is
proof that maturity doesn't hurt!

And Spencer Tracy is another long esLouella certainly doesn't dislike readtablished star who holds on to his fans.
er's favorite pop singer, Rod Lauren!
:'W|
wyck. Shirley Booth, Katharine Hep jealous, but I certainly don't dislike them.
burn. Ann Sheridan. Linda Darnell.
What are Rock Hudson's favorite foods,
LETTER
Bette Davis. Fred MacMurray, or any colors,
pastimes, and what kind of car does
of
the
mature
actors
and
actresses?
I
know
he
drive? asks Margaret Sanfilippo, of
BOX
these people are not dead. Tell me, Louella, Brooklyn, New York. Then goes on to ask.
do I have a poinf, or am I just an old fogey What is the truth behind the Lucy-Desi split-upi
living in the past? I sincerely believe that this
Dear, dear Margaret: I would have to fill
"Have
just
seen
Pollyanna
and
enjoyed
it
program
of neglecting the stars ot Hollywood the magazine if I answered all those questions,
so much, I felt I should sit down and write
you. It was because ot your article that I isness.seriously hurting the motion picture busi- and I don't think Editor David Myers would
wanted to see it, and Pollyanna did exactly
likeFromit. I'llMarytry toWeston,
answer ofyour
letter Michigan.
soon. . .
Detroit,
I guess you do have a point, Mrs. White.
what you said it would. It entertained, put a
tear in your eye, a smile on your face, and a We do try to write about both the older and comes a very nice compliment. She writes. /
younger stars, since our readers seem to enjoy your column more than anyone else's,
song in your heart. Why can't we have more the
like all categories.
and 'I Nominate
For S,tardom'
my
films
of
this
nature?
It's
just
what
the
world
Elizabeth Jean Brady of Austin Iowa, favorite
features. What
I like bestis isonethatof you
needs today, instead of violence, depression,
sex and murder. Signed: F. Ewing Folsom. snaps: 7 wouid like to see you print some- never take cracks at Marilyn Monroe, so
thing about Steve Elliot. To me he is a top will you please assure me that all that gossip
How right you are, F. Ewing Folsom.
Mrs. Arthur White of Casper, Wyoming, singer in show business. And why do you about Marilyn and Yves Montand is not
neglect
Lauren?aboutWhy,Robert
why, why
don't
writes:
like to ofaddprotests
my voice
Read my interview in Modern Screen with
tell Rod
us something
Fortier,
increasingI'd chorus
aboutto the
the ever
lack you
ofreader
moviesince
stars1938,
in Modern
Screen.
I've
been
a
who
is
starring
in
CBS's
The
Full
Circle?
Is
Montand
(see page 24), Mary, and I'll tell
and how long has it been it because they are young, or do you dislike
since Modern Screen did a story on Spencer them?
Tracy, Greer Garson, Barbara Stan
No, indeed, Miss Brady. I may be a little you all.
16
true?"

I dreamed

the
in

leaves
my

fell for

me

maidenfbrrri

bra

And what stirred up this lovely storm? SWEET MUSIC*, the bra with the spoke -stitched cups for fashion's
newest "rounded look". A,BX cups, 2.50. Also in the SWEET MUSIC family tree: SWEET MUSIC CONTOUR,
A, B cups, 3.95; SWEET MUSIC LACE CONTOUR, A, B cups, 3.95; SWEET MUSIC ELASTIC, A, B, C cups, 3.00.

as smoothly

Youngtime Pink

as you change

mm
the subject
looks like lipstick. It feels like lipstick. It is lipstick,
what a difference an A makes. Lipstick. Lipstack.
Tussy Lipstack is more than five shy lipsticks nestled
m a stack. It's the most blatant bit of encouragement that ever
ossed a woman's lips— with the possible exception of yes. Mix
cocktails with Contraband. Walk Youngtime Pink in the park.
Take each color as it comes. Be brave. Be bold. Experiment. Mix.
Blend. Have fim. Dream. Scheme. Cream all your lips
with one Tussy Lipstack. Five out-and-out suggestions
made proper with Perma-Dew, the softening secret only
Tussy knows. Five lingering lipsticks in one lithe lipstack
you can change your lips as smoothly, as slyly — as
deftly, as endearingly as you change the subject.
All for a mere $1.75 plus tax at stores smart
enough to know what's on a woman's mind and
what should be on her lips. ©.%.i»s!f,..s«R»..E.,».,.
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Years ago a slim, pretty young blonde went to Hollywood with dreams of stardom in her heart. Like
most starlets, she dreamed of going into a darkened theater one day and seeing herself up there on the
screen; and she dreamed of going to a magazine stand, picking up a copy of Modern Screen and seeing
her own picture there, in full color! As it turned out, this slim little blonde named Thelma Ryan had to
quickly abandon her dream. She just didn't make it as an actress. Oh well, she would marry, raise a family,
and lead a normal life. But again Thelma Ryan was wrong: though she married and had two wonderful little
girls., her life was hardly normal, for the man, she married was a lawyer named Dick Nixon. Now, in the
crazy way that destiny often works, Thelma Ryan's old abandoned dream of being a star in Modern Screen
has come true. There she is (in full color, too) on the following page! A surprise for her, certainly, and
probably a surprise for you too— but the kind of surprise you can expect more and more of in this
magazine. For Modern Screen is not just another monthly collection of articles about top box-office-rated
male and female "properties"— Modern Screen is a magazine of people, the magazine of people, real
people, exciting people, people caught in the ocean of experience at high tide, stars not only of the
screen but of life itself, stars like Mrs. Richard (Thelma Ryan) Nixon and Mrs. John (Jacqueline Bouvier)
Kennedy, who open this issue of Modern Screen because right now, despite everything that's happening
to Liz and Debbie and Marilyn, they happen to be the, two most exciting and excited women in the whole
wide world! Do you agree? Do you want more surprises like this in Modern Screen? Turn the pages, read the
stories of Pat and Jackie, and then let us hear from you.
Sincerely,

"V

David
Editor Myers u

A

■ Pat Ryan was seventeen, the daughter of a Nevada miner, when she
went to Hollywood. She was full of hope and dreams. She stayed for a
month. It was a disillusioning experience. She got one job, as a walk-on
in a picture called Becky Sharp. She got twenty-five dollars for the job.
But after that, there were no more jobs to be had. And one day, after a
lifetime of dreaming, she decided to give up her "career" and become what
she knew both her parents had always really wanted her to become.
She would be a teacher.
She worked her way through college, as a librarian, a countergirl, a
bookkeeper, a typist, an X-ray technician. And when, finally, she graduated, she got a job as commercial subjects teacher in the California town
of Whittier, just outside Los Angeles. She became, quickly, this thin and
pretty blonde, one of the most popular teachers at the school, and one of
the most popular young ladies in town.
She dated lots, those who knew her recall. It seemed for sure at one
time that she would marry a certain very good-looking merchant in town.
But then she met the young lawyer, and then her heart began to shift
affections.
Not rapidly; not at all rapidly. Local gossip has it that while the
lawyer was head over heels in love with Pat, she herself played it slowly,

the love story of PAT and DICK

¥

coyly, even teasingly at first.
"There's a story," she said recently, "that my husband, before we
were married, would drive me to dates with other young men in Los
Angeles and then would wait around to drive me home . . . That's true,"
she laughed, "but I think it's awful mean to report it."
One night, however, after about six months of indecisive going-together,
Pat's pet collie died suddenly and when the young lawyer phoned to
ask if he might take her out, she wept into the phone: "No, no, I don't
want to see anybody ever again!"
(Continued on page 61)

■ It was a night in 1951. Jacqueline Bouvier was twenty-one.
She lived in Washington, D. C, and worked as a reporter-photographer on the Times-Herald. She had the reputation of being
one of the prettiest, quietest and best-dressed young women in
the capital, and (because of her job, mostly) of always arriving
late at parties. She arrived late, as usual, this night.
"I wish you'd hurried it up a bit, Jackie," her hostess said, taking
her coat. "There was a young man I wanted you to meet. And now
you're here and he has to leave."
"Who has to leave?" Jackie asked, politely, if not with much
curiosity.
"Him," the hostess said, a flutter in her voice, as she indicated
a tall, sandy-haired, good-looking young man who stood on crutches
on the other side of the room.
Jackie recognized "him" immediately as Jack Kennedy — Congressman, candidate for the Senate, Purple Heart hero (he'd injured
his spine, badly, in World War II).
"Come on," said the hostess to Jackie, taking her arm, "at least
you two can get to say hello. ..."
Jackie blushed as Jack looked her in the eye.
"I don't mean this as a line, Miss Bouvier," he said, beginning
their first talk together, " — but haven't we met before?"
"Well, sort of," said Jackie. "That is, I covered a press conference
you once gave. There were about fifty reporters. You shook hands
with most of them. But you only got to nod at me."
"Bad luck for my side," said Jack, beginning to laugh. "I — " he
started then.
But at that moment someone came over to him and whispered
something.
"No," Jack said.
"Yeah," said the other party, pointing to his watch.
"I'm sorry," Jack said, turning back to Jackie. "I don't want to
go, but I've got to."
' 'Of course, "said Jackie .
(Continued on page 54 )
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"I more than "like" Marilyn. I tell you whom "all" women fall with a more rehis because I trust you, Madame. She is
sounding crash than for any male since
Rudolph
Valentino
held sway with his anin enchanting child. And I won't say that
I had been free I wouldn't have fallen in mal-masculinity.
ve with her.
But it was not about "all" the women
"But for eleven years I have been mar- falling for Yves that had brought him to my
ied to a wonderful, understanding worn- house at the early hour of eleven o'clock
^n. Simone and I have been very happy, in the morning on a sunlit day of early
September. It was the avalanche of gossip
here will be no divorce."
The speaker was Yves Montand, the about "one woman" supposedly falling for
ascinating Frenchman with the over- him-Marilyn Monroe, who else?
(Continued on next page)
bundance of sex appeal, the man for

l

But even at this unlikely coffee-break hour, the dev-

1 HOLLYWOOD'S BIGGEST
'
1
: LOVE-SCANDAL (continued)

astatin§ M- Montana" was the complete charmer, his
correct grooming of a business suit and evidence of a
fresh shave, failing to disguise his attractive all-male
virility. No wonder the women in (Continued on page 72)
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She

was

And

she

night

twelve
had

been

pondering

vears

old.

awake

all

her

future.

Ever since she was a very little girl,
friends of her daddy
her up on
"And

their laps — and

what

when

used to pick
sav:

are you going to be

you grow up?" Her answer was alway the same.
'Tm going to be a mother
when I grow up." "And
that's all?" "That's
all."
But the
night before
she wondered
whether that
was all she
wanted to bereally.
For Haylev,
the baby
daughter
of 73)
Continued on page
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Dear Debbie :I have heard that you are going to marry Harry Karl, and I
want to wish you happiness on the eve of your marriage to my
ex-husband,
I was married to Harry for twelve years. Harry has some fine
qualities.
But like most husbands, he has his shortcomings
and needs a certain kind of understanding.
I am sure no woman
knows Harry as I do. I was married to him twice. Debbie, if you
know just what I went through when I was his wife, I believe
you'll learn how to handle him so that you won't have the heartaches I had. You yourself, Debbie, have gone through the unhappiness of one divorce and you deserve a happy marriage. That is
why I am telling you the intimate story of my married life
with Harry Karl.
I first met Harry about thirteen (Continued on page 57)

Blindly, David Janssen
groped through
his lifetime for
a woman,

a love

and a friend
It was three years ago.
David Janssen was a
bachelor then.
He was lonely. He was unhappy.
"Booze, broads and borrowing," he once said, "and not
exactly in that order — that's
the story of my young life."
He was only twenty-seven three
yearsHollywood
ago, but he'd
been a long
around
for such
time by then that he knew
all the answers, all the inside

DAVID JANSSEN
(continued)

LflDST DM MY WW
i doer
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ASK IF TfSE
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11 LIFE 1 WANTED."

■

i

to

stories, all the shenanigans and countershenanigans. And you'd have thought he was
an old man had you been able not to look at
him but to read his mind instead.
Nobody out-and-out accused David Janssen
of being a wise-guy; at least, not to his face.
But he was considered cynical, to say the
least. He had few, very few, friends. He found
it hard to trust people. He found it hard to
get to know them. He found it hard to talk
to them.
He was on his way up as far as his career
was concerned. He was the star of his own
TV show. He was getting five-hundred to a
thousand fan letters a week. Everybody was
nuts about Richard Diamond, Private Eye
and the guy who played him. Producers were
dickering with his agent about good fat parts
in several good fat movies.
And yet, somehow, David Janssen was
unhappy.
What was missing?
A wife?
He'd discount this idea pronto. What was
a wife, he figured, but a woman and what
was a woman but a dame? And dames,
Hollywood style, with [Continued on page 64 )
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The children were excited. For one of them
to have a birthday was
usually reason enough
to set them off. But to
have a birthday in the
middle of the Atlantic
Ocean, on this great
huge spanking-new
ship.
"An. d. . then Luigi
said — " Michael Jr.,
who was the spokesman for the group,
started to say.
"Whoa," Eddie Fisher
said, looking over from
M

his deck chair. "Who's
"The chef man, down
in the kitchen, in the
big white hat," Michael
Luigi?""And Liza and
said.
Christopher and me
went to see him a little
while ago" — the others
nodded — "and he said
that he was going to
make a big birthday
cake for tonight.

cleared
throat.
1He' Mom
my?" his
he asked .

And—" EY
N
UR
GH
JO
OU
R
TH OR
RR
TE
continued

'

LIZ

"Yes?" Liz Taylor asked.
"Eddie?"
"Yeah?"
"Miss Bee?"
"Yes, Michael?" asked
Bee Smith, the nurse.
"The chef man," Michael went on, "he wanted
to know if it would be all
right for us to eat with you
tonight. In the big dining
room ... He said since
it was a birthday and I was
big, he guessed it would be
all right for me. But he said
he wasn't so sure about
Chris
here,
he's
only six.
Andbecause
about Liza,
either, even though it's her
birthday. Because she's
three grown-ups
onlyThethree!"
looked
at one another.
They pretended to be
very
whole serious
thing. about this
"Will it be all right?"
Michael asked then, tentatively, hopefully.
"It'll be all right," Liz
said, anfinally,
you this
all
have
extra "—if
long nap
"Oh boy," said the chilafternoon."
dren, and they laughed and
clapped hands, still laughing as they ran off now, to
the other side of the sun
deck.
As the grown-ups
watched them.
Laughing, too. .
Eddie, after a while,
(Continued on page 67)

■ This is a Thanksgiving story about Tony, Janet
and
story.the kids. It's a different kind of Thanksgiving
It all took place one night and one day early this
past October.
What, you ask, has October got to do with Thanksgiving?
Like we said, it's different, all right. . . .
It begins on a Friday night, at eleven o'clock, or
thereabouts. The Curtises (minus Ginny, the nurse,
who had a few days coming to her, and decided to
take them now) had just arrived at their new weekend place in Palm Springs. Jamie, the baby, oneand-a-half, was already asleep in her crib. Tony and
Janet were unusually beat. (Continued on page 58)
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future?
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WOMEN?

driving along U.S. Highway 60 in Chino, California, recognized the
family group riding
along the bridle trail
that skirts the road before it curls into the
woods.
The teenage girl, her
dark hair flying as she
cantered smartly ahead,
her legs long in the stirrupthe
s ; mother, younglooking and pretty, her
skin tanned and healthy,
only wisps of blonde
hair showing from under the bandana tied
(Continued on page 53)

the window,

and looked down

at the world

of average

people, the world to which she could
never return again . . . And I thought
of the loneliness and heartache that
would

stalk her path from this moment on . . . Only to Sandra it has come
earlier than to most of the beauties
who blaze in the spotlight. Love, with
its many

(Continued

on next page)

CONVERSATION
WITH

A

<j0t>l>ES5
continued
CRITICISM,
INNUENDO,
PAIN . . .
THIS IS THE PRICE
THE YOUNG GODDESS
HAS ALREADY
PAID
FOR HER HEADLONG
DASH INTO WOMANHOOD
{continued) disappointments and ecstasies
has not yet touched her. But already there
are the cries of :
She's ruining her health in foolish dieting to keep her figure. . . .
Extravagance! This girl, little more than
a child, is spending every nickel she makes
on glamour clothes and living like a movie
star earning ten times her salary. . . .
Those are a hatful of charges against a
youngster who just four years ago at the
tender age of fourteen had arrived in
Hollywood, well known as a child model
in New York, and had clicked big in her
screen debut in Until They Sail.
I loved Sandra as the "little girl" sister
in this war drama starring Jean Simmons
and I wrote glowingly of the baby-faced
little blonde newcomer in my column.
The day the item appeared, I received a
bowl of roses from Sandra with a charming hand-written note: "Your kind words
made me so happy. A girl really isn't in
movies until she's been mentioned in
Louella Parsons' (Continued on page 70)
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the white bunny muff was a lot of fun for
"I've graduated to size twelve, terrific
very little money. My date is Bob Grosz,
after having worn size sixteen for years,
a young executive on Madison Avenue and
don't you think? Fran really laced into
we see each other a lot. We were having
me for the kinds of things I wore and I'll
a dreamy time ... I could have danced all
admit now that they were pretty shapenight and almost did! (Note: I broke my
less bags. Shorts and slacks I should never
diet just a little but the food was so good.
have worn but I did and was kidded unBack on Metrecal next day.)
merciful y, sowhen I got into those slim
"I'm absolutely thrilled to death with me
velveteen pants (they're emerald green
now ! And I want to thank Fran Hodges,
and that smash sash is royal purple rayon
satin — whew!), I knew I had it made.
my Fairy Godmother, for what she helped
And when I think of me in a ruffly shirt
me do lost
withthose
myself.
I don'tpounds
think without
I could
(this one is Dacron and washes like a
have
twenty
breeze) I feel for the first time like an
her encouragement but I know now that
I can finish the job of losing another five.
honest-to-goodness girl. This is the way I
now like to look after work, especially
Besides, I love my new hair and so do all
when I'm entertaining at home ... I seem
my friends and I've had hundreds of compliments on my new clothes which really
to be doing so much of that these days —
the new me, you know. Fran wised me
become me. (Oh ! How I ever went around
that old way!) But what still puzzles me
up to a long-legged panty girdle for a
is how she really changed the looks of my
slick look. ... (I don't know why I didn't
have sense enough long ago.)
face . . . my eyes are wider apart, I could
almost swear !
"I wore the black velvet dress to a party
"I can laugh about it now but I was dying
given in my honor. It's a perfect holiday
dress, just dressy enough. Fran said we
when that first haircut picture was taken !
I was frightened to death when Bernard
were celebrating the debut of my waisttook that first slash. But Fran was so
line which is a mere twenty-five inches. I
had been dying for something in fur, so
right in insist- (continued on next page)
Photography, Barbara and Justin Kerr. Cinderella hair do. Bernard of Stella Ming Salon. Blouse available at all Ward Stores.

For
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I really

ing that I have a new short styling.
. . . This one is a cinch to take care of,
easy as pie to roll up and to shape
myself. I guess you can tell that I'm
pretty pleased with what I look like
today. I can't get used to the fact
that it's me, big old Suzy . . . Miss
Metrecal of 1960, Miss New Look of
forever."
Hey, Suzy,
running
awaystop
witha minute!
the story,You're
and
there is so much to tell our readers,
things they will need to know so that
they can do the same if they have
similar problems. And I say, if our
glass slipper fits, put it on !
I'm Fran Hodges, Modern Screen's
staff Fairy Godmother. Suzy was
sixteen when I met her on a
trip to Chicago, about four years
ago. She was in the shooting up
stage, rather gangly as is expected
of an adolescent, all arms and legs.
She had a cute pixy face and a warm
smiling personality . . . giving promise of a lovely young woman. You
can imagine how stunned I was when
she came to {Continued on page 52)

first

time

feel

like

in
a

my

girl!

These fashions available at all Ward Stores
everywhere.

Muff of white rabbit fur, $5.45
(plus 10% Federal Tax).
This
'right'velveteen,
informal
date page:
dress very
of cotton
with full skirt, snug waist,
banded in rayon satin, scoop
neck and bracelet sleeves. Also
available in jewel tones. $17.98,
sizes 10-16.
Facing page: Cotton velveteen
tapered pants
sash here
in con-in
trasting colors.withShown
emerald and available also in
jewel tones. Sizes 10-16, $8.98.
Ruffled
shirt inwhite
DuPont's
easy-caredressDacron,
only,
sizes 10-18, $4.98.

(Continued from page 50)
call on me here in New York in July
lookingtures.asShe sensed
she doesmy inrealtheshock
"before"
and inpic-a
burst came those revealing words, "I hate
myself!" ... I knew she meant it. Well,
she'd
verygodmothering
one ready and
able tosaid
do ait bitto ofthefairy
for
such a princess-potential.
"Suzy," I said, "I don't know how you got
into this sorry state, but, if I were you, I'd
get your
out ofnotitbeing
and fast!
There's
for
a pretty
girl, nono excuse
excuse
for such heft and certainly no reason for
dressing so unbecomingly. Please, let me
help"I'llyoudo anything,
to help yourself.". . . honestly, anything to lose weightFran
. . . then maybe I can
start to do something about the rest of me.
Please tell me what to do!"
the want
first thing
to wantextrato
do "Well,
it . . . Suzy,
you must
to loseis those
pounds so badly that you are ready to
change your attitudes toward the eating
habits that put them on. Then, the word
is "diet," but dieting isn't worth a fig unless you're really ready to go on it, and
when
are . .various
. why, just
We you
discussed
specialgo!"diets, and
how to combat those compulsive urges to
overeat, especially between meals (Suzy
admitted to being a nibbler) but I truly
didn't
dirt. But
the verythinknextI was
day Ihitting
got anpayexcited
call
from Suzy telling me that she had made
up
her
mind
—
was
going
on
The
Diet.
Her
idea of facing up to the fact that she was
overweight was to do it big and the diet
that had captured her imagination was
Mead
Johnson's
Metrecalproduct
900 calorie
diet,
the quite
wonderful
originally
developed in powdered form, a formula
carefully balanced for complete nutrition
and appetite
satisfaction.
includes the scientific
amount Each
of foodcan— carbohydrates, fats, proteins, sugars, vitamins
and minerals for sustained health, and
what is really fun is that Metrecal comes
in your choice of three delicious flavors —
vanilla, chocolate and butterscotch — to
preclude
the contentsany ofmonotony.
a can in a Suzy
blendersimply
with put
the
amount of water prescribed, shook it up
thorbughly to the consistency of a milk
shake (no ice cream, please!), or you
could use an egg beater to the same effect.
I asked with
her ifhershe,doctor.
by anyShechance,
checked
had had
and
gotten this reply, "Why haven't you done
this before? Of course, you're OJK. — go
ahead." So, on her own, Suzy had gone
out
to buyandherwasfirston week's
sUpplyWhatof
Metrecal,
her way.
tickled me was the merry attitude that
she suddenly found, and what could have
been such a hungry bore turned into fun.
WhenwasI asked
her if she'd be Cinderella,
she
so excited.
"Do
you
think
ever make
it?" (not
she
asked, and to herI'll great
surprise
mine) in about a week the miracle had
started to happen, the relentless scales
had started their downward trek, 151, 150,
149, 148 . . . such a marvelous feeling.
I know
some ofis you
are much
questioning that 150thatpounds
not too
for
anyone that tall. Well, it is, according to
the recent findings of the American Soof Actuaries.
Suzy'swithfiveherfoot,rather
nine
inch cietyheight
coupled
small bone structure is better off carryto 131
like ingto around
know118your
bestpounds!
weight (If
for you'd
your
greatest health,
note the offer
of the whose
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company
booklet
"How to Control
Weight" is
available
Screen'sYour
ply send toinModern
the coupon
on readers.
Page 7 Simand
receive your copy free.)
Before I turn her story back to Suzy,
I want you to know that Mead Johnson,

or maybe you are really overweight, seriously so, but whatever your weight
problem is, we do recommend that
you
take steps
now feel
to "get
into shape"
you're
better
to. . .say:
look
better.boundDo toread
what and
SuzyyouH
has

Instructions for Cinderella Hairdo
Designed by Bernard, Stella Ming Salon
Cut hair to four or five inches in length
(three inches at back hairline). Check
natural part to start from rollers. Use
medium rollers as sketched, and clips for
back and cheek curls. Dry thoroughly,
remove clips and rollers. Lift each curl,
and from underside, tease hair in quick
pushing motions with the comb from ends
toward head. Now, brush hair back and
doion,just smoothing
With combstrands
adcheek curls, andsurface.
lift individual
in various
directions
for
casual
effect.
Finish with spray to hold.
the creators of Metrecal, the easy way to
new eating habits, has brought out their
successful product in liquid form, which
is surely the final simplification. It is now
available ofinthe8 oz.
225
calories
foodcans,
drink.eachFourholding
of these
cans
are
a
day's
supply
...
so
carry
along
your mocha break (just add a half teaInstant Coffee
Chocolate
flavoredspo n ofMetrecal),
and toyourthe lunch
(adda six -ounce can of tomato juice to the
plain vanilla-flavored), and your four
o'clock
pick-up
just aplain
butterscotch.
Maybe you
have— just
few extra
pounds,

"This was the most wonderful summer
I've ever had . . . you've no idea how good
itmiracle,
is to feel
I know
thoughslim.it was
in a itwayisn't. . really
. findinga
that Ibest
had thing
enoughI found
will-power
to it.
The
was tothatstickI could
have extras and I ate plenty of lettuce
and salad things. I always had sticks of
celery,
greennow pepper
(these are
a habit andwithcarrots
me) andon Ihand
had
a real dinner every now and then. Now, I
find I just eat less of everything and I have
my Metrecal for breakfast and lunch five
days a week.
"I lesswas
that French
shapehair ofstill
mineunhappy
and that with
so-called
roll
but
I
couldn't
think
of
anything
to do with it, so off Fran and I went elseto
Stella Ming's to meet Bernard who was
to doheard
my special
and
about hairdo which you've seen
"Then,
I
learned
the new
make-up which is about
so great,
and very
whichpaleis
supposed to put all the accent on the eyes,
with plenty of whoop-de-do going on! I always
too close
togetherthought
and deepmyset.eyes
I know
now this
was the fault of my brows which were
very heavy and grew too far over the
bridge of my nose. With Fran telling me
what to do, I did the tweezing and finally
got them lined up with the inside corners
of my eyes. That was the big job . . .
evening the rest, both from the top and
below,
take tolong
the effect
was
terrific. didn't
I learned
use and
a pencil
(medium
brown for me); short outward strokes so
you
don't getforthatthatpainted-on
the eyeliner
extended look.
look Iat love
the
outer corners, and for the line just at the
edge.
was and
tricky
first, butevery
now time.
I'm
an old Ithand
get atit perfect
[ use a greyed blue shadow for daytime
just on the lids, and for evening, I use a
bright blue shadow and liner, and mascara
which certainly makes my eyes look much
bluer and I must say all this was a real
eye-opener (pun intended!)
"I've learned, too, what to do about my
mouth which seems to give a smallish
effect. Mostly I'm supposed to smile
oftener
easy now,
but I
did learnandthethat's
trick fairly
of outlining
the upper
lip to extend the corners just a fraction.
I use a lip brush and a darker red tone for
the
and and
fill inI wield
with aa mighty
lighter tone.
I likeoutline,
the effect
good
lip"But
brush.the best fun of all is having a new
figure able to carry off some pretty clothes.
I've discovered the midriff . . . L who'd
gone around for years in "shifts" thinking
they'd hide my pounds. Now I am in love
with myfull waistline,
in love
every
or shaped andskirtI'mI can
find with
now
that I know the hips beneath are only 36
inches.
I'm
wearing
skirts
just
as
short
I'm toldhear
— justtheslumming
kneecap.
Youas
should
nice thingsmy they
say about
my new
"stems."
And and
I canevery
wearcutepantsfashion
and
the
culottes,
there is, and every wild and crazy color
to match my new freed spirit. I feel
As Suzy's
fairythatgodmother,
want you
readers
to know
she was aI wonderful
Cinderella
... a real inspiration to me
so good!"
and
to all of us around Modern Screen. I
saw her
beautiful girl,just
who yesterday,
confided shea radiantly
is going steady.
I havenite sortan byideaChristmas
there'll be...news
of
a
I hope so,defifor
she worked hard to help my wand make
its magic! , Fran Hodges

Home for Two Desperate Women ?
( Continued from page 42)
around her head, and the dark-haired man, in. She had ceased to be attracted by
violence. She had known a very violent
firm-jawed
close by theandtwo protective-looking,
as though he lovedriding
and man,
and had paid in fear, trembling, and
[ cherished
them
very
much.
the menace
toinfatuated
her daughter's
On a weekend away from the confines having
by such future,
a man. forIn
of El Retiro School were Cheryl Crane Fred shebeen
saw no violence or threat of vioI with her mother, Lana Turner, and Fred
lence^— only good nature, kindness and unMay, the man who, in marrying Lana, has derstanding.
undertaken to protect both Lana and her
Actually,
had nothe been
when he saidFred
he wished
could kidding
knock
| daughter.
down some of the columnists and writers
Even centlyLana's
friends
were
surprised
rewhen they learned that she and her who criticized Lana.
He proved that he meant what he had
admirerknewhad that
obtained
a license
tolong-time
marry. They
Lana had
been said one night at a party that was given
seeing Fred steadily, but they remembered at Romanoff's after the premiere of Lana's
that she had originally planned to marry picture, Portrait in Black.
him last March. Then, on the eve of her
It was a gay party. Lana was in better
spirits than she had been in months. Only
marriagedenly toplacedFred,
Cheryljuvenile
behindauthorities
the high sudwall a short while before she had returned from
Lat FJ. Retiro, a school for wayward girls. a visit with Cheryl at El Retiro, and had
I That evening, Fred had come to see been cheered by the change in Cheryl's
Lana. With tears in her eyes, Lana had attitude. She and Cheryl had had a long
told him, "Darling, I can't marry you now. talk, and the child looked more at peace,
;Oh, I still love you — it's not that. But I the rebellious thrust to her jaw gone.
can't ask you to take on my burdens with
"Darling," Lana had told her, "let's both
Cheryl.
bride worried
should beabout
happy.my I child.
can't be
thinkfree,of and
for the day will
whenletyou'll
and work
the authorities
you
be.
I'm Aterribly
leave
and come and live with
;She's going to take up all my time and me. Illthisdo place
everything I can to bring that
thoughts.
It
wouldn't
be
fair
to
you.
.
.
."
Even though Fred had insisted that his day closer. And you, too, Cheryl — obey the
love hadn't
— in iffact,
he'd prorules here, and work hard, because that's
tested, ithadchanged
increased,
anything,
be- the
only wayabout
we can
win and
whattheir
we want."
Thinking
Cheryl
future
cause
of
Lana's
troubles
—
Lana
wouldn't
listen to his pleas that they get married. together, Lana smiled.
Not many men would have the courage
Suddenly, her smile turned to terror
when Fred lifted a threatening fist in the
jjto
stick the
by kind
a woman
to goto act
through
of hell who's
Lana had
has had
of delivering a blow at a Hollywood
face because of her daughter. Most men columnist who had stopped by to chat.
would have run thousands of miles to get Only the intercession of another guest kept
away from a woman who had as great Fred from delivering the blow. "How dare
a Lana
problemoffered
as Lana.
Fred had stormed at the columnist,
to release Fred. But he you,"
"print an editorial criticizing Lana for her
wouldn't leave her.
upbringing
of Cheryl?"
Lana, heartsick,
slumped in her chair,
HE WAS HURT when she suggested he sobbing, back in a nightmare. In her mind's
eye she saw black headlines like all the
go. "What sort of man do you think I am?" others
that had blackened her reputation.
he
you think
I'd walk
yoursaid.
life "Do
just when
you and
Cheryloutneedof Poor Cheryl . . . She'd given Cheryl her
meLana
most. smiled
I love you,
honey!"
word, for
onlyherthe release.
other day,Thisthatfracas
she'd would
work
faintly and felt relieved, hard
knowing that Fred wanted to share her only make things worse for her child who
lived behind a high wall.
burden sistedwith
her.
Nevertheless,
she
inthat until everything was cleared
To the newspapermen present she said in
|up,Lana
she and
would not
married.
a frantic voice, "I don't want any more
was Fred
determined
to get
remake
her headlines.
Please don't print this. Please."
life. The
had held wholesome
that she couldn't
replied, "Sorry, Lana,
!offer
Cherylcourt
a disciplined,
home. butThethisnewspapermen
is
news."for something with which
groping
;Juvenile authorities evidently believed to Lana,
her eyes, reached for a napkin.
everything about Lana they'd read in the She wipe
forgot her glamour, her beauty, at that
headlines.
up her
stay out ofShethe made
headlines
and mind
proveshe'd
she moment. She sobbed to Fred, "Why did
was
mindedcapable
mother.of being a good, serious- youHe dolooked
numbly at her. "Because I
She
and
Fred went
together,
dark- love you,it?"honey,"
he said. "I won't have
haired, patient
manon and
the the
beautiful
anyone
attacking
yourfor personal
woman who had known many men but
If it and
hadn'tFredbeenhad
greatlife."
love that
that
never a man like this — who asked for so Lana
fortheeach
other,
little and was willing to give so much. episode might have ended their love story.
Because in five minutes, the man she
Fred wascessfuldependable.
He'd built
up aagesuc-of loved
business, then retired
at the
had almost undone the job Lana had
been trying to achieve for months of giving
thirty-eight
to
buy
a
ranch
in
Chino
where
he bred thoroughbred horses. He was a the world the portrait of a woman who
could and would stay out of scandalous
steadying influence in her life. A man as headlines.
reliable as sunlight. And how she needed
sunlight in a life suddenly full of shadows.
Through months of turmoil he was at AFTER THE PARTY, in the quiet of her
her side. When newspapers and magazines home, they talked together. She said to him,
blamed Lana's faulty upbringing of Cheryl "Fred, we can't go on together if more
like tonight's are going to hapfor the fendedgirl's
Lana. troubles, he furiously de- episodes
pen. Iwon't have anyone keep from me the
"Honey,"
he'd
tell
her,
"what
do
those
one
thing
tryinglifeto for
achieve
winning
people know? I know the kind of woman liberty andI'ma good
my —daughter.
you are. When writers print that kind of "If you're going to be hot-headed and
hooey
knockof their
slug people
Lana I wish
smiledI could
in spite
herselfteethat in."
the stop
seeing who
each malign
other. me,
Too we'll
muchhaveis toat
thought of Fred knocking anyone's teeth stake. I love you, Fred, but. . . ."

toldtoher.
wanted
to "Ido understand,"
everything Ihecould
help"Iyou,
but
I guess losing my temper didn't accomplish
anything.
Honey,
I promisearound
you you."
I won't
everThatloseevening
my
head
Lana again
realized the greatness
ofdeepFred's
love.
He
was
a
man
with
a man's
wish to instinct
protect was
the woman
His natural
to punchhe inloved.
the
nose anyone who criticized her. But she
had
made shehimwasrealize
she wasn't
any
woman;
a woman
with just
a child
lost in a jungle, a woman who had to
bring her lost child safely home and who
couldn't
afford headlines.
Lana continued
to see Fred, and every
other Sunday she would leave her lovely
home on top of a hill in Beverly Hills, get
behind the wheel of her Cadillac and make
the long, sad drive to El Retiro to see
Cheryl. Between the hours of one and
three, onlowed toalternate
alvisit withSundays,
Cheryl. Lana
Motherwas and
daughter
would
sit
on
a
wooden
bench
under an olive tree and talk. The talks
were aceomphshing a great deal. Lana was
getting closer to her daughter; Cheryl,
warming to the great love and devotion of
her mother — a love and devotion she had
once ter,
doubted
— softened.to She
more amenable
the grew
ruleslessof bitthe
school. She would never run away, she
promised Lana. She had no need to now.
She was beginning to see a future ahead.
It was a happy day for both Lana and
Cheryl
whenbigtheconcession.
juvenile authorities made
their first
Lana heard about it from the probation
officer. "Your daughter will be allowed to
go Tears
home with youto Lana's
one weekend Toa month."
be able
to, finally,sprang
have her girl eyes.
home, even
for
such a short time. The officer smiled gently
and
said,
"I
don't
blame
you
for
being
happy.
wonder
realize
what thisI does
mean.if Ityoumeans
that exactly
Cheryl
is making progress. This is a big step forward
for
your
girl
—
being
allowed
to go
home once a month. She herself earned
thisIt privilege.
We don't give
it lightly."to El
wason a a happy
Retiro
Friday Lana
after who
that drove
to pick up
Cheryl. On the drive home, she and Cheryl
chatted gaily. To herself, Lana thought.
Thank God for this. Some day — maybe not
too far
— my than
babya weekend.
can come Maybe
home
with
me away
for more
There was a quiet celebration at home,
forever.
but you mother
couldn'twasmissthere.
the joy
the faces.
Lana's
And inserene
Fred
came
over. Fred, looking
stable,
and
ready to meet all problems.
After dinner, they sat before a fire. It
was a moment of relaxation and confidences. "I'm trying to talk your mother
into marrying
me,"loves.
FredToosaidmanywithpeople
the
candor
that Cheryl
have treated Cheryl as though she were a
juvenile
delinquent.
when someone
treats herSheas appreciates
an adult. it
"When your mother marries me," he
went on, "our home will be your home. In
I hopewholesome
we'll be home,
able to the
offerauthorities
you such
afact,good,
will let you leave the school and live with
SUDDENLY, FOR THE FIRST TIME in
her life, it seemed to Cheryl that there was
afather,
man inSteve
her mother's
life (outside
of herto
Crane, whom
she loves)
whom she was also an important personThe hostility
and insecurity she'd
known ality.began
to vanish.
She and Fred chatted easily. She asked
him about the creatures she loves so much,
some breeding
of the horses
Fred's a fourteen
acre
farm inon Chino,
pleasant,wooded country
outside of Los Angeles.
"How isus."my favorite, RowenaV she
asked. "And Pasha? Has he bred yet?"

a foaling. The ranch foreman, who was ing, young and carefree, anxious to go to
close to nature and normality.
helping the mare, let Cheryl stroke the theTheranch,
weekend at home over, Lana drove
frightened animal to comfort her. It was Cheryl
back over the long road that led
dawn when Cheryl looked up, her eyes
shining.derfulItnighthadof her
beenlife.quite the most won- to El Retiro. Cheryl started to hum softly.
Finally derful
she timespoke,
I've you.
had aAnd
won- I
being "Mother,
home with
TONIGHT WAS A GOOD NIGHT, also. think Fred is a darling. Some day I want
to go to the ranch and go horseback riding
She
couldherseemother
the warm
looks There
exchanged
between
and Fred.
was and do lots of things around the ranch. It
love there, and she could feel lots of it will be such fun. We could have such a
directed toward her as well. Cheryl asked
we?" It really will,
"Some daylife,it couldn't
will happen.
Fred, "Fred, when can I come out to your wonderful
darling.
Just
be
patient,"
said Lana.
The
future
did
seem
brighter.
Fred was
ranch
"We'llagain?"
plan it for a weekend you can like some secure haven.
come
home.
There's
lots
going
on
at
the
ranch now. Rowena is waiting for you. So
knew now
that they
have
wait
marry.wouldn't
is your room. Everything is waiting for totellShe
him any
that longer
the firstto thing
whenShe shewould
got
Lana watched Cheryl and Fred. Cheryl home. The very first thing. END
looked happier, her eyes no longer haunted,
her face no longer strained. This was the
Lana's latest picture will be By Love
way she'd dreamed of her daughter look- Possessed, United Artists.
you."
asked,
"Will you
come,Saturday?
this Saturday?"
The Love Story of Jackie and John
"Saturday?
. . . This
. . . Yes,
... I guess," Jackie found herself saying.
"You
want
to
know
something?"
Jack
(Continued from page 23)
said, then. "You, Miss Bouvier, happen to
be "Really?"
the most beautiful
girl
I've
ever
met."
asked Jackie, vaguely, as she
"I'll seeI?" you again, though," Jack asked, my ingfavorite,
with the the
Eighteenth
Century;
that'sI sat there, happy
on one hand that this man
Eighteenth
Century.
"won't
she'd
been
thinking
for over
a year
"Oh
.
.
.
sure.
Yes,"
said
Jackie.
used
to
paint,
used
to
love
it,
but
I
wasn't
now
had
asked
her about
to spend
a weekend
She was glad he turned around right much good at it, so now I just look at
after that, and started to say goodbye to other people's work — I'm forever going to with him, but worried on the other hand
some other people.
the family she'd soon have to meet,
galleries." She paused. "I'm not a very about
was terrible
good myself,
cook; mainly
don'tblue,
eat and about what they'd think of her. ...
herIt blush.
. . . the way he was making much
I guess. because
I like theI color
THE fell
KENNEDYS
all twenty-eight
They walked through the soft dark- and I don't mean baby-blue or navy- them
in love —with
Jackie Bouvierof
nes of the garden, the party — the laughter blue, but real blue, like the color of the that —weekend
in
Hyannis
Port.
best
and
the both
music of— behind
them. They
They walked
walked sky on an almost-perfect day . . . And of all, and most of all, Jack fellAnd,in love
slowly,
them silent.
like jewelry.
I don'trather
like with her.
until they came to an old stone bench and what
hats. Ielse?
can Idodon't
without
fur. I speak
Back in Washington, following the
Jack lay down his crutches as they sat.
fluently in Spanish, Italian and French . . . weekend,
he saw her almost constantly.
"Why'd you look me up . . . after a year, And that, I guess, is me."
And, finally, one night, he asked her to
"Pretty good," said Jack, "except you marry
a whole year?" Jackie asked, suddenly.
him.
...
"Why'd you invite me out tonight, here, left"Like?"
out a few
categories."
The wedding took place on September
Jackievitalasked.
to "Because
this party?"
12, 1953,Island.
at St. Mary's
Church was
in Newport,
I liked you," Jack said. "Be- Jack.
"Like do you enjoy swimming?" asked Rhode
The reception
held at
cause Iremembered you."
Hammersmith Farm, an oceanside estate
"Kind of," Jackie shrugged.
"That's very flattering, you know," said
owned
by
Jackie's
mother
and
stepfather.
Jackie, "coming from a United States
"Do you like
play touch football?"
And all
of the guests agreed it was a per"What?"
askedto Jackie.
fect marriage.
Senator."
"Let me ask you something," said Jack.
"Do you know any good jokes?"
But,
it
go well for the Kennedys;
"Yes?" Jackie asked, clasping her hands.
"I forget them all," she said, "the min- not at thedidn't
beginning.
"Why'd
here, good
and
ute after I've heard them."
Deep
down,
Jackie
had expected some
leave
the you
party?wantThatto come
was aoutpretty
"Do
you answer?"
like clam chowder?"
sort of normality in her marriage. Not as
"Honest
party
Jackiein there."
looked down, at her hands.
far as her outside activities were con"Honest answer."
cerned; she'd known about the social
"I loathe clam chowder," Jackie said.
she much."
said. "ISheguess
it's
functions she'd have to attend, the handthat"I Idon't
don't know,"
like crowds
looked
Jack
"What'sgroaned.
the matter?" she asked.
shakingupsessions,of the
receptions,
the all,
teas —of
up suddenly, concerned. "If you want to
the
giving
many,
practically
"Just that you've chucked out all your the quieter activities
go back — " she started to say.
she
had
loved
so
"No,"
said
Jack.
"We
can
always
sit
for thisto weekend,"
"Here toI much.
out here in the moonlight and have a nice fun
am, about
invite you Jack
up to said.
the Cape,
But she had expected another kind of
come
visit
my
family,
and
now
I
think
quiet talkhower. Orabout
.
.
.
about
Mr.
EisenMr. Nixon or Mr. Stevenson, you're going to end up having a dull time normality. She'd wanted, most of all, to
a home, and to have her husband in
andJackie
his chances
Why, you don't answer yes to any of have
scanned inhis'56."face in order to see there.
it. She got the home — but her husband,
the"This
presently
established
ground
rules."
whether he was serious or not.
Jack,
was rarely in it. In
weekend?" Jackie asked, worried fact, hethewasSenator,
becoming
so popular
with
He
wasn't.
suddenly.
"Ground
rules?"
Democrats
all
around
country that,
"Ground rules-for-a-Kennedy-week- aside from those timesthewhen
"you can
by"Or,"
tellingsaidme Jack
aboutthen,yourself
... start
I wantnowto end,"
Jack said, nodding. "Very famous in was actually in session, he wasCongress
rarely
know
Then he recited them:
even in Washington.
"Me?"about
Jackieyou."asked. "What do you want Massachusetts."
Jackie tried to joke about this at first
"First thing you go for a swim.
to know about me?"
"Evervthing," said Jack.
"Then, you sit with the family and tell nothing
"My husband,"
saidin once,
"thinksa
of buying she
a shirt
California,
"Well,"I went
said Jackie,
in Newto at least three good jokes.
York.
to school"I was
there.bornI went
toothbrush
in
Kansas,
and
a
tube
of
tooth"Then,
you
say
'Terrific'
when
you
taste
Vassar for a while, too, then to the Sor- the clam chowder at lunch — the pride and
paste in Pennsylvania. I think it's funny,
of all New England.
bonne,
I couldn't
it when thenI gotbackbackto Vassar.
the second
time, stand
from joy"And
'Terrific' must be your response don't
For you?"
a while, Jackie even tried to do the
France, the way they treated us like a when asked
with Jack.
in an earlybunch of children. At Vassar, I mean . . . afternoon gameto participate
She triedbit getting
used to closing up the
of touch football.
Now, traveling
So "Uh-huh,"
I left." said Jack.
house
at
a
moment's
notice.busses, planes,
On this
and game
on Jack
Getting used to trains,
about
— " went, laying ground
rule after ground rule.
more planes.
"Now,"
continued
Jackie,
"I
work
on
a
newspaper; as you already know; I read
And then, when he was finished, he took
She tried getting used to packing, un54 lots; I devour books — mostly books deal- Jackie's hand suddenly in his, and he packing.
Life her
cameconfinement
into Cheryl's
face.
Before
to Elimpassive
Retiro, Cheryl
had spent many pleasant weekends at the
Circle May ranch, where there are over
one-hundred
and sixty
horses which
keeps for breeding
purposes.
Cheryl Fred
and
Fred had always gotten along well. He
knew how to talk to teenagers. He has two
teenagers
his own
a previous
riage, whoofoften
stay by
at the
ranch. marGazing into the fire brought back a
memory
Cherylshethought
the
weekend— when
and herback
motherto and
several other guests had stayed at the
ranch. a Inknock
the middle
the night,
been
on her ofdoor.
It was there'd
Fred.
"There's something going on in the
stables that you'll want to see, Cheryl.
Come on had
down." into jeans and T-shirt
andCheryl
sped downslipped
to the stables. Her eyes
widened at the sight. A foal was being
born. It was the first time she'd ever seen

H
n
!

'

Getting used to sitting alone for hour
ifter hour in strange hotel rooms while
ier husband went on with his business.
She tried all this, right up until the
|ime she became pregnant.
He'd
just completed
exhaustingitself.tour
Ivhen suddenly
another anpresented
"Would you mind if I left?" Jack asked
rackie.
! Was
"No," sheJackie
lying,said.to herself, to Jack?
She didn't know.
She didn't
she told
But
then, aknow,
few days
afterherself.
Jack left —
hat moment
on the beach — then she
tnew.
...
She wasIt atwasher late
mother's
place infoggy,
Rhodea
island.
afternoon,
slight
chill
in
the
damp
air.
She
was
ng along the beach, slowly, alone. walkSuddenly she stopped. She felt the pain,
he unbearable pain, in her stomach. She
elt the nausea, the terrible feeling of
lausea, overtake her. And she felt the
?weat,
rushing
;pite thethatchillcamein the
air. to her face, de"Oh "Oh
no," no."
she said, as the pain grew
worse.
She fell.
She knew what was happening. Her
oaby, she knew, was dying inside her.
"Oh no," she said.
"No."
She
lifted her head.
Her eyes began to shift, wildly.
She looked straight ahead, at the long
litretch of lonely beach.
] She
She looked
a silent
looked toto her
her right,
left, atat the
calmdune.
and
.'ast expanse of ocean there.
"Jack,
Jack,"
she
began
to
whisper.
She dug her fingers into the sand.
"Jack," she asked, "where are you?"
SHE MADE UP HER MIND as she lay
n the hospital room that next morning.
Tack was flying back, he would be there
soon; and, she made up her mind, she
would
Jie door.tell him, right as he came through
"I don't want this any more," she would
say, "as soon as your term is up," she
svould
for good.say, "I want you to leave politics,
"Our baby is gone, Jack," she would
say. "I'm going to be lonelier now than I
sver
haveJack.been.Not Don't
you Notkeepanyleaving
-ne, too,
you, too.
more.
"Let's be," she would say, "like other
people.
Let's
go
away,
Jack.
Oh,
to
be
able
to go away. And breathe real air. And
have no more of this, this life, this cloud
jwe
try to breatheelse through,
on. To
go somewhere
where weto walk
can hold
on
ho something. Really hold on to something,
i "I heard them before, in the room next
door,"baby.
she Yesterday,
would say.a "The
womanI think
had
her
little girl,
it was. And he came; her husband. I could
almost smell the flowers he brought to her.
He satto with
day. sat
All together.
day. He didn't
have
leave.herAndall they
They
talked, and they laughed. And there was
no place else for him to go, to rush to.
They just
together.
band. Thesatbaby.
. . . The wife. The hus"Our baby," she would say. "Oh Jack
... Iyou,
didn'tJack?careI ifonlyit was
a boy,a baby.
or a girl.
Did
wanted
Our
little
boy
or
girl.
And
now
—
"
she
would
say.
"And now.
"And now — "
She turned her head on her pillow.
The door, she could hear, was opening.
"Jack?" she asked.
"Yes,"looked
he said.
She
at him as he walked towards
her, slowly, limping on those crutches the
way he did. She looked at his face. She
had never seen him look so haggard before, so sad, so frightened, so worried.

"Jack — " she started to say.
"Jackie,— " areshe youstarted
all right?"
"Jack
again. he asked.
But
she
continued
looking
at him, and
she stopped.
"No," she thought to herself. "Not now.
I won't tell you now. But someday soon.
Very soon. . . ."
THE DOCTOR, a friend of the Kennedys,
wasn't surprised that Jackie looked
shocked. He'd had a hunch Jack hadn't
told
the operation
thoughther it about
time somebody
did. yet. He'd
see,"hehehurt
said,his"when
husband
was"Youa kid
back your
playing
that
danged
touch
football
they're
playing up there at Hynannis Port.always
Then
in theon warthe— PT
well,boat,
you theknowJap the
story,
Jack
destroyer
ramming into the boat, slicing it in half,
Jack
on hiseverbacksince.againNow,. . slowly,
. He's
been inlanding
bad shape
things are getting worse. There's a chance,
Jackie,thingthathe ifmay
he doesn't
through cripwith
this
end up goa hopeless
ple .. . He doesn't want that. He wants
anything
"And,asked.
ifbuthe that."
does go through with it?"
Jackie
The doctor paused for a moment.
"Jack's been suffering from an adrenal
depletion,"
he said
protects the body
fromthen.
shock"Adrenalin
and infection.
An adrenal insufficiency greatly increases
the possibility of infection and hemorrhage
during
...
that hissurgery.
chances I'veof warned
survivingJackthethatoperation are extremely
Jackie
gasped. limited."
She tried to say something.
She
couldn't.
"You've
been pretty tense these past
couple
Jackie," the doctorto said.
"Iwoman.
knowof. amonths,
any
. .miscarriage
But I want canyou doto itsnap
out
of it, Jackie. For Jack's sake. That's why
I'm
telling
you
what
he
hasn't
told
you
I want you to cheer him up as much . as. .
you can now. He's not saying anything,
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but the pain, the mental anguish, together
they have him going through hell . . . And
I want you to relax now, to try to be your
old self. For these next few days, at least,
"Next few days?" she asked.
"Today's
the doctorHe said.
He
looked
overMonday,"
at his calendar.
nodded
Jackie."
and circled a date: October 20th, 1954.
"The
Thatoperation's
night theyThursday,"
talked. he said.
JACKIE HAD JUST TOLD JACK about
herJacktalk shook
with the
doctor that morning.
his head.
"He shouldn't have said anything. It
wasn't right. I should have told you," he
said."You would have put it off, till tomorrow, till Wednesday." She took his hand.
She"I tried
said.
wantedto smile.
to tell "Iyouknowmy you,"
way, she
though,"
he said. "There were so many things I
wanted
you .to. .tell
my me,"
way."she said,
"There'sto tell
nothing
"except that you're going to have an
operation and that everything's going to
were other things, though," he
be "There
all right."
said.
"What things?"
"I wanted to tell you, Jackie . . . first
. ."I. how
love you."
know much
that, Isilly,"
she said.
"And
I
wanted
"For what?" to thank you, too."
"For what you've had to put up with
these past couple of years; the way you've
put up with everything," he said.
"I wanted
to tell you what a wonderful
— " been,
wife"Jackyou've
a wonderful sport ... I
know," he said, "I know that it's been
hard onanother
you, Jackie.
I knowhavethere've
times
girl would
thrownbeenin
She
forced
herself
to
laugh
a little.
the
"Buttowel.
I've But
been— "a real brick about this
whole
I?" she asked.
"yes.
. thing,
. . he haven't
"Yes,"
said, laughing
a little, too,
"You know," he said then, after a moment, the laughter gone,
has been
strange
I triedin"this
toa long
work
today.aI
But for daythe forfirstme.time
time
couldn't.
at my thedeskoperation.
and I started
think. NotI satabout
But toI
started
to
think
about
my
brother.
About
Joe. . . .
"Have I ever talked to you much about
Joe,"A Jackie?"
he asked. she said.
sometimes,"
Jacklittle,
smiled,
and he put his head back
on his pillow.
"He
was
the
said.
"And he was theoldest
best of. . us. Heall,"washehandsome, Joe was. And he had brains, and
character,
. . . And
him.
Idolizedandhim.gutsThought
him weour loved
own
private saint, we did.
"And
he
used
to
say,
when
he
was
a kid, I remember, he used to say thatjust
he
grow upStates.
someday
to beforPresident
ofwould
the United
Til settle
nothing
less,' he would say.
"He meant
it, too. inIf politics,
he'd lived,
Joe
would
have
would
have gone
been onelected
to the and
Househe
and to the Senate, like I was.
neverHegotwasthea chance,
though.
The". .war. Hecame.
Navy pilot.
He
flew out from England. He finished one
tour of duty. He was eligible to come
home. But he stayed for a second tour.
He wanted to be there for D-Day, he said.
"Then,to after
was
eligible
come that
homesecond
again. tour,
But heJoeheard
about an operation, something to do with
knocking
Germanbefore
V-2s.heHewasheardto
about thisoutthethe night
leave. His luggage was already on a transport ship, ready to leave for New York.
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He got them to take the luggage off. And
the next day he got into his plane and set
off on a mission,
must have
up there
an hour,
over"He
when been
the plane
exploded.
"JoeFrance,
was killed.
body
"They never found a trace of his
"Me, Jackie," he went on, after a pause,
"me, I wasn't the same as I am today belike Joehe today
I tryforetoJoe died.
be. ButI'm before
died — Iatwasleasta
shy
guy,
shy
and
quiet.
Nobody
in the
world cian.could
everwaspicture
Everybody
sure Tdme endas upa politibeing
a teacher, or a writer.
"BUT I WENT INTO POLITICS because
Joe died. He was gone and I was still here
and it came very naturally to me that I
would take his place . . . After a while, I
got to love politics. It became my whole
life — the way it would have been Joe's . . .
But
at the beginning I didn't do it for myself
'1 come from a strange family maybe,
Jackie.
we haveAnda
hero. WeWe're
lovedveryJoe close.
whileAndhe lived.
we
honor
him
now
that
he's
dead
. . . And
just as I went into politics because
Joe
died, if anything happened to me, if I
died, my brother Bobby would run for my
Jerry Lewis, row a writer-director-actor-producer, tsin a
unique position: As a member of
the Screen Writers Guild he had
to stopthewriting
Lady'sa strike.
Man,"
when
writers"Thecalled
Asvotedan for
actorthe inScreen
"The Actors
Bell Boy"Guildhe
strike, even if it's against himself.
Barney mount,
Balaban,
headhowofheParaphoned to ask
felt.
"As a producer and director,
great," said Lewis, "but as a
writer and actor — notLeonard
so good."
Lyons
in the New York Post
seat in the Senate. And if Bobby died,
Teddy would take over for him.
"That's the way it's got to be, Jackie."
He turned to look at her again. "That" s
know,"
the"I way
it's she
got tosaid.be."
"I may die, you know, Jackie," he said
then.
"Please, Jack—" she started to say.
"And if I do," he said, "I just wanted
you toderedhear
this why
story,I spent
in caseso much
you wonabout me,
time
doing what I had to do ... I know," he
said, "that it's been hard on you — "
— " been times, like when
"I"Please,
know Jack
there've
"Jack!" the
She baby
began
"I
you
— " to sob suddenly.
don't lost
care about
Don't only
you
understand?
I onlymewantanymore.
you, Jackal
want"IH youtry,"
to live.
I want "with
you toevery
lioe." bit of
he said,
strength
that's
left
in
me."
again. "Don't you go worrying He
aboutsmiled
that,
He smiled.
"HI try," he said, ". . . . for you, for me,
for the family we hope to have someday,
Jackie."
for the good life I owe you, ray Jackie
. .And
. my later,
sweetheart.
. . ." when Jack was
much later,
asleep, she got on her knees, and she
prayed, would
with tears
miracle
be. in her eyes, that the
... It was.
END

It Last Minute Letter to Debbie
Continued from page 31)
ears
at a party
at Ann
Miller's
was agomarried
to Vic
Orsatti
then,home.
and
jin's
date
was
a
tall,
quiet
man
> es behind horn-rimmed glasses,withandsada
ny, diffident manner.
Everybody at the party was having fun
xcept this man. He sat alone most of the
me and I kept thinking he looked like
forlorn little cocker spaniel. Later, I
aw him sitting alone in the library and I
;arted talking to him, not because I was
iterested
but that
out ofHarry
sheerhassym-an
athy.
I wasin him,
to learn
mazing talent for attracting sympathy,
the things
3p'shimone andof makes
them that
stickdraws
with people
him.
OUR
PATHS
DIDN'T
CROSS
for
sevral months after that, and in those months
lany things happened to me. Vic and I
/ere divorced
and contract
I returned
my
areer.
I was under
to MGMto and
o- starring in a film with Gene Kelly when
'alph Freed, one of the people on the
■icture, came over to me and said, "There's
guy who's dying to meet you."
Inew
said, man."
"No, thanks. I'm too busy to meet
"But
he
upon
you. He's
larry
Karl insists
— like
says to
he date
metmeeting
youyou once
nd would
nowbefore
that
ou're free. He's too shy to call you uness he knows you'll be receptive to his
all."
I recalled the shy man with the sad
yes some
and said, "Tellgumyouto what.
I want ofto
;ive
. friend of bubble
mine. If he sendsthe mechildren
a box of
00Thepieces
go out mewithnothim."
next ofdaygum,
RalphI'llbrought
one,
jut one hundred boxes of bubble gum
rom
Harry.
That's
Harry
Karl
for
you.
Vhen he wants to make an impression on
1 girl orhe diamonds.
goes all out, whether it's bubble
|um
I dated him, of course. And we started
o see each other from that time on until
»/e were married one year later. Harry
■Carl in a courtship is something to see.
ie's
to the girl.
was overpoweringly
bowled over byattentive
his thoughtfulness.
»Vhen I said I wanted to go here or there,
3arry had the tickets. When I said I
wanted this or that, Harry got it. He lit
ny cigarettes, poured the cream in my
:offee, put my wrap over my shoulders
ind had his staff run errands for me. I'm
a woman. I was very impressed. And besides, those big, sad eyes used to tear at
ny heart.
I understand
he's that
that your
attentive
to you,
Debbie,
and I hope
disenchantment doesn't come after the wedding as
mine did.
We didn't
have We
a home
when
we goteven
married.
movedof our
into own
the
guest house of my parents' home in the
Valley.
We
couldn't
afford
a
home
of
our
own at the time; Harry had a large business debt toI continued
pay off. Toworking.
help himWith
pay myoff
that debt,
movie salary and personal appearance
tours, I was earning in the neighborhood
of $3500 a week. This was a big help durHarry's life when he
neededing a period
financialinhelp.
We were happy at this time. I was busy
with my career, Harry had his own routine. It was a routine, I was to discover
later, that continued even when it brought
me
and heartache.
earlyloneliness
in the morning,
go to his He'd
office,getworkup
there till noon, then take off for one of
his clubs, the Friars of Hillcrest, where
he'd
until evening.
come play
home,cards
his energies
spent, Then
silent he'd
and

preoccupied. At first, I didn't mind this. I
was busy
and soI didn't
realize
that with
Harry my
was work
away quite
much
of
the the
time,house
nor when
that hehe was
so glum
around
was home.
either,wasuntiljustmuchas much
later,
thatI didn't
Harry realize
apparently
inhe love
with
the
glamour
of
my
career
was with me as a woman. For soonas
afterwards, something happened to open
my eyes to this.
WE HAD MOVED into a home of our
own in the Valley and after we were settled in it, I had a great desire to be just a
housewife and mother. I'd been in show
business
ever since
was known
13 — I'd inhad pic-an
exciting career;
Fd Ibeen
res as "TheI Body"
and had
starred in
many tufilms.
had dozens
of scrapbooks
bulging with clippings. I wanted to say
good-bye
ried, and tostartall tothathavenowa that
family.I was marWhen I mentioned this to Harry I was
appalledever, Iwasat his
lack of enthusiasm.
How-of
so obsessed
with the idea
having
didn'tme.letI his
coolness a tobaby
the that
idea Ideter
was own
the
happiest girl in the world when the doctor
told me that I was going to have a baby.
But Harry didn't feel that way at all. He
didn't
whenmy I
was ill,display
and hemuch
becamesympathy
bored with
morning sickness. Because I am one of
those women who run into difficulties during pregnancy (eventually I was to have
six
miscarriages),
that
I remain
in bed. Howmy Idoctor
wished insisted
at the time
that my husband would stay with me to
help me pass the time. It would have made
things
Harry can't
seem
to standmuch
any easier.
kind ofButunpleasant
situation
around his wife. It may be due to a great
sensitivity within him. I discovered during
my married life with him that he loves his
women to move in a perpetual cloud of
glamour. He seems to be repelled when
the woman is incapacitated or in need of
sympathy.
He fell in love with me because I was
Marie McDonald, a movie star who was
glamourous on and off the screen. But
watching me as I lay in bed, fighting to
preserve the life of my unborn baby, apparently was notindifferent
what he athada time
bargained
for. He seemed
when
II needed
a
warm
and
comforting
can understand what made himhusband.
behave
the began
way hetodid,leavebut earlier
it didn'tandhelpearlier
matters.
He
for
his
clubs.office; return later and later from his
When it finally occurred to me that he
was probably avoiding me because he
wanted a gay, not a bedridden wife, I defied
my doctor's
and hegotwasout making
of bed
and
joined
Harry orders
on a trip
to San
Francisco.
Eventually, I lost the baby.
Harry, meanwhile, had begun to prosper.
He became bored with our simple Early
American house in the Valley, and wanted
something more pretentious. One day he
brought me to see a vast English Tudor
style house on Sunset Boulevard in Beverly Hills and said, "This is going to be
ourPossessions
new home."mean different things to different
Harryandhas hasalways
drawn bypeople.
nature
alwaysbeenhadwith-an
inferiority complex. To Harry, this magnificent
valuable Itacres
resentedestatestatureon andfivesecurity.
gave rephim
a feeling of importance.
I
didn't
have
Harry's
sense
of
insecurity.
I didn't need a mansion to make me feel

accepted. After we moved in, the gloom
of this big house that had more rooms
than I could possibly count, oppressed me.
We had toto pay
a month Wejustwere
for
servants
run $5,000
this monster.
running into debt to keep up this big place
and
tensions
were
beginning
to
flare
up
between us.
Because Harry has some wonderful
traits,
I stillAndthought
our marriage
be
saved.
I wanted,
desperately,couldto
have a child. After several miscarriages
which left me ill and depressed, I was
able to convince Harry that we should
adopt a baby. To my great joy we adopted
not one, but two babies in quick succession; Denise and Harrison, who are ten
years old today and only a few months
apart.
I WOULDN'T let my babies out of my
sight.sleep
I'd run
nurse out
and
therethe myself,
my ofhandthe innursery
Deedee's,
just
to
feel
her
close
hearI
both my babies breathing as bytheyandslept.
didn't
realize
it then,
but soI tobelieve
that
one
of
the
reasons
I
clung
my
babies
was because with them I found the warmth
and thewithfeeling
find
Harry.of being needed that I didn't
As I became more wrapped up in the
children and home, Harry became more
indifferent. It was a habit of his I was to
grow
understand
in a
womanto bores
him. later:
Once domesticity
the glamourous
trappings teresteare
shed,
Harry
ceases
to
be
d inthat woman. Even if that wom-inan is his wife.
When we had first dated, my natural
gaiety acted as a stimulus to him. But once
we were settled in a home of our own,
with two babies in the nursery, he didn't
try to conceal his boredom. When he'd
come
his room,
dinner home,
sent he'd
up ongo a uptrayto and
have have
it in
bed, then lie in bed and watch television
all
night.
He'd
remain
in
bed,
have
his
meals
all weekthereend.and be fastened to the TV set
This kind of thing almost drove me out
of my mind. The house was gloomy
enough;ered Harry
this iswasnot anableadded
pall. I hisdiscovto create
own
fun. There are many people like that, and
this
in
itself
is
not
a
fault.
But
I
think
it's
important for you, Debbie, to know this
because you have such a gay personality.
Harry will always adore you if you retain
your gaiety and spirit of fun.
In order to pep up things around the
house, I would ask friends over without
telling
andHarry
after (usually
they'd arrived,en- I
would goHarry,
sconced iup
nbed towatching
TV) and still
tell him
that friends had dropped in. Then he
would get up, dress and come down. I
must say,
however, that when he enterhost. tained our friends he was a very gracious
Many times, Iinwould
orderforce
to win
companionship,
myselfHarry's
to be
laughing and gay and dare him to join me
in a moonlight swim in the pool. I had to
use my imagination all the time to draw
him into each new adventure, and continually keep him intrigued. I became so
exhausted
Harry's
interest that Itrying
finallytohadstimulate
to give up.
Besides,
I had begun to assume his type of lethargy
and my personality suffered. Friends noas vivacious
I used tothis,
be.
I hopeticed Iwasn't
you never
have to goas through
Debbie,delightful
for yourtraits.
vivacity is one of your
most
Not onlyon was
moodyI began
behaviorto
reacting
my Harry's
personality,
develop heart spasms. After several attacks
I realized I could no longer live with him.
In
Harry'sto defense
he never
intended
upset me;I must
he issaya man
who
means well. But his attitude of indifference
and his silent moods were beginning to

hurt me. I decided to ask for a divorce.
The divorce was quick. I obtained it in
Las Vegas, and once I was free I felt like
my old self again. I was bursting with
vitalityreer again,
and this
gaiety,
catimeandas picked
a night upclubmy star.
The results were astounding: I played
in Las Vegas and Park Avenue to capacity
audiences. Offers came from London, Paris
and other European capitals, and I flew
there to keep the engagements.
In Europe, I had a ball. I'd sweep on the
stage
wearingon minks,
into
night clubs
the arm and
of a I'dmansweep
the same
way. I began to date Mike Wilding, who
had lor.recently
been got
divorced
Liz TayAll this hoopla
back tobyHollywood.
In no time at all, Harry showed up in
Europe and began pursuing me madly. I
led
a merry
chase. toAlthough
beenhimoverly
generous
me whenhe hadn't
I was
his wife, now he deluged me with jewels
and furs. Harry on the pursuit is like
Santa
he can't doHe enough
for theGlaus
womanin action;
he is pursuing.
chases
her and showers costly gifts on her. Sentimental gifts, as well, which are guaranteed
to make her melt, like the time he sent so
many don roses
my dressing-room
Loncould toscarcely
get into thein room.
I was Itouched.
I THOUGHT HE HAD CHANGED.
Courting me again, he seemed so charming,ferentthoughtful
quite diffrombeen
the and
glum,sociable,
uncommunicative
man I had
married
to.
We went to a justice of the peace and
were married again.
But thing
shortly
our him
marriage,
happenedafter
to make
revert someto the
old
Harry.
I'd
suffered
an
injury
was dancing on stage, and I had to while
go intoI
the hospital, with a cast placed on my leg.
Instead of displaying the devotion I longed
for,
as hetime:hadhewhen
were Harry
marriedreacted
the first
tried weto

duck the unpleasant situation. Suddenly,
he was off on a business trip to New York.
Lying
alone in all
the over
hospital,
face
the realization
againI had
that toHarry
always
seemed
to
run
from
a
woman
when
she was not her glamourous self; he
couldn't
offer himself when she was sick
or in trouble.
When I returned home, I had to rest.
That meant I had to cancel my night club
bookings. Again, Harry became the cold,
silent husband so deadly familiar to me.
Again, remain
his retreat
whereweekhe
would
in bedto his
for room
an entire
end,
staring
silently
at
the
TV
set
of him. When the children wanted intofront
see
him,
they had
to go to hisset.room and share
him with
the television
Just when things began to press in on
me again, I made a happy discovery. I was
pregnant
this baby. again. I was determined to have
I followed
to This
a T. time
I stayed
in bed —theevendoctor's
if Harryadvice
did
have
to go off
on hisclubs.
business trips or find
relaxation
in his
I had plenty of time to be alone and
think. And I thought a lot. One day the
reason inglyforclearHarry's
becamesomealarmto me. Itactions
was like
kind
of pattern:
he
would
become
attracted to a glamourous woman,greatly
a woman
who was beautiful, famous, at the peak
of her career, desired by other men. Once
some ofterestthose
qualities
vanished,
his me,
inwaned. This
was the
case with
anyway. When he first met me, I was a
star, had many beaux. After I married him,
I gave came
up disinterested.
my career, After
settledI down.
bedivorcedHe him
and embarked on a night club career, he
became
over Butagain,
me
over intrigued
half the all
world.
now pursuing
when I
was ill, my career on the shelf again, I
scarcely saw Harry. . . .
It was so clear. I was afraid the emotional strain might cause a miscarriage

These Are Our Heartaches
(Continued from, page 41)
Only Kelly, their four-year-old, was her
usual wide-awake and bright-eyed self.
"Okay, sweetheart," Tony said to her,
yawning, "it's way past your bedtime."
"Do I have to go to bed?" she asked.
Janetyoursaid,Daddy
"we'veandhadI.
a "Please,
long dayKelly,"
of work,
Daddy,
especially
—
he's
been
every night till way past midnightworking
on his
picture. And we've had a tough drive.
AndTheywe're
tired.
So
please?"
her in. took her into her room and tucked
"Now,"
Janet. . said,
"Our
Father.
." lowering her head:
"Our Father. . . ." Kelly repeated.
"Who art in heaven. . . ."
"Who art in heaven. . . ."
"Hallowed — " Janet started to say.
Kelly tosaid,
up athisTony,
who"Daddy,"
stood close
the looking
little bed,
eyes
closed, the picture of reverence some other
time maybe, a panorama of exhaustion
right now. "Daddy, but you're not in
heaven!"
"I know," Tony nodded, opening his eyes
a little. "I hear they get some sleep up
there!"
"KELLY," EXPLAINED JANET. " 'Our
Father' Itinrefers
the toprayer
doesn't
Daddy.
God who
is therefer
fatherto
of "Oh,"
us all.said
. . ."Kelly.
"Now," Janet said, " — and no more in-

again. Months before our baby was born,
I consulted a lawyer about a divorce.
When our baby, Tina Marie, was born,
Harry had to be notified in Las Vegas,
where
had gone to keep a date with
Zsa Zsa heGabor.
Tina was such a tiny infant she had to
be placed in an incubator, her existence
in peril. I called Harry in Vegas to tell
him about the danger his own baby faced,
but apparently he was too busy in Las
Vegas to come home. Tina was born in
September; in January Harry saw his own
baby daughter.
IT HAS BEEN THREE YEARS now that
Harry and I have been divorced. Financial y, he has been
a goodI wish
fatherhe tocould
our
three children.
But how
find the time to see them more often than
the two or three times a year he has visited
them so far. Tina looks exactly like him,
and I'd lightful
hopedminiature
thatin seeing
his face
dehers might
makein him
feel closer to her. I am sure that some day
it will.
Since our divorce I have returned to my
career and I am happy with my work and
with my children.
Much has also happened to Harry. He
has become involved in a headlined friendship with you, Debbie. I have heard that
you and Harry are planning to marry
soon,
and I hope
happy.glamour,
Don't
let marriage
shearyouyouwillofbeyour
Debbie. That was a mistake I made. Perhaps you can profit by my experience
when I was married to Harry, avoid rethem, and thus have a happy and
enduring peatingmarriage.
I wish you the best Best wishes,
Marie McDonald
Debbie has two new Columbia pictures:
she stars in Try, Try Again and has a
guest spot in Pepe.

and Our Blessings

They did. ter uptions please— let's finish our prayer."
"Daddy!" Kelly called then.
"Yes?" asked Tony, his eyes snapping
open
again.I go to sleep, would you read
"Before
me"Ithecan't,"
story said
of Scit-Scat
Pussycat?"
Tony. Hethesmiled.
"That's
in a book we left home. I don't remem"Yes you do," Kelly said. "I do."
dear," asked
Janet,
betell
r it." itwhy,
you"Then
to yourself
after the
lights"don't
are
"Because I forget the ending," Kelly
said, "and what happens to the poor little
orphan
pussycat"
"He gets
adopted," tattled the star of
Psycho.
out?" — adopted," said Tony.
"Yeah
"Oh, that's right," said Kelly. "But— I
want
to hearyawns,
how reluctantly,
you tell it,Tony
Daddy."
Between
told it.
"All right now?" Janet asked then.
"Enough for one night? Are you ready
now"Ohto yes,"
go tosaid
sleep?"
Kelly, "just as soon as
we"Singing?"
finish singing."
Janet asked. "Tonight?
"We isn't
alwaysthis
singour
at home,"
"And
home, Kelly
too? said.
And
shouldn't
peopletime,
love Mommy,
their homes,
Here?"
told
me that
and like
singyouin
them for happiness?"

said. And
she"Mmmmmmnun,"
knew it, she wasJanetjoining
her before
young
daughter in their current medley of nighttimetilda,hits:My I've
Got Valentine,
A Crush OnMyYou,Darling
MaFunny
Clementine,
The Girl
That I Marry and
Yes,"NowWe — Have
No
Bananas.
" Janet started again.
"Okay,"
said song.
Kelly, I"just
as soon
you
hear
my new
learned
it foras you
both special today, from Sue Ellen next
door, so's we can sing it at her party next
Without further ado, she began:
"Thanksgiving, Thanksgiving, Thanksgiv-ing
"The
Pilgrims
all glad
be liv-ing
month."
"They'd
'scapedwerefrom
the toIndians,
the
Apache's
and wait
Sioux'sto eat their turkeys
"They
couldn't
tell each other the nioux's. . . ."
She'n stopped.
clap.
"Very nice," Tony said, beginning to
"No, Daddy, there's lots more," said
Kelly.
"I was just
Desperately,
Tonytaking
begana breath."
to dance a
groggy Charleston, on the spot, in hopes of
distracting
his
daughter.
It half-worked.
"When's Thanksgiving?" Kelly asked.
"The last Thursday in November," said
Janet.
"And why do we have it?" Kelly asked.
"To give thanks," Janet said. "To pause

and thank the Lord for all our blessings
... In our case, we thank him for giving us
you, and Jamie, and for all the other wonderful things he's given us."
"And," added Tony, "if you want to see
a preview morrow,ofyou Thanksgiving,
here,go to-to
just be a good right
girl and
sleep now, and let me and Mommy sleep
late in the morning . . . and we'll be the
two most thankful people in town."
"You're funny, Daddy," said Kelly.
"Will you?" Tony asked, bending down
and kissingmor ow?her.
" — Let
sleep favor
late to-to
As a big
and usspecial
me? To Mommy?"
"Sure, Daddy," said Kelly.
"Sure!"
"THAT WAS SOME SONG Sue Ellen
taught asher,"
laughed
littleforwhile
later,
she Janet
sat fixing
her ahair
the
night
"I'd hate to have heard the next twelve
verses,"
said, from
"She isTony
adorable,
though,bed. that child of
ours," Janet said.
Tony nodded. "She's the end," he said.
"And she's a good child, too," Janet said
proudly. "Just like Jamie is. . . . Of course,
they dotainlyhave
But they're
not liketheir
somedays.
of these
other cerkids
you keep hearing about. Always cranky.
Always fussing."
"Not our
dolls,"the agreed
Janet
clipped
last of Tony.
the curlers to
her hair, rose and walked over to a panel
on the wall. She pushed a button, which
connected with the inter-com system in
Jamie's room. Then she pushed another
button,
room. which connected with Kelly's
She listened for a moment.
The silence in both rooms was lovely.
"Sleep well," she whispered then, as she
got into bed, alongside Tony. "Sleep well,
darling."
Tony already was sleeping, very well.
her asheadoncebackmoreon shethe listened
pillow
AndJanetshe lay
smiled
to And
the silence
about
her
—
lovely,
so
lovely.
then, she too slept.
Atly,five-thirty
the
next
morning,
promptit began.
Pandemonium!
"It was the beginning of one of those
days," and
JanetGesell.
says,had"ontheywhich
Spock
been Doctors
around,
would have run back to their offices and
taken down their diplomas. ... At fivethirty came the screaming, from Kelly's
room.notShe's
at an ageAnd,
in which
are
uncommon.
let menightmares
tell you,
she was having one now. . . ."
"What's
the
matter,
sweetheart?"
asked as he and Janet rushed intoTony
her
room.
Kelly bounded up from bed and threw
herself in Tony's arms.
"The big fat beetle was sleeping with
me,
she cried, the tears streaming
downDaddy,"
her cheeks.
Tony continued holding her. He looked
over her shoulder. "There's no big fat
here anymore, Kelly," he said, after
abeetle
moment.
"He's hiding now," said Kelly, confidentially. "Youhim."
just look for him, Daddy. And
you'll
Tony find
put her down and began to search
the
under
the the
bed,closet,
under thethebathrug.
behindroom—
curtains,
roomtheadjoining
the room.
"See?" "No
he said,
when he thought he was
through.
beetle."
"Did pointing
you looktoina the
drawers?" Kelly
asked,
bureau.
Tony walked over to it. He opened one
drawer, then another, then another. He
had just opened the fourth and final
drawer,
and hit when
him insuddenly,
the eye. something shot up
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' "Aaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!!"
he shouted.
He looked down to the floor
then, and
saw
a
green
rubber
frog
rolling
away from
him.
"That's Freddie, Daddy," Kelly said. "He
always
Tony jumps
looked when
up andyouoverget athimhis jiggled."
daughter. He tried to force a laugh. "Well," he
said, " — and wasn't that funny?"
"No," Kelly said. "I'm still afraid . . .
Please someone," she said, "please stay
withTonyme andfor Janet
a littlewentwhile."
into a huddle. One
of them should stay, they knew. But who?
They
chose
for
it.
Janet lost.
Smilingly, sprintingly, Tony began to
head back for the big bedroom.
HE'D ALMOST MADE IT, too, when he
heard
room. the noises, coming from the other
"Honey," he heard Janet's voice call
then, "will you see what's wrong with
Jamie?
She's crying."
Ten minutes
later, Tony stumbled back
into Kelly's room. Jamie was in his arms.
"She's still crying," he said. "What's
wrong
withmouf,"
her?" the baby muttered, be"Mouf,tween
sobs.
Janet looked into her mouth. "Poor
thing," she said, " — she's teething."
"But she's teethed before," Tony said.
"She's had plenty of teeth in her time."
"This
Janetandsaid.put"Tony,
just takeone's
her atomolar,"
her room
some
lotion on her gum. That'll soothe her, and
thenTonyshe'll
go
back
to
sleep."
went.
him"Aaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!!"
shout a few minutes later.Janet heard
"Honey," she called, "what happened?"
"Jamie bit me," Tony called back, "that's
what
Janethappened."
shook her head. "Honey, easy
when you put on the lotion," she said,
"and then just put her down. And she'll
go"You'll
back see.
to sleep."
. . ." She crossed her fingers.
"Needless
to
say Jamie
go back
to sleep that morning,
nor didn't
did Kelly,
nor
Tony,
nor
did
I,"
Janet
says,
remembering.
"At about seven o'clock, when the commotion had quieted
breakfast.
Thingsdown,
wentI decided
pretty I'd
wellmakefor
that next forty-five minutes or so. Oh
sure, Kelly accidentally flung a spoonful
of cornJamie
flakesgaveand herbanana
into Tony's
hair.
And
a shove
one
point, while
she high-chair
was in it, and
nearlyat
gave us heart failure as she started to
fall over. But, I mean, it was relatively
quiet, breakfast was. And things stayed
quiet till all the way up to about nine
o'clock,
not. back
. . ."to bed for
By nine,believe
Tony ithador gone
a while. Janet was on the phone, ordering
some groceries from a nearby market.
The children were outside, in a sand-box,
"playing."
Suddenly, again, there came a scream,
long and loud.
Janet hung up the receiver and raced
outside. The first thing she saw was Jamie,
lying
her lip.on the grass, blood trickling from
As Janet rushed over to her bawling
child, she looked around for Kelly.
And there was Kelly, sitting in the
sand-box,
prettywatching.
as an angel, quiet as a
church mouse,
"Kelly," Janet called, "what happened?"
"Jamie fell against the fence there and
hurt her mouth," said Kelly.
"She asked,
got outas ofshe thegot sand-box
herself?"
Janet
on her knees
and
began to lift Jamie from the grass.
"Yes, Mommy," said Kelly. "And I didn't
follow her. And I didn't push her."
©) "Are you sure?" Janet asked.

said Kelly,
there
for"Well,"
a minute.
And "maybe
maybe I Iwastouched
her."Kelly,"
. . ." Janet said, "you know that
Jamie
doesn't like herself.
to be — "
She interrupted
"Jamie!"
she
called
watchingto slip
the
little girl who had justthen,
managed
from her arms. "Where are you going,
answer.forButher itsister.
was obvious
thatJamie
she didn't
was Janet
headed
Jamie?"
"Ja-mie!"
called.
"I didn't push you on purpose, Jamie,"
Kelly
know the
that."sand-box and
Jamiesaid.had"Youreached
Kelly by this time. For one moment, she
looked her big sister square in the eye.
And then, the next moment, she lifted her
arm, made a fist and she hauled off and
slugged her one.
"Mommmmmyyyyy,"
Kelly began to
scream
now.
"My
mouuuuufffff,"
Jamie
conscious again of her boo-boo.screamed,
.
"Tonnnnnyyyyy," Janet called. "Help.
Tonnnnnnnyyyyyyy!"
He came running out of the house. He
wore only his shorts. He rubbed his eyes.
"Wh-what's wrong?" he asked.
"It's one of those days, Tony," Janet said,
"the kind I bragged we never had . . .
The chiHren. They're cranky and fussy.
We've got to keep them amused. And separately, for now. I'll take Kelly. You take
Jamie
. . . Come
on. Kelly,"
said. Tony
"Where
are you
taking sheher?"
asked.
"To theknow,"
grocer's,
ride ponies, to fish —
I don't
Janetto said.
"And how about me?" asked Tony.
"You stay with Jamie," said Janet.
"Butmoaned.
I'm supposed to get some sleep."
Tony
"Tonight, honey," Janet said, "—if it's
the last thing we ever do, tonight we'll get
some sleep. . . ."
"THE REST OF THAT DAY was incredible," Janet says. to"Ourthem,
two good
What
had happened
we girls.
wondered.
There's an old Arabic saying that goes:
'Once
a while
the day.
sun slants
family inand,
for the
things wrong
do noton sita
well
with
family.'
That's
a
free
translation.
But you get what I mean. Because this was
the day that Arabic saying was applying to
us, and the sun sure was not slanting right
. . . All day it went on. The children
wouldn't eat their lunch. They wouldn't
nap.
They towouldn't
play inthethe way
they
were used
playing. Late
afternoon
some friends dropped by. Kelly, normally
the gentlest
and loudest
friendliestvoice,
of girls,
nounced in her
after anthe
people had gone into the garden to see her:
'No. I won't say hello. I'll only say goodgo!' And
Jamie,tonormally
sweet,bye when
so you
careful,
managed
break oneso
lamp, one ashtray and, finally, one highchair
time. which, luckily, she wasn't in at the
"If lunch
worse.
I had wasall ofa catastrophe,
their favoritedinner
foods was
for
them that night. But did it matter? No.
They nibbled like they were eating a
strange Tibetan meal, and then they
stopped eating, and then they complained,
aandlot,onloudly,
and on.and the complaining went on
"But then, suddenly — miraculously, I
guess
you incould
say — what rayssky ofbegan
sun
were left
the early-evening
slanting our way. Because, suddenly, the
noise stopped, and the complaining, and
the children began to yawn, and even to
smile, catedandthat they
very were
quietly,readysweetly,
to go they
to bed.indi"We
put
Jamie
in
her
crib
first,
kissedgo
her and cuddled her and watched her
off to sleep.

turn.selfSheagain.
was like
a "Then
differentit was
child;Kelly's
her old
She
got into her pajamas and she hugged us,
Tony and me, hard. And then she said,
"Mommy . . . Daddy ... I think I've been
a bad girl today. But I won't be anymore
. . . I've
been methinking.'
'about
what
you told
last nightsheaboutsaid,Thanksgiving, next month. And when it comes I
really want you to be thankful for having
had me. And so I'm sorry about how I was
today, and I'm sure Jamie is too. And from
now on we're going to be the best little
girls intothehavewhole
world.Thanksgiving,
And we're
going
the wide
happiest
too."ItYouwas waitso touching,
and see.' the way she said
that, that Tony and I nearly wept.
" 'No. Mommy,' she said then, 'may I
say" Yes,
my prayers
dear,' Iwith
said. you, like always?'
" 'And Daddy, will you tell me one
quick
like always?'
" Yes,story,
darling,'
said Tony.she asked.
"Then,
the prayers
with,
we kissed
her, putandoutthethestory
light over
and
went to the living room. There, we sat
and watched some TV for an hour. And
then,
on tip toes, we gently stole off to
our room.
"We nalwere
y, we werein inbedbed.in a jiffy. Finally, fi"I had turned on the inter-coms and
everything was so quiet, so peaceful.
' And began
off we tofell,
to sleep,
at last."
Janet
tremble
a little
here.
"And then." she said, "and then. . . ."
IT WAS ABOUT TWO A.M. when the
little voice came roaring over the intercom.
"Mommy! . . . Mommy!"
ening.
"It's Kelly." Janet said, startled, awaksaid."Probably another nightmare." Tony
"Oh, the poor child," said Janet.
They
into theirthem,
daughter's
"Hi," rushed
Kelly greeted
smiling,room.
sitting
up
in
her
bed.
"Is ... is something supposed to be
wrong
"Yes, here?"
Daddy,"Tony
Kellyasked.
said. "Mommy and
"What?"something."
Janet asked.
I foreot
"Well, we said our prayers, like always."
Kelly
explained,
a story,
like always,
Daddy"and. .you
. Buttoldyoume Mommy,
vou"Sing?"
forgot Janet
to singasked.
with "Tonight?
me. like alwavs!"
"We always sing at home," KellyNow?"
said,
"ISheknow,"
said
Janet.
"I
know."
"and — "sat down on the bed alongside her
daughter.
said,And"we'll
sing.
But"Allveryright.
fast Kelly."
this time,shehuh?
no ling"All eringright,"
Kelly
said.
over
the
high
notes?"
Janet cleared her throat.
"I've got a crush on you — " she began.
"Sweetie
" Kelly joined
"Mommy."pie-yyyyyy
she said, — stopping,
pointing.in
"What's Daddy doing?"
Janet
looked down.she said.
"He's laughing,"
"On the floor?" Kelly asked.
"That's what they call hysterical laughter, dear." Janet said. ". . . Now come on.
we've got five songs to go after this. . . ."
"Allgan again,
the day and nighttime — " she belaughter. trying hard to hold in her own
"Hear me ca-ryyyyyy—" Kelly joined
in, shaking her head, not getting the big
joke at all. ...
END
Janet can still be seen starring in Psycho, and To?ty The
starsSixth
next Man
in UniversalInternational's
and The
Great Impostor: Spartacus.

The Love Story of Pat and Dick
(Continued from page 21)
that night, the lawyer showed up
at Later
her door.
He handed Pat a package.
"If I were rich."
he. . said,
"I'd haveI onlybought
you
. But
had
six another
dollars collie
on me.
this since
was the best
I could
do."
Pat opened the package.
Inside was a small woodcut, of a dog. a
collie.
With
a note ofwhich
have theit waspleasure
beingread:your"Maynew I
friend?"
Pat knew now that this man. "this sweet,
wonderful
As only fellow,"
a woman wascan.theshemangot forhimher.to
propose officially to her later that night.
And when he did she said, breathlessly, as
if There
surprisedwasandonlydelighted.
"Whyhitch,
yes!" the
one slight
lawyer told her then. "My mother's a little
worried about your having a 'Hollywood'
background. It won't make any difference
for usandeither
like youreally
to meet
her
show way.
her But
whatI'dyou're
like
. . . Okay?" he asked.
"Oh boy," said Pat.
HANNAH NIXON SAT ALONE with
Pat innoon.theThey Nixon
parlor
thatanother
next afterto one
on a
small couch. satOn next
a table
in front
of them
were
two
cups
of
tea
and
an
aging
scrapbook.
"I know my Richard must be in love
with
Mrs. Nixon, herbeginning,
her
voice you,"
very said
matter-of-fact,
eyes never
once
off
Pat.
"In
the
past
whenever
came back from other dates he talked nothe
of romance but about such things as what
might have happened to the world if Persia
had conquered the Greeks, or what might
have happened if Plato had never lived . . .
But after his dates with you. Miss Ryan,
well,
only of you."
Therehe talked
was something
about the way
she'd
said
you
that
little, uncomfortably,caused
in herPatseat.to move a
"Now," Mrs. Nixon went on. "since you're
going to marry Richard. I guess there's a
lot you'll want to know about him . . .
First
of all, let'sMostsee; foods
yes. there's
food to
be discussed.
don't are
interest
Richard,
you know. But there
two
things he likes. One is cherry pie. One is
rump roast beef ... Do you know how to
prepare them, Miss Ryan? Pie and rump
roast?"
"Yes," said Pat, "I do."
"Hmmmm," said Mrs. Nixon. "Now —
about clothes. I'm afraid you're going to
have
to do Donald
a lot of needs
Richard's
his brother
a newchopping.
suit. Rich-If
ard will buy it. But if Richard needs one.
he'll get me to buy it. or do without it . . .
That's a job you'll be having to take over,
Miss Ryan. Will you mind that?"
"Oh no, not at all." said Pat.
"You'll
find, too."
Nixon But
wentwork
on,
"that
a hardMrs.
worker.
for
himRichard
has notis been
connected
with makingpresmoney.
heardsuccess
him exadesireI tohavebe anever
financial
...
Does that matter to you, Miss Ryan, if
your husband is not a financial success?"
"It would have a few years ago, when I
was younger, sillier." said Pat. "It doesn't
anyMrs.more."
Nixon smiled, a tiny bit.
Then
"Yes," shesaidsaid,
Pat."I hear you're an orphan."
"I'm sorry," said Mrs. Nixon. " — Your
mother passed on first?"
"Yes," said Pat. "When I was a young
girl. Her heart gave way."
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"And your father?"
"He died
I was finishing
high
school.
He just
had assilicosis.
I tried toup nurse
him as well as I could. But — "
"BUT WHILE THEY LIVED." Pat said,
"they were very happy. I'm glad for that.
I Again
thank Mrs.
God for
Nixonthat."smiled, a little.
Then she reached forward and picked up
the
scrapbook
a few pages. in front of her. She turned
"This," she said then, pointing to a
photograph,
Pat grinned."is Richard, right after birth."
"He was adorable." she said.
"A very well-formed baby. I thought."
said
Mrs. Nixon.
this,"theshetimesaidhe then,
"is Richard
at nine"And
months,
said
his first word. -It was 'bird.' He was referr
i
n
g
t
o
a
white
horse
of
ours
named
Bird."
"Dick's told me about him." said Pat.
said tothen,
Richardto
at "And
ten. thethis,"
time she
he said
us he"iswanted
be a lawyer when he grew up. We thought
he would be a musician, he had such a
good ear on the piano: or maybe even a
preacher, he could talk so well. But he
said
day. about
and I him.
could see he
had a"lawyer'
sense ofonejustice
"You
see."
she
said,
"we
at the time and we found thathadone a ofstore
the
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Whensorryshe Iwasdid."through talking, she saw
Pat kiss her own fingers and then bring
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"What made you do that?" Mrs. Nixon
asked.
"I don't know," Pat shrugged. "I guess
it's
the man
...
lussh orpostalmoneycharges.
But that
now upI till
lovenowtheI loved
boy that
he used
orderIf withyou
"Well
— " said Hannah Nixon.
to And
be. too."
then, for the first time that afternoon, she smiled, really smiled, a warm
SWAP
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"Well
—
"
she
said
again,
"that
was
a
very nice thing for you to say.
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"And I'm glad. Pat, very glad that you're
b
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going
to
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When — soon after the United States entered World War II — Dick joined the Navy,
Pat quitlowed herherhusband,
schoolteaching
folWANTED
happily, job
in herand usual
POEMS
happy-go-lucky
way.
from
billet
to
billet.
Iir.n\ed:.-.:e
Cor..*:<S*ri:
ion.
Phonograph records made.
They lived in Washington for a while,
then Iowa, then Philadelphia. When Dick CROWN MUSIC CO., 49 W. 32 St., Studio 340, New Yorkl
was sent
to theFrancisco
Pacific. and
Pat took
apart-as
ment in San
a job anthere,
a stenographer.
Finally,
the war's
came
back towards
to the States
and heend.and Dick
Pat
took off together for Baltimore and his
last Navy assignment.
In Baltimore, after a while, Pat became
pregnant.
And in Baltimore, too. after a while,,
Dick received the telegram that was to |
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as A-R-C.from Youvery make
ARE . YOU
INTERESTED
IN
RUNNING FOR CONGRESSIONAL SEAT er^_
amazing
progress
at
home,
in
spare
Only fewincluding
cents perLawrence
lesson.Welk.l.OOi
SOLIDLY HELD BY DEMOCRAT FREE
students,
BOOK
SSTiSeTg
VOORHIS?
thout teach(SIGNED)
THE COMMITTEE OF
ONE
HUNDRED.

"What do you think?" Dick asked Pat
ifter they'd read it.
"1 think it's great," she said. "It's a real
big honor. You should be mighty proud."
"I probably wouldn't win," Dick said,
'even if I do tell them yes."
"So what?" said Pat. "It'll probably get
is back to Whittier, quicker than we'd
jlannedselves a.little
. . Andhouse
if youthere
lose,andwe'llwe'll
get have
ourour baby there, you'll open up a law
sffice again, and — and meanwhile, Dick,"
beshe ansaid,awful"a political
lot of fun!campaign. I bet that'll
It waslater.night, • in California, several
nonths
DICK HAD WON THE NOMINATION
a few cially
daysbegun.earlier. The campaign had offiBut now, this night, Pat lay in the hospital room,room,about
taken togivethebirth
dewhereto shebe would
to her livery
first child.
"I want
husband,"
she said,
groggily,
to themy nurse
who stood
alongside
her. "Where's my husband?"
"I phoned him, dear," the nurse told her.
"Now don't you worry. He'll be here.
Soon.
. " into the room a few minDickutes. later.
rushed
"Darling," he said, taking Pat's hand,
"I just
got the
I was I atwanted
the Elks',
the
middle
of acall.speech.
to getin
here. To hold your hand ... To give you
He bent and kissed her.
this."
"Dick," Pat asked then, "are you going
to Hestaydidn't
— while I'm inside?"
"Dick?" sheanswer
asked.at first.
"I shouldn't, honey," he said then. "I
should
get back."
She closed
her eyes.
"Pat,"
For betterhe orsaid.
for "I've
worse.started
There this
are thing.
more
than four hundred people back there, in
that hall, waiting to hear what I've got to
tell them. If I'm going to do this thing at
I'm—" And, after a moment, Pat
all,HePat,stopped.
could
to her hear
bed. a chair being pulled up next
She opened her eyes.
her.She saw that Dick was seated next to
"I'm sorry, honey," she heard him say.
"I'll stay. Of course I'll stay here with you.
Nothing's
more know
important
Pat ... I don't
what togotmeintothanme you.
just
She
looked
up
at
him. She forced a
now."
smile as best she could. "No, Dick," she
said. "I'm the one who's sorry. If you've
got to go back, you've got to.
"Please,
your
speech.Dick," she said, "go back to
"I understand," she said.
"Believe
do continued
understand."to
And
as sheme,saidDick,
that,I she
force
her
smile;
while,
under
bedsheets, she clenched her fists,thetightly,
partly because of the pain inside her, and
partly because of another pain ... a pain
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she knew would never leave her and over
which, she knew, neither she nor her
husband
trol. . . . would ever again have any conDick Nixon won the '46 election. And he
and Patters)and
(the first of two daughmoved Tricia
to Washington.
For the next six years, first as a Congres man's wife, then as a Senator's, Pat
learnedbe fast
a perfect
politician's wife
must
silent,thatserene,
well-controlled
and
always
smiling.
BACK IN THE EARLY DAYS, however,
Pat's only
concern was
towards her husband.
Was her
whatusefulness
she was doing the right thing for Dick? He seemed
unusually happv here in Washington. His
star was rising. Was she ri-?ht in there, doing a goodlittle
job wavs
for Dick,
him in the
hun^rfH
that hewing
?he could?
Finally, one night in July of 1952, it
appeared
Pat Nixon that yes, she had
done a goodto job.
Dick stood on a platform, waving his
arms, smiling at the thousands of convention delegates who had just nominated him
for
the ofnextAmerica.
Vice-Presidency of the United
States
And next to him Pat stood.
Yes, thingit hadseemed
to Pat,it. that night — everybeen worth
Because
everything,
everything
life was just perfect now.
. . . in Dick's
But then, another night, shortly after,
things began to change. A few hours
earlier, a story had broken in the newspapers and on TV. Dick Nixon had been
accused of illegally accepting funds and
gifts (quite
was reported, as wella asbit a ofdogmoney,
named itCheckers)
from several wealthy Californians. Within
these few hours since the story had appeared, public reaction had become nearly
hysterical. There had been cries from the
Democrats, and from many Republicans,
too, for offGeneral
Eisenhower to throw Dick
Nixon
his ticket.
HAD READ THE STORIES, heard
thePATaccusations.
She'd
to rubnow,themthisfrom
She sattriedthere
night,her inmind.
her
living
with her mother-in-law,
silently, room,
still trying.
When, suddenly, she heard the cars pull
up
driveway — first one, then another,
thenthea third.
A moment later, the front doorbell rang.
Pat didn't move.
"Aren't
you going to answer?" asked
Dick's
mother.
"No," said Pat. "Not tonight, I'm not . . .
Dick's inside, writing his talk. The children
are asleep . . . I'm not going to have anydisturbed
But bodythen,
aftertonight."
a while, when it seemed
as if the bell would never stop ringing,
Pat rose, and headed for the front door.
She opened it, quickly, nervously.
"Mrs.
a reporter called.
"Yes?" Nixon?"
she asked.
A flashbulb popped.
She blinked.
"Yes?" she asked again.
"We'd like some shots of your husband
. ."I'm
. andsorry,"
a statement."
she said. "He's in his office.
He has a speech to give on television tomorrow.
He's
busy."
"How about the dog then? Can we get
sorry,
but — "
^• "I'm
picture
of him?"
"Aw, c'mon,
Mrs. Nixon. The whole
world wants to see this pooch."
"What doMrs.
you Nixon."
say, Mrs. Nixon."
„j_„
"C'mon,
"It's our job, lady. We've got to get that
Pat found herself nodding. "All right,'-'
picture."

she said. "All right . . . but please, be quiet
as you can. The girls are sleeping. I don't
want to wake them."
"Sure thing,
"Don't
worry.ma'am."
Mrs. Nixon."
She opened the door wider.
The newspaper people rushed past her.
"Please now — " she started to say.
But they were already far past her, on
their way up the stairs. They thumped up
the stairs. And they shouted to one anThey acted
like kids on a lark. Pat
watchedother.them,
unbelievingly.
"Mama,"
she
heard
a voice call out to
her, suddenly.
She looked up, to the top of the stairs.
A door was open there. In the doorway
stood
her twocovered
little with
girls, fear.
in their pajamas.
the;r faces
"Mama," asked Tricia, the older one, "is
Pat stoodwrong?"
there, staring at her girls.
anything
"Mama!"
"I don't know. Tricia." she said, finally
"Hey," one of the reporters called out to
the"Yes,"
girls.the"Isgirlthissaid.the door to the dog's
The men barged into the room.
"Mama." Julie, the younger daughter,
called
now. "what do they want with
Checkers?
room?" What do they want with my
"Nothing, sweetheart," Pat said. "They're
just
going toto your
take his
...
Go back
roompicture.
now. That's
Both ofallyou.
Go
to bedthenow."
doggie?"
Shebackwatched
two girls as they stepped
back and closed their door. And then she
back into the living room and over
towalked
a window.
law"What's
asked. wrong, child?" her mother-in"I CAN'T
IT ANY
said,
=tarinq TAKE
out of the
window.MORE," Pat
"I know," her mother-in-law started to
say."I "It's
—"
iust hard
can't ontakeyouit allanysometimes.
more." PatButwent
on. "It's too hard on the girls, too hard on
me.
Andasked.
now,youDickgoing
— it'sto too
him."
in-law
"What
are
do?"hard
her onmotherPat"I'msaid.going in to Dick, and talk to him.'
"What are you going to talk about?"
"I'm going to ask him to quit, to quit. "
goinghimto tell
I want
toPat gosaid.
home."I'm With
and himour that
daughters.
Home where we belong. Not here. Not
here, where they scandalize us, and hurt
turnedNotfromherethe
us She
so much.
— " window and she
faced her mother-in-law.
"You're his wife, Pat," the woman said
"Yes,"knowPat best."
said.
"You
She took a deep breath.
And then she began to walk towards her
husband's office.
Dick
up atandher.his He'd
ing hardlooked
and long
eyes been
were worktiredlooking, verv tired-looking.
"Yes,voice
Pat?"was weary.
His
She stood there, in the doorway. She
looked at him for a long time.
And
did, she saw that there were
tears inashissheeyes.
She had never seen him cry before.
Not once, sincehe that
time they'd met.
"Yes,
askedfirst
again.
In thatPat?"
moment that
followed,
she threw
aside everything she had meant to say.
"I only wanted to see how you were,
Dick," she said, instead. " — And ... to tell
to where he sat
youThen. . .she
pleasewalked
... toover
go on."
And
she put
"Go on,"
she her
said,arms
again.around him.
Then she, too, began to cry. . . . END

Will Jack Lemmon

Remarry

Cynthia?

A Modern Screen "Back-of-the-Book" Special
On a sun bright day, a young man with a his daffy dame impersonation with Tony
nervous grin on his boyish face led a trim Curtis and Marilyn Monroe in Some Like
young blonde girl by the hand up three It Hot, had sent his stock soaring.
He was in great demand by every studio.
short steps. He opened the door for her,
and squeezed her hand tightly to reassure But, he played it cool. He didn't want to
her
that
they
were
doing
the
right
thing.
get
bogged down in a mess of second rate
She reassured him with a warm look. He scripts.
With all his skyrocketing, he found
braced his shoulders, and strode forward. lots of time to visit with Cynthia, Chris,
In a few long moments, he was answering and little Stephanie.
the question:
"Cynthia and I have always been the
"Do you Jack Lemmon take Cynthia best ganofto notice
friends,"theJack
beglowsa:d,
thatbutlit people
up within
Stone
to be your
lawfulandwedded
His answer
was clear
strong. wife?" him when he mentioned Cynthia's name.
They went out to lunch together. They
"I do."passersby scarcely took notice on talked
about the children. And, Jack,
The
that warm May 7th in 1950, when a happy good friend that he was, tried to iron out
pair of youngsters raced out into the the differences between Cliff, his pal, and
Peoria, Illinois, sunshine to shout to the Cynthia, his beloved ex-wife. It was no
go. Cynthia had shut Cliff out of her life.
world wayspassing
would be,bymanthatandtheywife.were, and alJack went into The Apartment for Billy
"Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lemmon," they Wilder,
and toit was
time he'd
been
asked
carrythethefirst
starring
role ever
in a
chorused happily, "and nothing can ever film. Cynthia
wished him the best of luck
change
that.
Nothing!"
The honeymooners made it back to New knowing full well that it was a turning
York on a cloud of joy. Their cup seemed point in Jack's career.
tohit overrun
fortune shows
when asJackan
Jack, still seeing Felicia Farr, began to
it hot onwith
a fewgoodtelevision
see more and more of Cynthia. They both
actor. Cynthia encouraged him, and with rejoiced in his new success as if it were
his natural talents spurred on by the their own private party. Talk of Jack's
bride, Jack began to move up fast in the marrying Felicia, his long time actress
world of grease paint and make believe. girl-friend, began to become less and less
As his star began to rise, Cynthia felt a
the wise money was belittle left out of things. Conferences, re- a topic. ginInstead,
Jackagain.
and his chances
winninging tore-examine
Cynthia back
planstogether.
all seemed
eat of The
away at hearsals,
theiragents'time
But, toJack,
tensions
that
had
split
them in 1955,
calling on his Boston Back Bay manners, when Jack was still on the borderline
beexcused himself
from
many
of
the
contween supporting
player byandhisstar-actor,
ferences that others around him had set had erased
themselves
personal
up, and gave of himself more dutifully to success. And, he and Cynthia had been
Cynthia.
very much in love, had shared many
and had always remained the best
"We'llannounced,
call himwhen
Christopher,"
Jack laughs,
proudly
a bouncing baby
of friends, a feat not shared by very many
boy joined their household.
ex-husbands
and wives in Hollywood, or
In December of 1956, Chris Lemmon saw
shared
many hushis daddy leave, and his mommy cry, but, for thatbandsmatter,
and wives notin the
movieby business.
he could not understand the why of either
Cliff
came
back
into
the
fray,
and tried
act. A judge in Las Vegas understood it
rewin Cynthia. Jack stepped aside, and
better. He had granted Cynthia Lemmon towatched
as
Cliff
gave
it
his
all.
a divorce, but to him it had seemed such said it later: "Cliff and I are just Cynthia
incoma shame since both parties to the divorce
ible," and that
seemed to answer the
of patCliff
Robertson.
actiontive tohadeachseemed
other. so friendly and atten- dream
Jack
called
Cynthia
often.
He
wanted
When ertsonCynthia
Cliff Rob- find out about Chris, and baby Stephanie,to
in August married
of 1957, actor
Jack practically
the
wished on a star for her happiness. He whom
family. he'd
Theycome
talkedto love
often asandoneforof long
and Cynthia had remained close even periods
of time.
Thewithendearments
through their trials, and now, she let Jack used long
before
otherthey'd
ochave complete visitation rights to see Chris.
casionally
cropped into
theeachconversations.
"We're
still
the
best
of
friends,"
Jack
"I've got to go to New York, Cyn." Jack
said,
"and
Cliff
understands."
announced one day. "It's on business. I'm
Robertson,He a and
thoroughly
nice guy,
didCliff
understand.
Jack became
fast going to act in Face Of A Hero on Broadfriends.
were Cynthia
on Cynthia's
was happy for him. She knew
A whileBothlater,
gave side.
birth to a Cynthia
had always wanted to return to
little girl, who was christened Stephanie. Jack
she'dwithgonehimthrough
Cliff and Cynthia seemed closer than ever Broadway,
theway."
opening ever
nightsince
jitters
when
at this point. Jack practically doted on the he'd
played inMarxRoomBrothers
Service,farce.
a revival of
little girl, as well as his own son, Chris. the famous
But,thiasoon
aftersheStephanie's
birth,Cliff.
Cyn-A
"I'll miss you, Jack," she said.
announced
was leaving
He knew he'd miss Cynthia too. They had
marriage that had looked good was over.
many early
of thecourtship
fun moments
No explanations were given. She simply recaptured
in their
days.they'd
And,
announced the breakup and that was that. known
been happy to see the smile rePerhaps it was the separations caused Jack turnhadto Cynthia's
lovely face.
by Cliff's movie assignments on location. knew
"I'll hebe meant
back, Cyn,"
it. Jack said, and she
Or, perhaps, as one friend said: "She
Jack
has
indicated
he and Cynthia
never
really
stopped
loving
Jack."
Be that as it may, in the spring of 1959, can make it for keeps that
this time. Everyone
Cynthia left Cliff, and so bitter was their who
knows
and
loves
them
watches
split that
she torefused
him unlimited
fully. And, Jack and Cynthia,
theyhopejust
iting rights
Stephanie,
as she vishad live every
day
one
at
a
time.
One
at a
granted Jack with Chris.
time
until
the
day
they
can
say,
once
again,
Jack, in the meantime, had become one
of the hottest personalities in pictures. His and fortime,
keeps,we "Iknowdo." the "I do" will stick
romp with Kim Novak and Jimmy Stew- forThis
END
good. Because, that's Lemmon's choice.
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I Was

Too Poor To Have Dreams

(Continued from page 34)
their big bosoms, their curves, their slickcombed hair, their pouting months — they
moved him all right. But only so far. "In
the long run they're actresses or would-be
actresses,"
once And
said, who
" — and
tive, just likehe men.
needscompetitwo of
those in the same apartment for any length
of time?"
HE HAD NO IDEA AT THE TIME—
three years ago — that there was a girl for
him,
Ellie, fall
a girlfor hehimwould
fall fora girl
and named
who would
and
who would change his mind about the
subject
of
marriage,
and
even
change
him.
He had no idea of her existence three
years ago.
He
a state.only knew that he was. in one hell of
And, deredsometimes,
really ponhis fate, he when
wouldhe wonder
how
things, life, might have been for him if
he
weren't
an
actor;
if
Hollywood
were
some faraway place the ladies in the
neighborhood read about, and not the
place where he lived and worked . . . and
he would wonder how things, life, might
have beenhis iffolks
the troublein Naponee,
hadn't started
between
Wis-a
consin, way back back
when he was just
kid
of
four;
if
his
mother
hadn't
been
beautiful and restless and if Mr. Ziegfeld
had never told her to look him up should
ever business.
decide to enter
ofshe show
. . . the glorious world
"And beredheher voice
told mecry I out
should,"
he rememthat night,
back
in Naponee. Florenz Ziegfeld — she'd said.
The
greatest
producer
of
them
all.
been there in Atlantic City; there, atHe'd
the
Contest. He'd come up to her when the
contest
was
over
and
he'd
said,
"I
think,
personally,
you should
have
been Miss
electedGraf,MissthatAmerica.
But
knowcomethis,"work
he said,
"anytime
you want
to
for me,
you can,
Miss
Graf." . speaking.
. . And that
had been Florenz
Ziegfeld
Ziegfeld!
He
remembered
his
mother's
voice that
night.
And
he
remembered
his
father's
And he remembered how it was thatsilence.
next
morning, the morning after the trouble,
standing there on the little platform of the
Naponee railroad station, saying goodbye
to his father, then getting on the train
with histwomother
the twoof oftheirs;
them how
and
those
big tan— just
suitcases
then,
after
a
while,
after
they'd
sat
in
their
coach seats for a while and then had gone
tothenhavehad breakfast
diningcoachcar seats
and
come backin tothetheir
again, he had looked up at his mother and
had seen that she was crying and he'd
asked
whereNewareYork,
we going?"
They her,
werem"Mama,
he re-to
embered hgoing
er saying.to Mama
was going
have an interview with Mr. Ziegfeld, in
his own private office. And then Mr. Z. was
going to give her a part in one of his
shows, like he'd said he would, and make
she'd York
alwaysstage.
wanted to be —
aherstarintoof what
the New
David remembered how his mother had
cried, very softly and confused-like, for
over
hour after
that. . . a.
His anmother,
strongshe'd
and said
determined
woman as she was, had been very unhappy
those next five years, he remembered. She
had gotten to see Mr. Ziegfeld, all right.
And he had given her a part in one of
his productions, a big and fancy musical.
Only it, was a very small part and it was
with oneandof not
the his
greatNewimpresario's
touring
shows,
York company.
So, he remembered, for those next five

years they'd traveled around the country,bandthein mother
her their
husthis time)(she'd
and divorced
the son and
two big tan suitcases, from city to city,
town to town, living in each place for a few
weeks at a stretch and then packing,
boarding
a train
moving on, that
the mother more and
moreandheartbroken
nothing
really
big
was
happening
to
her. the
son more and more lost in a backstage
world of bright lights, brash comedians,
poker-playing
musicians
and
cutie-pie
Follies
girls.and self-loving
It would
be, David
remembers,
that they
would get to a hotel in a new town and
he'd
walk
down
the
street
during
day
while everybody else was asleep, the
looking
for
somebody
to
play
with.
He'd
meet
some kid, the son of the owner of the
cafeteria where they ate maybe, or some
kid who delivered papers to the hotel.
They'd
Pals.have
And tothen,
before hebecome
knew friendly.
it, he would
say
goodbye and he would know that he would
never see this kid again, not for as long
as he mlived
didn'tHe want
anyore. It hurt. .too. Hemuch.
beganthisto want
to vomit every time he knew they were
going to have to leave and he would have
to say goodbye ... So he avoided kids.
He
look for friends
anymore.occupaThis
was didn't
the beginning
of a lifetime
tion for David — not looking for friends.
He became a brooder. He sat alone in hotel rooms. He became a boy who just
existed.
lousy that
feeling
— young
he was heIt was
knewa this,
it was
wrong,as
unnatural. But time passed and there was
nothing he could do about it.
FINALLY, IN 1939, when David was nine,
his mother left the Ziegfeld show and
moved to Hollywood. Her aim was a final
fling, atures.long
shot: tothetrymovie
to gettown
into with
picShe entered
high
hopes
and
some
money
she'd
saved.
Itwerewasn't
before before
her hopes
gone,long,andhowever,
her money;
she
was working as a saleslady in the May
Co.
department
store
in
order
to
make
ends meet.
This was when she decided that her son
would become an actor.
day she took
time"Why?"
off fromDavid
her asked,
jobwithandthe
the
studio
rounds
him.started making
"Because," she said, "you're a goodlooking boy and you've got a good speaking voice and I think you'll make a fine
actor
. . .ending
Besides,"
added, "Icookdon'tor
want you
up a she
short-order
a car-hop,
God
forbid."
("I've never figured," David says, smil"why pick
whenon my
got
excited ingly,shetoday,would
thosemother
two jobs.
I thinktingthat
deep-down
she'd
seen
me
sitaround those hotel rooms so long,
doing nothing, she was really afraid I was
going to wind up a plain ordinary bum!")
Within
afterpicture
they'd studios,
started
their
tour a offewthedays
moving
David landed his first role. The picture
was called Swamp Fire. The stars were
thoseny two
Tarzansandof days
by, JohnWeissmuller
BustergoneCrabbe.
The
experience,
emotions. for David, was one of mixed
On one washandalways
he hated
the work
— "theI
director
goading
me. And
didn't
wearing
But, like
on the
otherpowder
hand, and
Davidrouge."
had few
complaints, really. Because despite what
happened Mondays through Fridays, from
seven tonings, seven,
he knewhe that
come weekends,
could come
hop oneve-a
bus and go to a place called Home. It

wasn't
a big place,
Home;but only
a fourroom apartment,
in fact;
for the
first
time ainroom
a longof long
time and
Davida mailbox
Janssen
had
his own
his androomhis inmother's
namewithon ait lock
and
awithstorage
the cellar
on it, where they parked their two big
tan suitcases. And the place was far from
the railroad
station.
cafeteria
within
blocks.AndAndthere
for wasn't
the firsta
time in a long long time young David felt
something like what he knew other kids
must feel like. And no, he was not complaining.
THINGS GOT EVEN BETTER after his
mother re-married.
never aforget
wasHe'llthirteen,
coupletheof night,
years when
after thehe
wedding, when his mother came into his
room and sat alongside him on his bed.
She'd just put her new baby daughter to
sleep id,"insheher
"Dav-it
said,crib.outSheof was
the smiling.
clear blue,
seemed, "would you like to give up picture
"How do you mean?" he asked.
"Just that," his mother said. "I'm proud
of the work you've done, Davie. Maybe a
little selfishly — but I am proud. I've seen
a work?"
dream of mine come true," she said. "Do
of," said what
the boy.
you"Sort
understand
I mean?"
"And now,"
his mother
important,
I want
you to went
have on,
your"more
own
dreams . . . What are they, Davie?" She
tookThe hisboyhand.
"Yourfordreams?"
thought
a while. Then he
told them to her, gradually. He would like
most of all, he said, to go to a school, a
real
school. atHe thedidn't
like those
one-room
classrooms
studios,
he said,
where
most of the time he was the only student
inthentheafter
placeschool,
— just him
and
a
teacher.
real school, he said,Andhe
would like to go to college and study
something interesting, like engineering,
aviation engineering or chemical engineering, something like that. He knew, he
said, that college was expensive, that
things
were
he couldn't
his parents totough
pay and
his way.
But, heexpect
said,
he liked sports and maybe if he worked
hard
enough
at
them
he
could
get
athletic scholarship to some good college,an
and with a scholarship, he said, well, then
everything
taken care would
of. be all wrapped up and
When he was through, he asked his
mother,
"Yes," "Isshethatsaid.an all right thing for me
you mean it," he asked, " — about
to "And
want?"
me
being an actor? I don't have to be
"No," she said. "You don't have to be
anything
want to be."
She bentyouto don't
kiss him.
"Goodnight,
Davie."for she
getting late. It's time
you said.
to be"It'sgetting
And
he
noticed,
as
she
said
that,
that
some smile
sleep."
her
tearsone?"
in herwaseyes.gone and that there were
"What's the matter?" he asked.
She
didn't heanswer
first. ... Is
"Mama?"
asked.at "Mama?
something the matter?"
"I ONLY DID WHAT I DID." she said
then,
once. I'dof
been "because
determinedI, too,to hadmakea dream
something
myself. When that failed, I wanted to make
something
you .in. .any
Now,way.
I'm only
sorry
if I've hurtof you
I'm sorry.
sat up, and he put his arms around
hisHemother.
"Don't be sorry, Mama," he said.
"Please,entered
don't be.
. . ."High in HollyDavie."
David
Fairfax
wood the following
week. He became,

shortly, one of the best athletes the school
has ever known. By the time he was in
his senior year he had copped most of
the athletic prizes being handed out, as
well as scholarships to two of the best
colleges in the state.
And then, less than a month before
graduation,
David was itinhappened
a track —meet, the last one
of the year.
He'd
just won
the pole-vault
most impressive event of had
them
all. the
jump.
given
his medal
and heThewascoachwalking
backhimtowards
the
lockerpherroom
when aupnewspaper
came rushing
to him. photogra"That was a sweet jump, kid." the
photographer
once more so said.
I can "•How
get a about
picture doing
for myit
paper?"
thing."
said. to the starting
He"Sureturned
and David
went back
line. He looked over at the photographer,
who had his camera in position. ""Give him
aHe good
himself.to
took picture
a deep now,"
breath,he andsaidheto began
run. He ran swiftly, beautifully, surely.
His eyes were on the jump point straight
ahead" and had
he didn't
bottlea
somebody
droppedseetothethesoda
ground
few minutes earlier. The pain that came
to his right knee was so intense when he
hit it after tripping over the bottle that
he passed out. The knee was busted; the
damage was to be permanent. It was as if
he knew it then, that moment, even in his
blacked-out state.
"My scholarship . . ." those who stooi
around him remember him moaning. "My
scholarship."
A few days later, he limped into his
coach's office.
"Coach."Do heyousaid,
a little
worried.
think"I've
the been
colleges
will
take"I'veme been
now, worried,
with my too,
knee David,"
like this?"
the
coach admitted. "I've phoned both the
schools.
They
both
say
that
they'll
let
us
know
the score
within the week."
But
It wasthey
then never
when did.
David decided to start
all over again and work at the only thing
he knew
— acting. Heforhadanything
no money.
He
had
no preparation
else. He
found himself, strangely, wanting to be
an actor now. A good one. So he went
back to Strangely,
all the oldthough,
studiosnobody
whereseemed
he'd
worked.
too overjoyed to see him.
Universal-International
did put him on
their
payroll finally, however.
And the long grind began.
FOR SEVEN YEARS, minus two in the
army. David toiled and struggled — "and nobody gave ofa damn."
Otherhe guys
this town
Hollywood,
knew.cameSometo
made heit big.
didn't make
But
him.
just Some
kept rolling
along.it Heat all.
played
bit parts in a couple of dozen pictures
while he was at U-I. Mostly they were
three and four-day deals, the kind where
the
into director's
the picture,onlythenconcern
gettingis getting
you out. you
Anyway, it was steady employment, at
least. Up until 1956. that is, when the blight
hit
Hollywood
and Daviddollars
got canned.
started
at one hundred
a week He'd
and
ended at three hundred, and this had been
enough to keep him in debt. How does it
happen — debt — to a guy earning a few
c-notes a week? In Hollywood, what with
agents' fees,taining,newbachelorcars,boozing
new —clothes,
enterit happens.
"Man,"
David
says,
"it
happened
to
me."
So, came 1956 and he got the ax from
U-I
and.
he
figured,
it
was
time
for
him
to do or die in this business.
And, beforin aorder.
time, it looked like lilies
would
First, there was the matter of a picture
called Lafayette Escadrille. David's part
was that of Tab Hunter's commanding

officer. Played well, the part could easily
have
overshadowed
Unfortunately
for David,
he played Tab's.
it so well
that after
a few days of rushes word came down
from
the
Warner
Brothers'
offices:
Cut
the Janssen part. Build up Hunters. Hunter is studio
property!
Bill
Wellman,
director of the picture, tried to fight the
edict.
But
it
was
no
go.
Only
David
went.
The next incident came when Wellman
was approached by David Selznick to
direct his upcoming A Farewell To Arms.
Fine, Wellman said — but on one condition: He didn't want Rock Hudson for the
lead,
he wanted
w-h-o?"
Selznick David
asked. Janssen.
The deal'"'David
was
quickly called off.
Finally,
however,
in
the
spring
of
things changed for David and he got '57,
his
first real break — the lead in the Richard
Diamond show. The show began as a summer replacement. But it became obvious,
after the first few weeks of ratings, that
it would, in quick time, become one of
the top weeklies of them all.
As success stories go, it would seem
right here that David Janssen was riding
onof his
Cloudsuccess.
Nine now, these first few months
But.
to
the good
truth, money
he wasn't.
He was tell
making
now, really
good
money:
but
he'd
borrowed
all along the way, that he was stillsoin much
debt.
And, though he had some stature now,
some reason for happiness, he discovered
suddenly that aside from his mother and
his sisters,
Terrywhom
and heJill,could
thereshare
was it.noHe bodyhadelse with
no friends.
OUTWARDLY, HE LIVED IT UP all
right. He drank with the best of them. He
laughed
funniest
of them. He
dated the with
most the
luscious
of them.
But,
basically,
he
had
no
friends.
Incidents in his childhood had made him
steer away from relationships. "A cynicism
of
says.me" — toinbred
maybe;
don'tmine."
know —hecaused
approach
some- I
one else's attempt at friendship from a
negative point of view." He found himalways inclined
to think:
"There's
reasonself behind
it. There's
a catch.
Whata
This
is
a
Hollywood
disease,
easy
to
does
he
want?"
catch.
And you fight it, or you don't.
And
And David
so, theredidn't.
he was at twenty-seven,
with things going pretty well for him. And,
there
he
was,
with
his problems, a lost
and lonely kind of guy.
The
three
people
really
his mother and his sisters —close
wouldto David
tell him—
that what
solve these
lems was, hein needed
simple toEnglish,
a wife.prob""Nuts," David would say. "I've got
enough
worry about."he'd say. "But I
"I needto something."
don't
need
that!"— and a whole rash of
In
interviews
them started after the Diamond success
— he would be asked the traditional question: "When you
get married,
the qualities
you dowould
like yourwhat
wife areto
have?" And David would answer, straightfaced,
"First,
has toto bedisguise
willing herself
to dye
her hair
everyshe day,
from
creditors.
.
.
."
And
the
reporter
would stop writing, and laugh. And David
Janssen would have gotten out of that one.
And, yet, he knew deep in his heart that
something was missing in his life.
Not a wife, of course.
... Or so he thought!
He met Ellie on Hallowe'en night, at a
party,
in 1957.never did make that party.
He almost
He'd worked hard that week, that day.
He'd
to the party
by some
girl abeen
few invited
days earlier.
But now,
this
night, pooped, he'd forgotten completely
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about the invitation and had gone to bed
instead.
Shortlyhim,before
ten She
o'clock,
the girl
phoned
woke him.
was sorry,
she
said. She couldn't make the party.
"Well," David yawned, "that's the way
it But,
goes."said the girl, she had a girlfriend
who
her? was just dying to go. Would he take
David said no, he'd rather not.
The girl persisted. "Please," she said.
"I promised you'd take her. She'll be
furious
me ifsheyouknows
don't. everybody
. . . And
besides, with
Davie,
there. And once you bring her it isn't that
you'll have to stay with her all the
time.
. ." went on and on.
The . girl
Till finally David realized that sleep —
the
thing
he wanted most that night — was
out.
And so he said,he "All
all right."
startedright,
to get
out of
bed.And,. . groggily,
.
Sure enough, when they got to the
party,
his "date" disappeared. And David
awalked
drink. straight to the bar and ordered

to look at,"
he says,
"that toI figured
if we
started
saying
anything
each other,
the"What
wholedothing
might
be
spoiled.")
you want to hear, anyway,"
he found himself asking, then, " — the story
"Sure,"
Ellie
of my life?" said.
"Are you interested," David asked, halfsmiling,
"or areI'm youinterested,
just being
"Of course
you polite?"
dope,"
Ellie said. "If I weren't, if I'd just wanted
to be polite, I'd have been back at my
hotel
roomcontinued
a couplelooking
of hoursat her.
ago."
David
Then
"Well —he" nodded.
he said.
And he told her his story.
HE STARTED AT THE BEGINNING.
And by the time he'd come to the end — a
few remembers
hours later,— he"Ithadwas talked
way past
dawn,"
he
to Ellie
the
way he'd
never about
talked his
to anyone
before. He talked
ups, hiselse
downs.
His misses, his hits. He had even begun to
have inroads in discussing his problems
with someone for the first time in his life —
the small problems, the medium ones, the
bigAndones.when he was through discussing
HE WAS ON HIS SECOND DRINK, or these things, talking, he knew only two
his third,I saw
when her"likestanding
they saythere,
in theacross
song things: (one) that it was dawn and he
lyrics,
theShecrowded
room."
was tall and brown-haired and
lovely-looking.
She stood alone.
Don't miss next month's
She noticed David looking over at her
MODERN SCREEN
at one point.
She
Davidsmiled,
waitedandforlooked
her toaway.
look back.
It is a special
She
didn't.himself staring at her, waiting.
He found
Christmas issue
He became fidgety. ("All of a sudden,"
unlike any
he
by thisI felt
shy,sheif
you says,
want "Ito was
call clobbered
it that, feeling.
had to look back at me again to show she
ever published before!
wasWhen
interested.")
she made it obvious that she
wasn't going to look back ("I'd seen him
On sale December 6
sitting
therewhat
looking
at me,"ButEllie
says.
"I'd liked
I'd seen.
I didn't
know what
do."),toDavid
put asked
down her
his
drink,
walkedto over
her and
if She
she'd waited,
care to those
dance. first few minutes had to get this girl back to her hotel;
(two) that he wanted to, had to, see her
while
that night.
thing. they danced, for him to say some- again
"I learned something about David that
"Well," Ellie said, " — in case you're in- morning,"
Ellie has said. "He didn't ask
ter sted. . .IMyworked
name asis Ellie.
I'm once,
from me, 'Is it all
right if I see you tonight?'
New York.
a model
'I'll see you tonight!'— like whatthen as a buyer for a department store. I He said,
shyness he'd felt at the beginning,
came to California a few weeks ago, liked poof, ever
was
gone.
gave
upthemystoryjob —of and
— " she shrugged
"It was the same," she says, "when we
"it,—She
that'swaited
married.a We'd
been going
together
then for my
Davidlife."to say some- got
for
almost
year now.
And all
thing.
sudden
one afternoon
he comes
overof toa
see
me
and
talks
about
marrying
me.
He
didn't.
Ellie began to wonder: Was this one of But he doesn't get on his knee and say,
those silent
attractions?
Or
was
the
Holly'Will
you
etcetera
etcetera,
my
darling?'
wood actor just plain bored?
No. He says, 'Either you marry me toThey tinuecontinued
night or we're never going to see one
d to say nothing.dancing. David conThey went for a drive after the party, another
again.'
"Very
direct, my husband.
(David'soff date,
tosomeone
no one'selse).
surprise,
had
"Very,
very direct."
gone
with
He
said
Very directly,
the other day — some two
nothing.
years and a few months after their wedThey
parked
by
the
water.
David
turned
ding— we asked David to tell us someon the car radio.
his marriage.
We were
sitThey stopped for a hamburger and a
ting thing
in theaboutJanssen
living room.
Ellie was
cup of coffee. David was silent.
in the den, next door, working on some
"Don't
you
like
to
talk?"
Ellie
asked,
project. (She sews a lot, paints and is
finally.
an expert furniture repair-lady.)
"Not much," David said.
"Well," said David, "it's a good mar"I
see,"
said
Ellie.
She
smiled.
"Well,
riage. A great
strange as it may sound, I just want you Ellie's doing.
She'smarriage.
got a senseAndof it's
humor,all
to know that I'm having a very nice time which
I
like.
She's
understanding,
which
I like. She makes most of her own clothes,
anyway.
. . . Really!"
David looked
at her.
hurt when a couple is tryThere was something about this girl whiching to doesn't
money and get out of debt —
that made him more and more fidgety. which wesavehave,
finally. And she's a good
66 ("She was so damn nice and normal, just cook. Makes the best veal scallopine in

town. She learned from the chef at La
Scala and — Say, she's making some tonight! Youfine,
want weto stay
Sounded
said.forButdinner?"
for now,
to get back to the story —
"Has she changed you in any way these
past"Shecouple
years?"said.
we "It's
asked. hard to
has,"of David
say
how.
Ellie
doesn't
do
things
if you know
what I Inever
mean.hadButanyobviously,
take
the
matter
of friends.
before,
really. And I have them now. Not many.
But a few. And good ones. The Jackie
Coopers. The Steve Aliens. A few others.
How is Ellie responsible? I don't know.
People like her. They're drawn to her.
Unavoidably,
to me,
too, and me tomaybe,
them. they're
I relax drawn
more around
people When
now. II don't
move.
do Elliequestion
ribs thetheir
heckevery
out
ofment.
me,
and
that
takes
care
of
that."
He stopped, and he thought for a moanother
he me,
said outthen.of
" — "And
she's got
me, orthing,"
is getting
my brooding habit. When things went
wrong,
professionally
I mean, To
like Arms
with
the Escadrille
and Farewell
things,I didI'd a really
feel lousy.
I'd brood.
Like
little while
back, when
I lost
Butterfield 8. It looked all set. It was a
big deal to play opposite Elizabeth Taylor;
itPandro
was aBerman,
good role,
piano player's.
the the
producer,
said he
wanted
me.
You
can't
ask
foroutbetter
than
that.
And
then
word
got
Liz wanted Eddie Fisher for the role.thatI
guess
hadn'toneheardwaythator I'danother,
been setit
for theLiz part;
doesn't matter anymore. Anyway, the
to be Eddie.
that theAndpicture
beopinion
made gotwithout
so I wouldn"t
was out.
"WELL,
I
BROODED
ABOUT
naturally. At least, I started to. But THIS,
then
Ellie had a talk with me. It was a very
short talk, very simple. She said that lots
of things happen for the best, que sera
sera,
— knock
— something better
would andcome
along wood
for me.
"And,
sure
enough,
a
little while
I landed this role in Eternity
(Helllater.To
Eternity),
which
I
wouldn't
have
able to take if I were working on been
the
Taylor
— if it
turns outpicture.
to be as And
good— knock
a picturewoodas everybody who should know says it will be,
well, then with this and Diamond I may
really
be on David
my way."
We asked
to tell us a little more
about Ellie, her qualities, the things about
her he was most nuts about, the things
about
her that made her a woman among
women.
"Well—" he started.
He paused.
He scratched
know,
questions hislikeheadthisandtakesaid,time"Youto
So he took time.
A lot of time.
the other
answer."
theUntil,
room suddenly,
we heard from
a click.
It was endEllie,of
opening the door that led from the den.
She poked out her head.
"David,"
she said,else
" — isniceit that
you about
can't
think
of anything
to say
Then
she
winked
at
us
and
closed
the
me.
. . Hmmmmm?"
door . again.
"My wije?" David called out.
"Why,"
he said, "why,gal Ellie
the
most sen-sa-tion-al
who Janssen
ever lived.is
Yessir.
"Madly!"And I love her madly.
"I hope toI said
that laughing.
loud enough," he
whispered
us then,
"I mean, if we still want to see that
scallopine tonight. . . ."
END
David
stars
in
Allied
Artists'
Dondi
and
Ring Of Fire /or MGM.

Liz' Journey Through Terror
(Continued from page 39)
closed
"Pray
"Pray Ifordon'tme. do nothing drastic.
And his
Liz eyes,
turnedjusther blissfully
head andrelaxing.
looked
over at Bee Smith, the nurse, who never
"I am atheysinner!"
When
were through going over the
for a moment had her eyes off the children. letter,
the detectives agreed that it was the
Bee.
Liz
thought
to
herself.
Bee,
it's
work of a first-class crackpot, nothing
going to be so sad losing you. . . . She more.
still couldn't believe it. that the woman was
Still, they
they should
figured,notify
they'd
goingsheto would
leave them.
always
figured
Made for Blondes
And
the look
Fishers.into it. To help blende hair fromSpecially
that
be with She'd
them
forever.Michael
She'd
growing dark
or tided,
Andasked
so oneto beof them
pickedwith
up athephone
come. Liz remembered,
just before
CREME
SHAMPOO!
new
Swedishuse
and
connected
S.S. BLOXDEX
was
born.
She'd
taken
care
of
Michael
beauty
secret.
Contains
AXDIUM
fortherilmextra
lightness
then Chris, then Liza: taken care of them Leonardo DaVinci at sea. . . .
and
SHINE.
Instantly
removes
dingy
that
Eddie, who had received the call, was lustre.
hair dark.Safe\Tashes
hair shades
it makes
lovelv
all.
them all. as ifShethey'dwasbeenin undecided
for children.
Get lighter,
a jar ofgivesBLOXDEX
about whether to tell Liz about CREME
her andownlovedgrandchildren.
SHAMPOO
today
at
drug
&
department
stores.
the
letter
or
not.
They
had
received
so
j
her mid-sixties
she'din come.
Liz remembered. Awhen
nd she was
her seventies
BLOnDEX
many
lettersin since
they were
love, that
and day
had they'd
started known
going
now. foreAnd
she'd
made
it
clear,
just
this trip, that she was getting beold together
—
abusive
letters,
obscene
letters,
now and that it was time for her to go insulting letters. They had tried, as best
live with her own family for these years she they could, to ignore them. This, he Woman Tortured
knew, should be ignored too. But
had
rest.theShe'd
them left,
just and
before
trip. tried
But toLizleave
had still. . . .
asked her. as a special favor, to stay
HE TOLD HER ABOUT IT. FINALLY.
with
for would
just a
Agonizing
ITCH
while.them,
She toandcome
Eddie.withLiz them,
had said,
They were walking up on the Boat Deck, "Ibynearly
itched
towonder-working
death for ~S years.
alone,
late
that
night.
discovered
a
new
creme.Then
Sou 1
give
her
a
bonus
(they'd
have
given
it
to
Liz listened.
her anyway; they all knew that!) and
I'm happy, " writes M rs. D. Wa rd of Los A ngeles
would send her home from London by jet
Here's itch,
blessedchafing,
relief rash
from and
tortures of vaginal
itch,
"Did Scotland Yard say they'd check rectal
with a This
new
scientific
formula
called eczema
LAXACAXE.
plane, another
just as soon
helpedwoman.
them into
through.it?" she asked, when Eddie was amazing
select
nurse,as anshe'd
English
fast-acting,
stainless
medicated
creme
kills
harmful
bacteria
germs
while
it
soothes
raw,
irritated
and
"Of
course."
he
said.
Bee
Smith
had
said
no
at
first.
But
she'd
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching and so speeds
changed her mind at the last minute.
said. what
. . . are we worried about?" ! healing. Don't suffer ! Get LAXACAXE at druggists !
And now here she was. on her way to Liz"Then
Even in Italy, at first. Liz did not
Italy first, then to England, to spend
the impact the news of that letter High School Course
just a little while more with her be- realize
had had on her. There are things we hear
loved
•grandchildren."
in
life,
frightening sometimes, though not
'"It's denly,
the softly,
onlystillthing/'
said,at sudlookingLizover
the immediately so. that get embedded in the
Finish
inpermit.
2 YearsCourse
■school
timeManyand
abilities
and sleep there. It takes something
woman. " — the only thing that puts a brain
work
— prepares
forDiploma.
college
iard
H.
S.
texts
supplied.
small,
something
sudden,
to
awaken
them.
j
crimp
this Bee
trip."Smith asked.
This
is
the
way
it
was
with
Liz
and
the
r~
"Whatintois?"
me
Ho
at
letter. . . .
"You having to leave us." said Liz.
It was a Sunday, their first in Rome.
American School, Dept. H9i 4, Drexel at58th,Chicago37
"Well." about
said Bee
"don'tspoiling
you goa
thinking
that Smith,
now and
They were leaving the Olympic Games
—
Liz.
Eddie. Bee Smith and the children.
good
time
for
yourself.
This
boat
trip's
supposed to be a holiday for you. And They'd had a ball that day. the boys Relief for
especially, and they were still all talking |
so's Italy.
And
I don't
want getyouto woranything
till you
Eng- and laughing away as they walked from EPILEPSY SPELLS?
landryingandabouthave
to start
worrying about
the sports palace and neared their car.
information is available on the treatment
learning
all those lines for your picture."
"Anybody hungry?"' Eddie asked at Heloful
She grinned.
WriteEpilepsy
for particulars,
shells :rcm t'r.is u-ytir-cld ccmpsry.
one point,
as theymore
walked.
"Anybody
here c:THE
ready
for
some
of
that
good
Roman
VERNON
COMPANY
DEPT. 29.DM-126
"Right. Mr. Fisher?" she asked.
3310 West Sixty-Third
St.. Chicago
111.
"Right."
said Eddie,
eyes too.
stillandclosed.
And
Liz smiled
a littlehis now.
she
But before anyone could answer, a pack I
spaghetti?"
of
photographers
had
spotted
them
and
reached
oversheandsqueezed
took Beeand Smith's
in hers, and
held it hand
for a swarmed around them.
The photographers began snapping
long moment. . . .
away.
IT COULD HAVE BEEN at that same
WeFORneedRECORDING
New Ideas
'"Really," Liz said, after a few minutes,
moment
when the
the letter.
person in London sat "we've
got to go now. The children are
Your
Songs
or
could
down to write
EARN MONEY Poems
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. . ." more . . . Un'ahro . . . One
It arrived on Monday. August 8th, at famished.
FREE
EXAMINATION
"Just
a
few
Mail to:N. STAR-CREST
RECORDING Calif.CO.
the sprawling
round," came the photographers" i
don, which Liz mansion
and Eddiejusthadoutside
rentedLonfor more
usual cry.
Dept. D-4, 1350
Highland. Hollywood.
Liz smiled.
their arrived
six months'
Like allitother
that
for stay.
the Fishers,
was mail
sent
"Just one more round." she said.
into London proper and to the Twentieth
Century-Fox
offices
there.
There,
routineIT
WAS DURING THIS ROUND when
ly, a girl in Publicity opened it in order to
roly-poly
Italian,
joined
the ]
see whether it should be filed or, if im- the
gathering
a fewwho'd
minutes
earlier,
portant enough, sent on to Liz and Eddie who'd been crowd
Just
to acquaintprocess,
you with will
our
at too
the much
Games vino
and while
who'd watchmaybe
in Italy.
new
drunk
a
little
As it turned out. the girl did neither. She
makeGold-Tone
you Enlargement
a beautiful weof5 your
x
ing
the
Games,
decided
to
get
into
the
act.
Gold-Tone
brought it instead to Scotland Yard.
favorite 2 photos,
negatives
"Ueeeeeeii." he called out. " — me, too, I
color
includeor
Within a were
few minutes'
time,thefourletter,
top wanna get into the peetch'a."
detectives
poring over
color ofslides.
hair, Beeyessureandto clothing
He
rushed
forward
and
stood
alongreading its strange message over and over
S^> and
get our
offer for
side Michael. He grinned and brought
having
yourbargain
enlargements
again:
beautifully
hand
colored
in oil
his hands up to his ears. "I make like
and
mounted
in
handsome
frames.
"Watch, out for your children.
theThemonkey,
eh?"
he said.
Limit 2. Enclose 15c for handling
little
boy
laughed.
"They
are
beautiful,
but
they
must
each
enlargement.
Originals
rebe mine.
The rest of the crowd roared.
tuNegatives,
rned. .-ICT .VOir.'2 Snapshots
Send 2
Photos.
2
"What are they icorth to you?
or
2
Color
Slides
Today.
you look like a"What
nice kid."
"Ten thousand Pounds? Twelve thou- think,
the"Ragazzo.
manhuh.saidboy,
you
sand?
iftoI Michael
take youthen.
and I buy you
FILM Blvd..
STUDIOS,
Dept.38,B-132
an ice-cream, over there? Mavbe the HOLLYWOOD
7021 Santa Monica
Hollywood
Calif
"You'll hear from me again.

nice men with the camera even take the
peetch'a of me buying you the ice-acream."
He
to take the boy's hand.
Liz started
saw him.
"You," she called out. "Don't you touch
him.The Get
hands silent,
off thatsuddenly.
child."
crowdyourbecame
"I was going to ask the permission,
Signora — " the man started to say.
"Off"Youhim!"get your hands off him," Liz cried.
The and
roly-poly
let go of Michael's
hand
loweredItalian
his eyes.
"I
sorry
.
.
.
mi
displace,"
began to walk away. . . . he said, as he
"Why'd you do that?" Eddie asked, after
they'd gotten into their car and had begun
to drive away. "The guy was having some
fun."I don't
He didn't
any harm."
know,"mean
Liz said.
She breathed
intouching
deeply.my "Ichildren,
just don't
maybewant... anybody
Is there
anything wrong with that?"
THEN, TWO THINGS HAPPENED the
day they arrived in England and the manLondon that helped put Liz'
nervessiononnearend.
One was a story, in the newspapers, out of
Australia.
It concerned
twelve-year-old
boy whose father,
a poor aman,
had recently
won
a
quarter-of-a-million
in a
lottery there. The son had beendollars
kidnaped.
They'd
found
him
murdered,
his
body
dumped in some woodlands.
The other, and more important and distres ing to Liz atby thethemoment,
was a who
letaddressed
same person
had ter,
written
the first letter.
It differed
from the first only in that it asked: "Are
the children
worthit ended
100,000 with
poundsthetowords:
you?"
Like
the first,
"7 am a sinner!"
"I'm sorry," Liz said to the Scotland
Yard man who'd come to see them a little
while after they'd reported the letter,
" — I could tell by your tone of voice,
onthink
the this
phone,is when
that But,"
you don't
at allI called,
serious.
she
said, "to me it is serious."
"Mrs. Fisher," said the detective, "beme. There's some
nothingtortured
to this person
at all.
Some lievedemented,
somewhere is having him or herself a time,
that's all."
"Have you found this demented and tor"No."tured person?" Liz asked.
"Have you been trying?"
"Yes. Naturally."
"Then," Liz said, "it can't be nothing:
not if you're trying."
"Mrs. Fisher," the detective said again,
"first, understand this. We never let
these things go completely, even if we're
not
terribly Weconcerned.
a policy
the Yard.
follow allIt'sthese
mattersof
through .derstand
. .this.AndManysecond,"
he said,are"unsuch
letters
received by prominent people in England
every ayear.
It's Ipart
ironysay.of
being
celebrity,
guessofyouthemight
Mrs. Fisher,
it willyoumakeof this.
you
feel"Now,
any better,
let me ifassure
We have a man stationed at the gate here.
And we have a man on the grounds here,
twenty-four
hours wea will
day. have
Whena man
the
boys
are in school,
along with them. They won't see him,
they
won't . know
be there.
. . he is there. But he will
"I'M SORRY about this whole thing, you
know,"pleasant
the detective
not a
jolly
way for ussaid.
to have"It's
to receive
guests
country,
Then inheourshook
handsnowwithis it?"
Eddie, who
had been standing by all this while,
he
left.looked
. . . over once more at Liz, and he
68 That night, some two hundred people

milled around the gate of the mansion,
waitingtiful tomovieseestar,Elizabeth
the beauand herTaylor,
husband,
Eddie
Fisher, leave for a special party that was
being
held someplace nearby in honor of
their arrival.
The crowd ooooooohed when they saw
Liz
and atthethecar.door, as she headed for the gate
just before
got into the car.
theThen,
cry went
up for she
autographs.
"Please, Miss Taylor," one young girl
said. "I go to see all your flicks. Would
you"Ofjust
sign your
name to this book?"
course,"
Liz said.
Liz signed about a dozen, quickly. There
were at least a couple of dozen more to go,
she knew. She looked up from the last
book ashe'd
feel
littlesigned.
dizzy. Suddenly
The crowd,sheitbegan
seemed,to
was pushing closer and closer. They were
getting out of hand; they were excited,
and pushing.
"Eddie
. . ." Lizwasmumbled.
He
didn't
seem tosigning
hear her.
busy, ofa few
yards away,
some Heautographs
his
own. "EddieAnd . .then
." Shesheclosed
eyes for
moment.
openedher them.
Anda
she looked again at the faces around her.
The dizziness was getting worse; the
awful feeling in her head, through her
body, more intense.
— she shedidn'twanted
know towhycry exactly
—thisSuddenly
butmob.
suddenly
out to
cry."Who
are you people?" she wanted to
"And what do you want from me, from
She looked into the face of one woman
who stood not more than three feet from
her. The woman was big-boned and
strong-looking and smiling. Liz looked
at the pencil she was waving, at the sheet
of paper
she held.
"Ismeit?"you?" Liz wanted to ask. suddenly.
'Are
you
one?" into another face, and
Then shethelooked
another.
"Is it you?" she wanted to cry.
"Are you the one who wants to hurt mv
ing.She handed back a book she was holdbabies?"
She face
reached
Eddie's
Her
had for
turned
ashenhand.pale.
"Liz,"
Eddie
asked,
wrong?"
"Let's get back inside, "what's
away," she
said.
"I "Liz
don't— "want
to
go
to
any
party."
Eddie herstarted
He followed
inside.to say.
...
There, she shut the door, and she clung
to his hand.
"Eddie," she said, "I want us to go upand pack.
don't
want tostairslive
here.Right
I wantnowto ...
go toI London, tonight, and move into a hotel . . .
It's safe there. Do you understand what
I'm talking about, Eddie? . . . It's safer!"
LIZ SEEMED BETTER, more calm, that
weekend.
They'd
from the
placespent
and
they
weremoved
in London
now.bigThey
the Saturday sleeping late, then visiting
Hampton Court, showing the children the
palace where Henry the Eighth had
slept, and banqueted. And, on Sunday,
they walked through Hyde Park for a
while, in the morning, listening to some
of
the and
fancythenandtheylong-winded
there,
took a ridespeeches
up to
Windsor, for a long and relaxing picnic
lunch,don andandRegent
then Park,
they came
back
to
Lonto see the animals,
feed them, and to laugh as Eddie made
faces at the lion and as the lion, sleepily,
growled back at him. . .
On Monday, however, Liz' fears returned.
It was a strange day for her.
She began her picture that morning. The
morning had gone fine.

that afternoon,
seemedto
to Butbe then,
different.
She seemedthings
anxious
work, but unable to concentrate.
Since actual shooting on Cleopatra would
not begin till Wednesday and today was
only
a rehearsal,EvenLiz'thedirector
not
too concerned.
best of was
the pros
got jittery sometimes at the beginning of
a picture, he knew.
At one point, when she had flubbed the
same line a few times, the director suggested to Liz that she go to her dressing
room and
little,
for ahave
while.a spot of tea arid unwind a
Liz nodded, and went to the dressing
room.
When, a little while later, a girl came in
with her tea tray, Liz hardly looked up.
"Here's scones and muffins and lots of
jam and butter," the girl said. "Will there
be Liz
anything
else?"
"No
. thank
you," Liz
sat. . for
a moment,
then said.
lifted her tea.
And asnapedsheAustralian
^id she
thought
the kid-of
boy, of the ofletters,
ings.
other things she'd heard about kidnapSuddenly, the cup slipped from her
hand.
It went crashing to the floor.
Liz
She didn't
stared look
ahead,down.
straight ahead.
"Oh,
my
God,"
she began to moan, after
a while.
"Oh,
my God.out Mythe God.
. . ." their bedShe roomlooked
window
that night, looking
at theof heavy
fog,
as she waited for Eddie. He'd been recordday. once,
Obviously,
he'd atbeena clock.
held
up. ingSheall that
turned,
to glance
It was nearly nine. She reached for a cigarette
that
lay
on
the
night-table,
next
their bed. She lit it. And then she wentto
back to looking at the fog.
She didn't
Eddie
come in.turn, at first, when she heard
"Can we take the children with us. to
atEgypt,
the fog.
next week?" she asked, still looking
"We can take Liza, sure," Eddie said.
"But not the boys?" Liz asked.
"No, I not?"
don't she
thinkasked.
so," he said.
"Why
"Because
it wouldn't
be right.
think,"
he said,
"dragging
them Ioutdon'tof
school like that."
NOT GOING TO EGYPT."
she"THEN
said. I'M
"You're
not." he said, shocked.
didn't"I want
go inbad,thenotfirsttheplace,"
Liz"I said.
didn'tto feel
least
bit bad, when they made it clear that they
didn't
want
a
Jew
invading
their
country,
they said; not even a Hollywood Jew, they
said. Well good, I said, I didn't want to go
Eddie .loosened
his tie. Eddie?"
anyway
. . You remember.
"Do
you
know,
asked, "what
they went through Liz,"
to gethe permission
for
you to get into that country. Strings were
pulled. Big strings . . .
know,"theirEddie
is "Do
goingyouto stifle
plans?asked,
Two "how
weeksthisof
location, all set up? A couple of million
bucks riding on those two weeks alone? A
couple of hundred people with jobs riding
on "Liz,"
this? Eddie said. He sat beside her on
the bed. "Is it because of the children . . .
those letters? Is that why you don't want
to "Liz?"
leavesaidall
ofasked.
a sudden?"
henothing
She
at first.
Her voice was soft when she spoke
again,
soft and tired-sounding.
"Of course I
it is, Eddie,"
said.is "I'm
know
everybodyshe else
takingso itafraid.
as if it
were nothing. But Eddie, I'm so afraid for
be," EddieYousaid.know
"They've
got"Youthe shouldn't
best nvotection.
that.

They've got Scotland Yard, watching them
every minute. They've got Bee — she's
agreed to stay longer than she'd planned,
hasn't
She's girl
evenforstopped
around she?
for another
the time looking
being,
hasn't she? Just so you'll feel better . . .
Why, the children, they've got — "
"I don't care what you say they've got,
Eddie," Liz said, cutting in, her voice still
soft. "We're not going. And I want," she
said, "I want for us to tell the children that
we're not, first thing at breakfast. If
they've
of theirabout
own this,
aboutI
this, if had
they anyknowworries
anything
want their minds put at rest, too . . .
Michael, especially — he's old enough to
hear things, to know what's going on — "
we supposed
to tell"That
him,
in "And
case hewhatdoesareknow?"
Eddie asked.
his Mama and Eddie are afraid?"
"Yes," Liz said, "if that's the right word."
"But it's a terrible word," Eddie said.
"I don't care what kind of word it is,"
LizEddie
said. shook
"We'rehisgoing
head. to tell them."
"Honey," he started to say, "listen, I
know
how youupfeelfrom
— " the bed suddenly.
Liz jumped
Suddenly her voice rose. "Don't say that,"
she said, " — not that. How could you know
how I feel? I'm their mother. I have my
own set of feelings for them. I'm their
mother.
"And you — " her
she started to say.
andSheshebrought
bit it. hand up to her mouth
"And me," Eddie said, loudly now., too,
"I'm They
their may
fathernot...be Iof ammy their
Liz.
flesh,father,
or of
my blood. But they happen to be the children I'm with every day. They happen to
be my wife's children. I happen to love
them
. . Andas I'm
concerned
them,
too, as . much
anybody
else onabout
this earth.
Anybody!"
He paused.
AND THEN, HIS VOICE SOFT once
more, he said, "Look . . . Liz. When I was
abutboy—
I haven't
of this
for years,
it comes
back thought
to me now
— when
I was
a boy, hood.there
this kid enough
in our kid,
neighborHe waswasa normal
when
he started out in life, I guess. But he had
two very abnormal parents. They were
afraid
for him,
afraidAndthatso,he'dif heever,
in his life,
get hurt.
was once
out
playing with us, a gang of boys, and a fight
started, the way it often did, his mother
would come streaking out of their house
and grab her boy away from us. 'Stay
away from that lousy mob,' she used to
say,
you'llhimself
get hurt!'
. . And in school,
if this'or kid
did .something
out of
line and the teacher said something nasty
to him,
his
father
would
come
up
and
ler at the teacher and ask her how holshe
dared to criticize their son . . . For their
son must not be hurt!
Eddiehighwentschool
on, "we
went
to "Itheremember,"
same junior
together,
the same high school. And I remember
how just after Korea the two of us were
called into the Army, the same day. I'd
talked
to him onthea night
we decided,
certainbefore.
cornerWe'd
that meet,
next
morning and report in together.
"Well.
'
Eddie
said,
"that
next
morning,
I got there, to the corner. I waited. I
waited half-an-hour more than I should
have, and this kid, he didn't show. I
couldn't
fact, till figure
about why.
a weekI didn't
after learn
I wentwhy,
away.in
That's when
I got
fromabout
my
mother.
She told
me this
it wasletter
terrible
this kid.posed tAo leave
few minutes
he wasme, supthe housebefore
to meet
she
said, he began to bawl and weep and
scream and kick. He was afraid to go into
the Army. Every guy on earth, when the
a littleHe afraid.
hetimewascomes,
this isafraid.
carriedButon thisso kid,
bad

that
that his
quietmorning
him down,
andowntheyparents
had tocouldn't
come
from the hospital eventually and take him.
"He stayed in that hospital a few years,
Liz.
out. all
He'sdaymy now
age, with
exactly,
and Now
he sitshe'shome
his
mother and his father. He's a young man.
He's a broken vegetable, really. He doesn't
work.
doesn't Lizgo —out." He just sits home.
"He'sHe ruined,
"It's a different thing you're talking
about," she said.
"But it isn't," Eddie said. "It's the story
ofstorya boy
his parents
fear.thisIt'sfear,
the
of aandlegacy.
He was and
taught
this kid I knew . . . They gave him a lesson.began
And he learned
ittowards
well. . .a ."closet, on
theLizother
sideto ofwalk
the room.
"Where are you going?" Eddie asked.
"To take a walk," Liz said, reaching for
a coat, putting it on. "To get lost, maybe, in
Eddie asked.
the"Why
fog." are Iyoudon'tgoing?"
want any more talk,"
Liz"Because
said.
"YOU'VE MADE UP YOUR MIND about
this"Yes,"
wholeLizthing?"
Eddie asked.
said, picking
up her handbag.
"And
you
want
me
have Michael
a talk with
the children tomorrow to— with
and I
"Yes."
Christopher?"
"And you want me to give them their
first"Yes,"
lesson in fear?"She shouted it now. The
tears cameLiztosaid.
her eyes and she shouted it.
Sobbing, she ran from the room.
She ran down the hallway.
Fisher,"
a voice looking
called out.
Bee"Mrs.Smith,
the nurse,
out Itof was
the
doorLiz ofranherpastroom.her,"Elizabeth!"
ignoring
her,
ignoring
everything.
When, finally, she got to the door, she
put
her hand
to turn
it. on the knob, and she started
"Fear"
suddenly.— the word came to her mind,
"Is that what we want for them?
"A legacy
After
a whileof —fear?"
a long, a very long, while
— Liz turned, and she began to walk back
up the hallway, back towards the bedroom.
to "Eddie,"
the door. she whispered, when she got
He was sitting on a chair, his hands
clasped
together.
He rosetightly
from the
chair and he waited as
she came to him.
"Eddie,"
she
said
"Eddie"
she fell into his arms,. .as . she
began ...
to cryas
again,
as
he
began
to
kiss
her
hair,
and
to soothe her. . . .
BACK IN HER LITTLE ROOM, meanwhile, BeetoSmith
smiled. from
She'd that
seendoor.
Liz
walk back
her husband
And this made her happy.
She just
guessed,
and
heard
now, from
that what
it wouldshe'dbe seen
all right
for her to start interviewing girls for her
jobButagain.
tomorrowgoing
— shetothought
was probably
be such— tomorrow
a lovely
day. And, she wondered, if maybe instead,
it wouldn't be more pleasant to go walkherthat"grandchildren",
and take
them ingtotownwithsee
enormous
with the
big
clock onbuilding
it, anddownthat
pretty
Well,river
she called
thought,the asThames.
she sat back in
her chair, she'd see about all that in the
morning.
The fog was lifting now.
Everything was going to be lovely
again. . . .
END
Eddie and Liz both star in Butterfield 8.
MGM; Liz stars in Two For The Seesaw,
United Artists, Cleopatra, for 20th-Fox.
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Conversation

With A Goddess

(Continued from page 45)
column."
I thought
a nice
thoughtful Hmmmmmm,
and pretty smart
little —girl!
But when I actually met Sandra, not too
long after, at the home of producer Ross
Hunter (who has since guided the little
Dee to her biggest hits and has become her
closest friend and mentor) I was surprised
at how very unspoiled and refreshingly
youthful she was, not at all the cagey
prodigy.
AMBITIOUS, YES! The driving urge to
become tops in her chosen profession
marked this child even before her young
mother, Mary Douvan, permitted her to
wear the slightest trace of lipstick or to
stay upwith
past alltenhero'clock.
herBut work,
Sandra- "dedicated"
at fifteen,interest
was thein
widest-eyed
movie
fan
I
ever
saw.
You'din
never suspect that she spent her days
intimate contact with big movie stars on
the studio lots. Her particular "crush" was
Cary Grant. She referred to "Miss" Turner
(Lana) as "gorgeous" and to Jean Simmons
as Ata "great
artiste."
this time
she had an autograph book
which she produced at the drop of a
celebrity.mieres.SheAnd shesavedwroteprograms
from— most
prefan letters
of them to Cary Grant. She was required
by law to attend school on the studio lots
and just like other girls, she mentioned
"cramming"
for herbrief
exams.years of typical
And so those
Hollywood
childhood
quickly
by.
Now and then I would passed
see Sandra
at Ross
Hunter's
poolside
or
some
other
social
affair attended by the younger set. It was
noted
"dating" Mark
Mark Goddard
Damon, John
Saxon,sheEddwas Byrnes,
and
sundry other young eligibles, but these
items always sounded like ice cream soda
sippings to me. Occasionally I felt her
dates were studio inspired. Most of her
escorts were in Universal-International,
her home studio, films.
The change from childhood to girlhood
came gradually. Already Sandra had scored
dramatically
Turner's
and love rivalasin Lana
Imitation
of Lifedaughter
and in
Portrait InintoBlack.
little girlin figure
had
rounded
curvesHer encased
beautiful
clothes designed by Jean Louis who also
didLipstick
Lana's appeared
gowns. on her soft curving
mouth and flat shoes were replaced by high
pointed heels on her smartly shod feet. No
longer
out. was the autograph book brought
In place
the movie
there
was theof movie
star. child — suddenly
But I had not realized how sweeping was
the change until Sandra planed back from
Italy, where she had been starring in
Romanoff and Juliet, for a brief week of
rest and conferences in Hollywood before
returning to Europe for Come September.
At my invitation for this story she came
to see me — and the girl who walked into the
"playroom"
many of thewhere
glamourI have
girls interviewed
of the screenso
her official place in my book as one
oftookthem!
SANDRA LOOKED SLEEK and beautiful in a blue silk gown with matching blue
shoes
— herluggage
only jewelry
was lost
one inring.transit
She
said her
had been
and she had neither jewelry nor clothes!
(A week
harm
done.)later it was all located — so no
But even this temporary misfortune
glim Sandra's
was like
70 didn't
little magpie
chattingglow.
aboutSheItaly,
Paris,a

London (this had been her first trip to
Europe).
talkedwhich"girlshe talk"
the
loose Paris She
fashions
did notof like.
She talked of the sleeker hairdos, of the
places she had been and the sights she had
seen. With all her bubbling enthusiasm
there was a new maturity about her and
her
figure mewasof that
of a model's.
Which
reminded
something
—
"Sandra,
do
you
remember
when
paddled you in print after that terribleI
experience of having to be rushed to a
hospital by ambulance because of your
drastic Salts
anything
that dieting?
foolish toYoukeeparen't
thin doing
now,
"I
promised
you
I
wouldn't,
remember?
are
you?"
And
have tokept
word,"I eatshewhat
smiled.
have Icome
my mysenses.
I need"I
with-mt starving myself or taking drastic
elimination medicine."
"Are told
you mesure?"
I pressed
"Ross
Hunter
you still
actually on.
do starve
She laughed, "That Ross! Unless I eat
yourself."
huge
platefuls, Ross thinks I'm not eating
anything.
much food
he believes I Idon't
shouldrequire
eat." asI looked
at heras
slender wasp-like waist. "What's your
waist
measureinches,"
now?" she
I inquired.
"Nineteen
proudly replied.
going
to"Sandra,"
level withI put
you inandquickly,
do an "I'm
interview
with
some
pretty
hard-hitting
questions
the way I do with the grown up glamour—
stars.
know
you're— and
wise there
now and mature
in yourIyour
thinking
things
fans would
like to are
havemany
you
As shestraight."
had listened her beautiful young
answer
"doll"
face became
one thing
you mean
about serious.
my real"For
father,
John
Zuck," she said quietly.
"Yes,
exactly,"
I
answered.
"About
stories printed that when you appeared thein
your birthplace, Bayonne, New Jersey, that
you refused to see him and did not contact
Indignation flashed in her eyes but her
voice was
and those
level fans
as sheand said,
would
like soft
to ask
others"I
whohim."have criticized me what each one
would
have done in my place.
"HOW CAN I LOVE A FATHER I
haven'tnever
seen insinceall Ithose
was five
have
yearsyearssinceold?my I
mother and I left Bayonne received as
much asI hada postcard
from him.untilI didn't
know
a half-brother
one ofeven
the
magazines printed that I had refused to
seeThemy words
father were
and brother!"
fairly tumbling from
her
lips
beginning
to tremble.
"Was there
anything that prevented
my father
from
telephoning me? I was appearing for the
studio inpaperBayonne
and
I
was
in
the
newss. He knew where I was staying and
contrary to all those reports that I
wouldn't
see
even telephoned
or wrote or him,
sent heme never
a telegram.
"You
must
remember
that
my wonderful
stepfather,
EugeneyearsDouvan,
my
mother married
ago, iswhom
the only
father
I
have
ever
known.
I
wouldn't
know John Zuck if I met him on the
She caught her breath, again very much
like a little girl. "I have no ill feeling or
street!"
hatred toward anyone in the world," she
said
sincerity.
have unjust
never tried
defendwithmyself
against"I these
accusa-to
tions— that
is — untilSandra
now."was going to cry
I had
a feeling
so I quickly said, "Thank you for trusting

me, Sandra. I will try to make my readers
understand your position as I understand
it.
agree towithreachyouyou
— your
haveI tried
somefather
way should
during
those
years
when
you
were
growing
She had completely regained controlup."of
herself. "I don't want to sound like a sob
story. I am grateful that my mother,
Maryme Douvan,
a newyoung
and happy
for
while I made
was still
enough lifeto
be impressionable and that as a little girl
I grew up under the guidance of a kind
and devoted man like Eugene Douvan.
"Thanks to my mother's courage and
love — I knew a happy childhood and I shall
bemosteverlastingly
gratefulI canto her
wonderful thing
say foraboutit. The
my
young and pretty mother is that she is my
bestThis,friend
and for
closest
pal." Mary Douvan,
I knew
a fact.
who is as dark and pretty as her daughter
is fair, is one of the most popular young
matrons in Hollywood. Although she has
been
widowedSandra
for the her
yearswhole
sincelifeDouvan's
death,
Mary
is"mother."
a far and
cry from theis typical
stage or— movie
Time after time I have seen Sandra and
Mary ingwhispering,
laughtogether like talking
a coupleand ofeventeenagers.
Although
Mary
advises
her
daughter
does not keep her bound with cords— sheof
silver. In fact, Mary once laughed to me,
"My bedroom in our new house looks more
like a movie star's than Sandra's — and
that's
plenty!"is described by both
This saying
new home
Sandra and Mary as, "What every fan
thinks a movie star's home should be —
white,
modern
and expensive!"
brought
to another topic — the
wayWhich
Sandra
spendsme money.
"Your
home
—
your
imported
cars
(for herself and Mary),
your sports
expensive
clothes, that full length white mink coat
you bought
beforethingsleaving
Sandra,
do these
mean forthatEurope
you are—
spending
everything
and
saving
nothing?"
— I had warned her my questions would
be blunt.
NOW SHE LAUGHED OUTRIGHT.
"Even if I were foolish enough to want to
spend
my money
and believeto.me,Under
I'm
not, I all
would
not be— permitted
Californiaquired by laws
I'm still
a minor
the courts
to put
away and
25% re-of
my salary. This is held in trust until I am
ofhaveagedecided
at twenty-one.
mother
that this isMya very
good and
thingI
for me to continue even after I am twentyone.
set aside mythis salary
same
amountWe'veof decided
savings towhatever
becomes.
"By movie
— actors
in the from
star
brackets
are standards
now getting
anywhere
$250,000 to $1,000,000 for a single picture—
salarybig atmoney
U-I isbracket.
moderate.So I'mwhennot the
up
inmy the
compulsory savings, withholding tax, charity and other deductions are taken out —
myFortakea home
isn't tooI'dbig."say Sandra
"legalpay
minor,"
talked a very
sensible
financial line. She
was smiling, however, as she went on:
"I'll confess to you that after taxes and
living I expenses
out — I feel inevery
cent
have leftareis taken
an investment
my
career. And I spend it on clothes, furs and
everything
that
will
help
me
seem
glamourous and interesting to the movie fans.
I'mI know
not apologizing
that I shopping
do this." jaunts
that ason much
Sandra's
she has spent
as $1500 for clothes
in one session (a story that shocked some
people).
the
advice ofButher shecloseactually
friend, isthefollowing
astute and
"boy wonder"
producer,
Ross
long with
before
with Hunter.
Sandra,
hadNotdined
Rosstalking
at Romanoff
s and heI
told me:

:Tve uncle
told Sandra
and wants
over like
Dutch
that theover
public
moviea
actresses to be glamourous and exciting.
The dullest thing in the world is this cursloppy that
fad — mythical
or even worse,
looking
actingrentlike
girl next
door!andI
told Sandra the worst thing she can do is
to pose for 'kitchen art' — whipping up
cakes
can't cook, tips.
pretending
to bewantan
expert she
on household
If the fans
household hints — get a recipe book!"
on a that
soapbox.
"One of
theRoss
most really
terriblewasthings
ever happened
to screen stars is this fad for being 'average.' People have
been kind
and movies
called meas
a successful
producer
of such
Imitation Of Lije, Pillow Talk, Portrait In
Black.ces is Ithatbelieve
that a bigdealpartwithof that
sucmy pictures
beautiful
and exciting women wearing expensive
clothes in costly backgrounds."
"Did you have to work hard to sell
Sandra
chuckled. on this philosophy, Ross?" I
"No!" he admitted
with a bigtosmile.
this she
conversation
andI repeated
she admitted
had listened toSandra
Ross
and believed what he said.
"EvenI so,"
she that
dimpled,
was scared
when
bought
full "Ilength
white
mink — and I had cause to be. Ross was
just
a
bit"
—
she
pinched
her
little
finger
and thumb together indicating a smirch.
—thing
"takento beaback.
He reminded
me, keep
'It's one
glamourous
— but first
out
of Sandra
the poorhouse!'
"
was completely
enjoying herself
as shemoreadded,
"So —given
beforea new
he could
lectureby
any
— I was
contract
U-I with more money on a seven year
deal — and each year it goes higher. Even
Ross had to admit the poorhouse isn't
right around the corner for me."
I LOOKED THOUGHTFULLY at this
young
as she
walked togoddess
the window
and suddenly
looked downrose,at
the
world
of
average
people,
the worldneverin
which she had decided she would
be able to live — and thought of the sadness, unhappiness and even tragedy that
has stalked the paths of the women who
have trod it. One has been closely associated with Sandra in movie making—
Lana Turner.
"Sandra,
too young
or have you areeveryoulooked
aroundandyouhappy
at the—
private lives of these exciting actresses you
admire
so much?andHavesomeyou ofwondered
the heartaches
the bitterif
things that have happened to them are
worth it? I mean, will you be willing to
go through the same fate, if need be, for
theAgain
same I heights?"
was almost bowled over by the
insight of this girl who still looks and
sometimes acts like a teenage novice.
She answered in that soft voice of hers
with
its little
"Most andof the
heartaches
thatgirlcomepitch,to girls
womenbig
are based in unhappiness in love. Movie
actresses, particularly, seem to be unwise
orfirstunhappy
loves. in love — at least, through their
"So
hasn'tcome
happened
me
althoughfar it— love
has often
to girlstoeven
younger than I. I've had crushes, yes —
and
things inlike
neveryens,
been and
seriously
love.that. But I've
"Who
knows
what
it
will
comes? I want to love and bring
to be when
loved —it
and any girl who says differently isn't
telling the truth."
I didn'teager
wantto totalkinterrupt
she
seemed
about her
this for
subject
which fascinates women of all ages.
"I hope I won't be badly hurt by love,"
she went on,will
"but never
who amcrossI tomyexpect
heartaches
path?thatI
can tell you this: If real love comes along,
something I know in my heart is real and

wonderful
won't test it, or notquestion
or dodge
it— Ibecause
last for-itit
ever. I will
welcomeit might
it for whatever
Recalling that some love experiences can
brings."
be pretty bitter and unwonderful, I asked
Sandra if she and Lana (an expert in
heartache) ever had any talks on the subject during the making of two films together.
"I wouldn't presume to ask questions of
Miss Turner,"
she fiot
answered her
immediately,
"because
does
heart heron
her
sleeve.sheI have
been wear
working with
when she has gone through some pretty
terrible troubles and worries. But, on the
set,
guess hermoment
unhappiness
exceptyou'dfor never
an unguarded
or two—
when
I've
caught
her
face
when
she
didn't
know anyone was looking.
"What
I
like
so
much
about
her
is
that
she never seems to wallow in self pity.
She wears courage like a Jean Louis
I repeated what I had previously asked,
if Sandra and Lana had talked about 'the
price
love' in inthe the
glamour
gown!"
"Notof exactly
way world.
you mean,"
Sandra
replied.
"After
Turner does not treat me alllike— while
a little Miss
girl
and we are very good friends, I am only
two years older than her own daughter.
She'd
either ofhardly
us, herspeak
screendisillusioningly
daughter or herto
real daughter."
"DO YOU KNOW CHERYL CRANE?"
I asked.
Sandra
her. working
Cheryl and
has
come
on thesaid,set "I've
when met
we are
when she is with her mother, surrounded
by the people her mother works with,
Cheryl seems happy. You can tell just by
watching
them together
loves her daughter
deeply— Lana
and sheTurner
is a
devoted
and
loving
mother"
—
Sandra
said
this as lengethough
she defied anyone to chalher statement.
One more important question remained
to be put to my young friend.
you areDo ayouchildthink
of divorce
a "Sandra,
broken home.
it has —hadof
any unhappy effect on your life, any lastSheingathurt?"
shook
None
all.contend
I her
know—head
this emphatically.
isn'tcanwhat
a speak
lot"No.of
moralists
but
I
only
from my own experience. I believe that
real happiness
can be built
over the lesmother sonshaswe learn
told mefrom
this unhappiness.
and I have seenMyit
with my own eyes — and heart. If we learn
wisely
from mistakes
we appreciate
even more andthe unhappiness
happiness that—
comes into our lives." Talk about "out of
the mouths
of babes"—
Sandra
with
each new
thing she
had wassaidproving
to me
how truly she is "grown-up."
WE HAD ENJOYED a long and to me
illuminating talk. It was time for Sandra to
leave. There was much for her to do before taking off again for Europe. As for
me, my telephone calls had been backing
up asan they
for
hour always
or so. do when I "close off"
I gave Sandra a little hug and bade her
godspeed. I wished this baby star well
and hoped that life and love would be
good
Cometo toher.think of it— I think I shall file
away this interview carefully. It may be
very interesting to bring it out in say —
five
yearsto— Sandra
and seeagainst
what the
brought
thesefates
hopeshaveof
hers
when
she
was
inexperienced
willing glamour girl! — butENDa
Sandra stars next in Come September
and
Tammy, Tell Me True, both UniversalInternational.
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Louella's Talk With Yves
(Continued from page 26)
No wonder the women in his pictures fall
It had been a long and
uninterrupted
he looked at disme
forIt him,
of that.ill now ascourseiffromformy avisitor
bit of understanding on
was ofI thought
Marilyn,— atbutthisenough
time lying
in the lapseWestside
Hospital following
part. to him until this moment, I
that had suspended
her moviea colThe myUnknown
Misfits in Reno, that I wanted to talk about had brought down from my office an interview printed in a newspaper other than
— Marilyn and Yves.
"You are aware that the gossip is ram- my own quoting him as saying that if
pant," Isaid, referring
to storiesthatprinted
had been situation
more "sophisticated"
this embarrassing
would never—
this country
and in France
Simonein Marilyn
have happened. I handed it to Yves.
Signoret,
last ofyear's
Academyhad Award
ner and wife
Montand,
reached winthe it Hedowntookonit,thepuzzled,
read
it.
table between Then
us. he put
end of her long line of patience. Paris
newspapers
had
flatly
carried
the
headam sorry thisandis inprinted
lines: SIGNORET TO DIVORCE MON- he"Ispoke
one ofthistheway,"
few
TAND OVER MONROE. And ever since times his slowly
ingratiating smile left his face.
"It
will
hurt
Marilyn
—
this
printing
that
she
Marilyn's
illness,
called
"exhaustion,"
had
stopped her was
current production, the Ameri- is not sophisticated. I want very much
she should not be hurt."
wildestcan press
rumors. having a field day of the that"Have
you tried to visit her since she
the hospital?" I asked.
"Yes" — he shrugged, smiled, spread his entered
"No
—
I
But what
hands
in
a
typically
French
gesture.
"How
cord-' comeshould
of it?likeJustto. more
talk, good
talk.
could
I not know?"
He hesitated
long enough to say that talk," he answered quietly. "I will send
he would enjoy a cup of coffee with me. But
he seemed as eager as I to get to the
heart of this situation involving four her"ISa ITnote."
that she came down from
former friends, himself and Simone, Reno to TRUE
see That
you before
her illness?" I
on.
Marilyn
husband. and Arthur Miller, her playwright pressed
in still another
story.fact had been printed
"Yes," he said, "but we did not meet"—
"LET ME TELL YOU THE TRUTH as and he did not amplify that statement.
I asked,
"Yves brought
— is thereon any
incibest Iablycan,"
Yves
went
on
in
his
remarkdent you think
this one
eruption
improved
English,
almost
letter with
perfect
since
the
last
time
I
had
talked
him.
so," he when
responded.
of "Perhaps
gossip?"
talk started
Marilyn"I think
came allto
"When I signed on for the co-starring the
see me off at the plane, bringing some
role
with
Marilyn
in
Let's
Make
Love,
it
champagne, when I was returning
was with many misgivings. It was to be chilled
my first American picture and naturally to France the first time.
I hoped it would be successful.
"We sat in the car and drank the champagne— andwas some
reporters
heard Itabout
"But how
on difficult
every hand
I was
all that
was needed!
was
about
Marilyn
was. warned
I was it. That
told that she was always late on the set printed in the French newspapers and
to the point of driving her co-workers naturally — it upset my wife very much."
crazy. ofThatherself.
she was nervous. Jittery.
"Ofing,course,
her — explainUnsure
trusting sheI talked
would with
understand.
She is
and seasoned woman, Simone. I
"Believe
me,
not add
to my ownin afeltwise
peace of mind. this
HeredidI was
a newcomer
if
she
knew
the
truth
—
even
the
could not hurt her. I love my wifegossip
and
a strange company, I spoke little English — did
not want her to be distressed over a
let us admit — I barely spoke English at all
much
magnified
situation.
I
did
not
—
and
—withI hadand mybefore
own weset even
of jitters
to
contend
the picturein do I notcould
wantnota divorce!"
restrain a little smile of
I am confronted with suchstartdifficulties
amusement. Yves took it so for granted
my
sigh. vis-a-vis. Ahhhhhhh," he gave a long that I would understand such a completely
point of view.
"I thought to myself. I'll take my Continental-male
Although he did not say it, his manner
machinegun — 1 won't put up with such implied
nonsense.
that one understood that when a
(and this one is all male) worked in
"Soport what
happens Athenervous
first day
re- man
close proximity with beautiful women, a
to the studio?
littleI girl
of
shows up — no, it was not our first meet- bit
outcome.romance and gallantry might be the
knew one another is socially
I remember
tellingherme several
about
but ingthisas wechild-actress-woman
someone— Yves
when I Marilyn
interviewed
entirely new.
"Greatbling, ilstar
that
she
is
—
she
was
tremago on theprinted
set of Let's
Make Screen.
Love,
at ease, and consuming more amonths
story
recently
Modern
She had
said, perhapsin you
remember.
coffee than I have ever seen go into any"Yves
will
be
the
next
sensational
star
one's system.
Alwaysto steady
drinkinghercoffee,
and cups
of coffee
nerves.cups the screen. He is all male" — and she hadof
laughed
a littlehowbit.many more of his lovely
"I amstead oftouched
—
who
wouldn't
be? InI wondered
my
heart goesbeing
out toangry
her.andWithimpatient
all of her
feminine co-stars had held this same
fame — how can she be so unsure of her- thought? Most of them, I wager, with the
self, so at the mercy of other people?
exception of Gina Lollobrigida, whom I
"I remember
one of her
our not
first tocon-be hear had not fallen in the slightest for
versationskept
I during
reassuring
Montand during the making of their European picture, Where the Hot Wind
afraid. 'You can be on time if you want
I'm
not
to imply that
there
to,' I told Marilyn. 'But if you are late — Blows.
was
a
feud
— buttrying
just
don't
be
afraid.
And
don't
keep
drinking
beyond the dictates
of thenothing
script. romantic
His role
all that coffee to give you confidence.'
"As tithe
progressed,
I con- was that of a gangster in Lollo's movie.
nued to feelpicture
protective
toward Marilyn.
In later conversations with my wife, I ad- I didn't
Who ismention
this manthiswho,point.
practically overmit ed Ibecame fond of her. But is this
night in oneformance, hdelightfully
charmingon peras achieved stardom
the
72 falling in love?"

Hollywood scene and who, with a burst of
gossip, inhasthebecome
one of the
names
entertainment
field?biggest
He was born in Italy Yves Levi, and
has been every kind of a worker from
a longshoreman to a song and dance
man.
"When I was two years old my parents
moved to France — so I really have more
of
than Italianthatbackground
and a itFrench
is not surprising
I am more—
often referred to as French than Italian."
DURING THE NAZI OCCUPATION, his
real name, Levi, was a dangerous one for
him.
convinced
Jewish "The
even Nazis
after Iwere
explained
that ifII was
had
been changing my name for them I would
have
changed
more
than
one
letter.
"It
is
not
but Levi.consul.
It is the They
same name
the Levy
first— Italian
let meas
go — but I could go nowhere without my
papers
during asthosean terrible
times."did not
His career
entertainer
begin to soar until after the war when as
Yves Montand he began to completely
charm Paris audiences and — I hear — such
ladies as Edith Piaf, and became one of
the most ingratiating singers since the
beloved Maurice Chevalier. He did a oneman act always wearing brown slacks but
even in that garb he was a charmer.
UntilmonehisSignoret.
marriage
Sihis nameto the
was talented
linked with
first
one
attractive
lady
and
then
the
other with whom he worked. To which
Yves
says,women
"You cannot
associated
beautiful
in yourbe career,
day with
and
night, without feeling something. That has
always been true — and still is.
"We were sad when Let's Make Love
ended although it had been hard work. I
have just completed Sanctuary at the
same studio. I was sorry to say au revoir to Lee Remick" — and he added with
amusing promptness — "and all the others
Withinpicture."
a few days he would be leaving
on
for the
Europe to join Simone and get ready
to start his next film, Time On My Hands
(formerly Aimez-vous Brahms . . .) with
Ingrid
Bergman.
It had
been widely circulated that
Simone would be waiting for her husband
in
Paris
just offthatfor day
I had
heard
that she —hadbuttaken
the Venice
Film Festival.
Yvesvited tnodded.
Simone
was in-as
o attend and"Yes,
decided
to accept
soon turesheand she
will will
be bebusytiedonupherwithnewfittings
picand rehearsals. But. we shall meet in
Paris." The last remark was pointedly
definite.
He told me he was looking forward to
working
beautifulmarried,"
actress."I
"But awith
brideIngrid,
— and "ahappily
laughed, "so don't fall in love with her."
Yves laughed
too. "My There
time arewillonlybe
crowded
to overflowing.
twelve wooddays
from
the
time
I
leave Hollyto the time II shall
start the
with
Miss Bergman.
packpicture
my script
and take off to the mountains to study
and rest. I am looking forward to the
restDid— andhe plan
quiet." to This
didn'tfor doubt!
come Iback
more
American pictures — and would he care to
make another with Marilyn, the "enchant"Of course. I enjoyed working with
her ingverychild?"much — there is no one quite like
her,
kind, fame.
simple, Iwithout
for allso
her world
hope inguile
speaking
frankly to you, I have said nothing that
could reflect anything but admiration and
fondness
on mysincerity.
part for Marilyn," he said
with
genuine
On a less personal basis, Yves is also
"optioned" gantoization he likes
20th very
Century-Fox.
much. an or"As you know — and printed many

times," he said lightly, that fascinating
smile returning, "there were many, many
delays making Let's Make Love including
another
illness
of Marilyn's
actors' strike
at that
time. — plus the
"I
WAS
BESIDE
MYSELF
had
signed a contract to appear inbecause
Japan I and
if I didagers were
notthreatening
keep it, theto sue.
Japanese
manMr. Buddy
Adler was then head of the studio
and
because it was not my fault that I could
not fulfill my engagement in Japan, he
offered to make my loss good to the
Japanese.
"At the
I didthe notpicture
feel dragged
I could
accept
it. time
But as

on, and this very fine man became my
friend and was so kind to me, I went to
him and said I would give an option on my
services in return for taking care of the
Japanese cancellation.
"The last business talk that I had
with him
'Whenthatwe will
havebesomething forheyou,said,Yves,
fine.
But
we
do
not
want
you
to
feel
His death is not only my loss — butbound.'
all of
I said a week
heartfelt
"Amen."
Hollywood's."
ItTo wasthisa working
day and
our talk
had extended well past the noon hour,
longer than Yves or I had intended. My
secretaries were holding important calls
for the column upstairs and with his ex-

Hayley
(Continued from page 28)

She asked Daddy about it at breakfast.
"I want to be Gillie, Daddy. I know I
can do it. Honest I can. If you'll let me."
"Are
you ofsure,
asked.
"It's a lot
hard Hayley?"
work. AndMillsit means
giving up your summer vacation and going
to bed early every night and learning
lots"I'mof lines."
sure, Daddy."
Mills was apprehensive. After breakfast
he discussed it with Thompson.
"Do you want to take a chance with a
completely
"I never eveninexperienced
knew Hayleychild?"
wantedhe asked.
to act
— and frankly Lee, I don't know if she
"Well, she has the quality and the charm.
I'll take the chance — if it's all right with
you. After all you're the star of the piccan." two weeks of shooting, John told
After
his friend: "Well, I was the star of this
picture.
ture." From here on in, I'm just a supporting player."
HE MADE
THE SAME CONFESSION to
his daughter:
"Hayley,
when
released,
no one will even this
know picture
I am inis it.
I can
see the reviews now. They are going to
say that you are the greatest child actress
in "Oh
twenty-five
years."
Daddy,
do
really
"I don't
thinkended
so you
...almost
I knowtoothink
so."soon so?"
The
picture
for
her.
And then it was time to return to school.
"I want
act
ever"Butso Daddy."
badly. Dosheyousaid.think
I willtosoon

top
BritishMillsstarhadJohngrownMillsup andin aMary
ley Bell
world Haythat
was a mixture of the brightest literary
and theatrical circles — and the quietness
and
side. quaintness of the old English countryHer god-parents
famous
figures in thewereworld.among the most
And when "Uncle Larry" (Olivier) would
visit
riding.the farm, he'd take her piggy-back
"UncletoysNoel"
send
herAndpretty
from(Coward)
all over would
the world.
But in the morning — way before breakshe'd runanddownin watching
to the barn,them
feed with
the
baby fast,colts,
the
mares,
learn
the
marvels
and
mysteries
of life.
AND HER HEART WOULD ACHE with
the
to growall her
up own.
fast, so she too
couldlonging
have babies
Her sister Juliet, four years her senior,
wasn't
in that Juliet
much hurry
grow up.
At sixteen,
was anto experienced
actress: one who had been on the stage
periodically since she was a baby.
And although Hayley had seen her
father in movies and on the stage and
thought he was "quite wonderful," she
couldn't understand
her make-believe
sister's preoccupation with all "that
stuff,"
or
how
she
could
have
the patience
to be locked up in her room with
a script,
when she could spend that same time
riding over the countryside, or taking care
ofthe theanimals.
vegetable garden, or playing with
Then
—
suddenly,
the night before, a big
change came
over her.
A
friend
of
daddy's,
J. LeeThompson came to spenddirector
the weekend
and confer with John about the script of
their new movie together, Tiger Bay.
They were talking about it at dinner.
"We can roll tomorrow," he said, "if we
can get the proper child. But we've tested
two
right. dozen and can't find one that's just
want someone
freshmannerisms
and beguiling
— "We
and without
precocious
...
Someone like . . . well, someone like your
little
Hayley."
Hayley played with her potatoes and
roast grew
beef,wider
and and
as hewider.
kept talking, her
eyes
Then she went to her room and "thought
andAt thought
and went
thought."
6 A.M. she
down to the barn —
"and
thought
some
more." in for breakfast
By the time she went
—she had made up her mind.
Shegrew
still up,
wanted
to bealso
"a mother"
she
but she
wanted towhenbe
an actress.

"Again, Hayley, but not soon. Not until
next
"Butsummer."
next summer is so far away. I
again."
should
be forgotten
by then."
"I promise
you will
not be forgotten,
onceShe thisreturned
picture tois classes
seen." at the Angelo
Catholic tendedschool,
before her.where her sister had atShe wished that Juliet was still there
so she could share her feelings and her
delicious anticipation with her.
onlyhadbeenbeen
one atyearthein school
which
sheThere
and hadJuliet
and Juliet's
ittogether:
was the her
mostfirst
wonderful
fun oflastall.— and
She had lots of other friends — but somehow she couldn't tell them about it.
They would ask: "What did you do this
summer, Hayley," and she would answer,
notSheuntruthfully,
"Oh ... theI played."
never mentioned
picture to
anyone.
She concentrated on her school work,
and daydreamed only a little about next
summer.
And then suddenly Tiger Bay was ready
to be premiered in London.
Mills wrote Father John, the padre of
the school and made arrangements for
to get off to come to London for
aHayley
few days.

pected
departure in twenty-four hours,
there was
attend
to. much remaining for Yves to
I walked to the door with my charming caller to wish him godspeed. "Thank
you you
for and
lettingI trust
me explain."
said,you"I
like
you and Iheknow
are
a good friend
of Marilyn's.
The for
sooner
the situation
is clarified
— the better
all.
I should like very much to say goodbye to her
but
—
"
once
again
that
expressive shrug. Then he was gone. end
Marilyn
stars Yves'
next new
in United are
Artists'
Misfjts,
Time The
On
Her
Hands,and also
U.A., andfilmsSanctuary,
for
20th-Fox.
Mary and John opened the London flat,
and made a real holiday of it. It was
especially wonderful because it meant a
reunion with Juliet who was then appearing on the London stage in Five
Finqer Exercise.
There was a new party dress and a
dinner celebration and, all the trimmings,
but
some shekindstillofwent
a daze.through the evening in
The
applause
was real enoush. at the end of the picture
SoBut wasshe daddy's,
"You'rebelieve
a star, it.darling."
still couldn't
She spent another sleepless night — her
firstAndsince
making attheseven
"big decision."
to wait shefor gotthe uppaper
boy. in the morning
The rest of the Mills family were sleeping soundly as she turned from one drama
page to another.
HER HEART JUMPED at her reviews.
The
— theher.lines and lines
and marvelous
lines writtenpraise
about
Then her heart sank.
For in their overwhelming praise and
enchantment of Hayley, John Mills was
all but forgotten.
She heard stirring in the other room
and
hurriedly
gathered
up all
the papers
and hid
them under
a chair
cushion.
Mills came out from his bedroom.
"Up so early, Hayley. After all that
excitement I thought you'd sleep until
"Oh. I wasn't very sleepy."
Johnside thelooked
flat. around the room, and out"Hramm . . . the papers should be here
by
now.
them.
I'mnoon."
anxiousWonder
to seewhat's
the delaying
notices. Aren't
Hayley became terribly absorbed with
some
on the specks
coffee oftable.dust which had gathered
"Well,
let's go to breakfast. Starving?"
"Yes, Daddy."
Throughout
breakfast Mills got up to
see if the paper boy had arrived.
"Can't
understand
muttered.should
"On
this of all mornings, it,"thehedelivery
Hayley became terribly absorbed with
abe speck
at the bottom of her glass of milk.
so late."
you9"
After
breakfast they returned to the
living room.
Mills sat down on the big easy chair —
atwhich
all. this morning wasn't easy to sit on
He pulled up the cushion and saw all
the
the papers
cinema piled
pages. beneath it . . . turned to
"Hayley!"
"Yes, Daddy."
"Why didn't you tell me the papers
had"I'marrived
and you read
them."afraid they
are all sorry,
about Daddy.
me. AndBut . I'm
. . and, well I
didn't
wantHayley,
your feelings
to be hurt."I told
"Hurt?
I'm delighted.
you they wouldn't know I was in the 7

picture.
you greatest
see — it says
here
that
you And
are the
child right
discovery
in twenty-five years. I'm very, very proud
of When
you." she returned to school, her secret
was no secret any loneer.
Word
had spread
like wild-fire
her performance
in Tiger
Bay, but about
what
amazed the faculty and her school-mates
was
her
ability
to
keep
silent
about
and how totally unaffected she was by ither—
success
her wideweeks
spreading
fame. was
Becauseand within
her fame
spreading — far and wide.
Tiger Bay was submitted as an entry in
the Berlin Film Festival and she copped
The Goldenformance ofBear
Award for the best perthe year.
Disney
saw
the
knewto that
his long long searchpicture
for an— and
actress
star
in Pollyanna was at its end.
He discussed the possibility of placing
her
a long term contract to him
with under
John Mills.
"THIS IS WHAT HAYLEY WANTS,"
said her
Mills,education
"and I won't
but
comesstand
first.in her way —
"We're
doing
our
utmost
just the way she is. We wantto keep
to be Hayley
proud
of her in every way, not just for whatever
she
accomplishes
in
her
career."
Disney understood.
A compromise was made.
Hayley would do one picture for him
everyheyear
while sheto arrange
is still a the
schoolgirl
—
and
schedule
to fit inwould
with try
her summer vacation.
The
rest of land.
the Buttime
would arrangement
remain in Eng-be
couldshe some
made forces ity Pollyanna
which term?
would of nerun into the —school
Mills contacted
Father
John,
who immediately replied:
"We
realize
that
Hayley
is
one
of the
exceptions
this back
life andherewe whenever
are prepared
to welcome of her
she
canSogetHayley
to us." and Mary Mills went to
Hollywood, together with ten-year-old
Jonathan.
John remained in England for a movie.
Juliet went off on her own to Broadway
for the New York production of Five
Finger Exercise.
familysense.
was separated — but only in
a The
physical
Each
day
Hayley
wrote her father — and
her sister.
Particularly her sister. And there was
so much to write of the wonders of California:
"Oh mymarvelous.
dear!" Theshe'dhamburgers
exclaim. "It's simthe
roastplybeef
which is an inch thick— and
and not
at all like the roast beef at home which
is so sion
thin."
my dear"
is an sprinkles
expresHayley ("Oh,
has picked
up and
in all her correspondence.)
She'd
write
of
the
new
friends
she
made, and of the odd studio schoolhad—
which was classes
a trailer,
the
marvelous
clothesin she
had and
seenof and
bought.
"And, oh, my dear," she'd write, "have
you heard Elvis Presley's latest recording?
It For
is smashing."
at thirteen, Hayley fell smashingly
in love with Elvis Presley.
Boys as boys were unimportant to her.
She felt herself much too young for such
nonsense.
But Elvis was different.
Between
scenes,playshe'd
her dressing room and
his rush
latestto recordings.
Her conversations were sprinkled with
"Elvis
and disappointment
"Elvis that." was that
Her this,"
bitterest
he was in Europe, and there was no chance
for her to meet him and get his autograph.
Laurence
74 take
her toOlivier
lunch —("Uncle
but as Larry")
much aswould
she

adoredpare with
"Uncle
Larry," he couldn't comElvis.very
He was her
own first love.
Life was quiet that first summer in
Hollywood. Outside of the Disney studios,
she was virtually unknown. She was taken
to Disneyland,
velous time. and had a perfectly marThe
only
staresherthatguide
greeted
the "party"
were aimed
— a man
by the
name
of WaltatDisney.

she did. Now — even on special occasions,
Hayley is barely able to take a sip of
dilutedlem of smoking
wine with the family. The probthe same way. too soon was handled in
Although she has many close girlfriends
both in England and now in Hollywood,
Hayley'sJuliet.
closest "friend" is, of course, her
sister
The four-year age difference between
themley doesn't
and Juliet seem
jealousto matter,
of each nor
other.are Hay"People ask me all the time," says
Juliet, "or at least want to ask me, if I'm
jealous
of Hayley,
I've been
life, and because
she became
a big actstar
withining all amyyear.
"Of course. I'm not. How can I be? I
love my sister. Besides Hayley is a cinema
star and I'm fundamentally a stage actress
— so"There
there never
is no has
competition
been any between
really. us."
Not
because of the four-year difference in our
ages — because we do not take notice of
that really — but because we're different.
"Hayley
and good
I've fornever
pixie
— and isshe pixie
is quite
me. been
She
gets angry and gets into a terrible fit and
it lasts just a minute. When I get angry —
I brood — unless Hayley is there to snap
me out of it. And we're forever playing
marvelous
pranks— than
on one
more my friend
just another.
a sister. She's
"We
used
to
share
the
same
bedroomand—
but now that we are both working
keeping such different hours, we have our
own rooms. Except on the weekends. Then
she comes into my room to spend the
night —lionsand
we Not
talk tooforever
milof things.
much— about
about boys
yet though. I don't want to get married
for
a long, boys.
long But
time —we andtalk Hayley
hasn't
discovered
about everything
that
has
happened
to
us
—
and
and just have a marvelous time. I laugh
know
we are different
from most
teenagers
in this country
because'average'
of the
way we have been brought up — and our
careers, and travels, but in our basic interests and habits, we're not all that different really. Except I do hope you won't
have us sounding like Sandra Dee. It's
not
and Iyoudon'treadlikeabout
Sandra
Dee, that
exceptHayley
that when
her
it all comes out 'too much,' don't you
THIS PAST SUMMER in Hollywood
when Hayley was working on her newest
picture,
And
think?"
Petticoatstentatively
(in whichtitled
she Bluejeans
plays identical
twins) was one of the pleasantest for all
the Mills — and there were a dozen weekends for Hayley and Juliet to get together
forButgirl-talk.
of them all, one particularly stands
Hayley
and the
Juliet
absolute
out.
hysterics over
offerwere
Hayleyin received
to
play
Lolita.
An
offer,
incidentally
that
was not
promptly
rejected
for many
reasons,
the least
of them. . .being
that
Hayley had to return home to school.
But in the midst of their frolicking, Hayley turned suddenly very serious.
"Juliet?" she asked in all earnestness.
"What do you think it would be like to be
Julietbeen
thought
— butstumped
never
having
a flopforor ina while
one, was
for an answer.
a "Oh,
flop?" I don't know, Hayley," she anered. "I really
can't besay.frightfully
But I should
imagine swthat
it would
de"Yes. I would imagine that it would
be," Hayley echoed pensively.
"Oh, Juliet, you don't think I'm just a
pressing."
flash-in-the-pan,
you?"
We should say donot!
end

HER ONLY PROBLEM was that she was
shooting up like a reed, and there was a
race against time to finish the oicture
before she "outgrew" the role. Within a
year
shot up to 5'3" — a good inch
tal'er shethanhadJuliet.
"Oh,
my
dear!"
"if I
keep growing any she
taller,would
I shallwrite,
be taken
forWhen
your older
sister."
Pollyanna was completed the
entire family with the exception of Juliet
were re-united in Tobago where John
was making Svriss Family Robinson. Tobago was like a vacation — even if there
was school.
HayleyandandtheJonathan went to Ina Tobago
negro school
only
other
white who
pupilworked
was the
Janet Munro
with brother
John. Butof
doing their lessons in so many different
places like this was more fun than work.
If Hayley had been sensational in Tiger
Bay.
was phenomenal.
Wrote her
one "Pollyanna"
critic:
"Young Miss Mills' contribution to its
(Pollyanna's)
fresh
and funny unexpected
and beguiling delights
and utterlyis
unspoiled. Mawkish, gooey sentimentality
has no place in her performance. It is
mercifully free
the "cute
mannerisms
whichalsohaveof marred
the brat"
work
of so many screen juveniles in the past
including
some
who
have
become
office sensations. We predict Hayley boxwill
become the greatest box-office sensation
of With
them the
all." release of Pollyanna came
recognition — and problems.
It was great fun to be asked for autographs— and all that — but for reasons
Hayley sistedstillupon talking
can't understand,
into her as ifpeople
she was
four years old instead of a budding young
lady of fourteen.
"Ooooooh you cute little thing," they'd
say. "Wrinkle your ittsy bitsy little nose
forItusinfuriated
like you did in the made
movie."her just a
little ill, and ifhershe— and
wrinkled her
nose it
was for reasons other than anticipated.
"Talking
down"
to
Hayley
is
akin
to
talking down to Albert Einstein.
And yet, she can in no way be termed
precocious.
Mary Mills has brought her two daughters up with rare intelligence and understanding.
She feels Hayley is still "too young" to
wear make-up, and "date," but there is
nothing she has "kept from her."
HAVING BEEN BROUGHT UP ON A
FARM since babyhood, Hayley learned
about the birds and the bees from the birds
and the bees and the cows and the horses.
Whenlated she
was twelve,intoMrs.human
Mills transthis knowledge
terms.
She didn't, however, say, "You must never
doshe this
or
that
or
the
other
thing."
Instead
sensibly
explained
dangers
premarital sex and
left it the
at that
— withof complete confidence
in both
her daughters'
intelligence
and sense
of morality.
"I wanted,"
she said,
childrenandto
know
about these
things"mynormally
naturally
from
me.
I
didn't
want
them atto
learn about sex behind a back fence,
school, or from uninformed companions.
TooWhen
many Hayley
mothers expressed
make that mistake."
a curiosity
about "cocktails," Mrs. Mills let her taste Petticoats
Hayley's And
next Bluejeans.
starrer is Bnena Vista's
one knowing full well she'd hate it— as
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